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COMPREHENDING
A Brief, bur Emphatical and Clear Explication
of all ſorts of difficult WORDS, that derive their
Original from other Ancient and Modern

Lan

guages; as alſo, of all Terms relating to Arts and
viz .
Sciences, both Liberal and Mechanical,
Divinity, Law , Philoſophy, Phyſick, Surgery, Anatomy,
Chymiſtry, Pharmacy , Botanicks, Mathematicks, Gram
mar, Rhetorick, Logick, Mufick , Heraldry, Maritime
Affairs, Military Diſcipline, Traffick, Husbandry, Gar
dening , Handicrafts, Confectionery , Cookery, Horſe
manſhip, Hunting , Hawking,

Fowling, Fiſhing, & c.

To which is Added,
A Large Collection of WORDS and PHRASES ,
as well Latin as Engliſh, made uſe of in our Ancient Stas
tutes, Old Records, Charters, Writs, and Proceffes at Law,
never before publiſh'd in fo ſmall a Volume: Befides an
*Interpretation of the proper Names of Men and Women,
and ſeveral other remarkable Particulars mentioned in the
Preface. The whole Work Compild, and Methodically
Digeſted , for the Benefit of Young Students, Tradeſmen,
Artificers, Foreigners, and others, who are deſirous thoroughly
to underſtand what they Speak, Read, or Write.

By John KERSEY, Philobibl.

LONDON ,
Printed by 7. Wilde, for 1. Phillips, at the King's- Arms in
St. Paul's Church -yard ; H. Rhodes , at the Star, the Corner of
Bride.lanc , in Fleet-ſtreet ; and 3. Cagloz, at the ship in
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PREFACE .

Oraſmuch as ſo many Uſeful DICTIONARIES,
Compiled byable Hands , and Comprehending the
F Several Branches of Polite Literature, have been
publiſh'd within theſe feco Tears ; it ſeems altogether
needleſs to make any freſh Attempt of the like Nature, or
obtrude new Syſtems upon the Publick : However, if it be
duly confider'd, that the greater Part of ſuch Elaborate
WORKS are Voluminous, and that thoſe of a leſſer Bulk ,

are in ſeveralReſpets defe &tive or imperfet ; it will ap
1
pear , there is ſtill Room for farther Improvements, and con
ſequently, there are good Grounds to hope, that the pre
Tent Undertaking will not be unacceptable to the Ingeni
ous. And indeed, our main Deſign in Compleating this
Portable Volume, (which may be bad at an eafieRate )was to
make as entire a Colle &tion, as is poſſible, of all ſorts of hard
WORDS and TERMS of Art that are to be found in
any of our Noted Writers ; with a conciſe, but plain , and
familiar Explication of them : For beſides the numerous
Articles relating to Divinity , Law , Philoſophy, Phyſick ,
Surgery , Anatomy , Pharmacy, Mathematicks, Bota
nicks, Heraldry, Handicrafts, & c. bere is fixed a noble
Magazine of WORD's us’d in our Ancient Statutes , OW
Records, Charters, Evidences, Writs, and Proceſſes at
Law ; as alſo the proper Names of Men and Women , the
Appellatives of Metals, Drugs, and Plants, with the pain
cipal Offices of the Grecian and Roman Empires, a ſuccin &
Account of all ſorts of Coins, Weights, and Meaſures, 8c.
all which Particulars, Colle &tively taken , are not to be mer
with in any one Single DICTIONARY of the Lower
Claſs, hitherto Extant.
So that upon the Whole, this WORK muſt needs be of
great Uſe to Private Gentlemen, Young Students, Tradeſ
men , Shop -keepers, Artificers, Śtrangers, and in general,
to all Perſons,who are deſirous to inſpe& the vaſt Trea
fures of our Engliſh Tongue, which is so superlatively
Eminem ,
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Eminent, even above moſt other European Languages, for its
Copiouſneſs, Elegancy, variety of Phraſes, and otheradmi
rable Beauties : But if any are for making a more ſtrikt
Search into the

inmoſt

Recelles of this

Imperial Aline,

they need only have récourſe to the laſt Edition of
Phillips's Dicionary, ſei forth by us, with very large
Additions and Improvements, An. 1706. where they'll find
the various forts of rich Oar amply diſplay'd in their natu
ral Order and Poſition.
To Conclude , the Compiler has no
other View , thañ to render himſelf, at lealt in some Mea
Jure, Serviceable to his NativeCountry, and upon all Occa
fions, to expreſs his Zeal for promoting the Públick
Benefit.

ABBREVIATIONS madeuſe of in this WORK.

0. B.
0.c.
0. F.
0.L.

Old Britiſh .
Old Charter.
Old French .
Ch .
Old Laçin , ſuch as is us'd
in ancient Writers,
C. L ;
Deeds, & c.
C.P.
0. P. Old Phraſe .
C.T.
0. R. Old Record .
1.
O.S. Old Starute.
Da.
Perſian .
P.
F. L.
P.T. A Term in Phyſick, or
Pharmacy.
OC 61
P.W. Poetical Word.
G
Saxon .
S.
H.
Sc.
Scotch.
H. P. Hunting - Phraſe.
S.C./ South - Country Word .
3. T. Hunting- Term .
S. L. Statute - Law .
L.
Italian .
Irith .
Spaniſh .
Sp.
S. P. Sea - Phraſe .
Latin :
S.T. Sea - Term .
L. P. Law - Phraſe .
L.T. Law - Term .
S. W. Scripture -Word.
M. P. Military Phraſe .
Syriack.
Sy.
Turkiſh
T.
M.T. Military Term .
w.c , Weft-Country Word
N. C. North -Country Word.
B.

0.

for Arabick .
Britiſh .
Country -Word .
Chaldee.
Civil Law .
Country -Phraſe .
Chymical Term .
1
Durch.
Daniſh .
French .
Foreft - Law .
10
Greek .
German .
Hebrew ,

Old Word .
A
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gron , ( H. 9. d. a Mountaineer ) the
a
Firſt High -Prieſt of the Jews,
abacija , 10. L. ) an Arithmetician,
Abacot , a Royal Cap of State , like a
double Crown, anciently worn by the
Rings of England.
abadois , (L. T.) they that drive away, orſteal Cattel in Herds,
ábacis, (L.) a Counting- Table,ſuch as
Accountants or Aſtronomers uſe : In Old
Records, the Art of Numbering.
In Architecure, a Four-ſquare Table at
the top of a Pillar, which makes the Ca
pital.
Abaddott, (H. a Deſtroyer) one of the
Names of Satan or the Devil.
Abaft, or Aft, (S.T.) ' fron the Fore
part of the Ship , or towards the Stern .
Abalienatio , an Alienation or Eſtrange
ment : In theold Roman Law , a giving up
one's Right to another ; a making over an
Eſtate or Goods.
To abandon , (F.) to forſake utterly,
to caſt off,
Abandum , ( 0. L.) any thing that is
Sequeftred, Confiſcated, or Forfeited .
abanet or Abnet, ( H.) a ſort of Gir
dle that Prieſts wore among the femas .
Abaptidon or anabaptiſton, ( G.) a
Surgeon's Inſtrument, a kind of Trepan to
lay open the Scull.
abarnare, (1.T.:) to detect or diſcover
any ſecret Crime.
To Abaſe. ( F.) to bring down, to lower
or humble.
Abathed, made áhamed, or confounded.
2 baſhment, Aſtoniſhment, Confuſion.
aballi a Coin current in Perſia and elfe
where, worth about I s , 2 d. Sterling.

А В
- To Abate , ( F.) to diminish , to make or
grow leſs : In a Law Senſe, to diſable, de
feat or overthrow ; to come to " nought, to
be aboliſhed, quaſhed, ormade of no effect .
abatement, that which is abated, a
leffening : In Law , the Act of Abating ,
Defeating, or Diſabling .
abatement of Honour (in Heraldry) is
an accidental Mark in a Coat of Arms,
by which its Dignity is abaſed , 'upon Ac
count of ſome Difonourable Quality, or
Stain in the Bearer.
abatoz, (L.T.) one that abates, i.e.in:
trudes into Houſes or Land, void by the
Death of the former Poffeflour, and as yet
not taken up by his Heir.
gbatures , Foiling , the Sprigs, or Graſs
that a Stag thrufts down in paſſing by.
abawed , abaſhed , daunted ; a Word
us'd by the famous Engliſh Poetz Geffrey
Chaucer.
Abba,(Syr.),a Scripture -word, for Father.
Abbacy , or Abbathy , (L. T.) an Abo
bey.
Abbatis. (0.) a Steward of the Stables ;
an Hoftler.
abbels , a Governeſs of Nuns.
Abbey, a Afonaſtery, a Houſe for Reli
gious Perſons.
abbot, or abbat, the chief Ruler of
en Abbey
To abbreviate, ( L. ) to abridge, or
make thort.
Abbreviation , an Abbreviating, or Ex .
preſling a Thing in fewer Terms.
ábbjeviature, a ſhort'ning, as the
putting of a Lecter for, a Word .
Abbreuvoizs , ( Fr.) Watering -Places:
In Maſonry, the ſpaces between the Stones
IO
B
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to put the Mortar in as they are laying. back divers Parts of the Body, as the Arms,
abbqochment, (L. T.) the engroſſing, Legs, Eyes, &c.
Jebearing ( L.T ) as To be bound ' to
or buying up of Wares before they are
brought to a Market or Fair, in order to a good A -bearing, i.e. to one's good Beha
viour.
ſell them again.
To Abedge, to abide. Chaucer.
abbuttals , the Buttings and Bound
abel (H.Vanity) the Name of Adam's
ings of Land, High -ways, & c.
abdals , á kind of Religious Perſons Second Son.
Abele Tret, a finer kind of white
among the Perſians.
abdevenam , ( in Aftrol.) the Head of Poplar.
Abent, (0.) a ſteep Place.
the Twelfth Houſe, in a Scheme or Figure
Øbere Murder (S. L. T.) plain of
of the Heavens.
abdi, ( H. my Servant) the Grandfather downright Murder, as diſtinguiſhed from
Manſlaughter and Chance-medley.
of King Sanl.
Abdicart, (L. in Roman Law ) to abdi
t aberration , a wandring , or going
cate, to renounce, abandon , or quit; as outof the way.
Abdicare filium , to diſinherit, diſown, or
abeſled , (0.) caſt down, humbled.
To Abet, to encourage, egg, or ſet on ;
caſt off a Son ."
To abdicate, to Renoúnce or Refign, to main , uphold, or back.
abitment, the Act of Abetting ; In
to give over.
abdication , ( C. L.) the voluntary Ad | Law , an encouraging, or ſetting on to
of Abdicating, Renouncing, Difowning, & c. commit any Crime.
In the Common Law , ' tisus'd where there
g etter, or Abettog, one that eggson
is only an Implicit Renunciation ; as in the or aflifts another in the doing of an Un
unhappy Caſe of a late Unfortunate lawful A & ; as Abettors of Murder, Trece
fon , Felony, &c.
Prince.
Abdicere, (L. among the Roman Sooth
abeyance, - Lands, Tenements, Goods,
ſayers) to diſown or forbid : In a Law- & c. are ſaid to be in abeyance, when they
ſenſe, to give Sentence againſt one, tode are only in the Intendment and Conſidera
bar him from his Demands, or not to allow tion of the Law , and not in any Man's
actual Poffeffion .
chem .
Abditozium , (0. L.) a Place to hide
To Abhog (L.) to loath or hate.
and keep Goods, Plate, Money, & c.
Abhozrence or Abhozrency, an abhor
abdomen , (in Anat.) that part of the ring , orloathing.
Belly which is between the Navel and the
Abborrent; that abhors or loaths, that
is averfe from .
Privities; the lower Belly.
Abtah, ( H.) the will of the Lord, the
Abducton , a drawing or carrying away:
In Logick, an Argument that leads from the Son of the Prophet Samuel.
Zitathar, ( i.e, Father of the Remnang
Concluſion, to the Demonſtration of a
or of Contemplation, or excellent Father)
Propofition.r
abdudo Indicis (L. in Anat.) the the Name of aSon of Abimilech .
Name of a Muſcle that ſerves to draw the
Abib , One of the Months among the
ancient Jews.
Fore -Finger from the others.
Aboucos minimi Digiti , a Muſcle
To ābide, to ſuffer or endure, to dwell
which draws the Little-finger from the or live in a Place, to continue, carry of
reſt, and appears in fome Bodies divided ſtay.
abjec , (L.) Vile, Bafe, or Mean .
into Two or Three Muſcles.
An Abject, a Perſon of no Repute, or
Abdudod minimi Digiti Pedis, a Muf
cle of the Little-toe, which draws it off Eſteem .
Abjedion or abjedneſs, Abject Con
from the reſt.
Abdudoz Oculi, a Muſcle of the Eye, dition, low Eſtate, Meanneſs, Vileneſs.
abies, L.)
draw off the Eye from the Noſe.
Aboudtop Pollicis, a Muſcle of the King Davids Thirty Champions.
Thumb, which draws the Thumb from
ábiga, ( L.) the Herb Ground -pine, ha
ving Lcaves like thoſe of the Fir- tree.
the Fingers.
Abigail, (H. the Father's Joy) the Wife
abductol Pollicis Pedis, a Muſcle of the
of Nabal, andafterwards of King David.
Great-toe, which pulls it from the reſt.
Abimelech, (my Father the King) a
Abductozes , or abducent Muſcles,
are all thoſe which ſerve to open or pull ' King of Gerar,
AbiH
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Abominable, to be abominated, ab®
gbinteſtate, (L. L. T.) an Heir to a
Man that dy'd without a Will.
horred , or hated ; hateful.
Toabominate, to abhor, hate,or loath,
Abtſhag, ( H , the Father's Error) a fair
Abomination, a thing to be abhorred,
young Virgin, who cherish'd King David
in his old Age.
or loathed .
Aborigines, (L.) the moſt ancient In
1 gbiftat,one ofKing David Champions.
Abilgeriling, (0.L.T.)a being free from habitantsof Italy, ſaid to bewithoutOri
Amerciaments, Forfeits or Fines, for any ginal : Whence'tis taken for any People born
Tranſgreſſion
where they live, the firſt Natives of a
Abjuration, (L.among the Romans)an Country,
abjuring or denying a thing upon Oach :
Aboztion , Miſcarriage in Women , or
In our Law , a Renouncing by Oath , a the bringing forth of a Child ſo long be
ſworn Baniſhment, or Forſwearing of the fore its time, that it is in no Capacity to
live,
Realm .
Aboitive;,
To abjure, to renounce, or quit an O
!
a belonging
to ſuch a Birth ,
pinion : In a Law -ſenſe, to Forſwear the untimely , alſo that miſcarries, or comes
Realmfor ever, rather than come to a Le -tonought. Allo à fort of ine Vellam
made of the Skin of a caſt Calf or Lainb.
gal Trial,
abraham ( H, the Father of a great
abladation , the Weaning of a Child :
Among Gardiners, a particular manner Multitude) the great Patriarch of the Jepse
of Grafting, when the Cion is cut off by ish Nation, at Firſt callid Abram , 1.c, a
degrees, tillit be firmly unitedto the Stock, highFather.
Ablaqueation , a laying bare, or un
Abraham's Balm , a kind of Willow
covering the bottom of the Trunks and ſo call’d .
Roots of Trees.
Abraid, upſtart, recovered . Chaucer.
Abiamus, ( L.) the Bream , a Freſh-wa
Ablative Cale, (in Grammar) the laſt
of the Six Caſes of Nouns and Participles. ter Fiſh ,
Abluent Medicines , the ſame as Ab
+ abation , a ſhaving off; já razing, I
croſſing out.
Atergentia.
glution , a Purgation, or Washing in
Abzeding, Upbraiding, Chaucer.
Abzenunciation ,a Renouncing, or for.
uſe among Popiſh Prieſts : Alſo the prepa
ring of aMedicine inany Liquor to cleanſe ſaking any thing entirely
it from its Dregs, or any bad Quality.
Abuc ,( c. T ), Sulphur.
Abnegatton , the denying of a thing,
To abridgt,( F.) to ſhorten in Words,
point-blank : In Divinity, the Renouncing till retaining the Senſeand Subſtance. In
of one's Pallons,Pleaſures, or Intereſts
Law , to make a Declaration or Count Thorto
Self-denial.
er, by leaving our part of the Plaint or
abner, ( H ) the Father's Candle, & c Demand
Sauls Uncle, and Captain -General of his gbridgment, an abridging, a ſhort
Army.
Account of a Matter.
To Abrogatt, (L.) toaboliſh, to repeal
Junodation , (L.) the pruning, or cut
ting away of Knots , or Knobs from or make void 'a Law which was before in
Trees.
force .
Abrogation , the Ad of Abrogating.
gboard . (S. T.) within the Ship.
To Abolith , ( L.) to Deſtroy or to Deface
Abiotantties (G.) a ſort of Winemade
utterly , to Reduce to nothing, to Repeal. of Southern -wood.
Abolilyment, an Aboliſhing, or Diſan
abotagum , theHerb Southern -wood.
nulling .
abzupt ( L.) ſuddenly broken off, uno
Abolition, (L.T.) the Abfolutę, Re- ſeafonable, rough, hafty .
pealing of a Law or Cuftom , so chat it
Ablalom , (H.the Father's Peace or Rea
fall never have force, again : Alſo leave ward ) King David's Son that rebelld á
given by the Queen or Judges to a Crimi- gainſt him .
nal Accuſer, to forbear farther Proſecution :
abfcels (L.) a groſs Swelling in any
In Metaphyficks, an utter Deſtruction of part of the Body, commonly call'd an Im
any Being
poftume.
äbiciffe (in a Conick Se&tion, &c.) the
Abolla, (L.), a Soldier's Cloak Thorter
and courſer than the Roman Toga or Gown.
parts of the Axiscut off by the ordinates .
Abomalum , the Paunch of a Beaſt,
abfciffion ; (in Aſtrol.) is when Three
theTripes:In Anatomy,one ofthe Four Planetsbeing withinthe Bounds of their
Stomachs, or Creatures that chew, the l'Orbi, and in differentDegrees of theSign ;
Cuch
whe
Ba
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the Third comes to a Conjunction with the
Abſtract, a ſhort Draught of an Ori
middle Flanet, and curs off the Light of the ginal Writing, an Abridgement of a Re
Firft.
cord , Book , bc. In Logick, any Quality, as
it is confidered a - part, withoutregard to its
To abfcond, to hide one's felf.
Ablent, being out of the way, mifang Concrete or Subject.
or wancing
Abſtract Numbers, ( in Arith.) thoſe
To Abrent one's ſelf, to keep out of that are conſidered as pure Numbers, with
the way , not to appear.
outbeing apply'd to any Subject.
Abſtractioni, a Faculty or Power peculiar
Abfinthites, (G ) Wormwood-wine.
Abſinthum , or Abylinthum ,, the to the Mind of Man, bywhich he canmake
Herb Worm -wood.
his Conceptions relating to particular Things
Abfis or aplis, the bowed or arched become general : Thus I can abſtractedly
Roof of a Houſe, Room , or Oven ; In A conſider the Quality of Whiteneſs in a Wali,
ſtronomy ' tis when the Planets moving to andobſerve it in many other.Things ; as in
their higheſtor loweſt Places; are at a Stay. Chalk , Milk, Snow , & c.
Abirules lying hid, dark, hard to bę
Abfolvatory , (L.) belonging to a Diſ
underſtood .
charge, or Requital,
To ( blolve,toacquit or diſcharge of a
Ablitrd , that is not agreeable to Reafon ,
Crime, or Accuſation laid againft any one. or common Senſe ; foolish, filly, imperti
Ablonite, that has Perfection in it felf, nent.
Ablindant, abounding with , Plentiful.
free from the Power of another, Arbitrary ,
aluindant Mainbers , ( in Arith ,) are
Unlimited .
Abſolute Equation (in Aſtron .) is the thoſe, whoſe Aliquot Pares added together,
Summ of the Eccentrick and Optick Equa- make more than the whole Number which
they are Parts of; as 12, whoſe Parts be
cions.
Abſolute Eſtate, is one free from all ing 1 , 2, 3, 4, and 6, if added all together
manner of Conditions and Incumbrances. make 16.
Abſolute fQuinber ( in Algebra) is that
abuſe, ill Uſe, Affront.
which poflefſes one entire part or ſide of an
To abuſe, to make a bad uſe of, to mif
Equation, and is always a known Quantity. uſe ; to front, or do one an Injury.
Ábulio , ( L.) the abuſing, or miſuſing
Ablolntely, after an abſolute manner.
Sometimes the Terms of a Propoſition are of a thing ; alſo a Figure in Rhetorick , the
ſaid to be taken abſolutely, that iswithout re- fame as Catachrefis.
Abuſive, injurious, offenſive, affrontive.
lation to any thing elſe.
Abyſs , (G.) a bottomleſs Gulph or Pit,
Abſolution , a pardoning ; forgiveneſs
a prodigious deep Place that has no Bota
of Sins pronounced by a Prieit, & c.
Abſolutozjuin ( L ) an abſolute Reme.com diſcernible.
dy, a curiain Cure, or perfe & Recovery.
Abyllins , a People of Ethiopia, whoſe
Ablonant or " ablonons, diſagreeing Emperor is ſtyled the Grand Negus, and by
ſome falſely taken for Prefter John.
from the Purpoſe, abſurd.
Acacia, the Gum 'of the Thorn Acacia,
Abloniare o .L ) to deteft and avoid.
To Ablorb, to ſwallow up, to conſume or binding Bean -tiee.
or waſte.
Academicks, (G.) the Followers of Plas
Abrobents, Medicines that qualify to, anciently ſo call'd becauſe they ſtudy'd
the ſharp Ju ces in the Body, by ſoaking in the publick School call'd Academia.
them up.
Academy, an Univerſity, a Place where
abitemious, Moderate, temperate in Youth are taught the l beral Arts and Sci
Diet.
ences, or other Exerciſes. Alſo a part cu
Abſtention , (in Law ) a with-holding lar Society of ingenious Perſons, eſtabliſhed
the Heir fron taking Poffeffion ofhis Land . for the Improvement of Learning, & c.
Abſtergent, or sbíterlive, that is of
Acana, a Rod or Perch Ten Foot long,
a fcowring, or cleanſing Quality.
anciently us'd to meaſure Land with,
Acaid , (C.T) Vinegar.
abftergentia , (L.) cleanſing Medicines,
Abftertoniya cleanſing, or wiping away
Scalanthis, (G.) a Bird feeding and fit
particularly the Effect produced by abster ting on Thiſtles.
Acale, Cold . Chaucer.
five Medicines.
Abſtinence , refraining one's ſelf, Tem
Acaliphe, (G.) the great ſtinging Net
perance, Forbearance .
tle, or the Sea -nettle,
Abftinent, forbcaring Meat, Drink,Ge.
Scanos, a Shrub , or Herb , with Price
klts,
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Acceptance or Acceptation , an accept
Scantabolus, a Surgeon's Inſtrument,
like a pair of Pincers , to take out any thing ing or receiving kindly : In Law , a Ta
that Sticks in the Gullet.
cit agreeing to ſome former Act done by
Acantha, a Thorn, Brier, or Bramble ; In another which might have been undone or
Anatomy, the moſtbackward Knob of the avoided , if ſuch Acceptance had not been .
Acceptation , the received meaning of a
Vertebra's,or Turning -Joynts of the Back .
Acanthion, the Oat -Thiſtle, or the Cor- Woid, or the Senſe in which it is uſually
taken.
ton - thiltle.
Acanthus, the Thiſtle- Finch , or Siskin , Acceptilation , ( C. T.) a Diſcharge by
word of Mouth from the Creditor to the
a Bird ; alſo the Herb Groundfel.
Acanthus, an Agyptian Plant with a Debtor.
Acceſs , Admittance, Approach, or Paf
yellow Flower'; alſo the Herb Brank -Ur
fage to a Place or Perſon : In old Engliſh,
fin , Bears- breech , or Bears-foot.
Acanzii, certain Turkiſh lightHorſemen. the Fit of an Ague or Fever.
Acceſſible, Approachable, that is eaſie
Scapnon, (G.) a kind of Honey,taken
out of the Hive without ſmoaking the to be come at.
Bues.
Acceſlible-Hetett, that which may be
taken by the Application of a Meafure to
Acarne, the Fish-thiftle, or Sea -roach
Scaron , Wild Myrtle, or Gow ; alſo it : or elſe an Height whoſe Foot may be
Butchci s-Broom , an Herb.
approached to, and from thence a Length
Acarus, the Hand -worm , a little Worm meaſured on the Ground.
that breeds in Wax, a Mite ; alfo a Mull
Acceltron , Addition or Encreaſe ; alſo
room , or Toad . Itool.
coming; as the Acceſſion of a King to the
1
Acatalectos, or Acatalectick Gerle, crown.
a Verſe exactly perfect, in which not ſo
Acceflorins Willifii (in Anat.)a Nerve ,',
much as one Syllable is over and above, or ſo call d from its fúv ter Dr. Willis,
wanting
Acceſſoi V or Accelfary, ( C.T.) any thing
Acatera, the great Juniper- Tree, a that of Right belɔngs or depends on ano
Shrut .
ther, tho' ſeparated from it : In Common
Accedas ad Curiam , is a Writ requi- Law , a Perſon guilty of Felony, not Prin
ring the Sheriff to go to the Court of ſome cipally but by Participation, as Command,
Lord, where a falſe Judgment is made in Advice, or Concealment.
Accidencs, a little Book, which contains
any Suit, in order to make a Record of the
faid Suit there, and to certify it into the the trft Principles of the Latin Tongue.
Queen's-Court.
Accident, Caſualty or Chance: In Los
Accedas ad Tice-comitem , a Writ gick, whatever dous not really belong to a
commanding the Coroner, to deliver ' a thing, but only Caſually; as the Cloaths a
Writ to the Sheriff, who having a Pone de, Man has on, the Money in his Purſe, & c.
livered him , ſupprefles it.
In Heraldry, Accidents are the particu
To Accelerate , to haſten , to put on, or lar Points and Abatements in an Efcutche
quicken.
on , and among Aſtrologers, the moſt re
Accelerat'on, the Ad of Accelerating, markable Chances that have happen'd to a
haftering, prc.
Man in the Courſe of his Life,
Accidental, belonging to Accidents,
Acceleratores Arinæglin Anat.) a pair
of Muſcles belonging to the Penis, whoſe happening by chance.
accidental Dignities and Debilities
Uſe is to promote the Paſſage of the Urine
and Genitura .
( in Aſtrol.) certain Caſual Diſpolition : of
Accention , the Inkindling, or ſetting the Planets, with reſpect to their being in
luch a Houſe of the Figure, & c.
any Natural Body on Fire.
Seçidental Point, (in Perſpect.) is a
Accent, the Riſing or Falling of the
Voice : In Grammar, a Mark ſer over a Point'in the Hor zontal Line, where Lines
particular Syllable of any Word, ſo as it Parallel among themſelves, tho' noc Per
may be pronounc'd with a ſtronger or weak - pendicular to the Picture, do meet.
Accipiter, ( Lat .) the Hawk; a Bird of
er Voice : In Muſick, a warbling of the
Prey .
Voice, to expreſs the Paſſions.
Aicentoz, (L. ) he that ſings the higheſt
Accipitrina, the Herb Hawk-weed.
Part or Tr«ble in a Choir, & c.
Acclamatioii, a crying out of the Peo
To Accept, to receive' kindly, or fa- ple, a ſhouting for Joy.
acclivity, the riſing ſteepneſs of a Hill ,
vourably.
Acceptab /6, that may be fo received, a- 1 & c.Properly Steepneſs reckon'd upwardson
accloyed,
greeable,
a Slope-line.
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Accurſed, lyingunder a Curſe, or un
accloyed , as a Horſe Accloy'd or Cloyd,
i. e.*nail'd or prickt in the Shooing.
der a Sentence of Excommunication .
Acculation , an Accuſing ; an Informati
accolade, ( F.) clipping andcolling, em
bracing about the Neck .
crnent, or Charge.
on ,
To Jacominodate, ( L.) to apply or fit ;
accuſative Cale , in Grammar ) the
to provide for, to furnith with ; to agree or Fourth Caſe ofa Noun, always govern'd
make up . Among Geometers, to fita Line by a Verb Active.
or Figure into a Circle, & c. fo as the Condi
To Accurſe, to charge with a Crime, to
tions of the Propoſition require.
impeach or inform againſt, to cenſure.
Accommodationsthe Act of Accommoda
To accuſtom one's ſelf, to inure, or uſe
ting, Adjuſting, Fitting, & c. Convenience, himſelf to a thing.
che putting an end to a Conteft.or Quar
Ace, that point of the Dice with which
the Number One is expreſs d .
rel.
To accompany ( F.) to keep Company Acephali, (G.) a fort of Hereticks,
with, to wait on ; to come, or go along whole first Ring-leader is unknown. Alſo
with .
certain Levellers that acknowledgʻd no
Accomplice, one that has a hand in a Head or Superiour.
Marter, or that is privy to the fame Crime
Acephali Sacerdotes , Prieſts that own
with another.
no Bishop over them , Independent Mini
To Accompliſt, to perform , to finish, Iters.
Acephali Werlis, Verſes that begin
to execute, o bring to perfection .
Accomplifhed, as a well Accompliſh'd with a short Syllable inſtead of a long one.
Acer , (L.) the Maple-tree.
Perſon , 2.t. one of extraordinary Pants
and Endowments .
Acerb, a Taſte between ſour and bitter.
Alccold , Agreement, Conſent: In Law ,
Acerbity, Sharpneſs, Sournels.
an Agreement between feveral Parties to
Acetabulum , (L.) a Saucer or ſuch like
make Satisfaction for a Treſpaſs or Offence. Veffel ; alſo the Herb Navel-wort: In A
To accord , to agree , to hang together. natomy, the hollow in the Huckle-bone,
To accoſt, to approach, or draw near; which receives the Head of the Thigh -bone.
to make, or come up to a Perſon.
acetoia , the Herb Sorrel
Accorint,Reckoning, Efteem , Repute ;
Acetum , Vinegar ; in general any ſharp
Relation ,or Rehearſal:In Law , Account or Liquor, as Spirit of Salt, Nitre, Vicriol, & c.
Accompt is a Writ or Action which lies a
acetum alcalicitum or Alcallatum ,
gainſt a Man, who being oblig'd by his diſtilled Vinegar in which ſome Alkalizate
Office or Employment to give an Accountto Salt is infus'd .
another, refuſes to do it.
acetim Philofophiaim , a sharp Li
Account of Sales, (in Traffick ) is an Ac- qu diſt il'd from Honey.
count in which the Sale of Goods is parti
Acctum Radicatum , the ſharpeſt part
of Vinegar, that has its Phlegın or Water
cularly ſet down.
Accountabic, liable to give an Account, dra vn off.
Anſwerable,
achamech, the Drofs of Silver, ſo callid
An Accountant, a Perſon well vers d by
Chymifts.
in Caſting up Accounts: In Law , one that
achan , ( H. troubl ng or gnawing ) an
d . obligd to render an Account to another.. Ifrae,isewho was Stoned co Death.
To acconter,to dreſs, 'attire, or trim.
achana or achane, a Perſian Meaſure
accoutrement, Dreſs,Garb , Pickle.
containing 45 Medimni .
To Accoy, (0.) to affwage.
achat , ( F.) Purchace, a purchaſing or
gccretioni, (L.) a growing, or ſticking buying : In Law , a Contract or Bargain.
to . Among Naturaliſts, an Addition of
Achates , (G.) the Agate, a preciousStone
of
Colours .
Matfer to any Body outwardly.
To Accrew or accrue, to be encreaſed
achato sa a Word us'din Stat. 36. E. 3 .
urveyo
or added ro "; to ariſe from, to fall to .
rs.
for
To acamulate, to heap up, or gather
Ache, a Pain in any part of the Body ;
Alſo a Diſeaſe in Horſes, which cauſes a
rogether in Haps.
a camulation , the A & ofaccumulating, Nurneſs in the Joynts.
or heaping up .
ache' ed, Choaked. Chau er.
Acairacy , Exadneſs, Carefulneſs, Dili
Achernet or acaruar, a bright fixed
gence.
Star of the Firſt Magnitude or Light, in the
accurate, exact or curious, exactly or Conſtellation nam'd JEridanus.
nicely done,
acherais,
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Acometi, (G.) an Order of Monks at
Acherois, (G.) a kind of white Poplar
Conftantinople, ſo call'd becauſe they never
tree growing by the River Acherom.
Acheta, the bigger fort of Singing Graſs- flept altogether, but by turns.
LEæton , a kind of pure Honey , live
hopper.
Achillea, the Herb Milfoil or Yarrow . Honey .
Acolytes, certain inferiour Church -off
Achillois, a fort of Barley .
Achiles, the chief Champion of the cers in the Primitive Times, who alifted
Prieft, &c. lighting the Candles, carry
the
Greeks at the Trojan War.
ing the Bread and Wine, be. Among Ro
achimenis, the Herb Poley.
Achiſh (H. ſure it is) a King of Gath.
man Catholicks, a kind of Under-Deacon
Achlys, (G.) a fault in the Eye, ac or Prieſt'sAttendant, that waits upon him
counted oneof the kinds of Amblyopia, or while he ſays Maſs.
Aconituin , Libbards-bane or Wolf
Dimneſs of Sight.
Schok, a Diſeaſe in the hairy Scalp or bane ; an Herb.
acontids, a fort of Comet or Blazing
muſculous Skin of the Head , commonly
call'd che Scald ,
Star, in ſhape reſembling a Dart or Javelin :
Alló a kind of Serpent that inoves very
achias, a wild Choak -pear.
achioi , Men that have boft their natu- ſwiftly like a Dart .
Acovica , Ingredients putintoMedicines
ral Colour.
aríaila, ( L.), a Pin or ſmallNeedle: At againſt Wearineſs.
Scopum ;a Fomentation made of warir
ſo wild Chervil, or Shepherds Needle ; an
Herb .
and ſoftning Ingredients, to allay the Senſe
Acid , Sour, Sharp, Biting, Tarta
of Wearineſs. Alfoa Medicine for Horſes
and, or Fired Spirit ,(in Chym .) is us’d fcr* the fame Purpoſe .
that which is mixt with Acid Salts, andhas
Alcozna, the Thiftle, otherwiſe calld
its Volatility checked ; as Spirit of Salt, Vi- Androfamon.
triol, Allum , &c.
Acopus, aSweet-ſmelling Herb of great
acids, ( C.T.) Bodies whoſe ſmall Parts Virrue in Phyfick ; the Sweet-Cane.
Acolmia , an ill State of Health , with
are ſuppos'd to be ſomewhat long and flexi
ble, and which have their Points ſharp and the Loſs of the natural Colour in the Face.
To gcoup. (0.) to reprehend or reprove.
piercing;
acouſtics or acouſticks, Medicines 0:
Acidity, Sharpneſs, Keenneſs; the Taſte
which Bodies that are Acid or Sharp , Inſtruments which help the Senſe of Hear
leaves in the Mouth .
ing.
To acquaint Dne, or make Dne ac
Acidula, ( L.) a kind of Sorrel, an Herb.
acidlægany Medicinal or Spaw -Waters quainted with, to make. known to one,
that are not hot.
to give him Notice or Intelligence of.
Acquaintance , Fellowſhip, Correſpon
alciniformis Tunica, (in Anat.) a Coat
of the Eye, the ſame as the vvea Tunica. dence, Converſation ; alſo a Perſon with
whom one is acquainted of converfant.
acinos (G.) the Herb wild Bafil.
To acquieſce. (L.) to reſt ſatisfied, to
gainus, (L.) a Grape- ſtone, the Stone
in kaiſins : Among Herbaliſts, the Fruit of conſent, to comply with
acquieſcence or gcquieſcency, the A &
all ſuch Plants as bear it in Cluſters, in a
manner reſembling Grapes.
of acquieſcing ; Confent, Condeſcenſion ,
Scipmler, a rare Fish among the Ro- Compliance.
mans, wa'ch is falſely taken for a Sturgeon.
acquietandis Plegiis, a Writ lying for
a Surecy againſt a Creditor, who refuſes to
dcloyed, over-charged. Chaucer.
gemaſtica, (G.) a continued Fever foacquit one after Payment of the Debt.
call'd by ſome, the ſame with Synochus.
acquietantia de Shirts & Hundredis,
Acme, the Edge or Pointof a Weapon, (L. T.) a being free from Suit and Service
the Flower of Age, the Prime of a thing : in Shires and Hundreds.
Among Phyfieians,the height of a Diſeaſe.
To acquire, to purchaſe, to get, to ac
To Acknowledge, to own or confefs, tain to .
to begrateful or thankful for.
Acquiſition, an acquiring , purchaſing ,
Acknowledgement, Owning,Confeſſion, jobtaining , or winning .
Gratitude or Thankfulneſs.
Acquifts, purchaces, properly Victories
acknowledgement -money, a Piece of gain'd, or Conqueſtswoa by the Sword.
Money paid by the Tenant upon the Death To Acquit, ( F.) to diſcharge, or free
of his Landlord, in Acknowledgement of from .
che New Land -lord ,
Acquittat
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: acquittal or acquitment, a Delive- mifts for the Knobs, or Tops of Bones.
rance
Acroſtick, a Poem fo order'd , that the
ſetting free from the Sufpicion or
Guilt of an Offence
Firſt Letters of every Verſe, may contain
acquittal in fact, is when a Man is fome particular Name, Title, Sentence, or
founá not Guilty of the Offence with which Motto.
acroteres, (in Archite&t.) Pedeſtals up
he is charo'd .
: Acquittal in Law , is when Two Per on the Corners and Middle of a Pedement
fons are indicted, one as Principal, and the to ſupport Statues.
acroteria the utmoſt parts of a Man's
other as Acceſſory, ſo that the former being
diſcharg’d, the latter by Conſequence is alio Body, as h Fingers -ends. In Archite&ture,
thoſe Spiry Battlements or Pinnacles thac
acquitted.
acquittance, a Diſcharge or Řeleaſe in Itand n k nges, upon flat Buildings
Writing, for a Summ of Money, or other
aclay, ( H. Adorn'd or Wantonneſs) the
Dury.
Wife of Othniel.
dcrafa, ( G.) Indiſpoſition, Diſorder, Al
act, (L.) a Deed , a Decree of Parliament,
ſo the Exceſs or Predominancy of one Qua- Alto the time when Degrees are taken in
lity above another in the Conſtitution of a the Univerſity of Oxford .
Human Body.
dicts of Parliainent poſitive Lawscon
Acre, a Meaſure of Land containing 40 fiſting of Two Parts,viz , the Words of the
Perches in length , and 4 in breadth . A Act and the Senſe, both which joyn'd to
Welſh Acre is ufually equal to Two Engliſh gether make the Law .
ones.
Clerk of the acts, an Officer who en.
Acredula , (L.) the Screech -Owl ; a Bird . ters the Lord Admiral's Commiſfions
Acreme, (L. T.) Ten Acres of Land.
and Warrants ; and regiſters the Acts and
arrimorious Bodies, (in Philof .) are Orders of the Commiſſioners of the Navy .
Bod ' - whoſe ſmall Parts do eat, fret, de
Actxa, an Herbs, by fomc call'd Wall
Atroy, and diſſolve what comes in their wort, or thrubby Elder.
way.
Acte, the Sea-ſhore or Coaſt ; alſo the
Ácrimony, (L.) Sharpneſs, Eagerneſe, Elder- Tree.
Tartneſs
Actifs an Order of Friers that feed on
Acrifta, that of which no Judgment is Roots, and wear Tawny-colour'd Habits.
actinovolím , (G. in Philos.) the ſpread
pafled or Choice made ; want of Judiciouſ
neſs, Rafineſs in Judging : Alſo a Term us’d ing abroad of Light or Sound.
by Phyſicians, when the State of a Diſtem
action,an Ad, Deed or Feat, a particu
per is ſo uncertain, that they cannot paſs a lar way of Delivery in making a Speecă
or Sermon ,
right Judgment upon it.
gcrochordon , a ſort of great Wart, wich
In a Legal Senſe, the Proceſs or Form of
a ſmall Root like a String .
a Suit given by the Law to recover a
Acrocozium , a kind of Onion.
Right.
Acrodżya, all Fruits having hard Rinds
action Dird, is when it is part Real
or, Shells ; asNuts, Cheſnuts, Almonds, A- and part Perſonal : Allo a Suit given by
corns, éc.
the Law, to recover the Thing detain'd,
Acromion, (in Anat . ) the upper Proceſs, and Danmages for the Wrong done.
or Ki nb of the Shoulder -blade.
action penal, an A &tion which aims
Acromphalııın , the top, or middle of at ſome Pinely or Punithment on the
the Nave !
Party ſued , either on his Body, or by way
acron, che utmoſt end of any Member ; of Fing on his Eftare.
action Perſozial, is that which one Man
alſo a little Stock , or Stem .
Acron Sylvaticuin , the Herb Milfoil, may have agapſt another upon Accountof
or ortow .
any Bargain , or for any Wrong done to his
acronychal, (in Aſtron.) belonging to Perſon.
action Popular, an Axion given upon
the Evening-Twilight : When a Star riſes at
Sun- fet, it is ſaid to Riſe acronychally ; the Breach of ſome Penal Statute, which
and when a Star fets with the Sun, 'tis any Man may ſue for himſelf and the
ſaid. To Set acronychally.
Queen
Acronyíte, Stars riſing in the Twilight
action Real , an Adion whereby one
about Sun - ſetting.
claiins Title to Lands, Tenements, Rents,
Acros, the top of a Finger, Herb , &c. or Commons.
Among fome Writers, it is taken for the
action of a Wirit, is when one pleads
height of a Diſeaſe, and by ſome Anato- ſome Matter, by which he thews the Plain
tid
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Adadunephros, (G.) a precious Stone
Flaintiff had no Cauſe to have the Writ
like a kidney.
which he brought.
Anage, (L. ) a Proverb, or old Saying,
Action upon the Cale, is a Writ
brought for an Offence done withour Force. Spain , ( H. red Earth) the first created
Mar.
againſt any Man.
gdrinant, (G) a Stone, otherwiſe cal
Action upon the Statute, that which
is brought upon the Breach of a Statute, led a Diamond ,
Adamantine, belonging to, or made of
an
is
Action given that lay not
whereby
Adamant ; hard, inflexible .
before.
actionable, that bears an Action, or
Adammtis, an Herb of the Nature of
affords Cauſe on which an Action may be the Adamant.
gdamites, a fort of Hereticks, who
grounded .
pretending to be reſtored to Adam's Inno
Active, fit to act, nimble, lively.
Active Principles, (C, T.) are the Spi- cence, go Naked in their Affemblies.
To adapt, (L.) to make fit, to apply or
rit, Oyl and Salt .
Active Whoice of a Werb , (in Gram .) ſuit one thing to arother.
that Voice which fignifies Action or Do
Adarcon , a Hebrew Gold -Coin, worth
Fifteen Shillings Sterling.
ing .
Activity, Nimbleneſs, Priskneſs, Vi
Adarige, ( C.T.) Sal Armoniack.
Adalied, (0.) ahamed .
gour.
Acto , atton or Aketon , (0. R.) a
To Adaw , ( 0.) to awaken ; but it
is us'd by the. Poet Spencer for to ſlice
Coat of Mail.
Acton Burnei, a Caſtle in Shroprire ken .
forae time belonging to the Family of Bur
Adax or Addar , (G.) a Beaſt in Africa ,
nel, and famous for a Parliament there heldſ with wreathed Horns.
under K. Edward I.
To 400 , ( L ) to joyn, or put to.
Actor, the Doer of any Thing ; one
Adder, a Serpent, whoſè Poiſon isnoft
that acts a Part in a Stage -Play : In the deadly.
adders -graſs, an Herb.
Civil-Lam , an Advocate or Proctor.
Actual, real, effectual. In Metaphyſicks,
Adders-tongue, an Herb having a little
that is ſaid to be' Actual or in Act, which Stalk like the Tongue ofthat Serpent.
goders wort, an Herb.
hasa real Exiſtence or Being.
Add :ce, or 20:36 , a kind of Ax made
Slctuary, the Clerk that Regiſters the
Canons and Ordinances of a Convocation. uſe of by Coopers .
To Actuate, to bring into Act, to move,
To addict , '(L.) to give one's felf up
wholly to a thing, to follow it cloſe.
to ftir upor quicken .
Addictio, ( in the Roman Law) a paſſing
Aculeatus Dilamulus, the Banſtickle,
over Goods to another, or to him that will
or Prickling ; a Fiſh.
Acire, ( C. T.) iswhen a Liquor is heigh- give moft.
Addictio in dirin , an adjudging a Thing
tened or made more piercing by a ſtronger.
Acus, (L.) a Needle, a Bodkin : Alſo a to a Perſon for a certain Price, unleſs by
Sea-Fih called the Needle-Fiſh, or Horn- ſuch a Day, another gives a better Price
for it.
Fith .
additament, a Thing added ; an Ena
Acute , harf- pointed , fiarp -witted ,
creaſe or Advantage . In Phyficki Addita.
fubtil.
Acute angle, (in Geom .)any Angle that menis are Things added to the ordinary Ing
is leſs than a Righe one, or that contains gredients of any Compoſition.
addition , an adding, joyning, or puta
leſs than Ninety Degrees.
Acute-angléd Criangle, is that which ting to : In Arithmetick, a Rule by which
Numbers are added together, to the
ſeveral
has all its Angles Acute.
Scute-angular Section of a Cone, a end, that their Summ may be diſcover'd .
Simple addition, is the gathering to
Term uſed by the ancient Geomerricians for
gether of ſeveral Numbers that expreſs
an Elipſis or oval Figure.
Acute Diſeaſe, is a Diftemper whichThings of the ſame kind into one Summ ;
foon grows to a heighe, and either abates, as Pounds, Miles, Yards, Years, &c.
Compotino godition , is the ſumming
or elſe deſtroysthe Pacient.
up of things of different Names or Kinds.
cylos, (G.) a kind of Acorn.
Acyrologia , (in Phetor.) an improper
Anition , ( in Algebra ) is performed by
joyr „ g together the Quantities propos’d ,
a
Bull,
';
of
way
ſpeaking
Apacted , beat, or driven in by Force. pro crving their proper Signs: In Law , a
Title
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Title given to a Man beſides his proper
Name and Sir-Name, to thew his Quality,
Degree, Trade, & c.
Additional,that is added over and above.
Additionales, ( C. L ) additional Terms
or Propoſitions to be added to the former
Agreement.
addle, (S.) empty or rotten ; properly
froken of an Egg.
addreſs, ( F.) dext'rous Carriage in the
Management of a Buſineſs: Alſo an Ap
plication or Dedication to a Perſon .
To addreſs, to make Application to ,
to preſent a Petition , & c.
adductor Daili, (in Anat.) a Muſcle
of the Eye ſo named becauſe it draws the
Apple of it towards the Noſe.
adductor Pollicis, a Muſcle that brings
the Thumb nearer the Fore- finger.
Addicto2 pollicis Pedis, a Muſcle of
the great Toe, which it brings nearer the
reft.
adductores or adducentmuſcles, are
thoſe that bring forward, cloſe, or draw
together the Parts of the Body, to which
they are joyned.
Aoclantado, ( Sp.) the Deputy of a Pro
vince, for a King or General.
Adeling, athelung or. Etheling, ( Sax.
Excellent ) a Title of Honour among the
Engliſh Saxons, properly belonging to the
Heir Apparent of the Crown,
ade!phides, (G.) a kind of Palm , hav
ing the Taſte of Figgs.
Adel , ( in Anat.) a Kernel in an Anithe Groin ,
mal Body ; alſo a Swelling
the ſame as Bubo.
To adent, (0.) to faften .
ätephagia or addeplagia , an eating
one's Fill , Greedineſs.
gdeps, (L.) Fat, Tallow, Greaſe .
Adepts or Adeptilts, the obtaining
Sons of Art, who are ſaid to have found
out the Grand Elixir, commonly calld the
Philoſophers- Stone.
adequate, even, equal, or proportionable .
adequate 3 dea's, are thoſe Concepti
ons that perfectly repreſent the Original
Images, which the mind ſuppoſes them to
be taken from .
To adhere, to ſtick faſt, or cleave to ,
or take part with.
qoherence or adherency , the Ad of
adhering or ficking cloſe to the Intereſts
or Opinions of others.
An adherent, one that adheres to a
Party : a Stickler , Follower, or Favourer.
Adheloni, a ſticking or cleaving to.
Adjacent, lying near to , bordering upon .
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adiantum , (G.) the Herb Maiden -Hair ,
adiaphoja , Things indifferent, neither
commanded nor forbidden .
Adiaphozous, neutral, indifferent; a
Name given by Mr.Boyle,to a kind of Spi.
rit that hediftill’d from Tartar, &c.
gdiapneuſtia , a breathing through the
Pores of the Body.
gdjective or moun adjective, ( in
Gram .) a Wor that requires the help of a
Subſtantive joyned with it.
Adieu , (F.) God be with you , Farewell.
Adjicialis Cana or Adjiciales Epulæ ,
a ſolemn Feaſt, ſuch as a Conſecration Dina
ner, a Lord Mayor's or Sherif'sFeaft.
ád Jinquirendum , aWrit command
ing Inquiry to be made of any thing about
a Cauſe that depends in the Queen's Court.
To adjou rn , ( Fr.) to put off to another
Day .
Adjournment, an adjourning : In Law ,
the putting off any Court or Meeting, and
appointing it to be kept again at another
Place or Time.
Adjoyning, lying next to , or neigh
bouring.
adipoſa Membjana, (L. in Anat.) a
Membrane or Skin that encloſes the Cellula
Adipofa.
adipoſa Cena or Renalis , a Vein
which ſpreads it ſelf on the coat and Fat
thatcovers the Kidneys.
Adipoli Ductus, are Vefſels which con
vey the Adeps or Fat to the Parts berween
the Fleſh and the Skin.
adipla, (G.) Medicines, or Juleps to
quenchThirſt.
adipſatheon , a branchy Shrub full of
ThornsandPrickles.
Adiplos , Licorith, a Root well known :
Alſo a kind of Palm - Tree.
adit, (L.) the Shaft, or Entrance into
a Mine.
To adjudge, to give by Sentence or
Judgment of the Court, to award.
Aditídication , a giving or ſettling by a
Sentence ; Judgment or Decree.
Adiunct, that which is joyn'd to ano
ther Thing; a Circumſtance : In Logick , a
Quality belonging to any ching as its Sub
ject.
ad Jura Regis, a Writ that lay for the
King's Clerk againſt one that fought to
put Him out ofPoffeffion.
gdjuration , the Ad of adjuring, an
earneſt charging.
To gdjure ,to charge earneſtly, to put
one to his Oath ; to Command a Devil or
evil Spirit by the force of Inchantments.
Το
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To adjuſt, to make fit, ſer in order or
To admit or Admit of, to receive, to
allow of
ſettle ; to ſtate.
gdinittendo Clerico , a Writ granted
gdjiitant, an Aſliſter or Helper, an
Abetror ; eſpecially an Officer in a Regi to one that hasrecover'd his Right of Pre
againſt the Biſhop.
ſenration
ment of Soldier3.
admittendo in Socitin , a Writ for
Adjutant:General, one that accompa
nies the General of an Army, to aſſiſt him the aſſociating of certain Perſons to Juſtices
of Aflize before appointed .
in matter of Counſel, &c.
adjutory, aiding or helping ; as the
To gonjoniſh, to warn , hint, or put
Adjutory Bones, two Bones that reach from in mind of.
gomonitior or admoniliment, a gi
the Shoulders to the Elbows.
nadmeaſurement , (L , T.) a Writ that ving Warning, Inſtruction, or Advice.
adnaſcentia or gonata , (L , in Anat.)
lies for the bringing of thoſe to Reaſon ,
Branches which ſprout out of the main
that uſurp more than theirpart or Share.
gomeaſurement of Dower, is where Srock as in the Veins and Arteries ,
the Widow of the deceaſed Party holds
gditata Tunica, the common Mem
from the Heir, more as her Dower, than brane or Coat of the Eye, otherwiſe cal
led Conjunctiva and Albuginea.
He has a juſt Title to :
gomeaſur ement of Daſture, lies be
che la concibilez.co.2.1) broughtto nothing,
tween thoſe that have Common of Paſture or made void . '
ad Dcto, ( L.) a Ter.n us’d by ſome an
belonging to their Freeholds.
gamenluration, (L.) the Act of equali- cient Philoſophers for the ſuperlative or
higheſt Degree.
zirg , or making equal.
ominicle, ro. S.) Aid or Help ; In Ci
Adoleſcency, the flower of Youth, the
State from 12 Years of Age to 21 in Wo
vil-Law , imperfect Proof.
To gominiſter, to do Service, to give men ; or from 14 to 25 or 30 in Men.
or diſenſe : to manage or diſpoſe.
Adopt, (S. happy Help) proper Name
gdminiſtration , the Act of admini- of Men .
ſtring : In Law , the diſpoſing of the E
adonai, (H.). Lord ; and ſometimes the
Itate or Goods of a Man that dy'd with Lord God.
Adoniah , ( i.e. a ruling Lord) one of
our making any Will.
gominſtrator, one that has the Man- King David's Sons.
Adonibezeck, (i. ę. the Lord of Bezeck ,
agement of any Thing : In Law , he that
has the Goods, &c. of a Perſon, dying or of Thunder) a King of Cunaan .
without a Will, committed to his Charge.
Adonick Clerle , a fort of Verſe firſt
adminiſtratrix, ſhe that has ſuch Goods compos’d for the bewailing of Adonis's
and Power committed to her.
Death .
admirable, that deſerves to be admi
Adonis , the fair Son of Cynaras King of
red , wonderful;excellent, rare .
Cyprus, was kill'd by a wild Boar , and
gomiral or Lord High:Admiral of chang'd into a flower, which bears his
Great Britain, a principal Officer of the Name : Alſo the Sleeper, a kind of Sea
Crown who has the chiefGovernmentofthe Fin.
Royal Navy, and the determining of all
adonium , an Herb feign'd to have
Maritiine Cauſes.
ſprung up from the Blood of Adonis; a fort
The Title of Admiral is alſo generally of Southernwood.
given to the chief Commander of any di
Qoonizedeck, ( H. the Lord's Juſtice) an
Itina Squadron or Number of Ships.
ancient King of Ferufalem .
gomiralty Conrt or High Coirt of
To Adopt, (L.) to take a Stranger in
Admiralty, the Lord High Admiral's to one's Family, chuſing him for a Son or
chief Court at London, for the deciding of Heir.
Adoption, the Act of Adopting.
Maritime Controverfies, Tryal of Male
factors, & c.
gooprive, belonging to, or adınitte
admiration , (L.) the Act of admiring, by Adoption.
or wondering.
2001, ( L.) a kind of pure bearde!
To admire, to look upon with Won- Wheat, anciently us'd in Sacrifices.
der, to b . ſurprized at .
Adozaule, fit to be a tored, or worſhip
äomiſfion or gomittance, Receiving ped ; worthy of all Honour, an:1 Reſpet,
into, Entrance upon : In Law , it is when
dozat, a Chymical Weight of Four
a Preſentation to ä void Benefice being Pounds.
made by the Patron, the Biſhop allows the
C 2
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Clerk to be able,
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goventitia Dos, a Dowry or Portion
Adoration , the A & t of doring ;
Worthip, Reverence, Reſpect , Obſervance. given to a Woman by ſome other Friend
To Adore, to pay Divine Worship, to beſides her parents .
Reverence ; to fhew profound Reſpect and
adventitious, that comes unexpectedly
Submiffion .
or by Chance.
gavent:tions Glanduiles, thoſe Ker
Adojea (L.) a Largeſs or Dole of Corn,
anciently given to the Roman Soldiers on nels which are ſometimes in the Arin -holes,
or in the Neck, as the King's Evil , &c.
a Day of Triumph.
Adventitious Matter , ſuch Matter as
To Adozni, to beautify , to deck, or
trim.
does not properly belong to any natural
40 Ponds omnum (L.) an Exprer- or mixt Body , but comes to it from fone
fon us’d by Phyſicians, to new that the other Place.
adventure ( F.) Chance, Luck ; acci
laſt mention'd Medicine ought to weigh as
dental Encounter ; Enterprize .
much as all the reſt preſcrib'd before.
To guventuré , to venture, or put to
gd quod Damnum , a Writ that lies
to enquire what Dammage it may be to the Vent re, to hazard.
Adventurous, hazardous, bold .
others, for the Queen to grant a Fair or
Marker, &c.
Soverb, a Part of Speech, which bea
golárnelech ( H. the King's Cloak, or ing cyn'd to a Verb, ſerves to expreſs che
the King's Greatneſs) an Idol of the Aſy- manner of Action .
Adverbial, belonging to an Adverb .
gians.
Noraining (0.) Churlith .
adverſary , an Oppoſer, one that is
adiectare or gadżetiare (0. L.) to fa- aga nſt another, or is at Law with himn.
tishe, to make amends.
adverſative, as An Adverſative Par.
Abſcititious added,borrowed ; foreign, ticle, a fu.all part of Speech that expreflies
falſe, counterf it.
fome Contrariety or Oppoſition .
adverſe, contrary, oppolite: In Logick ,
ad Cermínum qui pèæteriit, a Writ
that lies where a Man has Leaſed Lands it is when the two Contraries have a per
or Tenements, for a Time, and after the petual and abſolute Oppolition one to
Term expir'd is held from them . "
another.
To Advanice ( F.) to ſtep or go for
goverûty, Calamity, Afliction, Mir
vard, to prefer or raiſe, to promote or fortune .
further, 10 give before-hand.
To avvert, to mark, mind, or take
Advance: Ditch (in Fortif .) a Ditch dig- heed .
Advertency, Attention, Mindfulneſs,
ged all along the Glacis beyond the Coun
Heedfulneſs,
terſcarp.
advance:Guard (M.T.) the firſt Line
To advertiſe, to give Advice or Intel
or Diviſion of an Army , ranged or ligence of, to warn .
govertiſement, Advice, a Warning i
marching in Battle-array.
govancement, Preferment, Promotion . Infmation, Intelligence.
advice ( F.) Counſel; allo Notice, or
govancer, that Start or Branch of a
Puck's Attire, which is between the Back Account
Antler and the Palm .
goviſeable, that may be adviſed about,
Advantige, Good, Benefit, Profit, Gain , fit to be done.
Over-meaſure.
To gdviſe,,to counſel, to give an Ac
Advantageous, tending to one's Good count or Information of ; to weigh in '
Mind, or conſider.
or Pront ; uſtful, convenient.
Advectitious (L.) brought or carry'd
gmulation (L.) Flattery, Fawning.
adulatoz, a Flatcerer, a fawning Fel
from another Place ; Foreigia.
advent (i. e. Coming ) a Time fet a low , a Claw.back.
part by the Church in order to Prepare
goulatozy, belonging to, or full of
for the approaching Feſtival of our bleted Flattery.
Saviour's Nativity .
goult, that is grown, or come to full
advent:Sundays, are four in Number, ripeneſs of Age .
The firſt of which, if it do not fall on
foulterate, marred, ſpoiled, counter
St. Andrew's Day, November 30 , is the next feit.
Sunday after.
To adulterate, to corrupt or counter
Sloventaileg a Coat of Defence ; Cisaucer. reit, to marr or ſpoil,
Sloventitia Fona . ( L. in the Roman
adulteration , the Ad of adulterating,
Iaw ) fcn Goods as come to a Mai 143-1 foiling, 6,
adultes
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Ægtpyros, a kind of Plant. 9. d. Buck ,
dou !tcrous, belonging to, or given to
Ad ktery
wheat
Ægirinon, a ſort of Ointment made of
goiltery, the defiling of theMage
Pect, the S.n of Incontinency between two the B.rries of theblack Poplar-tree .
Ægithus,
a little Bird ſaid to be at
m'rry'd Perſons.
deadl hatred with the Aſs.
go ! mbiaten , ſhadowed , reſembled.
Ægloga , a Paſtoral Song.
goinbzation , a ſhadowing : Among
Painteis, a rude or rough Draught of a
Ægocephalus, a kind of Bird that has
Picture : In Heraldry, an abſolute taking no Silen.
Ægoceras, an Herb like a Goat's Horn ;
a way the Subſtance of the Charge or Thing
born , and only leaving the bare Propor- Fenugreek .
tion of the outuard Lines.
Æ goceros, one of the Signs of the Zom
Advocate, a Man well skill'd in the diack , the ſame as Capricorn .
Ægolethon, a ſort of Crow - foot, a
Civil Low , who maintains the Right of
fuch Parties as have nced oi his Arliſtance. Flower.
Ægolios: a kind of Owl, a Bird .
govacatione Decimariim (L.) a Writ
that lies for the Claim of the fourth Part
Æ gonychon , the Herb Gromwell.
Ægophthalmos, a precious Stone like
of the Tithes that belong to any Church .
To Advow or Avow , ( L.T.) to juſtity, a Go Fye.
Ægyptiacum ſc. Vnguentum , an Oint
or n inain an At formerly, done.
Aopowee or avowet, one that has a ment nade of Engliſh Honey, Verdegreeſe, . '
Right to preſent to a Bencficc.
DiersGalls, &c.
avowie Darainoulit, the higheſt
Ælurus, the Cat, a well known Crea
ture
,
Patron, that is to 1ay, the Queen .
govowſon or Advowzen ,(C.L.) a Right
Æoli pyle or Æolopyle, a round hollow
whin a Biihop , ran and Chapter, or any Ball of Metal, which being about two third
Lay -Patron have, to preſent a Clerk to a Parts filled with Water, and ſet on the Fire,
Benefice when it becomes void .
the Vaporous Air will break forth with ve
Advowron Appendant, that which dery great Noiſe and Violence,
pends on a Maujour, as an Appurtenance
Æquilibrium (L. in Mechan .) is when
the Arins of a Ballance bang even ; even
of it.
Advowion in Olofs , that Right of weight and Poiſe.
Pretentation which is principal, or abſo
aer (G. ) the Air , the Weather.
Jure , and does not belong to any Manour.
Æra, the Weed Darnel, or Cockle.
Æra, ( L.) a particular Account or Rece
Advowtry, (0.). Adultery.
Adult (L ) burnt, parched, over-heated. koning of Time from ſome remarkable E
Aonttion , ſcorching, parching.
vent, as from the Creation of the World ,
Ædiles, ( L ) certain Magiſtrates among the Deſtruction of Troy, &c.
the Romans, who had the Overſight of Æreolum or Ærcolus (L.) the Weight
Buildings, Baths, Water- courſes, 6c.
of two. Grains, the thirty fixth part of a
Ædiles Plebeit or
inozes , being Drachm .
two in Number, were cholen from among
gerial, belonging to the Air, airy.
the Commonalty, and ſerv'd at the ſame time
A rica; ( L.) a Filh of the Colour of
with the Tribunes of the People,
Braſs ; an Herring, a Red -Herring.
Æbiles Cereales, were great Officers
aerizula (G.) a Jaſper-Stone, like the
appointed and taken out of the Patrician Air or Sky.in Colour.
Order, to manage Affairs relating to the Price
Jeromancy, a Fore -telling of Things
of Corn, wholeſomeneſs of y :&tuals, & c.
by certain Signs in the Air.
Aeroineli, Honcy -dew , or Manna .
Ædiles Curules or majores , were
Ærugo, (L.) the Ruft or Canker of Me
Noble -Men, whoſe chicf Office was to
look after the Celebration of the great tal, Verdegreeſe : Allo Mildew , or the
Games and Sports, &c.
Blaſting of Corn, & c.
A dorica Alcera, Ulcers or Sores about
ÆS, Braſs, or Copper,
Æs Aſtuin , calcined Copper.
the Privy Parts ;'Buboes, Shankers.
Æfalon
(G.) a kindof little Hawk ; the
Ægilops, (G ) a Weed that grows a.
midſt Corn, Darnel, Wild -Oats : Alſo a Merlin the Hobhy.
Æſchna, the Ath -coloured Water -fy, an
Swelling betwixt the Noſe and great Cor
Infect.
ner of the Eye .
Ægipanes, Beaſts like Men, having their
Æſchyriomcnous Plants, thoſe Plants
Feer and lower Parts like Goats ; Satyrs, which as one comes near them with the
Hand, Brink in cheir Leaves.
Ælcn
or Devils.
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Æfailus (L.) a kind of Maft -bearing
Tree .
æftimatio Capitis (L.) a.Value fer on
one's Head ; a Term in the old Saxon Law .
Æſtival, belonging to the Summer.
Æſtuary, a Place over-flow'd with Seawater, ſuch as the Walhes and Fens in Lincoln -ſhire.
Ætate probanda , a Writ that lay for
the Heir of the Tenant that held of the
King in Chief, to prove him to be of full
Age.
1
Æther (G.) the Firmament, the Sky.
/ Æthereal, belonging to the Heavens,
Sky, or Air, Heavenly .
#thereal matter, ( among Naturaliſts)
is taken for a very fine, thin, tranſparent
Fluid, that ſome will have to ſurround the
Earth , up as far as the Firmament of fixed
Stars.
Æthiopis, an Herb growing in Ethiopia
like Lettice.
Æthiops ,' a Native of Ethiopia, a
Black -moor.
Æthiops incral, a Medicine made
by Imbodying equal Parts of running
Quick -ſilver and Flower of Brimſtone.
Ætiologia, a fhewing of a Cauſe or
Reafon : Among Phyſicians, the Reaſon
which is given of Natural or Preternatural
Accidents in Human Bodies.
Ætiologica , that part of Phyſick which
explains the Cauſes and Reaſons of Di.
ſeaſes.
certain
det tes , the Eag'e-ftone,
Stone which when ſhaken , rattles as if there
were another within it.
Ætna, a Burning Mountain in the Iſland |
of Sicily.
affability, Courteſy, Kindneſs, Gentlenefs.
affab'e, eaſie to be ſpoken to, Courte
ous, Civil.
äffair, ( Fr.) Buſineſs, Thing, Matter,
Concern .
To affect (L.) to ſtudy or ſet one's
Mind upon , to defire or hanker after, to
endeavour to get.
Affectatioii, an eager Defire : Allo
Affectedneſs, Preciſeneſs, Niceneſs, Formaliru .
affected, diſpoſed or inclined to ;ftuſtied, over-curiouſly done's Preçile, Nice,
Forinal : In a Medicinal Senſe; troubled
or ſe zed with a Diftemper.
Affection , Love, Good-will, Inclination
towards.
affectionate, well Affected to, full of
Affection, Kind, Loving.
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affectus (L.) the Affection, Difpofiti
on , or Motion of the Mind : Among
Phyſicians, Sickneſs or any Diſturbance in
the Body.
affecrers (L. T) Perſons impower'd
by Courts-leet to ſet Fines on thoſe that
have commitred Faults, which are Arbi.
trarily Priniſhable,
To affere an Amercement, to miti.
gate, or leſſen the Rigour of a Fine.
affiance ( F.) Truſt, Confidence. In
Law, the plighting of Troth between a
Man and a Woman , upon an Agreement
of Marriage.
+ To Zitiante, to Betroth .
affidare ( 0.L. ) to plight one's Faith ,
or give Fealty by making Oath.
affidatio Dominoziim , an Oath ta
ken by the Lords in Parliament.
afidatiis, a Tenant by Fealty.
glädavit (L. T.) a Depoſition, or the
Witn ting of a Thing upon Oath.
gffidiari, or affidiari ad arma, (0. L.)
to be Enrolled and Muſtered for Soldiers,
upon an Oath of Fidelity.
A finage (F.) a Refining of Metals.
Alifinity (L.) Kindred or Alliance by
Marriage ; Relation, or Agreeableneſs be
tween 1 -veral Things.
To affirm , to Affure, Avouch, or main.
tain . In a Legal Senſe, to confirm a former
Law , Senrence , or Decree.
Affirmance, the Act of Affirming or
Ratifring.
Affirination , an Affirming, Aſſuring,
or Spe ting Point-blank .
Afärmative ; that ſerves to Affirin,
Peremprory, Polítive.
To affic, co faften to, to ſet up, or poſt
up a Bill. & c.
To affact, to çaſt down, to trouble,
or diſcuiet.
Affliction , Trouble, Sorrow , Anguiſha
Vexation , Misfortune, Calamity, Diſtreſs.
afflictive, that brings Adiction, af
Aiding.
affluence, Plenty, great Store, Abun ,
dance, Wealth .
Afflt, a flowing as of Humours upon ,
or 10 any Part.
Affozcianient ( 0.) a Fort, or Strong,
Holt
afforciamentum Curiz (0. L.) tho
calling of a Court upon an extraordinary
Occaſion.
To Atto D , to othe, or yield .
To affozett ( L.T.) to lay waſte a piece
ofGround, and turn it into Foreſt.
To affranchley ( F.)to ſetone at Li
berty from Slavery, to make him Free.
#iran
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agema (G. ) a Battalion of Horſe or
Affray, a Fray, Skirmiſh, or Fight : In
Law , a Terrour caus'd in the Subject, by Foot, a Squadron , a Brigade.
Agemoglans, the Children of Chriſtians,
making an unlawful Shew of Violence.
Affretamentum ( o. L.) the Fraight of who while young are ſeized on by the
a Snip.
Turks.
Agent (L.) a Doer, a Factor orDealer
affri or aftra, Bullocks or Beaſts of
the Plough.
for another ; a Reſident that manages the
To Affright, to put in a Fright or Fear, Affairs of a Prince or Common -Wealthin
to ſcare.
a foreign country.
affront ( F.) Abuſe or Wrong s an In agent and patient, a Law - Phraſe
us'd when one is the Doer ofa Thing , and
jury.
To affront, to brave or ſwagger over , alſo the Party to whom it isdone.
to abuſe.
agerafia (G.) a vigorousold Age.
affrontive, abuſive, injurious.
aseraton, an Herb called Everlaſting i
Mothwort, or Maudlin .
affuſion , a pouring in, or upon.
Africa , one of the four Parts of the
+ To agglomerate, to roll, or wind
World .
up intoa Bottom .
africans or Africa :Marigolds, a ſort To Aggrandize, to make great, to en
of Flower.
large, to advance, or prefer .
africus (L.) the Wind South -Weſt and
To Aggravate, to make heavyor grie
by Weft.
vous, to inlarge upon the hainouſneſs of
aft or abaft,(S.T.) any Action, or Motic a Crime,
aggravation , the A & of Aggravating .
on , from the Stem of the Ship towards the
Stern .
Aggregate, the whole Maſsthat ariſes
after-Wath, theAfter -Graſs, or ſecond from the joyning or gathering together of
feveral Things.
Mowings of Graſs.
after - Sails,( S.T.) the Sails that belong
To Aggregate, to joyn together and
to the Main and Miſſen Mafts, and keep the unite to the fame Body .
Ship to the Wind.
aggregation, the act of aggregating
Aga, ( Tu .) a great Officer ; as The Aga or joyning together , & C .
aggreſteo
or chief Captain of the Janizaries.
s rOgrelles (in Heraldry)
Agag , (H.a Garrer or upper Room ) a the ſameas Pellets and Balls.
aggreſſorir , an Affailer, one that firſt
Kingofthe Amalekites.
agai, (in Traffick ) is the difference in ſets upon or aſſaults .
Aggreſkein , a Diſeaſe in Hawks.
Holland or Venice of the Value of current
Money and Bank -Nores.
Aggrieved , afflicted or troubled ,
agalactia, (G.) want of Milk to give wronged.
Suck with.
agild ( S. L.T.) free from Gild or Pe
Agallachrım , Wood of Aloes.
nalty , not ſubject to the Cuſtomary Fine
Agape, Love, Charity, Alms- giving.
'or Tax.
agile ( L.) quick, nimble, ſwift.
Agapæ, Love-Feafts, certain Feafts a.
agility, Activity, Nimbleneſs.
mong the primitive Chriftians, after they
agilted , offended . Chancer.
had received the Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper together.
asıllarius (O. L.) a Hayward or Kec .
agarick, a kind of Muſhroom that per of the Herd of Cattle in a Common
grows on the Trunks and great Branches of Field.
old Trees, eſpecially the Larch - Tree :
agitt ( F.) a Bed or Reſting -place : To
agalais , a Gaſe- hound.
Agiſt, is to take in and feed the Carrel of
agaft, (0.) pur in a great Fright, dif- Strangers in the Queen's Foreſt.
may'd with Fear.
agiſtatoz or agiltor , an Officer that
ágate, a precious Stone of ſeveral takes Carrel into a Foreſt, and receives
forts,
Money upon that Account.
Age ( F.) the whole continuance of Agíſtment, the Feeding of Cartel in
Man's Life ; a ſpace of Time of 100 Years, a Foreſt or Common.
& c.
To agitate, (L.) to tumble and toſs,
age- Piter ( L.T.) is when an Action to ftir up, to bandy, to debate.
being brought againſt one that is under
agitation , violent Morion , joulting,
Age, he moves the Court, and prays that tumbling or toſling ; Diſturbance or Dil
the Action may be Ataid till he attain toi quiet of Mind ; alſo the Management of a
his full Age,
Buſineſs in Hand.
agitator,
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Agitatos, one that carries on any Buſi
neſs or Defign .
Aglaophotis, a Plant which fome take
for the Peony.
aglet, (F.) the Tag of a Point ; alſo a
kind of ſubſtance growing out of ſome
Trees before the Leaves.
aglets or aglects, ( among Floriſts) are
the Pendants that hang on the Tip -ends of
Chives and Threads ; as in Tulips, Roſes,
OC.
Agnail, a Sore at the Root of the Nails,
in the Fingers or Toes.
Agnation , ( C. L.) Kindred by Blood,
between Males deſcended from the ſame
Father.
Agnes , (G. Chaſte) a proper Name of
Women .
agnina Lingtia, ( L.) Lambs-tongue,
for Ribwort-Plantain ; an Herb .
Agnition , an Acknowledgingof a Perfon, or Thing diſcovered by ſomeMark or
Token
Agnomen , a Name added to the Sir
name of a perſon upon Account of ſome
particular Adion ; as one of the Scipio's
was named Africanus, from his brave Ex
ploits
in Africa.
Agmis
, a Lamb, or young Sheep under

Agria, a ſcurvy Scab hard to cure, a re
bellious Ulcer : Alſo the Shrub Holly.
Agriacautija, a ſort of wild Thistle.
agriculture, ( L.) the Art of Husbandry ,
or improvement of Land .
agricæa, (G.) the wild Olive- tree.
Aguifolium , (L.) the Holly , or Holm
tre
Agrimoni, Agrimony, an Herb fome
what like Tariev .
Agriirona Sylveſtris, wild Tanſey ,
Silver-weed.
agrocardamum , (G. ) a ſort of Water
crefis, in Herb
Agriocaſtamıın Earth -nür, à Root.
agrococcymelea, wild Prunes, or Plums:
Agriocynara, the wild Artichoak.
Agriomelea, a ſort of wild Quince.
Agrion, a kind of wild Radiſh.
Agriopaſtinaca, the wild Carrer or Parf
nip alſo an Herb callid Saxifrage of
Candia.
Agriophyllon, Hogs-fennel or Sulphur
wort .
agrioſelimim , a ſort of Crowfoot, a
Flower.
a grioſtari, a kind of wild Wheat.
agriot, the rart Cherry.
Agrippa, (L. ) a Name given to ſuch as
came into the World with Difficulty, or
were born with their Feet forward,
agriſe, (0. L.) aſtoniſhed, much afraid .
a groſe, ( 0.) grieved .
agroted, ſwelled,or made big. Chaucer.
agrutched, Abridged . ibid .
agrypma, (G.) a watching, or a dream
ing Slumber ; a Diftemper.
Agrypriocoma, the ſame as Coma Vigil.
ague, a known Diſeaſe.
aguilh, belonging to, or troubled with
an Ague.
agurah, a Hebrero Coin, the ſame as
Gerob
Agyrta, (G) a Mountebank , a Juggler ,
or fortune-teller.
Aijað, (H.) the Brother's Father, a wick .
ed King of Ifrael.
anaz, (i . e. taking, or poffeffing ) a
King of Judah.
ahaziali, ( i, e, apprehenſion , or fight of
the Iord ) a King of Iſrael.
ghiczer, (i,e,a Brother's Help) a Prince
of D n.
Ahimelech , (i. e, a King's Brother) a
Prief whoreceived David at Nob.
ay:tophel , (i, e , a Brother forſaken ) a
Councellor to King David .
alcliah, (i.e. the Tabernacle , or brighre
neis of the Lord) an excellent Workman ,

a Year old.
agnus Caſtus,the chaſte Tree ; a Plant
otherwiſe call's Abraham's Balm .
Agmis Dci, a Figure of the Holy
Lamb ftamp'd on a piece of Wax, and
bleſs'd by the Pope for a precious
ick .
agonalia, (G. ) certain Feaſts kept
Yearly among the ancient Romans, with
playing of Prizes, and other Exerciſes.
Agoniſta, a Champion, one that itrives
in Mafteries ; a Wreſtler,
agonizants , certain Friers in Italy,
that affiftſuch as are in an Agony.
A gonotheta , an Overſeer at Feats of
Activity, a Maſter of the Revels.
Agony, extremity of Anguiſh ,the Pangs
ofDeath ; an Horrour or trembling Paſſion .
Agouty , a little American Beait like a
Rabber.
agramed, (0. ) grieved.
agrarian Law , a Law made by the
ancient Romans, for the ſharing of Lands
goc by Conqueſt, among the common Peo

ple.To agredge, to gather together, Cisancer .
To Agrce, ( F.) to yield or conſent, to
Atrike up aBargain ,to make up a Difference,
agrceable, that agrees, or ſuits with ;
alla pleaſant,charming, graceful.
Agreement, Agreeableneſs, Union, Articles agreed upon , Contract of Bargain,
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Ahol:bamal), (i, e, my Tent or famous
Manfon , the Wife of Efau .
gid, ( F.) Aliſtance, Help , Succour : In
Law , a Subfily or Tax.
gide de Camp, an Officer in the Ar
my that always attends one of the Generals,
to receive and carry their Orders.
dide Major or Adjutant, a Military
Officer, that eaſes the Major of part of the
Burden of his Duty , and performs it all in
his Abfence.
aigleices (G) a kind of ſweet Wine,
that never work'd ; Stum .
aigre de Cedje ( F.) a cooling Liquor
made of Lemmon and Sugar,
Pigreen, or Haule-Leek , an Herb.
To an . (O.) to be fick , or ill at eaſe .
Jiunent, a light diſorder, or indiſpofition of the Body.
Aim , the point where one looks to ſhoot
at a Mark, a Deſign, orPurpoſe.
Air , one of the four Elements, in which
we breath : Alſo a Tune in Mufick ; alſo
Looks, Countenance, Carriage.
dir-pump, an Inſtrument contrived
to draw the Air out of proper Veſſels.
Aire or airy, a Neſt of Hawks, or
other Birds of Prey.
Airy, belonging to the Air, brisk, full
of Air or Life ; alſo , that is of no Subftance, thin, light.
Diry Triplicity ( in Aftrol.) the Signs
of Gemini, Libri and Aquarius.
dile or ar-aweed , a ſort of Herb .
giliamenta (O. L.) Eaſements or Con
veniences, including any liberty of Paſſage,
open Way, Water -courſe, & c.
Liſthels (G.) Senſe : Alſo the Act of
feeling , doc.
gilthetcrion , the Organ or Inſtrument
of Senſe : alſo the Seat of the common
Serfory inthe Brain.
Ait' or Eyght ( S.) a little Iland in a
River.
aithales (G.) the Herb Sengreen , or
Houſe -leek .
Intage ( F.) the Spout for a Pipe that
throws up Water in any Fountain .
dizoon (G.) an Herb always green , of
which there are ſeveral ſorts.
Aker -taft, a Tool to cleanſe the PloughCoulter
al, an Arabick Particle often put to
Words, to give them a more emphatical
Signification ; as Alchymy, Aigebra, &c.
ala , (L.) the Wing of a Bird, a Pin
nion : Among Herbaliſts, the Angle which
the Leaves make wich the Stalk ; or with
any branch of the Stalk,
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Alä , was alſo taken by the Romans for
the Wings of their Army. In Anatomy, the
ſides of the Noſe, or the upper part of the
Ear.
ale Ecdeltæ , the Wings or Side - Iles
of a Church ,
a'abaidičá Roli, a kind of Damask
Roſe with whitiſh Leaves.
glabaſter, a kind of loft and very white
Marble.
Alabaſter-Pear, a ſort of Pear Other
wife call'd Bell-Pear or Gourd -Pear.
Alabaſtrites, the Alabafter- ſtone.
alabaſtrum or alabaſtrus, an Ala
baſter- box of Ointment : Alſo the Bud or
green Leaves of Plants, which encloſe the
bottom of the Flowers, before they are
ſpread,
Alabes, a kind of Fih peculiar to the
River Nile.
Alacrity ( L.) Chearfulneſs, Briskneſs,
courage.
D -la-mt=re, the loweſt Nore but one in
each of the three Seprenaries of the Gamus
or Scale of Muſick .
Alamode ( F.)afort of Silk or Taffery,
Alan , a proper Name of Men , ſignifya
ing in Sclavoniſ , a Gray-hound.
glanerarius (0.L.)'a Keeper or Mana.
ger of Spaniels or Setting -Dogs for the
Sport of Hawking.
alares or Alarés copiæ (amoniġ the
Romans) the Troops that were in the Alan
or Wings of their Army.
alarm or alarum , a Signal given , to
cauſe People to take Arms upon the ſudden
Arrival of the Enemy : Alſo a Chime fer
in a Clock , or Watch.
To Alarm , to give an Alarm , to frighe
or put in a Fright.
Alatermıs (L.) a kind of Shrub, one
of the moſt beautiful and uſeful for Hodges.
Hlaupa; the Lark, a Bird , alſo the
Sea Tark , a Fiſh .
Alaila or Alola, a kind of Fish ;
Shad.
Alay , (in Hunting) is when frei Dogs
are ſent,into the Cry .
Alba, 10. L.) the Albe or Aulie 3 the
Surplice or white Veſtment us'd by a Prieſt
officiating at Divine Service.
Alba firma ( Li T.) a yeatly Rent
paya' le to thechief Lord of aHundred.
Alba Dituita, a Difcaſe, the ſame with
Leucophlegmatias.
aiba Spms, the White-thorn or Ladya
thiſtle.
årtie or qube, à Veſtmene of whica
Linnen, worn by PopiſhPrieſts , a Surplice.
Albergé ( F.) a ſmall forwärd Peach ,
D
albette
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alchymy, that Part of Chymiſtry, which
albert (S. All-bright) a proper Name
more-eſpecially relates to the Change of the
of Men .
arbicerata fimus (L.) a kind of broad Form of Metals, and to the Philoſopher's
Stone.
Fig with a ſmall Stalk.
alcochoden , a Planer that bears Rule in
albicilla. the white caild Sparrow .
albimim , the Herb Chaff-weed, or the principal Places of an Aſtrological Fi
gure , when a perſon is born .
Cud -weed .
albion , a Name anciently given to the
alcahol or alcool ( C. T.) the pure Sub
Iſland of GreatBritain .
ſtance of any thing ſeparated from the
Albicas (Sp.) a reward of good News. more Groſs : A moft fubtil and highly re
albuchin (L.) the white Daffodil, a fined Powder , or a very pure Spirit.
Alcibion , Vipers-Graſs, an Herb.
Flower.
albuelis, a kind of white Grape.
alcoholizatioli, the reducing any ſolid
albuginea Dali ( In Anat.) a very Subſtance into a fine Powder : But in Li
thin Tunicle or Coat of the Eye, ſo calld quids, it is the depriving rectified Spirits of
their waterith Parts.
fr mits whiteneſs.
To Alcoholize, to reduce into Alcohol, to
albuginea Teltis, the white Membrane,
or Skin , which immediately covers the ſubtilize.
Alchojad (in Aſtrol.) a contrariety of the
Teftes orTeſticles.
albugo, a white Speck in the horney Light of the Planets.
Alcozali, the Turks Bible, or the Book of
Coat of the Eye ; a Pearl or Web that
grows over the sight: Alſo the White of their Law .
Alcoyanes, high nender Turrers, which
the Eye, or of an Egg.
album , white, Whiteneſs.
the Mahometans generally build near their
album Canis , white Dogs-turd , which Moſques or Churches.
alcove, (Sp.) a particular Place in a
is much uſedin Phyfick.
album hiſpániaim , Spaniſh -White, Chamber , made with Pillars, Rails, &c. in
which is ſer a Bed of State .
a ſort of Earth .
album Daili, the White ofthe Eye.
Alcyon or Alcyonis (G.) the King's
alınım prætoris, ( among the Romans) fisher, a Bird.
a whited Table on which the Prætors or
Alcyonia , Halcyon -Stones, a kind of
Judges had their Starures or Decrees written. Stones bred of the Froth of the Sea, with
arinim Rhafis, a kind of Ointment, which the Kings-fiſhersmake their Neſts.
fo call’d from the Inventer's Name.
aldebaran (A) a Royal fixed Star of
Albumen, the White of an Egg, or of the firſt Magnitude, in the Head of the
tion of the Bull.
Conſtella
the Eve.
alder ,or Alder-Tree,atallftraight Tree.
Aburmim , the white fappy part of
Alderman (S.) a Senatour or Senior :
Trees, on t'eout-lide, next to theBark.
giburnus, the Bleak or Blay, a ſmall But they are now call'd Aldermen, who
are Aſſociates to the chief Civil Magiſtrates
white freſli-water Fiſh.
alcaick Gerle, a kind of Verſe , ſo of a Cicy , or Town Corporate.
call'd from Alceus the firſt Inventer of it.
ale, awell known Drink .
Aleecormer , or ale taſter, am Officer
alcalde ( Sp .) the Sheriff or Officer of a
Town, whoſe Buſineſs is to weigh Bread appointed in every Court-Leet, to look to
the Affize and Goodneſs of Bread , Ale and
and oth's Proviſions.
Beer.
Alcanna, Ifing-Glaſs.
Alcatracé, a kind of Fowl much like
ale -coſt, an Herb very beneficial to cold
and weak Livers .
a Heron .
ale hoof , an Herb ſo call'd becauſe it
alce, (G. ) the Elk , a wild Beaſt.
Alcea, a kind of wild Mallows, Ver- ferves to clear Ale or Beer,
vain -Mallow .
gle-lilver, a Rent or Duty yearly paid
alcedo (L.) the King's-Fiſher, a Bird.
to the Lord Mayor of London , by thoſe
aichata, a ſmall wild Pigeon, in the that ſell Ale within the City.
Colour of its Feathers, reſembling a
ale- Itake, (0.), a May -Pole.
Electoria or Alectorus (G.) the Cocka
Partridge.
alchimilla , Ladies -Mantle, an excellent ſtone , or Capon -ſtone, a Stone found in the
Maw or Ghizzard of a Cock,
Wound -Herh .
glectozolophos, an Herb having Leaves
alchymit , one that ſtudies Alchymy, or
like the Tuft of Feathers on the Crown of
practices Chymical Operatione.
a Cock ; Cock's-Comb, or Rattle-Graſs.
alegar,
Aledge, Eaſe. Chaucer.
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Alegar, a ſort of Vinegar made of
Numeral or Aulgar Algebra, a Mia
Beer.
thod, in which the Quantity ſought, is re
Armoick , or Limbeck ( A.) a Still, preſented by ſome Alphabetical Leiter, or
Other Character ; but all the given Quan
a Chymical Veſſel uſed in Diftilling.
alephanginæ, or Aloepbanginepilulz , tities are expreſs'd by Numbers.
(L.) Purging-Pills made of Aloes and le
Literal or Specious Algebza, or The
yeral ſorts of Spice.
Nero Algebra, is that Method , by which as
aler ſans jour, ( F. L. P.) to be finally well the given or known Quantities, as the
miſs'd the Court ; there being no further unknown, are all ſeverally expreſsid or re
preſent d by Alphabetical Letters.
Day appointed for Appearance.
Algebraical, belonging to Algebra.
Alet , the true Faulcon ofPeru , that never
Algebraift,one skill'd in thatArt.
letsherPrey eſcape.
Aletheia, (G. Truth) a proper Name of
Algema, (G.) Pain, Sickneſs.
Women
algeneb ( Arab.) a fixed Star, in the
Aleuromancy, a kind of Sooth - ſaying. right side of Perſeus.
by Bread, or Cake-Paſte.
Algol or Medula's Head, a fixed Star
Aler, (L.) a ſort of Pickle, Brine, or in the fame Conſtellation of Perſeus.
Algoriſin , the practical Operation in the
Salt Liquor, made of Fiſh .
Alexander , (G. an Helper of Men ) a ſeveral Parts of Algebra.
proper Name ofMen .
Algorithm , theArt of computing or
alıranders, or Aleſſanders, an Herb reckoning by Numbers,which contains the
common in Gardens.
five principal Rules of Arithmetick.
glerander's - Foot, a Plant whoſe Root
Aiguazil, a Sergeant or Officer that ar
reſembles a Foor.
refts People in Spain, and executes the
Aleripharmick; endued with a Quality Magiſtrates Orders.
Ålgium or Almig, ( Heb .) a fort of fine
to expelPoiſon, asAlexipharmick Medicines.
Aler pyreticiim or Aleripyretum , a Wood growing on Mount Lebanon.
Remedy that drives away Feavers.
Alhidada, ( A.) the Ruler that moves on
Alešiterical or Alepiterick , that pre- the Center of an Aſtrolabe, Quadrant, & c.
and carries the Sighr.
ſerve: from, or drives out Poiſon .
aleriterium , a Preſervative againſt Poi
Alica (L.) a kind of Italian Wheat ;
fon or Infection .
Meat , Potage, or Drink made of char Corn .
Alicant-actine, a Wine made of Mul
Alferes, ( Sp.) an Enſign -bearer.
alfet, a kind of Tryal of Innocency, berries growing about Alicant, one of the
by a great Cauldron of ſcalding-hot Water, chief Towns of the Province of Valentia
into which the accuſed Perſon was to puit in Spain .
Alice (G.) a proper Name of Women ,
his Arm up to che Elbow ; ſo that if hurt,
he was held guilty, if not, acquitted.
from Adeliza, i.e. Noble.
Alien (L.) a Foreigner or Stranger, one
Alfetum (0.L.) a Cauldron or Furnace.
alfred, (S. all Peace ) the Name of a born in a foreign country.
To alien (L. T.) to convey the Property
Wiſe ,pious and learned King of England.
alfridary (in Aſtrol.) a temporary Power of any thing to another.
which the Planers have over the Life of a
Alien Priopies, thoſe Cells of Monks
Perſon .
ſome time eſtabliſhed in England, which
alga ( L.) an Herb or Weed growing on belong’d to foreign Monaſteries.
the Sea- ſhore ; Reers, or Sea -weed .
To Glenate, to make over the Property
algarot, a Chymical Preparation made of any thing to another ; alſo to eſtrange
or draw away the Affections.
of Butter of Antimony.
Algate (0.) if ſo be, notwithſtanding,
alienation , the Act of Alienating, Selę
altogether.
ling, making over, & c.
álgates (0.) ever , even now , for all
äliformes sulculi (L. in Anat.) cer
that.
tain Muſcles that ariſe from the Olla Pterye
algebra, or The Analytical Art , a goidea, or Wing-like Bones .
peculiar Science, which takes the Quantity
Al formes Procellus, the Proceſſes or
fought, as if it were known or granted ; Knobs of the Os Cuneiforme, or Wedge-like
and then by the help of one or more Bone .
Quantities given, proceeds till at length
aliment , Food for Nouriſhment: In a
the Quantity firſt only ſuppos’d to be Phyſical Senſe, whatever may be diffolved
known, is found equal to ſome Quantity or by the natural Heat of the Stomach , and
Quantities certainly known, and is there- Chang'd, into the Juice calid Chile.
fore likewiſe known.
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alimentary, belonging to Nouriſhment.
Allantois or allantoides (G. in Anat .)
alimony, Maintenance, Suſtenance, or one of the Coats that belong to a Childin
• Food : In Law , that lortion or Al'owance, the womb, plac'd between the Amnion
which a marry'd Woman may ſue for, up- and the Chorion.
allar, the Alder- Tree.
on Separation froin her Husband.
glindefis ( G ) a kind of Exerciſe among
To gllay, to Afſwage or Eaſę, to leſſen
the Ancients, when they anointed their one's Pain or Grief ; allo to Temper or Mix
Bodies with Oil, and afterwards rollid them- Metals with a baſer ſort.
ſelves in the Duft .
To Allay a heaſant, is to Cut or
glip na, Plaiſters that have no Fat in Carve it up at Table.
them .
Allecti (L. among the Romans) they that
alipaſma, a ſort of fine Powder mix'd were taken out of the Rank of Gentry, to
with Oil, in order to be ſoak’d'into the fill up the Senatours Places.
Body, to hinder ſweating.
Allective, that is of an Alluring, Chara
Alipteriuin , a Place in the Bath, where ming, or Engaging Quality.
People wereanointed after they hadwaſh’d.
To alledge , to producea thing for Proof,
gliptes, an Officer that anointed the to Quote, to Inſtance in..
Wreſtlers, before they went to Exerciſe .
allegation, an Alledging or Proving ;
aliquánt Part (L. in Arith .) ſuch a the Quotation of an Authority, Book, óc.
Part of a great Number, as is contain'd
allegiance, the natural and ſworn Obe
certain times therein , with ſome Remainder dience that is due from Subjects to their
over and above.
Soveraign Prince .
Aliquot -Dart, a Part which being taken
Allegiare (0. L.) to Excuſe, Defend ,
aliquoties, or certain times, preciſely conſti- or Juftife by courſe of Law.
ållegozical, belonging to , or partaking
tutes the greater Number.
Alifanders, an Herb otherwiſe callid of the Nature of an Allegory:
Lovage
To Allegorize, to uſe Allegories, or to
aliſed ( 0.) allowed.
explain according to the AllegoricalSenſe.
Allegory (G.) a continued Metaphor, in
Alkahelt ( C. T.) an Univerſal Menftruum ,
capable of diffolving orreducing all man whichthere is ſomething couch'd in the
ner of Mixt Bodies, into a Liquor of its words, that is different from the literal
Senſe, and the Figure is carried on through
ownSubſtance,
alkakengi or Wulinter-Cherry, the thewhole Diſcourſe.
Fruit of one of the Sorts of the Plant call'd
alleluja or Hallelujali ( H.) Praiſe ye
our Lord : Alſo an Herb otherwile calid
Night-ſhade.
kali ( C.T.) a fixed Salt drawn out of wood Sorrel, or French Sorrel.
the Affies of calcin'd Herbs or Minerals,
alleinandc or Almain , a kind of grave
by means of a boiled Lixivium or Lie : Alafolemn Mulick .
alleviare (L.) to inakę Light of, to
ſo any earthy Matter thar ferments and
works with Acids, is term’d an Alk.li.
Slight, or Diſparage, In old Records, to
Alkalizate Bodies, are thoſe which Levy of Pay an accuſtomed Fine or Com
are fit to be pierc'd , and put into a violent pofition .
Motion , by the Points of the Acid pour'd To alleviate, to Lighten , or Soften ; to
upon them .
Allay, or Afſwage.
alkalizate a pirit of uuline, a pure
alleviation , Alleviating, or Allaying i
and rich Spirit that will burn all-away , and Lare, Comfort, Refrelliment.
alley ( F.) a narrow Lane, a Walk in a
even fire Gunpowder.
aitalization, a turning into an Alkali. Garden.
Alkanet, an Herb'otherwiſe call'd Spa
alliaria ( L.) an Herb taſting like Garlick ,
and calld Jack of the Hedge, or Sauce
niſh-Buglofs.
Slkermes, a Confection, whoſe chief alone.
Ingredient is callid Kermes or Chermes, aliance, ( F.) an Uniting or Joyning of
which are certain red or ſcarlet Grains.
Families together by Marriage, or of Com
all -it-toue (0.) a made Requeſt.
mon -Wealths by Leagues ; Kindred by Mar
all good, a ſort of Herb commonly riage, Match , League...
calld Mercury.
allied , Marched, United or Joyned by
an -hcal, a wound -Herb.
a League,
all-tallows ( 0.) all Saints.
allies, Princes or States that haveen
al-leed,
an , Herb ſo named from its ter’d into an Alliance or League for their
fulneſs
of Seed
mutual Defence and preſervation ,
alliga
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Alligation , ( L.) a Tying or Binding to:
In Arithmetick , a Rule by which ſuch
Queſtions are reſolv'd, as relate to the mix .
ing of divers Merchandizes, Metals, Sim
ples, & c. of unequal Price ; ſo as to find
how much of each muſt be taken .
Alligation Medial, is, when having
the ſeveral Q antities and Rates of divers
Simples propoſed, we diſcover the mean
Rate of a Mixture, compounded of thoſe
Simples.
alligation Alternate , is when having
the ſeveral Rates of divers Simples given ,
we find out ſuch Quantities of them , asare
neceſſary to make a Mixture, which may
bear a certain Rate propoſed .
alligator, (L.) a kind of Weſt Indian
Crocodile.
alliteration , a Repeating and Playing
on the ſame Letter.
atroth, the Name of a Star in the Tail
of the Great Rear,
allioticum , (G.) a Medicine which al
ters and purifies the Blood .
allium , ( L.) Garlick , a known Plant.
Allocation , ( L. ) a placing or adding

Alloy or Aſlay, the Proportion of a bas
ſer Metal temper'd or mingled with a finer
or purer :
To allude, (L. ) to ſpeak a thing which
has ſome reſemblance, reſpect, or regard to
another Matter.
Allum , a kind of Mineral.
Alumínoz, (0.) one that Paints upon
Paper or Parchment, or that colours Maps,
printed Pictures, & c. a Limner.
To Allure, to draw to the Lure or Bait ;
to Decoy, or Entice .
allufion , an alluding, or ſpeaking a
thing in reference to another.
almacantars , (A. in Aſtron.) are Circles
of Altitude paral el to the Horizon , whoſe
common Pole is the Zenith or Vertical
Point.
Almacantar - Staff, a Mathematical In
ſtrument to take Obſervations of the Sun,
in order to find its Amplitude, and the Van
riation of the Compaſs .
Alinade, a kind of Boat us'd in the
Indies.
almageſt, the Title of an excellent Trea .
tiſe of the Sphere, written by Ptolemy.

Allowance made upon an
Account in the Exchequer.
allocat.one facienda, a Writ requiring
the Lord - Treaſurer, & c. to allow an AC
countant ſuch Sums as he has lawfully and
reaſonably disbursd .
Allodial or allodian, that is Free, or for
whico no Renis or Services are due.
Alloum , ( C.T.) Free-hold , every Man's
own Land or Eſtate that he poſſeſſes, with
out yielding any Services to another.
állatoheta, (G.)Thingsdifferently plac'd :
Allo a Grammar Figure that varies from the
common Rules of Syntax ; as Pars in frufta
ſecant .
allophplus, one of another Tribe, Na
tion, or Kindred ;,an Alien or Stranger.
To Allot, to Align or Appoint ; to Set
out, Deliver, or Share by Lar.
állotting of Goods is when a Ship's Car
go is divided into ſeveral Parcels, to be
bought by divers Perſons, whoſe Namesbeing wrote on as many pieces of Paper, are
apply'd by an indifferent perſon to the re{pe&tive Lots or Parcels.
Allotment, Allorting, Affignation, Appoint.nent
Tó allow , to Give or Grant ; to Approve of; to Permit, or Suffer.
allowable, chat may be Allowed or Apo
proved .
Allowance, Portion, Salary , Mainte
pance ; alſo an Allowing of Permitting.

in almain
German ang
mga time
Germany
in.
thatofmoves
of Air
In
Mufick , a kind
Common Time.
almain -rivets , a fort of light Armour.
Almanack , (A.) Diſtribution or Num
bering : Whence our yearly Accounts, in
which the Days of the Weeks, Months,
Eclipſe ?, Feſtivals, &c. are ſet down, are
commonly call’d Almanacks.
Almandine, a courſe ſortof Ruby.
Almanzos, (A. Defender) the Name of
ſeveral Princes among theMoors.
Almesfroh or allmesteoh, ( S.) a Tri
bute paid heretofore in England to the Pope
Aug. I.
almouarium , Almorietum , or Aline
riola, ( 0.L.) 'a Cupboard to ſet up broken
vituals, to be thence diftributed for Alms
to the Poor.
Alinond, aſort of Fruit.
almonds of the Throat, are a Glandu
lous Subſtance, reprelenting Two Kernels
plac'd on each ſide of the Vvula, at the root
of the Tongue.
Almond- Furnace or Sweep, a kind
of Furnace us'd by Refiners, for ſeparating
all ſorts of Metals from Cinders, parts of
Melting- pots, Brick , & c.
Almond: Cree, one of the Firft Trees
that Bloom ,bearing a moſt delicious Nut,
and beautiful Purple Flowers.
glinoner or Alinner, a Church -Officer
belonging to a King or Prince, whoſe Bu
fineſs is to take care of the Diſtribution of
Alms.
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Almonryor Sumry, the Almoner'sOf
fice or Lodgings; alſo the Place where
Alms are given.
Alms, whatever is freely given to the
Poor for God's Sake.
Alms-horſe, a Houſe built by a private
Perſon , and endow'd for the Maintenance
of a certain Number of poor, aged, or dirabled People.
almugia, ( 4 , in Aſtrol.) Planets that
face one another in the Zodiack .
Almuten , the Lord of a Figure ,or ſtrong
eft Planet in a Nativity .
Alnage, Meaſuringwith an Ell, Ell-mea
ſure .
Alnagar, Quineger , or glnegar, an
Officer, whoſe Buſineſs was to look to the
Allize of Woollen Cloth ; he is now only
Collector of the Subſidy or Tax, granted to
the Queen .
Alms, ( L.) theAlder -tree.
Aloes , (G.) the Juice or Gum of a Tree,
that bears the ſame Name.
Aloes Caballina, the groſſer ſort of
Aloes, ſo called becauſe Farriers uſe it moſt
for their Horſes.
aloetick, belonging to Aloes.
gloeticks, Medicines that confift chiefly
of Aloes.
aloft, ( S.T.) on High , or in the Upper
fart.
glosia, ( G.) Unreaſonableneſs, particularly in eating : Allo a Prince's Releaſe of
an Officer from giving up his Accounts.
Elogotrophia , a diſproportionate Nouriſhment, when one part of the Body is
pouriſh'd more or leſs than another, as in
the Rickets.
aloa, a kind of Beaſt like a Mule.
Aloof, or keep your Loof, ( S.T) keep
the Shipnear the Wind .
Alopecia , a Diſeaſe call'd the Scurf or
Fox -Evil, when the Hairs fall off from the
Head by the Roors.
Alopecias, a kind of Fish fo call'd, as it
were the Sea -Fox .
Alopecis uva ſort of forry Grape.
Alopecuroides Ojamen , Fox-tailGraſs;
an Herb.
Alopecurus, an Herb like a Fox's- Tail ;
tailed Wheat, Fox -tail.
Lloper, the Fox , a Beaſt of Chace.
glola , (L.) the Shad, a Sea-fiſh.
glolga , (Sp.) a Drink made of Water
and Honey ;
aip , (c.) the Bulfinch , a Bird.
Alpha, the Firſt Letter of the Greek
Alphobet.
Alphabet, the whole Order of Letters
in any Language .
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Alphabetical or alphabetick, belong
ing, or agreeable to the Order of the A
phabet.
alpheta , a Star , the ſame as Lucida
Corona ,
Alphonfine Tables, certain Aftronomi
cal Calculations, made by Alphonfus King of
Arragon.
Alphonſus, a proper Name of Men,
from the Gothick Word Helphuns, i. c. our
Help:
älphos , (G.) a kind of Morphew , or
White Specks on the Skin .
Alpine, belonging to the Mountains of
Italy, call'd the Alps.
álpine-Woule,a Creature about thoſe
Mountains, of the bigneſs of a Rabbet.
Alrumech, (A.) the name of a Star, the
ſame as Arcturus.
Alline, (G.)the Herb Chick -weed.
Altabeſt Paracelft, ( C. L.) a Mixt Body
reduc'd to its firſt Principles.
altarage, (L , T.) the Free Offerings
made upon the Altar by the People ; alſo,
all the Profits that ariſe to the Prieſt, upon
account of the Altar.
alua: Tenura , (0.T.) the higher Tenure
in chief, or by Military Service .
To alter , to change, to turn , to vary.
alterablc, that may be altered.
alterantia , (L.) Medicines that ſerve te
alter, purifie and reſtore the due mixture of
the Blood, & c.
alteration, Change. In a Phyfical Senſe,
that Motion by which a Natural Body is
changed in ſome Circumſtances, from what
it was before.
Altercation , Contentious Diſpute, Brawl.
ing or Wrangling
altercum ,( ..) the Herb Hen -bane,
altern - Bale, In Oblique Triangles, the
True Baſe, is either the Summ of the Sides,
and then the Difference of the Sides is the
Altern Baſe ; or elſe the True Baſe is the Dif,
ference of the Sides, and then the Summ of
the Sides is call’d the Altern Bafe.
Alternate or alternative, that is done
by Turn, or Courſe, oneafter another.
Alternation , a Changing by turns.
Althæð, ( G ) wild Willows, or Marth
Mallows
Altimetry, that part ofGeometry,which
teaches the method of meaſuring Heights.
altitude, (L. in Aftron .) is the Height
of the Sun, Moon, or Stars above the Ho
rizon .
The Sun's Meridian altitude, is an Arch
of the Meridian, contain'd between the Sun
and the Horizon, at that time when the Sun
is in the Meridian .
alti.
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Amarantus or Amaranthus, Everlaſta
aldtude of a Figure, (in Geom .) is
the perpendicular Diſtance between the top ing, a klower that continues long without
any ſenſible Decay.
ofa Figure and its Baſe,
Amarella, the Herb Feverfew or Milk
Altitude of Cotion , a Term us'd by
Dr. Wallis, for the Meaſure of any Motion wort.
Amalah , (H. ſparing the People) the
counted according to the Line of Direction
Son of Abigail.
of the moving Force .
alto and Ballo or in alto and Ballo ,
Amaliah , (i. e .the Burden of the Lord )
(L.T.) the abſolute Sutmiſſion of all Diffe a King of Judah.
rences, ſmall or great, high and low , to a
To Ainals, ( F.) to Heap up , to Hoard
or Treaſure up .
Judge or Arbitrator.
To amate, (0.) to Diſcourage.
luco, (L.) the Leech -Owl ; a Bird .
Amatoz y , ( L.) belonging toLove-mat
aludels, ( C. T.) are Pots without Bot
toms, ſet one on the top of another, for ters, or Lovers.
Amaurofis, (G.) a Dimneſs or loſs of
the Subliming of anyi Matter in a Chymi
Sight, without any outward Fault to be
cal Furnace.
Alvearium , ( L.) a Hive of Bees, or a reen in the Eye.
Amayl, (0.) Enamel.
place where Bee-hives ftand : In Anatomy,
she inward Cavity or Hollow of the Ear.
To Amazl, to Aſtoniſh or Surprize, to
alveolus, any wooden Veſſel made hol- Daunt.
Amazement, Aftoniſhment, Surprize.
low ; a Tray , Alveoli dentium are the
Amazons, (G.) certain warlike Women
Holes of the Jawsin which the Teeth ' are
fer .
of Aſia, who burnt or cut off their right
Albionca, looſening Medicines.
Paps, and kill'd all their Male Children .
ambacti, (among the ancient Gauls) Sera
alvi Flicus, a looſeneſs of the Belly.
Alum , the Herb Comfrey .
vanrs that belong'd to their chiefNobility.
ambages , a long Circumſtance of
Glumci , Allum , a Mineral Salt.
alumen Saccharimim , a mixture of Words, remote from the true ſcope of the
Roch -Allum , Roſe -water and the White of Matter .
ambar or mbariim , Amber-greece.
an Egg.
Ambarvalia, (L.) a Feſtival Time among
Aluminous, belonging to Allum .
älyllon , (G.) an Herb which cures Mad- the ancient Romans, when they pray'd for
their Fields and Corn , with a ſolemn Pro
ner.
alytarcha, (G) the chief Officer at Pub- ceffion .
amballadour or Emballadour, a Pero
lick Games and Sports.
Amadetto , (I ) a ſort of Pear.
ſon ſent by a Soveraign Prince or Stare to
Amain , (ś. T .).when a Man of War another," to Treat about ſome Important
gives Defiance to another, and bids' her Bufiners.
yield.
amballagjeſs, an Ambaffadour'sWife.
Amalek , (H.a Licking or Smiting Peo
Ambe, (G.) the Ridge or Edge of a
ple) the Son of Eliphaz , from whom the Hill: In Surgery, a ſuperficial jutting out of
the Bones.
Amalekites deſcended.
amber , a kind of hard Gum .
To amalgamate, ( C. T.) to mix Quick
amber-greece, a ſweet-ſcented clammy
filver with Gold , or ſome other noble Me
tal melted ; ſo as to reduce it into a kind Juice or Perfume.
of Paste
anbidens, (L.) a Sheep that has Teeth
Amalgamation , the A & of Amalgama- on both sides ; a Theave, a Hogrel.
ting.
Ambiderter , one that uſes both Hands
amalgame, any Metal that is ſo amal- a -like : In Law , a Juror that takes Money
gamated or reduced to a ſoft Paſte.
of both Parties for the giving of his Ver
Amalgaminge, an Amalgame, or Mix- dict.
ambidertrotts, belonging to ſuch foul
ture of Quick -filver with other Metals.
Chancer.
Practices, Juggling.
Ambtent, Incircling or Encompaſſing
amanles ( C. T.) Gems, or precious
round about.
Stones,
Ambigu , (in cookery) ſeveral forts of
Amamenſis, one that writes what is In
dired by another ; a Secretary , or Clerk . Meat and Pulſe ſerv'd up in the ſame Dith .
amaranis or Smaracım ,( G.) the Herb
Ambiguity , Double Meaning, Obſcuri
ty in Words.
Sweet Marjoram .
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ambigrious, Uncertain or Doubtful ;
To Amend, to Repair, to Reform or
with reſpectto Words of doubtfulmeaning. Correct ; to Make, or to Grow better.
ambit of a Figure, ( in Geom .) the Cir
Amendmmt, Reformation, Correction :
cumference, or Sum of all the bounding or In Law , the Correction of an Errour com
mitted in a Tryal.
encompaſſing Lines that encloſe ir .
Amends, Satisfaction, or Recompence.
Ambition , an immoderate Defire of Ho
Amentia, ( L.) Madneſs, Fooliſhneſs.
nour and Promotion.
Ambitions, full of Ambition , deſirous or
Amenuſed, ( 0.) Diminiſhed, or Leſſened.
greedy of Honours.
Ameos, (G.) Biſhop's-Weed, an Herb .
Amble, the Going of a Horſe between
To Amerce, to ſet a Fine, or forfeiture,
upon one.
Pace and Tror.
Amercement orAmerciament, (L.T.)
amblolis, (G.) Abortion , or Miſcarri
age.
a Penalty aſſeſs'd by the Equals of the Party
ambloticks, Medicines that cauſe Abor- arnerced, for an Offence done againſt the
Queen or fome Lord.
tion.
amblygon , (in Geom .) a Figure that has *Amercement Royal, is where a Sheriff,
Coroner, or other Officer is Fined by th :
an obtule or blunt Angle.
Amblygonial, belonging to ſuch a Fi- Juſtices, for Abuſe in his Office.
Ainerica , the Fourth Part of the World ,
gure.
Amblyopia, Dulneſs or Dimneſs of Sight, laſt diſcover'd .
whenthe Object is not clearly diſcern'd at Amerina Spalit, a kind of Willow , the
what diſtance foeverit be plac'd .
Twig -withy.
amery or Almeric, ( Ge. always rich) a
Ambia, ( L.) Amber-greece.
Ambroſe, (G. Immortal) a proper Name pro er Name of Men
Amels , Amice, or amict, (L.) an Or
of Men .
Ambrolia, the deliciousJellies and Fnod nament which Popish Prieſts wear on their
of the Heathen Gods : Allo a kind of Me- Arms, when they go to ſay Maſs.
amethyſt, ( G ) a precious Stone of a
dicine prepared to be as grateful and plea
Violet-Colour and faint Luſtre : In Heraldry,
sing to the Palate as is poſſible
Ambry, aminery, or Aumbry, (C.) a the PurpleColour in the Coats of Noblemen :
kind of Cupboard for the keeping of cold
Amethyltizontes, the beſt fort of Car .
buncles or Rubies.
and broken Victuals.
amable, ( L.) worthy to be Loved ,
Ambubaix , ( L.) certain Women ofSy
ria, who got their Living at Rome, by play- Lovely.
amiablc Numbers, ſuch as are mutu
ing on Mufick' and otherlewd Pranks.
Finbulation , a Walking : In Surgery, ally equal to the whole Sum of oneanother's
Aliquot Parts ; as theſe two Numbers 284
the ſpreading of a Gangrene.
ambulatory, Going or Moving up and and 220 .
Amiantiis, (G.) a kind of Stone call’d
down.
Amburbial Sacrifices, ( among the Ro- Earth- Flax or Salamander's Hair, which be
mans) a kind of Solemnity when the Beaſts ing put into the Fire, it will never burn 0 %
were led round about the City , before they conſume.
were Sacrificed.
Amicable, Friendly , Loving, Kind ,
Amburp, a Diſeaſe in Horſis, which courteous.
cauſes them to break forth in (pungy Swel
Amtent, a Roman Gold-Coin , worth 19 så
Id. 3 ob. Engliſh Money.
lings.
ambnſcade, Ambul), or Ambuſhment,
Aminadab , (H. a Free or Vowing Pear
a Body of Men that lies hid in a Wood or ple, or a Prince of People) the Son of Ram ,
elſewhere, ſo as to ruſh out upon or en- and Father of Natthon.
cloſe an Enemy unawares ; a lying wait pri
Aminätlin Ainim, a ſort of Wine fo
vily ro Surprize, Carch, or Intrap one.
callid from Aminaa or Apulia, a Country
Ambuſtion , ( in . Surgery) a Burn , or of Italy,
Ainittere Legem Terræ , to loſe the
Scald .
Amel-Corn or French Rice, a kind of Law of the Land, or to be deprived of the
Grain of which Starch is made.
Liberty of Swearing in any Court.
Amity, Friendſhip , Love, Affection.
Amen, (Syr.) Verily, fo be it.
Amenahlé, (F.) eaſie to be Led or Ru
4 mma, (G.) a Tying, Knitting, a Band ,
led ; a Term apply'd in our Law -books to among Surgeons, a Truſs uz'd in Ruptures.
# Woman chat may be govern'd by her
Ammi or Aminium , the Herb Bihop's
Weed.
Husband ,
Amina
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Ammathaddai, ( H. the People of the
Almighty) a Prince of the Tribe of Dan.
Ammoch ? ycos, (G) a precious Stone
appearing like Gold - Sands.
Ammodytes, the Sand -Viper.
Ammon or simmonites, (H. the Son
ofmy People) a People deſcended from BenAmmi the Son of Lot.
Amnoniacum Gummi, Gum Ammoniack, a kind of Gum or Juice of a Plant,
like our Giant- Fennel.
Ammonites , a ſort of Stone call'd the
lefler Spawn - ftone ,
Ammonitrum , a kind of Nitre made of
Sand and Nitre mixt together.
Amminition , ( L.) all ſorts of Warlike
Proviſions and Stores.
Ammunition -Bread, the Bread that is
provided for, and given to the Soldiers.
Amneſty, (G.) an Act of Oblivion , a
general Pardon granted by a Prince to his
Subjects for all former Offences.
Amnion or Ainnios , (in Anat.) the
Coat or ſoft skin that immediately covers a
Child in the Womb .
Amnon , ( H. True, alſo an Artificer or
School-Maſter ) King David's Firſt-born Son .
Knæbean Cerſes, are ſuch as anſwer
one another by courſe.
Amorum , certain Grains of a Purple
Colour, biting Tafte, and ſpicy Smell : A1ſo the Herb call’d Jeruſalem , or our Lady's
Roſe.
Amozites or amorrheans, a People of
Paleſtine,
Amoroſo , ( I. ) an Amorous Man, a Lover, a Gallant.
amorous , apt to fall in Love, or be
longing to Love,
A-mozt, (F.) Dead : Whence one that is
in a Melancholy Fit, is ſaid to be all A -mort,
i. e. guire Dead -hearted.
Amortization , the Act of Amortizing.
70 Amortize, to Kill : Chaucer . In a
Law , to make over Lands or Tenements to
a Corporation .
Amos, ( H, a Burden or Burdening) an
ancient 'Prophet of the Jews
To Amount, ( F.) to riſe up in Value,
Or Tenour.
Amouriſt, (F ) an Amorous Perſon , one
that is apt to be in Love.
Amairs , Love -concerns, or Intrigues.
Amoules, Counterfeit Gems, or precious
Stones.
A moz, (H. Strong or Mighty) the Fa
ther of the Prophet Iſaiah.
Ampelitis, (G.) a kind of black, clam
my Earth, with which Vines were anointed
to kill the Worms; Kennel-coal, or Baſtard
Jet.
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ampelodeſmos , a ſort of Herb which
the Inhabitants of the Hand of Sicily, us'd
inſtead of Twigs tụ tie their Vines with .
Ampeloleucó, the Herb Briony, or the
White Vine.
ampelopzalon , Leak -Vine, Bears-Gar
lick, or Raiſins.
Ampelos agria , the Wild Vine, a ſort
of Herb .
Amper, ( C.) a Flaw in Cloth, alſo a
Swelling:
Amphemerinus, a Feaver or Ague that
comes every Day.
gmphibious, that lives both in the Wa
ter and upon Land.
amphibleſtroides , (in Anat.) a ſoft
white llimy Skin or Coat of the Eye, that
reſembles a Ner.
amphibology), a dark Speech that has
a double meaning.
Amphibiachus, a Foor in Greek and La
tin Verſe, having a long Syllable in the
middle, and a ſort one on each side.
Amphibianchia, ( in Anat. ) certain
Places about the Glandules or Kernels in the
Jaws, that ſerve to moiſten the Throat,
Stomach , &c.
Amphictyons, a Name anciently given
to the Great Council of Greece.
Amphidælım , (in Anat .) the Top of the
Mouth of the Womb.
Ainphimacer, a Foot in Verſe, that has
a ſhort Syllable in the midſt, and a long one
on either Side.
Amphimatlus, a Garment frized or Thak
ged on hoth Sides.
Amphiproſtylos or Amphiproſtyle, a
kind ofTemple of the Ancients, which had
Four Columns or Pillars in the Front, and
as many in the Face behind .
Amphisbæna, the double-headed Ser
pent.
Amphiſcii, (in Geog.) thoſe People whoſe
Shadows, at different times of the Year,
fall both ways.
amphilmela, a kind of Inſtrument uſed
by Anatomiſts in the Diffecting ,of Bo
dies.
ginphitane,, a precious Stone which is
of the ſame Nature with the Load -ſtone,
and draws Gold in like manner.
Amphitheater, among the Romans, a
hugePile of Building, that contain'd a great
Number of Sears, where the People ſaw di
vers Shews and Sports.
Amphora, an ancient Meaſure of liquid
Thines ; a Kilderkin , or Firkin.
Ample, (L.) that is of a large Extent,
or of great Power ; Noble, Abunlanr.
Ampi
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ampliation, an Enlargement: In Law , a
deferring of Judgment till the Cauſe be better examined .
Amplificatio.1, an Amplifying, an En- |
larging upon an Argument, to work upon
the Hearers and gaintheir Belief of what is
ſaid .
To amplify, to Enlarge a Diſcourſe, or
upon a Subject ; to Romance.
amplitude , Greatneſs, I argeneſs : In
Aſtron, the Amplitude of the Sun and Stars
is an Arch of the Horizon, comprehended
between the true Eaſt and Weſt Point of it,
and the Centre of the Sun, Moon, or any
Star, at its Riſing or Setting.
Ainputation, a Cutting away, or Lopping off : In Surgery, the Cutting off any
corrupted or purrity'd Part or Member .
Ainrain , (H. a high People) the Father
of Moſes.
Amraphel, ( i.e. a ſpeaking Deſtruction) a Kirg of Shinar.
Amulet, a kind of Charm to wear about
one, to preſerve from the Plague, Poiſon,
Inchantment, &c.
anurath, the Name of ſeveral Ottoman
Emperours.
Amirca, (L. ) the Mother, Lees, or
Dregs of cl.
To amule , (F.) to Stop or Stay one
with a trifling Story, to feed with vain Ex
pectations, to hold n Play.
amuleinent, a trifling Buſineſs to paſs
away the Time, a Toy ; alſo the making of
vain Promiſes to gain Time.
anullis, ( L.)a Maſon's or Carpenter's
Rule ' or Line, Chalk'd or Oker'd, with
which they level their work .
gmy, ( F. i. e. Friendly or Kind) a pro
per Name common to Men and Women.
Amygdala , (G ) the Almond-tree or its
Fruit. Amygdala is alſo taken for the Almonds of the Ears.
amygdalate, an Artificial Milk or Phyfick - drink , made of blanch'd Almonds and
other Ingredients.
dinagdalites, an Herb of the Spurge
kind, with Leaves like thoſe of an Almond
tree .
Amylou or amplum , a kind of Food
made of wheat , without grinding it ; alſo
White Starch .
Amyntica Emplaftra , Defenſative,
Strengthning Flaiſters.
Ainyris , a kind of ſweet Shrub.
amyſtis, a Carouſe or Way of Drinking
among the Thracians.
Ana, (G. in Phyſicians Bills) an equal or
Bile Quantity of each Ingredient, to be ta .
for the compounding of any Medicine :
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Alſo an Eaſt -India Coin, worth ſomewhat
above an Engliſh Penny.
anabaptifts, ( G ) certain Sectaries,
whoſe chief Tenet is, That Perſons ought
not to be Baptized, till they are able to give
an Account of their Faith.
Anabalis, an aſcending or getting up,
an Aſcent or Riſe : In the Art of Phyfick,
the growth or encreaſe of a Diſeaſe.
Anabibazon , ( in Aftron .) the Dragon's
Head, or the Northern Node of the Moon,
where the riſes from South to North La
titude.
Anabzochilmis , (in Surg.) a particular
manner of drawing out the pricking Hairg
of the Eye- lids that are turn'd inwards.
anabjolis, a Corroding or Eating away :
Among Surgeons, a Copſuming or Wafting
of any part of the Bodý by ſharp Humours.
Anacampſeros, an Herb, which being
but touch'd, has the force to reconcile Lo
vers or Friends fallen out ; the Herb Orpin.
Anacamptical or Anacamptick, Refled
ing, Turning or Bowing back , or again ; a
Word often uſed with reſpect to Ecchoes,
Anacampticks or Catropticks , a
Branch of Opticks, a Science which by the
Rays of ſome luminous Object, reflected on
a plain Surface, finds out its Form, Dimen ,
ſions, Diſtance, &c.
Anacardium , a kind of Bean growing
in Mial cca .
anacatharſis , a Medicine that Purges or
Diſcharges Nature by ſome of the Upper
Parts.
Anacathartick Medicines, ſuch as cauſe
Vom , mg.
anacephalaoſis, a brief Recapitulatian
or Summary of the Heads of any Matter
ſpoken or deliver'd in Writing.
Anachtes , the Diamond, a precious
Stont.
anachojeta, an Anchoret or -Monk that
lives folitary by himſelf.
anachronilin, an Errour in Chronology,
or in the Computation of Time.
Anaclaticks, a part of Opticks which
treats of all ſorts of Refractions, and is the
ſame with Dioptricks.
Anac #nofis , a Rhetorical Figure, wherea'
by we ſeem to conſult, deliberate, and ar
gue the caſe with others upon any Affairs
of Moment.
Anacoliema, a kind of Medicine to be
apply'd to the Fore-head or Noſtrils, in Diſ.
eaſes of the Eyes, &c.
Anacolython, á Rhetorical Figure, when
a Word that is to anſwer another, is not
exprefsíd.
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analogous, anſwering in Proportion ,
anacreontick Werſe, a kind of Verſe
that takes Name from its Author Anacreon , Reſemblance or Faſhion ; bearing Relation
to , Proportionable .
a famous Greek Lyrick Poet.
Analogy, like Reaſon, Relation; Pro
Anadeudjomalache, the Roſe-mallow
Tree,
portion : In Mathematicks, the Compariſon
anadeſma, aBand or Tie : Among Sur- of ſeveral Reaſons of Quantities or Num
gerns, a Swathe or Bandage to bind up bers one to another.
Analyls , the Reſolving or Severing of
Wounds.
Anadiplofis, a Redoubling : In- Rheto- a Matter into its Parts : The reducing of
rick, a Figure, when the laſt Word in the any Subſtance into its Firſt Principles : A
end of a Verſe or Sentence is repeared in mong Anatomiſts, an exact Diviſion of all
the beginning of the next : Alſo the re- the Parts of a Humane Body .
doubling of the Fits of Feavers, Agues, &c.
Analytical or Analytick, belonging to
Anadolis, a Bubbling up asWater does ; an Analyjis or Method of Reſolving, & c.
Analytick , (in Logick ) is a part of that
a Diſtribution : In the Art of Phyſick, the
conveying of the Juice call’d Chyle, thro' the Science which teaches to Decline and Con
ftrue Reaſons, as Grammar does Words.
proper Veſſels.
Anäſthefta, (G. ) a defect or loſs of
analyticks or the analytical Art, Al
gebra, often ſo call’d , as being noihing elſe
Senſe ; as in the Palley , c.
but a general Analyſis of the pure Mathe
Anagallis, the Herb Pimpernel.
Anaglyptice or the anaglyptick Art, maticks.
the Art of Engraving, Chaling, or Imbol
To analyze Bodies, ( C. T.) is to Dif
folve them by means of Fire, in order to
fing Plate, & c .
Anagnoſtes , a Reader, a Clerk .
find out the ſeveral Parts of which they are
Anagoge, a raiſing of the Mind to made.
Anamnelis , Remembrance : In Rhetos
Paſ
of
any
Meaning
ſearch out the hidden
ſage ; eſpecially the myſtical Senſe of the rick , a Figure, whereby the Oratour calls
to mind Matters that are paſs’d .
Holy Scriptures.'
Anamncticks, Medicines that ſerve to
Anagogical, belonging to Myſteries,My
ftical ; that has a raiſed or uncommon Sig- reſtore the Memory:
Ananczon , a Rhetorical Figure that
nification .
Anagram , an ingenious Interpretation makes outthe Neceſſity of a Thing.
Snaniah) or Ananias, ( H. the Cloud or
of one's Name, Title, &c. by tranſpoling
Divination of the Lord) the proper Name
the Letters of it.
Anagraphe, a Regiſt'ring, or Record- of ſeveral Perſons.
anapæltus or Anapeſt, a Foot in Greek.
ing of Matters ; an Inventory, a Bteviate .
Anagyris, an Herb that is fair to the or Latin Verſe, that has the Two Firſt Syla
lables
ſhort, and the laſt long.
S'ght, but has a ſtinking Smell.
gniapeſtick Terſes, as thoſe that have
Anah, (H. Anſwering or Singing, or
ſuch Feet.
Poor) the Father of Abomilabah,
Anaphora, a Rhetorical Figure, when in
Ana', (H.) a Giant.
Analecta, (G.) Fragments or Crums ga- the beginning of every Verſe or Member of
ther'd from Table ; Collections or Scraps a Sentence the ſameWord is repeated .
out of Authors.
Anaphromeli, Honey that has no Froth .
Anapleroſis, a Filling up, orSupplying *
Analecta or Analectes, a Servant that
gathers up the Scraps after Dinner : Alſo a In Surgery, that part of the Art, which re
ſtores what either Nature has denied or is
well-read Scholar,
Analemma, a lofty Building, a Citadel otherwiſe decayed .
Anapleroticks, Medicines that help to
or Fort. In Aſtronomy, an Orthographical
Projection of the Sphere on the Plane of fill Ulcers with Fleſh .
Anarchy, a being without Rule, want
the Meridian.
Analepticks, Medicines that renew and of all Government in a Nation or State.
Eheriſh the Strength.
Anareta , a Name given by Aſtrologers
Analgeſta, a being free from Pain or to the fatal Planet, which threatens Death
Grief.
in a Nativity.
Analogical, belonging to Proportion,
Anarching , an Herb like Pimpernel ,
Calves-fnout.
Proportionable ,
Anas, ( L ) the Dack or Drake ; a Wao
Analogiſm , a forcible Argument drawn
from the Cauſe to the Effect : In the Art of ter-Fowl,
Phyfickoa Compariſon of Cauſes relating to
Ana
a Diſeaſe,
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Anchorage or Anchozing, Ground fit to
gnalarca , (G. ) a kind of Dropſy, a
white foft yielding Swelling, which dints hold a Ship’s Anchor: In Law , a Duty paid
in when the Fleſh is preſs'd .
to the Queen for Caſting Anchor in the
Anafta chialis , a Reſolving of mixt Bo- Pool of a Harbour.
anchozet, a Hermit or Monk that leads a
dies into their Elements or Firſt Principles.
Anoſtomoſis , a Looſening or Opening : fol tary Life in a Defart.
anchove , a ſmall Sea - fish .
In Anatomy, a flowing out of the Natural
Anchula , (Gr.) a kind of Buglofs ; an
Humours of the Body; at the meeting of
Veſſels that are not well cloſed .
Heib.
Anaſtomoticks , Medicines that widen
Anchylops, a Swelling between the
the Orifices of the Veffels, ſo as to cauſe the greater Corner of the Eye and the Noſe .
Ancient, Old , belonging to former
Blood to circulate freely : Or Medicines
wh ch ſerve to open the Pores and Paſſages. Time,
Anaſtrophe, a Grammar- Figure, when
ancient Demealne, (L.T.) a Tenure,
that Word is fer foremoſt which ſhould fol. by which all Manours depending on the
low ; as Italiam contra ,
Crown, were held in the Time of K. Edward
Anataria, (L.) a kind of Eagle that the Confeflor,and William J.
preys upon Ducks.
An Ancient or anfhent , a Flag or
anatafts , (G.) a Stretching or Reaching Streamer, ſet up in the Stern of a ship.
Ancients , a Title given in the Middle
out : In Surgery, the ſtretching out of the
Body towards the upper Parts.
Temple, to ſuch as are paſs'd their Reading
Anathéma, (the laſt Syllable but one and never read .
Ancienty, (L. T.) Ancientneſs, Seniority,
being long) lignifies any Offering or Gift
ſet a -part or given to God, or to his Elderſip.
Church
Ancoine, a kind of Boil, Sore, or foul
Anathéma, ( the laſt Syllable but one Swelling, in the fleſhy Parts.
ancon , (G.) the Elbow , the top or point
fhort) is a ſolemn Curſe or Sentence of Ex
communication ; alſo any accurſed Thing, of the Elbow : Alſo the backward and
or a Perſon cut off from the Communion of larger Knob of the Bone of the Arm callid
the Church.
Vlna,
To anathemnatize , to Excommunicate ;
Ancones , (in Architect.) are the Corners
to put under a Curte.
or ( oins of Walls; Croſs-beams, or Rafters.
anathymialis, a Vapour , or Steam ; a
Anconælls, a Muſcle that helps to ſtretch
Perfume.
our the Elbow.
Anatociſm , a yearly renewing of Uſury,
Aircony, (at the Iron -mines) is when the
and taking Uſe upon Uſe.
Metal is work'd in the Finery -Forge,
anatoinical, belonging to Anatomy .
from a Bloom or Four- ſquare Maſs, to a Bar
Anatomiſt, one skylld in that Art.
of about Three Foot long of any ſhape.
To Anatomize, to Diffect, or Cut up a
Ancteres , (G ) a Surgeon's Bands to tie,
dead Body.
or Mitch up a Wound cloſe.
Anatomy, a neat Diſſection or Cutting
Ancyle, a kind of Javelin or Dart : In
open of the Body of a Man or other Crea- Anatomy, the bending of the Elbow , or of
the Ham.
ture, in order to view its ſeveral Parts.
Ancyloblepharum , the growing of the
Anatriplis , a Rubbing againſt or upon ;
Bruiſing : In Surgery, the Bruiſing or Break: Eye-lids to the Tunica Cornea, fo thatſome
ing of a Bone, or of the Stone in the Blad times thºy borh cloſe, and ſtick together.
der or Kidneys.
Ancylogloltiim , á being Tongue-tied,
Anatron or Natron , a kind of Salt when the ſmall String under the Tongue is
drawn from the Water of the River Nile too ſtraight.
in Egypt.
Ancyloglo ſlus, one that is Tongue-tied ,
anaryris, the Herb Sorrel.
or has an impediment in his Specch .
anbury, a kind of Wen or ſpungy Wart
Ancylotomis, a little Knife to cut the
in any part of a Horſe's Body .
String under the Tongue.
Anceſtour, ( Fr.) a Fore-father.
Ancyzoides, theProceſs orKnob of the
Anceſtrel, (LT) belonging to Anceft. Shoulder-bones like a Beak. ,
Eurs ; as Homage Anceſtrel. i, e. Homage
Andabatx , (among theRomans) a fort
that has been done by one's Anceſtours.
of Fencers, who fought Hood -wink'd , or
Anchor , (G.) a well known Iron- Inftru- Champions that fought on Horſe -back
ment that holds a ship in the Place where blind-fold.
The Rides
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Andouille , ( F.) a kind of Chitterling ,
Angild, ( S. L.T.) the bare fingle Valu
ation or Satisfaction made for a Man or
made of Hogs or Calves Guts.
Andouillet, minced Veal with Bacon and Thing.
Angina, ( L.) the Quinſey ; a Diſeaſe.
other Ingredients rolld into a Paſte.
Andrachne, (G.) the Herb PurNain .
angina Lini, the Herb Dodder.
Angina Winaria, the Drunken Hiccough .
Andrad /wald , a Wood in Suſſex, anci
ently 120 Miles in length.
Angiology, (G.) a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe
Andrew , (G. Manly, or Couragious) a of the Yellers of a Humane Body .
proner Nanie of Men .
Angiotomy, a Cutting open of thoſe
Andzodamas , ( G.) a precious Stone Vettels ; as in opening of an Artery , or
bright as Silver, in many Squares like a Vein.
Angle, (L.) a Corner ; alſo a Fiſhing
Diamond : Alſo a ſort of Blood - ſtone.
Androgyms, one that is both Man and rod : In Geometry, a Space comprehended
Woman, or has the Natural Parts of both between the meeting of two Lines.
Sexes.
Plain angle, is the Diſtance or
Andromeda, a Northern Conſtellation , Opening of Two Lines that touch one
another in the ſame Plane ; but ſo as not
confifting of 27 Stars.
Androſaces, a white Herb that grows to make one Araight Line.
on the Sea -coaſts of Syria ; Dodder, or
A Right-lined or Rectilineal angle,
Withwind .
is an Angle made by the meeting of two
androſ žmon, a Plant, the Flower of Righ : Lines.
Spherical angle , an Angle made by
which yields a Juice like Man's Blood ;
the meeting of two Arches of great Circles,
St. John's wort, or Tuſan .
andiotomy, a Diffection of Human which mutually cut one another on the Sur
Bodies.
face of the Globe or Sphere.
gustes, whether Plain or Spherical,
anemius furmis, a Wind -Furnace
us'd to make ſtrong Fires for Diſtilling or may be conſider'd as Right, Acute, and
Obtuſe.
Melting.
Anemone, the Emony, or Wind-Power.
A Right Angle , is when one Righr
Anemoſcope, a Device invented to fore- Line falls perpendicularly on another, ſo as
thew the Change of the Air, or the Shif- to leave an equal Space on each side.
ting of the Wind .
An gate angle, is that which is leſs
anent, (Sc.) Concerning, or Relating to ; than a Right one, or contains leſs than 90
alſo an old Engliſh Word for Over-againſt. Degrees.
anes or awns, the Spires or Beards of
An Dütuſe angle , is greater than a
Barley , or other bearded Grain.
Right one, and consiſts of more than 90
Degrees.
anethim , (G.) the Herb Dill.
Contiguous or gdjacent angles ,
Aneuriſm , (in Surgery) a Stretching or
Burſting of the Arteries, ſo that they conti- have one Leg common to both An- '
nually beat and ſwell.
gles, and both taken together, are always
angaria , the preſſing of Horſes, Teams, equal to two Right Ones.
Ships, Men , & c. for the publ.ck Uſe.
Dppoſite or Certical angles, thoſe
Angel, (G.) a Meſſenger or Bringer of that are made by two Right Lines croſſing
Tidings, generally apply'd to thoſe Imma- each other, and which only touch in the
terial and Intellectual Beings, which God Angular Point.
makes uſe of as his Miniſter's to execute
Erternal angles, are the Angles of
the Orders of his Divine Providence.
any Right-lined Figure without it, when
Angel, a fort of Gold - coin worth 10 s. all the sides are ſeverally produced or
'Alſo a Cinnon-bullet cut in two, and ha- lengthened .
ving the Halves joynd together with a
Internal Angles, are all Anglesmade
Chain .
by the Sides of any Right- lined Figure
Angel-bed, a ſort of open Bed, without within .
BedAn
-pofts.
Dblique Angles, are ſuch as are either
gelicabelong
Angles .or Obruſe, in oppoſition to Righe
ing to, or partaking Acute
of the Nature of Angels.
A Solid angle, is the Meeting of fem
Angelot, ( F.) a kind of ſmall Cheeſe, veral Planes or level Surfaces ; which mu
commonly riade in France : Alſo a Muſical tually cut one another, and meet all in one
Inſtrument, ſomewhat like a Lute.
Point.
Angiglolli, (G.)they that Srammer in
Single
their Speech
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angie at the Circumference, is an
angle of the Erteriour Figure or
Angle made by any two Chords, which angle of the Dolygon , that which is
formed at the Point of the Baſtion , by the
meet there in a Point.
angle of a Segment, is an Angle meeting of the two outermoſt Sides of the
made by the Circumference of a Circle, Polygon.
and a Right line cutt'ng it.
angle of the Interior Figure, that
angle of Longitude, (in Aftron .) is the wh ch is made in the Center or middle of
'Angle which the Circle of a Star's Longi- the Baſtion , by the meeting of the inner
tude makes with the Meridian, at the Pole moft Sides of the Figure.
Angle Flanked , that which is made by
of the Ecliptick .
angle of Parallar, that Angle which the meeting of the two Faces of the Baſtion.
Angle flanking outward , that which is
is made by two Lines, imagined to be
drawn from the Center of a Planet, to the form’a by the meeting of the cwo Razant
Lines of Defence, that is to ſay, the two
Surface and Center of the Earth.
Angle of the Sun's Poſitioni, an Faces of the Baftion prolonged.
Angle flanking inward, the Anglemade
Angle made by the meeting of an Arch of
a Meridian Line, with an Arch of any by the lanking-Line ard the Courtin.
Angle forming the face, is that which
other great Circle paſſing chro' the Body of
contilts of cne Flank and one Face .
the Sun.
angle of Jncidence, (in Catoptr.) is an
angle forming the Flank, that which
Angle made by a Ray of Light falling on is made up of one Flank and one Deini
a Body, with any Tangent Line of that Gorge.
Body, which is next the luminous Body.
angle of the Moat, that which is
angle of Reflection , that which is made before the Courtin where it is in
form'd by the reflected Ray, at the Point of terſected .
Reflection, with the other part of the Tan
Angle Re: ent'ring or Rentrant angles
gent Line of the ſaid Body.
is an Angle that points inward towards
angle of Refraction , that which is the Body of the place .
made by the Ray of Incidence, prolonged
Angle Saillant or Saltant, otherwiſe
through another Medium (as out of the call'd Dotant and Uit, is an Angle that
Air into the Water) and the Ray of Re- thrufts out its Pointtowards the Country :
fraction.
angle of the Shoulder or Epaule,
angle of the Interval of two Places, an Angle made by the Linesof the Face
(in Opricks) is the Angle made by the and Flink ofbe Baſtion.
Lines direct d from the Eye to thoſe Places.
angle of the Tenaille or the outward
angle Refractcd, isthe Angle berween flanking angle, that which is made by
the Refract d Ray and the Perpendicular.
the two Lines Fichant, i. e. the Faces of
Angle of the Baltion , (in Fortif .) an the two Bafticus extended till they meet in
Angle made by the two Faces of the an Angle towards the Courtin .
Baſtion
Angle of the Triangle, is half the
angle at the Center, an Angle made angle of the Polygon .
in the midſt of the Polygon, by two Lines
Angle of the Cat, (in Navigat.) that
proceeding from the Center, and ending Point of the Compaís which the Ship fails
at the two nearrſt Angles of the Polygon. upon
Angle of the Ciraimference, is the
Angles of a Battallion, are made by
mix'd Angle made by the Arch which the latt Men at the ends of the Ranks and
Files.
is drawn from one Gorgero “ nother.
Angles (in Aſtrol.) are certain Houſes
angle of the Complement of the
Line of Defence, is the Angle that pro- of a Scheme or Figure of the Heavens ;
ceeds from the interſection of the two thus, The Horoſcope or Firſt Houſe is
Complements one with another.
term’d The Angle of the Eaſt.
angle of the Courtin or angle of
To Angle, to Fith with an Angle, or
the Flank , thatwhich is made by, or còn- Rod.
tained between the Courtin and the Flank .
anglia, (L.) a part of the Inand of
Angle of the Counterſcarp, that which Great-Britain, now called England.
is made by two sides of the Counterſcarp,
Angliaľm , a Propriety of the Engliſh
and meets before the middle of the Speech.
Courtin .
angober, a kind of Pear..
Angle Diminiſted , an Angle made by
anguelles, a ſort of ſmall Worms
outward
che Face of the Baſtion, with the
caſt upby fick Hawks,
Angatifee
Gde of the Polygon.
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Animation, the ſupplying of an Animal
anguífer or Anguitenens (L.) a
Clufter of Stars in the Heavens, the Fi- | Body with a Soul.
Animodar, (in Aftrol.) one of the Me
gure of which repreſents a Man holding a
thods of rectifying Nativities.
Serpent.
Animolity, Stoutneſs, Stomachfulneſs,
angnilla, the Eel or Grig , a Fiſh .
Angus, a Serpent, a Snake , an Adder. Wilfulneſs ; alſo Heart-burning, Hatred ,
Anguilh (F.) exceſſive Grief, or Pain ; Grudge.
anſcalptor or Aniſcalptoris mufculi
great Trouble of Mind, or Body.
Angular , belonging to, orhaving An- Par, ( L. 1. e. The Arſe -ſcratcher) a pair
of
Muſcles ſo call'd from that Action which
gle: or Corners.
angidolity, the quality of that which is perform’d by the help of it.
amrin, Aniſe, a ſweet-ſmelling Herb .
has revir | Angles.
anguſtus Clavus, a ſmall Stud or
Ank'red, a kind of Croſs for a Coat of
Button, ſhap'd like the Head of a Nail, Arns, the ends of which are ſhap'd like
which the Roman Knights us’d to wear on th Flook of an Anchor.
anlace (0.) a Falchion or Sword, in
a Garment, thence calld Tunica anguſti
Thade reſembling a Scithe.
Clavi,
Anita or Ann ( H. Gracious) a Chriſtian
anhaltina, Medicines which promote
Name of Women.
Reſpiration.
Annales (L.) Hiſtories, or Chronicles of
Anhelatiou , a difficulty in Breathing,
things done from Year to Year.
1 ortners of Breath .
gubelote or anlote ( 0 , L.T.) is when
annaliſt, a Writer of Annals.
every one pays his reſpective Part and
ammales, (L.) yearly Chronicles, a Chro
Share, according to the Cuſtom of the nological Account of remarkable Paſſages
happening in a Kingdom or Common
Country.
wealth from Year to Year.
Anicetum (L.) Anile-ſeeds,
annarian Law (among the Romans) a
Anima, the Breath, the Soul, the Prin
Law relating to the Age in which a Man
c'ple of Life.
anima Guimini, a ſort of whitish might ſue for, or exerciſe any Publick
Office.
Gum like Frankincenſe.
Anima Hepatis, a Name given to Vi
amas, (H.) a High -Prieſt of the Jews.
triol and Salt of Steel, becauſe the Diſeaſes
Annats or Annates , (L.) Firſt Fruits
of Spiritual Livings, being the value
out
of the Liver are cur'd by it.
anima Saturni ( c. T.) the Extract of of one Year's Profit.
anneal, a certain Commodity brought
Lead.
Animadverfion , the Act of animad- from Barbary, to be uſed by Dyers and
verting, or obſerving ; Correction, a Re- Painters.
mark or Obſervation on a Book , &c.
annealing, a Staining and Baking of
Animadverlive, that conſiders, or Glaſs, ſo that the Colour may go quite
thro’it : Alſo a particular way of Baking
Reflects.
To animadvert, to take Notice of, to Tiles.
To Anney, to Unite or Joyn one thing
Remark or Obferve.
Animal, Living, that belongs to Life, to another, eſpecially Lands, Provinces, & c.
th t has Life in it ; as The Animal Spirits :
anneration, the Annexing, or Uniting
Animal Faculty, the Act by which a of Lands, or Rents to the Crown.
Man exerciſes Senſe, Motion , and the
anniented ,( F. L. T.) brought to Noughr,
Fruſtrated , or made void.
principal Functions of the Mind.
To Annihilate, ( L.) to Bring, or turn
An Animal, a Living-Creature, any
any created Being to nothing, toDeſtroy it
thing that has Life and Senſe .
animalcula, (L.) very ſmall Animals, utterly .
annthilation , the Act of Annihilating .
ſuch as by the Microſcope have been diſco
auni Nubiles, ( L. L. T.) the marri
vered inmoſt Liquors.
To Animate, to give Life, Enliven , Jageable Age of a Maiden, i, e. at Twelve
Years.
or Quicken ; to Aber, Egg, or Set on.
Anniverſary, done yearly at a certain
Animated Mercury , Quick -lilver,
which being filld with ſome ſubtil and time, or celebrated every year.
anniverſary Days, certain folemn
ſpirituous Particles, is made capable of
Days appointed yearly, in remembrance of
growirg hot, when mingled with Gold.
Animated Needle, is one touch'd with the Deaths, ar Martyrdoms of Saints.
Load-ſtone,
An
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anomalous, that is out of Rule, Irregu.
An anniverſary , a yearly Obit, or
Service ſaid by a Popish Prieſt, for a dead | lar; Unequal, Unlike.
Perſon .
Anoinaly,(in Gram .) an Irregularity in
Anno Domini (L.) in the Year of our the Conjugations of Verbs or Declenſions
Lord, the reckoning of Time from our of Nouns. Among Aſtronomers, an Ine
Saviour's Birth .
quality or Unlikeneſs in the Motions of the
annolis, a Creature in America, about Planets.
the bigneſs of a Lizard .
The True or Equal anomaly of a
annotation , Note, Remark , or Obſer- Planet, is an Arch of the Eccentrick,
vation
comprehended between the true Place and
To Annoy ( 1.) to Hurt, to Prejudice, the Apozdum .
to Endammage.
The Mean Anomaly of the Sun or
Annoyance, Prejudice, Dammage, In- other Planet, is an Arch of the Ecliptick .
jury.
between is mean Place and its Apogee.
annua Penſione, a Writ whereby the The mean or Equable Anomaly of
King having due to him a yearly. Penſion a Planet, ( in the New Aſtron.) s the area
from an Abbot or Prior for any of his contain'd under a certain Line drawn from
Chaplains, us'd to demand it of ſuch an the Sun to the Planet .
Abbot or Prior.
The Mean Anomaly of the Center,
ammual, Yearly, that comes every Year. is an Arch of the Zodiack of the Primum
anmial Leaves , are ſuch as come up Mobile, bounded by the Linea Arfidum ,
in the Spring, and perith in the Winter.
and by the Line of the Mean Motion of the
Annualia , (0.L.) a yearly Salary paid Center.
The True Anomaly of the Center ,
to a Prieft for keeping an Anniverſary.
annuiates Pulculi, (in Anat.) a pair is the ſame Arch of the Zodiack , bounded
of Muſcles ſo nam'd by Mr. Cowper, be- by the Line of the Apſes, and by that of
cauſe they make the Head nod directly thetrue Motion of the Center .
forwards.
anomaly of the Dibit, is the Arch,
Amity, a yearly Rent, or Income, or giftance of a Planet from its Aphelion.
Anomæomeres, that which conſiſts of
to be paid for term of Life, or Years.
To anmil, to Abolith , to Repeal, to ſeveral and different Particles.
make void .
Anonis , the Herb Cammock , or Reit
Annularis Cartilago, (L. in Anar.) the hartow .
fecond Griſtle of the Larynx, or top of the
Anonium , the Nettle without Sting,
Wind-pipe.
Dead-Nettle , o . Archangel.
gimnlaris Digitus, the Ring-finger.
Anonymous , that is without a Name,
Anmularisproceflus or Protuberantia, Nameleis.
Anonymous Spirit, ( C.T.) a kind of
a Knob made by the meeting of the Pro
ceffes of the Medulla Oblongata under the Spirit that may be ſeparated from Tartar
fide ofit.
and ſeveral ſorts of wood.
Anopla, a want of Sight, or Blindneſs.
anmilet, a little Ring : In Heraldry, the
gnojeria, a want of Appetite, a Loa
Figure of ſuch a Ring, being the mark of
Diftinction , for the Fifth Brother of any thing of Meat.
Family.
Anoyſance,
or Pulance,
Anmlets (in Architect .) ſmall ſquare (L. T.)any hurtNoylance
or dammage done to a
Parts turn'd about in the Corinthian Capital Publick Place ; or to a private one by En
under the Quarter-Round .
croachment, by laying any thing that may
To Anmimerate, to put into the breed Infection, & c .
Number.
Ana (L.) the Ear or Handle of a Cup,
Annunciation , the delivery of a Mer- or Pot : In Aſtronomy, Anse or Anſes are
fage : The Word is peculiarly apply'd to the the various Poſitions of the Ring of Saturn,
Feftival commonly call’d Lady. Day, March which fometimes appears like Handles to.
25. in remembrance of the Meſſage con- the Body of that Planet.
anſelin (G. Defence of Authority ) a
cerning our Saviour's Birth, brought to the
Yirgin Mary.
proper Nameof Men .
Anodyne, (G ) that ſerves to affwage,
anlerina Wild Tanſey or Silver-Weed.
cale, or quite take away Pain .
Anſwerable, that is obliged to anſwer
Anodynes , Medicines us’d for that for a Thing, accountable ; alſo that has
purpoſe .
ſome relation to a thing proportionable.
An a (G.) Madreſs, a loſs of the Fa
culties of Imagination and Judgment,
Anta
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Antachates, (G.) a precious Stone of
the Agate-kind.
Antagoniſt, one that itrives for the
Mattery againſt, or out-vies another.
antagoniſta or Antagonift, ( in Anat.)
a Muſcle of an oppoſite Situation, or con
trary Quality .
antanaclalis, a Rhetorical Figure,
when a Word ſpoken in one Seuſe is hand
fomely turn'd to another.
gutanagoge, a Figure, when not being
able to anſwer the Adverfary's Accuſation,
we recurn the Charge, by loading him with
the ſame Crimes.
antaphroditicks, Medicines thatare us'd
againtt the French Pox.
Antapocha, the Counter-part of a
Deed or Writing ; a Counter-bond.
Antapodolis , (in Rhetor .) the Counterpart or later Clauſe of a Similitude, an
fwering the former.
Antartack , as The Antarktick Pole, i.e.
the South Pole, ſo call'd from its being op
pofite to the Arctick orNorth -Pole.
Antarctick Circle, one of the leſſer
Circles of the Globe or Sphere , which is
deſcribed 23 Degrees and a half from the
Antarctick or South Pole.
antares, the Scorpion's Heart, a fixed
Star of the firſt Magnitude in the Conſtellation Scorpio.
antarthriticks, Remedies good againſt
the Gour.
Antaſthmaticks, Medicines againſt the
Tiflick or ſhortneſs of Breath .
Anteambulo, (L.) a Sergeant of the
Mace to a Prince, a Verger, or Gentlemanufter.
antecedence, (in Aftron.) a Planet is
faidTo be in Antecedence, when it appears
to move contrary to the uſual Courſe or
Orderof the Signs of the Zodiack .
Antecedent, going before in Time,
före -going.
Antecedent Signs, ( in the Art of
Phyfick ,) ſuch Signsor Cauſes as are obſerved
before a Diſeaſę,
The Antecedent, (in Gram .) ' is that
Word which the Relative refers to : In Low
gick , the former part of the Syllogiſm or
Argument.
Antecedent of the Reaſon , in Mathem .)
is the firft Term of Compariſon in a Pro portion ; or that which is compared to
another.
AntecefTor, (L.) one that goes before.
In the Roman Law , the Prepoffeffour of
an Efate, o the Predeceffour in an Office.
Anteñirſof, a Fore-runner, a Scout,
a Dragoon ,

A N
antedate, an older Date than it ought
to be,
To antedate; to Dáre a Letter, or other
Writing before the time.
Antédiluvian, belonging to the Time
before Noah's Floud.
qitediluvians, thoſe Generations from
Adam thatwere before the Floud.
Autemeridian , belonging to the time
before Noon, or Mid -day.
anterneticks, (G.) Medicines that are
given againſt Vomiting.
Antendeicis, ( P. T.) a contrary In
dication , Symptom , orSign , forbidding that
to be us'd which appear'd to be proper by
a former Indication .
antepalt, (L.) a Fore-rafte.
Antepemiltima, the third Syllable of a
Word, beginning to count from the laſt.
antepzedicaments, ( in Logick ) things
neceſſary to be known before-hand, for the
better underſtanding of the Predicaments.
Anterides, (G. in Archite &t.) Buttreſſes
ſet againſt the Walls, to uphold or bear up
the Building.
Anteros, a precious Stone, the beſt forts
of Amethyſt..
antes , (L.) the Fore-ranks or outmoſt
Ranks of Vines : In Architecture, Pillars or
huge Stones ſet to under- prop the Front of
a Houſe.
Anteſtature, ( F. in Fortif.) a ſmall In
trenchment rnade of Palliſadoes, or of
Sacks filled with Earth.
anthalium , (G.) a kind ofApple, about
the bigneſs of a Medlar, anciently us'd in
Second Courſes.
anthedon, a ſort of Medlar-tree, with a'
Flower like that of an Almond -tree.
Anthelir ,(in Anat.) the Knob of the
Ear, or the inward brink of the outward
Ear.
Anthelminticks, Medicines that deſtroy
Worms in Humane Bodies.
Anthem , an Hymn or Spiritual Song ,
ſung in Divine Service in ſeveral Parts,
Anthemis, the Herb Camomile.
Anthera , the yellow Seeds in the mids
dle of a Roſe ; alſo a kind of Medicine for
fore Mouths.
antheræ, arealſo thoſe little Knobs thar
growonthe Tops of the Stamina of
Flowers, which are oftener call’d Apices,
Anthology, a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe of
Flowers ; alſo a choice Collection of Epi.
grams, or Sentences.
Anthonians, an Order of Religious
Perſons ſet up by the Egyptian Monk Sainc
Anthony.
anthong
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antichamber, an Apartment in a Houſe
before the principal Chamber ; a With
drawing-room
antichefis, (G. C. L. ) a Mortgage or
Pawn, left for the Creditor to uſe till
the Debt be paid.
Antichriſt, an Adverſary to Chrift, a
Seducer that puts himſelf in Chrift's room
and ſtead.
Antichrifian, belonging to Antichrift.
Antichthones the ſame as Antipodes.
To Anticipate, (L.) to take up before
hand, or before the Time; to prevent, to
fore. Atall.
Anticipation , the A &t of Anticipating.
Anticnemium , (G.) the fore-part of the
Leg.
of
or
a
Man's Body.
ofanthrop
Man ,
Autick, a piece of Antiquity : Alſo a
omorphites, a Seet of Here
ticks, ſo call’d from their chief Tener, viz . Buffoon, or Juggler ; as He is a meer
Antick .
That
God had a Bodily
us, Shape.
Anthropomorph
the Mandrake, a
Anticks or antick -work, a Device of
ſeveral odd Figures or Shapes of Men ,
ſort of Plant.
Anthopopathy, ( in Divinity) a being Beaſts, Birds, & c. rudely form'd one out
endued with the Paſſions, or Affections of of another, according to the Artificer's
Fancy.
Men .
To Dance Anticks , is to dance like a
anthropophagl, Men - eaters, Savage
-pudding, after an odd and ridiculous
Jack
People that eat Man's Flesh .
anthuis or Florus, a ſmall Bird that manner.
anticolita, (G.) Remedies againſt the
feeds upon Flowers, and imitates the Neigh
Colick .
of a Horſe.
ingAnthpllion
Antibactylus or Anapeſt, A Foor in
, an Herb like a Lencil.
Verſe, contrary to aDactyl, and confifting
anthpllis , an Herb like Ground -Ivy.
anthypnoticks, Medicines that hinder of the two firſt Syllables short and the laſt }
long ; as piērās.
Sleep.
anthypochondriaca, Remedies againſt
antidicomartans, a ſort of Hereticks
1
that
were againſt the Virgin Mary.
s
ondria
theantipophoza
Diſeaſe of the, Hypoch
a contrary. Inference,
antidinica , Medicines againft Dizzi.
where an Objection is refuted by the op- nefs ofthe Head.
Antidote, a Remedy againft deadly
poſing of a contrary Sentence.
anthyſtericks, Medicines good againſt Po'fon, a Counter-poiſon.
Antidyſenterica , Medicines that are
the Firs of the Mother.
antrades , the Kernels, commonly callid effe -ual againſt the Bloody -fux.
Antiemeticks, Remedies that ſtop' vor
the Almonds of the Ears ; or an Inflam
miting.
n in thoſe Parts.
mario
antiaphroditicks, Medicines that allay
Antiepilepticks.or Antiepileptickme:
dicines, ſuch as are good againſt the Fal
the Heat of Luft.
antiarthriticks, Remedies againft the ling-fickneſs.
Antipileptick Elixir ,' a Spirit of the
Gour.
Antibacchius, a Foot in Greek or Humane Head, mingled with Spirit of
Łarin Verſe, confifting of the two firſt Wine, in which Opium has been diffolvid.
Syllables long, and a third ſhort, as nātūrå.
antihecticks, Remediesagainſt a Hectick
antiballomena, Medicines that are of Feaver, or Conſumption.
antihecticuin Poterii, or Jupiter'i
an equal, or like Strength .
gliticachecticks, Remedies that correct | Diaphozetick, a Chymical Medicine made
of a mixture of Tin with the Martial
the ill Diſpoſition of the Blood .
Anticardium , the Heart-pit, or Pit of Regulusof Antimony.
Antihypnoticks , Medicines that drive
the Stomach.
anticellium , an Herb, otherwiſe callid away Sleen.
Antihypocondriacks, ' Remedies risºd
Anthyllion .
gainſt the Hypochondriack Melancholy .
Antilce
Anthony, ( i, e. Flouriſhing) a Proper
Name of Men .
St. Anthony'ssfire, a kind of Swelling.
Anthophylli, (G.)a largeſort of Cloves.
Anthoza or antithoza , aCounter-poiſon
to Thora or Wolfs-bane.
Anthracites, a precious Stone, in which
appear as it were Sparksof Fire.
Anthaco As Daili, a ScalyEating Ulin the Eye.a Coal, a Live-Coal ; the
teranthar,
Carbuncle, or precious Stone : Alſo a Car
buncle- ſwelling, that ariſes in ſeveral Parts.
Anthiſans or Anthriſcum , an Herb
like
wild Chervil,a Diſcourſe or Deſcription
Antinopology,
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antipendium , (L.) a large Silver-skreen
antilætnica ,Medicines againt the Plague.
Antilogarithm , the Complement of the that covers the Front of a Popith Altar in
Logarithm of any Sine, Tangent, or Se- fome Churches.
antiperiſtalack Motion , an irregular
cant, to 90 Degrees.
antilogia orAntilogy, a Contradiction Motion of the Guts from the bottom to the
between any Paſſages, or Words in an Au- top .
antiperiſtalts, ( in Philof.) the Encoun
chor.
1
Antilope, a kind of Deer having ſtraight ter, or Combat berween Two contrary
Qualities joyn'd together, by which means
wreathed Horns.
Antimetrtcal, contrary to the Rules of their Force and Vigour is encreasd,
anupharmacum , a Remedy againſt Poi
Metre, or Verſe.
Antimeria , a Figure in Rhetorick , when ſon , or aga nſt any Diſeaſe.
one Part of Speech is put for another.
Antiphonartum , a Rook of Anthems.
Antimetabole, a Rhetorical Figure, when
Antiphone, a Singing by way of An
a Sentence is elegantly inverted , as it were ſwers, when one side of the Choir fings one
Verſe, and the other another .
turn'd upſide down ,
Antimetaſtalis , a tranſlating, or chang
Antiphiaſis, a Grammatical Eigure,when
a Word has a Meaning contrary to the Ori
ing to the contrary Part.
antimonarchical, that is againſt Mo- ginal Senſe.
Antiphthiſica, Medicines againſt a Con
narchy, or Kingly Government.
Antimonium , Antimony, a Mineral con. fumption, or Phthifick .
fiſting of a Sulphur like common Brimſtone,
Antipleuriticum , a Remedy'againſt the
and of a Subtance which comes near that the Pleuriſy.
, Medicines proper for
antipodagrica
of Metals.
Antimonium Diaphoretiaim , a Chy- the Gout.
Antipodes, ( in Geog.) thoſe Inhabitants
mical Medicine made of one part of Anti
of the Earth who living in oppoſite Paral,
mony and three of Salt-peter.
Antimoninm
Dedicainentolim , is a lels of Latitude, 6c go with their Feet
Preparation conſiſting of s Ounces of Anti- directly oppoſiteone to another.
mony, i Ounce of Salt of Tartar, and 4
f
Antipope, a falſe Pope ſec up againſt
one that is duely choſen .
Ounces of
Salt-peter .
Antiptolis, a Grammar- Figure, when
Antimonium Refufcitatum , is made of
equal Par's of Antimony and. Sal- Armoni. one Caſe of a Noun is put for another.
Antipyreiidicum or Ant:ppretimim , a
ack ſublimed together three times.
Antinephriticksor Antinephritick mes Medicine that allays Heat inFeavers. s,who
Antiquarii, (L.) certain Secretarie
dicincs, luch as are good againft Diftem
pers of the Reins, or the Stone in the Kid were appointed by the Roman Emperours,
to Copy out old Pooks.
neys.
Antiquartanarium or antiqtiartium , a
a, the Repugnance, or Con
nomi
Anti
deze
againſt a Quartan Ague.
Remedv
berween
Two Laws.
trarlety
Antiquary, one that is well skill'd in ,
Antinomans , a Sect of People that
hold the keeping of Moſes's Law to be un- or applies himſelf to the Study of An
tiquity .
profitable.
Antiochus, the Name of ſeveral Kings
Toantiquate, to Aboliſh, Repeal, or
P° [;
make void.
Syria.
of
.
Antiquity, Ancientneſs, the State of old
Antipagmenta, (L. in Architect.) the
Times.
Garniſhings of Poſts or Pillars.
Antirrhinon or Anaerhinol , the Herb
Antiparaſtals, a Rhetorical Figure,when
of the ore grants what the Adverſary ſays, but de- Calves Snout, or Snap-Dragon.
Antiſabbatarians , a Sea of Hereticko
nies his Inference.
Antipalts, ( P.T.) the drawing back of that deny the Sabbath.
To
a
Diſeaſe,
when
Humours
that
Aow
into
Antilcii, ( in Geog .) People that live in
Het
ſome one Part, are turn'd back again, and ſuch Parts of the World, that their Shadows
are caſt contrary at Noon .
forc'd to take ſome other Courfe.
Antilcions, ( in Aftrol .) certain Degrees
gntipater , li. e. inftead of, or agaiilſt a
in the Zodiack , anſwering one to another.
Father) a proper Name of ſeveral Men.
Mar
Antifco buiticks , (L ) Medicines againſt
Antipathy ,a Contrariety ofNatural Qua
lities betwixt Tome Creatures and Things : the Scurvey.
21
Antifcojodoli, (G.) , a kind of Garlick.
In a Payfical Senſe, a Contrariety of Hue
esc
mours in the Body, or of Medicines.
F 2
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antiligma, a Nore or Mark in the anci.
anvil, a well known Tool on which
ent Writings, where the Order of the Ver. Smiths Forge their works.
Rifing- Anvil, a kind of Anvil with
ſes is to be chang'd .
Antilophiſtes or ant ſoph.ſta, a Coun- two Nooks or Corners, us'd by Silver-ſmiths
ter- Sophifter, one that Difpures on the con- in rounding any piece of Metal.
Aus, (L. in Anat .) the end of the
trary Parr.
Antifpålmodics, Medicines again the ſtraight Gut. Alſo a hollow Part in the
Brain , which ariſes from the Four Trunks
Cramp or Convulſions.
antiſpaſticum , a revulſive Remedy, of the Spinal Marrow .
chat turns Diftempers to other Parts.
anweald , (S.) Authority.
Antiſpaſtis, a Foot in Verſe, conſiſting
Anxiety , (L.) Anguiſh, Vexation ; grear
of the firft Syllable ſhort, the ſecond and Trouble of Mind.
Anr.quis, Sad, Sorrowful, Careful;
chird long, and the fourth ſhort.
antiſpoda of Antiſpodia, ſuch Drugs Doubtful, Thoughiful.
as hive the ſame Operation thatSpodium has,
Anydjon , (G.) a ſort of Herb which
makes thoſe Thirſty that rafte it.
and are us'dinſt ad of it.
gorult, the Name of Two Tenſes of the
Antiſtachon , (in Gram .) is when one
Letter is put for another ; as Promuſcis for Greek Verbs, which fignify a great Uncer.
tainty of Time.
Proboſcis. ophe,
Horta, (in Anat.) the great Artery which
( in Rhetor .) is when a
Hittiſtr
Change is made between two Țerms that proceeds from the left ventricle of the
have dependance one on another s as if one Heart,
ap , (B.) a Son .
phould ſay, The Servant of the Maſter, or
a pagina, ( G. in Surgery) the thruſting
che Maſter of the Servant.
g
s,
of
a Bone cr other part out of its proper
antitati an Extendin on the contrary
Side : In Anatomy, an 'oppoſite placing of Place.
Apagogical DemonGrations, are ſuch
Parts in the Body.
Antithenar, one of the Muſcles that as do not prove the Thing dire&tly, but
ſhew the Impoſſibility and Abſurdity that
ſerve to ſtretch out the Thumb.
Antitlefis, (in Rhetor .) a kind of Flou. ariſes from denying it.
siſhwhen Contraries are ingeniouſly opposd
Aparct as, the North -Wind.
to Contraries in the ſame Period, or Sen Aparine, Cleavers or Gooſe- graſs, an
Herb .
tence.
Apartment, that Part of a great Houſe,
Antitratus, (in Anat.) a little Knob in
where
one or more Perſons lodge ſeparare
theEar , oppoſite to the Tragus.
Antitrritarians, a seat of Hereticks, ly by themſelves.
who deny the Trinity of the Three Divine
Apathy, (G. ) a being abſolutely void of
Paſſions, or Affections.
Perſons in the Godhead
antitype, (in Divinity) an Example, or
apelotes, the South -Eaft Wind .
Copy, like the Pattern ; as the Sacrament
apepla, a want of Digeſtion, a bad
of the Lord's-Supper is with reſpect to the Digeſtion or Rawneſs of Stomach.
aper, (L.) a Wild - Boar ; alſo the Sea
Jewiſh Paſſover.
antivenercal, as Antivenereal Medicines, Buar , a Filh.
aperiens Palpebjam Rectus, ( in
i e, ſuch as are proper for rooting out the
Anat ) a Muſcle ſo callid from its Ulę ;
French Pox.
Antler , a Start, or Branch in a Deer's which is to open the Eye-brow .
a pericntia , Medicines that are of an
Attire.
Antocow , a round Swelling which breaks opening Quality.
apertio poëtarum , (L.in Aftrol.) fome
out in the Breaſt of a Horſe, over againſt
great and manifeft Change of the Air, upon
the Heart.
antaci or antiæti, (G , in Geog.) thoſe certain Configurations, or Meetings of the
Inhabitants of the Earth who live uoder the Planets.
2. apertura, ( in Archit.) a little Hole, or
fame Meridian, but oppoſite Parallels.
antonomaſia a Rhetorical Figure Paflage in a Building.
apertura feudi, ( C. L.) the loſs of a
whereby inſtead of a Proper Name, a Com
mon one is put ; as The Philoſopher inſtead Feudal Tenure, by default of Iflue of him ,
to whom the Feude, or Fee was firſt
of Aristotle,
antrum , (L.) a Cave or Den : In granted .
Anatomy, the beginning of the Pylorus, or
Apertura Tabularum , the Breaking
up of one's Last Will and Teftament.
lower Mouth of the Stomach.
Aper:
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Apochrlilma, (P. T.) any Juice boil'd
Aperture ,anopening 3 the Hole next to
ihe Obje &t-Glaſs of a Teleſcope, or Mi- and thickened with Honey or Sugar, into a
kind
of hard Confiftence.
croſcope.
apetalons Flowers or plants, are
Apocialma, a Breaking off, or aſunder:
ſuch as want the fine colour'd Leaves of in Surgery, the Breaking off any Part of the
lody
Flowers, calld Petala.
Apocope, a Grammar- Figure, in which
aper, (L.) the Top , Higheſt pitch, or
Uppermoft and Sharpet Part ofany Thing: the lait Syllable,or Letter of a Word is
in Geometry, the Top of a Cone, or ſuch taken away ; as Viden' for Videſne : In Sur
like Figure.
gery . the Cutting off any Part, or Member.
Apocriſiarius, a Surrogate, Commiffary .
aphaca or Aphace, (G.) a kind of Pulſe ;
the wild Verch .
or Canc llor to a Biſhop.
Apocrifis or apocriſia, ( P.T.) a Caft
apy rellis, ( in Gram .) a Figure that
takes away a Letter or Syllable from the ing or Vu.ding of Superfluities out of the
Body.
beginning of a Word : as ruit for eruit.
Apocrouticks, ſuch Medicines as hinder
Aphelion or aphelium , ( in Atron .)
that Point of any Planet's Orbitin which it the Howing of the Humours into any Part
is the fartheſt diſtant from the Sun, that it of th · Pody
can ever be.
apocrypha, certain Books of doubtful
Apheta , a Planet which Aſtrologers take Aunority, which are not receiv'd into the
to be the Giver, or Diſpoſer of Life in a Canon of Holy Scripture.
Nativity.
Apocryphal, belonging to thoſe. Books,
aphetical, belonging to that Planet.
or to any others, whole Original is un
Aphoriſm , a notable Definition ; an e- known.
minin: bur Mort Remark ; a general Maxim , Apocynon, a kind of Shrub, or Herb ,
which kills Dogs that eat it.
or Rile in any Art or Science.
Apodacryticiun, a Medicine that pro
Aphrodifta Bhrenitis, a mad and vio
vokt s Tears.
lent Love- Paſſion in Maids.
Aphron , a kind of Poppey ; a Flower.
Apotes , Martinets or Swallows, whoſe
ajhronitrim , a ſort of Salt-peter.
Feet are ſo fort, that they have but little
Aphroſcopodon , a kind of great Garlick. uſe of them .
aphtha , the Thruſh , a Diſeaſe.
Apodictical or apodictick , Demonſtra
aphy , a Fiſh, which being ſet on the ble. Eaſy to be thewn or made to appear.
Apod dzaluinda, a Play among Children,
Fise, is boild in an inſtant ; a Groveling,
a Minow .
calid, King by your Leave, or , Hide and
apiary, (L.) a Place , or Court where Seek .
Bees are kept.
apod.oris , ( in Rhetor.)a Figure when any
Spialtra, a Bird that eats Bees ; a Mid . Argument or Objection is with Indignation
wal , or Martinet.
rejested as abſurd.
apraſtrum , an Herb which Bees delight. Apodipis, a plain Proof, or evident Den
monltratinn.
in : Ba'minile, or Minr.
Ay.ca Dvig, a kind of ſmall body'd
podofis , a Giving again, or Recom
She p , bearing little Wool; a pilled Ewe. penting : In Rhetorick the Application, or
Ap ces of a Flower, thoſe ſmall Knobs latter partof a Similitude.
that grow on the tops of the Stamina, or
apogæl, Winds thas blow from the
fine Threads in the middle of the Flower. Land .
apios, (G.) a Pear ; alſo the Horſe-radith
apogæuin or Apoget, (in Aftron .) that
Root.
Point of Heaven where the Sun, or any o
Apis, ( L.) the Bee, an Infect.
cher Planet, is fartheft from the Center of
the Earth .
apium, the Herb Parſey.
Apium paluſtre, Smallage, an Herb.:
The Poem apogee of the picycle, a
a planes, (G.) the fixed Stars, ſo calld Point where the Epicycle is cut above by a
in oppolition to the Planets ; alſo the Right-line drawn from its Center, to che
Sphe-es themſelves in which they are plac'd . Center of the Equant.
Apna ag an Impairing, or utter Loſs of Apogee of the Equanto is the fartheft
Diſtance of it from the Earth .
the Faculev of Breathing.
apocalypſe, the Revelation of St. John
Apographa, an Inventory of Goods.
theEvangelift, the latt Book of the New
apographon , a Copy written or draws
Teftament.
after
another ; a Patvera, a Draught.
Apocaliptical, belonging to that Book.
Apolecti,
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Apogrhea's , a Word us'd by Mr. Boyle,
apolccti, ( among the Romeins) principal
Senatours ,or Counſellours , the Councilof for Efluviums.
Apozrhoe, a flowing down, or iffuing
Stare, cr Privy -Council.
from ; a fteaming out of Vapours through
a polectus, a kind of Tunny- Fiſh.
A poleplia, an Intercepting, or Prevent- che Poresof the Body.
Apozrhæa, the ſame: In Aſtrology ' tis
ing : Among Phyſicians, a Stoppage in the
Courſe of the Blood or Animal Spirits.
when the Moon ſeparates froin one Planet
apollyon, (i.e. Deſtroyer)a Name given and applies to another.
to the Devil.
Apoſceparulſmis, ( in Surgery) a ſort of
Apologetical or a pologetick ,belonging Frađure, or breaking of theScull, when
to an Apology.
ſome Part is plainly raiſed.
Apologiſt or Apologer, one that makes
Apoſtopelis ,aRhetorical Figure, when
one leaves out ſome Word or Part ofa Sen
an Apology
To apologize, to make one's Defence. cence, and yet may be underſtood.
Apologue,a moral Inſtructive Fable, or
Apolttia, a loathing of Meat.
Tale ; ſuch as thoſe of Æsop.
Apolcalina, part of a Thing drawn, or
Apology , an Excuſe, or Defence ; a ju pulld off : In Surgery ,the drawing ofone
Part from another which naturally ſtuck
ftify ng Anſwer
ápoinecometry, an Art that thews how to it.
Apalta, a Creature in America, fo much
to meaſure Things at a Diſtance.
Aporteuroſis, (in Anat.) the Spreading, in love with men , that it often follows
or Stretching of a Nerve, or of a Tendon : them and del ghts to gaze on them .
Apoftare Leges, or Apoſtatare Leges ,
Alſo theCutting off a Nerve or Tendon.
Apophalis , a Rhetorical Figure, when 10.L.) wilfully to tranſgreſs or break the
the Orator ſeems to wave what he would Laws.
plainly infinuare.
Apoftacy, (G. ) a revolting or falling as
apopherota ,Gifts, or Preſents anciently way from thetrueReligion.
madeat certain Feſtivals, to be carry'd a .
Apoſtata capiendo, a Writ to ſeize one,
way by the Gueſts.
who having enter'd into any Religious. Ora
Apophlegmatical Medicines, ſuch as der, goes from his Monaſtery, and wanders
draw cold Phlegmatick Humours from the about the Country.
Apoſtate. a Revolter from his Religion,
Head, and diſcharge them by the Noſe or
a Back -ſlider, a Renegado.
Mouth .
Apohpthegm , a ſhort, pithy, inſtructive
To apoftatize , to play the Apoſtate, to
Sentence, or Saying ; eſpecially, of ſome quit one's Religion, or a Religious Order.
grave and eminent Perſon.
apoſteina or Apoſteine, (G.) a prerer
Apophthora, the bringing forth of a natural Swelling caue'd by corrupt Matter
Child putrify'd in the womb , an Aborti- gather'd together in any part of the Body.
Apoſtle, a Perſon fent as a Meſſenger ar
on , or untimely Birth .
Apophyge, a Flight, an Eſcape: In Ar- Ambaffadour to preach the Goſpel; of whom
chitect. thatpart of a Pillar, where it ſeems our Bleſſed Saviourat firſt choſe Twelve.
to fly out of its Baſe, and begins to fhoot Apoſtolate or Apoſtlethip, the Dignity,
Miniſtery ,or Officeof an Apoſtle,
upwards.
Apoltolians, Hereticks that pretended to
Apophylis , (in Surgery) a Proceſs, or
than Apoſtolick Gifts.
Part of a Bone that grows
3 out beyond its more
apoſtolicalor apoſtolick , deriving Au.
plain Surface.
Apolpcdical, belonging to, or fubject thority from , or belonging to the Apoſtles,
apoftolorum Unguentum , an Oint
to the Apoplexy.
Apoplectíck, Proper for, or Good a- ment, fo call’d , becauſe made of twelve
according to the Number of the
Drugs,
gainſt that Diſeaſe,
es,
Apoſtl
Diſeaſein
theaffect.
which
a
,
Apoplery
ed Perſon becomes altogether void of Senſe Apoſtrophe, an Accent, or Mark , ſhew
ing that there is a Vowel cut off, which is
and Motion :
,
a
"
ſet
Head of
Problem , which tho it be notimpoffible, the Lerter. As Ain' for Aiſne.
yet is very difficult to be reſolved, and has
Apolyama, (G.) that which is Drawn,
Shaved, or Pared . off : In Surgery, a tha.
not yet actually been fo.
Apozia, an intricate Bufineſs, Doubtful ving of the Skin ,or of a Bone.
Apothecary, one that Prepares and Sells
neſs, Difficulty : In Rhetorick, a Figure, when
is at ſtand what to do ; as Shall I ſpeak) all ſorts of Medicinesa Drugs, the Apothes
pne
is
Gut, or Thall I be Silent?
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apotheoſts, a Conſecration , or folemn
Enrolling of Great Men after their Death,
in the number of the Gods.
a potome, a Cutting, or Cutting off :
In Mathematicks, an irrational Remainder,
when from a rational Line, a Part iscut off,
which is only commenſurable in Power to
the whole Line.
a pozeme, a Phyſical Decoction, a DietDrink made of ſeveral Roots,Barks, Drugs,
& c. boil'd together.
To appall, (0.) to Daunt, to Dif
courage.
apparatus, majo : Rm10% , (L.) a
Phraſeus'd by Operators that Cut for the
Stone, according to two particular Methods.
Apparel, Cloathing, Raiment, Habit:
Among Surgeons, Furniture for the dreſſing
of a Wound : In Sea -Affairs, the Tackle,
Sails and Rigging of a Ship .
apparelled , cloathed, dreffed.
apparent, that Appears, Viſible, Plain ;
Manifeft.
apparent place of any Object, ( in
Opt.) is that in which it appears when ſeen
through one or moreGlaſſes.
Apparent Place of a Star or Planet,
(in Aſtron .) is its viſible Place , or that
Point of the Heaven it ſeems to be in, by
the Right- line that proceeds to it from the
Eye .
apparition, the Appearing of a Spirits
a Ghoſt, a Vifion .
apparitour, a Meſſenger that ſummons
Offenders, in an Eccleſiaſtical Court, and
ferves the Proceſs of it.
Apparlement, ( F. L.T.) a Reſemblance
or Likelihood ; as Apparlement of War.
Apparura, (0. L.) Furniture.
To Appeach or Jmpeach, to Accuſe
one of any Crime,
appcal, (L. T.) an Accuſation, or De
claration of another's Crime : Alſo the Removing of a Cauſe from an Inferiour Judge,
or Court to a Superiour.
appeal of Maphem , an Accuſing of
one that has Maim'd another.
appeal of wrong Impriſonment, an
Adion of wrong Impriſonment.
To appeal, to make an Appeal : Allo
an old Word, for to Diſmay , or Daunt;
but Chaucer uſes it for to Decay.
To appear , ( L.) to be in Sight, to
Shew one's felf ; to make a Figure or Shew ,
to Seem or Look .
To appeale, ( F.) to Pacify, or Qualify,
to Allay , or Allwage to Suppreſs, to
Calm ,

AP
appellant, (L. L.T.) he that bringsan
Appeal ; alſo the ſame as Appellour and
Approver.
äppellation , a Naming, or Calling
any thing by a particular Name s a Name,
a Term , or Title.
Appellative or Moun Appellative, (in
Gram .) a Name that is common to many ,
and oppos’d to Proper ; as Man, Artificer,
Engineer, & c.
appellee, (L. T.) one that is Appeald
or Accus'd.
Appellour or appellant, one who ha
ving confeſs'd a Crime, Appeals, i,e . Ac.
cuſes others that were his Accomplices.
Appendant, a thing that by Preſcription,
Depends on , or Belongs to another that is
Principal.
Appendicula Wermiformis, (C.) the
Inteftinum cacum , or Blind Gur, ſo call’d .
by ſome Anatomifts.
Appenditia, (0. L.) the Appendages, or
Appertenances to an Eſtate.
Appendir, any thing that is added by
it ſelf to another, eſpecially a ſeparate
Addition to a Book . In Anatomy, the ſame
as Epiphyſis.
Appeimage or appanage, ( F.) the
Portion a Soveraign Prince gives to his
younger Children,
Appenſa, (L.) things hanged up, or
weigh'd out : Among Phyficians, ſuch
things as are hung about the Neck of di
ſeafed Perſons, to tree them from fome
particular Diſtemper.
Appenfura, (0. L. ) the Payment of
Moneyat the Scale, or by Weight.
To Appertain , to have a Dependance
upon ; to Belong to .
Appertinances or Appurtinances ,
( L.T.) Things belonging to another Thing
that ismore principal ; as Hamlers to a
chief Manour, Courts, Yards, or Drains,
to a Houſe, bo.
Appetency, earneſt Defire, great Incli
nation,
Appetite, the Affection of the Mind,
by which we are ftirr'd up to any thing ,
inordinate Deſire, Luft : Alſo the defire of
Nourilment, or a Stomach to one's Victuals.
Appetitive, belonging to the Appetite ,
or Defire.
appetitus Cauinis, a Dog-like, or
ravenous Appetite ; a Diſeaſe.
To Applåtid,' to commend highly, to
approve well of what is done.
applauſe, greatCommendation , publick
Praiſe,
Apple.
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Apple, ( among Herbalifts) is taken not
only for the Fruit of the Apple-tree, but
alſo for all ſorts of round Fruit, as well of
Herbs as Trees.
Apple of Love, a kind of Night-ſhade,
a Plant.
Appliable or Applicable, (L.) that may
be apply'd, that has relation to, conforma.
ble.
applicate, (in Geom .) a Right-line otherwiſe callid the Ordinate or Semi-ordinate in
a Conick Section.
Applicate Didinate, a Right-line ap
plied at Right-Angles to the Axis of any
Conick Sečtion, and bounded by the Curve.
application, the Act of applying, the
making of an Addreſs to a Perſon : Alſo
attention of the Mind, Care, Diligence ,
or Study : In Aſtrology, the approaching of
two Planets towards each other.
To Apply, to Put, Set , or Lay one
Thing to another ; to have Recourſe to a
Perſon , or Thing ; to Betake, or Give one's
felf up to.
To appoint, ( F.) to Order ; to Detero
mine, or Deſign ; to ſet a Task .
Appointce, a Foot-Soldier in Frances
who for his long Service and fingular Bravery, receives Pay above the private
Sentinels.
appointinent, the Act of Appointing i
an Order, an Aſſignation : Alſo a Pention
allow'd by Perſons of Quality, for the re
taining of Servants of good Credit.
To appoztion , ( L. T.) to Proportion,
to Divide into convenient Portions,
Apportionment, the dividing of a Rent
that is not whole or entire, into Parts,
according as the Land whence the Rent illiies
is ſhar'd among ſeveral Perſons.
Appoztum , (0. L.) Revenue, Gain or
Protit, which a thing brings in to its
Owner .
appolat of Sheriffs, the charging them
with Money receiv'd upon their Account in
the Exchequer.
Appofite, Wellapplied, thatis ſaid, or
done to the Purpoſe , Par.
Appoſition , (in Gram .) the putting
together of two Nouns Subſtantive in the
fame Cafe ;as Vrbs Roma for Vrbs Rome :
In Philoſophy the ſame as Accretion .
To appale, to Value, Rate, or Set
a Price on Goods
To Apprebent , to lay Hold of, or Seize,
to Comprehend, or Underſtand ; to Fear,
or Sufpe & .
Apprehenllon, Conception, Underſtan
ding ; Fear, Jealouſy .
äpprebentines Quick of Apprehenfion,
Senſible,

Apprendre, ( F. L. T.) as A Fee, of Profit
apprendre, i. e. to be Taken , or Receiv'd.
Appzéntice, one that is bound to
another Perſon for a Term of Years ,
to learnhis, orher Art or Myſtery.
To Appoach , to draw Nigh , to come
Near.
Approachable, that may be Approached,
Approaches, (in Fortif.) all ſorts of
Worksby the help of which, an - Advance
is made towards a Place beſieged.
Approbation , an approving, or liking.
App ozare Communam , (L. P.) to
diſcommon , i. e. to ſeparate and encloſe
any parcel of Land, that was before open
Common .
Appropriare ad Honvojem , to bring a
Manour within the extent or liberty of ſuch
a particular Honour.
To Appzodlate, to uſurp the Property
of a thing, to claim or take to one's ſelf,
to apply particularly.
Appropriation , the Act of appropri- .
ating. In Law , 'tis when the Profits of a
Church -Living are made over to the uſe of
Tome Biſhop,Dean and Chapter, College,
&c. ſo that the Body er Houſe is both
Patron and Parſon, and one of the Mein
bers officiates as Vicar.
To Approve, to allow of, to like, to
render ones Self recommendable. In Law ,
to improve, or encreaſe.
Approvement of Land, is a making
the beſt Advantage of it, by approving or
encreaſing the Rent.
Approvec, one that approves or allows
of: In Law , a Felon that accuſes one or
more of his Companions, as guilty of the
fame Crime.
Approvers, were alſo certain Perſons,
rent into ſeveral Counties, to encreaſe the
Farms of Hundreds and Wapentakes.
Approvers of the King, thoſe that had
the letting of the King's Lands in ſmall
Manours ; and in ſome old Scatures, the
Sheriffs Style themſelves the King's Apa
provers.
Approvers in the Darches of tulales ,
were ſuch as had Licence to ſell and buy
Cartel in thoſe Parts.
Appzarimnationi, (in Philos ) a coming, or
puuing nearer : In Mathematicks, a conti-,
nual ftill coming nearer and nearer to the
Root or Quantity fought, without expecte
ing to have it exactly.
Apricock , a ſort of Wall- fruit.
April, the Fourth Month of the Year,
Aprize , (0.) Adventure.
aplychia , ( G ) a ſwooning, or fainting
away.
Aptyctos,
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Apſyctos, a kind of precious Stone. Alſo
Aquiedlict, ( in Architect .) a Conduit or
the cold or ſhaking Fit of an Ague.
Paſſage for conveying Water from one
Apt,( L. ) fit, meet, proper, convenient. Place toanother.
Aqueous, like Water, waterih.
To Aptate a Planet, ( in Aftrol.) is to
ſtrengthen the Planet in poſition of Houſe,
aqueous hungur or the waiatery
and Dignities , to the greateſt Advantage.
Humour, one of the Humours of the Eye,
Ap: Thanes, the higher Nobility of which isthe outmoſt, being tranſparent and
Scotland.
of no Colour.
Aquifolium, ( L.) a kind of Holm -tree,
Aphtude or aptneſs ( L.) Fitneſs, a
natural D fpofition to do any thing.
with pr.ckly Leaves ; alſo the Holly -tree,
aquila , the Eagle, a Bird of Prey ; alſo
Aptoton , (G , in Gram .) a Noun thar is.
got declined with Cafes,
a Conſtellation in the Northern Hemi.
Apua , the Spirling, or Sea -dace ; a Fifh. (phere.
Apus, a Swallow with Ahort Feet; a Mar
aqufla Alba or the white Eagle,
cinet, or Swift.
the ſame w h MercuriusDulcis.
apprecia, the cooling, abating, or ſlac
aquita Philoſophorum , a Term us'd
kening of a Fesver ; or the cold Fit of an by Achymiſts for the reducing of Mecals to
the firſt Martér.
Ague.
Apyrotos, the beſt fort of Carbuncle, a
Aquileia, Aguilegia, or Aquilian, Co
precious Stone.
lumbine, Flower.
aqulfer, (among theRomans) the Stan
Apyrum Sulphux, Sulphur or Brim .
ftone that has not been burr.
dard -bearer, who had in his Colours the Pi
Aqua, (L.) Water, Rain, Warerilh Hu- | Aure of an Eagle ; an Enlign, or Corner.
mour or Juice .
aquiline pole, a hooked Noſe like an
aqua Ca leſtis , a Liquor which the Eagle's Beak , a Hawks-Noſe.
Chymiſts call Rectified Wine.
Aquilo, the North , or North- Eaſt Wind.
Aqua Diſtillata, diſtilled Water.
To aquite, (0.) to match.
Aqua Florum omnium , the difilled
Aquolity, Wateriſhneſs.
Water of Cow -dung, when the Cows go
Aquila , (L.) a little water or Brook :
to Graſs.
Alſo a ſmall watery Bľadder in the Liver,
Aquia fortis, a Liquor made ofa mix. Spleen, or ſome other Bowel.
ture of equal Parts of Salt -peter, Vitriol, and
Ara, an Altar, of Sanctuary : Alſo a
Potters Edith , diſtilled in a cloſe Reverbe Southern Conſtellation containing Eight
Tatory Furnace.
Stars.
Arabella, ( i.c.fair Alcar) a proper Name
Aqua Jnteraus, the Dropfey ; a Diſeaſe.
Aqua Pericardii, that Liquor, or Hu- of Women .
mour, which is gather'd about the Heart,
arabeſque, curious flouriſhing or branch
and ſerves to c lit.
ed Work , in Painting or Tapeſtry, after
Aqua Regals, a Liquor made by the the Arabick manner.
diffolving of Sal Armoníack in Spirit of Arabia,a large Country of Ajia.
Nitre.
Arabick, the Arabian Language,
Arabicum Gummi, a kind of tranſpai
agna Secunda, a Liquor made of com
mon Water, and the Powder or Precipitate rent Gum , brought from Arabia and Ame
of Silver.
rica .
agua Utz , a fort of Cordial Water,
Arabis, a ſort of Water-creſs.
made of brew'd Beer ſtrongly hopp'd, and
Arable, as Arable Land, i. e. Land fit
well fermented .
to be plough’d, or tilled,
Aquæductus, an queduct or Convey :
Arabus Lapis, a Stone white like Ivo.
ance of Water by Pipes : In Anatomy, the ry , the Powder of which is good to cleanſe
bony Paſſage from the Drum of the Ear to the Teeth .
the Palate of the Mouth .
To grace, (0.) to deface, to pluck up .
Arachne, (G.) the Spider, an Inſect ; of
aquagium , (0. L.) an Aguage, or Wa
ter -courſe.
a Cob -web .
Aquaficulus, a Hog- trough ; alſo the
Arachnoides, (in Anat .) the Cryſtalline
Coat of the Eye.
loweft part of the Belly or Paunch .
Aquarius, one of the Twelve Signsin
arædſtylos, ( in Architett.) a ſort of
the Zodiack , and the laſt but one in Or Building where the Pillars are ſet at a greas
der ; which the Sun enters in the Monch Diſtance one from another.
of January
Praignee, ( F.) a Spider. InFortification ,
quatick or Aquatile, growing, living the Branch , Return, or Gallery of a Mine.
G
Araine
or breeding in or about the Water,
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Arcaniim Jovis , is an Amalgama, made
Araine, ( in Nottingham -Shire) a Spider.
arala , (in Dooms-day Book) arable, or of cqual Parts of Tin and Quick -lilver, pow
f'o'hid Ground
dur'd and digeſted with Spirit of Nitre, &c.
Arceutijos, (G.) the Juniper -tree ; a
Aram , ( H. Highneſs or Deceiving, or
Shrub .
their Cur c) the Son of Shem.
Arch, arrant, or notorious ; as An Arch
Aranca Ilnica or Cryitiltina, ( L. in
Ant.) a Coat of the Eye, that ſurrounds Rígue, an Arch -Traytor, &c .
An Arch), (in Architect.) is any hollow
ard encloſes the Cryſtalline Humour.
Araneus, the Spider ; alſo the Weaver, Building, rais’d with a Mould in Form of a
Semi- circle.
or Wiver, a Sza -fith .
Arbaleſtry, a great Engine for the
In Geometry , Arch or ark, is any part
thro virg of Darts.
of the Circumference of a Circle, or crook
Arbiter, an Arbitrator, an Umpire , a ed Line, lying from one point to another,
Sovra gn Diſpoſer.
Arch of Direction, ( in Aſtrol. ) a Porti
arbitrable, that may be put tó, or de- on of the Equator, lying between Two
Points in Heaven , of which one is the Place
cidet hy Arbitration.
Arbitrage, an Arbitrator's or Umpire's of the Significator, and the other of the
Di cre . or Sentence .
Promiſſor.
arbitrary, depending altogether upon
In the Compoſition of ſeveral Words,
( ne's Will or Cho'ce, being abfolute, free. Arch is a mark of Dignity, ſignifying
To Arbitrate, to award, give Sentence, Chief ; as Archangel, Archbiſh p, &c.
adjudge, or act as an Arbitrator.
Archangel, the Prince of Angels, of
arbitration, the At of Arbitrating, the which Order St. Michael is ſaid to be : Al
pitting an end to a Difference by the Means ro the Name of a Weed like dead Nettles.
of Arbitrators.
archangelica , Water-Angelica , an Herb .
arbitratos, an extraordinary Judge in
Archbiljop, a chief Biſhop that has Pow
differently choſen by the murual conſent of er over a certain Number of other Biſhops.
Archbittoyzick , the extent of the Juriſ
Two Parties, to decide any. Controverſy be
tween them ; a Days-man , or Referree.
di& ion, the Dignity and Benefice of an
arbitremnent, (L. T.) a Power given by Archbishop.
contending Parties, to ſome Perſons to de
archdapifer, a chief Sewer, one of the
termine the Matter in diſpute berween them ; Principal Offices of the Empire of Germa
to which they are bound to ſtand under a ny, belonging to the Count Palatine of the
Rhine,
certain Penalty .
Archdeacon , a dignify'd Clergy -man ,
ärblager, a Croſs- Bow . Chaucer.
whore Office is to vilit Two Years in Three,
Arbor , ( L ) a Tree.
arbo, Paris , a Name that ſome Chy- to reform Abuſes in Eccleſiaſtical Marters,&c.
miſts give to Coral, becauſe it grows like a
Archdeaconry, the extent of an Aich
Tree or Plint under the Water of the Sea . de con's Spiritual Juriſdiction.
Arbol Witæ, a kind of Tree often
archdeaconihip , the Dignity and Office
of an Archdacon .
planted for its pleaſant green Leaf.
Archbike, one that h's ſome Prehemi
Arborcons, a Term apply'd by Herba
liſts, to ſuch Muſhroons or Moſles as grow nence over other Dukes ; as The Archduke
cn Trees.
of Auſtria.
arbojiſt, one that is well skill'd in the
Arch Dikedom , the Territory, or Ju
rild &t on o an Arch-Duke.
ſeveral kinds and Natures of Trees.
Arbor, a Bower in a Garden, a fhady
arch -Dutcheſs, an Arch- Duke's Wife.
Place made by Art, to fit and take the
Arch-Heretick, a Ring-leader of Here
Air în .
ocks .
Arbutis, L.) the Arbut, or Arbute
Arch - Pirate, the Head of the Pirates ;
tree, a ſort of Shrub.
a principal Rover.
n
rii
arcanı Coralini
( C. T ) the real
arch: 102esbyter , or Arch-Prieſt, a
Precipitate of Mercury, or Quick -Silver, on Chiet Prieſt, or a Rural Dean ,
which well re tify'd Spirit of Wine has been
archalins, old Expreſſions, now quite
burnt Six times.
out of uſe, and only found in ancient Au
Arcanım Duplim , a kind ofSalt made thors.
Archaſms (in Rhetor.) an imitation of
by waming the groſs Matter remaining, af
ter the Diftillation of Louble Avna fortis, the Ancients, in Expreſſions or Words.
with warm Water,
Archai, an Herb, otherwiſe callid Derby
hire Liver-port.
Archt,
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arche, (G.) a Beginning , an Entrance: \ ture, i.e. that part of a Stone-Pillar, which
In a Medicinal Senre , the beginning of a is above the Capital, and below the Frize.
Archives , a Place where ancient Records,
Liſeaſe.
Ch " rters and E: idences are kept.
Archer , one skill'd in Archery.
Archery, the Art of Shooting with the
Archontes, chief Miniſtrates appo'nted
in the City of Athens in Greece, after
Long-Row
arches .or Court of arches, the Chief Kingly Governmentwas there abolin'd .
Archonticks, certain Hereticks, ſo calld
Confiftory belonging to the Archbiſhop of
Canterbury, for the Debating of Ecclefiaftical from their Ring-leader Archon, who deny'd
the Reſurrection .
Cauſes.
† Arctation , (L.) a Stra'ghtening, or
The Dean of the arches or the Official
of the Arches Court, the chief Judge of Crowding.
Aretick , (G. in Aſtron .) as The Artick
that Court, who has a peculiar Juriſdiction
of thirteen Pariſhes in the City of London , Pole, i.e. the North-Pole of the World, ro
call'd from the Conitellation call'd Arctos,
termed a Deanry.
Archetype, (G.) the firſt Example, or 1., 2. the Bear.
Arctos inol, the ſanie with Vrſa Minoř.
Pattern ; the Original of a Writing, Pict
Arctoſcozodon, Ramſons ; an Herb.
irearchers
, doc. , ( C. T.) the Principle of Life
Arctoſtaphylos, a. Black -berry, or Bil- '
and Vigour in any Living Creature : Alfo berry
Arcturiis, a fixed Star, plac'd in the
the higheſt, and moſt exalted Spirit thatcan
Skirt of the Conſtellation, call?d Aréłophy
be ſeparated from Mix'd Bodies.
archezoftis, the White-Vine; an Herb. lax or Bootes.
archiater or Archiatrus, the Principal,
Armation , (L.) a faſhioning or ſhaping
of Chief Phyfician ; a Phyfician to a Prince like an Arch or Bow : In Surgery, the
i
Archigen Požbi, Acure Diſeaſes.
bending of the Bones.
Arcubatiſta, a Warlike Engine, ancient
ammate
Arcigr
, the Principal
Secre | ly us'd for caſting forth great Stones.
tary,
or the
of an Ofice;
chiefrsClerk
Ardea, the Heron, a Water -Fowl.
a Archima
Chancellour.
ndzita , an Abbor, Prior,or Chief
Ardency or Sudentnets, Heat of Paſſion ,
Zeal, c.
Governour of an Hermitage or Convent.
Arch.pelagtis or Archipelago, (in Gecgr )
Ardenina, a grcat Foreſt in Germany,
l reaching soo Miles in length : Thereis alſo
ar,
g
Mainr of
aCluſte
Seaſmall
or large
Gulph,
a
contairin
another great Foreſt in Warwickſhire of
inands one near anothe
and ſeveral little Seas that take Name that Name.
Ardent, very hot, vehement, eager,
from thoſe Mands.
Archifrategus, the Generalifimo or zcalous.
Ardent Spirits, ( C. T.) ſuch diſtilled
of, an
General
Captain
agoguis
archiſpn
Ruler of the Jewiſh Spirits as will take Fire and burn ; as Spirit
the Army.
of Wine, Brandy , &c .
Synagogue .
Ardentes Febres, burning Feavers, or,
Architect, a Maſter-Builder, a Surveyor
thoſe that are accompany'd with a great
of Architectomice,
the Ruilding. the Art of Science of Heat and Thirſt .
Arders, ( C.) the Fallowings, or Ploughi
Build ng ; tonick
Maſonry , Carpentry.
, that builds a thing up ngs ofGround.
architec
Ardol, (L.) burning Heat : In a Meo
regularly according to the Nature and
dicinal Senſe, a very great Heat rais'd in
es ofre
Properti
it., a Skill which ſhews the a Human Body.
architectu
Azdor Gentriculi, a kind of Pain in
right Method of deſigning and raiſing all
the Stomach , commonly callid Heart
manner of Buildings.
Civil architecture, teaches how to Burning.
make any kinds of Buildings, whether
ardoi Urine, a Sharpneſs of Urine.
Publick or Private ; as Churches, Palaces,
Artoar, Ardent Affection, great Zeat,
s, Heat.
Houfeg,
doc.y architecture, diſcovers the Eagerneſ
Militar
a-re or a -la-mi-re, the Name of one
ions
beſt way of raiſing Fortificat
about of the eight Nores in the Scale of Mufick .
To Are, ( C.) to Plough .
Cities, Towns, Camps, Sea - Ports, or any
Area, (L.) a Barn - Floor, the Ground
trave
of,Strength.
places
other
Archi
the main Beam in any i Plot of a Building : Alſo an Ulcer or Sore
Building ; the firft Member of the Entabla in the Head that cauſes Baldneſs.
The
G2
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The Alea of a Figure, (in Geom .) is its
inward Capacity or Superficial Content, or
the Surface comprehended between the
Sides of ſuch a Figure.
gregoni, (G.) au Ointment of a diffol
ving, looſening , and thinning Quality.
Arena, (L.) Sand, Gravel, Grit : Alſo
Gravel bred in a Humane Body.
Krenaria, a ſort of Buck - Thorn, an
Herb .
Arnaritun Sarum , Sand -Srone, or Free
Stone.
arenatio, (P. T.) a kind of dry Bath ,
when the Patient fits with his Feer upon
hot Sand.
Arcola , a little Bed in a Garden ; a
ſmall Court - Yard.
Areola Papıllaris , the Circle about
a Nipple, ou eat.
greometer, (G.) an Inſtrument to meaſure the Gravity or Weight of any Liquor.
Areopagites, certainJudges of a Court
in Athens, fet up for the Tryal of Male
factors, and ſo callid from Areopagus or
Mars's
Hill,fate.
a Village near that City
where the

argentum Dei, ( o . L.) Money given
as Earneſt upon the making of a Bargain .
argentuin Wivum , Mercury, or Quick
Silver,
argeſtes, (G.) a South -West Wind , or
more preciſely, South-West and by Weft.
Argilla, (L.) white Clay.
Argoi, a Word us’d by Chaucer for
Clay.
árgo Navis or the ship argo, a
Southern Conſtellation conſiſting of 43
Stars.
Argonauticks, the Title of ſeveral
Poems, about the Expedition of Jaſon and
his Companions in the Ship Argo , to fetch
the Golden Fleece.
To argue, to Reaſon or Diſcourſe, to
Diſpute or Debure, to lhew or make appear.
Árgument, a Reaſon, Proof, or Mark ş
the Subſtance of a Diſcourſe, or Treatiſe ; a
Subje & to ſpeak or write of : In Logick ,
a Probability invented to create Belief .
argument, ( in Aſtron .) is an Arch by
which the Artiſt ſeeks another Arch un
known and proportionable to the firſt.
Argument of Inclination, is an Arch
of a Planet's Orb comprehended between
the aſcending Node and the Place of that
Planet, with reſpect to the Sun.
Arguiment of the moon's Latitude,
theMoon'sDiſtancefromtheDragon'sHead
or Tail ; that is to ſay, where her Orb, in
two Points Diametrically oppoſite, is cut
by the Ecliptick,
argumentation, a Reaſoning, or Pro
ving by Arguments ; a diſputing for and
againſt.
Orgpritis, (G.) the Scum or Fome that
riſes from Silver, or Lead that is mixed
with Silver in the Refining -Furnace.
drgprocoine, a ſort of Cud -weed , an
Herb .
Argyrocomus, a Silver - coloured Comet,
Argyrodamas, a precious Stone of a
bright Silver-colour.
Argyrolithos, Talk, a fort of Mineral
Stone.
Arian ſın , the Doctrine and Opinions of
Arius, a noted Herecick , who deny'd the
Son of God to be of the fame Subſtance
with the Father.
Artcinum , (L.) the headed Leak , or ſet
Leak .
arico, The French -Bean, or Kidney
Bean.
Aries , a Rám , or Tup : ' Alſo the firft
Sign of the Zodiack which the Sun entert
inthe beginning of March,

Areoſtple, (in Architect .) a Building
where the Pillars ftand at a conſiderable
Diſtance one from another.
Areotectonicks, that part of Fortificati
on , which thews how to attack ſafely, and
to encounter an Enemy at the beſt Advantage .
Areotick medicines, ſuch as open the
Pores of the Skin, and render them large
enough for the Matter that cauſes the
Diſeaſe, to be carry'd off by Sweat.
arereitment, ( L. T.) Affright, Surprize ;
as To the great Arereiſment and Ertenyſement
of the Common Lavo .
Aret, (0.) an Account.
Arctophila, (G.) a Proper Name of
Women , ſignifying a Friend of Vertue .
argal, hard Lees ſticking to the sides
of Wine-Veſſels, and otherwiſe calld
Tartar.
argema, (G.) a Web or Pin in the Eye;
a ſmall Ulcer in the Circle of the Eye,
callid Iris.
Argemone, an Herb like wild Poppey.
argent, (L. in Heraldry) the Silver or
white Colour in the Coats of Gentlemen ,
Knights and Baronets.
Argentangına , the Silver- Quinſey ,
when a Pleader at Law being Brib'd , feigns
himſelf fick
Argentina, Silver -Weed, or Wild -Tan
fey, an Herb .
argentum , Silver ; Plate, Money, Coin.
argentum abun, (in Dooms-Day
fook ) Silver -Coin , or Current Moncy.

arictum
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grin of an Anchor, that part of it to
Arietum Levotio, (0.L.) a Sportive
Exerciſe which ſeems to be a kind of Tilt- which the Flook is fec.
To arm a Shot, is to roll Okam ,
ing, or running at the Quintain.
Arilarum , (G.) a ſmall ſort of Wake Rope-yarn or old Clours round aboutone
end of the Iron -ſpike or Bar, which paſſes
Robin ; an Herb .
To Ariſe, to riſe up i to take riſe, or thro' the Shor.
Arma dare, (0. L.) to Dub, or make a
proceed from .
Knight.
aritt, (0.) he aroſe.
arma Woluta, ſharp cutting Weapons,
ariſta , (L.) that long, Nender, Needle
like Beard which grows out from the Husk diftinguiſhed from thoſe that only break or
bruiſe.
of Corn or Graſs.
Armada, (Sp.) a Navy well Armed or
ariftaltice , (G.) Marsh -Mallows, or
Manned.
wh re Wallows ; an Herb .
Armadillio, a Creature in the Weſt - Indies,
Ariftobulus,(G. beft Counſel) the Name
whom Naturehas fortify'd with an Armour.
ofgrittocracy,
two Kings of Judaa .
the Government of a like Skin .
Common -Wealth, where the Nobility only
armait, a Confection for Horſes, made
bear Rule .
of Honey of Roſes, Crums of White Bread,
ariſtocratical or Ariſtocratick , belong- Powder of Nurmegs, & c.
ing to ſuch a Government.
Arinarium Unguentum , (L.) a Wea
ariſtolochia , Hart -wort, or Birth -wort ; pon -Salve, by which wounds are ſaid to
an Herb .
be cur'd at any Diſtance, only by dreſſing
To arite, (0.) to arreſt, to ſtay, or the Weapon. 1
Armed, (in Heraldry) a Term us'd for
Aon.
arithmetical, (G.) belonging to Arith- repreſenting the Beaks and Feet of Cocks
metick .
and all Birds of Prey : A Ship is faid To be
Arithmetical Complement of a Lo - Arm:ed, when it is every way provided
garithm , is what that Logarithm wants of and
furniſhed for a Man of War.
10.0 orooo .
armiger , (L.) a Title of Dignity, pro
Arithmetician, one skill'd in Arithme- perly an Armour-bearer to a Knight ; an
Eſquire, a 'Squire of the Body.
tick ; an able Accountant.
Arinilla , a Bracelet or Jewel worn on
arithmetick , a Science which Teaches
the Art of Accounting by Number, and the Arm or Wriſt : Alſo an Iron -Ring,
Brace, in which the Guidgeons of
alſo ſhews all the Powers and Properties of aHoop,
Wheelormove
.
Numbers or diſcrere Quantity.
Ark , (S.W ) a kind of Ship or Boat ;
armilla membranola , (in Anat.) a
as Noah's Aik, Moſes's Ark : Allo a Country- Ligament, or Band , that comprehends the
word for a large Cheſt, to put Fruit or other Ligaments of the Hand, in a kind of
Corn in.
Circle.
ark of the Covenant, the Cheſt in
armiliary Sphere, an Artificial hollow
which the Tables of the Levitical Law Sphere, made up only of Circles of Paſte
were kept, among the Iſraelites or ancient board , Wood, Braſs, & c. put together and
ſer in a Frame
Jews.
Arinintanilm , the Doctrine of the
ark or arch, (in Geom .) is ſome part of
the Circumference of a Circle.
Arminians, the Followers of Jacobus Ara
Qrk of Direction or Drogreſſion , (in minius, who hold free Grace and
Aftron .) is that Ark of the Zodiack , which Univerſal Redemption.
a Planer appears to deſcribe when its Mo
armíſalii, ( L. ) ' a ſort of Dancers in
tion is forwards, according to the Order of Armour, among the ancient Romans.
the Signs
armiffice, a Ceffation of Arms.
ark of the firft and recond Station ,
Grmlet, a piece of Armour for the Arm ;
is the Arch which a Planet deſcribes in the alſo a Bracelet of Pearl.
former or the latter Semi-Circumference of
Armoparia, ( L.) a kind of wild Radiſh ,
its Epicycle, when it appears Stationary.
Horſe -radiſh.
Armorial, belonging to Armory ; as
Ark of Retrogradation, is that which
a Planet deſcribes when it is Retrograde, Armorial Enſigns.
or moves contrary to the Order of the
Armory, the fame as Heraldry ; the Art
of diſplaying and marſhalling all Coats of
Signs.
grles.Denny , ( C ) Earneft-Money , Arms.
Armair, warlike Harneſs, defenſive
given to Servants.
Armou
Arms that cover the Body,
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Armoutrer, one that makes or ſells all
Arraignment, the Act of arraigning a
forts of Armour.
Priſoner.
Armoury, a Store-houſe of Armour, a
Arrant, meer, downright, as An arrant
particular Pace, where Arms are laid up Dunce, Forl, Knave, &c.
and kept.
Arras-Hangings, a fort of rich
arms, all manner of Weapons : In Tapeftry made at Arras, a large City of
Falconry, the Legs of a Bird of Prey, from the County of Artois in Flanders.
the Thigh to the Foot .
Array, ( 0. F.) Order : In Law , the
Army, a great number of armed Men , ranking or ſetting forth of a Jury, impan
or Soldiers gather'd into one Body, under nelled upon a Cauſe : In the Art of War,
the Comrnand of a General.
the drawing up, or ranking of Soldiers ' in
Arnaldia or arnoldia , (0. L. ) a kind order of Battel.
Arrayers or Coinmillioners of Array,
of Diſeaſe that makes the Hair fall off.
Arnoglolliim , (G.) the Herb Lambs- certain Officers, whoſe Buſineſs is to take
tongue , or Rib -wort.
care of the Soldiers Armour , and to ſee
Arose, a Portugueſe Meaſure for Sugar, them drely accoutred.
conraining 25 Buſhels.
Arreatages or Srears, the remainder,
aroma, (G. ) all ſweer Spices; as Caſſia, of any Rents or Moneys unpaid at the due
time, the Remains of a Reckoning , or
Cinnamon, Cloves, Mace, & c.
Debt.
Aromatica mur, Nutmeg ,
Aromatical or aromatick , having a
Arrectaria, (L. in Architect.) Beams,
Pofts, Pillars, or Stones in Buildings, that
fpicy Smell , fweer ſcented , perfumed.
Mroinatites, Hippocrae, or Winebrew'd fand upright , to bear the weight above
with Spice ; alſo a precious Stone ſmelling them .
like Myrrh .
Arrectatus, (L. T.) ſuſpected, accuſed of
Aromatization or Aromat ziug of or charged with.
Medicines, is mingling them with a due
arrenatis , arraigned, or brought
Pronortion of Spices, aromatick Drugs, & c. forth to a Tryal.
Aromatopola , a feller of Spices , a
Arrendaré, (in the Scotch Law) is to
Grocer, a Druggift.
ſer Lands to any one for a yearly Rént,
Arrcntation , (F. L. ) a licenſing an
Aron or arnm , the Herb Wake Robin.
Aroughena, a wild Beaſt in Virginia, Owner of Lands in a Foreſt, to enclofe
ſomewhat like a Badger.
them with a low Hedge, and a little Ditch,
Arpent, ( Fr.) a Meaſure of Land usd under a yearly Rent.
arrere, (0.) apart.
in France, containing 100 ſquare Perches of
18 Foot cach.
Arreſt, ( F.) a Stop , or Stay ; a Jadg .
Arpharad, ( H.) the Son of Shem .
ment, Decree, or final Sentence of a Court :
Arquata, ( L.) the Curlew , a Fowl.
In Law , a ſtopping or ſeizing of one's
Arquatus Movis, the Jaundice, a Perſon, by Order of ſome Court, or of
ſome Officer of Juſtice .
Diſeaſe.
Arquebuſe or Harquebuſs, ( F.) a large
Co Move or plead in Arreſt of
Hand-gun, fomewhat bigger than our Judgment, is to ſhow Cauſe, why Judg .
Musker ,
ment should be ftay'd, tho' there be a
Arquites, ( L ) an order of Soldiers Verdict in the Care.
arreftandis Bonis de diſſipentuir, a
?mong the old Romans, who fhot Arrows
Writ in favour of one whoſe Cattel or
out of rows ; Pow -men, Archers.
arrach, an Herb oftwo forts. viz, one Goods are ſeiz'd by another, who during the
called Garden -arrach, the other wild and Conteſt, doesor is like to make them away .
finking Arrach ,
Arreſtando ipſuin qui pecuniam recepit
arraatio Peditum ,(0.L.) the arraying ad proficifcendiin in obſequium Reginæ,
of Font -Soldiers.
& c. A Writ that lies for the apprehending
To arraign, (F.L.T.) to ſet a thing of a Man, that has taken Preft.Money, to.
wards the Queen's Wars, and hides himſelf
in order, or in its Place ,
To arraign the allize, is to cauſe the when he should go.
Tenant to be call'd, to make the Plainr,
arreſto facto ſuper bonis inercatoriim .
and to ſee the Cauſe in ſuch Order, as the alienigenorum, a Writ that lies för a Deni
Tenant may be forc'd - Anſwer thereto.
zen, againſt the Goods of Strangers , found
A Priſoner is ſaid Co be arraigned at within the Kingdom, to make amends for
thie Bar De A Court of Juſtice, when Goods taken from him in a ForeignCountry:
he is indicted and brought forth, in order to
To Arret, to lay blame on. Chaucer.
hia Tuval.
Arretted ,
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Mechanick Arts, are thoſe that more
Arretted, ( L.T.) that is fummoned be
ford a Judge, and charged with a Crime ; require the labour of the Hand and Body,
Alto impured, or laid unto ; as No Folly than of the Mind ; as thoſe of Statuaries,
Carvers, Gravers, &c.
may be arrested to him, being under Age.
Art and Dart, ( N.C.) as To be Art and
Arriere-ban, ( Fr.) a Proclamation where
by all Gentlemen in France, that hold Part in the committing of a Crime, i. c.
Eltates of the King, are ſummoned to appear when one was both a Contriver, and acted
in Arms ; alſo the Affembly of the Perſons his part in it.
fo fummoned
Artemiſia, Queen of Caria and Wife of
arriere-Gird , the Rear of an Army, Manfolus : Alſo the Herb Mug-wort, or
or that part of it which marches afterthe Mother-wort.
main Battel.
To arten ,to conſtrain, or force. Chaucer.
Arrival, arriving, or coming.
Arteria, (G. in Anat.) an Artery ; a
To Arrive, to come to a Place, to attain Veflel that conveys the moſt thin and hotteſt
part of the Blood together, with the Vital
arrobas, a kind of foreign Weight.
Spirits thro'the Body.
Arteria Lozta or magna, the great
Arrogance or arrogancy, (L ) Pride,
Artery , a Vefiel which carries the ſpirituous
Pletumvion, Haughtineis, Self-conceit.
Arrogant, proud, haughty, preſumptu- Blood from the left ventricle of the Heart,
Ous,
by its Branches to all Part of the Body.
To Arrogate, to claim, or challenge,
arteria trachea or aſpera, the Windo
to tike us on one's ſelf.
pipe
arteria Genoſa, the Vein of the Lungs.
arrow -Dead, a Water -herb.
Arteriaca mcdicamenta, Medicines
Arle, the Fundament , or Breech : In
Sca-Language, the Arſe of a Block or Pul that cure Diſeaſes in the Wind-pipe, and
ley, thro' which any Rope runs, is th help the Voice.
lower end of it. Arterrace, a Medicine for the Arteries.
arfc-foot, a Water-fowl.
Arterial or arterioils, belonging to
Arſe :{mart or Wwlater. Peppet,an Herb. thoſe Veſſels.
verſy
Arteriotomy, an artificial cutting or
arſe
or arſy -verſy , Heels over
opening of an Artery ,
Herd , topty-turvy ,prepotterouſly.
Arthanita, the Herb Sow -bread ,
Arſenal, (F ) à Royal or Publick Store
Artbel, ( B.) a touching or a Vouchee.
houſe of Arms, and all ſorts of Warlike
Armunition ,
Arthetica, the Cowilip, Ox -lip , or
Arſenick , a kind of Mineral.
Primroſe ; a Flower.
Regulus of Arſenick, a Chymical
Arthritis or Morbus articularis,
Compontion , made of Nitre, Tartar, Orpi- the Gout, a Pain in the Joynts of the Limbs.
ment, Scales of Steel, 6c.
arthritis Planetica or Qaga , the
Ruby of arſen :ck ,a Preparation of Arſe- wandring Gout, a Diſeaſe, cauſing Pain
nick with Sulphur, by means of ſeveral ſometimes in one Liinb, and ſometimes in
repeated Sublimations, which give it the another.
die of a Roby.
arthritical or artvitick, diſeaſed in
grlenogolion , (G.) an Herb which being the Joints, belonging to, or troubled with
fte :pt in Wine, and drunk off, procures the theGout.
getring of a Male Child .
Arthrodia, (in Anat .) a kind of Jointing,
Arfis , a railing or lifting up ; alſo a whereby two Bones are join'd together,
takingaway, or from .
with a flat Head received into a Cavity or
Arſis & Theſis, a Term in Muſical Hollow of a ſmall Depth.
Arthon , a Joint, or a joyning together
Compofition : Thus a Point being turned ,
is ſaid, To move per Arfin and Thefin, i, e. of Bones.
when a Point riſes in one Part, and falls in
Arthvolis, a joyning together theLimbs.
another ; or on the contrary .
Arthir a famous warlike King of the
Arſira, (0, L.) the Tryal of Money Britains.
artichoke, a known Plant of an excel
by Fire, after the coining of it.
art , ( L.) all that which is performed lent ſtrengthening Quality.
by the Wit and Induſtry of Man .
Jeruſalem -Artichoke, a Plant near of
Liberal arts and Sciences, ſuch as the ſame Nature as Potatoes.
article , (L.) a Condition in a Covenant
are nobie and genteel, viz . Grammar,
Rhetorick , Mufick, Phylick, the Mathema- or Agreement ; a chief Head of a Diſcourſe,
Writing, Account, 66. In Grammar , a ſmall
ticks, & c.
Word
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Word that ſerves to diftinguiſh the Genders
Arvil-Bread , the Loaves diftributed to
of Greek and Latin Nouns,and is therefore the Poor upon ſuch Occafions.
commonly ſet before them .
Arvil.Snippet, a Feaft or Enteſtain
Articles of the Clergy, Statutes or Or. ment given at Funerals.
Arbilian aaline, a ſort of Greek Wine
dinances, made about Ecclefiaftical Perſons
and Cauſes.
brought from Arvis, now Amifta , a Town
To Artide, to make or draw up Articles. in the Illand of Chios.
Articulate, diſting , as when Words are
Arum , (G.) the Herb Wake-Robin .
so clearly pronounc'd , that one may hear
grura , (0 . L.) ploughing : Una Arura ,
every Syllable.
one Days-work at the Plough.
Artiäulate sounds, ſuch Sounds as can
Arytæna, (G.) a little Baſon or Didi, a
be expreſs’d by Letters, and ſerve to make Pitcher to draw Water or Wine with .
Words,
Arytænoides, (in Anat.) Two Griſtles,
Articulation, (in Gram .) is that part which with othersmake upthe top of the
of it which trears firſt of Sounds and Let- Larynx or Wind-pipe.
ters, and then of themannerof joyning to
Aryteroideus, the ſmalleſt Muſcle be
gecher for the compoſing of Syllables and longingtothe Larynx.
Words.
Äryelmus , (P.T.) a Pulſe which is ſo
artiailation, (in Anat.) is a joyning farloft, that it cannot be any longer felt.
together of the Limbs of an Animal Body.
As, (L.) a Roman Pound-weight, con
Among Herbalifts, ' tis taken for the Joynts taining 12 Ounces : Alſo an ancient Coin
or Knots that are in ſome Husks and Roots. made at firſt of Copper, without any Stamp,
articultis , (L.) a Joynt in the Body of in Value not above a Half-penny-farthing.
a Living -Creature ; a Joynt or Knot in
Aca, (H. a Healer of Sickneſs) a King
Plants : Allo an Article or Condition in a of Judah .
Covenant, dc.
ála dulcis, (L.) the Gum , otherwiſe
artifice, a Trick , Slight, or Knack ; a call’d Benjamin or Benzoin .
cunning_Fetch, or crafty Device .
alafætida, a ſort of Gum preſs'd out
Artificer, one that profeſſes ſome Art or of a certain Plant, which grows in Perſia ,
Trade ; Handicrafts-man, a Workman .
Alahel, ( H. God has wrought) Joub's
Artificial, done according to the Rules Brother,
of Art,Artful.
graph, (i. e.Gathering) a famous Muſi
artificial Lines; (on a Sector or Scale) | cian among the ancient Jews.
are Lines ſo contrived as to repreſent the
Alaphia, (G.) Obſcurity, Uncertainty :
Logarithmick Sines and Tangents, which in a Medicinal Senſe, a Lowneſs of Voice
willſolve allQueſtions in Trigonometry , proceeding from an ill Diſpoſition of the
Navigation, & c.
Organs ofSpcech .
artific al mumbers , are Logarithms,
Alapi, che Forlorn Hope of the Turkiſh
and Logarithmical Numbers relating to Sines, Foot Soldiers.
Secants, Tangents, & c.
Clarabacca or alarum, (G.) an · Herb
Artillery, Warlike Furniture, compre growing with round, ſhining Leaves like
hending all ſorts of Fire-Arms, with their thoſe of the Violet, but larger.
Appurtenances.
Alarotum , ( among the Romans) a ſort of
Artillery-Company,a particular Como fine Pavement made of ſmall Tiles of feve
pany of Citizens of London, train'd up and ral Colours, artificially contriv'd and inlaid.
well-sk:lld in Military Diſcipline.
asbeſtine Paper or Cloch, ſuch as
Artiſa , ( L.) an Artificer, or Tradeſman. I will burn in the Fire, be purity'd by it, and
Artiſt, a Maſter of any Art,an ingeni- yer not conſume.
ous Workman.
Asbeſtos, a ſortof Stone of which Cloth
Artolaganus or Artolaganıım , (G.) fine was anciently made, that would not burn or
Cake-Bread; a Flawn, a Cuſtard, a Cheeſe wafte, though thrown into a great Fire.
cake.
accalabotus. a kind of Ever, or Eft.
Artoincli, Broth made of Honey and
Aftalonia or Alcalonium , a ſort of O.
Bread .
nion ; a Scallion.
Artus, (L.) the Members, Limbs, or
accarides, little Worms which breed in
Joynts of the Body.
the Straight Gut ; Arſe:worms, the Bots in
arval- Brothers, Twelve Roman Prieſts, Horſes.
who befides their Performance of Sacrifi
Alcatinle, (0.) a- thwart, or a-croſs.
ces, were appointed Judges of Land -marks.
To alcend, ( L ) to go , get, or climb upa
Arval, Arvil, or arfal, (0.) a Burial, Ito riſe upwards,
or Funeral Solemnity ,
gſcendant,
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grellus Pinoy , the Whiting ot Bück
Alceiidant, (in Aftrol ) the Degree of
the Equator, or thai part of the Heaven tho in ; a Fim .
Quick -thriving Tree.
which rills or is corhing above the Horizon
a
Ath Fire or said fire,the mildeſt
in the Eart, when any Perſon is born .
aſcenlion , an alcending, ariling, going, Fire usd in Chymical Operations, when the
Veft :1 chat contains the Matter to be heated ,
br g tting up.
Afcenfion -Day, a Feſtival kept Tenis covered with Attes or Sand,
a fh -usledneſday , the Firſt Day of Lenty
Days before Whitſuntide, in remembrance
of our Bleffed Saviout's Aſcenſion of going ſo call'd from the ancient Cuſtom of Faſting
up into weaven.
in Sack -Cloath , with Aſhes on the Head, in
Aſcenſions and Deſcentions ei Sighs, Token of Repentance.
Anh : & iced , an Herb.
( in Aſtron .) are Arches of the Equator,which
Slheri (H Bielfedneſs or Happineſs) the
riſe or ſet with ſuch a sign or Pare of the
Zodiack , or with any Planct or Star hapo Sor of facob by Zilpah.
å hur, (i. é. bleſſed or beholding) the
pering en be therein.
Right Aſcenſion , is that Degree of the Son of Shem ; alſo the Land of Allyria.
Equator , counted from the beginning of
alia, one of the Four Parts of the
Aries, wliich riſes with the Sign, Sun, or Worlat .
Staron the Horizon of a RightSphere.
aſiaticks, the People or Înliabitants of
Dblique Aſcenſion , is that Degree and Aſia.
An a fide, ( in a Play) thatwhich is (po.
Minute of the Equator , which riſes with
the Center of the Sun or Star, on the Hori- ken aſide on the Stage, as if it were not
by the other Actors.
heard
Lon far Obligne Sphere.
allus or Afiluins (L. ) a great Fly that
dicenfional Difference, is the Number
of Degreesremaining after Subtraction of bites Cartel j the Horſe-fly orBreez .
afilissarimis, theSca-breez , an In
the blique from the Right Aſcenſion .
alcent, the Act of aſcending or going rect.
upithe Sceepneſs ofa Hill, a Rifing-ground:
güncfia, ( 6.P.T.) an unmoveableneſs of
In Logick , that fort ofReaſoning , in which the whole Body , or of any part ofit.
alinuisig( L.)the Aſs, a Nuggiſh Beaft ;
we proceed from Particulars to Univerſals.
To aſcertain , to affure, to fix or fet a allo, Block -head , or, heavy dull Fellow .
afio, a grcat Owl with long Feathers
Price, 6c.
Alcctick, (G.) belonging to Religious ſtanding up like Ears, the Horn-Owl.
Askaunce, (0.) if by chance.
Exerciſes, as Meditation, Prayer, & c.
Askaunt, (0.) To lookaskatint, i. c. ta
Alchynomette, an Herb to call’d from
fide-ways.
106k
near
comes
one
any
when
becauſe
Blushing,
asker , a Newt; or Efr.
it, it gachers its Leaves in
Almodelis , an Évil-Spiíic, mention'd in
Alcii, (in Geog.) thoſe People that have
no Shadows, by reaſon that the Sun at Noon the Arocryphal Book of Tobit.
app or alpeu trees a kind of white
bcing twice a year in their Zenith, their
Pop! r.
Bodies then do nor caſt any Shadow .
alp or aſpić, a little Serpent whole
aſcites, a kind of Dropfie, which cauſes
the lower Belly, Scrotum , Tliighs and Feet Bite is deadly.
Iſpalactrint or aſpalatius, (G.) Roſsa
so ſwell and ſtand out as it were a Bottle.
alatick , belonging to, or troubled with wood, the wood of a ſmall Thorny Shrub;
tart and bitrer to the Taſte,
the Aſcites.
aſparagus, a plant commonly catid
ardepladean Terle, a ſort of Greek or
Latin Verſe, conſiſting of Four Feet, viz. Sparrow -graſs: Among Herbalifts, the Firſt
A Spondee , a Choriambus and Two Da &tyls. Sprout or Shoot of a Plant, coming out bco
Aſclepias, an Herb with long Branches fore the Leaves are unfolded.
and many Roots, Leaved like Ivy ; Swal.
Aſparagtis Sylveftrisy wild Sperage .
Aſpect , (L.) Looks, the Air of one's
low -wort or Silken Cicely.
aſcolialiniis, a kind of Play, among Countenance : In Aſtrology, it is when Two
Boys call'd, Fox to thy Hole.
Planets are joyn'd with, or beheld of eachi
To Aſcribe, (L.) to attribute or impute, other.
to father a thing uponone.
Alpet, (L.) rough ,rugged , ſharp,Harthi's
alcyroit,( .) an Herb call'd St. Peter's alſo the Sharpling,a kind of Fish : Allo
Wirt
Turkiſh Coin in value about Five Farthings
aTelitis (L.) a little Afs, an Aſs-Colt : Engliſh
Alſo the Col-fifti or Stock -fish ; alfo the Ii
H
Alpetifolia
ter's Lowle or Sow ; an Inie .
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aftaffines, a preciſe Se&t of Mahomet ans,
afperifoliæ Plantz , rough-leaved Plants,
ſuch as have their Leaves plac'd alternately who, at the Command of their Chief Maſter ,
would refuſe no Pain or Peril; fo as even
in na certain Order on the Stalks.
alperity, Roughneſs, Sharpneſs, Harſh - to ftab any Prince whom he appointed for
neſs: In Philoſophy, the Roughneſs or Une Deſtruction.
alfath or aflach, an old Cuſtom a
vénners of the Surface ofany Natural Body
To alperſe, to Slander, to ſpeak Evil of. mong the Welſh, whereby the Party accuſed
alperlion , a Beſpattering, a Slander, a of a Crime us'd to purge or clear himſelf
upon the Oath of 300 Men.
falſe impuration.
Allation, ( L.) a Roaſting : Alſo a pe
aſperula, the Herb Wood - row or Wood
culi. s kind of Decoction, or Boiling of
roof.
aſphaltites, (G. ) a Lake of Judaa,com- Drugs
Alfault, (F) an Attack or Onſet : In
monly call'd the Dead -Sea.
Aſphaltos, a ſort of Bitumen er Pitch , Law , a violent Kind of Injury done to a
Man's Perſon. In the Art of War, an ef
gather'd off that Lake.
Afphodelus, the Daffodilor Daffadown- fort made upon a Place or Poft, to gain it
by mainForce.
dilly a Flower.
alphodil, a Flower, otherwiſe callid
To allault, to attack , to ſet upon .
allay, Proof, or Tryal.
King's-fpear.
alphyria , ( P. T. ) a Ceffation of the
Alay of Weights and nocalures, an
Pulfe throughout the whole Body ; which Exam nation of them , by the Clerk of the
is the higheſt Degree 'of Swooning, and Market.
Allay-walter, an Officer of the Mint,
Death,. a Precious Stone of a Silver- who
nextto
alpilates
weighs the Bullion, and ſees that it be
colour, good againſt Lunacy : Allo a fpark according to the Standard.
ling Arabian Gem , found in ſome Birds
Aflayer of the Queen , an Officer for
the due Tryal of Silver, indifferently ap
nefts.
To Aſpirate, (L.) to pronounce with an pointed between the matter of the Mint,
and the Merchants chat bring Silver thither
Aſpiration.
Alpiration , Breathing: In Grammar, a for Exchange.
alaying, a Term us’d by Muſicians for
Mark which is expreſs'd thus, ( * ) and uſu
ally ſet over a Greek. Vowel, to give it the a Flo rifh before they begin to Pay.
aflayftare, (0.L) to take Affeffours, or
force or full found of the Letter h .
To aſpire to a thing, to cover or de Fellow -l dges.
To aflcmble, ( F.) to call, or to meet roo
' fire it with Earneftneſs, ambitiouſly to ſeek
geth ; to gather, come, or get together.
aim at., (G.) the
or aſpis
Aſp or Aſpick , a moſt
affembly, a Concourſe, or Meeting of
Peor le.
Venomous Serpent .
alplaion or afplenium , the Herb Ce
Unlawful attemuly , the Meeting of
terach, Milt-wafte or Spleen -wort.
Three or more Perſons, for the committing
Alpzella , ( L.) great Shave-graſs, or of an unlawful Ad, altho' they do not
compaſs it.
Ho fe -tail ; an Herb .
aflent, (L.) Conſent, Approbation , pro
To Attail, ( F.) to affault, or ſet upon.
afailant, one that affaults,or ſets upon perly of a Superiour.
To afrent, to agree to.
another.
grapanick , a flying Squirrel, a little
aflentamen , a kind of Pink , a Flower
peculiar to Virginia and Maryland.
Creariire in America.
+ attentation , (L.) a complying with
áttart, ( Fr. L.T) an Offence commit
red in a Foreſt, by pulling up by the Roots another': Opinion , out of Flattery or Dillie
the Woods or Thickets that are Covert formulation ; a Cogging and Soothing.
To affert, to affirm , to maintain , to
the Deer .
To Allart, to grub up Trees, Shrubs, hold
aftertion. Affirmation , Concluſion ; an
Buſhes, dreby the Roots.
An afaltinate, a Private or Treache- Opinion hrought forth , and maintained .
To giels to Rate or Tax, to appoint
sous Murder. Villany.
To aftillinate, toMurder one privately, what every one ought to pay .
Afteltment, the Act of Afefling, or Rao
or harharouſly .
alatt nat on , the Act of Afaffinating . ting.
allaltine , a Private or TreacherousMur
affeltour, a chief Counſellour, or Affi
Atant to a Judge: Alſo one that allots the
derer that kills another for Gain .
Payment
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affiros, (in Scotland) the ſame as our
Payment of Publick Taxes: Allo an Officer
Jurors.
in the Presbyterian Aſſemblies.
aflets, (F. L.T.) Goods fufficient with
Alliliis, (0.L.) demiſed or formed out
which an Heir or Executor , may diſcharge for a certain Aſſeſſed Rent in Money or Pro
the Anceſtour's or Teftatour's Debts or Le vifions.
To attig , to ſtand by , ſuccour, aid, or
gacie
gleveration, (L.) anearneſt Affirming, Help to be presentat.
afiffance, Aid , Help, Succour.
or A g ching.
Allewiare, (0. L.) to drain, or draw
altiſtant,affifting, or helping,
An affiftant,a ſtander by, an Auditour
out Water from Marſhy Grounds.
affideans, a ftria Se & among the Jews, or Hearer,a Helper; a Colleague or Part
affiduty , great Dilg nce, continual ner in the Managementof a Buſineſs,&c.
Care .or Attendence, conſtantApplication .
Affins Lapis, (L.) a kind. of Scone
afridugns, Diligent, cloſe at Buſineſs, with which Coffins were anciently mada,
that waſted the dead Body.
Co itinual.
Allige, (L.T.) a Sitting of Juſtices, to
affign , (L.T.) one that is appointed by
; r che Jury Sum
another, to perform any Buſineſs or enjoy hear and determine Cauſes o
moned upon ſuch Writs. Alſo a Statúte or
any thing
To align , to appoint, to allot,to lhew Ordinance relating to the Price, Weight,
or ſet forth : In Law , toappoint a Deputy i Meariire, or Order ofſeveral Commodities.
overa Right to another.
grlize of Darrein Preſentment, a
to ſet, or make
To att gn falle Judgment,isto thew Writ that lies,wherea Man and his Anceſtour
have
preſented a Clerk to a Church , and
how and where the Judgmentis Unjuft.
Alignee , a Perſon to whom a thing is afterwards it being void by his Death , a
Lawfully Aligned or made over , or who is Stranger preſents his Clerk to the ſame
Chu h.
appointed toactfor another.
affignee by Deed , one that is appointed aflize of the Foreſt , a Statute con
by a Perſon ; as when the Leffee of a Term cerning Orders to be obſerv'd in the Queen's
Aſigns the fame to another,he is his Afignee Foreſt .
alize of mort d'Anceſtol, a Writ
by Deed :
affignee in Law , is he whom the Law lying where one's father, Mother, Brother,
ſo makes,without any Appointment of the doc.dy'd poffeffed of Lands, or Tenements,
Perſon : So an Executor is Aflignee in Law and after his or her Death, a Stranger gets
Poffefſion of them .
to the Teftator,
glignment, the Ad of Alligning, a
allize of Novel Diffeifin , a Writ that
ſett.ng over the Intereſt in any thing to a- lies where a Tenant is lately diſſeized, or
difpoffeffed of his Lands or Tenements.
no her.
arlize de Utrum, a Writ that lies for a
alignment of Dower , the ſetting out
of a Woman's Dower or Marriage Portion , Parſon againſt a Lay.man, or a Lay-man
againſt a Parſon, for Land or Tenement,
by th- Heir.
affimilat'on , a making or being like that is doubtful, whether it be Lay-fee, or
In Anatomy, the Operation of Nature, hy free Alms.
which the Nutritious Juiceis made like the
Clerk of aritze, an Officer that ſets
Subſtance of that living Body into which down all things judiciarily done by the Jus,
ftices of Amfi e , in their Circuits.
it is ro be Chang'd.
grlzer of weights and Dealitres,
Affipondiuuin,( L.) a Pound -weight.
all: la Cadere, ( L.T.) to be Nonſuited. an Officer that has the Overlight of thoſe
Afiſa focumentt, an Aſſize of Nui- Matters.
Anallocate, a Companion ,or Partner.
fance
To affociate; to bring into ſome Society ,
glbíla Contimuanda, a Writ to the Ju
ſtices appointed to take an Aflize, for the or. Fellowhip ; to joyn with, or to keep
Continuance of a Cauſe, where certain Re Comp ny with.
antociation , an entering into. Society
cord alledged, cannot be procured in time.
Afiſa Danis & Cerniliz ,the Power with otheis : in Law , a Patent ſent by the
or Privilege of Allizing or Adjuſting the Queen , to the Juſtices of Alfize , to admit
Weights and Meaſures of Bread and Beer.
other :for Colleagues, in that Bulineſs.
Allodes or altodes - Febzis, (G.)a kind
Stilapropogauda, a Writto the Jufti
ces of Aflize; for the Stay of Proceedings, of burning Feaver, in which the Patient is
by reaſon of the Queen's Buſineſs, in which extreamly reſtleſs,
the Party is employ'd.
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aftragalus, the Huckle - Bone : Alfo che
To affoil or Amopic, to acquit, to par
don ; alſo to anſwer. Chancer. In Law ,to ſet firſt principal Bone of the Foor: Allo an.
tree from an Excommunication.
Aſtragal, Wreath or Circle about a Pillar.
altragalus Splvatials , Wood -peaſe,
To gflimme, (L.) to take to, or upon
ont's elf.
or Heath -peale.
al.mpſit, (L.T.) a voluntary Promiſe,
altraliſi, (among Miners) that Oar of
made by Word of Mouth, as when a Man Gold, which as yét lies in its first State or
takts upon him to perform , or pay any thing Condition .
to ann.her .
Altrapia $, (G.) a precious Stone, whoſe
alliimption, an affuming , or taking ; an Luftre reſembles Flashes of Light'ning.
altrictoria , ( L.) Medicines that are of a
Int. sence upon : In fogick, the Minor, or
binding, Quality
fecond Propolition of a Syllog ſin .
Allirance, Sureneſs, Certainty, Confi
Alt ingent, binding, or making cofire.
dence.
Aſtringents, are thoſe things, which
To afire, to affirm or afferę, to war with ihe Tnickneſs and figure of their
rant , ondertake, or promiſe a Thing.
ſmall Parts, forçe and bind together the
To af wage, to allay, or appeale; to Parts of the Body.
Aftroliolas, a Gem like the Eye of a Filh .
abats, to grow calm .
Altroites, a kind of Tecolite, a preci
attamis, (G.) the Lobſter, a Sea- Fih .
aftaphis, a Raiſin or dry'd Grape.
gus Stone ; alſo the Star- ſtone.
Aftrolabl, a Mathematical Inſtrument,
alteiſinis, Courteſy, Civility, i'leaſan
try. In Rhetorick, a Figure wherein fome s'iefly ui'd at Sea , to take the Height of
pleaſant Jeft is expreſs’d ,a kind ofIrony.
theSun or Stars.
alter, a Star ; alſo the Herb Star-wort,
Aſtrologe , an Herb otherwiſe call'd
Birth
-wort.
Shr, wort, or Cod -wort.
Aftrologer , one that profilles Aſtrology ;
Aſteraucium , the Herb Mafter-wort.
anterias, a kind of Heron , the Egret ; a a Fortune-teller.
Fov!
aſtrological, belonging to Aſtrology,
alterias or Alterins, a precious Stone
Aſtrology, an Art that teaches to judge
of the Influences of the Stars ; ſo as to fore
Mining Ike a Star.
aftertaim , the Herb Pellitory of the cel future Things, from their Motions and
WI
Aſpects.
afterio11, a kind of Spider, the Bite of
Aftronoiner , one skilld in Aſtronomy.
which is taid to weaken the Knees ; alla an
aſtronomical, belonging to chat Science .
attronomical Calendar, an Inſtrument,
Heb cli'd Cow -partnep:
Asterisk , a Title Mark in a Writing, or which thews upon Signt, the Sun's Meridia
Pook, in Shape of a Star ( * ) ſeg over any an Altitude, Right Aſcenſion, Amplitude,
Word or Sentence .
&c. to a greater Nicety than the largeſt
afterifin , a Conſtellation , or Cluſter of Globes now made .
fixed Stra.
aftronomical Place of a Satar or Pla .
Azrites, a kind of Opal, a precious niet, is its Longitude, or Place, in the Ecl . :
Stone.
tick , reckoned from the Beginning of Azes,
Afterlagour, an Aſtrolabe. Chaucer.
according to the NaturalOrder of the Sig s.
Artert, (0.) paffed.
aſtronomical"Muadrant,an Inſtrumeie
Altima, (6.) a frequent Breathing, or curiouſly Fram’d, and fitted with Teleſcopes ,
Ditticulty in fetching Breath , joyn'd with a bo. in order to take Obſervations of the
fațling Sound and a Cough, eſpecially in Sun , Moon, or Stars.
the Night
Aftronoinicals , Sexageſimal Frations, co
Afthinatick , Lelonging to , or troubled calla becauſe they were anciently altogether
with an afthma ; Purfty.
us'd in Aſtronomical Calculations.
7 aft pulat ont ( L.) mutual Conſent, or
aſtronoiny, a Science, which treats of
Agreement, between ſeveral Parties.
the Stars, or Heavenly Bodies; ſhewing their
artite , (N.C.) as ſoon, anon .
reſpective Meaſures, Size, Order, Diſtance,
To Aſtonıfb , to cauſe an extraordinary Eclinfes and Mocions.
Surnrize and Admiration.
Aftrum , a Conſtellation, or Celeſtial
Altoniftment, extreme Surprize, Amaze- Sign, conlifting of many Stars. In old
mnt
Deeds, an Houſe, Habitation, or Place of
glicagal, (in Architeft.) a Member or Abode.
round Moulding like a Ring, that encircles
altur, (L.) a Hawk, or Buzzard ; a Bird
the Baſes, Cornices , or Architraves of Pillars of i rey.
Aſtragaliſmus, ( G.) the Play at Cockal,
Afturch , an ambling Nag, a Spanin Gen.
net,
Artylis ,
Dice, c.
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Atherina , the Prickle-Filh, a kind of
aftplis , (G.) a kind of Lettice that
Se - Fish.
Teftrains Venery.
atheroma, ( in Surgery) a Swelling,
Aſylum , a San & uary, a Place of Safety
tor Offenders to Ay co ,and eſcape Puniſh which proceeds from a thick and tough
ment.
Huinour, like Oatmeal-Gruel, or Pap of
arrimetral, (in Mathem .) the fame as fodden Barley.
Incomumenj, ruble :- Thus two Quantities are
Athletick , Champion -like, that is of a
tuid to be Aymmetral, when there is no ſtrong Conftitution, Luſty.
comion Meaſure berween them."
Acho eD , (0.) cloyed, glutted,
aſviminetry, Incommenſurability .
Atyym :a , (G.) Dejection, or Trouble of
dryiptotes, are Lines which continu. Mind; Defpondency, Deſpair ,
atinia, a kind of the moſt lofty Elm
a'y draw nearer cò each other ; but tho'
Trie.
continue.I infinitely , can never meet.
atizors, a ſort of precious - Scone that
afyndeton, (in Gram .) a Defe & , or
vant of Conjunctions in a Sentence, or a thines like Silver,
Higurs, in which Comma's are put inſtead Atlantes, ( in ArchiteEt.) cercain Images
of Men bearing up Pillars, or supporting
of Ciniinet.ons Copulative.
grynatóll, ( in Logick ) an idle incon- the Pile of Building.
fi ' ent Story or Affertion, that does noc Atlas, an ancient King of Mauritania,
who upon account of his great Skill in
hang moet her , but contradi&ts it ſelf.
ataria , (G ) Want of Order, Irregula- Aſtronomy, was feign'd by the Poets ro
rity : in the Art of Phyſick , a confounding bear Heaven on bis Shoulders ; whence
a Book of Univerſal Geography, containing
of rtical Days.
Atecima, Inartificialneſs, Ignorance, the Maps of the whole world is calld an
Urskiltulnels.
Atlas.
Atinoſphere, that Region or Space of
Ateramna , a kind of Pulſe that requires
Air round about the Earth , into which Va
much boil ng
ateramnos, a Weed in faç Ground, pours are rais'd .
Atocia, (G.) a being without Children ,
that growsamidſt Beans, and kills them ,
or barren .
Atchekcu , (0.) choaked,
10 atchede, (F. ) to execute, perform ,
gtoçium , any Medicine that hinders the
or compaſs ; in ſpeaking of ſome notable Conception , or Birth .
Enterprize.
Acom , ( in Philos.) a part of Matter ſo
Atchievement, the Performance of ſome extremely ſmall, that it cannot be cut, or
gitar Exploit : In Heraldry, the Coat of divided into leller Parts.
Arms of any Gentleman , duly marſhalled,
To atone, to appeaſe the Divine Anger,
or ſet forthwith all its proper Ornaments. to make Satisfaction for Sin , or amends for
athaliah, (H. the Hour"or Time of the a Fault.
gronement, Reconcilement, or Appea
Lord ) the Daughter of Omri, King of Iſrae .
Athanafta , (G.) Immortality ; alſo the fing ot' Anger.
Atonia , (G.) a looſening of the Nerves
Eerb Tanſey.
atlanatos, an Herb cıll’d Roſe-Cham- or Sinews, a Failing or Decay of Strength ;
Infirmity , Faintneſs, Weakneſs.
pion.
Athanor, ( C, T.) a kind of large Di
atra Bilis, (L.) black Choler.
getting -Furnace.
atractylis, (G.) a Thorny Shrub, of
Atharer, (A.) a Term us'd by Aftrolo- which Spindles were anciently made,
gers, when the Moon is in the ſame De.
atrapharis, or Atripler, the Herb
Orrach.
gree and Minute with the Sun.
Atrets, one whore Fundament, or
athciſm , the Opinions and Practice of
thoſe that deny the Being of a God.
Privy Parts are not perforated.
atheiſt, one who holds and maintains
atricapilla, (L.) a Bird with Black
fich wicked Do Arines ; a Miſcreant, an Feathers on the Head, much like a Linger
Intdel.
or Tidling.
Atripler, Orrach ,or Golden -Herb.
Atheiſtical, belongingto an Atheiſt.
Atripler olida five fætida, ſtinking
Atheung, a Title, which in the time of
the Sexons, was uſually given to the King's Orrach , or Notch -weed.
Eldeft Son .
Atrocity, Hainouſneſs, Grievouſneſs,
achenælım , (G.) a Place in the City of Odiouſneſs, Outragiouſneſs.
then . Confecraped to Minerva, the God
strophus
aeſs of Wiſdom ,
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atrophtis, (G.) one that is in a Con
Attainder, ( F.) a Law -word usd, when
ſumption , whoſe viduals da him no good ; Judgment is paſo d upon one that has comº
mitted Felony or Treaſon .
a Starveling.
Atrophy, a kind of Conſumption ,
Bill of attainder, a Bill brought into
when the whole Body, or any particular the Parliament for the Atraining, Condemn
Limb is not nourished by the Food, bur ing, and Executing of a particular Perſon
inf nſibly withers, decays and waſtesaway. for High Treaſon , or ſome other Crimes.
attainment, (L.) an attaining, obtain .
Attach , ( Fr.) Tie, Inclination, Reſpect;
as Kings of late have not kalf the Attach for ing, or getting.
Attaint, ( f.) a Writ which lies againſt
the Pope they had formerly.
To Attad), (fr. L.T) to apprehend, lay a Jury that has given a falle Verdid in any
hold on , or take by force of a Writ, or Court of Record.
Precept.
Attaint or atteint, ( among Farriers)
attachiamenta Bonoziim , (0. L.) a a Knock or Hurt in a Horſe's Leg .
To & traint, tó Taint, to Corrupt, to
Diſtreſs taken upon the Goods or Chartels
of any Sued for Perſonal Eſtate or Debt, Srain the Blood , as High- Treaſon does.
Attainted,
Corrupted ; as Attainted
as a Security to anſwer the A & ion :
Attachiamenta de Spinis & Boſco, a Fle : In Law , it is apply'd to ſuch as are
Privilege granted to the Officers of a Foreſt found guilty of ſome Crime or Offence,
to take for their own uſe, Thorns, Bruſh eſpecially Felony or Țreaſon .
Attainture, an Attainting, Corruptioa
and Wind -fall; within the particular Pre
of Blood
cincts comm tred to their Charge.
Attachinent, the Act of Attaching : In
Attelabtis , (L.) a kind of ſmall Locuſt,
Law , a ſeizing on a Perſon's Goods, and without Wings ; 'the Wood-Sere.
To attemper , to teinper, allay , or
ſometimes on his Body and Goods.
Foreign Attachment, is the Attaching qualify ; to mix in a juſt Proportion .
To Attempt, to make an Attempt to
of a Foreigner's Goods found in ſome Liber
ty or City, to ſatisfie ſomeCreditor of his Effort, to endeavour, ' to undertake, "
within ſuch Bounds.
try .
To attend to bend the Mind to ;' t
attachment of the Foreſt, is the loweſt
of the three Courts held there ; the other give Ear, or liſten to : Alſo to do ' onu
two being the Swainmote, and the Juſtice in Service, to waiton, or for, & c.
attendance, Attending, or Waiting,
Eyre's Seat.
attack, ( F.) Onſet, Attempt, Charge, Service ; a Retinue, or Train of Servants.
Brunt : In the Art of War, the General
Attendant, a Servant, a Follower :
Affault, that is given to gain a Poft, or up - In Law , one that owes Duty or Service to,
that after ſome manner depends on
or
on any Body of Troops.
attack of a Siege, the Works carry'd another.
attenes, (0.) at once.
on by the Beſiegers, in order to make them
Attention , Heedfulneſs, Carefulneſs;
ſelves Maſters of the Place , by Storming
one of its Sides.
Earneftneſs, Diligence.
Falle Attack , is an Effort to the ſame
Attentive, heedful, diligently hearkning
end, but manag’d with leſs Vigourthan the to ; intent, or bent upon a thing.
reft ; as intended only to give a Diverſion
Attemiantia, (L.) attenuatingMedicines,
to the Beſieged, and to divide the Garriſon. i. e, ſuch as open the Pores of the Body,
Regular, Diott, or Right Attack ; and make Humours paſs eaſily through the
that which is made in due Form , according Veſſels.
to the Rules of Art.
To attemiate , to make thin, to weaken ,
To attack , to Charge or Encounter, to or leffen .
fall orſet upon ; to provoke , .urge, or quar
Attentiation , the Ad of Attenuating :
In a Medicinal Senſe, a leſſening of the
rel with .
To attack in Flauik, (at a Siege) is to Power or Quantity of the Matter that
cauſes Diſeaſes.
Attack both fides of the Baſtion.
gttagen , (G.) a kind of Fowl of a
arter, ( C.) corrupt Matter.
Brick -colour ; the Heath -cock , a Godwit,
To Atteſt, to witneſs, co Certify ; to
Afſure, or Vouch.
a Snite .
Atteſtation , the AG of Atteſting , a
To Attain , (L.) to reach or come to, to
Teftimony given in Writing of the Truth
obtainor get, to compaſs a thing.
Attajable, that may be attained,
of any thing
Atticiſm ,
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Attialm , a Phraſe or manner of Speech,
attournment, (L. T.) is when the
Tenant attourns to , or acknowledges a new
usd by the ancient Athenians,
Attick, belonging to the Country of Lord.
To Attract, ( L.) to draw to one's felf ;
Attica in Greece : In Architecture, a kind
of Order, after the manner of the City of to allure, or entice.
attraction , an Attracting or Drawing
Athens : In our Buildings, a ſmall Order
plac'd upon another that is much greater.
attractive, that is apt to attrac , or
Attilatus eginis, ( 0. L.) a Horſe
dreld with his Geers or Harneſs, for the draw :
Work of the Cart or Plough.
Attrahentia, ( L.) drawing Medicines.
Attrebati, che ancient Name of thoſe
Attilia, the Rigging of a Ship ; alſo the
People, whoinhabited that part of England,
Tonis and Implements of Husbandry.
Attilus, a greatFith of the Sturgeon which is now call’d Bark-Mire.
Attribute, ( in Logick) is whatever may
kind in the River Po, ſometimes weighing
1000 Pounds.
be truly pronounced, or affirmed of a
attire, Women's Apparel, Dreſſes and Thing. In Metaphyficks, a certain formal
Furniture :In Heraldry, the Horns of a Reaſon ſubſequent to the Reaſon of the
Subject .
Stag or Brick.
Attributes, (in Divinity) are certain
An Attiring, a Dreſſing or Furniſhing:
Anong Hunters, the branching Horns of a Properties, or glorious Excellencies attri
Buck .
buted to God ; as that he is Eternal, Al
Attollens Auriculam , (in Anat ) a mighty , & c.
To attribuite, to impule a thing to one,
Muſcle that draws up the Ear.
AttollensNares, aMuſcle of the Noſe, to father it upon him .
Attrition , a rubbing , fretting , of
which ferves to draw up the Noſtrils.
Attollens Dailum , one of the Muſcles wearing : In Divinity, an imperfect Sor
belonging to the Eye ; which it lifts up- row for Sin ; the loweſt Degree of Re
wards.
pentance.
Avage or aviſage, a Rent, or Dury,
attollentes, a pair of Muſcles, which
a&ting both together, draw the whole up- which every Tenant of the Manour of
per Lip directly upward and outward .
Writtel, in Elex pays, for the Liberty of
attonitus Stupor or Worbus atto : feeding their Hogsin his Woods.
To avail, ( F.) to be ſerviceable, profis
nitus, the Apoplexy a Diſeaſe ; alſo a
table, or advantageous to.
beingPlanet- ſtruck , or Blafted.
Available, that may avail, be profitable,
attornare rem , (0. L.) to attourn or
turn over Money and Goods, i. e. to ap or turn to good Account.
availed , (0.) aſſaulted .
point them to ſome particular Uſe and
Service.
availment, Uſefulneſs, Advantage ,
Attornato faciendo vel recipiendo, a Profit .
Avant, ( Fr.) before, forward ; alſo a
Writ which a Man owing Suit to a County ,
Hundred , or other Court, obrains, to com Term of Diſdain , as much as to ſay , Away,
Luand the Sheriff or Bailiff to admit him to out of my Sight !
appear in his behalf.
avant Foffe, (in Fortif.) a Moar, of
attorney or atturney, ( F.) one ap- Ditch full of Water, running round the
pointed by another Man , to do anything Counterſcarp, on the out- lide.
Avanture, an outward Wall.
in his ſtead , eſpecially ſuch as areemploy'd
Avant- Peach, an hafty Peach that is
for the Management of Law -ſuits.
Attorneys General, is he that is ap- earlyripe .
pointed by General Authority, to manage
avant ward, (0.) the Avant-Guard, or
ail Affairs or Suits ; as The Queen's Attorney- Front in an Army.
General, & c.
avarice, (L.) Coverouſneſs, inordinate
Attorney Special or Partiailar, is he Deſireof Money ; Niggardlineſs.
that is employ'd in one or more Cauſes,
Avaricious, Covetous, Niggardly.
particularly ſpecify'd .
! Avalt, (S. T.) make hafte, diſpatch ;
Attorney of theConrt of the Dutchy alloſtop, hold, or ſtay,
Officerin that Court,
avatincers, (0.) the ſecond Branches
of Lancaſter the ſecond
plac'd az Afeffour to the Chancellour of the of a Hart's Horn.
Dutchy .
Aubade, ( F.) Morning -Mufick , ſuch as
is play'd atthe Dawn of Day , before one's
Attur, ( 0.) cowards.
Door, or under one's Window ,
Sutarty
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Aubučn , a dark brown, or Cheſnur
colour.
Auction, (L.) a Publick, or onen Sale
of Goods, in which the higheſt Bidder is
the Buyer.
Auctionarii or Aurionarii, (0. L.) Sellers. Regraters, or Retailers of Commodities.
Auctioneer, one that ſells, or manages
the Sale by Auction.
Audacious, confident, over-bold.
andacity or Audaciouſneſs, Confidence,
Raſhneſs, Saucineſs,
audible, that may be heard .
Audience, the hearing of one that ſpeaks,
or the Aſſembly of Hearers,
Audience-Court, a Court belonging to
the Archbiſhop of Canterbury, of equal Aur
thority with the Arches Court, tho' inferi.
our both in Dignity and Antiqnity.
Audiendo t Determinando, a Commitfion directed to certain Perſons, for the try .
ing and puniſhing of thoſe that are concern'd
in a riotous Aſſembly, or hainous Miſde
meanour.
Audit , the Act of hearing and exami
ning an Account.
Audita Querela, a Writ that lies for
one where Judgment is given againft hiin
for a Debt,' & c, upon his Complaint,thewing ſome juſt Cauſe, why Execution ſhould
gor he granted,
Juditos, a Hearer, one that hears a Ser.
mon, or other Diſcourſe in Publick. In
Law , an Officer of the Queen, or ſome o
ther great Perſon , appointed Yearly to exa
mine the Accours of all Under- Officers.
Quditors Coriventual, Collegiate,& c.
certain Oficers formerly appointed among
the Religious to examine and pats the Houſe
Accounts.
Aunitors of the Exchequer, oficer's
that take and ſettle the Accounts of the Receivers, Sheriffs, Fſcheators, Cuſtomers, &c.
Auditors oftheMint, theythat take
the Accounts there, and make them up .
Auditors of the Preſts 02 Jmprelts,
are Officers who make up the great Ac
counts of Ireland , Berwick , and the Mint;
as alſo of money impreſted to any Man for
the Queen's Service.
guditor of the Receipts, an Officer of
the Exchequer, that files the Tellers Bills,
makes an Entry of them , and takes their
Accounts .
Auditory, belonging to the Senſe of
Hearing.
Auditory Derbe, (in Anat.) is the
Seventh Pair of Nerves that comes from the
Medulla Oblongata.
Ad guiditor to an Animbly of Hearers,

A V
Auditus, ( L. ) the senſe of Hearing,
gvellana or Mug avellana, the Filberdo
nut; aFruit.
Avellariatius mus, the Hafel-mouſe .
avellane, (in Heraldry) a kind of Croſs
which takes Name from its Figure reſer
bling, Four Filberds in their Husk, jvyn'd
together at the great Ends.
Ave-Mary, a Prayer to the Virgin Mary .
Avena, ( L.) Oats, a fort of Grain .
avenage, (L. T.) a certain Quantity of
Oats, which a Land - Lord receives in ftead
of ſome other Duties, or as a Ren : from
the Tenint.
avenos, an Officer belonging to the
Queen's Stables, that provides Oats for her
Horſes.
Avens, an Herb .
Aventuræ , ( 0 , L.) Adventures , volurs
tary Feats, or Tryals of Skill at Arms.
Aventure, ( F. L. T.) a Miſchance that
cauſes the Death of a Man ; as when he is
or burnt,
drowned
by accidentally falling
or Fire,
the water
into
avenue, a Paſſage, Entrance , or Way
lying open to a Place : Among Gardiners, i
Row or Walk of Trees , 6c, In Fortification ,
a Space left for Paſſage in a Camp, Garris
ron ,or Quarter, & c.
Aver , (0.) Wealth ; alſo Bribery
mong Hushandmen, a Labouring-Beaſt.
Over Coin , Rent in Corn formerly
paid to Religious Houſes, by their
1 Farmers,
or Tenants
aver: Penny, Money contributed to
wards the Qucen's Averages, or Carriages ,
to be freed from that Charge.
Avera, (in Doomſday - Book ) a Day's Work ,
or Day's Wages of a Picugh-man .
average, The Fraight-Money paid to a
Maſter of a ship , or an Allowance to him
when he ſuffers Dammage.
Average, ( in Lav ) isthat Service which
the Tenantowes the Lord,to be done by
Horſe or Carriages : In Husbandry, Paſturage
or Fodder for Cartel.
Averia , (0.L.) Carrel.
Averiis captis in Walthernam , a Writ
for the taking of Cattel to his Uſe, thac has
his Cattel unlawfully ſeiz'd by another.
Averinent, ( L.T.) when the Defendant
offers to make good an Exception pleaded
in Bar of the Plaintiff's Action .
To Averr, ( F.) to aſſert the Truth, to
atfirm or avouch, to evidence or prove.
Averruncation , (L.) in Husbandry) a
Lopping off the ſuperfluous Branches of
Trees.
Averſt, that dislikes, or cannot endüre a
thing ; not inclined tog
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averſion or ävetleneſs, a being averſe to 1. 016 at Calais, co 1.52, and at Paris,
to o. 95 .
from , or having no Inclination for.
Aunbzy, (C.) a Cupbyard to keep Vi
To Avert, to turn away, to drive, or
&uals in.
koen back,
Avery, a Place where Oats or Provender
gumc or Awme, (of Rhenish Wine ) a
Meature containing about 40 English Gal
arekip for the Queen's Horſes .
duff or Elf, aFool, or filly Fellow .
lons.
Aumelet or Dinclet, (F.) a Pancake
Sugar or suget, a Wimble, a Carpers
made of Eggs, after the French Way.
ser :Tool, for the bor.ng of ſmall Holes.
qumere, ( 0.) Welt, Skirt, or border.
Auge, ( in Aftron .) the ſame as Apogæum .
dumonie, ( L.T.) Alitis. Tinure in Aua
augen , (0.L. ) a Ciftern for Water.
To augment, to encreaſe, to enlarge, to mone, is where Lands are given to a Church.
improve,
or Religious Houſe, char ſone fort of Şere'
Augmentation , Increaſe, Inlargement, vice be ſaid for the Good of the Donour's
In provement, Addition,
Soul, &c.
airmonier, an Almoner, or Diſtributer
augmentation Court, a Court ſet up
by Ying Henry VIII, for the Encreaſe of his of Alms.
Aicel• Udleight, a kind of ancient
Crown Kuvenues, by the Suppreilion of
Weighr, with Hooks faften'd to cach End
Monafteria and Religious Houſes.
flugmentum , ( L.) Growth , Increaſe: In of a Beam , which being rais'd upon one's
Grummer,an Addition made in certain Tens Fore -Finger, hew'd the differenc: between
fes of Grech Verbs, by encreaſing the Num- the Weight, and the Thing weighed.
ber of Syllables.
Qunters , (0.) Peradventure , or if.
aaginentuin Febricum , ( P.T.) a Reck
Punt rous, (0.) adventurous.
oning from wnit time the Heat of a con
Avocation , (L. ) properly a calling away,
tinual Feaver has ſeiz'd upon the Maſs of or from ; a Let, or Hinderance.
Blond, till it come to the Height.
2 vocatoza , the Emperor of Germany's
Sugitt, (among the Romans) a Sooch- Mandate to fome ,Prince of the Empire or
ſayer, or Diviner that foretells Things to other Subject, to itop his unlawful Pros
come, by obſervingthe Chirping of Birds, & c.ceedings.
To avoid, to ſun , to eſcape : In a Me
To sulguratc, to conjecture, or gucís ;
to furmire, or tuppoſe.
dicinal Senſe, to diſcharge, or caſt forth by
Augury, a Divination, or Sooth- faying, Stool, Urine, ec.
by the Singing, Flight, or feeding of Birds.
AVOIDANCE, (L.T.) is when a Benchce
auguſt , Imperial, Koyal, Majeſtick, Vo- becomes void of an Incumbent.
nerable, Sacred.
2901r •U !!-pois, ( F.) a Weight of Sixteen
Auguſt, the Eighth Month in the Year, Ounces to the Pound,commonly us'd in the
to nam'd from Auçuftus Cafar, the Second Weighing of Butter, Cheelc, Fich, & c.
Emnerous of Rome.
Hiboſetta, the Scooper, á fort of B.rd.
Auguftan Confeffion, a Confeſſion of
To avolich, to afirm reſolutely or bolde
Chritian Faith made by the Proteſtants at ly , to affert, or maintain.
Aurua, or Augsburg in Germany.
To avow ,( F. ) có own, confeſs, or ac
Auguſtin , a proper Name of ſeveral knowledge. In Law, to juſtify a thing ale
at
done.
ready
gre Men.
avowahli, juftifiable.
Auguſtin or auſtin Fricrs, a ſort of
Avowee or Soupweeg (L. T ) che Pa
Black Friers, of the Order of St. Auguſtin.
Auguſtinians, a Sect of Hereticks, who tron of a Benetice ; or a perſon to whoin
hold, That Heaven-Gates are not open'd till the Riglit of Advomlisi of any Church pro
the General Reſurrection.
perly belongs.
Aviary, ( L.) a great Cage, or Place
Svowry, when a Diſtreſs has been taken
for Rent, Oc, and the Party diftrained lues
Where Birds are kept.
adice, (Ge.) a proper Name of Women, a Replevin ; the Taker ſhall make Avowry.
Avidity , (L.) Greedineſs, Eagerneſs ; ca. or juftity his Plea , for what Cauiè he took it.
Sinra, (L.) a gentle Gale, or Blaft of
per Delire, nr Appetite.
Wind : Alſo che Parrèt- bcak'd Crow or
qnkward, untoward, or unhindy.
New Spain .
auta , (L.) a Hall, or Prince's Court.
Tirant ilin , an Orange, à Fruit.
Qulick, belonging to the Court of the
Qurata , the Gilt-head, a Scath.
Emperour of Germany.
änin , a Meaſure us'd in France, which ac
area a frkandjula , i sont or Opiars
Rouen , is equal to one Engliſh Eil, at Lyons, i Medisine.
1
Gurelia,
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Aurum Reginæ , a Revenue peculiar to
Aurelia, an Herb call'd Golden Flora
mrour i alto the Inſee that turns to a Bur- a Quein -Conſort of England, and common .
ter-Ay.
ly call'd Queen -Gold.
Aufpicious, fortunate, proſperous, hap
Süretis, a Gold -coin ,a Noble, a Crown :
Alſo a ſort of weight among the Arabians, pily, hegun, lucky, favourable.
conſiſting of a Dram and a ſeventh Part.
Auſpicium , (among theRomans) a kind
Aurich : lcum , Latten, or Copper-Metal. of Sooth-ſaying, when they obſerv'd the
gur.comum , a kind of Crow • foot ; a Flght and Chirping of Birds.
Flower .
Aufter, the South -wind, the South Part
Juricula , an Ear, the out-fide of the of the World .
Ear : Alſo the Herb Burrage, or che Flower
Auſtere, fow'r, ſevere s harfa, crabbed .
call'd Bears Ears.
quſtereCatte, is ſuch a one as leaves
quriaila altui, great Confrey, an lom :Roughneſs on themouth and Tongue.
Hert .
Autterity or Auftereneſs, Severity,
Auriculæ Cordis, (in Anat.) the Two Strictneſs, Rigour.
auſtral, Southern , belonging to the
Auric'es, or Botoms of the Heart, ſomewhat
South ; as
refi mbling the Fars of a Man's Head.
auftral Signs, the Six Southern Sgns
Quricula infima, the lower part , or tip
of ch Far .
of the Zodiack , viz. Libra, Scorpio, Sagii.
Anriaila Judæ, Jews-ear, a kind of Sab- turius Capricornus, Aquarius, and Pifces,
Aulturcus, (0. L.) the Goſhawk , a Bird
fance that grows on the Trunk of the El
of Prev.
der-tree.
Auricuila Lepozis , Hares -car, or Scorpi
Authentical or Authentick, (G.) that is
on -wort ; an Herb.
of good Authority, generally allowed or
Auricula mBuris, the Herb Moure -ear. approved of ; Original, credible.
Quriala Grit, Bears -ear ; a fort of Authenticks, the Title of the Third
Herb.
Volume, of the Civil Law .
Aurailar,bclonging to the Ear ; as Au
anthos, (L.) one that is the firft Cauſe
ricular Confeſſion, i, e. ſuch as Roman Catho- of a Thing ; the Writer, or Compoſer of a
licks uſually whiſper into the Ears of a Book ; the Head of a Party , Faction , or
Prieſt .
Sedition .
Anriqlaris Digitiis, the little Finger,
Authoritative, done, or maintained by
Author ty.
with which the Ears are pick'd .
Authority , Power , Rule, Preheminence,
Auriga , a Carter , a Waggoner , or Cha
rioteer : Alſo a Conſtellation in the Northern Credit, Intereſt; alſo a Teſtimony, or Par
Part of Heaven .
fage of an Author, quoted to make good
Aurigo , the Yellow Jaundice ; a Diſcafe. what one ſays.
auripiginentuin , a kind of Arſenick of
To authorize, to give Authority, or
a Gold -Colour ; Yellow Orpine.
Power to Imrower ;to allow by Authority .
Qiris, an Ear; the Organ, or Inſtru
Autochthones, ( G ) the Original and
Primitive Inliabitants of any Country .
ment of Hearing.
Quris Marina, a kind of Shell- fith, the
Autographrıın or autography , the pe
Shape of which exactly reſembles an Ear.
culiar Hand -writing of any particular Per .
Quroja, the Morning-twilight, the Dawn , | fon ; or the Original of any Treatiſe, or
Diſcourſe.
or break of Day .
Quirum , Gold, the moſt pure and perfect
Automaton , (in Mechan.lan Engine or In .
of all Metale .
ſtrument that goes by a Vice, Spring, Screw ,
anrtun fulminans or Saffron of or Weight; any pieceof Art thatſeems
Gold, a Chymical Powder made of Gold , to move of it felf; as a Clock, Watch , &c.
difljlved in Aqua Regalis ; ſo call’d from
Automatols or automatical, Self-ma
its making a great Noiſe like Thunder, ving , or that ſeems to have a Motion with.
when 'tis heard over the Fire in a Spoon . in it ſelf.
qurum Boſaitin or 96uQviim , a
Autopſia, the View of any thing taken
fort of Compoſition which Painters and Sta- by the Sight, or the ſeeing a thing with
tuaries make uſe of, to lay on a Colour like one's own Eyes.
Praſs or Copper.
Autophozos, (C. L.) a Thief taken in the
Aurum Dorabile, Gold made liquid, or very Fact, or with the Thing he ſtole about
fir to be drunk ; or some rich Cordial Li- him.
quor, with pieces of Leat-gold in it.
autopyros Pants, Houſhold -bread made
of Corn, as it comes from the Mill.
Autre
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Autremite, a kind of Veſtment ; Chaucer.
Awnſel-weight, a Poiling of a Joynt.of
Autumn, ( L.) the third Seaſon of the Meat, Gr. only by the Hand, without puto
Year, when Grapes and other Fruits are ting it into the Scales.
är or are, the ſame with Axis.
gather'd.
Ar-vetch or Arwort, a kind of Herb.
Quainn Calvile, a ſort of Apple, of
grilla, (L.) the Arm -hole, or Arm -pit.
a longith Snape, and very red Colour.
arillar or Arillary , belonging to that
Autumnal, belongingto Autumn .,
Part.
Anturgia, (G.) fele-working.
arlary Artery, that part of the Sub
Avitſion , (L.) apulling,or plucking away.
Gur, an Aſtronomical Term , the ſame clavian Branches of the aſcending Trunk of
the Aorta, which paſſes into the Aim -pits.
with Auge and Apogaum .
Arillary Heins, two Branches of the
Anreis, (G. Increaſe) a Figure in
* Rhetorick , wiren any thing is magnify'd aſcending Trunk of the Vend Cava, whici
go up,to the Arm -pits.
200 much .
Supiliary, (L.) that comes to aid, ſuc arian, (G.) a Propoſition, a generally .
received Ground , Principle, or Rule in any
cour and affift ; helpful.
Quriliary Cerbs, ( in Gram .) are ſuch Art or Science ; a common and Self-evident
as helpto Form orConjugate others.
Notion
Grigliaries or Quriliary Forces , feve aciona, (in Logick ) is che diſpoſing of
ral Regiments that are rais’d in the City of one Argument with another, whereby a
London, upon fome extraordinary Occation, thing is ſaid to be, or not to be .
Pris, (L.) the Axle-tree of a Cart , or
to aſſiſtthe Trained Bands.
Auxilium , (L.) Aid, Help ; Succour : In Coach :, In Geometry a ſtraight Line,
a Medicinal Senſe,any Remedy that is Figure
conceiv'd
procee
to to
. d from the top of 2
the Baſe
good againſt a Diſeaſe.
ium
æ
Auril
Curi , (0. L. ) an Order of ans of a Circle or Sphere, a ſtraight
Cout, for the Summoning ofone Party, Line, palling thro' the Center, from one
Side to another ; the fame wirh the Diame.
at the Suit of another .
Ancilium facerealiati in Cnria Regis, ter : In Conick Sexions, Axis is a Line
thro the middle of the Figue,
to be another's Friend and Sollicitour in the that goes
and is perpendicular to the Ordinates.
King's Court.
auxilium ad filium militem faciendum , aris Deterininate, (in an Hyperbola) is
an old Writ to levy Aid of the Tenants a Right-line, drawn between the tops of
forKn ghting the Landlord's eldeft Son.
the oppoſite Sections.
qurilinin petert, to pray Aid, or Suit @ris, Indeterminate, a Right Line ,
which divides into two equal Parts, and at
in a Caute.
Qurilium Reginæ, the Queen's Aid , of Right Angles an infinite number of Lines
Money raisd for the Queen's Uſe and drawn parallel to one another within the
Hyperbola .
Publick Service.
qurilanın Cicecoin tuin , the Aid or Ars Secundns, ſometimes call'ü Axis
Cuttomary Dues paid to the Sheriit, for the Rottus, in the Hyperbola and Ellipſis, is the
Conjugate Diameter.
better ſupport of his Office.
AW , Fear, Dread, Obſervance, Reſpect. aris of a Cylinder, is that Reſting
Await, (ó. S.) Way-laying, or lying in Righc Line, about which the Parallelogram
is turned .
Wa't to do a Miſchief.
Aris in Peritfochio, (in Mechan .) an
Awird, the Judgment of one who is
choſen to make up a Difference by the Per- Engine for the raiſing of Weights, made up
fons at Variance ; a Judgment, or Sentence of a Beam , ſhap'd like a Cylinder, which is
upon Arbitration.
the Axis, and a kind of Wheel, callid the
awfi !, apt to ſtrike a Terrour into, Peritrochium .
Gris of Rotation or Ciraimvolution ,
terrible, to be revered or feared.
(in Geom .) is an imaginary Line, about
a whapcd, ( 0.) amazed.
Awn or ane, ( C.) the Spire or Beard of which any plain Figure is conceiv't to be
turned for the making of a Solid : In Opricks,
Barl - y, or other Bearded Grain .
awning, ( S.T.) a Canvas -ſail, or piece Axis is the Ray, which falls Perpendicularly
of Tarpawlin , hung over any part of a on the Eye, and padles thro' the Center of
Ship : All a Canopy fupported by Iron it.
rods, often ſet over a Wherry, on the River
qris Common or Meali, is a Right
Thumes,
line drawn from the point of Concourle
of the owo Optick Nerves, whro' the mid ,
I 2
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azoth, ( C.T.) an Univerſal Medicine ,
dle of the Right- line which joins the End
of rielam- Optick Nerves.
afto the wiercury or 'firſt Marrer of a Metal.
Azure, the Sky -colour, or light-Blew :
Acis of any Glaſs , is a Right-line,
drown Perpen, icularly thro' the Center of in Heraldry, a Blew Colour in the Coats of
th Gals ; directly on to the Center of the all Perſons under the Degree of a Baron.
Sphere, the Glaſs- Figure is a Segment of.
Azygog, ( G. in Anat .) a norable Vein
Ho In Dioptricks, Ärs of Jlnadence is which proceeds from the Vena Cuva, and
a Kight-line drawn thro’ the Point ot Inci- pafles to the Vertebra's Joints of the Back.
Azyina or Azymes, the Fealt of Uno
dence, and Perpendicular to the Refracting
leavened Bread , ainong the Jews,
Surface.
Aris of Refraction , that which is made
by the Ray of Incidence, directly lengthned
on the in -lide of the ſecond Medium , by the
Ray of Refraction.
In 4jtrunumy, aris of the walorld, is
B A
an imag nary Linc, flippoſed to paſs thro'
the Center of the Earth, from one Pole tn
o'mi, the third Nore in the Gam - ut, or
tl orhir, about which the whole Frame of Boom
Scale of Mulick .
the Univerſe moves.
Ars of the Zodiack, is a Line conceived
Baal, ( Allyr. a Lord , or Poff four )
to pats in like manner thro' the Earth, and the Nameof an Idol of the Sidonians.
to h- bounded in the Poles of the Zodiack .
Baard , (0.) a ſort of a Sca-Veff_l, or
aming.a, the Greaſe or Swarf in the Tranſport-Ship.
Axi- trec of a Wheel ; the Fat or Tailow
Baaſha, (H. making or preſſing together)
a Kirg of Iſrael.
of an Hor; Boars-Greaſe.
ave, for ever ,
Babel or Babylon, (i. e. Confuſion)
Aveniwarð, ( 0.) back again.
anciently the chief City of the Allyriun
Avel, ( Fr.) a Writ which lies where the Monarcns.
25abewics or Baheuries, (0.) frange
Grand-tather dying poflefs'd of Lands, or
Tenements, a Stranger cnters ; ſo as to antick Works.
Baboon,
a kind of large Ape.
difpofleſs the Heir.
Baca, (0. L.) a Hook, Link of Iron ,
Ajaldus, (0.L.) a poor Sorry Horſe, or
or Staple.
Jade.
Azamoglans, (among the Turks) young
Bacca , a Berry, any ſınall Fruit of Trees.
Baccalaureatus , the Degree of a
Men train'd up in order to be made Jani
Barchilor.
zaries.
Baccalaureus, a Batcheler of Arts in
Azzrial , ( H. the Help of the Lord) a
King of fadah.
an Univerſity .
Bacchanals, the drunken Feaſts, or
aziinin Degrees, (in Aſtrol.) certain
Degrees in the Zodiack,
call'd becauſe Revek . f Bacchus the God of Wine.
Perſons born, when any of them afcend, Bacchar or Baccharis, a ſweet Syrian
are generally afflicted with Laineneſs, cr Plarit.
fyme other NaturalImperfection.
Baccarach or Wacrag-Wines, a ſort of
az:imaths, (in Aſtron.) are greatVertical excellent Rhiniſh Wine.
Ci ctes, which cut one another in the Points
Bacchius, (G.) a Foot in Greekand I atin
callid Zeniiḥ and Nadir, and paſs through all Verse, conſiſting of Three Syllables, the
zhr Degrees of the Horizon at Right Angles. firlt fort, and the other two long.
93 muth , is alſo taken for an Arch of
Bacciferous Plants , ſuch Trees,
the Hurizon comprehended between the Shrubs, or Herbs as hear Börries.
Meridian of the Placi , and any other Azi
Batavorous Animals, ſuch Living
Creatures as feed upon Berries.
much-Circle.
muth Compaſs , an Inſtrument
Bacheler , Bachelor or Batchelour,
m de uſe of to take the Sun's Amplitude, ( Fr.) a ſingle, or unmarry'd Man.
© Azimuth, in order to find the Variation
Bacheler of Arts, one that takes the
of zhe Compaſs.
firſt Degree in the Profeſſion of any Art or
: 205, certain Inands of the Atlantickl Science , in an Univerſity.
Ocen, in the South Latitude of 40 Degrees ,
Bacheler of a Company or Ccy poji
where some place the firſt Meridian for the tion, a young member, springing towards
counting of Longirude.
the Srate of thoſe that fit in the Court of
Ajouum , (0 , L.) the Azure, or blew Afiftants,
Fathe
Cuiour.
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Bajardour, (0.R.) a Carrier , or Bearer
Bachelers Buttons, a kind of Crow
of any Weight or Burden .
foor, an Herb .
Bail, ( F. L.T.) the ſetting at Liberty
Bachileria, (0. L.) the Commonalty, as
of one arreſted, upon any A &tion, under
diftinguitu'd from the Nobility.
Bacilli, little Staves, or Sricks: Allo Sureties taken for his Appearance, at a Day
Murunis made up of a long round Figure and Place appointed. Allu a certain Limit,
or Bound within a Foreft.
like a Srick .
Bails, ( S.T.) Hoops ſet over the Stern
To Back, to mount, or get up on the
Pack of a Horſe ; alſo to fupport, abet, or of a Boat, to bear up the Tilt.
Bailable, that may be bailed, or ſet fres
countenance.
Fack-bear, ( F. L.) one of the four upon Bail
Bailift
or Bailly, (F.) a Magiſtrate ap
Catus, wherein a Forefter may arreſt an
Onlinder againſt Vert or Veniſon, when pointed within a particular Province, or
Precinct ; to execute Juſtice, to maintain
he is turd bear'ng it on his Back.
Back voard , ( Š. T ) as To leave a Land the Peace, & c. Alſo certain Officers ap
en Back ioard, i, e, to leave it behind the pointed to arreft Perſon: for rebt.
Shin.
There are allo Balffs of husbandig,
25ack -Staff or Back - Cuadjant, an or Land estewards , belonging to Lords
Inftrument lis'd by Sca-men, to take the of Manours, who gather the Profits for
Height o t e Sun , with cne's Back towards their Maſter's Uſe, diſpoſe of the under
Servants, dc.
it .
Bailiffs Errant, certain Officers ap
Back -ſtays of a Slip , certain Stays,
or Kopes, belonging to the Main and Fore- pointed by the Sheriffs, to go about the
naft, which ſerve to ſtay, or keep the County, to ſerve Writs, to ſummon the
nast from pitching forward, or over-board. County- Seffions, Allizes, & c.
Eackberind or Fackberond, (S.) a
Bailiffs of Franchiſes, thoſe that are
law -word apply'd to a Thief taken, ha- appo nted by every Lord,to do ſuch Offices
ving on his Back, or about him, the Things within his Liberty or Precinct, as the Bailiff
he has ſtolen .
Errant does at large in the County.
To Backuite, to Nander , or ſpeak evil
Balliwick , the Precinct, or Juriſdiction
of one behind his Back .
of a Ba lift
Bailinent, (L. T.) the Delivery of Wrie
To Fackflidi, to turn back, to revolt.
Bato (0.L.) a fat Hog , or Bacon -Hog. tings, Goods, & c. to another Perlon.
Bain , (F ) a Bath, or hor Houſe.
:In
(
F.)
a
Swipe
Sacule or Balcitle,
Bairinin , (0. L. T.) a poor Inſolvent
Furification, a Gare made like a Pir- fall ; a
Debtor, left bare and naked.
kind of Portcull'ce.
Baculometry, (L. & G.) the Art of
-To Bait, to allure or entice, to ſet Beaſts
me furing Dittances, or Linęs, by the help a fighting together ; alſo to take ſome Re
of one or more Staves.
freſhment on a journey : In Falconry, a
Fadge, a Cognizance, or Coat of Arms, Hawk is ſaid To bait, when the claps her
worn by ſome Servants of Noble -men , or Wings, or ſtoops at her Prey.
Peetens o Qual ty.
Balaain or Bileam , ( H , the ancient of
Banger, ( F.) one that carries Baggage, the People) a Prophet among the Iſraelites.
Balana, (G.) the Whale , a vaſt Sca
or Luggage : In Law , a Licented Huckſter,
that buys Corn or other Proviſions, in one / fiſh .
Balak , (H. covering, or deſtroying) a
Plice, and carries them to another to ſell :
Alio a kin ' of wild Beast.
King of the Moabites.
Balan', (G.) certain Excreſcences tlząt
To Zaffic, to confound by Reaſons, or
put to a Non-plus.
uſually ſtick to the Shells of the larger
Bag, a sack or Pouch . In Traffick , a forts of Sea -Thell -fish.
pare.c.lar Quantity of ſome forts of Com
Balanıtes, a precious Stone, ſomewha:
modities ; as of Alnionds, about Three Green , and like Corinthian Braſs.
Balanitis, a kind of round Cheſnuts.
Hundred Weighe.
Bag or Big, ( C.) a Cow's Udder.
Balanus, a ſort of Maft or Acorn :
Baga, (0.L ) a Bag, or Purſe.
Alſo a Suppofitory luap'd like an Acorn , to
+ Wagatel, ( Fr.) a Toy, or Trifle.
looſen the Belly.
Balanus Mirepfica, the Fruit which
Eaggage, Soldiers Furniture and Ne
ceffaries, Proviſion for an Army : Alſo a Apothecaries call Ben ; but ſome take it for
the Nurmeg .
Trull, a Soldier's Punk, a Camp-whore.
Bag . , ( 1.) a Place to bath and ſweat Balaffis , the Balaſs-Ruby, a precious
Stone,
in .
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Ballance of Trade, is the Difference,
Walauſtium , the Flower of the wild
Pomegranate ; or the Tree it ſelf.
or Excels between the Value of Cominodi
Balbuties, ( L ) a Itammering, or ftuc- ties bought of Foreigners, and the value of
tering in Speech ,
our own native Productions carry'd inco
Balcony, ( F.) a Frame of Stone, Wood , other Nations.
Ballance of a Watch or Clock , is
or Iron , before the Window of a Houſe.
Baldachin , an Arch like a Canopy or that part of it which by its Motion, regu
Crown, rais'd on Pillars, for a Covering to lares and determines the Beats.
an Altar : Alſo a Canopy carry'd over the
To Ballances, to poiſe or make even
Weight, to even an Account ; to weigh in
Hoft in Popiſh Countries.
Balderdalh, a rude Mixture, or mingle- Mind, or contider.
mangle ; a palery confus'd Diſcourſe.
Ballaſt, a certain Quantity of Gravel,
Sand, Stones, & c. put into the bottom ofa
25 alomony, an Herb.
Baldwin , (Ge. bold Conquerour) a pro- Ship, to make her ſail right and ſteady.
per Name of Men.
Balliol-Colege, a College in the Uni
Bale, a Pack of Commoditiesofdifferent verlity of Oxford, built by John Ballio ,
Sorts and Quantity, as of Cloth , Silk , Father of the King of Scots of that Name.
Books, &c.
Balliſter or Balluſter, (in Architect.)
To Balc or Bail, ( S.T.) to lade Water the fide-part of the Scroll, which makes
outofthe ship's Hold , or out of a Boar.
the Curl-tuft in the Ionick Capital : Alſo a
Baleful, (0.) ſorrowful, woeful.
Rail or little Pillar, ſuch as are ſeen an
Balaga, ( 0. R.) a Territory or Precinct. the out-fide of Cloiſters, Galleries, Oc.
Baliſta or Balliſta , anciently a Warlike
Balliva, (0. L.) a Bailiwick.
Ballon or Balloon , ( F.) a Foot-ball ;
Ergine, in form of a Croſs-Bow , us'd for
alſo a great Ball with which Princes and
caſting Stones .
Baliſta Chalybea, a Stock -bow , or Noble-men uſe to play. In Architecture, a
Steel-bow .
round Globe, or top of a Pillar : Among
Baliſta Fulminalis,a great Engine made Chymiſts, alarge Receiver, or Vefſel to hold
uſe of to ſecure the Wals, or Banks of a what is diſtilled ..
River.
Ballot, a little Ball us'd in the giving
Baliſtarins, a maker of Slings, Guns, of votes .
Ballotation
or Croſs-bows, or one that ſhoots out of
or Balloting , a particular
manner of chooling State-Officers at Venice,
them.
Balivo amovendo , a Writ to remove a a Ball of a different Colour.
Bailiff out of his Office.
Ballote, (G.) ſtinking or black Hore
Balk , Diſappointment or Baffle, Preju- hound, an Herb.
Balluſtrade, (in Architect .) a Row of
dice or Damage. Alſo a Ridge of Land be
twixt two Furrows ; and a great Beam , Ballifters, or little turn'd Pillars.
such as are us'd in making Scaffolds.
Balm, the Juice of a certain Tre that
To Balk, to paſsby, or take no notice growsonly in Paleſtine and Ægypt.
of ; to negleft , to diſcourage.
Balmor Balm -90int, a lwcec- ſmelling
Herb .
Balk ftiff, a Quarter-ſtaff.
Balkers, they that from a high Place
Balm -Apple, a kind of Plant.
5.Ineum , ( L.) a Bath, a Wahing.
on the Shore, mew the Paſſage of Herrings
to the Fiſhers.
place ; Stow , or Hot-Houſe.
Balmaim artnæ or Balneum areno.
Ball, any round thing, a Bullet for a
Gun ; alſo a ſolemn Publick Dancing- ſum , ( C. T.) the Sand -bath, when Flowers,
meering.
Fruits, c. are infus'd, with water in a
Ball and socket, a Device made of Cucurbite, cloſe ſtopt, and ſet in hor Sand.
Balneum Cineris or Cineraim , is
Fraſs, to hold any Teleſcope, Quadrant,
or other Mathematical Inſtrument on a Staff, when the Veſſel is ſet in hot Athes.
OC.
Balneum s riæ, is when the Cucur
Ballad, a common Song rung up and hite is cloſe ſtopt, and plac'din aVeſſel of
down the Streets.
Water ; ſo that the Water growing hot,
Balladin , ( F.) a Dancer, a Vaulter.
may heat the Cucurbite gently, and by
Ballance, a pair of Scales, an even Degrees.
Balnelim Capodis or Balneum Cias
Height : Alſo one of the ſix Mechanical
Principles, or ſimple Powers. In Merchants Popolum , is when the Vefſel is ſet in another,
Accounts , 'tis when the Reckoning between half fullof Water, and is heated by the
the Debtor and Credicor is made even .
Vapouss
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Banditto, ( 1.) an out- law'd Perſon in
Vapours, chat ariſe from the hor or boiling
Water.
Italy, turn'd Robber; a Highway-Man.
Bandic, an Iriſ Meaſure of Two Foot
Ballam , the Juice of the Balm -tree, and
Length.
ſome other naturalBalſams : Alſo ſeveral in Bandoe,
( F.) a kind of Peak , or Fore.
ſorts of MedicinalandChymical Compoſi
tions.
head -cloath worn by Widows.
or Bandeleers, little wood.
Bàndolcers
Ballam of Saturn , a Solution of Sac
܀
charum Saturni, or Sugar of Lead, made en -Caſes cover d with Leather; each of
them containing the Charge of Powder for
with Spirit, orOil of Turpentine,& c.
Balfam of Sulphir,the oily Parts of a Musket.
Bandort, a Mufical Inſtrument.
common Sulphur, or Brimſtone diffolved in
Oil of Turpentine , & c.
Bandzol, a little Flag, or Streamer ; alſo
hangs on a Trumpet.
fringedSilkthat
Herb theBandy,
сr
Balſamina,(L.)an
Ballamellä
a ſort of Club, or crooked Stick
ofwhich Balſam is made to heal Ulcers.
Ballarack
,belonging
to,orhaving the to To
ftrike
a Balltowith,
make a Party at Tennis
Bandy,
Quality
of Balſam
.
Ballamta, the Herb Coſt -mary .
play , to tofs about ; to Debate, or Canvaſs
r, an Herb to call's from its a Bufineſs; to gather in a Fa&tion .
Ballam.to
Balſam
ck Smell.
Bans, Poiſon, great Miſchief, Deſtructi
Ballarum , Balfam, the Balm -tree, and on, Overthrow .
Bane wozt or Night-fhade, a kind of
the Juice of a moft fragrant Smell that
drops from it.
Herb .
Baltemor- Bird , a beautiful Bird in
To Bany, ( F.) to ſend , or turn one out
Maryland ,with black and yellow Feathers. of his Native Country into ſome Foreign
H..Without
Treatures a pro- Parts; to chafe,or driveaway.
Name of Men
perBalthasar,(
Baniſhment, a being banished .
Bamma, (G ) a Tincture or Die ; a Li
Bank , a little Hill or Riſing-Ground, or
quotes in which any thing is dipped or'roak’d. a Shelfin theSea : Alloa Stock ofMoney,
Head
made
or aplace
Baof,(F)
to UſgreatSummsaretakenin,
let outwhere
y of Troops ,efor
obſer- and
a BodaProclimatich
theaothe
e.
ving of Marrial Diſcipline.
Banker
,
one
that keeps a . Bank, or
Ban and Arriere-ban ,
Preclamation
in ..Money ; a Money'd Goldſmith,
in France, by which all thata hol
an Uſurer
Lands of Trades
d
the Crown, except fome privileged Perſons,
Bankersbrowded , (0.) embroidered
are ſummond to ſerve theKing in his Wars
Bancalia , ( O. L.) Cuſhions, or ſuch like Cuſhions.
B
Coverings for enches
Bankrupcy , the A & of turning Bank :
Banais,
ts
rupt;
a Breaking.
.
Sea
or
Bankrupt, a Trader that breaks and
which Goods aarBeench , Stall , or Table , on
18
one that having got together
ſteps
afide,
Band, any ſort of Ti to; al a Bo , or othe Men or
r
s Goods, hides himſelf , with a
Company of Foot - Soldiers.e Inſo Architdy , deſi
to
de
fr
gn
DiviG
au
ec
d his Creditors.
ons of the Architra .ture
one of the
s, ( C. L.) Publick Notice
ve
Balin
or
Bann
Ba
of
penſione , a particular given of any thin
The nd
g ; a Proclamation by
Company of Gentlemen bers
aring Halbards, which any thing is commanded , or forbid
and attending the Queen's Perſon upon So- den .
lemn
.
Bands
Banns or Banes of Matrimony, the
3.71
TraiRe
n- gi
me
nts maor
Trained
-haBands,
Publiſhin
Certain
In
of
Ch
th
urch . g of Marriage Contracts in the
e
de
bi
tants
of a City or Town , train'd up to bear Arms.
To Bann , to Exclaim againſt, to Curſe.
Bauid -dogo a Dogkept in Bands, or tied
Banner, a Standard, or Enfign.
CLER
up ; a Maſtiff .
Bannians , a fair-ſpoken , but crafty Peo :
Bandage, ( F. )
binding up of any ple of India, who fell the Rarities brought
e Co thing :
Surgery , the
::
In
Li
fit
for
fro
-clo
nn
ted
m thoſe Parts .
th
en , & c. the Appl
the binding up of Wounds
i
Bannimus , (0.1 ) the Form of Expulfi
cation of a swathe , Roller,or Fillet to any on of any Member, from the Univerſity of
Bandelet, ( F.) a little Fillet, Band , or Oxf rd.
Wannitus , an Out-Law , or baniſhed
String : In ArcPhite & ture,
ilar quite ro
encompaſſes a
t which
an Ornamen
und abou
t like Man.
2 Ring.
26 annock , an Oaten Cake temper'd
wish Water , and bak'd underche Embers.
Bannum ,
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To Barb a Lobſter, is to cut it up.
Bannum or Banleriga , (0. L.) the ut
Barba, ( ...) · Beard.
moft Founds of a Town, or Manour.
Barba Caprina, an Herb, whoſe Flo
Banquet, a Feaſt, or Entertainment.
Banquette, ( F.) a little Bank , a raiſed ers reſemble a Goat's Beard.
Barbacan , ( A.) a Watch - Tower.
way : In Fortification , a ſmall Foot-pace in
Barb.ita , ( L. foreign or ſtrange) a po
form of a Step at the bottom of a Breaſt
per Name of Women .
work .
Barbarea, Rocket , or Winter - creſs,
Banſtickle oretickle-back, a kind of
Sallet. Herb .
Fiſh ,
Barbarians, barbarous, wild, or su
To Banter , to jeſt or Jeer ; to Amule or
People,
Play upon.
Barbariſm , an Impropriety of Specc
Bantling , a young child .
Baptılm , (G. i. e. a Waſhing , or Dip- for Mudinefs of Language.
Barbarity , Inhumanity , Cruelty.
ping) one of the Holy Sacraments that are
Barbarois, rude, wild, herce, cruel
of Divine Anpointment.
alſo improper, or broken , with reſpea
Baptiſmal, belonging to Baptiſm .
Baptiſt, ( i.e, a Baptizer) a Title given Speech .
Babardineſs , Outrag:ouſneſs, Crue
to St. John, our Bleffed Saviour's Fore
runner
ty, Unrolireneſs, Clown Innels.
Barbry, alrge Country of Africa.
Baptiſteriumn , a Bath , a Veffel to waſh
Barb.irp. Falcons, a fort of Hawks
the Body in, a Font for the Adminiſtration
calid, becauſe th y make their Paflüge thru
of Baptiſm .
To Eaptize , to adminiſter the Sacrament that Country .
23.ntbe, (F.) a Beard : Whence To fire
of Raptiſm , to Chriſten .
Bar , a piece of wood , or Iron, for fe- Burbe, x.e. to diſcharge the Cannon over
veral Uſes : Alſo the Place where the Law- Breaſt-work, inſtead of putting it throth
yers ſtand to Plead Cauſes, ác, in Couresof Loop-holes.
Barles, a Diſeaſe in Horſes and Black
Juſtice. Alſo a Peremptory Exception a
Cattel,known by two Paps under the Tongur
gainſt a Demand or Plaint.
Barbed, covered with Barlis, Bearde
Bar to Common Fntendment, is an
ordinary, or general Bar that uſually dif. like a Fith-hook ; allo Shaved or Trimmed.
Birbel, a Filh.
ables the action or Plea of the plaintiff.
Special Bar, is that which is more than
Barberry.tree, a prickly Shrub, bear
ordinary, and falls out in the Caſe in hand , ing a red Berry of a Marp Taſte.
upon ſome ſpecial Circumſtance of the Fact.
Barbles, a Swelling that riſes in th
Bar , (in Mufick ) is a Line drawn Per. Throat, and under the Tongueof Horſe.
Barbuis, Barbulus, or B..rbo, ( L.
pendicular thro' theNore - Lines. · In Heral
dry, a ſmaller Fejle. In Sea-Language, a the Barhel, a Fih.
Rock before a Harbour.
Barcaria , (0. L.) a Barkary, or Tan
Bar of the Port, is a Billet, or Stake Houſe.
thruſt thro' the Rings that ſerve to thut up
Barcariuni, a Berghery, a Sheep-coat
alſo a Sheep-walk .
the Port-holes in a ship.
To
Bard or Beard wooll, to cut of
Twenty
which
Pence,
Bar- fce, a Fee of
every Priſoner acquitted of Felony pays to the Head and Neck from the reſt of the
Fleece.
the Gaoler .
(Sy.) the Son of Jeſus.
3
War-dlus,
Bards, certain Poets among the Anciens
Barrabas, (Sy. Father's Son) a notorious Britains and Gauls. Alſo thin broad ſlices of
Malefactor.
Bacon, & c. made uſe of in Cookery...
Wara -picklet, Bread made of fine Flow .
Wardach or Bardalt), ( 1.) a Boy kept
er, and kneaded up with Yelt.
for Pleature, to be abus'd contrary to Na
Barach , (H.Lightning) a proper Name ture.
of Men .
Barcoana , ( L.) the Burr -dock, an' Herb
Baratta, a kind of Balſam brought from
Bardulph or Bartulph , (Ge. Help in
the Weſt- Indies.
Counfel orfamous Helper) a proper Name
Baratry, (L. T.) when the Maſter of a of Men .
Ship chears the Owners, or Inſurers, either
Bart, naked , uncovered, plain
by running away with the Ship, or imbez
A Bari, a place without Grafs, made
zling theirGoods.
ſmooth to Bowl in, inttead of a Bowling
Barb, a Barbary-Horſe.
Green ,
Barbs, a ſort of Horſe -Armour former.
in wie,
Bare- lumg
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Bare-Pump, (in a Ship) a little piece of Baron , a Degree and Title of Nobility,
hollow Wood, or Mecal; to Pump Beer, of next to á Viſcount,of which there are feveral
Water out of a Cask .
forts, viz . 1.' The Barons that are Peers
Bargain and Sale,(L.T.) a Contra& , of the Realm, and fit in the Houſe of
of Agreement"made
forManours ,Lands, Lords. 2. The Barons, or Judges of the
Tenements
, doc.
Exchequer-Court. ' 3. The Barons of the
Barganee
::
Perſon
that accepts of Cinque -Ports
,
a
Luch a Bargain.
Baron and Femme, ( F. L. T.) a Man
Bargainer, he that offers a Bargain .
and his Wife : In Heraldry, 'tis when the
Bargatet
Coats
ofArms
a Man and hiswife are
Song
orDance.orBarganet, (0.) Ballad , bern
per Pale in of
the fame
Eſcurcheon .
barge, a kind of Boat , commonly us'd
Baronage, the Title, or Dignity of a
forr Sale
carryi:ngAlloa
Goodslarge
River. made uſe of Baron : Aho a Tax, to be rais'd out of the
fo
on a Vertel
Precincts, or Bounds of Baronies.
Bargh: 90alter , a Surveyor of Mines.
Baroneſs; a Baron's Wife.
Bark
fort
fimall'
ship,
that
has
of
,
a
but one Deck ;
Baronet, the loweſt Degree of Honour
Coat of a Tree.alſo the rind ,'or outermoſt that isHereditary; firſt Founded by King
CE
I. 1611.
To Bark, to cry like a Dog : Foxes are James
Barony, that Honour, or Lordhip
ra
when
theymake
Noite
which
alſo
faid
Bark,
a
g es Title to a Baron.
To
Rutting
time
at
- .
Baroſcope; the ſame as Barometer.
Diſtemper
happens
binding
Bark
that
,
a
Barracan , a ſort of courſe Camler.
to Trees,
a Hut like a
Barrack or
Bark fat, a Tanner's Tub.
to lodge in a
little Cottage for
Bark -galing, is
es . Trees are galld Camp .
ty being bound to Stakwhen
Bark -man , a Boat -man .
Barrel, a Meaſure of Wine , Oil, & c.
containing 2 Kilderkins, or 31 Gallons and
Barkary, a Tan - houſe,
Parks of Trees are
or Place where a half : Of Ale ; 32Gallons,and of Beer, 36.
Tanners, oc ,
kept for the uſe of Barrel of Eller -Butter , contains 136
Barley, a ſort of Grain.
Pounds : Of Suffolk-Butter, 256 Pounds.
Barley coming the leaſt of our Englis ty Barrel
the
or Holl
behi) nd
large Caofvity
the, Car,
(inow Anat.
apreto
h
Long Meafares , three of which in length Drum .
make an Inch.
Barm , (S.) Yeft , th He , or W
werBarrels
th Eart
gſhe
Earth,
id wi
Fortif)
areas
e half Hoof
h , toit
ads , fill(in
ings out of Ale , or Beere ; alaſod a Lap . ork
Barm -Cloth , an Apron . Chauce .
,&c.
to roll into
r
Barmot
e,
Barren
, unfruitful, empry, dry, ſorry.
Hundied of thаe Peak in Derb -fhire , for Herb
.
y
kept within the
Barren orCreeping 3/vysa fort of
regulating MattersCourt
relating to the Miners
Barren
Signs ( in Affrol.) are Gemini,
Barn or Bearn ,
Leo and Virgo.
Country Word for
a Scotch, or North
Barretoz or Bartator , (L. T.),a com.
Barnabas or
2
a Child
monWrangler that fecs Men at Variance ."
proper N.ame(Sy.
of Conſolation , a Barnaby,
.
of Mthe
en Son
(in Policies of Infurance for
Barnade, a kind of Bi , o Cu fo a Of Barretry,
and Sea -meand
t r rb r Ships)
ficersDiffenfions
n . Quarrels among the
Horſe : Allo a
like a long red Soland -Gooſe, and a Fiſh
Barricador, ( Sp.) a ſort of Intrenched
Barnacles or Br
H a Woorm : Among Farriers, ment, or Defence made in hafte, of Barrels
Bar
Noſtrils of orſkeess, , to make them ſtand foc.
are Tools put on the fill'd with Earth , Carcs, or Trees cut down,
quiet.
care
Barometer
Barrier , ( F.) that which ſerves for a
outorthe leaſt Vari
me
th
of
e
Baroſcope,atio
Defence:
Boundary
Inftru52, B6 Went to find
or
an
ns
ight of tB
he Air
Barriers, anExerciſe of Armed Men ,
roger
Darine arometerWeather
, an Inftrument for Fighting
Bars, or with
Fortif tio
Rails ſhort
: In Swords
ey are
within
n , thcertain
th
oſe
that would make ſuch great Stakes planted ten icaFo
the uſe of Ex
ot one from
perimen
aic
Philofophica
Se
t
at
s
s
a.
l
Gras
another.
a Bori
the applying of an Index
admiBar
any commfor
, who atarethe
tted
t of Judicàarure
on Cour
a ' to
Contrivance
Barritter,
Pleader
of toa
Baroſcop
e
Plead.
alacation
K
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Bale or Baſis, (G.) the Bottom of
Cacation - Barriſters , ſuch as are new
ty callid to the Bar, who are oblig'd to at- thing, eſpecially of a Geometrical Fig
tend the Exerciſe of the Houſe for the fix In Archite&ture, the Foot of a PíHar
bears it up :
next long Vacations.
Bale of a Corick Section , (in G
Barrow , a little Hill, or Mount of
Earth, ſuch as are rais'd in many Parts of is a Right-line, in the Hyperbola and Para
ariſing from the common Interſection of
England.
Secant Plane, and the Baſe of the Cone
a
Barrow
-Hog,
Boar-Hog.
Barry, ( in Heraldry) a Term us'd when
Bale of any ſolid Figure, is its lo
an Eſcutcheon is divided Bar-ways into an moft Side, or that on which it ftands.
Baſe of a Triangle, Any one Sid
even number of Partitions.
Barry bendy, is when an Efcutcheon is a Triangle may be calld the Baſe, but
divided evenly both Bar and Bend -ways.
monly, and moſt properly, it is taker
Barry-Pily, another particular way of that Side which lies parallel to the Hora
Bale, fin Fortif.) is the Level-lin
dividing a Coat of arms, which is to confift
which any Work Itands, and which ise
Pieces. to Truck, or Exchange one with the Ground : In Heraldry,
of eight
To Batter,
the lo
Commodityfor another of a differentkind. part of an Eſcutcheon .
Bale Ring , ( of a Cannon) is the g
Barth ;( C.) a warm Paſture for Calves,
Ring next to, and behind the Touch -hol.
Lambs, & c. omew
Balclred, a Dagger or Wood-k
, ( Sy.) the Son of him
Barthol
that makes the Waters to mount ; a proper Chaucer .
Name of Men : One of the TwelveApoſtles
Bafil, ( Gr. Royal or Kingly ) a pro
Name of Men ,
of our Lord and Saviour.
St.Bartholomew's Hofpital, a famous
Ball or Sweet Balil, an Herba
Hoſpital in London, endow'd for the uſe of ſtrong heady Scent.
Sick and Lame Perſons by K. Edward VI.
Ballare Ds, (in Anat.) the ſame w
Barton , a Conp to keep Poultry in ; an Sphenoides.
BaAlica, or the Baltlick Wein ,
Out-houſe, Fold -Yard , or Back -ſide.
Baruci, ( H. Bleſſed ) a proper Name of inner Vein of the Arm or Liver-vein :
ancient Architecture, a great Hall that
Men . (in Heraldry) is the quarter of two Ranges of Pillars , and two Illes
ſome
Barulet,
Wings, with Galleries over them .
or half of the Cloſet.
a Bar,
Barycoccalon, (G.) the Thorn -apple, a
Balllick , a great and ſtately Church
BaſilickConttitutions, an Abridgm
fort of Fruit.
and Reform of the Laws of the Empere
Bargphonta , a difficulty in ſpeaking.
Barzillat, ( H.as hard as Iron) a Jewish Juſtinian, made under Bafilius and
whence they took their Name.
Nobleman .
Balilicon ,a Royal Ointment or Plaift
Bas,
(
F.)
,
low
ſhallow
,
mean.
Bas Ehvalicrs, tow or inferiour made of Pitch , Rofin, Wax and Oil.
Knights , by Tenure of a Bare Military Fee.
Bafilicus, a fixed Star inthe Conſt
Balattes (G.) a kind of Marble of an lation Leo, otherwiſe callid Cor Leonis,
Lions-Heart.
Iron-colours the hardeſt black Marble.
Bafilinda, the Play call'd Queſtions a
Walanítés, a Wher-Aone, or Touch
Commands ; the Chooſing of King a
Hone.
Bale, mean , low , vile ; ſhameful, dil- Queen , as on Twelfth Night.
honeſt, cowardly , cloſe-fifted, itingy.
Balilisk, a kindof Serpent, the ſame
Bale Coin ,Money that is of leſs Value the Cockatrice :Allo a long piece of Ore
nance callid Bafiliſco in Italian.
than
it oughtto
be, (L: T) any inferiour Balinet
s à Herb.
Bale
Court,
Baliogloltuin, (G. in Anat.) a pair
Court, that is not of Record ; as the
Muſcles that ariſe from the Bafis or Root a
Court-Baron , Courr-Leet, & c.
Bale Ctate or Baſe fee, Lands or the BoneHyoides.
ts
Tenemen held at the Will of the Lord of
Balis , á Bale, Foundation, or Botton
In Anatomy, the upper and broader Part
the Manour.
Bale Cenants,ſuch Tenants as perform the Heart.
to their Lords, any Services in Villenage.
To Bask, to lie, or keep in a Plac
Bale,
of Fiſh , otherwiſe call'd a expoſed to the Hear of the Sun.
. Sea -Wolf:a kind
Allo the ſmalleſt Piece of Ord
Basket , a wellknown Utenfil for leve

nance

ral Uſes,

Back
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Basket of afla fætida, is a Quantity
Baltion detached or ait off, that which
from20to
Weight: ofMedlars, is ſeparated from the Body of theWorks.
Wo Buſhels. sopounds

( 0. L.) a Balnet, or Hel- Face and Flank, and is uſually rais d before.a
in.Balnetum
ct.
-work , or Crown -work .
Bals, ( in Mufick ) the loweſt of all its HornDouble
Waltioli, that which on the.
Parts,. which ferves as a Foundation to the Planeof thegreat Baſtion,has another
Core
others
Baſtion built higher, leaving 12 or 18 Feet,
Bals Aiolin ,a Muſical Inſtrument .
nd ,
between the Breaſt -work of the lower, and
Th
Ba
Coa
an
on
the
in
of
e
ls,
the foot of the higher.
lts
esos
Satland, noted for the Refdortofgreat Flo
cks
bor 3
Hollow or Coided Baſtion, is chac
of Sea Fowl, eſpecialy Soland-Geefe, of which has only a Rampart and Parapet,
ranging about its Flanks and Faces, ſo chat
Bals or Hallock ,
made of Str
ve
aw , ſuch asa are
usdoftoCulion
kneel Mi
ddle .Space is left towards the Center or
kind
a void
upor in Churches.
ich a
Baila or Bathala , (among the Turk ) a whPlat
the or
Baltion
before, that
Middle
rais'd in ortheFlat
the
ich is Baltion
s
Magiſtrate
or Governour of a particular Courtin , or ſtraight Line , when it is too
C
o
m
Pl
m
ander in chief over a Body long to be defended by the Baſtions on each
ace ; a
is the
of Sold
Ica -bok
Balla Cenura , ( 0. L.) baſe Tenure , Side.
Yooct
or holding by Villenage
Regular Baſtion , that which has a due
12
sy Service,
or other Cuſtoma. Proportion of Faces,Flanks and Gorges.
Baue, (0.) a Collar for Cart -Horſes, to Solid
the Ramp
the Plwhich
thou
equally
Baltion
ace , wiriſes
art of, that
t any
made : Straw , Sedge, Rushes, dc.
n Hart :
En
Balle ceinte
empty Space towards the Center,
ne fast
lſe Bray .Jlncloſure, Baſton or Batoon, a Staff, Club,or
(in Fortif ) the ſame aosrFaBall
Ballet, a kind of Game ateCard
.
Cudgel : Alſo an Officer under the Warden
Balt
Baſs Hau -bo ; sa Mu
ſical of the Fleet-Priſon.
t y
Inftrumeoon the
n
t,
iverses
Bat , a ſmall Bird reſembling a Mouſe ;
Balt, Lime- tree Wood made into Ropes at
Cricketot . Itrike a Ball with ,
th Play callof
id Club
Mati ; alſo the Packing up of ſeveral Alloea kind
an
d
two ti
Commoditie
s.
zem .
Bat - sFowling, a particular way of tak
Baf
b
ly CEE
counterfteiar.d , orn
ing Birds in the Night, as they are rooſting
Abazie
t
Out of Wedlock , falfe, on Pearches, or in Trees .
A BaBlatlatrat , a
the Epp
raize ,
Batable Ground, the Land lying be,
To
us and
corrupt, to marr ,baſe
tween England and Scotland, which was in
or -born Perſon .
BaltarEd ch beinto make Baſtards ; to Queftion to whom it belong'd , before the
y,amie
x
natio g oa .BaſtTrard : atAlſoL an, uniting of the Kingdoms.
Inquiry ,
aw
n, r
yal
nd Ol
Batauntly, (0.)boldly.
wh
ether onebe a Baſtard or no .
- the ca
To Bate , to abate, or take off from
Ba
ft
T
D
o
e
r
Cor Lam
i
p
roaſting , with
Hawk
: In Falconry,
Reckoning
ora ttFi
Pearth
, ei
g,ca
moniſ
lt . withis ſaid
ingBaste
to pi
che fu
ten . Mtoeaſotw asNighittly is, WTo
orthBaeritfr, omwhen
her
er
s
Stitch
Quefticos Tound
es
l
y,
of King
3
Baltinado
one
, waſh
to
bear, gior bang
Blow
( SP ) to
ade to waſh(inheFalconry)
s ven with a is mBathing,
r ſelf . is when a Hawk
Cu,ige
St
ic
k
,
t
l
e
n
z
ling ,
e ,th l
a
Cu
dgel.
s pieedil
Baltton , ( F. in Fortor
the Arm . (G.) a Step in a Ladder: In
Work a, of Bathmis,
a great with
if.) banging
Anatomy,
a Cavity or Hollow , in the Bone
which generally advanc
t
t
C
o
h
e
w
a
a
es
m
rds
paign or Field ,
Anat.) ;
Bathypicron , broad- leav'd Wormwood
co lpare
2 Bafis orhet
Baltiio
ygon d,iswhen thetwo Sider an Herb .
ner Pom
of th
e nnG
Batman , a Weight us'd at Smyrna ,
makes the orges alſo
unvery
ation, or
.
equalunequal,
which containing 6 Oaks of 400 Drams each
Baltion Cut Orare
Baſtion with a les 1which
5 Dram
d broader at
ight. 6 Ounces, and
h We
s of Engl
toiſ16
Pounds
amount
minille , one
make an Awh
or
Po
cut
off,
in
as
ſo
e
to
is
n
t
p
gl i
kee in o ) ou
in Colour and
.
ape , like a gr,e(G.)a
en FrogStone
dsle., and two Points ShBatrachites
tward, thaDteise, anwTeanaril
Te Sua.
Baſtion De tozmcd, that which wants
ya Utendil fai
Batrachium ,Crow -foot, or Gold -knap ;
one of the P mi-gorges, becau one Side
olygon
ſe
a Flower.
is ſo very fo
of che inner
rt . )
K2
Batrachus
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Batrachus, a Frog ; alſo the Frog - fith , Thing, ſo as to beat with greater Vic
Fishing- frog, or Sea-devil: Alloa Bliſter and Deſtruction,
filld with ſlimy Water, that ariſes under
Joint Battery or Batterie par
merade, is when ſeveral Guns fire a
the Tong ie , near the String.
2attati, ( F.L.T.) an ancient Tryal by ſame time upon one place.
Combate .
Batteurs d'Eſtradı, Scouts, or !
Battalled, (0.) embatiled , or having men lent out, to diſcoverand give
General an Account of what they ſee.
Bartlements.
Batting- Staff, an Inſtrument us
Battalia, (M. T.) Battel-array, Order
of Battel,
Laundrefles, to beat wal'd Linnen.
Battle , (0.) a kind of ſmall Boat.
,
Foot-Soldiers
Battallion, a Body of
To Battle, ( in Oxford -Univerſity)
conlifting vf about Six , Seven or Eight
take up Proviſions in the College -Book.
Hundred Men .
Battlement, a piece of Maſonry
To Drawup Battallions, is to range
a Body of Foot in ſuch Order, as may be top of a Wall or Building, like a I
moft advantagecus for Engaging a greater alſo the Turret of a Houſe.
Battler , a Scholar or young Stu
Body ,
Battel or Battle, the Engagement, or that battles or ſcores for Dietin the
general Fight of two Armies.
verſity,
Báttology, ( G ) a fooliſh repeatin
Battel array, the Order of Battel, the
Ar
the
my
Figh
for
ſame Words over and over again in
the
t.
Form of drowing up
Battel-Royal, (in Cock- fighting) a Fight Diſcourſe ; vain babbling.
Battoon, ( F.) a Mort thick Club
between 3, s , or 7 Cocks; allengag‘d toge
ther, ſo that the Cock which ſtands longeſt Stick ; a Truncheon, or Marſhal's Staff
gets the Day.
Heraldry, a fourth part of a BendSiniſter
99.in -Battel, the main Body of an uiual Mark of illegitimacy : Alſo the
Marſhal's Staff.
Army.
To Battel, (0.) to feed as Catule do, to
Batus, (G.) a Bramble or Brier ;
Hebrew wet Meaſure , containing 72
grow far ,
To Battent, to welter, or roll about in ; taries : In old Latin Records, a Boat.
Bavaria , a great Province or Duke
alſo to fatten, or get Fleſh .
Batter, a Mixture of Flower, Water, in Germany, and one of the Ten Circl
Eggs, & c. prope to make Pancakes.
the Empire.
Baubeis, (0.) Jewels cut.
To Batter, to beat or bruiſe, to play
upon with Ordnance or great Guns.
Bancia, (G. ) the wild Parſnep ; a Ro
Baldekyn . Tiſſue or Cloth of G
Battery, .(L. T.) a violent beating or
ftriking of any Perſon : Allo a Place rais’d, upon which Figures in Silk were
whereon to plant great Guns and play upon broider'd.
Bafrey, (0.) a Beam , or Joift.
the Enemy, or the Cannon themſelves ſo
Bavins, Bruſh-faggots, made with
planted .
Battery of a Camp, a Place where Bruſh at length .
Bawd, a lewd Woman that m
Cannon are likewiſe planted, which is uſu
ally ſurrounded with a Trench and Pallifa- it her Buſineſs to debauch others for G
does at the Bottom , and with a Breaft- a Procureſs.
work on the top .
Bawdick, a Cord or Thong for a
Pattery d'Enfilade, a Battery that, clapper : Alſo an old word for Furnit
ſcours, or ſweeps the whole length of a alſo a Sword -belt, or an old faſhi
ſtraight Line.
Jewel
Bawory, a Bawd's Trade, or Emp
Battery en Echarp , that which plays
ment.
on any Work obliquely, or Side-ways.
Battery de Revers or Murdering
Bawdy, lewd, filthy, ſmutty ;
Battery, one that beats upon the Back of filthy Words, or Diſcourſe.
any Place.
Bawd, a kind of Hawk, that is ſo
Battery Cunk or buried, is when its Plat- what likethe Lanner, but has a los
form is funk or let down into the Ground, Body and Sails,
Bawlin , (0.) groſs, big : Alſo
To that Trenches myft be cut in the Earth
againſt the Muzzles of the Guns for them , Badger, a wild Beaſt.
Barter , (0.) a Baker.
to fire our'at, and to ſerve as Loop-holes.
Croſs Batteries, two Batteries which
Bay, an Arm of the Sea that.cc
play achwart one another, upon the ſame I up into the Land, and ends in a No
(
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Beal, a Whelk , or Puſh .
In Architecture, the Bay is a Space left in
To Beal, to gather Matter, as a Sore
a Wall for a Gate, Door, or Window . In
n
t.
s
does,
Fortificatio , Bays are Hole in a Breaf
Bcam , a great piece of Timber us'& in
e the Mout
a Cann
ofg aPhe
receiv
work,
nt. Building the Pole of a Coach , or Wag
aſaon
ers,aDog
detahinin
AmongtoFowl
Allo aRay of Light proceeding from
: or other Luminous Body , allo
gon Sun,
by barking, till ſhe be ſhot, is faidTokeep the
Bay.
her
at
Bay or Pen ,a Pond-head, to keep in kind of fieryMereor in thape of a Pillar.
Beain or Beam - filh, a Sea-monſter like
ktoreofWaterfor driving the Wheels of a Pike, a moft dreadful Enemyto a Man .
an Iron-Mill, & c.
Beam of an Anchor , is the longeſt part
Bav.Colair, (in Horſes) a light brown of it.
Red Colour : Darkor Black Bay, is a deep
Beam -Antler, the Second Start on a
colour'd Red, a Cheſnut.Colour.
's-Head .
Stag
e
Bay:Cree, theFemal Laurel.
Beam -Compalles , an inſtrument with
Bay-TWindow , a round Window , or Niding Sockets, to carry ſeveral ſhifting
one made arch-ways.
very
ToBay, tobark as a Dog does, to bleer Points, in orderto draw Circles with
ers
hers
Feat
of a
, the long Feath
Radii,
of crylike a Lamb : Among Huntſmen , longBeam
Deer are ſaid To Bay, whenafter being hard Hawk's Wing,
ns
wn
e
well
Bea
,
a
kno
fort
of
Pulſ
.
d
run , they turn Heaagainft the Hounds.,
Bayard, a Bay - Horfe.
Beat Caper , a Fruit.
Bayonette,(+) a broad Dagger, with a
Bean -trefoil, an Herb .
Tound taper Handle ,to ſtick in the Muzzle
Bear , a Wild Beaſt : Alſo the Name of
of a Musket.
s in erthe Hea
o
ral Cluſters
a basar,a Word us'd in Perfia, and the tw
Bear.
the lefl
greaterofandStar
vens,ſeve
calld The
Eaſt-Indies for a Market-place.
Bear's : Breech, or Bjank -Wrin , an
m
m
ck
e
llu
Boe
, (G.) th Gu of a bla
Bears- Fars, a ſort of curious Flowers.
Tree
tree. in Arabia, of the bigneſs of an Olive Herb:
Bears - foot. an Herb .
Beacot,(s.) a long Pole ſet upon formacion
To Bear, to carry , to hold up ; to yield ,
riſing Ground near the sea-coaſts, on which or bring forth ; In Heraldry , a Perſon that
not
der toſtend
relsan toappbefir'd
In- has a Coat of Arms, is ſaid to bear in it the
give Pitchice
roachi,ngin or
arefa
-barof
ſeveral Charges, or Ordinaries contained in
on . onag Money
vaſiBeac
e,
paid for the main - his Eſcutcheon : In Gunnery , a piece of Ord
nance comes to bear, when it lies right
raining of Beacons .
Bend , a Prayer , as To say over one's with the
k.
AmongMarSea-men,
à Ship is ſaid to bear
Beads.

that us’d to be Pray'd for ina the Church : 1 and To bear a good Sail, when the Sails up
s
Alſo any long tediou Lift, or confus'd right in theWater, with her Sails abroad in
d.
a Gale of Win
reckoningupof manythings together,
To Wear in with the harbour , is
fort of Shrub.
Bea
d-tren
a pa
Beadle
ritor of a Court : Alſo when a Ship Sails into a Harbour before the
, an Ap
ty
d
e
d
an Officer belonging to an Univerli , or to Win , or with the Win larg ; and To bear
a particular Ward , etc. Alſo a Foreſt in with the Land , is when the Sails towards
Officer.
e. r oft from Land , is when a
theTo
Shor
Wea
Beagle, a kind
Bil of Hunting-Dog.
Beak, the
crookeld, er Nib of a Bird : In Ship keeps off from it ; and when a Mariner
Falconry, the
upper part of a Hawk's would expreſs how one Cape or Place lies
Bill.
he ſays, It bears off fo or so.
Beak -head, ( of a Ship) that
Beak orwit
Bearded Creeper , an Herb.
hout
d
rde
Bea
Husk , a Roſe-husk, or other
, before the Fore-Caſtle ,
part of it
the Stem , and ſuppor- ſuch like Husk that is hairy in the Edges.
is Ma
in Knee.
red by the
Bearers, Perſons that bear, or carry any
Beaker , a kind of Drinki -Cup .
Beaking , ( in Cock -fighting) ngthe fighti
ng oppreſ:s others : In, Heraldry , thoſe that have
of thoſe Birds with their Bills ; or their Coat-Armours diſtinguish'd from others by
holding with the Bill, and ſtriking with the Colour, or other Differen .
ces
Heels
Bearing ,
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Beaver , a Creature like an Otter, li
2Bearing, lia Navigat.) the Point of the
Compaſs that one Place ſtands off from ano- ing both on Land and in Water.
Beavis , a Proper Name of Men .
ther : Among Heralds, Bearing or Charge, is
Beauteous orBeautiful, (F.) handſom
taken for thatwhich fills an Efcutcheon.
Wearing-Claws, (in Cock- fighting) the comely, fair, fine.
To Beautify, to make beautiful, to
foremošt Toes of a Cock on which he goes.
off, or ſet out, to grace .
Ecarli, (0.) Wood ; alſo a Child .
Beaſt , a Creature void of Reaſon ; a Beauty, Comelineſs, Handſomneſs ,CE
lewd Man , or Woman's alſo a Gameat riouſneſs, Delicacy. In Architecture, Bea
Cards like Loo.
ty is that agreeable Form , and pleafing AS
Bearts of Chace, are five in number, pearance which it repreſenis to the Eye
viz . The Buck, Doe, Roe, Fox , and Mar- the Beholder.
A Beality , a beautiful, very fair,
tern .
Beaſts of the Forelt, otherwiſe calld charming Woman .
Beaſts of Venery, are alſo counted five, viz .
Becabunga, ( L.) the Herb Sea-Purlaa
The Hart, Hind ,Hare, Boar, and Wolf.
Or Brook -lime.
Bealts and Fowl of wiarren, are the
To Becaim , to make calm, to appeaſe
Among Sailers, it is, when any thing kee
Hare, Coney, Pheaſant and Partridge.
Beats, (in a Watch or Clock ) are the off the Wind from a Ship .
Beccafigo, a Bird like a Wheat- ear the
Strokes made by the Fangs, or Pallers of
the Ballance-ſpindle, or of the Pads in a eats Figs.
Royal Pendulum .
Eechicks or Bechical Medicines, fu
To Beat, to ſtrike, or knock, to bang ; as are good for the curing, or aflwaging
to overcome : Among Hunters, Hares, or a Cough.
Coneys, when they make a noiſe in Rut
Beck, a Nod or Sign ; alſo a little Rive
or Brook .
ring-time, are ſaid to beat or tap.
To Beat an alarm , (M. T ) is to give
To Becken , to make a Sign with on
notice by beat of Drum of ſome ſudden Finger, &c.
Danger, that allmay be in a readineſs. To
Beó, a Place to lie, or take reſt on :
Beat aCharge, a Signal to fall upon the Ene- Gunnery, that in ck Plank which lies imm
diately under a Piece of Ordnance ont
my.
To Beat the General, to give notice Carriage : A Bed of Snakes, is a knot
to the Forces that they are to March. To young ones.
To bed with one, to lie together in
beat the Reveille, to give leave at break of
Day, to come out of Quarters. To Beat Came Bed : Among Hunters, a Roe is ſaid
the Tat-too, to order all to retire to their bed , when ſhe lodges in a particular Place.
Bedrid , that is ſo weak by Sickneſs,
Quarters. To Beat the Troop, to order the
Men to repair to their Colours.
old Age, as not to be able to riſe from on
)
Bed .
Beaters, Printers Ink -Balls.
To Bedaggie , to dirty the Skirts of on
Beatifical or Beatifick, (L.) making
happy, or bleffed ; belonging to the Bler. Cloaths.
Bedd -ale or Bido -ale, a Friendly A
fed .
Beatification , an Ad by which the pointment for the Meeting of Neighbor
Pope declares a perſon to be bleſſed after at the Houſe of New -marry'd Perſons,
other Poor People.
his Death.
To Beatify, to make bleſſed, to inroll Bedder or Bebetter, the Nether- ſto
of an Oil-Mill.
among the Bleſſed.
Bede, a Learned Engliſh Monk, who h
Bcatilles, in ( F. Cookery) certain Tid -bits;
as Cocks- Combs, Gooſe-Gibblets, Gizzards, the Titleof Venerable .
Bedc houilt, an Hoſpital, or Alms-hou
Gc. to be put into Pies or Potages.
Bębes men , Alms-men , who pray'd
Beatitude, (L.) Bleſſedneſs, Bliſs, Happie
their Founders and Benefactors.
neſs.
Fedel, a Cryer, a Beadle, from the Sa
a
happy)
makes
that
one
Beatric, (i. e.
word" Bydde,to Publith, or Declare ; Whies
proper Name of Women ,
Beaul, ( F.) a SpruceGentleman ,a Spark, our Univerſity -Beadles , Church -Bead
a Fop .
Beadleof theBeggers,&c.
Beaupleader, a Wșit that lies where the
Bedelary, the Juriſdi&tion of, or Precia
Sheriffor Bail & takes a Fine of a Party, belonging to a Bedel, or Beadle.
that he may not Plead fairly, or aptly to
Federepé or Bidicpe, a Service ar
ently performed by fome Tenants,
the Purpoſe.
Reap
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Belemnites , (G.) a ſort of Stone ; Ar
Reaping their Landlord's Corn' at Har.
row -head, Finger-ſtone, or Thunder-bole.
veft.
Belfrey, that part of a Steeple where che
Bedlam , the Name of a ſtately Hoſpi
tal in London ,where Mad People are kept. Bells hang.
, the Inhabitants of Belgium , or
Belgą
or
,
a
Mad
,
Bedlamite
A Bedlam or
the Low -Countries ; Alſo the People that
diſtracted Perſon.
Inhabited part of England, now called Soo
Beeth, a ſort of Tree.
Becf a la gDodė , ( F ) Beef weit beaten , merſet-/hire, and Wiltſhire.
Beigiai or Belgick , belonging to the
Larded , and Stew'd
with Pepper, Salt,
Lemmon , a Glaſs of white -wine, & c.
Low -Countries.
Welt Dailns, (L.) a kind of precious
Beer , a well known Drink : Among
Weavers, nineteen ends of Yarn , running Stone that reſembles an Eye.
Belive, ( 0.) anon ; preſently.
all together out of the Trough, all the
Bell, (ch.) the Sun , which was Wors
length of the Cloth .
Beelom , a Broom to ſweep with : Allo ſhipped under that Name by the Chaldeans
an Addition to the Names of ſeveralHerbs, and Allyrians: Alſo a well known Mufical
Inftrumenr, hung up in Church-Steeples.
that reſemble a Broom .
Bell- Flowers or Blew Bells , a plea
Becftings or Bzeltings, the firſt Milk
fant Flower, of which there are ſeveral
taken from a Cow , after Calving.
Corts.
Beet, a Garden -Herb .
Bell-metal, a Mixture of Tin and Cop
Tahite Bert, a Plant, the Rib of which
w
per, proper for the Cafting of Bells.
.
Marro
like
beingboild , melts, and eats
or Gourd pear, a ſort of
Bell-pear
Beet- Raves or BeetRadilhes , a fort
Pear.
of red Beets.
Belling, as , The Roc Belleth, i.e, makes a
Beetle, anInfeet 3 alſo a Filh .
Beetle or Boytle , a Wooden Inſtrument noiſe in Rutting-time.
Bellis , (L.)the White Daiſy, a Flower .
for the driving of Piles, Scakes, Wedges,
To Bellow , to cry as Oxerr, Cows, or
&c. Alſo a great Sledge, cr Hammer to
drive down Palliſadoes , or for other Uſes Bulls do ; theWord is alſo apply'd by Fom
refters to the Harr.
in Fortification .
Beglerbeg , (i, e. Lord of Lords) the
Bellum , (L.) War, the State of War :
Province
Turkey.
in
In Law , the old cuſtomary way of Tryal by
chitf Governour of a
Arms, Duel , or Combate .
To Beguile, to Couzen , or Deceive .
Belly, that partof the Body which cre
Begraines, an Order of Religious Wo
men ,
cloſes theGuts, Bladder, & c.
Behemoth, a wonderful Creature , taken Belly fretting, a great Pain in the Belly
byfome for theRiver -horfe.
of a Horſe ; alſo the Wounding, or Galling
Bein
Rope
or
that Part with theFore-girths.
,
Red,
the
of
Behen
or
of
White Valerian ; alſo a kind of Fruit.
To Belly orBelly out, to grow fat, ta
Bebeſts ,(0.)Engagements
ſtrut,
to jut forth .
, Prom
Belone, (G.) a Needle; alſo a kind of
Bebiram ,a Feſtival among
Turks..
theiſes.
Behight, (0.) promiſed.
Fiſh , ſhap'd like a Needle .
Belaccoile, a Friendly Salutation. Spenn
Belonioides , ( in Anat.) the Proceſs, or
cer.
Knob of the Bone, callid Aliformis in the
Eelagged , left behind.
Baſisof the Scull.
Belande or Belandje , (F.) a fortof Sea Bellwagger, a ſwaggering Fellow ; a
Vefiel with Sailsand Tackle likea Hoy,
hut Bully orhectoringBlade. Sword by : Allo
broader.and flatter.
Belt , a Girt to hang a
To Belay, (0.) to Way-lay, to lay a Diſeaſe in Sheep.
Wait for : Among Sea -men , To Belay, or
Belvedere , ( 1. pleaſant to behold ) the
ot
cann
Rope,when
one
Name
Pope's- Toadof theBroom
Palaces
in Rome,
that it any running
run forth
is baledis ,tofaften
itBelagem
again .
alſo
an of
Herb
, call's
flax,
ToBelch ,to break Wind upwards.
Belzebub or Baalzebub, (H. the God of
Betoame,a decrepit old woman .
Flies ) the Prince of Devils.
To Beleagiter , ( D. 3 to Beliege,to lay
Bement, (0.) lamented, bemoaned .
Siege before a Town .
Beines, (0 ) Trumpets.
egedd , allo Oppreſſed , Ben or Behn , the Fruit of a Tree like
Beleaguered Belca
, Beſi
guere
or Aided ; as
with Sickneſs and the Tamarisk ,about thebigneſs of a Filberd ,
out of which the Perfumersget an Oil pro
Per to receive any fort of Ssent.
Bmajah,
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Benajah , ( H. the Lord's Building) Fehoi- burnt on the Hand and ſet free, otherv
'Ada's Son .
ſuffers Death for his Crime.
Benerth , a Service which the T
Bencher , a Lawyer of the firſt Rank in
heretofore render'd to his Lord , wir
the Inns of Court.
Bend, a Muffler, Kercher, or Caul. Chan- Plough and Cart.
Benevolence, good Will, Favour :
cer . In Heraldry, an Ordinary, made by two
Lines drawn croſs-ways from the Dexter a voluntary Preſent made by Subje
chief to the Sinifter Baſe-Point.
their Soveraign.
Benevolent, bearing good Will,
Bend Sinifter , is drawn from the Sini
fter chief Point, to the Dexter Baſe.
vourible , friendly , affectionare , kind,
Penevolent Planets, (in Aftrol.)
Bend Tlotted, is when two ſtrait Lines
drawn within the Bend, run nearly parallel as afford a favourable Influence ; which
to the outward edges of it.
Jupiter and Venus.
Benevolentia Regis habenda, theE
To Bend, to ſtretch out,to bow or crook,
to yield or ftoop.
in ancient Pines, to purchaſe the King':
To Bend the Cable to the anchor, is don and Favour, in order to be reftor'.
to make it faſt to the Ring of the Anchor | Eſtate, Title or Flace.
Bengale, a ſort of Linnen - cloth, brou
with Ropes. To Bend a Main -fail, is to make
from Bengala, a Kingdom in the Eaſt- Ind.
it faſt to the Yard in its proper Place.
Benhadad , ( H. the Son of Noiſe) a K
Bendlet, (in Heraldry) a ſmall bend,
which takes up the ſixth part of the Shield . of Syria.
Benjamin , ( i.e, the Son of the Rig
Wendwith, an Herb.
Bendy, (inHeraldry) when an Eſcutche Hand) the youngeſt of Jacob's TwelveSor
Benjamin or Bmizoin , a Drug mu
on is divided Bend-ways into an even Num
ber of Partitions,
u'd in Swetr-bags, and other Perfumes.
Eenign, (L.) courteous good-natur
Beneaped, a Ship is ſaid To be beneaped,
when the Water does notfow high enougfikind .'
Eenign Diſeaſe, is a favourable of
to bring her off theGround, out of a Dock ;
or over a Bar.
thathas no irregular, ordreadful Sympton
Benedidines , an Orderof Monks, Foun
Wenignity, ſweetneſs of Diſpoſitio
ded by St. Benedict.
Goodneſs
, Courteſy.
.
To benim , ( 0.) co bereave.
Benediction , (L.) a Bleſſing, particular
Bennet, a proper Name of Men ; ali
ly, that which is given by Parents to their
a kind of Herb .
Children
Benefactor, a doer of good Turns ; a
death, to give, or leave by la
To
Patron .
Will and leftament,
Benefice, any Church-living, whether a
Bequeſt, a Law -word for a Legacy.
Dignity, or other fort.
Berberts , (L.) the Barberry-tree,
entficence, the doing of good Offices ; Shrub.
Kindneſs , Liberality .
Fercaria or Berceria , ( 0. L.) a Sheep
Beneficial, that yields Benefit, Advan fold, or Sheep-pen .
le
ous
itab
.
,
Prof
tage
To Bereape, to deprive, or rob one of
Benefictarıt, (among the Romans) a fost a thing
Zereft, bereaved, or deprived of.
of Soldiers, who for ſome eminent Service
Bergamot, a round Pear of a delicious
done, had Lands allow'd them for Term of
Life , called Beneficia.
Taſte ; alſo a fort of Perfume.
Beneficiary, one that has a Benefice,
Bergamot of Eaſter, a Pear that is
Beneficioprimo Eccleſiaſtico habendo, ripe in February and March.
Writ directed to the Lord -Chancellor, or
Bergander, a Fowi,
Fergmayter, (D.) the Bailiff, or chief
Lord -Keeper, to beſtow the Benefice that
Shall firſt fall into the Queen's Gift, upon Officer among the Derby-ſhireMiners.
this,or that Parſon.
Herghmoth or Bergmote, a Court
Benefit, Kindneſs, or Favour : Advan held to determine Matters relating to Mines.
rage, or Profit
Beria, (0. L.) a flat, wide Plain, or
Benefit of the Clergy, a Privilege Heath.
by Virtue of which a Man Convicted of
Berm , . (F. in Fortif.) a little ſpace of
Manſlaughter, bc, is put to read in a Latin Ground, left at the foot of the Rampart
Book of a Gothick black Character, and if next che Field.
theOrdinary of Newgate, ſays, Legit ut Cleri.
Bern , ( i. e, a Bear) one of the fourPro
Sus , i, &, he reads like a Clerk, he is only teftant Cantons of Switzerland.
Hernard,
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Beley, ( 0.) become. Well-beſey, of good
Bernard, ( i. e. Bear's heart) a proper
Name of Men.
Aſpect.
Belhet, (0.) ſhut up!
Bernard College, an ancient College
id Oxford , Rebuiltby Sir ThomasWrite, and
To Belyzew , (ond to curſe or uſe in
afterwards call'd St. John Baptiſt's College. precations,
Befidery, a ſort of Baking - Pear.
Bernardistes, certain Religious Perſons
To Beliege, to lay Siege. to a Town
of the Order of one Bernard , a Ciftercian
Monk .
with MilitaryForces. In Aftrology,a Planet
is ſaid to bebeſieged , when plac'd between
Berra, (0.L. ) å plain , ópen Heath .
Berries, (among Herbalifts) are Fruits the Bodiesof the twoill-boding Planets,
cover'dwith a thin Skin , containing a Pulp Saturn and Mars.
that grows ſoft and moist when ripe.
Belmottered , (0.) beſmutted .'
Berrtthatth, (0.) Litter for Horſes .
Telprenged , (0.) beſprinkled .
Berſa, ( 0.2.) a Limit ,Bound, or Com
Beſtad , ( 0.) loft.
To Beſpatter, to daſh or dawb with
pafs.
e orNander.
to defam
Berfare. in Forefta, Dirt,
, to
ſhoot;inasa Foreſt
Berl
hunt
ii's.
To are
or ſhoot
T.) all kind of Beafts,
Beltail,
( F. L.
Berſatrir, a Rocker of young children or Cattel.
in a Cradle .
Beltial, (L.) belonging to a Beaſt, beaſt
Berſeletta, a Hound , or Hunting-dog . ly , brutiſh .
Berth or Birth , convenient Sea -room
Belttal signs of the Zodiack , are
for a Ship that rides at Anchor.
Aries, Taurus, (Leo, Sagittarins and Caprio,
Bertha , a proper Name of ſome Wo cornus.
mien fignifying in the German Tongue,
ToFettorke, (0.) to betray.
brigh, t or famous.
To Beltow , to give, to lay out.
Berthinſeck or Birdinietk, a Scotch
To Bet, to lay Wagers when Game
Forwhereby a Man is not to be hanga ſters are playing,in favour ofone side
as he can carry againſt the other.
upon his Back in a Sack , butonly ſcourged .
Beta, the ſecond Letter of the Greek
Bertoh , a Farm - houſe.
: Allo an unfavoury Herb called
Berton , a great Farm ſocall'd in Devon . Alphabet
Beet.
thire .
Beet, (0.) Boor, or Help .
Bertonarit, 10. L.) Tena
nts of Bertons ,
To Beet, ( 0.) to bid , or command:
Ċr Farmers.
To Beten, (0. ) to abate, alſo to kindle.
pr
op
Name of Mein
rarb
a, he
m ,,' ot
rw
iſer
alſo BeanrtHe
e cal
Bread ) amCitory Bethleh
of Judaem
l’d Pellitory of of Fethle
h . , (H. the Houſe
Spain .
Hoſpitál,
a noted Hoſpital in
Bertpinig a Ship , the raiſing up of the theWethlem
City of Lon
don .
Ship's
.
tes
ehemi
Inhabitants of Betha
the
,
Bethl
bergh, (G.) a precious Stone ofa a faint Figure of a Star on their Backs.
bas Green Colour.
Bes or Bellis , ( L.) th
-Pepper . a kind of Indian Plant
lld Wateorr Betre,
ight of eight caBetle
Ounces , among the ancieenwe
Romans..
t
Land -meaſure, the eighth part of an Acre
. ng, an Herb of good Uſe in Phy
In, fickBeto
divided into twelve equal Portions.
Belaite, a Writ that lies for an Heir ,
lled, (0.) deceived ."
where his great Grand-father, dying por trBetra
, orto di
ſclofal
ſcov
eaTo
cherBetra
delive
, to
ſe ſe
er . r up
ouſly y,; totodibe
ſeſſed of Lands or Tenements , a Stranger
enters upon the Premiſes, and keeps our the
.
,( )
ſaid Heir .
B
To Betroth , ( D.) to give one Party ta
Belant or yzantine,
another, by a Solemn Matrimonial Con
Gold-coin , ſo call'd , becauſea ſtvery
at By- tract
riage.; to make ſure, or promiſe in Mar
ampt ancient
*
Heraldr
Beſants, ( in
a Domade
tò br
y) the Figure of ThBette
ieves , t,
or. uſe of by
aneaInſtru
k openment
Plates of Gold .
Eelca , ( 0. L.) a
, , Br - la , rc .an fo th
To Beleectly , to pray, or entreat humbly . tersBebel,
, Mafons
ick yers
r e
d Carpen
nt us’d by
an Inſtrume
Spade, or Shovel.
oday Me
ong the Tu , an Pe
rchants, am
or
,
rkan
d rſiaensfor adjuking of Angles.
s Exchang
tuer ,
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Bialacoyl , (0.) fair welcoming.
Bever, a ſmall Collation berwixt Din
Bias, ( F.) Inclination , Bent, or Ply
ner and Supper ; alſo the Viſer, or Sight of
Bias of a Bowl, that Place where
a Head - piece.
Beverage, ( F.) a ſort of mingled Drink. | inclines on one side more than another
To Pay Beverage, to treat one's running .
To Blas, to ſet a Biaz upon ; to incli
Friends or Companions, upon the firſt
one, to prepoſſeſs him .
wearing of a new Suit'of Cloaths, 6c,
Bebile, (in Heraldry) broken or open
Biberot, ( F.) minced Meat made of t
likea Bevel, or Carpenter's Rule.
Breaſts of Partridges and fat Pullets.
Bibio , (L.) the Wine Ay, an Infe & ta
Bevy of Rov-bucks, a Herd of thoſe
Beaſts : A Bevy of Quails, a Brood or breeds in the Dregs of Wine.
Flock of young Quails.
Bibitopp muſcle, (in Anat.) the Mur
Beby -Öreale , the Fat ofa Roe -buck ,
that draws down the Eye towards the Co
Bewared , (0.) ſpent, or laid out.
when one drinks.
Bewildered, that has a wild Look with
Bible; the Holy Scriptures of the
him , ſcared, cr frighted.
and New Teftament, ſo call'd by way
Bewits , pieces of Leather, to which the Excellency, from the Greek Word Biblos
Hawk's Bells are faſten'd and button'd to Book .
their Legs .
Bibliopola, (G.) a Book-feffer, or
To Beway, to foul one's Hoſe, ro tioner!
elawb or fill with Ordure ; to diſcover, or
Bibliotheca, a Library, aPlace wh
reveal a Secret,
Books are kept, a Study ; alſo the Bo
themfelves.
Bewreck , (0.) revenged.
Bicane, the Verjuice -Grape , a kind
Bewryen, (0.) declared .
wild Grape.
Beyaped , ( 0.) cheated.
Bice , a ſort of Stuff usd by Paint
Bezaliel, (H. the Shadow of God ) a
famous inſpir'd Artiſt , among the ancient to make Blew and Green Colours .
Biceps, (L.in Anat.) a Muſcle of
Fews.
Bezantler , the ſecond Branch of a Elbow , ſo called ,becaufe it has two Head
Stag's Horn.
Beginnings .
Bezar: Tree, a kind of Tree , growing
Biceps or Wiceps femoris, a Mu
of the Leg, having likewiſe two Heads.
in Malabar ,in the Eaft - Indies.
Bezel or Begil, the upper part of the
Bicipital, having two Heads.
Collet of a Ring, which encompaſſes the
Bickering , tilting, or skirmiſhi
Scone,
wrangling, Quarrel, Difpute.
Bezoar or Bezoar-Stone, a precious
Bicongius, (L.) a Meaſure contair
Stone, bred in the Stomach of a Creature about fix Engliſh Quarts.
like a wild Goat,
Bícorporal signs, ( in Aftrol.)
Besoar anitnale , the Livers and Hearts thoſe Signs of the Zodiack that are dou
of Vipers dry'd in the Sun and powder'd .
bodied, or repreſent two Bodies.
Bezoar minerale, a Chymical Prepa
To 2510 à oon , (0.) to make a
tationof Butter of Antimony, kxed by queſt ::
Bid -ale or Bid -all, a bidding or i
Spirit of Nitre, and reduc'd to a white
Powder.
ring of Friends to drink ata poor >
Bezoardick or Bezoartick Remedied, Houſe, togain their charitable Aliſtan
Bidding of the Beads , a Charge
Cordial Medicines , good againſt Poiſon or
infectious Diſeaſes.
Pariſh- Prieſts formerly gave their Pariſ
Bezoardian Joviale, a Medicine ers, to ſay, particular Prayers, in beha
made of Regulus of Antimony, block- Tin, ſomedeceaſed Friend's Soul.
and Sublimate Corroſive.
Bidens, ( L.) a young Sheep having
Bczoardiam Lunale, is made by ming Teeth, a Tag or Hogrel of the fecond )
ling rectify'd Butter of Antimony with
Biennial, that is of two Years c
Silver, and diffolving the Maſs in Spirit | nuance.
of Nitre .
Bici or Beer, a wooden Frame to
Bezoardicum Dartiale, a Solution of ry a dead Body upon .
Crocus Martis, made by Reverberation in
Eifolum , (L.) Bifoil or Tway -blac
Butter of Antimony, and Spirit of Nitre Herb .
Four'd on it.
Bifozined , double-taped, leaving
To Bezzle , to guzzle, tipple, or drink Shapes,
hard.
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Biga , (L.) a Cart or Chariot drawn by
Bill of Debt, a Bond or Writing Ob:
coupled Horſes :
with two Wheels. In old Records, a Cart ligatory, drawn up in Engliſh,
Bill of Entry, an Account of Goods
Bigary,(G.) the having oftwo Wives, enter'd at theCuſtom -houſe.
Bigarrade
, (F.) a kind ofgreat Orange.
Bill of Erchange, a ſhort Nore, orde
Bigat , aRoman Coin Stampewiththe ring the Paymentora SummofMoney in
Figure of a Chariot drawn by twoHorſes oneplace,to any perſonappointed, in
equalin
a-breaft,
valueto 3 .half-penny Conſideration ofthelikeValue paid the
Engliſh
Money
.
Drawer in another Place.
Bigge , (C) .a Pap ,
Tear.
Bill of Lading, a Deed ſigned by the
acknowledging theRe
Biggiu, a kind
child .of Cuit-or Linsen- Maſter of aship,
Cap, for a young
ceipt of theMerchant's Goods ,and obliging
Bighes, (0.) Jewels.
to deliver the ſame, at the Place to
Bight or Bite , (S.T.) any turn or part himſelf
which th y are conſign'd.
ofa Cable, or' Rope that lies compaſſing or
rolled up.
Bill of parcels, a particular Account
of the fo ts and prizes of Goods bought,
Bight orBongbt , (of a Horſe) isthe given byhe Seller to theBuyer.
inward bent ofthe Chambrel, alſo the bent
Bill of Sale, is when a perſon want
of the Knees in the Forelegs.
Bigat, (F.) a ſuperſtitious Perſon, one ing a Summ of Money, delivers Goods as
the Lender.
Securityio
a
whoſeDevotion is over- ſtrained ; an Hy.
Bill of Stove, a Licence granted at
pocrite .
the Cuſtom -Houſe, to Merchants, to carry
Bigotum
Hypocriſy
. or Wigotry , Superfition , fuch Stores and Provifions Cuſtom-free,as
Bigotted, grown a Bigor.
are neceſſary fortheir Voyage.
Bijbn , (F.) a Juice
Bill of Dufferance, a Licence likewiſe
from the Pine, Fir and La
h -tree. that runs granted to a Merchant, ſuffering him to
orrcRofin
trade from one Engliſh Port to anocher,
Tola Fikenn
e (0.) to acknowledge.
Bi
ngis deferendis
without paying Cuſtom .
Corporation for the carryi, ng of Weig
a Preſentmen
of indorling,
the ba
iting on
ck -fid
hts toto aa wrBilla
directed
Uera,
( L.
T. ) ethe
ort
particular Haven , there to Writ
weigh the Wooll by the Grand Jury , when they find the
tranſport
licenſed
that
fuch aMan
to
Bilb
erries , theisFruit of a ſmall: creeping
. Bilze
Buih .
Billage, the breadth of a Ship’s Floor,
Filboes , a ſort of Puniſhme at Sea .
when the lies a -ground.
nt
Biloge or Billage, the bottom of a Capo .
n
Billard,
(C ) an imperfect, or baſtard
Ship
Bl'sogFlesootr.a
l
a
t
th
e
r
at
Wa
which by forBillet,
,
al
Fu
;
a Lettor
NoteoffoWood
te
lded up
ſo
b
el
r
r
er or
e
a
Stick
Log
cut,
a
d
th of the Bildge , cannot
reaſon of the
Ship’s Hold .
come to the we
th
i
ll
e
n
Bilged or Bulget, a Sh is ſa To be or a Ticker for the quartering of Soldiers :
bilged , when ſhe has ftruck ofipf ſomeidof her In Heraldry, a particular Bearing.
Billet
Love-letter.
Timber on a Rock , or Anc , and ſpri
Metal, Doue,
eſ cial(lyF.)Goa lthort
hor
ngs of Billet
or peBillot,
and Ingpe or Wedge
a Leak.
Bilingitis
, ( L.) that can ſpeak two leveral Houſes , by way of Billet or Ticket .
Language
To Billet Soldiers, to quarter them in
s ; alſo double -tongu , deceit l ..
In Law , a Jury that paſſes betewdeen an fu
En ..
gliſh-man and E
a fort of Game .
n
are Natives of a gFloarneid,gnaendr,paorft wSt
. FoxBillíting
hiracng
.
, the Ordure, or Dung of a
pasrt
h
er
· "Bilions, full of Bile or Choler, Cholerick . rolling Wave .
Bilis , (L.) the Bile , Gall , or Choler ;
Billow , a Surge of the Sea ; a great
he Body.
an Humour of t
b
l
ac C
Bilis atrå ,
( C.) a Stalk of Hops.
0. ,
diſakpp holer , or Melancholy . 25Bind,
oint,
Bind of Eels, a Qitantity conſiſting of
To Biblk , to
gull,or ubble .
Bill, an E
or deceive ; to Bino-speed, a Planc chat bears a blew
rdegee
men , to lop DiTo
Flower.
s,- tsotoolc. us'd by Husba
Bill oWr riti ceís ar Law , a Declanrd
Binding, (in Falconry) fignifies tiring,
a
G
tion in Wro ng , that expreſ
r
and oſeizes.
Breada Hawk
t
ther Proviſion ; alſo a
i
h
e
- uorp when
ſes e
ng th Pl
yance , or
in . s to loc's
to put Cororn Hurch,
e aintiff has ſuffer'd PlacBinn,
e boardaedCup-board

.
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Binnarium , ( 0 , L.) a Stews or Pond,
for thefeeding and keeping of Fiſh.
Binocle, ( F.) a kind of double Proſpect
glaſs, to ſee a diſtant Object with both
Eyes together.
Binomial, (G. in Algebra .) as A bino
mial Quantity or. Root, i. e. one that conſiſts
of two Names of Parts.
Biographer, one that writes an Account
of the Lives of eminent Perſons.
Biography, a Deſcription, or particular
relation of fub Lives,
Biolychninm , (in the Art of Phyſick )
the Vital Flame , natural Heat or Life of
Animals.
Biovac or Bihovat, ( F. M.T.) an ex
traordinary Guard perform'd by the whole
Army.
To Raiſe the Biovac, is to return the
Army to their Tents, ſome time after break
of Day.
Bipartite, (L.) divided into two parts.
Bipartient, that divides into two Parts:
In Arithmetick , a Number which divides
another equally into two Parts, without a
Remainder.
Bipartition , the Act of dividing a
thiog into two equal Parts.
Bipinella , (L.) the Herb Pimpernel.
Biquadzate, (in Arith. and Algebra)
the fourth Power which ariſes from the
Multiplication of a Square Number or
Quantity by it ſelf.
Biguintile, (in Aftron.) an aſpect
conſiſting of two fifth Parts of the whole
Circle, viz . 144 Degrees.
Birch , a Tree more-eſpecially peculiar
to Great Britain .
Birds-Eye, an Herb of a dry binding
Quality.
Birds Foot, an Herb proper for
Wouri
E.OS- Melt, a bitter Herb , diftaſtful to
the Palate.
Birds.Conglie , an Herb , otherwiſe
Stitch -wort.
Btremis , (L.) a Ship, or Galley that
has two Ranges of Oars, or cwo Oars in a
Seat.
Birgander, a kind of wild Gooſe .
Birlet, (0.) a Coif, or Hood.
Birretus, (0. L.) the Cap or Coif of
Judge, or' Sergeant at Law .
Birt, a Fiſh of the Turbor -kind.
Birth, a being born, Extraction , Deſcent.
In Sea- Language, the obſerving of a 'fit
Diſtance for Ships ; or a convenient Place
to Moor a Ship in . !!
Birth -wort, an Herb.
Birthing ,a Term usd when the ship's I
des are rais'd , or brought og. ? !.
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Biſcotin , ( F.) a ſort of
made of fine Flower, the WE
Powder -Sugar, &c.
To Bilect, (L. in Geom .)
vide a Line, Angle, or Ar
two equal Parts.
Bilection , the dividing o
after ſuch a manner.
Biſegment, one of the Pa:
divided .
Bilet, ( F.) a kind of Si
Wood -pigeon.
Bilhop , a Chief Officer in
who hn the Charge of a Dioce
Suffragan Biſhop, or This
one that has the Title and Sty !
but at preſent, there are no ſuc
Biſhops Leaves, an Herb
Bertops wort, a Plant or
St. Karbarine's Flower.
Bisk or Burgue, ( F.) od
Play," a Stroke allow'd as g
weaker Player. In Cookery, a
made of Quails,Capons, & c.
Bilmare, (0.) Curioſity .
Biſmuth or in Glaſs,
perfect Metal.
Bilon , (G.) a wild Ox
call’d a Buff, or Bugle.
Billa, (ó, L.) the Hind, a
Foreft.
Bifertile , Leap -year, ſo c
among the ancient Romans,
of February was twice counter
pens every fourth Year : But
Day is uſally added to the laſt
Biftozt or enake wecd,
ja thick, ſhort, knobbed Root,
twiſted together.
Bilusor PanisBilius, (
Bread, a brown Loaf.
Bittacle, a . Timber-frame
age of a Ship, where the Com
Bitter , any turn of a Cal
Timbers callid Bitts, that ſo it n
or let out by little and little.
Bitter end of a Cablc, th
is wound about the Bitts, w
lies at Anchor.
Bitter-ſweet or TC100dry
a Plane that grows in Hedges.
Bitterit or Bittotir, a kin
1
Bird .
Bitts, ( S.T.) two main P
ber , which ſtand Pillar-wiſe ,
Manger, in the Loof of the SE
ro fáſten the Cable, when
Anchor.
Bituinen , ( C:) a ſort of si
likePitch, and ſmelling ro
Brimſtone.
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Bitiminais, belonging to, or partaking
Blankets, the Coverlets of a Bed :
of the Nature of Bitumen .
Alſo woollen Cloaths that Printers uſe at the
, that has two Bellies ; as Preſs, to make the Letters appear fair and
biventral Muſcle.
A5iventral
even .
Bir -wort, an Herb .
Flanquet, ( F.) a kind of Pear.
Black Bird, a well known whiſtling
Blaptigonia, a Diſeaſe in Bees, when
Bid.
they do not breed , or their young ones
Black -cap, a ſort of Bird .
miſcarry .
Black -book, aBook kept in the Exche Blaptiſecula, the Blew -bottle, a Flower .
quer , containing the Orders of that Court.
To Blart, to bellow like a Cow ; alſo
Black mail,a link of Mail,orſmall to
ſweal,or
times
does. melt away,asa Candlefome
Black -rod,the Uſher belonging to the
Blas , the Motion of the Stars, ác. Van
Order of the Garter, ſo called from the Helmont
black Rod ,'with a gilt Lion on the top;
Blaſe, (0.) ſprouting forth ; alſo a
which he bears in his Hand .
proper Name of Men .
Black -tail, a kind of Fith.
Bl.Cours . (0.) Praiſers.
Black - vine, an Herb .
To Blaſpheme, (G.) to curſe to revile,
Hladarius ,( 0.L.) a Corn -chandler, or to ſpeak evil of God, or Holy Things.
Meal-monger.
Blaſphemous or Blaſphematozy, be
Bladder, askinny Subſtance which longing to, or full of Blaſphemy.
fervestoreceive and diſchargethe Urine of Blacphemy, an uttering ofreproachful
Living Creatures.
Words, that tend to the Diſhonour of
Bladder - out, a Plant that bears Leaves God, or
greeniſh
like Elder- flowers, and after them
Blaſt, a puff of Wind ; alſo Damage
Bladders, containing one ſmall Nut.
l'happening to Corn, Trees, & c.
· Blade, the firſt Sprout of a Plant that
To Elaſt, to ſpoil the Fruits ofthe Earth ;
comes out of the Ground.
to ſpoil, or marr ; to diſappoint a Deſign :
Bladier, (0. L. T. )
an Ingroffer of Corn is ſaid To be blaſted , when poor and
Corn , or Grain .
thin in the Ear, with little Flower in it.
Blelus , ( G.) a bandy-legged Perſon ;
Blaſtings, Winds and Frofts chat imme
Aa
mm
er
tha
one
alſo
s,
t
diately ſucceed Rain , and are molt de
Blair, an angry Puſh or
, ſomewhat like the Itructive to Fruits, c.
Small-pox , bur redder and much more pain
(0.) barking, bawling ; as A
ful, being one D
of the Symptoms of the blaBlatant,
tant Writer.
Plague. Allo a iftemper
Elatta, (L.) the Moth -Ay, an Infect .
in Cattel.
Blake, ( 0.) naked .
Blattaria , the Herb Moth mullein .
Blakes, Cow -dung dry'd for Fuel.
To Blage or Blaze forth. to flaſh as the
Blanch , ( Fr. White )
of Fire does ; allo to publiſh , to ſer
Flame
of
a
Name
proper
Women .
To Blanch, to whiten ; to take off the or ſpread abroad .
Blazon, the Diſplay of a Coat of Arms.
Skins of Almonds , Beans, Seeds, & c.
To Plazon , to paint ſuch a Coat, to
Blanchers, ( in the Mint) Work -men expr
eſs the ſeveral Parts of it in their pro
employ'd to anneal, boil, and cleanſe the per Colours and Metals : Alſo to deſcribe,
.
or ſet forth one's Vertues, or good Qualities.
Blant-manger ,
Jelly made with
of
Blazonry the Art of Heraldry.
Calves-feet, and othe
( r aIngr
edients
To Bleach, to whiten , to dry in the
pounded Almonds ,
Sun.
To Blandily to
fait Speeches.
Aarrer, or sooth upwith Bleak , cold , pale, or wan .
Blandilymm
A Bleak or Blay, a ſmall, eager, fremh
ts
Wheedles.
alluring Careſſes swater Fiſh.
ToBleat, to cry like a Sheep or Goat
Blan pale
and
Countenak,nce,
Blechnon , (G.) a kind of Fern, or Brake.
that is out of
,
wan
Blechon , wild Penny-royal ; an Herb .
A Blank , wo
a rt
v
oieig
Bleit or Bläte, (Sc.). ſhamefac'd .
d ht
ſpac
in , ftam
Writpt
:
Alſo a Cóin Fra h
Pen
by
ce
e
in
g
n
a Scain, or Spot ; a Fault, a
ülemily,
K. Henry V. in Pie ce : Allo a Term usd in Difg
race · In Hanting , when the Hounds,
ce
the Mint, for a
Blankers 0.2 Wh ready for Coining .
es
finding where the Chace
or Beagl
ite Gayments ,
, (
been , only make aProffer and return .
To
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To Blerning to ſtain, or ſpot ; to Blomary, the firſt Forge in an It
wound one's Reputation , or good Name.
mill.
Blench , (Sc. L. T.) as To hold Lands in
Bloom , a Bloſſom , or Flower o
'Blench, i. e. by Payment of a Sugar - loaf, Tree, & c. In the Iron -works, a M
a Beaver-hat, a Roſe, or ſuch like, if de wrought to a four- ſquare Maſs' two.I
manded .
long .
To Bloom , to put forth Bloſſoms,
To Blend, to mix , or mingle together.
Blend-water, a Diſtemper that happens be in Bloffom , to Houriſh .
to black Cattel.
To Blote , to ſwell : Allo to ſet a ſn
Blenna, (G.) thick Snot which comes ing, or drying by the Fire.
from the Brain and diftills thro ' the No Blond , one of the chief Humour
ftrils, or Palace.
the Body : Allo a Diſeaſe in the Back
Blernis, a Sea -fiſh, about the bigneſs Cartel.
of a Gudgeon.
Bloud hormos, a fort of Hunt
Blent, (0.) ſtayed, ceaſed, turned back. dogs, of an exquiſite Scent.
Blepharo, (G) one that has great Blond running Jtch, a. Diſeaſe
Brows, or Eye-lids ; Beetle -browed .
Horſes.
Blepharoli, an Eye-lid.
Blond -Cpaviti, a ſoftSwelling that gi
Blepharorpltum , an Inſtrument to pull thro'the Hoofof an Horſe.
Hair out of the Eye-lids.
Bloud - Itone, a reddiſh Stone, very
Bleta, (0. L.) Pete, or Earth digged up fectual for the ſtoppingof Bloud .
and driedfor Fuel.
Bloud ſtrange, an Herb .
Blewo bottle, a Weed that grows much
Bloud wit, ( 0. R.) an Amerciamen
in Corn - fields.
Fine, anciently paid as an Atonemen
Blew -mantle, a Title peculiar to one of the Shedding of Bloud.
the Purſevants, or Marſhals at Arms.
Bloud.wort, a Sallet - herb.
Blonding , a Blood -pudding.
Blica , (L.) the Blay, or Bleak, a Fish.
Blight, an Accident happening to Corn
Blondy, dawb’d , or beſmear'd
and Fruit-trees, which makes them look Bloud : Bloud-thirſty, cruel.
as if they were blaſted .
Blondy hand , ( f. L.) the taking
Blinds, ( F. in Fortif.) Bundles of Ofiers Treſpaller againſt Veniſon, with his H
bound at both ends, and ſet up between or other Parts bloudy.
Stakes.
Blower , a ſort of Whale that ſpou
a great deal of Water.
Blind -Nettle, an Herb .
Blowing -Caakt, & kind of Vipe
Blinkard, one that is blink -eyed , or
Virginia, which blows and ſwells the
twinkles with his Eyes.
Blinks, Roughs rent from Trees, and very much, before it gives a Bite.
Blowuze, a fat,red -fac’d, bloted W
caſt over-thwart the Way where a Deer is
Blubber , a kind of Sea -fith :
likely to paſs.
Whale-oil,
or Fat, ſo callid before
Bliſs , Happineſs.
To Bliftom or Tup , to leap as a Ram boil'd.
does upon the Ewe.
To Bluff, to Blind-fold , or Hood
Blit or Blits, a kind of Beet, an Herb .
Bluft-headed , a Term apply'd
Ship, whenſhe has but a ſmallRak
Blite, a Flower.
Blith, (B.) yielding Milk, prohrable: ward on , and is built with her Ster
Blith or Blithfome, pleaſant, jocund, or ſtraight up.
Blunder , a Miſtake, Fault, or
merry:
Blitum , (L.) the Herb Blit, that is of fight.
Brinderbuils, a ſhort Braſs-gun
a cooling Quality:
Blive or Belive, (0.) readily , faft.
large Bore.
Blunket, a ſort of light-blew Col
Block , the Stem , or Stump of a Tree :
To Blutter, to make a Noiſe as
In a Ship, Blocks are a ſort of wooden
ſterous Wind does ; to keep great
Pullies, on which go the Running-ropes.
Blockade or Blocus, (M.T.) a kind of or heavy Noiſe.
Siege, when Armed Troops are pofted on
Tº Bign , (9. ) to defift, to cea
all the Paſſages which lead to the Place.
leave off .
ToI lockade or Block up a Place, to Boanerges, (H. Sons of Thund
Thut up all the Ways and Pallages ; alſo to Title given by our Bleſſed Saviour
ſtop all Intelligence that may be ſeni into, Apoſtles, James and John ,
or out of the Town.
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Board , a Plank, a Table: Among Sea
men , To go a-board, is to go into a Ship .
Board and Board , is when twoships
lye cloſe together, Side by Side.
To Wake a Board ,orto board it
up to ward
e, to turn
a plac
Ship up ,to the
Wind
mes the
on oneTack
and
, ſometi
fomerimes on another .
To Board, to cover with Boards ; alſo
to entertainat Table,
orto be a Boarder:
draw
Ship
Fight,
Alo
an
ordetor t
in
anyduring
partofa he
o entecloſe
r Meto
no
r.
Boarder , one that Diets with another.
Boas or Body (G. ) a kindof Serpent
that followsHerdsof Cattel, and fucks the
Dugsof Cows: Allo a Diſeaſe, wherein red
Pimples ariſe in the Fleſh .
poat, a wellknown Sea - Veſſel.
fend
To
keep
the Boat
istoShore
. T.)
, (s
beating
againſt
from
Rocks
her
the
,
,
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In Geometry, Body is a Magnitude that
Dimenſions , viz . Length , Breadth ,
has three
and Thitkneſs.
Regular Body, is that which has all
the Anglesand Sides
alſo all
the :Planes
, as
thatcompoſe its Surfac
e likean
d equal
Jrregular Body,, a Solid that is not
bounded by equal and like Surfaces.
In Chymiſtry, Fitt- Bodies, are thoſe
things that naturally grow and encreaſe ;
as
Metals,Minerals,Plants and Living - Cream
tures.
Bodykin , (0.) a little Body.
Muda a Marty Ground full of Wates ,
or Bog,
To Boggle, to waver , to be uncertain
what to do ; to'Scruple.
large Country
Bohemia,
in Europe,
which
is part ofa Germany
:

Bohemians,
Natives, or Inhabitants
Sides. ToFree the Boat, is to cat of Bohemia: Alſothea fort
ofShip’s
ofroving People
out
,
To Swift the Boat , to make faſt a there , likeour Gipfies.
Bofæmade
, ( L.) Gives, Bands about the
found .about, and to themthe Boat Neck,
Rope thereto
rope
a Yoke : In old Records,
Boat - rópeor Witt - ropi, that Rope by Chains , or like
Fetters.
which the Ship tows her Boarat the Stern . theBoiar,
Muſcovitaes great
and Per
ſians. of State among
Officer
Boat-ſwain or Boſon,
his Ch
Ship , who takes into
Boicininga, the Rattle-Snake, a Serpent.
ge all inthae
anarOfficer
Ropes, Cables, Anchors , Sails, & c.
oil or Bile, a kind of Swelling, or
Ar
ch
er
y) the Ste of a Sore.
Bob - fail, (in
Shaft , or Arrow that is ſmall-breafteel
or other ofplaSalt,
Salt
ſe , Salt-pit,
ce wherae Sale
d , and houBoilary
or Bullary
the Head
big
Bobbins, little round Inſtrume , us'd
nts
is boil'd.
in the making of Bone - lace.
:
Botlerous, ſtormy, vehement, fierce,
Boccaline , fine Buckram , a
unruly :
Cloth .
Boiftous, (0.) halting , lame, lowly.
fort of
Bochia, ( C. T)
To Boke, ( e.) to point at ; alſo co
great Belly like a Cucurbite.
Glaſs- veſſel with a belch, or be ready to vomit.
Bochozd. (S.) a
Böket, (0.) á Bucket.
Books,
Place
Bolbonach , a Plant, otherwiſe calid
Bockerel or Bootsc
retowhere
one of the Satten - flower.
kinds of long -winged Hawks,
Eockland , ( Sa.) Land held by Ch
Bole or Boal, ( C.) the main Body, or
ar r , Stock of a Tree.
and not to be made over to others, eite
beſt fort.
an
th
d
er
Boletng, (L.) a Mulhroom , the richeft,
by Gift, or Sale, but left entire to the next
Heir.
Bolis, (G.) a Javelin , or Dart ; a Plum
.To Bode or B0
00fo, r to
ofkeLead,
d
frew : It is now us
(0.)fore
,Thoisr mer
totedlec; las
Air li
a Dartto. found the Depth of the
a
r
e
bodes no Good .
Water : Alſo a fiery Meteor appearing in the
L
i
brary
Bodleian
,
founded at OxC
Bolonian Stone, a gray Stone of the
y S
foo
rd mb
mas Bodley .
pounir aThofamous
COM
a large Walnut,
being
Body, a
d
.
in the daof
Coalwhich
Form : bigneſs
of Matter andLibrary
rk like a ligh
C
o
m
o
p
any
f Peopl , or a certa n calcin'd in a ChymicaltedFurnace,
will ſhine
'Alſo a
number of Soldiers : Amo e Chym , thiat
Seed -pods of Poppey.
iſts
Veſſel which holds theMatnteg , in Di
Boll, a round Stalk , or Stem ; alſo the
ſtilling
r
1 the Spirit of Plants :
Atance, or whole
Bollen, (0 .) fwollen, or ſwelled .
Bollimong or Boll mong , Buck-whcat,
In Gunnery, the Sub
of Ord'nance,
Mals of Metalina piece a kind ofGrain : Allo aMedley of ſeveral
forts of Græin together.
molt,
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Bombylis, the Worm , or Grub of
Bolt, an Iron-pin to faften a Door. In
fome old Records, a long narrow piece of comes the Silk -worm ; alío a kind of
ming Bee.
Stuff ..
Bombylius, the great Bee, com
Folt of Canvas , the quantity of 28
Ells.
call'd tl e humble,orbumble Bee.
Bolts, a ſort of Herb .
Bombye, the Silk -worm , an Inſec
Bolts of aCarriagefoj gëcat iins, the Silk -yarn ſpun by it ; alſo the fine
are Rings, in which theBreeches and Tackles inmoſt part of Cotton .
Bórt Chetten , ( F.) the Name
of the Ordnance are faften'd : In a Ship,
Bolts are Iron-pins of ſeveral forts, which excellent French Pear of a Pound -Weig
Fond;
(L. Good ) a proper Nan
belong to the Rigging, &c.
volt-boat, a Boat that can well endure Women .
Bona fide, (iie, with a good Fait
a rough Sea .
Bolt-ropes, (in a Ship) the Ropes in Expreſſion 'us'd, when a thing is
really , without Fraud, or Deceit.
which the Sailsare ſow'd, or made faſt.
Bolt-ſprit or Bow -sprit, that Malt
Bona Oeſtuča , ( ó. L.) good A-bea
which ſtands foremoſt in the Head of a or good Behaviour.
Ship, Atooping and pointing forwards,
Bona Notabilid , ( L. T.) ſach
To Bolt, to faftenwith a Bolt: Aito as a man dying hàsin anotherDi
to fift Meal through a Bag, to make it at ſome diſtance from that wherein he
finer : Among Hunters, a Coney, is ſaid and which amount at leaſt to the Val
To be bolted, when the is firſt ſtarted.
five Pounds.
Wolter, a Bolting-bag, to fift Flower
Bona Patria or Atila bonz Pa
in .
the chooſing of twelve or more Mer
Bolting, the barring of a Door ; a fift- of the County to paſs upon an Alize,
ing of Meal, &c. In Gray's- Inn ,a kind are call’d Juraiores, or Jurors.
of Exerciſe, or Arguing of Cafes among the Bonaght or Bonaghty , a Tax in Ire
Students.
impoſed at the Will of the Lord of
Bolting -Hutch or grünting-hutch, a Manour.
Bonana třee, a Tree that grow
Cheft to fift Meal in.
Polus, (Gr.) a clod of Earth, a Maſs, America, having Leaves a Yard and
or lump of Metal, a Gobbet, a Mouthful. long, and half a Yard broad.
Benalus, ( G ) a wild Beaſt like a
Alſo a Medicine made up, the quantity of
which for one Doſe, is as much as may be with the Mane of a Horſe.
Bonaventure, ( F. good Luck ) a fan
taken on the point of a Knife.
2 olus Armena or Bole Armoniack, Franciſcan Frier.
E onaventure willen , a ſecond Mif
'a kind of Earth, or ſoft crumbling Stone,
found in Armenia, and elſewhere, which is maſt, which is added in ſome great S
and ſtands next the Poop.
much us'd in Phyſick, & c.
Fomb, a Shell, or hollow Ball of caft
2 ond meii, (L. T.) thoſe that bo
Iron, charged with whole Powder, Nails, themſelves by Covenants to ſerve i
pieces of Iron. & c.
Lord .
Bone, (in Anat) a Similar Part, h
Bomb-cheft, a Wooden Chelt filld
with Gun -powder and feveral Bombs,which and void of Senſe, which affords Sup
is ſet under Ground, to blow it up into and Form to the whole Body. A Shi
faid To carry a Bone in her Mouth, when
the Air, with thoſe that ſtand on it.
Bombard, à kind of great Gun ,
makes the Water foam before her
To Bönbárd or Foinb, to Shoot Bombs Sailing.
into a Place .
Bone-breaker, a kind of Eagle.
Bombaline, a kind of Stuff.
Bone-ſpavin , a great Cruſt as bar
Bombaft, the Cotton -plant growing in a Bone, that grows on the in-ſide of
Aſia ; alſo a ſort of Corton, or Fuftian : Hoof, or on the Heels of a Horſe.
Alſo affected Language, Trumpery , or Pal
W ongeact, ( F.) a Screen which Child
try Stuff.
wear on their Foreheads, to keep th
To Bombaſt, to ſtuff with Bombaſt ; from being tanned : Allo a Frame of
to beat, or bang one foundly.
Ropes, laid out at the Bows, Sveins,
Bombaſtick , belonging to Bombaſt, sides of Ships.
high - flown, ſwelling.
Fondomines, (i. e. good Men ) an
Bombas, (G.) the humming of Bees, der of" Monks,
Bonif
a Buzz ; chef hoapſe Sound, or Blut of a
Trumpet,
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Boniface, ( L. Well doer ) a proper pence to the Lord , for his making them
Name of ſeveral Popes, and other eminent Leafes.
Men.
Bootleſs, unprofitable, vain.
Bonis non amovendis , a Writ charging
Booy, ( F.) Prey, Spoil, Pillage .
the Sheriffs,that one condemn'd by Judgment
B003, ( H. in Strength) the greatGrari
E
and proſecuting a Writ of Errour, be not father ofK.David.
Suffer'd to remove his Goods, till the
Fojacho, ( Sp .) a Wine.Veffil made of
Erro is he try’d .
a
Pig's
Skin .
Bonto, a kind of leaping Fiſh.
1 ojage, (L.) a Garden -Herb .
Bonnet, ( F.) a ſort of Cap:
Torainetz,
a ſtrange Scythian Plant,
In Sea
language, a ſmall Sail ſet on the Fore- fail like a Lamb, which conſumes the Grats
and Main-fail, when they aretoo Fortifi
narrow , or round about it.
Phallow to Cloath
carion ,
the Maft : ļn
Bojar or Borace, a Mineral , which
a Work rai'd beyond the Counterſcarp, Goldſmiths uſe in the melting and ſoldering
having two Faces that forma Saliant Angle of Gold .
Bonnet a Preſtre , or The Prieſt's
Borbozrgim
(G.) a rumbling, cr
Cap, an Out-work , which at the Head has croaking of theis,
Guts .
three Saliant Angles , and two Inwards.
Boud -halfpenny, a Duty paid in Fars
Bonny, genteel, ſpruce , fine.
and Markets, for ſetting up Boards, Tables
Henricis
Henry
Stalls, for the ſelling of Wares .
good
Bonus
and
(
an
L.
,
)
Herb c :ll’d Engliſh Mercury.
Boodeth , (0.) mewerh .
Bojda , ( 0.L.) a Board , or Plank .
Bojdagiiim , Bordage, the Tenure, or
Book of Rates
, a Imall Book Thewing manner of holding Bordlands.
Value Goods that pay Poundage,
at what reckon'
hall be
d at the Cuſtom -Houſe.
Bojdarii, Tenants chat poſſeſs part of
fuch Land:.
Bookiſh , given to Books .
Bordel, (S.) a ſmall Cottage : Alſo a
Boolit, ( 0.) beloved .
1
Loom , (D.) a Tree. Among Seamen , Stewsor Bawdy -houſe.
Fozder , the End, or Edge of a Gar
a long Pole to ſpread out the Clew , or
ment, Country,
&c. Alſo
a kindFlorife
of Or,
Corner of a Sail : All
the Bar of a Haven nament
in Print'ng
': Among
Boonnng, makes
Ship
come
Borders
is
ſaid
to
Boom
A
ing, when he
all the Sail the can .
, are ſuch Leaves as ſtand aboutthe
middle thrum of a Flower.
Eoon, Favour, Requeſt, good Turn .
To Border a Party, is to cut it up.
Boops
Cackerel s
Bojderer, one that lives on the borders ,
Fin . , (G.) the Ox -ey'd
or utmoſt Bounds of a Country .
Bcol, a Country - Clown .
Eozdlands, (S. L. T., tic Demeans, or
2002!ll), clowniſh , homely, rude .
Ox - ſtall, or Cow -ſtall
Eftate, which the Lords of Mahouts keep
E coſe,(C) an
Suc
cou
r, Help, Aid : It is in
theirorHands,
ocot , (0.)
Board,
. the Maintenance of their
Tablefor
.
Profit ; as
now taken for Advantage
or
b
Tax ſhall have this to oot , & c.
Bordland- rents, the ſame as Tables
Eost of Eale, (O'P.) eaſe of Sor rents.
TOW .
Bojdlode, the quantity of Food,or Pro
vifion,
Bcots,or Darth - Darygotos
. which Bordmen paid for their Bord
,a Plant.lands
plundering
to go
To Boot-haley ( X.
about, to pillage, to rob.
Bordure, (F.) Border, Edge ; alſo a
One
100t- lialer , a free Booter ,
or
Frame for a Looking -glaſs, Picture, &c. In
Boot-tree, or F cot
Heraldry, a Tract, or Compaſs of one
two
Colour,
of Meral,
roundiort Furr, within the Eſcut
drivenincheon all
Leg, and
Wood
like
a widen
, shap'd
them
to ſtretch
to Boots
.
, or
Bole,
the hollow
Bonteson
e . on the in - ſide of a
, .(G. the Ox-driver ) a Northern piece
of Ord'nanc
Conſtellati
Beotins, a ſort of Rack us'd in Scot Bolletree, a Shrub.
Bozer, a kin i of Frer.c's Dance .
land, by puttingdr
Bozeal, (6.) lxlonging to the North ,
Iron
ivin
der's Leg, and an
g - bar on an Orten .
his Shin - bone.
an Iron-peg upon Northern
Toating- Con or
250gea' Signs, the ſix Northern Signs
oting - Coin, cet of the Zodiack, viz, Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
calli
d, Bore
gain Rent-Corn,
c.Saule
Te Cancer, Leoand Virgo
y of
taubs
Recom
paid it by to wa
, or the
3020: S , the North. Wind .
wozith, an Herb us’d by Fullers.
M

.
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Bothna or Futhna, (Sc.) a Park.
To Boru, (0.) to burnish.
Botho!, (A. ) certain . Pimples in the
Borow or 10 :0! gb, a Corporate Town,
a large Village ,
Face which ſpread about, but ſoon come to
Borow : Parter or Burgo:Maſter , run with Matter and diſappear.
Bothrion , a kind of hollow , narrow
t'ie Mayor, Bailitt, or Chief Governour of
and hard Ulcer in the Eyes.
luch a Town .
Botiler or Butler of the King, an
Bojow -head, the chief Man of the Bo
rough, who was anciently choſen by the Officethat provides the King's Wines.
reſt, to ſpeak and act in their behalf.
Botryo , (G.) a bunch of Grapes pre
Bocow -holder, Bojlholder or Fozow- ferved .
elder , the fame Officer with the Borow .
Botrys, a cluſter, or bunch of Grapes.
Alſo the Herb callid Oak ofJeruſalem .
head , or Headborough.
Bottom , the ground of any thing ; alſo
BOLow -Englily, (L. T.) a cuſtomary de
fant of Lards, or Tenements in ſome an old Word for a Bloſſom , or Bud.
Bottomry, Bottomary or Bottomages
Places to the youngeſt Son, or if the Owner
is when the Maſter of a Ship horrows Mo
hive no Iſſue, to the younger Brother.
Borozatla's Diſeaſe in Ethiopia like the ney upon the Bottom or Kecl of it.
French Pox.
Botts , Worms, or Grubs , that deſtroy
Borrel, (0. ) clowniſh, rude ; alſo an the Graſs in Bowling.greens, & c. Allo
Acrire, or Dreſs for the Head.
ſmall Worms that breed in the Straight
Gut of a Horſe.
Borrow, ( 0.) a Surery, or Pledge.
Bovata erræ , (0. L.) as much Land
Bozvutca, G.) a Jewel of a black Co
as an Ox can till, or 28 Acres.
four, with red and white Spots.
Forcage, a Place ſet with Trees, a Grove,
Baiche or Bowge of Court, (F)
or Thicket: Alſo a Picture that repreſents a certain quantity of Proviſions allow'd to
much Wood and Trees : In Law , Food, a Servant in a Prince's Palace, or Nobie
Matt, or ſuch as Woods and Trees yield man's Houſe.
Bouched him , (0. P.) ſtopped his
to Cattel.
Bolcis, (G.) a Water-fowl like a Duck . Mouth .
Bolaus, (O L.) . all manner of Wood .
Bonchet, ( F.) a ſort of round white Pear.
Boſphorus or Boſporus, (G.) a Atraight
2ouicons, Veal- ſtakes rolled up with
Oi narrow Neck of the Sca that feparates thin fatſlices of Bacon and Gammon .
Two Continents.
Bouds , Infects breeding in Malt.
Fors, a Stud , or Knob , a Bunch.
Boveria, ( 0. L.) an Ox -tall ; or Cows
Botrychites, (G ) a Jewel, like a Lockhoufe .
of a Woman's Hair.
Bovettus, a young Steer , or cut Bul.
Bota, ( 0. L.) a Boot, or Shooe, ſuch lock.
Toviala, an Heifer, or young cow .
as is worn by Monks.
Bouillans, ( F.) little. Pies made of the
Botanical, ( G.) belonging to Plants, or
Herbs.
Breaſts of roaſted Capons, minc'd ſmall
Botanicks or Entany, the Science of with Calves-Udder, & c.
Simples, which hews how to diſtinguiſh
Bouillon, Broth made of ſeveral forts
of boiled Meat.
the ſeveral kinds of Plants.
25011n , (0.) ready.
well
vers’d
an
Herbalift , one
Botaniſt,
Bolin and Unbouin, (Ó, P. ) dreſs and
in the knowledge of all ſorts of Plants,
undreſs.
Herbs, & c
Boundary, that which ſerves to ſet out
Botargo, a kind of It alian Sauſage.
3otch , a piece of Stuff fow'd to old | the Boundsof a Country.
Bolinteous or Bountiful, liberal, ge.
Cloatlis ; alſo a pocky Ulcer or Scre, or a
nerous, free .
Sore in the Groin of a Horſe .
Bounty, Generoſity, Liberality .
Bote, ( $ .) Cuinpenſation Recompence ,
To Bourd , (0. ) to joke, or jeſt.
or Amends.
Botcrrar!, the fame as Poat -Twain .
Bouire, (0.) Bed -chamber.
Botha, ( 0. L.) a Booth , or Tent ſet up
Bourgeoile, (F.) as Veal dreſi'd à la
· in Fairs, or Markets.
Bourgeoiſe, i. e. after the City-Fation.
Bothagiıın, cuſtomary Duties, paid to
+ To Bourgean , to bud, to put forth
the Lord of the Manour, for the pitching Buds.
of rich Poorlis.
2Bolirn, (D.) the head of a Fountain , or
Botena, a Barony, Lordſhip, or She- Spring ; a Rivulet, or Brook.
Bauts
viftwick .
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Boute-feu, ( F.) a wilful firer of Hou
Box and Needle, a ſmall Compaſs åp
ſes, a fower of Diffenſion and Strife.
ply'd to a Theodolite, or other Mathematical
Bouton, a Button for a Garment, a Inſtrument, andusd in Suiveying,& c.
Bora or 25058, a kind of Drink in
Bud of Plants; a Pimple in the Skin : In
Cookery, a Diſh of thin ſlices of Bacon , co - Turkey.
Boyau, ( F.) a Gut, or Bowel : In Fora
ver'd with a Farce and Ragoo .
Bow , an Inſtrument for ſhooting Ar- tification, a Ditch border'd with a Breaft
lows. Alſo à Mathematical Inſtrument, to work, and drawn from one Trench to ano
take the height of the Sun , or to make ther, for better Communication.
To Brabble, to wrangle, or brawl.
Daughts of ships, Projections of the
Brabyla, (G.) Plums, Damſins, or Da
Sphere. & c.
Bow or Dr -bowo , ( C.) a Yoke for mask -prunes.
Bracco, (0, L.) a large feet Hound, or
Oxen, & c.
Bow of a Ship , is her broadeſt Part Hunting-dog .
Brace, a Couple, or Pair ; as A Brace of
before, beginning at the Loof and com
patſing ends of the Stem , and ending at Bucks, Hares, Foxes, &c. Alſo a kind of
Italian Meaſure, which at Leghorn is equal
the Sternmoſtpart of the Fore-caſtle .
E ow bearer , an under Officer in a to 2 Engliſh Ells ; at Milan, to 2. 3 ; and at
Forist.
Venice, to . 96.
1 ow -piece, that piece of Ordinance
Beact , (in Architect .) is an Iron to
which lies in the Bow of a ship .
faſten Beams, or a Cramp-iro. to hold
Bowers or Bow - ariclous, fuch An- Stones together. In the Art of Printing, a
chors as are carry'd in the Ship's Bow .
particular Mark , to joyn ſeveral Words,
Howet or Bowels , a young Hawk ſom or Sentences.
Braces, (in a Ship) are Ropes belong
nam'd, when the draws any thing out of
her Neſt, and covets to clamber on the ing to all the Yards, except the Miſſen , two
to
each Yard ; and their uſe is to ſet the
Boughs.
Bouge,(s.T )a Rope faíten'd to the Yard ſquare, or even a-croſs the ship:
Braces or pain Braces of a Coachi,
midale of the out- fide of a Sail, to make
it ſtand cloſer by the Wind .
are thick Thongs of Leather, which ſerve
Bowke, (0. ) a Bady , the Belly, or the to hang it up:
Stomach.
TO Brace the Pard , (S. T.) to bring
2ow !, a round Ball of Wood for a the Yardto either Side.
Powling- green ; a kind of Cup to drink
Bracet, faſten'd together, or joyn d with
out of: In a Ship, , a round ſpace at the a Brace ; buckled : In Heraldry, when three
Head ofa Maſt forthe Men to ſtand in,
Chevronels are interiningled ,
Bowliug, orBow - Line, is a Rope made
Bracelet, ( F.) an Ornament for Women's
-fideofa wriſts; alſo a piece of Armour, anciently
outbridle
Salt
theBowling
which middle
Sail,tothe
is termedpartofthe
,
uſed to cover the Arm.
esh.rp the main Bowlings , halę up
Bpacenarins, (0. L.) the Huntſman , or
or ſet taughtthe Bowling, are Sea- phraſes Maſter of the Hounds ,
usä, when the Bowling is to be pull'd up
Bracer, a thin piece of Leather, lac'd
harder, or hald forwardson .
on an Archer's Arm .
Bowling-knot, а kind of Knot that
Bracetuis or 5 pachetus, the Beagle, or
hes.
will
the Bowling-Bridle ſmaller Hound,
Crengl
ten'dt ? by
the whic
is fifnotnip,
Bach, a Bitch ,or Female Dog:
To Bowlt, to drink ſtoutly : Among
Brachialis Ertermis, ( L. in Anat.) a
Sailers, to hale, or pull the Tackle.
Muſcle of the Cubitus, or Elbow , inſerted
20wfer, the Purſer ,
or Treaſurer of a in the Cavity of the Shoulder-bonę.
College in the Univerfity .
Brachtælls Interinis , a Muſcle of the
Bowling
is when a Hawk Cubit, implanted to the Upper
drinks
often,, (inyet Falconry)
continually thirfts for part of the Bone, calld vina. , and Fore
more .
Brachat, belonging to the Arm.
Eowyek, a Maker of, or Seller of Bows
Brachialé, (L. ) che Wrilt ; alio a Bracelet, or Bracer,
and Arrows.
Bok, a wooden Coffer, or Cheſt ; alſo
Brachioluin, a little Arm : Ako a Meng
the Wood ofthe Box -tree Shrub : Allo anberof a Mathiematical Inſtrument us'd up
quantityof fome Commodities : on Aſtrolabes, esco
uncertain
azau of Prunel
loes ,14 Pounds.
Brachium , a Member of the Body, that
conſiſts of the Arm , properly fo.calld; the
Bua
Elbow , and the Hand
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To Branch or Branch out, to divide,
Blachycatalecton , (G.), a Verſe, that
or ſpread into Branches.
has a Syllable wanting in the end.
25zachygraphy, the Art of Writing
Branched, (in Heraldry) ſpread into
Short-hand,
Branches, as a Deer's Head is.
Franched Weldet, Velvet wrought
Brachylogy, thortneſs of Speech ; a con
cife , or fort Expreſion.
with Figures, reſembling Branches, or
Brack, a flaw or faulrin any thing.
Leaves.
Bracket, a kind of Stay in Timber
Branchen, a young Hawk, or other Bird
work.
that is newly come out of the Neſt, and be J
Brackify , ſomewhat falt.
gins to fly from one Bough to another.
Erackmans, Bramans or Bramines,
Branchus, (G.) a Hoarſeneſs in the
a Sect of Indian Philoſophers, who live only Throat.
upon Herbs and Fruits.
3rand , a piece of burning Wood , a
Bradypepſia , (G.) Now Digeſtion , pro- Mark made with a red -hot Iron ; a Note
ceeding from an ill Diſpoſition of the Sto- of Infamy, or Diſgrace.
mach.
Brand-gooſe or Ezant-gooſe, a kind of
Braggard or Braggadochio, a brag- wild Fowl.
33rand -iron , a hor Iron to brand, or fet
ging, vain -glorious Fellow .
Bragget, a Drink made of Honey and a Mark on a Malefactor : Alſo an Iron to
let a Veffel on over the Fire.
Spice.
Braid , a ſmall Lace , a Chain , or Edging ;
To Bandily , ( F.) to take to and fro in
the Hand.
alſo a Lock, or Weft of Hair.
Brandling, the Dew -worm , a ſmall
5ails , ( S.T.) finall Ropes put thro'
Blocks, or Pulleys faften'd on either ſide Worm to bait Fith with.
Brandziti , a Rail, or Fence about a
of the Tics, ſo as to come down before the
Well's Mouth
Sa'ls of a Ship.
Brandy, a well known Strong -water.
Hale up the Brails or fail up the
Sails, Terms us'd,waen the Sails are hald
To Bangle, to bicker or quarrel, to
up in order to be furled, or bound cloſe to brawl.
the Yard.
Bank, a ſort of Grain , otherwiſe
" Brain , all the ſoft Subſtance contained call'd Buck -wheat, or French Wheat.
within the whole Scull ; which ſerves for
Frank-Ürlin, an Herb .
breeding the Animal Spirits, &c. 'In a figu
Kaled , (in Heraldry) as Tiree Chevronels
rative Senſe, Wir, or Judginent.
braſed, i.e. three Kids palling one another
To brain one, to dam our his Brains.
croſs-wiſe.
22aftator, ( 0.L.) a Brewer , or Malifler.
Haiſe, ( F.) live Coal , burning Coal :
uzaliatrir, à Brewing-Woman , or Fe.
In Cookery, Braiſes, or Meat dresd a la
Braiſe, is Meat broild upon live Coals ; or male Brewer.
elle bak'd in a Pan berwcen two Fires.
Braſil, one of the Provinces of Sou
Bart, a rough Diamond .
thern America : Alſo a kind of red , heavy
Blake, Female Fern, an Herb ; alſo a Wood brought from thence .
harp Bit, or Snaffle for Hories : Allo an
Fralina or Bralinaria, (0. L.) a Brew
Inſtrument with Teeth, us'd in dreſſing houſe.
Flax , or Herp ; alio a Baker's Kneeding
Fnafium , Male, for the making of
trough : Allo the Handle of a Ship’s Puinp. Drink.
Bralmatias, ( G ) a kind of Earthquake,
Byambles , prickly Shrubs, whoſe Fruit
ſerve to feed the Birds.
when the Earth moves directly upwards.
Bramb'e.net, a kind of Net to catch
pals, a ſort of Metal.
Baflets, ( F.) Armour for the Arins.
Birds with
, ( L.) Cole, Colewort, or Col
ballic
Brambling, a Bird.
Bianca Urſina, (L.) the Herb Brack liflower ; a Plant. Braſſica Capitata, Cab,
bage.
Urlin, or Bears-foot.
Branch , a Bough of a Tree, the Stock
To Brat , (0.) to break.
of a Pedigree s alſo the Horns of a Stag's
Biat, a beggerly Child ; alſo an old
Word for a Rag.
.
head.
Bravado, ( Sp.) a vain-glorious boaſting,
Branch-peale, a kind of Pulſe.
To Franch-ſtand, (in Fa'conryi tom
a ' or vapouring.
Hawk take the Branch , or leap from Tree
Bjave, ( F.) Couraginus, Gallänt ; Skil
Q Tret , till the Dog ſprings the Partridge.
ful, Excellent.
A Have
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A Brave or Falſe -wave, a Bully, a
Hectoring Fellow , a Swaggerer.
To Bjave it, to a& the Brave, to dare,
10 affront, to hector.
Bjadery, Valour, Courage, Gallantry.
EMIRCE, (0.) a Branch .
Brawl, Diſpute or Squabble : Alſo a
kind of Dance, in which ſeveral Perſons
dance together in a Ring.
To Blabl, to chide, 'to . wrangle, or
ſcold .
Brawn, hard Fleſh ; alſo a ſort ofſous'd
Miar made of Boar's Fleſh .
Brawny, full of Brawn or Snews ;
feſy, lutty, ſtrong.
Bzay, (E) Back -clouts for young Chil
dron .
Bjay falſe, (in Fortif.) a falſe Trench
made to hide the real one.
TO Bay , to bruiſe, or pound in a
Mortar ; to temper Ink, as Printers do ;
allo to make a Noiſe, or cry like an Aſs.
To Brayo , (0.) to break out.
Baper, an Inſtrument for the tempering
of Ink .
Bjapl, a Pannel or Piece of Leather
fit, co bind up a Hawk's Wing.
To Bzaje, to cover, or do over with
Prals.
Blazen , belonging to, or made of
Braſs,
Brazier, one that makes, or ſells Braſs
ware .
Preach , a breaking of Peace or Friend
ſhip, a Falling -out : In a fortify'd Place,
the Ruin of any Part of the Works bear
down with Cannon.
Bread, (0 ) Appearance.
Bicad of Creat of Trite, (0. S.)
Houſehold -Bread ; courſe bolted Bread.
Bread- room , (in a Ship) the Place
where the Bread and Bisket is kept.
To Bzcak Bilik, ( S.T.) in rake part of
the ship's Lading o'lt of the Hoid .
To Bleak Oroimd, (in Foriif.) is to
open the Trenches, or to begin the Works
for carrying on a Siege about a Town or
Fort,
Break thjat Derr, i.e. cut up that piece
of Veniſon brought to the Table.
Breain , a Fish.
Breaſt or Chelt, one of the three Vene
tets or hollow Spaces in an Animal Body,
which contains the Heart and Lungs.
232eart Caskets, ( S.T.) the biggeſt and
longeſt Caskets, which are a ſort of Strings
placed in the middle of the Yard .
Bjealt - Faſt, a Rope taltend to ſome
fart of a Ship forward on, to hold her
Head to a Warp.
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Breaſt Hooks, the Compafling- Timbers
before, which help to ſtrengthen a Ship's
Stem and all her Fore-part.
Breast Pain , a Diſeaſe in Horſes.
Biealt- plough, a kind of Plough dri
ven with one's Breaſt .
Bylalt Ropes, (in a Ship ) thoſe Ropes
which faften the Frames call d Parrels to
the Yards.
Breaft-talok, (in Fortif.) the ſame
with Parapet.
Bzeccă, (0. L.) a Breach 5 Decay, or
any other Want of Repair.
Breck, (0.) a Bruiſe,
Freck or Brack , a Gap in a Helge.
Brede, ( 0.) a Breadth ; alſo abroad.
To Bredgen, (0.) to abridge or horten .
Bredwite, (S. L.T.) an Impoſition of
Amerciaments or Fines for Defaults in the
Aſlize of Bread.
Bicech, the Back - ſide or Fundament : In
Gunnery, the hindermoſt part of a Piece of
Ordnance.
Breechings, Ropes by which Guns are
bound faſt to the ship's Sides.
Breez, a freſh Gale of Wind ; alſo the
Gad -fy or Horſe -fly, an Infedt.
Bregma or Bzechma, (G. ) the Fore
part of the Head, or the Forehead - Bone .
Brelone, ( Ir. T.) a Judge ; whence the
Iriſh Law iś call'd the Brehon - Law .
Breme, (0.) furiouſly.
Frent, (0.) burnt.
Elet, Brut, or Burt, a Fish of the
Turbor-kind.
Bretful. (0.) top full..
Bretøyſe or Bietos, the Law of the
Marches heretofore in Uſe among the Bria
tains or Welſh-men .
breve, ( L.L.T.) a Writ direfted to the
Chancellour, Judges, Sheriffs, &c. Alſo a
Muſical Note.
Breve perquirere, ( L. P.) to purchaſe a
Writ or Licence of Tryal in the King's
Court by the Plaintiff.
Bzcve de Recto, a Writ of Right for
a Perſon ejected, to ſue for the Pos fion of
an Eftare detained from him .
Ezeve vas, (in Anat.) a ſhort Veffel or
Vein which paſſes from the Stomach to the
veiny Branch of the Spleen .
F ? evet , (0.) a Brief, a Pope's Bull .
B ; eviary, a kind of Popiſh Maſs-book !
Biebiate, a copy of a Proceſs , Deed ,
or Writing, compriſed in few Words
Brevibus et Reculis liberandig, a
Writ to a Sheriit, requiring him to deliver
to the new Sheriff choren in his Room,
the County, with the Appurtenances, Rolls,
Briefs , 6c.
23 : evier ,
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Bevier or Breveer , a ſmall ſort of
Printing -Letter .
Brevis Mulaulus, (in Anat .) a Muſcle
of the Cubitus, which helps to ſtretch out
the Arm forwards : Alſo one of the Radius ,
ſerving to turn the Palm of the Hand up
wards.
Breviſſimis Dculi, the ſhorteſt Muſcle
of the Eye, otherwiſe call’d Obliquus Inferior,
Brevity, Briefneſs, or ſhortneſs of Expreſſion.
3zewels or Brewis a meſs of thin
fices of Bread Soak'd in the Fat thật ſwims
on Porage.
To Buibi, to corrupt with Gifts.
Bribery, the Act of bribing, or tampe.
ring ; an high Offence,
Bribors, (L. T.) they that pilfer, filch ,
or embezzle other Mens Goods.
To Bricken , to hold in one's Chin
proudly , to bridle it.
Bricole or Brickol ( F.) the rebound (of
a Ball, after a lide-ſtroke at Tennis -play. |
Bricols are Engines formerly us’d to batter
the Walls of Towns, or Caſtles.
To Wricole, to paſs a Ball, to toſa it
fide-ways.
Bridal, belonging to a Bride.
Bride, anew -marry'd Woman,
Bride-well, a nored College and Hofpital in Fleer.ſtreet, London ,
Bridge of Boats, (M.T.) Copper-boats
jayn'd lide by ſide, till they reach a-croſs a
River, and cover'd with Planks, for the
Men to march upon.
Bridge of Rulhes , a Bridge made of
great Bundles of Rulles bound together,
and having I'lanks falten'd on them ; to be
laidover Marhes, or boggy Places.
Diaw -bridge, a Bridge made faſt only
at one end with Hinges, ſo that the other
end may be lifted up, and then the Bridge
ſtands upright, to hinder the Paſſage of a
Moat or Ditch.
Flying-widge, is made of two ſmall
Bridges laid one over the other,
To Bridle, to keep in a Horſe with the
Pridle, or Reins ; to curb one's Paffions.
Brief, short, rife, or common .
A Brief, ( L. T.) an Order iſſuing out
of Chancery , or ſome other Court. Alſo
any Proceſs of the Queen , in Writing under
Scal, requiring any thing to be done ; and
more -eſpecially Letters Patent, granted to
poor Sufferers by Fire, &c. for collecting
Charitable Benevolence.
A Brief, (in Mujick ) is ſuch a Meaſure of
Quantity as contains two Strokes down in
beating time, and as many up.
Bilgila (0, L.) Contention , Quarrel,
Strite.
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Brigadi, a conſiderable Party, or Die
viſion of a Body of Soldiers.
Brigade of an Army, is a Party of
Horf , or Foor, of no fixed number, or
Force.
Brigade of a Troop of Horft, is the
third Part of it, when it does not exceed
forty or fifty Men.
Brigadeir, the Officer that commands a
Brigade.
Brigand, a Robber, a Highway-man, a
Vagabond .
Brigandine, an old - faſhion Coat of
Mail.
Brigantes, the ancient Name of thoſe
People that inhabited a great Part of the
North of England.
Brigantine, a ſmall light Pinnace, that
can both Row and Sail well ; proper either
for fighting, or giving Chace.
Brigbote, Bruckvote, or Brugbote,
(S.) a Contribution made toward the men .
ding, or rebuilding of Bridges.
Brigidians, an Order of Religious Pere
ſons founded by a Princeſs of Sweden ,
nam'd Brigidia or Bridget.
Brigue, (0.) Quarrel, Diſpute.
Bzik, (0.) narrow, ſtraight.
Brillant, ( F. ) glittering, ſparkling,
fhining, bright.
A Brillant, a Diamond artificially cut
by the Lapidary .
Brills , the Hair on the Eye-lids of a
Horſe.
ziin, the utmoſt Edge of any thing, as
of a Glaſs, Plate, Hat, & c.
To Buim, a Sow is ſaid to Brim, and to
go to Brim , that is ready to take Boar.
Bzimmer, a Glaſs, or Cup, of any
Liquorfilled up to the Brim .
Brimſtone, a Mineral.
Brimſtone wozt, an Herb .
Bzine, Salt Liquor, or Pickle : Alſo a
Poetical Word for the Sea.
Brine-water, a Salt -water which being
boiled turns into Salt.
Bringers up , (M. T.) the whole' laſt
Rank of a Battallion drawn up , being the
hindmoſt Men of every File.
Buiniſh or Brinų, belonging to, or
parraking of the quality of Brine.
Built, a kind of Ground, that has lain
long untilled.
Bisk, lively, ſprightly.
Brisket, that part of the Breaſt, which
lies next the Ribs,
Brisket or Cheſt, (of a Horſe ) is the
fore-part of the Neck at the Shoulder down
to the Fore-legs.
alltle-tails, a ſort of Flies,
5xitfal
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Brochette , ( F.) a Skewer to ſtick in
Buffol or Brillow , (S. a bright or thi
ning Place) a pleaſant and well traded Meat. In Cookery, a particular manner of
City.
frying and ſtewing Chickens, Oc.
Brochía , ( 0.L.) a great Can , or Pitcher,
Briſtow Mone-luch, a Flower .
Brochity, (0.) Crookedneſs, eſpecially
Båtſtow .Stones , a kind of ſoft Dia
monds, abundance of which are found about of the Teeth .
Brock , a wild Beaſt, otherwiſe calld a
the Rock near Briſtol.
Bilure, (among the French Heralds) an Badger.
Brock, or Brocket, a Hart of the third
Addition to a Coat of Arms, for the di
ftinguiſhing of Younger Brothers, and Year.
Brocking, (0 ) throbbing.
Baſtards : In Fortification, a Line drawn
Brodhalpeny or Broad Half -penny,
from four to five Fathom , which is allow'd
to the Courtin and Orillon.
(S.L.T.) a being quit of a certain Toll,
for fetting up Boards, or Tables, in a Mar
A Britain , a Native of Great- Britain .
Britannia or Great Britain , the Name ket, or Fair.
Froderers, (0.) Imbroiderers.
of this whole Iſand, containing England,
Scotland and Wales.
To Brogue or Broggle, to fish for Eels,
Britannia, Bretagne, or Brittany, after a particular manner.
Brogues, ( Ir .) wooden Shooes. '
one of the Provinces of France, anciently
Broil, Trouble, Diſturbance ; a Falling
nam'd Armorica, from whence our INand
wasfirſt Peopled.
out, a Quarrel.
Brok , an old ſort of Sword, or Dag..
Britannica, great Water-dock , an Herb,
Te Brite orBright, ( in Husbandry ), a ger.
Brokage or Brokerage, the Wages,
Term apply'd to Barley, Wheat, Hops, &c.
when they grow over-ripe, and ſhatter.
or Hire of a Broker ; alſo aBroker's Trade,
Britiſh, belonging to the Illand of or Buſineſs.
Great-Britain .
To Broke , (0. ) , to keep ſafe.
Broken Radiation. (in Catoptr .) is the
Britonner , (0.) a Bragger or Boaſter.
breaking of Beams of Light, as ſeen thro'
Brittle, apt to break, frail, weak.
Briza, (G.) a kind of Grain growing in a Glaſs, cut into ſeveral Planez, or Faces.
Macedonia and Thrace ; Dinckel-thorn .
Broken Ray or Ray of Refraction, (ins
Brizes , or Breezes, certain Winds which Dioptr.) is a Right-line, whereby the Ray of
the Motion of the Air raiſes in grear Cir- Incidence changes its Straightneſs, or is
cles, cooling thoſe that live under the E - broken in paſſing thro’ the ſecond Medium .
Broker , a Factor employ'd by Merchants:
quinoctial Line.
Broach, (E ) a Spit to roaſt Meat on : Alſo one that ſells old Cloaths, and Houſe
Alſo the Start that grows ſharp like the end hold-ſtuff, or that lets out money to ne
ceffitous People upon Pawns.
of a Spit, on a young Stag's Head.
Erchange Brokers, are thoſe that make
To Broach ,to Spit, to Tap ; to ſpread
abroad, to be the firſt Publiſher of.
it their Buſineſs to know the Alteration of
Broacher, the firſt Author of a Do & rine, the Courſe of Exchange, & c.
Stock Brokers, are ſuch as buy and
Cpinion , &c .
Broad- Piece, a Gold-coin, ſome of fell Shares for others, in the joynt Stocks of
which are worth 23 s. 6 d . and others a Company, or Corporation.
25 s. 6 d .
Bromas, (G.) a kind of Grain ; wild
Broad -lide, as To give a Broad -ſide, i. e . Oars.
Bronchia , ( in Anat.) certain hollow
20 Diſcharge all the Guns on one ſide of a
Ship : In the Art of Printing, a large Sheet Pipes diſperſed thro' the Lungs, which are
Branches of the Wind -pipe.
of Paper, printed only onone side.
Brouchocele, a great round Swelling in
Brocado or Broccato, (Sp.) a kind of
Cloath, wrought withGold or Silver.
the Throat made of thick Phlegm mixed
Broccarii, (L.in the Scotch Law ) Medi- | with a little Bloud .
Broncljotomy, a cutting, or opening of
ators in any Tranſaction , Buſineſs, or Bar
che Wind-pipe.
kain .
Bronchus, the middle fiftulous Part of
Broccella , (0.L.) a Thicket or "covert
the Wind -pipe.
of Buſhes.
2Brond, (0.) Fury, Rage !
Broch or Brooch, an old faſhion'd
peeked Ornament of Gold .
Brontias, (G.) a kind of precious Stone,
Brocha , an Awl, or a large Packing ſuppoſed to fall with the Thunder.
Brooch,
needle
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Brilli or Drag, among Hunters) the
Prooch, a Painting all in one Colour :
' Alfo a Collar of Gold, which Ladies us d to Tail of a For.
wear about their Necks.
Bruch:wood , little looſe Sticks for Fuel.
Brook , a ſmall Current of Water .
37111 meit; ( F. L.). Bruh , or ſmall
To Book an Affront, to bear it pati- Wood.
ently , to put it up,
3211 $ k , (in Heraldry) the tawny Colour,
otherwiſe call'd Tenne.
Bjook lime, an Herb.
Broom , a kind of Shrub .
Buloles or Burloles, ( F. in Cookery)
of Ba.
Bjoomorape or Choke weed , a Plant Veal Stakes cover'd with thin
that grows at the Root of Broom , and has a con , and hak'd in a Pan between Two Fires.
Root like a Turnep .
Brutality, (L.) Brutiſhneſs, Bcaftlineſs.
Blute, a Beaſt that wants the uſe of
Blooming' or Breaming of a Ship, is
burning off her Filth, with Broom , Reeds, Reaſon.
S raw , c.
Brutill, Beaft-like, Beafly.
Fjolliis , (0. L.) bruiſed , or hurt with
Beya, ( G ) a little Shrub like Birch.
Blows, li gunds, or other Caſualties.
3zya Sylvettris , ſweet Broom , Heath,
Bzatel or Wantel, (0.) brittle, frail.
or Ling.
Bothel or Brothel-Louiſe, a Stews, or
Bipke , (0. ) ſtraight, narrow .
Bawdy -houſe.
Bryony, (G.) an Herb , otherwiſe call'd
White- vine.
: + Brothelry, Bawdrv, Lewdneſs.
Bubalus, ( ű .) the Buff, or Buffie, a kind
Brow -antler, the firſt Start, that grows
of wiki- Ox .
on the Head of a Stag.
Bubule, a Bladder in Water : Allo a
To Brow -brat, to look upon haughtily,
or diſdainfully ; to ſnub, or keep under.
Cully, or silly Fellow.
Brow - poſt, an over-thwart, or croſs
To Bubble, to cheat, chowſe, or gull.
Beam .
Buto, ( L ) the Owl, a Bird : Alſo the
Browded , (0.) Imbroidered.
Groin, or Place from the bending of the
To 520wk, (0.) to enjoy, to uſe.
Thigh to the privy Parts : Alſo a kind of
Blownifts, a Sect of rigid Independenes, Boil, or Borch in the Kernelly Parts of the
firſt ſet on foot in England by Robert Brown Body.
peftilential Bulo , a Plague-fore, or
of Rutland-Shire.
ErowſeorBrowle-wood , tender Sprouts Borch.
that ſhoot forth early in the Spring.
Genereal Buto , a groſs Swelling that
Blomſe, Brouce, or Balittle , the tops ariſes in the Gion, and is occaſion d by the
or the Branches of Trees on which Cattel French Pox.
uſually feed .
Buborocele, (G.) a Rupture when the En
To Biowfe, to feed as Beaſts do, by trails fall into the Groin ; alſo a Swelling of
knapping, or nibbling off the tops of young the Glandules of that Part.
Sprips. Herbs, Graſs, &c.
Bucanier, a Wift- India Pirate, a free
booter or Rover.
Boulter , (Sc.) a Brewer.
Bricardia, (6.) a Stone like an Ox-heart,
Finchus, (G.) the Field -cricket ; alſo a
Grub, or Caterpillar that cats up the Corn a kind of Turcois.
and Graſs.
Bircea, (L.) the hollow inner part of the
Bzueria , (0.L.) Bruſh , Heath, Briers, or Cheek
Thorns.
Boxeccilana, a little Mouchaful, or Morſel,
Bjuilletus, a ſmall Copfe, or Thicket, a little Cake.
a little Wood
Buccellation , ( C, T.) a dividing into lit
cle Gobbets.
Bruiſe-wort, an Herb .
Buit, (F.) Rumour, Report, Common
2Buccinatok, ( L.) a Trumpeter, one that
Talk .
ſounds a Trumpet, or winds a Horn : In
To Binit a thing abroad, to ſpread it Anatomy, the round Circular Muſcle of the
Cheeks.
abroad, to diſperie News about it.
Botimal, (L.) belonging to Winter.
Baccinum , a Trumpet, or Horn ; alſo
Biunion , ( F.) a kind of Plum .
the Trumper, a Shell-fith : Alfa a Flarer
Biline , Áffault, Onret, Bruh .
chat reſembles the Figure of a H010.
Bucaila, a little Cheek ; alſo the Aclliy
zuſam , (L.) a bunch , or knob in a
Maple-tree : Allo an Arbour, or Hedge made par, under the Chin.
licentarus, (G.) a kind of huge ship,
of Thorns and Briers wound cogether.
Eintais, a Shrub, of whole Twigs, with the Sign of the Centaur,
Bruktes were anciently made.
Buce.
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Bucentoro, a ſtately Galley, in which the Budge-barrel, a little Tin Barrel to hold
Duke of Venice and the Senate go Yearly Gun- Powder, generally us'd aboard a Ship.
Budget, a Pouch or Bag .
in Triumph on Aſcenſion -day, to eſpouſe
the Sea.
Buft , a fort of thick tannd Leather:
Bncephalus, (i. e. Bull-Head) the Name
Buff , Bufffle or Buffalo , a wildBeaſt
of Alexander the Great's Horſe ; alſo a kind like an Ox ; alſo a dull Sot, or dronilla
1
Fellow .
of Thiſtle .
Buffet, a Box, or Blow on the Ear.
Buceras , the Herb Fenigreek .
Buffoon , ( F.) an abuſive Jeſter , a Droll,
Buck, a Male Deer ; alſo the Mate of
fome other wild Beaſts ; as a Buck - goat , a a Merry Andrew .
Buck -rabbet, bc
Butfoonry, ſaucy ſcoffing or jefting.
Bufo , ( L.) a Toad.
Buck of the firlt Head, a Buck fo cal
Bitfontus-Laps, the Toad-ſtone, a kind
led by Hunters, in the fifth Year of his Age,
and in the fixth Year he is termed a great of precious Stone.
Bug , a well known noiſome Infect.
Buck
Buggery, the Coupling of one Man with
Back -malt, the Maft, or Fruit of the
another
, or of a Man or woman with a
Beach -tree .
Buck tatt, ( 0. s.) a Deer-hay, a large brute Beatt.
Net to catch Deer in.
Bugle, a ſort of wild Ox: Alſo an ex : .
Buck-thojn , a Shrub , whoſe Berries are cellent Wound Herb ; alſo a kind ofGlaſe ,
much us'd in Phyfick : Allo a Whiting-fith beads.
Bugle-hoin , a ſort of Hunting-horn .
dry'd inthe Sun.
Buck -weed , a kind of Herb :
Buglols, (G.) a Pot-herb, the Flowers
Buck -wheat or French - woljeat, a fort of which are very Cordial and Reſtorative:
Bugula , a kind of Herb ; Bugle, mida
of Grain much ſown in Surrey,
Bucks-horn , a Sallet-herb with many dle Comfrey .
(mall jagged Leaves.
Bulapathon, (G.) the Herb Patiente;
Brickeldians, a Šed of Hereticks reck great fort of Dock .
on'd among the Anabaptiſts.
Bülb or Butbus, the round Root of a
Bucket, a kind of Pail made of Leather. Plant, wrapt about with many Coats; or
Bucket-rope, a Rope ty'd to the Bucket, Pills, one over anotherlike an Onion :
by which water is hal’d , and drawn up by Bulbs is alſo taken for the round ſpired
Beards of Flowers.
a Ship's Side.
Blickleor Birth-buckle, a four- ſquare Bulbine, anHerb,having Leaves like
Hoop with a Tongue, faften'd with narrow Leaks, and a purple Flower : Dogs-leek.
Bulbocaſtanuïn , the Earth -cheſnut, or
Thongs,
2E tickler or Shield, a ſort of defenſive Pignut..
Bulbons, full of Bulbs 3. as Bulbous
Armour : Alſo Defence, or Protection .
Buckler of Beef, a piece of Beef cur Plants, į. e. thoſe that have a round head
the Root.
in
off from the Surloin .
Bulchin , (C.) a Calf.
Buckler -thorn , an Herb .
Buckram , a ſort of itrong Linnen
Bulga , (o. L.) à Budget, Mail, ör Pörtë
cloch ,
maritle ,
Balimia or Bulimiis, ( G.) an Ox-like
Buckrams, an Herb .
BuckCome, gameſome, jovial, merry.
Appetite, or infatiable Hunger, Diſeaſe .
Bucolicks, (G.) Paſtoral Songs, or Po
Bulk, Mäſſineſs, Bignels ; alſo a Stall
ems, in which Herdſmen and Country- before a Shop : Alſo the whole Content of
Swains are repreſented diſcourfing together. a Ship in her Hold , for the Stowag . of
Goods,
Bucraniit , the Herb Calves-ſnout.
Bulkhead , any Partition made a- croſs á
BIID , a Bloſſom ,or young Sprout : Alfo
weaned Calf of the Firſt Year.
Skip with Boards, or any thing elſe, ſo as
Budge, the dreſs'd Skin, or Furr of one Room may be ſeparated from another.
Lambs.
Bulker , (Cant.) a common Scrumper
A Budge, ( ca.) one that ſlips into a or lilt.
Bulký, big, grofs, maffy.
Houſe , or Shop, to fteal Cloaks, c.
ToBudge ,totir, or move.
Bull, à well known Beaſt : Alſo a Bref,
Budge- Bácljelers, a Company of Men ſet forth by the Pope: Alſo an Impropriety
Cloach'd in long Gowns, lind with Lambs- of Speech , or Blunder in Diſcourſe.
Furr, who attend upon the Lord -Mayor,
The Golden Bull, an Ordinance raide
during the Solemnity of bis Inauguracion, by che imperout, Charles V , 1936. abouë
tha
N
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Enit, (S.T.) theBag, Pouch , or middle
the Form of Ele&ting the Emperours of
Germany.
part of a Sail, which ſerves to catch and
Bull-fealt, a Feſtival in Spain and Por- keep the Wind.
tugal, during which Men on Horſe-back,
Bunt lines , fmall Lines madefaft to the
armed with Lances, & c. are ſet toencoun- bottom of the Sails in the middle part of
ter a mad Bull.
the Bolt- rope, to hale the Bunt of the Sail,
for the better furling it up.
Bull- finch, a Bird.
Bunting, a ſort of Lark, a Bird.
4 Bull-fily orBull bee, aninſea .
Bull-head or Dillers thumb, a River
Budy, a Log of Wood , Barrel, or the
Fiſh : Allo a little black Water-Vermin .
like, laid to Aoat directly over an Anchor,
Bull-weed, a kind of Herb.
ToStream the Buoy, is to let the An
chor fall, whilft the Ship hasWay,
Bullace, awild Plum .
Bullen , ( C.) Hemp-falks pilled .
To Bwoy me up , to ſupport, or uphold
Bullanger, (0.S.) a fort of ſmall Sca- him .
veffel, or Boat.
To Burøy up a Cable, to make falt :
Bullet, Ball, or Shot, the Ball of Iron , piece of Wood thereto, ſomewhat near the
or Lead that is fir'd out of a Cannon , Mus- Anchor, ſo as the Cable may not touch the
Ground, when it is fufpected to be foul or
ket, Piſtol, & c.
Bullimony or Bullimong, a mixture of rocky.
ſeveral ſorts of Grain , as Oats, Peafe and
Bitoy rope, a Rope of which one end is
Vetches.
ty'd to the Buoy, and the other to the An
Ballion , uncoined Gold , or Silver in the chor-Flook .
Maſs.
Brogant, any thing that is floating, or
Bullion of Copper , is Copper-plates ape to float,
ſet on the Breaft-leathers, or Bridles of Hor
Baphonon, (G.) an Herb, which if eat
ſes for Ornament.
by Oxen ,makes them die of the Quinſey,
Bullock , a young Bull.
Buphthalmus or Bapothalmuth, the
Bully or Bully-rock , à boiſterous, Herb Ox-eye, or May -weed.
HectoringFellow .
Buprettis, the Burn -cow , Burk -cow , 01
Bulruly-bridge, (M.T.) a Bridge made Blain -worm , a venomous Infect.
of many hundles of Bull-ruſhes bound toge . Barcheta , ( F.L.) a kind of Gun.
ther, and cover'd with Planks.
Burden or Bartient, a Load, or Weight
Bultell, (0.S.) thebranny part of Meal of any thing, as much as a Man can welt
carry
.
that has been dreſs d .
Bulwark , (0.) a Baftion ; a Rampart, or
Burden , ( of Gad -ſteel) is 180 Pounds.
Burdo, ( L.) a Male bread of a Horfe
Fort.
Bumalins, (G.) a great Grape like a and a She-aſs.
Tear, or Pap .
Burgage, ( L.T.) a Tenure whereby the
Inhabitants of Cities, Boroughs and Towns
Bumelia, a kind of huge Afh - tree.
hold their Lands, or Tenements of the Queen,
Bumpkin, a Country -clown.
Bunch , a Bump, a Knob : In Surgery, an or ſome Lord, for a certain Yearly Rent.
outward disjoynting of the Vertebra's, or
Burganet, a kind of Helmer .
Turning- joynts of the Back .
To Burgeon, to grow big about,or groſs.
Bunched Cods, (of Flowers) thore Cods
Burgeſs ,an Inhabitant of a Burgh, of
that ſtand out in Knobs, and in which the Borough ; alſo one chat ſerves in Parliamens
Seed is lodg'd .
for a Borough.
Bunched Roots , all ſuch round Roots
Burgh, a Borough, a large Village, or
as have knobs, or Knors in them .
Commonalty
Burghbote, (Sa. L. T) i Tribute paid
Bunches, Knobs, warts, and awrens,
are Diſeaſesin Horſes, occafion'd by eating towards thebuilding of a Borough , or City,
or towards the building of Caſtles, or Walls
foul Meat, hard Riding, & c.
Brindle, a parcel of things bound toge- of Defence.
Burghbrech, a Fine impoſed on the
ther ; alſo an uncertain Quantity of fome
Commodities : Thus'a Bundle of Hamburgh Community of a Town, for breach of the
Yarn contains 20 Skeans. In Law , Bun- Peace, & c.
dles area ſort of Records of Chancery, ly
Burgber, a Townſ-man .
ing in the Office of the Rolls.
Burghgrabi, ( in Germany) aCounr, or
To Bungle, to do a thing awkwardly, chief Governour of a City, orCaftle.
Eurghmalter or Burgomaſter ,a chief
In cobble, or borch .
Magiftrace in the Towns of the Loco -Coun
Bamas , (G.) the Turnep-root,
Burgh
fries, co
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Burla Paltquis , Shepherd's Purſe , a
Herb .
ervarebilerare, ( 0. L.) a Citizen, or Bur
Burſalis, ( in Anat .) a Muſcle of the
City:
in -ſide of the Thigh, ſo nam'd from its
geſ
Shape, reſembling a Purſe.
Burglar,
Burglary,a (Houſe-breaker.
L.T.) the getting into a
Burlaria , (0. L.) the Treaſury ofa Cola
Houſe or Church in the Night-time, with an legiate, or Conventual Church .
Intentto rob, or to do ſome other felonious Burſari , che Burſers of a Monaſtery
or College
AA.
Burin,( F.) a Graver, or Engraving -tool. Butle, an Exchange, where Merchants
meer, and Shops are kept.
To Burl, To dreſs Cloach as Fullersdo.
Burſex , the Treaſurer of a College or
d
arme
.
Durledy (0.)
Monaſtery.
e, comical,
Burlesk or Burlecqu
merry.:
alfoMock-Poetry
, amerryway
of Writing
Burſt-wołtą an Herb.
Burt, a Fiñn of the Turbot -kind.
Fulesked, curn'd inco Burlesk .
Burton , ( on board a Ship ) a ſmall Tackle
Burley,
big, groſs,
huge Sword , alſo confifting of twoſingle Pulleys to hoift ſmall
Exly:b?and,
( 0.) afat.
Things in and out .
greatFury.
Bury or Berg, (S.) a Dwelling -place or
A Bučan, ( as Surgeons define it) is an Im
. a or Bulens, 10. L.) Under -wood
court
which
in
a
Part;
upon
made
Fire
of
preſſion
Buſc
there remains a great deal of Heat, with
1
or Brush -wood .
Eſcar.
anicul
, and ſometi
Bliſters
ar Way of ma
ing, ames
Buſelimim , (G.) a kind of great Parney!
part
Burn-beat
Buth , a ſort of Shrub : Among Hunters,
during Land, by cutting off the Peat or Turf,
laying it on Heaps, and to burning it to the Tail of a Fox.
Buthel, a fortof dry Meaſure, containing
Afhen.
Buruet, aSallet-Herb : Allo a Word usa four Pecks, or eight Gallons Land -meaſure,
and five Pecks Water-meaſure.
by Chaucer for Woollen .
Busk , (0.) a Buih; alſo to fhut up.
g-Well, a a Wellnear
ThamyBurnet,
Shrub.
Burnin
Wiggin in
Buskill , a kind of Boot, or Hoſe, worn
to it, bytheancientActors of Tragedies
e
if
,which
be
aCandl
put
,
willpreſently
cake
Fire,
and burn like Bran
Buls, a ſmall Sea- Veffei, usd by the
Lancaſhire
Hollanders, for the Catching and Carriage of
dy.
ings,
h : Herr
ht,adin
h
to polit
Burni
g their
t , abo.
s ſpre
Statue or Figure only repreſente
Byí
Hartbrig
apply,'dto tomake
ItTois alſo
Horns after they are fray'd, or new rub ing one half of a Humane Body, ſo that the
Head, Shoulders and Breaſt appear, but no
bed.
hes
Arms
Por
or
,
chat
Burnis
one
Burnifter,
But. t-coat, (C.) Soft Bread eaten hot with
lithes.
r.
Burr, the round Knob of Horn next a Butte
Buſtard or Biſtard, a great Nuggiſh
Deer's Head .
Burr
or Burror-Dock
, an Herb . a fortof Fowl.
Burr-pump
Bilogo-pump,
Buftle, Stir, Noiſe, Hurry.
Pumpbya ship's ſide, which is managedby
Bylycon , (G.) a grear unlavoury Fig,
a Staff Seven or Eight Foot long, with a
Butchers -bloom , a Shrub.
a great Slaughter.
Butchery,
BurofrWood
Burr .-flag , a kind of
or theend
-leed at
Buteo , ( L.) the Buzzard , a kind of
Burr
Burghmote, a Court of a Borough , or

Hawk .
Herb.
Burras-pipe, an Inftrument us’d by
Butio , the Bittour, or Bittern.
Goldſmiths andSurgeons, to keep corroding
Butler, an Officer in a Prince's Court,
or Nobleman's Houſe , that keeps the Houſe
Powders in
"Burrel, a Pear, otherwiſe call'd the red hold -Stores, br.
Bitlerage of wines , an Impoſt upon
Butter- Pear .
Sale-wines brought into the Land, which the
a
.
kind
of
Infect
ock
Burre
Burr
l-fly,
,a ſmall Wear , of Dam , where Queen's Bucles may require out of every
Wheels are laid in a River for the taking of Ship
. ecarls or Buteccari, ($a.) a Boat
Butſ
Fich,
en
, 'or
or Mari
Burrows, Holes in a Warr , that ſerve ſwain
nd , a Mark to Boot at
Butt
Bouner.
s, Rabb
c. alſo the alla akindofVeſſel to hold Liquors. Burt
aCovert (for
as Burſa,
a Purſe
, orets,
L.)Hare
Pouc& h ;
NE
Groin, or Cod of a MaR.
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is alſo the End of any Plank that joyns to
Byer, (Sc.) a Neat -houſe, or Cow - houre!
Bylander, a kind of little ſwift - Sailing
another, on the out.fide of a Ship under
Water.
Ship .
To Spring a Butt, is when a Plank is
Byne, (G.) Malt, Barley ſteeped .
looſe at one end ; and therefore great Ships
Byram , a Solemn Feſtival among the
are bolted at the Butt-heads, i. e , at the Turks, which may be termed their Carnival.
Plank - ends.
Byramlick , a Preſent made at that Time,
Buttens, (H. T.) the Burrs, or Knobs of of the Nature of our New -years-gift.
a Deer's Head.
Byrlaw or Burlaw , (in Scotland ) ſuch
Butter of antimony, ( C. T.) a Mixture Laws as are eſtablish'd with Conſent of
of the Acid Spirits of Sublimate Corrofive, Neighbours unanimouſly choſen in the Courts
with the Regulus of Antimony.
callʻd Burlap -Courts.
Butter of Tin , a Compound made of
Byſlus, (G.) a kind of fine Flax ; alſo
Tin reduc'd to Powder, and Sublimate Cor . Linnen like Cambrick, or Lawn.
rofive.
Bytrent, (0.) catched about,
A Butter-bump, the Bittern , a Bird.
Bywopen , (0.) made ſenſeleſs:
Butter-burr, an Herb .
Butter: fiy, a known Infect : Alſo an
Herh otherwiſecallid Rag-wort.
Butter teeth great broad Fore-teeth .
Butter-Wort,an Herb ſo nam'd, becauſe
it feels as if it were beſineared with Bur.
CA
ter .
Pieces
of
Buttes, the Ends, or fort
AB , an Hebrew Meaſure containing
ploughed Lands that lie in Ridges and Fur
three Pints.
JOws.
Buttock , the Breech, or Haunch : In a
Caback , a Ruſſian Word for an Inn , or
Ship , it is that Part of her which makes her vi& ualling-houſe.
Cabal or Cabala, ( H. i.e. receiving ) a
Breadth right a -Stern' from the Tuck up
v ards.
Myſterious Doctrine among the ancientfews:
Buttreſs, an Arch , or Maſs of Stone, Alſo aJunto, or private Council, a particular
that ſerves to bear up the sides of a Baild Party, Set, or Gang.
ing, Wall, co
To Gabal, to make Parties, to plot pri
Burtreſs or Buttrice, a Tool us’d by vately ,
F rriers.
Cabaliſt, one skill'd in the Jewiſh Cato
bala.
Butwin or Butwink , a Bird .
Cabaliſtick,belonging thereto.
Butyrum ,(G.) Butter
ButyrimmSaturní, a Chymical Compo
Cabalunegloes, a courſer ſort of Aloes
generally us'd by Farriers to purge Horſes.
Sit on, call'd ſweet Liquor of Lead.
Burils, (L.) the Box -tree, a Shrub; alſo
Caballus, (L.) a Palfry, or Pad -nag.
Cabarıcle, an Herb i otherwiſe callid
a Top, or any other Thing made of Box
i ood .
Harlemort,,
Cabbage, a well known Plant.
Buzo, (0. L.) the Shaft of an Arrow ,
before it is fledgʻd, orfeather’d,
Cabbage of a Deer’s Head, the Burs
To Buizz , to hum , or make a Noiſe, as that parts where the 'Hórns take their Rife.
Bees and other great Flies do ; to whiſper in
Cabbage-worm , a kind of Infect.
to one's Ear.
Cabbin , ( E ) a Cottage, Hut, or Booth ;
Buzzar or Bazar , a Market -place a alſo a little Room to lie in on board a Ship.
* Cabinet,a Cloſetin the Queen's Palace,
mong the Perſiins.
Buzzard, a kind of grear Hawk, or Rites or in a Noble-man's Houſe : Allo a Cheſtof
alfs, an ignorant Fool, a ſenſeleſs Fellow .
Drawers, or little Trunk to, pur Things of
By or Bye, ( D. ) an Habitation, or Value in.
Place of Abode.
Cabinet-qigan , a little Orgau, that may
be eaſily carry'd, or remov'd from one Place
To Byode, (S.) ro Publiſh.
By: Laws, Laws made in Courts -Leet, to another.
or Courts-Baron : Allo, ſuch as are made by
Cable, a great Rope of three Strands,
particular Corporations or Companies, for which being faftened to an Anchor, holds
Ship faſt when the rides. To Bend the
the
thebetter regulating of Trade, & c.
Cable, is to make it faſt to the Ring of the
Byental, the Yard of a Horſe.
Anchor ; and to Vnbend it, is to take it a
Byker , (0.) a Fray of Scuffle;
way.
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away. To Keckle, Plat, or Serve the Cable,
Cacopzagia, an Indiſpoſition of Body:
Tacoj bythmus, an unequal Pulſe.
to bind it about with Ropes, or Clours, in
Cacolphyria , a bad Pulle.
order to keep it from galling in the Hawles.
Cacoftomachus, that has a bad Stomach ."
To Quoil the Cable, is to roll it up round in
Cacoſyntheton , a faulty Compofitiou , or
a Ring . To Splice a Cable, is to make two joyning
together of Words in a Sentence.
Pieces faſt together.
Cable-tire, the ſeveral Rolls of a Cable , Cacotrophia , an ill Nouriſhment, pro
ceeding
from a Fault of the Blood.
that are laid one upon another.
Cabliſh, ( F. L.) Brul -woad, or Wind
Cacotyche, (i. e. evil Fortune) the Sixth
Houſe of an Aſtrological Figure.
fallen Wood .
Cabolcd or Cabolyed, ( Sp. in Heraldry)
Cacozelía, ( in Rhetor.) perverſe Imitation,
a Term us'd to expreſs the Head of any Affectedneſs.
Beaſt's being cut off cloſe juft behind the
Cacozelim , a Term uſed when an Ora
tion , or Speech is faulty by Impropriety of
Ears.
Cabirns, ( S. T.) ſmall Lines made of Words, want of Coherence, Obſcurity , & c.
Rope-yarn , to bind the Cables of a ship,
Cactos, a kind of Thiſtle, an Artichoak.
Tacubalıın or Cucubuliin, an Hertz,
dc.
Cacafuego, ( Sp. i, e. Shite- fire) a brag- whoſe Leaves are good to heal the Biting of
Serpents.
ging, or vapouring Fellow.
Cadaverous, (L.) belonging to a dead
Cacalia , ( G. ) ſtrange Colts-foot ; an
Corps,
or Carcaſs.
Herb.
Cadbate-fly, or Cadworm , an Infect ;
Cacao, an Indian Tree like an Orange
tree , bearingſmall Nuts of the ſame Name, a good Bait for Trouts, &c.
of which the Drink call’d Chocolate is uſually
Caddow , ( C.) a Chough, or Jack -daw .
made.
Cade, (L.) a Cag, Cask, or Barrel.
Cacatoria Febris. (L.) a kind of Inter
Cadeof Herrings, a Veſſel, or Meaſure
mitting Feaver, accompany'd with a violent containing the Quantity of soo Red -herrings:
Of Sprats voor.
Looſeneſs,
Cacemplaton or Caceptaton, (G. in
Cade-lamb, a young Lamb wean'd , and
Gran .) a harſh Sound of Words, as when brought up by Hand in a Houſe..
Cadee, Caddoc or Cadi, ( A.) a kind of
aftercum , n begins the next Word .
Cachectus,or Cachecticus, one that Juſticeof Peace among the Turks, and other
Eaſtern People.
has an ill Habit of Body.
Cachery, an ill Conſtitution, Habit, 'or
Cadeleſcher or Cadileſcher, a great Go
State of the Body, proceeding from a bad vernout in Turkey.
Cadence, ( L.) the end or fall of a Period
Diſpoſition of the Humours.
Cachrys, the Catlin that grows upon or Sentence : In Mufick, Cadence or Cloſe , isa
Nut-trees, Gofings or Willows, & c. Maple kind of Concufion in the Tune, which is
made of all the Parts together in ſeveral
chats, or Afh -keys.
Places of any Key.
Cackerel, a ſort of Fish .
Cadent, ( in Aſtrol.) a Planet is laid To
To Cackle, to cry out as a Hen does,
be Cadent, or in its Fall, when 'tis in a Sign
when ſhe has laid her Egg.
Cacochylias ( G. ) a bad Chylification, oppoſite to that of itsExaltation.
Cadet or Cadee, ( Fr.) a younger Bro
when the Humour callid Chyle is not duly
ther 3 a Volunteer that ſerves in the Wars,
made,
his own Charge, aś young Gentlemen
upon
Cacochymnia, an abounding of corrupt
Huínours in the Body, caus’d by ill Dige- do .
Cadew , the Straw -worm , an Infe &t.
ftion .
Cacodæinon , an evil Spirit, a Devil :
Gadge, a round Frame of Wood on
In Aſtrel. the Twelfth Houſe of a Figure of which Hawks are brought to be ſold.
the Heavens ; ſo calld by reaſonof its
Ladmia, (G.) Braſs-ſtone, or Braſs-oar,
a Stone out of which Braſs is tried : All a
dreadfulSignifications, &c.
Cacocthes , an ill Habit, an evil Cuſtom kind of ſoft Stone, otherwiſe called Lapi,
or Faſhion : Alſo a Boil, Borch , or Sore hard | Calaminaris.
Cadmites, a fort of precious Stone, ha
to be cured .
Cacopathia, a ſuffering of Evil ; a lying ving blew Specks about it .
Caduca Bona, (L. C. L.) Eſcheats,
under a painful Diſeaſe, &c.
Cacophonia, a bad Tone of the Voice, Goods fallen, or forfeited to the Prince's
proceeding from an ill State of its Organs, Treaſury.
or Inſtruments,
CaducuS
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Caducus Darbns , the Falling -fickneſs.
Calamagzattis, (G) the Herb Sheer
Cadis, a Pipe, or Hogs-head , an ancient graſs.
Meaſure that contain'd about 18 Gailonas.
Calamary, a kind of Fiſh!
Cægas , (G.) the North -eaft Wind.
CalamınarisLapis, ( L ) the Calamine
Cæcilia, (L.) cheBlind -worm , an Infe &t. tone, which beingmix'd with Copper,
Cæcam Inteſtinum , (in Anar.) the turns it into yellow Braſs.
blind Gut, ſo nam'd , becauſe one end of it
Calamintha , ( G.) the Herb Calamint,
is fhut up,
or Mountain -mint.
Expa or Cape, (L.) an Onion .
Calanttes or Calanita , a little green
Caer , ( B.) a City.
Frog, living amidft Reedsand Shrubs ; alſo
Cæsulco, (L.) the Clot-bird, or Stone a ſort of Gem like a Reed .
check .
Calamitus, (0. L.) a Stick , or Gag
Læruleiuri, a kind of Sand found a putinto the Mouch of Dogs to hinder their
midſt the Oar of Gold and Silver , and Barking.
Calamitous, (L.) miſerable, wretched.'
anciently us'd by Painters.
Calar, a Name uſually given to twelve
Calamity, Miſery , Trouble , Misfortune.
Talanocynus, (G.) a kind of Down,
Emperours of Rome that ſucceeded Julius
Cesar, as alſo afterwards to the Heir Appa or woolly Subſtance that grows about Canes,
or Reeds,
rent of any Emperour.
Calaikis , a Reed or Cane, a Pipe ; a
xCarian Section or operation , the
Cutting open of the Mother's Belly, or Straw or Stalk , a Quill.
Calamus Gromatias, a kind of ſweet
Womb, to make way for the Child to be
taken our.
Cane, or Reed us’d by Apothecaries in ſeve
Qaſtus , ( L.) a large Gauntlet, maderal Medicines.
CalamisScriptozlus, a Writing-pen :
of a raw Hide, and ſtrengthen'd with Lead ,
which anciently Wreſtlers made uſe of, In Anatomy, a certain ſpace about the fourth
when they fought at Fifty -cuffs in the Ventricle of the Brain, the lower part of
PublickGames, or Exerciſes.
which makes a Cavity, or hollow Pipe,
CIzſtus or Cælum , a kind of Girdle ſhap'd like a Pen .
which the Poets and Painters have given to.
Caladia , the Bunting , a kind of Lark,
the Heathen Goddeſſes, Venus and Juno.
Calangium , (0.L.) Challenge, Clizia ,
Cælura, a Cut, orGalh, a Norch : Allo or Diſpute.
a Figure in Greek andLatin Poetry.
Galata Comitia , ( among the Romans)
Cag or Beg of Surgeon , a Barrel, or an Aſſembly of the People, who were callid
Vefſel that contains from four to five Gal- cogether for the Election and Confecration
long.
of Prieſts, Probatę of Wills, c.
Calathiana , a ſort of Violet-flower
Cage- woork,the uppermoſt carved Works
without Smell.
of a ship's Hull.
Cagia, (0. L.) a Bird- cage, a Coop for
Calatrava, a Place in Spain, which
Hens.
gives Name to an Order of Knights, called
Cataphas, (Sy. a Walker about) the Knights of Calatrava.
Name of a High Prieſt among the fewos.
Calcagiiim , (0. L.) a Tax, anciently paid
To Cajole, (F.) to fatter, ſcoth up, or by the Neighbouring Inhabitants of a
coaks.
Country, for the making and repairing of
Cajolery, a courting , or fawning upon ; common Roads.
Calcaneus or Ds Calcis, (in Anat.)
Flattery, or'vain Praiſe.
Camacan, an Officer of great Dignity the Heel-bone, or Bone of the Tarſus,which
lies under the Aſtragali, and is united to
among the Turks.
Caillon , ( F.) a cover'd Waggon, or them by the Joynting, call'd Ginglymus.
Calcar, a Spur for a Horfe ; alſo a
Carriage for Proviſions, or Ammunition for
Calcining Furnace us'd by Chymifts.
an Army.
Cattitt , a miſerable Slave, a lewd
Calcarium , Lime-ſtone.
Wretch .
Calcca , co , L.) a Road, or Highway
Catilired, chained, or bound with maintain d with Stones and Rubbiſh.
Chains. Chancer.
Calceata or Calcetum , a Cauſey, or
Calaber , the Skin , or Furr of a little Cauſeway .
Creature of the ſame Name, about the big
Calchotdea , (in Anat.) - three ſmall
Bones, which with others make up that
neſs of a Squirrel.
Calaen , a ſort of Mineral, found not part of the Foot which ſucceeds the Ançle.
long ſince in the Eaff- Indies,
Calcina:
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Calcination, ( C. T.) the act of Calci
Calf, the Young of a Cow : Among
ning , the reducing of a Mixt Body into Hunters, a Male Hart, or a Hind of the
firſt Year..
Powder by means ofFire.
Sea -Calf, a great Fifa with a Velvet
Philoſophical orSpagirical Calcinati
on , is when Horns, Bones, or Hoofs are black ſpotted Skin .
Calfi, ( Tu .) the ſecond of the Nine
hanged over boiling Water, or other Li
quor, till having loſt all their Moiſture, Degrees of the Students of the Mahometan
Law or Religion .
they may beeaſily powder'd.
Caliber or Caliper , (F.) the Bigneſs,
Calcinatim of Flints of of Cryſtal,
Pebbles, & c. is made by 'heating them or rather the Diameter of a piece of Ordi- .
red -hot, and then caſting them whilft fo, nance, or any other Fire -arms at the Bore,
into cold Water, or Vinegar.
or Mouth ,
To Calcine, to burn to a Calx, or Cin
+ Calidity, ( L.) Hear.
der .
Cattonct, a kind of Furnace, ús’d by
Catctfraga, ( L.) a kind of Saxifrage, the ancient Romans, to convey Heat from
an Herb .
oneRoom to another.
Caliotim Jnstatum , (L. in the Art of
To Calailate, tocaft Accounts, to
seckon ; to model, or frame à Diſcourſe, Phyfick ) the natural Heat of the Body.
óc,
Catifactory, a Room in a Monaftery ,
Catcntation, the Act of Calculating, or where the Religious' Perſons warm them .
Computing ; an Account, or Reckoning.
ſelves.
Caliph or Califf, ( P.) King, or Em
Calautus, a ſmall Pebble, or Gravel
Itone ; a Counter to caft Account with, a perour.
Calipodiam or Calopodium , (G.) a
Cheſs-man , or Table-man : Allo a Stone
in the Kidneys, or Bladder of a Humane Wooden Shooe, orPatten : In old Records,
Body.
a ſort of Gallofhoos, a Slipper.
Calaihis Differentiatis, ( in Mathem .)
Caliber or Calliver, a ſmall Gun us'd
is the Arithmetick of the infinitely ſmall at Sea .
Differences berween valuable Quantities 3
To Talk or lauk a Sahip, is to drive
which in England is call’d the Arithmetick Oakam , or Spunoyarn , intoall the Seams,
of Fluxions,
Rends, and wooden Pins to keep our the
Catatus Integralis , is the Method of Water.
Calked ; (0.) caſt up, or calt om .
finding the proper flowing Quantity of any
given Fluxion .
Calking -irons, Iron-Chizzels well laid
Caldaria, (0. L.) a Cauldron ,or Copper. over with hot Pitch, to thruft the Oakam
Caldartuin , a Cauldron, or Kettle ; alſo into the Seams between the Planks.
Eall, (in Hunting) a Leffon blown upon
hot Bath , or dry Bath.
Caleb, ( H. a Dog) one of thoſe Wor the Horn to comfort the Hounds : Among
thies that accompany's Joshua'in the dif- Fowlers, Calls are artificial Pipes, made ca
coveryof the Land of Cangan.
catch Quails, doc,
Cattais, (G.) a precious Stone, like a
Caledonian Wood, a great Wood in
Sapphire
Scotland .
Eatlartas, the Haddock, or Whiting, a
Calefactior, (L.) a heating, or warm
ing : In Philosophy, the producing, or Fiſh .
Callibleptarum , a Medicine with which
ftirring up of Heat in a Mixt Body.
Calendar, an Account of Time, fitted Womens Eye-brows were made black , co
for CivilUſe ; an Almanack ,
render them more beautiful.
Calender, one whoſe Trade is to Calen
alltcoe, a ſort of Linnen -Cloth brought
'der, i. e. to Smooth, Trim , or ſet a Gloſs from Calicut, a Town of the Kingdom of
upon Linnen -Closh, Stuffs, & c. Or the Malabar in the Eaſt -Indies.
Engine usºd for that purpoſe: Allo a ſmall
Callicreas or Callicreon , (in Anat.)
Insectthat eats Corn .
the Sweet-bread.
Calmos, the firſt Day of every Month.
Calligonon, the Herb Knot-graſs.
| Calendula, (L.) the Marigold, a Flower.
Calligraphy, fair, or handſome Wrie
ting
.
Talenture, a burningFeaver.
Tallimancoe, a fort of woollen Stuff.
Calell or Cataly , alittle open Chariot
for two Perfons to ride in .
Callioni, (G.) a kind of Night-fade, an
Calevile or Calvile , ( F.) a fort of Herb.
fweet red Apple.
Callion .
Calewire , ( 0.) warmly ,
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Callionymus, a Fith whoſe Gall is
Calvarta, a Scull ; alſo a Place ofSculls,
good for the Eyes ; alſo the Lilly of the a common Place of Burial.
Calvary, a Mountain without the City
Valleys, a Flower.
Calliope, the firſt of the Nine Muſes, of Jeruſalem , ſo calld from dead Mens
faid to preſide over Harmony and Heroick Sculls found there .
Poetry :
InHeraldry , a Croſs Calvary is a Croſs
Callipers, an Inſtrument made like a raiſed on the Steps of a Ladder.
Calves - Inouit, an Herb .
Sliding-Rule, to embrace the two Heads of
Calviniſm , the Doctrine and Principles
a Cask , of Barrel, in order to find the
length ofit.
of John Calvin, a famous Reformer ofthe
Callipers or Calliper-Compalles, a Church, at Geneva.
Calvinité, one that follows that Do
fort of Coinpaſſes, withcrooked Legs, us'd
by Gunners to meaſure the Bores and Cy- & rine.
Calviniſtical, belonging thereto .
linders of Guns, and the Diameters of
Calvitium , (4.) Baldneſs.
Bullets.
To Calumniate, to accuſe, or charge
Callippick period, a Cycle, or Period
of 76 Years, which Callippus a famous fallly, to Slander, or Cavil.
Calumniatoz, a Slanderer, or falſe Ac
Grecian Aſtronomer invented to improve
that of Meton .
cuſer.
Calliſtruthia, (G.) a Fig of an exqui.
Caluinny, falſe Imputation , malicious
fite Tafte, and cooling Quality.
Aſperſion, Slander.
Callithrir, a kind of Ape in Ethiopia,
Calt , (L.) Chalk, Lime, Morter: In
with a long ceard, and a ſpread Tail ; alſo Anatomy, the Heel, or the ſecond Rone in
the Herb Maiden -hair.
that partof the Foot which ſucceeds the
Calloſity, YL.) hardneſs, or thickneſs of Ancle. In Chymiſtry, that which is produ
the Skin , properly that which is occafi- ced by the calcining, or burning of any
oned by much Labour.
Metal, or Mineral, in a Crucible, & c.
Callatis , having a thick Skin , hard,
Calyr, (G.) the Cup of the Flower in
brawny. In Surgery, a Swelling, or Ul- any Plant.
Camail, ( F.) a Biſhop's Purple Orna.
cer is ſaid to grow callous, when 'tis har
den'd ; which ſometimes happens to the ment worn over theRocher.
Camarade or Comrade, a Companion,
Lipsof a Wound.
'Callow , unfledged , or not covered or Chamber - fellow ; an intimate Friend.
with an
with Feathers.
Callus, (L.) a kind of hard Fleſh ; Arch , or Vault : In Surgery, a blow upon
alſo Brawn, or hardneſs of the Skin, by the Scull whereby ſome part of the Bone is
much Labour : Among Surgeons, a ſort of left hanging up like an Arch .
glewy Subſtance that grows about broken
Cambering, the Deck of a ship is
Bones, and ſerves to folder them .
ſaid To lie Cambering, when it does not lie
Calm , ( F.) Atill, quiet.
level, but higher in the middle chan at ei,
A Calin or Stark Calm , a'word us'd ther End.
at Sea, when there is not a breath ofWind
Cambium , (L.) the exchanging, or
firring.
bartering of commodities ; alſo an Ex.
Colomelas, (G.) Sweet Sublimate, a change, or Place where Merchants meet :
Alſoone of the three Humours ſomecimo
Chymical Preparation .
Caloyers, Greek Monks of the Order of theught to nouriſh the Body, the other two
St. Bafil.
being call’d Gluten and Rose
Callonnds, a kind of Linnen -drawers,
Cambren, ( B.) a crooked Stick , with
Norches in it, on which Burchers hang
uſually worn among the Turks .
Cáltha, (L.) the Marigold -Plant and their Mear.
Flower.
Cambria, the Country of Wales o fe
Caltrops or Chaufle- Trapes, ( F. in nam'd from Camber the Son of Brutus.
Fortif.) are Irons with four Spikes, made
Cambrick, a ſortof fineLinnen -Cloth !
after ſuch a manner, that which way ſoe
Camel, (G.) a Beaſt of Burden , com
ver they fall, one Point ſtill lies uppermoſt : mon in the Eaſtern Countries.
Alſo an Inſtrument with three Iron -points,
Camels-hay, a kind of ſweet ſmelling
us'd in hunting the Wolf ; and an Herb of Ruth, brought out of thoſe Pares.
which there are ſeveral forts : as Land -Cal
Cameleon, a Creature like a Lizard ,
trops, Water-Caltrops, & ic.
that frequents the Rocks ; it lives upon
Calva, ( L.) the hairy Scalp, or upper Flies
Camelina
part of the Head.
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Cainelina, Treacle, or Worm -feed .,
Cainy hozata, ( L.) the Herb-Lavender:
Camclopardalis or Camelopardus, a cotton .
Campins, an Herb that bears a pretty
Beaſt ſhap'd like a Camel, and ſpotted like
Flower.
a Panther.
Camping Martins, a Field near Rome;
Camelopodinin , the Herb Hore-hound .
Camera, (L.) a vaulted or arched Dedicated to the God Mars, where the
Building, an Upper Chamber, or Gallery : Roman Youth us'd to Exerciſe.'
In old Records, any winding, or 'crooked
Campus celcratus, a place where
the Veſtal Nuns that broke their Vow of
plat of Ground.
Camery or frouince, a Diſeaſe in Virginity were bury'd alive.
Tanaan, ( H. a Merchant) the Son of
Horlis.
Camica, ( 0. L.) Camlet, or fine Stuff, Ham , of whom the Land of Canaan took its
Name.
made at firft purely of Camel's Hair.
Camiſado , (Sp.) a ſudden Aſſault, or
Canadcs, an American Bird, about the
bigneſs of a Pheaſant.
Surprizal of an Enemy by Night.
Camlet, a ſort of Stuff made partly of
Canaille, ( F.) the Mob or Rabble, the
Camels-Hair , and partly of Silk or Stuff. Dregs ofthe People.
Cammarus, (G.) a kind of Crevice, or
Canal, (L.) an artificial River, a large
Paſſage for Water, cur from one Place to
Cray -fifh.
caminock, an Herb, otherwiſe callid another. In Anatomy, Canals are any Chan
Reft -harrow .
nels, or Paffages, by which the Humours,
Tamoinile, (G.) an Herb of a ſweet or Juices of the Body are convey’d.
Smell.
Canaliculus arteriolus, a Veſſel bes
Camors, (0.) Crooked upwards.
tween the Arterious Vein of the Lungs,
Camp, the place where an Army lodges, and the great Artery, found in Fætus's:
in Tents, orHuts.
Canaria, Hounds-graſs, anHerb.
Camp-Colant, ( F.) a Flying -Camp,
Canaries, certain Inands in the Atlana
of Horſe and Foor, uſually commanded by tick Sea, anciently call’d the Fortunate Iſlands,
a Lieutenant-General, which is always in from whence the Canary-Wines are brought.
Morion .
Canary-bird , an adinirable Singing.
Campaign or Campain, a Plain, a bird.
Champion, or open Country. In military
Canary-graſsy an Herb.
Affairs, the ſpace of Time every Year that
Cancainiin , (G.) a ſort of Aralian
an Army continues in the Field during any Gum much like Myrrh .
War.
To Cancel, ( L.) to ráze, ot blot out ;
to make void .
Campaign-Oven , a portable Oven to
made ofred Copper, and usd by Confecti
Cancelier, (in Falconry) is when a light
oners
fiown Hawk, in her Stooping, turns two
Campana, ( L.) a Bell. Campana baula or three times upon the Wing, to recover
a ſmall Hand-bell, ſuch as were in Ule a her ſelf before the ſeizes the Prey.
mong other foppish Ceremonies in the Ro
Cancellarius, ( L. ) an Officer in the
man Church , and are ſtill retain'd by Pa Roman Empire, who ſat in a Place thut up
with Grates or Bars , to write out the Sena
rith -Beadles,publick Criers, & c.
Campaniformis, a Term apply'd by tence of the Judges, and other Judicial
Herbalifts, to any Flower that is hap'd like Alts.
a Bell .
Cancelli, Lattices made with Croſs -bai's '
Campamula , a little Bell ; alſo the of Wood, Iron , Oc. Balliſters, or Rails , to
Herb Rope -weed, or Wood -hind.
compaſs in the Bar of a Cour for Law.Ptos
Campanula Sylveftris , the blew ceedings ; the Chancel of a Churchi.
Bell-Flower, or Canterbury- Bells.
Cancellus, a Sea- fish calld the Soldier
Campanulate Flower, the fame as crab.
Cancer, the Crab, a Shellfish. Alſo one
Campaniformis.
À Eampartian , (0.L.) any part or porcis of the Twelve Signs of the zodiack, which
the Sun enters in the Month of June. Alſo
on of a larger Field or Ground.
Campe, (G.) a Worm , or Grub with a hard painful and ulcerous Swelling , fomes
many Feet ; a Palmer, or Caterpillar.
times full of puffed up Veins that reſemble
Campechto, a kind of Indian Wood , the Feet of a Crab.
the ſame as Log -wood.
Pliinitive Cancer, is that which comes
Carr.phire, the Gum or Rofin of a Tree of it felf, and appears at trft about the Big
dicks
much like a Walnut-trée, that grows in the
Euft Indies.
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Canirus, a Muſcle of the Lip, which
neſs of a Pea or Bean, cauſing an inward
ſerves to draw it upward .
continual and pricking Pain.
Canis, ( L.) a Dog or Bitch ; a Hound,
Degenerate Cancer, that which fuc
ceeds an Obftinate or i!l-dreſs'd Impoſtume a Curr.
Canis Carcharias, the Shark, or Sea.
or Swelling, and which becomes an ulcerated
; a ravenous Fith.
Cancer,
one . ever having been an Occult hound
or Blind without
Canis Major & Minol , the Greater
Cancer of the Bones a Diſeaſe in a Bore and Leſler Dog, two Conſtellations drawn
cauſed by a ſharp Humour, and follow'd by on he Globe in the Figure of that Crea.
ture
an Ulcer of the Fleſh and Skin.
Canities, Hoarineſs, Whiteneſs, or
Táncrini Uerſus, Latin Verſeš that are
the ſame when read backwards or forwards; Gravnefs of Haits.
Cankdoje, (0.) a wocful Caſe.
as Roma tibi fubito motibus ibit amor .
Canker, an eating ſpreading Sore ; allo
Candelaria, the Herb Wooll-blade, or
Torch -herb,
the Ruſt of Iron, Braſs, & c. Alſo a Diſeaſe
Candid, sincere, or upright ; kind, cour: that happens to Trus
Canset in Houſes, is á loathſome Sort,
teous ; frank, free.
Candidates, (among the Romans) thoſe which if it continue long uncovered, will
that ſtood for any Place orOffice ofDig. makeway to thevery Bone.
Canker-worm ör Glaſs -wofin, an In
niry ; the Word is ſtill in Uſe in the Uni
ſect that deſtroys Herbs and Corn.
verſities, & c.
Candiſation, the Chryftalizing, or Can .
Cankered, eaten with the Canker, or
dying of Sugar, after it has been diffolv'd with Ruft.
Cann, a kind of veffel, or Cúp to drink
in Water and purify'd.
Canditeers, ( in Fortif.) Frames to lay out of.
Eaggots and Bruſh-wood on, to cover the
Cann -Proys, ( S. T. ) a ſort of large
Buoys, or Barrels thrown out upon Shoals
Work -men .
Candlemas -Day, the Feſtival of the to give Notice to Sailors of the Danger.
Canır-hooks, Iron -Hooks made faſt to
Purification of the Bleſſed Virgin Mary,
kept Feb. 2d , and ſo call'd becauſe Candles the End of a Rope, with a Nouſe, whereby
were formerly Conſecrated on that Day, weighty Commodities are taken into a Ship,
and ſet a-part for Sacred Uſe for the whole or Nung out.
Canna, (L.) a Cane, or Reed : In old
T'ear ,
Candorir, ( L.) Sincerity, Uprightneſs, Records, a Rod in Meaſure of Ground,or
Diſtance.
Plain
To-dealing,
Candy,Courteſy.
to uſe a particular Mechod
Canna Pajor, (in Anat .) the greater
for preſerving ſome ſorts of Comfits : AH .
to curdle or grow mouldy, as Stale Sweetmeats are apt to do .
Candy - alerander, an Herb .
Cane, an Indian Reed.
Canet-Bone, the Neck or Throat-bone,
fo called from its reſembling a Canal or
Gutter.
Canella , ( L.) the Spice call’d Cinnamon .
Caneſtellns, (0.2.) a Basket.
Canta, the ſmall Stinging-Nettle.
Canibals, Men -earers, aPeople of the
Wilt -Indies, that feed upon Man's Flesh.
Canimira, (L.) a little Dog or Bitch,
the Dog -fiſh ; alſo the leſſer Dog -ſtar.
Canalar, belonging to the Dog - ſtar ;
as Canicular Days, i. e. certain Days com
inonly called the Dog-Days
.
Canina fames , Dog's Appetite, a
Diſeaſe ; being an inordinare Hunger at
tended with a Vomiting and Looſeneſs.
Can'ne, belonging to a Dog,Dog-like;
as A Canine, or Infatiable Appetite.
Canmi Dentes, (in Anat.) the Dogteeth , two Teech in each Jaw, one on each
fide of the Inciviſi.

Bone of the Leg , otherwiſe called Focile
Maius and Tibia.
Canna Minor, the leſſer Bone of the
Leg, the ſame with Focile Minus and
bula,
Cannabis or Cannabum , Hemp, Cana
vas.
Canne, ( F.) the Duck , a Fowl ; a Cane
or Reed : Allo a long Meaſure in Langues
duc and Provence, containing about an El
and two Thirds.
Cannel , a fort of Herb .
Camevarola , ( I.) the Titling, a little
Bird, ions
, Boot-hole Tops ; an old fx.
Cann
for the Legs.
non'd iſte
Ornam
r,ent
Cann
an Inſtrument which coom
ing
off Wines.
Rack
pers uſe in
Tanniſter of Tea , a Quantity from 75
to ico Pounds- weight.
or piece of Orda
Cannon , a great Gun ,
narice,of which thereare different Degres
and Sizes; as Whole -cannon , Demi- canno ,
& c.
Canga
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Cannon Royal or Cannon ofEight,
Cantz , an ancient People of Scotland,
a great Gun of snoo Pounds-weight, 12 who liv'd in that Part which is now call's
Rofs.
Foot long .
Camonade, Cannon -ſhot.
Cantel, (L. T.) a Lump, orMaſs ; as
To Cannonade, to batter with Cannon. when any Commodity is bought by th >
Canoneer , a Gunner, an Artillery. ( Lump.
Canterbury, the chief City, and in the
* Officer rhat diſcharges the Cannon .
Canon, (G.) a Rule, eſpecially a Law , time of the Saxon Government, the Royal
or Decree of the Church :: 'Alſo à Preben - Seat of the Kingsof Kent.
dary that enjoys a Living in a Cathedral or
Canterbury -bells, a Plant that is
Collegiate Church. Allo a large ſort of rough-leav'd like a Nettle, with ſquare
Printing-Letter ; allo that part of a Horſe Stalks, on which hang hollow Flowers like
Bells.
bit which is let into the Mouth.
Canterius, (L.) a Gelding , or cus
Canon , ( in Mathem .) is an infallible
Rule to reſolve all things of the ſame Na- Horſe ; alſo an Aſs, or other labouring
ture with the preſent Inquiry. In Muſick , Beaſt.
Canthartas, (G.) a Stone, having the
a hort Compoſition of one, or more Parts,
in which one Part leads, and the other Figure of a Beetle on it.
Cantharides, Spaniſh Flies, certain vero
tollows : Canon is alſo a Surgeon's Inſtru
rin ment us'd in the fowing up of Wounds.
mous green Flies, that are us'd in Plaištirs
Canon of the Scripture, is the Body for the railing of Blitters.
of the Books of the Holy Scripture, that
Cantharis, is alſo a Fly of the Beetle.
ſerve as a R.le of Faith .
kind, but leſs, which eațs and conſumes
Canon Religioſarum , a Book , con Corn.
Cantharus, the black Beetle, an Infe & t.
taining the Inſtitution and Rules of an Or
Var det of Monks, oc.
that breeds in Dung ; alſo the Beetle- fish .
Caron law or Body of the Canon
Cantherus, a Gelding, or labouring
law , a Collection of Eccleſiastical Rules, Beaſt : Alſo a Rafter, or joiſt of a Houſe
Definitions and Conſtitutions taken from that comes down from the Ridge to the
the ancient Councils, the Writings of the Eaves : Alſo a Treffel, or Horſe to faw ,
Fathers of the Church , and the Ordnances or cut Timber on,
of the Popes, &c.
Cantinis , the Iron with which the Round
Canonical, belonging, or agrecable to ing of aCart-wheelis bound,theFe ley of
the Canons, or Church-laws.
a Wheel : In Anatorny, the Corner of the
Canonical Hours, the Time fet a-part Eye ,; which is either the Greater or (a
ly the Church -Canons, for the perforining , ward, or the Leſſer or Outward.
of Divine Service.
Cantides, (L. i. e. Spiritual Songs) one
Canonicalneſs, Conformity, or Agree of the Books of Holy Scripture, otherwiſe
ableneſs to the Church -Canons.
call'd Solomon's Song.
Canonift, a Doctor, or Profeffour of the Cantle, a piece of any thing ; as A
Canon -Law .
Cantle of Bread, Cheeſe, & c.
Canonization , the Act of Canonizing , To Canilc ouir, to divide into ſeveral
or Sainting.
Parts, or Parcels.
Canto , ( I.) a kind of Diviſion in an
To Canonize, to inroll among the Saints.
Canonli: p , the Title of, a Benefice en- Heroick Poem , of the fame Nature that a
joy'd by a Canon.
Chapter is in Proſe.
Canoo or Canow , an Indian Boat made
Canton , a Diviſion , or Part of a Coun
of the Trunk of a Tree .
try in form of a Province : Allo ' a ſort of
Canopy, ( G.) a Cloath of State ſer over additional Curtain to a Bed. In Heraldry,
the Thrones of Soveraign Princes, or car an Ordinary made of two ſtraight Lines,
py'd over their Heads upon ſome great so . one drawn perpendicularly froin the Chiet,
lemnity:
Alſo a fort of Teſtern , or Curtain and the other ſo from the side of the
for a Ped.
Eſcutcheon.
Canojous, ( L.) frill, loud -ſinging, To Canton , ( M.T.) to recire into a
high-ſounding
Quarters ' to fortify one's felf in a Place.
Cant, Gibberish, Pedler's French .
To Cantonize, to divide into Cantons ,
To Cant, to talk darkly , after the man or Quarters.
Cantred or Cantref, (B. ) a particular
per of Rogues, Thieves, Beggers,, &c.
Cantabztca, (L.) a Plane firſt found out Diviſion of a County in Wales, the fame
by the Cantabri in Spain , the wild Gilli- as an Hundred -in England,
hower.
13
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Cantus, (L.) Singing : In Mufick , the
Cape, the Neck -piece of a Cloak , or
Mean or Counter - Tenor.
Upper-coat : In Geography, a Head -land, any
Canvas ,a ſort of courſeLinnen - Cloth. Mountain , Point, or Tract of Land running
Canvas-bags or Earth-bags, (in For out into the Sea.
tif ) are Baggs hlld with Earth , and us'd to
Cape, (L.) a Judicial Writ, touching
raiſe a Breaſt-work in haſte, or to repair one Plea of Lands, or Tenements ; and being
that is broken down.
of two forts, viz . Grand Cape, and Perit
To Canvals, to ſearch diligently into ; Cape, both which take hold of Things im
to ſcan , fift, or thoroughly examine ; alſo to moveable ; the former lying before Appear.
ance, and the other afterwards,
putin, ſue, or ſtand for an Office.
Canum or Cana, ( L. in the Scotch Law)
Cape-Parvnm , a Writ that lies for the
a Duty paid to a Superiour, or Lord of the Queen in Cafe where the Tenant ſuinmon'd
Land , eſpecially to Biſhops and Church- in Plea of Land , comes at the Summons;
men.
bur afterwards makes Default at the Day
airzonet, (1 ) one of the Diviſions of that is given him .
Italian Lyrick Poetry, in which every ſeve
Cape ad Aalentiam , a Writ of Execu
ral Stanza anſwers, both as to the Number tion , which lies where one is impleaded of
and Meaſure of the Verſes.
certain Lands, and he vouches to warrant
Cap, a ſort of Covering for the Head : another, but the Vouchee comes not at the
In a Ship, it is a ſquare piece of Timber put Day given : Then this Writ may be had a
over the Head, or uppermoſt end of any gainſt the Vouchee, to recover ſo much in
Maſt, having a round Hole to receive the value of his Land, & c .
Capeline, ( F.) a Woman's Hat, or Cap,
daft, or Flag -ſtaff.
Cap of a Gill , a piece of Lead put ſet out with Feathers : In Surgery, a kind of
over the Touch -hole of a great Gun, to keep Bandage us’d in the Operation of cutting of
the Leg .
the Prime from being waſted, or ſpilt .
Capella ,(L .) a little young Goat, a Kid :
Cap of Maintenance, one of the Rege
lin, or Ornaments of State, belonging to Alſo a bright fixed Star in the left Shoulder
the King or Queen of England, before whom of Auriga. Alſo a Chappel, or Place fet a .
ir is carry'd at the Coronation , and other part for Divine Worſhip .
grea: Solemnities.
Capella de Floribus, (0. L.) a Chap
Cap - Merchant, the Purſer of a Ship; let, or Gerland of Flowers for the Head.
Capellus , a Cap, Bonnet, Har, or other
that has the Charge of all the Merchandize,
Covering for the Head.
or C’rgo.
Caper, (L. ) a gelded He-goat, a Buck ;
Cap -paper, a ſort of brown, and thick
alſo the rank Smell of the Arin -holes,
Parer.
A Caper, a Skip or Jump ; alſo a fort
Gap -ſquares, broad pieces of Iron on
each tide the Carriage of a great Gun, of Privațeer, or Pirate-Ship .
Capers, a prickly Shrub, grow !ng in
which cover the Trunions, and are made faſt
Spain, and elſewhere, the Flowers and
by a Pin with a Fore-lock
Capable, that is in a Condition, or qua. Leaves of which are brought hither prefer
ved in Pickle .
lifricito do a thing ; able, apt, fit.
Capacious, capable to receive, or hold ;
Capi aga, the principal Groom of the
Grand Seignior's Bed- Chamber, and the chief
facious, vaft,
To Capacitate, to put one into a Capa. Introducer of all private Addreſſes to him .
city, to make him Capable.
Capias, (L.) a twofold Writ, viz, che
Capac:tv, Capableneſs, Ability, Skill, before Judgment, call'd Capias ad reſponden
reach of Wit. In Law , it is when a Man, dum, requiring an Appearance in a Perſonal
or Body Politick is able, or has a Right to Action ; and the other is a Writ of Execui
give , or take Lands, Tenements, 6c, or to tion after Judgment which are of divers
kinds, 'viz .
fue Actions.
Capac'ty, (in Geom.) is the Solid Con
Capias Conductos ad proficiſcendtim ,
tont of a Body : Alſo our hollow Meaſures a Writ that lies for the taking up fuch, as
for Wine, Beer, Corn, Salt, 6c . are cail'd having receiv'd Preſt-money, to ſerve the
Meaſures of Copaciiy.
Queen, flink away , and do not come in at
Cap- a -pce, ( F.) as Armed Cap - lopee, i.e. the Time.
from Head to Foot....
Capias pro filie, is where one being by
Capac Con a ſort of Trappings, or Fur. Judgment tined to the Queen , upon tome
niture for a Horſe.
Offence committed againſt a Statute, does
To Capar Con, to cover, or ſer of with not diſchi
birge is according to she Judgment:
ſuch Trappings.
Capias
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Capito, one that has a great Head, a
Caxias ad Satisfaciendim , a Writ of
Execution after Judgment, lying where a Jolt-head, or Grout-head ; alſo the Sea -chub ,
Man recovers in an Action Perſonal, as Debt, or Pollard , a Fish .
Capitol, an ancient Citadel of Rome.
or Dammages, & c.
Capias Utlegatum , à Writ which lies
Capttolade, à particular way of dreſſing
agairilt one that is Out- lawed upon any Capons, Partridges,and other forts of Fowi.
Capitula agri,(0.1.) the Head- Lands,
Suit.
Capias Uitlegatum & inquiraz de Bo- that lie at the upper end of the Groundsor
uis en catallts , a Writ all one with the Furrows.
former, but it gives a farther Power to the
Capitula Ruralia , Chapters, or Affem
Sheriff, beſides the Apprehenfion of the Of- blies held by the Rural Dean and Pariſh
fender's Body, to enquire of his Goods and Clergy, within the Bounds of every reſpe
Sive Deanry .
Chattels.
Capias in kwalithernam de Aperiis, a
To Capitulate, to make 'Articles of A
Writ lying for Cattel in Wthernan .
greement ; to parly or treat with a Beſieger,
Capias in Withernamium de Domine, about the furrender a Place upon Condi
a Writ that lies for a Servant in Withero tions.
Capitulation , the Act of Capitulating?
nam ,
Capitulum , ( L ) a little Head ; the
( apillamentuim , the Hair ; a Periwig ,
or falle Hair : Capillamenta, or Capillaments, Chapiter, or top of a Pillar; a Chapter, or
are alſo the Strings, or Threads about the Aſſembly of a Dean and Prebends,belong
ing to a Cathédral, or Collegiate Church
Koors of Herbs.
Capillarg, belonging to , or like Hair. a Chapter of a Book. Among Herbalifts,
Tapillary Plants, are ſuch as have no the Head or flow ringtop of any Plant.
main Stalk, or Stem , but grow to the
Capitzi or Capigi, certain Officers'a
mong the Turksthat guard the Gate of the
Ground, as Hairs to one's Head.
Capillary Ueffels, (in Anat.) ſmall | Grand Seignior's Palace,
Capnias, (G.) a kind of Jaſper, which
Veins and Arter es like Threads, or Hairs.
Capill tio, ( L.) a being hairy, or grow . looks as if it were blackend with Smoak .
ing like Hairs : In Surgery, a ſort or Fra
Capnitis, a ſort of Cadmia , or Braſs -Oar.
Gure, or breaking of the Scull, which is ſo
Capnomancy, Divination , or South-fay.
ſmall that it can ſcarce be found , but often ing by Smoak .
Cápnos or Capnion , Smoak. ; alſo the
occaſions Death.
Capills, the Hair of the Head, a buih Herh Fumitory .
of Hair. Capillus Veneris, the Herb Maiden
Capo, (I.) one of the Three chief Offi
cers among the Venetians, to whom and the
hair.
Capilotade, ( F.) a Dith made of ſeveral Senate the Doge, or Duke is ſubje & .
remnants of Meat.
Capoi , a Cock cut to brood , or cover,
Capitrum , ( L.) a Collar, or Halter for and lead Chickens, Ducklings, &c. or elle
a Horſe; a Head -Itall: Alſo a Surgeon's to be fatted for the Spit,
Capon -fathion , (in Archery) the ſame as
Bandage, or Swathe for the Head.
Cap.tal, principal, chief, or great ; alfo Bobtail.
Capons- tail, a kind of Herb .
hainous, worthy of Death.
A Capital, (in Fortif.) is a Line drawn
Caponniere, ( F. in Fortif.) a hollow
from the Angle of the Polygon to the Point Lodgment, or Trench , about Four or Five
of the Baſtion , or from the Point ofthe Ba- footbroad, border'd with a little Breaſt
work, about Two Foot high, to hold Planks
ition to the middle of the Gorge.
A Capital or Capitel, (in Architect.) laden with Earth .
Capot, a Term us'd at the Game of Pick
the ſame with the Chapiter, or Ornament on
et, when all the Tricks of Cards are won.
the top of a Pillar.
Capitatioii, a Tribute paid by the Head ,
Cappadine, a fort of Silk, with which
the Shag of ſome Rugs is made.
a Poll-tax.
Capite, ( L.T.) as if Tenure in Capite,
Capparis, (G.) the Shrub that bears the
or in Chief ; when Lands were held immedi- Fruit call's Capers ; or the Fruit it felf ,
ately of the King, as of his Crown, and not
Tapper, one that makes or ſells Caps.
of any Honour, Caſtle, or Mapour belong
Capa, ( L.) a She-goat ; alſo the Name
of
a Conſtellation, or cluſter of Stars,
ing to it.
Capiæ Saltantes , a kind of hiery Me:
Capitiluvlum , á Medicinal Liquor to
teor, or Exhalation , with windings in and
wath the Head in ,
Out
Capica
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Capſula Seminales , the outmoſt Cavi.
Cap ;ea, the Roe, or Roe-buck , a Beaſt
of Chace ; alſo the Branch of a Vine that ties, or hollow Parts of the Veſſels that con .
puts forth Tendrels.
vey theSemen , or Seed in the Body of a
Capreolaria Wala ( in Anat .) thoſe Living Creature.
Capſulate-Pods, the little Short Seed
Veſſels that twine about like the Tendrels
of Vines ; as the Bloud -Veſſels in the Teſti- Vefſels of Plants.
cles.
Captain , a Head- Officer, the Command
Capreolatæ Plantæ , are ſuch Plants as er in chiefof a Company of Foot, Troop
Horſe, of Dragoons, or of a Ship of War
ſurface
of
along
climb
of
wind,
the
and
turn ,
at Sea.
the Ground, by means of their Tendrels.
Captain or Capitaine aur Gardes , (F.) .
Capreolus ,a young Buck , a Chevril :
Among Herbalifts, a Tendrel, Clarp, or the Captain of a Company in France, in the
Shoor.
Regiment of Foot -Guards.
Caprichio or Capzice, ( I. ) a fooliſh
Captain des Gardes , a Commander of
Fancy, Whimſey, Freak or Maggot. Capri- one of the Four French Troops of Guards.
chio's are alſo pieces of Mufick ,Poetry , and
Captain en Pied, a Captain kept in Pay,
that is not reform'd .
Painting ,
Capzícias, fantaſtical, freakiſh, whim
Captain Refojmed , one who upon th :
fical.
reducing of Forces, loſes his Company ; yet
Captain, either as Second to a
continu'd
Goar)
is
horned
|
Capricorn, (L. i.e. the
or without Port.
one of the Twelye Signs of the Zodiack , nother,
Captain - Lieutenant, the commanding
which the Sun enters in the midſt of Win
ter.
Officer of the Colonel's Troop , or Com
Caprification , (L.) the dreſling of wild pany, in every Regiment ; who Commands
Fig -trees, or Vines.
as youngeſt Captain.
Caprificis, a wild Fig-tree.
Captioni, (1. T.) a Certifcate, when a
Capz:foliuin , Wood-bind, or Honey Commiſſion is executed ; the Commiſſioners
ſucklo; a Shrub.
Names being ſubſcrib'd and return'd .
Captious, apt to take Exceptions, cen
i Caprimulgus, a milker of Goats ; a
Goat-herd : alſo a Bird like a Gull , the forious,quarrelſome : Alſo cunn'ng,deceitful.
To Captiv.:te, to take captive, to in
Goat -ſucking Owl: Alſo the Goat-ſucking
Water-ſnake .
ſlave ; a Word altogether apply'd to the
Capriola, the Herb Dogs -tooth .
Affections of the Mind .
Capriole , ( F. ), a Caper, orLeap in Dan
A Capive, one that is taken by the
cing , alſo the Goat-leap, in Horſe-manſhip. Enemy, a Priſoner of War .
Capriſas, ( L.) the Saw - fiſh .
Captivity, the Condition of a Captive,
Capitan , Capſtand or Capſtern , a Slavery.
Capture, Catch , Prize, Prey, Booty : In
Draw -beam in a Ship, which is of twoſorts,
viz . the Main-Capſtan and the Jeer -Capítan. Lam , a Taking, an Arreſt, a Seizure.
Capuche , ( F.) a Monk's Cowl, or Hood.
Capítan-Bars, are pieces of Wood
Capuchins, Friers of the Order of Saint
thruſt thro' the 'Holes, for as many as can
ftand to heave and turn it about ; which is Francis, and ſo nam'd from their wearing
call'd Manning the Capſtan ,
the Capuche or Cowl.
Capucin Capers or alturces, a Plant,
Capítan : Barrel, is the main Poſt of the
whole Piece.
whoſe round Buds are good to pickle in Vi.
Capſula, (L ) a little Coffer or Cheſt, a negar.
Casker.
Caput, ( L.) the Head , a part of the
Capſula Communis , ( in Anat .) is a Body, the Summ or principal Point of a
Membrane, or Skin that comes from the Pé Diſcourſe; an Article or Clauſe, a Chara.
ritonaum , and encloſes both the Porus bilia . Eter.
rius, and the Vena Porte in the Liver.
Caput Anni, (0.L.) New - years-day, be- ,
Capila Codes, the skin that encoming as it were the Head of the Year.
pafles theHeart, the ſame with Pericardium .
Caput Waroniæ ,the chief Manſion -houſe
Capfuila Seminalis, the little Cup,Caſe, of Noble-man .
or Husk that holds the Şeed of any Plant.
Capit Calendarum pati, the Calends,
Capliile atrabiliariz , (in Anat ) cer or firſt Day of the Month of May ; May.Day.
tain glandulous Bodies plac'd above the
Capuit Salkmaginis , (in Surgery) a Car.
Reirs, ſo callºd, becauſe they contain a black- buncle or fiery Swelling in the Urinary Paf
ifta Humour which ſerves, as ſome think, in- fage ; fo calld from its Figure reſembling
Atead of leaven for the Blood.
the Head of a Wood -cock , or Snipe.
$4
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Caput Jejtui, (0. L.) Ah-Wedneſday,
which is the Head , or beginning of the
Lent- faft.
Caput Laci, the end of a Place ; ad Cao
put Villæ , at the end of the Town.
1 Caput PBorturing ( C. T.) that groſs or
thick dry Matter, which remains after the
Diſtillation of any Mixt Body ; but more
eſpecially of Metals,
Carabine or Carbine, ( E.) a kind of
Thort Gun , between a Piftol and a Musket,
us'd by Horſe ; or a Horſe -man ſo arm'd .
Carabineers, fome Regiments of choice
Horſe in France, call’d out of all the other
Regiments.
Carabris, (L.) a Lobſter, a Crab, a
Cray -fith : Allo a Caravel, à kind of Sea
Vefſel.
Carack , a great Portugueſe Ship .
Caracol, (F.) the Half turn, which a
Horſe-man makes either to the Right, or
Left ; alto a winding Stair -caſe.
To Caracol, (in Military Diſcipline) to
to wheel about, or caſt into a Ring.
Taradot, ( i, e. dearly beloved ) an old
Britiſh proper Name of a Man .
Carage of Lime, the Quantity of 64
Bushels.
Tarainel, (F.) Sugar well boild , and
good for a Cold : Alſo 2 curious Sugar -Work.
Caramolil, a Turkiſh Ship of Burden,
having a very high Poop.
Caranna , akind of Gum brought from
The Weft-Indies, and good for the Tooth
ach .
Carapicí a fort of Turkiſh Horſe-man.
Carat of Gold, is properly the weight
of 24 Grains, or one Scruple, and 24
Carats make an Ounce.
Carat of Pearls, Diamonds and other pzeciousStones, is the weight of
four Grains only.
Caravan, (in the Eaſtern Countries) an
affembly, or meeting together of Merchants,
Pilgrims, &c. to go in Company with a
Guide and a Convoy. Alſo a Sea-Expedie
tion made by the new Knights of Malta.
Caravantera or Caravans -rawan Inn
or Houſe of Entertainment, among the
Turks and Perlians.
Caravel or Carvel, a kind of light
round Ship with a ſquare Poop rigg'd and
fiured out like a Galley, holding about fix
ſcore or ſeven ſcore Tun .
Caraways,an Herb whoſe Leaves are
ſomewhat like thoſe of a Carret.
Carbo, ( L.) a dead Coal, or a burning
Coal ; alſo the Carbuncle, a kind of Swels
ling.
Carbo aquatiais, the Sea -drake , or
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Cormorant, a Fowl.
Carbonado, Meat broild on the Coals.
Carbimcle, a great Ruby, a precious
Stone in Colour like a burning Coal : Alſo
afiery Butch , or Plague-fore, with a black
Cruft or Scab that falls off, and leaves a
deep and dangerous Ulcer .
Carbtincnlation , the blaſting of che
New - ſproured Buds of Trees and Plants.
Carbunculus, ( L.) a Carbuncle.
Carcaſs, a dead Body : Alſo an Iron
Caſe. about the bigneſs of a Bomb, fillid
with Granadoes, Barrels of Piſtolets chargʻa
and wrapr up in Tow dipt in Oit, 6c to
be thor out of Mortar-pieces into beſieged
Places, &c.
Carcellage, the Fees of a Priſon.
Carchedonius, (G.) a kind of Carbun
cle, a precious Stone.
Carchefium , the Tunnel on the top of
a Ship's Maft above the Sail-yards ; alſo a
ſort of Bandage us’d by Surgeons.
Carcinethon , theHerb Knot- graſs.
Carcnodes, a Swelling like a Cancer.
Carcinoma, the Cancer-ſwelling, ſo
call’d by the Greeks, before it comes to an
Ulcer; a Latent or blind Cancer.
Carcinus, the Crab - fith ; alſo the Can
cer-lore.
Cardamine, a kind of Water- creſſes ;
Ladies-fmock.
Cardamoinm , Cardamum , a ſpicy Seed
brought from the Eaft-Indies.
Cardamon or Cardainum , Garden
cretſes ; an Herb .
Cardia, the Heart, one of the principal
Parts of an Animal Body.
Cardiaca, a Suffocation or Stilling of
the Heart bya Polypus, or clorted Blood : In
Anatomy, the Median , or Liver -vein : Alſo ,
the Herb Mother-wort.
Cardiacal or Cardíack ,belonging to the
Heart ; alſo Cordial, or good for the
Heart.
Cardíack Line, (in Chiromancy) the Line
of the Heart, which incircles the Mount of
the Thumb, and is otherwiſe call'd thé Line
of Life .
Cardiacim , a Medicine which ſtrength
ens or comfortthe Heart ; a Cordial.
Cardiacus Iolor, a pain at the mouth
of the Stomach ;the Heart-burn.
Cardiacus plerus, (in Anar.) a Branch
ofthe Par vagum , or eighth pair of Nerves,
which isbeſtow'd upon the Heart.
Cardialagia orCardioginis, a pain
at the Heart
orStomach ; the Heart-burn .
Cardinal, (L.) principal, chief.
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Caret, (L. i. e. wanting) a Mark ſet
Cardinal qumbers , thoſe that expreſs
the Number of Things ; as, One, Two, thus ( A ) in any Writing, where anyWord
or Sentence that was left out , is to be in
Three, &c.
Cardinal Points, (in Aftrol.) the firſt, ſerted .
Careum , (L.) the Herb Caraways.
fourth , ſeventh and tenth Houſes in a
Careț, Burr -reed, Sedge, or Sheera
Scheme or Figure of the Heavens.
Cardinal points of the Compaſs graſs.
Carfar, a place where four ſeveral
or Cardinal #clinds, are the Eaſt, Weſt,
North and South : The Equino & ial and Streets or Waysmeet together, particularly
Solftitial Points of the Ecliptick, are alſo the Market-place in Oxford.
Carfe. ( C. ) Ground unbroken, of un
ſtyld the four Cardinal Points.
Cardinal Signs of the Zodiack , are tilled .
Cargailon , ( F.) anold Word for Cargo,
Aries, Libra,Cancer and Capricorn.
Cargo, ( I.) the Fraight, whole Lading,
Cardinal Certies , are Prudence, Tem
or Burden of a Ship ; alſo the Loading of
perance, Juſtice and Fortitude.
A Cardinal, a chief Dignitary in the a Horſe of 3co or 400 Pounds.
Caribbe- flands or Canbal- ands,
Church of Rome, of whom there are ſeventy
ſeveral I' ands in the Weſt- Indies, ſo nam'd
in Number.
Cardinals. Flower , a Flower that is from certain People feeding on Man's-Aelb.
very red like a Cardinals Robe ; a kind of Carica, (L.) a kind of dry Fig, a lenten
Fig .
Throat-wort, or Bell- flower.
Cardiognoſtick , that knows the Heart, Cacica or Caruca, a Sea -veſſel, a
an Attribute or Property only belonging Ship.call'd a Carick.
Carides, Prawns, or Shrimps ; a fort
to God .
Cardifce, a Precious - Stone in the ſhape of of Filh .
Cacies, rottennefs in Wood that is
a Heart.
Cardo, ( L.)the hinge of a Gate or Door : Worm -eaten : In Surgery, a Rottennels,
In Anatomy, the ſecond Vertebra of the Gangreen, or Ulcer of the Bones.
Carina, the Keel, or Bottom of a Ships
Neck .
Cardoon , ( F.) a Plant fomewhat like an or the whole Ship : In Anatomy, the begin.
Artichoke, the Leaves of which whited , ning of the entire Vertebræ, or Turning,
joynrs, as they appear in a young Chicken in
ferve for a Saller.
Cardoon or Cardoon -thiſtle, an Herb the Shell. Among Herbalifts, the lower
Petalun , or Leaf of a Papillionaceo:18
whoſe Stalk is good ro eat.
Carduelis, (L.) a Bird that feeds a Flower.
Cark, a certain Quantity of Wooll, the
midit Thiſtles, & c, the Gold - finch .
Cardiuis , the Thiſtle, or Fullers Thiftle. thirtieth part of a Sarplar.
Carduis Benedictus, a kind of Plant
Carking, Perplexing, or Diſtracting.,
that bears ſmall yellow Flowers ſurrounded
Caranet, ( F.) a Chain of Jewels for the
Neck.
with red Prickles.
Carl, (S.) a Clown.
Carebaria , (G.) heavineſs of the Head,
Carleton , a Town in Norfolk, held by a
a Diſtemper.
Carecta or Carectata (0, L.) a Cart, pleaſant Tenure, viz . That 100 Herrings
bak'd in 24 Pies ſhould be preſented to the
or Cart- load.
Carectata plumbi, a Pig or Mafs King, in what part of England foever he
was , when they firſt came into Seaſon ,
2100
or
of Lead, weighing 128 Stone,
Carline-chiffle, a Plant ſo called from
Pounds.
the Emperour Charles the Great ; whoſe
Carecks, (0.) Marks.
ToCareen , ( Sea- Term ) to refit or trim Army was preſery'd from the Plague by the
a Ship, by bringing her down on one fide, Uſe ofits Root.
Carlings, Timbers in a Ship chat lie
in order to be calk'd or emended on the
along from oneBeam toanother,and bear
other ſide.
Career. ( F.) a Courſe; a Race, à run up the Ledges , on which thePlanks of the
Deck are made faſt .
ning full fpeed.
Carling -knees , Timbers lying a-croſs
To Careſs, to make much of; to treat
from theship'sSides to theHatch-way, be
very obligingly .
Carettes, great Expreſſions of Frienca .cween the two Malts, and bearing up the
both sides. ary
ſhip and Indearmerit, extraordinary Com Deck onmel
Order of Knights
, a Milit
Car
pliments,
appointed by the Emperour, Henry IV. una
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Carob , a ſort of ſmall weight, being
der the Title of our Lady of Mount Carmel.
Carinelites, an Order of Monks, foun . the 24th part of aGrain .
ded at Mount Carmel in Syria, ! 122.
Carob or Carob -bean, a Fruit that
Carminantia or Carminativa,(L. P.T.) tafe: ſomewhat like Cheſnuts.
Carminative Medicines, i. e. ſuch as ſerve to
Carol, ( F.) a kind of Dance : Allo an
diſperſe and drive our Wind.
Hymn fung at Chriſtmas, in honoar of our
Carmouſal, a Turkil Merchant-man.
Bleſſed Saviour's Birth .
Carnadoe, a Spaniſh Coin, of which
Carola , (0. L. ) a little Pew , or Cloſet .
Carolina - Hat, a ſort of Felt, cr Cloth
make a Marveid, and s4 Marveids a
which
equal
Rzal,
is
to fix Pence Engliſh Har .
Money .
Carolus , a broad piece of Gold, made
Carnage, (L.) a Maſſacre, or great by King Charles I. for 20 Shillings, which is
Slaughter : Alſo the Fleſh that is given to now current at 23 Shillings: Alſo an old
French Coin value 3 Farthings Engliſh.
Dogs after the Chace,
Caros, (G.P.T.) Surfeiting ; alſo a Leo
Carnal, belonging to the Fleſh, Fleſhly
or Senſual.
thargy , or deep Sleep .
Caroteçl, a particular quantity of fome
Carnality, Fleſhlineſs, a being given
Merchandizes ; as, Of Cloves, from 4 to s
to Aleſhly Luſts.
weight.
Hundred
Shambles,
Tarnarium , (L.) a Butcher's
22
Carotid arteries, (G. in Anat.) cera
a Butchery, or Fleſh -market ; a Larder, or
Room where Fleth is hung up , or kept : In cain Arteries belonging to the Brain ; lo
old Records, a Charnel-houſe,or Place where calld, becauſe when ſtopt, they immediately
incline the Perſon to ſeep.
the Bones of the Dead are laid up .
Carouſe, ( F.) Hard-drinking, an exe
Carnation , a reddiſh -white Colour, re
ſembling that of Fleſh : Alſo a kind of traordinary Drinking-bout,
Gillfower, ſo call'd from its being of that
To Carouſe, to drink hand to fit ; to
Colour. In Painting, ſuch Parts of a Hu- quaff.
Cary, an excellent Freſh -water Fiſh.
mane Body as are drawn naked without any
Drapery .
To Carp , to cenſure , or blame 3 to
Carnaval or Carnival, Shrove- tide, a find fault with
Time of Feafting and Merriment among Carp -ſtones a Stone found in the Paz
Roman Catholicks, from the Feſtival of lase of a Carp:
Twelfth Day till Lent.
Carpenter's Rule, an Inftrument for
Carnet, a little Ship that goes with the Meaſuring of Timber and Boards.
Carpentry theCarpenter's Art ,orTrade.
Millen - Sails inftead of Main -Sails, and is
much in uſe about Spain .
Carpentum , ( L.) a Chariot or Wage
Carnet-wolk , a Term us'd when Ships gon. in Aſtrology, the Seat of a Planec
are built forft with their Timbers and Beams, when ſer in a place where it has moſt Die
and afterwards have their Planks brought gnities.
on .
Carpia, (L) a Tent put into a Wound
Carueol, a kind of Herb 3 alſo a pre or Ulcer.
cious Stone .
Carpineals, a kind of coarſe Cloth .
Carnes, (0.) Stones.
Carpocratians, a Sect of Hereticks un
Carney, a Diſeaſe in Horſes, whereby der Carpocrates-theirRing-leader, A.C. 120.
their Mouths become ſo furr'd, that they
Carpus, the Wriſts made up of 8 ſmall
cannot eat .
Bones.
Carrack or Carrick, ( 1.) a huge
Carnivorous, devouring Fleth ; that
Ship.
upon eating !Flesh.
!lives
Carrat or Caredt, the weight of
Carnogan , (B.) a kind of Wooden
Dith, or Piggen.
Gold, or Precious- Stones.
Carnoſity, (L.) a more than ordinary
Carre, ( C.) moiſt and boggy Ground .
Carrel, a Cloſet or Pew in a Mona
Fleſhineſs in any part of the Body ; or any
thing that grows out in the Fleth .
ftery.
Carnoule, full of Fleſh , Fleſhy.
Carreta or Carreda , ( 0 ....) a Carte
Carilous, the Baſe -ring about theBreech load, or Waggon -load .
Gun
of a
.
Carriage, the carrying of Goods, cr
Caro, (L.) the Fleſh of Living -Crea- Merchandizes ; alfo a kind of Cover'de
tures: Among Herbalifts, the Subſtance un Waggon ; alſo one's Meen , or Behaviour.
der the Rhine of Trees ; the Pulp contain'd ) In Husbandry, a ſort of Furrow , cut for che
conveying of Water,
within any Plant, or its Fruit,
Car
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Carriages for Pieces of Did'natice,
a fort of Carts, each made to the propor
tion of the Gun it is to carry .
Carrion, the ſtinking Carcaſs, or Fleſh
of a dead Peaft.
Carrouſel, ( F.) a magnificent Feſtival,
upon ſome Occaſion of Publick Rejoycing,
&c.
Carruca, (L.) a Chariot, a Cart.
Carry , (in Falconry) a Hawk's Aying as
way with the Quarry.
Carrying ; as when a Hare runs on
rotten Ground, or on Fruſt, and it ſticks to
her Feet,the Huntſmen ſay, She Carries.
Cartel, ( F.) a Challenge to a Duel, a
Letter of Defiance : Alſo an Agreemnent be
tween Parties at War, for the Exchanging
of Priſoners.
Cartelian, belonging to, or one that
follows the Opinions of thefamous French
Philoſopher Carteſius, or Des Cartes.
Carthaimis, (L.) wild , or baſtard -Saf
fron ; an Herb.
Carchultans or Chartreur, an Order of Monks, founded 1111. by one Bruno,
who retir'd to a Place callid La Chartreuſe, in
theMountainsof Dauphiné in France.'
Cartilage, ( L. in Anat.) a Griſtle, or
Tendrel, as of the Ear, Noſe , 6c, a Simi
Jar white Part, which, in firmneſs, is next
to a Bone.
Cartilaginotis, belonging to , or full of
Griſtles, griftly.
Cartoon , a Deſign, or Draught made
upon Paper, to be afterwards drawn in
freſco upon a Wall.
Cartridge, Cartouch, or Cartooft, a
Charge of Powder for a Gun, put in a Caſe
of thick Paper, Paſte-board , &c. Cartridge
is alſo a kind of Ornament in Carving, or
Painting.
Carica, (0. L.) a Plough,
Carucage or Cartage ( in Husbandry )
the Ploughing of Ground. In Law , a Tax
heretofore laid on a Carue of Land ; alſo a
being free from that Tribute.
Carucata , a Plough-land, or as much
Land as may be Till'd in a Year with one
Plough : Alſo a Cart -load.
Carucata Boum , a Team of Oxen for
Drawing or Ploughing.
Carucatarius, one that held Lands in
Carue, cr Plough -Tenure.
Carve or Carue of Land , the ſame
with Carucata .
To Carve or Kerbe, (C.) to grow four ,
as Cteam does.
Carvitt, a Hawk is fo call'd in the be
ginning of the Year, from its being carry'd
on the Filt.
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Caruncula , ( L.) a little piece of Fleſh, a
Fleſh -kernel
Caritnculæ Lacheytnálaes, or Carim
culæ Daili, (in Anat.) certain Kernels at
each Corner of the Eye, which ſeparate
Matter for the moiſteni g of it.
Caruncula Myrtiformes ; the Wrink
lings of the Orifice of the Womb-Paſſage.
Carunculæ Papillares , ten ſmall Bodies
in the Kidneys, which convey the Humour
cali'd Serum into the Pelvis,
Carus or Caros, (G. P.T.) a Sleep, in
which the Perſon affected , being pull'd,
pinch'd , and callid, ſcarce thews anyſign ei
ther of Feeling or Hearing.
Cargatides, (in Archite )an Order of
Pillars Tap'd like the Bodiesof Women.
Caryocaftinum , an Electuary, made of
Cloves andCoftos.
Caſcabel,' the Pummel, or hindermolt
round Knob at theBreech of a Great Gun.
Caſcade, ( 1. ) a Fall of Waters from a
Rock , or an artificial Water-fall, made in
Gardens.
Calcani, ( F.) in Fortif.) a Hole in form
of a Well, from whence a Gallery is coll
vey'd, to give Air to the Enemies Mine.
Cale, Thing, Matter, Quefticn.
Cale of Condence,'a Scruple or Ques
fion abour fomeMatter of Religion .
Cale of Normandy -Olars, a Quan
tity conſiſtingof1 20 Foor.
Calcs , (in Gram .) are thoſe Accidents
of a Noun, which thew how it is vary'd
in its Conſtruction .
Cale=fot or Burrel- Ajot, ſmall Bul
lets,Nails, & c.put into Cafés, tobe thot
out of the Ordnance.
Caſemate ,(inFortif.) a Vault made of
Maſons Work, in that part of the Flank of
a Baſtion which is next the Courtin. Alſo
a Loop -hole in a Wall, to ſhoot through.
Caſement, partofaWindow thatopeng
10 let in the air, &c. In Architecture, the
fame as Trochilus.
Caſern , ( F. in Fortif .) a little Lodg.
ment rais'd between the Rampart and the
Houſes ofa fortify'd Town ,
Calh, Ready -Money.
Caſhier, a Cash -keeper.
ToCalbire,to Disband or Break up a
Regiment, Compány, or private Seatinel.
Calyoo, the Juice orGum of a Tree in
the Eaft- Indies.
Cafings or Cow.blakes, ( C.) dry'd
Cow -dung for Fewel.
Cask, a kind of Veſſel; alſo an Head
piece.
Cask ofAlmonds, a Barrel coriaining
about 300 Weight.
Casket,
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o a Hawk, to cleanſe her Maw .
Caſting-net, a fort of Fiſhing-ner.
Caſtle , a ſtrong Place in a City, or in
the Country, to keep the People in Obe .
dience.
To Caſtle, a Term us’d at Cheſs.play.
Caſtle:guard Rents , Rents paid by
thoſe that dwell withinthe Bounds of a
Caſtle.
Caitte - ſteed, (0.) a Caſtle, or Bul.
wark :
Caſtleward, a Tax upon ſuch as dwell
within a certain compaſs of any Caſtle,
of thoſe thatwatci
towards
, a large
Callawary
or EmeuCamels
Frathers reſembling
with
-Hair.Fowl, and war themaintenance
the ſame.
Callerole, ( F.)
Caſtling, the Young of any Beaſt un :
a Copper -Pan : In
ituffa & c. Hath of timely broughtforth.
a letLoaf
roalte,d Pul
3,5 Cookery
s, Chickens,witha
Caftor, (G.) the Beaver, a wild Beaſt ;
Callia Fitula ,2.s.coopia in the Pipe ora fine fort of Hat made ofits Furr :Al
er Cane,a kindof Reed ofaPurging qua- fo a fixed Star in the SignGemini.
mas lity.

Casket , a little Coffer,or Cabiner.
Laskets, (in a Sarip ) are ſmall String
fix'd to the upper part of the Yards, to
faftfur
theldSails
make
are
up . tothe Yards,when they
to be
Caſs=weed, an Herb .
Callatım orCallata , ( 0. L.) a Houſe
with
mily. Landſufficient to maintain one faCaſſave, an American Root, the Juice of
which is rank Poiſon , but the dry Subſtance is the general Bread ofthat Coun

Cina
Sweet-wood
of a
much li,kethe
realia
mon..
e, very Lignea
_, 2 Tre
Calftoony, an Herb .
oli
Catine, a country Farm .Houſe in
iculoccafionally
Mire maidientadurch
&c.
ar Poft,fortify'd
en
as rt
are
n a pa
to
20
Calliopea or Cachopata,
a Northern
** Conſtellation of 25. Stars.

Jupiter andLeda. In altronomy, a Com
pany of fixed Stars, the ſame with Gemini.

Tempeftis ar Sear,yappear Cometimesin fuit
Motion ,andſometimesfeitling on the
Mafts, Gc.
Caſtoraim , a Medicine made of th :
Liquor contain'd in the little Bags that are
Lord,or
Chief
theBeaver's Groin .
a Soveraign
vernor in, ſo
Si GoCallaghe
me partsof th
ies, next
e Weſt Ind
Catrametation , the Art of Encamping,
Callitas, a kind ofGum growing on
Camp.
pitchinga
or
ee .
the Litch,or Fir - tr
Callock , a ſort of Go
take awayto
, orgeld
leaaveliving
ſome Part;
out Creature
o to Caltrate,
wn, eſpecially ſuch alſTo
as are worn by Clergy -men .
Author's
Works.
of
an
ca
Callonade or rtonade, Cask- Sugar,
Caſtration, the A2 of caftrating, or
Suga
r partup
Purifica
tion into Chelts ,after thefirſt geldiniz
Caſt, a Throw : In Falconry , a Set or
Caltrel or Ketteel, a fort of Hawk .
Caliial, (L.) accidental, happening by
Couple of Hawks.
H
a
Chance
wk to the Pearch , is
.
Co Calt a
Caſualty, an Accident that falls out
to puther upon it .
To Calt a Point of Traverſe, (in muerly by Fortune.
Navig.) to prick down on a Chart the Point graCalu'
a ena
Writ
makes
or Entry,
ere a Tenant ali
nted whConfimili,
tes , of
ofthe Compaſs any Landbears from you . e
over Land .
Caſtalock or
Caſtaloy, (0.) a Stew
Calii Provilo, a Writ where a Tenanr
ardſhip .
in Dower , aliens in Fee, & c. and it lies for
Fi
a
Danccele
ernappers
er maies,
tie bo(uF.)a
r ng
s.
t theifort
which the Party in Reverfion againftthe Alienee.
ofS
Catesll
aine , a Keeper
Caluiſt, one skill'din reſolving Caſes
Caſtle.
or Conſtable of a of Conſcience.
Calula or Calule, a Mafa-Prief's Veft
the
, ſt
loCaſtell
nging to any
le ,Manour or Lordſhip be- . recent
a Ca
Caſtellozum D peratio , (L.) , a Servic
Cat, a well-known Creature,
formerly perform'd by Inferiour Tenantes, / in Catand No
O &toberbarnt
vember .a fort of Pear ripe
Pear,
for the Building and Upholding of Caſtles ,
.
Cat -fil , a Fiſh in the West-Indies, that
2003 &c Ca
ſtigation , Chaftiſe
Caſt
igatozy th ſe ment,Puniſhment. hasa roundHead and largeglaring Eyes.
, at rves to Chaſ
.
Cat-mint or Cats-mint, an Herb.
ODILS
Caſting , ( in Falconry) an th tiſe gi
like an Hen's
Pear
, and ripe ain Oc
tobethap'd
y ing ven | EggCatrpear,
r,
03
Cats-foot,
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Cats -foot, an Herb .
Catainenia , Womens Monthly Courſes.
Catamite, a Boy kept for Sodomy.
Cats -tail or Red- plomb, a long round
Subtance that grows, in the Winter , upon
Catapaſma, a ſweet Powdet to be
Nut-trees, Pines, & c. Allo a kind of Reed ſtrew'd on Cloaths.
bearing a Spikelike a Cats- tail.
Cataphora, a Diſeaſe in theHead,which
Catabaptiſt, ( G.) one that is averſe cauſes Heavineſs and deep Sleep.
from , or abuses theSacrament of Baptiſm .
Cataphjaga, a Brealt-plate, or Coat of
Catabibazon , ( in Aſtron.) the South Mail.
Qj
Node, o ragon's Tail.
Cataphragarins, a Horſeman in com
Catacacharticas, Medicines that purge pleat Armour.
downwards.
Cataphiygians, a Sect of Hereticks.
Catacauſtick Curve or Caliſtick by who bapriz'd their Dead, forbid Second
Refledion, ( in Catopir. ) is a Curve, or Marriages, and held other extravaganc 0.
crooked Line, formed by joyning the pinions.
Points of Concourſe of ſeveral reflected
Cataplaſm , a Poulteſs made of proper
Rays.
Herbs, Roots, Seeds, doc.
Catapotium , a Medicine to be ſwal
Catache As , a Rhetorical Figure, when
one Word is abuſively put for another ; an low'd without chewing ; a purging Pill.
improper Expreſſion.
Cata ptoſis, a Falling, a Fall, Ruin : In
Cataclida, (in Anat .) the Rib call’d the Phyſick , à Symptom of the Falling- Sick.
Subclavian.
neſs,
Catacombs , the Tombs of the Martyrs
Catapulta , a warlike Engine, with
ſo call'd in Italy, which the People go to which the Ancients us'd to caft the larger
viſit out of a Principle of Devotion.
ſort of Darts and Spears.
Catacouſticks or Cataphonicks, a
Cataratt, a ſteep Place in a River,
Science wich treats of reflected Sounds, or caus'd by Rocks, oc, ſtopping the Courie
that explains the Nature and Properties of of its Stream , ſo that the Water falls with
Echoes .
great Force and Noiſe : Allo a Diſeaſe in
Catadrome, an Engine anciently us'd the Eyes.
Catarratta or Cataratta , a Cataract,
in heaving up, or letting down any great
Weight: Allo a Tilt-yard, or Place where or great Fall of Water from an high Place :
Horſes run for Prizes.
Alſo the Plungeon, a Fowl of the Cormo
Catapupa or Catadupi , Places where rant-kind .
Catarrhi a Falling -down of Hu
the Waters of a River fall with a great
mours from the Head towards the lower
Noiſe.
Catagma, a Breaking, or Burſting : In Parts,
Catarrh of the Spinal arrow , a
Surgery, the Breaking of Bonës.
Catagmaticks or Catagmatick APE Falling-out of the Marrow of the Back
dicines , ſuch Remedies as are proper for bone,
theknitting together of broken Bones.
Catarrlus, (G.P.T.) a Catarrh,or falling
Catalans, the Inhabitants of Catalonia, Rheum.
other
a Province ofSpain.
Catarrhus Suffocatorius, a ſm
Catalectick Werſe,a Greek or Latin ing Rheum , when the Kernels about the
Verſe, in which one Syllable is wanting.
Throat are ſwellid .
Catalepſis or Catochus, a Diſeaſe al
Catatarca , a kind of Dropſy.
Cataſtalis, the Third Actin a Stage
moſt like an Apoplexy:
Catatla, (i. L. T.) Catals , or Chattels. play. In aPhyſical Senſe, theDiſpoſition
Catalus captis nomine Diſtrictionis, of the Body, or of Time.
Cataftema, State or Condition, parti
a Writ that lies for Rent due in a Borough
or Houſe, and warrants a Man to take the cularly of the Air.
Cataſtrophes thelaſt Change in a Play
Gates, Doors, or Windows, by way of
the End, or Iſſue of a Bufineis ; the fatal
Diſtreſs.
Catallis reddendis, a Writ granted Concluſion of any Adion, or of a Man's
where ſoods being deliver'd to any Perſon , Life.
to keep for fome time, they are not de
Catata Nis, ( P.T.) a Stretching out of an
liver'd upon Demand,at the Day appointed. animal Body towards the lower Parts.
Catatonum , (in ancient Architekt.) i
Catalogue, a Roll , or Liſt of Names,
when the Chapiter of a Pillar is not of a
Titles of Books, dci
Cataloticks, Medicines that bring an Heighth proportionable to its Breadth.
Eſcar upon Vicers,
Catch,
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St. Catharine's Flower , a Plant of
Catch, Prize, or Booty , alſo a ſhort
and witrySong : Allo a kind ofſwift-fail- great Virtue againſt the Phthilick, & c.
Cathariſts , a Sortof Herericks that were
ing Sea - Veſſel.
Catches , are alſo thoſe Parts of a Clock counted a Branch of the Manichees.
Catharpings, (in a Ship) ſmall Ropes
that hold by hooking and catching hold of.
Catch and Hoto, among Wrestlers; a thatrun into little Pullies from one ſide of
the Shrowds to the other.
Running -catching one of another .
Cathartıcks, a general Name for all
To Catch, to lay hold of; to ſnatch , to
overtake,
purging Medicines,
Cathedral, a Church that is the Seat of
Catch -fly, a Flower , the Stalks of
which are ſo clammys that they become a a Biſhopor Archbiſhop.
Cathedjatick , ( L. T.) the Summ of 2 s.
Trap to the Flies.
Catch-Land, fome Grounds in Norfolk I paid to the Biſhop by the inferiour Clergy,
focalid,
Token of Subjection and Reſpect.
wha
ng . certainly known to in Latheme
they itbeislonot
t Parishwhere
rina febiis, a Fever, orAgue
t
Daya
comesevery
that
Mace,or
Sergean
the
of
a
Catch-pole
,
app
ointed to arreſt Perfons for
Bailif ,
Cathereticks, Medicines chat take away
Debt, doc.
Superfluities.
Catechetical , (G.) that belongs to Ca
Catheter , (G.) a Probe us'd by Surge.
techizing .
ons to thruft up the Yard .
Catechiſm , an Inftru & ion by Word
Catheteriſmus, the Operation of ſquirt
g
anymedicinal
Liquor intotheBladder
of
Relihgiin
RianMout
on the chief points the Chrillin
by a Catheter, or a Syringe.
Catechiſt, one that is employ'd in Ca Catheti, ( in a Right-angled Triangle)
techizing.
are theSides including the Righe-angle.
Catechize , to inftruct Youth in the
Cathetus, ( in Geom .) a Line that falls
funTo
damental Arti
cles of the Chriſtian perpendicularly upon another : In Archi
Faith.
tecture, a
to
e eprelo'd
gh
l, throu
rical
out
ſevera
theMiddle
of
a
Cylind
Body
forCatech
Cat
of a bin
Pil
.
or
In
Bal
a
as
Qua
of
ts of Fruiu,aJuic
ts that ar
lar
opt
lif
lit
dinof
ric
ter
y
g
ks, a;
Catechumens ,
s inſtructed for Line drawn from the Point of Reflection ,
Perſon
fome conliderable Time, before they were perpendicular to the Plane of the Glaſs, or
admitted to Baptiſm .
poliſhed Body.
CategoPr
fema
Cathetus of Jlncidence, is a Right Line
edo
icramCate
entugori
m . a, (in Logick .) drawn from a Point of the Object, perpen
the fame as
Categojematica
l, belonging to Logical dicular to the Reflecting Line.
Predicaments.
Cathetus of Reflection or Cathetus
due same
ive
afimat
,
of
Cre,
Right
Line
ſaid in, the
poſfiateg
the
Form ;, also
itive ;orical
or to the Pur- Eyethe
, per
Refdrawn
Line.
pendicaula
lecting from
r to the
poſe.
liaſm ,the Roman Catholick Pro
Catho
Category ,
( in Logick . ) Predicament, fefſion ; a Mock -word .
Order, or R : nk .
Catenaria or
Catholick , Univerſal, General,
Catholick Furnace, ( C.T.) a little Fur
s , (in Geom .)
ulari
funtm
ed
e
crook
which
Curv
Line,
ſo diſpos'd as to be fit for all Operati
or
a
nace
the
,
is
fr
ha
eely between two Points of ons, but thoſe that are perform'd with a
Rope , nging
Suſpenfion, forms it ſelf into .
violent Fire.
To Cate
e
r , to provid
Catholicon , (P.T.) a purging Electu
Vi
Cater-point , the Nu
Fos,
mbdu
ur, &atc.Dice . ary , proper to diſperſe all ill Humours ; an
eral
a he
Viduals and, ot
Pur
erſal Remedy.
Neceor
r vey
in a ider
Nobleof Univ
flar
, ieors Prov
Cathozius,( in the Scotch Law ) the Va
man's Houſe .
lue of Nine Kine ; a Penalty or. Fine let
Caterpillar
,
that breaks the King's Peace.
the
Leaves of Trees, an
Plan
& c .Infec
of up
akindeats
Altſothat
t, upon himypma
, (G.) a profound or deep
ef
te
fo
em
r its Seed - Vefſels, that are SleeCath
'd
.
only
p
like green Worms.
ni
Cati , an ancient People who liv'd a
Cates , (0.) dainty Vi& uals .
Cathari
bout
Cathneſs in Scotland.
a
G
n
th s , ( .) a Sect of Hereticks,
Catkins
who held emſelves alto
-trees, Bircha- trSub
gether pure, or free ſtan
ees
owRagged
ce that gror
s on NutCatkins,
from Sin ,
Catharin
e , ( i. e, pure or Chaſte ) a pro & c. in the Winter- cime,
pff.Nameof Women.
Catling,
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Catling, a ſort of Diſmembring-Knife,
us'd in the cutting off any corruptedPart of
the Body. Carlings are alſo the Down or
Moſs chat grows about Walnut- Trees, reſembling a Cat'sHair.
Catlings or Catlins, a ſort of ſmall
Car-gut Strings formuſical Inſtruments .
Catocatharticks or Catogeticks, Me
dicines that work downwards.
Catoche or Catochis, a Diſeaſe , che
ſamewith Catalepfis.
Catoplis , ä Dimneſs of Sight ; the
ſame with Myopia.
Catoptricks, that Part of the Science
of Opticks which thews after what manner
Objects may be ſeen by Reflection , and
alſo explains the Cauſes, Laws, and Pro
perties of it.
Cate or Catt-head, ( S. T.) a large
Piece of Timber faften'd aloft over th :
Hawſe, one End of which is put through a
Rope with a Pulley, and a great Iron -hook,
cali'd theCatt- hook.
Catt-holes, certain Holes, above the
Gun-room Port, through which a Ship may
be heaved a - ſtern.
Catt-rope, a Rope usd in haling up the
Catt.
To Catterbawl, to cry and range a
bout, as Cats do in the Night.
Cattienchlaní, ( L.) an ancient People
of Great Britain , who liv'd in thoſe Parts
which are now callid Buckinghamſhire, Bedfordſhire, and Hartfordshire,
Catzufus, (0. L.) a Hunting -horſe.
Cavalcade, ( F.) a pompous Riding on
Horſe -back of Courtiers and Perſons of
Quality, upon ſomeſolemn Occaſion .
Cabalter or Cavaleer, ( F. i. e. an
Horſeman ) a Sword -Gentleman, a brave
Warriour. During the Civil Wars under
K. Charles I. it was a Name by whichthe
King's Party was diftinguith'd. In Fortificat.
a great Maſs or Heap ofEarth, on the Top
of which is aPlatform , with a Breaft-work,
to cover the Cannon planted on it.
Cavaley, Soldiers that ſerve on Horſe back , a Body of Horſe in an Army.
Bavazion , (in Architect.) the Hollow
ing, or Under- digging of the Earth for
Cellerage.
Cauda , ( L. ) the Tail of a Beaſt, a
Rump.
Cauda lucida , the Lion's Tail, a fixed
Star of the firſt Magnitude.
Cauda terræ, 10. L.) a Land's end, the
ourmoft Part of a Ridge, or Furrow in
plough'd Lands.
Caudebec ,(F.) a ſort of light Hat, firſt
made at Caudebec, a Town of Normandy in
France.
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Candet, ( L.) the Trunk or Body of a
Tree.
Cave, a Den , or dark hollow Place un
der Ground.
To Cave or Chabe, ( C.) to ſeparate
the larger Chaff from the Corn , or ſmall
Chaff.
Cavea, (L.) a Cave, or Pit. In Chino.
mancy, a hollow Place in tho middle of the
Palm of the Hand, in which Three princi
pal Lines make a Triangle.
Caveat , a Caution or Warning : Alſo
a Bill enter'd in the Ecclefiaftical Court, to
ſtop the Proceedings of thoſe who would
prove a Will, to the Prejudice of another
Party.
Cavern , a natural Cave , or hollow
Place in a Rook , or Mountain ; a Den, qr
Hole under Ground.
Cavernous, belonging to , or full of
Caverns.
Cavers , Thieves that ſteal Oar out of
the Mines,
Caveloni, a kind of falſe Rein , to lead a
Horſe by.
Cauf, a Cheft with Holes on the top, to
keep Filh alive in the Water .
Caviary, ( 1.)a dainty Dish made of the
Roesofſeveral ſortsofFifhPickled, and
eſpecially the Spawn of Sturgeon.
Cavil, (L .) a caprious Argument, a Quirk,
To Cavil, to argue captiouſly, to play
the Sophifter,to wrangle.
Cavillation , the Act of Cavilling, or
Wrangling ; a Sophiſtical and falfe Argu
ment. !
Cavin, ( F.) a hollow Way : In the Art
of War, a hollow Place, proper to cover
Troops, and favour their Approaches to a
Fortreſs.
Cavity, (L.) Hollowneſs. Among Ana
comifts, Cavities are great hollow Spaces in
the Body, which ſerve to contain one, or
more principal Parts : asthe Head for the
Brain, the Cheſt for the Lungs, & c.
Caul, the Skin that covers the Bowels;
alſo part of a Womans Head-dreſs.
Cauldron , (F.) a kind of grearKettle.
Canledon , (G. in Surgery ) the breaking
of a Bone a -croſs, when the Parts of it are
ſo ſeparated that they will not lie ſtraight.
Cauliferous Plants, are ſuch ashave a
true Stalk , which a great many havenot,
Canus, ( L.) the Scalk of anyHerb ; the
Trunk of a Tree : Allo any kind ofPor
herb ,eſpecially Cole-worts,
Colli-flowers,br,
Caupes or Calpes, (in the ScotchLaw)
any Gift that a Man gives to his Patrons;
eſpecially to theHead of the Clan, or Tribe,
for his Maintenance and Protectionur. ſins
,
Ca
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Caurlins, certain Italian Bankers, ſo
call'd from Caorſo a Town in Lombardy,where
chey firſt practis'd their Arcs of Uſury and
Extortion .
Caula Matrimonii prælocuti, a Writ
: which lies where a Woman gives Lands to
a Man, to the Intent he ſhould Marry her,
and he refuſes fo to do in reaſonable Time.
Canal propoſitions, are thoſe that
contain Two Propoſitions joyned together
by a Conjunction of the Cauſe ( because , or
to the end that .)
Calality, the Action, or Power of a
Cauſe in producing its Effect ; a being the
Cauſe, or Original of a thing .
Calam nobis fignifices, a Writ that
lies to a Mayor ofa Town, who being en
joyn'd to give the Queen's Grantee Poffeffion of Lands, & c. forbears to do it ; requiring him to thew Cauſe, why he delays the
Performance of his Charge.
Cauſative, ( in Gram .) as Cauſative Par
ticles, i. e. thoſe that expreſs a Caufe , or
Reaion.
Cance, Principle, Motive, Reaſon, Sub
ject. In Law , any Tryal, or Action brought
before a judge to be Diſputed, or Exami
Eined : In Logick , that which produces an
Efect.
Cauley or Cance -way, ( F.) a High
way, a Bank rais'd in Marſhy Ground for
: Foor paffage.
Cauſodes , (G.) a continual burning Fe
ver.

Caulonor Caulus, a Burning or Scorch
ing, an exceſſive Heat : Alſo a burning Fe
ver that is attended with a greater Heat
than others.
Cauſtick, that is of a burning Quality,
fit toburn the Skin , or Fleſh, or to bring a
Cruſt over a Sore, do.
A Cauſtick or Cauttick -Stone, a
Compoſition made of ſeveral Ingredients, in
order to burn , or eat Holes in the Part to
which itis apply'd .
Cailticks or ECcharoticks, are thoſe
things which burn the 'Skin and Fleſh into
an Eſcar, as a hot Iron, burnt Braſs, & c.
Cautelous, (L.) wary, heedful.
Cauterization ; ( G.) the act of Caute
rizing, an artificial Burning made by a
Cautery.
To Cauterize, to apply a Cautery , to
bum with a Searing -Iron.
Cautery, a Term ufually diſtinguiſh'd
bySurgeons intoActual and Potential.
Agual Cautery, is Fire, or an Inftrument made of Mecal, which being heated ,
has an actual Power of burning into any
zhing, and has an immediate Operation.
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Potential Cmitery ,is a Cauſtick -Stone,
or Compoſition made of quick Lime, Soap
calcin'd Tartar, & c. which produces the
ſame Bifect,but in a longer ſpace of Time.
Silver - Cantery, thebett ſort of Caus
tery, made of Silver, diffolved with Spirit
of Nitre, 6c.
Cauting - ron , aFarriers-Iron to Cave
rerize, or Sear thoſe Parts of an Horſe that
require Burning,
Caution , (L.) Heed , Heedfulgeſs :
Warning, or Notice before-hand.
Cautionary , given in Pledge, or Pawn,
as Cautionary Towns.
Cautione admittenda , a Writ againt a
Biſhop, holding an Exconmunicate Perſon
inPriſon, notwithſtanding that he offersfuf.
ficient Pledges to obey the Orders of the
Church for the future,
Cautionis, heedful, wary .
Cawking-time, ( among Falconers) the
Hawks Treading -time.
Caya , (0. L.) a Key, or Water -lock .
Cayagium , a Toll, or Dury paid to the
King for Landing Goods at fome, Key, or
Wharf.
Cayetor Cahier, ( F.) ſeveral Sheets of
Paper ſlightly tack'd together, to be carry'd
at pleaſure.
Cayman , a kind of Crocodile.
Cazimi, (s.) the Center of the Sun.
Among Aſtrologers, a Planet is ſaid To be in
Cazimi,when it is not above 17 Degreesdi
Atant from the San's Body.
To Çeaſt, (L.) to leave off, or give o
ver, to be at an end.
Cebratane, (F.) a Trunk to fhoot at
Birds with Clay - pellets .
Ceca , a Religious Houſe at Corduba in
Spain, of whichit is ſaid proverbially, To
go from Ceca to Meca, i.e. To turn Turk ,
or Mahometan,
Cedar, a large Tree that bears Berries
like Juniper, and whoſe Wood is almoft in
corruptible.
Cedmata, (G.) Humours falling down
upon the joynts, eſpecially about the Hips.
Cedze, ( F.) a kind of Citron , or Lem
mon .
Cedzium , a Liquor, or Oil iſſuing from
the Cedar-tree.
Ceginus, a fixed Star in the left Shoul
der of Bootes,
Celandine, an Herb , otherwiſe calla
Swallow -wort.
Cele, a Swelling in any part of the Boo
dy, eſpecially the Groin.
To Celebrate, (L.) to commend, or
praiſe greatly, to ſpread abroad one's Fame.
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Cenofis, (G.) an emptying, or voiding:
Celebrated, Solemnized, highly Honour
ed : alfo Famous, or Renowned .
In a Medicinal Senſe, a diſcharging of Hu
Celebration, the Ad of Celebrating, mours out of the Body.
the doing a thing with Ceremony and So
enotaphium , an empty Tomb ſet up
lemnity .
in Honour of the Dead .
Celchriotis, famous, eminent, noted.
Cenlarla , (0. L.) a Farm , or Houſe ler
Celebrity, Famouſneſs, Publick Repute.ad Cenſum , i.e. at a ſtanding Rent.
Cderity, Swiftneſs, Expedition , Speed.
Cenſarii, (in Doomſday-Book ) ſuch Per
Celerriint Irteenluis Linea, (L. in Cons as might be Affeffed, or Taxed.
To enſe, to Perfume with Incenfe.
an
in
which
Line
'Mathem .) is that crooked
Cenſer, a Vefſel in which the Jewiſh
heavy Body deſcending by its own Weight,
should move from onegiven Point to ano. Priefts us'dto burn Incenſe at any Religious
Rites ; a Perfuming-pan .
ther in the ſhorteſt time.
Celery, an Herb usd in Winter- fallets.
Cenſor, ( among the Romans) a Magi
Celeſtial, Heavenly, Divine,Excellent. ſtrate, whore Office it was to take an exact
Celeſtines,an Order of Monks founded, View of the People of Rome, to value the
A.D. 1244, by one Peter a Samnite, after- Eftare of every Citizen, and to reform
wards Pope under the Name of Celeftine V. Manners.
Celibacy or Celibate,the State,orCon
Cenſozious, apt to cenſure, find fault
dition of unmarried Perſons ; ſingle Life. ' with , or reprove.
cnlural, belonging to Valuations, or
Cut, the Habitation , or Hut of a Her.
mit : The Partitions, or hollow Places in the Affefſments.
Cenſure, Reproof, Corredion , Reflecti
Husks, or Pods of Plants in which the Seed
on, Criticiſm : Allo a Cuftom in ſome Ma
is contain'd , are alſo call’d Cells.
Cellar , an Apartment in theloweſt part nours, where all the Inhabitants were fum
of a Building under the Ground .
mon'd to pay is d. per Poll, and 1 d .per
Cellarage, Cellar-room , Conveniencies Annum , as Cenſe- Money, orcommon Fine.
Ecclefiaftical Centures, Punifhments
in aCellar for the ftowing of Goods; alſo
inflicted on Offenders according to the
a Duty paid for laying Wine in a Cellar.
Cellarift, one that keeps the Cellar, or Church-laws.
To Cenlurt, to Criticize, or Judge, to
Buttery , in a Religious Houſe ; the Butler in
find fault with .
a Monaſtrey.
Cellula , (L.) a little Cellar, Cell, or
Cent, an Hundred ; as Money lent at
Burrery.
6 per Cent, i, e. Six Poundo for every Hun
Cellulæ Jnteſtini Coli, (in Anat.) the dred Pounds.
hollow Spaces in the Gut Colon, where the
Centaur, (G.) half a Man and half a
Horſe, or halfa Woman and half a Mare,
Excrements lodge for ſome time.
Cellitude, Highneſi, Nobility, Excel- a fabulous Monſter : Alſo a Southern Con
ſtellation conſiſting of Forty Stars .
Jency .
Centaury or Centopy, an Herb .
Cement, a ſtrong and cleaving fort of
Morter, or Sodder : In Chymiſtry, any Lute,
Centenar or Centar, a Foreign Weight
or Loam by which Veffels in Diftillation are of 100, 112, 125 , 128 , 132, and 140
joyn’d together. Alſo a Compound made Pounds.
Centenary, belonging to the Number
of Pitch , Brick - duft, Plaifter of Paris, &c.
us'd by ſeveral Artificers, to put under their jone Hundred .
Center, the middle Point of any thing,
Work , that ir may lie ſolid and firm .
To Cement, to ' Sodder, joyn, or falten eſpecially of a Circle, or Sphere : In Mam
together ; to fill with Cement.
ſonry, a Wooden Mould to turn an Årch.
Cementation, a Cementing, or cloſe
Center of the Body, (P.T.) the Heart,
joyning with Cement : In Chymiſtry, the pu- from which, as it were a middle Point, the
sifying of Gold made up into thin Plates Blood continually circulates round all the
other Parts.
with I avers, of Royal Cement.
Cenchias,(G.)a ſpreading Inflammation ,
Center of magnitude of a Body , (in
commonly callid , The Shingles, or Wild- fire. Geom .) a Point which is as equally diſtant
Cendulæ , (o . L.) Shendler, or Shingles, as poffible, from its Extremities, or Ends.
ſmall pieces of Wood to cover the Roof of
Center of motion of a Body, (in Men
a Houſe inſtead of Tiles.
chan.) a Point about which a Body being
Ceneangia, (G.) an emptying of the faſten’d, or any ways joyn'd to its may,
Veſſels, hy opening a Vein ; a letting Blood, move; as the middle of a Ballance hanged
up , és
mellæ , (0. L.) Acorns.
Center
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Centrobarycal, that relates to the Ce :
Center of a Dial, is that Point where
che Axis of the World cuts the Plane of ter of Gravity.
Centre, a Place of Refuge for Malefact
the Dial, and from whence in thoſe Dials
that have Centers, all the Hour- lines are ors : Alſo a Sentinel, or private Soldier : In
drawn.
Architexture, a Mould for an Arch.
Centiumviri, (L.) the Court of a Hun
Center of the Equant, (in Aſtron.) is
a Point in the Line of the Aphelion, exact , dred Judges, certainRoman Magiſtrates an
ly diſtant ſo far from the Center of the ciently choſen out of the Thirty fiveTribes,
Eccentrick towards the Aphelion, as the Sun to decide Differences among the People .
it from the Center of the Eccentrick to
Centuple, ahundred fold.
wards the Perihelion .
Centuriata Comitia, thoſe ancientAG
Center of an Ellipfis or Dval, ( in remblies of the People of Rome, where
Geom .) a Point in that Figure where the every one gave his Vore in his proper Cena
Two Diameters callid che Tranſverſe and the tury .
Centuriatorg, Four eminent Proteſtant
Conjugare, murually cut one another.
Center of an Hyperbola, a Point in Divines of Magdeburgh in Germany, who
the middle of the Tranverſe Axis, which is compild and divided the Univerſal Church
withoutthe Figure, and common to the op- Hiftory , by. Centuriesof Years.
Centurion , a Captain , or Military Offie
pofite Section
Center of Gravity, ( in Mechan.) a cer among the Romans, who commanded a
Point on which a Body being ſupported, or Hundred Men .
Century, a part of a thing divided, or
hung up froin it, all its Parts will be in an
rank'd by Hundreds, particularly the ſpace
equal Ballance one to another.
of
a Hundred Years.
Center, (common ) of the Gravity of two
Bodies, is a Point in a Right-Line which
Centuftis, (L.) a Roman Coin contain
joyns their Centers together.
ing 100 Afles, and equal in Value to 6s. 3d.
Center of heavy Bodies, ( in our Globe) Sterling.
Cephalalgia, (G.) a Pain in the Head:
,
to
Earth
is the ſame as the Center of the
Cephalarticks, Medicines that purge
wards which all ſuch Bodies naturally en .
the Head,
deavour to deſcend.
Cephalta, an obftinate Head -ach, a
Center of a regular Polygon or regu
lar Body,is the ſame with the Center of lafting Pain that ſeizes on the whole
?
a Circle,or Sphere drawn within ſuch a Head.
Body, ſo as to touch all its Sides.
Ccphalica, ( in Anat. ) the Cephalick
To Center, to meet, as it were, in a Vein , theoutermoft Vein in the Arm .
Cephalck , belonging to the Head.
Point ; to terminate, or end in.
Cephalick Line, ( in Palmeftry) the Line
Center- tily, a kind of Sea-fiſh.
Centelm , (in Arith .) che hundredth of the Head or Brain .
90cdicines , thoſe that are
Cephalick
Part of an Integer, or whole Number.
Gentinody, an Herb having as it were apply'd to Fractures of the Head or
Scull ; or any Medicines peculiar to that
a Hundred Knots; Knot-graſs.
Centonarti, ( among the Romans) ſuch Part.
Cephalicks, Spirituous Medicines usid in
Officers as provided Tents and other War
Diftempers of the Head,
like Furniture call'd Centones.
Cephalopharingai, ( in Anat . ) the
Central,belonging to, or ſeated in the
Center or Middle.
firſt pair of Muſcles of the upper Part of
Central Rule, a Rule invented to find the Gullet.
Cephalopharyngælim , a Muſcle which
the Center of a Circle deſign'd to cut the
Parabola in asmany Points as an Equation to ariſes from that Parr, where the Head is
be conſtructed has real Roots.
joyn'd to the firt Vertebra of the Neck .
Centrifugal Fo?le, (in Philos.) is that
Cephaloplonia, a Pain, or Heavineſs
Force by which all Natural Bodies that in the Head .
Cepheus, a Conſtellation in the North
move round any other Body in a Circle or
an Oval, do endeavour to fly off from the ern Hemiſphere, containing 17 Stars.
Axis of their Motion in a Tangent to a
Cep : Corpus, (L. L.T.) a Recurn made
Circumference of it.
by the Sheriff, that he has taken the Body
Centripetal Force, ( in Philof.) is that of the Party ſued .
force by which any Body moving round a
Ceratamalgama, a ſoftning Compa
nother is drawn down, or tends towards the fition, made of Wax and other Ingre
Center of iro Orbit ,
dients.
crate ,
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Gerilla , ( in' the Art of Priming) a Mark
Cerate, a Medicine to be apply'd out
wardly , made of Wax, Turpentine, Oil, fet under the Letter F in French and Spaniſh,
to new that it is to be pronounc'd as ans,
do, a Cere-cloth .
Cerigon, an American wild Beaſt,ha
Ceratias, a kind of horned Comet.
Ceratine Arguiments, ( in Logick ) are ving, a Skin under theBelly like a Sack,
which ſerves to carry its Yoang Ones.
fophiftical, ſubtil, or intricate Arguments .
Cerinthians, a Sect of Hereticks that
Ceration , (C. T.) the making of a Sub
had their Riſe from one Cerinthus, A.C.97.
Itance fit to be melted, or diffolved.
Cerion , (G.) an Ulcer, or Botch like an
Ceratium , an Husk , or Shale : Allo
a Carat, a Weight, of which there are Honey -comb, with yellow Matter in it.
Céroma, (G.) a mixture of Oil and
'18 in a Dram . Alſo a Roman Silver-Coin
of two ſorts, the fingle worth s d . Engliſh, Wax .
Cerotim , a Plaifter made moſt of War;
and the greater 7 d. 1 .
a Cere -cloth .
Ceratodes, (in triat.) the horny Coat
Cert:Money, the Fine paid yearly by
of the Eye.
theInhabitanrs and Tenants of feveral Ma
Ceratoglollam , the proper pair of Mur nours to the Lords of them , for the certain
cles belonging to the Tongue.
keeping of the Court- Leet.
Certain , (L.) fure, undoubted ; confi
Cecatüm , a Cerate, or.Cere-cloth .
Ceratinochaplos , a Chymical Powder i dentor affured ; fixed or ſettled.
the ſame as Chryſoceraunius Pulvis.
Certainty, full Aſſurance, Sureneſs.
Cerclmos , (P. T.) a roughneſs in the
Certificando de recognitionestapulz,
Throat, which is felt as if there were Berries a Writ to theMayor requiring him to certifie
Aticking in it.
the Chancellour, of a Statute of the Staple
Cercis, ( in Anat .) the Second Bone of takenbeforehim .
the Elbow , otherwiſe callid Radius.
Certificate, a Teſtimony given in Wcie
Cercolis, a piece of Flesh that growsing ofthe Truth of a thing : In Low !
out of themouth of the Womb, and looks Writing made inone Court, to give notice
like a Tail.
ro another Court of the Proceedings therein.
Cerdoniſts, a Sect of Hereticks, whoſe
Certification of arlize of novel Diſ.
Ring -leader was one Cerdo, A.C. 150.
fellifin, a Writ granted for the re-examic
Cerea , ( L.) a kind of itching Scab : al ing of aMatter pali'd byAlfize, before ang
ſo the Horns
of the Womb in Brutes.
.
Cerealia or Cercales Ludi, certain Juſtices
To Certify, to declare for certain, or
folemn Feafts among the old Romans, ap . affure, to acquaintwith a thing.
apointed in honour of Ceres the Goddeſs of
Certrozari, a Writ iffuing out of the
Corn ..
Chancery, to an inferiour Court, to call up
Cerebellum , (in Anat.) the hinder Part the Records of a Caufe depending there.
of the Brain , in which the Animal Spirits
Certituide, Certainry, Affuránce.
that perform involuntary Actions are fup
Certoe, a ſort of French Pear.
pos'd to be bred.
Cervelas , (F.)a large kind of Sauſage
Cervical, belonging to the Neck, as the
Cerebrum , ( L.) the Brain properly so
called , wherein thoſe Animal Spirits are Cervical, or Vertebral Vejlels, i. e . the Arteries
thought to breed , on which voluntary and Veins thatpaſs thro'the Turning-Joins
Actions do chiefly depend.
and Muſcles of the Neck up to the Scull.
Cerebrum Jovis, ( C. T.) burnt Tartar.
Cervir, the hinder part of the Neck.
Cerclæum , an Ointment made of Ho
Certimen , the filth or wax of theEar.
ney and Wax.
Certira, (0. L.) a Mound, or Fence.
Ciremonial, belonging to , or confift
Ceruls ,white Lead , or Spaniſh White
irg of Ceremonies.
To Cels, to Aſſeſs, or Tax .
A Ceremonial, a Book containing the
Celtation , (L.) a ceaſing, or giving a
Ceremories us d in the Roman Church .
ver ; a leaving off.
Ceremoniors, full of Ceremonies,Formal. eflavit, a Writ againſt one that has
Ceremony, a Sacred Rite, or Ordinance neglected to perform ſuch Service, pot
of the Church : Alſo Pomp, or Scare ; For pay fuch Rent as he is bound to by his
mality, or formal Compliment.
Tenure.
Cerevifia or Cervitia, ( L) Drink made
Celte or Ceaffe, ( Irish L.T.) an ex:
of Corn , or Malt ; Ale, or Beer .
ading of Proviſions, at a, certain Rate,
crevifia Dedicată , Phyfick -drink.
for the Depury's Family, and the Gartiſon
Ceria , Drink made of Corn. Alſo a soldiers,
kind of cruſted Scab on the Head .
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Cellton, a yielding, reſigning , or giv,
ing up : In Law , when a Clergy-man
is
made
a Biſhop, or a Parlon takes another
do
Benefice, their firft Benefices are ſaid to be
come Void by Cellion
Celionary Bankrupt, one that has
yielded up his Eftare to be divided among
hia Cruditors.
Cellor, an Affeffor, or mpoſer of
Taxes : In Law , one chat ceaſes, or neg
lects ſo long to perform a Duty , that he
is become liable to a Şuit, andmayhavethe
21 Writ relavit brought againſt him .
Celfüre or Celler, ( L. T.) a giving
over, ra giving of Place .
Ceftus, (o: s.) Affellments, or Taxes .
Celui qui truft , ( F. L. T.) a Perſon
that has a Truſt in Lands, 6c. committed
to him for the Benefit of another.
Celui qui vie, one for whoſe Life any
Land or Tenement is granred.
Crítui qu uſt, he to whoſe Uſe ano
ther Min is admitted to the Poſſeſſion of
any Lands, & c.
Cetaceous, ( L.) belonging to a Whale,
abic is of the Whale-kind.
Ceterach, an Herb ſomewhat like
Fern .
BIRI Cetns, ( L.) the Whale, a Sea- fifa :
Alfo a Southern Conftellation confifting of
23 Stars.
Cha, the Leaf of a Tree in China,
bez .
which , being ſteep'd in water, ſerves for
the ordinary Drinks of the Inhabitants .
Chabane, ( 0.) a Cabbin .
Chacı, a Station for wild Beaſts of the
Foreft: Ai Tennis-play, a fall of the Ball
1 in a certain part of the Court, beyond
which, the oppoſite Party muft ſtrikethe
Ball next time, to gain the Stroke : In Gun
1. ary, the whole Bore, 'or Length of a
Piece of Ordnance, on the in -fide : In
-1 ! Sea Language, a Purſuit ; as, Co give a

Ship the Chare, li. c.) to followand
ferch her up í alſo the ship it ſelf ſ
ch red ..
JE Chale= @ uns or Chale- picces, thoſe
1 Guns that lie either in the Head or Stern of
a Ship.
Chackthirs or Shacklirs ,a kind of
Breeches among the Turks, that reach from
y the Walte to theHeel.
Chaconne orChacooni, ( F.) a kind of
Saraband-Dance, whoſe Meaſure is always
triple Time.
Chad, a ſort of Fish.
To Chafe, ( F. ) to hear or warm , to
tub with one's Hand' ; to grow hut or
angry. Among Seamen, a Rope is ſaid
To Chafs,whenit galls or frets by rubbing
againk any rough and hard Thing
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Chafe- urlar, an Officer in Chancery ,
that prepares the Wax for the ſealing of
Writs, oc.
Chafer, a ſort of Beetle, an Infect.
Chafery, a Forge in an Iron -Mill,
where the Iron is wrought into compleat
Bars.
Chaff , the Refuſe in winnowing
Corn .
Chaff-udteed, an Herb.
Chaffers , (O. L.T.) Wares, or Merchan ,
dize.
ToChaffer, to buy and ſell, to traffick.
Chaffern , a Veſel to heat Water in .
Chaffinch , a Bird ſo call'd, becauſe it
delights in Chaff.
Chaft , (0.) bearen or banged ,
Chagtiu , ( Fr.) that is out of Humour,
vexed ; allo Vexation, Trouble, Grief.
Chain, a long piece of Iron, consiſting
of ſcveral Links one within another : Allo
an Inſtrument conſiſting of Links of good
hard Wire, and usd to meaſure Land with.
In Sea- Affairs , Chains, are ſtrong iron
Plates, boltedinto the ship's Sides by the
Timbers callid Chain -Wales, to which the
Sharowds of theMaſts are faſten d .
Chain - Primps, a ſort of Ship -pumps,
ſo nam'd from their Chain of Burrs, or
Spunges goingin a Wheel
Chain - eshot, two Bullers, or rather
half Bullets, with a Chain between
them , commonly us’d in a cloſe Fight ag
Sea.
Chain - amales, broad Timbers jutting
outof a Ship's Sides, which ferve to ſpread
out the Shrouds, that they may the better
hold up, the Mafts,
Chair , a Seat to fit in , a Sedan ,
Chairsman, the Preſident, or Head of
a Committee,Society, or Club , alſo one
that carriesPeople in a Chair, or Sedan .
Challe, ( F.)akind oflight open Chariot,
with one Horſe .
Chalalticks or Chalathick webidnes,
(G.) ſuch as are of a looſening,or ſoftning
Quality.
Chalaza , the Meteor call'd Hail; alſo a
kind of ſmall tranſparent Swellings, ſpread
about the Skin , like Hail ; alſo à Diſeaſe
thathappensto Świne.
Chalazion, a Stithe, a ſmall Pimple, of
Ware on theeye-lid .
Chalbot or Chabot, ( in Heraldry) a
Fith having a great Head, commonly call'a
a Bull-head, or Miller's-Thumb .
Chalcanthun, (G.) Vitriol, or Coppe
ras ,Shooemaker's -Black ,
Chalcanthum cubefacturi, Vitriol cal
| cin'd till it takes a red Colour,
Chalcedony
Q2
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Chalcedoniy,, a kind of Agare of a
Chambering , ( Scripture-word ) Debau
Colour between Yellow and Blue ; alſo a chery, Riotouſneſs.
Chamber
deking or Chamberdakins,
fort of Onyx -ſtone : Among Jewellers, a
Defe &t orFlaw in precious Stones.
certain Iriſh Beggers, who being cloath'd
Chalcitis, Braſs-oar, the Stone out of like poor Scholars in the Univerſity of Ox.
ford, often committed Robberies and Mur.
which Braſs istryed ; alſored Vitriol.
Chalcolibanium , a ſort of fine Braſs.
ders.
Chalaus, the thirty fixth part of a
Chamberlain , the Name of ſeveral
our Chronicles, and
Dram , among the Athenians : Alſo a Officers mention'd
Coin of ſeven Mites, or a Holland Penny in Statutes; as,
Value.
The Lord Great Chamberlain of En
Chaldæa, a Country of the Leffer sland, an High Officer, to whom belongs
the Government of the whole Palace of
Afia .
Chaldeans, the Inhabitants of Chaldea, Westminſter ; as alſo the Care of providing
commonly taken for Fortune-tellers, or all Things in the Houſe of Lords, in the
Time of Parliament, &c.
Gynfies.
Chaldern or Chalakon , a Meaſure of
Loid Chamberlain of the Queen's
Coals, &c. containing 4 Quarters, or 36 Houſehold, whoſe Office is to look to the
Buhels. Alſo part of the Entrails of a Queen's Chambers and Wardrobe, and to
Calf.
govern the Under -Officers therero belong.
Chalice, (L.) a Corrmunion -Cup, us'ding.
Chamberlains of the Crcheguer ,
at the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
Challenge, a Summons to fight a Duel, Two Officers that us'd to have the con
a Defiance 3 a Pretenſion or Claim . In crolmeni of the Pells of Receipts and Pay
Low , an Exception againſt Perſons, or ments ,
Chamberlain of London , the Keeper
Things .
To Challenge, to make a Challenges of the Publick Treaſury laid up in that
to except againſt, to claim . Among Hnn . Place which is callid , The Chamber of Lon .
1
ters, when Hounds at firſt finding the don .
Scent of their Game, preſently open , or cry ,
Chamberlaria, or Chamberlangeria,
they are ſaid To Challenge.
(0. L.) Chamberlainſhip, or the Office of
Challenged Cock - fight, is generally Chamberlain .
to meet with lo Staves of Cocks, and to
Chambrante, ( F. ) an Ornament in
make out of them 21 Bartels, more or leſs, Maſonry and Joyners-work, which borders
the odd Battel to have Maſtery.
the Three sides of Doors, Windows, and
Chalybeate, (G.) thar is of the Temper , Chimneys,
or Quality of Steel,belonging to Steel.
Chambrel or Elbow (of a Horfe) is
Chalybeites or Chulpbeate9Dedicines, the Joyntor bending ofthe Upper.part of
are Medicines prepar'd with Sreel, or Iron , :he Hinder-leg .
or in which Steel is the principal Ingredi
Chamelot orChamblot, a ſortof Stuff
ent.
mix'd wit · Camds-hair.
Cham or Chan, the Title of the Mo
Chamfer or Chamfret, ( in Architefl.)
narch, or Soveraign Prince among the a ſmall Gutter, or Furrow upon a Pillar,
Tartars.
c.
Chamade, (F. M.T.) a Signal made
To Chainfer, to channel, or make hol
by the Enemy, by Bear of Drum , or Sound low after ſuch a Manner : The Stalks of
of Trumpet. when they have any Matter to certain Plants are alſo ſaid - To be Chamferd
when they have Marks upon themlike ſuch
propoſe.
Chamber, an Apartment, or Room in a Furrows.
To Champ, to chew ; as, A Horſe that
Houſe. In Gunnery, part of a piece of
Ordnance, as far as the Powder and Shot champs the Bit.
Champain or Champagne, ( F.) :
reach when it is loaded : Alfo a Charge
to be put in at the Breech of a Murdering- large Plain , open Downs, or Fields.
A Point Campain, (in Heraldry), is
Piece.
To Chamber a um , is to make a a Mark of Dishonour in the Coat of one
Chamber in her.
that kills a Priſoner of War, after be has
Chambers of the King , (in old Reo cry'd Quarter.
Champarty or Clamperty, ( L. T.)
cords) thePorts, or Havens of England.
Chamberer, ( 0.8. ) a Chamber- the Maintenance of a perſon in a Suit de
pending, upon Condition to have part of
the
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Ghanfron , an Italian Coin , worth about
the Lands, or Goods, when they are Re
IS. 8d.
cover'd.
Change, Alteration, Variety : Among
Champertos, eboſe that move Law.
fuits at their proper Cofts, to have part of Hunters, it is when a Srag, met by Chance,
is taken for that which was purlu'd fome
the Things ſued for .
Champact or Champion, open , plain, timebefore.
Changeable , apt to change, or alter s
Champian Coun
even, nor encloſed ; as
uncertain , inconftant.
ny
Changeling, a Child chang'd, of put
Champian -Lycinis, a fort of Roſe, of
in the Place of another ; alſo a Fool, or filly
a red, or white Colour.
Champion ( F.) one that fights a -Du- Fellow .
Changer, an Officer in the Royal Mint,
et for another : In Law , one that tries the
Combate in his own Caſe, or that engages whoſe Buſineſs is to 'cxchange Coin for
Bullion ,
in another'sQuarrel.
Changer or 9Doney-changer, a Bank
Champion of the Dugen , one whoſe
Office 'is to ride Armed at the Coronationer, one that deals in the Receipt and Pay
day, into Westminſter-Hall, andby an He- ment of Money.
Chamel, ( L.) the Middle, or deepeſt
rald to challenge any that ſhall deny Her
Majeſty's Title to the Crown.
Part of any Sea, Harbour, or River ; alſo a
Chance, Hazard, or Fortune.
Straight, or narrow Sea between two Lands:
Chancesinedley, (L. T.) the accidental Allo a Gutter, or Furrow in a Pillar.
Killing of a Man, not altogether without
To Chant, ( F.) to fing.
the Killer's Fault, but without an evil In
Chanter, the chief Singer in a Cathedral
vent,
Church , or Chappel.
Chanticleer , a Name given to a Cock ,
Chancel, ( L. ) an encloſed Place ſur
rounded with Bars, to defend Judges, and upon Account of its clear Voice.
Chantry, a Chappel formerly joyned
other Officers, from the Crowd of the
People,
to fome Cathedral, or Pariſh -church , and
Chancel of a Church , thar Part which endow'd with yearly Revenues, where
is next the Alčar, or Communion -table, Maffes were daily ſung for the Souls of the
uſually encompaffed with Balliſters, or Founders and others.
Rails.
Chaos, (G.) a Gap ; Allo a dark and
Chancellour, an Officer of great Di. rude Maſs of Matter, out of which the
gnity and Power ; as ,
Ancients ſuppos'd the World to be at firſt
The Lord High Chancellour of Great formed ; a confuled and diſorderly Heap of
Burtain , the chief Perſon next to the Things.
Soveraign for Matter of Juſtice in Civil
To Clap, to gape, or open as the
Affairs, having abſolute power to moderate Ground does in a great Drought ; to chink,
or crack .
the Law according
toEquity.
Chancellour of the Erclequer , an
Chape, the Steel, or Silver-caſe that
High Officer appointed to qualifie Extre- ftrengthens the end of a Sword-ſcabbard :
Among Hunters, the Tip at the End of a
mities, and order Matters in that Court.
Chancellor of theDutchr of Lans Fox's Tail.
Cafter, the chief Officer in that Court,
Chapeal, ( F.) a Hat, a Cardinal's Cap :
appointed to judge and determine alí in Heraldry, 'a Cap of State of a ſcarlet co
relating to the Dutchy-land, lour, lind with Ermines ; upon which , as on
Controverſies
uc,
a Wreath , the Creſt of Noblemen's Coats of
Chancery or Chancery -court, the Arms is born .
Court of Equity, which moderates the Se
Chaper, (0.) dry, or thirſty.
verity of other Courts, that aremore ſtridly
Chaperon , ( F.) a Hood, or Cap; ef
Rigour
of the Law .
ty'd to the
pecially that worn by the Knights of the
Chandelier, ( F.) a Tallow -chandler ; Garter: In Her aldry,a little Eſcutcheon fix'd
alco a Candlektick: In Fortification, Chande onthe Fore-heads oftheHorfes that draw
liters are wooden Frames,which ſupport the Hearſe at a Funeral,
Chapin , (Sp.) a high Cork- heeld Shooe .'
ſeveral Planks, or Bavins, filled with
Earth .
Chapiter , ( in Architect.) the Head,
Ehandler, a Seller of neceflary Wares ; Crown, or Upperpart of a Pillar.
asCandles, Butter, Cheeſe, c.
Chapiters , (in Law ) are certain Arti
Chandry ,, an Apartment in a Prince's, cles , containing a ſhort Accountof fuch
Nobleman's Houſe; where theCandles, Matters asareto be enquir'd of.
66, are kept,
Chaplain
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Chaplain or Chapellainc, one that produce great Tops, having in the middle a
performs Divine Service in a Chappel ; eſpe- large, white , thick ,and downy main Shook.
cially one thar,atrends upon the Queen , or
Chare , a kind of Filh ; alſo a Job, or
other Perfons ofQuality, to inftrue thein ſmall piece of Work .
in Matters of Religion .
Chare-woman, a Woman hired by the
Chaplet, a Wreath, or Garland : Allo Day, to do the Drudgery of a Houſe .
a certain number of Beads threaded like a
To Chart or Care, ( C.) to ſeparate the
Bracelet, by which the Papiſts count their larger Chaft' from the Corn , or ſmaller
daily Pater-nofters and Ave-maria's: AlloChaff, with a large Rake, or fuch like
a Filler,
kind of Ornament in Archi- Inſtrument.
tecture.
Chare the Com , ( C, P. ) i. e . ftop or
Chapman , a Buyer, or Cuſtomer.
turn her.
Chapournet, (f.) a little Hood , the
Charea, (0. L.) a Charr, Carr, or Carr.
Figure of which is taken by Heralds for a
Chargé, ( F.) Burden or Load ; Office,
Bearing in a Coat of Arms.
or Employ ; Expence or Coft : Alſo an
Chappe, a kind of Partition of an É- Accuſation, or Impeachment; an Engage
fcutcheon.
ment, Fight, or Onſer : In Gunnery, a
Chappel, a Building which either ad- certain Meaſure of Powder, proportionable
joyns to a Church , and is a part thereof, or to the ſize of the Fire-arms, for which it is
elſe {tands ſeparate from it where the Parish allotted. Among Farriers, an outward Re
is of a large Extent.
medy apply'd to the Body of a Horſe, or
ffree Chappel, that which is endow'd Other Beatt. In Heraldry, whateveris born
with perpetual Revenues and Maintenance in the field of an Eſcutcheon .
for a Curate, without the Charge of the
Among Sailers, a Veſſel is call'd a Shiy
Rector, or Parlsh. Among Printers, Chap. of charge, when the draws much Water,
pel is taken for the Body, or whole Com- or ſwims deep in the Sea .
pany of Work -men in a particular Houſe.
To Charge, to Load or Burden, to Com
Chappelontans, the Members of a mand or give Orders ; to lay to one's
Printer's Chappel.
Charge, orAccuſe.
Chappelry, the Bounds, or Juriſdi & ion
To Charge an Enemy, to Encounter,
of a Chappel.
Attack , or fill upon him .
Burdenſome, Coſtly
Chargeable,
:
of
a
Book
Chapter , a Diviſion, or part
Charged Cylinder, ( in Gunnery) that
In Law , the whole Body of Clergy -men
belonging to a Cathedral, Conventual, or part of a Cannon, which contains the Pojy
der and Shor.
Collegiate Church .
Charger, a kind ofgreat Dish.
Chapter -houle, a Building adjoyning to,
or near a Cathedral, or Collegiate Church,
Charientifmus, (G.) Gracefulneſs, or
good Grace in Speaking. Alfo a Rhetorical
where the Chapter is held .
Cbaratter , (G.) a Mark, Sign, Seal, or Figure, in which a taunting Expreilion
Print, a Deſcription of a Thing , a Letter, is ſoften'd with a Jeft.
Charily, with a great deal of Regard
of Figure ; a particular Way, or Humour ;
and Care .
Title , or Quality.
Characterifm , the Deſcription, or ſer
Chariock , an Herb.
ting out of a Perſon by a Character,
Chariot, a light ſort of Coach .
Charioteer, a Chariot-driver.
Characteriſtick , belonging to a Cha.
ra ter.
Charitable, (L.) loving , kind, boun,
Characteriſtick Lctter, ( in Gram . ) Jiful.
Charity, Love, natural Affe &tion : in
is that Conſonant in a Greek Verb which
immediately precedes the varying Termina, Divinity,the Love of God and one'sNeigh
bour , allo Alms, or Bounty to the Poor.
tion .
to burn Wood
To Chark or Charr ,
• To Characterize, to give a Character
deſcribe,
of, to
for the making of Charcoal.
Charcoal, a fort of Coal made of the
Charks, ( in Worceſter -fhire) Pir-coal
chark'd, or charr'd .
Wood of Oak, Alder, dc.
Chards of artichokes, the Leaves of
Charlatan , ( F.) a Mountebank , of
fait Artichoke- plants,ty'd and wrapt up in Quack .
or
Straw , till they grow white, and loſe a
Charlatanerie, wheedling, cheating,
little of theirBitterneſs.
cogging ; Quirks, or Tricks.
Charles, a proper Name of Men ,figo
Charps of Beets, white Beeds tranf
Mafcalige
planted in a well prepard Bed, where they nifying Noble, or being of a Ch
arles
Spirit,
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Charter of Pardon , a Deed by which
Charles-Wain, a clufter of ſeven Stars
one is forgiven a Felony, or other Offence .
in the urſa Major or greater Bear.
Charter - houſe, anciently the Chartrense ,
Charlock , a Weed growing amidft
or Convent of Carthufian Monks, now a
Can, with a yellow Flower.
Charm , ( F.) Inchantment, Spell, Al- famous College, founded and richly eno
furement; Bait.
dow'd by Thomas Sutton Eras
Charter- land , (L.T.) ſuch Land as a
To Charm ; to bewitch, to pleafe, or
delight extremely
Man holds by Charter, otherwiſe call'd
Charmer, one that charms, or bewitches. Free-hold.
Charter - Party, an Indenture, between
Charnel-houſe, a place where the
Merchants and Sea -fairing Men , touching
Sculls and Bones of the Dead are laid.
Charre or Chare , a Fiſh like a Trout their Affairs ; or between OwnersofShips
that breeds only in fome few Northern Parts and the Maſters, containing the ſeveral Par
ticulars of their reſpective Covenants and
ofEngland.
Charce of Lead , a Quantity that con Agreements.
Charterer , ( in Cheſhire) a Free - holder.
fifts of 30 Pigs, each Pig containing fix
Chartis Reddendis, a Writ lying ao
Stone wanting two Pounds, and every Stone
gainſt one that is intruſted with the keep
being 12 Pounds.
Charts, ( L.) Deſcriptions, or Draughts ing of Charters of Feoffment, and refuſes
ofanyPlace.
to deliver them .
Chartreur , an Order of Monks that
Chorographick Chart, a Deſcription
of a particular Country.
live very auſterely in cloſe and Tulitary
Geographick Chart, a general Draught Confinement.
Chartulary, a Keeper of a Regiſter
of the whole Globe of the Earth, upon a
Plane, which is commonly call’d A Map of Roll, or Reckoning -Book .
the Wirld .
Chalc, ( of a Gun) is its whole length .
Heliographick Charts, Deſcriptions of
To Chale, ( F.) to hunt,to purſue, to
the Sun's Body, and of its Spots.
drive away ; alſo to work Plate, as Gold
Hydrographick , marine or a ſmiths, and other Artificersdo: In Lamo,to
Charts, large Sheets of Paper on which drive Cattel to or from a Place.
Chalm , (G.) a wide Gap, or opening
ſeveral paers of the Land and Sea are de
ſcribed , with their reſpective Coafts, Har- of the Earth , or Firmament , an empty
bours, Soundings, & c.
fpace .
editnographick Charts , particular
Challery or Beloerysandiy , a Pear
Deſcript'ons of the Parts, Appearances and thatripens in November and December ,
Spots of the Moon.
Chaſte, ( L. ) continent, uncorrupted,
Copographick Charts , are Draughts undefiled.
of ſome ſmall parts of the Earth , or of Chalte-wood, a kind of Herb .
ſome particular Place ; as of London , Paris,
Chaſtelet, the Name of the Seffions
Amfterdam , &c.
houſe and common Goal of the City of
Charta , ( L.) Paper, or any Material Paris in France.
fit to write upon : In old Records, a Char Chattelyn, a Gentle-man , or Gentle
ter, or Deed in Writing.
woman of a Noble Family. Chaucer .
To Chaften , the ſame as . To Chaftife ; a
Charta Dardonationis fe defendendo,
is the form of a Pardon for killing another Scripture -word.
Defence
own
Man in his
,
To Chaftile, to correct, orpunith .
Chaat
Charta Pardonationis atlagartz , the
ſement; Puniſhment infi& ed upop .
Pardo
Form of a
n for a Man that is out- Offenders,
law d.
Chaſtit or Chaltenets, ( L.) a being
Chatta Simpleſ, a Deed-poll, a ſingle chaſte andy pure,
Deed, or Inftrument,
Chaluble , ( F.) a kind of short Veftment
Chartel, a Letter of Defiance, or Chal- withoutSleeves,
which aPopishPrieſt wean
lenge to a Duel.
Charter, (L. T.) an Inſtrument, or at Maſs.
Chat, prating , or idle Talk.
written Evidence of things done between
Cat- woond, little Sticks fit for Fuel.
Chattels , (F. L.T.) all Goods moveable
one Party and another ; eſpecially a Wri
ting whereby the Queen paſſes anyGrant, and immoveable ,but ſuch as are in the na
Of Privilege toHer Subjects.
of a Free-hold.
Charter of theForett, an Inſtrument tureChattels
Perſonal, are thoſe Goode
particularly which being wrongfully wich -beld, cannor
in which
exp
reh'd the Foret- Lawsare
be
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be recover'd bur by Perſonal Action ; or
ſuch as belong immediately to a Man's
Perſon .
Chattels Real, ſuch Goods as do not
appertaintothePerſon, but depend upon
fome other thing!
To Chatter , to make a Noiſe ás Birds
do ; to prate, or pratele.
Chatter-pit, a kindof Bitd .
Chaud-mille, (in the Scotcb Law ), an
Offence committed in a ſudden Tumult or
Uproar.
Chaude- pifte, ( F.) the running of the
Reins, a Venereal Diſeale.
Chavenderor Chevin , a Fidh other
wife call'd a Chub .
Chandle or arez de Chaufte, ( f. in
Fortif.) the level of the Field, the plain
Ground .
Cheap - gilo, ( 0. L.T.) a Reftitution
made by the Hundred, or County,for any
Wrong done by one, for whoſe good
Behaviour Sureries were put in.
To Cheapen , to ask , or to beat down
the Price of a Commodity.
Chcar , Gladneſs, Joy, Courage.
Chearful, brisk , lively, pleaſant.
hearp, ſomewhat chearful.
Cheat, Deceit, Sham , Knavery ; alſo
a deceitful Perſon that makes it his Buſineſs
to cheat, or cozen .
Chechinquamning, an Indian Fruit that
sefi-mbles a Chefnur.
Check , Loſs, Misfortune ; Cenſure, or
Reproof: In Falconry, 'cis when Rooks, Pies,
or other Birds come within view of the
Hawk ,and the forſakes her natural Flight
to follow them .
Clerk of the Check, an Officer that
has the check and controlment of the Yeo
men of the Guard, and all Uhers belongo
ing to the King, Queen, or Prince.
To Check , to reſtrain or curb ,to chide,
or taunt.
Check -mare, a Term us'd at Cheſs-play,
when the King is ſo cloſe fhur up, chat there
is no way left for his Eſcape,
Checkcroft or Checker -roll, a Roll, or
Pook containing the Names of ſuch as are
Attendants, and in Pay to the Queen , or
othergreat Perſonages.
Checker -work , work that is checker'd,
or ſet our with divers Colours.
Checkerelli Panni, ( 0. L. ) Cloth
checker'd or diverſify'din the Weaving.
Checky, ( in Heraldry) a Bordure,, or
Ordinary that has more than two Rows of
Checkers,
Cheart, a Major-domo, or Steward of
an Houlehold among the Turks and PerfiAns,
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Chedder - Cheeſe, a fort of large
Cheeſe, ſo callºd from a Place near the
City of Wells in Somerſetahire,
Cheek, a part of the face, the Side
beam of aPreſs,theHandle of a Ballance
or pair of Scales, & c.
Cheeks; ( in a Ship)are two pieces of
Timber on each fide of the Maft , which
ſerve to ſtrengthen it at the Top : The
sides of every Block or Pulley have like.
wiſe the ſame Name, and the sides of a
Ship-Carriage for a piece of Ord'nance.
Cheer, Entertainment, good Fare.
Cheele -bowls , a kindof Flower.
Chcellip or Cheeſelp-bag , (C. ) theBag
in which Houſewives prepare and keep
their Repnet for Cheeſe.
Theele-riinning, an Herb otherwiſe
call'd Ladies Bed - ftraw .
Cheellip, the ſame as the Hog- louſe;
an Inſeå .
Chekelaton, a ſort of motley Stuff.
Chaucer.
Chelandri, a Gold-finch . Ibid.
Chema or Cheme, a Meaſure among
the Ancients, containing two ſmall Spoon
fulls : Allo a Weight of two Drams, one
Scruple, four Grains, and four fifth parts of
a Grain,
Chemia, the Art of Chymiſtry.
Chemin, ( F.) Way, or Road .
Cheirin des Rondes , (in Fortif.) the
Way of the Rounds, a Space between the
Rumpart and the low Breaft -work under is,
for the Rounds go about.
Chemiſe, ( F :) a Shirt, or Shift : In
Fortification, a Wall with which any Work
of Earth is fac'd or lin'd for its greater Sup;
port and Strength .
Chemolis, ( G.) a ſwelling of the Albu.
ginea Tunica, which makes the Black of i
appear hollow .
Cheriff, a Title of Dignity among the
Saracens and Moors ; one that was to fuc
ceed the Califf, or Soveraign Prince.
Cheritaimei, (0.) Comfort.
To Cherily, to make much of, to main
tain ; to nourish .
Cheroes, a kind of Berry .
Cherſétum , (0.L.) any cuſtomaryOffer
ing made to the Pariſh - Prieſt , or to the Ap .
propriators of the Benefice .
Cherſonelus or Cherſoneſe, (in Geog :)
a Peninſula, a Tract of Land almoſt encom
pas'd with the Sea.
Chert or Cheort , (0.) Love, Jealouſy.
Chertes, merry People. Chancer.
Cherubor Chertibin , ( H. Fulnels of
Knowledge) the Second of the Nine Ordets
of Angels,
Chervil,
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Chervil, an Herb proper for Sallet-fur
Chewing -balls, little Balls made of ſe
niture.
veral ſorts of Druggs, to be chew'd by Hor
Chellip, a.ſmall.Vermin that lies under ſes, in order to recover their Appetite.
Chaus, an Officer in the Ottoman Port,
a Stonts and Tiles.
that performsthe Duty of an Uſher,
Chelnut, a kind of Fruit.
Chibbol, a kind of ſmall Onion,
Chels, a ſort of Game.
Chcane or Thicanerte, ( F.) a Quik ;
e Cheſs-trees, (S. T.) iwo ſmall Pieces of
Timber on each ſide of a Ship , having a Trick, or Ferch at Law ; the perplexing, or
Hole in them , thro ' which the Main Tack ſplitting of a Cauſe .
Chrihar or Richar, a Sum of Money
runs, and whereto it is haled down.
Chlt, the Breaſt, that hollow Part of among the Hebrews, commonly tranſlated
a Humane Body, which contains the Heart Talent, and valuable in Gold at 4500 Pounds.
and Lungs. Allo a kind of Coffer, Box, or Sterling ; in Silver at 375 Pounds.
Chichlings, Pulſe, otherwiſe call'd ever
Trunk . Alſo an uncertain Quantity of ſome
( Merchandizes ; az of Sugar, from 10 to laſting Peaſe.
Chick -weed, an Herb good for Impo
en is.Hundred Weight.
Cheſt-ropes a Rope added to the Breaſt- ſtumes, Wheals, Pulhes, & c.
bi rope,when the Boat is tow'd at the Ship’s
Chickling, a ſort of Herb.
Stern, to keep her from ſwinging to and
To Chide, to rebuke, or taunt at.
again.
Chief, Firſt, Principal, Soveraign,
Boxes,
orTraps,
Chelt-traps, a kind of
A Chief, a Commander in Chief, or Ger
us'd to take lole-cats, Fitchers, and the like neral. In Heraldry, one of the eight Ho
Vermin.
nourable Ordinaries, bounded by a Line
Dov Chevage, Chivage, or Chiefage, drawn through the upper part of the Eſcut
( F. L.T) a Sum of Money paid by Villains cheon.
Chief Po'nt, the uppernioſt part of an
to their Lords, as an Acknowledgment of
their Subjection.
Eſcutcheon , which is threefold , viz. The
botas Chebantia, (0. L. ) a Loan, or Advance Dexter, Middle, and Siniſter Chief Points.
of Money upon Credit.
Thief Pledge, the ſame with Headboa
Chevaliç de feire, ( F. in Fortif.) are rough.
large Joiſts, or pieces of Timber, Ten or
Chiego , a ſmall Creature that gets into
 گوتیTwelve.Foot in Length , with Six Sides in the Feet of thoſe that live in the Inand of
barto which are driven a great Number of Barbadoes, and makes them very uneaſie.
Chilblain , a kind of Swelling , occaſion :
artswooden Pias about Six Foot long , crolling
one another, and having their Ends armeded by Celd .
Childing , Child-bearing, or bringing
org with Iron - Points,
To Cheve, (0,) to thrive .
forth Children : 'Tis alſo apply'd to ſeveral
Cheverti-Leather, a kind of foft tender Plants, when their Off-ſpring exceeds the
Leather made of the skin of wild Goats. Number of the ordinary Kind .
Childwit, ( S.L.T.) a Power to take a
:ܲ ܨCheverillus, (0. L.) a Cockling, or
young Cock
Fine of one's Bond-Woman, gotten with
Chevelai, the Cargo, or Fraight of a child without his Conſent.
Ship. Chaucer.
Chiliad, (G.) the Number of a Thou“
To Chevicė, (0.) to redeem .
ſand , whence the Tables of Logarithms are
Prank Chevils,ſmall pieces of Timber nail'd often call’d Chiliads.
Chliarchus or Chiliarcha,a Command
tothe In -ſide of a Ship, to faſten the Ropes
callid Sheets and Tacks.
er of a Thouſand Men ; a Colonel.
Chevin or Emb- filh , a Freſh -water
Chliaſts, a Sect otherwiſe callid Millea
Fish,having a great Head.
naries, who hold, That Chriſt thall come and
opo Chevilance , (E.L.T. )a Contract, or reignperſonallyupon Earth with hisSaints
: AKO an unlawful Contract in a Thouſand Years.
* Bargain
point of Uſury.
Chiliagon , (in Geom .) a regular plain Fia
Chevitiæ or Chevifæ , (0. L.) Heads of gure, conſiſting of a Thouſand sides and
plough'd Lands.
Angles.
Chlo, one that has great Lips, blubber .
Chevron or Cleveron , ( F.) a ſtrong
Rafter and Chief : In Heraldry, an Ordina- lipped .
4 ry which repreſents Two Rafters, which
Chiloćace, a Canker of the Mouth , a
meet at the top .
Diſeaſe which often happens to young Chile
Chevronel
, is the Moiery, or half of a dren.
Ch
evron
Chill or Chilly, cold , ſenſibleofCold.
R
Chtonian
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Chirographum , a ' Hand-writing , a
Chilonian or Chilonick, compendious,
brief's as A Chilonick Style,To call'd from Bond, or Bill under one's Hand : Allo a
Chilo, one of the SevenWiſe-MenofGreece, Term us’d by our Engliſh Saxons for a ' Pub
whoſe Sentences were very ſhort and pithy. lick Deed of Gift,or Conveyance,
Ctimbe, the outermott part of a Bar
Chirology, a talking by Signs made
with the Hands.
rel. Chaucer.
Chiromancer, one skill'd in the Art of
Chimi, a Tune ſet upon Bells, or in a
Chiromancy.
Clock
Chiromancy, or Palmeſtrý, a pretended
Chimera or Chimera , ( G.) a Fire-bel
ching Monſter , feign'd by the Poetsto have art of diſcovering the Conftitutions of Per
the Head of a Lion, the Belly of a Goat, ſons, and telling their Fortunes, by looking
and the Tail of a Serpent : Allo á meer on the Lines and Marks of the Hand.
Chiromantical, belonging to Chiro .
Whimſey, or idle Fancy .
Chimerical,- belonging to ſuch a Ch-, manev
Chiron , one of the Centaurs, famous
mera, thathas no Ground of Truth ; ima
for his skill in Phyſick and Surgery .
ginary.
Chimethlum , a Kibe, or Chilbláin.
Chirones , a ſort ofwhealsthat ariſe in
Chimin , (F.L.T.), a Way or Road,' a the Palmsof the Hands:
Paflaage thro' another Man's Ground.
Chirontum G'ais, a Boil, or Sore
Chiminage, a Toll for Way -faring, or which comes eſpecially to the Thighs and
Feet ; and has need of a Chicon to cure it.
Paffage thro ' a Foreft.
To Chirp, to ſing, or warble, as a Bird
Chiminar or Simar , a black Sleeve.
leſs Veſtment, worn by Biſhops between does.
their Rocher and Gown .
To take a ch'rping Cup, is to cheer
Chimney -money or Wearth-money, a up one's Spirits with a Draught of Atrong
a Tax of 2 s.per Annum , formerly laid up - Liquor.
Chirríchote, a Spaniſh Word, us'd in De
on every Fire-hearth, Stove, &c.
riſion of the French -men that pronounce
Chin-(cab , a ſcabby Diſeaſe in Sheep.
Chma, the moſt Eaſtern Part of Aſia, a Cirry for Kyry:
Chrurgical, (G.) belonging to the Art
vaſt Kingdom , or Empire.
China or China-ware, a fine ſort of of Surgery .
earthen Ware made in thoſe Parts.
Chiſel or Chizzel, a Tool us'd by Caro
China- root, a kind lof Medicinal Root penters , & c .
brought from the Eaſt and Weft -Indies.
Chit, a ſnorty, ſniveling little Boy, or
Chincery, Niggardlineſs , Stingineſs. Girl; a Kitling , or young Cat; alſo a Frec
in the Face.
kle
Chauce .
To Chit, (among Husbandmen) any Seed
Chinch, an Infect, otherwiſe calld a Bug.
is faid To chit, when it firſt ſhoots its ſmall
Chine , the Back -bone.
To Chine one, to cut him quite through Root into the Earth.
Chit - lark , a ſort of Bird.
the Back.
Chitte, (0.) a Shift, Shirt , or Shrowd
Chine-rough or Chin - rongh, a violent
Chitterlings, Hogs-guts well cleans'd
ſort of Cough that often ſeizes on young
and boil'd ; alſo a kind of Pudding , or Sau
Children ,
Chink, a Cleft in a Wall, or in the Earth , Cage.
Chitty face, a puny Child with a little
occafion'd by Drought.
To think, to gape, or chap like the Face.
parched Earth ; to ſound , or ring as Money
Chivalry, (F.), Knighthood, Horſe-maa
does,
fhip, Valour : In Lawo, a particular manner
Chint, a fart of Indian painted Callico . of holding Lands, whereby the Tenant is
Chique, a Weight us d'at Smyrna, which bound to perform ſome Noble, or Military
contains 2 Okes of 400 Drams each , or Office to his Lord .
5 Pounds, 2 Ounces, and 10 Drams each .
Chipes or Chieves , the fine Threads in
Chiragra , (G.) a Gout in the Hands or Flowers; or the fmall Knobs that grow on
thetop of thoſe Threads.
Fingers .
Cifues tipt with Pendants , is when
Chirgemøte , Circgeinot or Chrchgea
the Horn, or Thread of a Flower has a Seed
anot, (s. T.) an 'Ecclefiaftical Court.
hanging and ſhaking at the point of it, as in
Chirking, (0.) a chattering Noife .
Chirograplet, (G.) an Officer belong- Tulips, be
Choes or ives, a ſmall fort of Onie
ing to the Common Pleas, who engroßes
on,
Fines acknowledged in that Court.
Chivets,
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Chop -chirchi, (0.L.T.) an Exchanging
Chivets, the ſmall parts of the Roots of
Plants by which they are propagated .
of Churches, as when two Parſons of ſeve
Chirts, a fort of People among the ralChurches change their Benefices.
E hozal, belonging to the Choir of a
Turksvery expert in Horſemanſhip .
of Chleualmis , (G.) alaughingto Scorn , Church ; as a Vicar Choral, i. e. onethatwas
a mocking, or ſcoffing ; alſo a Figure in admitted to fit and ſerve God in the Quire.
Chord , ( in Geom .) à Right-line that
ku Rhetorick us'd to thatpurpoſe.
Chlozolis, the Green- Sickneſs, a Dic joins the two ends of any Arch, or Portion
eaſe lin young Virgins.
of a Circle, and is otherwiſe callid a Sube
Choana, a Funnel : In Anatomy, a kind tense.
Choda, (G.) a Bowel, a Gut. Io Ana
of Tunnel in the Baſis of the Brain, by
2 which the ferous, Fxcrements are brought tomy, a Tendon or Nerve: Alſo a painful
down from the Ventricles to the Pituitary Streeching, out of the Penis towards the
Perinasim .
Glandule,
Chocolate, a ſort of Compound and a
Chojda şenbettz Tympanis a cer
nouriſhing Liquor made of it,whofe chief van Nerve thạc je exiended,abovethe Drum
ofthe Ear
Ingredient is the Indian Cacao-Nut.
Chenir, (G )a Meaſure in uſe among
Chordaplas, the wringingor griping
the Ancients, containing Two Sextaries, or Pains of theSmallGuts.
Three Engliſh Pints.
Chprea, a Dance where many People
Charas, a little Sow , a young Pig : dance together ; a Ball,
Alſo the King's-evil Swelling ; a hard Ker
Chorea SandiWitt, a ſort of Madneſs
nel under the Arms-pits, Throat, cc.
wherein , the Perſons affected ran up and
Choir, the Quite ofa Church, that part down dancing Night , and Day to the laſt
of it where Divine Service is ſaid, or ſung. Gaſo , if they were not forcibly hinder’d .
Chorepilcopus, a Suffragan or Rural Bi
To Choke, to ſtrangle or ftife, to ſtop
up.
Thop, formerly appointed by the chief Bi
Chokespear, a rough ſort of Pear ; alſo topof the Dioceſs, toſupply his Place in
a lock, or rub in one's Way .
Country -Town's and Villages.
Choke-vetch or Choke weed , a kind
Chopeus, a Footin Greek orLatin Verſe,
of Herb .
conſiſting of Three Thore Syllables , or elſe
Cholagoga or Cho'agogties; (G ) Me- ther
of twoSyllables
, thefirit long , and the o
ſhort.
dicines that diſcharge, or purge Choler.
Choledochus Digus, (in Anat.) a Par
Chojjambiis, a.Foot, which confifts of
fage thắt goes obliquely to the lowerend Four Syllables, Two long ones at each end ,
theGutDuo
of
Parts, denum , and conveys the Gall'and Two fhort ones in themiddle.
to thoſe
Chorion, ( in Anat.) theoutmoſt Mem
Choler , ahor and dry yellow Humour, branethat covers the Fatus orChild in the
contain’d in the Gali-bladder : Allo Paffion, Womb:
Anger, or Wrath .
Chopilter, a Singing-man, of Boy in a
Choleca, (G.) the Choler, or Bile: Allo Cathedral Church .
a Vomiting and Looſeneſs, by which the
Chopbatés, a Meaſure 20 Foot long ,
Dregs of that Humour are voided in abun- anciently made uſe of to meaſure the Height
dance,
of Walls or Turrets, or the Depth of Wa
Cholerick , abounding with , or full of ters .
Choler ; alſo papionate , hafty, apt to be
Chocographer, öne skill'd in Chorograa
angry.
phy .
Choliainbi, a kind of Iambick Verſes
Clozography,a Part of Geography,
that have a Spondee in the fixth , or laft, which,delivers the Deſcription of particular
Place .
Countries; or of any County, or Province
Chondros , a Grain, as of Salt; Frankin . in them .
Chocoides, (in Anat.) the Folding of the
cence, & c. Allo a kind of Italian Wheat.
In Anatomy, a Cartilage, or Griſtle.
Carotidal Artery in the Brain : Alſo the
Chond :plyndelmis, aCartilaginous Li- Vues Tunica, or Grape-like Coat that makes
gament; or the joyning of Bones together by the Apple of the Eye.
means of a Cartilage, or Griſtle.
Chojus, the Company of Singers and
Choner of Cojus , an Hebrero Meaſure, Dancers in a Stage-play, or of Perfons
tontaining 73 Wine-Gallons.
Singing together in Conſort.
To Chop, to cut, to mince,or cut ſmall hole; ( F.) a Law -word for a Thing :
30 truck , or make an Exchange;
Ex, Chose local, i, é , ſuch a thing as is fixo
R 2
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Chriſtopher, (i, e. Chriſt-carrier) a pro
to a Place ; as a Mill , &c. Choſe Tranſitory,
a thing that is moveable, or may be carry'd per Nameof Men.
from one place to another.
Chriſtophoriana, the Herb St. Chrifto
Chougt) , a ſort of Bird .
pher .
Choma, (G.) Colour : In Rhetorick , a
A howle, a Cheat, Trick , or Sham :
Allo a fooliſh Fellow that may caſily be Colour, Set off, or fair Pretence : In Mw
put upon .
fick , the graceful Way of Singing with
To Chowle, to cozen , or chear.
Quavers and Trilloes.
Chromaticks , a pleaſant and delightful
To Chowter,
mutter and mumble,
ſort of Muſick .
'as froward Children are apt to do.
Chomatiſmus, ( P.T. ) the natural
Chriſm , (6.) a mixture of Oil and Bal
fam , conſecrated by a Popiſh Biſhop, to be Tindure or Colour, as of Urine, Spittle,
us'd in the Ceremonies of Baptiſm , Confir- Bloud, &c.
Chronical, belonging to Time, or that
mation , Coronation of King?, &c.
Elurilmale, (0.1..) a Chryſmal, or Chri- is of a long Continuance.
Chronical Diſeaſes , are Diftempets
ſom -cloath laid over a Child's Face at
that do not come preſently to a Height;
Baptiſin .
Chiltmatis Denarii, Chriſom -pence, but in which the Patient lingers out, and
Money formerly paid to the Biſhop , by the lives many Vears, or at leaſt for ſome come
Parith-Clergy for their Chriſm , Conſecrated | fiderable time .
Chonide, an Hiſtory according to the
about Eaſter for the Uſes of the enſuing
Order of Times, or of things done from
Year .
Chilmatozy, the Veſſel in which the time to time.
Chronicled, recorded , or fer down in a
Chrifin , or hallowed 01 is kept.
Chriſom or Chriſom - cloth , the Face- Chronicle or Hiftory.
cloth , or piece of Linnen put upon the Head
Chronicler , a writer of Chronicles.
of a Child newly Baptiz'd .
Chontcles , the Name of two Books in
Chriſoms or TriCoins, Infants that die the old Teſtament.
within the Month of Birth , or at the time
Tronodir, a kind of Dial or Infru
of their wearing the Criſom - cloath .
ment , to fhew how the time paſſes away .
Chilom -calf, a Word us’d in ſome Parts
Chronogram , a Verſe in which the Fi
of England, for a Calf kill'd before it is a gurative Letters being joynd together,
make the Year of our Lord .
Month old.
CHRIST, (G.'Anointed ) the proper
Chronologer or Chronologiſt, one
Name of the Ever-bleſſed Redeemer of the skill'd in Chronclogy.
World.
Chronological, belonging to that Sci
Chrift -fhorn, the Name of a certain ence.
Chionology, the Art of reckoning Time,
Shrub.
Chift-wort, a Herb, fo cali'd becauſe from the Creation of the World, for Hi
ſtorical
Uſes, and keeping an Account of
it flouriſhes about Chriſtmas.
To Chriſten , to admit into the Commu- remarkable things and Tranſactions.
nion of the Chriſtian Church, to Baptize.
Chronometrum or Chrottoſcopitom
Chriſtendoin , a Word us'd to denote Perpendiailum , a Pendulum to meaſure
all the Countries throughout the World , Time with .
ChryCelestrum , Amber of a golden , or
where the Chriſtian Religion is profeſs’d .
Chriſtian, belonging to Chrift, or his yellow Colour.
Do&rine ; alſo a proper Name of ſeveral
Chryſells, à Comer of aGold -colour.
Chiglitis, Gold-foam ; the Foam that
Men and Women.
Chriſtian Mame, that Name which is ariſes from refined Lead . Alſo the Herb
Milfoil, or Yarrow.
given to a Perfon at Baptiſm .
Chyloceraunius Pulvis, a Chymical
A Chriſtian, a Profeffour of Chriſti
Powder made of Gold , the ſame with At
v
it
an .
Chriſtianitatis Curia , (0. L.T.) the rum Fulminans.
Chryſocolla , Gold -Sodder, à Mineral
Court Chriſtian, or Ecclefiaftical Judícature,
oppoſed to the Civil Court, called Curia like a Pumice -Stone, found in Mines of
Copper, and ſometimes in thoſe of Gold ,
Domina Regina
Chiſtianity, the Chriſtian Principles, Silver, and Lead .
Chryſolithos, the Chryſolite, a precious
Doctrine, or Religion.
Chriſtinas, a Feſtival kept December 25, Stone of a tranſparent Gold -colour mixt
in Remembrance and Honour of Chriſt's with Green ,
Birth ,
Chryfopala,
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Chymica or Clyricalia , ſuch Medi
ChapCopaía, (C. T ) the Art of making
cines as are prepar'dby Chymiſts.
Gold.
Chryfoftom , (i . c. having a golden
Cliymical, belonging to Chymiſtry
Mouth ) the Name of an ancient Biſhop of
Chymid , one that practiſes, or isskill'd
in thar Art.
Conftantinople, famous for his Eloquence.
Crplulca, the Water with which Refi
Chymiſtry, an Art which teaches how
berswarhGold off, when mixt with other to ſeparate the different Subſtances that are
Mecals: Allo a Chymical Liquor that dif- found in Mixt Bodies, and to reduce them
to their firſt Principles .
ſolves Gold
Chymolis, or Chemolis, a drawing
Chub, a kind of Fiſh having a great
Head ;alſoa Jolt: head, or clownich Fel awry of the Eye- lids : Allo an Inflamma.
tion
in the horny Coat of the Eye.
low ..
Chymus, any kind of Juice, eſpecially
Chub- cheeked, that has full Cheeks.
To Chuck, to ſtroke under the Chin ; that of Meat after the ſecond Digeftion.
Ciboire, ( F.)the Box , orCup in which
alſo to cry as aPartridge does.
To Chuckle, to break out now and the Hoft, or conſecrated Bread at the Com
munion is kept in Popish Countries.
then into Laughter, to laugh by fits.
Cibol, Cibonlē, or Chibbol, a kind
Cluft, a Country -clown.
of ſmall degenerate Onion .
Chuffy, clowniſh, rough, rude.
Ciboulet, a young Chibbol.
Champ, a thick and fort Log, or
Block of Wood .
Cicatrice, ( in Surgery) a Scar, Seam,
Church, a Place ſet a -part for Divine or Mark left after great Wound or Ulcer
Worſhip: Allo a particular Congregation, is heald.
Cicatrícula, a little Scar : Among Na.
or Affembly of Chriftian People, govern'd
turaliſts, the Treddle of an Egg.
by a lawful Minifter.
The Catholick or Univerſal Church,
Cicatrizantia , cicatrizing Medicines that
the whole Body of the Faithful, through fill up Sores with Fleſh , and cover them
out all the Parts of the habitable Earth , of witha Skin.
which CHRIST is the Head.
To Cicatrize, to cloſe up a Wound, to
Church-letten, (W. C.) a Church- yard. bring it to aScar.
Church- Reve, (s. ) the Guardian, or
Cicatriſ, ( L.) a Cicatrice, Soar, or Seam
Overſeer of the Church s a Church
of a Wound .
warden .
Ciceley , a proper Name of Women.
Ciceley or Sweet Cicely, an Herb.
Ckurch- awardens , Officers yearly
Cieerā, a kind of Pulſe like Chichlings,
choſen by Conſent of the Miniſter and
good for Fodder.
Veſtry, to look to the Church, Church
Cartari, Pills made of Turpen .
Cicera
yard , Pariſ Affairs, bc.
Churchellet, (s.) a certain Meaſure of tine and Cream of Tartar.
Cicero, the Name of a famous Orator
Wheat, which in old Times every Man us’d
to give to the Church on St. Martin's Day . and Philoſopher among the Romans : Whence
Churl or Carl, a Clown, a Country
Ciceronian Style, a Rhetorical, elo
bumpkin ; a covecous Hunks : Among our quent and pure Style, or manner of Ex .
Saxon Anceſtours, a free Tenant at Will.
preſſion.
Cich or Cich-peale, a kind of Pulſe.
Churlify, clowniſh, ſurly, ill-natur'd .
CInrr-worm , an Infect.
Cichlings, perry Ciches.
Churcot, (S ) certain cuſtomary Duties,
Cichory, orSuccopy, an Herb !
anciently paid to the Pariſh - Prieſt .
Cid , ( Sp.) a valiant Man , or great
Chus, (G.) a Meaſure among the Captain .
Cidaris , a Cap of State among the
Grecians containing fix of our Pints.
Clple, a white Juice in the Stomach ancient Perſians.
and Bowels ; which mingling with the
Cider , an excellent Drink made of
Gall and Pancreatick Juice, paſſes the Apples.
Lacteal Veins, & c, and at laſt is imbodied
Cideriſt, onethat deals in Cider.
with the Bloud .
Ctperkth or Durre, a Liquor made of
Chplification , the natural Act or Fa- the groſs Matter left after the Cider is preſs’d .
out
.
culty of changing the Nouriſhment, or
Food, into Chyle .
Cierge, ( F.) a Wax-taper, Wax-candle,
Chylofis, the ſame as Chlification .
or Lamp, Chaucer .
Cilery, the Drapery, Foliage, or brans
Chymere , a kind of Coat, or Jacket ;
allo a Herald ': Coat of Arms,
shest Work-on the headsof Pillass. Cllia ,
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Cinquanteniere, a Commander of the
Cilia , ( L) the Eye -brows, or Eye-l de
Ciliare Ligamentum or Proceflis Militia of a Town in France : Allo a paró
Ciliars, ( in Anat .) is a Collection of ticular Officer in the City ofParis ,
fmall flender Filaments or Threads which
Cinquecfoil or five leav'd Orals, an
encompaſs the Cryſtalline Humour "in the Herb that takes Name from the Number of
Leaves that grow together in a Tuft.
Cilium , the Eye-lid ; properly che 'ut
Cingue
port, a ſort of Fishing -net, ſo
five Entrances into it.
moft
Hairs edgeof
grow . the Eyelid, out of which the call dfrom the
Cinque-Ports, five remarkable Ha.
Cilo , one that has a Head, with a vens, which lie towards France on the Eaſt
Sharp Crown like a Sugar - loaf, or that has part of England, viz , Haſtings, Dover, Hiche,
a great Fore-head.
Romney and Sandwich ; to which Rye and
Cimeter , a kind of broad Back -ſword Winchelſea are added as Appendants : They
much as'ci in Turkey and Perſia.
are under the Juriſdiction of the Conſta
Cimmerians, a People of Scythia, whoſe ble of Dover-Caſtle, and were firſt eſtabliſh'd
Country was compaſs'd about with Woods, by K. WilliamI. for the better Security of
and always cover'd with thick Clouds : the Coaſt .
Whence Cimmerian Darkneſs is Proverbially
LordWlarden of the Cinque-ports,
taken for avery great Obſcurity.
an eſpecial Governour of thoſe noted Ha
Cina Cinæ , the ſame as Quinquina, or vens, who has the Authority of an Admi.
the lefuits Bark ,
ral among them , and ſends out Writs in
Cincater or Cincanter , as An old Cin . his own Name.
ction , a young Shoot, Sprig, or Sucker
cater, i, e, a Man aged Fifty Years.
Cincon , an admirableBird in theWeſt. of aTree : In Anatomy,the ſame with the
,
vvula
beauyet
a
Beetle,
Indies, no bigger than
tify'd with delicate Feachers.
Ciperoug, a kind of Bulruth .
Cincture, (L.) . a girding : In Archi
Cipher, (in Arith.) a Note or Chaa
re&ture, that part which makes the middle racter, which being ſer after any of the
of a Pillar.
other Figures, encreaſes their Value by
Cinefaction or Cineration, ( C.T.) Cal- Tens. Alſo a flouriſh of Letters compriſing
cination, or the burning of any thing the Name of a Perſon , or ſome fhort Sens
to Aſhes.
tence : Alſo a ſecrer Chara & er agreed on
between two Parties, for the writing of
Cineres , Cinders, Aſhes, Embers.
Cineres Clavellati, gravelled Athes, Letters, Intelligence, & r.
hes that are
a Chymical Term
the
To Cipher , to caſt Accounts.
made of Tartar, or the Lees of Wine
Cippus , (L.) a Pillar with an inſcri
Burnt.
prion , a Grave-ſtone: In old Records, a pair
Cineritia, . (in Anas.) the outward, Of Stocks, or Pillory.
Circenfiau Games, the Plays of the
94 foft, glandulous Sabftance of the Brain,
Circus, "anciently much us'd at Rome in
• ſo call’d from its Ath -colour.
imitation of the OlympickGames in Greece.
? Cingle, a Girth for a Horſe.
Tingulum (L.) a Girdle , Girth , or · Circius, ( L.) a boift'rous Souch-wind ,
Band ; alſo an Herb in the Sea, growing or Hurricane, which blows out of France
thro ' Italy.
like aGirdle; Sea-belt.
Circle , a Compaſs, a Ring : In Geomes
Cingulum Acneris, (in Palmeftry) the
FigureofaSemicircledrawnfrom a Space try,a plain Figure,comprehended under
Point in
: betwixtthe Fore-fingers and Middle- finger, one crooked Line, and havinga
ich all Righe-lines
to the Space between the Ring-finger and the middle, from
drawn to che circumference are equal.
Little-finger. )
Cirde of the Equants(instron.)
Cinnabar or Cinoper, red Lead, a
Mineral conſiſting of SulphurandMercury is a Circle deſcribed onthe Center of the
Cinnabar of antimony, a mixtureof Equant; and its chief Uſe' is to find the
equal Parts of powder'd Antimony, and Variation of the firft Inequality
fublimate Corrofive :
Circle of Jnclination , a greatCircle
Cimamon, • fort of Spice, being the aboutthe Sun in the Sphere ofthe fixed
kcond Bark of a Tree, as large as the Stars ; falling right upon the Ecliptick:
isone
Olive,
ofperpetualapparition ,
Circle
Cinquain , ( F. M.T.) an ancient Or- ofthe lefler Circles parallel to theEquatori
* der of Battel,to draw up five Batallions, fo nam'din regard thatall the Stars which
ſo as to make threeLines ;i,e . Van , Main - are included in it,never ſet, butare always
Circh
Body and Rear,
viſible above the Horizon ,
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Circle of perpetual D ccultation , is a- ſeveral Parts of his Province, upon particu
another Circle at a like diſtance from the lar Occaſions,
Circulatory Ueffels, ( C.T.) ſuch as ſerve
Equator, which contains all thoſe Stars that
to diftill by Circulation ,
never appear in our Hemiſphere.
Circles of Declination , (on the Globe)
A Eirailatory , a Glaſs- Vefſel in which
are the Meridians, on which the Declinati- the Steam of the diſtilled Liquor, by its ri,
on, or Diſtance from the Equator of any ling and falling, rolls about as it were in a
Circle.
Planet, or Star is counted .
Cirailatum minus, ( C. T.) Spirit of
Circles of Longitide, are great Cir
icles, that paſs throʻ the Star and the Pole of Wine.
Cirailus, ( L.) a Circle or Compaſs, a
the Ecliptick , where they determine the
Star's Longitude. The Meridians are like- Ring, a Hoop : Among Chymifts, a round
wiſe ſo call'd , becauſe they ſerve to mark Inſtrument made of Iron, for cutting off
our the Longitude of Places.
the Necks of Retotts, Cucurbits, or other
Circles of Polttioii, are Circles that Glaſs:Veſſels.
paſs by the Common Points, where the Hou
Ciraumagentes Murali, (in Anat.)
rizon and Meridian mutually. cut one ano- certain Muſcles of the Eyes, fo nam'd from
ther, and thro'any Degree of the Ecliptick , their helping to Wind, and turn the Eyes
or Point in the Heavens, of the Center of round about.
any Star.
Circumaggeration , a heaping round a .
Circles of the Empire, are certain bout.
large Provinces, or Countries into which
Ciramainbient, encompaſling, or flow
the Empire of Germany is divided, being ing about.
Ten in Number.
Circumambulation, a walking about.
Circler, a Roll made of Pewter, or o
Circumcellio, a Vagabond, or Wander:
ther Metal to ſet and turn a Diſh on a Table. Jer, onethatgoesupand down, havingno
Circocele, (G.) a Swelling of the Seed - | çertain Abode.
veſſels in the Scrotum .
Circuimeelliones , certain abominable
Circuit, ( L) a going about, a Compaſs : Hereticks that ſtroll'd about from one Place
Alſo the Travelling of the Judges twice a to another, and to get repute laid violent
Year, to adminiſter Juſtice in ſeveral Coun- Hands upon themſelves:
ties.
Efraimcifion, a cutting off the Fore.
Circuition, a fetching a Compaſs, or skin from Male Children ; a Ceremony in
going abour.
uſe among the Jews and Turks.
Cirmins, (L.) a Circuit, or Compaſs :
Ciraimoudion, a leading abour.
Circumference, Circuit, or Compafs :
Alſo the Courſe of a Fever, or Ague.
Circuity of action, ( L.T.) à longer In Geometry, that Line which goes about,
Courſe of Proceeding than is needful to re- and encloſes the Area, or Content of a
Circle.
cover, the thing fued for.
Cirailar ,that is in form of a Circle,
Circunferentoj, a Mathematical Inftru
found.
ment us’d by Geometricans and Surveyors.
Circular or Spherical Plumbers, (in
Ciraunfler, (in Gram .) a fort of Ac
Arith.) are ſuch whoſe Powers end in the cent fer over alongor contracted Syllable,
Roots themſelves. As s , whoſe Square is which is marked ( ^ ) and in Greek (* )
Ciraimfhiotis or Ctrcnmfiuent, flow .
25 , Cube 125, &c.
To Ciralate,to go, or move round.
ingabout.
Cirailation, the Motion of that which
Ciretunfožaneous, that is carry'd about
Circulaces : In Chymiſtry, a particular Moti- , the Market, or Court.
on given to Liquors which is ftirr'd up by . Circumfuſion , a pouring about.
Fire, and cauſesthe Vapours to riſe and fail
to and fro .
Circulation of the Blood, a continual
Motion of that Humour palling from the
Heart thro' the Arteries, and returning back
to the Heart thro ' the Veins.
Ciraiļato ya thar circulares, or goes
round.
Circulatory Letters, are Letters ſent
intoall Parts of aKingdomby general Commillioners; or by an Archbiſhop into the

Ctraimgyzation, a fetching a greatCira
cuit about, a whirling, or turning about.
Circumjatınt, lying round about.
Ciraiminleſlion , ( in Divinity) the recic
procal Exiſtence of the Three Perſons of
the Holy Trinity in each other.
Circmligation, a binding, or tying
about.
Circumlocution, a Ferch, or Compafs
of Words,made uſeofwhen a proper Word
cannot be found to expreſs a thing ;
Circum
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Circumplication , a folding, rolling, or
winding about.
Ciraum -Polar Stars, are ſuch Stars
as being pretty near the North- Pole, move
round it.
Circumpofition , a putting, or laying,
about ; In the Art of Gardening, a kind of
Laying, when the Mould is born up to the
Bough.
Circumpulſion, ( in Philos.) the thruſting forward of Bodies, which are mov'd
by thoſe that lie round about them .
Circumrotation , a wheeling abour.
To Circumſcribe, to limit , bound , or
ftint. In Geometry, a Figure is ſaid to be
circumſcribed,when either the Angles, Sides,
or Planes of the outward Figure, touch all
the Angles of the Figure chat is drawn wich' in it.
Circumſcriptipis, the Act of Circumſcribing : In Philoſophy, the certain Limits,
or Bounds of any Natural Body.
Circumſcription External, is other
wife termed Local : Thus a Body is ſaid To
be circumſcribed locally, or To bein a Place
circumſcriptively, when it has a certain
and determinate Vbi, or Place with reſpect
to the circum - ambient, or encompaſing
Bodies.
Circumſcription. Internal , ' is that
which belongs to the Eflence and Quality of
every Body, whereby it has a certain determinate Extenſion, Bounds and Figure.
Ciraimſpect, wary, wiſe, conſiderate.
Ciraimſpection, Warineſs, Diſeretion.
Circumftance, a Quality that accompanies any thing ; as Time, Place, 6c,
Circumſtanced, that is under, or at
tended with Circumſtances.
Ciraimſtantial, relating, or belonging
to Circumſtances.
To Circumſtantiate, to deſcribe a thing
with its Circumſtances.
De Circumftantibus, (L. T.) the Number of Jurors ſupply'd or made up out of
thoſe that are preſent, when any impan
nelkd do not appear, or appearing, are chal
lenged .
Circumvallation , or The Line of
Circumvallation , (in Fortif ) is a Line, or
Trench cut by the Beſiegers, and bordered
with a Breaſt-work , ſo as to encompaſs all
heir Camp .
Circundection , a carrying about.
To Circunvent, to over-reach, to co
zen , or deceive.
Circumvention , Over-reaching, Cheat
ing ; Cozenage, Deceit.
Kiraimvolution , a Rolling, or Turn .
ing about,
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Circus, (L.)a Circle, or Rundle, a Ring :
Alſo a ſort of large Building rais'd by the
ancient Romans, for Shews,Games,& c .Allo
a kind of Hawk, or Bird of Prey call'd a
Cryer; the Falcon-gentle.
Ciris, a ſort of creſted Lark , a Bird .
Cirrus, a Tuft, or Lock of Hair curl
ed : Cirri are alſo taken for thoſe fine
Strings, or Hairs, by which fome Plants fa
ften chemſelves, in order to their Support in
creeping along ; as Ivy, 6c.
Cirlocele, (G. in Surgery) a ſwelling of
the Vefſels about the Telticles, that prepare
the Semen .
Cirlos, a crooked ſwoln Vein ,
Ciſalpine Countries , thoſe Countries
that are ſituated on the hither Side of the
Mountains callid Alps.
Cifroid , ( inGeom .) the Name of a cer
tain Curve, or crooked Line invented by
Diocles.
Ciſtercian woonks , an Order of Friers
founded by Robert, Abbot of Cifteaux ,
A. D. 1098.
Cilta Özatiæ , (0.L.) a Church -Coffer,
where the Peoples Alms-Money was kept,
Ciſtern , ( C.) a Place under Ground, for
the keeping of Rain -water ; or a leaden Ver
fel to hold a Stock of Water for Houſehold
Uſes. Among Confectioners, á portable
Inſtrument in form of a Box , into which
Jellies, Creams, & c. are put in order to be
Iccd .
Ciſtophorus, an ancient Coin in Value
as much as Three Oboli and a half, or Two
Pence Farthing.
Ciſtus, a thrubby Plant, which yields a
kind of clammy ſweet Dew , that ſerves to
make the Gum call'd Ladanum .
Citadel, ( I.) a Fort with ſeveral Baſti
ons rais'd on the moſt advantageous Ground
aboutthe City .
Citation , (L.) a citing, or quoting. In
the Civil Law , a Summons to appear in the
Spiritual Court.
To Cite, to alledge, or quote an Autho
rity, or Paffage in a Book ; alſo to ſummon
to appear before an Ecclefiaftical Judge.
Citizeit, a Frec-man, or Inhabitant of a
City.
Citriale, a Cittern, or Guittar. Chaucer.
Citrine or Citron - colour, the Colour
of a Pomecitron , or golden Colour.
Citron , a kind of great Lemmon.
Citriili, a ſort of Cucumber, or Pump
kinof a Citron -Colour.
City, a great walled Town ; more-eſpe
cially a TownCorporate, that has a Biſhop's
See , and a Cathedral Church.

Citta ,
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Citta, (G.) a Fault in the Appetite, as Clamea admittenda in itinere attar
when Women long for things that are not natam , a Wşitwhereby the Juſtices in Eyre,
fi co be eaten ; as Lime,Coals, Shells,&c. are commanded to admit of one's Claim by
Alſo the Longing of Women with Child. Attorney, that is employ'd in the Queen's
Cittein , a kind of Muſical Inſtrument. Service , and cannot come in his own Pero
Dirtofis , (G.) a Fault in Vines, when ron ,
Clammed , (0.) ſtarved with Hunger.
Gripes fall from the Cluſters, and periſh,
Claminy, gluih, ſticking.
Cives, a fort of wild Leaks, whoſe
I eaves are us'd for Sallet- furniture .
Clamorous, (L.) full of Clamour,noiſy.
Civet, a Perfume like Musk made ofthe
Clamour, Noiſe, Out-cry ; a loud and
Excrement of the Civet- Cat ; alſo a kind tumultuous Cry.
of Sallez -herb. Alſo a particular Way of
To Clamouir, to make a Noiſe, to cry
out againſt.
dreſling Chickens, Hares, & c.
Clainy , ( in Joyner's-Work) a particu
Civick Crown , (among the Romans) a
Garland madė of Oak -branches, with A- lar manner of letting Boards one into
corns, or of Ground -Oak , and given as a another.'
Reward to ſuch as had fav'd á Citizen's Life
Clan, a Tribe, or Family in Scotland .
in Bartel.
Clancular, (L.) privy, ſecret.
Civil, (L.) courteous, kind , well-bred :
Glandeling, done in private, or hug
Alſo Policical, belonging to the Citizens, ger-mugger, os contrary to the Prohibitions
City , or State.
of the Law.
. Civil Days, (in Aftron.) contain juſt .
To Clang, to ſound as a Trumpet does.
Twenty four Hours a -piece , reckon'd from
Clap, à Crack , a Blow ; alſo a Venc
Twelve a Clock at Noon, or Night on one reous, or pocky Diſeaſe. In Falconry, the
Day, to the ſame time the next Day.
neither part of a Hawk's Beak is callºd the
Cipd Death, is when a perſon is cut clap :
off from Civil Society, by being ſentenc’d
Clap -niet and Looking- Glas, a Deo
to perpetual Banifhment, to working in the vice to carch Larks with.
Clapboarð, a Board cut in order to
Mines, or to the Galleys, &c.
Civil Law , the peculiar Law of any make Casks or veſſels.
Clap-biead, ( C ) chin hard Oat-cakes.
State, Country, or City : But it is general
Clapers, ( F.) Warren -Pales or Walls.
ly taken for a Body of Laws compos'd out
Clapper of Coneys, a Place under
of the beft of the Roman and Grecian
Laws, which in the Main was receiv'd Ground, where Rabbers, or Coneys are
throughout all the Roman Dominions for bred .
Clara, (L. clear, or bright) a proper
above 1200 Years, and is ſtill obſerv'd in
feveral Parts of Europe.
Name of Women ,
Clarencieur, the Title of the ſecond
Civil Year, the Legal Year, appoint
ed by every State to be us'd within its King at Arms, whoſe Office is to marſhal
own Dominions.
and diſpoſe the Funerals of all Knights'an /
Civilian ,aDoctoř, Profeffour, or Stu Eſquires throughout the Realm , on the
dent in the civil Law .
South - ſide of the River Trent.
Cibility , Courteſey, Obligingneſs,
Claret, a Name generally given to the
To Civilize , to make civil, or courte red wines of France.
ous ; to foften or poliſh Manners.
Clarct-wine apple, a fore of fair
To Clack , to ſnap , rattle, or make a white Apple, that yields a pleaſant tarp
kind of Mrill Noiſe .
Juice .
To Clack Wooll, is to cut off the
Claretim , (0. L.) a Liquor made of
Sheep'sMark , which makes it weigh leſs, Wine and Honey, clarify'd by boiling ;
and yield leſs Cuftom .
Hippocras.
Cladus, ( 0.L.) a Wattle, or Hurdle .
Claricoşds, a kind of Muſical Inſtru:
Claim , Challenge', or Demand : In ment,
Lexo, a Challenge of Intereſt in any thing
Clarification , the A& of clarifying, as
that is out of one's Poffefſion ,
when Juices, or chick Liquors are made
To Claim , to lay Claim to, to chal clearer, or finer.
len
ge.
To Clarify , to make, or to grow clear.
Clam or Clamp, a ſort of Shell- bilḥ with reſpect to Juices, or Liquors.
in the Weft. Indies.
Clarigatio, (L. in the Roman Law ) a
To Clamber , to climb, or get up.
Demand of Satisfaction for an Injury done,
S
and
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and a proclaiming of War thereupon ; a
Clale , an Artiele, or Conclufion, a
particular Proviſoe, or Condition made in a
Reprizal, or Letter of Mart.
larton , a kind of thrill Trumpet : [ Contrac , or put into any Inſtrument, or
Alſo a Bearing in Heraldry, which repreſents Deed.
the Figure of ſuch an old -faſhion'd Trum
Clauſe-Rolls, certain Rolls preſerv'd
pet .
in the Tower of London, and containing
Clarınarthan , (in the Scotch Law) the ſuch Records as were committed to cloſe
warranting of ſtollen Cattel, or Goods.
Writs.
ClauÄck or Claulke, (0.) the Claw
Clary , a Plant ſaid to be a Friend to
the Eyes, and a Strengthener of the Back ': ficknets, or Foot-rot in Sheep.
Of lauftral, ( L ) belonging to a Cloiſter.
Alſo a ſort of Strong.Water made of that
Clauſtura , (0. L.) Brush-wood for
Herb.
To Clath , to make a confuſed Noiſe, Hedg's, or Fences.
Clatlum fregit, (L. T ) an Action of
to beat againſt ; to wrangle, to diſa
gree .
Treſpaſs, ſo call'd 3 becauſe in the Writ,
Claſp , a ſort of Buckle ; alſo a kind ſuch a one is ſummon'd to anſwer, Quare
of Tendrel, young Shoot , or Sprig of a Clauſum fregit, that is, why he did ſuch a
Tree.
Treſpaſs ?
Claulum Pafchæ , (0. S.) the Utas,
ToClalp, to buckle, to embrace.
Claſpers, the twiſted Threads, with or eighth Day after Eaſter, ſo termed, beo
which certain Shrubs and Herbs take bold cauſe it cloſes that Feſtival.
Claſura Depæ , the Incloſure of a
ofTrees, or Plants that grow about them .
Claſs or Claſfis, ( L.) a form in a Hedge.
Clavus, a Nail , or Spike , alſo a
School ; alſo Rank, ' or Order : Alſo an
Aſſembly of Divines in the Proteſtant Wart, or Corn in the Finger, or Toe ; a
Churches of France.
little hard Swelling in the Corner of the
Claſſical or Claf& ck, as A Claſſical Eye: Alſo a Pain in the Eye-Brow , which
Author, i, e, an approved Writer, one of ſeems as if that part of the Head were
good Credit and Authority in the Schools. bord through with an Awger, or Wim
To Clatter, to make a Noiſe; to chat ble .
Clawa, (0. L.) a Cloſe, or ſmall In
ter, or pratrle ; to diſpute , or brangle.
cloſure.
Cland, (0. B.) a Ditch ,
E landent, (L.) ſhutting or cloſing ; as
Clave, ( F.) a Hurdle of Rods wattled
the
together : In Fortification, Clayes are Wat
Claudent-muſcles, i. e, certain Muſcles tles inade of ſtrong Stakes interwoven with
thar ferve to ſhut the Eye-lids.
Ofiers, or other ſmall Twigs to cover Lodg.
Claudere, to ſhut, or incloſe ; to finish, ments, with Earth heap'd on them .
or conclude : In ancient Deeds, to turn
Clear, fair, fine, pure : In Architett.
open Fields into Cloſes, or Incloſures.
ure , the inſide Work ; as , A Cloſet in the
Clavecymbal or Clarycymbal, a kind Clear.
of Muſical Inſtrument with Wire-ſtrings.
To Clear, to make clear : In the Art
Claver or Clover - Olaſs, a fost of of War, To clear the Trenches, is to beat out
three- Icav'd Graſs.
thoſe that guard them , with a vigorous Sal
Claves Juliila , (L. i. e, the Keys of ley from the Place Beſieged.
the Inand) a Term of Art usd in the Ine
Clear -lighted, thathasa quick Sight;
of Man, for thoſe izPerſons, to whom all alſo that is of a ſharp,ready Wit, or of
doubtful and weighty Caſes are reſerv’d.
a piercing Judgment.
Clavia, (0. L.) a Mace, or Club ; as
Clear walk , a Term that relates to
Serjantia Clavia, 1, e. the Sergeancy , or Game-cocks, and fignifies the Place that
the Fighting-cock is in,
Service of the Clovery , or Mace.
Clavicula, a little Key , cr ſmall Club : Cleat, ( s. T.) a ſmall Wedge ; or piece
Alſo the Tendrel, or young Shoot of a of Wood faftend on the Yard -ar.ns of a
Ship, to keep the Ropes from flipping off
Vine.
Clapiaila , (in Anas.) the Clavicles, or the yard .
Channel-bones.
Cleaver, a ſort of Chopping-knife us'd
Clavis , a Rey, a Lock, or Bolt : The by Butchers, &c.
Word is commonly us'd in Engliſh, for the
Cleavers , an Herb .
Ordi.
Expoſition of a Cipher, or any fecret
Oleche, (in Heraldry) when any
nary is pierced tliro ' with the ſame Figure.
Witing

Cleides,
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Cleides, (G ) Keys: In Anatomy, the is one that prays his Clergy before Judg :
ment.
Clavicles, or Channel-bones.
Cleromancy, (G.) a Sooth -ſaying, or.
Clema or Clematis, a Twig , or Spray ;
a Shoot,or young Branch : Among Herba- Fortune-telling by Lots, or the throwing
- lifts, it is more eſpecially apply'd to ſeveral of Dice.
Clever , that has the Knack of doing,
Plants that are full of Twigs.
Clemency, ( L. ) Gentleneſs, Graciour or deviſing a Thing ; skilful, ingenious.
!evis , (0.) Clifts, or Rocks.
C
neſs.
Clement, Mild , Gentle, Courteous ,
Clew , a Bottom of Thread, Silk, & c.
alſo a proper Name of Men .
Clew of a Sall, ( S. T.) the lower
Clementines , a part of the Body of Corner of it, which reaches down to that
the Canon -law , being certain Decretals, 1 part where the Tackles and Sheat-ropes are
or Conſtitutions of Pope Clement V. Enacted made faſt.
in the Council of Vienna,
Clew - Baruet, a Rope that is made faſt
Clend -bolts, ( in á Ship ) a ſort of to the Clew of the Sail, and frona thence
Iron - pins, clenched or made faſt , at' the runs in a Block faften'd to the iniddle of the
Main and Fore-yard.
ends where they come through.
Claige, ( o.) to cleanſe ; alſo factious,
Cilew - Line, is the ſame to the Top-fails,
diſorderly.
Top-gallant Sails, and Sprit-ſails, that the
Clep , (in the Scotch Law ) a Form of Clew -garnet is to the Main and Fore-fail,
Cley , ( C.) a Hurdle for penning, of
Claim, Libel, or Petition.
foldingSheep.
Elepro, ( 0.) calfed , or named.
C /crgion , a Clerk , or Clergy-man .
To Click or To go Click -claik , a
Chaucer,
Word commonly made Uſe of to expreſs
Clergy, the whole Body of Church- the Noiſe of a Watch , & c.
men , that take upon them the Miniſterial
Clicket, the Knocker of a Door ; , but
Functions: Alſo a Clerk's Appeal, or Plea Chaucer uſes it for a Key ; alſo a Lizard's
to an Indi&tment.
Clapper .
Clicketting , ( H. T.) a Fox, when de
Clerical, belonging to the Clergy.
Clerico adinittendo , a Writ directed firous of Copulation , is ſaid to go to his
is to the Bifhop, for the admitting of a Clerk Clicketting.
to a Benefice.
Client, ( L. among the Romans) a: Citi
CClericocapto per Statutum Aereas zen thatputhimſelf under the Protection
tornm , & c. a Wrir to che Biſhop, for the of ſome great Man , who was ftylde
Delivery of a Clerk out of Priſon; that is Patron. The Word is now alſo us'd for
in Cuftody, upon the Breach of a Statute a Perſon that retains a Lawyer, or Proctor
Merchant.
to plea ' his Caur
Clerico Convitto Committo Oaola
Cliff or Cl.ft, the Side, or Pitch of a
t
in deferti Didinari deliberando, &c. Hill ; a cragged Mountain, or broken Rock
à Writ for the Delivering of a Clerk to his on the Sea-coaſts.
Ordinary, that formerly was convicted of Cuff or Cleavé, (in Mufick ) is a certain
Felooy.
Character, or Mark , from the Seat of
Clerico infra Sacros Didines Con- which , the proper Places of all the other
ſtituto non eligendo in Dfficum , is a Notes, in any song, or Leſſon, are diſ
Writto Bailiffs, bc, that have thruſt a cover'd, by proving the ſaid Notes from
Bailiwick upon one in Holy Orders, charg . thence, according to the Scale of the
Gam -ut.
ing them to releaſe him again.
Climatterical, (G.) belonging to the
Cleriais, a Clerk, or a Clergy-man :
Alſo a Secular Prieſt, as diſtinguiſd from Sceps, or Rounds of a Ladder : As, Cli
i Religious, or Regular one,
malterical Tears, i, e certain remarkable
Cleriais Sacerdotis, a Pariſh-clerk , or years, whereby Man's Life gets up , as it
were, to its appointed Period. Thus
inferiour Affiftant to the Prieſt.
Clerk , a Title appropriated, 1. To Clero every Seventh and Ninth Year is faid To
gy-men , or Miniſters of the Church ; 2. To be Climaterical, wherein if any Sickneſs
ſuch as by their Function, or Courſe of happen, it is counted very dangerous,
Life, uſe their Pen in any Courts, or elſe eſpecially the 63d, and sitt, which are
where.
termed Grand Climactericks.
Clerk attaint, ( L. T. ) is a Clerk
Climate or Clime, (in Geogr. ) a Por
who has his Clergy allow'd him , having tion of the Earth , contain'd between two
pray'd it affer Judgment : And Clerk. Convift, 1 Circles parallel to the Equator ; in which
S2
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Cloff, the Bag, Barret, or Canvas, os
Space, there is half an Hour's Difference in
the Length of the Day.
in which any Commodity is put for conve
Climatias, (G.) a kind of Earthquakethat nience of Carriage.
Clogs; a ſort of Pattens without Rings
moves ſide- long, and lays flat what is be
fore it.
Allo pieces of Wood, or the like, faſtend
Climar, a Ladder, the Step of a Lad about the Necke,' or Legs of Beaſts, to
der, a Stile : In Rhetorick, a Figure that keep them from running away.
Cloiſter, a Place in a Monaſtery with
proceeds by degrees from one Thing to
Piazza's round it, or the Monaſtery it
another.
Climers" or Climbiers, a ſort of ſelf.
Herb .
To Cloiſter up , to fut, or pen up ;
Climer of Qirginia or Wirginia- Ivy, to confine in a Place,
a Shrub
Cloke, a well known Garment ; alſo
Clinch, a ſmart and witty Expref- a Blind. Colour, or Pretence .
fion .
Clole, 'thick, near, as Houſes are ; dark ,
Clinch of a Cable, ( S. T.) that part of hidden, reſerved : Among Heralds a Term
a Cable which is made faſt to the Ring of u'd when any Bird is born in a Coat of
the Anchor.
Arms, with its Wings ſtraight down about
Clincher, a witry, or ingenious Perſon , it, and in a ſtanding Pofture.
that makes ſmart Repartees : Alſo a ſmall
A Cloſe, a Concluſion, End, or Iffue ;
Ship , 'or Boat, whoſe Planks are laid one alſo a piece of Ground hedged , or fenced
över another.
about . In Muſick, a Cloſe is either the End
Clinching, ( S. T.) the flight Ćalking of of a Strain callid an Imperfe&t Cloſe, or elie
End of a Tune, or Leflon , term'd a
the
a Veffel when foul Weather is expected 'a
Perfe&t Close.
bout the Harbour.
To Cloſe, to conclude, or end, to agree
To Cling, to ſtickcloſe to.
Clingy, apt to cling, clammy.
with ; alſo to heal up, or tend to bcal
Climce , (G. P.T.) that part of Phyſick , ing.
To Cloſe án Account, is to make an
which looks after the Cure of bed -rid
end of, or ſhut it up , by drawing a Line,
People.
Clíniais, a' Phyſician that attends ſuch doc. when no more is to be added .
Cloſet, a little Apartment in a Room :
Patients ; alſo a Bearer that carries the
In Heraldry, the half of a Bar, or ſmaller
Dead to the Gravé.
To Clink , to rinig , or found; as Metal Felle.
Cloſetting, private Conſultations, or
does.
Clinket, (0.) a Key -hole.
Intrigues of the Cabinet -Council of a
Clinoides Apophyles, (G. in Añat.) | Prince.
Cloro, (0. S.) a Game, now common
in theinſide
are four Proceſſes, or Knobs,
of the Os Sphenoides, or Wedge -like Bone.
ly callid Nine -pins.
Clio, one of the Nine Mufes ,ſaid to be
Cloth or Foimder, a Diftemper in the
the firſt Inventreſs of Hiſtory , and Heroick Feet of Cattel.
Clótt- Surr, a fort of Plant.
Poëtty.
To Clotter, to curdle, or grow thick,
Clitoris, (in Anat .) a Part in the Pu.
dendum Muliebre, about the Bigneſs of the as Cream does, or Bloud when it is cold .
Vvula.
Clouds , a Maſs of watery Particles,
which are drawn or ſent out of the Earth
: Clivers, a kind of Herb .
To Cloath , to furnith, or cover with in Vapours, into the middle Region of the
Cloaths, to dreſs.
Among Sea -men,
Air, and fall down again in Rain .
Cloudsberry, a Plani on Pendle-hill is
Maft is faid To be cloathed, when the Sail is
ſo long as to reach down to the Gratings of Lancaſhire, ſo called as if it came out of the
Clouds.
the Hatches.
Cloves , the Fruit of a Tree, as big as
Clocks a well known Inſtrument, or
Device, to meaſure Time with ; alo a ſort the Laurel-tree. Clové is alſo a Term us' :
of Beetle, an Infect.
in Weights : Thus 7 .Pounds of Wooll
Clodesalt, ( in the Boilaries at Nant- make a Clove ; but in Elex 8 Pounds of
wich ) a Cake which ſticks to the Bottom Cheeſe and Butter go to the Clove,
Clove- tongue, an Herb .
of the Pan, and is taken out once in 24
hours.
Clover-grals, a ſort of Grafs, excel
Clogre ( 0.) a Priſon, of Dungeon,
lent Food for Catcel.
Cloro
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Clyto , a Title of Honour, anciendy
Clough, (in Doomsday-book) a Valley :
Alſo the Draught or Allowance of two given in England ,to the King's Sons.
Cniſmus, (G. P.T.) an itching, or sick .
Pounds at every three Hundred Weight, for
the turn of the Scale, that the Commodity ling ; an Itch.
Cniftoregma; the Heart-burning ; a
may hold out when fold by Retail.
Clown, a Country- Fellow .
Pain in the Stomach .
Cnouts -Delfor steeds - bike, a cero
Clownli, Clown-like, ungenteel, rude.
To Cloy, to fill, to give one his fills rain Ditch which Canute the Dane caus'd to
be made between Ramſey and Whittleſey, to
to ſatisfy, to glut.
Eloyed, ( in Gunnery) a piece of Ordi- abate theFury of the Sea in thoſe Parts.
nance is ſaid to be Cloy'd or Poiſon'd, when
To Coacervate, (L. in Philof .) to heap up
together,to gather, or raiſe on Heaps.
any thing is got into the Touch -hole,
Coach, a well known fort of Carriage ;
Cloyed or accioyed, ( among Farriers) a
Term us'd when a Horſe is pricked with a alſo the Council- Chamber on board a Flag .
Nail in Shooing.
thip .
+ Ceaction , Compulſion , Conftraint,
To Chich , to cry as a Hen does in
Force.
calling together her Chickens.
Clumperton , (0.) a Clown.
Coadjutoz,
-helper, an Af
Clumſey , thick and ſhort, aukward , fiftant : In GermaaFellow
ny, a dignify'd Clergy
unhandy.
man, who is joyn'd to a Bifhop, to attest
Clunch or Blew lunch , a Subſtance him in his Epiſcopal Functions.
found next the Coal upon linking the Coal
+ Coadination , a gathering, or joyne
pits at Wednesbury in Stafford-Shire.
ing together into one.
Coagmentation , a joyning, or gluing
Cung, Stuck cloſe together, withered
as Fruitsmay be.
together . Among Chymiſts, a melting of
To Chung, to dry as Wood does, any Matter by caſting in diffolving Pow
when laid upafter it is cut.
ders, and afterwards making it concrete or
Chiniack monks, an Order of Friers rolid .;
To: Coagulate, to congeal, to thicken ,
firſt founded by Berno Abbor of Cluny in
Burgundy a Province of France. A.C.900. to curdle, or turn into Curds : In Chy ,
Cluſh aud rwollen Meck, a Diſtem miſtry, to give a Conſiſtence to Liquids, by
per in Catcel, when the Neck is ſwellid and drawing out ſome part of them into Voce
raw .
pours.
Coagdation , a thickening , or curdling
Clutter, a bunch of Grapes, Figs, & c.
a heap of ſeveral things.
together ; the coming of Cheeſe, or Butter :
In a Chymical Senſe, the reducing of any.
Cluſtery, full of Cluſters.
Cluta, (0. L.) cloured Shooes, Horſe- Liquor to a thicker Subſtance .
Coagulum , (L.) a Curd, Renner that
fooes, or Stakes of Iron , , with which
Cart-wheels are thod .
turns Milk : In Surgery, a kind of curdled
Clutariinn , a Smithy, or Forge, where Subſtance that grows in the hollow of a
fuch Iron - ſhooes are made.
disjnynced Bone.
To Coaks, to ſooth up, or fawn upon .
To Clutch , to clinch the Fift, to hold a
Thing faft.
Coal-fire, ( C.) a parcel of Fire-wood,
Clutter, Throng or Crowd, Buſtle or ſet up for Sale, or Uſe ; containing when
Stir.
burnt , the quantity of a Load of
it
Clydón, (G. ) a Billow , or Wave of the Coals.
Coal-moule, a fortof Bird !
Sea : In a Medicinal Senſe, a floating in
the Ścomach .
Coaleſcence or Coaleſcency, ( in Philos ).
Clymbe, (0.) a Noiſe.
thegathering together and uniting the fine
Clypeiforinis, (L.) a ſort of Comet | fmall Parts that compoſe any Natural Body:
reſembling the Figure of a Shield . '
In Surgery, the growing together again of
Clyma or Clymis, (G.) a Purgation, Parts before ſeparated , the cloſing of a
or Waſhing , a Gliſter.
Wound , cc.
Coalition , the ſame as Coaleſcence, a
Clyllurs , (C.T.) a long digeſting and
uniting of Spirits, in order to make a joyning together , as It was debated how to
Compound of them : Allo a Quinteffence, make a Coalition of Counſels berween them and
or an Extraction of the more Subtil Parts Scotland.
of any Plant.
Coamings or Comings of the Datclj.
Clvſter, a Gliſter, or Auid Medicine es, (in a Ship) are choſe Planks, which
raife
convey'd into the Bowels, by the Funda
Heng,
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raiſe up the Hatches above Decks, and keep
the Warer from running down there.
Coartation, ( L.) a ſtraightening, or
preſſing together.
Coartrallation , a joynting of Bones.
Coaſt, (F.) the Sea -ſhore, a Country
lying on theSea .
To Coaft along , to Sail along the
Sea- coaft. In Husbandry, Coafting , upon
the tranſplanting of a Tree, is when the
fame ſide of the Tree is plac'd to the Southe
Eaft, & c. as formerly grew that Way,
where it ſtood before .
Coat, ä Garment , alſo a Cortage , or
Hut: Among Anatomiſts, a Membranous,
or skinny Cover of any Part of the Body |
dats , (in a Ship ) are pieces of tar
red Canvas put about the Mafts at the
Partners; as alſo about the Pumps at the
Decks.
Coat of Mail, a piece of Armour,
made in form of a Shirt, and wrought
cver with many Iron -rings.
Cob, a rich and covetous Wretch ; alſo
a Foreign Coin, the fame with Piafter.
Cob or Sea Cob, a Bird.
obs, are alſo round Balls, or Pellets,
with which Fowls are uſually crammed.
Cobriron , an Iron on which a Spit
turns.
Cobaltum , ( G. ) a Mineral of a
blackith Colour and cauſtick Quality.
Cobby, ( 0.) ftour, or brisk.
Coca or Cogina, ( 0. L.) a Cogge,
or little Boat.
Cocao-nut or Cacao- faut, an Indian
Nut like an Almond ; which is the princi
pal Ingredient in the making of Chocolate.
Coccygis Ds, (in Anar) a kind of
griftly Bone joyn'd to the Os Sacrum , and
To nam'd, becauſe its Shape is ſomewhat
like a Cuckoe's Bill.
Coccyr , the Cuckoe, a Bird ; alſo che
Gurnard, a Filh ; alſo the Rump, or urmoft
end of the Back -bone.
Cochental" or Tutcheneal, a coſtly
Grain, much us’d in the dying of Scarlet.
Cocherings, a kind of Tribute, or Tax ,
in Ireland ,
Cochlea, (L.) the Cockle, a Shell-fish ;the
Sea -ſnail, or Periwinkle : Alſo a Screw ,
one of the Six Mechanick Powers, or Prin
ciples : In Anatomy, the Hollow of the
inner part of the Ear.
Cochleare,a Spoon ; alſo the leaſt Mea
fure of Liquid things ; a Spoonful.
Cock, a well known Fowl: Alſo the
Pin of a Sun-dial, or Gun , the Needle of
a Ballance , 6c. in a Clock or Watch , the
wrought Piece char covers the Ballance,
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Cocks, (in a Ship ) are little ſquare
pieces of Braſs, with Holes in them , put
into the middle of great Wooden Shivers,
to keep them from ſplitting and galling hy
the Pin of the Block , or Pulley on which
they turn .
Cock -a- hoop, that is all upon the Spur,
ſtanding upon high Terms; alſo tranſported
with Mirth and Jollity.
Cock -brained , hair -brained , giddy.
brained, rath .
Cock -feather, (in Archery) that Fea
ther of the Shaft, which ſtands upright in
due Nocking.
Cock =pit, a Place made for Cocks to
fight in : In a Man of War, a Place on the
lower Deck behind the Main Capitan,
where are Partitions, for the Purſer, the
Surgeon and his Mares.
Cockfroads, a Net contriv'd chiefly
for the taking of Wood -Cocks.
Cockcroches, a kind of Inſect.
Cock -Twain or Cockſon , an Officer in
a Ship, whoſe Buſineſs it is to take care of
the Cock-boat, or Shallop, with all its
Furniture .
Cockthropled horſe, one whoſe Thro
ple or Wind-pipe is ſo long that he is not
able to fetch Breath with ſo much eaſe as
other Horſes do that are looſe-thropled .
Cock -weed, an Herb.
Cocksscomb, an Herb otherwiſe call'd
Yellow Rattle- graſs.
Cocks-walk, is a Place where a Cock
is bred, and to which uſually no other
Cock comes.
Cockal, a ſort of Play.
Cockatrice, a Serpent otherwiſe call’d
a Bafilisk .
To Cocker , to dandle,or beover fond of.
Cocket or Coket, a Seal belonging to
the Queen's Cuſtom -houſe: Allo a Scroll
of Parchment fealid and deliver'd by the
Officers of the Cuſtom -houſe, to the Mere
chants, as a Warrant that their Goods are
cuſtomed .
Cocket-biead, the imeft fort of Whea
ten Bread.
Cockettata Lana, (0. L.) Wooll duly
enter'd at the Cuſtom -houſe, and Cockettet,
or allow'd to be tranſported.
Cockettum or Coketum , the Cuſtom
houſe or Office, where Goods to be ex
ported were enter'd.
Cocking - clochy, a Device, or Frame
made of courfe Canvas tanned, for the
Shooting of Pheafanes , &c.
Cockle, a kind of Shell- fith ; alfo &
Weed otherwiſe callid Corn -roſe.
To Tackle , to pucker, wrinkle, or
Cocklea
Brink, as ComeCloth does,
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Taliack Artery , that which ariſes from
Cockle-ſtairs, winding -Stairs.
Cockiley, a Nick -name commonly gi- the Trunk of the forta, after it enters the
ven to one born and bred in the City of lower Belly.
Caliack Paſſion or affection, a kind
London : Alſo a fondling Child tenderly
Et brought up and cocker'd .
of Looſeneſs, when the Mear is voided
Cockrel, a young Cock bred for fighting. without making any Juice callid Chyle.
Coco, a wonderful Tree in the Indies
Caliack Uein, a Vein that runsinto the
much reſembling a Date-tree, but the Trunk Inteſtinum Cacum .
and Branches are a great deal larger : The
Cæloma, a hollow round Ulcer in the
Nut contains a ſweet Liquor like Milk or horny Coar of the Eye.
Cream , and the Pulp of it is pleaſing to
Calophthalmis , hollow -eyed .
the Taſte : The outward Rind is á Mate.
Calum , (L.) Heaven, the Firmament,
irial for large Cables, and the inner Rind the Weather : In Anatomy, the Hollow of
may be eaten like Artichukes.
the Fye towards the Corners.
Cocquet, ( F.) a Beau, a Gallant ; alſo
Coemption , ( L.) a buying úp of things.
a wanton Girl that ſpeaks fair to ſeveral
Coequal, equal one to anotherr, as Fel
Lovers at once .
lows and Partners are .
Cortion , (L.) a feething, or boiling ;
Coercion, Reſtraint, a keeping in Suba
je &tion and good Order,
alſo a Digeſtion of Meat in the Stomach .
Coercive ,that is capable of reſtraining.'
Coala or Coculum , (0. L.) a little
or witholding.
Drinking-cup in Mape of a Boat..
Coculus Jndix , an Indian Fruit, for
Caruleum , ( C.T.) the blew Rult of
bigneſs and ſhape like a Laurel-berry, the Silver.
Powder of which is made uſe of to deſtroy
Coeftential, that is of the fame Eſſence.
Ji Lice .
Coetancous, being of the fame Age ;
Cod, a Husk or Shale ; alſo a fort of that live together at the fame Time, though
Sea-fifh : Cods, are alſo the Tefticles of a of different Years.
Man.
Cocternal, that is from all Eternity
Cod- ware, Seed or Grain , contain'd with another.
in Cods; as Peaſe, Beans, & c.
Coeriſtent, having a Being together
Code, the Second Volume of the Civil . at the ſame time.
Law , collected by the Emperour Juſtinian .
Cofra, (O. L.) a Coffer, Cheſt, or
There is alſo another Volume call d'the Theo- Trunk.
defian Code, from the Emperor of that
Coffee, a well known Drink .
Name.
Coffer, ( F.) a Trunk , or Cheſt : In
Codebees, ( F.) a ſort of French Hats.
Fortification, a hollow Lodgment, or Trench
Codi:1, (G.) the tops of Poppies, the cut in the bortom of a dry Ditch. In Aro
chief Ingredient of the famous Syrup chite &ture, the lowermoſt part of the
calid Diacodium .
Cornice.
Codicil, (L.) a Supplement to a Will
Cofferer of the Dueen's Houſehold,
or other Writing .
« Principal ,Officer at Court, next to the
Codiniac, ( f ) Quiddeny, or Marmalate Controller,
made of Quinces.
Coffin , a Caſe for a dead Body ; allo
Codlin , a kind of Apple that is proper the hollow Part of a Horſe's Hoof.
to be codled, or Stewed.
To Cog , to Sooth up or Flatter, to
Coe, ( among Miners) the little Lodg.cheat at Dice-play.
ment they make for themſelves, . under
Cogs, the Teeth of a Mill-wheel ; alſo
Ground , they work lower and lower.
Rivers Ouſe and
a kind of Boats us'd on
Coefficient, ( L.) that makes, cauſes, or Humber.
Cog -Ware, certain courſe Cloaths, an
brings to paſs,together with another.
Coefficient of any generating Cerm , ciently madein the North of England.
Geometrical
Fluctions) is the Quantity
(in
Cogent, (L.) preſling , enforcing, for
which ariſesby dividing that Term , by the cible.
generated Quantity .
Cogga or Coggo, (0, L.) a kind of
.
Cocfficients, (in Algebra) fuch Nam Ship, or Sea-veffel.
bers as areſetbefore anyspecies or Letters;
Coggle or Cobble, ( C.) a ſmall Fiſhing
incoMulwhich Letters they are ſuppos'd to boat.
be tiplied .
Cogitation , the Act of Thinking, or
Celia , (G.) the Belly, or "Paunch : In | Thought,the relection of the Mind.
Anat
omy, a great bollow Space in the
Cognation ,
* Body,
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Cognation, Kindred, Affinity , Alliance:
To Coil a Cable, (S. T.) to wind it *
In the Civil Law , the Line of Parentage bout in form of a king the ſeveral Cir
between Males and Females, both deſcen- cles lying one upon another.
ded from the ſame Father .
Calling of the Stad, ( among Husbando
Cognatione, a Writ, theſame as Coſenage. men) is the firſt making choice of a Colt,
Cognilancé, a Badge of Arms: In He or young Horſe for any Service.
Taldry, the ſame with the Crest. In Lam ,
Coit , ( F.) any ſtort of ſtamped Money.
Coinage, the Coining, or Minting of
an Acknowledgement of a Fine; alſo an
Audience, or hearing ofa Matter Judicially. Money .
Coincidence, (L. ) a falling, or meeting
Cogniſance of a Plea, a Privilege that
a Corporation has to hold a Plea ofall Concogether.
Coincident, falling out together, hap
tracts, and of Land within the Bounds of
the Franchiſe.
pening at the ſame.
Coindications, (P. T.) Signs which do
Cogniſes or Conmuſee , the Perſon to
whom a Fine is acknowledged .
not diſcover by themſelves alone, but toge.
Cognilo, or Conm [or, he that acknow . ther with other Circumſtances, help thiz
ledges, or paſſes a Fine of Lands, & c. to Phyſician to form a Judgment about che
another.
Diſeaſe .
Cognitionibıls admittendis, a Writ to
Coins or Duines, the Corners of Walls.
Rultick Coines , Stones that ſtick out
a Juftice, 6c, who having taken Acknow .
ledgement of a Fine, defers to certiry, it in- of a Wall, for new Buildings to be joyn'd
to the Court.
to it.
Cognolcence, ( in Philos.) Knowledge.
Coins or Duoins , great wooden Wed
Cognofative, belonging to Knowledge. ges for the levelling, raiſing, orlowering
To Cohabit,to dwell, or live together, of a piece of Ordnance * Alſo imali
Wedges us’d by Printers.
eſpecially as a Man and his wife does.
Cohabitation , ſuch a Cohabiting, or
Coins or Canting-coins, ( in a Ship)
Dwelling .
little liort pieces of Wood, cut with a larp
oheir, a joint Heir with another.
Ridge, to lie between the Casks,
Coheireſs, a Woman that Ibares an In
Standing- Coins, Billets, or Pipe
heritance with another .
ſtaves to make the Casks faſt.
Coint, ( 0.) ftrange .
To Cohete, to hang well together, to
agree ,to be all of a piece.
Coill or Dueeft , a kind of Bird.
Coherence or Colerency, a cleaving
Coiſtrel, (0.) a Young Lad .'
together, an agreeing, or hanging together.
Cortion , an Aſſembling or Meeting to
Coherent, agreeing after ſuch a manner ; gether;Carnal Copulation : Allo that mu
es A Coherent Diſcourſe .
tual drawing Faculty, or Tendency towards
Coheſion of the parts of matter , each other, which is found between Iron
and the Load-Mone.
Parts
which
the
Quality
by
( in Philof.) that
of all Solid Bodies ftick cloſe to one ano
Toition of the Moon, (in Aftrol.) a
ther.
Term us'd when the Moon is in the fame
Cohibition, a reſtraining, or keeping Sign and Degree of the Zodiack with tbie
back .
Sun.
Coits or Duoits, a ſort of Play.
To ohobate, ( C.T.) to repeat the Di.
ftillation of the ſame Liquor, after having
Coke, ( C.) Pit-coal, or Sea -coal burnt
Four'd it again upon the Dregs.
or changed into the Nature of Char -coal,
Cohobation, the Act of Cohobating, a
Coker, a Buat-man, or Water-man :
repeated Diſtillation.
Cokers, are alſo a ſort of Fiſhermens Boats.
oholt, (among the Romans) was the
Cokes , a meer Fool , of Ninny.
Cokettatio, (0. L.) the Cocketting at
TenthPart of a Legion, or Regiment.
Cohortation, an Exhorting, or Encou- the Cuſtom -Houſe, or taking an Account
raging .
of Goods to be tranſported.
Colationi, a ftraining through a Strainer,
Coff, ( F.) a kind of Hood, or Cap for
the Head.
or Sieve.
Sergcants of the Coif, a Title given
Colatorinm , (L.) a Strainer,
Colature, that Liquor, which after the
to Sergeants at Law, from the Lawn- Coif
theywear on their Heads under their Cap. boiling or infufing of any Ingredients is
Coifed, that wears a Coif.
ſtrain'd thro' a Sieve, Cloth , or woollen :
Coil, Noiſe, Clurter, Buftle ; alſo the Bag.
Preech of a great Gun .
Co.co
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Collation , a Collating, or Comparing :
Celcotal, ( C. T.) the dry red Lees, or
Dregs that remain in the Retort after the Allo an Entertainment or Banquet between
Meals.
D. ftillation of Vitriol.
Collation of a Benefice, the boftowing
Colcotlar, Vitriol calcin'd over a trong
Fire.
of a Church -Living by a Biſhop, who has
Cole or Cale, ( C.) Coleworts ; a known it in his own Gift or Patronage.
Collation of seals, (in ancient Deeds)
Plant.
Colen or Cologne, one of the chief when one Seal was ſet on the backof ano
Cities of Germany.
therupon the r-me Ribbon , or Label.
Collatione facta unipolt mortem ale
Colens-Carth, a ſort of Colour us'd
terins, a Writ enjoyning the Juſtices ofthe
in Painting.
Colberts or Colliberts, ( L.T.) a mid- Common Pleas, to ſend out their Writ to a
dle fort of Tenants, between Servile and Biſhop , for the admitting a Clerk in the
Free : In the Civil Law , they who were
Collatione eremitagii, a writ by
made free together, at the ſame time,
Colibus, the Humming-bird, which is which the King us'd to confer the keeping
no bigger than a large Fly ; yet makes a of an Hermitage upon a Clerk .
Colleague , a Fellow , Companion, or
Noiſe like a Whirl-wind .
Colick , a violent Pain in the Lower Copartner in an Office ; a Partner in any
Belly, that takes its Name from the Gut Co- Charg , or Buſineſs .
Colled , a fhort Prayer.
lon , the Part chiefly affected .
To Collect , to gather, to pick up.
Coliſenin , (L.)a Name peculiar to a fa
Collectaneons, gathered and ſcraped up
mous Amphitheater builc by the Emperor
37. Vefpafian.
togeth T, vickt up out of divers Works.
Collection , the Ad of Collecting, orGao
To Coll, to embrace about the Neck .
Collapſed , fallen to decay, ruin'di as thering, a Compiling. In Logick , a Con
clufion , or Inference.
A Callapſed Eſtate.
Collection of Light, (in Aftrol.) is when
Collar, the upper part of a Doublet or
Band: Allo a kind of Harneſs for a Draught two principal Significators do not behold
or Cart- borſe : Alſo a Ring made of any each other, but both caſt their ſeveral Aſ
Metal, to be put about the Neck of a Slave, pects to a more weighty Planet.
Collegit.pus, gathered up of all Sorts,
Dog , oc,
The Collar, (in a Ship) is a Rope made pickt up and down .
Collective, apt to gather, comprehenſive!
falt about her Beak -head, whereto a Pulley
College, a Company, or Socicery of
nam'd a Dead -man's Eye is fixt, into which
thoſe that are of the fame Profellion, eſpeci..
theMain - ftay is faftep'd .
Collar of SS , an Ornament for the ally Students in an Univerſity .
= Neck , belonging to the Knights of the
College of Phylic ans, a noted for?
Garter.
porarion of Phyſicians in London.
Colleger or Collegiate, a Member, Fel
To Collar, (in Wreftling) is to fix , or
low , or Student of a College.
hold on the Adverſary's Collars.
Collar -Days, certain Feſtival-Days, on
Collegiate Church , aChurchbuilt and
which the Companions of the moſt noble endow'd for a Body Corporate of a Dean ,
Order of the Garter, appear with their Cols and ſeveral Canons or Prebendaries.
lars.
Collerp, aStore-houſe of Coals.
Collarage, a Fine or Tax impos'd for
Collet or Beşil, that part of a Ring in
Collars worn by Wine -drawing Horſes.
which the Stone is ſet.
Colleticks, (G. P.T.) Medicines that are
beſtow Spiritual Li
To Collate,
ving, to compare or examine.
of a gluing, or clofing Faculty.
To Collate or Collation a Book, is to
Collidæ, (L. Guccer-eiles , Water- fura
examine the Letters at the bottom of the rows, or Drains in Fields : In Anatomy, the
Pages, ſo as to find out, whether any Sheets joyning of the Puncta Lachrymalia into one
or I eaves be wanting or not.
Paſſage.
Collaterali that depends on the sides,
Collier, one that works, or deals in
Coals.
or comes Side-ways.
Colli
or
Brothe
Collateral Relations , are
gitans Febris , a Fever, which
rs
Sifters Children , and thoſe that deſcend from by its exceſſive Heat is faid ſuddenly to
melc the Fat, Fleſh, and Subſtance of the
them .
Collateral Security , (L. T.) that which ſolid Parts of the Body .
Colliquated ,( C.T.)melted,
is given over and above the Deed it felf,
Colla
T
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Colliquation , a diſſolving, or melting
Coloration , (L.) a Colouring : In Chia
of Metals, & c. alſo a kind of dangerous miftry, the brightening of Gold, or Silver.
Colors or Cololliis , (G.) a Statue of
Flux, or Scouring .
Colliſion, (in Philos.)a knocking,daſhing, a prodigious Size; as that of Apollo, or
or rubbing together of two Bodies with the Sun, in the Harbour of Rhodes .
Violence .
Colorratio , ( L.) a Diſeaſe that happens
Colliſtrigium or Colliftridim , (0.L.) to voung Ones fucking the Dam's Milk .
a Pillory , or a pair of Scocks.
Colour, a Quality belonging to natural
Collocation , a placing ,ſetting, or dir. Bodies : Alſo Complexion, or Looks, Pre
pofing in Order.
tence, or Shew . In Law , a -probable Plea,
Colloc" , (0. ) a Pail.
but really falſe put in .
Coloites, the Banner of a company of
To Collogue, to decoy with fair Words,
Soldiers : Alſo the Entigns plac'd on the
to flatter, or ſooth up.
Sterns
or Poops of Ships.
Collop, a Cut or Slice of Meat .
Colour of Dffice, (L.T.) an evil, or
Colloquy, (L.) a feigned Conference,
or Talking together of ſeveral Perſons.
unjuft Ad done by the Countenance of an
Collidation, a Wreſtling, or Struggling Office.
together.
To Colour , to give a Colour, to cloke,
Collum , (L.) the Neck , the Crag.
or excuſe, to blush .
Collum Witeri, the Neck of the Womb .
To Colour Strangers Goods, is
Collulion , a juggling, or playing Boo- when a Freeman, or Deniſon, permiti a
ry : In Law , a deceitful Agreement be- Foreigner to enter Goods at the Cuſtom
tween ſeveral Parties, for ſome evil Pur- houſe in hisName.
Colourable, plauſible, fair.
poſe.
Colp , (0.) a Blow ; alſo a Bit of any
Collutio, (L. P. T.) a Washing of the
Mouth .
Thing .
Colly , the Black that ſticks on the out
Cofpare arbores, (0.L.) to lop, or cop
Trees.
ſide of a Pot, or Kettle.
To Colly, to dawb with Colly, to ſmur :
Colpatura or Culpatara, the cuering,
A Hawk isſaid To colly, when the ſtretches or lopping ofTrees; a Treſpaſs within che
Foreſt.
out her Neck fraight forward .
Colly- Flower , the fineſt fort of Cab .
Colpicía, Samplars, or young Poles in a
Wood
bage-Plant.
Colpindach or Cowbach , (in theScotch
Collyrium , (L.P.T.) any liquid Medi
Law ) a young Cow , or Heifer.
cire deſigned to cure Diſeaſes in the Eyes.
Coloboma, a growing together of the
Colpos, G.) that part of the Paps
Lips, Eye-lids, or Noftrils, or a preterna- which has the Milk in it ; the Boſom .
Tural ſticking of the Ears to the Head , & c.
Colt, a young Horſe, Mare , or Afs.
Colocynthts, a kind of wild Gourd
Coltsevil, a Diſeaſe in Horſes, or Gelde
ings ; being a preternatural Swelling of the
purging Phlegm .
Colon , a Member of the Body, eſpe- Pizzle and Cods.
cially the Foot, or Arm : In Grammar, the
Coll's -foot, an Herb .
middle Point of Diſtinction, berween a
Columba, (L.) a Dove or Pigeon.
Comma and a Period, which ismark'd thus ( :)
+ Columbary, a Dove-houſe, or Pigeon
In Anatomy, one of the thick Guts, and houſe.
Colusnbine, a Plant which bears a preto
the largeſtof all.
Colonel, the Commander in chief of an I ry Flower of ſeveral Colours.
Columella, ( L. ) a little Pillar: In A
Engliſh Regiment of Horſe, Dragoons, or
natomy, a ſmall piece of Fleſh in the Roof
Foot.
Colony, ( L.) a Plantation , a Company of the mouth , otherwiſe call'd Vuula.
of People removed from one Country, or
Column, a round Pillar to bear up, or
City to another : Alſo the Place where beautifie a Building ; or elſe rais'd by is
they are ſo ſettled and thrive.
ſelf for a Monument to Pofterity, 66. In
Colophonia , the Herb Scammony. A the Art of War, the longFile,or Rowof
mong Chymiſts, the groſs Subſtance of Tur- Troops, on their March. Among Prioters,
Column, is taken for half a Page, when
pentine,
Colophonía Relina, a kind of Rolin divided in twoequal Parts.
Columna , ( 1. ) a Column, a round
thar iſſues out of the Pine-tree,
Coloquantida, the Fruit of a wild Pillar.
Gourd of a very biteet Taſte.
Columna
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Columa Hall, (in Ànat.) the fleſhy how many different Ways Numbers may be
part of the Nofe, jutting out in the Middle, vary'd .
near the Upper-lip.
To Combine, co joyn or be joyned to
Colunma Dris, the Vuula, or little gether, to plot together.
Comburgeſs , a Fellow -Citizen ,
piece of red Fleſh in the Palate of the
2
Mouth ,
Combuilt , (L. i, e. burnt, or ſcorch'd )
Columna Coldis, the Muſcles and Among Aſtrologers, when a Planet is not
Tendons by which the Ventricles and Auri. above 8 Degrees and 30 Minutes diftant
cles of the Heart are ſtraighten'd and wi- from the Sun , 'tis ſaid to be combuft, or in
den'd .
Combuſtion .
CombuſtWlay, the Space in the " fe.
Columanæ Herailis or Hercules's Pit
lars , two Mountains oppoſite one to ano cond Half of Libra, and through the whole
ther, at the Mouth of the Straight of Gin Sign of Scorpio.
braltar.
Coinbuſtible, apt to burn, or take
Colures, (G. in Ast -on.) are two great Fire.
Combuſtion , a burning ; an Uproar,
- Circles, which, paſſing through the Poles
of the World , and the fourprincipal Points or Hurly -burly : In Aſtrology, a Planet's
of the Zodiack, dividetheGlobe into equal being under the Sun.
Parts.
Combuſtion of Money, the old way
The Colure of the Equinores, palling of trying mix'd andbaſe Money, by melt
through the North and South -Poles, with ing it down.
Come, ( C.) the ſmall Ştrings or Tails of
the firſt Degrees of Aries and Libra, makes
Malt, upon its firſt ſhooting forth .
the Seaſons of Spring and Autumn.
The Colure of the Solftices, likewiſe
Comedian , (G.) a Writer , or Ador of
ſhewing the Solſtitial Poinrs, cuts the begin- Comedies ; a Stage-player.
ning of Cancer and Capricorn, in order to
Cornedy , a Play artificially compos'd ,
make Summer and Winter.
to make an agreeable Repreſentation of the
Sormolentum
Actions
of Humane Life,
a
,
Coma 'or Coma
Comeling, (S.) a New -comer, a Stran
deep. Sleep, wherein the Patient being
E awaken'd , anſwers to any Queſtions that ger .
are ask'd , but falls into it again.
Comes, ( L. ) a Title at firſt given to
Coma Wigil, waking Drowſineſs, a Perfons who waited on the Magiſtrates in
- Diſeafe, in which the Patient is continually Provinces, as Treaſurers, Lieutenants, ci
inclin'd to Sleep, but can ſcarce do ſo .
alſo a Count, or Earl.
Comb, a well known Inſtrument to
Coines Caſtrenſis Palatii, the Lord
cleanſe Hair: In a Ship, a ſmall piece of High Steward of the Prince's Houſehold ,
took care of his Table.
who
Beak/
lowerpart
the
of
under
the
Timber
El
= head. Alſo a certain Meaſure containing
Comes Condſtojianus, a Counſellour
four Buſhels.
of State.
Comes Domefticorum Equitum &
Combor Combe, (S.) a Valley, or low
Plain between two Hills ; or a Hill between Debituin, a Colonel of the Archers of the
Valleys.
Emperour's Guards, eſtabliſhed by the
Conba or Cumba terræ , (0. L.) a youn
ger Gordian .
- low piece of Ground.
Comes Dzientis, the Governour of
Combarones , (0.L. T. ) the Fellow the Eaſt, who had is Provinces under his
Barons, or Commonalry of the Cinque- Juriſdiction .
Ports.
Comes Patrimonii, the Treaſurer of
Coinbatant, ( F.) a Champion ,or Fight- , the Demeans, who receiv'd the Revenues
ing Man : In Heraldry, a Figure drawn for the Prince's Maintenance.
like a Sword -player ſtanding upon his
Comes privatarum rerum Domis
Guard .
Divine , the Treaſurer of the Caſual For
Combate, a Fight , or Battel : In our feitures.
Ancient Law , a formal Tryal of a doubt.
Toines Rei militaris, an Officer who
ful Cafe, by the Swords, of ewo Cham- commanded the Soldiers in the Armies.
pions.
Comes Dacrarum Largitionum , the
Treaſurer of the Bounty -money, and Alms
To Combate, to fight, to oppoſe.
Combination , (L.) á Combining, or of the Prince .
Coupling together . In Rhetorick , a Figure,
Toines Scholaruin , an Officer who
when the ſame Word is immediately re was employ'd about the Prince's Affairs in
peared. In Arithmetick, the Art of finding the Provinces and the Armies.
Comes
T2
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Comes Stabuli, the great Maſter of
To Cominemozate , to celebrate the
the Horſe .
Meinory and Acts of a worthy Perſon , s.
Commemozation , the act of Com
Comet, (G.) a Blazing-ſtar.
Coinetographia, a Deſcription or Dif- memoration, a ſolemn Remembrance of
ſome remarkable Actions.
courſe of Comets,
To Commence, ( F.) to begin, or enter
Comfits, (F.) Sweet -meats, Fruits and
other Things preſerv'd dry .
upon : In Law , to proceed in an Action,
Comfrey, an Herb uſeful both for or Suit againſt one ; alſo to take a Degree
in the Univerfities.
Dierand Phyſick .
Comical, belonging to , or fit for
Commencement, the Time when De
Comedy ; pleaſant, merry , jocoſe.
grees are taken in the Univerſity of Cam
Comitatu e Caſtro Commifta, (L.) bridge.
To Commend, ( L.) to praiſe or ſer
a Writ by which tlie Charge of a County,
rogether w !th the keeping of a Caſtle is forth , to commit or give in Charge.
Commendable, that is co be Commen
committed to the Sheriff
Comitati Commillo , a Writ, orded, praiſe-worthy.
Commiſſion, by Virtue of which the She
commendadoje, ( Sp.) a Conful or
riff is authoriz'd to take upon him the Preſident in the Indies, or any foreign
Place of Traffick .
Command of the County.
Comitatus, a Recinue, or Train of
Commendam , a Law - Term , us'd when
'Attendants ; a Prince's Court in a County a void Benefice is Commended to the Care
or Shire.
bf ſome able Clerk , to be ſupply'd 'till it
Comitia , a Name anciently given to may be provided of a Minifter.
Afſemblies
the
of the People of Rome, for
Commendati or Coinmendati Homi
the chuſing of Magiſtrates, making Laws, nes, (0. L.) Perſons who by voluntary
Homage, put themſelves under the Pro
OC .
Comitialis gorbus , the Falling- lick - tection of any Superiour Lord.
nefs.
Commendati Dimidii, Perſons who
Comma, ( G.) a cutting, or paring off depended on two feveralLords, and were
from any thing : In Grammar, the forteft to pay one half of their Homage to each.
Point of Diſtinction , thus marked ( , ) In
Tominendatioit, Commending, Praiſe:
'Muſick , the ninth Part of a Tone, or the commendations, is alſo taken for Reſpects,
Interval whereby a Semi-tope, or a Per or Service convey'd to one.
fret Toné exceeds the Imperfect.
Commendatory, that ſerves to recoms
To Command , to order, charge, or mend .
A Conmendatory , a Clerk that has
bid to have the Management, or Rule
a Benefice in Commendam .
of.
Comanenfalis , (L.) a Companion at
Comminder, one that has Command,
a General, or chief Officer ; alſo the Go the Table, a Boarder ; a Fellow - Commo
vernour of a Commandry, or Order of ner .
Commenſurable Bagnitudes Or
Religious Knights : Allo a kind of Ram
mer, or Paving beetle.
Duantities, (in Geom .) are ſuch as may be
domnanding-Gjound, (in Fortif.) is meaſur’dby one and the famecommon
a Rifing -ground that overlooks any Poft, Meaſure.
or Strong Place.
Commenſurable Numbers, ( in Arith.
Cominanding Signs, (in Aftrol.) the are any whole Numbers, or Fractions that
firſt 6 Signs of the Zodiack .
have ſome other Number which will mea
Commandment, a Divine Precept, ſure. or divide them withouț a Remainder.
Ordinance, or Law ; In Law , 'cis when
Commenſurable in Power, ( in Geome.
the Queen or the Juſtices commit a Man try) Right-lines are ſaid To be Commenfum
to Priſon, upon their own Authority : In rable in Power, when their Squares may
Frtification , a Height of 9 Foot, which one be meaſur'd by one and the fame Space.
Place hus above another.
Commenfurable Surds, (in Algebra)
Conynandiy, a Manour heretofore befuch Surds asbeing reduc'd to their leaft
longing to the Priory of St. John of Je. Terme, become true Figurative Quantities
of their kind .
rufalem , rear London ,
Gominaterial, ( L.) that is made of the
Commenſurate, proportionable.
lxme Matter or Súbitance with another.
Commenſuraticii, a meaſuring one
Commcatura , ( 0. L.) a Commandry or thing with another,
Comment
Portion of Houſe and Lands, ſet apart for
the uſe of ſome Religious Order.
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Commiſſion or Commiflion -money,
Cominent, an Expoſition of an Au
shor's Text, an Interpretation, or Gloſs.
the Wages of a Factor.
To Commiſion or Commiſfiornate,
To Comment, to write Notes upon ,
to give a Commiſſion ; to appoint, or
to expound, or glofs.
Commentary, a continued Interpreta impower one to act for another.
Commiſſioner, one that has receiv'd
cion, or Gloſs upon the obſcure and diffi
cult Paſſages of an Author.
a Commiſſion, or acts by Virtue of it. In
Cominentatoz, a Maker of Commen : Law , cne that has Commiſſion , as Letters
taries.
Patent to execute any Publick Office.
Coinmentitious, deviſed at Pleaſure,
The Dueen's High Commi[loner úr
Scotland, a Nobleman, who repreſents
feigned, forged.
Tominerce, Trade, or Traffick ; alſo the Perſon of the Queen of England.
Commiflure, a joyning cloſe ; a Cloo
Intercourſe of Society , Converſe, or Cor
ſure, or Seam : In Anatomy the Mould of
reſpondence.
Commigration, a removing of Quar- the Head, where the parts of the Scullare
ters from one place to another.
united : In Architecture, a cloſe joyning of
Corumination , a ſevere and vehement Planks, Stones, & c.
Commiffures, ( in Philof.) are the ſmall
Threat'ning.
Commination , a breaking, or bruiſing Pores of a Natural Body , eſpecially when
to pieces : Alſo a Term in Surgery, when the Particles lye cloſe one to another, liké
very thin Plates.
a Bane is broken into many ſmall Parts .
To Commlerate , to take Pity of.
To Commit , to act or do, to refer, or
n
atio
on
iſer
aſſi
Comm
, Comp
,Pity.
leave a Buſineſs to .
Committee, one, or more Perſons to
Commiflary , (c. L ) an Officer that
ſupplies the Biſhop's Place in the Exerciſe whom the conſideration, or Ordering of
of Ecclefiaftical Juriſdi& ion .
any Matter is referr'd by ſome Court, or
Commiflary Generalof the gouffers, otherwiſe .
orBufter-walter General, an Officer Committee of the King , the Widow
who takes a particular Account of the of the King's Tenant, fo call’d, as being
committed by the ancientLaw of the Land,
Strength, & c. of every Regiment.
Commllary General of Provifions, tothe King's Care and Protection .
has the Charge of furniſhing and diſtribu Coinmirtion or Commtrture, a mina
ting all ſorts of Proviſions belonging to gling together.
the Army.
Commode, a ſort of ſer Head - dreſs for
Comăn :Cion, a Warrant for an Office, Women .
Commodious,
a Charge to buy, or do any other Act for
fit, convenient, uſeful.
Coiminod:ty , Conveniency , Advantage ;
another: In Lav , a Delegation , for the
determining of any Cauſe : In Military alſo Merchandize or Ware.
Affairs, the Authority by which every
Commodore, a kind of Admiral, or
Officer acts in his Poft.
Commander in Chief of a Squadron of
Commffion of anticipation , was a Ships at Sea.
Cominoigne, (0.L.T.) a Brother -Monk
Commiſſion under the great Seal, to collect
refiding in the ſame Convent.
a Tax beforethe time appointed .
Common , Ordinary, Uſeful, Publick .
Commiſſion of allocation , a Com
A Cominon , Common Paſture- ground :
miffion likewiſe under the Broad Seal, to
affociare two , or more Learned Perſons with , In Law , that Soil, or Water, the Uſe of
the Juftices, in the ſeveral Circuits and which is common to a particular Town,
or Lordfhip.
Counties in Wales.
Commiflion of Bankrupt, a Com .
Common Bench , the Court of Com .
miſſion under the Great Seal of England, mon-Pleas, ſo call'd from the Pleas, or
directed to five, or more Commiſſioners, to Controverſies try'd there berween Common
enquire into the particular Circumſtances of Perſons,
Common Diviſo , (in Arith .) is that
a Bankrupt, or Trader that is fail'd , or
broke.
Number which exactly divides any two
Commiſſion of Rebellion, a Writ a- other Numbers, without leaving any Re.
gainſt a Man that has not appear'd after mainder.
Proclamation
Common fint, a certain Summ of
Commiſſion to a Factor, the Conditi- Money which the Inhabitantsof a Manour
ons, or Orders given him for Buying, or pay to the Lord, towards the Charge in
majaraining a Court-Lect .
Stilling any Commodiey.
Coinmo - Hunt,
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Commine, the ſameas Commonalty.
Common -Himnt, the chief Huntſman
To Commune , to talk , or diſcourſe
to the Lord Mayor and City of London.
Common Intenomcnt, (L, T.) com together,
Commine Concilinm Regni angliz ,
mon Meaning ; ſo a Bar tocommon Intend
ment, is a General Bar, which commonly (0.L.) the Common Council of the King
difables the Plaintiff's Declaration .
and People of England affembled in Parlia
Common Law ,is 1. TheLaws of England ment.
Communia Plaata non tmenda in
fimply conſidered . 2. The Queen's Courts
diſtinguiſhed from inferiour Courts, 3. And scaccario, a Writ forbidding the Trea
chiefly ſuch Laws as were generally receiv'd lurer and Barons of the Exchequer, to hold
before any Statute was made to alter Plea between two common Perſons in the
them .
Court, where neither of them belong to it,
Commintcable, that maybe communi
Common pleas, one of the Courts
held in Weſtminfer-hall, for the Trying of cated , or imparted .
Comminicant , one that' receives the
all Civil Cauſes , both Real and Perſonal.
Common Receptacle, (in Anat.) is a communion , or the Lord's Supper.
certain Veſſel fo termed ,becauſe it receives
To Comiminicate, to partake of that
the Juices callid Chyle and Lympha .
Holy Sacrament. Alſo to impart to, to rell
Common Senſory, that Faculty which or Thew .
Commumication , Intercourſe , con
receives the Images of ſenſible Things.
Common Signs, (in Astrol.)are Gemi. verſe, Conference. In Law , a Diſcourſe
ni, Virgo, Sagittarius and Piſces,
berween ſeveral Parties, without coming
Coinmoni Cime, (in Mufick ) the ſame to any perfect Agreement.
as Duple Time,
Communicative, ready to communi
Common - wealth, any State, or Go- cate, ſociable, free and open.
Communion , the Union of ſeveral
vernment in General, as it is diſtinguiſh'd
from a Monarchy.
Perſons in the ſame Faith , alſo the Bleſſed
Common -wealtys-man , a Member of Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
Communitas Regni, (O. L.)the Com
a Common -wealth ; or a Stickler for a
Comipon -wealth -Government.
munity of the Kingdom , i, e, the Barons
Commonalty, the Common People : In and Tenants in Chief.
Community, the having Things in
'Law , the middleſort of the Queen's Sub
jects.
Common ; Partnerſhip : Allo a Body of
Gommoner, a Member of the Houſe of Men united in Civil Society for their mu
Commons in Parliament, or of a College cual Advantage.
in a Univerſity.
Coinmutation, a bartering, or chang .
Commons , a certain Proportion of Vi& t. ing onething for another.
Commutative
, belonging to the way
Col
uals, eſpecially the regular Diet of a
of Exchange,
lege or Society.
The Cominous of England, one of
To Commute a Pinitymentto change in
the three Estates of the Realm .
for a Fine paid in Money ; as it is practis'd
Houſe of Commons, the lower Houſe in the Spiritual Court.
Comozth , (0. S.), a Contribution , or
of Parliament, ſo callid, becauſe the Com
mons of the Realm, i. e . the Knights of Collection of Money , formerly made ac
Marriages, & c.
Shires, Citizens and Burgeſſes fit there.
Compad , (L.) cloſe, well fet, or
Coininote or Cominoith, ( in Wales)
a part of a Shire , a Cantred or Hundred, joyn'd ; allo brief and pithy.
Alſ
gre
o
a
at
A Compact , a Bargain or Agreement.
containing fifty Villages.
To Compact, to tlap clofe together.
Seigniory , or Lordſhip, which may include
one, or ſeveral Manours.
Compaction , a compacting, or joyning
Commotion , ( L. ) Tumult, Uproar, clofe : In Philoſophy, the drawing together,
Hurly-burly.
or ſtraight'ning of a Subſtance, or Body.
Comimina or Comnunia Palmırx ,
Companage, (0. R.) any Vi&tuals that
is eaten withBread.
(L. T:) the Common of Paſture .
Companion , ( F. ). Fellow , Mate , Part
Coinminance or Coinmaluice, a Title
formerly given to the Commoners, or Te- ner .
Companion or Knight Companion
nants thathad the Right of Commoning in
open Fields, O C.
of the Garter, a Member of that moft
Coininuirarc, (0.6.) to enjoy the Right Honourable Order of Knighthood.
of Common.
Com
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Company, an Aſſembly, or Meeting ; or Godfacher : In ſome Parts, young Mens
a Society, or CorporateBody: In the Art invited together to Weddings, are alſo cale
of War , a ſmall Body of Foot Commanded led Compeers.
To Conpel, (L ) to conſtrain , or force.
by a Captain
Compellation , a calling by Name, a
Independent Company or Troop , a
Company of Foot-Soldiers, or a Troop of friendly Salutation.
Compendios, abridged, ſhort or brief.
Horſe that is not imbody'd in a Regiment.
Compendiuin , an Abridgment, or ſhort
Companies of merchants, are either,
1. Societies in Joyne-ſtocks ; as the Eaſt -India | Abſtract.
To Compenſatégro recompence, ormake
Company : Or, 2. regulated Companies, as
Amends for.
thale of Hamburgh , Turkey. & c.
Coinpenſation , Recompence or Sacir
Comparable thatmaybecompared ; like.
Coinparates, (in Logick ) things com- faction.
par'd one with another ; as Man is like a
Comperendination , a deferring , or puta
Bubble.
ring off from Day to Day .
Tompertorinin, ( c. 1.) a Judicial In
Comparative, capable of, or that im
plies Compariſon .
queſt made by Delegates, or Commiſſioners ,
Comparative Degret, ( in Gram .) is to find out the Truth of a Cauſe.
Competence or Competency , a fufficie
the middle Degree of Compariſon.
To Compare , to examine one thing by cent Eftare, Stock. of Learning , & c. In
another, to l ken.
Law , the Power of a Judge, for the taking
Compariſon, a Comparing ; alſo Propro- Cogniſance of a Marter.
Competent, convenient, fufficient, duly
tion , Reſemblance, Agreeableneſs: In Gram
mar, a varying theSenſe of an Adjective qualified .
Competible, ſuitable , fit, or agreeable to .
with reſpect to Degree, as good , better, beſt.
Competition, a canvafling, or ſuing for
Compartment or Compartiment, (1 )
an equal, or proportionable Diviſion in an Office, &c. Rivalſhip .
Competitour, a Rival, one who fues for
Building : Alſo a regular Diſpoſition of a
greeable Figures about Pictures, Maps, & c. the ſame thing that another does.
Compilation or Compilement, Com
Alloa Border, or Knot in a Garden .
Compaſs the extent of a Thing round piling, Collection .
abour, or on all sides,
To Compile, to collect or gather from
Compaſs or mariners- Compaſs, a reveral Authors, to amaſs or heap together.
Compinable, (0.) fit for Company.
moveable Inſtrument of vaſt Uſe in Navi
gatiòn, Surveying, Dialling, dc.
Complacency, a being well pleas'd with,
To compars ,to ſurround, to go about ; or taking Delight in a thing.
or bring about, to contrive.
Complainant, one that prefers a Come
Compars- Callipers, an Inſtrument plaint, a Plantiff at Law .
us’d by Gunners, for the diſparting a piece
Complaiſance , ( F.) a pleaſing Behavi
of Ord’nance .
our, or obliging Carriage.
Compaſs-Dial, a ſmall Dial fitted in a
Complaiſant, that is of an obliging
Box for the Pocker, which shews the Hour Humour, civil, courteous."
of the Day by the Direction of a touch'd
Complement, (L.) a filling up , or per
Needle.
fedting that (which wants ; the Number
Compalles or Pair of Compalles, a which a whole Summ amounts to .
Mathematical Inſtrument, for the drawing
Complement of any arch of a Gir :
of Figures, eſpecially Circles.
cle oz of any Angle, ( in Geom.) is ſo much
Compalles of Droportion , an Inftru- as that Arch , or Angle wants of 90 Deo
ment that ſerves to divide Lines and Circles grees, to make it a Quadrant.
into proportional Parts at one opening.
Complement of the Courſe, ( in Navis
Compaſſion, (L.) Fellow - feeling , Pity, gat.)istheNumber of Points the Courſe
Mercy.
wants of 90 Degrees, or Eights Points, viz .
Compaſſionate, apt to be mov'd with ofa Quarter of the Compaſs.
Compaſſion,
Complement of the Courtin , (in Foria
Compatibility, ( F.) Agreeableneſs.
tif.) is that part of the Courrin , which, be
Compatible ,that can agree, or ſubfift ingwanting, is the Demi.gorge ; or theRe
with another thing.
mainder of the Courtin, after its Flank is
Compatriot, ( L.) one of the ſameCoun- taken away.
Complement of the Line of Defence,
try , a Fellow - Citizen.
Compeer, (F )aCompanion, aGoffipal in theRenainderof the Line of Defence,
afrer
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after you have taken away the Angle of | To Compoſe, (L ) to put together, to
the Flank .
make or frame, to appea ſe or quiet: In Min
Complements, (in a Parallelogram ) the fuck , to make or ſer Tunes, Airs, & c.
Parallelograms
Compolita ,(L. inPhyfick ) Medicines
Two letler
, which are made
by drawing Two Right-lines parallel to each compounded, or made up of ſeveral Sim .
Side of the Figure, through a given Point , ple Ones.
in the Diagonal.
Compoſite, a Term in Grammar, as À
Complete or Compleat, perfect, ac- Compoſite, or compounded Word .
Compoſite or Compound Dider , the
compliſhed ; alſo fine, neat, ſpruce.
To Complete; to make complete, or Fifth Order of Architecture, ſo named , bet
perfe &t.
cauſe it is made up of the Four other 01
Completion, an Accompliſhing , Fulfil. ders,
ling , or Finiſhing ; Performance.
Compofition , a Work compoſed in any
Compleks compound, gathered or joyne Art or Science ; alſo an Accommodation of
ed together .
Agreement: Alſo a Mixture of ſeveral
Complex Diſeaſes, are Diſtempers that Things, eſpecially of Drugsin a Medicine.
cannot be ſeparated.
In Trade, 'tis when a Debror, not being able
Complex Cerms, ( in Logick ) ſuch as to diſcharge his whole Debt, Agrees with
are compounded of fimple, or ſingle ones.
the Creditor, to pay him a certain Sum of
Complexio or Complicatio , (L.) a Money, inſtead of all that is due.
Rhetorical Figure, theſame asSymploce.
Compoſition Mathematical, or The
Complexion , the Colour of the Face, the Sprithetical method , is thatwhich pru.
Natural Conftitution , or Temperature of ceeds by certain Degrees, from known
the Body.
Quantities in the ſearch of unknown, and
Complecional, belonging to the Com then Demonſtrates, That the Quantity so
found will ſatisfy the Propofition.
plexion.
Conplexioned , tempered ; as A Body
In Painting, Compofition, is usd in the
fame Senſewith Invention and Deſign.
well complexioned .
Complexuri, a joyning, or gathering
Coinpoſition of motion , (in Mechan.)
together .
is the Compoſition of the ſeveral Directions,
Complerns, (L. in Anar.) a Muſcle of or Declivities of Motion.
the Head, which ferves to move it back
Compoſition of propo{tion , (in Mathe.)
wards.
is the comparing the Summ of the Antece
Compliance, a complying or yielding. dent and Conſequent, with the Conſequent
Compliant, ſubmitting to, or yielding in two equal Ratio's.
to .
Compoſitor, a Printer's Compoſer, that
Complicated, wrapt up together, inter- ſetsthe Matter, and makes allreadyforthe
Preſs.
mingled or joyned with .
Complication , a Mixture, Collection ,
Compoffible Chings, (0.) ſuch as are
or Maſs of Things joyned together.
capable of exiſting, or being together.
Compoſt or Compas, Soil, or Dung
Complication of Diſcales, a Collecti
on of ſeveral Diſtempers that ſeize on the for improving Land, Trees, & c.
Body at the ſame time.
Compoſure, any Thing that is compo:
Complice or Accomplice, a Partner in red , or made up ; Compoſedneſs, or Calm
neſs of Mind.
an ill Action ; a Fellow -Rogue.
Complimental, belonging or given to
Coinpotation, a Carouſing, or Drinking
Compliments ,( F.)kind obliging Words one with another.
and Expreſſions, with other Civilities in Be
Compote, ( F.) ftewed Fruit ; eſpecially
haviour.
Apples, Pears, Plums, & c, In Cookery, a
Complines, the laſt of the Canonical particular way of ſtewing Mear.
Compound, (in Gram .) a Compounded
Hours among the Romaniſts, the clofing
Word .
Prayersof their Evening-Service.
To Complot, to plot cogether, to com
Compound Number, ( in Arithm .) is
bine, or conſpire.
that which fome Number, or Numbers mas.
Meaſure befides Unity.
To Comply, to yield, or ſubmit to.
Componed, a Termin Heraldry, for
Compaind Duantities, (in Algebra)
ſuch as arejoyn'd togetherby the Signs to
Compounded.
and are expreſs'd either by more
To Comport, to agree, to demean or and
behave one's ſelf.
Letters than one, or elfeby the fame Lettere
Compostment, Carriage, or Behaviour. I unequally repearedy
TO
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Concani , a People that anciently inha
bited the Province of Conanght in Irlo
land.
Concatenation, a chaining, or linking
together,
Contave, hollow on the in-fide, or
vaulted like an Oven : It is alſo taken for
Hollowneſs ; and in Gunnery , for the Bore
of a piece of Ord'rance.
Concabe Glattes, ſuch as are ground
hollow .
Concavity, the in - ſide Hollowneſs of a
Comprehenfion, the comprehending, round Body.
or underſtanding of a Thing : Allo Com
To Conceal, to keep cloſe, or ſecret .
priſal, Comnafs.
Concealers, ( L. T ) Men that find
Comprehenfive, containing much , very out conceald Lands, which are privily kept
from the Queen , or State .
fignificant, full.
Concealment, the act of Concealing.
Comprels, ( in Surgery) a kind of Bol.
A fer made of folded Linen , to be laid on
To Concede, to yield, grant, or allow .'
a Wound, & c.
Conceit , Opinion, or Fancy.
Compreffion , a preſling, or thruſting
Conceited , affected, fantaſtical,proud.
calhi
, clofe .
Concetbable, that may be conceived.
To Conceive, to be with Child , or to
To Comprint, ( L. T. ) properly to
Favo print together; but' cis commonly taken breed ; to imagine, or apprehend .
Concent, a Confort of Voices, an A.
the deceitful Printing of another's
Ck7
copy.
visto for
greement of Parts in Mufick ; a Singing in
To Compriſe, to contain, include, or Tune.
is sil take in .
To Concenter , to meet in the ſame
De Comprobation , (L.) a mutual allowing, Center.
or approving.
Concentrick , that has one and the ſame
CalDe Comproinite, ( L.T.) a mutual Promiſe | common Center.
of ſeveral Parties, to refer the Ending of
Concept, a ſet Form ; a Term usd in
er their Controverſie, to the Judgment of Ar- publick Ads.
bitrators.
Conceptioti, the Produ &t of the Mind ,
To Compromiſe, to conſent to ſuch a as a Thought, Notion, or Principle; alſo a
Reference.
conceiving with Child, or breeding.
Compt, ( L.) polite, fine, mear
Concern , Affair , or Buſineſs, a Matter
Compuídon
!!
, Conftraint, or Force.
of Importance alſo a being concerned ,
Compunction , Pricking , Remorſe, or and affedted .
To Concern , to regard , or belong to,
Trouble of Mind , for an Offence com
mitted.
Lo intereſt, or trouble one'sſelf with .
Compurgatoz , ( L.T.) one that by
Concerned , intereſted , troubled , affe & a
Oath juftifes another's Innocency .
ed with
Computation , a computing, or reckon
Conternment, theſame as Concern .
ing ;an Account.
To Concert, to contrive, or debate too
Computable,capable of being reckon d.gether about a Buſineſs, tolay a Deſign in
order to bring it to paſs.
To Compnte, to reckon , or caft up.
Computilt, an Accountant.
Concelli,(L. i.e. I have granted).a formal
Computo reddendo, a Writ forcing a Word in Law , which, implies a Covenant
n,
Bailiff, or Receiver, to give up his Acə made.
2
counts.
Contreffion , a granting, or yielding : a
Conabel, ( 0. L. T.) convenient, or Grant, Permiſſion, or Allowance.
Concha, (G.) a Shell-fith ; alſo a little
Conarium or Olandala Dincalis, (in Meaſurecontaining fix Drams. InAnatomy,
Anat.) a part of the Brain that hangs in the winding of the Cavity of the inner
partof the Ear.
theſmall Cavity callid the Anks.
Conatus recebendt ab are motus,
Conchoid , (in Geom .) the Name of a
( in Philos.) is the Endeavour which any certain Curve, firft invented by Nica
NaturalBody movedcircularly has to Ay I medes,
off from the Center; or Axis of įts Motion.
То
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To comparind, co gather, or make up
of ſeveral Things or Ingredients ; to come
to an Agreement, eſpecially with Creditors
for Debr.
Compounded , Compolite, or aggres
gated Flower of a Plant, is ſuch a one
as confits of many little Flowers meeting
=d.* together to make up one whole one.
To Compichend, (L.) to contain, or
include ; to underſtand , or perceive.
Comprehe
nſible , that may be compreIk hend
ed.
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To Conciliate, to get, or procure, to Subject : In Philoſophy and Chymiſtry, it
gain, or win
implies a Body made up of different Prin .
Conciliatory, apt ro conciliate.
ciples and is much of the fame Signification
as the Word Mix'd .
Conciſe, fort, brief.
Conciſion, a Word us'd by way of
Concreted, congeafed, or clotted .
Concretion , a growing, or gathering
Scoffing for Circumciſion. Phil. 3.2 .
Conclave, an inner Chamber, or Cloſet; together. In Philoſophy, the Uniting ro
more eſpecially that Room in the Vatican, gether of ſeveral very ſmall parts of a Na
where the Roman Cardinals meet to chuſe a tural Body. In Pharmacy, a thickening of
Pope.
any boil'd Liquor or Juice into a more folid
Conclaviſt, one that attends a Cardinal, Maſs.
Concubaría, (0. L.) a Fold , a Penn,
during his abode in the Conclave.
Cattel lie together,
To Conclude, to finiſh, or make an end
uwhere
d
n
o
c
Conaibinage, the keeping of a Concu
of ; to infer, or gather by Reafon ; to re
folve upon, or determine.
bine, or Miſs ; Fornication .
Concubine, a woman that lies and
Concluſion , the End, or fflue of a
Thing ; a Conſequence, or Inference : In lives with a Man , as if ſhe were his lawful
Logick, the laſt of the three Propofitions of Wife .
+ Contulca tion , a ftamping upon , a
a Syllogiſm : In Lato, when a Man, by his
own Act upon Record, has charg'd himſelf treading, or trampling under Foot.
Conatpiſcence, an over -eager, or ear
with a Dury, or other Thing.
Concluſive, that ſerves to conclude.
neft Deſire, a covering ; eſpecially an inor
To Concort, to digeft, or diffolve Meat dinate Deſire of the Fleſh.
in the Stomach.
Concupiſcible, as The Concupiſcible Appe
Concoction, the Act of concocting, or tite or Faculty, i. e, that Affection ofthe
Mind, which ſtirs up to cover or defire any
digefting.
Concomitant, accompanying, going thing.
To Condirt, to confpire, to help, to
along with
A Concomitant, a Companion, or Ar- agree with one in ſomething.
tendant,
Concurrence , Meeting , Aſſiſtance, Apa
Concord, Agreement, Union . In Lamo, probation .
Conairrent, joyntly conſenting , or a
an Agreement between Parties that intend
the Levying of a Fine of Lands one to greeing to .
another.
A Concurrent, a Rival, one that ſtands
Concords, (in Mufick) are certain Inter- for a Thing with another.
vals, or Diſtances between Sounds, which
Concurring or congruent Figutress,
delight the Ear, when heard at the ſame (in Geom .) are ſuch as being laid one upon
time.
another, will exactly meet and cover one
Perfect Concords , are the fifth and another.
Eighth with all their O & aves. Imperfect
Conaiſfion , a fhaking, or jumbling to
Concords, are the Third and Sixth with their gecher : Allo publicķ Extortion, when an
Octaves.
Officer, or Magiftrare pillages the People,
by Threats, or Presence of Authority.
To Concord , to agree together,
Conallonary, an Extortionet, one
Concordancé, a generalTable, in Alpha
betical Order, of all the Words contain'd that practices ſuch kind of Extortion, or
Violence .
in the Holy Bible.
To Cond or Com , ( S.T.) to condu & ,
Concordant, agreeing together.
Concordat, an Agreement made in all or guide a Ship in the right Courſe.
manner of Ecclefiaftical Matters.
To Condeinn, ( L.) to Sentence one to
To Conco2pozate, to mix, or mingle Death , to diſapprove, or diſike.
together in one Body, to imbody.
Condennable, that deſerves to be con
Carcourſe, a running, or reſort of demned .
Peopie to a Place ; a Meeting, or coming
Condemmation , Condemning , Sena
tence.
together.
Concrete Mirmbers, (in Arith .) thoſe
Condenlantia, (L. P.T. ) Medicines that
that are apply'd to expreſs any particular are of a in ckening Qualicy.
Subject ; as 3 Men , 4 Pounds, &c.
Condenſation , the act ofCondenſing,
A Concretes a Thing grown together, Thickening, or Hardening : In Philoſophy,
or made up of ſeveral Ingredients : In 'tis when a naturalBody takes up leſs Space
Logick, any Quality conſider’d with its ! than it did before,
T
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ToCondenſate or Condenſe, to thick- the ſmallKnobs of Bones, otherwiſe call'd
en , to make thick, or to grow thick : Alfo Productions,
Cone, ( in Geom .) a Solid Figure, con
to bring the Parts of a Body into a nar
Gifting of ſtraight Lines that ariſe from a
Tower Compaſs.
Condct , one that gives Dire &tions to Circular Baſe, and grow narrow by De .
grees, till they end in a Point at the top.
the Stears-man for the Guiding of a Ship .
Cone of Raps, ( in Opticks) the Rays
To Condeſcend, ( L.) to comply , lub
of Light thar fall from a certain Point in
mit, or yield to , co vouchſafe.
Condeſcendency or Condeſcenſion , the anyObject on the whole Surface of a
Act of condeſcending, orcomplying ; Com- Glaſs, and have the Glaſs for its Baſe.
To Confabiilatt, to talk rogether, to
plaiſance , or Compliance.
Condign, that is according to Merit, tell Stories.
Confabulation
familiar Diſcourſing,
Worthy, Suitable.
Condiſciple , a School-fellow , or Fel or Talk ng rogether.
low - ftudent ,
Confection , a Phyfical Compoſition of
Condite, (0.) Conduct ,
Powders, Gums, Honey, Syrups, 6c.
made up into one Subſtance,
Condited , feaſoned.
Confectioner, a Comfit-raker, a Maker
Conditement, a Compoſition of Can
or Seller of Sweet-mears.
ferves, Powders and Spice.
Condition , the Nature, State, or Cir
Confederacy or Confederation , the
cumſtances of a Perfon , or Thing ; Quality, ent’ring into an Alliance, or League, or
or Degree ; alſo an Article, Clauſe, or Pro the League it felf : In Law , 'cis when fe
veral Perfons joyn together , to do any
viſo of a Covenant, Treaty, & c.
To Condition with one, to make a Bar- unlawful Act.
gain , or Agreement with him .
To Confederate, to Unite into a cona
Conditional, belonging to , or implying federacy, to Combine, or Plor together.
certain Conditions, or Terms.
Confederates or allies , Princes, or
Conditionat Propoſitions, (in Logick) States enter'd into a ſtrict Union one with
are ſuch as consiſt of two Parts joynd to another for heir mutual Defence.
gether by the Particle if, of which the
To Confer ,' to Diſcourſe, Talk , or Ad
firſt, including the Condition, is call’d the vife together, to Collate, or Beſtow ; tº
2
Antecedent, and the other the confequent.
Compare.
Conditioned , endued with certain Con .
Conference, à Diſcourſe berween fe
veral Perſons, about any Affair, a Parley.
ditions, or Qualities.
To Conféls , to acknowledge, own,
To Condole, to expreſs one's Sorrow
to another, for ſome Loſs of his.
or allow ; to declare one's Sins in order to
Condolency, the Ad of Condoling , or Abſolution .
taking Share in another's Grief.
Confeſſion , Confeſſing, Acknowledg
Condonation , a Pardoning, or Forgiv- ment, Declaration : Auricular Confeſſion, a
ing.
Confeßion of Sinsmade to a Prieſt .
Confeflon of Dffence, (L. T.) is
To Conduce, (L.) to avail, to help, to
contribute to .
when a Priſoner Arraign'd ar the Bar for
Conductble or Conducibe, that condu- Treaſon, or Felony, owns the Indictment
ces, profitabte , advantageous.
to be true, and pleads Guilty .
Conduct, Manage, or Management ;
Confeffionary, the Confeſſion -chair, or
Fore-caſt, or Diſcretion ; Deportment, or Seat, in which a Prieſt fits to hear Confere
Behaviour.
fion.
Confeffour , famong the Primitive
To Contud , to guide, lead, or bring
along .
Chriſtians) a Perſon that conſtantly made
Conductor or Conductreſs, he, or the Confeſſion of the Faith, even in the midſt
that Conducts, a Leader, or Guide.
of the moſt cruel Perſecutions.
Conduit, (F.) a Water-courſe, a Paſſage,
Confeſſour or Father- Confeffari, a
or Pipe, for conveying Water.
Popiſh Prieſt that has Power to hear the
Tondyloma, (G. in Anat.) the knit Confeſſions of Penitents, and to give them
ting , or joyning of the Joints of an Ani- Abſolution .
To Confide, to Truſt, or put Truſt in.
mal Body : Allo a kind of hard brawny
Confidence, Boldneſs, Aſſurance; Stur
Swelling in the Fundament.
Condylus, a Knukcle, a Joyer in the dineſs, Preſumption.
Elbow , Knee , Aacle, &c. Condyli are alſo
Confident, Bold, Daring, Preſumptu
Ous,
U 2
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A Confident, a truſty Boſom -friend
To Confound , to jumble, or huddle
that may be entruſted with the greateft cogether ; to diſorder, to puzzle, or per
Secretz.
plex ; to abalh,or put out of Countenance ;
Configuration , a faſhioning, or ma to deſtroy , or watte .
Confoindedly, horribly, after a tecți.
king of a like Figure. In Aſtrology, the
ble manner.
Conjunction, or Mutual Aſpects of Stars.
To Confine, to Impriſon ; to Reſtrain
Coufrairy , ( F.) a Fraternity, Brother
or Curb , to border upon .
hood , or Society, united together , eſpe
Confinement, Impriſonment, Reſtraint. cially upon a Religious Account.
Confceres, (0. s.) Brothers in a Re
Confines , the Limits, Frontiers, or
Borders of a Country , & c.
ligious Houſe , Fellows of one Society.
To Confirm , to ſtrengthen , or eſta.
To Confront, to bring Face to Face, to
blima ; alſo to Adminifter the Church -Rite oppoſe , to compare.
of Confirmation,
Confuſed , mixed together, Perplexed ,
Confirmation, the Act of Confirming, put out of Order.
Confufion , a Jumbling together, Hur
Strength’ning, 6c. Allo a Holy Rite, or
Ceremony of theChurch : In Lom , a Con - ly -burly, or Diſturbance , a being Abaſhed,
veyance of an Eſtate, or Right, by which or our of Countenance ; Ruin , or Deſtructi
a voidable Eftate is made ſure, or una on : In a Chymical Senſe, a mixture of Li
voidable .
quors, or Auid Things.
Confiſcate, (1. T ) forfeited to the
Confutation , a Confuting, or Diſpro:
ry
k
Public Fiſque, or Royal Treaſu .
ving of what was ſpoken,
To Confiſcate, to ſeize upon, or take
To Confute, to Convince in Reaſoning;
away Goods, as forfeited to the Queen's to Diſprove ; to Overthrow or Baffle.
Exchequer, or Publick Treaſury.
Conge, ( F.) Licenſe, Permiſſion, Leave :
Confiſcation , the AG of Confiſcating . In Architecture, Conges,are Rings, or Ferrels
Conflagzation , a great Fire , or burning heretofore us'd' about wooden Pillars, to
of Houres.
keep them from ſplitting, and afterwards
imicated in Stone -work .
Conflict, Fighr, Skirmiſh, Diſpute.
1 Tanfluence , Concourſe, or Reſort of Conge d' accojder , (in Stat 18. E. 3.)
People: Allo the meeting of two Rivers, leave to Accord , or Agree.
Conge d’eſlire, (L.T.) is the Queen's
or the Place where they meet and mingło .
their W - ters.
Royal Permiflion to a Dean and Chapter, in
Conflur, a flowing together of the time of Vacation, to chooſe a Bültop
.
Humours of the Rody,
Congeable, (L.T.) Lawful, lawfully done,
+ Confluribility , an aptneſs to flow , or done with Leave.
or be mingled together.
To Congcal, to Freez or be Frozen , to
Conformi , conformably, agreeably ; as thicken , or to grow thick. In Chemiſtry,
to ler ſome Matter that is melted fix , or
Conform to that.
To Conform , to make like to, to frame, grow into a Conſiſtence.
faſhion , or ſuit , to comply with.
Congealable, that may be Congealed ."
Conformatie, that is of the like Form
Congel, a low Bow , or Reverence.
or Faſhion ; agreeable, ſuitable.
Congelation , a Congealing , or Free
Conformario membrorum , (L.) a, zing a Thickening, or Settling.
Congenial, thatis of the fame Stock
Rhetorical Figure , when a perſon abſent,
or dead, or any thing to which Nature has or Kind.
Congeniality, a likeneſs of Genius, Ime
deny'd Speech is brought in ſpeaking.
Coufogmatton, the ſhaping, faſhioning, iting , or natural Diſpoſition.
or ordering of a thing : In Anatomy, the
Congeon, (0.) a Dwarf. 1
Figure, or Diſpoſition of the Parts of
Congeries, (L.) a Heap, a Pile, a
Hoard : In Philoſophy, a joyning cogen
a Humane Body.
Conformiſt, one that conforms, more ther of many Bodies, or Particles in one
eſpecially to the Government and Diſcipline Maſs, or Lump.
of the Church of England,
Congeſtion , ( L .) .a heaping, or gathe
Confožmity, Conformableneſs, Agree . ring together : in Surgery, a ſettling of Hu
ableneſs ; allo Compliance , chiefly with the mours in any Part of the Body, which in
Diſcipline and Ceremonies of the Eftablifed fenfibly produces a Swelling.
Church .
Congius, an ancientMeaſure, contain .
Confortatipa , ( L. P.T.)Medicines that ing about 9 Pinra,
comfort and Strengthen the Heart,
Congloi
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Conjugal, belonging to a marry'd
Conglobate or Conglobated , heaped ,
21 or gathered round together : In Anatomy, Couple.
Conjugate Diameter, ( in Geom .) the
ſuch Glands, in an Animal Body, as are
ſmooth in their Surface, and ſeem to be horreft Axis or Diameter in an Ellipfis or
e made up of one continued Subſtance.
Oval Figure.
Conglobation, a gathering round, or
Conjugate of the Heperhola , a Line
is coming togetherin a Mafs, or Lump.
drawn parallel to the Ordinates and thro
Conglomeratę or Conglounerated, the Center or middle. Point of the Trans .
heaped, or wound up together : In Anato- verſe Axis.
To Conjugate, (in Grom .) as To Conjun
my, Conglomerate Glands are thoſe that are
uneven in their Surface, and made up as gate a Verb , i, e , to form or vary it accor
it were of many leffer Kernels.
ding to its ſeveral Moods, Tenſes and Pero,
Conglomeration, a rolling up into a fons.
Conjugates , (in Rhetor .) thoſe things
- Heap , a winding upon a Bottom .
To Conglutinate, to glue, knit, or that are derived from the ſame Original :
joyntogether.
Alſo a Logical Term , when from one
Tonglitination , a Gluing, a Knitting, Word, we argue to another of the ſame
. In a Phyſical Senſe, a joyning of Bon Origination .
Conjugation, a Yoking, or Coupling
dies, by means of their oily and clammy
Parts.
together in Pairs, a Term us'd in Aftrono
To Congratulate, to rejɔyce with one my : Among Grammarians, the Method of
for his good Fortune, to bid him Joy.
ConjugatingVerbs, &c.
Conjunction, a joyning or meeting to .
Congratilation , the Act of Congratu
lating.
gether, Union. In Grammar, a Particle
Congregation, an Aſſembly, or Meet that ſerves to joynother Words or Senten
ing together of People, more eſpecially forces together.
Conjunction of planets , (in Aftron .)
in the performing of Divine Service ; Alſo
an Aſſembly of Cardinals appointed by the is when two Planets meet in the ſame
Pope .
Degree of the Zodiack .
Congregational, belonging to a Coli
Conjunctiva Cuvica,( L. in Anat.) a
gregation,
Coat of the Eye, to callid from its ficking i
Congregationalits, a sec of Inde- cloſe to it.
pendents, who had particular Congregati
Conjtındtive, that ſerves to conjoyn.
ons in a griddle way , between Presbytery
Conjuncture , the State or Circumſtances
of Affairs.
and Brownifm .
Congreſs , a coming together, Meeting,
Conjuration , a Conſpiracy, Plor, or
or Rencounter.
ſecrec Cabal to do any publick Harm . In
Congritence or Congruity, Conformi- Lamp, a Perſonal Conference with the Devil
to compaſs any Defign.
ry, Suitableneſs, Agreeableneſs.
coongruent, agreeable, ſuitable.
To Tonjure, to charge upon the Sacred
Congruity, (in Philos.) a Relative Pro neſs of an Oath ; to conſpire, or plot toge
perty of a Fluid Body, whereby any Part ther.
of it is united with any other Part, or
To Conjure or Conjer , to practiſe
with any other Body.
Conjuration, to raiſe, or lay Spirits,
Congruous, convenient, proper, meet.
To Comi, to learn or get without Book ;
Comcal, (G. in Geom.) belonging to the alfo a Sea-term , the ſameas To Cond.
Figure of a Cone.
Connatural, (L.) that is natural to few
Conjectural,. ( L.) belonging to , or veral things with others.
made up of Conjectures.
Connected ,joyned , or faltend toge .
Conjecture, Gueſs, probable Opinion , ther.
or Suppoſition .
Conner, In Logick, thoſe things are faid
To Conjepure, to judge, or gueſs at To be Connex which are joyn'd one to ano.
Random .
ther, without any Dependance or Sequence.
Commerton , a hanging or being linked
Comferons, bearing Cones, or Çlogs,
a Termi apply * d by Herbalifts, to fuch Trees together.
Comerity, that by which one thing is
or Plants as bear a feedy Fruit of a
joyn'd .o another.
Woody Subſtance, and Conical Figure.
Coningerta, (0. L.) a Coney -borough,
To Conne, 10 wink as, to take no
or Warren for Rabbers.
aotice of
Cornidences
To Conjoyn , (L.) to joys or put tp
gether,
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Commidence , a Feigning not to fee, a
winking at a Fault.
Conniventes Glandula , ( in Anat.)
chofe Wrinkles which are found in the in-,
fide of the Guts callid Inteftinum llenme
Jejunum .
Combtal, belonging to Wedlock or
Marriage.
Conoid , (G. in Geom .) a Solid which is
produc'd by the Turning of any Section of
theCone about its Axis,
Consides , the ſame as Conarium .
Couguaffatio, ( L.) a Shaking as with an
Earthquake, a Daſhing or Breaking in pie
ces : In Pharmacy, theBeating of Herbs or
Fruits with a Peſtle .
To Conquer , ( F.) to bring under, to
gain or get by Force of Arms; to maſter.
Conquerour, one that has conquer'd , a
Subduer.
Cmqueſt, the AA of Conguering or the
Ihing conquer’d : In the Scotch Law , Lands
or Goodswhich a Man poffeffes by his own
private Title, or by Gift ; or by any other
fimple Contract.
Conrad, (G. able Counſel) a proper
Name of Men .
Conreata Pellis, (0. L.) a Hide or
Skin dreſs'd .
Conlangtunity, (L.) Kindred by Blood,
or Birth .
Conſcience, the Teſtimony or Witneſs of
one's own Mind, the inwardKnowledge of
a thing.
Tonſciencious, that has a good Conſcience, juſt and upright in dealing .
Conſcionable , the ſameas conſcientious,
alſo equitable , reaſonable .
Conſaoudy thatknows one's felf tobe
guilty of, or privyto.
Confcribed , a Term in Geometry, the
fame as Circumſcribed .
To Conſecrate, to hallow , to appoint
er fer apart to an Holy Ufe.
Confecration , the Act of Confecrating.
Confettary, that which follows upon the
Demonftration of an Argument; a Conſe
quence drawn from a fore- going Propoſition .
Conſecutive, immediately following one
after another.
Conſecution -Nonth, the ſpace between
every Conjunction of the Moon with the
Sun ; being ſomewhat above 29 Days and
a half.
Conſent, Approbation , Accord, or A
greement.
To Conſent, to agree or accord ; to approve, or allow of.
Confentaneais, agrecable,
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Conſentient, conſenting , willing.
Conſequence, an orderly Following,
Concluſion , Inference ; alſo Importance, Mo 1
ment, or Weight.
Conſequence or conſeguentia , (in to
Stron .) is when a Planet moves according to
the natural Succeſſion of the Signs ; as from
Aries to Taurus, & c.
Confequent, following, fucceeding, e
fuing.
AConſequent, that which follows upon
ſome thing.' 'In Logick , the laſt part of an
Argument, oppoſed to the Antecedent.
Conſequent of a Ratio of Reaſon , ( in
Mathem .) is the latter of two Terms of Pro
portion, or the Term between which and
the Antecedent, a Compariſon is made.
Conſervation, a preſerving, keeping, or
maintaining.
Conſervator, (L.) a Protector or De
fender ; a Keeperor Maintainer.
Conſervator of thePeace, one that has
ſpecial Charge by virtueof his office, to ſee
the Queen's Peace kept.
Conſervator of the Crnce and ſafe
Condits, an Officer formerly appointed
in every Sea-port, to enquire of all Offen
ces done againſt the Queen's Truce , and ſafe
Conducts upon the Main Sea ."
Conſervatory, a Place to lay up faſe, or
keep any thing in, eſpecially aStore-houſe
forPlants, Fruits, & c.a Green -houſe,
Conferve, a ſort of Compoſition made
of Sugar and the Paſte ofFlowers, or Herbs'
fo that itmay be keptſeveral years.
To Conſerve, to defend or maintain , to
preſerve orkeep.
To Conlideč, to mind, to think of; to
regard, or have a reſpect for.
Confidcrable, that deſerves to be con
fider'd, remarkable .
Conüderate, circumſped , wife, adviſed!
Conliberation , a bethinking one's ſelf,
a Motive or forcible Reaſon ; Reſpect, or Re.
gard. In Law , the material Cauſe of a Coo
tract or Bargain, without which it would
not beeffectual or binding.
To Confign, to appoint, to makelover.
In Trade, Goodsare ſaid, To be confign'dto
a Factor, when they are ſent him by his
Employer to be ſold, &c.
Confignation, the Ad of Configning ,
making over, & c. In Law , the putting of
a Summ of Money, & c. into fure Hands,
'till the Deciſion of ſome Controverfie that
hinders thedelivery of the ſaid Truft,
Conſignificative, that is of the ſame
Signification with another.
To Confilt, to be made up of, to hang,
or agree together,
Conta
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Confittere, Effence , the way or man
Conſpiratione, a Writ that lies againſt
ter of Being ; Relation or Agreement; alſo Conſpirators.
the thickneſs of Liquid Things.
Conſpirator, onethat has conſpir'd for
Confiftent, ſuitable, or agreeable to ; fome ill Deſign ; a Plotter.
To Cmnfpiré, tò fuit or agreetogecher,
that hasaConliſtence, or is not fluid .
Confiftent Bodics, ( in Philos.) folid or to complor or bandy together .
Conſtable, a Title hererofore belonging
firm ones , whoſe1 Parts are cloſely united to
ģether.
to the Lords of certain Manours. After
Confiftorial, belonging to a Conſiſtory . wards the High Conſtable of Hundreds ot.
Confiftory, a folemn Meeting of the Franchiſes were appointed ; and under thoſe
Pope and Cardinals, alſo an Aſſembly of the Perry Conftables of every Town and
the Minifters and Elders of the Reformed Pariſh .
Church. In Law , the Tribunal or Place of
The Conſtable or Lord High Eoinſtaa
Juſtice in the Spiritual Courts.
ble of England , an Officer anciently of
† To Emfociate, to unite or joyn to- ſuch Power, that it was thought too great
.
for any Subject, having the ſame Jurifdi
gether in mutual Society or Fellowship .
Conſolation , Comfort, an ealing of Aion, as the Earl Marshal, and takingPlace
Grief.
of him , as a chief Judge in the Marfal's
Conſolatory, that gives or affords Com- Court.
fort, comfortable.
Contable of the Tower , a Nobleman
Conſole, ( F. in Maſonry) a kind of Brac, who had the Government of that Fort, ei
ket or Shouldering-piece that juts out, and ther for Life, or during the King's Plea
ſerves to ſupport a Cornice, & c.
ſure.
Conſtancy, ( L.) Firmpels, Reſolution ,
Conſolidantia , (L. P. T.) conſolidating
Remedies, i. e, ſuch as cleanſe and cloſe up Stedfaſtneſs.
Wounds,
Conſtant, fteady, continuing in one's
To Conſolidate, to make whole, or to Purpoſe ; durable or laſting; certain of
cloſe ; to be ſtrongly united, or joyn'd to ſure .
Conſtat, (L. T.) a Certificate taken dhe
gether ; a Term usd by Surgeons in ſpeak
ingof Wounds or broken Bones.
of the Exchequer-Court of what is there
Conſolidation , the Act of Conſolida- upon Record, relating to any Matter in Que
ting: Among the Cvilians, it is an uniting ftion : Alſo an Exemplification or Copy of
of the Poffeffion and Profics of Lands, & c. the Inrolment of Letters Parent.
Conſtellation , à company of fixed Stars
with the Property . In Common Law , a joyn
ing of Two Benefices intoone ; and in Sur imagin'd to repreſent ſome Figure or Crea
gery, an uniting of broken or disjoynredture, and commonly calld by the Name of
Bones, or a cloſing the Lipg of a Wound. it.
Conſonance, Agreeableneſs, or Suitable
Confternation , great Fright, or Amaze.
neſs: In Mufick , the Agreement of Grave ment upon ſome ſudden Amiction , or Pub
and Acute Sounds, ſo proportionably or lick Calamity.
der'd as to make a pleaſing Harmony .
To Conſtipate, to bind or make coſtive ;
Conſonance of Wlozds, is when Two properly to thwack together, to cram or
Words found much alike at the end, rhim- ram cloſe .
ing, orchiming.
Conſtipation, the Act of Conſtipating :
Conſonant,conformable, agreeable:
In Philoſophy, 'tis when the Parts of a Natu
A Conſonaut, ( in Gram ) a Letter that ral Body acquire a cloſer Texture chan what
has no Sound of it ſelf, unleſs it be joyn'd they had before ,
to fome Vowel
Conſtituent, that conſtitutes, or makes
Coulezt, a Partaker of the ſame Condi- up .
To Conſtitute, to ordain , or appoiar ;
tion į the Wife of a Soveraign Prince, or
other great Perſon : Alſo the Harmony to eſtablith, or make.
Conftitution, Ordinance, Decree ; a Re
made by ſeveral Voices or Muſical Inſtru•
ments .
gulation or Settlement made by Order of a
To Conſoit, to keep Company, or Prince : Alſo the temper of the Body, or a
Sociery with.
Natural Diſpofition.
Confound or Comfrey, an Herb.
Conſtitutive, that is proper, or fic to
+ Confperfion , a ſtrewing, or ifprink- Conftiture.
ling about.
To onftrain , ( F.) to force or oblige
Conſpicutons, eafie to be ſeen , clear, by force, to reſtrainor keep in .
manifeft ; eminent, famous.
Contraint, Compullion, Force, Vios
con
lence
TenCpiracy , a Combination or Plot
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To Conſult, to adviſe' with, or take
Conſtriction , a binding faft,or tying
hard : In Philoſophy, a crowding the Parts Advice of ; to deliberate upon a thing s take
of any Natural Body, in order to make it care of,or provide for,
more thick .
Conſultatioit, a conſulting about any
Matter, eſpecially of Phyſicians for the Be
Conftrigor y abiorum ; Sphinder
Dębicularis i abiojum , (in Anat.) a Mafa nefit of their Patients : Allo a Writ,by
cle that encompaſſes the Lips with rotind which a Cauſe removed from the Ecclefiafti
Fibres; and when it acts, purſes or draws cal Court, to the Queen's Court, is return'd
back to theformer again.
them up .
To Conlone, to deſtroy,or waſte ; to
Contfridoes alarum nall, ac Dt=
Preflores labii ſuperiozis, are Muſcles ſpend, or ſquander away ; alſo to watte of
whichſerve to draw the Upper Lip and pine away ;to wear out, ordecay.
Conluinmate, compleat, perfed , accom
dla Nafi downwards.
Conſtructioli, a building, framing, or pliſhed .
To Conſummate, to make perfect , ac
making : In Grammar, the regular and due
joyning of Words together in a Sentence or compliſh ,orfiniſh.
Conſiunmation , fulfilling, or accoma
Diſcourſe: In Geometry, the drawing offuch
Lines as are neceſſary for the making any plishing ; perfection.
Conſummatum ,(L.P.T.) the füice of a
Demonſtration appear the more plain and
undeniable.
Hen cut into ſmall pieces, drawn cut by
Conſtruction of Equations, ( in Alo Diſtillation in BalneoMaria į ſtrong Broth .
Conſnmption; a conſuming, or waſt
gebra) is the contriving ſuch Figures and
Lines as may demonſtrate the Equation, Ca- ing, eſpecially of Proviſions, Commo.
non , or Theorem to be true, according to dities, & c. Allo a Defect of Nouriſh
the Principles of Geometry.
ment, or the wafting , or decaying of the
Couftruttive, that tends to Conſtructi- Body.
Confamptive, that is inclin'd to , or
on, thatmay be framed of made.
To Confirue or Confter , to interpret, that is actually in a Conſumption .
Contabiilation , (in Architect .) a joyne
expound .
Conſtupration , a debauching, or de ing of Boards together, a boarding, or
planking ; a Floor, a Timber- frame.
Aow'ring of Women .
Conſubſtantial, that is of the fame Sub
Contact, (in Philos.) touching, or touch :
In Mathematicks, it is when one Lines
Itance.
Conſubſtantiation , ( i. e, the Union of Plane, or Body, is made to touch ano
TWO Subftances) a Doctrine maintain'd by ther .
the Lutherans , who believe the Body and
Contagion , Infe&tion, the ſpreading,
Bloud of Chrift to be ſubſtantially in the or carching of a Diſeaſe, as when it is
Sacrament of the Lord's-Supper, together communicated, or tranſlated from one Body
to another.
with the Subſtance of Bread and Wine.
Conſuctudinibus & Servitiis (L.) ' a
Contagiotis, infectious, apt to infect .
Writ that lies againſt a Tenant, who with
To Contain , to hold, to comprehend ;
holds from his Lord the Rentor Service due to refrain , or keep back, to keep within
Bounds.
to him .
Contaetudo, Cuftom , Uſage, Uſe : In
To contaminate, to pollute, or defile!
ancient Writers, a Day's Work to be done
Contamination , Pollution, or Defiles
for the Lowof a Manour by his Tenant, as ment, properly that of the Marriage-Bed .
Coteke, ( 0.) Contention, or Strife:
a Cuftomary Service.
Conſul, (among the Romans) a Sove
To Contern , to deſpiſe, or fightsce
raign Magiftrare, of whom Two were cho.. make no accountof.
fen every year by the Poople, after they
To Contemplate, to behold , or view ,
had fhaken off the Royal Authority : The to take a full View of, to muſe or meditato
Title is atpreſent given to the chiefGover- upon.
nours of ſeveral Cities, and more eſpecially
Contemplation , Contemplating, Media
to the principal Managers of Trade, or Re- tation, Study.
fidents for Merchants in Foreign Parts.
Contemplatide, given to Contempla
Confular, belonging to Conſul.
tion.
A Conſult, the ſame as a conſultation,
Conteinplatives, certain Friers of
but commonly taken in an ill Senſe, for the the Order of St. Mary Magdalen , who
fecret Cabals of Plotters againft the State. wore black Upper- garments, and White uno
derneath.
Contem
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Contemplatos , one that contemplares.
Contempojary or Cotemporary, that
lives in one time, that isof the fame Age,
or Standing with another.
Contempt, Deſpite , Scorn , Diſdain.
Contemptible , that is to be ſcorned ,
or ſighted ; vile, baſe, or mean.
Contemptuous, ſcornful, reproachful,
flighting.
To Contend, to ſtrive, or quarrel, to
diſpute.
Conteneinent, (0.L.T. ) the Freehold
Land which lies to a Man's Tenemerit, or
Dwelling-houſe.
Contenfioit, great Effort, united Endea
wour į as A joynt Contenfion of Strength.
Content, willing, ſatisfy'd, well pleaſed
withwhat one has.
Content, ( Subst. ) Contentedneſs, or
Satisfaction ; alſo the Extent, or Compaſs
of a Thing : In Geometry, the Meaſure of
any ſolid Figure in Cubick Inches, or
Feet.

mains, and ceaſes when the ſaid Cauſe is
remov'd .
Continent Fever , is that which per .
forms its Courſe without any Intermiffion
or Abatement.
A Continent , (in Geogr .) a great Extent
of main firm Land , which comprehends re
veral Countries, Kingdoms, Provinces, & c.
Contingency , a Caſualty, Accident, or
uncertain Evident.
Contingent, Caſual, Accidental : In
Mathematicks, the ſame as Tangent.
Contingent Line, ( in Dialling) is a
ſtraight Line, ſuppoſed to ariſe from the In
terſection of the Dial- plane with the Plane
of the Equino&tial.
Contingent Ale, (L. T.) ſuch a Uſe
as by the Limitation may, or may not
happen to Veſt, or pur in -Poffeffion of the
Lands, or Tenements,
Continual, that is without Intermiſſion ,
conftant.
Continuial Clatmg (L.T.) is a Claim
made from cime to time, within every Year
and Day, to Land , & c. which at preſent
cannot be attain'd by the Party that has a
Right to it.
Continual Fever, is that which come
times abates, but never perfectly inter
mits.
Contimance, Laſtingneſs: In Common
Law , 'tis the ſame as Prorogationin the ci
vil ; as Continuance till the next Alizes, i. e ,
à putting off the Tryal.
Continuando, a Term us'd when the
Plaintiff would recover Damages for ſeveral
Treſpaſſes in one and the fame Action.
Continuation, the Act of Continuing .
Continuatoz, one that concinues a Work
begun by another.
To Continut, to purſue, or carry on s
to perſevere, or hold on , to abide, or
lart.
Contimied Bals, the fame as Thorougha
Baſs.
Continued Duantityora Cortiminum ,
is thatwhoſe Parts are infeparably joyn'd, or
unitedtogether.
Contimity, the Connexion , or Joyning
together of the ſeveralParts of aThing
In Siergery, 'tis when the parts ofthe Body
are all whole and entire without being
divided .
Continiotis or Continued Body, a
Body whole Parts areno waydivided.
Contozllon , a wrefling , wrenching, or
pulling awry : Alſo a Term us’d by Sur.
geons, when a Bone is fomewhát disjoynted,
though notentirely ; a Sprain.
Contour,

To Content, to give content, to pleaſe,
or humour ; to pacify , or appeaſe ; to ſatis
y, or pay ,
Contentation or Contentment, Con
entedneſs, Satisfaction of Mind.
Contention , Strife, Debate, Diſpute .
Contentious, apt to Contend, Quarrel.
ome.
Contents, the Matters contained in a
Book, Chapter, Letter, &c.
Conteſt, Debate, or Diſpute.
To Conteſt, to concend , or quarrel for.
Conteſtation,Contention,Strife.
Coutert , a Portion of Scripture which
precedes the Text, or ſome other particular
Paſſage.
Contexture, an interweaving, or joyn
ngtogether ; the ordering, or framing ofa
Diſcourſe; the Compoſure, or Style of a
Proceſs, dec.
Contiguity or Contiguouſneſs, Near
eſs, or Cloſeneſs, as when the Surface of
-ne Body touches that of another.
Contiguons, that touches, or is next to,
Toſeadjoyning, very near.
Contigious angles , (in Geom .) are
uch as have one Leg common to each
Angle.
Continence or Continenty, Chaſtity ,
Temperance .
Continent, containing one's ſelf within
he Bounds ofModeration; Temperate, So
Der.
Concinent Cauſe of a Difemper, is
hat on which the Diſeaſe depends ſo immeliate y, thatit continues to long as that re
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Contour, ( F.) Circumference, or Com- Charter, to make certạia Services and Suits
pals : In Painting and Carving, contours are to his Court.
the outward Lines of a Picture , or Figure.
Contramdications, are divers Signs in
Contracantticion , ( in Afrol.) is the a Diſeaſe, the Confideration of which
Degree and Minure in the Ecliptick, oppo- dillwades a Phyſician from ufing ſuch a
particular Remedy, when other Things in
fite m theAntiſcion .
Contrabandor Contrabanded Ooobs, duce him to it.
fuch Goods as are forbidden by Ad of
Contramandatie plaati, ( L.T.) a
Parliament, & c . to be brought into, or con- reſpiting, or giving the Defendant further
vey'd out of this into other Nations.
Time to Anſwer.
Contrarmire, (in Fortif.) a little Out
Contratt , (L.) a Covenant, Bargain , or
Agreement ; a Deed , Inftrument, or Arti- wall built before another Partition -wall .
Contrapodtion , a putting againſt :
cles in Writing :
To Contract, to make a Contract, to In Logick , a changing of thewhole Subject
Covenant, to Article ; to atridge, or into the whole Predicate, andthe contrary.
thorten j to get, or catch an ill Habit, or
Contraried , (0.) Contradicted .
Contrarients, a Name heretofore gi
Diſeaſe.
Contrattation -houle, a place where ven to the Barons that took part with
Contracts, or Agreements are made for the Thomas Earl of Lancafter, againſt King
Edward II.
promoting of Trade.
Contractile , aTerm apply'd to fuch Muſ
Contrariety, Oppofition. Diſagreement.
cles, and otherParts of the Body ås are con
Contraries , ( in Logick ) when one
thing
is oppos'd to another.
tracted .
Contrary , oppofite : Things are faid
Contradion , drawing together, making
Ahort, fhrinking : In Logick , a Method by To be contrary, whofe Nature, or Qualities
which the thing reducing abridges that are abſolutely different, arad which deftroy
one another .
.
which is reduced
Contractare , ( in Architett .) the ma
Contraſt, ( F ) a ſmall Diſpute , or
king ſmall of Pillars about the top : In Difference : In Painting , a different Dif
Surgery, a Contradion that is made by pofition of the Objects and Parts of the
Degrees, of any part of the Back , Hand, Figures .
Contrate-wheel, that wheel in Watch
Foot , & c.
To Contradid , to oppoſe anocher's, es which is next to the Crown-wheel,
whoſe Teech and Hoop lie contrary, to
Alertion . to gainſay.
Contradidion , a Contrariety of Terms, thoſe of other Wheels.
Contrapallation or The Line of
Gainſaying.
Contradictious, full of Contradi&tion. Contraballation , (in Fortif.) a Trench
Contrabidozy, thar contradi & s it ſelf, or guarded with a Breaft-work, which the
Befiegers uſually cut round about a Place,
implies a Contradiction .
ContradictoryOppoſition, (in Logick) withoutMusket-fhorof it.
To Contravene, to act contrary to an
the Contrariety of two Propoſitions, both
Agreement ; to infringe, or break a Law .
Quantity:
in Quality
ttimtion
Contraduand
, the Act of Contra
Contravention , the Ad of Contrave
ning.
ſhing ,
diftingui
To Contradiftingnity,
to diftinguiſh on
Contrayerba, a Weft-Indian Plans,
much us'd by the Spaniards in Counter
the other Sire.
Contrafactio, (L. L. T.) Counterfeit poifons.
+ Contrectation, a touching, or hand >
ing , as Contrafattio Sigilli Regis,' i. e. a
eiting of the King's Scal.
.
Counterf
queue d'Hironde, ( E. in Fortif.)
Contraftſſure
, a Counter-cleft: In Sur . lingContres
gery, a Fradure of the Scull, when the Part an Out-work in form of a ſingle Tenaille,
Itruck remains whole, and the oppoſite wider at the Gorge, or next the Place, than
ar the Head, or towards the Campain ,
PartContra
is clefr .:formam Collationis , a Writ Contributary, (L.) that pays Contri.

thar lies where a Man has given Lands in
perperual Alms to any Religious Houſe,
Hoſpital&
Corica formam froffatnenti, a Writ
that lies for the Heir of a Tenant infeoffed
of certain Lands, c. by the Lord's

bution.
ToContribute , to give fomething
with others'; to conduce, to avail, to
help .
Contribution , a Contributing, a Joynt
' giving of Money : In Military Affairs,
Tax
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Contrabok, (L.T.) he that of his own
a Tax paidby Frontier-Countries, to ſave
accord , invents and ſpreada abroad feigned
themſelves from beingplunder'd.
Contributione fatenda, a Wriç that Tales .
Contumacions , ( L.) Rubborn , ſelf
& lies where ſeveral Perfons are bound to
one ching, yet the whole Burden is pur willed.
upon one ; to oblige'all to bear an equal
Coutumacy, Seubbornneſs, Rebellion ;
particularly in refuſing to appear in
Enthare of the Charge.
Contrtte, thatis very penitent, or Court ofJuſtice , when Cummoned thereto .
Continettaus, Reproachful, Spiteful.
Sorrowful for his Şins, and Tranſgreſſions
Condinely, Reproach , Affront, fcur
of the Divine Law.
Contrition , a true fincere Sorrow rilous Language.
Contulion , a beating, batrering, or
which a Penitent feels for having offended
bruiſing : Among Chymists, a reducing to
God .
Contrivance, Device, Ingenuity in Powder, by Pounding in a Mortar. In
31
Contr'ving.
Surgery, a Bruiſe, dividing the Continuity
To Contribe, to Deſign , to Plor, to of Parts in the Fleſh, or Bones.
Contnfion of the call, a Fra&ture,
Minage.
Controll, ( F.) Contradiction, Cen- when the Scull-bone is ſo hurt, that it apo
Sure, Check ,
pears found from without, but yet is fepa.
To Controll, to examine Accounts, to rated fromthe whole on theinſide.
Overſee ; to Cenſure, or find fault with .
Convaleſcence or Convaleſcence
Certroller, an Officer that keeps a Recovery of Health , or Strength .
Roll of other Inferiour Officers Accounts 3
Convenable, (0.L.T.) convenient, fit
a Reformer of Manners, an Overſeer.
ting, agreeable.
To Convene, to call together, to af
Controller crClerkControlter of
the Queen's houſe , an Officerat Court, ſemble; to come together , or meer.
Convenience or Conventency, Ad
who has Power ço allow , or diſallow the
Charges of Purſuivants; Meſſengers, Pur- vantage, Eaſes Fitneſs, Suitablenels : In
veyors , & c.
Architeđure, convenience confifts in fo diſ ..
Controller of the Hamper, an Officer poſing the ſeveral Parts of a Building, that
in Chancery , who in Term -time daily at they may not hinder, or ſhock one ano.
rends on the Lord Chancellour, and takes ther .
all things Seald from the Clerk of the Convenient, for, ſuitable, ſeaſonable.
Convent, a Monaſtery, or Religious
Hamper inclos'd in Leather-bags.
Controller of the stut, an Officer Houſe.
To Convent, (0.) co amon to appear.
who is to ſee, Thac che Money be paid to
Conventicle , a little private Affembly
EN the juft Allize, to Overlook and Controll
the Officers, in caſe of any Defaults, & c. forReligious Exerciſes.
Conventio , ( b ) a Convention, a
Controller of the faby, an Officer,
whoſe Buſineſs is to Controll all Payments Meeting of People : In Pleadings at Law ,
of wages , as alſo to examine and audit all a Covenant, or Agreement.
Convention , à Writ chat lies for any
Treaſurers, Viduallers and Score-keepers
Covenant in Writing not performed : Allo
Accounts.
Controller of the Pell, an Officer be a general Meeting of the Etates of the
That
longing to the Exchequer, who keeps a Realm .
Contra-rolment of the Pell of Receipts,
Conventional, belonging to a Cone
vention, or Affembly , done by Agreement
and goings nut.
Controller of the pipe, pnother of
Conventioner, a Member of a Cona
ficer of the Exchequer, who Writeo Sum- vention .
mons to the Sheriff, to gather the Farms
Conventual, belongingto a Convent,
or Company of Religious Perſons.
and Debts of the Pipe.
Conventuals, Friers, or Nuns, chat
Controller Orriral, an Officer be
actually live in a Convenc. ,
to theArtillery.
longing
Convergent or Conberging, (in Opo
To Controve, (0.) to contrive or de
viſe.
ticks) bowing together , as Convergenc
Controverſial, ( L.) belonging to Rays, i, e. thoſe Rays which incline to
wards one another, till they meet in
Controverſy.
Controberigo Debate, Diſpute, Vari- Point.
abee .
Condercant, thatkeeps Companywith ;
To Controbest, to Diſpute of, to Aro alſo well verſed or skilled in .
Conta
guc pro and con .
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Converſation , familiar Diſcourſe a
To Convitt , to prove one guilty, & c.
Convidion, Convi&ting, full Proof: In
mong ſeveral Peſſons ; Intercourſe ; De
meanour
Divinity, the firſt Degree of Repentance, by
Conuerſt, turned, or tranſlated : In which a Penitent is convinced of the evil
Mathematicks, oné Propoſition is callid Nature of Sin . In Law , the proving of a
the Converſe of another , when after ſome- Perſon guilty of an Offence by the Ver.
thing ſuppoſed in the firſt Propofition , that dict ofa Jury, & c.
Convidive, that tends to convi& t .
Concluſion is likewiſe ſuppoſed ; and then
To Convince, to make one ſenſible of
that which in the other was ſuppoſed, is
drawn as a Conclufion from it.
the Tru : h of any Thing, or Matter of Fact,
Converſe Direction , ( in Aſtrol.) is by evident Realons or Proofs.
Convocation , a Calling, or Affembling,
when a Significator is brought to the Place
of the Promittors, contrary to the Succeſli- together ; eſpecially a general Meeting of
on of the Signs.
the Clergy, to conſult about Church - affairs
Converſe, ( Sabft.) familiar Intercourſe, in time of Parliament.
1
or Correſpondence .
Convocation -Doule, the place where
To Converſe, to keep Company, and the Clergy meer for thạc purpoſe .
be familiar with.
To Convoke, to call together, or af.
Converſion ,
Turning, Alteration, ſemble.
Convolution , a rolling, wrapping, or
Change, eſpecially of Manners : In Di.
vinity, a turning to God , wrought in eo | winding about : Among Herbalifts, a wind
very true Penitent.
ing or turning Motion which is peculiar to
Converfion of Equations, (in Alge- the Trunksor Stems of ſome Plants,
particular
manner
bra
)
a
changing
Convolvulis ,(L.) a Worm that ears Vine
of
an
3
Equation , when the Quantity ſought, or Leaves : Alſo the twiſting of the Atraight
any Member or Degree of it is a Fraction. Guts ; a Diſeaſe.
Converſion of Propoſitions, ( in Lo
Convoy, ( F.) a Conduct or Guard ; A
gick ) is the changing of the Subject into Supply of Men , Ammunition, &c. Con.
the place of the Predicate, and the Predicate vey'd into a Town : Allo Men of Warthat
into the Place of the subject, yer always defend Merchant-ſhips from Pirates.
retaining the ſame Quantity of both Propo
To Convoy, to convey, or guard after
fitions.
ſuch a manner.
Conver lion of Realon , (in Arith.)
Conus, (G.) a Pine-apple : Alſo a Cone,
is theCompariſon of the Antecedent with a ſolid Geometrical Figure ,broad and round
the Difference of the Antecedent and Con- at borcom , with a Marp top like a Sugar
fequent, in two equal Reaſons or Propor- loaf .
tions.
Comis fulo ius , a ſort of Crucible, or
A Convert, a Perſon turn'd to che Chymical Veffel, made to melt (ron, & c.
true Religion
Comilanit, ( F. L. T.) knowing, under
To Gaivert, to turn , or change, or ftanding, of being privy to.
apply to one'sProfit, or Uſe.
Convulfio,( L.P.T.) a plucking, or ſurink .
Convertible, that may be turned, ing up ; theConvulſion or Cramp.
changeable.
Canvullio Canina, a Diſeaſe in the
Conver, bending down on every Side, Jaws,when the mouth and one fide of the
like the Heavens, or the aut - fide of a Globe Face is turn'd awry,
or round Body.
Conduiſton, a Diftemper by which the
Condepitý, the crookedneſs and ben- Nerves, Muſcles and members are drawn
ding or bowing of a thing downward on together, or looſen'd againſt the Will.
the out-lide.
Convullive, belonging to Convulſions.
To Covey, to carry, to ſend inte
To Coo, to make a Noiſe ; as Turtles
another Place , to make over an Eſtate , & c. and Pigeons do.
Conveyance, carrying : In Law , an
Cook, a Man or woman that dreffes
Inſtrument or Deed, by which Lands , & c. Meat, dr.
are made over from one to another.
Cook - room , a particular Room in a
Conveyancer, a Maker of, or a Perſan Ship, where the Cook with his Mate, dreſ
ſes and delivers out the victuals.
well skili'd in making ſuch Writings.
Copkery, a Cook's Trade, the Art of
Convitt, one that is found guilty of an
Qffence.
Dreſſing Mear.
Cozibtc Rectilant, one who has been
Cooler, a kind of Veſſel, us'd by Brewa
legally indicted and convicted , for refuſingers,
to come to Charch .
Cogna
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Coom , the Soot that gathers over an
Coping -irons, Inſtruments usid forthe
Oven's mouth,
paring of a Hawk's Beak ; or Talons, when
Coomb or Comb , a Meaſure of Corn, overgrown .
containing Four Buſhels.
Coptous, (L.) plentiful; abounding.
Copland, (S.O. R.) a piece of Ground
Coopee, (F.) a ſort of Step in Dancing.
To co-operate, (L.) to work together, into which the reſt of the Lands in a Fur.
to act with another, in the producing of long do ſhoot.
fome Effect .
Coppa, (0.L.) a Cock of Graſs, Hay
Co-operation, co -operating , joynt- or Corn , divided into Portions fit to be ci
working.
thed .
Co- operator, one that co -operates , a
Copped , ſharp-topped.
Fellow -worker.
Coppel or Cuppel, ( F.) the Pot in
Coopertto Arbozum , (0.L.) the Bark which Goldſmithsmelt,or fine their Metal :
of Trees.
Among Chymiſts, Coppels are certain Veſſels
Coopertojiam , a Caffock or Upper Gar- made of Athes, or burnt Bones in Thape of
ment, a Cover for any thing .
a Cup.
Co-ordinate, that is of equal Degree,
Copper, a Metal.
Order, or Rank .
Role- Copper, Copper melted ſeveral
Coot, a Water-fowl, otherwiſe callid a times, and ſeparated from its groſs and ear .
Moor hen.
thy l'arts .
Top , the top of any thing, a Tuft on
Copperas, a M !neral
the Head of Birds.
Coppice or Copre, a little Wood con
Cop.l, a fort of hard Rofin brought lifting of Under-woods, which may be cut
from the West- Indies,
at the Growth of 12 or 15 Years.
Coparceners or Darcenens , (L. T.)
Copocritica, (G.P.T.) Medicines that
they that have an equal Portion in the In- purge away the Excrements or Ordure in
heritance of their Anceſtour.
the Guts.
Coparceny or Coparleny, ſuch an e
Coprophozta , a Purgation, or purging.
qual Diviſion, or Share.
Coproltacia , Coſtiveneſs, or binding of
Copartnet, one that is joyn'd in Part- the Belly:
pership with another.
Copúla , (L.) a coupling or joyning to
Coparnbas, a kind of American Plant , gether , a Fetter or Shackle : In Logick , the
the Juiceof whichisa Balſam of admira- Verb that joyns together any Two Termsin
ble Virtue
an Affirmat ve or Negative Propoſition.
Copagdæ Ballamum , a fort of Gum
Copulation , (L.) a coupling, or joyne
that diſtilis like Turpentine, from a Treeing together ; carnal coupling between Male
glowing in Braſil.
and Female.
Copě, a kind of Prieſt's-Veſtment : Alſo
Copulative, ( in Gram .) that ſerves to
a Tribute or Cuſtom paid to the Queen , & c. couple, or joyn ; as A Conjunction Copula .
Wcksworth
tive.
in
of
Lead
-mines
out of the
Derbyshire. In Doomſday-Record, a Hill; and
Copulative propoſitions, (in Logick )
in Chaucer,
a Cloak.
are thoſe that include ſeveralSubjects, or
To Cope, to jut out as a Wall does ; al- ſeveral Attributes joynºd together,by an
ſo an old word for to barter or truck : In Affirmative or Negative Conjunction ,
Falconry, topare a Hawk's Beak or Talons.
Copus or Copos, ( G.P. T.) Labour,
Copernican Syttem , ( in Aftron.)is Trouble, weariners occafion'd by Labour.
Copy, ( F.) the Originat of a Book ; a
thar Repreſentation of the Univerſe, which
places the Sun in the Center or middle of printed Book, a Pattern to write after : In
it, and ſupposes the Planets with the Earth, Law , the Duplicare or Tranſcript of an Ori .
to move round about the Sun.
ginal Writing.
Copes-mates, a Partner in Merchandi
Copy- hold , (L. T.) a Tenure for which
ang.
the Tenant has nothing to thew , but the
Copholis, ( G. P.T) a deafʼning, or Copy of the Rolle made by the Steward of
making deaf, alſo Deafneſs, a Diſeaſe.
the Lord's Court.
Copialibellt deliberanda, a Writ that
To Copy atit, to write after an Origi
lies in Caſe, where a Man cannat get the nal.
Coquelucho,(1.)a kind of violent Cough )
Copy of a Libel, at the Hands of an Eccle
fiaſtical Judge,
Cognetry, ( F.) skill in carrying on a .
Coping, the top of a Building, of the morous intrigues, Effeminacy . Wapton
brow of a Wall made Noping.
neſs
Code
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00%, ( L.) the Heart, a Member of the
Cold of Willopd , a parcel of Fire -wood,
Body : Among Herbalifts, the inward ſoft, containing in Meaſure 4 Foot in Breadth ,
pithy and ſpungy part of any Tree or Plant. as many in Height, and 8 Foot in Length
Co Carpli. a Star in the Northern He
Codage, the Rigging or Tackle of a
miſphere, berween the Coma Berenices and ship ; alſo all kind of Stufffor the making
Ropes.
of
Urſa Major.
Copdeall, ( F.) a Cord , or Line : 19
Cor hybęže, a fixed Star in the Conſtel.
Jation of Hydra.
Fortification , a Line divided into Fathome,
Cor 1 eonts, a fixed Star, otherwiſe Feet, & c. for the marking af Out-works
on the Ground.
nam'a Bafilicus and Regulus.
Cora , (G.) the Apple, Sight, or black
Cordelier , a Gray Frier of the Order
of St. Francis.
of the Eye.
oracle, a ſmall Boat us'd by Fiſher
Cordial, ( L. ) good for the Heart,
men on the River Severn .
hearty , fincere, free, open .
A Cordial, a ſort of Phyſical Drink , tq
Coacobrachtalis or Copacabrachia
UB, ( in Anat. ) a Muſcle which ariſes from comfort the Heart.
the end of the Proceflus Coracoides of the
Cordon , ( F.) the Twift of a Rope, a
Shoulder-blades and is inſerted to the String : In Architecture, the edgeof Stone
on the out- fide of a Building : In Eorti
Shoulder-hone,
Cozatohyotnes, are Muſcles which take fication, a row ofStones ſet berween the
riſe from the ſameproceſs, and go as far as wall of the Fort that lies a -lope, and the
Parapet whichſtandsupright.
theBone Hyoides.
Coracoides, a Proceſs of the Shoulder
Cordovan -Leather , afort of Leather
blade, which takes Name from its Figure, made of Goat-skins, in Cordoua, à City of
Province of Andaluſia in Spain .
the
seſembling that of a Crow's Bill.
Cordwainer or Godtner, a Shoge
Corage or Haglofs, an Herb.
Gopal, a Plant turn'd to Srone, or ra maker.
Coriago , (L.) a being clang , or hides
eher a Shoot from a Rock that has receiv'd
bound ; a Diſeaſe in Cattel.
the form of a Plant.
Cotander, ( 6. ) an Herb fomewhat
Coral-wot, an Herb .
Cozalline, a fort ofMoſs that dicks to like Parſley.
Corinth, a very famous, but now
Rocks.
Cozam non Judice, 10. L. T. ) ruined City of Peloponnefusor the Morea.
when a Cauſe is brought in a Court, of Corinthian Bials, a Compound of
whichtheJudges have not any Juriſdi& ion , Gold, Silver and Copper, calually mixt
Copban , (H. in Scripture) a Gift, or together uponche burning of that City
when many fine Statues and Velfels of
Offering made on the Altar.'
Corbeil, (F.)a Basket : In Fortification , thoſe Metals were melted down, and ſo
'Corbeils are little Baskets, whichbeing filla imbodied .
Coz tnthian Diber , one of the Five
with Earth, are often ſer one againſt ano . Ordersof
Architecture , fo cal’d , becauſe
c
.
&
Breaft-works,
on
ther
Cabel, Cobil, or Cofbet, (in Ma- Columns were firſt made of that Propor
Sonry) a Shouldering-piece, or jutting out in tion at Corinth .
Walls, to bear upaPoft, Summer,bo.
Cogitant, (L.) a People who anciently
Corbel or Corbetel,' a Nich ' in the inhabited Northampton-ſhire, Leiceſter-frire,
Rutland.sbire , Lincoln - fkire , Nottingham .
Wallof a Church, or other Building.
Corbet=ftones, certain ſmooch poliſhed Soire and Derby-Shire,
Cork -tree, a Tree of divers forts ; one
Stones that were laid in the Front and out
of which is to be ſeen in the Phyfick.
fide of the Corbels or Niches.
Corcoufnels , ( 0.) Corpulency, or Garden at Chelſea.
Cozuojant, a Water- fowl reſembling
Groſnefs of Bodys.
Coid , a Rope, or Line : Allo a ſtraight a Raven .
Corn - flag , a Plant fit for By, or Out
Sinew in the Fore-legsof an Horſe, which
comes from the Shackle -vein to che Griſtle borders in Gardens.
Coin - flower or Blem -bottle ,
of his Nore.
Cords or Chords , ( in Mufick) the Flower.
Con -roſe or avuitto -Poppey , a kind
Strings of a Harp , viol, Violin, & c. Alſo
the Sounds that proceed from ſuch Inſtru- of Flower .
ments, even from thoſe that have no Conn -Sallet , a looſening and re
freſhing Herb .
Sưings.
Cona :
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Com - Copia , the Hornof Plenty ,
Connachine Potoper, a Purging Pow
der, ſometimes cali'd the Earl of War- figuratively taken for great Plenty, or A.
bundance of allThings.
wick's Powder.
Coinage, (L. T.) a Tenure, whereby Cornua Wiert, (in Anat.) two Side:
Some Lands were formerly held ; which parts of the Matrix in fome bruit Beaſts,
tras to blow a Horn,to give Notice of any as Cows, Harts, Sheep , &c.
Cornute, horned , or having Horns ; a
Invafion : Alſo a certain linpofition, or
Cuckold : alſo a kind of Chymical Still,
Tor upon Corn .
or luted attrafs, with a crooked Neck .
Cornalin , a kind of precious Stone.
Cornavit, ( L.) People who in old times
To Cornute one, to make him a Cuco
poffefs'd the Counties of Warwick -fire, kold.
Comutum argumentum , (in Logick )
Wircefter-ſhire, Stafford -ſhire, Shrop -Shire and
Cheſhire.
a ſophiftical, or ſubtil Argument, as it were
Cornea Dailt Tunica, (in Anat .) the horned,
oodto habendo, (L. L. T.) a Writ
Second Coat of the Eye, otherwiſe nam'd
Tunica dura and Sclerotes.
for exacting a Corody, out of any Abbey ,
Cornel, ( 0.) a Corner ; alſo the Fore . or Religious Houſe .
part of a Houſe.
Colony, (L. T.) a Summ of Money ,
Cornel or Cornet-berry, a ſort of or an Allowance of Meat, Drink, and
Fruit.
Cloathing, heretofore due to the King ,froma
Comeltan, a precious Stone of a red a Monaſtery, for the Maintenance of any
Colour.
one of his Servants.
Cornelius, ( L.) a proper Name of
Coroflary, a conſequent Propofition
Men, taken from the Horn of War.
or Inference . In Mathematicks, an uſeful
Cornemuſe, ( F.)a kind of Rag-pipe. Conſequence drawn from ſomething that
Corneol, a ſort of Cornelian -ſtone.
has been already advanced , or demonſtra.
Concais, belonging to , or like Horn, ted ..
horny.
Corona, (L.) a Crown , a Coronet, a
Cornet, a Shell-fith reſembling a Horn : Garland : Allo a clear Circle appearing in
Alſo a kind of Shawm , a Mufical Inſtru - a Cloud about the Sun, or Moon : In Aro
ment : Allo a Farrier's Inftrument to let a chitecture, the flat and moſt advanced Parc
Horfe Bloud ; or a fort of Linnen Head of the Cornice, call the Eaves, or Drip .
dreſs for Women : Allo - a kind of black
Corona or The flat Crown , is alſo a
Taffery, which Doctors of Phyſick , or particular Member in the Dorick Gate .
Law, us'd to wear on the Collar of their
Corona Borealis or The Northern
Robes : Alſo the Standard of a Troop of Garland , a Conſtellation in the North
Horſe į or the Commiſſion Officer that ern Hemiſphere, contifting of about 20
bears fuch a Standard .
Stars.
Cornice or Corntr , ( in Architect.)
Cozona Caftrenfis # Uallarts, (ao
the third and higheſt part of the Entabla- mong the Romans) a Crown made of Gold
tute ; the uppermoft Ornament of any and Silver, which was granted to thoſe
Wainſcot, & c . Alſo an Ornament in that forc'd the Palliſadoes, or Camp of the
Joyners-work fer round the top of a Room , Enemy.
Bed, & c.
Cozona Mertotonalis, à Souchern
Contce-ring of a Piece of Did ': Conſtellation made up of 13 Scars.
nandt, is that which lies next the Trunnion
Cojonale, ( in Anat.) the CoronalBone,
ring,or next from the Muzzle-ring back or the Bone of theForehead.
wards.
Cogonalts esutura , a Seam , or Cleft
Corniola , (L.) a little Crow ,a Chough. in the Upper-partof the Scull, lap'd like
Contailaris Proceflis, ( in Anat .) a Crown, orComb.
Cozonarta Tala, ( in Anat.) the Veins
the Proceſs or Knob of the Shoulder -bone,
and Arteries which encompaſs the Heart
reſembling the Figure of a Crow's Beak .
Contailate plants, ſuch asafter each like a Garland, and ſerve to nourish
Flower, produce many diftin & and horned it.
Coronation, the Crowning of a Sove
Seed -pods.
Cornu, the Horn of a Beaft, a Corner, raign Prince .
Cozonatore eligando, a Writ directed
Horn , or Trumpet to blow with.
Cornu Cervt, Hart -horn : Among to the Sherif for the choice of a new Co
Chymits, the Mouch of an Alembick , or roner,
Cozoner
Still , alſo the Herb Bucks-born,
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Corone, (G.) a Crow , or Daw : In d .
natomy, an acute Proceſs of the lower Jaw.
bone , reſembling a Crow's Beak .
Coroner, an Officer who is uſually
affifted by a Jury of 12 Men , and fits upon
the Bodies of ſuch as are found dead, to
enquire whether they dy'd a violent, or a
natural Death , c.
The overatgn or Chief Coroner, is
the Lord Chief Juſtice of the Queen's
Bench .
Coroner of the Gerge or of the
Dneen'sbottle, an Officer that has Jurif
di&tion within the Verge, or Compaſs of the
Queen's Court.
Cojonet, a little Crown, or Chaplet.
Cojonts, (G.) the Peak , or Top of a
Hill : In Architecture, the Cornice, or Top
ornament of a Pillar, c.
Cozpoza Cavernoſa Pents, ( L. in
Anat.) are two little long Bags in the Yard ,
fenc'd every where on the out-ſide with a
thick Skin.
Co2poza Pyramidalia, certain bunch
ing out Knobs of the Under-part of the
Brain .
Corpoza Striata , Protuberances, or
Knobs on the Crura Medalla Oblongata,
Corporal, belonging to the Body, Bo
dily .
Corporal Dath, iş ſo call’d, becauſe the
Party that takes an Oath, is oblig'd to
touch the Bible with his Hand.
A Cozpocal, an inferiour Officer of
Foot-Soldiers. At Sea , an Officer who is
oblig'd to look to all the ſmall Shot and
Arms, and to exerciſe the Muſqueteers on
Board the Ship : Allo a Communion -cloth
usdin the Church of Rome.
Cozpojate, united into one Body, in a
Political Senſe , as A Corporate Body.
Corporation , (L. T.) a Company of
Men united and joyn'd together into one
Fellowship ; of which one is Head, and the
reſt are the Body.
Corporation Spiritual, and of dead
Perſons in the Law , a Corporation
conſiſting of an abhor and Convent.
Cor Pogation Spiritial,and of able
Perſons in Law , iswhere it conſiſts of
a Dean and Chapter, a Maſter of a College,
or Hoſpital.
Co2pozation Temporal by the Dueen,
is where there is a Mayor and Commo
nalry.
CO2poration Cemporal by the Common Law , is the Parliament which con
fifts of the Queen the Head , with theLord's
Spiritual and Temporal, and the Commons,
the Body,
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Cor pozature , the Form , Bulk , or
Conftitution of the Body.
Co poreal , belonging to a Bodily
Subſtance
Co pojetty, the School- Term for the
Nature of a Body s a being of ſuch , or
ſuch a Substance.
Copposificationi , a making into a
Body : In Chymiftry, a givinga Spirit the
famé Body that it had before Spiritualiza.
t'on .
Corps, a dead Body, or Carcaſs,
Cops de Battatli , (F. M. T ) the
main fo y ofan Army drawn up for Battel.
Corps de Garbe , a particular Poft in
an Army to receive a Number of Men fet
to Watch , for the Security of ſome more
conſiderable Poft.
Cops Politick or Fodtes Bolitick,
are Birtops, Deans, or Parlons of Churches,
opulency , bulkineſs , or groſsneſs
of Body.
( 02pulent, big -bodied, groſs, fat.
Corpus, ( L. ) a Body, all manner of
Subſtan :
Corpus cum caula , a Writ iſſuing out
of the Chancery , to remove both the Body
and the Record.
Corpus Callolitm , ( in Anat.) the
upper Part, or Covering of a Space in the
inward Subſtance ofthe Brain.
Corpus Chuti ,a College in Oxford,
built by Richard Fox, Biſhop of Wincheſter,
1516.
Corpus Chriſt Day, a Feſtival ap
pointed in Honour of the Holy Sacrament
of the Lord's Supper
Copus Tartcolum , the fame as Para
piniforme Corpus.
og pulcles , ( in Philos. ) the ſmalleſt
Parts, or Phyſical Aroms of a Body.
Corpuſcular, belonging to ſuch Atoms.
Corr, a certain Meaſure containing ewe
Quarts.
To Corred , to amend, or mend the
Faults, to reprove or check, to chaſtiſe or
puniſh, to temper or allay.
Corredion , the Act of Correcting, or
Mending ;Puniſhment,Reproof. In Phar.
macy, 'tis' when a Medicine is mended , or
made better.
Corredive , that ſerves to Correct,
Temper, or Atlay.
A Torredive, ſuch a ſort of Remedy.
Corrector , one that Corrects, or A
mends.
Corrector to a Printing -hotice, a
Man of Letters, who takes care that all
Faults in every Sheetbe duly mended , be .
fore it is wrought off at thePreſs.
Corettok,
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Coprugant gulde , ( in Anat.) are
Force, it: Corrector of the staple, a Clerk be
longing to the Staple, that records the thoſe that help to knit the Brows when one
frowns.
ing i ii Bargains of Merchants made there.
Corredo,um ,( L. P.T.) any Thing that
Corrugatton, a Wrinkling , or draw .
chool. To ſerves to correct , or improve Medicines.
ing into Wrinkles.
beinge Correlattve, that has mutual Relation
Corrugatoz supercilit, a Muſcle of
one to another.
the Eye -brow .
a To torreſpond, to anſwer, or agrees
Córrupt, ſtark Nought, Rotren, Tain
gpirn to make ſuitable Returns to one's Friend ted .
beforein Nip, or good Offices.
To' Corrupt, to marr, or ſpoil, to des
Correſpondence, holding Intelligence, bauch, or defile, to pervert, or bribe ; alſo
to become corrupt ; to putrify.
, O Cri Intercourſe; mutual Commerce.
5 (E1 , Correſpondency, Agreement, Anſwer
Corruptibility , the State of that
to
Thing
one
of
or
dramaeiableneſs,
Proportion
which
isCorruptible, Aptneſsto be Cor
r
the
panca ano .
rupted .
Corcuprible, that may be Corrupted, ar
Bumbe Correfpondent, Correſponding, ſuitable,
az agreeable.
ſubje & co Corruption ,
Corrupeton , a Corrupting, Marring,
A Correſpondent, one that holds Cor
ouiciBreſpondence, or with whom it is kept. In Tainting , Gr. Alſo Rottennels, the co
arlonsduTrade,when zwo Men hold a mutual In- rupt, or Rotten Matter of a Sore : In Phie
ncis, cercourſe, & c. by Letters, & c. they are faid , losophy, the Defruction of the proper Mode
To be Correspondents.
of Exiſtence, of Being of any Natural
ied, grill, Corridor, (F.) a kind of Gallery that Body.
Corruption of Blood , (L. T.) is an
Bois,alsCurrounds a Building : In Fortification, the
Infectionthat happens to the Blood, Iflue,
Coverf-way above the Counterſcarp .
a With Corrigible ,( L.) that maybecorreded, and Eftate of aManAttainted of Treafon,
mmove beuror amended .
or Felony.
Corrigidor, ( Sp.
Corruptive, apt to Corrupt.
)e a chief Governour
ar
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Coplair, ( F.) a Courſer, or Robber by
og of a lizhiard.s
Sea .
e Braire Coxribal, a Competitour, one that Copferpreſent, ( L. T. ) an Offering
ſs
Bishop ofthe fameMiſtre .
Perſon , anciently made to the Parillon
Corroborantta, ( L. P, T.) Medicines Pricft.
Corſelet or Collet, a kind of Aron
thar Strengthen , and comfort the Parts.
the Bless To Co robojate, to Strengthen afeeble, mour for a Pike -man ," or a Pike-man so
or diſeaſed Part, to confirm , or make good Armed.
i , thelisten Evidence, or Argument,
Colned, ( S.) Ordeal-bread, “ or impre
Corrobožation
, the Act of Strengthen- catedBread; a Superſtitious Way of Purga
g
in
rm
g
ak
.n
Fi
ly
.
,
di
orm
Phi .)
tion among our SaxenAnceſtours.
n3 of W. Corrobojative, that ferves to Strength.
Copter , (L.) the Bark, or Rind of a
g
n
Tree, oc, aShell, or Pill.
gi to
ature coco To Corrode, to eat through , to gnaw ;
Copter pecubtanus, the Jeſuits Bark.
to fret, or gall.
Cozter Winteranus, a kind ofCinna.
mend, onme Corrodentia, ( L. P. T.) Medicines that mon, brought firſt from the Indies by one
Captain Winter.
away , or conſume proud Flela.
Cozticalts Subſtantta Cerebit, (in
Corrovible,thatmaybe corroded.
llay
Anat.
Sed; Reporrod faCorratibility
ten, or diffolof- It
ance )ofthe
culty of being co(rrc.oded1.), eathePower,
Brain . or outward Barky.Sube
theCortical,
ne
Corrofive
Liquor
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.
di in ved byany
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Menftruums
Corroſive
Bodiesby
Copus, an Hebreue Meaſure of 30 Bush .
ing r r,eeting
oltour
,o F g
.
in afore afts Corrofibe , a Gnaw
els.
, chat has a gnawin , or fret
that Crest Cor
+ Corucant, ( L.) thining, bright.
ting
Coruſcation
, a Lightening, Flaling, or
n
i
t
ts
A Torrolide,
Glittering ,
oletine
e
vne,
libene a CorrodingMedici
0 taktes73 Copro
, a being Corrosi , the
Corvus, the Raven, or Crow s alſo a
be duly en quality chat fome Liguors, which are call' Fid calra a Cabor : Algo a Souchera Con
at the foreign Menfrwums, liave of corroding, or dilolvo Bellation in the Heaveris, combfting of 7
Wine Badics.
Coibus ,
Stars,
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Corbiis verfoj, the Demolish -crow ,
Colmometry, a Meaſuring of the World
an Engine usd by the ancient Romans to by Degrees and Minutes.
Coflacks, a certain Militia, or Rody of
beat down Walls, di.
Corymbta or Cofymbe, climbing Ivy , Soldiers, fet up in Poland by King Stephens
Bathorias,
an Herb.
Colle, ( 1.) an old Word for Algebra.
Coimbíferolis Plants, are ſuch as
Coffet, a Lamb, Colt, Calg, oc, fallen .
have a Compound diſcous Flower, but
their Seeds have no Down ſticking to and brought up by Hand without the
Dam .
them .
Corymbus, a Bunch , or Clufter of Ivy
Coffick , belonging to Algebra , as Coffick
berries : Among Herbalifts, a compounded | Quantities, & c.
Colt, Charge, Price : In Heraldry, the
difcous Flower , whois Seeds do not fly
fourth Part ofa Bend.
away in Down.
Coryphe, the Crown of the Head ;
Colt -mary or Colt -weed , a Gardens
alſo the inner- end of the Fingers, near the herb.
Collz
, (L. in Anat.) the Ribs, thoſe
Nails.
Copyga , (G. P.T.) the Poſe, the falling Bones, which, with other Parts, make the
'down of a ſharp, ſalt, and thick Humour, Thorax, or Cheft.
Cortard, a kind of Apple.
out of the Head , upon the Noſtrils, Mouth,
Coſtard-monger, a Seller of Apples, a
Lungs, & c .
Colcinoinancy, (G. ) a kind of Divina . | Fruiterer.
Coltera , ( 0. L. ) a Coaft, or Sea
tion , or Sooth-ſaying by a Sieve.
Co- Secant, (t . in Mathem .) the Secant coaſt.
of ani Arch , which is the Complement of
Coltive, ſubject to be bound in Bo
dy .
another to 90 Degrees.
Colenage or Cognatione, a Writ that
Coltons, the ſame as Chards of Anti
lies for an Heir, where the Trefayle, or chokes,
Coffrel, ( 0.2 a Wine-pot, or a kind of
Facher of the Great Grandfather, holds
Lands, & c. and ar his Deach a Stranger Bottle.
Colus, (G.) a Shrub chat grows in
caters and intrudes.
6 Cofy or Catterel ( 0. ) a Cortage, or Syria and Arabia : Alſo a Drug brought
from the Indies ; alſo, an Herb commonly
Hut.
Colhacks, a ſort of Girdles worn by callid Coft-mary:
Cot an old word for a Cortage.
Turkiſh Women .
Cofhertag, (L. T.) a Prerogative that
Tot or Cot- gare, refuſe Wooll, fo
ſome Lords of Manours had to lie and feaft clung, or clotted together, that it cannot be
thèmfelves with their Followers at their palled alunder.
Co- Tangent, ( in Geom .) the Tangent
Tenants Houſes.
Colier, (0.) a Botcher, otherwiſe calld of an Arch of a Circle, which is the com
plement of another to 90 Degrees.
a Sowrer.
Co- sine, (in Geom .) the Right Sine.
Cotaring, (0.L.) one who had a free
which is the Complement of another to a Socage- Tenure .
loterelli,- (0. L.) a ſort of ſtraggling,
Quadrant, or 90 Degrees.
Colméticks, (G ) Medicines that wbi- Thieves and Plunderers, who ſeem a
ten and ſoften the skin, or in general, any firſt to have been Couragers and Country
Thing thathelps to promote the Comelineſs Fellows.
Cotecellus, a kind of Servile Tenant
of the Perſon that uſes it.
Coſmtcal, (in Aftron .) belonging tothe that held Lands in meer Villenage.
Cotërta , a Cottage, Cot, or Homeo
Courſe of the Worla : Thus a Star is ſaid
To riſe. Cofmically, when it riſes together ftall.
Cotelwald, (0.) a Set of Sheep-coats, or
with the Sun , and the Coſmical Setting,
is when a Star fets at the ſame Inftant that a Flock of Sheep feeding on Hills.
Cotland or Cotlethtaņu, ( s:) Land
the Sun riſes.
Coſmographer, a Perſon skill'd in Cof- held by a Cortager.
Cotquean, aMan that is too bufy in5
mography.
Coſmographical, belonging to that meddling with Womens Affairs.
Cotletila , (0. L.) a little Manſion , or
Science.
Coſmography , a Science which thews Seat belongingto a ſmall Farm .
the Frameof theUniverſe, or whole world,
Cotlethus a Cottager, or Cottage
orxamining its Figure,Bigneſ , Diſpoſition of| holder
Cottages
all its Parts, oc,
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Covenable or Convenable, ( 0. L. TU
convenient, ſuitable , or fit.
Covenant, a Bargain, or Agreement:
Cottager, onethat lives in a Cottage.
Cotierel ; ( inDoomſday -book ) a Coto In Divinity, a particular Dispenſation where
tage .
by Almighty God deals with Mankind : la
Cottlestis (in Heraldry) certain Subdi- a Legal Senſe, the Conſent of ſeveral Par
vitions from the Bend, of which theymake ties to one thing ; as to do, or give fome,
what.
bur two third Parts.
Covenant in Law , is that which the
Cotton , a ſort of Stuff contained in
th : Fruit of the Tree of the fame Name : Lawintends to be made, tho it be not ex
Alſo the woolly Down, or Mollineſs of preſs’d in Words ; and Covenant in fact , is
that which is expreſy agreed upon between
Tome Fruits.
To Cotton , to Frize, or wear Nappy , the Parties.
The Covenant or the Solerini
as ſome Stutt's do ; to ſucceed, to hit , to
League and Covenant, a particular Ar
agee .
Cotton -Weed or Cud -weed; a ſort of ſociation, or Agreement of the People of
Herb .
England , made inthe Time of K. Charles I.
Cottre, ( C.) a Trammel ro hang a Pot
To Covenant, to make a Covenant, or
on over the Fire,
Agreement.
Covciranter , one that took the Presby
Cottum , ( 0 , L.) Coć or Dag -wooll, of
which Corta, or courſe Blankets were anci- terian Covenant during the Civil Wars.
Covent or Convent, a Monaſtery, or
cotly made.
touchat , (in Doomſday-book ) Boors, Religious Houſe : In Low , the Society, oš
or Husband -men .
Members of an Abby, or Priory.
Coventry, a noted City in Warwická
Cotyla , (G.) - Saucer, a Dish : Alſo a
fort of Herb, orWeed , Mother-wort, May- Nire, fo call'dfrom a Convent of Moriks
- weed : Alſo a kind of ancient Meaſure for anciently there ſettled.
Liquids ,much about an Engliſh Pint,
Coventry -Bells, a kind of Flower .
Coryla Attica , a dry Meaſure among
Covercle or Coverktl, (0.) a Cover,
che Atheniens,containing , Ounces.
or Lid.
Coverlet ; a Covering for a Bed.
Cotyle, the ſame as Cotyla: In Anatomy,
Co-berleb Sines (in Geom ) the res
the Cavity of the Huckle -bone, which re
maining part of the Diameter of a Circle ,
i ceives the Head of the Thigh-bone.
Cotyledon , the ſame with Coryle ; alſo an after the Verled .Sinc.ietaken from it.
3 Herb , call d great Penny -wort .
Covert, (F. L. T.) covered by, or un
Cotelppones or acetabula Aterina, der the Power of an Husbånd ,as Femme
certainGlandules, which in fome Creatures Covers, i. e. a Marry'd Woman.
A Covert, a Thicker, or ſhady Place for
arte diſperfed up and down the Chorion :
Deer, or other Beaſts ; a Hiding-place,or
Alſo the gaping Meetings of the Veins; in Shelt
er.
The Matrix of Women .
To Couch), to comprehend, or compriſe,
Covert -way, ( in Fortif.) a Space of
o lie down ; to take of the Web of an Ground on the edge of the Ditch , which
Eye, as Oculifts do ; to ſet a Lance on the has a Breaſt-work ranging quice round the
reft.
Half-moons, and other Works towards che
Conch -weed , Colchgraſs ; or Country
Coperture; ( F.) a.Cover, covering, or
Duttch -grals, a kind of Herb.
Couchant, (F. in Heraldry) lying, or Coverler : In Law , it is particularly ap
ſquatting cloſe to the Ground ; as A Lion ply'd to the Condition of a Marry'd wca
man, who is under Covert Baton , i. c. under
Couchant.
Coucher ; (0.) a Factor reſiding in ſome the Power , or Protection of her Husband.
Foreign Country for Traffick ; alſo a Setter , To Codet, to defire eagerly, to lut.
or Setting- dog : Alſo a Book, in which a after.
Covctable, that is to be covered, of den
Corporation, & c. Regiſter their particular
fired .
Ads
Covetotis , very deſirous ; alſo itingy ?
Conching, ( H.T) the Lodging of a
Wild Boar.
griping, cloſe-fitted , niggardly.
Covin or Covine, (L.T.) a deceitfu
Coidee, ( F.) a Cubit, or Elbow : In
Agreement between two or more Perfons ;
Fertification , the ſame as Traverſes.
Cove, (w.C. )alittle Harbour for Boats ; to the Prejudice of another,
alſo a Canging-word for a Mane
Cottage, a little Houſe in the Coun .
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Cont, a kind of Tub , or Veffel wich | ed, when they come out to hinder the Ap:
two Ears.
proaches of the Enemy.
To Coul, ( in Archery) to fhear , or cut ToCounter -ballarich to weigh one
the Feather of a Shaft high or low .
thing againſt another, to make of an even
Couldar, (0.) a Grove of Hafel-crees. Weight, to make an equalamends for,
Coulter, (L.) a Plough -thare. .
Counter -battery, a Bartery rais'd to
Council, a general Aſſembly of the play againlt another.
Counter -bond, a Bond or Security to
Clergy of a Nation , or particular Province :
an Affembly of Counſellours of State, ſave one harmleſs, that has enter'd intoa
Allo
oc , In Lincolns- Inn, an Aſſembly of the Bond or Obligation for another.
Members of theSociety.
Comter- Breaſt-work , the same with
Common Council, a Meeting of a Falſe Bray.
Counter-change, a mutual Exchange
Select Number of the principal Citizens of
Tendon, choſen out of every Ward , to made between two Parties by Compact or
manage Publick Affairs,
Agreement
Counter-changed, ( in Heraldry) when
Common: Cancil Pali, a Member
of rhat Venerable affembly .
there isa mutualChanging of the Colours
Conncil or Counſel, a Counſellour or of the Field, and Charge in an Eſcutcheon.
'Advocate, one that pleads for his Client Counter -charge, a Charge brought
at the Bar of a Court of Juſtice.
againſt an Accuſer.
Counſel, Advice.
Counter-charm , a contrary Charm , a
To Counſet, to give Counſel, or Ad- Charm made uſe of to ſpoil the force of
another.
vice .
Counter check a Cenfure made upon
ComCellour, an Adviſer, eſpecially a
Perſon well skill'd in the Law , who is a Reprover.
conſulted in weighty Matters.
Corinter-componed, ( in Heraldry) a
Didy Concellour, a Counſellour of Term apply'd to any Ordinary thathas on
Stare, one of the Queen's moft Honourable | ly TwoRows ofCheckersof Twodifferent
1
Colours ſet contrariwile.
Privy Council.
Contut, a foreign Earl ; In Law , the
Counter -cunnug, Subuilty us'd by the
original Declaration in a Procels, chiefly adverſe Parry,
in Real Actions.
Counter -aistinction or Contradictins
To Count, to reckon, to account or atton, a diftinguiſhing with reſpect to the
oppoſite side.
efteem ,
Counterfetts ( F.) imitared , falſe, feign
Count-wheel, a Wheel in the friking
part of a Clock that moves round in 12 or ed .
A Counterfeit , a deceitful Perſon , a
14 Hours, and is by ſome call'd the Locking
Cheat,
Wheel.
Countee, (0. L. T.) a Counr or Eart.
ToCainterfett, to imicate, to forge, to
Colintenance, ( F. ) Viſage, Looks , En- feign or diffemble.
couragement, Protection : In Law , Eſtima
Counter-fotlor Counter -ſtock, that
tion or Credit.
part of a Tally ftruck in the Exchequer,
To Contenante, to favour, to encou . which is kept by the Officers of the Court.
Counter- forts, (in Fortif.) are certain
rage.
Counter, a Counting board in a Shop ; Pillars and Parts of the Walls of a Plage,
-a piece of Braſs, or other Metal, to count which advance as much as is poſſible in the
withal : Alſo the Name of Two Priſons in Ground, and are joyn'd by Vaults to the
thie Ciry of London . In a ship, there are height of the Cordon ,
Two Parts call'd The wpper and lower Coun .
Counter-fugue, (in Mufick )is when
ters.
the Fugués proceed contrary one toanother.
Corinters or Countors, ſuch Serge
Corinter-guard , ( in Fortif. ), a large
-ants at Law as were retain'd to defend their Heap of Earth in form of a Breaft-work
Clienrs Cauſe as Advocares, and were anci- raiſed above the Moar, before the Faces and
the Point of the Baſtion.
ently call'd Sergeant- Countors.
Counter , is alſo a Particle ſignifying
Chinter.lath, a Lath that is laid in
Opposition, often made uſe of in the com- | length berween the Rafters.
founding of Engliſh Words, and ſometimes
Countermand,arecalling aformer Com
it ſelf ; as Tarion Counter.
mand : In
, 'tis where a
former
Lines or Trenches carry'd on by the Beliege made yoid by the Parys that forft did it.
Counter
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Counter -march , (M. T) à particular
manner of drawing up Soldiers, ſo as to
chinge the Face, or the Wings of the Battallion.i
Counter-mine, (inFortif.) isa Paſſage
under Ground, which the Befieged make in
ſcarch of the Enemies Mine, to giveAic to
it, and hinder its Effeat.
To Counter-mine, to finkfuch Mines ;
allo to prevent, or hinder another's Delign
from taking Effect.
Caintersmure, a Wall, or Bank raiſed
oppoſite to the Town -Wall.
Counter - pain or Comter- paint, a
Co erlt for a Bed .
Counter-part,the Duplicate, or Copy
of any Indenture, or Deed : Allo a Term
in Mufick , importing one Part to be oppoGe to another,
Comter -pakant, ( inHeraldry) is when
Two Lions are born in a Coat ofArms, and
one appears to be paffing quite the contrary
Way to the other.
Cantersplea , (L. T.) a croſs, or con .
trary Plea.
Counter-plot, a Plot contriv disoo
verthrow another ;a Sham -plot,
Counter- point, aQuilt, or Coverfet for
a Bed : In Needle-work , the ſame with Back
. Hitch, or Quilt-ſtitch :In.Muifick, the old
Method of compoſing Parts by ſecting Points
or Nores one againſtanother to expreſs the
f.veral Concords.
Counter -poile, an equal Ballance ; as
when one thing is weigh'd againſt ano
cher.
To Counter -potſe, to :weigh one a
gainſt another.
anAntidote to hinder
theCounterpotlon,
Effect of Poifon .
Connter-rail, a row of Rails, or Balli
Aters, fet oppoſite to another Row .
Comutersroll, (L.T. ) a Counter-part,
or Copy of the Rolls, relating to Appeals,
Inqueſts, & c.
Cotter-round, (M.:T.) a certain number of Officers, going to viſit the Rounds,
or the Sentinels.
Counter-falient, (in Heraldry), is when
Two Beaſts are born in a Coatof Arms, in
a poſture of leaping from each other , di
rectly the contrary Way.
Counterſcarp, fin Fortif.) properly that
ourward Side, orSlope of the Moatwhich
faces the Body of the Place ; altho' by this
Term the Covert-Way with its Glacis, and
Breaſt -work is generally underſtood.
Counter -ſecurity, Security given to a
Party, that has enter'd into Bonds, or other
Obligations for another,
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To Camter -lign, to sign a Parent, or
Order of a "Superiour, in quality of a Se
cretary .
Counter-Sophifter , a Difputant in an
Univerſity , that holds an Argument againft
another Sophifter.
Counter - statlatus- tall, the fame as
Contre-queue d'Hironde.
Counter- talip, one of the Two Tallies,
or pieces
(cor d . of Wood on which any thing is

Counter -Tep , one of the mean , or
middle Parts of Mufick .
Counter -tripping , ( in Herald .) is when
Two Beakts are reprefenced in a Coat of
Arms tripping, 1.c. in awalkingPofture
and the Head of oneis to the Tail of apo
ther.
To Canterball, to be of equal Valve,
or amount to as much in Compariſon of
another thing.
To Cotinter-work , ( M. 1.) to raiſe
Works, in order to oppoſe and ruin thoſe
of the Enemy.
Cointers, the Wife of a Count, orEarl.
Counting -houſe of the Queen's
Houlle:Lotd , or theCourt of the Green - closh ;
a Court where the Lord Steward, Treaſures
er of the Queen's Mouſe , Controller, and
other Officers, fit,.co
take the Account of
all Expences of the Houſe -hold , .
Colinty or Stirn gae ofthe Circutics,
arPares into which the whole Kingdom is
divided . County, is alſo taken in a Latha
sense, for the County:Courts alſo a Foreign
Earldom ; as The County of Burgundy, & c .
CountiesCorporate, areſeveral Cities,
or ancient Boroughs, upon which the Eng
liſh Monarchs have thoughtfit to beftow less
traordinary Liberties and Privileges, & c.
Comties Palatine, are Four, in Numa
ber, vin , Cheſter, Durham , Lancaster, and
Ely, whoſe Juriſdiction was theretofore very
great;buttheir Power is nowmuch abridg' .
County -Court, is ewofold , viz . one te
taining the generalName; kept every Monch
by the Sheriff, or his Deputy ; and the
other callid the Turn, held twice every
Year.
Coupe, ( 0.) a Piece Gut off, or our.
Couped or Conpee, a Term. apply'd by
Heralds to Trees cut from the Trunk, or to
any part of a Member, & c. in an Efeurche
on that is born cur clear, and evenly off.
Conple, Two Thingsofthe same kind
ſer cogether ; a Pair : Allo a fort of Band to
tie Dogs with
To Cotiple , to joyn together, to dothe
Ad of Generacion .
Coup
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Court of Requefts,a Court of Equity,
ecouple - cloſe, (in Heraldry), the Fourth
part of a Cheveron, and theſe are general- formerly appointed for the help of ſuch pe.
titioners, as in conſcionable Caſes should
jy born in Pairs.
Courage, (F.)Valour, Stoutneſs,Mettle. deal with theKing, by Supplication ,but
Caragious , full of Courage, Stout.
now quite ſuppreſs'd.
Courant, ( F.) a ſort of Dance ; alſo the
To Court, to wooe, or to make Love
Title of ſome News-papers,
to, to importune, or defire earneſtly ; 10
Couráp, a kind of Indian Tech, a Dif- lue, or ſtand for.
Court Bouilloi, (F. in Cookery) a par
Ref. like aTetter, or Ring -worm .
cicular way of boiling Fish in Wine, Velo
Cairfinc, (0.) fine Heart,
Courter , ( F.) a Meſſenger that rides juice and Vinegar.
Court Days , thoſe Days whende
to bring Expreſſes.
G Poft
Courraciek, ( 0.) a Horſe-courfer.
Courts of Judicature are open and Pleas
Taurſe, thick, rough, homely ; clown held .
Court-lands, Lands which the Lord of
its, rude.
mirle, (Subt.) Running, Race, Order , the Manour keeps in his own Hands, zo
Turn ; allo a Service of Meat. In Husband ſerve his Family , and for Hoſpitality.
dry, every fleece or turn of Hay laid on the
Court- roll, Rolfcontaining an Accoune
Cart : In Navigation , a ship's Way, or of the Number and Nature of the ſeveral
that Point of the Compaſs on which it is to Lands that depend on the Lord of a Ma.
be ſteered .
nour, with the Names of the Tenants, & c.
Courtauid , ( F.) a ſhort, thick -ſet Man ,
Courſer, a Diſputant in Schools, alſo a
Eore of Service .
a Durgen ; alſo a cropped Horſe, a Bob -tail:
Courtes , the Monthly Flowers in Wo Allo a Mort Baffoon , a Muſical Inftrument:
men : Among Sailers, the Main- fail and or a kind of short piece of Ordnance us'd
at Sea.
Fo e -failof a ship .
Courteouis , civil ,affable , gentle.
Courley , ( F.) a Space, orPaſſage in a
Courtelan or courtezan , a Courts
Galley, on boch sides of which , the Slaves
Lady, a Lady of Pleaſure.
are plac'd .
Contt, a Yard belongingto a Houſe, a
Courteſy : Civility, Kindgefs, a good
Kärrow Street: Allo' the Queen's Palace, or Turn ; a Curly, or Reverence done by a
Manſion : Alſo the Hall, or Place where Woman.
Juſtice is adminifter'd.
Courteſy of England, (L. T.) a Tee
Court of the gowtralty , a Court firſt nure whereby Man marrying an Heireſs
eftabliſh'd by K. Edward III. for the deci- poftels'd of Lands, & c. ifhe have a Child
ding of Cauſes relating to Sea -affairs.
by her which comes alive into the World,
Court= Baron , a Court that every though the Mother and the Child die imme
Lordof a Manour, anciently called a Baron, diately ; yet if the were in Pofleffion ,h:
holds withinhis own Precin & , in which thall holdthe Land during Life.
Canetin or Coučtain ,( F. in Fortif.)
Admittances and Grants of Land, & c. are
the front of the Wall, or Rampart, lying
made.
Court of Chivalry, or" Che gar = betweentwo Baſtions.
Courttals, a Hanger, a kind of dort
thal's Catirt, a Courtwhich is the Foun
tain of MartialLaw , where the Lord High Sword, that only cats on one side.
Courtly ;gallant, airy, ſpruce.
Coaſtable of England, and the Earl Marshal
Cairtihip , Courteſy, fine amorous
fit as Judges .
Chirts Chriſtian , Spiritual Courts in Speech, or Carriage.
which Matters relating to Chriftianity are
Coutie; (s:) known.
Cocheutlaughe ,, (0.L! T.) one that
more eſpecially handledo
CairtsLeet, a Court belonging to a knowingly entertains, cheriſhes, or hides
Lord of a Manour, in which all Offences an Out-lawed Perſon .
under High - Treaſon are enquir'd into.
Covy of Partridges, á Flock of thoſe
Court of the begate, a Court ſet up by Birds.
Cow , a well known Beaſt.
Cardinal Wolfey, to prove Wills, and diſ
To Cow one, to put one out of Heart,
penſe with Ofences againſt the Spiritual
to keep him in awe.
Laws.
Court of peculiarsi a Spiritual Court, Cowo -blakes, the ſame as @alings.
held in ſuch Pariſhes, as are free from the
Coto -quake, an Herb .
jurifdi&tion of the Biſhops, and peculiarly
Cow -wheat, a ſmall flowering Weed
belong to the Archbiſhop of Capterbury.” nhat grows zmida Corn
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Coward , one that has no Heart, or 'gine to lay a broken Leg in, that is newly
Courage : In Heraldry, when a Lion is fer. Alſo the Place where the Bullet lies in
born in any Coat of Arme with the TailaCroſs-bow .
Craft, Craftineſs, Subtilty , Cunning ,
doubled , or turn d in between the Legs,
Slineſs ; Wile or Trick : Alſo all manner
' cis call'd A Lion Coward ,
of Lines, and other Tackle that ſerve for
Cowde, (0.) a Gebbet,
Bowl, a kind of Hood , ſuch as Monks Fifing ; whence Hoye, Kerches, and ſuch
wear ; Allo' a Word as'd in Eſex for a like Åttle Veſſels, us'din the Fishing- Trade,
Tub .
are call’d Small.craft.
Craft or Handy-craft, any Mechanical
Cownetr, the hollow , or arched part
Art or Trade.
in a Ship's Stern.
To Coweć, to kneel, to fall, or fquat
Crafts-aDatter , one that is skilful in
down.
Handy-Crafrs, or in his Trade ; an Artiſt.
Cowring, (in Falconsy) the quivering of Crafty , ſubtil, cunning , Dy.
young Hawksthat take their wings, in
Crag , the Nape of the Neck , or the
token of Obedience to the old ones.
Top of a Rock .
Cragged or Craggy, rough, uneven
Cowel Baltaw , ( among the Perſians)
a fort of compleat armed Horſemen , that ſteep .
attend the Shapbander,
ratera , ( 0.L.) a Veflel of Burden ;
Cowllip , a Flower.
Hoy , or Smack .
Towltp -wine, a ſort of Wine made of
To Cram , to thruſt cloſe, to ftuff.
Cowflip-Flowers.
Crama, (G.) a mixture of things, asof
Cora , ( L.) the Hip, or Haunch , the Elements. Medicines, &c.
Crambling -xocket, an Herb . the Hip, the Huckle-bone.
Joynt of
CoræDs, (in Anat.)the Hip - bone, other.
Craip, a Diftempercausd bya violent
wiſe call'd llium Coxendicis, which is joyn'd wreſting or tretching of the Nerves,'
to the sides of the Os Sacrum .
Muſcles, doc.
Cormbir, the ſame with Coxa and Os Ctainp-fifoj a FiththatbenumstheHando
Iſchium .
of thoſe that touchit.
Corromak, a filly Fellow , a conceitedFool.
Crampern or Cramp- iron , an Iron
Coy , that pretends to much Modeſty, that faftens Stones in a Building is alſo a
thy , finical.
Grapple, or Grappling-iron , to lay hold of
Cor or Coven , (0.) nice, daintys alſo an Enemy's Ship.
to quier, to flatter.
Crampoons, pieces of Iron hooked at
To Cozen , to bubble, cheat, or choufe. the Ends,whichare faften'd ta great Pieces
Cozenage, Cozening, or Cheating :
of Timber, Stones, & c. to pull them up .
Crab , a kind of Sea- filha ; alſo a Wild- or draw them along.
Tranage, ( L.T.) Liberty to uſe a
ing, or wild Apple: Alſo a wooden Engine
with Three Claws plac'd on the Ground, Crane for the drawing up of Wares at a
for the lanching of Ships.
Wharf; alſo the Money taken and paid for
Crabsceyes , a Stone found in a Crab- the fame.
filhi, which reſembles an Eye.
Crane, a ſort of Fowl ; alſo an En .
Crabbat, (0.) handſome, comely.
gine that ſerves to draw up any Weight :
Trabbed, low'r as unripe Fruit ; rough, Allo a crooked Pipe made of Meral, for
uneven , ſurly.
drawing up Liquors out of a Veſtel.
Tant-fowl, an American Bird, very
Crabbing , ( in Falconry) when Hawks
Itand too near, and fight one with another. hideous to the Eye, and having under the
Crack -berre, a fort of Herb .
Neck, a Bag capable of holding two Gallons
Cracker, a Squib , a kind of Fire-work : of Water.
Crane- lines, ( in a Ship) certain Lines
'Allo Paper rolled up to buckle up Hair, or
keep it in the Curl .
that go from theupper end of the Sprit -ſail
Cracknels, a ſort of Cakes made in Top-matt, to the middle of the Fore-ſtays.
thape of a Dish, and bak'd hard, ſo as to
Cranes-bill, an Herb , whoſe Seed
crackle under the Teeth.
reſembles the Bill of a Crane : Alſo a fort
Cradle , a kind of Bed for a young of Pincere us'd by Surgeons.
Child : Alſo a Timber-frame rais'dalong
Crantum , (6. in Anar.) the Scull com
the out-fide of a Ship, for the more Eaſe prehending all the Bones of the Head.
and Safety in Lanching : In Husbandry, a
Crank , lufty , brisk ; alſo the Drawo
Wooden Frarne fixt to ſome ſort of Scithes : beam of a Well. A Ship is ſaid To be Crank
Among Surgeons, a kind of wooden Ens by the Ground, when her Floor jo ſo narrow
that,
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thatfac cannot be broughtonGroundwich .
our Danger.
Crank - lived, a Term apply'd to a Ship
thatcannot bearher Sails, or is capable of
bearing but ſmall Sail.
ToCraukle, to go in and out, to go
winding about.
Crannock or rennock, an old Meafure of Corn .
Cranny, a little Chinks Rift, or Cleft.
Crap, (C.) Darnel, or Buck -wheat.
Crapondine, (F.) a Toad -fone : Alſo
the Sole or ſquare piece of Iron, on which
a Pivot plays, or turns ac che bottom of a
Gate.
Crape, a ſort of Stuff.
Crapula , ( L. P.T.) a Surfeit by too,
much eating or drinking; a Crop-ficknes
Drunkenneſs.
Crally , a great Noiſe, a Quarrel of
Sale
Crafs, ( G.) . Mixture, eſpecially of
Wine and Water : ' In Grammar, a Con
haction oftwo Syllables into one. In a
Phyfical-Senſe, a proper Conftitution, Temperature, or Mixture of Humours in an
Animal Body.
, (L.) fat, groſs.
+ Crafe
Cracitude, (in Philos.) Thickneſs.
tch
, a Ráck for Hay or Straw .
Cra
Cratches or Ratg -tails, a ſtinking
Sore that riſes in a Horſe's Heels.
Crater, (G.) a great Cup or Bowl, a
Gobblet : Alb & Southern Conftellation of
11 Stars. In Falconry, any Line on which
Hawks are faften d , whenreclaimed .
Cratitula ,( L.) a littleGrate, a Grid.
iron ", alco ** kind ofGrate us'din Chy.
miftFurnaces to keepup the Coale.
Cravat, & kind of Neck-cloch.
To Crabe, to deſire carnefly,to be
.
fecoh
or Cravents ( 0.) a Coward.
Craven
Crap , a Diſeaſe in Hawks that kinders
muting.
their
Craychty or Crevice, a fort of River.

Creancone, (0. L. T.) he that trufto
another with any Debt ; a Creditour.
Creaſe, a Pleat, or Fold .
To Create, ( L.) to make out of now
thing ; to form , frame, or faſhion ; to pro
cure, or cauſe.
Creation , the making, or being made
out of noching ; alſo the appointing of a
Magiſtrate.
Creatour, à Perſon that creates.
Creature, a created Being : Alſo one
that owes his Riſe and Fortune to the Fa.,
vour of ſomegreat Man.
Credence, Credit, or Belief ; Name, or
Reputation .
Credentials , Lerters of Credence, or
Recommendation, eſpecially for the giving
Power to an Ambantadour,Pleaipotentiary,
c.
Credibility, Credibleneſs, Probableneſs,
Likelyhood
Credible, that is to bebelieved , worthy,
of Belief.
Credit, Belief, Truft, Eteem , or
Reputation ; Authority, Power , of 10
rereft.
To Credit, to give credit , to truft , to
grace , orfer off.
Creditable , that is of fair Credit ; allo
thatbrings Credit, or Honour.
Creditor, one chat gives Credit, one
that lends, or truſts another with Money .
Goods.
Credulity, readineſs, or apmefs to be
lieve.
Credulous, that is cafic, light, or ranh
of Belief.
Creed, a Summary, or fort Account of
the chief Articles of the Chriftian Faith ; fo
callid from the firft Word of it in Lasis ,
credo, i. e.I believe.
Creek, a little Bay, a Nook in a Har
bour, where Wares are unloaded .
To Creck , to make a Noiſe as a Door
does , when its Hinges are rufty.
Creeper, á creeping Creature , alſo a
kind of low Andiron : Alſo an Apple fron
Crayet, (in Stat. 14. Car. 2.) a kind a Tree that grows low ,and trails its Branches
near theGround .
ſmallon
of Cray
Sea-Veffel.
, (f.) a ſmall Pencil of colou .
Creeze , a broad, waved Indian Wea
.
ring Stuff,made up into Paſte and dry'd, pon
Cremaſter , (G.) a Hook to hang Fleſh
drawing
forCrasy
in dry Colou
.
ed , rs
on ; a Por- hanger. In Anatory, a Muſcle
weak.
fickly,
, diftemper
Cream , the thicker and more fubftan which ſerves to keep the Tefticles from
zial Part of Miks alſo the Prime, or Beft hanging down too much .
Crementum Coinitatis , (0. L.) che
of dry
a thing.
above
Wine-les boird is made of Tartar Improvement of the King's Rents,
or
deal of the ancient Viconcial Rents.
Cremona, a Town in the Durchy of
Water , and prepar'd according to Art.
+ Ctrance, ( F.) Confidence, Truft : In | Milan inItaly, noted for the beſt violins
Crena ,
made there,
Falconry, the ſame as Criance.
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Crevice, a Cray-fidh ; alſo a Chink, or
rena, the Norch of an Arrow ; a
Notch, or Score in a Tally : Allo a Dent, Cleft.
Crew , Company, or Gang.
Jag, or Nock in the fide of a Leaf.
Crenated Leapes, ſuch Leaves of Plants
Crewel, a ſort of Worſted.
Crewet or Eredet, a little Viale or
babie,t u are jagged, or notched.
Crenelle, ( F. in Heraldry) embarceled, narrow -mouth'd Glafs.
or being or indented, like the Battlements of a
Cztance or Crtams, ( F.) a fine long
Line of trong even wound Pack -thread,
Wall.
Crengles, (in a Ship ) ſmall Ropes. let faltend to a Hawk's Leath, when the is firit
cred into the Bolt-ropes of the Sails that belong Lured .
Crit, a Cracch , or Manger for Car
ng: do to the Main and Fore-Maft.
Crepatura, ( L, in Pharmacy) the Boil- tel.
ing of Barley, or any other thing, till it Crtbbage, a Game at Cards,
Crtbble , a fort of Sieve to punte
lic , crack.
Crepine, ( F. ) Fringe. In cookery, a Corn .
f color fort of luftd Meat, wrapp'd up io a Yeal Citbattok , ( C. T. ) a paſting any
Powder through a fine Sieve, or Hair.
afor the caul.
+ Crepitation , ( L. ) a Ratcling, or cloth .
Crtyjum , (L.) a Sieve, or Sierce.
es,Postal Crackling.
Crepitus, a Bounce , or Noiſe ; a Rat.
Crtbum ' Benedidum , ( in Anat.) a
cling, or Creeking : Allo a Fart, a Deity Membrane, or thin Skin , full of little Holc,
lereht worshipped by the Agyprians under an ob- like a Sieve, which the Ancients fancy'd to
be in the Reins.
ſcene Figure.
Octck , a kind of Cramp, or Pain in the
Crepitus Lupt, a ſpungy Muſhroom ,
ar Putt, u'd by Surgeons, to ſtanch Neck .
Cricket , an Inſect like a Graſs -hop
Bloud.
Creſcent, (in Heraldry) the Figure of a per : Allo a low Stool, ſuch as Chil
Half-moon, which is the diftinguiſhing dren uſually fit on ; alſo a ſort of Play with
a Ball.
City Mark of the Second Brother,or F mily :
Crtcoarytænoldes , (G. in Anas.) cer
Creſtan or Bergainot- Crelan , ( F. )
cain Muſcles that ariſe from the Cartilage, or
eCresterea kind of Pear that is Ripe in November.
Crelles,an Herb commonly call’d Nöfe Griffle call'd Gricoides.
Cricetdes , the Grittle of the La
ſmart.
Creſtet or Creſtet -light, a great Lant- rynx , or Top of the Wind -pipe, ſhap'd like
percail
hörn hanged on aPole,or a burning Bea- a Ring.
Cricothyrotoess a pair of Muſcles
con .
Creſt, a Cop, or Tuft on the Head of which cake Kife from the Fore-part ofthe
the Main of a Horſe, or the Top Cricoides.
DOTT A of Bird,
an Helmet : In Heraldry, a Device re
Crime, (L.) a foul Deed, or Offenec;
mai preſenting a Living-creature, Plant, & c. fet a great Sin.
s
t
Criminal
, guitry of fome Crime, e :
over a Coa of Arn .
bakpia Creſt-fallen , difpirited , çalt down, put high Mildemenour ; alſo that relates to :
out of Heart: A Horſe is ſaid to be Creft. Tryal of fuch Ottences.
A Criminal, a Malefactour, or Of
Call fallen, when the Upper-part of the Neck,
which the main grows on, hangs either fender.
Criminales a criminal Care.
1 on oge Side or other, and does not ſtand
Crtmioides or Crtmnodes, (G. P.T. )
a lepote upright.
otherwiſe
calld
Crectmarine,
Herb
with a thick Sercement atthe Bottoms,
an
Urine
وله من ال
like courſeFlower, or Bran ,
Rock -lamphire.
Creltstile, a Roof- tile to be laid on the
Crimlon , a ſortof fine red Colour.
Trtned , ( L. in Heraldry ) having
Ridge of a Houſe.
Creſted, tliat has a Creſt.
Hairs.
Creteor Candia, anMand of the Me
Esinets or Crinttes, ( in Falconry ')
diterranean Sea.
ſinail black Feachers in Hawks, like Hair
Tap
Crettfin or Creticiſm , a Forging of about the Sere.
To Cringes to make low Congees, or
Lies, Perfidiouſneſs, Falfeliood, in Imitation
vof the Inhabitants
of Crete, who were noted Bows; to ſhew great Submiſſion .
for thoſe ill Qualities.
To Crinkle , to go in and our ; to run
Crevet or Crulet, a Goldſmith's melt- in Wrinkles, or Folde.
hog-Purg
Z
Cripy It
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Criticks or Critique, the Art of
Cripple , a lame Man , or Woman that
has loſt theUſe of his, or her Limbs.
Criticizing ; a Skill that conſiſts in the
Cripplings, ſhort Spars,or wooden Piles curious and nice examining of Authors.
on the ſide of an Houſe.
Croats, properly the People of Croatia,
Crilima, (G. P.T.) Signs by which one butinFrancethereis a Regiment of Horſe
may diſcern and judge, with reſpect to a fo callid, becauſe at krft they were of char
Nation .
Diſeaſe.
Crtüs, the Act of Judging, a Sentence,
Crocards, a fort of Money ſometime
or Verdit. In the Art of Phyfick, Judge current in England.
ment paſs'd upon a Diſtemper : Alſo the
Croce, ( od a Shephens Staff, or
Conflict between Nature and the Diſeaſe, Crook .
Croches, ( H.T.) the little Buds chat grow
or its ſudden Change, to Recovery , or
Death
about the Top of a Deer's Horns.
Croci, li. among Herbalifts) the to
A Perfect Erilis , is that which abſo
lutely frees the Patient from the Diſtemper, pices, or ſmall Knobs on the Tops of Flow .
ers.
and is either Healthful, or Deadly.
An Imperfect Crilis, is that which
Crocta, (0. L.) the Crofier, or Pafto
does not clearly determine the Tendency ral Staff, which Biſhops and Abtots had
of the Difeaf", bur leaves room for another the Privilege to bear : Alſo the Collation,
Cilis
or Diſpoſal of Biſhopricks and Abbeys, by
Criſp, turned brown by frying, or the giving of ſuch a Staff.
roaſting, 1
Crociaris, the Croſs-bearer , that us'd
to carry the Croſs, or Croſies-ſtaff before a
To Criſp, to frizzle, or curl.
St. Crifyin's Lance,' an Awl ſo call'd Biſhop
from Criſpin , the famous Patron of the
Crock, ( Sc.) a kind of Earthen Por.
Shooe -makers.
Crocobile, (G.) a ravenous Beaft fhap'd
Criſt or Crell , the Ridge on the like a Lizard , that lives both on Land and
Upper-part of a Horſe's Neck , where the Water .
Main grows.
Crocomagina , a Phyfical Compo
Crtſta, a Creſt, a Tufe ; a Cop, or Sition, the chief Ingredient of which is
Comb on the Head of a Bird. Criſta, are Saffron .
Crocus , (L.) Saffron, a Plant bearing a
alſo certain Knobs of Flesh that grow about
the Fundament, and proceed from the filthy very yellow Flower : Among Chymifts, a
Powder
of the Colour of Saffron ,
Act of Sodomy:
Criſta
illi, a Cock's Comb , alſo
Crociis ADartis , Saffron of Steel, a
the Herb Cock’s-comb , or Yellow -ritle : | Chymical Medicine, ro calid from its red
In Anatomy, the Inner -procels of the colour.
Ethmoides, or Sieve-like Bone in the
Crocus Martis aperiens, opening
Nore.
Saffron of Mars, the Ruft that is ſcrap?d of
Criteruim or Criteriont, (G. P.T.) a from Iron - plates, wala'd and expos'd for
Judgment made of the Truth , or Falſehood ſome time to the Dew .
of a Propoſition , or abour the Nature or
Cronis moartis attringens , Bind
Qualities of any Effect, & c. '
ing Saffron of Steel, is the Filings of
C : ttye, Barley, a ſort of'Grain : Alſo Iron deprived of their more Saline, or Sale
a ſmall Pub , or Swelling that grows above Parts.
the Hair, on the Eye-brows.
Croms metallozam , a ſort of impure
Critical, that judges, or give signsto and dark Glaſs of Antimony, of a Liver
judge by ; that is of a nice Judgment, apt colour.
to find faul with.
Eroe or Trome, an Iron -bar, or Leaver,
Critical Days, thoſe Days in which with a flat End: Also a Norch in the Side
boards of a Cask , or Tub, where the Head
a Dint a ſecomes to its Criſis.
Critical Signs, ſuch Signs as are taken pieces comein.
from a Crifas.
Croft, a little Cloſe adjoyning to a
Criticiſm , nice Judgment, critical Dir. ).Houſe for Paſture , or Tillage .
Croiſado or Ort:Cade , the Expedition
courie, or , Reflection.
To Crtrictze upon, to play the Critick , of Chriſtian Princes for the Conquelt of the
to examine nicely , to cenſure .
Holy Land .
troiſes, Pilgrims; alſo Knights of the
A fittick , a profound Scholar, a Per
ſon ofan extraordinary Judgment and Learn- Order of St. John of Jeruſalem , created for
the Defence of Pilgrims.
ing ; alſo an over-nice Cenfures.
Crok ,
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Croſs - bill, a Bird.
Crok , (0.) the turning up of the Hair
Crols -bite, Diſappointment.
into Curls.
Croſsfcaper, a kind of Leap ; an un
To Croke, to make a Noiſe like a Frog,
or Raven > co rumble with Wind, as the lucky Accident, or Misfortune.
Guts do.
Croſs-grained, that goes againſt the
Grain ; itubborn , peeviſh. 7
Ctokes , (0.) Hooks.
Croſs.jjack= Pard, (in a Ship) a
Crone, ( C ) an old Ewe, or Female
ſmall Yardnung at the Upper-end of the
Sheep .
Croiret or Coronet, the Hair char Miſſen -maft under the Ton .
Croſs-inatches or Croſs-marriages ,
grows over the Top of a Horſe's Hoof.
Crony, an intimate Companion, or Bo- are when a Brother and siſter inxer-marry
>
with two Perſons that have the ſame Rela
fom - friend.
To Croo or Grookel, to make a Noife tion oneto another.
like a Dove, or Pigeon .
Croſs-plece or Croſs-beam , a Beam
laid a-croſs another : In a Ship, a great
To Crool, (0.) to mutter , or growl.
Crop, the gathering of Corn , orHay, piece ofTimber that goes a-croſs two other
or the whole Stock that the Ground affords ; pieces callid Bitts.
Croſs- purpoſes, contrary Devices, or
the Crawof a Bird ; the Handle of a Coach
man's Whip.
Deſigns; 'allo a kind of Sport.
Croſs-ſtaff, a Mathematical Inſtru
To Crop, to cut off,to gather.
Croppa or Croppus, ( 0. L. ) a ment us'd by Sea -men to take the Meri
Crop of Corn, or the Product in Har, dian Altitude of the Sun, or Stars
veft.
as alſo ſometimes in Surveying, to take
Croquet, (F.) a thin and hard Piece Angles.
Croſs Trees , (in a Ship ) four Pieces
of Ginger-bread that crunches in one's
Teech : in Cookery, Croquets area of Timber ler one into another at the
Compound made of delicious Stuffed Head of the Maſts, to keep and bear the
Meat.
Top -malts up.
!!
Croſs-tree Pard , the ſame as Croſs- fack
Crofter, aBiſhop's Staff, made in ſhape
Tard .
ofa Shepherd's Hook .
Crolters, four Stars reſembling the Fi
Croſs -trip, ( among Wreftlers) is whien
gure of a Croſs, which ſhew the Antar & ick the Legs are crofled one within the o
Pole, to thoſe that Sail in the Southern ther .
Croſs-wort, an Herb whoſe Leaves
Hemiſphere.
Croflet , a Frontlet, or Forehead and Flowers .boch grow in the ſhape of
Croſſes.
cloth .
Crollet or Croſſet, (in Heraldry ) alittle
Crols, a Gibber of ſeveral Figures, on
which the Ancients us’d to hang their plain Croſs, whoſe Ends alſo have the Form
Slaves and Malefactors. Alſo Affliction of a plain Croſs.
Trouble, Misfortune. In Heraldry, one of Crotaphick Artery, a Name falſely
che Honourable,Ordinaries, of which there given to the Tendon of the Muſcle Croraa
3
is great Variety in its Form , according to the phites.
3 Lines that compoſe it.
Crotaphites, a Muſcle of the Tena
Croſs Avellane , a Croſs whoſe Ends ples.
Dhoot forth likethe Huskofa Filberd.
Crotaphtum , a Pain in that part of the
Croſs Fitched or Fitchery a Croſs Head.
pointedat bottom .
Crotch, the forked Part of a Tree.
Croſs Fleury, a Croſs with a Flower
Crochet , a Fancy , or Whim : Allo a
deoluce at each end.
kind of Muſical Note, which is half the
Croſs Fourchet, a förked Croſs.
Meaſure of a Minim ; alſo a Mark in Print.
Croſs Mileine, a Crofs whoſe ends ing thusexpreſi’d, 01.
Crotchets, ( among. Hunters) the Chief,
are clamp'd , and curn'd again like the Mil
rine that carries the Mill-ſtone.
or Maſter -teeth of a Fox.
CroſsClotded, is when there are Lines
Grotels or Croteytns, ( H.T.) the
drawn parallelto the Out-lines of the Ordure, or Dungofa Hare.
Croli, and the Field is ſuppoſed to appear
Crouch, (0.) a Croſs.
through.
Crouchinas or rouchniasDay, a
Croſs-bar Shot, a round Shot, having Feſtival kept by RomanCatholicks inHonour
a long Iron -ſpike caſt with it, as if i were of the Holy Croſs.
To Crocy, to bow down, to quat
let quite through the middle
ACE
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Croy or Cro, (in the Scotch Law ) a
Crouched Frters, an Order of Monks
Satisfaction which the Judge is to payto
that carne into England , An. 1244.
Croutade, ( F. in Cookery) a particular the neareſt of Kin to a Man char is kill'da
in caſe he do not Adminifter Juftice as he
tanner of dreſſing a Lon of Mutton.
Crow , a well known Bird ; alſo a Sou ought.
ToCroy ,to cry as falow , Deer do at
thern Conſtellation.
Rutting- time.
Crow -foot, a Flower.
Cruciatus, (in Anat ) a Muſcle of the
Crowuet, a fort of Net for the taking
of wild Fowl in Winter.
Thigh tharlies under the Vafti,
Crucibles a Gold- ſmith's Melting -pot :
Crow -toes, a kind of Flower.
Crows-bill, a Surgeon's Inſtrument to Alfo aChymical Vellel, made of Earth ,
draw Bullers , broken Bones, &c. ourof the and usd for the Melting of Metals, Mi
nesals, Oars, 6c.
Body.
Cruciferi , ( L.) Crouched Friers, an Or
Crows-feet, (in a Ship) ſmall Ropes,
which are divided by the hole of a little der of Monke, that came into England, the
Block or Pulley calid a Dead Man's Eye, A. D. 1244.
Crucific, an .Image or Figure, that re
into 6 , 10, or more Parts,
Crowg-feet or Calerops ( in Fortif.) prefaits our Saviour hanging on the Crofs.
Crucifirton, the Ad of Crucifying.
Irons with 4 Points, of 2 , 3 or 4 Inches
long, that which way ſoever the y. fall, one
-To Crucify , co nail, or fasten to a
Croſs.
Point may be uppermoſt.
Crows, Throng, or Preſs; alſo an old
Crude, raw , indigeſted.
Word for a Fidler.
Crudity, Rawneſs : In Diſeaſes, when
Crowling , the crying and fretting of the Blood is not duly Fermented , and
the Glits ; a Diftemper in Cattel.
brought to a right Confiftence.
Chidity of thestomach, an ill Di
Crown , a Cap of State whichSoveraign
is not brought to
roken of geftion , when the Meat
their Heads, in Coin
Princes wear on
, or a right Ferment, and turn'd into the Juice
their abfolute Power. Alſo a
Pece of Money of ss Value. In Geome- call'd Chyle.
Cruel, fierce, hard -hearted ; grievous,
try, a plain Ring included between two
Concentrick Perimetersi
painful.
Cruelty , Barbarouſneſs, Fierceneſs, ill
To Crown , to ler a Crown on one's
Head, to reward ; to finish honourably, Uſage, Indexible Temper.
to makeperfect.
Cruife or Cruftera, ( in the Scotch
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, Law ) a Hog -Ity.
Crutſe
or Crutling, ( F.) the Courſe
an Officer, that attends the Lord Chancel
lour, or Keeper, for ſpecial Matèers of of a Ship.
To Crutſe, (S.T.) is when a Fleet, or
State .
Clerk of the Crown office in the Squadron of Men of War are Sailing up
Queen's Benche one that draws up, and down for the Guard of the Seas.
Cruiſer , a Ship that is appointed te
reads, and records all Indictments againſt
Cruiſe.
Tr ytors, Felons, & c.
Crull, (0.) ſmooth or curled .
Crown-glals, the fineſt fort of Glaſs
for Windows, & c.
To Crumple, to put out of the Folde
Croton Imperial , the largeſt and to ruffle , or towſe.
To Crunk, to cry like a Crane.
mostbeautifulkind of Daffodil-Aolver.
rupper, ( F. ) the buttocks of a Horſe,
Crown -fcab, a white, armeally Scurf
that grows on Horſes- Lee .
the. Ramp : Alſo a Roll of Leather under
Crown-thiſtle or Friers Crowns a Horſe's Tail.
thiftle, a Planr.
Crupper -buckles , are large ſquare
Crown -wheel of a wwatch , is the up- Buckles fixt to the Saddle-tree behind, to
per part next the Ballance, which drives faften the Crupper.
it by its Morion .
Crura nedallz Dblongatæ, ( 1. in
Crown:works ( in Fortif.) an Out Anat.) the two Heads, or Beginnings of
marrowy Subtanceof the Brain.
work, made to cover a large ſpot of Ground, theErural
, belonging to the Leg.
to ſecure rome Hill , & c.
Craumed bouwork, is a Horn
Crural artery, the Artery of the
work with a Crown -work before it.
Thigh, that ſpreads it felf among the
Crowned Top (H. T.) the first Head Muſclesy
of a Deer .
Crund
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Crurat deth , a vein of the Thigh , | Body of Silver is open'd'and reduc'd into
which goes up to theGroin, and endsin the form of a Salt ,by Spirit of Nitre.
the Iliaca.
Cryſtalitats belonging to Cryftal s
Crures or Fimojeis , a Muſcle of brighe, or clearasCryftat.
Crpſtalline Heavens, twoSpheres, fupa
the Leg , ſo call'd from its Situation on the
Bone of the Thigh.
pos'd by the ancient Aftronomers, one of
Crtis , the Shank , che Leg , from the which ſerved to explain the now Motion
Knee co the Ankle.
of the fixed Scars, and theother help'd to
Cruſe, a little Vial to hold Oil, & c. folve a Motion , which they called the
Alſo a kind of Waterpor , as 1. Sam . 26. Motionof Trepidation, or Libration .
16.
Cryſtalline or Icy Humour, a white,
To Crutt), to break , or ſqueeze to pieces; thining Huinour of the Eye, which is che
to Oppreſs, or Ruin .
firft Inſtrumentof Sight.
Cruffd , ( 0.) a Griftle .
Cupitalloides, the Cryſtallinë Tunick,
Cruftschng or soll-batht, an hard, or Coat of the Eye.
Cryſt
allization , ( C.T.) the reducing of
ſticking together of the Earth, ſo as that
nothing will grow on it.
Mixt Bodies diffolved, to ſmall Pieces
Caſta, (L. ) a piece of Ice frozen, & c. called Cryſtals.
Alſo the Shell of a Lobſter, Cray-fish , & c.
To Crylalize, to reduce to , or to grow
In Surgery, an Eſcar of an Ulcer, after the into ſuch Cryſtals.
Cryftallns orEryttalium , Cryſtal,a
Cautery is taken off, the Scurf and Scab of
a Sore .
Glaſs, or precious Stone Cryſtalli arealſo
Crufta Lattea , a Scurf, or cruſty certain Puthies ſpread all over the Body, of
Scab thatſpreadsover the Head, Face, 6c, the bigneſs of a Lupine.
Gub, a young Bear, or Bear's Whelp :
of an Infant at the time of its firftSucking .
Crufta Clermtentarts, ( in Anat.) the Among Hunters, a Fox and Martern of stie
firft Year are alfo calld Cubs,
Velvet-covering, or Skin of the Guts.
Cruſtaceous, covered with, or hard
Ontature, (in Geom ) is a finding ex
likea Cruft , Crufty.
adly the Solid Content of any propoſed
Crudacious
belt-fithes , are ſuch as Body.
Cabbridge -heat, (s. T )a Partition
Lobfters, Crabs, Cray -fish ,
. cover's
with Shells, confifting of ſeveral fiece: made of Boards, doc. a.croſs the Fore-caſtle
andJoynts.
and half Deck of a ship.
Crúltula, (L.) a little Cruft; a ſmall
Cube, (G. in Geom .) a Solid Regular
Scab , or Scar of a Sore ; alſo a Blood -Mot Figure, bounded by fix equal Sides, which
in the Eye.
are all Squares, like a Dië : In Algebra ,
Crutchet- friers, the ſame as Crouched, the third Power in a Rank of Geometrical
or Croſſed Friers.
Proportions continued .
Cruzado or Cruzate, are Portugueſe
Cube or Cabick Mumbet , ( in Arith .)
Gold -coin , worth4 s. Sterling
that which ariſes from the Multiplication of
Crymodes , (G , P.T.) a cold, shivering any Number firſt by it felf, and then by
Feaver, or Ague.
the Product.
Cryptz , Grottoʻs, Caves, or hollow
Cube-Roots is the side of a Cube
Places under Ground : The Graves of the Number,
Martyrs, where the Primitive Chriftians
Cube -Squatt, thefourthPower, which
met for the performing of Divine Service. proceeds from the Root, or Side thrice mul.
Cryptography, the Art of ſecret Wri- tiply'dby it felf.
Cubebis , a kind of Indian Frut, that
ting ; as by particular Chara &ters, or Ci
hers
growsand rafteslikePepper.
Cubical or Cubtik , belonging to , or
Cryptology, aSpeaking, or Diſcourſing
in Secret ; a whiſpering privily.
having the Figure of a Cube.
Cryptojchis , (in Anat.) is when the
Cubical Artery, ( in Anat.) a Branch
Tefticles lie hid in the Belly.
of theAxillary Artery.
Cubical Foot, a Meaſure of Solid
Cryttal, a very bright and tranſparent
Stone : In Chymiſtry , that part of a Lie Bodies which are aFoor every Way.
Cubick Equations , (inAlgebra) ſuch
made of any Metal, or Mineral, which
remains congealed after ſome part of the whole higheſt Power conſiſts of three Di
Moiffure is dravin off.
menſions, or is a Cubical Quantity :
Cretals of Silber or Witrtot of the
Cabtt, (L. ) a Meafure counted frora
Boon , a Chymical Operation, by which the the Elbow to the end of the Middle-finger:
Ile
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The Cnbtt or The Elna, (in Anat.) she Captain Lieutenant's-Cabbin , divided
a long hardBone, which lies in the in - fide inro Partitions for the Maſter and theSea
cretary's Officers.
ofthe Arm.
Cubttæus Externus, a Muſcle that Code or Cube-dath , ( 0.) a Face -cloch
for a young Child .
ſervesto ſtretch out theWrift.
Cubttäus Jlntermare, aMuſcle which
Cúr, an Irem given to Stage-player.
helps to bend the Wrift, andſpringsfrom what, or when to ſpeak ;alſo a Mood,or
Humour.
the inner Knob of the Shoulder-bone,
Cubo -Cubeor
Cuerpo , ( Sp. ) a Body , whence che
or Cubed Cube, ( in Ma
thefixth Power of any Num PhraſeTo walk in Cuerpo, i... to go without
shematicks)
a Cloak.
ber or Quantiry,
Cut ante divoztlum , ( L.) a Writ that
Cubotdes, G. in Anat.) che ſeventh
a Woman divorced from her Husband , may
Bone of the Tarſus of the Foot.
Cucking -ſtoolor Ducking -tool, an have to recover Lands or Tenements .
Cut in Oita, a Writ of Entry that a
Engine usd for the Puniſhment of Scolds
and brawling Woinen .
Widow has againſt him to whom her Huf
Enckold , one whoſe Wife's lewd band alienated Lands, & c. in his Life
Pranks are ſaid to have grafted Horns on his time.
Cutrals, ( F. ) a ſort of defenſive Ar
Head.
mour .
Cuckoo , a well known Bird.
Cutrallier, a Horſe-man armed with a
Cuckoo flower, the fame as Ladies
Cuiraſs.
Smock .
Cuckoo's - pintle, an Herb which purges
Cutlles, an Armour for the Thighs.
rough Humours .
Culage, (0. R.) the laying up of a
Ship in the Dockto be repaired.
Cucquean , a Wench , or Whore.
Culbeys, a ſort, of Religious People
Cuains, the Indian Glow -fly.
Catullaris,( L.inAhat.) aMuſcle of the that were anciently in Scotland andIreland.
Culeus, (L. )' a Meaſure us'd by the
Shoulder-blade, which in Covering the
Back with its Fellow , reſembles a Monk's Romans, containing near two Hogſheads.
Cowl, or Hood.
Culinary,belonging to the Kitchen .
Cucullate Flowers , are ſuch as re
To Cull, to pick and chuſe, to pick out.
ſemble the Figure of an Helmet, or Monk's
Cull-fith, aſort of Fish .
Hood .
Cullander, a well known Kitchen
Clicnlus, ( L.) a Hood, a Frier's Cowl ; Veffel.
Cullers , Sheep ch are pick'd , or
a Corner of Paper thár Apothecaries and
Grocers make uſe of to put their Drugsor drawn out of a Flock, as not being good
Meat.
for
Spice in .
Cnnipha, (L.P.T. ) a Cap made of ſweet
Culltons, the Tefticles , alſo an Herb
ſcenced Spices beat to Powder, againſt of the Nature of Dog-ſtones,
Cullions or estonceroots, the round !
Rheums and other Diſeaſes of the Head.
Cuairbtta , a Gourd, a Cupping -g'aſs. Roots of Plants.
1
Tucurbitte or Body, a Chymicalpoint
Cullion -head, a Sconce, or Block -houſe.
ed Veffel, whoſe tape ſomewhat reſembles
Cullts, ( in Cookery) a ftrained Liquor
made of dreli'd Meat, & c. pounded in a
a Gourd .
Cucurbttint Lumbrict, broad Worms Mortar, and paſs'd thro' a Hair-fieve.
Cullot , a Cuſhion to ride Poſtwith.
thatbreed in the Entrails.
1
Cully , a Milk -rop, one that may be ea
Cucurbiada, a Cupping-glaſs .
Tuaigas, a Fly in America, that ſhines fily lead by the Noſe, or put upon .
To Cully ait,tomakea Foolof him.
in the Night, ſo that one may Travel,
Calm , (0.) Smoak, or Soot.
write and read by the Light of it.
Culmen , (L.) the cop, peak , or height
Cud, the inner part of the Throat in
Beaſts.
of a thing,theRidgeof an Houſe, Hill, 66.
Culmen Colt,(in Aſtrol.) the higheſt
To Chew the Tud , to chew again,
as a Cow does ; to reflect, to think, or Point of Heaven , that a Star cap riſe to in
any Latitude.
mure upon .
Onlmtferons Plants, ſuch as have a
Cun -weed or Cudwort, an Herb.
Cudden or Cuddy, a Changeling, a ſmooth, joynted, hollow Stalk,wrapt about
filly Fellow .
ar cach Joynt, with a fingle , narrow and
Cuddy, (in a Firf RateMan of War) is Sharp-pointed Leaf,
To
a Place lying betwe nithe Quarter-deck and
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To Culminate, to riſe to the top : In
Afronomy, the Sun, or a Star isſaid To
Eulminate, or to be Culminant, when it
comes to the Meridian of any Place.
Culmus, ( L. among Herbalifts) the
Stem , or Stalk of Corn ,or Graſs.
Cidpable , guilty,faulry,blame-wor
thy .
Tn ?pon that prout, i, e . cut it up.
Enlprit, ( F. i, e, theMateer is taken or
enter'd ) a formal Word us'd by the Clerk
of theCrown upon Tryals for High Treaſon, when he has regifter'd the Priſoner's
Plea and proceeds to demand of him , Hodo
wilt thou be try'd ? Some derive the Term
from the Latin Words Culpa a Fault or
Crime ; and Prehenfus taken , i, e , a Crimi
nal or Malefactor.
Culrach or Coplach, ( in the Scotch
Law ) one left as a Pledge for the Appearance of a Man , from one Court to
another.
Culage, an Herb otherwiſe callid Arſe
[mari.
Cultch , the Bottom of the Sea, where
Oifters Spawn.
To Cultivate, (L.) to Till, or Hsuband
theGround ; to improve, to manage.
Cultivation, the Ad of Tilling, or
Improving.
Culture, Husbandry, Tillage, Improve
ment, gnod Education .
Culver , (0.) a Dove, or Pigeon.
Tulvezin, ( F.) a piece of Ordinance,
of great Gun .
Cul bertage, (old Norman Law - Term )
the Eſchear, or Forfeiture of a Vaffal's
Lands to the Lord of the Fee .
Tulver-tail, ( in Carpentry ) a par
ticular Manner of fattening Boards: Among
Shipwrights, the fixing of the Carling -timbers in the Beams,
To Cumber , to ſtop, to croud , to
vouble.
Cumberſome or Cumbrolis, trouble.
fome, inconvenient, unwieldy.
+ Cundation , (L.) prolonging of Time,
Delay .
Ennetforme Ds, ( in Anat) a Bone of
the Head to nam'd from its Figure reſem
bling a Wedge.
Cuneiformta Dla, certain "Bones of
the Tarſus of the Foot.
Cuneris , a Wedge, one of the fix
Principles of Mechanicks.
To Cum or Cond, ( s. T.) to direct,
or guide ; as To Cunn a Ship , i.e. to direct
che Perſon at Helm how to Sreer her.
Cunner, a ſort of Filh.
Cumming, Ingenuity, Craftineſs.
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A Ennning=90an, one skilled in A
Itrology , that tells where Things are that
were loft, doc.
Tantep Contey, (0.L. T.) a Tryal by
the Country.
Cuntur or Condos, a Atrange Bird in
America , that has a very hard and Sharp
Beak which will pierce a Hide, so that two
of them will fet upon , kill, and devour a
Bull.
Cup, a Veſſel to drink out of: Among
Herbalifts, Cups are thoſe bort Husks, in
which Flowers grow .
To Cup, to apply a Cupping -glaſs.
Cap -that or Cupsthotten, that is in
his Cups , over-loaded with Drink, fuddled .
Capetta, ( L.) a Cuppel, or Coppet;
a Veffel usd by Chymists.
Cuptoity, concupiſcence, inordinate
Defire, Senſuality.
Cupido orCupid, the fabulous God
of Love .
Cupola , ( 1.) a round Loover, or arched
Tower in a Building.
Cupping -glals ,a kind of Glals -vial
apply'd to thefleſhy Parts of the Body to
draw out corrupt Blood, or windy Matter,
Curable, that may be cured .
Turacy or Curatelyip, the Office of a
Curare.
Curate, a Parſon or Vicar, that has the
Charge of Souls in a Parich .
Cūratio , ( L.) a taking care for ; Man.
agement, Over-ſight : In Phyſick , a right
Merhod or finding our proper Remedies for
any Diſeaſe.
Curative Indication , a Sign relating
to the Diſeaſe to be cured .
Curatoj, (L. among the Romans) one
that has the charge en overſee and provide
things neceſſary ; a Commiſſioner, an O
verſeer.
Curatores glvet Tiberis a Cloaca
rum , Commiflioners appointed for clean
ling the River Tiber, and the Common
Shore of the City.
Enratopes Calendarti, certain Offi
cers , who put out the Publick Cath to In
ceret .
Curatozes Denartorum Flandoquin ,
the Wardens of the Mint:
Curatores oinnium Cribiruin , the
Protectors or Governours of the ſeveral
Quarters of the City of Rome.
Cujatojes Dpctum publicorum , the
Overſeers or Surveyersof Publick works
Curatojes Giarum ertra Grbem ,
Commiſſioners for the High-ways, and
Bridges , about the City of Rome,
Club ,
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Curtous , deſirous 19. fee and know
every Thing : Alſo excellent, rare, neat
Curlew , a Water-fowl.
Curltngs, ( H. T.) the little { potçed
Curls, with which the Burt ofa Deer'sHead
is powder'd.
Curmudgeon , a covetous Hunks, or
niggardly Fellow .
Curnock , Four Bufhels, or half a Quar.
ter of Corn .
Curopalates, ( G.). the Maſter of the
Houſehold to the Greek Emperoura,
Cnrtanto or Couraut, ( 1. & F.) a run .
ning French Dance : Allo a Muſical Air, con :
fifting of Triple Time.
Currency: (L.) Currentneſs, Courſe.
Current , that goes, eſtablijaed, or re.
ceived , & c.
ACurrent, a running Stream ,
Currtzurr , a kind of Eaſt-India Barge.
Currtedot , (0.) a Curry-favour, or
Flatterer.
Currier, one that dreſſes , liquors, and
colours tann's Leather.
Enreith, Curr-like, churlish, ill-natur'di
To Curry, to dreſs Leather, so rub
down á Horle; to infinuate one's ſelf inte
Favour.
Curry-comti, an Iron -coolto dreſs Hor.
res with .
Curfer, (0. R.) a Courier, of expreſs
Meſſenger of Hafte.
Curficer or Curfitor, a Clerk belong
ing to Chancery, who makes our Original
Writs for that County, which is allotted to
him .
Curlop, light, or haſty.
Curſt, curſed, fierce , threwd.
Curftneſs, Fierceneſs, á crabbed Hu
mour .
Curtatl, a Drab , or nafty, Slut,
Double Curtiu , a Muſical Inſtru
ment.
To Curtatt, to dock, or cut off ?
Horſe's Tail ;ro diſmember, to diminih,
Curtation of aPlanet, (in Aftren .)
is a little part cut off from the Line of its
interval, or Diſtance from the Sun.
Curteru or Curtana, the Name of
King Edward the Confeflour's Sword with .
out a Point,
Curti- cone, ( in Geom .) a Cone whoſe
Top is cut off hy a Plane parallel to its Baſis,
Curtliage, (L. T.) a piece of Ground,
the chiefof allthe
Curio
the Thirty Curia, of wards ofan- Garden -plot, c. belonging to a Houfe.
of partmans,
Prieſts
terræ, ( L. L. T.) Lands prcs
Curtiles
cient Rome.
Cartonia or Curtalta Satta , the Sa- perly belonging to the Court, of the Lord
erifices ofthe Roman Curia ,
of a Manour.
Curiofite, over-much Care, a Defire of
Curtlacs et Curteat, a kind of Wea.
Inowing, & c. alſo Delicateneſs, or Nice- l'pon.
THDA
nela ; a curious Thing, or Rarity.

Curb , part of a Bridle: Alſo a long
Swelling beneath the elbow of a Horſe's
Hoof.
To Turb , to reſtrain or give a check to .
Caraima, an Indian Root, commonly
calld Turmerick .
Cure , the healing of a Diftemper, or
Wound: Allo a Spiritual Living, or Benco
fice , with the Chargcof Souls.
Turebully, canned Leather. Chaucer.
Curfew , a Law madebyKing William
the Conquerour, Thar all people frould
put out their Fire and Lighos ar che Ring
ing of the Eight-a-clock Bell.
Curia , ( L. among the Romans ) an
Afſembly of Senatours, or Counſellours ; alſo
one of the Thirty Warde of the City of
Rome. In our Law , a Court of Judicature s
alſo the Company of Tenant that did
their Suit and Service at the Court of their
Lord .
Curta abifare pult, à Law -Phrafe to
expreſs a Deliberation that the Courtinrends
to take uponany Point, before they pro
ceed to paſs Judgment.
Curta claudcuda , & Writ chat lies a .
gaintt a Man , who being under an Obliga.
gion to fence his Ground , refuſes to do it.
Curta Canonicozum , was the Court
lodge, or Manour-houſe in a Lordſhip ,
belonging to fome Religious Order.
Curta Domini , the Lord's Houſe,
or court, where all the Tenants were
bound to give their Attendance .
Curta Militum , a Court anciently
held at Carisbrook-Caftle, in theleof Wight
Curta Pentictacuim , a Court kept by
the Sheriff of Chefter, in a Place commonly
calld the Pendice.
Curta Perforiz , the Parfonage, or
Parion's Mantion -houſe.
Curiæ , the Roman People were at firſt
d vided in to Three Tribes, and thoſe Tribes
were ſubdivided into Ten Curia, or Wards.
Chriz Ocnerales, (L. T.) thoſe Gene
ral and Solemn Courts that were held by
the Lord of the Manour twice a Year.
Curtz gdbentus, the Duty of coming
10 pay Suit and Service at the Court of
ſuch a Lord ,
Qurialttas acotta , the fame Tenure
in Scotland, as that which we call the Cour.
sefy of England.
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Curvature, bowing , or bending, Cruok
edneſs.
ACurve, (in Geom .) is a crooked Line.
Turves or Curvilineal Figures, thoſe
that are bounded by crooked Lines.
Regular Curves, ſuch Curves as the
Perimeters of the Conick Sections,
Jrregular Curves, are ſuch as have a
Point of Inflection, andwhich being continued , do turn themſelves a contrary
Way .
Curvet,a Gate, or Prancing ofa 'ma- naged Horſe.
Curvilineal or Curvilineary, crook.
ed - lined .
Curvtty, Crookedneſs.
di Culp , (in Aftrol.) the firſt Point of every one of the Twelve Houſes, in a Scheme
of the Heavens.
Tilfptoatum , (among Herbalifts) when
La the Le - f of a Flowerends in a Point.
a Culpis, the Point of a Weapon , , ?
Spear-head ; allo a kind of Bandage us'd
by Surgeons.
Cafode admittendo @ Cuſtode amo :
E, bendo, are Writs for the admitting, or re
moving of Guardians.
Cuſtody, Ward or Keeping, ſafe Hold
or Priſon.
Cuftom , ( F.) Habit, Way or Faſhion :
Alſo a Duty paid by the Subject to the
3
Queen ,upon the bringing in , or carrying
our of Commodities . Cuſtom , is alſo count
ed a Part of the Law, and defined to be a
: Law , or Right not' written .
El Cuſtom -houſe, a Publick Building in ſe
veral Towns, where the Queen's Cuſtoms
are receiv'd.
Cuftoinable, that is according to Cuſtom
Cuftomnary, accuſtomed , common , or
dinary .
Cultomary Tenants , ſuch Tenants as
hold by the Cuſtom of the Manour,
Cuſtomcd , that has Cuſtomers.
Cuſtomer , one that buys any thing of
_ another ; alſo an Officer of the Cuſtom
houſe.
Cultos, (L.) ' a Keeper or Preſerver, a
Guardian .
Cuſtos Brebium , the principal Clerk
belonging tothe Court of common- Pleas.
Caltos Dcult, a Surgeon's Inſtrument
to preſerve the Eye from being hurt in
ſome Operacions.
Cuftos Rotulorum , an Officer that has
the keeping of the Rolls, or Records of the
Seſſions of Peace.
Cultos Spiritualitatis vel Spiritus
Alium , be that Exerciſes Spiritual Juriſdi-
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| Gion in any Dioceſs , during the Vacancy
of the See,
Cuftos Temporalium , a Perſon to
whoſe Cuſtody the Profics of a vacant See
were committed.
Cuſtrel , ( o ) the Servant to a Man at
Arms, or of aPrince's Life-guard .
To Cut the Sail, ( s. P.) to unfurl it,
and let it fall down.
To Cut a feather, is when a well
bow'd Ship , ſo ſwiftly preſſes the Water ,
that it formebeforeher.
Cut- throat, a Murderer , a Villain ; a.
Cutthroat Place , an ļnn , or Tavern , where
People are exacted upon .
Cut- water , (s. T.) that ſharpneſs of a
Ship, which is undernearh the Beak-head.
Cutaneous, (L. P.T.) belonging to the
Skin
Cute, new Wine that has not work'd.'s
Cuthbert, (s. famous Knowledge) a
Proper Name of Men .
Cuticle , (L. in Anat.) the outmoſt thin
Skinwhich covers the whole Body.
Cutts , the inner Skin , which lies un
der the former,
Cutlets, (F. in Cookery) a Diſh made of
the ſhort Ribs of a Neck of Mutton .
Cutted , Scolding, Brawling, Quarrel
ſome.
Cutter , one that curs or pinks Silk, or
draws Patterns, c.
Cutter of the Tallics , an Officer in
the Exchequer, that provides Wood for the
Tallies.
Cutting the Meck, (among Reapers) a
Cutting the lat Handful of ſtanding Corn .
Cuttings or Slips, the Branchis, or
Sprigs of Plants cut, or Nipped off to fit
again.
Cuttle or Cuttle = ;fim , a Sea - fiſh .
Cutts, (0.) a ſort of fat-bottora's
Boats
Cuva, (O. L.) a Keever ; a Veffc1 for
Brewing ,
Cuvet, ( F.) a kind of Dish of an Oval
Form .
>
Cuvette, a Ciſtern for a Dining -room :
In Fortification, a little Trench.
Cupnage, (0. S.) the making up of
Tin for the better Carriage of it.
patius, a , Cup, or Glaſs : Allo a kind
of weight of Ten Drams.
Cycle, ( in Aftron .) a continual Revo
lution of certain Numbers, which goes on
from the firit to the laſt , and then return
again to the fornt.
eolar Cycle or Cycle of the Sun,
is a Revolution of 28 Years, for finding
out the Dominical Lesters.
Liinar ,
( aal
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Lunar Cycle or Cycle of the Boal ,
is a Period, or Revolution of 19 Years, invenred to make the Lunar Year agree with
the Solar.
Cycle of Jndition , a Revolution of
15 Years, Eſtablish'd by the Emperour
Conſtantine the Great, A. C. 312.
Cycltlas, a little Circle, or round Ball:
Alloa Şurgeon's Inſtrument to ſcrape away
corrupt Flech , di.
Cyclod, (in Geom .) a Figure made by
the upper end of the Diameter of a Circle
turned about a Right Line.
Cyclotdal Gapace , is the Space conrained between the Curve, and the Sub
tenſe of che Figure.
Cyclometry , the Art of meaſuring
Circles.
Cyclophozta Sanguints, the Circula
tion of the Blood .
Cyclus, a Circle, or Round ; a Cycle,
as of the Sun, or Moon .
Cyckis Pafchalis, a Table to find out
the Feſtivalof Eafter.
Eyema, (G.) the ſame with Embryo.
Cygnet, a young Swan.
Cygnus,a Swan : Allo a Conſtellation
in the Northern Hemiſphere, containing
35 Stars.
Tylinder, a Roller, or Rolling -ſtone :
In Geomerry, a Solid Body, made by the
turning of a Rectangled Parallelogram about
one of its Sides : Among Phyſicians and
Surgeons, a Plaiftermade up into a long Roll.
ChargedCylinder, (in Gunnery) isthe
Chamber of a great Gun.
Cancave Culinder, all the hollow
Length of a piece of Ord'nance.
Cacant Cylinder , that part of the
Hollow which remains empty, when the
Gun is Charg'd.
Cylindrical, that belongs to, or is in
form of a Cylinder.
Cylindroid , (in Geom .) a Solid Figure,
having OvalBaſes,parrallel and alike fituated.
Cyliofis, (G. in Surgery) Lameneſs,
'Crookedneſs.
Cyma, a Surge, or Waves, alſothe
young Sprout of Coleworts, c. more
eſpecially the top of any Plant, fo termed
by Herbalifts.
Cymattum , a little Wave : In Archi
te&ture, a Member whoſe Figure reſembles a
rolling Wave.
Cymbal, a Muſical Inſtrument.
Cymraecant Language , the Welje
Tongue .
Cyna, a Tree in Arabia, with Leaves
like the Palm - Trec.
Cynanch:2 (G ) the Quinfey, a Diſeaſe.
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Cynanthropia , a Frenzy, caus'd by the
venomous Bite of a Dog,
Cynegeticks, Books that treat of the
Exerciſeof Hunting.
Cynical, Dogged, Churlifh.
Cynicks, a Sea of Philoſophers, la
calld from their churliſh Behaviour.
CynasSpalinus, the Dog -cramp, a
Convulfion of the Muſcles of the Mouth .
Cynodes Dzerts, or Cynozeris, a
preternatural ravening Appetite.
Cynodcfmus, ( in Anat, ) the Band
which cies the little Skin of the Penis to the
Glans.
movontes , the Dog -teeth , or Eye.
teeth .
Cynoſura, a Conſtellation of Seven
Stars, near the North -Pole.
Cyon or Ciom a Graff, Sucker, or
Sprig .
Cyparitiæ or Cypartflexe, certain fiery
Meteors, that appear in the Air at Night.
Cyphoma or Cyphotis, ( in Anaja
bending backwards of the Vertebra's, of
the Back .
Cyprefs , a Tree : Alſo a ſort of fine
curled Scuff ,partly Silk,and partly Hair.
Cypelan , a properNameofMen ,
Tyrickſceat, : ( §.) a Tribute, or Duy
formerly paid to the Church.
Cyrpus, (0. L.) a Ruth , or Bulruſh.
Cyrtoma or Cyrtofis, Crookedneſs,a
a Swelling in any other Part.
Cpflaros, the Fundament ; alſo the low :
ermot Gut called Re& um.
Cyftepatick arterp, ( ir
Anat ) a
Branch of the Celiack , which paſſes to che
Liver and Gall.
Cyttepariais Ductus, a Paflage which
is let into that of the Liver called Hepatick,
and the Gallbladder.
Cyttica, Medicines u'd against Diftede
pers in the Bladder.
Cuticæ Gemelli , ( in Anat.) two ſmall
Branches ofthe Cæliack Artery , diſperfed
thro' the Gall-bladder.
CyſtickClein , a Branch of the Vene
Porta, which goes up tothe Neck of the
Gall-bladder .
Cyttis, a Bladder : Alſo the Bag that
contains the Marter of an Impoftume.
Cutts Choletochus, theGall-bladder.
Cytotomta, a cutting, or opening of
the Bladder.
Cyzicenus estater, she Sum of 16 s.44.
fo call from the Land of Cyzicks.
Egar, the Title of the Emperour of
Muſavy,
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DAB, a Sea-fith,
Dab chtík , a Water -fowl.
To Dabble , to fplan , or ftir about in
che Water.
Daðuh, a wild Beaft in Arabia and
Mfrica, which reſembles a Wolf.
Dabuse, aWeapon carry abefore che
Grand Seignior.
Date or Dart, a ſmall River -fith.
Dacryotes, (G.) an Ulcer that continu
ally ſends forth Matter ,
Dadylas , a Finger alſo the Date, a
Fruit: Allo a kind of Shell-fille : Allo
Dadyl, a Foot in Greek and Latin Verſe.
Daddock , ( C.) the Heart, or Body ofa
1 Tree that is thoroughly Rotten .
Dado; ( in Archite & .) the Die, a Mem
ber in the middle of the Pedettal of a
Pillar.
Dal , Co.) a Daftard , or Coward !
Dattaotl , a Flower .
Dag, ( 0.) a Leather-latcher ; alſo a
2 Handegin ,
To DagSheep , to cut off the Skirts
ofthe Fleece.
Dag-locks, the Wooll that is ſo cut off,
Dagger , a well known Weapon .
Dagger-fith, a Sea-fith.
To Daggle, to dawb the Skirts of one's
CloathswithDirt, & c.
Dagon, an Idolof the Philiftines,
To Datgna ( F.) to condeſcend , tó
Vouchſafe.
Dall, (3.T ) a Trough in which the
Water runs from the Pump, over the
Decks.
Daily Dottoti, (in Aftron.) the Progrelswhich any Planer makes in 24 Hours.
Datnty, delicate, fine, curious.
Datnttes, Delicacies,Tid -bits.
Datry or Dátry-houſe ,
made of
where
ke
pt. Míík and Milk-meats,are
1
Datly, a Flower.
+ Datz, (F.) a Canopy. or Cloth of
Stare
Daker -hert, a Erwi.
Dakte of htnes , i, c. Ten Hides, or
Skins.
Dale, alittle Valley, or low Place.
Dal Pratt, 10. L.) certain narrow
sips of Pafture-ground .
Dalltante, Wantonneſs, Toying.
Dallops, (C.) Patches, or Corners of
Grace, or Weedsanside the Corn ,
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To Dally, to be full of wanton Tricks ;
to delay , or trifle .
Dalmatia , a Country bordering upon
Greece.
Dalmattan Cap , a Flower otherwiſe
call'd a Tulip
Dalmatick , a Veltment worn by
Priefts.
Dalreudint, che ancient Name of a cerca
tainPeople of Scotland.
Dam , a female Beaſt that brings fortha
Young : Allo a Floud-gate, orStoppagein
a River, & c.
To Dam , to ſtop, or ſhut up.
Datnalais, the chief City of Syria ;
whence we have the Plumas called Damaske
Prunes .
Datnask , a kind of fine Silk. Linnen ;
or Stuff, wrought into Flowers and other,
Figures.
Damast -Relé, a pale-coloured Roſe.
To Damask or Dainalantne, to
imprint the Figures of Flowers on Silk , or
Scuff ; to ſtamp rude Draughts on wafte
Paper, c.
To' Damask adline; is to warm it a
little.
Dame, ( F. L.T. ) a Lady : Among
Country-People, Miftreſs, or Goody.
Daine estronnt, or a la Dame sia
monnes (in Cookery) a particular way of
Stuffing Cabbage- lettice.
Dames- Cliolets , a Plant.
Damilella , (0.L.) , a light Dainfel, a
Miſs, a Lady of Pleaſure.
Dammage , Loſs, Hurt, or Prejudice.
Dammage= Cler, (L.T.) a Dury for
merly paid to the Prochonctaries andtheir
Clerks.
Dammage-fealant, a Term us'd white
a Stranger's Beaſts are in another Man's
Ground, and feed there without aLicence.
To Damn, (40) to condemn, or adjudge
to Hell ró curſe, to cry down.
Daimable, wicked, deftructive.
Damnata Cerra , (c. T) the Mara of
Barth, or grole
Subdance shat remains in
the Retort, & c. after Diſtillation .
Damnation, the Punishment of the
Damned.
To Dataifg, roi danimage ; to butt, og
drejudice.
Damg, Moiſture ; Wetneſs : Allo a
Vapour chatofren ariſes in Mines
To Damp; to make damp, orsoitti
to put a Damp upon, to chill ,
Damſel, (F ) a young Maiden .
Damlinor Dámſon ; a fort of Plum .
Dan , (H. Judgment)one of the twelve
Sons of Jacob .
taa
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Dark Cent, a Box made like a Desk
Dancette or Dancy, ( F. in Heraldry)
when the Out-line of any Bordure, or Or- with Optick Glaſſes to take the Proſpect of the
dinary is notched in and out very largely. any Building, &c.
Dandelion , an Herb .
Darling , abeloved Child, a Favourite.
Dandiprat , a ſmall Coin made by
Darnet or Cockle, a Weed.
K. Henry VII. Alſo a little Man, or Wo
D.ruir, a ſort of Stuff.
man.
Darretglm , (0.) an Attempt.
To Dandle, to fondle, or make much
Darret , a Law - Term thatfignifies laft,
of
Darretn Continuance, is when the 21
Danditft or Dandruff, a Scurf ſticking Defendant pleads new Matter, after the 8
to the skin of the Head. •
continuance of the Plea.
Danes, the People of Denmark ..
Darſis, (G.) a rubbing off, or frerting
Dane-geld , Dane- gelt, or Dane of the skin.
gilt, a Tax of 12 Pence for every Hide of
Darters, a ſcabby Diſeaſe in Sheep.
Land throughout the Realm , which was
Dartus or Darton , (G, in Anat.) the
laid upon our Saxon Anceſtours, by the Secord , or inner of the common Coats chat
Danes.
immediately cover the Teft :cles.
Dane-lage, the Laws that were in force
Darugă, an Officer of Stace among the
in England, during the Government of the Perſians.
Danes.
Dattard, a Coward, a Faint-bearted
Dant-wort, a Plant otherwiſe callid Fellow
Dalymma, (G.) . an unevenneſs on the
Wall-port and Dwarf -elder.
Danger, (F.) Hazard, Jeopardy : In the top of the inner part of the Eye-lids,
Data, (L. in Mathem .) ſuch things, os
Forefi-Law , a Duty paid to the Lord, for
leave to plough and low in the time of Quantities as are ſuppos'd to be given or
Maft feeding .
known, in order to find out other Things,
Dangerotis, full of Danger, hazardous. or Quantities that are unknown, or fought
To Dangle, to hang, or Swing to and for .
fro .
Datary, the principal Officer in the
Dangwallet, (0.) exceſſively, or abun- Chancery of Rome.
Date , the Fruit of the Date -eree: Alſo
dantly .
Dantel, ( H.Judgment of God) one of the Mark that expreſſes the Day ofthe
Month and Year , when any Writing
the Prophets of the old Teſtament.
Dank , ( 0.) ſomewhat damp, or moiſt. Coin, & c. was made.
Danmonti, the People that anciently
To Date, to ſet ſuch a Date to.
Dative or Datife, (0. L. T ) that
inhabited Cornwall and Devon -fire.
may be given , or diſpoſed of at pleaſure.
Danta, a wild Beaſt like a Mule.
Dattve Cale, lin Gram) the chird of
- Daphne, (G.) the Laurel, or Bay -tree.
the fix Cafes, us'd in Actions of giving.
Daphnelæon, Oil of Bay.
Daube, ( F.) a ſort of Sauce : Allo a
Daptfer, ( L.) a Sewer ar a Feaft : Al
peculiar manner of dreſling a Leg of
ſo the Head -Railiff of a Manour, &c.
Daptfer Regis , ( 0.L. ). the Steward veal, & c.
David, (H. beloved) a moft Potent
of the King's Houſehold.
Daping, a particular manner of Angling King of Judah and Iſrael.
St. David's Day, a Feſtival keps
near the Top of the Water .
March ift. by the well in honour of their
Dapper, neat , ſpruce, tight.
Dapple or Dapple-gray , á light Patron St. David .
David's Staff , an Inſtrument us'd in
gray Colour ſhaded with a deeper Gray.
Dapple-bay, a light Bay , ſpotted with a Navigation ,
Davis's Quadiant, the common
deeper Colour.
Dar or Dart, a Fish commonly found Quadrant us'd by Seamen totake the height
of the Sun at Noon ,
in the River Severn .
Davit, ($. T.)a ſhort piece of Timber,
Dar e, a ſmall River- fith .
To Dare, tobe ſo bold as, to challenge, uo'd to hale up the flook of the Anchor,
toprovoke .
and to faften it to the Ship's Bowo,
To Daunt, to frighten, topux out of
Darick , an ancient Coin of two Shil
Heart.
lings Value.
Daring -glacs',: a ) Device to catch Dauphin , ( F.) the Dolphin, a Sea-fish :
Lati s.
Alſo aTitlecommonly given tothe French
King's eldeft Son .
Daphine,
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Deadly Fento , (L.T.) unappealable
Compote à la Dauphine,
Daphine, as
Ne, a particular manner of Stewing Ap- Hatred .
Deatforeſted, diſcharged from being a
ples,
Daw or Jack -Dabo, a ſort of Bird .
Foreft, or made free from the Foreſt-Laws.
Dealbatton , a pargetting, or whiţing
To Dawb, to beſmear, to foul s to
Aatrer, to bribe,
over with Lime: Alſo the whitening any
To Daton , to begin to grow light, as part of the Body.
theDay does.
+ Deambulation , a walking abroad,
Day, a ſpace of Time, variouſly mea or about.
fur'd , as
Dean , a dignify'd Clergy -man, who
The Natural Day, is the ſpace of 24 has Power over Ten or more Canons.
Dean and Chapter , a Body Corpo .
Hours, which the Sun takes up in running
round the Earth, or the Earth in going rate, Spiritual, conſiſting of many able
about the Sun.
Perſons, as the Dean and his Prebendaries.
The artificial Dag, is the ſpace of
Rural Dean , a Curate appointed by
Time, from the Sun's Riting to its Setting. the Biſhop and Arch - deacon , to have Ju
The Ctoll Day, only differs from the risdiction over other Miniſters and Pariſhes
Natural'in its beginning, which is different near adjoyning, & c. .
Dean - Pear or michael-Wear,a fort
according to the Cuſtom of ſeveral Nations.
In Law , the Term Day, is ſometimes us'd of Pear.
Deanry , the Juriſdiction of a Dean.
for the Day of Appearance in Court, and
ſometimes for the return of Writy.
Dean -fhlp , the Dignity, or Officeof a
Days in Bank, Days let a-part,when Dean .
Dearth, great Scarcity, or want of
Writs are to be return'd , or when the Party
Provifions.
ſhall appear upon the Writ ſerved .
Day-tilly , a Flower.
Death, a Separation of the Soul from
Day-net, a Net generally us’d for the the Body.
taking of Larks, Martins, Hobbies, & c.
Death -watch , an Infe &t .
Days-man , a Labourer that works by
Dealration , ( L.) a gilding, or laying
the Day ; allo Days-man, or Deies-man , is over with Gold.
taken for an Arbitrator, Umpire, or judge.
To Debar, to ſhut out, or keep from .
Day-werc of Land, was anciently as
To Debace, ( F.) to pull, or bring
much Ground as could be plough'd up in down, to humble, to diſparage, to Coun
one Day's Work .
terfeit Coin .
To Dazzle, to burt the Sight, with too
Debate , Diſpute in ' Words, Strile,
much Light.
Quarrel.
Deacon ,, (G. a Miniſter or Servant) a
To Debaté, to examine, to bandy or
Church -Officer, who in old Times attended canvas: to diſpute.
the Bifhop , had the Overſight of the
Debatıcı), riorous Banquetting and Re
Poor, & c . But his Office now is, to Ad- velling .
mạnifter Baptiſm , to read Divine Service, & c.
ToDebauch, to corrupt one's Manners,
Deaconels , (in the Primitive Church) - a to marr, or ſpoil.
Widow admitted to the Order of a Deacon .
Debánchery, corruption of Manners,
Dranchens Eyes, (in a Ship) a kind Licenciouſneſs, Lewdneſs.
of little Blocks, or Pulleys.
De bene efle, (L. L. P.) as To také á
Dead -neap, (S.T.) a low . Tide.
Thing De bene effe, i.e. to allow , or accept,
Dead-nettles, Nettles without Sting.
of it for the preſent, 'till the Matter comes
Dead -reckoning , (at Sea) is that Judg- to be more fully examin'd .
ment, or Conjecture, which the Sea -men
Debentur or Debenture, a Bill given
make of the place where a Ship is, by to Soldiers to ſecure the Payment of their
keeping an Account of her Way by the Arrears.
Log , &c.
Debentures, are alſo uſually given at
Dead -rtling, that part of a Ship , Court to the Servants in theQueen's Houſe
Floorfor the Payment of their Salaries, bc.
hold,
the
and
between
Keel,
which lies
the
timbers.
and thelike Bills are us'd in the Exchequer :
Dead-rope, ſuch a Rope as does not In Traffick ,Debentureis the Allowance of
run in a Block , or Pulley .
Cuſtom paid inward , which a Merchant
Deadstops, a Diſeaſe in Trees.
draws back upon Exportation of thoſe
Deadewater, (s. T.) the eddy Water Goods that wereformerly imported .
Debet
juft behind the Scern of a Ship,
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Debet , a Termo applyd so that which
Deceaſt, natural Death.
remains unpaid after the Staring of an
Decett,Cheat; a ſubtil, wily Shift:
Account.
Decetvable, that may be deceived .
To Decetbe, to Beguile, to Cheat, or
To Debilitate , ( L.) to weaken , or en
Couzen .
ing eak
on
w
.
www.c , a mak
December; (L.) one of the 12 Months
of the Year, being the Tenth from Marchi Danhon
In Aftrology, Debtlittes are certain Af.
Decempeda, aPearch, orPole ten Book insequ
at
fe &tions of the Planets, whereby they are long, us’d for the Meaſuring of Land, oci
weaken'dy and their Influencesbecome leſs
Decempiimt, ( among the Romans) the
Vigorous.
Ten chief Head-boroughs, ſuch as our
Debatto , ( L.) a Writ where a Man High Conftables are.
Dccem tales, (L.T.) a Supply of ten
owes another a certain Summ of Money
for Things fold .
Men impanneled upon a Jury in the Room
Debonnaire, ( F.) gracious, courteous ; of others that did not appear, or were
challenged .
alſo that is of a brisk , or ſprightly Air.
Decemoirt, Ten Magiftrates choſen at
Deborah , (H.a Word , ora Bee) a
Propheteſs who judgʻd Ifrael.
Rome, to govern the Common -wealthin gfor the
Debother, ( F. ) a debauched diffolute Atead of Confuls.
portohen
Fellow , alooſe Liver.
Decenbiet Litibus judicandis, were
Debjutled , (in Heraldry) when a Ten Judges Eſtabliſhed to Adminiger TA06.
W
Pale, & c. is bom upon any Beaft, in an Juftice in the abſence of the Presors.
Eſcurcheon.
Decembirate, the Office of the Decem au, )
Debt, (L.) what is due from one Man viri.
to another. In Law , Debt or Det, is a Writ
Decency, Comelineſs , Seemlinefo
Decennial, belonging to ten Years, or
that lies upen Default of Payment of a
chat laſts cen Years.
Summof Money due.
Debron , one that is Indebted to another.
Decent , becoming, ſeetply, handſome.
Dechachozdon , (G.)a Mufical Inftru
Deception , a Deceiving, or Beguilingi
ment, having cen Strings.
Deceit, Fraud .
Decade, the Number of Ten , as The De.
Decepttone, (L.) a Writ ckat liesagainft
aadesof Livy, i. e, the ten Books of that a Man that deceitfully does any thing in
Roman Hiftorian .
the Name of another.
Decadency, (L.) a declining, or falling
To Decidt, to conclude a Buſineſs, to
down ; Decay, Ruin.
bring it to an Wue ; to agree , ormake up
Decagon , (in Geom .) a Figure chat has aDifference.
ten Sides, and as many Angles.
Decidentia, (L.) a falling down : 19
Decalogue, the Ten Commandments.
Phyfick , a Decay, or Tendency to any Di
Decameron , a Volume of Fables ,Writ- ftemper .
ten by Beccaccio an Italian, divided into
Dectantons, chat is apt, or ready to
Ten Books,
fall ; a Term apply'd to the Flowers and
To Decamp, ( M. T. ) to go from the Seeds of Plants.
Camp., to march off.
Detes tantum , ( L.) a Writ chat lies
Decampment,aDecamping, or March againſt aJuror, who hastaken Money for
the givingof bisVerdict, for the recovering
ing off.
Decanate or Deaury, ( in Aftrol.) is of ren times asmuch as he took
plating the E
Decile, (in Affran.) one of thenew
ten Degrees , atributed to forne particular
, hich being in it is ſaid to have aſpects, when aPlaners are diftant 36 Dec
Planer w
grees one from another.
one Dvignity .
Daime, (L.) Tenths,or Tithes.
To Decant, to pour out of one Veffel
Decimal arithmetick , or che ha
into á nother.
Decantation, (C.T.) a Pouring off the rttanetick' af Decimal Fractions, is
clear 1?art of any Liquor, by tooping the thatwhich relates to the Fractions, or Pares
Vellel on one side.
of any whole Number, reduc'dtoTeache,
Di manter , a Bottle made of clear Flint- Hundrechs, & c.
Dectmal Fraction , io thai which has
Glaſs , for theholdingof Wine,be to be
pour d off intoa Drinking -Glaſs.
for its Denominacor1 , with a Cipher, ore
y , Failure, Ruin .
Dieca
, Oc.
Tc. Decap, to Fail, to fall to Decreaſe; Ciphers annexed ; as ta,
cistal
De
g
witber
to
gow worfe,
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Dalmal Chain , a Mathematical In In Aftronomy, the Declination ( of any
Mrument, for the Meaſuring of Land, di- Star, or part of Heaven) is its Diſtance
from the Equator.
vided into ten equal Parcs .
To Decimate, a Term u'd by the
The apparent Declination of a Pias
Romans, who to punith whole Legions, net, is the Diſtance of its apparent, or
made every centh Soldier draw Lots, and ſeeming Placefrom the Equator : And the
True, or Real Declination of a Planet, is the
put him to Death for an Example.
Decimation , the Ad of Decimating Diſtance of its true Place from the ſame
Also the Sequeftring of a Tench Part of a Equator.
Man's Elitate.
Declinatton of the Sun, is che Di:
Decimis Salvenots pro poffelhout- ftanceof the Parallel to the Equator,which
bus Alicagenarum , a Writwhich lay the Sun runs in any Day, from the Equa
againft thoſe that Farm'd the Prior's Aliens tor it felf.
Lands, for the Parſon of the Pariſh to re
Declination of the Partners- com
cover his Tithes of them .
pals, is its Variation from the true Me
Deciners, Deceunters, or Doliners, ridian of any Place .
( 0.R.) ſuch as had the Overſight, of Ten
Declination ofa wall or Plane for
Surecies, for the Maintenance of theKing'o Dtals, is an Arch of the Horizón,coma
Peace.
prehended, either between the plane and
To Dedphet , to unfoldthe Contents the Prime Vertical Circle, if youcount it
of a Letter, & c.expreß'd in Ciphers ; to deo from the Eaft, or Weſt ; or elſe betweera
fcribe, or draw out. »
the Meridian and thePlane, if it be counted!
Decifion, ( L.) a Deciding , or Ending from the North, or South .
of a Bufineſs.
Dertinator , a Mathematical Inftrum
Dettfive or Decilor, that is apt, or ment , to take the Declination of the Stars.
proper to decide .
Declinatoky , an Inſtrument. to take
Deck ofa Sito, a Planked Floor, on the Declination of WallsforDialling, & c.
which the Guns lie , and the Men walk to
To Decline, to avoid , or Shun , to decay,'
and fro .
or abate .
Declining, Jnclining or Reclining
A Lambertag Deck , is that which
lies compaſſing higher in the middlethan at Dtals ,are thoſe whoſe Planes neither die
each end : A Flaſh Dock , or a Deck Flush re & ly face any of the four Cardinal Points.'
$ fore and aft, is when it lies upon a right nor are they either Perpendicular, or Pao
rallel to the Horizon .
Line, without any Fall.
To Deck , to trim ,or trick up , toſet
Declivity, the ſteepneſs of a Hill down .
off.
ward .
Decoction , a Medicinal Liquor, or
To Declatm , ( L.) to make Publick
Speeches like an Oratour, to inveigh a. Diet-drink .
+ Decollation , a beheading.
gainft.
Declamation , a Speech , made upon a
Decompotite, ( in Gran .) a Word dou
bly compounded ; as In -dif-poſition : Allo a
5 particular Subje& .
Declamatory, belonging to the Exer- Term us à by Apothecaries, when aPhyſical
Compoſitionis encreas'd .
cife of Declaiming .
1
Dedaration , a Declaring, making
Decoped , ( 0. ) copped, peaked .
Manifeft, or Shewing ; alſo a Proclamaci
Decopation , an Ornament, or Imbellish.
on , or Publick Order : In Law , a thewing ment.
in Writing the Grief of the Plantiff, againk
Decortication , a pulling off the outu
the Defendant.
ward Bark, the peeling, or unhusking of
Declarative or Declaratork ; that Roots, bo.
Serves to declare ,
Decozum , Decency, good Grace, Order ,
To Declare, to Manifeft, Publith, or
In Architecture, Decopum or Duency ,
Shew ,
co open one's Mind, or Thoughts, is a ſuiting all the Parts of a Building, so
Declen lon , (in Gram .) the varying of as they may beft become the Station .
Cafes of Nouns after ſeveral manners.
Décoy, a Place made fit for the catch :
Decendon or Dedinationof a Dt- ing of Wild Fowl.
feale, is when the Diftemper being come
To Decoy,to allure, entice, or draw in .
to its height, fenfibly abates.
Decoy- onck , a Duck that flies abroad ,
Declenſion of Manners, is a looſeneſs and drawsothers into the Place , where they
become a Prey .
of them , a Corruption of Morals.
Dedination , a declining, a bowing
Decreaſe, growing lela
dowp, a decaying,
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ToDecreaſe, to grow leſs, to decay.
A Decret, a Statute, or Order ; a Puro
poſe, or Reſolution .
The Decrees of Glattan, the firſt Volume of the Body of the Canon -Law .
To Decree, to Ordain , or Appoint; to
Determine, or Reſolve ..
Decrement, Decreaſe, or Walte : In the
Univerfities, Decrements are Fees paid by
or dammaging
the Scholars,for the ſpojling,
of any thing made uſe of from the College.
Decrementum , lo. L.) an Abatement
in Rent, or other Dues .
Decrepit, wornout with Age, extreme
old .
Decrepitated, ( C.T.) as Salt -decrepita
ted, i.e. reduced to Powder with a great
crackling Noiſe.
Decrepitation, the A & t of Decrepi
täring.
Decrefcent, the decreaſing , or waning
Moon .
to Decrees.
Decretal, belonging
Decretals,
the Second of the Three
Volumes of the Canon - Law .
Decretory, that ſerves to decree, or de
cide abſolutely.
To Decry, to cry down, to ſpeak ill of.
Decumbiture, (L.) a lying down: In
the Art of Phyſick , when a Man is ſo vio
lently feiz'd with a Diſeaſe, that he is forc'd
to take his Bed. In Astrology , a Figure
made at that moment when a Diſeaſe for it
cauſes a Perſon to keep his Bed .
Deainr, ( L. ) the Weight of Ten
Ounces.
Decupelation , ( C.T.) the ſame as Da
cantation.
Decuple, ten fold, ten times fo much,
Decurto , an Officer in the Roman Ar
my, who commanded a Band of Ten Troo
pers ; an Alderman of a Ward in a Corpo
ration, iones
Municipales , a Court of
Decur
Judges , who repreſented the Senate of Rome
in the free Towns.
Deallation, a cutting a -croſs in fathi.
on of the Letter X : "In Opticks, the Croſs
& c.
Rays,off,
anytwo,Lines,
fing† of
Tecuſſion
a ſhaking
or beating

down.
Deculitis , (L.) a Roman Coyn, containing ten Afges, or Seven Pence Half-pen
ny English
Decuftorum , a Surgeon's Inſtrument,
with which the Skin callid Dura Mater,
being preſs’d upwards, is joyn'd cloſe to
the Scull.
Dedaks; ( F. i, e. within ) a Term at
Tennis-play.
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Dcobama, (S. L. T.) an actual com
mitting of Murder, orMan -Naughter .
Dedt, a Warranty in Law to the Feof
fee and his Heirs ; as if it be ſaidin a Fe
offment, A. B. has given andgranted , &c.
To Dedicate, to devote , or fet apart
for Holy Uſe ; to addreſs a Book to lonxe
Perſon.
Dedtcation , the Ad of Dedicating.
Dedtcation - Day, the feftival at the
Dedication of a Church .
Dedicatory, belonging to a Dedication .
DedtnuisPoteſtatem ,a Writby which
Commiſſion is given to aprivate Man for
the fpeeding of ſomeAct before a Judge.
To Dediice , to gather one thing from
another, to inferr.
Deducible, that may be deduced, or
inferred.
To Deduct, to ſubtract, or take away
from a Summ .
Dcdtdton , the Ad of Deducing ; alſo
a Concluſion, Conſequence, or Inference.
Deed, an Action, or Thing done: In
Law , Deeds fignify Writings. drawn be
rween ſeveral Parties.
Deed Indented or Judenture, a Wri
ting cut with Dencs or Norcheson the top
or fide.
Deed -poll. or Polled Deed, a fingle
plain Deed, unindented .
To Deem , to judge, or think .
Deemſters or Demiters, a kind of
Judges in the Ile of Man.
Deep, that has Depth, high, great.
Deep -ſea -lead, the Lead which is hung
at the Deep -Sea- line to fiok ir down.
Deep -ſea -line, a ſmall Line with which
Sea -men found in deep Waters,
Deer- feld , (0.) a Deer-fold , or Park ,
Decrclays, certain Engines, for the
catching of Deer.
Deelis , (G.) a Beſeeching , or Entreat
ng'; a Rhetorical Figure.
De eflendo gutetum de Telonto, a
Writ which lies for thoſe that are freed
from the Paymentof Toll.
De erpenfis militum , a. Wsit requi
ring the Sheriff to levy ſo mucha Day for
the Expences of the Knight of the Shire
1
ferving in Parliament.
Deerpenlis Civium & Burgenlitun,
a like Writ to levy 2 s. a Day for every
Citizen andBurgeſs.
To Deface, to marr,or ſpoil; to blotout,
Defatto, a Law - Term us'd when a thing
is actually done.
Defatl'ance, ( F.) a Defedt, or Failing.
Defattto, (0) Decayed,
Defatea
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Defalcation, ( L.) a defalking, or cur
Defenduz, (0. L.) the Lords, or Emi
of the Marches , the Defenders, or War .
ting off in Accounts.
To Defalk , to cut off, to dedud , orders of the Country.
abate ,
Defenlive or Defenſitive, that ſerves
- Defamation , the Ad of Defaming, or to defend , proper forDefence.
Slandering, Slander.
Defenüves or Defenütive Poedicines,
are Remedies apply'd outwardly , to prevent
Defamatory, flanderous, abuſive,
To Defame, to backbite orſpeakevil of. an Inflammation, & c.
In Defenſo , co. L.T.) that Part of an
Defatigattort, Fatigue, Wearineſs.
Default, (F.) Defe & , or want ; an Im- open Field, upon which there wasno Com
perfection, or Flaw : In Lan , an Ofente in moning, was ſaid To be in Defenſo.
omitting what ought to be done.
Defenlun , ( 0. L.) any fenced Grond,
Defealance or Defetfance, (L. T.) a or Incloſure.
To Defer, to delay,or pur off,
particular Condition relating to a Deed ,
Déferente, Subrátiſhion, Reſpect, Reo
which being performed, the AA is diſabled
and made void .
gard .
Deferent, (in Astron.) an imaginary
Defeat, an Overthrow , or Slaughter of
the Enemies Forces.
Circle in the Ptolematick Syſtem , which is
To Déftat, to sour,or beat; to diſap- Tappoſed to carry about the Body of the
Planet ,
point.
Defecate, ( L.) clear from Dregs.
Détanté, ( F. ) Challenge, Our-bravó
ing.
Defecation , a refining, or cleanſing
Deficiency, a Defedt, Want, or Fail
Defect, Failing, Want, Blemish .
Defection, a falling away, either from ing.
the Chich, or State .
Deficient, failing , wapting.
Defetivë, full of Defects, faulty.
DéficientHumbers; (in Arith.) ſuch
Defective or Deficient Mouns, (in whoſe Parts added togecher, make leſs than
Gram .)are ſuch aswant either a Number, the Integer, whoſeParts they are.
a particula : Cafe, or are indeclinable.
Defile or Deftlee, ( F.M.T.) a ſtraight
Defective Gerb;a Verb that has not narrow Lane, thro" whicha Company of
all its Tenſes.
Soldiers can paſs only in File.
Defence, Guard ,or Protection. In Lam ,
To Defile, to pollure br corrupt : Ina
that Reply which the Defendant ought to Military Senſe; to march, or go off File
make immediately after the Declaration is by File.
Defileraent, a defiling or polluting
ptóduc'd. In the Art of Wit, Oppoſition,
07 or Refiftance.
To Define, to declare of explain, do
Co be in a poffitre of Defence, is to determine or decide.
Definite,certain, limited,or hounded .
be in Readineſs to oppoſe an Enemy.
Definition, a fhort and plain Deſcripti
Defences, ( F. in Fortif.) are all thoſe
Parts that Alank other Works.
onof a Thing : In Logick , an unfolding of
To Defend, to protect or ſupport, to the Effence of a Thing . in Mathematicks,
an Explication of the Terms, usd for er
maintain or affert.
Defendant, (L.T.) he that is ſued in an plaining the thing treated of.
Adion Perſonal.
Definitive, that ſerves to define, or
Si Defendendo, a Terin us'd when any decide
Man kills another in his own Defence.
Deflagtatiat, ( C. T) the inkíndling
Defenderofthe Fatty, a Title given and burning off in a Crucible a Mixt Bode
by Pope Leox ,to King Henry VHF andcon- with a Sulphureous one, in order to puri
tinu'dto his Succeffours.
fy it.
Detendete Fest; ( L: in Doom.day Book)
Deflection , a bowing down, a turning
to be taxed for a certain Quantity of Land , aſide or out of the way. In Navigation ,
Defendere (e per Cojpns ſinut , the Tendency of a Ship from her true
(0.L.) to offer Combat, or Duel, as a Tryal Courſe .
at Law .
ToDeflott or Deflotret, to ravith a
Defenſa, a Paik , of Place feric'd in for Virgin ; to take away the Grace,orLuſtre
of a thing .
Deer.
Defenfátibes, (PT)-lueh Medicines as Defluuiumia (L.) a flowing down,
divert theHumours from the Párt affected. falling off. Among Herbalifts, a Diftemper
Defestfiole; that itidy le defendidoca in Trees, by which they loſe their Bark.
5 pable of Defence
bby
Deflutis

DE

Deflugtton, a flowing downwards : In
Phyſick , a falling down of Humours to any
of the Body.
part
Defozcement, (L. T) a Wich -holding
of Lands, bo by force from the right
Owner.
Defozceotir , Defonctant,or Deforfone,
one that cafts another out of Pofleflion by
Force .
Defozciatio, (0. L.) a Diftreſs, or Sei
zure of Goods.
Defordær, a Treaſurer belonging to the
Grand Seignior.
To Ddom , (L.) to ſpoil the Faſhion
of, to distigure.
Deformation , a deforming, defacing, or
,
disfiguring.
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Detfication , the Ad of Deifying, or
making a God .
To Deily ont,to make one a God.
Deignotis, (0.) diſdainful
Det Judicum , (i.é, che Judgment of
God) the old Saxon manner of Tryal by
Ordeal .
Deipnoſophids, (G ) a Company of
Wiſe Men diſcourſing at Supper,
Dels , (0.) the upper Table in ſome En .
gliſ Monaſteries,
Detlm , ( L.) the Belief of thoſe chaton
ly acknowledge one God, without diftincti
on of Perſons.
Dette , one that holds ſuch anOpinion.
Dette, Godhead, the Nature ofEffence
of God ;alſo a Fabulous God orGaddeſs.
Delapfion , a Niding orfallingdown:
Deformity, Uglineſs, Ill-favouredneſs.
Defouled , (0.)ſhamed .
In Phyſick , a falling or bearing down of the
To Defraud, to cheat or cozen , to de. Womb, Fundament, 66.
ceive or beguile .
Delay, ( F.) a Put-off, ftay, or ftop ..
To Delay, todefer, or put off from Day
To Defray, to diſcharge Expences.
to Day.
Deft, (0.) neat,handſome, ſpruce.
Defunct, (L. ) deceaſed , dead.
Delayed , deferred , put off. Wine is
To Defy, (F )to challenge, toout-brave ſaid to be delayed, when it is mingled with
Degeneracy, (L.) a being in ádegene Water.
rate Srate, or Condition:
Delectable, (L.) delightful, pleaſant.
Degenerate, grown worſe, corrupted.
Delectation , Delight, or Pleaſure.
Delegate, or Judge Delegate, one.
To Degeneratt, to fall from a more no
ble to a baſer Kind ; to turn wild, as ſome Commiflioned to execute Judgmentin the
Plants and Fruits do.
Place of a Judge.
Delegátes , (in Stat. 26. H. 8.) Perſons
Degenerous, that degenerates ; infa
mous, bare.
appointed by the King's Commiflion, to at
Deglutition, ( P.T.) a ſwallowing down. upon an Appeal to him in the Court of
Chancery .
Degradation , theAd of Degrading.
To Degrade, to deprive one of his Of.
To Delegate,to appoint by extraordi
fice , Dignity , & c.
nary Commillion, certain Judges, to heat,
Degree, Step, any State which is as it and determine a particular Cauſe.
Delegation, an appointment of Dele:
were aſcending and deſcending . In Aftros
nomy, the 36oth Part of the Circumference gates.
Deletertum , (G.P.T.) any thing that is
of any Circle , In Fortification , a ſmall Part
of an Arch of a Circle, In Phyfick and Chy- of a poiſonous, or deadly Quality .
miſtry, the Vehemence or Slackneſs of the
Deletety, deadly , deftru & ive. Hudibras.
hot, or cold Quality of any Mixt Body.
DelforDelfe, (0.) a Mine or Quarry :
Parodiek Degree; ( in Algebra)the IN- In Heraldry, a Square born in the middle of
the Eſcutcheon .
dex , or Exponent of any Power,
Dele of Coal, Coal lying in Veins uns
Dehors , (F.) theout-fide of a Thing :
In Fertification, all ſorts of ſeparate Out- der Ground, before it is digged up.
works.
Detbation, (L.) an Affay, a Tafte.
Deliberate , prudent, adviſed , wary:
To Dehozt, ( L.) to difſwade, to adviſe
to the contrary .
To Deliberate , to weigh in Mind, te
Deho, tattón , a dehorting, or diffwa-, conſult or debate.
ding .
Deltberation , the Ad of deliberating.
Deliberative, apt to conſider, or con
To Deject, to caft down, to afflict.
Dejettion , a being dejected , or defpiri- ſult .
Delicacy or Delicateneſs, Daintineſs,
ted : In a Medicinal Senſe, a Voiding of the
Excrements, or Ordure ; a going to Stool. Niceneſs,
Deutdes, ( i. e. God - killers) a Title given
Delicate, dainty , neat, nice .
to the Jews, who put our Bleſſed Saviour
Delicious, pleaſanttotheTaſte ; ſweet,
id and Man to Death . .
" charming.
Ide
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Ddigatto, (L.) a binding or tying up :
Alſo that part of Surgery which relates to
che binding up of Wounds, & c.
Delight, Pleaſure, Joy, Content.
To Delight, to afford Delight, to take
Pleaſure in .
To Delineate , to make the firſt Draught
ofa Thing .
Detineatton , the making of a rude
2 Draught
.
Delinquency, a failing in one's Dury ,
or offending.
A Delinquient, one that has committed
a Crime or Fault; an Offender.
Deltquation , (C. F.) the preparing of
Things meled upon the Fire.
Deligntum , (L.) a draining , a pouring
out ; alſo Defeat, Want, Lols : InChymi
Ary ,a diffolving any calcined Matter, which
is hung up in moift Cellars, into a Lixivi
ous Humcur,
Deliquium Antmi, a fainting away ,
or fwooning
Deltration , a doaring, or being beſides
1 one's felf.
Delirious , light-headed , raving , do
ting, fortith.
Delirium , Dotage, Raving : In the Art
of Phyſick , the frantick or idle talk of People in a Fever.
Deliver, (0.) active, nimble.
To Delivery(F.)to put into one's Hands;
20 free, or fer at Liberty.
Deliverance, the delivering of a ching ;
a Releaſe, a ſetting free.
To walageDeliverance,( L. P.) to give
Security that a thing thall be delivered .
Delivery, a delivering or giving ; alſo
4,6 Utterance or ſpeaking out in Diſcourſe .
Cerk of the Delivertes, an Officer
whoſe Dury is to draw up all Orders, for
delivering Stores or Proviſions.
Anat .) a Triangular Muf
Deltoides, (G.in
de which is inſerted to the middle of the
Shoulder -bone ; and is thap'd like the Greek
Letter A.
Deltoton, a Northern Conſtellation ,
whoſe Figure reſembles the Letter A.
To Delude,( L.) to deceive or beguile.
Delve, as a Delve of Coals, i.e. a cer.
tain Quantity of Coals diggedin the Mine
or Pit.
To Delve, ( S.) to digg.
Deluge, (F ) an overflowing of the
Earth by Water .
Deluged, drowned ; as Delug'd in Tears.
Dehition, (L.) Impofture, Deceit, Cheat.
Deluſive or Delulo:P; that is apt to de
ceive or beguile.
Dely, ( 7.) Iftcle, ſmall.
4
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Demagogut, (G.) one that Heads any
Party or Faction ; a popular and factious
Oratour.
Demain , Demeine or Demeans,
(F. L.T.) that Land which a man holds pri
ginally of himſelf.
Ancient Demaine , a Tenure by which
Crown-Manours were held in the Time of
King William the Conquerour.
Demand, ( F.) a Petition, or Requeſt,
Claim : In Law , a Claim or calling upon
one for any thing due.
To Demand, to ask , to require, to lay
claim to
Demandant, (L. T.) the Proſecutor in
a Real Action , ſo callid, becauſe he demands
Lands, & c.
To Demean orre's ſelf, to carry or beo
have himſelf, to act well or ill,
Demeanour , manner of Demeaning ,
Behaviour.
+ Dementated , (L.) made mad ; bé
witched or belotred.
Dementia , ( L.), a ſort of Frenzy , or
Dotage.
Demerit, what makes one worthy of
Blame or Puniſhment.
Demerfiol , a plunging or finking down.
In Chymiſtry, the putting of any Metal into
a diffolving Liquor.
Demt,a Word which being usd in
Compoſition , fignifies half; as Demi-Caftor,
Demi-God, &c.
Demt or Demy, a Half-Fellow as
Magdalen -College in Oxford.
Semt- Baltion , a Fortification, that
has only one Face and one Flank.
Demt- Damon , a kind of Great Gun .
Demi- Lhace Boots, a ſort of Summer
Riding-boots.
Demt-Cnlverine, a piece of Ordi
nance , ſo called.
Demt- diſtance of Polygons ( in Fortif.) is
the Diſtance between the outward Polygons
and the Flank.
Demi-autont, a Nore in Mafick.
Demt-gantter. ( in Surgery) a ſort of
Bandage us'd in the ſetting of disjoynted
Fingers.
Demi-gorge. ( in Fortif.) is half the
Gorge or entrance into theBaſtion.
Demt-haque, a ſort of Gun.
Demt- gnaver, a Muſical Note.
Demnt- tank orDemt-tans(F. , T. )
that is of the Half-blood .
Demi-ſemi- quaver, the leaſt Note in
Mufick.
Demi-fertile. (L. in Aftron.) anAlpex
when Two Planets are diftant 30 Degrees
che from another.
[ bba )
Time
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Demigratinn, a removing, or thifting of
Quarters or Dwellings.
Demin , (0.) a Judge.
Demtſe, (l. † ) a making over of
Iands, & c. by Leaſe or Will : Alſo the
Death of the King or Queen of England is
termed a Demiſe.
To Demtle , to farm , or let.
+ emulſion, ( L.) Nackening ,looſening.
Deinocracy, iG . a
) form of Governa
ment, where the People bear Rule a free
Srate .
Dermocratical, belonging to ſuch a'
Coverment.
To Demollitia ( L.) to ruine or raze a
Building .
Demolition , a pulling,beating or throw
ing down.
Dernon , (G.) an Evil Spirit, the Devil.
Demoniack, a Man or woman pofleffed
with the Devil.
Derironology, a Treatife of Devils or
EvilSpirits .
Demonftrable , ( L. ) that may be
demonſtrated , capable of Demonſtration.
To Deinonftrate, to thew plainly, to
prove evidently or unanſwerably .
Demonſtration , a Dhewing , or making
plain , a clear Proof :In Mathematicks, a
Proof founded on felf evident Principles.
In Algebra, Demonſtrations are evidentandundoubted Proofs, to manifeftthe
Truth of Theorems, dr.
Demonſtrative, that ſerves to demon
Atrate, or fet a thing out of Doubę.
Demure, affectedly grave, reſerved or
taſhful.
To Demurr, (E. L.T.) to putin Doubts.
or Objections i to delay or put off to a
farther Hearing .
Dermirrage, an Allowance to the
Maſter of a Ship, for ſtaying in a Port
longer than the time firſt appointed .
Demurret, a pauſe upon a Point of
Difficulty in any Suit ar Law .
Den , ( Sa.) a Cave or Lurking- place
under Ground, &c.
Den and Strand , ( 0. L. T.) liberty
for Ships to run a.ground, or come a-ſhoar.
Deña or Lena terræ , ( L. in Doomſday Book ) a hollow Place between two |
Hills.
Dmartata terra , the fourth part of
anAcre of Land.
Denartt, (0. L.) a general Term for
Cath, or readyMoney.
Denartt de Caritate, Whitſun -farthings, the cuſtomary Oblations formerly
made to the Cathedral about Winitſuntide.
Denarius,a Roman Silver-coin, value
Yen Pence Half- penny English ,

Denartus Det, (0. L.) Earneft -money
Denarlus tertiusComitatus, a third
part of the Fines and other Profits arising
from the County - Courts.
Denartus . Petri, Peter's Pence.
Denbera, (0. L.) a place for the run .
ning of Hogs.
Dendrology, a Treatiſe, or Diſcourſe of
Trees .
Deneb, a Star calld the Lion's Tail .
Denial, a denying, or refuſing
Denter, a French Braſs-Coin , worth
three Tenths of an EnglifoFarthing. Allo
a Penny-weight in Silver.
Dents, a proper Name of Men Con.
tracted from Dionyfius.
Denizen or Deniſon, (L. T.) a FO
reigner infranchized by the Queen's Char
ter, ro as to be made capable of any Office,
and of purchaſing Land ; but not of in
heriting by Deſcent.
To Denominati , ( L.) to give Name
to .
Denomination , the Original of a
Name, or the Name it ſelf.
Denominatives, (in - Logick ) are fuch
Terms as take their Original and Name
from others.
Denominator of a
fraction, (in
Arith.) is that part of it which ſtands un
der the ſeparating Line, and names the
Parts that any whole Number is to be di
vided into
Denominator of any propozttan, is
the Quotient açiling from the Diviſion of
the Antecedent of ſuch a Ratioor Reaſon,
by its Conſequent.
To Denote, to new by a Mark , to
fignify .
To Denounce, to Proclaim , or Publiſh.
Dens, ( L.) a Tooth, a Tuh or Tusk.
Denle, Thick, a Philoſophical Term op
pos'd to Rare, or Thin .
To Denſhire, to cut off the Turf of
Lands, and when it is dry, to lay it on
Heaps and burn it to Alhes.
A enlicy, (in Philos:) Thickneſs.
Dent, a Norch about the edges. Alſo
a Term in Heraldry ; as A Bordure dent or
indented , when the Out- line of it is notched
in and out.
Dental, a ſmall Shell- filh.
Dentarpaga, (L.) an Inſtrument for
the drawing of Teeth.
Dented Terge, ( among Herbalifts)
ſuch leaves of Plants as are notch'd about
the Edges
Dentes Sapientiæ , (L. 1. e . Teeth of
Wiſdom ) two double Teeth , which ſpring
up aboutthe aoth Year or upwards,when
Perſons
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Dependance or Dependency, Subjects
Perfons are come to Years of Diſcretion.
Dentifrice, a Powder to whicen and ion, Relation to.
faften the Teeth ,
A Dependant, one that depends on
Dentils orDentides, (in Archite&t .) ) another.
Lependent, depending.
a Square 'Member of the Ionick Cornice,
Dephlegmated , ( C.T.) cleared frana
hapdlike a ſet of Teeth.
Dentiſcalpiam . ( L .) 'a Tooth- picker.
Phlegm , or Water.
Dephlegmation , the Adof ſeparating
Dentitto , a growing or breeding of
Teeth .
the Phlegm , or Superfluous Water.
Dento , a Perſon that has great Teeth.
Depilatian, a pulling off the Hair.
Deidation , a laying bare.
Depilatory,that makes the Haircome off.
Denunciation , a denouncing or pro
A Depilatory, an outward Medicine pron,
claiming .
per for that purpoſe.
Denwere, ( 0.) Doubt.
Deplorable, to be deplored or lamented .
To Deny, not to grant or admit of,
Deplogatian , a deploring, or bewailing,
to gainſay or diſown.
To Deploze, to lament, or bewail.
To Deobſtrit, ( P.T. ) to remove Ob
Deplumatton , a plucking off the Fea
ſtructions orStoppages.
thers : In Surgery, a Swelling of the Eyes
Deobftrijcntia o.Deopptlantia, Medi- lids, when the Hairs fall off from the Eye,
cines which'are proper for that purpoſe.
brows.
Dcodand, ( L.T.), a Thing given , or
Deponent, ( in Gram .) as a Verb deponent
rather forfeited to God, to atone for the visi. e, a Verb that has a
Gve Terminacion ,
olent Death of a Man by Miſadventure .
and an Active Signification.
Dconcrando pro rata pozttant, Writ
A Deponent, (L.T.) one that depoſes;
which lies for one that is diftrained for a or gives Information of any Matter upon
| Rent, which ought to be paid by others Oath, before a Magiſtrate
proportionably with him .
To Depopulate, to unpeople, to ſpoil or, 1
Deoppilative Medicines , ſuch as lay waſte.
Depopulation, the Ad of deſtroying,
1 ſerve to remove Stoppages.
To Depaints to make a lively Repre- or laying waſte.
Depopnlatozes Agrozum , (L. T.) Great
ſentation of a Story, or Paffage.
Depart, a certain Operation in Chy- Offenders ſo called , becauſe chey unpeopled
and laid waſte whole Towns.
miſtry .
To Depart, to go away from a Place,
To Deport to demean, or behave one's
to deceaſe or die.
ſelf.
Deportatio, (L.) a conveying or carryo
Depart or Departire from a Plea,
& c. (L.T.) as when a Man pleads in Bar of ing out of one place into another : Allo
an Action, and Reply being made thereto, a ſort of Banihment among the 'Romans.
he diews another Matter contrary to his Depostment, Carriage, Behaviour.
firft Plea.
To Depole, to give Teſtimony about
Departed even , (0.P.) equally ming any Matter : Alſo to deprive a Soveraign
led or divided .
Prince of his Crown and Dignity.
Depolitary, the Truſtee , or Keeper of a
Departers of Gold and Silver,
Artificers that purify and part thoſe Mething in Truſt.
tals from the courſer forr.
To Depoſite, to truſt a Thing with one.
Depoſito, ( L.) a committing a thing
Departurl, a departing or going a .
way ; alfo Deceaſe or Death : In Navigation, to one's Trutt ; alſoa depofing or depriving
the Diſtance of a + Ship or Place from of fome Dignity : In Grammar, the ending
another.
of the Dimenſions of a Latin or Greek
Departire in deſpight of the Court, Verſe.
Depoſition , an Information upon Oach.
(L. P. ) is when a Defendant appears to
the Adion brought againſt him , and makes
Depolitum , a Thing commited to
Default afterwards.
one's Truſt .
Depauperation, ( L.) an impoveriſhing,
Depzabation , a ſpoiling or Corrupting.
or making poor.
To Deprave, to make lewd , to corruptsi
to Marr or Spoil.
To Depeach , (0 .) ,to acquit,
To Depjecate, to pray, or wih again !t
Depeculation, a robbing of the Com
mon -wealth ; an iinbezilling of the Publick a thing.
Treaſure.
Deprecation , the A &t of deprecacing.
To Depend, to rely upon ; to hang on,
Depjecative, that ſerves todeprecate ,
or proceedof,
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To Depreciate, to run down the Price
To Deraigne, to prove orjuſtifie ; al
of, to undervalue.
ro to diſorder or turn out of courſe,
Deratgnment ,a deraigning, or proving.
Depredatton , a preying upon , a rob
To Dere, (0.) to hurt.
bing or fpoiling .
Deprehenſible, that maybe apprehend
Derelitton , (L.) an utter forfaking, or
leaving .
ed , conceived, or underſtood.
Derick, a proper Name of Men , being
+ Deprehenfion , a catching, or taking
unawares .
a Contraction of Theoderick .
To Depreſs, to preſs, or weigh down ;
To Dertdey (L.) to laugh one to Scorn,
to mock.
co humble, or bringdown.
Dertlion , deriding, or mocking :
To Depreſs the Pole, (in Aftron .) fo
Dertvation , ( in Gram .) the tracing of
many Degrees as a Man Sails or Travels
from the Pole, he is faid to depreſsit .
a Word from its original : In Phyfick t, he
Depreſion , the Ad of preſling down, drawing of a Humour from one part of the
Body to another.
humbling, doc.
Derivative, that is derived from ano
Depzellion of a Planet, ( in Aftrol.) is
when the Planer is in a Sign oppofite to ther.
chat of its Exaltation .
To Detibt, to draw or fetch from the
Depzeltat, one that keeps, or preſſes Original.
down .
Derma, (G. P.T.) the skin of a Beaft,
Depreftor or Deprimens Aurtcilasor of a Man's Body.
Dern, ( 0.) fad, ſolitary , alſo barbarous
in
Ear
of
the
kum , ( in Anat.) a Muſcle
Beaſts, which ſerves to let fall the Ear .
or cruel.
Deprellor Labtt tnfertorts , a Muſcle
To Derogate, (L.) to lefſen , to diſpa.
that is inſerted into the neither Lip, and rage.
preſſes it down .
Derogation , the Ad of lefening, dif
Depreſto. Labtorum , a Muſcle that paraging , bc.
ariſes from the Inferiour Jaw -bone, and af
Derogatory, chat tends to derogare.
cends directly to theCorner of the Lips.
Derbties , a Atrict Order of Religious
Deprelloz Dali, a Mulde of the Eye, Perfons among the Turks.
which is inſerted at the oppoſite part of the
Derincinatton, a cutting off Trees,
Ball of the Eye.
Buſhes , &c.
Deputmens or Humilis, is one of the Delart, a large and wild part of a
Itraight Muſcles that move the Globe or Country , a Wilderneſs.
Ball of the Eye.
Delcallas, ( Sp.) a ſort of Friers that go
Deprivation , a depriving or bereav- unrhod, or bare - footed .
ing : In Law , it is when a Clergy -Man, is Derant, acontinued Diſcourſe, a Com
depoſed from his Preferment.
ment on any Subject : In Mufick , she Art
To Deprive, to bereave,orrobone of of Compoſing in ſeveral Parts.
a thing
Plati Delcant, the Groundwork of
Depth of a Squadron or Battalion, Mulical Compoſition, which conſiſts in the
( M. T.) the Number of Menthere is in the orderly placing of many Concords.
File.
Figurate or flozto . Delcant, is that
Depullion, a driving, thruſting, or beat- wherein fome Diſcords are intermix d with
ing away.
the Concords.
Depuratioit, (P. T.) a ſeparating the
Double Deſcart,is when the Parts are
pure from the impure part of any thing : ro contriv'd , that the Treble may be made
In Surgery, the cleanſingof aWound from the Bals, and on the contrary the Baſe the
its Matter and Filth .
Treble.
Deputation , à deputing, or ſending,
To Deſcant, to run deſcant in Mufick ;
with a ſpecial Commiſſion .
to make a thing more plain by inlarging
To Depute, to appoint another to act the Diſcourſe.
in one's ſtead .
To Delrend , to go , come, ſtep, or be
Deputy, one that is appointed to Act carry'd down ; to draw one's Original
that
from
, or come of a Family,
in thePlace ofanother : In Law , one
cxerciſes any Office; & c. in another Man's
Deſcendable,that can defcend.
Right .
Deſcention , a deſcending or gowing
To Dequate , (0.) to daſh:
down: In Chymiſtry, the falling downwards
Deretgne or Deretne,(L.T.) the proof of the EffentialJuice,diffolv'd from the
of a Thing which one denies to be done by diſtilled Matcer.
himſelf.
Dulce

+
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To Defign, to contrive or plot, to pur
Deſcention of a sign, (in Affron.) is
anArch of the Equator,which fets with poſe or reſolve, to Draw a Figure or Sketch.
Defignation, Deſignment, Appointment
ſuch a Sign or Part of the Zodiack , or any
Planer cherein ,
Defignato , (among the Romans) a
Right Delænfion , is an Arch of the Mafter of Ceremonies in Funeral Pomps.;
Equator which deſcends with the Sign or an Undertaker.
Defignment, Deſigning, Intendment,
Star below the Harizon of the RightSphere.
Oblique Deſcendon, is a part of the
+ DeQptence, Fooliſhneſs, Indiſcretion :
Equator deſcending or ſetting with the Sun alſo the docage or-raving of a fick Perſon.
Delire, Wiſh, Longing ; allo Requelt,
or Star, in an Obique Sphere.
Deſcenco:tuin , a Chymical Furnice, to or Entreaty .
To Defire, to Covet, Wib or Long for;
diſtill with, by cauſing the Vapours to fall to entrea
t or pray :
downward.
Deltreable, that is to be deſired, or
e
Deſcent, a going , or coming down; the
Ateep ſide of a Hill: Allo Extra & ion, or wiſhed for.
Deltrons, paffionately defiring or wa iſha
Birth.
Deſcent of heavy Bodies, (in Philos:) ing for.
is the tendency of them to the Center of
To Delift, to ceaſe, or leave off.
the Earth .
Delave, Icacherous, beaſtly : Chaucer.
Deſolate, ( L. ) left alone, forlorn ;
In Fortification , Deſcents. Ggnifie the
Holes, Vaults, and hollow Places, made by alſo uninhabited, ruined, laid waſte.
Deſolation , amaking defolate, a laying
undermining the Ground ,
Deſcent into the moat of Ditchi, is waſte.
De con totde melme, ( F. L. P.) AS ,
a deep digging into the Earth of the Co
vert:way.
when the Defendant ſays he did what he
Co make a Deſcent into an Ene is chargedwith ,byhis Maſter's Order ;
mp's Country, is to. Land on it with In and the Plantiff replies, That the Defen
vading Forces.
danr.did it, by his own proper Motion .
To Deſcribe, to Write, or ſet down in
Deſpair, (L.) a Paflion of the Soul
ving Writing :In Geometry, to draw a Line, a which makes it caft off all Hopes.
Circle, & c.
To Deſpair, to have no Hopes, to be
Deſcribent, (in Geom .) a Line or Sur paft Hopes.
Deſperado, a deſperate Man, a Hair.
face, which by its Motion , produces a plain
brain'd Fellow .
Figure or a Solid.
Deſcription, the A& ofdeſcribing.
Deſperate, that is in Deſpair, or de
To Delery, to ſpy out, or diſcover afar (paired of ; alfo dangerous , violent, fierce.
off.
Deſperation , a deſpairing, or, filling
TE
Delert, Merit or Worth ; alſo ,a Ban- into Deſpair.
Delpicable or Deptable, worthy to
quet of Sweer-meats.
To Delert, ( L.) to forſake, to turn a be deſpiſed or flighted ; bafe, ſorry, mean.
way from one'sColours.
To Deſpiſe, to look upon with Dil
wr Dclerter, a Soldier that goes over to dain , to night.
the Enemy, or that quits the Service with
Deſpite or Delptght, Scorn , Hatred,
out leave, or that runs away from -one Re- Spite.
giment to another.
To Deſpoil, to Atrip one of his Goods
Deſcrtion , the Act of deſerting, forſa or Eftate.
king, & c.
To Defpond, to deſpair, to loſeCourage.
To Deferbe, to be worthy of Reward,
Delpondence or Delpondency, afail
or Puniſhment.
ing of Courage, a being quitediſheartned.
Deliccation , a drying up : In a Phyſical
Delpondent, deſponding, deſpairing.
Senſe, a diffolving of fuperfluous moiſture
Delponlatio, ( L. C. L.) an affiancing,
into Vapours by the Meansof Heat,
or berothing.
Deſpate, (G.),a Prince or. Governour
Deliccative, apt to dry,that is of a
in the Turkiſh Empire “; as The Defrose of
drying Quality
A Deficcative,adrying Plaifer or Oint- Valachia.
trent
.
Delpotttalor Deſpotick , abſolutely
Deltderp, Deſire, or Luft.
Sunreme, -Arbitrary.
Deſign , Intention , Purpoſe, Contri.
Deſpumatton , a foamingor frothing :
vance, Enterprize : Alſo the firft Draught In Pharmacy, the clearing of any
of a Piature .
by letting itfimmer over the Fire ,
Defretn ,
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TO Deterge, to wipe , or rub off.
Delteina.(.F .) Deſign, Purpoſe, Enter
Detertojation , a making worſe; or
prize : In Painting, the Deſign , or Thought
that the Artift had about any great Piece: ſpoiling.
Allo che, juft Meaſures, Proportions, and Determinable, that may be determined;
Forms which objects oughtto have that decided , or judged .
are drawn in Imitation of Nature.
Determinate, that is determined, or
Deflect or Delert, the laft Courſe at defined ; positive.
Determination, determining, Decifion,
Table ; a Service of Fruits and Sweet
Appointment.
Meats.
To Determine, tojudge or decide, id
To Deltin or Detinate, ( L.) to de
incline or diſpoſe, to deſign or purpoſe .
fign, appoint, or order.
Determ
inedproblemih (inGeom .) is
Deſtiny, the Difpofał of things ordained
that which has but one, or but one certain
by Divine Providence ; Fate, Death .
Dettiny-Roaders , Fortune- tellers or
ber of Solutions.
To Deterr, to fright or diſoourage one
Gipſies.
Deltitute , deprived ,bereaved, forſaken from a Thing .
Diterration , ( in Philof.) a Removal of
Deltitution ,' utter abandoning, forſa
king, or leaving .
the Earth, Sand, & c. from the Mountains
To Deftrby , to throw down ; to lay and higer Grounds, down into the Valley:
and lower Parts.
waſte or ruin , to deface, to kill.
Deltrudion , deſtroying, Ruin, Over + Deterſion , a ſcouring, a wiping or
rubbing
off.
throw .
Deterſive, that is of a ſcouring, or
Deſtructive, apt to deftroy, or ruin .
Deluetude, a defifting from any Cuſtom cleanfing Quality.
To Deteli, to abhor, or loath .
orUle ,Difuſe, lack of Cuſtom .
Deteſtable , that deſerves to be deteſted ;
Dclultor es or Delittozit , ( among
the Romans) Men that usd to leap from vile , wretched.
Deteſtation , a derefting of loathing,
one Horſe to another, at Horſe-races.
Delultozy, inconftant,wavering , fickle. Abhorrence,
To Dethioni; to drive a Soveraign
Det or Debt, a Writ that lies for an
'Action of Debt.
Prince from his Throne or Royal ' Seat, co
To Detach , ( F. M.T.) to ſend away a depoſe him .
Detinet, ( i.e. he detains) a Writthat
Party of Soldiers upon a particular Expe
dition.
lies where a Man owes to another an An
Detachiart, (L. L : T ). to ſeize or nuity, which he refuſes to pay.
Detinut, a Writ which lies againſt one,
take into Cuſtody, another Man's Goods or
Perſon.
who having Goods or Chattels deliver's
Détachment, a certain Namber of Men himto keep, refuſes to deliverthemagain.
drawn out of one or more greater Bodies, Detonation , a mighty thundering : In
for theputting of ſome warlike Enterprize Chymistry , the thund'ring Noiſe that is of
in Execution .
ten made by a Mixture's, being inkindled
Detall, ( F.) the particular Circumſtan- in a Crucible or other Veffel.
ces of an Affair.
+ Detoztion , a turning or bending
To Detain , (L.) to keep or withold 3 aſide.
to ſtop , let, or hinder.
To Detrad , to lefſen or abate ; to
To Detert, to lay open, to diſcloſe or Nander, or ſpeak ill of.
diſcover.
Detraction , a detracting, drawing
Detection, a revealing, or laying open ; away, bo. Slander, or Back-biting.
Diſcovery.
a
Detradive, that is apt to detract, or
Detents , ( in Clock-woork ) are thoſe takeoff.
Stops, which by being lifted up, or let fall
Detriment, Dammage, Loſs, Hurt. At
down, do lock and unlock the clock in Lincolns-Inn, it is a Duty of I s. 6 d . paid
Atriking.
each Term , byevery Member of the Socie
Detent-wheet orDoop-wheel, is that ety to the Houſe , fordefrayingitsCharges,
Wheel which has a Hoop almoſt round it, and Repairing Loſſes : In Aſtrology, the
wherein there is a Vacancy, at which the greateſt of the Eſſential Debilities or
Clock lock .
Weakneſſes of a Planet.
Detention , a detaining, with -holding
Detrimental, that brings Dammage,
'or keeping , alſo impriſonment, Confine prejudicial,
ment.
Detrition
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To Debile, to invent, to imagine or
Detrition , (in Philof,) an Accident that
happens to any thing by wearing, or rub- fancy, to feign or forge, to contrive: In
bing off ſome of it.
Law , to Devife or Diviſe, is to give or
ť Detruncation , a cutting off a Limb, make over Lands, & c. by one's laſt Will
or Branch.
and Teſtament in Writing.
Detrufion , a thruſting down .
Deviſes, the Perſon to whom any
Detrulo Urtnæ , ( in Anat.) a Muſcle thing is deviſed.
whoſe Fibres embrace the whole Bladder,
Devilop, he that has ſo bequeathed his
and preſs it in the diſcharging of the Land's'or Goodsto another.
Drine.
Deunr , ( L.) Eleven Ounces : Alſo a
Devaptatis, (in Doomſday.Book ) one Veffél holding Eleven jatha, and anſwer.
shon shat has no Sureties or Pledges .
ing to our Pint and Six Ounces.
Devocatione Parliamenti, a Wrir for
alta : Devaſtation , a layingwaſte, ſpoiling ,
ar plundering
Recalling, a Parliament.
Devoir, ( F.) Duty, Parts, the Obliga
Devaltavertmt bona Tettatozts, a
" Writ that lies againſt Executors, for paying tion onehas to do or ſay any thing.
Legacies
Devoirs of Calais, the Cuſtoms due
without
Specialty
Debts and
or
bir Bond, to the Prejudice of the Creditors that to the King for Merchandize, brought to
lave Specialties,
or carry'd thence, when our Staple was
Dcücalidontans , a People that in old there.
To Devolve, (L.) to fall or come from
Times inhabited the Weſtern Parts of
13:03 Scotland,
one to another, as an Eſtate does.
Devolutar y ; one that claims a Benefice
Devenerint, a Writ when upon the
of a Death of any of the King's Tenants in becoming void .
Devolution , a devolving , or falling from
capite, his Son and Heir alſo dies within
Age ; to enquire what Lands, &c. are one to another .
21VA #Wome to the Crown ,
Devote or Devoto, a Bigot, or Supera
To Deveſt, to ſtrip, diſpofſeſs, or de- ftitious Hypocrite .
zeifing" trive of : In Law , to turn out of Poffeffion . To Devotes to Vow or give up by
+ Devection, a carrying away, or down. Vow , to ſet a-part for Holy Uſe.
Devotton , Religious Zeal, Godlineſs ;
dont Devertty, Bendingneſs, or Shelvingneſs.
00: Rp To Deviate, to go from , to ſwerve : alſo vowed Service, Diſpoſal, Command.
To Devour, to Eat or Swallow down
A Grammar, it is when a Word varies
deries from the ſenſe of its Original.
Greedily ; to Conſume, or afte.
Deviation , the Actof deviating.
Devouring , is alſo a Term us'd by
opay Device, an Invention or Contrivance, Heralds, when any Fiſhes are Repreſented
zichlista feigned Story : Allo a Motto, ſhort sen- in a Coat of Arms in a Feeding Polture:
Cheztence,or Conceit.
Devout, full of Devotion, Godly.
Deulans, a hard Fruit chat laſts long.
delive" Devils one of the fallen Angels that
Deuterogamy, (G.) Second Marriage.
Eyeswerethrown out of Heaven for their Pride ;
3min evilSpirit.
Deuteronomy, the Title of the fifth
beint Debtl on the Meck, a kind of Wrack Book of Moſes in the old Teſtament ; the
et r torturing Engine, formerly us’d by the Second Law , or the Repitition of the Law .
Deuteropathta , ( G. P.T. ) a Diſeafe
sPapifts, to wreft à Confeſſion from che
Proteſtants.
that proceeds from anotherDifcale,
Dew , a Meteor bred of a thin cold
ign the Sea -devil, a ſtrange kind of Monſter
on the Coaſts of America .
Vapour.
ribina Devtlsrarle
Det of Uttrtol, ( in Chym .) a Phlegm
a Peak, a ſpacious Hole
Biconicin Derby-ſhire.
or Water drawn from that Mineral Salt,
Devils -bit, an Herb .
Dem -berry, a kind of Fruit.
Debils Diop, the Remains of a Beacon
Dew - ci ws, ( H. T ) the Bones or little
LA on a high Hillat Dover:
Nails, behind the Foor of a Deer,
Debils-inilk , a kind of Spurge, ata
Dew -grals, an Herb.
Herb.
Dew -lap, the looſe Skinthat hangs
Debtlich, belonging to the Devil, down under the Throat of an Ox .
wicked.
Dcwce , the Number Two at Cards or
3
al 12 Devions, (L.) going out of the Way, Dice.
fwervir.g
from .
Dektàns, ( L.) ten Ounces.
Debile,whatever is deviled , or be
gueathed by Will
Derter
cs?
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Derter aſpect, (in Aſtrol.) an Afpect
contrary to the Natural Order and Succeſſion
of the Signs.
Derter Eptprotek Uein , (in Anat .)
is the Second Branch of the Spleen -Vein,
which paſſes to the Epiploon orCanl.
Derter Point or Side, (in Heraldry)
the Right- hand Point or Side in an E
ſcutcheon .
Derterity, Aptneſs, Readineſs, Skill.
Dexterous or Dertrous, handy , skil
ful, cunning:
Dertrarius, (0.C.) a Light Horſe, or
a Horſe for the great Saddle.
Dey, the Title of the Supreme MagiAtrate of Tunis in Barbary.
Dta , a Greek Prepoſition ſignifying
through, in , or between ; and often joyn'd
to the Names of Medicinal Compoſitions,
with that of the principal Ingredient ; as
Diaprunum , Diafcordium , & c.
Diabetes, (G) a Spigot or Fawcet, a
Water-paſſage ; alfo a Diſeaſe when one
cannot hold his Water .
Diabetical, belonging to , or troubled
with a Diabetes.
Diaboltcal, belonging to the Devil,
Deviliſh, extremely Wicked.
Diabolus, (G.) the Devil.
Diabrolis, an eating quite thrcugh : In
Surgery, a Solution of the Continuity of
the Parts, by the cating out of ſome of
them
Dtacalaminthe, a Powder, the main
Ingredient of which is the Herb Mountains
Calamint.
Diacatholicon , a Medicine of univerſal
Uſe, ſerving as a gentle Purge for all Hu
mours.
Dtacatochta, ( C.L ) a Tenure or hold
ingof Landsby Fee -farm .
Dtachozelis , the Act or Faculty of
voiding Excrements.
Diachylon , a Plaiſter made of the pappy
Juice ofcertain Fruits, Seeds, dc.
Dtachyton , a kind of Muſt or Sweet
Wine .
Diacinima, '(in Surgery) is when Bones
go back from their Places.
Dtaclyſina, a rinfing, or waſhing : In
a Medicinal Senſe, a gargling or waſhing of
the Mouth.
Diacodium , a Syrup made of the tops
of Poppeys, &c.
D'acope, a Cutting, or dividing aſunder;
a deen Wound.
Dtacoplægia , a Medicine made of
Goats-Dung
Diacouſticks or Diaphonicks, a Science
that explains the Properties of refraded
Sound ,
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Dlacrilis , a ſeparating, or dividing ;
Judgment : In Phyſick, a judging of and
diſtinguiſhing Diſeaſes.
Dacrommyon , a Medicine made with
Onions.
I jamminum , a Compoſition of Cum
min , &c.
Diacydonium , a Confedionmade ofthe
pulp of Quinces, commonly callid Marmá
let.
Dladare , a great Officer among the 1:
Egyptians.
Diadem , a kind of Linnen -wreath, an
ciently worn by Emperours and Kings in
ſtead of a Crown.
iadoche, Succeſſion : In Phyfick, the
Progreſs of a Diſeaſe.
Diapodis, a delivering by Hand, Tra:
dition : In a Medicinal Senſe, a diftribution
of Nouriſhment, through all the Parts ofthe
Body.
Diærefis, (G.) a Poetical Figure where.
in one Syllable is divided into two : In
Printing, it is likewiſe , the diviſion of a
Vowel, commonly mark'd with two Titules
or Points ; as an ë. z. or ü, Dierefis. I
Surgery, a Method for ſeparating chofe Parts,
which by their Union hinder the Cure of
Diſeaſes : In Anatomy, a conſuming or eat
ing out of the Veſſels.
Diæretica, Medicines that Corrode er
Eat.
Diæta, Diet, Food.
Di tetica , that part of Phyfick which
cures Diſeaſes, by a regular Diet.
Diagalanga , a Confection of Galangal
and certain Hot Spices.
Diaglaucon , a Medicine for the Eyes.
Dlaguolis , a diſcerning or knowing
one from another : In Phyfick , a Knok.
ledge of the apparent Signs of a Diſtem
per .
Diagnoſtick , belonging to ſuch Skill.
Diagnoſtick'Sigu ,( among Herbalifs)
is ſome particular Sign , by which one Plant
may be known or diſtinguish'd from ano
ther.
Diagnoſtick Signs of a Diſeaſes are
thoſe Signs or Symptoms which appear at
preſent.
Diagonal or Diagonal Line, ( in
Geom .) a Line that is drawn a -croſs from
Angle to Angle in any Figure.
Diagram , a Sentence, a ſhort Draugh
of a Thing : In Geometry, a Scheme made
with Linesor Circles, for the laying down
of any Propofition : In Mufick , a propora
tion of Meaſures diftinguishedby certain
Notes.
Diagra
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Diagraphical, belonging to the Skill
of Painting or Graving .
Diagraphice, the Art of Painting or
Carving on Box.
Diagrydüm or Diacrydim , the Plant
or Root of Scammony, prepar'd according
0 Art.
Diaherapla or Diaherapte, a Drink
made for Horſes of fix Ingredients.
Dial or Sun - Dial, a well known
nftrument to thew the Hour of the Day.
Dialsplanes, plain Surfaces on which
he Hour-lines of a Dial are drawn.
Parallel Planes or Dials, are ſuch
is lie level with the Horizon .
Perpendicular Planes , ſuch as ſtand
reft to th: Horizon .
Erct . Direct, South, wuleſt, Noëth,
r Eaſt Planes , arethoſe Walls orPlanes,
which face any one of the four Cardinal
Po'nts of the Horizon .
Ered South, or Porth Planes de
linug Eall or Welt, are thoſe Planes
which lie open to any two of the Cardinal
Points,
Oblique Planes, reclining from the
senith, or inclining to the bolizon ,are
of two forts, viz. either Direct Reclining,
or Declining and Reclining .
Direct South, wulelt, 120th , or Eaſt
Recliners,are thoſe Reclining Planes which
ye open to any one of the Cardinal Points
of the Horizon.
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Dialling - Globe, an Inſtrument, con
trived to draw all ſorts of Dials, and to
give a clear Demonſtration of that Art,
Dialling - sphere, an Inſtrument, to
demonſtrate the Nature of Spherical Trie
angles, and to give a true idea of the
drawing Dials on all manner of Planes.
Dialogiſmus, ( in Rhetor.) a Figure
when a Man reaſons and diſcourſes with
himſelf, as it were with another.
Dialogue, a feigned Diſcourſe, in which
ſeveral Perſons are brought in talking to
gether,
Dialyton , a Rhetorical Figure, when
ſeveral Words are put together withoutany
Conjunction Copulative.
Diamargariton , a reſtorative Powder,
whoſe rnain Ingredient is Pearl.
Dtameter, (in Geom .) a Line that
paſſes throʻ the middle of any Figure from
one Angle to another.
Dtaineter of a Circle, a Line that
paſſes thro the Center of a Circle, and is
bounded at each end by the Circumference,
dividing the Circle into two equal Parts.
Diameter of a Conick section , is a
Right Line drawn thro' the middle ofthe
Figure, and cutting all the Ordinates into
two equal Parts.
Diameter Conjugate, (in the Ellipſis)
is theſhorteft Axis or Diameter.
Diameter Conjugate, (in the Hyperbola)
is a Line drawn parallel to the Ordinates,
Reclining South or Noth Planes, and thro'the Center of the Tranſverse
Jeclining Eaſt or left,are thoſe Planes Axis.
which face any two of the Cardinal Points
Diametral or Diametrical, belonging
and. Eaſt, or tothe South to, or that isin form of a Diameter.
North Norch
and Weſt
orSouthor
Diametrically oppoſite, that is directly
Dialacca, a Confection made of the over againſt, when two things are oppoſed
Gum Lacca, & c.
one to another right-acroſs, or directly con
Dialect,a Propriety or manner of Speech , trary :
peculiar to each ſeveral
n any Language,
Diamond, the hardeſt, and moſt va
Province or Country :
luable of all precious Stones : Alſo a fort
Dialectica or Dialectice, Dialecticks, or of ſmall Printing-Letter : In Heraldry, the
he Artof Logick.
black Colour in the Coat - Armour of the
Dialectical or Dialedick , belonging Nobility .
to Logick .
Diamoſcium , a Medicinal Powder,
Dialectical Arguments, ſuch Argu- whoſe chief Ingredient isMusk.
menes as are barely probable , but do not
Diana, ( L.) the Heathen Goddeſs of
convince or determine the mind to either Hunting .
fide of the Queſtion.
Diana's Cree or Philoſophical Tree,
Dialepas,
a ſpace between, a Preven- a Chymical Operation, wherchy a Mixture
tion: In Surgery, that middle ſpacein of Silver,Quick - ſilver andSpirit of Nitre
Wounds
, which is left open for may beCryſtallized in ſhape of aTree.
the
ir CureandUlcers
,
Dian xã, (G ) a Rhetorical Figure, im
Diallage, a Figure in Rhetorick, when portinga ſeriousconfideration ofthe mat
wany. Argumenrs are brought to one effe &t. ter in Hand .
Diallel Lines ,( in Geom .) ſuch as run Dtanetick argumentation , (in Logick )
a-croſs and cut one another .
a particular way of reaſoning.
Diapac
Dialling, the Art of making Dials.
[ cc 2 ]
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Dtapfatma, a Pauſe or change of Nore
Dtapalma, a Pomander or Perfume:
Allo a Medicine made up of dry Powders. in finging.
Diappeticks, Medicines that cauſe
Diapaſon, (in Muſick ) a Chord inclu .
ding all Tones, the ſame with what is com- Swellings to run with Matter.
monly call’d an Ostave, or Eighthi'
Diaría Febris , (L.) a Fever that laſts
Diapecefis, a Leaping over : In Anato. but one Day .
my, the breaking or burſting of the Blood
Diarrhia, (G.) a gentle Lask, or looſe
Veſſels.
neſs of the Belly.
Diapente, (in Mufick ) the Second of
Diarthroſis, ( in Surgery) a kind of
the Concords, callid a Perfect Fifth :Alſo looſe joynting of Bones which ſerves for
a Phyſical Compoſition made up of Five In- fenfible Motions.
gredients. Alſo a ſtrong Water, made of
Diary, (L.) an Account of what paſſes
Five ſeveral Simples.
daily , a Day -hook .
Diaper, ( F. ) Linnen -cloth wrought
Dlalantalon , a Confection of che
Wood cali'd Sanders, &c.
with Flouriſhes and variety of Figures.
Diaper’d or Diapred, ( in Heraldry) as Dtafatyrion , ( G.) an Electuary , where
Diaper’d, i. e. one that isfretted of the chief Ingredient is Saryrion, or Rag.
A. Bordure
all over .
Wort.
Diapering, (in a Pi&ture) is when the
Dtaſcozdium , an Electuary that takes
Piece, after it is quite finith’d , is over-run name from the Herb Scordiam , or Water,
with Branches or other Work .
Germander, the main Ingredient of it .
Diaphanetty , (G. in Philos ) the proper
Dialenna, a purging Electuary chiefly
confifting of Senna.
ty of a Diaphanous Body.
Diaphairous, tranſparent, or that may
Ttaftoli, a diſtinction, a dividing, or
ſeparating : In Grammar, an Accent, which
be seen through .
Diaphæniconi, an Electuary, whoſe thews that thoſe words or Sentences to
chief Ingredi- ne is Dares.
which it is joyn'd, are to be ſeparated:
D tapłonta, (in Mafick) a harſh Sound, Alſo a Rhetorical Figure, when between
LWO Words of the ſame kind ſome other
a Sound that makes a Diſcord .
Diaphoja, Diverſity, Difference; Allo Word is put, and ſometimes two. In Anda
a Rhetorical Figure, when a Wordrepeated tomy,that Motion of the Pulſes, which di
is taken in another Signification than it was lates or widens the Heart and the Arteries,
at firſt.
bythe Blood flowing in.
Diaphozelis or Diapnoe, (G.P.T.) a
Diaſtylos or Dtaltyle, (in Archite&t.)
ſending forth all manner of Humours thro' a Building, in which the Pillars ſtand at ſuch
a distance, that the breadth of Three of
the Pores of the Body.
Diaphoretick , that diffolves or purges their Diameters is allow'd for Intercelu
by Sweat dech
mniation
Diaphoreticks, Medicines that are pro
Diafyrmus, a pulling aſunder, a re
proaching, or taunting. In Rhetorick , a Fi
per for that purpoſe .
Diaphragm (in Anat.) the Midriff, a gure , when a Perſon or Thing is commend
large double Muſcle which ſeparates the edby way of Deriſion .
Diaterettca , the Art of preſerving
Cheft, jr middle Cavity from the Belly or
lower one.
Heilth .
Diateſtaron, (in Mufick ) a Chord or
Diaphrattontes , certain Membranes ,
Interval, callid a perfect Fourth : Among
which cover the in - ſide of the Cheft .
Diaphtłpja, a Corruption of any Part Farriers, Horſe-treacle, or an Electuary
of the Body.
made of Four ſeveral ingredients.
Diaplus, a forming ,or faſhioning : In
Diathefis, Diſpoſition,or Conftitution:
Surgery, the ſetting of
a Bone that is out of In Flyſck,the naturalor preternatural Diſ
4
Joynt,
portion of the Body.
Diathyrum , (in Architect.) a Screen or
Diaplaſına, an Ointment or Fomënta
Fence of Boards, &c. a Rail or Pale before
tion.
1
is
e
Diapno , the ſame as Diaphoreſ . ·
a Door,
Diaporells, a doubting: In Rhetorick ,
Diatont or I tatont Lapides, Corner
a Figure when the Subjects to be handled ſtones, Band - Itones ,' or Perpend-tones.
being of equal Worth, the Oratour ſeems to
Diatonick, belonging to plain Song.
doubt which he ought to begin with.
Diatonick wulick , one of the three
Diapjunain , an Electuarymade of Da ancient Methods of Singing.
maek -Peypes, C.
Diates
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Diatonos hypatont, the Muſical Note
Didature or Dictato;fhip, the Office
callid D-fol.re Dtatonos Delon G.fol -re -ut. and Dignity of a Dictator.
Diatonum or Dtatomcum , a kind of
Dictionary, a Collection of all the
Song which proceeds by different Tones, Words of a Language, explained in Alpha
berical
Order.
and Semi-tones ; Plain Song.
Didactical or Didattick , (G.) that
Dtatragacanth, a Compound made of
ſerves to teach or explain the Nature of
Gum Tragacanth, & c.
Diatriba or Diatribe, an abiding or Things.
Didapper, a Bird.
dwelling in a Place, a Diſputation or conti..
nued Diſcourſe.
To Linder, to ſhiver or ſhake with cold.
Diatrion Santalon, a Phyfical Cəm
Didjachmim , (G.) an ancient Coincon
poſition made of Three forts of Sanders.
taining two Drachma's, to the Value of is .
Diaturbith ,an Electuary of Turbith, & c. 3 d. of our Money.
Diatypolis , an Information , a Defcrip
Didyini, Twins; alſo the Tefticles ofa
tion : In Rhetorick., a Figure, wherein a Man
thing is ſo lively deſcrib’d , that it ſeems to
Die, (in Archite &t.) the middle of a per
be ſet as it were, before our Eyes.
deſtal, viz. that part which lies berween the
Diaulon,a kind ofRace among the An- Baſis and the Cornice.
Diem Clatrfit extremum , a Writ thac
cients Two Furlongs in length .
Dtazoma, a Girdle or Waſte-belt : In lies when the Heir of one that holds Land
Anatomy, the ſame with the Diaphragm or of the Queen dies ; for the Eſcheator to en.
Midriff :
quire of whar Eſtate he was poſſeſs'd.
Dibapha, Purple twice died.
Diers -weed, an Herb.
Dibble, a forked Stick with which Herbs
Dtes, (L. ) a Day.
are ſet in a Garden ; alſo a kind of Bruth
Dies & ornitiales, (among the Romans)
for a Hat,
Days of the Meeting of the People mark'd
Dica , (G.) a Proceſs, or Action at Law, in their Calendar or Almanack , with the
Letter C.
In our old Records, a Tally for Accounts.
Dicacity, (L.) Talkativeneſs, Drollery.
Dies Compcrendini , Days of Ad
Diciologia , ( G.) a maintaining or journment, which were granted by the Prem
pleading of one's Cauſe : Alſo a Rhetoricaltor or judge to tlie Parties engag'd in a
Figure, whereby the Juſtice of a Cauſe is Law -Suit.
Dies Fafti, Pleading -Days , during
ſet forth in ag féw words as may he.
Dichalca, an ancient Coin, the fourth which the Pretor was allowd to adminiſter
part of an Obolus.
Juſtice.
Dies Feſti, Holy -days, upon which the
Dichophya, a fault in the Hair when it
People were employ'd in Offering Sacrifices,
parts too much .
Dichoz euis , a Foot in Greek or Latin or following their Diverſions.
Ties Intercili or Enterocili, ſo called
Verſe, confifting of Four Syllables,ofwhich
the firft is long; the next short, the third becauſe one part of them was ſpent in per
forming Sacred Rites, and the other in the
long, and the laſt ſhort.
Dichotomta, a cutting into two Pieces ; | Diſtribution of Juftice.
Dies Juſti, Thirty Days thatthe Roo
a dividing a Diſcourſe into two Parts.
Dicker of Leather , is Ten Hides or mans uſually granted to their Enemies, after
the proclaiming of War againſt them , and
Skins.
Dirra ferrt, (L. in Doomſday-Book ) a before they proceeded to any Ad of Ho
quantity of Iron, confifting of Ten Bars. ftility,
Dies Nefaſtt, certain unlucky Days, in
Dicrotus, (G.P.T.) a Pulſe that beats
which no Law -matters were heard, nor any
twice.
Dictamen , (L.) a thing written by ano- Aſſemblies of the People calld.
ther's Inſtruction ; more-eſpecially a ſhort
Dies " zultares , Days during which it
Diſcourſe, which a School-Maſter dictates was permitted to engage the Enemy.
or pronounces to his Scholars.
Dies non Pfältares ant atri, faral and
Dictates , Precepts, Rules, or Inſtructi- unlucky Days, upon which the Romans for
Ons.
bore Fighting any Batcel.
To Didate to rehearſe, to tell one Word
Dies Senatorit, Days that the Senate
or Chief Council mer about the Affairs of
by Word , 'what he is to write.
Dittatos, (among the Romans) a Sove the Common -wealth .
Dies Start, the laſt Days of Adjourna
Taign Commander , who had abfolute Au
thority for the Time being, both in War ' menr in Law -ſuits,
add Peace,
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In Doomſday -Record, Dies is us'd for the
Charge of one Day's Entertainment of the
King :
Dies datus, ( L.T.) a Reſpite given by
the Court to the Tenant or Defendanc.
Dies Juridici or Legal Days, are all
Days given during the Term , to the Parties
in Court,
Dies non Juridict, Days on which no
Pleas are held in any Court ofJuſtice.
Dies Marchiæ , the Day of Meeting
berween the Engliſh and Scotch, formerly
held every Year, on the Marches, or Borders.
Dicas, (G.in Mufick ) the Diviſion of a
Tone below a Semi-tone. Ainong Printers,
a Mark, otherwiſe calld a Double Dagger#.
Enharmonical Dielis, is the Difference
the greater and the leffer Semibetween
tone .
Diet, Food, Nouriſhment : Alſo a gene
ral Meeting of the Eftates in Germany, Poland, &c.
To Diet one, to give him his Diet or
Food : In a Medicinal Senſe, to keep one to
a ftri & and regular Diet.
I ieta , ( 0.L.) a Day's Work .
Dietetical, belonging to a limited and
moderate Dier.
Diett mon Droit, (F. God and my
Right) the Motto of the Arms of the Kings
or Queens Regent of England.
Dieu Con Ad, a particular Law -Phraſe,
importing, That the Act of God Mall pre
judice no Man :
Diezeugmenon, (G.) a Rhetorical Fi
gure , in which ſeveral Clauſes of a Sentence
have relation to one Verb.
Diezeligmenon nete (in Mufick.) the
Note call d E la-mi. Diezeligmenon par
rancte D -la.fol-re.
To Differ, to vary , to be unlike, to
diſagree.
Difference, a Differing, Diverſity ; alſo
a Controverſy, Diſpute, or Quarrel.
Difference, (in Logick) ſignifies an ECfential Attribute, belongirg to any Species,
that is not found in the Genus, and is the
Univerſal Idea of that Species. In Mathematicks, the Remainder when one Number
or Quantity is ſubtracted from another.
Difference of Longitudes, (of Two
Places on the Earth) is an Arch of the Equa
cor comprehended between the Meridians of
thoſe Places.
Differences, (in a Coat of Arms) are
certain Additions, which ſerve 'to diftin
guith one Family from another.
To Differelice , to make a difference be
tween, co diſtinguiſh.
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Different, thatdiffers, unlike, various.
Difficult , uneaſy, crabbed, hard to be
pleas'd , or to be underſtood.
Difficulty, Uneaſineſs, Hardneſs ; a
Rub, or Hindrance ; a difficult Caſe, Point,
or Queſtion .
Diffidence , Diſtruſt, Suſpicion ; Mil
Doubting.
giving,
Diffident, diſtruſtful, ſuſpicious, jea
lous.
Dtfflation, a blowing orpuffing away ;
Allo a Chymical Term , when Spirits raiſed
by heat, are blown witha kind ofBellows,
into the oppoſite Arch of the Furnace.
Diffluence , a Looſeneſs, a flowing to
and fro .
Dtfform , aTerm fignifying, That there
is no manner of Regularity in the Form or
Appearance of a Thing.
To Diffuſe, to ſpread here and there.
Diffufion , a ſcattering or hedding a
broad : In Philosophy, the diſperſing of the
ſubtil Effluvia, of Bodies into a kind of
Atmoſphere quite round about them .
Diffuſive, that ſpreads it ſelf far , or is
of a great Extent.
To Dig , to break or open the Ground
with a Spade,& c.
To Dig a Badget, ( H. T.) is to raiſe
or diſlodge him.
Digamma, (G. ) the Letter F fo cal.
led by Grummarians.
Digaſtricus or Biventer, (in Anat.) a
Muſcle of the lower Jaw , ſo Nam'd from
its double Belly.
Digerentia, ( L.) Medicines that digeſt ,
or ripen.
Digeſt or Digelis , the Firſt Volume
or Tome of the Civil- Law.
To Digeſt, to diffolve in the Stomach ,
Order : In Phyſick and
to diſpoſe or ſet
Surgery, to Ripen ; to cleanſe a Sore : In
Chymiſtry, to ſer a ſoaking over a gentle
Fire.
Digelter, a Vefſel which ſerves for dir
folving Bones into a Jelly , & c.
Digeftible, that may be digeſted.
Digeſtion , the diffolving of Meats by
the Heat of the Stomach.
Chymical Digeftion , is when a Mixt
Body is ſet to infuſe in ſome proper Liquor
fit to diffolve it, over a very gentle Fire.
Digeſtive, that helps the Digeſtion .
A Digeſtive, a diffolving or ripening
Medicine.
Erternal Digeſtives, are ſuch as ripen
a Swelling, or breed good and laudable Mat.
ter in a Wound .
To Dight , (0.) to deck , or fer off.
Digit ,
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Digit, the Quantity of an Inch in Space than it did before. Among Anato
Meaſure : In Aſtronomy, a twelfth part of mists, it is when any Pafſages or Veſſels
the Diameter of the Sun or Moon : In in the Body are ſtretched out too much.
Dilatatores Alarum alt, are ſmall
Arithmetick , a Character that denotes a
thin Muſcles that pull up the Şides of the
Figure ; as V. for Five, X. for Ten, &c.
Digits or Monades, alſo fignifie any Noſe,and widen the Noſtrils .
Dilatatore or Dtlater, .a Surgeon's
lategeror wholeNumber under Ten .
Digitatum Folium , ( L.) the Leaf of a dilating Inſtrument , to draw barbed Iron
Plant which either is made up of many out of a Wound, & c.
To Dilate, to widen, or grow wide ;
Simple Leaves ſet together in one Foot
Atalk ; or elfe, when there are many deep to rarify, or grow thin as the Air does, to
inlarge upon a Subject .
Gaſhes or Cuts in the Leaf.
Dilatory, making Delays, full of Shifce
Digitus, a Finger or Toe, a Digit, a
and Puc-offs.
Finger's Breadth or Length .
Dilemma, (G.) an Argument that catches
& gladiation , a Sword -playing, or
& convinces both ways, wherein both Propo
Fencing.
Digne, worthy, genteel, neat. Chaucer. fitions are ſo well fram'd, that neither can
To Dignity, to advance to a Dignity, well be deny’d .
eſpecially in the Church .
Dtligence, (L.) great Care, Careful
Dignttary, one that is promoted to any neſs.
Diligent, careful, watchful, laborious.
Preferment in the Church ; as a Dean,
Dill, an Herb ſomewhat like Fennel.
Arch -Deacon, & c.
Dulltgrout, a Pocage formerly made
Dignity, Merit, Worth, Nobleneſs,
for the King's Table, on the Coronation
high Station .
Ecclefiaftical Dignity, a Term de Day .
Dilling , a Child born when the Pao
fin'd by the Canonifts to be an Admini
ftration joyn'd with ſome Jurifdi&tion and rents are Old .
Power.
Dilogia, (G.) a Figure in Rhetorick
a doubtfulWord fignifies twothings.
Dignities, (in Aftrol.) are the Advan- when
Dilucidation , ( L. ) a making clear ,
tages a Planet has upon account of its
being in a particular Place of the Zodiack , or plain .
Diluentia, (L: P.T.) ſuch Medicines
or inſucha Station with other Planets, & c.
To Digreſs, to go from the Subject | as ſerve to thin the Blood.
in Hand .
To Dilute, to temper , or allay, to
Digreſfion, a digreſſing, that part of mingle with Water : In Chymiſtry and Phar
a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe, which does not macy, to diffolve the Parts of a dry Body
in a moiſt or liquid one.
relate to its main Deſign.
Dilution , the Ad of tempering, dil
Diiambus, ( G ) a Foot in Verſe, that
confifts of four Syllables ; the firſt and third folving, & c .
Dilutum , (L. ) an Infufion.
fhort, the ſecond and laft long.
To Dijudicate, to judgebetween two
Dimenſion , (L.) the juſt Meaſure or
Parties ; to diſcern , or diſtinguiſh.
Proportion of any . Thing : In Geometry,
Dtjudication, the Ad of judging , & c. Length, Breadth, and Thickneſs, are termed
Dike, a Ditch or Furrow ; a Cauſey.
the Three Dimenſions : In Algebra, it is ap
DI !-Olave, an Officer in the Low- ply'd to the Powers of any Root in an ..
Countries, that has the Over-ſight of the quation , which are calrd the Dimenſions
of that Root.
Dikes and Banks.
Dike-Reeve, an Officer of the fame
Dimetæ , the ancient Name of the
Quality, whoſe Buſineſs is to take care of People who inhabited the Counties now
the Dikes and Drains in Lincolnshire, &c.
callºd Caermarthen -fhire, Pembroke-fire and
+ Dtlaceration , (L.) , a rending, or Cardigan -Nire.
Dimetrum , a Greek or Latin Verſe, made
tearing afunder.
Dilapidation , a riorous ſpending, or up. of two Meaſures.
ſquandering away : In Law , a waſteful de
Dimettent, the ſame with Diameter.
Atroying, or letting of a Building run to
F Dimication , a Skirmifhing, or
Ruine, for want ofReparation .
Fighting,
Dilatable, that may be dilated , or Dimidtetas, (0.L.) the Moiect, or
one half of a Thing.
widen'd.
To Dimintly, to leſſen , to abate , to
Dilatation, a widening or inlarging :
In Philosophy, a Thing's taking up more grow leſs ; to decreaſe, or decay.
Diminta
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Dimtmtion , a diminiſhing or leſſening ;
Abatement, Decreaſe : In. Architecture, the
leffening of a Pillar by little and little : In
Heraldry, a defacing of ſome particular
Point of the Eſcutcheon : In Muſick , the
abating ſomewhat of the full Value or
Quantity of any Note .
Dimimtive, that diminiſhes, 'or makes
lets.
A Dimimitive, ( in Gram ) a Word that
diminiſhes the force of the Original, whence
it is deriv'd.
Dimiſto ; y, thit is fent ; as Dimiſſory
to another, in staat
one whe Hands
for Holy Orders.
Dtinitty, a fine ſort of Fuftian.
Dimple , a little dent in the Cheeks, or
in the bottom of the Chin .
Dimpled , that has a Dimple.
Dinah, ( H. Judgment) Jacot's Daughter.
To Ding, to throw , ordalh againſt.
+ Dingle, a Narrow Valley between
two ſteep Hills.
Dinta , (G. P. T) Medicines againſt
Dizzineſs.
Diut, an Impreſſion, or Mark , the force
or rent of a Diſcourſe.
Dimus, (G.) a Whirl-wind : Allo a giddineſs, or ſwimming of the Head.
Diobolon, ( G.) a Scruple, the third
part of a Dram .
Dioceſan , a Biſlop. to whom the Care
of a Dioceſs is Committed ; or an Inhabi
tant within the Bounds of a Dioceſs.
Dtoceſan Synod ,an Aſſembly where
the Clergy of a Dioceſs meet together.
Dioceſs, the Circuit, or Bounds of a
Biſhop's Spiritual Juriſdiction.
Dionyfius, a Sirname given to Bacchus
the Fabulous God of Wine: Alſo the Name
of ſeveral other Eminent Men .
Diopter , the Index or Ruler of an A
ftrolabe, or ſuch like Inſtrument.
Dioptra , (G.) a Quadrant to take the
diſtance and height of a Place ; the Sighrhole of anyMathematicalInſtrument : Alſo
a Surgeon's Inſtrument, with which the
inſide of theWomb may be inlarged .
Dioptricks, a partofOpticks, which
treats of the different Refra &tions of the
Light, pafing thro ' tranſparent Mediums.
Diojtholis, (G.) a correcting or amend.
ing ; In Surgery, an Operation, whereby
crooked or diſtorted Members are made
even ,
Diota, a Jar for Wine , with two
Handles , Drinking.por with two Ears :
Alſo a Chymical double Veffel, usd in di
Atilling by Circulation ,
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Diphyt , the droſs of Metals that ſticks
to the bottom of the Furnace.
I iphthong, (in Gram .) two Vowels
founded together, a Sound made up of
two Vowels in one and the ſame Syllable.
Dipladalmus, (G.) a doubling : In
Phyſick , a redoubling of Diſeaſes : In A
natomy, a pair of Muſcles in the Arm ,which
ſerve to turn it about.
Diple, a Mark inthe Margin of a Book ;
to thew where a Fault is to be corrected.
Diploe, a being double ; Craft, Subtil .
ty : In Anatomy, the lower thin Place or
double
vertel usdin Chym.cal Operations.
Diploma, a RoyalCharter, or a Prince's
Letters Patent : Alſo the Licence of a
Phyſician or Surgeon to practice their Art,
or of a Divine to exerciſe the Miniſterial
Functions: In Anatomy, the Scull- plate ;
alſo a foldedCloth.
I fponditimi or Dipendiis, (L.) a
weight of two Pounds.
Lipping: Needle, a Device that hews
a particular Property of the Magnetick
Needle .
Dipſacum or Dipſacus, (G.) Teazel or
Fullers-Thiſtle, an Herb : Alſo a Diftemper
when one cannot hold his Water.
Dipteron , (in Architect:) a Buliding
that has a double Wing or Ille .
Diproton , (in Gram .) a Noun that has
bur two Caſes.
Diptychs, folded Tables, a pair of
Writing Tables : Alſo a kind of Church
Regifter, out of which the Names of Fa.
mous Men were formerly rehears'd at the
Altar.
Diradiation , (L.) a ſpreading abroad
of Beams of Light , alſo a plathing, or ſet
ting of Vines in form of Sun -beams,
Diræ, the Furiesof Hell.
Dire or Direful, curſed, damnable,
fierce.
Dirett , ſtraight, right : In Aftronomy, a
Planer is ſaid to be direct, when it goes
forward in the Zodiack , according to the
Succeſſion of the Signs.
Direct , Ered , Eaſt or wwelt
Dials , are thoſe whoſe Planes lie dire & ly
open to the Eaſt or Weft Points of the
Heavens.
Direct, South or Mouth Inclining ,
or Reclining Dials , are thoſe whoſe
Planes incline to the Horizon , or recline
from the Zenith , and lie directly open to
the South or North .
Direct Ray, (in Opticks) is the Ray
which is carry'à from a Point of the Vifi
ble
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vibble Object directly to the Eye, through
one and the fame Medium .
Direct esphere, the fante as Right
Sphere,
To Direct , to rule, guide, govern , or
manage ; to level, or aim ,
Diredion , a directing or over-ſeeing ;
Management, Inſtruction - Aim , or Mark :
In Aſtrology, a Motion, whereby any Star,
or part of Heaven , which effects any thing
about a Perſon, is carry'd to another Star,
or part of Heaven, fignifying likewiſe
fomething referring thereto .
Line of Direction , (in Mechan.) is the
Line of Motion that any Natural Body ob
ſerves according to the Force impreſſed
upon it.
Number of Direction , (in Chronol.) is
a Number conſiſting of Thirty five, which
contains the Term of Years, between the
higheſt and loweſt falling of any of the
moveable Feafts.
Direction -word (in Printing) a Word
fet at the bottom of a Page, Thewing the
bift Word of the next Page.
Director, a Guider, Overſeer, or Mana
ger ,
Directory, that ſerves to direct or guide.
The Directory, a Form of Publick
Prayer, ác, ſet forth by the Affembly of
Divines, and ſome time us'd inſtead of the
Common -Prayer Book of the Church of
England .
Direption , a robbing, or ranſackings
a pillaging, or plundering.
Dirge, certain Prayers for the Dead,
usd by Roman Catholicks : Alſo a Song of
Lamentation ſung at a Funeral.
Dirigent, (in Geom .) the Line of Mo
tion , along which, the Deſcribent Line or
Surface is carry'd in the Production of any
Figure .
Duability, a being unable, incapable
or unfit : In Law , when a Man is ſo dir
abled , as to be made incapable to inherit,
Of co enjoy a Benefice.
Dilabutty by the ad of the an
celtotie , as if a Man be accainced of
Treaſon or Felony, by ſuch Attainder his
Blood is corrupt, and his Children diſabled
to inherit.
Dulability by the ad of the Party
himſelf, as if one Man make a Feoffment
to another, that then is fole, upon Con
dition that he ſhall enfeoff a third before
Marriage, and before the Feoffment made,
the Feoffee takes a Wife , he has by that
Ac diſabled himſelf to perform the con
ditigo ,
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Diſabtltty by ad of Law , is when
a Man by the fole Act of the Law is dir .
abled, and ſo is an , Alien , from having
any Benefit thereby
Diſability by the At of God, as to
be not in his Wies, which fo 'ditables a
Man, that in all Caſes where he gives any
Thing or Eftate, after his Death , it may.
be made void .
To Diſablé, to make unable or unca
pable of
To Diſabuſe, to undeceive.
: Diſadvantage, ( F. ) Prejudice , Loſs,
Dammage.
Dtſadvantageous, that tends to Diſa
advantage prejudicial."
Dilaffected, (L.) bearing no good
Will to , diſſatisfied with.
To Diſagret, (F.) not to agree, to fall
out, to be at Variance or Strife.
Diſagreeable, that does not pleaſe, or
is offenſive ; unſuitable, unpleaſant.
To Diſallow , not to allow , of coun
tenance, to diſlike.
To DiCalt, (0. L. T) to diſable:
To Diſannil, (L.) to annul abſolutely ,
to repeal ; to make void .
To Diſappear , to appear no longer,
to vanith away.
To Diſappoint, to deceive, to fail or
break one's Word .
DtCappointment, a diſappointing, or
failing ; a croſs Accident.
To Diſapprove, not to approve, to
diſlike ; to blame, or find fault with.
To Diſarm , to take one's Arms, cr
WarlikeStores: Deer areſaidto be Disarmed
when their Horns are failen .
+ DDtCarrayed ; ( F.) put into Confuſion ,
or Diſorder.
Dtſalter, ill Luck, great Misfortune.
Diſaſtrous, unfortunate. unlucky.
To Dilxbow , to diſown, to deny.
To Disband, to put out of the Band,
or Company ; to turn out ofService.
Disbelief, Miftruft, Doubt,
To Disbelieve, not to believe, to die
truſt , or doubt of.
Disbolcatio, ( 0. L.) a turning woody
Ground to plough'd Land, or Paſture.
• To Disburden , to takeoff the Burden ;
to unload , or eaſe.
To Disburſe,to ſpend, or lay out Money.
Disburlement, a disburſing, or laying
out:
Diſcalceated , ( L. ) wearing no Shoes,
unſhod,
Difcalendered, put out of the Calen?
dar,
Iddi
Dtfcat :
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Diſcarcatio, ( 0. L.) the unloading of a
Ship.
To Diſcard, to lay out at Cards ; to
turn , or diſcharge fromService.
Dulcent, (L.T.) an Order, or Means
whereby Lands, & c. are deriv'd co any
Man .
Lineal Dtſcent, is convey'd down
wards, in a right Line from the Grandfather to the Father, from the Father to the
Son, c.
Collateral Dulcent, is fpringing
out of the fide of the whole Blood , as
Grand- father's Brother, Father's Brother, & c.
+ Dulcepratton , (L.) a diſputing, or
debating .
To Difcern , to diſtinguiſh , to perceive.
Ducernible , that may be difcerned .
Diſeernment, the diſcerning Faculty,
Diſcretion, Judgment.
Dtfcerpible, (in Philos.) that may be
corn in pieces, or feparared.
† Difcel fioing a departing, or going
awy.
Dilceus or Dicctformis Cometa, (L.)
a Comet, or fiery Meceor, reſembling the
Shape of a Dih.
ToDileeper, (0.) to ſpend, to confume.
Diſcharge, ( F.) a Releaſe , an Acquit
tance for Money paid, à diſmiffing, or
ſending away ; a driving out, or purging
of Humours.
To Diſcharge, to releaſe, free, of eaſe ;
to put out of Office, or Service ; to make
Payment of Money .
Diſciple, (L.) a Scholar, or Learner.
Diſciplinable, capable of Difcipline,
teachable.
Diſciplinants, an Order of Religious
Men that ſcourge themſelves,
Diſciplinarians, Sectaries that pretend
to a ſtricter Diſcipline and Puricy than their
Neighbours.
Diſcipline, Inſtruction , Education,
Atrict Order, Management : Alſo Correction,
or Scourging, ſuch as is us'd in Monafte
ries.
To Diſcipline, to inſtruct, to rule, or
order ; ro Correct, Scourge, or Whip.
To Dildafm , to quitclaim to ; utterly
to diſown the having any Concern, or In
tur. it in a Thing .
Diſclaimer, (L.T.) a Plea containing
an expreſs Denial, or Refuſal.
To Diſcloſt,to diſcover, or reveal ;
tv bud, blow , or put out Leaves : In Fals
conry, the Term Diſcloſed is apply'd to young
Hawks , that are newly harcha.
To DiCcolour, to aleer, or ſpoil the co
gour of a Thing:
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+ To Diſcomfit, ( F.) entirely to defear,
or overthrow in Barcel.
Diſcomfiture , Rout, Defeat, overthrow !
To Diſcomfojt, to afford no Comfort,
to am :& , or caſt down.
To Diſcorrimend, ( L.) to diſpraiſe, or
blame.

Dtſcommendation , the Act of diſcom
mending ; Shame, Diſgrace.
Dtfcommodity , Inconveniency.
To Diſcompole, to diſorder, difquiet,
of trole,
Diſcompoſure , Confuſion, Diſorder,
Trouble.
Diſconſolate , deprived of Conſolation,
Comfortlefs.
Diſcontent, or Diſcontentment, a not
being content'; Trouble, Sorrów :
Diſcontented , diſpleaſed. troubled.
Diſconttmance or Diſcontinuity, un
interruption , or breaking off
Diſcontinuance of Dica or Process
(in Lapo ) is when the inſtant is loft,and
cannot be regain'd , but by a new Writ, to
begin the Suit a-freſh.
Diſcontinuance of poffeffion , has this
Effect, That a Man may not enter upon
own Lands, & e.alineated ; butmult bring
his Writ, and ſeek to recover Poffeffionby
Law.
To Diſcontime, to leaveor break off
for a time : In Law , To be diſcontinued, is
to befinally diſmiſs'd the Court.
Dilcord , Difagreement, Variance, Strife.
Diſcoids, ( in Mxfick ) are certain Inter
vals of Sounds, which are harsh and offen
five to the Ear , yet when orderly takers
and intermiz'd with Concords, they
make the bett Mulick.
Diſcogdant, untunable, jarring.
To Diſcover's ( F.) to reveal, to make
manifeſt; to find out, to ſpy.
Dilcovery, a diſcovering, finding out; & c.
Dilcount , Abatement ,
To Diſcounty to abate, from an Account
or Reckoning . In Trade, to ſet off in Con.
fideration of Payment in ready Money.
To Diſcountenance, to put out of di
Countenance, to give a Check .
To Diſcourage, to difhearren , to put
outofConceit.
Diſcoitragstnent, diſcouraging, or puto
ing out of Heart.
Diſcourſt, Speech, Falk, Reaſoning : In
Logick, that racional Adionof the Mind,
by which we can inferr, or conclude one
thing from another.
Diſcourteous, unkind, uncivil.
Dilcourteſy, Displeaſure, an ill Turn

Diſcous
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Difcars or Diſcotdal Flowers, ſuch
whoſe little Leaves are ſet together fo
cloſe and even , as to make the Surface of
theFlower plain and fat like a Dich .
Diſcredit, Diſgrace, Reproach.
To Diſcredit, to make one loſe his
Crudit, to diſgrace.
Diſcreet, (L.) wiſe, ſober, conſiderare.
Diſcrepant, varying, or differing from .
Dilarete, parted, ſevered.
Diſcrete or Disinin proportion, (in
Arith.) is when the Ratio or Reaſon be
tween two pairs of Numbers is the ſame,
but there is not the fame Proportion be
tweenall the four Numbers.
Diſcrete Duantity, is ſuch as is not
continued and joyned together.
Diſcretion, difcerning Judgment, difgreer Management ; alſo Pleaſure, or Will.
To Live at Diſcretion , (M. P.) to
have free Quarters. To Surrender at Dif
cretion, is to yield without Articles or
Terms.
Diſcretive, that ſerves to ſeparate.
Diſcretive Propolittous, ( in Logick )
are thoſe where various Judgments are
made and expreſs’d by the Particles but,
potwithſtanding, &c.
Dutcretos tim , (L. in Anat .) the Dia
phragm of Midriff.
Diſammen , Diverfity, Difference : In
for letting Blood in the
Surgery, a Bandage
Fore-headand Temples.
To Diſcriminate ,to put a difference
between,to diſtinguiſh.
Diſcrimination , the Act of diſcriminating, or diſtinguiſhing .
To Difcure ? to diſcover, to hew .
Chaucer.
Duqurlipe, running to and fro.
Diſcus, ( L.) a Pith, or Platter : Allo
a kind of Quoit, which Gameſters anciently
u'd in their Exerciſes. Among Herbalifts,
themiddle, plain and flat partofſome
Flowers.
Diſcus or Disk , (in Affron .) the round
Fare of the Sun or Moon .
Dilasor Delfus , (0.L.) a Desk , or
Reading-lhelf in a Church ,
To Dilenls, to examine, Scan, or fifc 3
to ſhake off thoſe Difficulties with which a
Mareer is perplexed .
Diſcuſſion ,aftri & Examination , or In quiry ; the clear treating of any particular
Problem, or Point. In Surgery, a diſperſing
the Matter of any Swelling in the Body.
Dtlaſlive, apt or proper, to diffolve,
or diſperſe Humours, bc.
Diſcutientia, (2.P.T.) diſculive Re
medies.
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F Dildain , ( F.) Scorn , proceeding from
Pride or Averſion .
To Diluan, to deſpiſe , or ſcorn.
Diloiapaſon , (G. in Muſick) a double
Eighih or Fifteenth .
Diſcared , troubled with a Diſeaſe, or
Sickneſs.
To Diembark , to go offfrom on Ship
, o takeGoods to Land out of aShip.
board t
To Diſemboglie, (Sp.) to roll or diſ
charge it felf into the Sea, as a great River
does: Alſo when a Ship paſſes out of the
ſtaighr-mouth of ſome Gulph it is termed
Diſemboguing.
To Diſengage, to free from an Engage
ment ; to fetch , ger, or take off.
To Diſeſteem , (L.) to have no Eſteem
for, or regard to.
Disfavonir, a being out of Favour, an
ill turn , Disfigurement.
To Disfigure, to ſpoil the Figure or
Shape of, to make ugly .
Disfigure that Peacock, i, c. Cur it
up,
Disfigurement, a Disfiguring, a Bls
mith.
To Disforell, to diſplant, or cut down
the Trees of a Foreft.
To Disfranchiſe, ( E.) to turn out of the
Number of Citizens or free Denifons.
Disfranchtlement, a being disfran
chis'd.
To Disgarntly, to take away the Gar
nith . In theArtof War, to difgarniſha
Place, is to take away a great part of its
Garriſon and Ammunition.
To Digorge, to caſtor throw up by
vomiting ; to empty it ſelf or run ſwiftly
into theSea ; as Come Rivers do.
Diegrace, Diſonour, Disfavour!
To Disgrace, to turn out of Favour, to
puttoShame.
Diſgrading or Degrading , (L.T:) the
depoſing ofaClergy-Manfrom Holy Or
ders. There is alſo the Diſgreding of1 a Lord,
of Knight, & c.
Diſguiſe, ( F.) a Counterfeit Habit, a
Pretence, Colour, or Cloak ,
To Dilgule, to put into anotherGuiſe,
or Faſhion ; to cloak , or diffemble,
Diſgult, (L.) Diftafte, Dinike.
To Diſgult, to Diſtaite, to Didike, or
be averſe from .
Diltidlather , a Bird ocherwiſe call.com
Wag-tail.
Dimarmory, (L.) Diſcord, Jarring,
To tihearten , to put out of Heart, to
diſcourage.
Dulhertſon, ( 0, L.T.) Diſinheriting.
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Dulherito?, one that puts another out of
Difmember that bern , i. e. Cut it
his Inheritance.
up.
Difhoneſt, void of Honeſty, unchaſte , Diſmembzing -knife, a Surgeon's Inftru
lewd, knaviſh.
ment to cut off a Limb, & c.
Diſhoneſty, a beingdiſhoneſt, Knavery.
Diſmes, ( F. L. T.) Tithes, or the Tench
Dilhonour, Loſs of Honour, Diſgrace, part of Fruits, Cattel, & c. allotted Mini
Shame.
ſters : Alſo the Tenths of Spiritual Livings,
To Diftjonotir, to diſgrace, or diſparage. yearly given to the Prince.
To Diſmils, (L.) to ſend or put away,
To Dil-inchant, to ſet free from an In
chantment.
to Diſcharge.
Diſtugenuity, wànt of Ingenuouſneſs or
To Diſmiſs a Caule, (in Chancery) is to
put it quite out of the Court.
Sincerity, irinmultión.
Dilingenious, falte-hearted, unfair.
Diciniffion, the Act of diſmiſſing, or
Difinhabited, void of Inhabitants, de- fending away.
folate,
To Diſmount, to unhorſe ; to alight
To Difinherit, to deprive one of his In- from on Horſe-back .
heritance.
To Diſmount a piece of Did'nance,
To Dilintangle, to diſengage, to rid is to take or throw it down from theCarri
out of ; to unravel.
age ; alſo to break, diſable, or make it un
Diſintereſſed or Difintcreſted, void fit for Service.
of ſelf-intereft, impartial, unbiaſled.
Diſobedience, (L.) Undutifulneſs, Fro
To Dilinterr, to dig up, or take a dead wardneſs.
Body out of the Grave,
Diſobedient, unduritul, froward, ſtub
To Dilnthrone , to put out of the born.
Throne, or Royal Seat,
To Diſobey, tc with -draw one's Obedie
To Dilnvite, to recall anInvitation, to ence, toact contrary to Order.
Dtlobligation , a Diſobliging, Diſplea
forbid one to come, that was before invited.
To Disjoyn , to ſeparate, part, or looſen . ſure, Offence.
To Diſoblige, to do an ill Office to; to
To Disjopnt, to put out of Joynt.
Disjunction , the act of disjoyning ; diſpleaſe.
ſeparation, Divifion.
Dílodet, Confuſion, Lewdneſs, Riot ;
Disjuntive, that ſeparates ; as A Dis Trouble, or Diſcompoſure of Mind.
junctive Particle.
To Dilorder, to put out of Order, to
Disjunctive Propofttions (in Logick ) confound; to diſcompoſe, to vex.
Dilozdinate,
diſorderly , irregular, ex .
are thoſe wherein the Disjunctive Particle
( or ) is found.
travagant,
Disjundum , (L.) a Disjun & ive Propoſi.
ToDilown, not to acknowledge for
tion ; which from Two Contraries,by deny- one's own, to deny .
ing one, proves the other.
+ Diſpanſion , a ſpreading abroad,
Diſlocated , ( in Surgery) put out of its
To Diparage, to decry ,or ſpeak illof.
right Place,For Joynt.
Diſparagement, a diſparaging or un
Diſlocation , a being diſlocated, the ſlip dervaluing : In Law, the diſpoſing of an
ping or forcing of the Head of one Bone, Heir or Heireſs in Marriage, under his or her
out of the Cavity of another,
Degree, or againſt Decency.
To Diflodge, to put or turn one out of
Diſparates, ( in Logick ) a ſort of Op
his Houſe or Lodging. To Diſlodge Beaſts, 1 poſites that are altogether unlike one ano
of Game, is to raiſe them from their Lodg- ther.
ing or Harbour.
Dicparity, Inequality, Unlikeneſs, Dif
Diſloyal, ( F.) unfaithful to a Soveraign ference.
To Diſpark, to take away the Pales, or
Prince, or to a Husband ; traiterous, trea
cherous.
Incloſure of a Park .
Difloyalty, an Ad committed againſt
Diſparpledor Diſperpled , (in Heral
Fidelity and the Law ; Unfaithfulnefs ,' dry ) looſely ſcattered, or thooting it ſelf in
Treachery .
to ſeveral Parts
Diſmal, terrible, dreadful, hideous.
Diſpart, y ( in Gunnery) the difference
the thickneſs of the Metal, at the
between
the
down
Diſmantle,
or
pull
to beat
To
and Breech of the Piece.
c
.
Mouth
Fortificationsofa
City,Town,
Wallsop
Diſmayed , aſtoniſhed, terrified.
To Diſpart a Cannon , is to feta Mark
To Dilmember, (L.) to cut off the on theMuzzle-ring, for the Gunner to take
Members or Limbs ; to disjoynt, to divide, 1 Aim by it at, the Mark he is to ſhoot .
açantle gut.
Diſpatch
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Diſpatch, (F.),the ſpeedy doing of a
DiſponDzelts , (in Gram .) a double Spon
Thing ; riddance.
dee, a Foog in Greek and Latin Verſe con
To Diſpatch, tohaften, to rid or ſpeed , fiſting ofFour long Syllables,
To Diſpone, (0.) to diſpoſe, or ſet ita
to ſend away in hafte ; alſo to kill, or put
order,
to Death ſpeedily.
Diſpozt, Divertiſement, Paftime,
Diſpatches, Letters diſpatch'd , or ſent
abroad about Publick Affairs.
To Diſpozt one's ſelf, to " divert one's
Diſpanpered, ( L. L.T.) putout of the ſelf, to take his Pleaſure.
Diſpoſal or Dirpore, the Power of
Capacity of ſuing in formapauperis, or with
diſpoſing ; Command, Management.
out paying any Fees.
To Difpel, to drive away.
To Diſpoſe, to order, or ſet in ordes;
To Diſpend, (0.) to ſpend, or lay out to fit, or make ready . To Diſpoſe of, to do
Money .
what one pleaſes with.
Diſpoſition , the A& ofDiſpoſing; Or.
Diſpenſab'e, that may be diſpenſed
with.
der, Inclination ; Temper of Mind or Body.
Diſpenſation , the Chargeof laying out in Architecture, the juſt placing of all the
Money for another, Diſtribution, Manage ſeveral Parts of a Building, according to
ment . Alſo an Indulgence from the Pope. their proper Order.
Dilpolttoj, a Diſpoſer, or Setter in Ora
In Pharmacy, when the particular Simples
of a Compoſition are ſet in Order, left any der. In Aſtrology, the Planet that is Lord
of the Sign, where another Planet happens
of the Ingredients ſhould be forgotten.
In Divinity, Gods high Diſpenſation , to be .
is the giviog of the Levitical Law to the
To Difpoftels , to turn , or pur out of
Jews, the Goſpel to the Gentiles, &c.
Poffefſion .
Diſpenſatojy, a Book that directs Apo
Dil yolure, a Diſpoſing, Diſpoſal.
thecaries in the ordering of every Ingredi
Dilpraiſe , Cenſure, Blame, Reproach .
ent, as to the quantity and manner of ma
To Dilpraiſe, to diſparage, or find fault
with .
king uptheir Compofitions.
To Diſpenſe, to diſtribute, or diſpoſe
Dilyroat, Dammage, Loſs, Prejudice.
Diſproof , a diſproving.
of. To Dispenſe with , to exempr or excuſe,
Diſpropoztion , a not anſwering or hold
to free from the Obligation of a Law .
Diſpenſes, (0.) Expencés , or Charges. ing Proportion ; Inequality .
Diſproportionable or Dilproportios
To Dl[people, to unpeople, or deſtroy
the People of a Country .
nate, that bears no Proportion to, unequal.
To Dilpzove, to prove the contrary .
ToDitperſe, to ſpread abroad , or ſcat
ter.
Diſputable, ( L.)that may bediſputed,
Diſputant, a Diſputer, one that holds
Diſperſion , a diſperſing, or ſcattering
into ſeveral Parts.
a Diſputation.
Diſputatiott
To Dupirit, to diſhearten or diſcourage.
, a Diſputing, Reaſoning ,
Diſpitous , full of Spire, angry ..
or Debating.
Diſputative, apt to Diſpute, Quarrel.
To Diſplace, to turn out of his or its
- Place, to remove.
ſome, Troubleſome.
Debate, Conteſt, Quarrel.
Diſpute,
that
up
root
or
pluck
Diſplant,
to
To
which was planted .
To Diſpute, to Debate. Diſcourſe, or
Diſplay , a particular Explication.
Treat of ; to quarrel, or wrangle.
To Diſplay, to ſpread wide, to unfold ,
To Diſpute a thing , to ſtrive for it,
to declare, or' explain at large.
to quarrel about it.
Diſplayed, ſpread, unfolded, & c. Allo
+ Diſquannnation , a taking off the
a Term in Heraldry, apply'd to an Eagle Scales :
ed
when repreſent on an Eſcurcheon with the
Dilqutet , Unquietneſs, Trouble.
Wings ſpread abroad.
To Diſquitet, to diſturb one's Quiet or
Diſpleaſant, diſpleaſing, unpleaſant.
Reſt, to make uneaſie , to trouble.
To Diſpleaſe, not to pleaſe, to offend ;
Dilqutfition, diligent Search, or Exa
to be unacceptable, or diſagreeable.
mination of a thing ; a particular Enquiry
Diſplealitre, Affront, Diſcourteſy, Dif- into the Nature and Circumſtances of any
contene, Diffatisfa & ion.
Problem , Queſtion , & c.'
Diſploſion , (L.) a burfting or breaking
To Difrank, to put out of Rank or
afunder, with a great Noiſe or Sound.
Order.
Diſpoliation , a ſpoiling, robbing, or Dtſrationare, or Dirationare, (O.L.)
to juſtify or make good the denyal or
rifling
a fac?
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a Fad ; alſo to clear one's felt of a To Diſerve one, to do him a Preju .
Crime.
dice.
To Dtfregard , to have no regard to, Diſſervice, an ill Office or. Tumn, an In
.
to flight.
jury or Prejudice.
* Diffidente, a diſagreeing , or falling
To Durdiſh , not to relich well, to
!!
dilike.
out ; D fcord , Diſagreement.
Dureputattou or Dfirepute, ill
Dtffevered, ſeparated, parted , or divis
Name, Diſcredit.
ded .
Dis -Chevelled, ( F.) that has the Hair
Diſreſpect, want ofReſped , Incivility,
hanging looſe.
Slighr.
To Ptſreſpett, to thew no Reſpect, or
Diffimjlar, ( L.) unlike, that is of a
different kind or nature.
be uncivilro .
Difimilar Leaveß, are theTwo firſt
To Dtſrobe, co take or pull off one's
Robe, lo ftrip.
Leaves of any Plant, at its firſt thooting
Ditlalted , cleared from Salt, made freſh out of theGround.
Diſtatisfaction , Diſcontent, Diſguft.
Dillimilar Parts, (in Anat.) are thoſe
Durattsfatory, that gives nofatisfa. that may be divided into various parts dif
dion , sffenfive, diſpleaſing.
ferent from one another , or are made up
Dlllattsfied , not ſatisfied,diſpleaſed.
of ſeveral Similar Parts,
Diflimitimide , Unlikeneſs.
To Diffed , to cut open a dead Body.
Dtffection , a cutting aſunder or inpie
Dillimulation , a Diffembling, Diſgui
ces ;the Anatomizing or cutting up of the fing, or Counterfeiting.
Body of any living Creature.
To Diętyate, to diſperſe or ſcatter, to
To Diffeiſe, ( Ě. L.T.) to Diſpofſels, to conſume, waſte,or ſpend .
curn out of Pofeflion.
Diſſipation , a conſuming, wafting, & c.
Diffetree, a Perſon that is pur out of his
F Diſſociation , a ſeparating of Com .
Lands, & c.
papy ,putting afunder,
g
Diffetfin, an unlawful diſpofſeflin of Diffoluble ,thatmay, or is apt to be
Diffolved .
a Man of his Land, Tenements, ac
Diffetlinupon Diffetfint,is where the
To Diftolve, to foften, to melt ; to ſpoil
Diffeiſor is put out of Poffeffion by ano the force of. In Chymiſtry, to change fome
cher.
hard Marter into a liquid Form .
Difletſor, he that fo puts anotherout of
A Diffolvent, a Medicine to diffolve
Poffeffion .
Humours: In a Chymical Senſe, any Liquor 2
Dilletlosels, a Woman that puts ano- that is proper for diffolving a Mixt Body.
Diftolute, Debauched, Riotous, Lewd.;
ther Perſon outof his or her Land, & c.
DiNolution , à diffolving or feparation
To Diffemble, ( L.) to pretend or feign,
to conceal,or cloak .
of Parts, eſpecially by Death ; an abolining
ToDiſſeminate, to ſpread about.
or breaking off : Alla Diffoluteneſs, De.
+ Diffemination, a ſowing , or ſcatter. | bauchery, or Lewdneſe. in Pharmacy, the
ing up and down ; a ſpreading all about.
mingling and diffolving of Ele & uaries or
Defenfion , Diſcord, Diviſion, Variance. Powders in Water, & c. In Chymiſtry , the
Diflent , contrariety of Opinion.
curning of hard Bodies into Liquors.
Diltonauce, a contrariety or difference
To Diffent, to diſagree, or differ in
Opinion.
in Opinion , In Mufick , a Diſcord in Tunes
Diffentaneons, diſagreeing , contrary. or Voices.
In Logick , thoſe Things are ſaid to be diſen . Dillonant, untunable, jarring , diſa
taneous, which are equally manifeſt among greeing,
To Diffirade or Dillwade, to adviſe
themſelves, yet appear more clearly when
taken ſeparately.
to the contrary, to put one off from a De.
Diflenter, one that is of a different, or sign, ea.
Diſſuaſion, the Act of diſſuading?
contrary Opinion ; eſpecially a Nonconfor
Diffuafive, that ſerves to diffuade.
miſt that does not comply with the Diſci
pline of the Church of England.
A Diflualive, a Diſcourſe, or Argument
Diffentory, (0.) a kind of Still.
properfor diſſuading.
는
Difeptum , ( L.) Walls about a Houſe,
Diſtaff, an Inſtrument us'd in Spinning .
an Inclofure: In Anatomy, the Diaphragm The Crown of France never falls to the
or Midriff.
Diſtaff. i. e. is never inherited by Women .
Diſtance, (L.) the Space between one
Differtation, a Diſcousſe, or Treatiſe
upon any Subject.
thing and another : In Navigation, the Num .
ber
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ber of Degrees, Leagues, be, that a Ship
has fail'd from any propoſed Point.
Diſtance of the Baltions, ( in Fortif.)
is the ſide of the Exteriour or ourwasd
Polygon .
Dittance of polygons , is the Line
made from the Flank, and its Prolongation
to the Exteriour Polygon.
Diffanced , Sec at a convenint Diftance ;
our-ſtripped, or left behind in a Race .
Diſtant, being far afunder, differing.
Diſtaſte , Dilike.
To Diltalte, to give Dittaſte, to take
Offence .
Diffemper, Diſeaſe, Sickneſs; the Troubles or Diſorders of a Kingdom of State :
Alſo a kind of Painting , when the Colours
are mixt with Size, or any glewy Subſtance,
and not with Oil or Water.
To Diſfemper, to put out of Temper,
to trouble .
Diſtemperature , a being out of Teme
fer, orOrder.
To Diltend, to ftretch, or fuff our.
Diften lion , a diftending or ſtretch
ing out : In a Medicinal Senſe, it is when
any Parts of the Body are puft'd up , wie
den'd , or looſen'd.
To Diftermurate, to bound one place
from another ; to ſeparate or part.
Diſtich, (G.) a pair of Verſes in a Poem , containing a compleat Senſe.
Diffichta , a double Row of Hairs on
the Eye Lids.
Difticam Hordeum , Barley, having a
double Row of Grains in the Ear.
To Diftill , (L.) to drop or rundown by
little and little. In Chymiſtry, to draw off
ſome ofthePrinciples of a Mixt Body, by
means of Fire.
To Diſtili per Afcenfim , is when the
Matter to be diſtilled is above the Fire,
or when Fire is put under the Veſkel thár
contains the Matrer.
To Diltill per Delcenfum , when the
Matter to be diſtilled is below the Fire, or
when Fire is plac'd over the concatning
Vefſel.
Diſtillable, that may be Diftilled.
Diſtillation , a diftilling or dropping
down ; alſo a flowing of Humours from
the Brain : In Chymiftry, a drawing out of
the moiſt Parts of Bodies, by Virtue of
Heat,
Diſtillations , are alſo chofe Waterih
Vapours, that the Sun draws up into the
Air, and which when the Sun is fet, fall
to theEarth again.
Diltint, different, feparase from ano .
ther ; clear, plain ,
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Diſtina Bart , ( in Opticks ) is that Die
ſtance from the Pole of a Convex Glaſs, in
which Obje & s beheld through it, appeardie
find , and well defined.
Diſtinction , a noting the Difference of
Things, Separacion ; a diftinguiſhing, of
marking by Points.
Diſtinctive, that ſerve to diake a Dio
ftinction .
To Diltingarift , to diſcern, ro noce, or
mark ; to put a Difference between ; alſo
to raife above the common Lével, by one's
Wit, Valour, & c.
Diſtinguillable, that may be diftige
guiſhed.
To Diſtort, to wreſt aſide , to pullawry .
Diltoztion or Diftorftort,a wreſting, or
wringing ſeveral Ways. In Surgery, it is
when the Parts of an Animal Body are ill
placed , or illfigured.
To Diftrat, to perples , of trouble ; to
put one out of his Wits.
Diſtraction , Diſtractedneſs, Madneſs ,
Frenzy .
To Diftrain , to fèize upon one'sGoods
for the Satisfaction of a Debt, & c.
Diſtreſs, the Ad of Diftraining. In
Law , a Compulfion , whereby a Man is
forc'd to appear in Court, or to pay a
Debt, & c. Alſo a great Straight, Advers,
firy , or Calamity.
Diſtreſſed, brought into Diftreſs, re
duced to Extrem
ity,or Miſery .
To Diſtribute , todivide, part, or ſhare ;
to diſpoſe, or ſer in Order.
Diſtributio , (L.) Diftribution : In Rbe
torick , aFigure,
whenwe apply to every
thing its peculiar Property : In Logick , a
reſolving of the whole into Parts .
Diftribution, the Ad of dividing, nha
ring, &c.
Diſtribution of the Chgley ( in an Aniä
mal Body) is when that Juice after a due
working in the Stomach and Guts, paffes
throughthe Latteal Veins, be,that it may
Circulate with the Blood , and receive ics
Colour.
1
Diſtributive, thar ferves to diftribute.
Diſtributive Žluttice, that Juſtice
which is adminifter'd by a Judge, Arbitra
trator, cr Umpire.
Diftributive Dom ,(in Gram .) is ſuch
a one as betokens a reducing into feveral
Orders, or Distinctions.
Duitrichia llig , ( G ) a double Row of
Hair on the Eye-lids.
Diſtritt , ( L.) a particular Territory .
the extent of a jurifdi &tion.
Diftritter
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Diſtritiones , ( 0.L.) Diſtreſſes, or
Goods ſeiz'd and kept, till Payment
and full Satisfaction be made.
Diltridus, ä Diſtrict, a Place of ļu
riſdiction : In Lam , the Circuit, within
which a Man may be forc'd to make his
Appearance.
Dittringas, a Writ requiring the Sheriff to diftrain for a Debt to the Queen, &c.
or for his Appearance at a Day.
Diftruſt, Suſpicion, Jealouſy.
To Diſturb, to interrupt, to let; or
hinder ; to trouble, vex, or croſs.
Diſturbance, a Diffurbing , Trouble,
Diſorder.
Diliinion , Diviſinn , Diſagreement.
To Dilunite, to divide, or ſet at Va.
riance ; to ſeparate, or disjoyn .
Diſülage orDilule , a difuſing, a being out of Uſe.
To Diſule, to forbear the uſe of ; to
break one's ſelf
a Ule, or Cuſtom .
Diſyllable, a Word that conſiſts only of
two Syllables.
Ditch -burr or Clot-buirr , an Herb .
Dithyrainb or Dithyrambus , (G.)
a kind of Hymn anciently ſung, in honour
of Bacchus, the God of Wine.
Dithyrambick , belonging to fuch Compoſures
Ditone, (in Mufick ) a double Tone, or
the greater Third .
Ditrochålls, a Foot in Greek or Latin
1 Verſe, which conſiſts of two Trochees.
Dittander or Dittany, an Herb otherwiſe call’d Pepper-wport.
Ditto, ( I.) the aforeſaid, or the ſame.
Dittology, (G.) double Reading, fuch
as ſeveral Texts of Scripture will admit of.
Ditty, a song that has the Words ſet
in Muſick .
Divan , a great folemn Council, or
Court of Juſtice among the Turks and
Perſians,
Divápoj atioit, (L. in Chymiſtry) a driving out of Vapours by means of Fire.
Divaricated, ſpread wide from another. ;
| ſet aſunder ; ſtraddling.
Divarication , a divaricating , or wide
ſpreading
,
To Dive,
to duck , or go under Wa.
ter ; to enquire narrowly into a Buſineſs.
Diver, a Perſon that Dives ; alſo a
Water-fowl otherwiſe call'd a Didapper.
Diverberatton , ( L.) a ſtriking, or
beating.
Dibergent or Diverging Rays, (in
Opticks) are thoſe. Rays which going from
a Point of a viſible Object, are diſperſed,
and continually depart one from another,
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Diners, ſundry , ſeveral, many.
Divers or Diverſe, unlike in Cira
cumſtances, various, different, contrary .
To Diver lifp, to make diverſe, to vary .
Diverſion , a turning afide, or driving
another way ; Recreation, or Paftime,
Diverfity, a being diverſe, Unlikeneſs;
Variety .
To Divert, to lead, or turn afide, to
takeoft ; alſo to delight, or make chearful. .
Diverting , pleaſant, agreeable .
To Divertiſe, to afford Diverfion, to
Recreate.
Divertiſement, Diverſion , Paſtime.
Dives; (L.) Rich, Wealthy , the pro
per Name of the Rich Man in the Goſpele
Parable.
To Divide, to part, or p út afunder, to
diſtinguiſh ; to ſet at Variance, to diſtrie
bute, or ſhare.
Dividend, a Share of the yearly Sala:
ry, equally divided among che Fellows of a
College : Alſo an equal Share of the Pro
fits of a joint Stock in a Company : In
Arithmetick , a Number given to be di
vided .
Dividenda, (0.L.) an Indenture.
Dividers, a Mathematical Inſtrument,
like a pair of Compaſſes.
Dividuals, ( in Arithi) a Number in
the Rule of Diviſion, comprehending part
of the Dividend diftinguified by a Point.
Divinale, (0.) a Riddle.
Divination , the Art of Divining,
gueſſing; or telling of ings Secret, or
that are to come.
Divine, belonging to God, Heavenly.
Divine, a Profeffour of Divinity.
To Divine, to foretell, to diſcover by
Gueſs.
Diviner, a Sooth-fayer; a Conjurer.
Diviniſtre, a Divine, or Doctor of
Divinity . Chaucer.
Divinity, the Divine Nature and El
fence ; the Deity, or Godhead: Allo thas
noble Science, which has God and the things
reveald by him for its Object.
Divilá, (0. L.) a Deviſe, or bequeath
ing of Goods by laſt Will and Teſtament;
alſo a Device, Sentence, or Decree.
Diviſaeg Diviſes, or Bounds; the Borders
or Limits of Diviſion , between Countries,
Pariſhes, or Lands.
Diviability, (in Philos.) a being divifia
ble, the Capacity of ſuffering a Diviſion
into ſeveral Parts,
Diviſible, that maybe divided.
Diviſion , a dividing, or fevering
Alſo Separation , Diſcord, Variance.
Divitiert,
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Diviſion , (in Arith.),is that Ruleby
To Divulge, to publiſh, co ſetor ſpread
which we diſcover, how often oneNumber abroad.
is contained in another : In Geometry, it
Divulfion , a pulling violently away,
changes the Species or kind of a Quantity : 1 or alunder .
As a Surface divided by a Line, gives a
Dizzard , a filly, fottiſh Fellow .
Line, bc. In Mufick , the dividing of a,
Dizzineſs, giddinels, or ſwimming of
Tune into many ſmall Nores ; asQuavers, the Head.
Semiquavers, & c. In Algebra, a reducing
De-la -lot-re, the Name of the Fifth
che Dividend or Diviſorto theform of a Noce, in each of the three Septenaries in
Fraction , which Fraction is the Quotient.
the Gam -ui.
Diviſion Logical, is an Oration, or
Dobeler or Doubler, a great Dish , or
Speech, explaining a thing part by part.
Platter.
Dibikon Philical, is a Separation of
Dobimt, an ancient People of Great
the parts of Quantity, when one continued Britain , wholiv'dinthoſe Parts whichare
body is ſever'd into many Parts.
now callid Oxford -Shire andGloceer-fire.
A Diviſion, (in Printing) is a ſmall
Doced or Doticed, (0.) a Muſical In
Rule
or Linefer
betwixt
words,&c. ftrument commonly
calld a Dulcimer.
Diſcipline
in Military
, a two
Dochimus or Dechmius, (G.) a Foot
certain Body of
bien in a Company ,lead upbya particular in Verſe conſiſting of Five Syllables ; *
ſhort and two long, a ſhort and a long .
Dibllok , (in Arith.) the dividing
Docible or Doctle, (L.) teachablej
Dividend is apt to learn.
Numberdivided
that
by
which
the
,
or
to be
.
Docility, Teachableneſs, Tractableneſs.
Didolceor Deborre, (in Lavo) is an
Dock or Diy Dock , a great Pit, or
Separation
perſons
actually
abſolute
oftwo
Creek
with twolargeFloud-gates; fothat
marry'd together, one from the other .
it may be kept dry ,till a Ship be built or
Bill of Divorce ,
which repaird therein , and then being open'd ,
Writing,Law
according to the old aLevitical
, a let in the Water to Aoat and launch her.
Woman
divorced
,
was
toreceive
fromher
A WetDock ,is any Place,wherea Ship
Oc
ca
Hus
upo
th
ſion.
band n at
may be hard into the Caze ; out of the
Divorcement , the Ad of Divorcing:
Tide's's way .
Durelis, (G.) a Separation of the
Dock , an Herb : Alſo the Tail of a
Pfine
Bladder, , or avoidingofit Horſe, or the place where the Saddle ia
throughbythetheReins
ſet.
Among Hunters, the Aeſhy part of a
Duretical or & c.
Diuretick, that pro- Boar's Chine ; alſo the ſtump of a Beaſt's
yokes, or cauſes Urin
e.
Tail.
L útrettcks, Medicines which by thin
Dock , callid Patience, a fort of Sorrel.
ning, and diſolving the Blood ,carry down
Dock- D plapathum'or Sharp= poina
the
Dock , an Herb whoſe Rootsbrewed
der.Urize, through the Reins into the Bladted
in Ale or Beer are excellent for the Scurvy.
Diarnal,(L.) belonging to the Day,
To Dock , to cut off the Tail : A Ship
daily: In vitrology,thote Planets ofsigns is ſaid
to havedock'dher Self, when being
ne
Toben Padiurnal,
more brought on Oazy Ground, " thehas made
ities.
vffie Qualwhichcontain
Adifaid
ve.tha
her ſelf a Place to lie in.
Diurnal Arch , is the Arch or Number
Dock-crelles, an Herb.
the Sun , Moon , or any
of Degrees, that
i. e that has
as Strong-docked,
Dacked
Star deſcribesbetween its Riſing and Set | ſtrong
Sinews.
Reins, and
Ling .
Döcket, a little Bill cy'd to Wares, and
Diurna Motion of a Planet , is ſo dire
cted to the Perſop and Place , they are
many Degrees and Minutes, & c, as any to be ſent to : In Law , a ſmall piece of
Hours.
of a larger Writing : Alſo a Subſcription
MotDiurnalSpotion
Eartly,
ofrn
the
that
ion whereby it tu
out its isow
n at the foot of Letters Patent,made byan
s ab
Officer call'd the Clerk of the Dockets.
$ Axis, andwhich cauſes the interchangeable
Dogor, ( 1.) one that has taken the
Succeſſion of Day and Night.
higheſt Degree at an Univerſity, in any
ADural
chi
ng : daily do,nea Register for ſetting down Art of Science.
Doctors Commons, a College in Lon
.
;raa Day.book
Diuturnity , Du
tion , Laſtingneſs.
don, firſt founded by Dr. Harvey Dean of
† Divulgation , a publiſhing , orſpread the Arches , for the Profeflours of the Civil
ing abroad
,
Law .
[ ee ]
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Doge of Venice or Genoa, the Duke 2
Doctoral belonging to a Do & or,
Doctreſs, a Female Doctor.
or Chief Magiftrate of either of thoſe
a
Point
of
Common
-wealths.
Doctrinal , relating to
Dogged , that is of a doggith Humour ,
Doctrine, inſtructive.
Dottrine, Learning, Knowledge ; Max- fullen, furly.
ims, or Tenets,
Dogger, a ſmall Light Ship of about
Document, an Inſtruction, or Leffon ; 80 Tun Burden ,
Dogger-fiſh , Fith formerly brought in
an Admonition, or Warning.
ſuch Vefſels,
To Doarmentize, to inftru & .
Docus, (G.) a Beam , or piece of Tim
Doggrel or Rhime= Doggiel, pitiful
ber ; alſo a fiery Meteor like a Beam .
Poetry ; paltry Verſes.
Dodded , (0.) unhorned ; alſo lopped
Dogma, ( .) a Decree, a received O
pinion ; a Maxim , or Tenet.
as a Tree , having the Branches cut off .
Dodder , a Weed that winds about
Dogmatica Medicina, the rational
other Herbs,
Method of pra & ifing Phyſick, ſuch as was
Dodecadactyluin , (G , in Anat.) the firft ui'd by Hippocrates and Galen.
of the ſmall Guts.
Dogmatical or Dogmatick , relating to
Dodecaedron , ( in Geom.) a Solid boun a Dogma, inſtructive ; alſo poſitive, wed.
ded to his own Opinion .
ded by 12 equal and equilateral Pentagons.
Dodecagon , a regular Polygon conlifting
Doginatici, (L.) Phyfic'ans that con
firm their Experience by Reaſon.
of 12 equal Sides and Angles.
Dogmatick philoſophy that ſort of
Dodecapharmacum , a Medicinal Com
Philoſophy, which being grounded upon
poſition , confifting of 12 Ingredients.
Dodecatemory, (in Aſtron.) the Twelve ſound Principles, poſitively allures a thing
andis oppoſed to Sceptick .
Signe,vries, Taurus, Gemini, & c.
Dobkin , a ſmall Piece of Money,
Dogmatiit, one that dogmatizes, or
thought to be of the fame Value as our that brings in any new Seat, or Opinion.
Farthing.
To Dogmatize, to ſpeak poſitively, or
Dodo, the Monk.lwoann of St. Maurice's peremptorily, to give Precepts,or Inftrudi
Ifand .
ions ; to broach new Opinions.
Dodjaus, (L.) Nine Ounces.
Doft or Doitkin , a ſmallbaſe Coin in
Doe, a Female Deer ; alſo che Female of the Low Countries , of leſs Value than our
Farthing.
ſome other Creatures ; as a Doe -rabber.
Doeg , ( H. Careful) King Saul's chief
Doke, ( C.) a deep Ditch, or Furrow .
Herdſman.
Dol, (B.) a low Meadow by a River's
Dog, a well known Creature ; alſo an fide .
Andiron .
Do't, ( S.) a Part, or Portion . The
Dog -brier or Sweet-Brier, a Shrub . Word ftill fignifies a Share, a diftributing,
Dog-days , certain Days, during which or dealing of Alms.
the Dog-ſtar riſes and ſers with the Sun :
Doles or Dools, certain lips of Paſture
They begin about July 24 , and end about left betweenthe Furrows in ploughid
Lands.
Auguſt 28.
Dog -Draw , ( F. L.) . a Term us'd when
Dole-fily, that Fith which the Filhermen
any Man is found drawing after a Deer, by imployd in the North Seas, uſually receive
the Scent of a Hound which he leads in for their allowance,
his Hand.
Dole-meadow ,a Meadow wherein di
Dog -fennel, a Plant that has dark Green vers Perſons havea ſhare.
Leaves.
woeful,mournful, fad
Doleft , (L.)
Dogs-bane, an Herb ſo call’d , becauſe
Dolgbote, (s. L. T.) à Recompence
it kills Dogs.
made for a Wound, or Scar.
Dog &egrals, a Plant common in Gar
Dolichurus (G ) that has a long Tail!
dens and Plough'd Fields.
DolichurusVerſus, a long-tail'd Verſe, ha.
Bercury,
Toge
an Herb .
ving aFoot,or Syllable too much.
Dogs-ſtones, a kind of Rag -wort .
Dolichus,a SpaceofGroundcontain
Dogs-tooth
or
Dogs-tooth
Utolęt,
ing
12 Furlongs: Alſo theFrench Bean, op
another fort of Rag -wort.
Kidney-bean, a fort of Pulſe.
Dollar, a foreign Coin : The Zealand,
To Log one, to follow him clore.
Dogana, (L) a Cuſtom houſeeſpecially orcommon Dollar is worth 3 Shillings
in che Eaft-Indies,
Sterling, the Specie- Dollarss, The Dollar
of Riga 4 s, 8 de
Dolling,
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Dolling, (0.) warming.
Dololaus, (L.) painful, grievous, fad .
+Dolour, Pain , Grief, Sorrow .
Dolphini, (G.) 'a Sea- bilh : Alfo a Nor
thern Conſtellation, containing ten Stars .
Dolphinor Dauphin, a Title given to
the French King's eldeft Son.
Dolphins; (in Gunnery) the Handles
that are madeto ſome piecesofOrd'nance.
Dolt,a meer Sot , or Block -head .
Doltittis ſtupid, fottish, dull.
Dolven , (0.) buried.
Doly or Doole , ( 0.) mourning, fad .
Dolyman , a kind of TurkiſhGarment.
Domboc,(S.) a Statute-book belonging
to the EnglishSaxons, in which theLaws
oftheirKings were contain'd .
Dane, i 1.) a Town -houſe, or chief
Meeting-placeofa City, or Town.In
Architekture, a vaulted Roof, or Tower of
Charch, Oc. aCupola : AmongChymiſts,
an arched Cover for a Reverberatory Furpace:All a Saxon WordforDoom , or
de
Judgment.
Falling
dgment, ( Scotch Phraſe) à
rev
erſing ofofJuDomes,
or making void
of Decrees.
Domes -man or Dooms-man, a Judge
ORUM appointed to determine Suits at Law , or
17 Differences : Alſo a Confeflour, or Prieſt
that hearsConfeffions.
Domeſtick
( 2.) belonging to the
Houhold, or Family.
Domicil Dwelling -houſe, a place of
Abode. , a
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Dominiaim , ( L.) the Bleſſed Sacramené
of the Lord's Supper .
Dominicum or Certz Dominicales,
(L.T.) Demain , or Demeſne, i. 6. Lands
not let out to Tenants, but kept for the
Lord's ownUſe and Service.
Dominicum antiquim Regis , the
King's ancient Demelne, or fuch Royal
Manours as were reſerv'd to the Crown.
Dominton, Government, Rule, Author
rity ; the Extent of a Kingdom , or State.
Dominium , (L.) Dominion, Lordřip ,
Empire : In ſome old Writers, Right, or
Legal Power ; alſo a Lordſhip , or Manour.
Domino , akind of Hood worn by the
Canons of 'aCathedralChurch ; allea
Mourning-Vail for Women.
Dominus,(L.)a Lord ,or Maſter, a Landa
Lord ; a Lord of aManour.
Domitellus, a Title heretofore given to
the NaturalSons of the FrenchKings:
Domo reparanja, a Writ for one
againſt hisNeighbour,'by the fall of whole
Houſe, going to Decay , he fears ſome
Dammage may cometo his own.
Domiis, (L.) a Houſe, a Lodging.
Domus Converſoziim ; the ancient
Name of the Houſe where theRolle
are kept in Chancery-lane, London.
Don , (Sp.) Lord , or Maſter.
Donation , a Deed of Gift, a Grant.
Donatilts , a Sect of Hereticks raiſed
by DonatusBiſhop of Carthage, .A . C. 258.
Donative, a Largeſs, or Benevolence;
which the Emperoursbeſtow'd upon Soldie
Tis fill us’d for a Dole, or Preſent,
Donigerlum , (0. L.) Dammage, Dan - ers:" by
ger.
a Prince, or Noble-man. In
made
Dondina, Dame, Lady, a Title for- Lavo, a Benefice, meerly given by the Pas.
tron to a Clerk,without Preſentation to
given
merly
helda Bar
onyto
. an Honourable Woman that the
Biſhop.
Dormination , Dominion , Empire, Sove
Donet, (L. L. T.) the Perſon to whom
raignty.
Dominations
Lands or Tenements are given.
, one of the Nine Orders
Dongeon or Donjoni, ( F.) á Platforma
of Angels.
in the midſt of a Caſtle ; a Turret, or
To Domineer ,
to bear Cloſet on the Top of a Houſe. In Fortifia
Rule.orway, to vapour, or Lord itover. cation, a large Tower, orRedoubt of a
Domint
asrd Anno Domini, i.c. in the Fort.
Year
of our,Lo
Donour; (L.) a Giver, a Benefactor :
Dominica or .
In thLaw. , one that gives Lands, & c. to ao
ther no
Lord's Day, whicDies
h takesDominia
Name fris
om , ou
er
Bleſſed Saviour's Reſurrection .
Donum , a Gift, a Reward , a Preſeni :
Dointnica in albiWh
s, itſunday:
In old Records, any ſort of Indowment,
in Goods, Gr.
Dominic
Palm
-Sundaya in Ramis Palmarum , Right, or Property
Doom , (S.) Sentence, or Judgment.
Dominical Letter , one of the firſt
Dooms-day, the Day of Judgment in
the Sandays throughout the whole Year are
Doomsday-book , a Tax-book, made in
mark
e wilmanacks,
Do'dmiinnithca
the time of King Edward the Confeffnur, or
ns , an Order of Friers , foun- as
others lay , of William the Conquero ,
ur
Hled bythe Dutinitk.á Spániardi A , D. 1206 | and Gill kept in the Excheque .
r
Dooms
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Dooms-man , a Judge.
Dole, (G.) the ſet Quantity of a Potion
Dor , the Drone-bee,an Infect : Alſo a or other medicine given or preſcribedt at
Term us'd at Weſtminſter-School, for ' leave once.
to fleep a while.
Doſel or Dozſel, a rich Canopy, undes
Dopado, ( Sp.) a Filii otherwiſe callid which Princes fit ; alſo the Curtain of a
Chair of State.
the Sea - bream ; or Amberr-fiſh.
Dortas, (G.) che Roe-buck , a wild Beaſt ;
Doſens or Dozens, a ſort of ſtraight
Cloaths made in Devon -fhire.
alſo a proper Name of Wonen.
Doſology, ( G.) a Diſcourſe concerning
Dojee , a Sea-fith , otherwiſe callid
St. Peter's Fish .
the Dofe or Quantity of Herbs or Drugs,
Dores or Black - Clocks, a fotc of which ought to be taken at a time:
Inſects.
Doſtale or Dorfale, (0. L.) Hangings,
Doztas's wwonind-wodt, an Herb, ſo or Tapeſtry .
Dorias.
Captain
callid from one
Dolgt, a kind of Tent, to be put in
Doztck Mood, ( in Mufick) one of the wounds.
Five Moods or Tones in uſe among the An.
Dotage, a doting, a being ſtupid or
cients, which conſiſted of flow -tund Notes. dull
oriek Dztet, (in Architect.) one of
Dotard , a doting Fellow .
the Five Orders, which cook Namefrom the
To Dote, to grow dull, fooliſh, or
Dorians, a People of Greece.
ſenſefefs: To dote upon , to be extremely
Dormant, ( L. in Heraldry ) when a fond of.
Lion is born in any Coat of Arms in a Dote allignanda; (L.) a Writ for clie
ſleeping Pofture. Money is alſo ſaid Talie Eſcheator, to aſſign a Dowry co the Widow
Dormant, when it is not put to Uſe, or of theKing's Tenant in Chief.
improved in Trade.
Dote unde nihil habet, a Writ ofDowo
Dormant Tree, a great Beam that lies er that lies for a widow againitt " the Te
nant ,who bought Land of her Husband.
a -croſs an Houſe.
Dothien , (G.) a Felor'; Whitlow , or
Dormant Writing, a Deed that has
a Blank to put in the Name of any Perſon . Poil: Alſo a kind of hard Swelling, as big
Dormer or Dozmer-Window , a Win as a Pigeon's Egg.
dow in the Roof of a Houſe .
Deting -Tree, a Tree almoſt worn out
Dormitoz y or Dofter, a Sleeping -place, with Age.
or Bed -chamber, eſpecially in a Monaſtery .
Dorkin or Dobkin , a ſmall Dutch
Dozmotile, a Wild -Rat that is nouriſh'd Coin, the Eighth part of a Stiver.
in a Tree, and ſleeps all the Winter in the
Dotterel, a kind of Bird.
Douane, ( F.) a Cuſtom -houſe or Place
hollow of it.
where any Duty is paid for Merchandizes,
Dojnick , a kind of Stuff.
Dozon , (G.) a Gift, or Preſent ; alſo a & c. especially that of Lyons in France.
kind of ancient Meaſure, the ſame as
Double , two-fold , twice as much , or
Palet.
twice the Value ; alſo diſſembling, deceit
Dojothy, ( i.e. the Gift of God ) a ful, or treacherous.
A Double, (in Printing ) the miſtake of
proper Name of Women.
Do2P or Thorp, a Country- Town, or a Compoſitor, that ſets the ſame thing
Village.
twice : Allo a French Braſs.coin worth two
Dojler or Dofler, a Pannier, or great Deniers.
To Double, to make double, or fold
Basket, to carry Things on Horſe -back .
Dozfi Longtimiis, a great Muſcle up : When a Hare winds about to deceive
which is inſerted to the tranſverſe Proceffes the Hounds, it is ſaidShe Doubles : In Más
of the Vortebra of the Loins.
litary Diſcipline, To double, is to put Two
Doz@ parous or Dozfiferous Plants, Ranks into one , or Two Files into one.
ſuch as are without Stalks, and bear their
Doubles, Folds ; in Law , the Duplicates
Seeds on the back -ſideof their Leaves.
of Letters Patent.
Dozlum , ( L.) the Back, or hinder part
Double Dorizontal Dial, a Dial with
ofthe Cheft ; alſo theback or out-fide of a double Cock, one to thew the Hour on
the outward Circle , and the other to thew
the Hand , or Foor.
Dorter, Dortoir, er Dorture, the the fame Hour in the Stereographick Proje.
Common Room, where all the Friers of Stion drawn on the Plate .
öne Convent fleep together, and lie all
Donble flower , the Name of a very
Night,
beautiful large Pear.
Double Pellitory, an Herba
Double

.
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DonblePlea , a Plea in which the De
fendant alledges for himſelf Two ſeveral
Marters, againſt the Paintiff.
Double Duarrel, (in Lam ) is à Com
plaintmade by a Clerk to the Archbiſhop
of the Province, againſt an Inferiour Ordi.
nary,for delaying Juſtice in ſome Ecclefi
aftical Cauſe.
Double Ceſſel, (in Chym .) when the
Neck of one Bolt -head , or Matraſs is joyn'd
and well lured into the Neck of another.
Doubler, a large Platrer.
Doublet, on old-faſhion'd Garment: A
mong Lapidaries, a falſe Stone or Jewel,
conſiſting of two Pieces joynd together.
Doublets is alſo the doubling of a Hare,
when the winds up and down, to avoid
the Dogs ; alſo a Throw at Dice-play, when
Two Dice come up with the fame Point or
Points.
Donblings, (inHeraldry) the Linings of
Robes, Mantles
State, or other Gar
metits.
Doucet, a kind of Cuſtard.
Doucets or Donlcets , (H. T.) the Stones
of a Deer or Stag.
Doticine , ( F. in Archite&t.)an Ornament of the higheſt part of the Cornice, or
a Moulding curin form of a Wave.
Dove, a Female Pigeon.
Dove'sfoot, an Herb, a kind of Cranesbil}.
Dove's tatl Joynt, a ſort ofJoynt us'd
byDoughty,
Carpenters(and
0. ) Joyners.
valiant, ftout, undaun.
ted,
Douillet, ( F.) ſoft, tender, nice :Whence
in Cookery, a particular manner of Dreſſing
a Pig, is call's au Pere Douillet .
Donlabel, (i. e. ſweet and fair) a pro
per Name of Women .
Doutremere ,( 0.) travelling beyond
Sea ; Sea -faring.
To Dow , (0.) to give.
" Towager, a Widow endowed, or that
enjoys her Dower ; a Title chieflyapply'd
to the Widows of Princes, Dukes , & c.
Dowdy , a fwarthy grofs Woman.
Dower , (L.T.) that Portion which the
Wife brings to her Husband ; but more
commonly ,that which the has after her Hus
band's Death ,
Dowlas, a ſort of Linnen -Cloth .
Down, the fineſt Feathers of Geefe.
Downs , hilly Plains, or hills conſiſting
of Sand otGravel : Allo a part of the Sea,
lying near the Sand -banks on the Coaſt of
Kent,
Downy, full of, or partaking of the
Nature of Download
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Downy, a Marriage - Portion brought by
a Wife to her Husband.
Dowle, a blow on the Chaps.
Dorology, (G.) a Verſe or Tort Hymn
of Praiſe, ſaid in Divine Service ; as the
Gloria Patri, i.e. Glory be to the Father, 66.
Dory, á She Begger, a Trull.
To Dozl , to make, or to grow dull,
heavy , or ſleepy .
Dogel or Doffel, a Tent for a Wound
without a Head.
Drab, a common Whore, a dirty Slut.'
Diabler, (in a Ship ) a ſmall Top -lail.
Djachma,(G.)a Dram , a GreekCoin equal
to 7d. Engliſh : Alſo a kind of weigbe
the Eighth Part of an Ounce.

Djachm
an Hebrew
ors. Darcon,
on 15
Value.
GoldCoin ,of
Draco , ( L.) a Dragon ; a Filh call'd a
Quaviver ar Sea - Dragon ; alſo the Herb Tara
Tagon : Alſo a Northern Conſtellation .
Draco arbol or Draconis Sanguis,
a Tree thatyields the Gum callid Dragon's
blood .
Diaco Regus, the Standard bora ia
War Figure
by oneof of
our former
uponKings,
it. having
the
a Dragon
Diaco Colans , a Meteor in Shape
ſomewhat reſembles a flying Dragon.
Draco'sLaws, certain rigid Laws,ana
ciently made at Athens
, in Greece, by one
Draco,
Diaconartus, (among the Romans) the
Standard-bearer of their Foot-Companies of
Soldiers.
Dzaainculus , (L.) a little Dragon
;al
of
a kind
to the Herb Dragon-wort:Alſo
Ulcer thatears even thro 'a Nerve it felf.
Dzaff , Waſh for Hogs.
Diafty, ( 0.) irkſome, troubleſome.
Dzag,
a Hook ;; alſo
alſo aa ſort
Fox's
Tail, .ſo
termed
by Hunters
of Grain
Drags, are alſo pieces of Timber lo
joyn'd together, as Aoating upon the Wa.
ter, they maybear a Boat-load of wood,
bc. down a River. Alſo whatever hangi
over aShip , or hinders her faillng.
To Drag , to draw by force, to draw
after one ; alſo to file for Oilters.
Drag -net, a Draw.ner or Sweep -ner.
Dragant or Tragacanth), a ſors of
Gum.
To Draggle, to draw , or trail in the
Dirr.
Dragtim , (0.L.) Drag, a Courſer fors
of Bread-corn .
Diagma, (G.) a Handful, a Gripe ; e
ſpecially a Handful of Herbs,Go.
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Diaginis, is as much as may be taken
Dialaus, (0.L.) Grains, or the refuſe
of Malt after Brewing.
up with Three Fingers.
Djaltita, (G.) Draſtick Remedies;i. c.
Dragoman orDinggerman , an Inter.
preter made uſe of in the Eaſtern Countries, ſuch as operate ſpeedily and effectually.
Dzaught. the reſemblance of a thing
Dragom , a ſort of Serpent ; alſo a Con
Hellation containing 33 Stars.
drawn; the Copy of a Writing : In Naviza.
Flying Dragons, certain fat and clam . tion, the quantity of Water that a ship
my Vapours, which being mov'd with an draws, when the goes a-float : In Military
extraordinary ſwiftneſs, ſeem to fly in the Affairs, a Detachment of Soldiers; and in
Air like Dragons,
Trade, an Allowance made in che weigbing
Dragon - fly , an Inſect.
of Commodities.
Dragon's -blood, the Gum or Roſin of
Draughts, a kind of Game : Allo Hara
neſs for Horfes to draw with .
a Tree callid Anchuſe.
Dranght-Coinpalles , a ſort of Coma
Dragon's head , ( in Aſtron .) is a point
where the Orbit of the Moon cuts that of paffes with ſeveral moveable Points, so
the Sun , and the Ecliptick-Line, in afcending make fine Draughts of Maps, Charts, &c.
To Draw , to pull, or pull out, to trace
from the South to the North : Among He
talds, the Tawny Colour in the Eſcutcheons with a Pencil, &c. A Ship is ſaid To drevo
of Soveraign Princes.
ſo much Wacer, according to the Number
Dragon's-tail, is a Point oppofire to the of Feet the finks into it.
Dragon'shead in the Ecliptick , which the
Diaw -bridge, a Bridgemade after the
Moon Cuts, as thedeſcends from the North manner of a Floor, to be drawn up,or let
to the South. In Heraldry, the Murrey Co- down , before the Gare of a Town, br.
lour in the Coars of Soveraign Princes.:
Draw - gear, any Harneſe, or Furniture
Dragon’s- ſtone, a ſort of precious of Cart-Horſes.
Stone.
Draw -latches, 10. 5.) a fort of Nighr
Dragon -wort or Diagons , an Herb ." Thieves, otherwiſe called Roberds-men.
Dzagoon or Dragooner, a Soldier that
Draw -net, a Net for taking the larger
Fighrs ſometimeson Horſe-back, and ſome ſort ofFowl.
times on Foot.
Drawing, ( among Painters) the Repre.
Drain , a Water-courſe, or Sink : In For- ſentation ofthe Form or Shape of any Bo
tification, a Trench cut to clear a 'Moat of dily Subſtance. Alſo a Term us'd by Hurzo
Warer .
ters, when they beat the Bulhes, oc, after
To Djatn, to draw away Waters by a Fox .
Ditches , Furrows, &c.
Dzawing amils, ( H.T) is when the
Hounds hit the Scent of their Chace contrary.
Dzainable, that may be drained .
Diake, a Male-Duck ; alſo a ſort of
Drawing on the Olot, is, when the
great Gun.
Hounds touch the Scent, and draw on till
they hit on the fame Seent.
Drake's -root, a kind of Plant.
Drawing - Pen , an Inftrument to draw
Diam or Drachin ,( G.) the juft Weight
of 60.Grains of Wheat: Among Apotheca- Lines finer or thicker.
Dzawing- Cable, an Inſtrumentto hold
ries, the 8th part of an Ounce, and in
Aver-du - pois Weight, the 16th. part of an a Sheet of Royal-Paper, for Draughts of
Ounce.
Ships, Fortifications, &c.
Dramatick, relating to Acts, eſpecially
Diawk , an Herb.
thoſeof a Stage -Play.
To Drawt ont one's WHIODS, to ſpeak
Dramatick Poem , a Compoſure de- dreamingly.
fign’d to be aded upon a Publick Stage.
Diay, a kind of Cart us’d by Brewers;
Djana, (0.L ) a Drain, or Water-courſe. or a Sled drawn without Wheels ; alſo a
Drap, ( F.) Cloath, Woollen -cloath, Drap Squirrel's Neft.
Lread , great Fear.
de Berry, a kind of thick Cloath , firſt made
in the Country of Berry in France.
Dredge or Dzeg , ( C.) Oars and Barley
Drape, ( . c .) a farrow -Cow , whoſe mingled together.
Milk is dry'd up.
Dredgers , Fithers for Oifters.
Dzape-sheep, culled , or bad Sheep .
Dieery, (0.) lamentable, diſmal.
Dieg , a ſort of Grain in Eſſex .
Diaper, one that ſells Linnen , or Wool
len Cloach .
Djetnt, (0.) drowned , drenched .
Drapery, a'Cloth -Market. In Painting
Diett- Drett,
( F.L.1.)a doubleRight,
and Carving, a Work in which the Cloath that isa Right-lof Podelion, and that of
ing of anyHumane Figures is repreſented , Dominion,
eench
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Drench, a Phyſical Potion for a Horſe.
To Drench , cô give ſuch a Drench ; allo
to Bache, or Soak .
Drenches or Dienges, (L. T.) a fort
of ancientTenants in Chief, ſuch asat the
Conqueſt being put out of their Eftates,
were reftor'd .
Dzengage, the Tenure by which thoſe
Drenchers held their Lands.
Drepants, (G.)a Sea-Swallow .
To Dietch , (0.) to dream , to tarry .
To Džibble , to let one's Spittle drip
out of the Mouth ; to fabber.
Ditbblet, (0.) a ſmall Portion ; a little
Summ of money owing.
Detft, Purpoſe, Scope, Aim. In Sea
language, any thing that floats upon the
Water : A Boat is alſo ſaid , To go a -drift,
when it has no Body to row or ſteer her.
Dzift of the Fozelt, is an exact View
what Cattel are in the Foreſt, that it may
be known, whether it be over -charged or
not.
Ditft- fail, ( in a Ship ) a Sail which is
only us'd under Water, and let out to keep
the Ship’s Head right upon the Sea, in a
Storm , or when the Drives too faſt in a
Current.
Drill, a Baboon or over - grown Ape ;
alſo a ſort of Boring -tool.
To Dzi, to bore Holes with a Drill, to
draw in, or entice , To Drill one on , to a
muſe one, to baffle, or ſham him with falfe
Pretences.
Dzinkham or Dutnklean , a certain
Quantity of Drink, provided by Tenants
for the Entertainment of the Lord , or his
Steward .
Drip or Eaves , (in Archite& .) the
moſt advanced part of the Cornice,
Džipping, the Fat that drops from
Meat, as it is Roaſting.
Ditpping or Dropping, (in Er.conry)
is when a Hawk Mutes directly down.
wards.
To Drive, to guide, orlead ; to put on,
or force : "A Ship is ſaid To drive, when
an Anchor being let fall, will not hold her
faft.
Duive-bolts , (in a Ship) are long Ironpins us'd for the driving out other Bolts,
Nails, c.
To Diivet, to let the Spittle fall on
ore's Chin,
Dstver, one that Drives ; alſo a Cooper's Tool.
To Diizle, to fall in ſmall Drops, as
the Rain does.
Dotzzly, full of ſmall Drops or Dew .
Dipfden , ( s .) a Grove of Woody Place,
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Droffen , Din , Danff, and Daften ,
(inDoomſday- Book ) a Thicket of Wood in
a Valley .
Dzofland or Dryfland, a yearly Pay .
ment anciently made by ſome Tenants to
their Land -lords, for driving their Cartel
through the Manour.
Dzott, ( F.) Right, Equiry, Juſtice.
Dioti , a merry Companion ,or Buffoon :
Alſo a fort of Farce, or Mock -Play.
To Droll, to play the Droll, to Jeft, or
Joke.
Dollery, a metry pleaſant way of
Speaking or Writing .
Diomedary, (G). a kind of Camel with
two Bunches on the Back .
Dzomo, a ſwift Bark thar (cours the
Seas; alſo a ſort of Fiſh of grear ſwiftneſs.
Dioindues, Dzomt or Diomundæ ,
(0.L.) certain Ships of a large size.
Dzone, a kind of Fly or Waſp without
a fting ; alſo a Nothful Fellow .
Džonklew , (0.) given to Drink .
To Doop, to fade as Flowers do ; to
languiſh, or grow faint.
Drop, the ſmalleſt Quantity that can be
of any Liquor : In Archite&ture, an Orna
ment on the Pillars of the Dorick Order .
Drop- wort, an Herb.
Dropar , 'a ſort of Ointment to take ad
way Hair.
Dzopar or Dropact[mis , a Medicine
made of Pitch, Oil, & c. good againg the
Cholick:
Dioplical, troubled with, or ſubject to
the Dropſy.
Droply, a Diſeaſe, proceeding from the
ſettlement ofa watery Humour.
Droſomeli, (G.) Honey-dew , or Manna.
Diors, the Scum of Metals.
Dolly, belonging to, or fullof Droſs .
Drova, (0.L.) a Drif- way, or common
Road for driving Carrel.
Drovy, (0.) troubled.
Dzonght, exceffive Thirſt, or Dryneſs ,
an over -drineſs of the Earth and Air.
Dronlyor Dlowly, ſleepy , ſluggiſh .
Du, (S. Subtil) a proper Name of a
Man : In Doomſday-Record, a thicker of
Wood .
To Dzub , to beat the Soles of the Feet
with a Stick , a Puniſhment us’d in Turkey ;
allo to cudgel, or bang foundly.
Drudge, one that is appointed to do
all mean Services.
To Drudge, to toil and moil , alſo to
fiſh for Oiſters after a particular manner.
Drudger or Dredger, an Oifter- fisher,
Drudgery, Drudging , Slavery.
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Druggerta or Drogerta , ( 0 , L.) a
Placeof Drugs, a Drugſter': Shop.
Djugs, all ſorts of Simples , for the
poft part dry ; eſpecially ſuch as are brought
from far diſtant Countries.
Drugget, a ſort of woollen Stuff.
Diuggilt or Drugter, a Seller of, or
Dealer in Drugs,
Duutos, certai Prieſts and Philoſo .
phers of great Eſteem among the Britains
and Gauis .
Danm , a well known Warlike Muſical
Inſtrument: Alſo a fine Sieve, made uſe of
by Confectioners.
Drum majoz,the chief of the Drummers.
Dury, ( 0.) Sobriety, Modeſty.
Duufilla, (L.) the proper Name of ſe.
veral Eminent Women .
DIY, that has no Moiſture or Juice ; empry , flat : In Philosophy , Bodies are callid
Dry, when the Pores contain'd between
their more firm Parts are not fill'd with any
viGble Liquor.
Die Exchange, (in Uſury) is when
fomething is pretended to be exchang'd pn
both sides, yet nothing really paſſes but on
one fide.
To Dry -thave, to chowſe, or cheat no
toriouſly
Die -Pitch, (in Surgery) is when the Lips
of a Wound are drawn together, bymeans
of a piece of Linnen -cloth Quck on each
fide, with @rong Glue.
Dual, (L.) belonging to Two, as The
Dual Number in the Greek Grammar, i . e.
that Number which ſignifies Two Perſons
or Things, andno more.
Dtiarium , Doarinm or ' Dotarium ,
(0. L.) the Joynture of a Wife, ſettled on
her in Marriage, to be enjoy'd after her
Husband's Deceaſe.
Lub, ( N.C.) a Pool of Water.
To Duba Knight, is to confer the Order of Knighthoodupon one.
Dubing of a Cock, the cutting off a
Cock's Comb and Wartles.
Dubious, doubtful, uncertain .
Ducal, belonging to a Duke.
Ducape, a ſort of Silk us'd for Wo.
Garme
men's
Durcat
Ducket,
ornts
a Foreign Coin of

Gold or Silver ; as The Ducar de Banco at
Venice,worth 4 s. 4 d. Sterling . Of Rome,
5s, 6 d . A Ducket of Gold is valu'd at
9 s. 6 d.toon
Duca
or Duckatoon , another fort
of Foreign Coin : That of Holland and
Sterling .
Flanders, amounts to 6 s. 3 d.

nding, and
, a Wrir
secuin
comma
one
Chancery
in the
a Day,
appears at
to Dite
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to bring with him fome Evidence, or other
Tbing, which that Court would view .
Duct , a well known Water-fowl.
To Duck , to dive, toftoop, to bow .
Dulck up, a Word us'd at Sea by the
Steers-man , when any Sail hinders his fight ;
for then he cries Duck up the Clew -lines of
thoſe Sail, i. e. hale them out of the way.
Ducks-meat, an Herb.
Disker or Drucker, a kind of Cock,
that in Fighting will ran about the Pit, al.
moſt at every Blow he gives.
Dickingat the sain -yard, a Pu:
niſhment us'd at Sea.
Dudile , that may be eaſily drawn, or
hammer'd out into thin Plates.
Ductility , a beingdu & ile,an eaſygield
ing Extenſion of the Parts of any Metal,
under the Hammer, & c.
Ductus, ( L.) a leadingi guiding, or
drawing ;alſo a Conduit-pipe for the Con. A
veyance of Warer.
Dudiis adtpol, ( in Anat.) certain
Bladders of Far, aboutthe Skin .
Dudus alimentalis, theGuller, Scoob
mach and Bowels.
Ductus a quol ,the Channels of thre
Veins that carry the Waterý Humour call
$
Lympha.
Dudus Biliarins or Dudus Depi
tiais, a Channel that paffes to the lower
end ofthe Gut Duodenum ,
Ductus Chyliferus, a veſſel that ariſes
about the Kidney, and ends at the Subcla
vian Vein .
Didis Eyfticus, a Pipe that goes
from the Neck of the Gall-bladder to that
partwherethe PorusBiliarius joyns it.
Dudus Lachrymales, a Pallage by
which the Water that moiſtens the Eyes, is
convey'd into the Noſe.
Ductus pancreaticus , a little Channel
which takes Riſe from the Pancreas, and is
inſerted to the Gut Duodenum ,
Ductus Roiferns, the ſame as the
Ductus Chyliferorts
Ductus alivares or Saltvarit, arė
Pallages which proceed from the Maxillary
Glandules, and ſend forth the Juice com ,
monly call'd Spittle.
Didus Choaciais , the fame with
Ductus Chyliferus.
Dictus Wirtlungianus, is the Ductus
Pancreaticus, a Canal, often fo callid from
Virtfungus, who firſt found it out.
Ductus Umbilicalts , the Navel-Pal
fage belonging to a Child in the Womb.
Dictus Arinariis,the Urinary Paffage,
the ſame with Vreter and Vrethra.
Dudgeon , (0.) Stomachfulneſs, Dildain,
DUR
Grudge.
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Dunio , (O. L.) a ſort of baſe Coin leſs
Didgeon- Dagger, a little Dagger.
Dudman,aMalkin, or Scare-crow .
than a Farthing ; a Double.
Dunny, fomewhat deaf, deafilh.
Duel, a ſingle Combat between two
Dunſtan, ( S. moſt high) a proper Name
Perſons : In Law , a Fight between two
of
Men .
Men for theTryal of the Truth .
Dumim or Duna, (in Doomſday- Book )
Duella,(L.) the third Part of an Ounce .
Duelliſt or Dueller, one that Fights a a Down, or hilly Plain.
Duel.
Duodecimo, (L.) a Book is ſaid to be in
Dug, the Teat of a Cow , or other Duodecimo, or in Twelves, when it confifts
of TwelveLeaves in a Sheet.
Beaft,
Duodena , ( 0. L.) a Jury of Twelve
Dug-tree, a kind of Shrub .
Dike, the higheſt Title of Honour in Men .
England, next to the Prince of Wales,
Duodenilm , ( in Anat.) the firſt of the
There arealſo Soveraign Dukes in ſome thin Guts, about 12 Fingers-breadth long.
Duplicate, any Tranſcript, or Copy of
Foreign Countries,who have abſolute Power
a Writing .
withintheir reſpective Territories.
Propoztion or Ratto, (in
Duplicate
Dukedom or Dutchy, the Dominions
Arith.) in a Rank of Geometrical Pro
and Territories of a Duke.
Dulcarnon, any hard, knotty Queſtion , portions, the firſt Term to the Third is ſaid
To be in a Duplicațe Ratio of the firſt to
or Point, Chaucer .
To Beat Dulcarnon , to be at one's the ſecond .
Wits ends.
Duplicatio, ( L.) in the Civil-Law ,
Dulcification, (L.) the Act of dulcify- the ſame as Rejoynder inthe Common.
Duplication, a doubling : In Lámo,
ing, or making ſweet.
To Dulcify, to ſweeten, or make ſweet. an Allegation brought in to weaken the
InChymistry, to wath off the Salt from any Pleader's Reply : InArithmetick , the multi
Minz Body'thatwascalcind with it, with plyingoffcanyon oftheUnite; is whenthe
warm Water.
Dulciner, a Muſical Inſtrument.
ſideof a Cube is found, which fhall be
double of a given Cube.
+ Dulcttude, Sweetneſs.
Dulcoration, a making ſweer.
Dupondium , (L.) ewo Pound weight ;
Dilocracy, ( G ) a Government where alſo half an Ounce, or the weight of 4
Drams in Drugs,
Slaves and Servants domineer.
Durable, that is of a long Continuance ,
Dulwich-College, a noted Hoſpital at
Dulwich in Surrey ,
lafting.
Dum fuit infra ætatem , a Writ for
Duracinca, a kind of ſolid and laſting
one that before he came to his full Age, Fruit.
made a Donation of his Lands, to recover Dura gater , (L. in Anat.) the oute'
them again.
ward Membrane, or Skin that encloſes the
Dnm non fuit compos Mentis, a Brain .
Durance, Impriſonment, Confinement.
Writ that lies againft the Alience or Lellee,
Duration , Continuance : In Metaphya
for one who not being of found Mind,
ficks, the Idea we have of the Continuation
did alien,or make overany Lands, &c.
Dimp, a ſudden Aftoniſhment, a Me- of the Exiſtence or Beingof any thing.
lancholy Fit.
Duration of an Eclipſe, (in Aftron.)
Duñ, that is of a Brownish Colour : In is the cime the Sun or Moon remains Eclips'd
Horſes,alight Hair - colour next to a White. ordarken'd in any Part.
To Din, to come often , and preſs one
Durden, (0. R.) a Copſe, or Thicket of
to pay a Debr.
Wood in a Valley
Din-neck, a Bird.
Dureſs, ( 0.) Hardſhip : InLaw , a Plea
for
one who being impriſon'd at a Man's
up,
caft
of
Earth
Bank
a
0.L.)
Duma,(
che side of a Ditch.
Suit ; or otherwiſe hardly us'd, is forc'd to
Dunch, (0.) Deaf.
Seal a Bond to him during his Reſtraint.
Durgen , a little thickand ſhort Perſon .
Dung, Soil, Ordure, Filth .
Dring-fork, a Tool, with three fron
Durotriges, an ancient People of Great
ſpikes.
Britain, who dwelt in that Part, which we
Ding-meers, are Places, or Pits,where now call Dorſet-ſhire.
Enix'd
are
, and lye and
Dulskiſh or Dnsky, ſomewhat dark .
Dung, Weeds, & c.
rottogether for ſome time .
Duſty-foot, (0. L.T.) a foreign Trader;
Dungeon,the moſt Zoathſome, darket or Pedler, thathas no fettled Habitation.
and cloſelt part of a Priſons
[ ff ]
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Dutcheſs , a Duke's Wife.
Dylodes , thar ſends forth an ill Smell,
Dutchy, the Territory of a Duke. In ſtinking.
Dytoreria , a decay, or want of Appe
England, a Seigniory or Lordſhip eſtabliſh'd
tite.
by the Queen under that Title, & c.
Dutchy- Court, is a Court wherein all
Dy[ pathia, an impatient Temper ; or
Matters relating tothe Dutchy, or County- a Languiſhing under ſome grievous Diſeaſe.
DpCpepſia, a Difficultyof Digeſtion.
Palatine of Lancaſter, are decided .
Dyſphonia, a Difficulty ofSpeech.
Duty, any thing that one is oblig'd to
Dyſphojia, an impatient Reſtleſneſs in
do : In Trade, Money paid for Cuſtom of
Goods : In Military Affairs, the Exerciſe of ſuffering, or bearing.
Dyſpnæð, Difficulty of breathing, or
thofe Functions that belong to a Soldier.
Duumvirate , (L.) an ancient Roman Purliners,
Magiſtracy, the Office of the Duumviri, or
Dyſtherapeuta , Diſeaſes that are of dif
ficult Cure.
two Perſons in equal Authority .
Dnumviri Capitales, certain Judges in
Dyſthymia , a Diſtemper, or indiſpofi
Criminal Cauſes, appointed at Rome, and tion of the Mind.
other free Cities.
Dyftichía , a double Row of Hairs on
Dumviri sounicipales , two Magi- the Eye-lids.
ſtrates, who were in the free Towns, what
Dýttocia, a Difficulty of bringing forth,
the Conſuls were at Rome.
or a preternatural Birth .
Duumviri JPavales, two Commiſſaries
Dyſtrichialis, a continual fallingdown
for the Fleet, whoſe Office was to take of Tears , caus'd by the pricking of Hairs ?
Care of the fitting of Ships, and ordering in the Eye-lids.
the Seamen.
Dpluria, a Difficulty of making Water
Dinimvtri Sacrorum , two Commiſfi
oners appointed by K. Tarquinius Superbus,
whoſe Buſineſs was only to keep :he Three
Pooks of Verſes, ſuppos'd to have been
written by the Sibyls.
E A
D wale, an Herb otherwiſe call d Deadly
Nghr -ſhade.
wart, one that is extremely little and Ef
Women,fignifying Happineſs.Name
low in Stature.
Eadelman or adelinan , a Noble-man.
Dwarf - Crecs , certain Trees fo callid
from the lowneſs of their Stature,
Eadgar, (i.e. happy Power) a proper
To Dwindle or Dwindle a way, to Name of Men .
decay, or waſte ; to ſhrink .
Eadidph , (happy Help) a proper Name.
Dwined, (0.) conſumed .
Eager, ( F.) ſharp, low'r, or tart; ſharp
Dpers -weed, an Herb us’d to make a fet, vehement, or earneſt .
Yellow Colour.
The Eager, the Tide, Current, or ſwift
Dynia , a kind of Eaſt India Coin worth Courſe of a-River.
abour 30 s. Engliſh .
Eagle, the biggeſt and ſtrongeſt of all
Dynaſty, ( G ) ſupreme Government, Birds of Prey.
or Lordſhip, eſpecially among the ancient
Eagle-ſtone, a ſort of Stone found in
the Neſts of Eagles.
Egyptians.
Dyläſtheſia, (G. P. T.) a Difficulty or
Eaglet, a young, or little Eagle.
Fault in Senſation , or the Faculty of per
Ealderman or olderman , among
the Saxons, was the ſame as Earl with the
ceiving Thingsby the Senſes.
Dulcinelta , an Uneaſineſs in moving , Danes.
or ſtirring.
Ealred, (i. e. all Counſel), a proper
Dylcrafia , a Diſtemper proceeding from Name of Men .
the unequal Mixture of Elements in the
To Ean or Pean, to bring forth
Blood or Nervous Juice.
young, ‘as a Female Sheep does.
a
Dprecot , dulneſs of Hearing,
Ear, the Inſtrument of Hearing.
To Ear, to ſhoot out Ears a: Corn does.
Lyfelces, troubled with Ulcers that are
very hard to be cur'd .
To Eac or Are, to Till, Plough, or
Dyfentery, the Bloody-flux.
Fallow the Ground.
Dyfepulot:ca , great inveterate Ulçers
Ear-wig, an Infe& :
beyond Cure .
Earing, (aboard a Ship ) that part of
Defits, the Seventh Houſe in an Aftrol the Balerope, orRopewhereintheSail,
di
logical Figure,
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Caves , the edges on the top or fides o
low'd, which is left open at all the Four
a Houſe. in Architecture, a fat Square
Corners of the Sail.
Early (S.) a Noble-man , next ( in Dig . Member of the Cornice.
Eaves -dzopper , one that privily liftens
nity to a Marqueſs.
Earldom, the Dignity, or Juriſdi & ion at the Eaves , or Doors of a Houſe, to
of an Earl.
make Strife among Neighbours,
Ebb ,the going out of the Tide.
To Earn,to get by one's Work, La
54
ſome
in
Countries,
;
or
To Ebb, to fow back as the Sea does.
Employment
,
Jad! bour
Ebdomadartus, (0.L.) the Weeks-man ,
AN toglean, and elſewhere, to run as new
an Officer in Cathedral Churches, appointed
Cheeſe does.
Earuelt, induftrious, diligent; impor- weekly, to overſee 1 the Performance of
Divine Service.
tant, weighty.
Eben - tree, a Tree that grows in India
Earnelt, Earneſt-moneyorEarneft
penny, a piece of Money given in Hand and Ethio ;ia , without Leaves, or Fruit .
Cbereino; th or Eberemurder, (S.)
io bind a Bargain .
Earning,(N.C.) Renner to turn Milk bare, ordownright Murder.
Ebionites, aSect of Hereticks who had
into Cheeſe-curds.
Earth, one of the four Elements : Alſo one Ebion for their Ring -leader, A.C. 71.
Eboniſt, one that .works, or deals in
Chymical Principles.
RII abe laſt of the five
To Earth, to go under Ground, to Ebony.
run into a Lurking -hole, as a Fox, or
Cbrack, the Hebrew Tongue, Chaucer.
Ebriety, ( L.) Drunkenneſs.
Badger does.
Earthriut or IPig-rut, a Root grow
Ebillttion , a boiling, or bubbling. As
ing ſomewhat deep in the Ground, inShape mong Chymiſts, the great ſtruggling, which
ariſes upon themingling together of an Acid
and Tafte like a Nut.
Earthing, the covering of Vines or and an Alkalizite Liquor.
other Trees and Herbs with Earth . A
Ecbafis, (G.) a going out; an Event ;
mong Hunters, a Badger's Lodging.
alſo a Rhetorical Figure call’d Digreſion .
Echolia , Ecolica, Ecbolinæ or
Earthly, belonging to theEarth.
Earthquake, a violent ſhock,orſhaking Ecbolades, (G.P.T.)Medicines that help
Womens Delivery in hard Labour ; alſo fuch
of the Earth.
1
Earthy, partaking of the Nature, or as cauſe Abortions, or Miſcarriages.
Cccathartica, putging Medicines.
Quality of Earth.
Earthe Triplictty, (in Aftrol.), the
Escachtſma , a Bath of hot Water ; in
which the Sick Patient is to ſit down.
Signs Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn.
Eccentricity, (in the old Affron.) that
Eale, Reft, Pleaſure, Comfort.
To Eale, to giveEaſe or Reſt : In Sea- part of the Linea Apſidum , whichlies be
language, to Nackert, to let go flacker, or tween the Center of the Earth , and of the
Eccentrick . In the New Elliptical Aſtrono
to let looſe.
To Eale a ship , is to flacken the my, Simple or Single Eccentricity, is the di
Shrowds, when they are too ſtiff : And To ftance berween the Center of the Ellipſis
Eaſe the Helm , is to bear or let the ship and the focus; and Double Eccentricity , is
the diſtance between the Foci, or Navel
fall to the Leeward .
Ealel, a wooden Frame, upon which a pointsin the Ellipfis.
Eccentrick Circles or Eccentricks,
Painter fets his. Cloath .
Ealement, Eaſing, Refreſhment : In are Circles that have not the ſame Center .
Law, a Service which one Neighbour has
Ccc :ntrick Equation , (in the old A.
of another, as a Paffage thro' his Ground, Stron .) is an Angle made by a Line drawn
from the Center of the Earth, and another
c.
Calter, a folemn Feſtival appointed it drawn from the Center of the Eccentrick ,
remembrance of Chriſt's Reſurrection .
to the Body or Place of any Planet.
. Cafterlings, People that live on the
Eccentrick place of aPlanet, isthat
the
Ealt of England, particularly Merchants of very point of the Orbit, where the Circle
che Hanſe- Towns in Germany : Whence our of Inclination , coming from the Place of a
Sterling or Current Money, from a Coin Planet in its Orbic, falls on it ac Right
famptthere by K. Ric. Li and much eſteem'd Angles.
for its Purity.
Eccho, the Refle &tion of a Sound or
Ear-beta i imali Bitd which feeds on voice.
Bee ,
Ecchyloma, a Chymical Extract,
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Eachymoina or Ecchymolis, (in Sur . , Moon : In a Medicinal Senſe, a fainting or
gery) an appearing of Marks or Spots in the ſwooning away.
Skin , a Bruiſe.
Ediptiek or Ecliptick Line , is a
the Sphere ſuppoſed to be
To Eccle or Ettle, (N. C.) to aim , or great Circle
drawn through the middle of the Zodiack,
intend .
Ecdefia, (G.) a Church of Congregation and ro nam'd becauſe the Eclipſes of the
of People to Worſhip God, or the Place fer Sun and Moon always happen under it.
a part for that Uſe.
The Ecliptick, (in the New Aſtron ) is
Ecdcſiaſtes, (i. e. the Preacher) the Ti- that Path orWay amidit the fixed Starswhich
tle of one of King Solomon's Booksin Holy the Earth appears to deſcribe to an Eye
cripture.
plac'd in the Sun, as in its yearly Motion
Ecceitaſtical, belonging to the Church . it runs round the Sun from weſt to Eaſt.
Eclogue, ( i.e. choice Pieces) the title of
An Ecclellaftick , a Church -man, or
Clergy -man .
Virgil's Paſtoral Poems.
Edylis, (G.) a loung, or diffolving:
Eclcfiafticus, a pious and profitable
Book in the Apocrypha .
Alſo a Term us'd by Phyſicians, when the
Eccopt, a cutting off. In Surgery, the Strength is ſomewhat decay’d.
Einephias, a Storm that breaksout of
cutting off any Member, or part of the
Eody.
a broad, dry Cloud.
Eccopzotica, Medicines that are of an
Ecptoncſis, an exclamation. In Rheo
affwaging Quality.
torick , a Figure, whereby the Oratour ex .
Eccriinocritică, Signs to judge of a preſſes the vehement Tranſport of his own
Diftemper, from particular Excretions, or Mind, and tirs up the Affections of thoſe
diſcharges of Humours, & c.
to whom he ſpeaks.
Eccrifis, a voiding of Humours, or Or
Ecphoza, a jutting, or bearing out in a
dure .
Building,
Ecdicus, (C. L.) an Attorney or . Pro
Ecphattica, (G.P.T.) Medicines that
& or of a Corporation ; a Recorder.
are proper for Obſtructions, or Stoppages.
Ecphalts, (in Rhetor.) a plain declara
To Eche, (0.) to encreaſe, to add 19 ,
or help out.
tion or interpretationof a thing,
Echinate Seeds of plants, ſuch as
Ecpharis, (in Phyfick ) a removing or
taking away of Stoppages in any part of
areprickly, or rough.
Echimis,(L.) theUrchin, or Hedge-hog ; the Body.
Ecphprefis, a Diſtemper in which the
the Sea-Urchin , a Fish ; alſo the prickly
Rind of Cheſnuts. In Architecture, a Mem Patient ferches his Breath thick .
Ecphyfis, a riſing or ſpringing up : In
ber or Ornament on the top of the Ionick.
Capitals . Among Herbalifts, the prickly Anatomy, that part where the Gurs take
riſe from the lower Orifice of the Stomach
Eead or Cover of the Seedof any Plant.
echa,( G.) aNymph ofthe Air,feign'd calld Pylorus : InSurgery,any Proceſs that
by the Poets to be chang’d into that Voice or is joyn'd with , or ſticks to a Bone.
Sound, which is reflected back from Caves
Ecpiclma a Juice preſſed out : Alſo a
cr hollow Places, and commonly call’d an Fracture of the Scull, when the broken
Iccho.
Parts preſs upon the Meninges, or Skins of
Echotais Verſus, a Verſe that returns the Brain.
thelaft Syllable like an Eccho.
Ecpielmis, a ſtraining, wringing, or
Ecugina , (G. P.T.) a Medicine to be ſqueezing out ; alſo a very great bunching
licked or fucked in, againſt Diftempers of out of the Eyes.
the Throat and Lungs.
Ecprecis, Aſtoniſhment, Confternation,
Eclipſe, a Defed or Failing of the great Fright : Allo blafting, or a num
Light of theSun or Moon .
nelsin any part of the Body .
Ecpneumatofis ,thefaculty of breathe
Darttal Eclipſe, is when either of the
Luminaries are only darken'd in part.
ing out.
Total Eclipſe , iswhen they are whol.
Ecptoma, a being out a Joynt, as
ly Eclipſed or Darken'd ; altho’ the Sun's when the Bones are got out of their na
tural Place , but not broken ,
is not properly Univerſal.
Eclipſe
To Eclipre, toobfcure or darken , to
Ecptofis, falling or flipping down ;
draw a Vail over.
ſo the ſame as Ecptoma.
Eclipfis , (G.) a failing, want : In Gram
Ecpydrica , medicines that are of a
mar, a Figure when a Word iswanting in a thickening Quality,
Sentence , alſo an Eclipſe of the Sun or
COPY
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Cage, the larp end of any Weapon ,
Knife, &c.
To Edge, to make an Edge or Border ;
alſo a Country-word for to Harrow .
Edible , that may be eaten , or good 00
eat .
Edict, (L.) a Proclamation , a Publick
Ordinance.
Edification , a building up, or improv .
ing in Faith ; Inſtruction .
Edtfice, a Building, or Houſe.
To Edify , to inſtruct, to improve in
Godlineſs, and good Manners.
Edile, ( among the Romans) an Officer
appointed to overſee the building of Tem
ples and private Houſes.
Edinburgt), the Principal City of the
Kingdom of Scotland.
Edition , (L.) the Publication , or putting
out of a Book.
Editor, the Publiſher of a Book .
Edmind , (S. happy Peace ) a proper
Ethymolis, a Diſturbance and Swel- Name of Men.
Edom , ( H. red , or earthy) the Sirname
ling of the Blood ; állo Sprightſineſs or
of Efan ; from whom deſcended the Edoa
Chearfulneſs of Mind .
Etillotica , Medicines that conſume Cal- mites.
lous Parts or proud Fleſh , and pull out
To Eancate, (L.) to bring or train up ,
1
to inſtruct .
Hairs, C.
Education , Inſtruction ,the bringing up
Edome, a cutting off : In Surgery, the
cuttirg off any Limb or part of the Body of Children and Youth .
To Edulcogate ,, ( C. T.) to ſweeten oc
Ectropium , a fault in the Eye-lids,
when they are turn'd downwards, or when make ſweer.
Edulcozation , the Waſhing of things
the lower is ſhorter than the upper ,
Eczemata, fiery, red and burning Pim- that are calcined from their Salts, to make
ples which are painful, but do not run them ſweet : Alſo the ſweetening of Me
dicinal Potions with Sugar, Honey , c.
with Matter.
Edward, (S. happy Keeper) a proper
+ Edacity, (L.) a greedy eating , or de.
Name of Men
vouring
Edoer, a Fin fomewhat like a Mack
Edwin , (i. e. happy Conquerour)- of
erel.
thisName there were two Kings of England.
Eddiſh or Eadil , che latter Paſture,
Eel,a well known Fith.
Eel-fares or Ecl-vares, ( o. S.) a Fry
theGraſs that comesafter Mowing or Reap
or
Brood of Eels.
ing
Eddy, the cuning round in a ' Stream .
Eel-powt, a kind of young Eel.
Ende-tipe, is when the Water at any
+ Effable, ( L.) that may be expreſſed
Place, runs back contrary to the Tide or or urtered.
Stream , and so falls into the Tide or Cur
Effect, any thing made , procured , or
brought to paſs : Alſo Conſequence, End,
rentagain .
Eddy-water, is that which falls back iſſue. Effects arealſo the Goodsor Concerno
as it were on the Rudder of a Ship under of a Merchant.
To Effect, to perform , or bring to paſs.
Sail.
Eddy-wind, is a Wind check'd by the
Sail,or any other thing that makes it re- the ſame fenſe with the Geometrical Cons
coil.
ſtruction or forming of Propoſitions.
Effective, that brings to effect, real.
Eden, ( H.) Pleaſure, Paradiſe.
Effecto , the Author, Contriver, or
Eder ,(S.) a Hedger.
Eder-bleche, the Treſpaſs of Hedge Performer, of a thing.
effedtlets, that isof no Effect!
breaking.
Engar, (i, e. happy Power) the proper
Effettuat , that neceſſarily produces its
Effect, powerful, forcible.
Name of a King of England,
Offent

Ecopelma or Ecprelis, the famewith
Impyema.
Ecrhythmus, a Pulſe that obſerves no
Mechod or Order.
Eclarcoma, the growing of Fleſh in
any Part.
Eatalyor Ertal2, a Trance or Rap
ture of Spirit : In a Medicinal Senſe, a
fore of Frenzy, orDiſturbance of mind.
Ecſtatical orEntatick , belonging to
an Ecſtaſy.
Edalis, Extenſion or Stretching out.
InGrammar,a Figure whereby a hort Syl.
lable is made long.
Edhlimma, ( in Surgery) an Ulceration
that proceeds írom a violentPreſſure on the
Surface of the Skin .
Echlipas, a preſling , ſqueezing, or
cathingout.
Edhemata, certain Pimples or break
ings out in the Skin ; as the Small Pox,

.
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Effeminacy, Womanilh Softneſs.
the proper Name of a renowned King of
Offemanate , woman -like, delicate, nice. the West-Saxons,
To Effemmate, to maké Womanith or
Egers, ( C.) the Spring or firft-blown
Wanton, to foften by Voluptuouſneſs.
Tulips.
CferveſcenceorCfferveſcency,a boil
C geſtion , a caſting forth , a voiding :
ing over, a growing very hot : In a Phy, In Phylick , the diſcharging of Meat digeſt.
fical Senſe, an inward Motion of Particles < d, thro' the Pylorus into the reft of the
of differentNatures tending to ſudden De- Entrails.
Aruction. In Chymiſtry a violent Ebulli
To Egg on to provoke,ſtir up,or ſet on .
tion or bubbling up, with ſome degree of
U ggement, ( O )Procurement.
Heat:
Egitments, ( L.T.) Cattel taken in to
Efficacious, that can do or prevail graze ortobe fed by the Week or Month .
much effectual, powerful.
Eglantine, a Shrub otherwiſe calid
Efficacy or efficaciotfixels, Ability, Sweet-brier.
Egregious, choice, fingular, rare ; al
Operarion, Virtue .
Cfficience, the Power or Faculty to do ſo notorious, or manifeſt.
thing ,
Egreſs or Egrellion , a going forth ,
Effident, producing its Effect, accom
Egret, a Bird of the Heron -kind.
Egyptians , the Natives of Egypt :
pliſhing, cauſing.
Effigies , Image, shape, Likeneſs ; the Alſo the ſame as Gipſies, who under pre
Pi& ure or Repreſentation of a Perſon, & c. tence of telling Fortunes, curing Diſeaſes,
effloreſcence or Efflorcſcency , abc. abuſe theignorant common People,and
ſpringingforth or Aouriſhing greatly, a live by filching and ſtealing.
Egyptian Charn , a Shrub the ſame
fourish of Rhetorick ; alſo the encreaſe of
with Acacia.
a Diſeaſe.
Cfftience or Effinr, ( in Philof.) a
Ehud, (H. praiſing ) a Judge of Iſrael.
Ela, (S.) an Inand, an Eit or Ait.
powing , or running out.
Ejaculation , ( L.) a thortPrayer pour'd
Cfflvinms or Corpuſcular. Effu
biums,are fuch very Imall parts as are forthwithferventDevotion.
Ejanilatory, thatſpurts out.
continually flowing outof allMixt Bodies.
Ejaailatoły' Weltels, (in Anar.) cere
In a Medicinal fence, Effludiumsare Va.
pours that paſs through the Pores or invi- tain Velfels thar ſerve to diſcharge the Sea
fible Holes of the Skin .
men in theAct of Copulation,
ToEjed , co caft, orthrow out.
Cfflucion , a flowing out 3 the Term
Ejedion or Ejectment, the Act of e
is more eſpecially apply'd toWomen, when
jecting, or throwing out. In a Medicinal
theybring forth an imperfe & Birch .
Öffort, ( F ) (trong Endeavour, a forci. Senſe, the diſcharging of dijefted Meat in
ble Artempt.
to the Entrails.
Effractor, ( L! in the Roman and Com
Ejedtone Cuftoniaeg a Writ which lies
mon -Law ) a Burglar that breaks open againſt one that cafts out a Guardian from
Doors or Walls tofteal ; a Houſe -breaker. any Lands, whilft the Heir is under Age .
Gffrontery, ( F.) Impudence , Boldneſs
Ejecttone ftrinæ , a Writ lying for the
or Saucinefs.
Leſſee for Term of Years, that is caft out
Effufio Sanguints, ( L.) the Fine or before his Term expired .
Ejectum , ( 0.2 .) a Jetſon, or Wreck of
Penalty impos'd by the old Engliſh Laws
for Blood - thed or Murder.
Goods thrown out of a Ship .
Effufion , a pouring out : In Chymiſtry,
Etgne, ( F. L.T.) the Éldeft, or Firſt
a pouring our Liquor by Inclination, or born ,
Einecia
, ( L.L.T.) Elderthip .
Loopingthe Vefſel on one fide.
Etfil, ( 0.) Vinegar.
Cft (0 ) again .
+ Ejulation , ( L.) a yelling, of wail
Eft, or Cbet, a venomous Creature
like a Lizzard.
ing .
Efters, ( o ). Walks, Galleries, Entries,
Ejulatoj, a wild Beaft callid a . Crier ,
Hedges.
which makes a Noiſe like the crying of
Eft-foons, (o ) ever and anon , ofren , young child.
preſently.
Eke, (0.) alſo , likewiſe.
E.. an uſual Abbreviation of the
ToEke out, to make farger by adding
Latin Words Exempli gratia, i. e. for Ex another Piece ,
ample.
Elabojate, (L.) done withExadneſs
Egbert, ( s, ever Bright, or Famous) and Pains, curiouQy wrought and compos'a:
Claofac
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Cledaccarium , Oil and Sugar mix'd tɔ . Eleazar, (H. the delp of God ) the Son
gecher; orSugarimbody'd with ſome drops of Aaron .
of diſtilled Oil.
Clecarſipane, ( L.) an Herb.
Clam,(H,a young Man ) the Father of
Elett,choſen , appointed.
people
Elamites,
the
a great
.
The Clett, (in Divinity) the Elected
Eda-mt, the fixthaſcending Note of Saints, theFaithful.
each Septenaryor Order of Seven Notes in
ToEled , to chuſe, or make choice of.
theScale of Mufick.
Eledica, (G. P. T.) the ſame as Attrac
Claphobollor , a Month among the anci- hentia.
Election , (L.) an Electing, or Chuling :
ent Greeks,anſwering to our December.
Choice,
Elapſed,(L.) gone, or flipped away.
Elections, (in Aftrol.) are certain Times,
Elapfion, a Niding forth, or away.
Elaſticity, (in Philos.) a Power to re or Opportunities pitch d upon, as moſt fic
curn to its firſt Place, or Condition ; as a for the Undertaking of a particular Buſineſs,
or Enterprize.
Stick thatis forciblybent.
Gledion de Clerk , a Writ granted
Elaſtick or Elaftical, thar bas, or be
of the Chancery for the choice of
out
longs to ſuch a Quality .
Elaſtick Body , is that which being a Clerk, appointed to draw up Sraciter
preſs'd yields for a while to the Stroke, yet Merchant.
Eledive, that is done by, or dependo
can afterwards recover its former Figure by
upon Election, or Choice,
its own natural Power.
Elaſtick force, properly the force of a
Elcctor, a Chufer.
Spring when bent, and endeavouring to
Electors of the Empire, certain Princ
unbend itſelf again ; which Quality is at, ces of Germany, who have a Right to chuſe
gributed to the Air, & c. In a Medicinal theirEmperour.
Senſe, ſuch an Exploſion or throwing out
Electozal, belonging to an Elector,
ofAnimal Spirits, as is frequent in Cramps,
Electorate, the Dignity, or the Terri.
or Convulſions.
tories of an Elector ofthe German Empire,
Elate, (L.) puffed up, lofty, proud,
Electozeſs , an Elector's Wife.
haughty.
Electricity, (in Philos .) the Quality that
Elateriſts, a Name given by Mr. Boyle, Amber, Jear, Sealing-wax , & c. have of
to ſuch as hold the Doctrine of Elaterium , drawing all ſorts of very light Bodies to
them , when rubbed.
or Spring andweight of the Air.
Elaterium , the Elaſticity ,or ſpringing
Electriim , ( G.) Amber, a precious
Faculty of the Air, & c. Alſo the Juice of Gum ."
Wild Cucumbers, made up into a thick
Elettuarium Theriacum , (L.) a fort
Confiftence.
of Cordial for conſumptive and weak
Elb, one of the great Rivers of Ger- Horſes.
many.
Elettuary, a Medicinal Compoſition
made to the Conſiſtence of a Conſerve,
Éla, (0.) Age, Elderſhip.
Elettuaryof Kermes, a Compoſition
Elden , (N. C.) Fewel for Fire,
Elden -hole, a Hole in Derbyſhire, re made of the Grains of Kermes, Juniper
s, doc.
berrie
markable for its Deepneſs.
Elcemofyna , (G.) Alms, Pity."
Elder, more aged ,orfarther advanc'd
Eleemofynarta, the Place in a Mona
in Years.
Elder Battallion , (M.T.) that Battal- ſtery, where the common Alms were laid
lion which was firft rais'd , and has the Poſt up : Alſo the Almoner's Office, to whicha
certain peculiar Rents were allotted.
of Honour according to its ſtanding.
Eleemofynarius, the Almoner, or
Elder Officers, Military Officers are
accounted Elder than others, mot by their officer, who receiv'd the Eleemofynary
Age, or the time they have ſerv'd in the Rents and Gifts, and duely diſpos'd of them
Wars, but by the Date of their Commiſ. to pious and charitable Uſes .
fons.
Eleemofynary, belonging to Alms, or
Elder or Elderstree, a well known thatis voluntarily and freely given by way.
Shrub. In fome Countries, the Udder of
da Cow ,or other Beantes also calda af of Alegance or Elegancy, (L.) finenele
Elder,
of Speech , politeneſs of Language .
Elegant, Handſome, Near, Fine ; Elo
Ele, (0.) Affſtance, Help:
Eleanor, ( S. all fruitful) a proper Name quent.
Elegiack , belonging to Elegy
of Women,
Eleglac ?
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Elegíack Terſe, a ſort of Greek or
Elevatól, (L.) a Perſon that helps, or
Latin Verſe,otherwiſe call'd Pentameter.
lifts up : Whence thoſe Muſcles that ferve
Elegiambtek Aerle, a kind of Verſe, to draw the Parts of the Body upwards,
are termed Elevators, or Elevating Muſcles,
us'd in Horace's Poems, callid Epods.
Elevato Labit Jufertois, a Muſcle
Elegtt, ( L.) a Writ which lies for
him that has recover'd Debt or Dammages which with its Partner, lies within the
in the Queen's Court, againſt one not able lower Lip ,and draws it upwards.
Elevator Labli Supertojis, a Muſcle
to make Satisfaction, commanding the
delivery of half the Party's Lands, & c.
that ſprings from the fourth Bone of the
Elegy, a Mournful Poem , á Funeral upper Jaw , and ſerves to draw up the
Upper Lip .
Song .
Elevator Labiorum , a Muſcle which
Elementary, (L.) belonging to Ele
ments ,
lies between the Zygomaticus and the Eleva
Elements, are the ſimpleſt Bodies that torLabiiſuperiorisproprius.
can be, neither made of one another, nor
Elevato. Dauit, aMuſcle of the Eye,
of anything elſe, but of which all Things which ariſes near the Place where the Optick
are made Alſo the firſt Principles or Nerve enters the Orbit.
Grounds of any Art or Science : Among
Elevator or Elevatoz ium , a Surgeon's
Inſtrument with which the Scull-bonewhen
Naturalifts, the ſame as Principles,
In Geometry, a Point, Line and Surface funk, is raiſed up again.
3
aretermed The firſt Elements of Magnitude.
Ele, a Fairy, or Hobgobling ,a Dwarf.
Ell -arrows, Flint- ſtones Tharpen'd and
Elemi, a ſort of tranſparent Gum , or
Rofin .
jagged on each ſide like Arrow -Heads, made
Elenchus, (G.) a Sophiſtical Argument, and us’d in Warby the ancient Britains.
Confutation ; alſo an Index , or Table in
Eli, (H. the offering , or lifting up) a
a Book .
Judge of Iſrael.
Elenctcal, convictive, that ſerves to
Eltakin , ( i, e . God ariſes) the Son of
Hilkiah,
convince, or confure.
Elenge, (0.) ftrange ,foreign.
Cligible, (L.) fit on be elected, or
Elephant, the biggeſt, ſtrongeſt, moſt choſen .
intelligent of all Four-footed Beaſts.
Clihi, (H. he is my God ) one of Job's
Elephantta, Elephantialis, orEle= Friends.
phas , the Leproſy which makes the Skin
Eltjah or Elias, ( i, e. God the Lord )
a great Prophet ,
rough like that of an Elephant.
Elephantiaſis acabum , a Swelling in
† Elimátioni, ( L. ) a filing off, or
the legs and Feer, a -kin to the Varix .
poliſhing
Elephantus or Elephas, the Elephant,
Eliphaz, (H. the Endeavour of God)
an Indian Beaſt ; or the Leproſy, a Diſeaſe. one of thoſe that argu'd with Job in his
To Elebate, ( L.) to raiſe, or raiſe up ; Sickneſs.
Elihah, ( i, e, the Health of God ) the
to make chearful, or merry .
Elevated, raiſed. In Aſtrology, a Planet Son of Shaphat, who was anointed Prophet
is ſaid to be elevated above another ; when by Elijah'to ſupply his Place.
Eliſion , ( 2.) a ſqueezing, or ſtriking
one being ſtronger , weakens the Nature and
Influence of the other.
out : In Grammar , the cutting off of a
Elevation , the A & t of elevaring, rai- Vowel in Verſe, at the end of a Word.
fing, or lifting up : In Chymiſtry, it is the
Eliration , a feething, cr boiling; more.
cauſing of any Matter to riſe up in Vao eſpecially the boiling of any thing for a
pours ,by means of Heat.
Medicinal Uſe in a proper Liquor.
Elevation of a Moztar- piece or
Eltrir, (A. Strength ) à Name that
Cmnon , is the Angle which the Chace of Chymifts have given to many . Infuſions,
the Piece, or the Axis of the Horary Cy- orTinctures of Mixt Bodies, and by which
lindermakes withthePlane of the Horizon. they wouldexpreſs a very precious Liquor,
Elevation of the pole, ( in Afron.) is or a Quinteſſence.
the Height, or Number of Degrees that the
Eltcir Proprietatis , a Tindure of
Pole in any Latitude, is raiſed, or appears Myrrh , Aloes andSaffron drawn by Spirit
above the Horizon .
of Wine and Spirit of Sulphur.
Elevation of the Dole, (in Dialling)
Elizabeth, (H. the Oath of God) a
the Angle which the Style, or upper 'end proper Nameof Women ,
of the Cock, makes with the Subſtylar
Elky a ſtrong ſwift Beaft as high as a
Line,
Horſe, and Mhap'd like a Hart,
Cikes
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ato?, (L.) a Perſon thatbeing
Elythoides, (G. in Anat.) the ſecond
Celke, (0.S.) a kind of Yew , proper
Whence thoſe Mulches
to make Bowe.
proper Coat which immediately covers th :
Pa
Bad
upa
che rts of the s ng Ell, a Meaſure containing 3 Foot and Teſticles.
+ Emaceration , ( L.) a waſting, or
ed Elevators, or Elroading Media 9 Inches.
out, I making lean ; alſo a ſoaking, or lowling.
or leaving
(G.) Omiſſion,
Elliplis,
whereby
Grammar
Figure
defen
,
,a
:In
ato LabiiJudecats,la
To Emaciate to make lean.
l'ar
th its tner, lies within
fomepart of a Diſcourſe is left out , or cut
Emanation , a flowing, or iſſuing from :
, and drawsitupwards
co: Labie Sauperieti, ki off: Allo a Rhetorical Figure, when ſome In Divinity, 'tis us'd to expreſs the Pro
Word
is
wanting
to
make
up
the
Senfe
:
ceeding
of theHoly Ghoſt from theFather
Es fromthe fourthBote de la
and ſerves to draz na In Geometry, a plain Figure commonly calls and the Son .
an Oval.
To Emanctpate, (in the Roman Law)
ElipticalCompafles,
a pair oforBraſs
to make one free.
Labiornm, a Milikti compafies
Oval
, to make any Ellipfis
,
Emanctpation , the Act of emancipa
7 the Zygomaticus andtheEast Figure.
ting, or ſetting free : Alſo an alienation ,
perioris propriet.
Elliptical Ilal, a ſmall Pocket-Dial.
or ſurrendry of an Eftate.
- Delt,aMuſcleofde
Clin, a Tree.
Emarginationt, (in Surgery) a taking
near the Placewheredela
Clminthesof Delminties, (G.) little away the Scurf that lies
about the brims of
= the Orbit.
Worms bred in the Guts.
Wounds, or Sores.
or Elevatorturite, Surgery Eln, a Meaſure of three Foot and one
To Emalaitaté, to Geld ; to weaken ,
-ith which the Scull-booters Inch.
or infeeble.
Tlocution, ( L.) proper Speech , hand
ed up again.
To Embale, to make up into a Bale;
ry,orHobgobling, a bit fomeUtterance.
or Pack .
vs, Flint-ſtones tharpe da
To Embalm , to dreſs a dead Body with
Elodes orHelades, ( G.) full of Fens,
ch lide like Arrow-Henkma of Bogs : Alſo a ſort of Feaver , accom- Balm , Spices, & c. in order to keep it, for
arby the ancientBricks
pany'd with a violent and perpetual a conſiderable time, from Putrefaction.
he offering, or lifting
Sweating.
Embamma, (G.) a kind of Sauce.
l.
Clogy, a Teſtimonial to one's Praiſe, or
Embaphium , a Saucer, or ſmall Veffel
, e.God arife) the Secommendation .
in which Medicines, or other things are put
Elohim , (H.) one of the Names of or. meaſured .
( L.) fit mn be electe, God in the Bible.
To Embark , to go on Ship-board ; to
Eloi,my God .
enter upon a Deſign .
he is myGod) oge od
To Éloin, ( F.L.T.) to remove, put,
To Embarras, ( F.) to peſter, to en
cumber , or clog.
or ſend a great way off.
as
Eli , li e, GodtheLe
Embarralment, Confafion , Diſorder,
Elongation , a prolonging, or lengthen
ing:yntnInSurgery,
ing : In Afatrſort
onomy,ofthimperfe
e Remov&aldifof Incumbrance.
ZI, (L.) a filing of jo
Embalis, (G.) a going in , an Entrance :
Planet to the fartheft Diſtance it can be In a Medicinal Senfe , a fort of Bath.
. the Endeavour of Gui afrom
the Sun.
Emballadolir, ( f ) a Commiſfioner apo
at argu'd with fish is de
To Elope, (L.T.) to leave one's Hur- pointed to act for, and repreſent the Pero
band, and follow , or dwell with an Adul- ſon of a Prince, or State in a foreign
e, the Health ofGodles terer.
Country.
who was anointedFrode
Elopement, the Act of Eloping .
O*mbaſſadreſs, anEmbaffadour's Wife.
Eloquence, ( L.) the Art of well Speak
Emballage or Embally, the Com
ply his Placine g
ez
ng
) a ſque ; orforkli ing, a Rhetorical Utterance .
miffion which a Prince or State gives toan
ofdi
mar, the dcutting
Eloquent, that has a Gift, or good eminent Man of Parts, to treat with another
at the en of aWord.
Grace of Speaking, or Delivery.
Prince, or State about Matters of Impor
+ Eluctnation , a making clear, ortance.
feerhing, or boiling;
oiling of any thing for? plain ; a Comment, or Gloſs.
Embatruticon Jus, (C.L.) a Law ,
in a proper Liquor.
ToClube, to ſhift off, to wave, to get by which Peoplemight keep things pawn'd
me
clear
of
s
thi
aNa
)
to
them , in their own Poffeffion .
.giStverenngtothmany. Infube
Elul, (H.) the Month of Auguft among
Embatreled
or Crenelle, (in Heraldry )
, and bywhite the Jeros.
when the Out-line ofany Ordinary is drawn,
Mixt Bodies
reſs a very precious Liana
Élvers, a ſort of Griggs, or ſmall Eels. fo as to reſemble the Battlements of a Wall,
Elves, Scare- crows to affright Children, 1 or Caſtle.
opce,ztetatis, a Tinture
Elbifh, (o:) froward.
To Embelliſh, ( F.) to beautify, or grace.
and Saffron drawn by Soci
Elulory, that ſerves to elude, or ſhift
mbel!tllment, an Embellishing, a Sese
6.
off.
pi( H.rit tohfe OSualpthhuor f God
Elplian Fields, a certain Paradiſe of Ember -aweeks, Four Seaſons in the
delightful Meadows, into which the Hea. Year more-eſpecially ſet a-part for Prayer
nWgomIweifnt .Bealt as bigla!
thens held that the Souls ofJuſt Men paſod and Fating, and of great Antiquity in the
( gg2
Church ,
afte
r Deach.
p'd like aHart,

1

+
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mbiporettes or Embryothla ſtes, an
Church , viz , the firft Week in Lent, the
Week after Whitſuntide, the Week following Inſtrument with which Surgeons break the
the 14th Day of September, and that fol- Bones of a dead Child .
lowing December 13th.
Embryotomy, anAnatomical Diffectior.
Ember- Days, three folemn Days in of a young child that is newly form'd.
Cmbryulaid a Surgeon's Inſtrument,
every one of thoſeSeaſons, viz . Wedneſday,
Friday and Saturday .
with which a dead child may be drawn
To Embezel or Embezzle, to waſte, or out of the Womb .
Embulcatum Marmor, ( L.) Boſcage,
( poil ,to purloin, or pilfer.
Cmblem , (.) a Repreſentation of or buſhy Marble of Jeruſalem .
Some Moral Notion, by way of Device, or
Eme; ( 0.) the Emmet, or Ant ; an Ina
feet.
Picture .
Emblematical or Emblematick , ben
Emendals, an old Word till usd in
longing to, or partaking of the Nature the Inner Temple, where lo much in Emer..
of Emblems.
dals at the Foot of an Account, fignifieslo
Emblematiſt, a maker, or contriver of much in Bank , in the Stock of the House.
Cineudare, ( L.)toamend, or correct s
Emblems.
Emblements, (L. T.) the Profics of alſo an old Law - Term , to make amends
Landthathasbeen lowed : Alſo the Natu- for any Crime, or Treſpaſs.
ral Productions of the Ground ; as Graſs,
Emendatto , an Amendment : In cld
Fruit, & c.
Lap -Records, the Power of correcting
Embolded, (0.) ſwelled .
Abuſes according to ſet Rules, or Meaſures
Embolilin , (in Aftron.)the putting in ,
Cmentation , Amendment,Correction,
or adding of a Day in Leap -Year, the ſame
Emerald, (Sp.) a precious Stone of a
asIntercalation.
Green Colour : Among Heralds, the Green
Emboliſmnical Lauation or Embolic- Colour in the Coats of Noblemen .
inatical month, is when the Lunations
To Emerge, (L. in Philos.) when any
which happen every Succeſſive Year, in Natural Body in fpecie lighter than Water,
Days ſooner thanin the fore going ; amount being violently thruſt down into it, riſes
to 30 Days, and make a New Additional again, it is ſaid To Emerge out of the Woo
Month , to render the Common Lunar Yearter.
cqual to the Solar.
Emergency, a thing that happens fudi
Embolus, (G ) a Bar of a Door, a denly , an unexpected Circumftance of
Wedge : Among Naturalifts, the Sucker of Affairs.
Pump , or Syringe.
Emergent, char tiles, appears, or comes
To embowel, to take out the Bowels. Out: In Aftronomy, a Star is ſaid To be
To Embrace, ( F )tocompaſs, or take emergent, when it is getting out of the
aboutin one's Arms
Sun- beams, and ready to become Vifible.
Embraceour or Embalarir, ( L.T.) he
Emeril or Emery, a ſort of Stone
thar,when a Matteris onTryal,comes for Re- which ſerves to burnith Gold : Alſo a Gla
ward to the Bar, being no Lawyer, and zier's Diamond to cut Glaſe.
Emerllon , ( L. in Aſtron.) is when a
ſpeaks in favour of one of the Parties, or
Star which has lain hid for ſome time, una
Embracery, the Offence of an Em- der the Sun -beams, begins to appear again :
braceor, in tampering with the Jury, & c.
Alſo the Sun , or Moon's coming out of an
Embalare, (in Architett.) an Inlarge | Eclipſe.
Emetical or Emetick, ( G.) that proo
ment made on the in -side of a Gate,
Door, be to give more Light ; or for vokes Vomiting.
Cmetick medicines or meticks,
the greater Conveniency of theBuilding.
Embzaliires , (in Fortif.) are the Gaps, Medicines which are proper for that puro
orLoop -holes left open in a Breaft-work, poſe .
to let theMouth of the Cannon through.
Emetick Cartar , is powder'd Cream
Embrocation ,(G. P. T.) a kind of Fo- or Cryſtal ofTartar, mingled with Crocus
mentation , in which the warm Liquor is Metallorum , and prepar'd according to Art.
Jer diftill Drop by Drop, upon the part of
Emru , a kind of Fowl.,
the Body to be fomented.
+ Emication , (L.) a thining, or
or apa
fe Embżyo orEmbryon , (G.) a Child in pearing aloft.
the Mother's womb, after its Members
Eminence or Eminency, Excellency ,
come to be forged , but before it has its high Degree, or Quality ; allo a Title ufu
perfe& shape,
ally given to Cardinals, Eminme is alſo a
little
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Emphaticks , Medicines that ſtop up
linle Hill, or Rifing- ground ; and in Fortifi.
/
cation, an Heightthat overlooks and come the Pores of theskin .
mands the Placeunder it.
Emphragma, a Scopple, a Bar, or Bolt :
Alſo a wringing and grinding Pain of the
Eminent, high, great, renowned.
Emir, ( among the Turks) a Lord, eſpe- Guts .
Empharis, a Sroppage in any part of
cially any one deſcended from the falſe
the Body
Mahomet.
Prophet
Emphyſema, a blowing into : InSure
Émilary, a truſty Perſon of quick
Parcs, fent privately to get Intelligence ; or gery, an Inflammation : Allo a kind of Swele
to Spy oit the Actions of an Enemy, & c. ling, wherein Wind is concain'd , with a
little ſlimy Phlegm .
Cmchon , afending, or cafting forth.
Emphyton Thermot or Calor Tona
To Emit, to ſend, dart, or ſhoot forth .
tus, the innate Hear, or Hear firft ſupposd
mona, a proper Name of Women.
Emmenagoga or Emmenagogues, to be produc'd in a Fatus, or Child in the
(G. P.T.) Medicines that itir up the Courſes. Womb .
empire, (L.) the Dominions , or Juriſ.
Emnenia , Womens Monthly Courſes.
Eminet , an Infect otherwiſe call dan di& ion of an Emperour; alfo Power, or
Authority .
Ant, or Piſmire.
Emmoiſed , (0.) comforted.
Emptrica Mcdicina or Empirice,
Emmoton , (G. P.T.) a Liquid Medicine ( G ) Quacking, or pretending to cure Dif
eaſes by Gueſs.
so he ſquirred into Ulcers,
Empirical, belonging to an Empirick ,
Emollient ( L.) mollifying, fofrening,
or Quack ,
of affwaging .
Emollientia, (L. P. T) ſoftening Medi
Empertetfm , the Profeffion, or Pra &tice
cines,
of an Empirick .
Emolument, Profit got by Labour and
Empirick , a Phyſician by bare Pra & ice,
a Quack -falver, a Mountebank.
Coft ; Benefit, Advantage.
Emotion , a ftirring , or moving forth ;
Emplagia , (G.) the Palley , a Diſeaſe.
Diſturbauce , Diſorder .
Emplaftrum , a Plaifter, or Salve.
Empalement, (in Dr. Grero) the out
EmplattomenaorEmplafttca ,Salves,
molt part of the F'ower of a Plant.
or Sticking Plaifters, which cloſe and thus
To Cmpannel, (L. T.) to ſer down the up the pores of the Body.
Names®8f the Jury -men in a Roll, callid
Emplecton Dpus, Mafonswork wel
che Panne!
knit and couched together,
To Employ, ( F.) to ſet one at Work ,
Emparlance, (F. Ļ.T.) a Petition, or
Motion mide in Court, for a Day of or upon ſome Buſineſs's to uſe, or make
ufe
of.
Reſpice.
Empalma, (G.P.T) a Compoſition of Employ or Employtnient, Work , Bu
Sweet Powders.
fineſs, Trade.
,
Empattement, (in Fortif.) the fame as Empneumatols, (G. in Anat.) an ab
ternate dilacationor widening of the Cheft ,
Emperauir , (L.) a Soveraign Prince, by which the oucward Air is continually
who bears Rule over many large Countries. breathed in , and communicated to che
Emplafs ,aWeight, orStreſslaidup- Blood.
on a Word in the ſpeakingof it.
Emponema, the beſtowing of Pains
Emphatical or Emphatick, urter'd and charge abouta Thing,to improve it :
with a Graçe, significanr, forcible.
In the Roman Law , the Right and Cove
Emphatical or apparent Coloxes, nant ofTenancy for the holding ofLand .
( in Philos.) thoſe whichare often seen in
Empozetual or Empozetick , belong .
Clouds ; before the Riſing, is after the ing to Merchandize.
Setting of the Sun , or chole in the Rain . Cmportum , a Mart-Town : In Anasan
bow , cc.
my, the Common Senſory in the Brain .
Cmphenteufis, a Planting, or Graft
e mpour, a Mart- Town, anExchange,
ing : In the Roman Law, the Renting of
Emprels, an Emperour's Wife,
Land, upon Condition to Plant it ."
Emprimco , a Term u'd by Hunters,
einphenteuta . Empbcuteutes , ſuch when a Hartforſakes the Herd.
Empitze, (0.) Enterprize.
3 Tenant of Land ; a Copy-holder.
Empheuteutias ager , Land impro
Empiothocoins, (G. in Anat.) a kind
ved, or let out to Farm , or Rent,
of Cramp, or drawing togetherof theHanta
cles of the Neck towardsathe Fore-parts .
Igg )
Einpt e
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Emption, ( L.) a buying or purchaſing. that is ſpoken by a contrary, which is inten
Empula , ( L.) a Hogoblin .
ded ſhould be underſtood, as it were by
Emppema, (G. in Surgery) a gathering Affirmation.
together of Corrupt Matter , about the
Enargia, a Rhetorical Term , for Evi:
Breaſt and Lungs : Alſo an Operation to dence, or Clearneſsof Expreſſion.
diſcharge all forts of Matter, with which
Enarration, ( L.) a plain Declaration ,
the Midriff is loaded, by making a Perfora- or laterpretation , a Recital, or Rehearſal.
tion in the Breaft.
Enarthroſis, ( G. in Angr.) a Joynting,
Einpyreum Cælum , the higheſt Hea- when the Cavity which receives is deep, and
ven, in which is the Throne of God , and the Head of the Bone that's ler in , is Comes
the Reſidence of Angels, and Glorify'd what long.
Enblaunched, (0.) whited, adorned .
Spirits.
Enbolned, (0.) (welled .
Empyreal or Empyrean , belonging to
Encanta , (G.) certain yearly Feſtivals,
the higheſt Heaven .
Cinpyreuma, ( C. T ) that taſte and anciently kept on the Days that Cities were
ſmell of the Fire, which in Diftillations built: Alſo one among theJews, .callid The
happento ſomeOils, Spirits, & c.
Feaſt of the Dedication of theTemple. Among
i mpyrelimata, (P.T.) little Feayeriſh Chriſtians, the Confecration; or Wake-days
Remains, after the Criſis, or Turn of a Dile of our Churches.
Enchanthis, a Swelling, or piece of
eaſes alſo that thick flimy Matter which
Terrles at the bottom of diſtilled Waters, & c. Fleſh that grows out of the inner Corner of
Emrod or Emry, a Glazier's Diamond. the Eye.
Emrods , the ſame as Hamorrhoids.
Eucarpa, (in Archite&t.) Flowers, or
Fruit -work cut out on the Chapiters of
Emroſe, a Flower.
To Emulate, ( L.) to vie with one, and Pillars."
Encathiſma, (G. P. T.) a kind of Bath
Itrive to match or maſter him .
Emulation , the Act of emulating, or for the Belly.
Encalima, a Brand, or Mark made by
imitaring with a Deſire to excel.
Emulgent, ( in Anat.) as the Emulgent Burning ; a wheal,or Pulh caus'd by a
Vefſels, two large Arteries and Veins, which Burn : Alſo an Ulcer in the Eye with a file
ariſe,the former from the deſcending Trunk thy Scab .
of the Aorta, the latter from the Vena
ntatiſtice or Encauſtica , the Art of
Enamelling, making Images, or Painting
Cava.
Eintillon , a kind of Phyfick- drink.
with Fire .
Emainstories, certain Kernelly places
Enceinte, ( F.) Compaſs, Incloſure . In
in an Animal Body, by which the Principal Fortification, the whole Compaſs of a Place.
Parts diſcharge their Excrements, or Super
ncephalos, (G. in Anai.) whatever is
contain'd within the Scull.
Auities.
Enchafed , ( 0.) heated.
To Enable, to make able, or capable.
Enach), (inthe Scotch Law ) Satisfaction
Enchararis, (G.) an Engraving orCut
ting into : In a Medicinal Senſe , a Scarify
for any Crime, or Fault.
To Enatt, to eſtabliſh an Ad , to or- ing, or Lancing the Fleſh .
Enctelon , ( F.L.T.) the Occaſion, Cauſe ,
dain , or decree.
Enæmon , (G. P. T.) - Medicine that or Reaſon, for which any thing is done.
Enehtrelis, ( G :) the Ad of undertaking,
ferves to ſtanch or ſtop the Blood .
Ena regina, that which hangs as it were or ſetting about any thing. Enchireſis Ana
a little Cloud in the middle of diſtilled tomica, a Readineſs or Skilfulneſs in Ana
tomizing a dead Body.
Waters, or Urines.
Enallage, 'a changing, or exchanging .
Enchiridion or Enchuiduim , a ſmall
In Grammar, a Figure, whereby there isa volume, that may be carry'd about in one's
Change of a Pronoun, or of a Verb.
Hand ; a Pocket-Book .
Enaluron, the Heralds Term to expreſs
Enchrifta, thin Ointments.
i Bordure charged with any kind of Birds.
Enchyinoma, a flowing of the Blood ,
Enamel, a Compoſition us'd by Paints whereby the outward Partsbecome Black
and Blew : Allo a ſudden and quick Motion
ers, Goldſmiths, &c.
To Enamel, to ſet off with Enamel, to of the Blood.
Paint after a particular Way , with little
Eichyta, an Inſtrument with which Li
Spots or Flowers ; to engrave with Fire,
quors are dropt into the Eyes, Noftrils, or
Enantiofis or antenanttoſis , (G.) Ears,
Conrrariety : In Rhetorisk , a Figure when
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Endive, an Herb us'd in Şallets, & c.
Enditicks , (in Gram .) certain Particles,
Endole, (in Heraldry ) the Eighth part
commonly joyn'd to the end of a Word.
of a Pale, or the Fourth of a Pallet.
Endiſma, (G.) a Clyfter.
Endo; Ced,is when Two Lions are born
Encolpix , Winds ariſing out of Creeks,
and Nooks.
Rampant, and turning their Backs to each
Encoinlaſt, a Maker of Encomiums,
other.
Encomtaftick, a Copy of Verſes in
To Endow , to beſtow a Dower, or Mari
one's Praiſe, or belongingthereto.
riage-Portion ; to ſettle Rents or Revenues ,
Encomium , a Speech, or Song, in for the Maintenance of a College, Hofpi
Commendation of a Perſon ; Praiſe.
tal, & c.
Endowment, natural Gift or Quality :
To Encanpaſs , to ſurround, or ſtand
about.
In Law , the giving, or taking of a Dow ..
Encope, (G.) an Inciſion , Cut, or Gah : er to a Woman .
Endowment de la pluis belle part ,
In Surgery, a Cutring, or Lancing of any
Part of the Body.
(F.) is when a Man dying poffeffed of ſome
Encounter , ( F.) Meeting, Fight.
Lands held in Knight- Service, and others
Te Encounter , to meet, to engage in in Socagě ; the Widow has her Dower out
Fighting
of the Socage-Lands, as being the fairer
To Encourage, to give Courage, or Part.
Endowment of a Cicarage, a ſetting
Hearten ; to incite, or ftir up.
Encoaragement, that which ſerves to our ſufficient Maintenance for a Vicar, when
encourage ; a Recom pence, or Reward .
the Benefice is appropriated .
Encranium , (G.) the hinder part of the
To Endue, (L.) to qualify, to ſupply ,
Brain.
or furniſh with .
To Encroach , ( F.) to incrench upon, or
nema, ( G.) a Gliſter.
ufurp.
Energetical, full of Energy, emphati
encroachment, the Act of Encroach- cal, forcible.
Cnergetical Bodies or Partides,
ing, Uſurpation : In Law , Encrocahment, or
Accroachment, is an unlawful gaining upon ſuch as are eminently Adive, and which
produce manifeſt Operations of different
the Rights of Poffetlions of another.
Encyclopædta, (G.) the whole Circle Natures.
Energunteni Dæmoniaci, Men por
or Compaſs of Learning, which compre
ſeſi'd with unclean Spirirs.
hends all Liberal Arts, and Sciences.
Energy effectual Working, Efficacy.
End for end , aSea-Phraſe us'd when a
Force : In Rhetorick, a Figure wherein
Rope runs all out of the Block or Pulley.
To Endammage, ( F.) to do Dammage great force of Expreſſion is us'd : In a Me
to, to hurt.
dicinal Senſe, an Operation of the Animal
To Endear, to make dear and beloved . Spiritsand Blood.
Endrarment, an Endearing, a great To Enervaté, (L.) to take away one's
Cauſe ofAff & tion .
Strength and Vigour, to weaken , or in
Endecagon , (G. in Geom .) a plain Fi- feeble.
gure of Eleven Sides and Angles.
Enervation, the Act of enervating,
Endeiris , a ſhewing, or declaring : In weakening, &c. In Surgery, a weakneis
Phyfick, an Indication of Diſeaſes, ſhewing about the Nerves and Tendons.
what is to be done.
Enewed , (0.) made new .
Endelechia , (in Philos.) Continuance, or
Eneya, (in the Scotch Law ) the principal
Laftingneſs.
part of an Inheritance, which goes to che
Endemical, Endemial, or Endemi= eldeſt Son,
Enfamined , (0.) familhed, or ſtarved,
olls Diſeaſe , aDiſtemper that infects a
great many in the ſame Country.
Enfans Perdues, ( F.M.T.) the For.
To Endew , ( in Falconry) is when alorn Hope in an Army.
Hawk ſo digeſts her Meat, that the not on
Enfilade, ( F.) a Ribble -row of Rooms,
ly diſcharges her Gorge ofit, but alſo clean- &c. a long train of Diſcourſe : In the Arc
ſes her Pannel.
of War, the Situation of a Poſt, that can
Endeyndus, ( 0.) diſdainful.
diſcover and ſcour all the Length of a
To Endite , to Compoſe, Pen, or deli. ſtraight Line.
ver the Matter of aLetter, c.
To Enfilade or Enfile the Catirtin ,
Enditement or Indigtinent, ( L.T.) a Rampart, & c. is to ſcour or ſweep che
Bill, or Declaration in form of Law brought whole Length of ſuch a Work with the
againft one for ſome Offence,
Shor,
TO
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Entgma or Æntgma, a Riddle, an in
To enfranchiſe, ( F.) to make one a
Free-Man, or a free Deniſon .
tricate Sentence , a difficult Queſtion or pro
7
Enfranchtlemnent, the AG of enfranchi: poſition .
fing, making free, doc.
Enigmatical,belonging to, or full of
To Engage, to perſwade, or draw in : Riddles, or dark 'Speeches.
totakeupon one's ſelf , or paſsone's Word;
Enigmatiſt,
• оде that makes, or propos
ſes Riddles, & c.
Encounter, or Fight.
To Enoy, to have the Uſe or Profitof,
Engagement, a Promiſe, Obligation ,
to have at one's Diſpoſal.
or Ties a Combat,or Fight.
Engelbert, (G. bright Angel) a proper
Enjoyment, enjoying, poßefling , Plea:
Nameof fome Men.
ſure, Joy.
To Enjoyn , to bid, order, or charge.
To Cngender, ( F.) to beget, or breed 3
3
Enirun Shal, ( C. LT.) that which is
to create, or cauſe.
Cngine, any Mechanick Inſtrument, otherwiſe call a Neutral Salt, partaking
made up of Wheels, Screws, or Pulleys, in bothof the Nature of "ap Acid, and an
order to lift, caft, or bear any Weight, c. Alkali,
To Enlighten, co give light co ;to clear,
carlike Engines, ſuch as aremade uſe
of for the batterir.g and taking of ſtrong or make clear
Places.
To Enliven , to put Life into, to make
lively or brisk .
Engined , (0.) racked .
Cngineer or Ingemet, a Perſon well
Enmity, (L.)Hatred , Grudge, Variance. 6
Emcad , (G.) the Number of Nine.
skills in the Art ofBuilding and Repair
Enneadeckterides, (in stron .) a Revo.
ing of Forts, oc, alſo experienced in the
Methods of Attacking and Defending all lutionofNineteenYears, otherwiſe call'd
the Lunar Cycle, or Golden Number.
forts of Pofts.
Cagtſoma, (G. in Surgery) a Fradure
Enneagon , (in Geom .) a regular Figure
ofthe Scull, in which the Bone links to the of Nine equal Sides, and as many angles,
inner Skin of the Brain, and preſſes upon Emreatical,belonging to theNumber
it.
of Nine ; as Enneatical Days or Tears , i.
Cngland, one of the moſt happy Coun- every Ninth Day of a Sicknels, or Ninth
tries in Europe ; which takes Name from the Year of a Man's Life .
Cnneemerts, (G.) one kind of the Fi
Angles, a People of Denmark , who wich
the Jukes and Saxens,fubdu'd and" ſettled gure cafura in aGreekof Latin Verce,
when after the Fourth Foot, there remains
themſelves in this iſland.
Englecery , Engtechery or Englechire , an odd Syllable.
an old Law - Term that only fignifies the
To Cnnobli, ( L.) to make Noble, to
render more renowned .
being an Engliſh -man.
Cnoch . ( H. dedicated to God) the Son
Englith , belonging to England.
Englii Serpentary, an Herb.
of Seth .
Ongomad or Engorals, one of the
Enoch's Pillars, Two Pillars faid to
Northern Conſtellations, containing about be ſet by Enoch, upon which the whole Art
48 Stars.
of Akronomy was engravid .
Enodation, (h . in Husbandry) an uno
Engontos, ( in Anat.) the bending of
knotting, or cutting away the Knots of
the Arm , or Leg.
Engoutea,(in Heraldrydia when a Hawk's Trees:Alfoanexplaining ,orunfoldingof
Feathers have black Spots in them .
a Matter.
Enormity, Hainouſneſs, high Milde
Sngratleb a Term usd when a Bor.
dure, 6c, is made by a Line notched and meanour.
Enormous , that is outofRuk ,or Square,
Mhap'd like a Scollop, ſo that the little Ar:
ches turn outwards from the middle of the exceeding great, hainous,
To Enpleet, (0. L.T.) to Implead .
Efcurcheon ,
To Engrave , to cut any Figure, or
Enqueſt or ungurelt,the Enquiryinto
matter of Fad made by theJury in all
Repreſentation in Wood, or Mecal.
Cngylcope ,( 6.) aninftrument to view Cauſes, in order to the giving oftheir Vero
di &t .
Imall Bodies diftindly .
To Entance,toadvance, or to raiſe
To Emage, to put in a Rage, to make
Price.
the
one mad .
Enhancement, the Act of enhancing.
Ens, (L.) a Philoſophical Termfor a
Cnharmonical or Enharmonick Die Being, whatever has any kind of Exiſtence,
ück , (G.) the latt of the Three kinds of or Being,
Mufick in uſe among the Ancients,
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Enterocele, (G. in Surgery) the fall of
Ens Palmaim , (C.T) the moft effica
the Entrails, eſpecially of the Gac catld Iles
cious Pars of ar y narural Mixc Body.
Ens.Omeris ,Sublimation of equal um , into the Groin.le
Enteroeptplooce , a Rupture, whenthe
Parts of the calcind Powder or Cyprus Vi
Caul andthe Guts fall down both together
srisl, and ofSd Armoniack.
Enlample, (0.) an Example, or Pat- into che Scrotum .
mera.
Enterology, a Diſcourſe, or Treatiſe of
the Rowels.
To Enſconſe, (0.) to intrench .
Enteromphalus
Enſeam
To
or Enfaim , ( among Fal
or Hernia Umbilica
toners) to purge aHawk ofherGlut, and Its , a Rupture, when the Entrails buracta
out at the Navei.
Greaſe .
Enſeeled, a Hawk is ſaid to be enſeeled ,
To Enterpenn , as, The Hawk Exterpeno
when a Thread is drawn through the upper neth, i.e, hasher Feathers wraps up, foar .
Eye- lids, and made falt under the Beak , coled , or incangled.
Enterpleader, ( F. L. T.) the debating
take away the Sight.
Enfiformts Cartilago or mucronata, of a Point that accidently happens, before
(L. in Anat.) the loweſt part of the Breaſt- the Principal Cauſe can have an end.
Enterprize, an Undertaking , Attemps,
tone, ſo nam'd from its ſharp- pointed Tri
or Delign .
angular Shape.
To Enterprize, to undertake, to take
Enfign, an Officer in a Foot-Company
of Soldiers that bears the Standard or Co- in Hand .
To Entertain , to maintain, keep,
lours; or the Standard it felf : In Heraldry,
an Eſcucheon in which are painted the lodge ; to receive, or accept of; to trear.
Entertainment, an entertaining, te
Trophies of Honour, of a particular Family.
Enfigne, (F.O.R.) Bleeding, or Blood- ceiving , c Treatment, good welcome.
letting i alſó blooded , or let Blood.
Enterview , ( in Falconry) the Second
Year ofanHawk's Age .
To Enſue, (F.) tofollow , to proceed.
Enthemata, Grafes ſtuck into the Clefa
Entablature or Entablement,( in Aro
chitect .) the Architrave, Frize and Cornice of Trees : Allo Medicinesapply'd to Green
Pillar
of a
.
Wounds.
Entraftalm , (G.) Fanaticiſm , a making
Entail, ( F. L. T.) a Fee-tail, or Fee
( canced or thorten'd ; by which Means the lew of Divine Inſpiration .
Heir is limited , and ty'd up to certain Con-, Enthridaft, onethat pretends to be fo
ditions,
inſpired, or is tranſported with imaginary
To Entall an date , is to make it o- Revelations.
ver after ſuch a manner.
Enthulaftical or Enthuliattick bet
Entelichta , (G.)à Word us'd by Ari- longing to, or favouring of Enthuſafm .
Enthymnema, (G.) any Ad, or Cone
fotle, to expreſs the HumaneMind orSoul ;
as beingthe Perfection of Nature : But mo- ception of the mind : Allo a RhetoricalFi
dern Philoſopherstake it for afort of con- gure, when the concluding Sentence con
tinued Motion , and fit Modification ofMat- lifts of Contraries.
Enthymeme, (in Logick ) is a Syllogifma
ter, qualifying the whole to be able to per
perfect in the Mind, but imperfe & inthe
formſuch Ads as are proper to it.
Entendment, (L. T.) the true Senſe or Expreſsion becauſe one of the Propofitions
Meaning of a Word , or Sentence.
is ſuppreſsa, asbeing ſo clear, that it may
To Enter, togointo , to ſec downin be ealily ſupply'd by theUnderſtanding.
Writing. AmongCarpenters, to let the
To Entice, to draw in cunningly, to
Tenonof a piece of Timber into the Mor tempt.
tiſe of another,
Entirement, the Ad of encicing, AL
To Enter a Hawk, a Term usd by lurement.
Falconers, when the firſt begins to kill.
Entterity or Sintterity, ( F.L.T. ). En .
Entera , (G.) the Entrails, the Bowels. cireneſs, or the whole,
Enterochyta, a Clyfter -pipe.
Enttre, whole,complear, perfe&.
Enterfering, a Diſeaſe in Horſes,which
Entire Pertingents , (in Heraldry)
cauſes them to fret one Foot againſt ano are Lines chac run the longeſt way sof the
ther,
Shield's Poſition, without touching the
Entermeddléd, (0.) intermingled,
Center.
Entermewer, (in Falconry) a Hawk chat
Eutire pertranfimt, a Line which
changes the Colour of her Wings by decrofles the middle of the Eſcuccheon ,and
runs diametrically the longeft way of its Pon
Ertive
fition,
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Onttre Cmancy, (L. T.) a ſole Polo ,
feffion in one Perſon.
Entity, (L. in Philos.) a Being or che ha
ving a Being.
Entotre , (F. in Heraldry) is when a
Bordure is charged with all ſorts of Things
chat have no Life, except Leaves, Fruits
and Flowers:
Entrails , the Inwards, Bowels, or
Gute.
Entrance; Entry, or going in, Admittance ,
To Entrear, to beg earneſtly, or
beſeech : Alſo, formerly , to treat of, or
handle.
Entreaty, Supplication, Requeſt.
Entremes, ( 0) intermingled.
Entrtchomata, (G.) the utmoſt Edge
of the Eye-lids, from whence the Hair
grows.
Entetked, ( 0.)deceived.
Entring a ship, ( in a Sea-fight) figo
nifies as much as Boarding.
Ent’rtngLadder , is of two forts ;
one of Wood, faftend to the Ship’s-fides ;
the other is made of Ropes, and hung, out
of the Gallery .
Ent'ring -Rope, a Rope ey'd by the
Ship's fide, to hold by as one goes up the
Ent'ring. Ladder.
Entrulion or Intruſion , ( L.T. ) a
violent and unlawful Enc'rance upon Lands,
or Tenements void of a Poffeflour.
Entruſion de Gard , a Writ that lies
for a Lord , where an Infant within Age
enters into Lands, and holds his Lord
out.
Entry, ene'ring, or coming in, Paſ.
fage ; alſo the ſetting down of Goods in
the Cuſtom -houſe. In Law , the taking
Poffellion of Lands , or Tenements .
Entry að Eommunem Legein , a
Writ " that lies where a Tenant aliens, or
makes over Lande änd dies ; then the Party
* in Reverfion ſhall have this Writ againſt
whomſoeveris in Poffeffion.
Entry ad Termtnum qut Platertit,
à Writ lying for a Leflor, in caſe Land be
ing let to a Man for another's Life ; he for
whoſe Life the Lands are leaſed dies, and
the Leffee holds over his Term .
Entry in Caln Conimtlt, a Writ
whichhe in Reverſion ſhall have againft à
Tenant for Life, or in Courteſy, who aliens
in Fee.
Entry in Calu Proviſo, a Writ that
lies in like manner for one in Reverſion,
when a Tenant in Dower aliens.
Entrp Caula Matrimonttprælocity
of Entry for Sarriage to speech, a
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Writ that lies againſt a Man where Lands,
& c. are given to him upon Condition that
he take the Donour to Wife ; and he does
not marry her within the Time appointed.
Entry per le cui # poſt; a Writ that
lies for a Man that is diffeiſed, or turn'd
out of his Freehold , and the Diffeiſour
alieng or dies in Poſſeſſion , and his Heir
enters.
Entry fine caſu Eapitalt, a Writ that
lying where an Abbot aliens Lands, & c.
without che conſent of the Chapter and
dies ; then the Succeffour thall have this
Writ.
Entries, (H. T.) thoſe Places or Thick
ets through which Deer are found lately to
have paſs’d .
To Entwine, to twift, or wind
about.
Entypolis , (G. in Surgery) the joynting
of the Shoulder with the Arm .
+ Enucleated; ( L. ) made plain, tho
roughly feanned , or fiftéd.
nucleation , the explaining, or un .
folding of a difficult Matter.
Eiv lope; ( F.) a Cover for any thing:
In Fortification, a Work of Earth rais'd
either in the Ditch of a Place, or beyond
it.
To Envelope, to cover, to wrap, 3
or fold up, to ſurround, to kem in, or
beſer.
To Envenom , to infect with Poiſon, to
corrupt.
To Environ, ( F.) to encompaſs, or
ſurround .
To Enumerate, to number, or reckon
up.
Emimeration , numbering, a ſumming
up of ſeveral Particulars.
Enunciation , an Uttering, or Pro
nouncings a Maxim , or Propoſition : In
Logick, a Propofition , which fimply atfirms
or denies.
Envoy, ( F.) an able Perſon of a lower
Degree than an Ambaſſadour, ſent from one
Soveraign Prince, or Stateto another, upon
Publick Affairs : Aiſo the Conclufion of a
Ballad , or Song.
To Enure, (L.T ' ) to take place, or
Effect, to be of Force, or Available.
Emrng, a Term apply'd byHeralds to
all Borduresof Coats thatarecharged wich
the Figures of Beaſts.
Envy, an Uneafineſs of Mind, ariling
from the view of another's good Qualities,
or Proſperity.
Engpnion , (G.) a Dream .
Epacmaftica, ( G. P.T.) a Feaver that
continually grows ſtronger,
pad
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Epaphaleſts ,(G . P. T.) a repeated Blooda
Epact, ( in Aftron .) a certain Number
of Days, by which the common Solar lecting.
Year exceeds the Lunar, which Exceſs is:
Eparmata , Swellings of the Glandules,
11 , in regard that the Lunary Month , or Keinels behind the Ears, callid Paro
confifting but of 291 Days, makes but tides:
In Fortificaa
Epaule,
( F.) a ofShoulder
354 Days in a Year, whereas the Solar tion,
the Shoulder
a Baſtion: ;being the
Year has365. Forthe Equation of which Space contained in the Angle, made bythe
Year's differing thus 11 Days, certain Days
by the Epatt ,never joyning together oftheFace andFlank 3
are yearly ſupply'd
whence that Angle is often called, The
exceeding 30 (becauſe the Days between one Angle
of Epaule.
Change of the Moon and another , never
Epaulement, a Shouldering Piece, or
go beyond that Number) until aThirteenth Cover
either
made
ofs
; a Side-work
Basket
n up, of Baggs
Month be added , by which means every Earth t throw
, or
Third Year becomes Embolifimical, or a
full of Earth , or of Faggots loaded with
Lunary Leap- year.
Demi-Baſtion
for aa Square
Earthſometimes
: It is alſo
Orillon ,,
fignifies
it taken
Epat of theYear , is the Moon's Age and
at the beginning of every year, 1. e, the which is a Maſs, or Heap of Earth,
Timebetweenthe firſt Minute of the firſt almoft Square, and fac’d, orlin'd with a
Dayof January, and the laft New Moon of Wall , tocover the Cannon of a Caſemate.
chefore-going Year .
Epaurelis , (G.) an Encreaſe, a Figure
Epagoge , an importing, or bringing
in Rhetorick.
in; alſo the examining of, or diſcourſing
Interpoſi
Epenthe
tion ,) or
lisFigure
à
, ( i,, e.when
ical
a Letter
with one by croſs Queſtions, or Interroga- Grammat
tories: Alſo a Rhetorical Figure, in which Syllable is put in, or added in themiddle of
likeThings are compared.
Epagogtum , (in Anat.) the Fore -skin a World ; as Relligio for Religio, Indupera .
tor for Imperator, & c.
of the Penis.
Eperegels, (G.) a plainer Interpretation
Epanon , a Truckle in a Cráne, o:
of what was mention'd before.
ocher Engine.
Epha , lan Hebrew Meaſure containing
Epanadiplofis, ( i.e. redoubling ), a Fi
gurein Rhetorick, when a Sentence begins Nine Gallons, or about aBufhel;accord
and ends with the ſame Word ; asSevere ing to others, Seven Wine Gallons and
to his Servants, to his Children fevere. In Four Pints.
Ephebelum or Ephebium , ( G. ) a
Phyſick ,the frequent Redoublings, or Re
Place where young men us'd to wreſtle
burns of Feavers.
Epanalepas, (i, e. Repetition ) a Rheto . and exerciſe themſelves. In Anatomy,
rical Figure in which the ſame Word is re the Space from the Hypogaftrium , or
peated for Enforcement fake, eſpecially after lower Past of the Beily, to the Privy
a long Parentheſis ; as It is known that thos Parts.
Ephebta, Striplings Age, at the Entry
haft done this, it is knopen .
Epanaphoza, (i.c. Reference) a Figure of 15 Years.
Eptelcis, a bloody Subſtance brought
in which the ſame Word begins ſeveral
, or Claules ; 'as Ver adeo frondi, I upin( pitting of Blood ; alſo a Shell, or
Sentences
ſyl
Cruft thatis brought over Ulcers.
Vet utile vis.
Ephelis , a Spot, or Freckle that suſually
Epanodos, (i. é. Return) a Figure
when the fameSound, orWord is twice proceeds from Sun-burn.
Ephemeraor Ephemeris, a Wind -fly,
repeated, in ſeveral, or in the fame Sen
tence, in an inverted Order ; as Nec fine a Worm , which being chang'd to a Ely ,
lives
not above a Day .
Pole [ co lux, nec fine luce sua fol. Alſo a.
Ephemera or Ephemera Feiris, a
Figure when we return to that which once
continued Fever char lafts bur one Day.
we quitted .
Ephemerides, certain Regiſters, or
Epanortholis, Amendment, or Cor
Tables
ſhew the
Planets , towiththeir
daily Motions
redion: In Rhetorick , a Figurewhen ſome Aſtronomical
of thecalculated
fore-going Words, or Expreſſions, appear .
ing too weak , are recall'd , as it were for Aſpects, Places, and other Circumſtances
Theſe Journals
thebeter Correcting of the Speech and throughoutthe Year.
mend'ring itmoreEmphatical; a clementia, are generally,made Uſe of by Aſtrologero,
patie
ntia mira !
to draw Horoſcopes , or Schemes of the
feu potius
Heaven ,
EPOR
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Ephemeris, a Regiſter, or Day-Book ; | which Heat and cold is felt at once in
Journal : Among Aſtronomers, ſuch a every part of the Body : It was rife at
one as contains Obſervations relating to London, in the Month of March, A. D.
the Heavenly Bodies, eſpecially liewing 1688.
Epibole, (i. e. a caſting, or putting in )
their Place at Noon.
Ephemertít, a Maker of Ephemerides, a Figure in Rhetorick, whofe Repetition of
the fame Word , at the beginning of ſeveral
Almanacks, & c.
Ephemeron or Ephemertim , a Plant Sentences,, has reſpect to the Matter ;
that dies the fame Day itſprings : Allo a whereas in Epanalepſis, it has regard chiefly
Beaft about the River Hypanis, that lives but to the Style.
one Day .
Eptcarptum , a Medicine apply'd to the ? !
Epheſtrts, a Garment us’d to be worn wriſt, like a Plaifter, or Pultice, to drive
over Armour.
away intermitting Feavers.
Éptcauina, a foul Sore, or cruſty Ul
Ephefits, a City of the Leſler Afia,
Atill call’d Efefe, and famous for the ſtately cer, that ſometimes happens to the Black of
Temple of Diana, counted one of the the Eye.
Epicedium , a Funeral Song, or Copy
Seven Wonders of the World : It took up
above 200 Years in Building, all Afia con- of Verſes in praiſe of the Dead.
Epicene, ( i. e. common ) that is of a
tributing to it's Expence , the Pittars were
all of Marble, and 70 Foor high : This both Kinds, or Sexes ; as The Epicene Geno :
prodigious Fábrick was burnt by Eroſtratus, der in Grammar, a Gender which contains 21
the ſame Night that Alexander the Great both Sexes under one Termination , whe- 1
was born .
ther Maſculine or Feminine ; as Hic Paſſer,
Ephetæ, certain Judges at Athens in a Sparrow , either Cock or Hen , hec Aquila,
Greece, who try'd Cauſes of Man -Naughter, an Eagle, & c. which is chiefly in the 2:
as the Areopagites did thoſe of wilful Mur- Names of thoſe Creatures, whoſe different i
der . Theſe Magiftrates being Fifty in Sex itis hard to diſtinguiſh .
Epiceraltica , Medicines that moderate 1
Number, were to be as many Years old,
ſharp Humours.
and of approv'd Integrity.
Épíchtrema, an Attempt, or Endea
Ephtaltes, a Diſeaſe call’d the Night
mare,or Hag, when the Patient being a. vour : In Logick, an Argument for the
fleep, fancies his Wind -pipe to be oppreſs'd proving, or clearing of any Matter ; eſpe
by ſome weight lying upon it, and his cially fuch a one as conſiſts of many Pro
Breath to be ſtoppid : This Diſeaſe is alſo poſitions, depending one upon another,
call's Incubus.
whereby at laſt ſome particular Point is
Ephidrofis, a ſweating, or diſcharg- made out; a kind of Sorites .
Eptchicelis , an Attempting, fetting
ing Humours through the Pores of the
Skin.
abour, or Endeavouring ; alſo an Argu
Erhippuum , a Saddle, the Harneſs of mentation, or Reaſoning : Among Surgeons,
a Horfe ; an Houſing, or Horſe-cloth : a Dexterity, or Readineſs in Anatomizing, s
In Anatomy, the fame as Sella Equina, being or Diffecting Animal Bodies ; the fame with
Part of the Os Sphenoides, or Wedge-like Enchireſus.
Bone, in which the Pituitary Glandule is
Eptcithariſma, (in the ancientTheaters) =
the laft Part of the Interlude, or a Flouriſh
placă .
N
Cphod, a Linnen -garment worn by the of Mufick after the Play was done.
High -Prieſt, and other inferiour Prieſts a
Epick , belonging to, or conſiſting of
Heroick, or Hexameter Verfe.
mongthe Jews.
Ephori, (G.) certain Magiſtrates, or
Epick Poet, one that writes ſuch
Overſeers of the Common -wealth among Verſes .
Epteks, Epick Poëtry.
the ancient Lacedemonians, who were
eſtablish'd to bridle the Authority of their
Epiclinta , Earthquakes that move lide
long.
Kings .
Eptcolicæ Regiones , (in Anat.) thoſe
Ephraim , ( H. fruitful, or encreaſing)
theSecond Son of Joſeph , and the Father Partswhich lie upon the GurColon .
with
Epicophoſis , Deafneſs.
Ephraimit
together
the
who
es,
of the
Children of Manaſſeh, were reckon'd among
Eptcralis , amingling together, or tem .
theTwelve Tribesof Ifrael.
pering : In a Medicinal Senſe, a voiding of
Eptala or Epialoe, (G.) a continued ill Humours in the Blood by Degrees.
Feaver , proceeding from cold Phlegm , in
Epkortis ,
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Epididymnis or Eptotoymita , in
Anat.)a Body or Veffel, whoſe Figure re
ſembles crooked Veins ; fwollen with ill
Blood.
Epigæum , (in Aftron.) the lower paro
of the Circlein whicha Planet moves, next
to the Earth.
Epigaſtrick Artery, ( in Anat. ) a
Branch of the Iliack Artery , which diſtri
butes itfelfamong the Muſcles of theEpi
himEpteure,a
ſelf wholly ſenſual
to PleaſuMan,
re. one that gives gaftrium
.
Epicurean , a Follower of Epicurus's
Epigaltrick Pleins, the Flank - veins.
Sca .
Epigaſtrium , the Fore-part of the
Eplatrean Philoſophy, the Natural
Abdomen or lowerBelly.
Philoſophy, firſt taught by Epicurns, and
Epigenema, that which is added to
Democritus, and afterwards deliver'd in any thing over above : In a Medicinal
Vafe by Lucretius : It is much the fame Senſe, that which happens to a Diſeaſe like
withthepreſent Mechanical Philoſophy.
a Symptom .
Epicūriſm , the Doctrine of Epicurus ;
Epiglottis or Sublinguitum , (in A
alſo the Practice of an Epicure, or volup- nat.) the Fifth Cartilage or Griſtle of the
Perſon.
tuous
Larynx, the cover or flap of the Wind
To Epicurtzt , to live like an Epicure.
pipe.
Eplarus,( i.e. a Helper ) a nored
Epigonatis, the Pattle or whirl-bone
Athenian Philoſopher, who held Pleaſure, of theKnee.
orrather Indolency ,i. e .a being free from
Epigram , a ſhort and witty Poem ,
Pain, to be thechiefert Good ;whence,by playing upon the Fancies or Conceits chat
Miftake, all voluptuous Perſons are called ariſe from any kind of Subject.
Epicu
res,
Epigrammatiſt , a Maker of Epis
Epicycle, (in Aftron .) a little Circle grams.
Epigraphe, an Inſcription or Title ſet
whoſe Center is in theCircumference ofa
greater ; or a ſmall Orb , which being fix'd on a Statue, br.
Epilepſia or Morbus Caducis, the
in the Deferent of aPlaner, is carry'd
alongwith it's Morion , and yet with it's Falling-ſickneſs, fo call'd becauſe the Pere
own peculiar Morion , carries the Body of fons troubled with it fall down on a ſud
the Planet faften'dto it, round about it's den. It is otherwiſe termed Marbus Hercu
proper Center : Such an Epicycle is attribu - leus, becauſe it is hard to be cured ; as allo
ted by ancient Aſtronomers, to all the comitialis, Sacer , LuesDeifica,& c.
Epilepſia Inteſtinalis, a Convulfion
Planes, except the Sun , and ferves for
folving their Appearancesinthe Ptolemaick ariſingfrom things that fret theBowels,
Syftem.
which often happens to Children .
Epigema, (G. P.T.) a conceiving a
EpilepſiaDuerozum , Convulfione,
gain, before the firſt Young is brought with which Infants are frequently ſeiz'd .
forth.
Cptlepttca, Medicines againſt the Fals
Epideinical or Epidemick, common ling -fickneſs.
among the People, Univerſal.
Eptleptical or Epileptick , troubled
Epidemical Diſeaſe,isone that pro- with that Diſeaſe.
ceeds from a Common Caufe, and ſpreads it
Epilamica, Medicines good againſt the
felf over ſeveral Countries at divers times ; Plague.
ſuch are the Plague, Malignane Feavers,
Epilogifmus, a reckoning, or cafting
Small-Pox, &c.
up ; a deliberating, or weighing in Mind:
Epidendiæ , (among Herbalifts) thoſe in ſome Writers, the Opinion of Phyſici
planes which do not grow on the Ground, ans,whenconſulted about a Cure.
Epilogue,a Concluſion, or cloſing of a
but on the Armsand Limbs of Trees.
Epidermis , (in Anat.)the Scarf-skin , Speech ; alſo a Speech made at the end of
a Play .
theOutward Skin of a Man's Body.
Cptmenta , certain Preſents anciently
Epidelis , a binding : In Surgery, the
binding up of a Wound .
ſent from Africa to Rome every Month ; '
Epidemus, a Bandage, or Swathe fora Soldiers Monthly Pay ; alſó Womens
Wound or Sore ,
Monthly Courſes.
Eps
( hh 22

Epíerilis, Approbation, Eſtimation,
Judgment:
ingof
aſe. Phyſicians, Go,ajudga DiſeAmong
Maro
Epidetis , aFamousStoick Philoſopher,
born at Hierapolis ,in Phrygia, who was ſo
Or putea
much eſteem'd,that his Lamp,thoughbut
eReport of
earthen Ware, was fold for 3000 Attick
mangerde Groats, ,:.6. about92 Pounds of Engliſh
Money.
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Epimone, ( in Rhetor. a Figure where I kind of upbraiding, endeavours to convince,
the fame Cauſe is continu'd and perfifted and is otherwiſe call d Epitimefos.
Eptploce, a folding in, a platting, or
in, much after one form of Speech : Allo
when to move Affection, the ſame Word -interweaving: Alſo a Rhetorical Figure
is repeated , as Sic, fic juvat ire sub um . that expreffes a gradual riling of one Claule
bras. Virg .
of a Sentence out of another, much after
Epinydttdes, Pimples that ſend forth the manner of Climax ; as Domum cjuk
Marter, and are painful, eſpecially in the expugnavit, expugnata domo familiam exe
Night: Allo a fore in the Eye, that dulls traxit, abftraétam cruciavit.
Eptplois dertera, (in Anat.) a Branch
the Sight, and makes the Corners of it
Water ,
of the Caliack Artery, which runs through 1 :
Epiparoxyfmans, (G.P.T.) when a Pa- the Right-ſide of the inner Leaf of the
tient is feiz'd with more Fits in a Feaver than Omentum or Caul, and the Gut Colon that it
철
are uſual.
is next to it,
Epiplois poſtica, a Branch of the ſame tips
Epipedometry, (in Mathem .) the mea
ſuring of Figures that ſtand on the ſame Artery, thatſprings out of the lower. Ende
Baſe .
of the Splenica, and runs to the hinder 25
Epiphænomenas (G.P. T.) Signs which Leaf of the Caul.
äppear afterwards in Diſeaſes. :
Epiplots finiſtra , a Branch of the die
Epiphany, Appearance, Manifeſtation ; Çaliack Artery, which is beſtowed on the ki
a Word now peculiarly apyly'd to the Fe- lower and left side of the Caul.
ſtival celebrated , January 6. and corhmon
Epiploocele, a Rupture, when the RC
ly calld Twelfth -Day, on which Chriſt was Caul, or thin Skin, that covers the Bowels,
made manifeſt in the Flesh to the Gentiles, falls into the outward Skin of the Scroone
by the appearing of a miraculous Star in tum .
Epiploocomiſtu , fat big -belly'd Men,
the Eaſt, which conducted the Wiſe Men
that have huge Cauls.
to the Place of his Nativity.
Eptionema, a Figure in Rhetorick,be
Epiploomphaltım , a Navel-rupture,
ing a ſmart cioſe at the end of a Narration, when the Navel ftares, by reaſon of a
or a preſſing and lively Reflection on the ſwollen Caul, that is fallen down, or the
Subject treated of ; as Tantæ molis erat Entrails bearing too hard upon it .
Romanam condere gentem ! Or thus, So in
Eptploon , " the Caul, a Cover ſpreading
conſtant is the Favour of Princes !
over the Bowels in ſhape of a Net, or
Epiphora, Atrack, Afault, or Onſet; Fowler's Bag, and abounding with Blood
alſo a Sentence addedto the fore-going Dir. Veffels ; it's Uſe being to cheriſh the Sto.
courſe : Allo a Rhetorical Figure in which mach and the Guts with it's Faç.
Epiporoma, a hard Brawn in the
a Word is repeated at the end of ſeveral
Sentences : In Logick , a Concluſion , or Joynts.
Epiſarcidium , a ſort of Dropſy.
Conſequence drawn from the Aſſumption in
Epilchion , the Share-bone.
a Syllogiſm . Among Phyſicians, a violent
Epiſcopace. ( L. ) Church-government
flowing of Humours into any Part, eſpeci
ally the watering of the Eyes : Alſo an in-; by Biſhops.
Epifcopat, belonging to a Biſhop:
flammation of that Part, or of the whole
Epiſcopales Calviiiæ,( inAnat.) ewo
Body. Alſo the fall of Water into the Cod ,
as in ſome Ruptures.
thin Skins, in the Pulmonary Vein, that
Epiphy'lociermous Plants, are ſuch binder the Blood from flowing back to chę
as bear their Seed on the back part of Heart.
Epiſcopalta, (0. L.) the Synodals, Pen
their Leaves ; being the ſame with Capil.
laries.
tecoſtals, and other Cuſtomary Dues pay.
Eptrhylis, a growing to , Encreaſe: In able bythe Clergy to the Biſhop of their
Surgery, itis when oneBone growstoano Diocers : Theſe Impofitionswerecall’d Onus
ther, by ſimple and immediate Joyning ; Epiſcopale, and were by ſpecial Privilege
but with ſome kind of entrance of one remitted tothoſe free Chapels, thatwere
Bone into the Cavity or Hollow of ano were built upon the King's Demeſne, and
ther.
exempt from Epiſcopal Jurifdi tion .
Epiplalma, a Pultice.
Epiſcopartans, thoſe of the Epiſcopal
Epipleris, an upbraiding or taunting ; Party .
lia, ( G , P. T.) the very Inſtant
Epiſema
Reproof:
Rebuke,
rebuking
chiding,
;
or
a
in Rhetorick , a Figure which byanelegant of Time that a Diſeaſe firf ſeizes a Pero
fon .
Epiflorr,
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epilon, the lower part of the Belly, part of a Comedy or other Stage-play , be
fore Things are brought to the full Stare
thatends in the Privities.
Epiſode, a ſeparateRelation or Adion and Vigour.
Epithalamtum , a Nuptial Song of
which a Poer or Hiſtorian inſerts and tacks
to his principal Subject to ſupply his Work Poem , which anciently us’d to be rehear
with variety of Events : Thus the Story led at Weddings, in Praiſe of the Bride and
of Dido is a pleaſing Epiſode in Virgil's Bridegroom , withing them a fruitful Ilus,
Ancids.
and all Things conducing to a future hape
Eriſpaſticks , Medicines that ſerve to py Life; alſo now and then waaronly
draw Bliſters.
glancing upon the Pleaſures of the Marria
Epllphæria, ( in Anat.) certain Wind - age-bed .
Epithemation , a Plaiſter, Salve, or
ings and Turnings in the outward Subftance
of the Brain, for the more ſecure Paſſage of Ointment, to be laid upon a Sore.
the Blood veſſels.
Epitheme, a liquid Medicine apply'd
. Epíſtalma, a Prince's Commiſſion un to an outward Part of the Body, to cool
der Hand and Seal."
and comfort the inward, eſpecially che
Epiſtathmi, Officers that appoint Lod Heart, Stomach and Liver.
Epithet, ( in Gram .) a Word that exo
gings for aPrince's Train , Harbingers.
Epiſtle, a Letter that is ſent.
preſſesthe Quality of another Word to
Epiſtler, he that reads the Epiſtles, in a which it is joyn'd.
EpitimeAs, a checking, or rebuking:
Cathedral, or Collegiate Church .
Epiſtolar or Epiftolary, belonging to Allo a Rhetorical Figure, the ſame as
Epiftles, or Letters.
Epiplexis.
Epiſtolares, certain Secretaries to the
Epitome, an Abridgment, or ſhort Ab .
Roman Emperours, under the principal se Itract,
cretary ,of State, who was ſtyl’d Magiſter
To Epitomize, to abridge, or ſhorten ;
Serinii Epiſtolarum .
to expreſs the Subftance of any DXcourte ,
Eftftomia , ( in Anat .) the utmoſt ga- & c. in fewer Terms.
pings and meetings of Veſſels.
Epitritus, (G.) a Foot in Greek or
Epiftomtuin , a Cock or Spout in a Con- Latin Verſe, conſiſting of four Syllables,
duit,a Tap or Spiggot; as a Cork or of which one is ſhort, and the reſt long .
Stopple for a Veffel, aBung. Alſo the Stop
Epitrochalmus, a running over, with
in a pair of Organs, whereby the Sound is great Swiftneſs. In Rhetorick , a Figure,
made high or low .
wherein we ſpeedily run over ſeveral
Eptſtrophe, a turning or Alteration : In Things.
Rhetorick, a Figure in which ſeveral Sen.
Epitrope, a committing of a Bufineſs to
tences end in the ſame Word ; as Ambition one's Management, '. Permiſſion : Allo a
ſeeks to be next to the beſt, after that to be Rhetorics ] Figure, when we ſeem to allow
equal with the beſt, then to be chief and above one to do what he will, and yet think no
the best.
thing leſs.
Epizeurts, a joyning together. In Rheo
Epiſtropheus, ( in Anat.) the Second
Vertebra , or Turning -Joynt of the Neck, torick , a repetition of the fame Word , in
ſo call'd from turning ; becauſe the Head the fame Sentence, or Verſe, no other
tarns upon it, as alfo Carde in Latin , on Word coming between .
the fame Account .
Epneumatofis, Expiration, the A & ,
Epiſtultum or Epiſtyle, ( in Architect.) or Faculty of breathing out, a Term in
a maſs of Stone, or piece of Timber laid the Art of Phyſick .
upon the Capital of a Pillar : The ancient
Epocha of Epoch, (in Chronol .) a
Greeks often madeuſe of this Word to fig. folemn Date of Time, counted from ſome
nifewhatwecall the Architrave, whichis memorable Adion, or Event ; as the Cre
the firſt Member of theEntablature, and is ation of the World , Noah's Floud, the
uſually broken into Two or Three Diviſions Birth of our Lord, & c. from the Greek
termed Faſcia , i. e . Swathes, Fillets, Bands, Word Epecho, i, e. to ſtop, or ſtay, becauſe
or Lifts.
the Meaſures of Time aretherebyftay'd, or
Epitaph, an Inſcription, or Writing ſet determin’d : Theſe Epocha's or Æra's are
on a Tomb .
different according to the Cuſtom of ſeve
Epttalis, a Stretching or Straining ; ral Nations, and among them the four fol,
Incenſeneſs, Vehemence; an amplyfying or lowing ones are chicky remarkable, viz .
inlarging on a Subjeá : Alſo the buſieft
The
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The Julian Epocha, takes Name from
To Equalize, to equal, to make Shares
Julius Cafar's Reformation of the Roman equal.
Calendars which was done Forty Five
Equanimity, evenneſs of Mind , Con
Years before Chriſt's Nativity, in the 708 tentedneſs.
Year from the Building of Rome, and in
Equapiuin , ( L. ) the Herb Aliſander,
or Lovige.
the 731 Olympiad.
The Ethiopick or Abaffine Epocha,
Equation , ( in Algebra) a mutual com
fo nam'd from its being in uſe among the paring of two equal Quantities, or Things
Abaſſines and Egyptians : This Epocha begun of different Names, or Kinda ; , as when
Aug. 29. A.C. 284 .
the value of 3 Shillings is compared to 36
The Unrkith or arabick Epocha , Pence.
which they call the Hegeira, takes its Riſe
In Afronomy, Equation is taken for
from the impoſtor Mahomet's flight from the proportioning, or regulating of Time,
The City of Mecca in Arabia ; which hap- or the difference between the Time mark'd
out by the Sun's apparent Morion, and the
( end July 16. 4. C.622,
The Perſick or ZeldegerdickEpocha, Time thatis meaſur’d by its real,ormid
takes its Dare either from the Coronation die Motion, according to which Watches
of the laſt Perſian King Jefdegerdis; or from and Clocks are to be adjuſted .
his being conquer*d byOttoman the Saracen ,
Equation or Dptical Proftaphärelis ,
which was June 16. A. C. 632 .
( in the Prolemaick Syſtem ) is the Angle
Epode, one of the Members of that madeby ewo Linesdrawn from the Center
fort of Lyrick Pcetry of which Pindar's of the Epicycle, to the Centers of the
Odes conlift : Allo a Title of one of World, and of the Eccentrick .
Horace's Books after his Odes.
Equation or Phyfical Protaphære
Epomis, a Hood, ſuchas Univerſity- is, is the difference between the motions
Students and Livery -men wear. In Anato- of the Center of the Epicycle, in the E
quant, and in the Eccentrick .
my, the upper partof the Shoulder.
Cpomphalum , a Plaiſter, or other Me Cqnation or Cotat Proſtapłärefts,
dicine apply'd to the Navel, when it ſtarts is the difference between the Planet's mean
or bunches our.
and true Motion, or the Angle made by
Eplema, a Deco &tion of new Wine, the Lines of the true and mean Motion of
till halt be boil'd away .
the Center .
Epulis, (G. P.T.) a Lump of Fleſh Equato; or Equinoctial Line, which
growing about the Gums , which reaches Sea-men, by way of Excellency, call The
she fartheft Teeth, and is ſo large, as ſome- Line, is an imaginary great Circle, that di
times to hinder the opening of the Mouth . vides the Heaven, or Globe of the Uni
Epuloticks, Powders, or other Medi- verſe, into two equal Parts, North and
cines that dry up Ulcers; or that ſerve to "South ; ſo that when the Sun paſſes thro' it,
the Day and Night become of an equal
bring them to an Eſcar.
Epulam , (L.) a folemn Banquet, or length in every part of the Earth.
Holy Feaſt among the Romans, prepared
Eques , (L.) a Horſe-man , a Man of
for their Gods ; whoſe Statues were com-| Arms; a Roman Knight of a middle Order,
monly laid on Beds, and were ſerv'd as if between the Commonalty and Peerage.
they weje hungry : Whence the Word is
Cques quratus, the Latin Term for
taken for a Noble Entertainment, a great a Knight in England , becauſe anciently none
I rear ; a Meal.
but Knights were allowed to guild their
Equat motions, (L. in Philos.) ſuch Armour and other War -like Furniture.
Motions as always continue the fame De
Equeſtrian, belonging to a Horſe
gree ofSwiftneſs.
man , or Knight,
Equat, like, juſt.
Equiangular, that has equal Angles,
!
An Equal, one that is upon the fame or Corners.
Level with another.
Equterural, that has equal Legs, or
To Equal, to make equal, to anſwer, Sides.
to be agreeable to.
Equiculus or Equus soinot, one of
Equality, a being equal, or like, the Northern Conſtellations, containing 4
igreeableneſs, Likeneſs : In Mathematicks, Stars.
Equidtſtant, that is of an equal Di.
The exact Agreement of two Things in re
tance,
fpect of Quantity:

Cottie
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Equitlateral, that has equal Sides.
of other Courts, and the Rigour of the
Equilib ,um , equal Ballance, equality Common Law is moderated ; and where
of Weight and Poiſe, when the Ballance Controverſies are ſuppos'd to be determin'd
hangs neither on one ſide, nor on the other: according to the exact Rules of Equity and
Thus, two Weights in a pair of Scales being Conſcience .
Equivalence , a Term which ſerves to
equal, are faid to be in Equilibrio.
Cquimmiltiplees , are Numbers, or expreſs the Agreement in Nature, Quality,
Quantities multiply'd by one and the ſame or Circumſtances between ſeveral Things
Number, or Quantity : Or fuch Numbers, propoſed.
or Quantities as contain their Submultiplees,
Equivalent, being of equal Worth , or
an equal Number of times ; as 12 and 6 areValue.
Equimultiplees of their reſpective Submul
An Equitvalent, as to give an Equiva
lent, i. e. to produce ſomething of equal
tiplees 4 and 2.
Equtnoctial, (in Aftron.) belonging to Value with another.
the Circle call’d the Equinostial in the
Equivocal, (in Logick ) having a doutro
Heavens, and the Equator on the Earth.
ful, or double Signification ; or whoſe
Equinoctial Dtal, a Dial whoſe Plane Senle and Meaning may be taken ſeveral
ways.
lyes paralel to the Equinoctial.
Equivocals or Equivocal terms,
Equinoctial L tue, the ſame as Equa
are ſuch whoſe Names are the ſame, but
Tor.
Equinores , the Times in which the their Natures very different.
Sun enters the firſt Points of Aries and
EquivocalGeneration , ( in Philos.) the
Libra, when the Days and Nights are of Production of Plants or Herbs without
equal Length , as about March 10 , and Seed ; or of Living-Creatures, without be
September 12 į the former being cermed ing begotten by Parents in the natural
the Vernal, and the other, the Autumnal Way.
Equivocal Signs, (in Surgery) certain
Equinox .
Equimis Barbatus, ( L. ) i. e. the Accidents or Signs of the Fracture of the
Scull, which confirm other Signs, termed
beardedHorſe, a kind of Comet.
To Equip , to provide of Neceſſaries, Univocal.
Equivocal awozd , (in Gram .) a Word
to furnish ; to ſer, or fit out.
Equipage, the Proviſion of all things whichcomprehends moreSignifications than
neceſſary for a journey,orVoyage ; as Attire, one, or that ſerves for different Notions.
To Equivocace, to ſpeak doubtfully,
Furniture, Attendance, Horſes, Cloaths,
to ſay one thing, and mean another.
OG
tes
Equivocation or Equivoqué, an e
Egnipara , (L. in Logick) things
quivocating, a double meaning .
compared, or made equal.
Equipollence, a Logical Term us'd,
Equuleus or Eaules, ( L.) a Colt, or
when ſeveral Propofitļons fignifie one and little Horſe ; alſo a kind of Rack, or Tor
the ſame thing, tho' they expreſs it after turing -Engine, in uſe among the Romans
different manners ; as fome Man is Learned , a Strappado , or Wooden Horſe, ſuch as
Soldiers are made to ride upon for Mif
notevery Man is Learned .
Equipollent, being of equal Force, demeanourse
Equis, a Horſe, alſo a Sea -fith .
Value, or Signification .
+ Equiponderolis, that is of equal
Equus alatus, the fabulous winged
callid Pegaſus, one of the Northern
Horſe,
Weight.
e
s
e
Conſtellations , conſiſting of Twenty
Equttabl , juſt, righteou , reaſonabl .
Equttatura ,(0.L. )a Liberty ofRiding, Stars.
or of carrying Grift and Meal from a Mill
Equus Coopertuis , (0. L.) a Horſe
on Horſe-back : Miles cum equitatura, a ſet out with a . Saddle and other burni
Knight with his Horſe, Arms and Furni- ture .
Er, ( H. a Watch -man ) the firft born
ture .
Equity, the Vertue of creating all Men Son of Judah ,
To Eradicate, (L.) to pluck up by the
according to the Rules of right Reaſon and
Juſtice : In a legal Senſe, it is the Cor. Roots, to root out, to deſtroy urterly , as
textion of the Law , generally made in that To Eradicate a Diſeaſe, a Vice, &c.
Eradication , the Act of rooting out,
part wherein it fails.
Court of Equity, the ſame as the Go
Courtof Chancery, in which the Severity
Eranar
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Cranarches, (G. ) an Adeffour, or
Tax - gatherer.
Eranthemum , the Herb Camomile.
Eranus, a Tax, a Contribution, or
Club ; alſo the Stone call'd a Turquoiſe.
Eraſed, (in Heraldry) when any thing is
forcibly torn off from its proper Place.
Eralement, a blotting, or dalhing
Eraſmus, (G. amiable, or lovely) a
proner Name of Men .
Eraltians, certain Sectaries, fer up by
one Eraftus a Phyſician, who held that the
Power of Excommunication reſided in the
Civil Magiſtrate.
Erato, one of the Nine Muſes, who
sul'damorous Poeſy.
Eratoſthenes , a noted Hiftorian , Poet,
Philofopher and Aſtronomer ; who upon
account of his great Learning, was ſtyld
Plato Minor, and was eſpecially eminent
for his Skill in the Mathematicks.
Erchembald, (6.) a proper Name of
Men , fignifying a bold, or ſpeedy Lear
per .
Erect , ( L.) raiſed , upright.
Erett declining Dials, Dials whoſe
Planes are not dire& ly oppoſite to any of
the Four Cardinal Points, but decline from
theMeridian ,or Prime Vertical Circle.
Eret Flowers , thoſe that grow upright.
To Erect, to raiſe, or ſet up, co build.
To Erect a figure, ( in Aſtrol.) to divide the 12 Houſes aright ; putting down
the proper Sign, Degree, & c, on each
Cuſp ; fo that the Figure may truly repreſent
thePoſitions of the Heavenly Bodies, at
that Moment of Time for which it is de
lign'd.
Erection , an erecting, or raiſing, a
making to ſtand upright.
Erectores Penis, (in Anar.) a pair of
Muſcles that help to cauſe the Erection of
the Yard .
Eremitical, (G.) belonging to a De
fart, or leading a Hermit's Life.
Eremitorum , (0. L.) an Hermitage, or
defart Place for the Retirement of Her
mits.
Eremodícium , (G.in the Roman Law )
a Nonſuit, or Default of Appearance at
she Day appointed .
4 reption, ( L.) a ſnatching, or taking
away by force .
Erica, the Sweet Broom , Heath , or
Ling.
Örfcerum , à fort of Medicine for the
Eyes ; alſo a Walk for the Mouth ,
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Ericeus or Erichus, (L.) the Urchin ,
or Hedge-hog i a wild Beaft : Alſo a War
like Engine made of Iron , and full of
tarp pointed Spikes, or Nails ; " a Porc
cullis.
Ertdanus or Padrid, the River Pe in
Italy, which is made a Southern Gonftellati
on of 28 Stars.
Cringeron , (G.) the Herb Groundſel,
3
which being outwardly apply'd, is good
for an Inflammation of thePaps, the King's
Evil, & c.
Erinaceus or herinaceis , ( L.) á
Hedge-hog.
Eringo, a Plant, otherwiſe call'd Ⓡeso
holly, the Roots of which being candy'd,
areexcellentSweet-mears, good againſt the
Plague, Conſumption , c.
Criphia,(G.) an Herb which fome call
Ho'zlow -root,or Holy-wort.
Erke, (0.) weary, loitering.
Crimine, a little Northern Weaſel,
whoſe Furr is very coſtly, and only fitfor
Princes, or Perſons of great Quality to
wear. In Heraldry, a Repreſentation of
that ſort of Furr .
Ermine-ſtreet or Erminage-ſtreet,
one of the Four noted Roman High -ways in
England.
Ernes, (0.) Promiſes : Alſo the looſe
ſcatter'd Ears of Corn left on the Ground
after the Cocking of it.
Erneſt, (Ge. ſerious or fevere) a pro
per Name of Men ,
Ernful, ( S.C.) ſorrowful, lamentable.
Crodentia , (L. P.T.) Medicines that
gnaw and prey upon theFleſh .
† Erogation , a ſpreading, or laying
out.
Erogenneton , (G.) an Herb that cauſes
Love.
Eroſkon , ( L.) a gnawing, eating a way ,
or conſuming.
Eroteina or Erotels, (G.) Interro:
gation, or Queſtion : In Rhetorick , a Figure,
when by asking many Queſtions weaggia.
vate a Buſineſs.
Crotplos, a kind of precious Scone like
a Flint.
To Cre, (L.) 10 go outof the way, Or
miſtake.
Errand , a Meſſage
Errant , wandring, going up and
down : In Law , it is apply'd to Juſtices
that go the Circuit ; and to Bailiffstravel
ling at large,
KnightsErrant, a ſort of Romantick
Knights, feign'd to wander about the
World in ſearch of new Adventures.
Errata, Faults eſcaped in Printing.
Erratick ,
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Ery hros, a Shrub callid Sumach .
Erratick, wandring.
Erg -hotaon , a kind of Pheaſant, or
Erraticum , ( 0. Lifa Waifor Stray, an
Buftard .
arrant orwandring Beaſt.
Elarhaddon, ( H. Binding, Chearful,
Errhines, (c .). Medicines put up the
Noftrilsto cleanle the Head.
neſs) a King of Allyria.
Erroneous , ſubjectto Errour, Falfe.
Elau , (H. doing or working) the Son of
Errones or Ecrátick Stars, the Pla- Ifaac, and Brother of Jacºb.
nets ſo call'din Contradiftin &tion to the fixed
Esbiancatura, ( ó. L. ) the cutting off
Stars, by reaſon of their having each a pe- of Branches or Boughs in a Foreſt.
Eſcalade, the Furious Storming of a
culiar Motion.
Errour, Miſtake, Overſight, Folly : In Place, carry’d on with Ladders.
Eſcambio, ( I.) a Licence granted for
Law, a fault in Pleading, or in the Proceſs.
Wirit of Errour , that which lies to re the making over of a Bill of Exchange to
dreſs falle Judgment given in any Court of a Man beyond Sea.
Record
Eſcape, ( F.) Flight.
Clerk of the Errours ,an Officer,whoſe
To Eſcape, to make one's Eſcapę, to get
Bulineſs it is toCopy out the Tenour of the away or out : In a Legal Senſe, when one
Records of a Caule, upon which the Writ that isArrefted comes to his Liberty , before
he be deliver'd by Order of Law.
of Errour is brought
Eſcapium , ( o. L.) what comes by Acci.
Ers, bitter Vetch, a kind of Pulſe.
dent, Chance, or Hap.
Erth, (c.) Stubble after Corn is cut .
Eſcara or Eſchara, (G.) an Eſcar , or
Ervangina, (L.) a Weed that winds a
Cruſt brought over an Ulcer, alſo a kind of
bout Corn ; Orebank, Choke-weed .
Eruca, the Caterpillar, or Canker. Herb .
worm ; alſo the Herb Rocket or Winter
Eſcarotick or Eſcharotick, a Plaiſter,
creſs,
a Searing- Iron, actual Fire, or the like, that
brings a Sore to a Cruft.
Eructation , a belching -forth.
Erchanderia, (0. L.) the Chandry, ar
Erudition, an inſtructing or bringing
en ingood Literature; Learning, scholar Office where Candles are laid up and delią
ship
ver'd out for Family -Uſes
Eſtheat, ( L. T.) any Lands or Profits
Ervilium, or Ervum
Cevilia,
of Pulſe likeVerches
or Tares. , ( C:) that fall to a Lord within his Mancur by
a ſort
Eruncation , a Weeding, or pulling Forfetture, or the Death of his Tenantwich
out of Weeds.
out Heirs.
Eruption , an iſſuing or brea
To Eſcheat, to fall after ſuch a manner,
king forth
Vio
len
with
ce.
to the chief Owner.
Eitheatoz, an Officer, who takes notice
Erewhile
Eryngium, , (0.)
ago,Erlately
( G a) while
the Herb
ingo ,. or of the Queen's Eſcheats in the County , and
Sea-holly
certifies them in the Exchequer.
Errimu Hedge-muſtard.
To Elche'w , to avoid or fun.
Eryſipelams,,
Eſcortátio moræ, a paring off the
a Swelling, commonly
çell'Erd St, Anthony's - Fir
e.
Turff of Mooriſh Sedgy Ground.
yſipelatodes ,
a Swelling like the
Eccouade, ( F. M.'T.) the Third parç
en desymptoms being ingredientelers ofa
Foot Company
Eſcroll,
(L.T .) a Deed or Inſtrument de
Erylipelatous , belonging to, or parta liver'd to a Third Perſon, to be the Deed
Ery
Nat
ofan ſipelas,
kingErofqhe
of the Party, upon a future Condition .
ytbace, thure
e Honey-ſuckle Flower .
e, ( F.) a kind of Knight-Ser
2 Erythacus,theRobin : red-breaft ; a Bird . viceEſcuag
, callid Service of the Shield .
Erythinus
Eſculents , ( L. ) Plants for Food ; as
over Red exceptor
thEryth
iteall;
which, isa Wh
e Bellyinus
Fiſh
Chokas, Carrets, Turneps, &c.
the Rochet or Sea-Roach .
Efculus, ( L.) the Beech , or Maft- Tree.
Erptbremata , Red Sp
otşſ e Flea -bites,
Eſcurial, a Fanious Palace and Monafte.
conumon in peftilential Feversik
.
Erythlod
built by Philip II. K. of Spain, not far
ry
anum ,
RoEr
an Herb having a Red from Madrid .
ot;ytMahzdder.
eon, (in Heraldry) the Coar or
oides Bembza , (in Anat.) FielEſcutch
d on which any Arnas are Born .
n
a Red Skin of the Tefticlesa, the firſt of
theErproper Coats.
Eſcutcheon ofPretence, anIn- eſcutche.
ythropus th
on or ſmall Eſcutcheon , which a Man thas
,
e Runner ,
a Water, I bas Marry'd an Heireſs, may bear 'over his
OW
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own Coat of Arms, and in it the Arms of Warlike Chariot, calld Eſſedum , but Fought
on Foor.
his Wife.
Eskektozes , (0. S.) Robbers, or De.
Ellence, ( L. ) the Nature, Subſtance,
ſtroyers of other Men's Lands or Eſtates.
or Being of a Thing In Geometry, the Efe
Eskippelon , (0. L. T.) Shipping, or fence of a Circle is, that its Semidiameters
paffage by Sea.
be all equal; the Eſſence of a Squareis,thal
Elnety, ( F. L. T.) the Right of chu . it have Four Right Angles, and as many e.
fing firſt in a divided Inheritance, which qual Right-lined Sides.
Elence; ( in Chym .) is a Spirit drawnout
belongsto theEldeſt Coparmner.
Elor, ( L.) a great Fift ' in the River of certain Subſtances , the Balſamick Part
Rhine ; a Lax.
of any thing feparated from the thickco
Elpaliers, Trees planted in a curious Marrer.
Order againſt a Frame,for the bounding Ellence of Ambet-greaſe, an Extrac
of the more Oily parts of Amber-greafe,
of Borders or Walks in Gardens, &c:
Muskand Civet, in Spiritof Wine.
Elparcet, a kind of St.Foin-Graſs.
Elpealtare, ( 0. L.) to expeditate or
Ellendí quietum de Telonio,
| Law -Dogs, either by cutting off the Three Writ thatlies for the Citizensand Burgeſſes
Fore-Claws of the Right-Foot, or by cutting of any City or Town, that has a Charter
out the Ball of the Foot.
or Preſcription to fiee them from Toll; if
Eſpelet, the third Branch of a Hart's the ſame be any where exacted of them .
Horn .
Cenes , certain Philofophers among the
Eſpervarius or Sparverius , (F. L.) | Ancient Jeros.
a Srarcow -Hawk .
Ellentia Quinta,Quinteſſence,a Me
Elpicurnancia, theOffice of Spigurnel dicinemade of the moſt powerfully Work.
or Sealer ofthe King's Writs .
ing and Active Particles of its " Ingredi
Eſplanade, (F. in Fortif .) properly the ents.
Glacis or Slope of the Connterſcarp ; but it
Eftential, belonging to the Elence, Nae
is now chiefly taken for the void Space be tural, Neceffary .
zween the Glacis of a Citadel, and the firft EfTential Debilities, (in Aftrol.) are
Houſes of a Town .
when the Planets are in their Detriment, Fall
Glplees, ( L. T.) the full Profits that or Peregrine.
the Ground yields; as the Hay of Mea
Ellential Dignities, Certain RealAd
dows.
vantages, by which Planers are fortify'd or
Eſpouſals, ( F.) Wedding, Marriage, ſtrengthen d .
Ctential Properties, ſuch Properties
ghe Ceremony us'd upon that Occafion. ;
To Eſpouſe, to Betroth , Wed , or take as neceſſarily depend on the Nature or El
in Marriage ; to Embrace an Opinion ,Cauſe, fence of any thing:
Party, dc.
EfTentiál Salt of a Plant,(in Chym .)
Clpzingold, a Warlike Engine for the is made of the pounded Juice of the Plante
Arain'd and ſet for ſome cime in a Cellar,
Caſtingforth of great Stones.
To Elpy, ( F.) to Perceive or Diſcover , till the Salt ſhoot out into Cryſtals.
to Watch or Obſerve.
The Effentials of Religion ,the Fun
Eſquire, ( F. ) a Gentleman that bears damental Articles and Points of it.
Arms, a Title of Dignity next below a
+ Cientifical, caufiog the Effence or
Knight.
Being.
Eſquires, are allo Created by theQueen,
Ellere, little Puſhes or Wheals, which
by putting about their Necks a Collar offoon infect the whole Body with a violent
s's , and beſtowing on them a pair of Sil- Itching.
ver Spurs.
Eloin , (L. T. ) an Excuſe alledged for
Clquires of the Dueen's Body, cer . one that isSummon’d to appear and anſwer
to a real A & ion, 6c, upoti fome juſt Cauſe
tain Officers belonging to the Court.
Cartum , Erattum , or Affartum , of Abfence.
To Cloin , to Excufe a Perſon fo Ab?
( E L. ) Wood · Lands broke up or
Plough'd .
fenr.
Elay , ( F.) Proof, Tryal, Attempt ; a
Clerk of the Croins, an Officer, who
thort Diſcourſe upon aSubje & .
keeps the Efloin -Rolls, delivers them to ex
Elay ofa Deer, (H. T.) the Breaf very Officer, and receives them again when
or Brisker of a Deer.
they are Written .
To Clay, to make an Effay , to Try.
Eforio de malo lecti ,a Writ dire& ed
Credariisz a Soldier who Rode in a to theSherif, for fending Four Lawful
Knighsss
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Előay, a Beaft found in any Lordſhip,
Knights toviewone that has effoin'd himſelf,
as being Sick a -bed.
and
not own'd by any Man; which it be
To Eſtablith, to make Stable, Firm , or not claim'd in a year and a Day, fallsifto the
Sure ; to ſercle, or fix.
Lord of the Manour.
Etablifh
El reat, the Copy of an Original Wri
, Eſtabliſhing, Settlement
or Settling ment
rly of Fines fetdown in
ting
; particula
Etablífymentof Dower, ( L. P.) the the Rolls
of a Court, to be ,levy'd of any
Affuranceofa Dower or Portionmade to Man for his Offence.
Clerk of the Cltreats, a Clerk who
the Wife,about the time of Marriage.
Eſtandard, ( F.) the Standing Meaſure receives the Etreats out of the Lord Trea
of theQueen ,to the fcantling of which ,all furer's Remembrancer'sOffice, and writes
Meaſures throughout the Land are co be them out to be levy'd for the Queen.
fram'd : Allo a Banner, or Enfign .
Eltrecíatûs, ( 0. L. ) Atraitn'd or
Eltate, the Pofture or Condition of block'd up .
Eſtregbords, Boards, Deal, or Firr,'
Things of Affairs ; Revenues or Means: In
or Intéreft which a Man brought from the Eaſtern Parts for Waina
Lax , chat TitleTenement
s.
has in Lands or
and other Uſes.
CE
The Three Ettatesof the Realm ,are fcotting
To Etrepe, ( L. T. ) to make Spoil in
the Thsee ditin &t Orders in the Kingdom
Lands or Woods, to the prejudice of him
of England
,viz. the Lords Spiritual, the in the Reverſion.
Lords Temporal, and the Commons .
Cltrepement or Clrepament, Spoil Eſteem,
Reputatio
n. (L.) Value, Reſpect, Account, madeby a Tenant for
TermofLife, upon
or .Woods, to the dammage of
Reverfioner
the Lands
To Cleen , to Value,to have an Eſteem any
for;to believe, to judge, to Suppoſe , to
reckon
.
Elula, (L.) the Herb Spurge.
@luline Salts , (C. T.) Šalts that are
or Hidden) a proper of a fretting andeatingQuality,
, (H.Secret
NaElher
men .
me of Wo
Etape, (F ) a Staple or Publick -Stores
Ethiomenos, (G. in Surgery ) awinding Houſe,aStaple-Town
. Allo an allowance of
InflammatGangrene
ion ,that gnaws
confumes
Proviſion
and
the
s and Forrage for Soldiers, during
Parts ; a
, or diſpoſition
tification
.
to Mor- their March through a Country.
Ctapier, one that makes an Agreement
+ Eximable, worthy
being of Value.
to be eſteemed , with a Country, for furniſhing Troops iis
Elimate Edimation Prizing or their March with Proviſions andForrage.
Rating, the ſetorPrice or Value. ,
Etching,a particular way ofEngraving .
To Climate , to Value ,
Eternal, (L.) that is without beginning
Appraiſe, or ſet a Price on .
or Rate ; to or End ; everlaſting, endleſs.
Eltival,belonging to the Summer.
Eternity ,Everlaſtingneſs, a Continuancë
Hind'ra
nce or thær Time cannot Meaſure .
Eltoppel, (F. L.'T
.)213
Bar of an Adion , growing from a Man's Eternal.
To Eternize or Eternalité, co make
own Fact, that has or otherwife might have
ion.
had his Ad
Eteliæ , ( G.) certain mild Northerly
Eftovers,(L. T.) that Sultenance,which Winds,
ha
cuGo
ou
ve
o
of
s’dod
t
ofsdFelony, ist
1. MaLann ac
gentle.
Ethe.
( 0.a )Titeaſy,
uring his Impriſonment : Exce
his dsor
llent),
le peculiar to the Prince or
Noble
( s.g ou
, on
Ethelin
Alſo certain Allowances of Wood , to be next
Crown , gam
Heir tog thore atheliti
r Saxoor
n
taken out of another Man's Woods or Anceſtours.
Ground.
Eltoufade, (in - Cookery ) a partic
two Kings of this Narion .
ular way ofEthelba
ld, (i. e, nobly bold ) the Name
Stewing Meat,& c. in an earthen Pan .
of Ci
rade, the one half of an Alcove, Name there were ſeveral of our Engliſh
Ethelbert, (s. e. nobly bright) of this
maiRec
d with Boards and Richly Furnifd,for Kingston
the Eeption of Perſons of Quality ,
To trange , (F. ) to draw away the of the Northu
.
mbr(i.
Ethelfred,
Affedions
ian'e.s Noble Peace) a King
. '
Eitrangement th Ad of Extranging
:
, e
Ethelred, ( i. 6. Noble in Council) a
Allo they that are GName
are Born beyond, (Sea : T.)
moftbyReſeveral
King,Saxon
the SPrinces.
nownedEngliſh
em ) aborn
eventh
, ( i. « . Noble
Ethelſtan or Athelſtan
10* Parties, to the levying of
Fine, dream of the Saxom Monarchs from Egbert ,
Ethelward
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Evanid , ( L, in Philos.) fading, frail;
Noble
perEthelward,
Nameof Men (i.e.
among
the Keeper)
Saxons. a pro an Epithet that ſome give to Colours, which
are not of a very long continuance.
Ethelwin , Noble Purchafer.
To Evapozáte, to diſſolve into Vapours,
Ethelwold , Noble Governour.
Ethelwolph, (i. e. Noble Helper) the to ſteam out.
chief of this Name, was the Second of our
To Evapozate to a Pellicle,(inchym .)
to conſume a Liquor by a gentle Heat, till
Saxon Monarchs.
Ethereal , (F.) belonging to the Air.
a thin Skin is perceiv'd to ſwim on the top
Ethereal Dil , (C. T.) a very fine or of it.
Evapozation , breathing or ſteaming
foon
which
Spirit,
rather
or
Oil,
exalted
out : In Phyſick , a diſcharging of Humours
takes Fire.
through the Pores of the Body : In Chymi.
Ethicks, Moral Philoſophy.
Ethmoidalis, in Anat. ) a Suture or Ary, a diſperſing the ſuperfluous Moifture of
Seam that ſurrounds a Bone of that Name. any Liquid Subſtance, by means of a gentle
Othmoides, the Bone which refembles Fire.
Evaſion, Eſcape or Flight , Shift of
a Sieve, plas'd above the inner part of the
Trick .
Nore.
Euchariſt, (G.) the Bleſſed Sacrament of
Ethnarchus, a Lord General, or chief
the Lord's Supper.
Governour of a Nation .
Ethnick, belonging to the Heathens,
Euchariſtical, belonging thereto.
Euchoja, a good Colour,and Temper of
Heathenith .
Ethologus, one that preſſes other the skin .
Euchylos, (among Phyſicians) one that
Mens Manners by Voice or Gefure ; a Mi.
mick .
abounds with good Juices or Humours; it
Ethology, a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe of is alſo apply'd to Vi& uals that afford good
Manners: In Rhetorick , the Art of ſhewing Nouriſhment.
the Manners of others.
Euchymia , an excellent Temper of the
Ethopæra, a Rhetorical Figure in which Blood, and other Humours in the Body of a
there is a Repreſentation of theManners and Living - Creature.
Eucralia,a goodtemperature of the ſe :
Pallions of Men.
Etymological, belonging to Etymology. veral parts of theBody.
Etymologiſt, one Skill'd in ſearching
Eudæinon, (in Aftrol.) the Eleventh
out the true Interpretation of Words.
Houle of a Celeſtial Figure; ſo call’d, upon
+ To Etymologize , to give an account account of good and proſperousSignifica
tions.
of the Derivation of Words.
Etymology, that part of Grammar
Cudes, a proper Name of Men , from
which hews the Original of Words, for the the Saxon Word Hud, i, e. Keeper,
better difinguiſhing of their true Significa
Tudiäon, the Thread or Cork that is
tion .
ty'd to a Gliſter-Pipe ; alſo a Scupper-hole
Etymon , the Originałof a Wörd.
in a ship.
Eadtapneuſtes ,one that Sweats kindly.
To Evacuate, to empty, to diſcharge,
or void .
Eve, the Wife of Adam ; alſo the Day
a Feſtival or Holy-day:
Evacuation , an emptying or voiding : before
Eve and reve, (in the Scotch Law )
In Phyſick , a diſcharging of fuperfluous Huo
Servants whoſe Predeceffours have been
mours and Excremenrs out of the Body.
To Evade , to eſcape, to lift of.
Servants to any Man and his Predeceſſours.
Evan or Jvon , a proper Name of the
Eve- churt or Thurr-wozm, an Ins
feet .
ſame Signification as John .
Evangelical,(G .) belonging to the Gos
Cveck, a Beaſt like a wild Goar.
Guectica, ( G.) that part of Phyfick
pel, Goſpel-like.
Evangeliſts, the Sacred Writers, who which thews how to get a good Habit of
were the Pen-men of the Goſpel.
the Body
Ebećtion, ( L. ) a carrying forth. In
Evangelium, the Goſpel. Among the
the Ancients, Cvangelia, in the plural Aſtronoiny, Eve&tion or Libration of the
in her Motion.
Number, fignify J Proceſſions and Prayers Moon, is an inequality
Evectiones, (in the Roman Law ) Licen
made in Joy of Good Tidings: But it is
now taken for thoſe Books of the New Te les to uſe Stage -Horſes, Poft-Warrants, bc.
ftament,which containan Account of the allo Cockets at the Cuſtom Houſe, for che
Life, Miracles, & c. of our Blefled Savi. Exporting of Goods.
our,
Eneltes
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Euelces , (G. ) that is troubled with
Ulcers, eaſy to be cur'd .
Even Mumber, ( in Arith.) a Num
ber which may be divided into two even
or eq al Parts, without any Fra&ion .
Evenly even, is that which an even
Number mcalures by an even Number.
Cvenly odd, is that which an even
Number meaſures by anodd one.
Event, ( Lat. ) Adventure, Chance ;
Mue, Succeſs.
To Eventilate,to Winnow , or Fan : In
Law , to efti nare , or value an Eſtate.
Eventilation, The Ad of Winnow
ing, & c. a ſtrict examining or ſifting of a
Buſineſs ,
Everaro , ( G. well reported ) a proper
Name of Men .
Everſon , an Over-throwing or Over
turning ; Deftruction, or Overthrow .
+ Éveſtigation , a finding or ' ſeeking
out.
Euecia, ( G. ) a good ſound habit of
Body.
Eugalacton, an Herb good to breed
Milk ; Milk wort :
Eugenia, Nobleneneſs of Birth , Nobility, Gentility ; alſo an excellent fort of
Grape. enius
or Eugene, ( i . e. of Noble
Eug
cent) a proper Namemof Men.
DefEugeos
or Eugiu , the Womb Co
called by way of comparifon with fruitful
Ground.
Eviction, ( L. ) a convincing by force
ofArgument, or Law .
Evidence, the being evident,Plainneſs,
Demonftration : In Law , any Proofbythe
Teſtimony of Men, Records, or Writings ;
alſo a Witneſs that makes Proof againſt a
Male factor.
To Evidence, to make evident, to
prove .
Evidences , Deeds, or Authentical
Writings of Agreements, c. that are
Seald and Deliver'd .
Evident, manifeft , apparent, clear.
Evil, Ill, Miſchief ; alſo the King's
Evil, a Diſeaſe.
To Evince, ( L. ) to overcome, bear
down, or prove by Argument : Among the
Civilians, to Convict and Recover by Law.
tСviſceration ,a taking out the Bowels:
Evitable, that may be, avoided , or
thunn'd.
Eulogium , (G.) an Elogy, a praiſing
or ſpeaking well of.
diumenides, the Furies of Hell.
Cumetos, a Stone which laid under the
Head diſturbs the Fancy and calules ftrange
Dicams,

Eunomians, a Sect of Hereticks, who
held that Faith alone was acceptable with ,
out good Works.
Eunuch, a Man that is gelded op de.
priv'd of his Genitals :
Euncuhion , a kind ofbroad Lettice.
Evocatio, ( L.) a calling forıh or calling
upen , a Summons :
Euoues, or Euormia , (G.) Fragrancy
or Sweet Smell.
Evolution , an Algebraical Term us'd
for the Extraction of Roots out of any
Powers.
Evolutions, (in military Diſcipline)are
doubling of Ranks or Files, wheelings and
other Motions.
Eunonymnus, ( G.) the Spindle -tree or
Prick - timber.
Eupatozium ,Hemp.agrimony or Livero
Wort .
Eupathia, an eaſineſs in ſuffering.
Eupepña, a good and eaſie Concodion
or Digeftion.
Eupetalos, a precious Stone, allo a kind
of Laurel.
Euphemiſmus, Good Name, Reputa
tion ; In Rhetorick, a Figure, whereby a
foul harsh Word is chang'd into another
thatmay give no Offence .
Euphonia, a graceful Sound, a ſmooth
running of Words.
Euphozbia , the Libyan Ferula, à Shrub ?
Euphozbium, the gummy Juice or Sap
ofthac Tree .
Eupholia, the well bearing ofthe Ope .
ration of a Medicine.
Euphragia or Euphraſia, the Herb
Eye-bright.
Euphrates, a great River of Aſia .
Euphzolynum , the Herb Búrrage or
Bugloſs.
Eupnoa, a right Natural Faculty of
fetching one's Breath.
Eupozia, a readineſs in preparing Me
dicines ; or the eaſineſs of their working.
Cupoziſta, Remedies that may be eaſily
had.
Curipus, a narrow Sea in Greece,
which ebbs and flows 7 times in 24 Hours
Euroaquilo, the North -Eaſt-Wind.
Euroaüſter, a South - eaſt Wind.
Euroclydon, a violent and tempeſtuous
North -Eaſt Wind .
Euronotus, a South -Eaſt Wind .
Europe, one of the Four Parts of the
World.
Europeans, the Inhabitants of Europe.
Ourotias, a precious Stone.
Curus, the Eaſt Wind.
Eurhythmia, the true Meaſure obfervid
in
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Efaction , an unreaſonable exacting or
in Dancingafter Muſick : AmongOratours,
GracefulMotion and Carriage of Body : demanding.
Efactneſs , Care, Carefulneſs , Dili,
In Artiche& ure, the exact. Proportion be.
tween all the parts of a Building: In Phy- gence .
Efactoz. ( L. ) a Gatherer of Taxes ,
fick, an excellent natural diſpoſition ofthe
Pulſe .
Tracto : Regis , the King's Tax -ga.
therer,
Eularcos , one that is well fleſhed.
Exærels, ( L. ) a taking away , or.
Tulebts, Religious, Godly :
Eulemia, a Judgment ofá Diſeaſe, ex. drawing out. In Surgery, a drawing out of
cellently well made.
the Body, whatever is hurtful ; & c.
Cuátta, a good Appetite .
To Eraggerate , (L.) to amplify, or en
Cuſplanchnos, one whoſe Bowels are large in Words,
Eraggeration, an amplifying, or ago
found and in good Temper.
Euſtace, a proper Name,from theGreek , gravaring.
Euſtathius or Euftachius, s. . ftanding + Exaggitation , a ftirring up, or mo
ving.
firm .
Čragium , ( G) a Weight among the
Euſtomachus, a good Stomach , allo
Meat proper for it.
Ancients, conſiſting of 4 Scruples.
To Exalt, ( 6.) to raiſe or lift up, to
Enſtylos'or Euſtyle, ( in Archite & .) a
Building in which the Pillars are placed at extol or praiſe highly.
a moſt convenient diſtance one from ano -To Eralt a Spineral, (in Chym . ) to
refine it and encreafe its Strength.
ther ..
Eutaria, a handſom ordering or difpo . Exaltation, an exalting
lifting up
fing ofthings.
In Chymiſtry, an Operation, whereby a
Euterpe, one of the Nine Muſes, the thing is rais'd to a higher Degree of Virtue :
Inventreſs ofthe Flute,
In Aftrology, an Eſſential Dignity ofa
Planet, next in Virtue to being in its pro
Euthanalia, a gentle quiet Death.
Euthopta, a due Nouriſhment of the per Houſe.
Body.
Eraited, raiſed, or lifted up ; allo fub
Euthypojos, a going upright.
lime, excellent.
Eufocos,fruitfuland bringing forth with
Éramblogs, ( G. ) an Abortion , or
Eare.
-Miſcarriage.
Eutonos, Itrong and lufty.
Examen, ( L. ) a Tryal, a' Proof,
particularly of one that is to be admitted to
Eutrophia , the ſamewith Euthropia.
Eutychians, a Se & of Hereticks,whoſe Holy Orders.
Éxamination , an examining or fear:
Ringleader was one Eutyches, A. C. 443.
Cutyn, ( 0. ) even.
ching out ; a Tryal.
Evulfion, L. a plucking, pulling, or a
To Ecamine, to ſearch or enquire into ;
to canvaſs, ſcan , or fift.
drawing out.
Craminers in Chancerg,TwoOfficers
Curine, (G.) as the Euxine- Sea, now
commonly called the Black Sea.
who examine upon Oath, Witneſſes pro .
Euzoinos or Eugomon , the Herb . duc'd on either Side in that Court.
Rocket.
Example, a Pattern , Model, or Copy ;
Ew , a Female Sheep.
an Infance, or Preſident :In Logick, the
Ew is bliſſom , ( C.) i. e, ſhe has taken concluſion of one fingular Point from ano
Tup or Ram ; as Ev is riding, imports lhe is ther.
Tupping.
Cranaſtomosis, (G.) in Anat. ) an
Ewagium , ( 0. L ) Toll paid for opening the ends of Veſſels, as Arteries,
Veins,
&c.
Water-paſſage.
Cranguious, being without Blood ,
Ewbzice, ( S. ) Spouſe -breath, Adul
bloodlefs.
tery.
+ Eranimation, ( L. ) a depriving of
Ewer , a Vellel to hold Water, to be
pour'd into a Bafon.
Life, an aſtonifhing , or diſmaying:
Eracerbatio, (L.) a provoking,galling ,
Crannual Roll, a Rollin which Fines
or grieving a new : In Rhetorick, the ſame thatcould not be levy'd and deſperate Debts,
Figure as Sarcaſmus: In Phyſick , the ſharp were formerly enter'd.
Fit of a Diſeaſe .
Erantheinata, G.) the Meazles, or
Eract , perfe & , pun & ual, ftri&, nice. Small- poxi
To Exact, to require more than is due ,
Erarch. a Vice- Roy, or great Officer,
to demand rigorouſly.
heretofore under the Emperours of com
Atantinopla
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ftantinople, who managʻd the Affairs of ceeds or is fuperfluous in any thing i allo
Italy.
Riot, Debauchery .
Ércellive, exceeding, that goes beyond
Exarchate or Erarchy, the Office or
Dignity of an Exarch .
the due Bounds, or Mealure.
Exchange,a changing or trucking one
Efărthierra , (in Surgery)a disjoynting,
as wher, a Borie is put out of its proper ching for another : In Traffick , the gi
Place.
ving a Sum of Money in one Place, for
Eratticulation, ( L.) a putting out of a Bill ordering the Payment of the like
Sum in another Place : In Law , the ex
oynt, after the fame ma ler .
To Exaſperate, to incenſe or provoke. changing or giving of one piece of Land
Crafperation, an 'esaſperating, or pro- for another.
voking to Anger,
The Queen's Exchange the Place apo
Erauctozatí,(among the Romans) were pointed for the Exchange of Bullion , bc.
Soldiers diſcharged from going to the for the Queen's Coin, in the Tower of
Wars.
London ,
+ Erauctozation , a putting out of any
ExchangesBzakers, Men that give
Office or Service.
Information to Merchants, & c. how the
Ercambiatoz, ( 0. L. ) an Exchanger Exchange of Coin goes,
of Liod, probably ſuch as we bow call
Exchangers , they that return Mortey
Exchange Brokers.
beyond Sea, by Bills ofExchange, br.
Erchequer, ( F.)a Court of Record, in
Ercăvation ,a making hollow .
't To Crcecate,co make blind,to put out which all Cauſes relating to the Crown
Revenues are handled : Alſo the Place
une's Eyes.
: Ercecation , a blinding or making where the Queen's Caſh is receivid and
blind
paid, properly call'd The Receipt of the Exo
To Erceed, to go beyond, to ſurpaſs. cheqwer: Alſo the Prerogative Court of the
Erceeding or Exceláve, that exceeds, Archbiſhop of ſork.
immoderate , extravagant.
Ercipulum ( L. ) an Inftrument to
i
To Ercell, to out-do, to be eminent or take or lay hold of any thing ; alloja kind
fingular in any refpe & .
of Chymical Veſſel,
? Ercellence or Excellency, Eminency, Cecilable, that may be charg'd with the
Prebeminence : Allo a Title of Honour gi- Duty of Exciſe.
ven to Ambaffadors and others.
Erotle, an Impoſition laid by Ad of
Crcellent, that excels, admirable, no- Parliament upon Beer , Ale, Cider and
fable, choice, rare.
other Liquors, during theQueen's Life,
tercellty, Height, Loftinefs.
Ercilon, ( L.) a cutting off, or break .
Excentricalor Ercentrick,that moves ingdown : In Surgery, the cutting off any
in a different Center.
Member or part of the Body.
To Ercept, to take out of the Number
t & rcitation, a Airring up, & cauling
of fomeEffect .
ofothers, to objedt againſt.
Erceptio, ( L. in Pharmacy ) the im
To Ercite, to provoke, to fir up , to
bodying or mixing of dry Powders with cauſe.
Come fort ofMoifture :
Ercitement,the ſame as Excitation.
Erception , an excepting : In Lam, a
To Erclaim , to cry out, to call aloud.
Bar or Stop to an Action.
Erclamation, an exclaiming or crying
To Take Erception at, to be dif- out ; an Out-cry : Allo e Figure in the
pleaſed or unſatisfy'd with.
torick .
Erceptionable , that may be excepted
Toexclude, ſhut out, or keep from .
againſt
Erclula or Erclulagium , ( 0. L.) ?
Erceptious, that is apt to take Excep- Sluce fr Water.
tion or Offence .
Exclulon, an excluding, barring, or
Erceptive ,that ſerves toexcept.
fautting out.
Erceptive Propofitions , (in Logick)
Excluſive,chat has the force ofexcluding:
rclutive Propoſitions , ( in Logick )
are thole where a thing is affirmed of the
whole Subject, except ſome one of the ſuch Propolitions as signify that a Predicate
Inferiours of the Subject .
1o agrees with its Subje &, as to agree with
To Ercerp , to pick or cull out.
that alone and no other :
Ercerption , a culling or chuling
+ To Ercogitate, to invent,or find out
out.
by thinking
Efcefs, an exceeding, that which ex
Ercogitation , an Invention, or Device.
Ercoma
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Ercommengement,an old French Law .
Erecration, an abhorring or loathing ;
a dreadful Oath, Imprecation or Curſe.
word for Excommunication.
To Ercompugicate, ( L.) to turn out
To Erecute, to do, effed , or perform ,
of the Communion of theChurch .
to put to Death by Authority.
Ercommunication ,aSentence promouc'd
Erecution , the executing or doing ofa
by an Ecclefiaftical Judgeagainſt an ob- Thing, theCapital Puniſhment ofa Male
ftinare Offender, debarring him from the fa & or: In Law , the laft performance of
Sacraments, and all Civil Privileges.
an Ad ,
Efecutione facienda ,a Writ command;
ticato capiendo, a Writ
Ercommuni
directed to the Sheriff for the apprehending ing the Execution of aJudgment.
Erecutione facienda incotthernani.
of one who ftands' Excommunicated Forty
Days, and for the laying of him up with. um , á Writ that lies for the taking of his
out Bail or Mainpriſe, till he be reclaim'd . Cartel, that formerly convey'd another's
Excommunicato delibeçando, aWrit Cartel qut of theCounty.
Executioner, the Common Hangman.
to the under Sheriff, for the delivery of
an excommunicate Perſon out of Priſon .
Erecutor, one that performs any
o
: In Law, one who is appointed by
Adion
Writ
Ercommunicat Recipiendo, a
whereby Perſons Excommunicate, being a Laſt Will to diſpoſe of the deceaſed Par
Impriſon'd for their Obftinacy, and unlaw - ty's Eſtaçe.
Erečutor de ſon tozt, ( F. ) one that
fully, ſet at Liberty, are commanded to be
çought for and laidup again.
takes upon him the Office of an Executor
Ercoziated, ( in Surgery) that has the by Intrufon.
$ kin filead, or fretted .
Efecutozy or Executive, that ferves to
Ercoziation , is when the Skin is rubb'd execute.
Erecutrix, a Female Executor.
or torn off, or elſe eaten or fretted away
from any Part of the Fleſh .
Eredum , an Herb good againſt Drowli
Excreation ,a ſpitting out with retching neſs!
Cregelis , an Explication : In Rhetorick,
hauking.
a Figure when that which was at firſt fome.
Ercrement, Ordure , Dregs.
Ercrements of the Body, whatever is what darkly deliver'd, is afterwardsin the
ſeparated from the Food after Digeftion, lameSentence render'd more clear and intel
and is to be thrown out ; as Spittle, Sweat. ligible.'
Ercrementitious, belonging to or par
Oregelis Numeroſa autLinealis,(in
taking of the Nature of Excrements.
Algebra ) the Numeral or Lineal Solucion,
Ercreſcence or Ercreſcency, that or Extra &tion of Roots out of Adfedted
which flicks to, or grows upon another Equations
etfeggtical,explanatory, that ſerves to
thing : In Surgery, fuperfluous Fleſh that
explain or unfold .
grows upon any part of the Body.
Ercietion ,(in Phyfick ) a ſeparating and
Ercelciſinus, ( in Surgery) a breaking
of Bonesfrom the Surface downwards.
voiding of Excrements.
Eremplar, ( L.) a.Pattern or Model,
Ercretion - Boney, a Diſeaſe that hap
Eremplary,thatſerves for an Example :
pens to Horſes, when a kind of ſubitance
worthy of Imitation.
growsin the Bone of theLeg. & c.
Eremplification, a Demonſtration of a
+ Eccruciation, a tormenting, a put
thing by an Example ; alſo a Draught or.
ring to Pain .
To Erculpate, to clear of a Fault, to Copy of an OriginalRecord .
judify or excuſe.
Éremplification of Letters Patent,
Ercurfon, an Invaſion orInrode , alſo a Duplicate or Copy of ſuch Letters.
a Digreſſion, or going from the Subject in
Eremplificatione, a Writ granted for
a Diſcourſe.
the exemplifying ofan Original,
Excuſable, that may be excuſed .
To Eremplify, to prove, or confirm by
Erculatory, that ſerves to excuſe,
an Example ; to Copy out a Deed or Wrio
Ercule, a Reaſon whereby we endea- ting .
Erempt, free from, privileged.
vour ro juftify ſome Offence or Fault com
An Crempt, á Life-Guard free from
mitted .
To & rcule, to admit one's Excuſe, to Duty : In France, an Officer in the Compa.
nies of the Guards, who commands in the
juſtify, to diſpenſe or bear with.
Erculao,' ( L .) a Taking or caſting abſence of the Captains and Lieutenants.
offF.
To Erempt, to free, or diſcharge.
Crecrable, curſed, odious, hateful.
Exemption, Privilege, Freedom : In
* £ 42
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Latv, ' a Privilege to be free from Service | and the Examiner writes on the Back, Thai
or Appearance.
it wasfocw'd to such'a one at the time of his
To Erenterate , (in Philof.) to Draw Examination.
or Bowel.
To Exhibit, to produce, or new ,
Exhibition an exhibiting, Mhewing, de
Trenteration, a taking out the Bowels,
gr Guts.
the Settlements of Benefactors for the
Erequtcs , Funeral Rites or Solémni. Maintenance of Univerſity-Scholars, not
Eies.
depending on the Foundation, are alla
call's Exhibitions,
Erercent that Exerciſes or Praiſes..
To Erbilerate to cheer öp, or make
Crercile, Labour or Pains, the function
orperformance of an Office . Among Phy: merry .
Echileration, the Ad of comforting;
ficians a Motion whereby the Body is ſtirr'd
in order to Health : Allo che practice of all or cheering.
thoſeAdions a Soldier ought to be well To Erhozt, to oncourage, to incite or
Air up ;
vers'd in , to be fit for Service.
To Exerciſe, inure or traio up co, to uſe Echoztation, an exhorting, encourage
or employ , topractiſe ; to bear anOffice. ing. or folliciting.
Exerciſes, the Task ofBoys at School, Erhoitativeor Echoztatozë, that
or ofyoung Students in an Univerſity.
ferves to exhort.
+ Eficcation , a drying up
Erercitatio , frequent exercifing ; Allo
ErigenceorErigenty, Need, Nece
akiad of Critical commenting upon Au.
thors.
fity, Occaſion.
Exergaſia, (G.) a Figure in Rhetorick. Erigenty or Edigent, . Pinch of
when one thing is often repeated, but with Suaight.
Erigendaty of the Common Bench ,
other Terms, Sentences and Oſnaments.
To Erect, ( L. ) to thruſt out, or put the lame as Exigenter.
forth, tothew,
Erigent; a Writ that lies where the
Ecertión, 'the Ad of Exerting, Pro- Defendant in an Action Perſonal cannot be
du & ion, Operation.
found, nor any Thing within the County to
To Erfoliare, (in Surgery) to riče up í bediftrained .
in Leaves or Splinters, as & broken Bone Erigenteč or Erigendary, an Officer
does.
who makes out Exigents and Proclamations
Crirediaré , ( L. f. ) to break thé in
all Adione in which Proceſs of Oudlawry
Peace, to commit open Violence.
lies.
Er grávi Duečela, a Writthat lies for Erile, ( in Philos ) fine, thin , fubtil:
one, to wnoin any Lands or Tenements Allo Banifment, or a Perſon that is Bar
are devis'd by Will, and who is kept from nil'd.
To prile, to Bảniſh ,
the Poſſeſſion of them by the Deviſor's
Heir:
Slenderneſs,
Erility
Smallneſs
Crhatation , a Fume' or Vapour: In
. . ( in Philoſ. )
Erilium , ( L.) Exile, Baniſhment : In
Phyfick, aſubtilSpirituous Air,chat breaths
forth out ofthe Bodies ofLiving Creatures : Lap.Records & Waſte, or Deſtruction of
in Chymifry, an Operation whereby the Lards, Houſes, Woods, bc
Eximious, excellent, norable, fingum
more Volatile parts of Subitances até rais'd ,
and diſpers’d.by means of Hear.
lar.
To erhale, to ſend forth a Funne or
drinanition, ( in Philos. ), a making
Vapour ; to breath out, or ftcam .
empty : In Phyfick, the ſame as
oron,
Evacuati
To Echaut, to waſte, ſpend or con- void,
ſume.
Criſcios,
a Term
in Surgery ,
Erhauftions, as The Marhod of Exhaun when
the Thigh( G.)
out usd
of Joynt.
-boneis
Aions, which is much in uſe among the ana
T. Eritt, ( L. ) to be,or have a Being
cient Mathematicians.
Crittenation
ce, a Being.
Erhebenus,( G . ja kind ofWhite Stone, 1 Cxiſtim
, a Thinking, or judging a
with which Goldſmiths polifa Gold .
Erheniam or Erennium , (-0. L.) a an Opinion.
Erit, Going forth , Departure : It is
New -Years-gift, a Preſent, a Token .
for the
taken-Play
+ To Exheredate , to difinherit; tode- commonl
A or inya Stage
: going out of an
prive oneof his Inheritance.
An Echibit. ( in Chancery) is when a Eritial, bringing Danger, or Deftridie
Beed isbrought to be prov'd by Witacle , on .
Efttus, ( L. ) a going forth, the cand
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of a Buſineſs:In old Lav-writing : 'tis taken Parte in Chancery, i. e. a Commiſſion taken
for flue, Child ,or Children ; allofor Iſſues, out and executed only by one side.
Ce parte talis, á Writ that lies for a
Revenues, Renes, or Prohrs,
Er mero motu , are formal Words in a Bailiff or Receiver: who having Auditors
Charter, by which the Prince ſignifies, aſſigned to take his Account, cannot obcáin :
That he does whar is contain'd in the Char - realonable Allowance .
To Expatiates to enlarge on a Subi
ter, of his own Will, without Sollicitation .
Crochas, (G.) a Pimple, or Wheal in je &t.
To Erpect, to look for ; to stay, or
the Fundament.
wait for.
Crocatus, the Sleeper, a Sea - fiſh.
Crodium , an Interlude, or Farce, at Expectance or expectation, an ex:
pecting, a looking or longing for.
the end ofa Tragedy.
Erpectant Fee, (LT) Land given
;
out
or
departing
going,
a
Crodus,
the Title of Moſes's Second Book .
to a Manand to the Heirs of his Body, the
Cromís, a Jacket, or fleeveleſs Jer- Remainder to him and his Heirs.
To Erpectozate, to diſcharge, or ſpit
kin ,
Cromphalcs, a farting out of the Phlegm outof the Breaft.
Črpectozation, the raiſing and cafting
Navel.
To Cronerate, to unload or disbur. forth of Phlegm , or other Matter out of
Lungs.
the
den , to diſcharge or eaſe.
MI
Croneratione Sectz , a Writ that lay
Črpedient,convenient, neceffary.
An Expedient, a Way, Device, or :
for the Ward or Heir of the King's Tenant
under age, to be dirburden'd ofall Suit, ' Means.
Expeditatæ Arbores, ( F. L.) Trees
during thetime
c.
Crophthalmy
, (ofG.his
) aWardihip.
bunching of the rooted up, or cur down to the Roors.
1. To Expeditate, to cut out the Balls of
Eye out of its natural Poſition.
+ Croptation , ( L. ) an earneſt with Dogs Feet. e
Crpedit , ready, being in a Readineſs, w
ini .
quick , nimble .
Ecojable , eaſie to be entreated.
To Expedite , to diſpatch , or rid .
| Crojbitancy , Irregularity , Extrava
Erpedition, a ſetting forth upon a ti
ce.
ganErozbitant
Journey, War, or other Bulineſs.
, extravagant, exceſſive.
Ecpeditionary, an Officer at the Pope's
Erozcilm , ( G. ) an Abjuration ,or Cop
Court for Diſpatches.
juring.
Expeditious, that tends to diſpatch.
Crozcilt, one that caſts out Devils, a
quick
Conjurer.
To Erpel, to drive out, to thruſt or
To Crozcize, co Conjure out, or lay turn
out.
evil Spirits.
Crozdium , ( L.) a Preface or Pream
Crpenct, Coſt, or Charges.
ble ; In Rhetorick , a Speech , in which the
To Er; end, to ſpend, or lay out Moo
Oratour prepares the Minds ofthe Auditors ney .
Crpenditoz, the Steward or Sworn
for that which is to follow :
Croznation , an adorning, or ſetting Officer, who overfees the Repair of the
Banke in Romney -marſb.
off.
Cepenfis lilitum levandis ,a Writ
Eroltofis, (G.in Surgery )the ſwelling
or bunching of a Bone out of its natural directed to the Sheriff, for levying the
Allowance for Knights in Parliament.
Place.
Erpends militum non levantis
Croftra , a Petard , to break
open a ab hominibus de Dominico, nec a
4
Gate or Sortcullice.
Nativis, a Writ to torbid the Sheriff,
Crotick ( G. ) foreign , outlandiſh.
from levying any Allowance for the Knights
Eroticks, foreign Plants.
of theShire , upon thoſe that hold in An ,
To Crpand, ( L. ) to Aretch out, to cienr
Demerne , c.
open.
Erpenlive, that cauſes Expence, char
Crpanced, ( in Heraldry) diſplayed , or geable, coftly
Ser out.
Erperience , Knowledge, or Skill got
Crpanlon, an opening, or ſpreading
abroad .AmongNaturalifts, the fwelling by Uſe and Practice.
or encreaſe of Fluids or Liquors, when To Experience, to try, or find by Ex
perience.
dirr'd about by Heat.
Crperienced, eſſayed, tried ; well skil
Er par:t. ( L. ) as Commiſſion ex led,
Crpes
or verſed .

EX
Experiment, Eſſay, Trya , Proof.
To Erperiment, to make an Experi.
ment, to try
Experimental, grounded upon Experience,
Experimentum Crucis, ſuch an Ex .
perinent as leads Men to the true Know ,
Jedge oftheThing they enquire after.
Expert, thathas much Experience, cun
ning, kilful.
† Erpetible, worth ſeeking after, de,
firahle.
Orptable. that may be aroned for.
ToCrptate , to arone or make Satis.
fa&tion for.
Erpiation, an Expiating, an Aronement.
Frpíatozy. that ſerves to expiate.
Ervirati n , an expiring or breathing
cys;the end of an appointed Time: In a
PhyſicalSenſe,the drawing together of the
Cheft, ſo as the Air and Vapours may be
driven out.
To Erpire, to give up the Ghoſt or
die; to be out or come to an end, as Time
does
To Crplain , to makeplain or clear.
Explanation an explaining, ormaking
plain.
Crplanatozy, that ſerves to explain,
or give light to.
Erpletive, ( in Gram. ) that fills up ;
asAn Expletive Particle.
Explication, an explaining, or unfold
ing ; an Expolition , or Interpretation .
Erplicit, plain , expreſs, formal.
Erplitia, Crpletia, or Ccpleta ,
10. L. ) the Rents or mean Prohis ofan
Eſtate
To Erp'ode, to decry or cry down, to
diflike abłolutely

EX

Numbers in Aritbmetical Progreſſion , be.
ginning from o, and plac'd over a Rank
of Numbers in Geometrical Progreſſion,
are call'd Indices or Exponents.
To Expozt, to Bear, Carry, or Convey,
out.
Erpoztation , ap Exporting, or Cona
veyingout.
To Erpoſe, to Set or lay abroad in
View ; to v g'ure, or Hazard!
Erpoſition, an Expounding, or Intera
preting
Efpofitoſ, an Expounder, or Interpre
ter.
Ci poft facto , a Term us'd for the
do ng a thing after the time when it ſhould
have been done.
To Crpoftulale, to Argue or Reaſon
the Caſe by way of Complaint about an
Injury receiv'd
Crpoltulation , the Ad of Expoftur
laring .
Crpoſtulatozy, that ſerves to Expoftus
late.
To Crpound , to Explain or Unfold.
Erpreſs Plain, Clear, Manifeft.
An Expreſs, a Meſſenger ſent on pur
pore about a particular Errand.
To Erpreſs, to declare in Word or,
Writing to Pronounce or Urter ;
Cerpzelled or Exprelt , Declared ; Rec
prefented, & c. 'allo preſſed, wringed or
ſqueezed out
Erpreſſed Dils, choſe that are pre .
par'd, by ſqueezing out the Oily Juice of
F ụits, or Seeds ;
Erpzeſtion, a Manner of Pronouncing ,
or Uitering,; a Phraſe or Word : In Phyſick .
and Chymiſtry, a Preſſing or Squ.ezing out
the Juicesor Oils of Plants.
Erpzeſüpi, that is proper to Ex.
Exploit, ( É. ) a brave Warlike Adion, preſs
a noble Deed or Feat.
Erpzobzaliog ,an Upbraiding or Twit:
Explozation, a ſpying, a diligent ſear- tine ;a Reproach
ching out.
Crypomido ;, ( in the Roman Labe) a
Er lozatoz, ( L. ) a Scout, a Spy.
Surety or Buil.
† Erpy snation , a Conquering, or
Erploja :oz Beneralis ; a Scout-Maſter
General.
Getting by Force ofArms.
Erplozatorium , a Surgeon's, Inftru
Erpulſion, Thruſting, or Driving out.
ment commonly call'd a Probe.
Erinlive, that has a Power to Expel,
Exploſion, an exploding , cafting off, or Drive out.
or rejecting :Among Naturalifts, a violent
Expulsive Faculty, ( in Playfick) that
Motion of the Animal Spiríts : In Chy- by which the Excrements are forc'd out
voided .
or
bubbling
mifry,thatviolent Heat and
up
whichariſes from the mixture of ſome con
To Erpange, to Blot out, go Abolide
tary Liquors.
or Deface .
Érponent of the Ratio , or Proportion
Erpurgatozy , that has the Virtpe to
between two Numbers or quantities,is the Purge. Cleanſe, or Scour.
Quotien ariſing, when the Antecedent is
Erpurgatojų 3ndef , a Book ſet forth
divided by theConſequent :As a Rank of by the Pope, containing a Catalogue of
thoſe
B ba
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thoſe Authors and Writings that hethinks
fic to Cenſure and forbid to be Read by
Papiſts.
Erquifite, Curious, Choice ; alſo exact,
or carry'd on to the Urmoft Height.
Erta, ( L. ) the Bowels of an Animal
Body.
Ertant, that is in being , or to be
ſeen:

Е. Х

Muſcle which is likewiſe implanted in the
upper part ofthe Second Bone ofthe great
Toe.
Cr-ent, the Extending or Reaching
of a thing in Length , Breadth, Depth , c.
In Law, an Extent Signifies i, a Writ or
Commiſſion to the Sheriff for che valuing of
Lands or Tedements; 2. the Sheriff's A&
upon that Writ.
Ertaſy. ( G. ) a Trance, or Swoon .
To Extenuate, to leſſen , to sake of
Exltačical or Erfatick, belonging to from the Hainouſneſs of a Crime of
Extaſy
an
;
Fault.
Ertenuation , the A& of Extenuating,
Er empozal or riempozary, (L. )
done or fpoke in the very Inſtant of Time Leffening, 6c. Allo 2. Figure in Rhetorick
whereby things are diminifd and made
without Siudy or thinking before-kand.
Cztempore allona ſudden ,imme- leſs than they really are.In a Medicinal 16
diately .
Senſe, a Leannel of the whole Body.
Erterioz, more outward .
To Extend, to ſtretch out, to enlarge :
To Erterminate, to deſtroy utterly ,
In - Law a ſenſe , to value the Lands and Te.
nements ofonethat has forfeited his Bond. to root out, or cut off.
Erlendi facias, a Wrir comonly callid
Cetermination , an Exterminating or
Writ of Extent.
1
Deſtroying.
Ertenüble, thatmay be Extended.
Érterminatoz, a Deftroyer.
Ectenlon, a Stretching out, or En .
Efternal, that is on the out-ſide, outo
ward.
larging.
Erternus Auris vel Lucator Ex
Ertenlive, that ſerves to Extend ;
that Reaches far.
tecnus, (in Anat. ) a Muſcle of the Ear
Ertenſo Carpi Radialis, ( in inſerted to the long Proceſs of the Mem
winat.) a Muſcle of the Wrift, by ſome brance, called Malleus.
called Bicornis and Radicers Externus,
+ Er'erlion a Wiping or Rubbing out.
Ertimulation , a Pricking forward,
Ertenſo ; Eir
Ginarts , another
Muſcle of theWrift, which ad ngwith the a firring up.
Ulnaris Flexor, moves the Hand fide.ways
Ertinct, Dead, or Ceaſing to be.
towards the Vlna.
Ertinction, a quenching or purting
Ectenfor Digitorum Communis, put : In Cloymiſtry, the quenching of Reds
feu , Digitozum Tenlaz,a Muſcle of hot Minerals in fome Liquor,to abate their
the Fingers, which takes riſe from the Sharpneſs, or to impart their Virtue to the
ourward knob of the Shoulder-Bone.
Liquor.
Ertenla, Indicis, or Indicatoz, a
to Extinguilh, to Quench , or put out,
Muſcle which ſerves to kretch out the Fore- to deftroy orabolin : in Law to redeem a
Rent.
hoger.
Ectenloz primi Internodit Offis
Extinguiſhment; an Extindion, or 4
;
Dailicis , a Muſcle, which is lec into Extinguiſhing.
the upper part of the firft Bone of the
ToExtirpate, to rootout or deſtroy.
Thumb.
Erttipátion , an Extirpating, or utter
Crtenfo: ſecundi Internodit Omis Deſtroying; In Surgery, the Cutting off a
pollicis, a Muſcle of the Thumb,which is Part by realon of a Čaneer, or Blaſting
Extirpatos, one that Extirpates or Deo ,
implanted in the upper part of the ſecond
froys.
Bone ofthe 7 hu mb.
Eftirpatione, a Writ that lies againſt
Ertenſoz tertit Internodit Diis
Pollicis, a Muſcle that is let into the one,who after a verdią found against him
upper part of the Third Bone of the , for Land, & c.' ſpitefully overthrows any
Houſe upon it.
Thumb .
Cetilpicium , a Sonth -ſaying among the
Ortenroz minimt Digiti , a Muſcle
which ſtretchesoutthe little Finger,
Romans, when by looking into the Entrails
Értenfor pollicis reedis brevis, a of Beaſts Sacrific'd, they foretold things con
Muſcle that is let into the upper part of come.
che ſecond Bone of the grear Toc , which
Ertocare, ( 0.1 ) .to Grub Woode
$
st stretches or pulls upwards.
land , and reduce is to Arable or Meadow.
Erten ozPollicis Didis longus, a
To Extoll, to Praiſe greatly to Cry.upes
10
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Ertra-Parochial, that is out of the
To extort, to Wreſt, or Get out ofone
by Force, Threats,or Authority.
Bounds of any Pariſh .
Ectoztion or Ortozlion , an , Vnlaw .
Erira Parochial Lands, ſuch Lands
ful or Violent Wringing of Money, or Moo as are newly left by the Sea, and conſe.
neyworth from any Man, doc.
quently belonging iono Pariſh.
Extortioner , one that pradiſes Extor
Ertra -teinpožá, ( in the Roman Chan
tion, a griping Uſurer.
cery) Licence, or Leave from the Pope, to
Extract, a Draught, or Copy of a take Holy Orders atany time.
Ertráðagance or Extravagancy ,
Writing ; allo Birth orPedigree : In Chy.
miſtry, that pure and efficacious Subſtance, Impertinence , Folly .
whichby the helpofſome Liquor, is repa
Ertravagant, abſurd ,' fooliſh, idle ,
rated from the Groffer and more Earthy excellive, expentive, prodigal.
Parts of Plants; c .
Extravagantes, certain Conſtitutions
To Eftract, to Draw out, to Copyout : or Ordinances of Princes, fo calld, becauſe
Ina ChynicalSenſe, to ſeparate the more they are not containd in the Body of the
Civil Law : Alſo particular Decrees of Pope
purepartfrom the groller ,
Ertracta ( uriz , 10. L. ) the Iffues John XXII. and ſome other Popes added in
like manner to the Canon Law,
or Profics of hilling a Court,
Crtractiou ; an extrading or drawing
† To Efiravagate , to talk fooliſhly ,
out ; alſoabeing deſcended from ſuch or to rave.
To Extravaſate , (in Surgery ) to go
ſuch a Family. AnongChymifts, the drawi.
ing forth of an Effence or Tindure from a out of its proper Vaffels, as the Blood and
i Mixt Body
Humours ſometimesdo,
Ertreme , laſt, or utmoſt , very grear.'
Extraction of Roots , (in .Marhem . )
themethod of finding out the true Roor of
Ertreme and mean Propoztion ,
( in Geom . ) is when a Line is to divided ,
any Number or Quantity given. .
Ortraction of the Cuadzate or that the whole Line is to the greater Segar
şquareRoot, is when having a Number ment as thatSegment is to the other.
Extreme Önction , a folemn anoin.
given, we find out another Number, which
being multiply'd by it felf, produces the ring of aSick Perſon at the Point of Death;
Laid given Number
one ofthe Seven Sacraments of the Roman
Extraction of theCubeRoot, is that charch.
An Extreme, the utmoſt Boundsorpoint
by which out of a Nurnber given anocher
Number is found, which being firſt multi of a Thing,
Ertremity , the end, skirt, or border
ply'd by it ſelf, and then by the Produd ,
becomes equal to the given Number.
of a thing : Allo great Diſtreſs, Miſery, Ne.
Ertraction nf the Bigiadiare or ceffity .
double & quare Root, is the unewiſting
Tó Extricatę, to difentangke, or diſene
of a given Number, to tind another; which gaze.
Ertrin ecal, that is on the outſide,
being mulriply'd byit felf , and the Product
likewiſe multiply'd by it ſelf, rray make the outward.
Number firit given
† Ert:u'on , a thiruſting, or driving
Ertractoz, a Surgeon's Inſtrument to Out
Ertuber
Operatio
lay hold on a Stone, in the
ance, a ſwelling, or bunching
n of
out.
cutting for the Stone.
Panchy
magogi
Eftiactum
Ertubetation, a ſwelling, forth , or
ma Cola
le&tion of the purer Subſtances of ſeveral frifing up in the Fleſh:
Purgative and Cordial Medicines, to Purge
Ertuberous, twelling, forth, or bur
out all Humours.
ching our ;
rtumz | 0.L. ) Relicks of Saints .
ge
Ertr nous , ( in Anat .) that is of
a foreign kind .
Crabe unce or Eruberancy, an over.
Crtra-judicial, done out of the ordi fowins, or over-bounding , great Plen :
dinary courfe of Law
ty :
Ertramuntane, ( in Philol.) being
Grubcrant, abounding.plentiful,
without the World ; as Extramundano
Cradation , a fwrating out.
Space .
Togrulcerate to make a Sore to grow ,
+ Erranrous, that is ofanother Coun or turn to an Ulcer.
Foreig
Strang
try,
n,
e.
Exulceratiałt, an exulcerating ,ar turn
Extraordinary, unuſual, uncom . ing to an Ulcer.
mgon.
To Exult; to rejoyee exceedingly,
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Fabrick , a Building.
Crultancy or Exultation, a leaping,
Fabịtck - Lande, ( L.T.) Lands given
or dancing forJoy.
Erumbilication , a ſtarting out of the for the Rapairing, or Maintaining of Chur
ches.
Navel.
Cruperation , an excelling of furpal
fabulous, feigned, full ofFables.
facade, ( F.)the Out-fide, or Fore
fing
frontofa greatBuilding:
cultion , a burning.
Face, Viſage, Looks , State or Con
Erutheniſmus, ( 6. ) a Rhetorical
Figure, in which there is a ſpeaking con- dition of Affairs ; Appearance : In Arcbi.
te& ure, a flat Member that has a grear
tempribly of a Perſon orThing.
Exuvia , ( L. ) Cloaths put, or left off ; Breadth and a ſmall Projecture or Jutting
Spoils taken from an Enemy :Among Naturar our : Alſo the Front or 'outward Part of a
lifts, thoſe Shells, and other Bodies that are great Building : In Aftrology, the third
part ofevery Sign , attributed to ſome Pla
often found in the Bowels ofthe Earth.
Ey, an Egg ; alſo an Inand in Doom'- net.
Face of a Baltion , ( in Fortif. ) is
Book .
Eye,the Wonderful Inftrument of Sight. either of the two foremoſt fides towardsthe
Among Herbalifts, that part of a Plant, Field.
face of a place, the Diſtance between
where the Bud puts forth , or the Bud it ſelf.
in Archite&ture, the middle of the Scroll the Points oftwo neighbouring Baſtions.
To face, to ſtare, or look in the
of the lonick.Chapiter.
To Eye- bite, to bewitch by a certain Face.
To face to the Right, o . Co the
evil influence of the Eyes.
Left, ( M , T. ) to turn the face and whole
Eye-bzisht, an Herb.
Cyels , a young Hawk newly taken out Body that way.
Faceles, a kind ofPulſe.
of the Neft.
facetious, wittily Merry, or Plea .
Eyet, an Idet or ſmall Ifand.
Egzar , (0. R.) an Eyrie , or Neft of fanr.
Facles hippocratica, a Diftemper ,
young Birds.
Erze or Cire, ( L. T. ) the Court of | when the Noftrils are charp, the Eyes hole
low , & c.
Juſtices Itinerant, or going their Circuit.
facil,eaſy to be done, eaſy of Belief
Egze of the Foreſt, the Juſtice-Seat
or Court which usd to be held every 3 or Addreſs.
To facilitate, to make facil or eaſy.
Years by the Juftices of the Foreft, jour.
Facilitation , a facilitating, or making
neying up anddownto that purpoſe.
Erzie, a Place where Hawks build and eaſy.
ity, Eaſineſs, Readineſs, or Quick
Facil
hatchtheir Young.
nels.
Eyth or Cth, eafie .
Facino2048, villanous, wicked , hai .
Ezechiel , ( H. ſtrength of God ) an
nous.
eminentProphet among the Jews.
Fact. Adion, or Deed ; in Arithmeticky
EzechielssReed , a Meaſure of 6 Cu .
the ſameas Produ & .
bits or 10 Foot 11 Inches.
Ezta, ( H. an Helper) a Famous Joroisto
Facta armozum ,(0 .L.)Feats of Arms,
Jufts, or Turnaments.
Scribe.
Faction, a Party, or Sc & .
Factious , that follows a particular
Fadion, leditious, mutinous.
Faczitious , ( in Philoſ. ) made by Art.
FA
factoz, an Agent for a Merchant be
yond Sca : In Arithmetick, both the Num
bers given to be multiply'd are termed
Factors.
Fa one ofthe Notes in Mufick
Faba, ( L. ) the Bean , a ſort of Pulle .
Factozage. Provígon, or Com
miſaon, the Wages allow'd co a Factor.
Fabaría, the Herb Orpin.
Fabet, a Handycrafts-man , ' a Sinith : factozl , a Place beyond the Seas,
Allo a Sea-fiſh , fo call'd, becauſe its Bones where Merchants Factors rcfide forthe Como
and Prickles reſemble a Smith's Tools .
veniency of Trade.
Fac- totum , ( L.Do-all) one that man
Fabian, a proper Name of Men .
Fable, a Scory made on purpoſe for nages all Affairs in a Family .
Infrudion , alto a feigned Tale, or meer
Facul a , a licele Torch : Among Afro
Falood .
moment,
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nomers, Facula, are certain Bright or Shi- Man for not Pleading fairly or to the pura
ning Parts, which they have ſometimes ob poſe.
ſerved upon , or about the ſurface of the
A Fair, a ſolemn or greater ſort of
Sun.
Marker.
Faculty, the power , or ability of per.
Fairy, a Hobgoblin or Phantomę.
forming any Adion , Virtue, Talent : Al
Fait , ( F. ) Fact, Deed, or Adion : la
fo a Body of Do& ors in any Science ; allo Law , a Died , or a Writing Sealed and De
aparticular Profeſſion or Myftery:
livered, to teſtify and prove the Agreement
Natural Faculty , is that by which ofthe Partieswhofe Deed it is.
the Body is nouriſh'd and encreas’d, or ano
Faith , Belief, Credit, Promiſe , Word :
ther engender'd like it.
In Divinity , one of the Principal Chriſtian
Cital Faculty, is thatwhich preſerves Vertues.
Life in the Body, and performs the Fundi.
Faithful, Truky. Honet, Sincere.
ons of the Pulſe and Reſpiration.
The ffaithtul, Believers who are enda
Animal Faculty , is that whereby the ed with SavingFaith.
Soul executes the Offices of Imagination ,
Fake or Fack, ( S. T. ) one Circle or
Reasoning, Senſe and Motion.
Roll of a Cable or Rope quoiľut up round.
In a Legal renſe, faculty, is an Indul
ftalaſia or Falazia , (0, L. ) a Steep
gence or Diſpenſation ,to do that.which by Shore ,Bank, or Hillby the Sea-ſide.
Common Law he cannot do.
Falcated, ( L. in Aſtron .) the Moon or
The Court of Faculties, a Court un any other Planet is ſaid to appear Falcated ,
der the Archbiſhop of Canterbury, for grant- when the Inlighten'd Part thews it felf in
the fhape ofa Sickle or Reaping -hook.
ing luch Diſpenſacions .
falcatura, ( 0.L. ) one Days Moving
Faculty= 9fäce, the Place where ſuch
Diſpenſationsare taken out.
or cutting Graſs, perform'd by an Inferiour
To Faddle, to dandle, or make much of. Tenant as a Cuſtomary Service to his Lord .
Fæces. ( L. ) Dregs, Lees or Grounds.
Falchion, a kind of ſhort Sword .
Alſo the Excrements of the Body. Allo che
Falcidian Law, a Law made by Fala
groſs Subſtance that ſettles after Fermeuta- cidius a Roman Tribune, that Men should
diſpoſe by their lalt Will, but of three pares
tion, or remains after Diſtillation .
fæcula, ſmall Dregs, or Aying Lees : of their Éſtate.
Alſo theDuft that ſinks in the preſſing of
ffalcinellus, ( L. ) the Sciche-bill'd
Come Plants.
Heron ; a Bird .
ffalco, a Falcon.
fage, ( 0. ) a merry Tale.
Faggot, ( F. ) a Bundle of Sticks, or
Falcon or faucon , a large fort of
Wood för Fuel.
Hawk : Allo a piece of Ordinance.
Faggots, in Military Affairs are Men Falcon Gentle, a ſort of Hawk ſo
hir'd to Mufter, by Officers whoſe Compa- calid from her familiar Courteous Diſpa
fition .
nies are not fuli.
Faggot of Steel, the Quantity of Falconer, one that Manages and looks
after Hawks.
120 Pound .Weight.
To Faggot one, an Expreſſion us'd 'by
Falconet, a ſmall piece of Cannon .
Robbers for to bind one Hand and Foot.
Falconry, the Artof managing Hawks
Fagoryzum or Fagoteziticum . ( L.) and other Birds ofPrey.
Buck.wbeat, or Beech -wheat, a kind of
Falda, ( 0. L. ) a Sheep-fold.
Grain
Faldage, an Ancient Privilege, which
Lord's reſery'd to themſelves offer
ſeveral
Fagus, the Beech tree.
for Sheep, in any Fields
up , Folds
To fail. ( F. ) to offend , or do amils, ting
within the Manours,
to faint, to giveover.
Faldata, a Flock ofSheep.
Failing of Record , (L. P. ) is, when
theDefendant having a Day given to prove
Faldfey or Falfee, a Duty paid by ſome
a Matter by Record, he fails, or elſe brings Tenants, for Liberty to Fold their Sheep
upon their ownLand.
in ſuch a one as is no Bar tothe Adion.
Faint or faint action, a feigned
falding, a kind ofcourſe Cloth .
Adion ar Law,
Faldildozy , the Bishop's Seat or Thronte
fatnt Pleader, a falſe or deceitful within the Chancel.
Faldtool , a kind of Scool plac'd on
manner of Pleading
Fair Pleading, a Writ upon the Sta- the South -ſide of the Altar, at which the
tute ofMarlborough, whereby it is provi. Kings or Queens ofEngland kheel ac their
ded, That no Finesthall be taken ofany Coronation .
fa'era
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Falera, a Diſeaſe in Hawks.
Fallfiable, that may be Fallified.
fallification, a Fallifying, or forgi
Falernuin or Faternian amine. a Rich
forrof Wine.
ing.
- Fall, (in Aftrol. ) an Effential Debility , To fallifie, to Forge, or Counterfeie,
of a Planet,when it isoppoſite to the Place of to break one's Word : In Lato, to prove
åts Exaltation : In Sea -affairs, a Rope made a thing to be Falſe.
uſe at the Helm , when the Sea is Rough
To falſify a Chraſt, ( in Fencing) is
A Ship is ſaid to have a Fall, or fever to make a feigned Pals.
fal Falls, when one part of the Deck is fallity, Falfehood, Vntruth. Flam .
rais'd higher, or ſome parts have Riſings
Fallo Judicio, a Writ that lies for falle
more than others.
Judgment given in the Councy -Court, Court
Fallacious, ( L. ) Deceitful,Crafty. Baron, or others that are no Courts of Re
Fallacy , Deceit of Craft: In Logick, a cord.
Propofition fram'd with an Inteption to De Fallo Retozno Brevium , a Writ
ceive,
which lies againſt the Sheriff, for making
Fallible, that may Fail, orErr.
falſe Returns ofWrirs.
Falling-vil, a Diſeale which fome
To Falter or Faulter, to Stammer in
timeshappens to Horſes.
one's Speech , to Stumble : Thraſhers are,
Falling - Sickneſs, a Diſeaſe fo called, .alfo ro ſaid to Falter, when they Th ah, or
becauſe the Pertons troubled with it are Beat over the Corn again.
fuddenly,caſt upon the Ground
Fall, ( L. ) a'Hook or Bill,' a Scithe or
Falloptan Tabes, ( in Anat.) two sickle : In Anatomy, one of the Proceſſes
Dender Vefſels on each ſide of the Womb, made by the doubling of the Membrane,
which take Name from their firft Diſcoverer calld Duta mgter.
Fallopius.
To famble, to Faultet, or Stammer in
Fallon , being of a Paliſh Red Colour, speech .
like that of a Brick half burnt,
famé, Report , Reputation , Renown . il
fames, L.) Hunger,or a defire of Food.
Fallow field or fallow Glound,
Fames Canina, a Canine Appetite,
Land lay'd up , or shat has laid untilled for
a confiderable time.
or extreme Hunger.
To Failow , to prepare Land by Plough Famitta , a Family or, Houſehold , a.
ing , long before it is Plough'd for Seed . Lineage: In old Writers, a Fidc or Plough'd
Land .
Fallow -Curiter , a Bird .
Falogue, a ſmall Sea-Vefſel.
Familiar, Intimately Acquainted with ;'
Falle , ( L. ) Untrue, Lying, Feigned Free, Common or Uhual.
Treacherous..
A Familiar, or famillae spirit, 2
Falle attack , as attack, which inBe- Spirit, or Devil fuppo d to attend upon
fieging a Place, is not carry'd on fo Vigo Sorcerers, Witches & c.
soufly as the relt.
Familiarity, Familiar Waý, intimate
Falle- Bray. ( É. in Fortif .) a Space Correſpondence .
about Two or Three Fathom Broad round
To Familiarize one's' ſelf, to make
one's felf Familiar, co grow Familiar.
the foot ofthe Rampart on the out- lide.
familiſt, one that
Falſe - claim , ( in Law , ) is where a
belongs to the Se & ,
Man claims more than his due.
called The Family of Love.
Falſe Conceptiort, a Lump of Shape Family, a particular Corporation con ,
fifting ofHusband, Wife, Children and Ser
lefs Fleſh , or Matter bred in the Womb.
Falſe Impztſonment, a Treſpaſs by vants; alſo Houſe, Stock , or Parentage.
Impriſoning a Man without a Lawful Caule.
Family of Love, a ſort ofHereticks,
Falſe Keel, in a Ship , a Second Keel chat iprung up about 1550 .
ſometimes puc under the first to make it
Famine,
a general Scarcity of Provi
fions
.
deeper.
To famiii;, to Sarve, or caufe to be
ultér , ( M.T.') is when in the
Falle
Review ſuch Men paſs as are not actually Scarved .
Lifted among the Soldiers.
Famous, Renowned, much Spoken of.
Famulers , ( 0, ) Helpers.
Falſe Duarter,( ameng Farriers) is a
Fan , az Inftrument for the Winnowing
Rift, or Crack in a Horſe's Hoof, which is
an unſound, Quarter, ſeeming like a piece of Corn , alſo a well known piece of Futmi
put in , and notall entire.
ture us'd by Women .
Falle Stem , is when a Ship’s Stem
Fanam ; an Indian Coin worth Three
being too flat, another is faften'd to it.
Pence of our Engliſh Money.
Falled, ( 0. ) fallified.
fana
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Fanatical, belonging to Fanaticiſm .
Fardal of Land, the fourth part
p
of a
Fanaticiſm , pretended Inſpiration, the Vard-Land .
Teners or Opinions of Fanaticks.
Farding
ale, a Whale -bone Circle, that
Fanatick , Inſpired , Poffelfed , Fran . Ladiesformerlywore
on their Hips.
tick.
Fard
ingſarundel of Land,
A Fanatick, one that pretends to Re- the fourth partdealor
of an Acre
.
velations and Inſpirations.
Fare,
Diet,
Cheer,
or
The fanaticks , a Reproachful Title, Money paid for paſſing byCommon
Water sor: Alſo
in z
mmonly given to Quakers, Muggleto | Hackney Coach.
nians, doc.
Farfara,
the Herb Cola - foot, or
Fane, a Weather-cock .
Foal- foot. ( L.)
Fangot, an uncertain Quantity of ſome
Farfaria, the Herb Betony.
Ware , as of raw Silk , fiom 1 to 2 } C.
farfarum or Farfarus, the White
Fanion , ( 1. ) a Banner carry'd by a Poplar-rtree ; or the Herb Colts-foot, which
Servant belonging to each Brigade of has Leaveslikeit.
Farinaceods , belonging to Meel,
Horſe and foot , at the Head of the Bag
gage
mealy.
Fálreu or Farley, a Duty of 6 d. paid
Fannatta or enas Fannattonis ,
(0.2 ) the Fawning -time, or Fence to the Lord of the Manour of Weft-Slapton
Month in Foreſts.
in Devonſhire.
Fannatum frumentum , Bread -corn
Farm or Ferm, the chief Houſę, in a
Town or Village, whereto belongs á con
dean'd up , or fann'd with a Wind - fan .
Fannel, a Scarf-like Ornament, worn fiderable Eſtate, let upon leaſe, the Rene of
about the Left Arm of an Officiating Maſs which is alſo calld Farm , and the Tenane
Prieſt.
Farmer.
farrago , ( L.) a mixture of ſeveral
Fantaſm , an Apparition orGhof.
Fantaſtical or fantaſtick. Conce's- Grains Bollimong,Malin .
Whimſ
Humou
ed,
ical.
rſome,
io, (among the Romans) a joya
Fantaſtical Colours, the fare asingFarreat
in Marriage with the Ceremony of a
Emphatical Colours
Cake.
Sfarrier, on whoſe Imployment it is to
Fantaſy or Fancy , Imagination , Hu
mour ; Crochet, Whim .
Thone'Horſes, and Cure them when they are
Fantome, a Hobgoblin or Spright ; an diſeaſed
idle Conceit.
To Farrow , to bring forth Pigs, as a
Faonatto or Feonatio , ( F. L. ) a Sow does.
Farang, a Perſian, Word for a League ,
Fawning, or bringing forth Young, as
Does or Hinds do.
containing
about Engliſh Miles.
To farthel, 3( s . T. ) the ſame as to
faquirs , certain Counterfeit Devoto's
in the ladies.
Furl.
Farthelling - Lines, ſmall Lines made
Farandman , (in the Scorch Law ) a
Merchant- ſtranger, to whom Juſtice ought faſt to all the Top fails, and the Millen
to be done with all Expedition
Yardarms,
Fatantly, ( N. C.) handſom .
ffarthing , a Copper -Coin,the leaſt piece
farce , ( F. ) a Mock Comedy , or of English Money, and tefourth part of a
Droll ; alſo a kind of Pudding . In Cookery, Penny:Allo anciently the fourth part of any
á Compound made of ſeveral Meats and Coin .
Herbs
farthing of Bold, an ancient Coin,
Faeceb , Crammed , Stuffed with a ſuppos'd to be in Value the fourth part of a
Far
ce.
Noble,
viz. 1S . 8d
farciminalis Tunica , ( L. in Anat .)
fárthing cf Land, a certain conſidera
aCoat belongingto a Child in the Wonb, ble Quantity of Land.
which receives the Urine from the Bladder .
Falces , ( L.) Axes Eaſtend to long
Farcin or Farey , a Loathſome Diſeaſe dives, with a Bundle of Rods which were
in Horſes.
ancien
carry'd before the great Roman
Farcin or wtater- Farcin, a Swel- Magiſttly
rates.
ling under a Horſe's Belly and Chaps.
Farcía , a Swath or Swadling-band, a
Farð, ( F.) Paint us'd by Womers to Fersin Heraldry. In Artiche&ture, one of
Diſgui
Beautife
ſe, or the Bands that make up the Arch trave.
Pretence.their Faces ; allo á
farríæ , ( in Aſtron . ) certain rows of
fardel, a Bundle , or Packet.
Spots in the Planet Flars, which 100 %
CC
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Fatal, ( L. ) belonging to Fate, deada
like Swaths wound about his Body.
Faſcia lata. or Faſcialis látus ,aly.
Fatality, a being liable to Fate.
.
the Legofanother
moves
that s,
Muſcle
Fate, a perpetual and unchangable
Muſcle
the Name
Faſciali
Diſpolition of Things following one upon
Leg
ofthe
Faſciation, ( in Surgery) a binding of another , God's Providence, or Decrees
Death.
Swaths abouta Limb.
Faſciculus,a little Bundle, or Packet.
fated, order'd, or appointed by Fate.
In thePreſcriptions of Phýſicians, an Ara.•
Father, he that has begot a Child. The
Biſhops of the Primitive Church are alſo
ful of Herbs. toc.
ſtyid Fathers;and the Superiours of Con.
d . g,'
ed,
Falınat
or be vents or Monaſteries among che Roman -Cao
an inchantin
Faſcination ,bewitche
tholicks :
witching
Falcines , ( F. ) Faggots, or Bavins:
To fa het & Ching upon one, to im .
In fortification, ſmall Wood , bound about pute it to him .
fatherslaſher , a kind of File.
at the end and middle, and mixt with
fathom or fadom , a Meafure of
Earth to fill up Ditches, make Breaft.works
Foot : The Hebrew Fathom contain d 7 Foor
tc.
3 Inches .
which make up the bieadth of the Scern of
ffathom
1
ſet out, the Sixth part of a Quantity calla,
a Ship
g
able,
Coala
fire.
che
is
accordin
that
fathion
To fathom , to meaſure by Fathoms,
. The Queen's Fashioner, or to Sound the depth of Water ; to diſcover
modid
Fashion,
er, as
Fanton
one's Intention.
Taylor.
Faſhioniſt or Faſhion -monger , one
fatidical, ( L. ) foretelling whát is to
come.
thatfollowss Faſhions.
Faſhion , a Horfe-Diſeaſe, the ſame as
To Fatigate, to weary or tire.
fatigue, (F.) Toil, Hardſhip ; allo
Farcin
.
Falt. ( 8. T. ) : Rope to faſten a Wearineſs, or being tired.
ffaucet, a Tap , a Peg ; allo a kind of
Ship,
or. Boar.
Falti
( L. ) the Roman Calendar, in Flute, u'd in former Times.
faucns or frumen , ( L. ) the upper
which were
fet down
all Days
of Feafts,
Pleading,
Games
publick
and other
Bule part of the Gullct.
faugh Ozound or Ozound lying
ut
neſs
througho
Year.
certain Days, during faugh, is that wnich has lain a Year,as
were
Dies, the
Falti
which the Romans were allow ' to fue at more unploughed .
faunalia Sacra, certain Feafts kepe
Lawfaſti
. dious, that loaths or cannot brook, among the Romans, in Honour of the God
Faunus.
ul, diſdainful.
ſcornf
Faſtidium
Cibi, a loathing of Meat.
Fauntekynes, ( 0. ) litele Infants.
Favonius , ( L. ) the Weſtern Wind.
Faſtigium
,
the
top
or
height
of
any
e
Favour, Kindneſs, good Office: All
Thing : In Archit &ure, the ridge of a
a ſmall Preſent made by a Lady , a Knot of
t pitch of a Building .
theshigheſ
Houſe,
Faſtneſ
,Firmnels
, alſoa ſtrong Hold Ribbons, wornataWedding.
To Favour, to thew Favour, co Coun- *
or a Place not to be come at for Bogsy' tenance ; alſo to reſemble , or be like ano. 2
Buſhes dc.'
Perrou.
l : In ther
fat, full Faror
fruitfu
Favourable , apt o favour, good, grai
: Thus
with ;broad
ſameGreaſe
Sea-Languageofthe
cious.
if the Tuck ofa Ship's Quarter be deep,
Sfavorite, one that enjoys the good Will
. Sub . of another ; a Minion, or Darling .
fatQuarte
has aAnat.)
, She(in
faidfat,
TisThe
is a r.greafy
Faulen, a ſort of largeEel:
ſtance bred ofthe oily part of the Aliment
Fauletum , ( 0. L.) a Mufical Pipe, of
and Blood .
Flute.
Fat, fate , or Cat, a great wooden
fautle - biay, ( F. in Fortif.) a ſecond
Veffel, commonly us'd for the meaſuring wall or Rampart,below the firt.
of Malt: Alſoa large Brewing-Veffel.
Fantoz, ( L.) a Favourer , or Abetter.
Fat of Jling-glaſs , a Quantity from
fapus, an Honey.comb , alſo an Ulcer,
Ofunbound Books, half a Maundy or four or Scab .
TRAK
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Faup-bouts, ( F. ) the Suburbs of a that ofwhich we are poſſeſs'd in thoſe ge
Cicy.
neral Words, To Us and Our Heirs for c .
fawn, a Buck or Doe of the firft year. ver.
Fee Conditional or fee-ta'l, is thar
To fawn, to bring forth Young, as a
Deer does.
whereofwe are poffeſs’d , To Vs and Oni
To fawon or Fawn upon, to flatter Heirs with Limitation, s. e. the Heirs of
or fooch up.
ourBody.
fee- Farm , Land held of another in Fee,
fat, (0. ) Hair ; whence the Names
Fairfax, Halifax, c.
that is forever to himſelf and his Heirs, for
Fay, ( 0. ) Faith .
a certain yearly Rent.
Faytours,' 0.S.)Vagabonds,idle Fellows.
Feeble , weak Part, blind Side : Allo
Feabs or Fea- berctes , Gooſe- berries. the ſmallof a Sword.
Feal, (F. ) the Tenants by Knights
To Feige, ( 0. ) to carp at.
Service us'd to ſwear to their Lord, to be
To Feign; to pretend, to make a theme
Feal and Leal, i. e . Faithful and Loyal.
of; to contrive, to forge.
To Feal, ( N. C. ) to hide
Feint, Diſguiſe, tálfe Shew : Allo a
Fealty ,Loyalty, Faithfulneſs. In Law , Termin Fencing,whertan Offer is made ac
arOath taken at the admittance ofevery one Part, anda real Paſs at another.
Tenant, to be true to the Lord of whom
feiius, ( O. L. ) a ſmall Bundle, or
he holds his Land.
Arm.full, as of Herbs, Flowers,
..
FeaQble , ( F. ) that may be done.
Fól, (L. ) the Gall, one of the Humours
Feat, fitnical, odd.
of theBody.
A Feat, a notable Adion , or Deed.
Fel Terræ, the leder or common Cems
feather, as To CHE « Feather, a Sea taury , an Herb.
Phrale, us'd when a Ship makes the Water
Fel Attri, Sandever, the Droſs or Scům
foam before her.
of melted Glaſs.
Feather-top- grals, an Herb.
Felicitated, made happy.
fevear, an inordinate motion and too
Felicity, Happineſs, Bleiredneſs.
great Meat of the Blood .
Felis , ( L.) a Car.
Continual Feaver, is that whoſe Fit
felis Zibéthi, the Civet-cat.
is continu'd formanyDays
Fell, 10. ) cruel, cutragious , alſo the
Intermittent ftaver,commonly calla skin of a beaſt.
anAgue, tras certain times of Intermillion,
Fell-monger, one that deals chiefy in
or ceafing.
Sheepskins, and parts the Wooll from the
Feazing . ( S. T. :) the Ravelling out of Pelts.
1 Cable, at theends.
Fell-wojt, an Herb.
Febrifuge. ( L.) a Medicine chat will
To Fell, to ſtrike, or cut down.
Cure an Intermitting Feaver.
fellable, that may be felled.
Febris, a Feaver, or Ague.
Fellon, a kind of Bliſter on the Fig
Febzis Catarrhodes , 2 Feaver caus'a ger .
by che diftilling of Rheum from the Head.
Fellows or Felties of a theel,
febris Ungarica sherodes or Łues pieces of Wood joyn’d sogether to make
Pannonte , aPeſtilential Feaver, common the Circle.
in Hungary
ffellowltip, Company, Partnerſhip ?
february, the Second Month of the the Place ofone that is Member of a Col.
Year, lo ćalla « Febrnis, i. c. from the lege in an Univerſity.
expiatory Sacrifices that were offer d up Rule of Fellowihip, ( in Arith. ) thae
for the purifying of thePeople.
Rule by which in Accounts among divers
Feciales, Heralds at Arms, among the Perſons, their ſeveral Stocks together, with
ancient Romans, whoſe Office it was to the whole Gain or Loſs,being propounded,
make Peace, or proclaim War.
the Gain or Loſs of each particular Man
feculency , a being full ofDregs,
may be diſcover'd. :
c belonging to Lees or Dregg
Felo de fe, ( L. L. T. ) one that come 1
Fulfeculen
l of Dregs.,
mits Felony, by laying violent Hands on
fecundity, Plenty, or Fruitfulneſs.
himſelf.
Federal, belonging to i Covenant.
Felon -wort, an Herb.
fee, Reward, or Wages given to one
Felony, ( in Lavo) any Offence that is
Por theExecution ofhis Office: In Law , all in Degree next to Pecey Treaſon , and come
[usch Lands as are held by, perpetual Right .prehends divers Particulars, as Murder
$ 84 Abſolute or fee Simple, is 'Thet, 66.
C.cz
ffelt,
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Feodum w ilitis or militare, a
felt, fuff us'd by Saddlers, Hatters ; allo
a Hat made of ſuch Stuff.
Knight's Bee, which by the uſual Computar,
ffelacca, ( 1. ) a fort of Sea-Veffel.
tion is 480 Acres.
Feoffee, ( L. T.) he that is infeoffed,
Feme Covert, ( F. L. T. ) a marry'd
Woman .
or en whom a Feoffment is made.
Feminine, ( L. ) that is of the Female
Feoffment,, L. T. ) the Gift or Grant
kind .
of any Manors, Lards, Meſſuages, dc.
Feminine Gender; (in Gram . ) a Term to another in Fee ſimple, i. ., to him and
apply'd to thoſe Nouns that are decliu'd his his Heirs for ever.
with the Feminine Article Hac.
Feoffment in truft, is themaking over
feminine Planets , ( in Aftrol.) are of Lands, & c. by Will to Truſtees, for the ti
thoſe that ſurpaſs in pallive qualities, i. e. Payment of Debts, Legacies. c .
Moiſture and drineſs .
Feoffaz, he that infeoffs, or makes a ver
Feoffment to another.
Feinozius, Muſcle oftheLeg.
Femur or Femen , (in Anat. ) the
Feorm , ( S. ) a certain portion of o
Thigh, the Part trom the Buttocks to the Viotuals and other Neceflaries, which the sun
Knce .
Tenants of Out ands uſually gave co the dia
Thane or Lord ,
fen , a Marſh or boggy Ground.
Fenscțitket, an Infect.
+ Feracity, ( L.) Fruitfulneſs.
Feral, deadly, diſmal, mournful.
Fence, a Hedge, or incloſure.
Feral Signs , (in Aftrole ). arg . Lea,
Fence-month , the Month wherein
Deer begin to fawn, and during which it is and the laft part of Sagittarius. The film
unlawful to Hunt in the Foreſt.
Moon is alſo ſaid to be Feral, when the ke
To fend , ( S. T.) to defend ; as, Fend.is Teparated from one Planet, and applies '3;
ingthe Boat, i. e . ſaving it from being tonother while fhe continues in the fame :
Sign.
dăih'd againſtthe Rocks, Shore, &c.
Fercolt, ( 1. ) a kind of ſmall Ship
Fender, an Iron- device, ſet before
or boat.
Fire- grate,
Fenders, ( in Sea-affairs ) pieces of old
Ferdella Terra , ( 0.L. ) a Fardel,
Ropes, or Wooden Billets, hung , over a or ten Acreşot Land , ។
Ship’s Side, to keep ocher Ships fipm rub
Fersde-moulin , ( F. in Heraldry) a Bea .
bing againſt her.
ring, whoſe Figure repreſents the Iron -ink in
Fender-bolts, Iron-pins,ſtuck into the of a Mill .
ourermoft Wales of a Ship to fave her Sides
Ferðfare, ( S. ) a Privilege to be free
from Bruiſes and Hurts.
from going to War,
Ferdinando, ( i . e. pure Peace ) ä pro
Feneſtra, ( L. ) a Window : In Ana
tomy, two Holes in the Barrel of the Earl per Name of Men .
Ferdwit, ( s.) an acquirment of a
Fennel, a ſweet -ſcented Herb.
Fennel - Apple or annis-Apple, a Murderer in theArmy allo aFine of 120
fortofApple.
Shillings anciently imposed , for not bea
Fenni greek or ffenugreek, an Herb ring Arms in a Military Expedition .
penny, full of Fens,or Marthes.
Fere, ( 0. ) a Companion.
Feria, ( among the Romans) a Holy -day
Fenny - ſtones, a Plant ſomewhat ofthe
or Reſting -day.
ſame Quality as Dog -ſtones.
Feria , Holy-days, Days vacant from
Fcod or feud,( L. T.) the fame as Fee.
Feodal, belonging to a Fee ; aş Feodal Labour and Pleading : in old Records,
a Fair.
Tenure.
Feodalitash,i ( 0. L. ) Fealty, or Ho
Feriz Concept ve , ( among the Ro
eLord by his Feodal Te mans) were Holy days
mage paid to
appointed at the
nant.
diſcretion of the Ponriffs or High Prieſts.
Feodary, Feudary, or Feudatory,
Feriæ Imperativa, ſuch as were kept
an Officer belonging to the Court of Wards according as the Occafions of the Common
and Liveries, who was to ſurvey and value wealthrequired :
Feriæ Latinz, certain Feſtivals cele .
the Land of the Ward, &c.
feodatozy , a Tenant that held his Eftarę brated by the Roman People, upon account
by Feodal Service.
ofa folemn League they made with the
Feodum , ( L.) Land held in Fee ofa Latins.
Superiour Lord.
Feriæ Statifa , were fet Holy -days
Feodum Laicum , a Lay -fee, or Landmark'd in the Calendar, which always fell
held in Fee from a Lay- Lord.
out upon the fame Day:
ferite
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Ferity, ( L. ) Savageneſs, Brutiſhnels;
fervent or Fervid , hot, vehement,
Fierceneſs, Cruelty.
eager, zealous .
g
Ferlin , (0.'R . ) the fourth p rt of a Ferula , ( L. ) an Herb calld Fengel
Penny ; allo che Quarter of a Ward in a Giant.
Borough .
Ferala or fetular, a flat Stick with
Ferling ata , Ferlingus, or Ferds which Boys are chaſtis d at School.
lingus Terræ , the fourth part of a Yard
Ferulæ (in Surgery) Splents or light
Jand.
Chips us’d about the binding up oflooſen'd
Fermor Farm , a Houſe, or Land, or or diſjoynted Bones.
Ferbour, the ſame as Ferbency.
both taken by Leafe.
Ferment, ( L.) Leaven, or Yeft ; that
Ferpour of the Patric, a Diftemper
which riſes or puffs up by Leavening.
when che whole Subſtance of the Womb is
To ferment, to riſe or puff up after extreme hot.
ſuch a manner; to work as Beer, Cider, or
FefTe , (in Heraldry) an Ordinary repre
other Liquorsdo.
ſenting a broad Belt, or Girdle of Ho.
Fermentation, a Fermenting or ſwel. mour.
Feffe-point, the very middle Point of
ling with Ferment, a working : In Phyfick ,
any gentle Motion of the Parts of the Blood an Eſcutcheon.
To Fetter , to putrify or wrankle.
or Juices in the Body, a kind of bubbling
t feltination, a haftening, or making
up, rais'dby the Spirits that endeavour to
Speed
getout of a Mixt Body.
Felting-men , ( 5. ) ſuch Perſons as
Fermiſona, ( 0. L.) the Winter- ſea
Top ofDeer.
were Pledges for orhersy. and bound for
Fern o... Fearn, a wild Plant very their Appearance who ſhould .,tranſgreſs the
Laws.
common in dry and barren Places,
feſting-Penny, ( N..C .) Earneſt
Fernigo, ( O. L. ) a Heath, or waſte
given to Servants, when hirit or retain'd .
Place where Fern grows.
+ Ferocity, Fiercenes, Cruelneſs, Curft.
Ffeltival, a Solemnity or Day of re
nels .
joycing:
Ferrel or ferrule, a piece ofIron or
Feſtivity, Mirch, Rej:ycing, Pleaſanta
Braſs, to bind the End of a Cane.
neſs ; alſo a Feſtival Time.
Ferret, a little Creature like a Weeſel,
Fenivons, jocund, jovial, merry .
that ſerves to catch Rabbers , alſo a ſort of
Feltoon , ( F. ) a Garland or Border of
Ribbon .
Fruits and Flowers, eſpecially in engraven
' To ferret, to ſearch out narrowly.'
or imboſſed Works.
Ferriage, cheferrying or paſſage over
Feſtucago , ( L ..) .Wild Oats.
a River, or the hire of a Ferry -boat.
Feffucous, (among Herbalifts) having
ferruginous, that is like ruft of Irom a tender Branch , or Sprig .
orthat has in it ſomewhat of the Quality of Fetch or fitch, a Pulſe,
Iron
Fetid, ſmelling ill, or ſtinking.
Ferrum, ( L.) Iron, a Metal,
Fetiſe, ( 0 ) handſ me, ſpruce.
Ferrumen , Steel, or Iron harden'd ;
fietlock or feiter-lock, the Hair that
grows behind on a Horte's Feet.
Soder.
ffetlock= joynt, is the Joynt at the Fet
Ferrumination, aſoldering, a faſten
ing together : Among Chymilt's a ſoldering lock, which bends in all the Feet forward.
Irons to bind the feet of Male
Fetters,
together of Mecals.
factors or the Legs of Cattel.
Ferrure, the th joing of Horſes,
Horſes , To Fettle to , to go about, or enrer
Ferry, the Place from whe
Coaches , & c. are convey'd over a Ri- upon a Buſineſs.
ver:
feud , ( G. ) deadly Hatred , or En
I mity. In the North Parts, a combination
Fers, the Queen ac Cheſs-play .
Ferfchet, ( 8.) the Ferriage or cuſto- of Kindred, to revenge the Death of any
mary Payment, for ferrying over a Ri- oftheir family , on the Murderer and all
his Race.
Ver.
Feud -bote, a Recompence for enga
Fertile, '( L. ' Fruitful, plentiful.
fertility or fertileneſs, Fruitfulneſs, ging in a Feud or Faction!
Plentifulneſs.
Feude, ( L. T. ) a Tenure or manner
To Fertilize, to makefertile or fruitful of holding Lands.
Fervency or Fervouk, Earneftneſs, Feudes, a Volume of the Civil Law.
Feuillantins, a fort ofimallTarts
great Zeal ,
feberfon
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feperfew , an Herb.
Lyra.
Fiduciary, a Truſtee .
Feuterer , ( 0. ) a Dog.keeper , he that
lets then looſe in a chace ,
fief. ( E. ) Fee or Feodal Tenure :
Few or few -term , a Tenure in Score Landsand Tenements, which the Vaffel
land, whereby Lands are held paying a holds of his Lord by Fealty, and Homage':
certain Duty call’d Feuda firma.
Allo a Manour, or Noble Inheritance.
To Few, (N.C. ) to change.
Field ,a pieceof Ground for Tillage,
fewel or fuel, any thing that is fit to Meadow : In Heraldry, the whole Surface
burn.
of an Eſcutcheon or Shield .
Fewmets or fewmifing, the Dung
field -fart, a ſort of Bird .
of a Deer .
Fieldspiece, aCannon proper to be
To fey, Meadows, Ponds, & a ( C.) to usdin the field ofBattel.
cleanſe them .
Fiend, a Fury, or EvilSpirit.
F - ffa -ut, the ſeventh or laſt Nore of Fierabzas, ( F.) a He& or,or Bully .
thethree Septenaries of the Scale of Mw
Fiert faciás, a Writ, which lies for
fick ,calld theGam -ut.
one that has recover'd in an Adion of
Fiants or Fuants , ( F. ) the Dung of Debt or Dammages, in order to levy, the
Badger, Fox, & c.
Debt or Dammages ofhis Goods of whom
Fibers or fibzts. the Threads or the Recovery was had.
Fiery Criplicity, (in Afrol .) thoſe
Hair-like Strings of Muſcles, Veins, Plants,
Roots, c.
Signs of the Zodiack that furpaſs the reſt
fibza, ( L. ) a Fiber.
in fieryQualities, vix. Leo, Aries and Sa
FibzaJuris, the lower Part of the Ear . gittarius.
Fabzıllæ , the ſmallef Threads of Fife, a ſort of Wind -Mufick.
which Fibers confift.
Fifful, a certain old Meaſure ofCorn .
fibzous , full of Bibers.
Fitteenth, a Tax which formerly us'd
Claſp:
to
be rais'd by the Parliament, and
Hook,Buckle,
or
Fibula , ( L. ) a
In Architecture, a Nail, Key, or Brace : laid upon every city or Borough throughout
In Anatomy, the leffer Bone of the Shank. the whole Realm .
fig , a well known Fruit : Alſo a Dir.
Ficarta , the Fig - tree , alſo the Herb
Fig -woort , or Pile-wort.
cafe in Horſes.
Fig - pecker, a Bird that eats Figs.
ficedula , a Bird , feeding on Figs and
Grapes.
fig-wozt, an Herb .
Fickle, light, inconkant, wavering.
Figary, a Freak , or Frolick .
Fictile, ( L. ) Earthen, or made of
figentia , ( L. in Chym . ) ſuch things
Farth .
as ferve to fix Volatile Subftances ; ;. c.
Fiction , an Invention or Device , a Lie keep them from flying away.
or feigned Story .
Fights, ( S.T. ) the Wafte-cloaths
Fictitious.feigned, fabulous, counterfeit. that hang round about the ship in aFight,
filus, ( L.) a Fig, or a Fig-tree : Allo to hinder the Men from beingſeen by the
certain Swellings in the Fundameur and o- Enemy.
ther Parts which reſemble Figs's the He
Clore Fights, thoſe Bulk-heads which
morrhoids, or Piles :
are put up for Men to ftand ſecure behind;
Fidd or Fule, a little Oakham , pur in and Fire on the Enemy in caſe of Board
at the Touch -hole of a Gun , and coverd ſing .
Fightwitt, ( S. ) a Fine of 120 s . anci
with thin Lead, to keep the Powder dry
in the Piece. Among Sea-men , an iron or entlyimpos'd for making i Quarrele
Figment, (L.) a Fidion, or feigned
wooden Pin made tapering and tarp at the
Tale.
end, to open the Strands of Ropes.
fidd -bammet, a Toolbeing a Fidd at
Figural or Figurats Aumbers,ſuch
one end, and a Hammer at the other.
Numbers as repreſent ſomeGeometrical
fidejuſtoz, ( C. L. ) one that is a Pledge Figure.
or Surety for another, eſpecially in a Mo. Figurative, belonging to, or ſpoken
1
ney -matter.
by aFigure.
fidelity, ( L. ) Faithfulneſs, Integrity,
Figurative Speeches . are particular
Honefty .
ways of exprefſing our felves in which we
To Fidge abcut; to be continually make uſe of an improper Word , which
moving up and down .
Cuftom has apply'd to another Subject .
Figure,Shape, Faſhion, Repreſentation,
Figures in Difcourſe, are extraor,
Fidicula , a little Lute, a Fiddle : Allo
, Northern Confellation , otherwiſe callid
dinary
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dinary ways of ſpeaking, very different ( Files into one.
To File off, to fall off from Marching
from thoſe that are ordinary and natural.
Glammatical figures. are used in inalarge Front, and March in Length by
Conſtruction, when we depart from the Files.
common and ordinary Rules.
File-Leaders , the men that compose
Ryttožical Figures, ſérve either to the Front, of a Battallion, being the firk
expreſs theviolentTranſports of the Mind of every File.
filét, ( F. ) a (mall Thread , or String :
or elſe to adorn our Speech ,ot to move the
In Architecture, a little ſquare ftraight
Audience.more pathetically.
Figure.( inLogick) isa due diſpoſing Member, which appears in the Ornaments,
of the middle Term of a Syllogiſm , with and Mouldings : In Cookery, Filets,are any
the ewo Extremeso In Philoſophy, the Sur- ſort of Meat or Fiſh cut into Slices and
faceor boundipg Extremes of any Natural dreſs’d in a Ragoo .
Body In Arithmetick ,one of the Nine
Filets mignons, large Slices ofBeef,
Digits or Numeral Characters ; as 1, 2, 3, Veal, orMucron, ſpread over with a Rich
bc. In Geometry, a Space limited by one Farçe, bak'd in a Stew -pan between two
Fires,
ormore Extremities or urmoft Bounds.
filial, ( L. ) belonging to a Son .
Rectilineal Figures, are thoſe that
filiation, Sonſhip , or Deſcent from
have their Extremities all Right-lines.
Curvilineal figures, are ſuchasbave Fatlaer to Son.
their Extremities Crooked Lines. »
filtolus, a little Son : In old Writers,
Bir , Figures ,thoſe that are bounded a Grand-lon, or a Nephew .
partly by Right-lines and partly by crooked
Filipendula, Drop -wort or Red Saxio
ones.
frage, an Herb.
Filius ante patrem . ( 1. e. the Son
plain Figures or Plain Surfaces ,
are ſuch asare bounded only byRight before the Father )an expreſſion apply'd
lines.
by Herbalift, to fome Plants whoſe Flow
la Aſtrology , Figure, is taken for a cr's comeout before the Leaves.
Filir ,Fern orBrake.
Scheme or Draughtof the face of Heaven
at ſome fer Time.
Filkale or Fictale, ( S. ) a kind of
To figure, to repreſent ; to Flower, Entertainmentmade by Bailiffs, for thoſe of
their Hundreds for their Gain .
or draw Figures upon .
Figuretto, a kind of Flower'd Stuff.
Fillemot or fueillesttozt. ( F. ) the
filaceous, ( L.) full of Filaments, i... Colour ofa dead Leaf.
Fillet,
an Hair-lace a Band of Cloth .
Small Threads or Strings about the Roots
ofPlants.
In Heraldry, afourth part of the Ordinary
Filacer, an Officer in the Common- callºd a Chief : In Architekture, an Ornament
Pleas Court, who files thoſe Writs on which which differs littlefrom the Affragel.
He makes Proceſs.
The fillets , ( in a Horſe) are the fore
filacium , ( L. L. T. ) a File, a Thread parts ofthe Shoulder next the Breaft.
of Wire on which Writs and other Deeds
Filly -foal, a Mare-colt.
in Coures are filed up.
Film , a thin Skin within the Body,
Filago, a ſort of Cod-mort or Cossono dividing ſeveral parts of the Fleſh , one from
Wild.
another : In Plants, charchin woody Skia
Filamenis, thia Alender (Rags like which ſeparates the Seed in the Pods.
Threads,which ſometimes appear in Urine.
Filoſella, Ferret- filk, or Flurt-filk .
Alloſmall Fibers or Threads, which make
To Filteror Filtrate , to ſtrain thro
tip the texture of the Muſcles& c.
a Bag , Felt, brown Paper, & c.
Filanders , a fort of Worms fmall as a
Filtration, a filtracing , or Araining.
Thread , chat lie in the Reins of a Hawk ;
Filtrum or Feltrum , ( L. ) a Strainer,
allo Ners, or Gins for wild Beafts.
through which Liquors are paſs’d to clarify :
Filbords, the beſt fort of ſmall Nuts. In old Records, a covering for the Head
made of courſe Wooll , a Felt-hat.
To Filch , to fteal cunningly ,
filum æqur; ( 0. L. ) a Stream , or
Filt, a Toolto poliſh Iron, & c. a Wire
upon which looſe Papers are filed up toge courſe of Warer.
Fimaihing, the dunging of any ſort of
ther. In Heraldry, a traight Line from
In MilitaryDif- WildBeafts.
whichiſſueſeveral Points.
Fimble, ( $. C. ) Hemp early ripe.
cipline, the ftraight Line or Row , made by
Fimbia, ( L.) che Shirt or niem ofa
Soldiers
ther. & anding onebehind or below ano Garment.
Fimbitated,
To Double the files , is to put two
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Fimbriated, ( in Heraldry) when an Ora| the Juſtices to admit of a Fine for Sale of
dinary is border'd or edg'd round with a Lands holden in Capite.
different colour. Among Herbalifts, the fine non capiendo pzo pulchre plas
Leaves of Plants are ſaid to be fimbriated , citando , a Writto forbid Officers of
when they are jagged and have as it were Courts, to take Fines for fair Pleading.
Fine pzo redifreifina capienda, de.
a kind of Fringeabout them.
To fin a Chevin, to carve, or cut up a Writ that lies for theReleaſe of one laid
in Priſon for a R :diferfin , upon a reaſonable
a Chevin or Chub - fith.
Fine.
Finable, liable to be fined.
final, that ends or is laſt, that cancludes
Finery, a being fine or ſpruce, Gallan
try , allo a fort of Forge in the Iron
or makes an end .
Final Cauſe, ( in - Logick) that Cauſe works,
Finew , Mouldinefs, or Hoarineſs.
for which a Thing is whatit is. In Divinity,
Finemed , grown mouldy.
Final Cauſes are ſuch great, wiſe and good
Finger -fern, a Plant.
Ends as Almighty God had in creating dir
Fingers-breadth, a Meaſure of two
pofing ,and preſerving all the ſeveral Parts
-corns in Length, and four laid Side
Barley
of the Univerſe.
Finance,( F. ) a Fine, a certain Summ of to Side.
Finical, ſpruce, neat ; affected, dr
Money paid to the French King for the
conceited .
enjoyment of ſome Privilege or other.
finire, ( L. ) to finiſh , or end : In old
Finances, the Treaſure, or Revenues
ofthat Prince.
Records, to Fine; or pay a Fine upon Com .
Financier or Financer, an Officer in pofition.
To finith, to end or make an end.
the Finances.
Finary, the ſecond Forge of an Iron
Finite, ehar has an end, that has ap
mill.
pointed Boundsſet to its Power, Extent, dr
To find the Ships Trim, ( S.P.) Continuance.
finito ?, ( L. ) the ſame as the Horizon .
to diſcover how the will Sail beſt.
Finders, ( 0. S.) the fame Officers
Finours of Gold or Silver , are thoſe
thatwe now call Searchers, employ'd about that purify and ſeparate chofe Mecals from
the diſcovery of Goods carry'd out or others that are courſer.
brought in , without paying Cuſtom .
Fir , the Fir-tree ; Deal.
Firowite, ( s. ) a Fine, anciently im
Fine, handſome, ſpruce ; excellent,
pos’d
on Military Tenants, for their Default
pure .
A Fine, a Penalty or Amends made in in not appearing in Arms.
Money for an Offence : Allo a Summ of
firdwathi or Ferdwuthi, Military
Money paid for entrance upon Lands or Men , ſuch as are worthy to bear Arms,
Fire, one of the Four Elements.
Tenementsler by Leaſe : Allo a formal
Conveyance of Lands, ác. made before a
Running-fire, ( M. T. )is when Met
drawn up for that purpoſe, Fire one after
Judge.
Fines for alienation, were certain another, ſo that it runs the whole length of
Fines paid to the King, by his Tenanes the Line, or round a Town, doc.
To fire, to ſet on Fire, to diſcharge
in Chief, for Licence to alien , or make
Fire -Arms.
over Lands to others.
fire-bare, ( S. ) a fort of Beacon.
To Fine, to ſet a Fine upon , or to pay
Fire-boot or Firebote, an allowance
a Fine ; alſo to purge , or clear from
ofwood , to maintain competent Firing
Dregs.
Fine Force, ( F. L.T. ) an abſolute for the Uſe of the Tenant.
Fire -croſs, two Fire brands faften'd
unavoidable Neceffity or Conſtraint.
Fine adnnllando levato de Tene. Croſs-ways on the Top of a Spear ; a Sig.
mento quod fuit de antiquo Domenico, nal to give notice of a ſudden Invaſion .
a Writ for the making void a Fine levy'd Fire- dzake, a kery Meteor, alſo a kind
ofArtificial Fire -work.
of Lands holden in ancient Demeſne.
Fire-Walter, a Perſon that makes the
fine capiendo pzo erris , &c. a
Writ lying for one that having his Lands, Fuzes for Bombs, Granados, dc.
Firkin , a fort of Meaſure containing
ſeiz'd and his Body impriſon'd , obtains
Favour to be ſet at Liberty, and recover 8 Gallons of Al , and Gallons of Beer.
his Eftare .
firkin -man, one that trades with a
Fine levando de Tenementis tentis Brewer for ſmall Beer, to furnith his owa
te Rege in Capite ; a Wojc impowering Cuſtomers.
Firma,
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Firma, ( in Doomſday -Book ) a Tribute
anciently given towards the Entercainment
ofthe King of England for one Night. In
the ScorchLaw , a Duty which the Tenape
pays to his Land -lord.
firmament, the eighth Orb, according
to the Prölemaick Syſtem , or the Heaven
of the fixed Stars .
Firmaratto , ( O.L.) Erming, or hold .
ing to Farm .
Firmatio, ( F. L. ) the Seaſon for
Does.
Fermed or full firmed, ( in Falconry)
wellfledged.
firmneſs, a being firm , ſolid or hard ;
Steddineſs, Conſtancy
firct Fruits, the Profits of every Spiritual Living for one year, given to the
Queen.
Fittling, the young of Cattel firft
brought forth .
Firth, ( S. ) a Bug-bear, or frightful
Apparation .'
Fiſcal, ( L. ) belonging to Fifcus. i.e.
the Publick Treaſure , of a Prince or
State.
1 filh, ( S.T.) any piece of Timber
or
Plank made fait to the Mafts or Yards, to
fuccour and ſtrengthen them . Allo a Tackle
kangDav
at the end of a piece of Timber call'd
the it. ?
Fiſh- block, a peculiar Block or Pulley,
which belongs to the Fiſh-tackle.
FICh -garth a Wear, orDam in a River,
for the taking of Fih.
Fiſhery, the Art or Trade of Filho
ing
Fiſhing of the Malt, ( S. P. ) the
Nailingof a Fish, or piece of Timber to
wrapping ithard
with Spikes,
zhe
Ropesand
aboutwith
roundMalt
.
To fisk up and down, to go haftily
and madly.
Filalé Şarum , ( L. ) Slate, or Tile.
fone.
Filure, a Cleff, or opening; in Sura
gery, akindof breaking of a Bone,that
happens in the length of it. Among Nacu
talifts certain, Interruptions, that ſerve to
diftinguiſh the ſeveral Strata or Layers,
ofwhich theBody ofour Terreſtrial Globe
is compos'd .
Fiducium , ( L. ) the Fiftick -nut, or
Piſtachos ,
FiQula, a Pipe to convey Water , the
Flute:Alſo afore of deep Ulcer, narrow ,
hard and like Brawn, and of difficult Cure.
Filula Lachrymalis, is when the
Hole in the Bone of the Noſe , is growi
trawny and hardfrom anUlcer ofthe ſmall

FL
| deſky Kernels at the greater Corners of the
Eyes.
Fittala pulmonts, the Wind - pipe.
fiſtula Sacra, chat part of the Back
bore, which has holes init.
Fitula Arinaria, the Urinary Pals
fage in a Man's Yard.
Fillular, Flulary,,or Fit
Fiſtulous
uions,
belonging to a tiſtula
ftitular Flowers, thoſe that are com
pounded ofmany long, hollow , ſmall Flow ,
ers like Pipes.
Fitch or Fitchom , a Pole -cato allo
the skin or Furr ofic.
fitchor Uetch,a fort ofPulle.
ji itches, ( in Heraldry) when the lower
part of a Croísis ſharpen d into aPoint.
Fithwite or Fithewite, ( S. ) a Fine
laid upon one for Fighting, or breaking
the Peace: >
fitters , as . To cut into Fitters, i. 6 .
1
intr little pieces.
Fitz, a Son , a corruption ofthe French
signification
.,
word Fits of the ſame
Five- finger, a Fith like a Spur-rowel.
Five-foot or Star -filh, a ſort of Seas
Infe&,ſhap'd like a Star:
To fix, ( L.) to ſtick, faften, or feta
dle ; to fet, or appoint.
Fita, ( c. T.) are ſuch things. 88 can :
not be exalred , or rais'd up by Fire.
Fiton , a fisting, sc. Among Chya
mists, a making any Volatile Subſtance to
endate theFire and Hotfly away.
fired Line of Defence , ( in Fortif )
a Line that is drawn along the Face of a
Baſtion, and ends in the Courtin .
Fired Attre, Sal-perer melted in a
Crucible, and made to Flame, which is
diſolva in Water,
afterwards ,powder'd;
and then evaporated into a fine White
Salt:
ffired signs, (in Aftrol. ) are Taurus,
Leo Scarpio , and Aquarius.
#ired Stars , the Stars of the ſeveral
Constellations,which do notmove ofthem .
ſelve , hut alwayskeepthe ſame Place.
Firity or Fictneſs, ( in Chym . ) is an
oppoſite qualicy to Volatility:
fizsig, a forr of Top for Boys , allo
which
of they
Dart,are
with
a kindas
ers ſtrike
ſwimm
Fiſhes
ingMarin
.

frizzle
or tfoil,
To ard
backw
withou
Noile . to break wind

flabby, ſofc and moiſt.
wit
Flaccid; ( L. ) flagging, droopingi
# gering
Flacket, ( N.C. ) a Bottle thap'd like
a Barrel.
Enlign
or ,Banner uſually rer
outFlag
of Ships
in the, anTops
Dd
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To Lower or Strike the Flag, to made of an Arch-line, which beginning at
the Corner of the Chief, compafles with a
pull it down upon the Cap.
To Heave out the Flag, is to wrap (welling Imbofsment, and ends in the Baſe
of the Eſcutcheon.
it about the Scaff..
Flank, the Sideproperly of Horſes and
Flag or Sedge, a ſort of Ruth ; alſo
the upper part of Turf par'd off to burn. Oxen : In the Art ofwar,the side of an
Among Falconers, Flags are the Feathers Army or Battalion from the Front to the
next to the principal ones in a Hawk's Rear.
Flank, In Fortification, is that part of
Wing
To Flag, to bring or bear down, to a Baftion which lies between its Face and
Courtin
the
witherand decay , to grow limber.
Flank of the Courtin, is that part of
Flag-ſhip, á veflèl commanded by one
of the general Officers, that has a Right to the Courtin, between the Flank and the
Point, where the Fichant Line of Defence
carry a Flag
flag - Itapes, the Staves which are ſet ends.
Flank Covert , is that, the nutward
upon the Heads' of the Top -gallant Mafts,
and ſerve to let fly, i. 6. thew abroad the part of which advances to ſecure the int
nermoct.
Flags.
Flank Fichant, is that from whence a
Flag -wozm , a kind of Inſect.
Flagelet or flageolet, ( F. ) a Mu. Piece of Ordinance playing, fixes its Bul.
lers in a direct Line in the Face of the op
Sical Inſtrument.
Flagellantes , ( L. ) a ſort of Here- poſite Baftion .
Frank Dblique or Second Flank,
ticks, that went up and down, ſcourging
part of the Courtin, being the Diſtance
themſelves.
+ Flagitation, an earneft Entreaty, or between the Lines Fichant and Razant.
Defire.
Flank Razant, the Point from whence
Flagitious, very wicked , lewd, vil- the Line of Defence begins, from the
labous.
joyning of which with the Courtin ,
the Shot razes the Face of the next
Flagon, a ſort of Pot.
Baſtion.
Flagrancy, ( L. ) ardent Deſire : EarFlank Retired , the ſame with the
neftneſs.
Flagrant, very hot, eager or earneſts Covert Flank, being ouly, the Platform of
the Caſemate , which lies hid in the Baſtion .
notorious, Infamous.
Simple flanks,areLines which go
Flail, an Inftrument to Threſh Corn
with .
from the Angle of the Shoulder to the
co Flair or Flare, to ſweal or melt Courtin .
To Flank, to diſcover and fire upon
away faft : Anong Shipporights, the Work
is ſaid to Flair over, wheu a Ship being the side,to play upon the Enemy both in
Houſed in near the Warer , the upper Part Front and Rear .
To Flank a place, to frengthen it
hangs over ſomewhat too much.
Flam , an idle Story, a Sham or Put off with Flanks.
Flamboy, ( F. ) a kind of Torch or Flanked Angle, the Angle made by
the two Faces of the Baſtion, which formas
Taper.
Flame, ( L. ) the moſt fubtil part of the Pointofthe Baſtion.
Flanks , ( among Farriers) a Wrench ,
Fire.
Uital flame, a kind of gentle Heat Stroke, or other Grief in the Back of a
which ſome ſuppoſe to be in the Heart of Horſe.
Flankards, the Nuts or knots in a
Living-Creatures.
Flamines , certain Roman Prieſts, ap. Deer's Flank .
Flannel, a kind of Woollen Stuff.
pointed by Numa Pompilius.
Flaſh, a ſudden Sport,
ftaminant, a large Water Fowl.
Flaſh of Flames, ( 0. P. ) a Sheaf of
Flammcolum , ( 2. ) a little Vail or
Scarf of a Alame-colour. Alſo a Flag or Arrows.
Flask, a Box to hold Gun-powder ;
Banner ; alſo an Herb of the Spurge
kind .
a bed in the Carriage of a piece of Ordi
+ flamineous, like Fiame, or partak . nance : Alſo a ſortof Bottle, fuch as Flo
rence -Wine is uſually ſold in. In Heraldry ,
ing ofits Nature ,
Flammula, a little Flame, or Blaze 3 an Ordinary like the Flanch , but not ſo much
alſo the Herb Trinity of Hearts-eaſe .
bent in .
Flanch , ( in Heraldry ) an Ordinary
Flasket, a great fort of Basker,
To
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flemenes- firinth or Flymena- fryin
To flat in a Sail , ( S. P. ) to hale in
the, ( S. ) the relieving of a Fugitive, or
the Foie ſail far by the Sheat-rope.
flats, Shallows in the Sea ; alſo one thathas fled out of his Country .
Flemenessfreme or Flemeñe -frena
Shelves, or Sand-banks.
To Flatter , ( F. ) to praiſe exceſſively, the, Chattels, or Goods of Fugitives,
Flemelwite, or Flehen wite, a Li
to coaks, footh up or wheedle.
berry to challenge the Chartels, or Fines
flattery; fawning, wheedling.
Flatulent, ( L. ) windy, that cauſes of one's Servant that is a Fugitive.
Flemming. a Native or Inhabitant of
or breeds Wind.
Flanders.
flatuolity, windineſs.
Flatuous , windy, or full of Wind.
flesh, is definid by Anatomifts, to be
flatus, ( L. ) a puff, blaft, or gale of a hmilar, fibrous part, which with the
Wind : Allo diſorderly Motions ftirr'd up Bones ſerve to ſtrengthen the Body. Amon
in the Body by Wind let in , or by windy Herbalifts, it is all that Subſtance of any
Fruit which is between the outer Rind and
Meats.
the Stone ; or that part ofany Root which
Flaūns, Milk -meats, Chaucer.
To Flaunt, to ſpread as a piece of is fit to be eaten .
Fleta, (0.L.) a Place where the Float ,
Linnen does that is too ſtiff ftarch'd ; to
or Tide comes up.
Arut it, to take State upon one.
Fletcher, a Maker of Arrows.
Flavour, a pleaſant Reliſh.
Flaw, a defect in precious Stones, Me
Fleurettee, ( F. in Heraldry) flowered,
tals, &c. alſo a little Skin that grows at the or 1stoff with flowers.
Root ofone's Nails.
Fleribility, ( L. ) aptneſs to bend, or
flawn, a kind of Dainty made of fine be pliant.
Flerible, that may be bowed or
Flower, Eggs and Butter.
flar-weed or Toad - flar, an Herb. bent; apt to be perſwaded , or entreated :
Flea-bare, an Herb that deſtroys
Fleroz Carpi Radialis, (in Anat.)
a Muſcle of the Wriſt, which is let into the
Fleas.
Flea- bitten Colour, ( in Horſes) is upper part of the Os Metacarpi, that bears
white ſpotted all over with ſad reddith up rhe Fore- finger.
Fleroz Carpi Ulnaris, a Muſcle of
Spots.
Flea -Wort, an Herb whoſe Seed relem- the wriſt, but partly inſerted into the
fourth Bone of the Carpus, and partly into
bles a Flea.
Fleak, ( N. C. ) aGate ſeț up in a Gap. the Os Metacarpi, which bears up the Little.
Fleam , a Surgeon's Inſtrument to Lance finger.
Fleroz Tertii Internodit or longif.
the Gums; or a Farrier's Tool to leta
Horſe Bloud.
fimus pollicis , a Muſcle implanted in
the upper part of the third Bone of the
Flebzing, (0. ) Slander.
Thumb.
or
Spots
of
full
Fleckt,
or
Flecked
Speckles: In Heraldry, arched like the Fir
Fleroz Pollicis Bzevis , a Muſcle
mament.
which is let into the Offa Sefamoidea of the
Flecta, ( O.L. ) a Aedged or feather's Great Toe .
Fleroz pollicis Pedis longis, a
Arrow ,
Fledge or Fledged, that begins to be Muſcle which is a dired Antagonift to Ex
tenfor
Longus ; and is inſerted to the upper
well cover'd with Feathers.
Fledgwit, ( L. T. ) a Diſcharge from end of the ſecond Bone of the Great
Fines, where an Out-lawd Fugitive comes Тое ,
Fleroz primi et Secundi Dlfis pol
to the Peace of his own accord.
To Fleer, to caſt a Saucy, or Diſdainful litis, a Muſcle which has its Inſertion part
ly to the offa Seſamoidea, of the Second
Look .
Internode, and partly to the firft Bone of
Fleet, ſwift, as Fleet Degs.
A fleet; a certain. Number of Ships the Thumb.
Flecure, a crooking, bending, or
Sailing together. Alſo a Famous Priſon in
bowing:
London .
To Fleet, to remove from Place to
flichtwite or Flitwite, ( S.) a Fine,
anciently impos'd upon account of Quarrels ,
Place ; alfo ro skim Milk.
s.
or
Brawl
Fleeting, palling , or fading away.
To Flicker, to fleer, to laugh wantonly
Flemattace, (in the Scotch Law ) the
or ſcornfully.
claiming a Felon's Goods.
Flidesthzift_or Slide-thzift, the
flemed , ( 0. ) daunted, or frighted.
Gama
Dd 2
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Gamethat is nowknown by the Name of Mountains. Rivers, Towers &c. are natu
Shovel- board.
rally Repreſented
Flimſy , limber, Night
Flozes, ( L. ) Flowers, or Bloſſoms:
In Chymiftry, the more fubtil parts of a
o.
or
give
Flinch,
to
fart,
quit,
to
To
looſe.
and
ver ; to play faft
Subtance ſeparated from the groffer by
flip , a ſort of Drink , made of Ale, Sublimation .
Brandy and Sugar.
Flozet, ( F. ) a kind of Ferrer or courſe
Flippant , nimble of Tongue, full of Silk .
Talk .
Florid . ( L. ) Full of Rhetorical Flow .
ers ,
? Fliris. ( L. ) a kind ofwild Goat.
Flirt orJilldirt, a forry 'Raggage , a
flogin , a Gold-Coin forft coin'd by the
light Houſe -wife.
Florentines, The Florin of Palermo is worth
To Flirt, to Banter, or Jecr.
2 s. 6 d .Sterling : Of France 11. 6 d.
Flitter, a Rag, or Tatter.
floziſt, one that Delights, ind has Skill
Flitter -mouſe or Rear-moule, 2 Bat; in Flowers.
à kind of Bird .
Flozus, & Bird that feeds on Flow .
Flitting, a removing from one place ers
to another .
Flory ( in Heraldry) when the Out-lines
Flir -weed, anHerb.
of any Ordinary, aredrawn as if trimm'd
To flizz , ( 0.) to fly off .
with or in the Form ofFlowers.
Fio , ( 0. ) an Arrow , or Dart.
Flos, ( L. ) a Flower, a Bloſſom .
fiſhing
Cork
the
Flos Æris , ( C.T. ) & Compoſition that, i
Foat of a
-ling,
'or Quill that ſwims aboveWater .
comifts ofſmall Grains ofBraſs.
Floats, pieces of Timber joyn'd toge Flos frumentozum
, Blew.bottles, a
ther with Rafiers, which ſerve to convey kind of Flower
Burdens down a River with the Stream .
Floting, ( 0. ) whilling, piping .
To Float, to (wini upon the Water .
Flotſon or Flotgam , ( S. T.) any
Floatages, allſuch things asare floating Goods loftby Shipwrack, which lye float:
on the top of the Sea, or great River.
ingon the topof the Water ,
Floating, j (in Husbandry) the drow
Flotten silk Aeet, or skim -Milk .
ning . or warering ofMeadows.
Floud, an overflowing of Water; che
ffloating of cheeſe, is the ſeparating Tide.
of theWhey from the Curd. !
Floud or Young Floud, Sea - Terma
Floating -betoge, a Bridge made in usd when theWater beginsto riſe.
form of a Redoubt, confifting of Two
To Flounte, to toſs, or roll about in
Boatscover'd with Planks.
the Water ; to be in a cols, or fume with
Flond the ſame as figurate Del - Anger.
tant.
Flounder , a Sea- fila.
Flook or Flouk of an Anchor, is
lound'ring , ruſtling, or making a
that broad and peeked Part, with its Noiſe with its Fall.
Barbs like an Arrow -head, which takes hold
Flourtsh, (L.) an Ornament in Wric 9
on the Ground.
ting, Rhetorick , Mufick , 66. a Flower
ffloor in a Ship,is ſo much of her Bot work in Archite & ure.
tom as the reſts upon when brought on
To Flourish ,to proſper, to be at one's
Ground.
Prime ; to be in Vogue, or Efteem .
Flozalía , ( L.) certain Feſtivals kept by
To flout, to mock , or jeer.
the Romans, in Honour of the Goddeſs Ft Flows South , ( S. P. ) it is high
Flora .
Water,when the Sun is in that Point, at
Flojamour, a kind of Flower.
fullor new Moon.
Flogee or Flozer, a Blew Colour usd
3t Flous Wide and hale Cide, it
in Painting or Limning.
will be half Floud by the Shore, before it
Florence,
( L.Flouriſhing) a Proper begins toflow in the Channel .
Name
of Women
: Allo a kind of Gold .
Flowers, Among Chymifts, that fine
Coin current
England under Edward mealy Matter, which in Sublimations, is
in
worth
III. and
6 $. & Piece.
carry'd up into the Headof the Veffel, and
Flozences , a kind of Cloath .
Flozentine, a ſort of bak'd Pudding , ficks toit in form ofa fine Powder.
To Flower, to bloſſom like Trees
or rart .
Mantle asDrink does.
Flozentine or Landskip -marble, to
flower -de- luce, a Flower of which
2 kind of Marble; in which the figures of there are ſeveral forts. In Heraldry, the
diftinguifin :
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diftinguiſhing Mark for the Sixth Brocher of it Flug. ( L. ) a Looſneſs of the Belly ;
allo Flood, br Tide.
anyFamily
Flowerage, the ſetting of ſeveral forts Flux of the Sea , the Flowing or com
of Flowerstogether in Husks, and hanging ' ing on of the Waterupon the shore.
chem up with Strings
Flur and Reflux,the ebbing andflow .
Flowered, embroider'd with Flowing of the Tides.
ers.
FlursPowders , ( in Chym .) certain
Flowry, belonging to, or full ofFlow Powders,prepard to promote the diffol
ers.
ving of theharder Metaland to melt Oars.
fluxibility, an aptnek, to fluw or run ,
Flowk-wort, an Herb.
To Fluctuate, ( L. ) to waver ; to
Fluring, * drawing of Humours out
ofthe mouth, by proper Medicines; as in
be at an Uncertainty, or in Suſpence.
fluctuation, afloating, or wavering; the French Pox.
Flurion , a flowing of Humours or
fflue, the Down, or ſoft Hair of a'Råb .
bet ; alſo little Feathers, of Flocks that Rheum : In Surgery; that woich raifes a
fick to Cloaths.
Swelling all at once, or in a very ſhort
Fluellin, an Herb otherwiſe calld time by the Ayidity of the Matter : In Geo
metry
Spiedwill.
, Fluxions are a new Improvement of
-Fluency or Fluentneſs , readineſs of that Science .
Speech
Flutus, ( L. ) a Flux , or Flowing .
Fluent, ready or eloquent in Speech .
Flufus Chytoſus, a Purging, when
theMeat is thrown out; and does not make
Fluid, that eaſily flows, or runs.
Fluid Body. (in Philos. ) is that whore any of thar Humour callid Chale.
Parts caſily give Place , and move one
Flurus hepaticus, a Flux, in which
over another..
black ſhining or ſer jas Blood is voided .
fluidity or fluidneſs, aptneſs to
Fly, a well known Inſect. ' In Sea
Auw . i
affairs,that part of the Mariner's Compaſs
Flaila. ( N. C. ) Walhy, weak , ten on which the 32 Point of the Winds are
deſcribd.
der.
fluke, a ſort of an Infeat ; alſo part of To Fly groſs, (in Falconry ) is faid
ofaa Hawk, when the flies at the great
an Anchor.
flummery, a wholeſome Jelly made Birds ; and to Fly on Head, is when mil
ofOat-meal.
fing her Quarry, ſhe betakes her ſelf to the
Fluor ( L ) a Flux; courſe, or next Check
Stream .
Let ily the Sheats, ( S. P. ) let the
go outa-main.
Fluor Uterinus, Sails
Flugzalbusor
fly-boat,
a ſwift and light Veffel built
Diftemper
Women
.
in
the Whites, a
Fluojes, Womens Monthly Courſes : for Sailing.
AldoSpars ,afore of Stones found in Mines ricaflysatcher,
Places
which clears all
Creature
of FliesinandAms.
a little
fuck
which reſemble Gems.
Flury, a Red Colour in the Face ; alſo like Vermen .
Term usd in a Game at Cards, when all
Flying - fiſh, a fort of Fiſh that have
are ofa Suit.
Wings like Rars.
Flying -Pinnton, a part of a Clock.
Flum foze and aft, ( S. P. ) is when
the Decks in a Ship are laid level or even
flying, siger, an American Infect
from Head to Scern.
ſpotted like a Tiger.
Fluthed or Flefjed, put in Heart, en
Flying-wozi, a Ring-worm or Terier
in a Horſe.
couraged, or egged on.
Fluti ered, ſomewhat diſorder'd with
To fob one off, to give one the trouble
Drink.
ofa -tending to no purpoſe.
Fluta, ( L. ) a kind ofLamprey .
Focare , ( L. ) Hearth -money:
flute, a Mufical Wind- Inftrument :
Forale , ( 0. L. ) Fire-Wood , or Fuel.
Allo a ſort of Sea - Veſtel of about 300
Focile or Focti-bone, a Term in Sura
Tun.
gery, as
Fluted , channelled, or Wrought in form
Focile Ma'ns, the greater Bone of the
ofa Gutter .
Arm , or of the Leg.
Flutings, (in Architect .) the Chan
Focile Binus, the lefſer Bone of the
nels, Furrows, or Gutters of Pillars, c. Arm , or of the Leg.
ſplutter,
To
to try to fly to fly a
+ Focillation, a comforting; cherishing,
bout.
or nouriſhing
Focus
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Focus, ( L. ) a Hearth, or Fire -place :
To foin , (in Fencing) to make a Pals,
In Anatomy, a certain Place in the Meſen- or Thruſt at one.
Foins, a kind of Furr taken from a
tery from whencethe Ancients derivd the
Original of Feavers.
little Ferret or Weelel of the fame Name,
In Geometry, there are two Foct or
+ Foiſon . ( F.) Plenty, Abundance.
Focus's , i.e. two Navel- Points in an
Foilt, a Pinnace, or little ship with
Ellipfis orOval, which ſerve for the draw. Sails and Oars.
ing of that Figure.
To foitt in , to put a thing in prepofte
Focus of a parabola, is a Point in rouly , to forge.
Folcland , or Folkland, ( S. ) the
the Axis, diſtant from the Vertex one
fourth part of the Parameter.
Land of the Common People, in the time
Focus , ( in Opticks) or the ' Focus of a of the Saxons.
Glaſs, is the point of Convergence, where
Folcmote or folkmote, is taken for
the Rays meet and croſs the Axis, after two kinds of Courts, one now call'd the
the County Court, and the other the She
their Refraction by the Glaſs.
Fodder, any kind of Meat for Cat. riff's Turn.
tel : In the Civil Law , a Prerogative that
Foldsnet, a ſort of Net with which
the Prince has to be provided of Corn, ſmall Birds are taken in the Night.
& c. for his Horſes in any Warlike Expe
Fole , a young Colt.
dition .
Fole - bit and Fole- foot, two forts of
Herbs.
Weight
a
Lead,
of
Fadder or Fother
Foliage, branched Work in Tapeftry ,
ofLead which in the Book of Rates is ſaid
to be 2000 l. At the Mines it is 2250 l Painting or Carving : In Archite&ture, a
and among the Plummers at London,1950 1. kind of Ornament, us'd in Cornices, Cha.
Foddertozium , ( 0. L. ) Proviſion of piters , & c. which repreſent the Leaves of
Fodder or Forrage, made to the King's leveral Plants.
Foliatanes, a certain Order of Monks.
Purveyors.
Foliate , as To foliate Looking -glaſſes , i.
Fodina, a Quarry or Mine . In Ana
tomy, the leſſer Pit in the Bone of the e. to ſpread over a kind of Compoſition
Ear.
that will ſtick cloſe to the back of the
Fæmina, a Woman, the Female in Glaſs, and there refled the Image :
brute Beaſts and Plants : In Chymiſtry, Sul
Foliation. Among Herbalifts, one of
pbur or Brimftone.
the parts of the Flower of a Plant ; being
& ion of thoſe fine colour'd Leaves.
a
Colle
Fæniculum , Fennel, an Herb.
that make up the mpaſs of the Flower .
Fænum , Hay.
Fænum Özæcum of Fenigjætum , Folio, a Book is ſaid to be in Folio,
the Herb Fenigreek .
when it confifts of Sheets only once dou
bled, or making but two Leavesa -piece :
1 foela, ( 0. L.) Herbage, Graſs.
Fotoz, a Stink, or ill Smell : Among In Printing', the Figure ſet at the top of
every Page : in Merchants- Accounts, 2
Phyſicians, a ftinking Breath .
Fotus, the Young of all kind of Crea- Leat, ortwo Pages of the Ledger-Book.
Folliculus, ( L. ) a little Bag , or Sato
tures; in a Atricter Senſe, a Young Child,
whoſe Parts are perfedly formed in the chel : Among Herbalifts, the Seed- veffel.
Womb,
Folliculus Fellis, the Gall-Bladder.
Fomahant, a Star of the firft Magni
fog, a thick miſt : Allo a Country
word for Graſs that grows after Autumn, tude in the Sign Aquarius.
and remains in Paſture till Winter.
Foemen , ( 0. ).Enemies, Foes.
Fogage, (F. L. ) rank Graſs not eaten
To foment, ( L. ) to cheriſh, or com
in Summer,
fort, by applying Warm Remedies ; to
Foil, an Inftrument to Fence withal ; nouriſh, to encourage or abet.
Fomentation , a fomenting the bar
a Fall in Wreftling thatis not clearly given ;
an Ornament, or ſetoff:
thing
ofany part of the Body with a con
To ffoil, to overthrow , or overcome 3 venient Liquor.
alſo to let off to advantage.
Fomentum ( L.) any thing laid to the
foile, a Compoſition made of quick- Body, to cheriſh and warm it.
Fond or Fund, a Bank, or Stock of
Silver &c. to be laid on the back of Look .
ing- glaſſes.
Money .
Foiling, the footing and treading of
To Fond, ( 0. ) to contend, to late
all Deer, that is on the Graſs, and ſcarce bour.
viſible.
To fondle. to cocker, or pamper.
Το
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Fonn
Neceſſity , Strength , Might : In a Legal
To
e, to be foolih ; Chaucer .
Fonnes, ( 0. ) Devices.
Senſe , unlawful Violence us'd to Perfonsor
Fons Solis, a Spring in Africa, Things.
which at Midnight is as hot as boiling Wa
Simple Fozce, is that which is ſo
ter.
committed that has no other Crimejoyn'd
Font,. the fixed Bafon , or Place in a to it.
Church where the Sacrament of Baptiſm is
Mict or Compoand force, is that
adminifter'd ; alſo a Caft, or compleat Set Violence which is committed with ſuch a
of Printing - Letters.
.
Fa & , as ofit ſelfonly is Criminal
Fontalis , (L. ) belonging to a Foun
Forte, (in Mechan .) fignifies whatever
tain, or Spring ; alſo the Herb Pond is the original Cauſe ofany Motion in Bó
weed .
Fontalanta or fontinalia , ( among dies.
Forces or Military Forces , an Army
the Romans) the Feast of Fountains.
or conſiderable Body of Soldiers.
Fontanella, or Fonticulus, a little
To Fozce, to oblige or take by Force;
Well, or Spring: In Surgery, an Iſſue : to Ravish .
To Fozcewooll, to clip off the upper
In Anatomy, the mould or root of the
Noſe.
and more hairy part ofit.
Fozceps , ( L:) a pair of Tongues, or
Foot, a part of the Body, the bottom
of a Hill, Wall, &c. Allo a Meaſure of Pincers ; Allo a Surgeon's Inftrument,
Twelve Inches: In Fortification , the ſixth with which Dead and Corrupt Parts, Splin .
part of a Fathom .
ters, & c. are ſeiz'd to be Cut off, or pullid
Foot of a Herſe, a certain Number of out.
Syllables, which ſerve for the meaſu
fozcers, an Inſtrument to draw Teeth ,
ring of fuch a Verſe.
prevailinholding
violent.
Folcible ,detaini
ftrong, ng
Forcible
of
or g ;
In the Art ofWar, To be on theſame
Foot with another , is to be under the Poffefüon. ( in Lav ) is a violent Act of
Reſiſtanc
Circumſt
Entry
lawful
which
Service
of
the
e,
by
ances
point
of
in
.
fame
To Gain or Loſe Ground foot by Juftices or others,is barr'd or hinderd.
Fozcible Entry; a violent adual Ena
foot, is to do it regularly and reſolutely,
defending every Poft to the utmoſt : or try into any Houſe, Land, & c. ſo as to offer
Violence to any there.
forcingit by dint of Art and Induſtry.
Foot-bank or Foot - ftep, ( in Fortif .)
Fozd, a ſhallow place in a River .
Fozda, ( L. ) a Cow with Calf, or a
a Step about, ' Foot high, and 3 Foot
wide, under a Break-work , upon which Milch -cow : In old Records, a Ford or Shal
low .
theMen get up to Fire overit.
Footgeld or ff outgeld , (S. ) a Fine, for
Fordable, that may be forded , or was
de
d over,
not cutting out the Balls of great Dogs Feet
in a Foreft.
fordicalia or Fordicídia, a fentivat:
foothusks,
are. ſhort Heads, out of kept by the Romans, on which they ofer'd
Flowers
which
grow
in Sacrifice, a Cow with a Calf calid
Foot- pace, a Cloth , Mat, ác . ſpread Forda .
about a Red or Chair of State , &c.
Fozdika, ( O.L. ) Herbage , or Graſs
growing on the edge of Dikes or Dicches.
impertinent
Pels
fantaſtical,
or
,
a
Føp
low.
To Fozdce, ( 0. ) to kill.
Fozdol, fordolio or Fordalis, a
Foppery, Foolery, Fantaſticalneſs.
Butt or Headland that ſhoots, upon other
Foppith , fooliſh , impertinent, finical .
Fozagtum , ( O. L.) Straw , or Stub Grounds.
ble after the Corn
is Threſhed out .
To Fore-bar or fozbarre, ( S, T.)
fozamen Iſchium , ( in Anat . ) a for ever to deprive.
large Hole in the Hip -bone.
To foze -bode, to Divine, or Forea
Fozbalca , ( 0. L. ), a Fore-balk or tell.
Balk lying next the High -way.
fore -bolts, ( S. T. ) certain Iron-pins
To Farbear, to ſuffer, tó let alone , to in a Shio, made like Locks.
leave off : InSea - language ,to hold ſtill
To fole - caſt, to conſider before-hand ,
any Oar ofa Boat upon the Word of Com to forelee.
mand .
Faze-cattle of a Ship,that part where
fożbicina or Fozbícula , the Ear-wig. the Foie -maſt ſtands.
an Inſect.
Fozescloſed, ( L.T. ) barred an .. urter .
Force, ( F. ) Violence, Conſtraint , ly excluded ,
foces
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To Foze - fhoztén , ( in Painting ) is
Fole -couple, the Fore-fail of a Ship.
Foje-foot, ( S. T. ) when one Ship lies whena Head or Face in a Draught is made
1
or fails a-croſs another Ship’s Way, the to appear ſhorter before.
is ſaid to lye or fail with the other's Fore
Föjesgkin ,the Skin that covtrs the Head
foot.
of the Penis , or Yard.
ffoze-goers, Purveyors going before
To Foze-ſpeak to beſpeak , to bewitch.
the King or Queen in Progreis.
Fozeſtałt or Eroſs-lift, an Inftrue,
Foreign, Strange, Outlandiſh, not a . ment us'd at Sea, for obferving the Sun ,
greeable to the purpoſe,or matter in hand ; Moon, or Stars, with one's Face towards
the Obje & ,
In Law , a Foreigner, or Stranger .
To Foze-fall, is to buy, or bargain
Foreign Anſwer, ( L. Ť. ) ſuch an
for
Corn,or Cantel, & c. as it is coming to
where
theCounty
in
tryable
is
not
as
Anſwer
it is made .
be fold , towards any Fair or Market in
Foreign Appoter or oppoſer, an order to ſell the ſame again at a higher
Officer by whom all Sheriffs and Bailiffs | Price .
are oppoſed or examined, about the Summs
Fozé -ſtaller, he that fo foreſtalls the
Marker : Alſo one that lies in wait to ſtop
of Money orFinęs receiv'd by them.
Foreign Attachment, an Attachment Deer broke out of the Foreſt.
Fozeft, a great wood privileged to
of Foreigners Goods, found within a Li.
hold the Queen's Game.
berty or City
Fozeltågtam , a Duty payable to a
Foreign Mattet, is matter done, or
3
Forefter
tryable in another County .
Foreign Plea, e reje& ing of the
Forefter, the Keeper of a Foreſt.
Judgeas incompetent, becauſe the Matter
fozetter in Fre, one that has that
in hand was not within his Precind .
Office to him and his Heirs.
5
foffang, ( S.) Pre-emption, the raking
Fozeign Service, ſuch Service where
by a mean Lord holds over of another, of Proviſions in Fairs, or Aarkets, before
21
without the Compaſs of his own Fee.
the King'sPurveyors are fervid.
Foze- judged the Court, is when an Fozfeit, ( É. ) a Default, a Penalty ,
Officer of any Court is turn'd out of the a Fine.
lame for ſome Offence.
To Fozfett,' to lose an Employment,
Foze-judget, a Judgment, by which a Eſtate , Goods , & c. for neglect in doing
Man is deprived of, or put by the Thing in one's Duty, or for ſome_crime commite
ted.
Queftion.
Foze-Knight and Main -Knight,(S.T.)
Fozftitabls, liable to be forfeited.
Two ſhort thick pieces of Wood carv'd
Fozfeiture, the tranſgreffing of a Penal
with the figure of a Man's Head, and Law , or rather the effect of it.
falt bolted tothe Beams upon the ſecond
Fozfeiture ofmarriage, à Writ that.
Deck..
lies for the Lord again his Ward , or Teo,
fioze-land or Fózeneſs,a Point ofLand Aant under Age, who refuſes a convenient
jutting out into the Sea :* In Fortification , 2, Marriage offerd him by his Lord .
ſmall ſpace ofGround, between the Wall of
To Forfend, ( 0. ) to forbid.
a Place ard the Moar.
Forfere, ( 0. ) forlorn.
Fózfer, ( L.) a pair of Sheers : Alloan
Foze -locks, the Hair of the Head be
fore : In a Ship, little flat . Wedge-like Inftrument to pull outTeeth.
Hozficula , a little pair of Sizzers i allo
pieces of Iron , usdatthe ends of Bolts,to
"keep them from flying our.
the Ear-wig , an Inſect.
Fozfraught, f0 . )beſet.
Foje-loin, ( among Hunters) is when
3
Fozgabulum , ( O. L. ) Forgavels, a
a Hound going before the reſt of the Cry,
ſmall reſerved Rent in Money ; a Quit .
meets Chace, and goes away with it.
foresmalt, that Maft or piece of Tim . rent.
forgard, ( 0. ) loft.
ber which is ſeated in the Fore- cafle or
Fore-part ofthe Ship
ffozge, ( F. ) a large Furnace where the
Fożespaiſed, excepted ,'a Term ofien Iron-par is melteds allo any Place where
us'a in Conveyances.
Smiths heat their Iron .
Foze- reach, 7 S. T. ) when Two Ships
To #ozge, to Hammer , or work as a
Sail together, or one after another, that Smith does; to contrive, or frame; co
which Sails fafteft, is ſaid To Fore-seach upon counterfeit.
be other .
fo2ger of falſe Deeds, ( in Lan ) one
Fore -lati, the Sail of the Fore-maſt
chat deceitfuly makes and publithes falle
,
Writings.
forget ,

FO
forbere, that which is forged, Falmood ,
Cheat .
Forgia or sfoggia ferrarta ( 0.L.) a
Smithy, or Smith'sForge.
folherda, a Herd land, Fore -land, or
Head -land.
Fozinſecum Maneríum , ( L. T. ) a
Manour whichi lies without the Town, and
is not included within the Liberties of
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Heraldry, for the Croſs Patee.
Fozmers, ( S. T. ) round Pieces of
Wood fitred to the Bore of a great Gun,
which hold the Cartridges for che Powder.
Formeth or Seatëth, a Term apply'd
to a Hare, when it Squats in any Place.
Formica , ( L. ) the Ant, or Piſmire
an Intect : Allo a Wart, hard, black and
broad at the bottom . Allo a Diftemper
that commonly ſeizes on a Hawk's Beak .
forinfecum Servitium , the payment
Formidable, to be feared , frightfud ,
of Aid ,Scutage , and other extraordinary dreadful.
Impoſitions ofKnight- Service.
Formula, ( L.) a form in Law , an
Ordinance or Rule ; alſo a Phyficia.'s, Pres,
fork - fity, a kind of Thorn-back ..
Foiked Heads,all Deers Heads which ſcription.
bear cwo Croches on the top , or that have
Formulary, a Book of Forms, or Pres
cheir Croches doubled .
fidenrs for Law -matters :
Writiog that
contains the form of an Oact to be taken
To rozkerde, ( 0.) to cut off.
forletter, ( 0. ) abandoned, or för- upon certain Occaſions, & c.
faken
Foznacalia, ( L. ) the Fealt ofOreas
Folloin, ( .. ), deſperate, or defpair- kept by theRomans .
Fornagtam , ( O. L. ) a fee taken by
ing ; Förlaken, or left comfortleſs.
The folloin or fozlozn Hope in an a Lord of his Tenants , bound to bake in
Army, a Body of Men put upon the moſt his Oven, or for Liberty to uſe their OWA ,
deſperate Services,orappointed to give the allo Chimney or Hearth-money
firft Onſet in Battle.
fornication, the Ad of uncleangels
between fingle Perſons.
Folloyn, ( 0. ) a Retreat.
foznicato2 ,' a Haunter of Stews,
form , ( L.) Shape, Figure, Faſhion,
Manner. In Philofoplry, the ſecond Prin- Whoremonger.
makes
Matcer;
Fornir, an Arch , or Vault ; allo a Brow
joyn'd
being
which
to
ciple
up all Natural Bodies : Among Hunters, the shelshoute, or Stews: In Surgery, the
Seatofa Hare.
brawny Subſtance of the Brain .
To Fozin , to frame or make, to con
Forrage, ( F.) Proviſion of Hay,Straw ,
trive or deviſe.
Oats, c . eſpecially in the Wars.
To forrage or Go a topraging, to
formal,belonging to Form or Fallion ;
Ride about the Country to get Forrage.
allo punđual, preciſe, affected.
formal Caule . ( in Logick ) is that
In Fourey, ( 0. ) to defroy.
which gives an inward Eſſence orBeing to
To Fozlake, to leave, or quit.
Subtances and Accidents.
Fojlchet, ( S. ) the fore- part of a Furi
formalift, a Follower of Forms, or long , a skirt or flip of Ground chat lies
Modes, a formal, or complimental Per- next the High -way .
fon .
Fozles, Warcs -falls.
Formality, Form in Law, Ceremony ;
Foirer, a little Trunk or Coffer.
Preciſeneſs, Affedation. Formalities, are
Fozlagen, ( 0. ) Nain , or kill'd .
allo Robesworn on folemn Occaſions, by
Foilpzeak, ( 0. l'an Advocate, or one
Magiſtrates
the
of
a
in another's behalf.
City,
Corporation,
thatpleads
doc.
Fozftal , ( I T. ) a being quit of Fines
To formalize, to play the Forma- for Cat I arreſted within one's Land.
lift.
Fozor ught , ( 0. ) diſtracted .
Fozmation , a forming, framing, or TO Fox[wear, in fwear filfely.
faſhioning
Fallwonk or forloat, (0. ) overt
Formed Stones, ſuch Bodies as being laboured and ſweated, orSun-burne.
either
pure Stone , or Sparr , are found in
Fozt, ' L. ) a Cattle, or Strong-hold
the Earth, ſo formed that their outward of Prall Extent.
reſembles
that of Cockles,
Shapé very much
fozt Royal, a Fort that has 26 Fai
Muſcles. c.
thoms for the Line of Defence .
Fozmedon , a Writ lying for one that
Scarsfożt,a Redoubt made ofre-eatring
to Lands
or Tenements,by and ſaliant Angles.
a Right
has
Virtue
of an Enrail
.
TO Fozthink, ( 0. ) to be grieved in
Fozmet, a Term fometimes i' ! in Mind,
Ee
Fourney
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Fortifiable, that is capable of being , work, or the Service formerly done by
Inhabitants for repairing and maintaining
fortified.
Fortification or military Architects the Pitches round a Town.
ure, an Art which teaches how to ſtreng :
Foffatum , a Trench , a Place intrena"
then or ſecure a Place with Ramparts,Bread ched, ormoated about.
1
Foffellum or Fofretellum , a ſmall
works, c.
Regular Fortification , is that which Ditch , orTrench .
is built on a regular Polygon, or many-fided
Follet or Focſet, a little long Coffer,
or Cheft .
Figure.egular tification
re
Jrr
for
, is that whe
Folöle , that is oř may be digged out
the sidesand Angles are not all-uniform .
of the Ground .
Durable Foztification , that which is
Folkls, all ſorts of Bodieswhatever that
are dug out of the Earth .
a long while.
made to continue
Fottal, ( 0. ) the foot-fteps of a Hare.
Tempozary Fortification , that which
To Poltrt, tā nourist , chériſh, or bring
is rais'd upon ſome extraordinary Occaſion
up .
for a ſhort time.
To Fortify, to ſtrengthen, or make
Folter-Land Land appointed for the
finding ofFood or Vi &tuals for one or more
ſtrong , to fence.
Foutin, or Field-fozt, a ſmall Fort of Perſons.
Fother or Fodder, a weight of about
different Extentaccording to the Situation
a Tun, or Twenty Hundred .
ofthe Ground .
Fother of Lead, ( according to Skene)
Foztility, O.S. ) a fortify'd Place, a
is 128 Stone.
Cattle or Bulwark .
Foztitude. Valour, Courage , or Stout
Fotmet, at Weight of Lead of Ten
neſs of Mind ; one of the Cardinal Ver. Stone, or Seventy Pounds.
Fotus, ( L.) a nouriſhing , or keeping
ques .
Fortitudes, ( in Aftrol..) are certain warm .
'Advantages that Planets have to make their
Fovea, a deep Holein the Ground to
catch wild Beafts ; a Den, or Çave. A.
Influences more frong.
Fortlet, ( 0. L.T. ) a little Fort, al mong Aſtrologers, the fourth Houſe of a
Figure of theHeavens.
place of ſome Strength ,
Fovea Cozdis, ( in Anat . ) the Pit of
foztrefs, a Place fortify'd either by
the Stomach .
Artor Nature, a Strong -hold.
Fougade or Fougalt, ( P. ) a Mine
fortuitous, that happens, or comesby
to blow upa Lodgment.
Chance ; accidental.
Foul, full of Dirt, filthy,naſty. In Sea
Foztanate, happy; lucky .
Foztune, Adventure, or Chance ; alfo Language, whena Ship has been 'long un
fo that Weeds, be. ſtick toher
trimmed,
the
in
Settlement
,
Credit
Edate, Goods,
Sides : A Rope is alſo ſaid to be Foul, when
World , c .
Fortunes, ( in Aftrol .) the Two bene- it is intangled in it felf.
Foul-watet, ( S.T. ) a Ship is ſaid to
volent Planets, Jupiter and Venus.
ffoztung, a Tournament, or running a make Foul water, when being under
Sail, the raiſes the Sand , Mud, C.
tilt on Horfe -back with Lances.
To foyvile , ( 0. ) to foreſhew .
Fouldage. (in Norfolk ) the liberty of
Fozum , ( L. ) a Marker-place at Rome, Folding or Penning Sheep by Night.
where Things were ſold : Allo a Place Foulk, ( G. ) Noble, aproperName as
where Matters of Judgment were pleaded Men .
To found, to build , to ſettle ; to
and decided.
Fozurth, ( O. R. ) a long dip of eſtabliſ , or ground , allo to cał Mecal.
Foundation, the loweſt part of a
Ground .
Building , the Ground work of a Thing :
fogwelked, (0. )dried .
Founder, one that builds, or endows
Fozwyned , (0. ) withered .
Fols , ( L.) a Trench, Moat, or Ditch. a Church, College, ſpital, & c. Allo at
Fors -way, one of the Four principal Artificer, whoſe bufinefs is to meltMetals,
Highways of England, made by the Ro. to caſt them in Moulds, to.
To fondet, to over-ride, or ſpoil a
mans .
Folla magna, (in Anat . ) the inward Horſe with hard working. A Ship is faida
hollowneſs of the Vagina, or Neck of the To Founder, when by an extraordinary
Leak, or otherwiſe theis ſo filld with Wa
Walimb.
Hollatorum Dperatio , ( 0.1,7. Foff ter, that ſhe cannoşbe freed of it. rAds
Fo
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foundling, a Child found expoſed , or | Membrane or thin Skin, which ties the
left deftitute ,
Fore -skin to the lower part ofthe Glans.
found'ring in the feet, a Diſeaſe in Fragarta or fragum ,the Straw -berry,
Horſes cauſing malignant Humours to fettle a Fruit .
in the Feet.
Fragil, apt to break , brittle ; frail, or
Found'ring or Chelt-foyud'ring, a weak .
Dilcaſe in a Horſe diſcover'd by his often
Fragliity, Brittleneſs.
Fragment, a broken part, or piece of
covering to lye down, and ftanding Arad
any Thing
ling with his Fore-legs.
Founes, ( 0. ) Devices.
Fragrancy, sweetneſs of Smell.
Fountain , a place where Water breaks
Fragrane, that is of a pleaſant (mell ;
out, and ſprings forth in Drops from the ſweet- ſcented .'
Earth .
fraight or Freight, the Burden, Lam
Fourche, (F. ) a Fork , or Pitch -fork : ding, or Merchandize a Ship Carries ; allo
In Law ,a Delay, theputting off an Adion. the Money paid for ſuch Carriage.
Frail,brittle , weak , fceble.
In Heraldry, a Croſs fourché, is a Croſs for
ked at each end.
A frati, a Basket of Rulhes, or fuch
fourier, an Under-Harbinger, or Mel like Materials, to pack up Figs, Raiſins,
.
Senger.
Fourneau , a kind of little Oven , or
Frailty , a being frail, weakneſs.
Stove. In the Art of War, the Chamber of
To frain, il 9. S. ) to ask , ordea
Mine.
fire.
Fowler , one that goes a fowling : allo Fralſe , ( F. ) a Straw -berry ; alſo a
Kid's, or Calve's Chaldron ,
a Piece of Ship -Artillery :
Fownd, ( 0. ) framed .
Fraiſes, ( in Fortif .) are pointed Stakes
For, a well known Beaſt of Chace .
driven into the wall or Rampart of a
6.
for -gloves , aFlower.
Place to prevent Surpriſes, Scaladoe's, and
Deſertion .
For -tail, a fore of Herb.
for, as To give or pay one's Fo9, i. .
To Fraiſe a Battallion , ( M. T. ) .
to Treat his Friends, upon going a Jour- is to line it every way with Pikes.
ney.
frame, Form , Figure, Make, an En
To Foul , ( in Husbandry) to Fallow gine to put abcut any Thing : Alſo the
Land in the Summer or Aütuina .'
Out-work of a Clock or Watch .
Foyling, (among Hunters) the +Foot.
To Frame, to form to crcate, to build,
to contrive.
Ateps ofaScagon the Graſs.
Fracid
*
, ( L. ) rotten -ripe, hoary and
Frampole-fence, a Privilege enjoy'd
putrefyd.
by the Tenants of the Manour ofWiritsle
Fraction , Diffenfion, or Strife among in Efex.
JFrarc, a French Liver, worth ' I s. 6 d.
Parties. In Arithmetick, a broken Num
ber.
Sterling.
Franchiſe, Liberty, Freedom , a pas
A pzopet fraction, is leſs than the
Whole
; the Numerator being leſs than the cicular Privilege belonging to a City or
Denominator
.
Corporation : In Law, Exemption from
An impzoper Fraction, has a Nume- an ordinary Juriſdiction .
Tator greater, or at leaſt equal to the Deno .
Franchiſe Royal, is where the Queen
minator."
grañes to a Man and his Heirs, that they
A Single Fraction , is that which con . Thall be free from Toll, d.o.
fits of one Numerator and one Denomina.
Franci or Franks, certain People
tor .
anciently inhabiting a part of Germany.
A Compound fraction.or a frac
Francigena, a French -man, a Forei:
tion of a fraction, has more Nume.gner!
rators and Denominators than one .
Francis, a proper Name from the Geri
Fractions of thefame Denomina- man Word Frank ,'i. e. free.
tion, are thoſe whoſe . Denominators are
St. Francis Pear, a ſort of Pear.
equal.
Franciſcans, an Order of Friers,foun .
Fracture, (in Surgery ) the breaking of ded by St. Francis of Affifi in Italy ,
A Bone.
1198 .
frænulam , a little Bride : In Surgery . Francling, ( 0. L. T. ) a Frecholo
ter ,
a skinny String under theTongue.
frenulum or ' Frarum Denis,
Francolisis
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fray, Fight, Scufile, Quarrel::
To fray. to tret äs Cloth or Stuff does
er angeble,( 1. ) that may be brol by Tubbing is raid To fray ber Bear,
Aen .
when the rubs it againſt a Tree.
Frangula, the Black Alder-tree.
Frayn’d. ( . ) refrained.
Frank, free, open -hearted, generous,
Freak, a Whimſey , or Maggot .
bountiful.
A Frank, a Place to feed a Boar
Fream, Arable, or Plough'd Land
worn out of Heart ,
in .
Frank - almotn, ( L. T. ) a Tenure, or
To Fream , a Term apply'd by Hun
manner, of holding ſuch Lands or Tene- ters, to a Boar that makes a Noiſe in Rut
ments as are beftow'd for perpetual Alms. ting-time.
Frederick, ( G. Rich Peace) a proper
frank Bank or Fress Bench,that
Eftate in Copy-hold Lands, which the Wife, Name of Men .
being eſpous'da Virgin, has after her Hus Fredilwid, is very free) a proper
Name of Women .
band's Deceaſe for her Dower.
To Free, to ſet, or make fiec, to de.
FranksChace , a Liberty of free
Chace in a Circuit adjoyning to & Foliver : In Sea-affairs, the Pump fross the
Ship, when it throws out more Water than
reft,
Franks Fee, that which isin the Hand comesinbyLeakage .
ofthe Queen or Lord of the Manour, being
Freebooter, Soldier thatmakes In
'Ancient Demerne of theCrown.
rodes into an Enemy's Country for Cattel.
Frank- fferme, is Land, or Tenement, & c. Allo a Pirate, or Rover, at Sea.
Freesbozd , a certain Quantity of
in which the Nature of the Fe is chang'd
Ground beyond , or without the Fence :
bya Feoffment.
Frank-fold, is where the Lord has which is claimed in ſome places.
Free Chappel, a Chappel founded
Power to Fold orpen up his Tenant's Sheep
within a Parish , over and abare the Mo
Within his Manoar.
Frank-law , a free enjoyment of all ther.Church: Or rather, PreeChappolsare
thoſe Privileges, which the Lawallows a thoſe of theQueen's Foundation freed from
Man that is not found guilty ofany hainous the Juriſdiction of theOrdinary.
Offence.
Freedſtoll or fridltoll; ( S. ) a
Frank- arriage, a Tenure in Tail certain iStone-Chair in a Church near the
Special, by which a Man and his wife have Altar, to which offenders us'd co fly for
Land given them and their Heirs.
San & uary:
Frank- Pledge, a Pledge forFree -mens
free-hold or Frank -Tenement, (in
in Ancient Cuftom obferv'd inEngland, Lam ) is that Land or Tenement,which a
for preſerving the Publick Peace .
Man holds in Fee , or at legt, for Term of
Frankinčenít, a ſweet-ſcented Gum. Life.
Frantick, that has the Frenzy ; Mad , freeshold in Deed , is the a& ual
or Diſtracted
Poffeffion of Landsor Tenemencs in Tees
Frateria, (0.L. ) a Brother-hood, or the
Society of Religious Perfors.
0
Freeshold In Law , is the Right,
that a Man has to ſuch Lands pr Tene
Fraternal, belonging to a Brother.
a
ments
.
fraternity, a Brother hood; alſo
Ffree-holders, they that enjoy a Free
Company of Men enter'd into a firm bond
hold .
of Society;
Fratricelli , a Sect of Hereticks that
Frée - Itont, a kind of Stone.
had one Harman for their Ring leader,
Free-Warren , the power of granting
1304 .
or denyingLicencecoany, to Hunt in ſuch
fratricide, Brother-Slaughter, 'theor fuch Lands.
Killing of a Brother,
Freez, a fort of Wollen-cloth. In Gun
Fraud, D. ceit, Guile, Cheat.
nery, the ſame as the Muzzle -ring of a
Fraudulency ,Deceitfulneſs, Craftineſs, Cannon .
Freefing - setrture, that which is
Knavery .
Fraudulent, inclined tö, of đone with mixerogether, inorder to cauſe acher Bo:
fraud, deceitful.
diestofreez or corigeal into Ice,
Frarinella, (L. ) Bakard , or White
fremd, ( 0.,) Arange .
Dittany ; an Herb.
Fremand, ( 5. ) free Peace ;a proper
Name.
frapirus, the Ala -tree
frétich
Francolin, a ſort of Red - legged Bird ,
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ffrench, belonging to France, or the ment : In Heraldry, a Bearing, whereis
Language of that Country :
ſeveral Lines run crofling one another.
frenchsbeans or- Kidneys beans, a
To frete, ( 0.) to devour.
fort of Pulſe.
Fretted , that has the Skín rubbid off.
us’a | Mufical Inſtruments are ſaid to be fretted ,
French-men , a Word anciently
6
to ſignify every. Foreigher.
when they have their ſeveral Prets or Stops
French -pbarigoto, a beautiful Flow- marked upon them .
er.
frtable, ( 'L.) that may be eafily
frenchtfied, brought over to the French crumbled or broken into ſmall'Parts, by
Intereft or Falhion.
rubbing
frendleſssman ,among our Saxon An
Fribbling, captious, impertinent, tri.
celtours an Out-law'd Perſon.
Aling
Fribozgh, Fridburgh, or frithbars.
í frenfy or Frenzy, a ſort of Madneſs,
ør Dorage.
( S. ) a Surety for the Peace or good Behat
Frequency, ( L. ) the frequent, or viour.
often repeating ofa thing.
Fricandoe, ( F. in Cookery) a fort of
Frequent. thias"bappens often , uſual, Scotch Collops made of chin Dices of
common .
Veal.
To Frequent, to haunt, or viſit often,
fricaffee or Frically, a Difh of fry'd
to converſe, or keep Company with. *
Meat,as of Chickens, Rabbets, c.
Frequentative, in Gram .) a Term
Frication or friction, ( L. ) Ruba
applyid.co fuch Verbs as denote the repeti. bing: Ih Phyſical Preſcriprions, a rabbing
tionofan Action.
or chafing any part of the Body.
Friday, the fixth Day of the Week, an
Freſca , ( 0. L. ) Brela Water, Rain,
2 .
era Land -flood . 1
ciently
ſet a-part by our Saxon Anceſtors,
.1
Freſcadex,
the Worſhip of the GoddeſsFriga.
Bowers
, 6. ( 2 ) thady, cool Walks, forGood
Fridat, the Friday next before
Frecco, as To walk in Freſco, i. &. to Eafter.
fake the frelh Air. To Drink im Freſco, to
Friendly Society, one of theOffices
Drink cool Liquors .
ſettled in London, for the Inſuring of Hou
To Paint in Freſco , to Paint upon les from Caſualties by Fire.
bare Walls, Cielings, & c. before the Plai.
Frier, ( F.) a Monk or Religious Per .
dering be dry, thar the Colours may fink ron : In Printing, a Sheet or Page fo ill
in .
worked off at Preſs, that it can hardly be
freſh- Dilretlin, ( L T. ) that Diſfei- read.
fin, which a Man may ſeek to defeat of Friga, an Idol Worſhipped by the
his own Power .
Saxons,under the form ofanHermaphro.
Freſh- fine, that which was “ levy'a dite .
within a Year paſt.
Frigat. ( F. ) a (inall Man of War:
Freſh -fozce, a Forçe done within For. Frigefaction , ( L. ) a cooling, or m2
ry Days.
. fresh-gale.( in Sea- Language) is when king cold.
Frigeratozy, a Place to make or keep
a Wind blows immediately after a Calm .
things cool.
Fresh -man , a Novice, or young Stu
frigid, cold , impotent, flight.
Frigidartumn , a Place in the Baths at
dent in an UniverGry , College, c.
Fresh-shot,
great
any
when
River
Roma
is
, ro.cool the People.
falls into the Sea.
Frigidity, Coldneſs, Inability for the
Fresh- ſpell, a fresh Gang, to relieve Sports of Venus.
Frigorifick Particles, (in Philos.)
the Rowers in the long -boat.
fresb-lutt , ( L. T. ) is ſuch a follow . [mall Particlesof Matter eſſentially cold .
ing of an Offender, as never ceaſes till he To ffrill, ( in Falconry) as the Hawk
frills, i: t: trembles ,' or thivers.
be apprehended , or ſeiz’d .
Fresh-ſuit within the Ujem, im
frim , ( N. C. ) handfome, thriving.
powers theOfficers that purſue Treſpaffers
Fringilla or Frigilla , (L. ) the Chaf
in the Foreſt, to ſeize them , even without finch, or Spink , a Bird.
Che Bounds of it..
Fringillarius, or frigtl’arius, the
.Fresh -water Soldier, a raw unex . Sparrow -Hawk, an Hobby.
perienced Warriour ; alſo an Herb lo called.
Friperer, one that ſcours and tri ns up
Fret, a Fume, or heat of Paſſion ; old Apparel to ſell again.
alſo a particular Stop in'e Muſical Inftrua
Frizery
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Fripery, the place where ſuch Friperers | Head.
drive their Trade. Alſo Stuff oflittle Va .
Frontalis , ( in Anat. ) a Pair of Mul
cles that draw up and wrinkle the skin o
lue, Lumber , Trumpery.
f
To frisk, to leap or jump up and the Forehead .
down.
Frontatum ,2 Term us'd by Herba
To Frit , ( in Traffick) to ſell Goods at 'lifts to fignify , That the Leaf of a Flowee
time.
callid Petalum grows broader and broa .
Frit, Sale and Alhes fry'd or bak'd to- der.
gether with Sanid .
Frontiers, the Limits or Borders of a
Frith , anciently fignify'd a Plain be- Country or Province.
tween Woods. The Saxons made uſe of Frontiniack, a kind of rich luſcious
the Word to expreſs Peace or Liberty , but Wine .
it is now taken ,in Scotland, for an Arm Frontis Ds, or Cozonale, ( L !'in
Anat; ) aBone of the Scullwhich joyns the
of the Sea, orMouth ofa great Riyer.
Frithbzech ( 8.) the breaking of the Bones of theSinciput and Temples, by the3
Coronal Suture.
Peace.
Frithloken , or Frithrocne, a Liber
frontiſpiece , the facing,orFore-front
ty, Privilege, or Power of having Prank- of a Building ; alfo e Pidure ſet before the
Title of a Book .
Pledge.
fritillarg. ( L.) a fortlof Flower.
Frontlet, an Attire 'for the Forehead.
Frivolous , that is of no Account or Fronton , ( in Archite& . ) a Member
Value , vain , Night, trifling,
that ſerves to compoſe an Ornament pret
Frize, or frecz. (in Archite& .) 2 Doors, &c.
part of the Entablature, between the Ar
To Frote , ( 0. ) to rub .
The frounce, a Diſeaſe in a Hawk's
chitrave and the Cornice.
To frizzle, to curl or criſp.
Tongue , allo certain Warts or Pimples in a
Froomoztel, or Freqmoztel, (O.L.T.) Horle's Palate.
Frow , a Dutch Word for a Woman .
Free Pardon , granted for Murder or Man.
Daughter.
Froward , peevith, croſs, furly, Aub
Frog, a creeping Creature :Allo a kind born.
of Fiſh ; allo the Frulh of a Horſe's Eoot.
Fromer, an Edge -tool, u'd in cleave
ing Lathes,
frog.bit, an Herb.
Frog-grals , or Toad - graſs, an
fructiferous, ( L.) bearing Fruit.
Herb .
To fructify, to make fruitful, to bring
Frog - lettice, another kind of Herb.
forth Fruit,to proſper or thrive.
Frotle, a ſortof Pan - cake.
frugal, thrifty, ſparing ,
Froltck . a Whim , a merry Prank .
Frugality, Thriftinels , Sparingneſs in
Frplicklame, or Frolick , full ofFro- Expences.
Frugsin , a Fork to fir about the Fuel
licks, merry, jocund.
Frondolity , a being full of green in an Oven.
Leaves. In Archite &ture, a Repreſentation
Fèuit, the Product ofthe Earth, Trees,
of Leaves.
Plants, & c. Allo Profie caken of Goods,
Frons, ( L. ) the Fore-head , the upper Rent, Revenue.
part of the Face .
fruitage ,all manner of eatable Fruit ;
front, the Fore-part of a Thing,or of allo branched Work, Repreſenting of Fruit
a Building.ec. In Perſpective, theOri in Carving,& c.
Fratterer, one that ſells or deak in
chographical Proje &tion of an Obje &t upon
& Parallel Plane: In Fortification, theFace Fruit...
of a Work. In the Art ofWar, the foremoft : Fruitery, A Place for the keeping of
Fruit:
Rank of a Battalion , Squadron, or other
fruitful Signs, ( in Afrol,) are
Body ofMen.
To Front every way, is when the Gemini, Cancer and Pifcos.
fruition, ( L. ) Enjoynient.
Men are fac'd to all fides,
front-itall, a part ofa 'Horſe's Bri
Frumen , the upper part of the Throat;
a kind of Pulle.
alſo
dle.
7
frumenta.or frumentaceousPlants
Frontal Bont, the Bone of the Fore .
head.
fuch Plants,ashavetheir Stalk pointed,and
frontale. ( L. ) a Frontlet or Fore. their Leaves like Reedse
Frumentatozes , or frumentarii, 1
head-cloth : Alſo an outward Medicine ap
ers who
ply'd to the Forehead in Dikeppers of the among the Romans) were oficbroug
ly
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fugâ Cacat, Natures Endeavour to
brought Corn for Cities of Armies.
frumentum , all manner of Corn or avoid a Vacuum .
Grain for Bread .
Fugalia, Feafts,kept in the Monski oÉ
frumenty , or fætmety, a kind of February by the Romans.
Poragemade of wheat, Milk , & c.
Fugile , an Impoftume in the Edés.
framagid; ( S. T. ) a Payment made
A Fugitive, a Deferter or Rua
to the Kindred of a flain Perfon in Recom - away.
pence of the Murder .
Fugitive's Goods,( L. T.) the Goods
frumſtolt, a Manſion -houſe, or chief of one that makes his Eſcape from Juſtice,
Seat of a Manour.
upon Felony.
Fugae, or Chate, ( in Mufick) a Point
To frump. to flour or jeer ; to taunt
or ſnub .
confifting of ſeveral Notes?; the leading
Fruſcá
Parts łying as it were before thoſe that
Ground
. Terta, ( O.L. ) untilled watte follow
.

2
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frush, or Frog, the tender part of a Double ffagut, is when two or more
Horſe's Hoofnext the Heel.
different Points move together in a Fu
Frullare Terram ; ( 0. L.) to break gue, and are chang'd by turns one with
up new Ground.
another.
ffruflura Domojum , Houſe-breaking
fuit, (0. ) Fury.
by Thieves.
Fulbert, ( G. full bright ) a proper
Fraflura Cerro, Land newly broken Name ofMen.
orlarelyplough'dup:
Fulcrum . ( L. ) a Scay or Prop s alſo
Fratraneous, that is in vain , or to a Term in Mechanicks.
no purpoſe .
To fulfil, to accompliſh or perform .
Fulgency, Gliſteringneſs , or Bright
to Fruttrate, to deceive or diſappoint,
neſs.
to make void .
fruftration, a fruſtrating, deceiving,
Fulgio, bright, ſining.
or diſappointing : In Afrology a kind of fulguration , a lightning or flaſhing of
Debility or Weakneſs, which happensto a fire in the Clouds. In Chymiſtry, an Ope
Planer.
ration , by which all Metals , except Gold
fruftum , ( L. ) a Fragment, a broken and Silver, are reduc'd into Vápours.
Piece: In Mathematicks, a Piece cut off, or
Fulica. ( L. ) a Sca- fowl like a Coor.
Fuliginous, Toory ,or full of Smoak.
ſéparated from a Body: In Gauging, there
Fuligo, Soot of the Chimney : Allo
are alſo Fruftum's of Conoids, Spheroids,
6,
a Mift,Darkneſs : Alſo thick Vapours breatha
Frutek, a Shrub , a Sprout, alſo an out at the Mouth, & c.
Herb with a great Stalk .
fullage, Money paid for the fulling of
frutication , the ſprouting or thooting Cloth,
Fallet,
one that fulls, mills, or ſcours
forth of youngSprigs.
fruticole Stalks, thoſe that are of a' Cloth .
Fullers Carth, a Subſtance mixt with
hard woody Subſtance.
Fry, theSpawn of young Fila, a Mul- Nitre, which makes it ſcour like Soap.
titude orCompany.
Fullers -bred, or Fullersthidle,an
Fuage, or Focage, ( F. ) Hearth -mo- Herb .
Fulmart, a kind of Pole- cat.
ney, an Impoſition of 12 d . for every Fire
To fulmirate , ( L. ) to thunder out.
hearth , laid upon the Dukedom of Aqui.
Fulmination, a Clap of Thunder. In
i aine by Edward (the Black Prince.
fub, as A fat Fub, é. 6. a little plump Chymistry, when Metals heated in Crucibles
Child ,
make a greatcrackling Noiſe.
Fulmingin Telum , or fulminang
fucus. ( L. ) red Alkanet or Elkaner,
an Herb usºd in Dying, alſo the Dronebee , Lapis, the Thunder-ftone.
an Infe & .
#fulſome, noiſome, loathſome.
Furagium , 10.L.) Fumage, Dung,
To ffuddle, to overcharge with Drink ,
to make one Drunk .
or manuring with Dung.
fumaria, or fumus Terræ ,Fumito
Fuer, ( F. L. T.) Aying or eſcaping by
Fligrir.
ry or Earth -froke, an Herb.
Fumathoes , or Fumadoes , Pilchards
fuga, ('L. ) Flight running away,
Baniſhment, a Race or Courſe.
garbaged , ſalted and dry'd in Smoke.
To fumble, to handle or go about a
Fuga Darkonum , the Herb St. John's
Wor
t.
thing unskilfully or awkwardly .
To fume,
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Furacity.s an Inclination to Steal
To feme, to ſmoke, or feem , tochtafe,
Pilfer..
or be in a Fret.
fumets, or fewmets, che Ordure
Furbeloe, a fort ofruffled trimming for
Womens Scarves, Petticoars.
or Dung of a Hart, c .
To Furbitha , to polith , or make bright:
Fumered , r Ó. ) muted .
furbilhet , one that furbithes Swords
To fumtgate, ( C.T. ) to make one
Mixt Body receive the Fume or Smoke of 60
Surbote; Fużbote. or Firtsbote,
another.
Fumigation , a perfuming with the ( S.) a Liberty granted by the Lord to his
.
Tenant,
to take Underwood for Ęewel .
a
|
fuSánoke of Sweet-wood: In Chymiftroj
muigating or eating away ofMecal by Smoke
Furca, ( L.lu Fork , a Piteh -fork .
Furca & Fotra; ( 0.L. ) aJuriſdi& ion
or Vapour.
fumitoze, an Herb of a biting Qua. for puniſhing Felons, 8. Men by Hanging,
and Women by Drowning :
lity .
Ad Furcan & Flagellum ,(Ļ. P.) the
Fummer, or fulmart, a Pole-cat.
Fumous, or Fumy, apt to fume up , meaneft ſervile Tenure, when the Bonde
manwas at his Lord's Diſpoſal for Life and
chat ſends Fumes into the head.
function , the performance or exerciſe Limb.
of any Office or Duty : In a Phyfical Senſe,
furcale Ds. Furcula ſuperioz, or
Furcella, ( in Anat.) the upper Bonc of
the ſame as Adiơn .
funda, (L. ) a Sling; Allo a Satchel or the Sternum , or Breaft-bone.
Furchee or fourche. ( E. ) in Heral.
Purſe, a Caſting -net .
Fundament,the Breech, or Buttock . dry) akind of Croſs in a Goat of Arms that
Fundamental, that ferves for the is forked at each end .
Foundation or Ground -work ; principal, furendal, fardingel, or fferling,
of Land, the fourth part ofan Acre.
chief.
fundamental Diagram , a Projection
ffurendel.or frundell of Corn)contains
two Gallons.
of the Sphere in a Plane. de.
Fundamentals, fundamental Princi
Furfuracion, the filling of Scurf from
ples, main Points of any Art or Science.
the Head .
Fundatoz, a Founder, eſpecially of a
furfures, Scales that fall from the Head ,
and other parts ofthe Body.
Church , & c.
Funditores, ( among the Romans) the
Furious, raging, mad , fiercé .
Slingers, who were a part of their Mili
To furl, ( 8. T. ) to wrap up and bind
any Sailcloſeto the Yard,
tia.
or
furling
- Lines, ſmall Lines made fåt
Ground,
Land
with a Houſe
Fundus,
to the top- fails, & c.co furlup thoſe Sails.
belonging to it .
Furlong, a Meaſure which containsthe
fundus Plantã , the bottom of a
eighth part of a Mile.
Planț or Herb.
Furlough, a Licenſe granted by an
Funeral, belonging to a Burial : Allo
Officer'to a Soldier to be abſent for a
the Burialit felf.
funerary, chat relates to a Funeral or while.
Furnace, a Kiln for Brewing, and other
Burial.
Fungites , ( L.) the Muſhroom - Scone. Uſes.
Fungous ,full of holes, like a Muſhroom
Moveable Furnact, ( among Chymits)
a Furnace, whole Sarapeis like that of the
or Spunge.
fangus, a Muſhroom or Toad -fool : Reverberatory.
In Surgery, a ſoft ſpungy Fleſh , that grows
acrind- Furnace, or furnace for fu
fons, is ſo call'd becauſe the Wind comes
upon Wounds or Sores .
Funiculus, a ſmall Rope, Cord or with force to blow the Coals.
furnage, a Fee paid to the Lord of
Line; Alſo an ancient Egyptian Meaſure of
Navel-ftring
In
Anatomy,
the
:
Manour by his Tenants, for baking
che
60 Furlongs
their Bread in his common Oven .
of a young child.
Funk, a ſtrong rank Smell, particularly
To furnith, ( F. ) to provideorſupply.
furniture, whatever is requifire for
that of ſtinking Tobacco.
Funnel, an Inſtrument to convey Li- che furniſting ofa Houſe, &c.
quors into a Veffel , alſo the upper part of Furniture of a Dial, Lines that are
drawn on it for Ornament.
a Chimney.
furnus, ( L.) a Furnace of Oven , efa
fur, ( L.) a Thief or Robber : Allo an
Inlet lo callide
pecially one for Chymical Uſes.
i Furo.
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furo, the Fitchec or Fitchow , a little Ship that make the Breadth ( of it.
Wild Beatt.
Future, ( L. ) thatfall or will be.
Furole. (F. ) a little Mereor appea
jFuturition, (in Plulos.) a tuture ERS
ring amidſt the Sails of a Ship, upon an iſtence or being .
approaching Storm .
Futurity , the Time that is to come.
Fucon, ( L. ) Fury , Madneſs, Rage.
Fuze, a Pipe for a Bomb.
ffuroz Uterinus, a frange Diſtemper,
fuzen or fuzzen, ( N. C.) nourithi
Which provokes Women to tratgreſs the ment.
To Fuzz, to ravel or run out.
Rules of common Modeſty .
Hurr, the skin of certain Wild Beaſts,
Fraderinga, ( s. ) a Military Expedia
which are offeveral forts, as Martins.
tion , or a going out to War at the Kiug's
farrs, fin Heraldry) are u'd in the Command .
Frieslevin , ( 0. ) Light'ning.
doublings of the Maneles belonging to a
Coat of Arms.
furring, ( S. T. ) a laying on double
Flaoks ona Shipsfidesafter the is built.
futrow ,a Trenchor Drainin Land.
G A
Furtibt: ( L. ) done by Stealth or Pri

Aal. ( H. Abomination ) the Son of
Fukumculus, a little Thief ; alſo a
Ebed.
diod ofWeaſel ; alſo a Boil, a Swelling as
big as a Pigeon's Egg:
To Gab, ( 0. ) co prate or lye.
Cabarage, chas which Iriſh Goods are
Fury, Rage, Madneſs, Frenzy:
Fury, a well known prickly Shrub .
wrapped in .
Fularole, ( in Archite# )a ſmall round
Gabardine, a Shepherd's courſe Frock ,
Member, under the Quarter -round of ſome of Cloke.
Pillars.
Gabberies , Mockeries, Gibes.
To Gabble, to calk faſt, to prate or
Fuſe, Fulee, or Fuſel, a Pipe filld
with Wildfire, and put into the Touch -hole prattle.
of a Bomb.
Gabel, ( F. ) an Exciſe in France upon
Fulee, or Full, a kind of fort Muse Sale :In our old Records, a Rent, or Service
ket.
yielded to the King, or to ſome other
Fnfee, or Fulg, of Watch , that part Lord.
about which the Chain or String is wound.
Gabionnado , a Bulwark or Defenſe
Fuſibility. ( 1. ) aptneſs to be mel- made with Gabions.
ted.
Gabions, or Cannonsbaskets , ( in
Fulble, or Fugle,? that may be nttel. Fortif . ) great Baskets -s or 6 Fooc thigb,
ted .
which being filled with Earch are plac'à
Fullt, a kind of Spindle. In Heraldry, a upon Batteries, tr.
Gable -end, the Head or Top-front of
Figure more Render than a Lozenge , and
a Houle .
ſomewhat reſembling a Spindle.
Gablocks, Artificial Spurs fix'd on ebe
Fulleet , a Foor-Soldier armed with a
Gun called a Fufil or Fuſes.
Legs of Game- Cocks.
Gabzantovici, an Ancient People who
Fesfilly, (in Heraldy) is when the field
of an Efcutcheon is divided throughout into inhabited fome part of Yorkshire,
Pihls.
Gabitel , ( 11. ) che Scrength ofGod )
Pullon, a founding or melting : In a proper_NameofMen.
Chymiftry, the melting ofMetals.
Bad, (i. e. a Troop or Band ) the Son
of Jacob by Zilpah.
Fuſt,the Shaft, or Body of a Pillar.
Gad, or Geometrical Pearch, a Mea
Fulljan, a kind ofScuff; allo Bombatt
Donſenfical Diſcourſe ,
ſure of 9 or 1o Foot.
Gad of Steel, a ſmall Bar to be hear
Fultick,a fort of Wood brought from
Barbadies, &c. and usd by Dyers.
red
in the
tinking
Liquor
. Fire and quench'd in any sort of
.
falg, that has a rank ſmell,
To Gad up and down, to roam , rove ,
Futile, ( L. ) a Veffel with a wide
and narrow Bottom , u'd in che or range about..
Mouth
Roman Sacrifices
.
Bad- fiy, or Oad-bee,an Infect ,
Futility, Emptineſs, Lightnek , Va
Gadling, ( 0. ) Scraggling.
nicy.
Qaft, an Iron -Hook to pull great Fines
Fattocks, the compaffing Timbers in a 'inco a Ship ; Allo an Artibicial Spur for
afile
Lock .
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Galega, Goats-rue, an Herb .
Gafie, part ofa Croſs-bow .
Galeges, or Qalages , Galloshoos, a
@ afold -gild , ( S.) the Payment of kind
of Shoo.
Tribute or Cuftom .
+ Galen , a famous Phyſician of Pergaa
Gafol-land, or Gaful-land, Land
liable to Tribute or Tax.
Balena, ( G. ) a -fort of Oar in Mines
( G.)to Jet,
a Scone.
Gagates,
Bage,
a Rod
meaſure
Casks with that affordsSilver and Lead.
Galentcal, or Galenick Phyfick ,
a Ship's Gage is ſo many Foot of Water as
that which is grounded on the Principles of
the draws. În Lapo, a Pawn or Surety.
ance,is to Galen . â
Tobage, or wage Deliver
ething ſhall be deli
Galent , one that embraces the Grounds
give Security that .a .
of thatArt, fetch'd from Galen,
verd.
Galeophis , ( G ) Hungary or dead
To Gage, or Gauge, to meaſure with
a Gage, in order to find the Capacity of Nettle,
Galeos, a Fiſh like a Lamprey .
any Vefſel.
Wleathersage, when one Ship has
Cateotes, a kind of Lizzard .
the Wind or is to the Weather of another.
Galerita , ( L. ) the crefted Lark , a
Bager, Gauger, or Gawger , an Bird , alſo the Sea- Lark, a Firb .
Galeus Rhodius, a fort 'ofSturgeons
Officer employ'd in gaging Liquors.
Balingale, a kind ofWater-flag .
To Gaggle, to cry like a Goofe.
Galium , or @alltum , Cheeſe-rennet,
Baging -rod, an Inftrument to meaſure
or
our Ladies Bed Araw ; an Herb .
Veſſels.
Ball, one of the Humours of the Body; 5
Gaiety, ( F.) Gallantry, Chearfulneſs. allo
a Fret.
Gail-clear, ( N.C. ) a Work-tub.
To Ball, to fret or rub off the Skin ;
Baillac, or Galliac Wine, a ſort of
to teaz or vex .
French wine.
Gall - nut, a Fruit that grows on an Oak ,
To Gain , to get or wil .
Gainage, or Mainage. ( O. ) all and is uf'd in makingInk .
Plough-tackle, and neceſſary Implements of Balla, ( La ) the Gall-nut or Oak .
Husbandry ; in Law ,the Profit ariſing apple.
11
Galla Dolchatą, a ſweet-Imelling
from the Tillage of Land.
Gainery, or Gainure, ( L.T.) TI- Confe&tion.
Gallant, ( F. ) fine, ſpruce; civil, ac
lage or Husbandry.
ToGainſay ,to ſpeak againſt to deny. complik'd ,
A Ballant, a Lover, a Spark , a Beau .
Balactites , ( G.) a precious Stone, as
To Ballant, to court a Woman in the
white 2s Milk : Alſo a fort of Earth callid
way of a Gallant.
Milk -marle.
To Gallantize. to playtheGallant.
Galactophozt Ductus , (in Axat.)
Gallantry , or Ballantneſs, couro
'certain Veffelsy which convey Milk and
the Humour call'd Chyleto the Kernels of teous Behaviour,Genteelneſs ; alſo Bravery,
remarkable Courage, or Valour .
che Breaſt.
Balleals, a great double Galley.
Balades, a Shell- filh.
Balanga, a Plant brought from China
Gallehalpens, or Ballep-half- pence,
a ſort of Coin brougkt in by the Gencelé
and the East - Indies,
Galary, ( G. in Aftron. )a broad white Merchants.
Gallery, ( F.) a kind of Balcony thac
Circle
inthe Sky ,call'd
Galbanetum
( L.The
) aMilkyWay.
Medicinal Com- furrounds a Building : In a Ship , it is that
beautiful Frame, which is made on the out
poſitionmade ofGalbanum ,
ſide of the Stern . In Fortif . it is a
Galbanum , a ſtrong-ſcented Gum .'
cover'd Walk a - croſs the Ditch of a befeged
Balbula , a Bird call'da Witwall.
Balbulus,the Nut of theCypreſs-tree : Town; Alſo the Branch of aMine.
Walley, a Sea-Veffel wich Oars.
allo'a kind of Bird.
Ballep-wazm , an hairy Inſect .
i Gale, a blaſt of Wind ; alſo a kind of
Oalliard , ( F. ) a kind of merry
Herb.
Dance .
Galea, ( L. ) a Helmet orHead-piece ;
Callicane, ( L. ) belonging to France,
à Pain in the Head : Allo a Term us'd when
the Head ofan Infant newly born, is cover'd or the French Nation .
Gallitiſm , an Expreſſion according to
with part ofthe Membrane callid Amneos :
Allo a Chymical VefliluponwhichaRetort the Propriety ofthe French Tongue.
isplacédo
Gallicritta,
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Ganglion . ( G. ) a Swelling void of
Gallicritta , ( L.) an Herb callid Yellow
Pain that ariſes upon the Tendons and Ner.
or White Ratcle.
Galligaskins, a ſort of wide Slops or Vous Parts : alſo a Sprain .
+ Gangrel , a tall ill- ſhap'd Fellow.
Breeches .
Gangrene, or Gangreen, a begin.
Sallimawfry , a Hotch -potch made up
ning of Putrefa & ion or Mortification of a
ofſeveralſorts of Meat.
Gallion, or Galleor , a large ſort of Member.
Bantlet, or Gauntlet , an Iron-Glove.
Galley .
Bantiop, or Gantlope, as to run the
Galliot, a ſmall Galley .
Gallon , an Engliſh Meaſure containing Gantlope, an uſual Puniſhment among Sols
diers .
two Pottles or four Quarts.
Gaol, or Jail, ( F.) 'a Priſon.
Galloort, a kind of Silk or Ferret.
Gaol-Delivery, the clearing ofa Priſon ,
Ribbon .
of Malefactors.
Gallop, the ſwifteſt Pace of a Horſe !!!
Gap, an open Place in a Hedge or Wall,
Gallothes,or Gallofhoes , a Leathern
Caſe, which ſome wear in Winter overc.
Garasay , the Mexican Kite that de
their Shoes.s
Gallow , a Frame of wood upon vours the Crocodile's Eggs.
which Malefactors are hangʻd ; allo a part
Garamantites , ( G.) a kind of Care
buncle , a precious Stone.
ofSalls,
a Printing
-Preſs.
certain rough wild Fruits that
Garantronium Marmok, a fort of
Marble-ftone, ofa GoldColour on a purple
grow upon Maft-bearing Trees.
Galnes, in the Scotch Lax ) any Ground.
Barb, Dreſs, or Attire, Carriage, or
kind of Satisfaction for Murder or Man
Behaviour. In : Heraldry, Wheat-ſheaves are
Ilaughter .
call'd Garbs, and ſignify Plenty or Abuna
To Galpe, ( 0. ) to belch .
Balreda, or Gelatiua , a Jelly uſually dance,
Barba Sagittarum ,( O. L ) a Sheaf
madeofCalves-feet, doc.
Gamaliel , ( H. God's Reward) a Jewish of 24 Arrows.
Rahbin , who was Tutour to St. Paul.
Garbage , the Entrails, doc. of Cata
Sambado's . ( 1.) a kind of open tel.
Garbefeders , ( 0, ) the Feathers una
Boots .
Gamberia , or. Bamvzia , ( 0. 1. ) der a.Hywk's Beak .
Barbel, or Garboard, a Plank next to
i Military Boot, or Defence for the Legs.
Gambalook. a Riding Gown 'worn in the Keel ofa ship.
To Garble, to cleanſe from Droſs and
theEaftern Countries.
Gambols , certain Sports or Tumbling Dirt.
Garbler of Spices . an Officer ofgreat
Tricks in uſe abour Chriſtmas -time.
Gammon -Cience,(in Cookery) is made Antiquity in the City of London ,
Garbles, the Duft, Soil, or 'Filth, sa
of thin slices of Gammon of Bacon.
ſeparated.
Gammot, a kind of Inciſion -Knife.
Gamsut, the firſt Note in the Scale of Garbling of Bow -taves , ( 0. S. )
the ſorting or culling out the Good from the
Mulick ; alſo the Scale it felf.
To Ganch, to throw one from a high Bad .
$.
Place upon ſharp Hooks or Iron -ſpikes.
Garboard - Plank , ( s. T. ) the firſt
Plank of a Ship faſten'd on her keel on the
Bander , a Male Gooſe.
ouifide .
Bander-gones , an Herb :
Barboard- ltrake, the firſt Seam nexe
Ganet, a Tort of Bird .
Gang , a Company, a Crew : In Sea to theKeel.
Affairs,Gangs are theſeveral Companies of
+ Garboil, Tumult, Uproar , Difor.
dera
Mariners
Bang-belonging
flower, toá aShip.
Flower which Aou
Garcifër, ( in the Scotch L &W ) a Mill:
boy.
riders in Rogation Week.
Barco , or Garcio , ( 0.L. ) a Poor
Bang -watay, ( S.T. ) all the ſeveral
Ways, or Paſſages from one part of a Ship Servile Lad .
Gard , or Guard, ( F. ) Protetion ,
to the other.
Gang -Wirek, che next week but one Defence , br. alſo the Hilt ofa Sword, the,
Hem of a Garment, & c. In Law , Guar
before Whitſunday ,
Gangiators , or Gangiatozs , (in dianſhip, or Management of Children una
Scotcb Law Officers whose Buſineſs is to der Age.
SEP OCH
Ff2
examine Weights and Meaſures.
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Garntantentum ,( O . L. ) any manner of
garniſhing , or trimming Cloaths.
Garnich , ( F.) a fee which Priſopers
give theirkeepers at their Admittanceinto
Priſon , alſo Money ſpent upon their fel.
low - Priſoners.
To Barnidh, to ſet out a Diſh with pro
per Furuiture,
Garnishee, ( in the Sheriffs Court at
Gwild-hall) the Party in whoſe Hands ano .
ther Man's Money is attached.
Garnisorrent, a Warning given ro
any for his Appearance.
Garniture, Furniture, Trimming,
Barre , a Diſeaſe in Hogs.
Barriſon . A Place where Forces are
To Garden a hawk, is to put her op
& Turf ofGraſsto chear her.
pue into Winter -quarters ; or the Soldiers
Qardeyne, an old French Law -Word themſelves,
for Gardian, or Warden .
Barrality, ( ... ) Talkativeneſs,, Pra
Gardeyne, de l' Eltemery, Warden ting .
of the Scanneries.
Barter, or Order of the Batter, a
Sardegne del Ergitſe, a Church -War. Noble Society of Knights call's Knights of
den , oc,
che Garter, ' firft founded by K. Edward
Bardtan , ar Guardian, one thar.III. from his many ſignal Victories, parti
has the charge or.Care of any perſon or cularly one wherein ( as it isſaid) che
Thing.
King's Garter was uſed for a Token : Alle
Gardian, or Guardian of the Spis the Name of the principal King at Arms,
ritualties, he to whom the Spiritual Ju- In Heraldry, Garter ſignifies theMoiety ºr
riſdiction of any. Dioceſs is committed du- half ofaBend.
ring the Vacancy ofa Biſhop's See.
Garth, ( N. C ) a Yard, Backſide,of
Bardian , or rather aciarden of the little cloſe.
Cinque-Ports , a principal Magiftrate
Garth, or Fish- garth, ' a Dam in
that governs thoſe Havens which are com- | River, for the catching of Fith .
monly call’d the Cinque-Ports.
Garthsman. ( O.S. ) one that ownsaq
Gare, a kind of courſe Wooll.
open Wear, where Filh are catch'd .
Barus, ( G. ) a kind of Lobfter,
To Gare, (0. ) to cauſe, as be gared
him to die
Gas,a Spirit nor capable ofbeing con
Gargartan , ( G. lo Anat. ) the Cover geald. Van Helmont.
theWind -pipe.
Gaſcoyns,the hinder Thighs ofa Horſe.
Gash , a deep Cut.
Gargaritma liquid Medicine to cleanle
the Throat and Mouth .
To Galp, to gapefor Breath .
Bargantua, 2 great Giant or Mona Galteneſs, ( 0. ) Terrous, Dread.
Aer.
Batter , ( G. in Anat. ) the whole lower
Garget, a Diſeaſe in Cattel.
Belly , theWomb, or theStomach.
Kargil , a Diſtemper in Geefe.
Ganly looking frightfully like a
Gargtlon, ( among Hunters) the chief | Ghoft.
partof the Heart in a Ďeer.
Qattrica. or Wentriculatis. ( in
Gargle, the Gullet of the Throat.
Anat.) the upper Branch of the Splenick
To Gargle, to waſh the Mouth and Vein, befowd on the Stomach .
Throatwith any Liquor.
Waftricus Succus , che Juice of the
Barith , gorgeouſly cloath'd, gawdy.
Stomach.
Gatrocnemium , ( G. ) the Calf of
Garland , an Ornament for the Head
madeof Flowers. In Sea-affairs, a Collar the Leg, fo call'a from is. (welling like a
of Rope wound about the Head of theMain Belly.
malt.
Gatrocnemius Erternus, a Muſcle
Garlick , a Planr.
of the Tarſus, which with the Solows or
Barneltura, ( O.L. ) , Furniture, or Gaffrocnemius Internus, makes up theCalf
Implements ofWar
of the Leg .
Barnet, ( S.T.) 2 Tackle, to hoift
Watrocnemius 3nternus, a Muſcle
Casks, ss. inso a Skip.
of the Foot, plac'd under theGafirecres

adirit of Gard of Ward , a Wricrela.
ting to Guardianſhip, or Wardſhip.
Garde-manger, a Szore-houſe, for
Meat, or other ProviGons.
Gárdesrobe, a Wardrobe or Place to
Keep Cloaths in : Alſo an Herb otherwiſe
call's Poets Roſemary.
+ Garde - viant, a W. let for a Soldier
to put his victuals in.
Gardecaut, or Gard -Dusco2D , is that
swhick ſtops the Fulee of a Watch when
wound up.
Garden, a Plot of Ground belonging
coʻa Houſe, furnish'd with variety of Plants,
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mius Eiternus and Plantaris,
Dattroepiploica theVein and Arte .
that goes to the Stomach and Call.
ry Batrozh
aphia. a fowing up ofWounds
in the Belly.
Hattrotomy, a cutting open of the
Belly or Womb ,
ałe, (in Fortif. ) a Door made of
trong Planks with Iron-bars, to keep out
an Enemy,
Gathersbag, the Bag or Skin incloſing
a red Deer in the Hind's Belly.
Gaude, ( 0.) a Toy or Trife.
To aude, ( 0. ) to mock , to ſcoff

G E
Babot, ( F. ) a kind of Dance.
Gawn , or Goan , a Gallon .
Gawz, a chin ſortof Silk-Scuff.
Bay, ( F. ) pleaſant, fine, neat, ſpruce .
Bagnariam , Oatnagium , or Wlaina
stum . ( O.L. ) Wainage,Plough-Tackle,
or Inftruments of Husbandry.
agterstret, a Shrub, otherwiſe cali'a
Prickwood,
To aze, to fare , or look earneftly
upon .
azeshound , or af -hogno , a Dog
that hunrs by fight.
Bazel , a kind of Arabien Deer, of
the Antilope ofBarbary
Gazette, ( F. ) a News-book , or Pao
per.
Gazetteer , a Writer or Publifher of
Gazettes.
Gazon, a Turf : In Fortification, Gazons
are green Sode, or pieces of Earth . cut
quare like large Bricks, and usid to face
the outſide of Works made of Earth ,

Qaudies , double Commons, ſuch as are
allow'd on gaudy Days,
6a4dy,over-gay, affe& edly fine.
Bandy Days , certain feftival Days
obſerved in Colleges and Inns of Court.
Davel, ( $. 1. T. ) Tribute, Toll. Cu- I
Hom :All the Diviſion of a Country in
Wales Comprehending 4 Rhandix's.
Oavelsbjed, Provifion ofBread or Corn
and,Subit,certain
growof,
finet fart
of which the Weeds
in Egipt
referv'das a Rent,to be paid in kind by ingGazul
the Tenant . "
Gabelet, an ancient Cuftam in Kent, Venice-Glaſſes are made.
Gear, or Ører, Stuff, Womens Attir ,
whereby the Tenant in Gavel.kind thali
forfeit his Landsand Tenements to theLord Harneſsfor Draught-horles, or @xen .)
Geaſon , ( 0.) rare.
ofwhom they are holden, if he withdraw
Geburſcip, ( S. L.T.) Neighbourhood,
his due Rents and Services.
Gavetgilda, or Gavelgida, ( O. L. ) adjoyning Town or Territory.
Geburus, a Country-Neighbour.
chat yeilds Rent, or YearlyProfic.
Gedaliah, ( H. the Greatneſs of the
Gavelherte, or Gavélerth, the Ducy Lord ,) a Governour for over a Remnant of
or Work of Ploughing ſo much Earth or
Ground, done by the Tenane for his the fines left at Jeruſalem during she Ban
bylonish Captivity ,
Lord .
Geffery, ( G, joyful Peace ) a proper
Gavel-kind, an equal Diviſion of the Name of Men.
Father's Lands at his Death among all his
, a Valley
Jerufalem
where
Sons ,orofa Brother, dying without isſue , theGehenna
Ifradites threw
theirnearChildr
en intothe
among all his Brethren.
Gavelmed , theDutyor Work of cut Fire,
offering
them itinis Sacrifice
to ancaken
Idol
figuratively
of Baal
, whence
ting Meadow -Land, requir'd by the Lord for Hell.
from his Cuſtomary Tenant .
Gelatina, ( L. P. T. ) any fort of
Gabelrep, the Duty of Reaping at the clear
gammy Juice,
Command of the Lord ofthe Manour.
Gild, Gueld . or Oatld, Money, Tric
@abellefter, a Meaſure of Rent-Ale,
one of the Articles anciently charg'don bute, orTax ; alfo Satisfa & ion, orAmeads
the Stewards and Bailiffs of Manours be made for a Crime.
eldable , or Gildable, liable to pay
Jonging tothe Church of Canterbury.
Qabelingsmen, were Tenants that Tribute or Tax.
Geldersrole, a Flower.
paid a reſerved Rent, beſides certain Cufto.
Gelſeminum , ( L. ) Jeffemin , a ſweer
mary Duries to be done by them .
Shrub
.
Gaveloc, ( S. ) a Warlike Engine for
Gem , ( 0. ) a Jewel.
the caſting ofStones and Darts,
Bemelles, (in Hraldry ) the bearing of
Gabia. ( L. ) the Sea -Gull, a Bird .
Maant, ( 0. ) Lean , allo the chief Bars by Pairs or Couples in a coat of
Arms.
City of Flanders.
Gemellus, (in Anas, ) a Muſcle that
Dauntree , á Wooden Frumc to fet
ſervesto Atretch out che Elbow and is ſo call'a
Casks on .
froa .
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To Generate , to engender, or beger.
from its double Riſe : Alfo a Muſcle ofthe
Generated , or Genited Duantity,
Tarſus, the ſame as Gaftrocnemius externus,
Gemination, a doubling , or repeat- | (in Mathem ) whatever is produc'd in Arith.
1
metick, by Multiplication, Diviſion, c.
ingi
Demint ( L. ) Twins, two children Or in Geometry, by finding out the Area's
born at one Birth ; alſo one of the Twelve and Sides, or extreme and mean Propor.
Signs of the Zodiack ; alſo a Conſtellation cionals.
called Caſtor and Pollux : In Anatomy, a
Generating Line, or Figure, (in
pair of Muſcles that move the Thigh out- Geom . ) is that which by its Motion or tura
ward .
ing about produces any other Figure.
Geminous arteries, two ſmall Ar. Generation, a generating, begetting, og
teries which paſs down to the. Joynt of a bringing forth : In Philoſophy, a natural
the Knee; between the Proceſſes of the Adion, whereby a Living.creature begets
another of the ſame kind : Alſo a Lineage,
Thigh -bone.
1 Gemites, (G.) a precious Stone, in Race, or Deſcenti
which one may ſee two white Hands bold .
Generative, that ſerves to beget.
Generola , ( L. T. ) . a Gentlewoman.
ing one another.
Oeneroſity, Courage, Bravery, Liberad
Beinma, a GernorJewel. Among Her
lity:
balifts, the ſwellling Bud of anyTree.
enerous, noble , free, bountiful.
Gemmä Sal, or Sal foffile , a fort
Benefis ( G. ) Generation , Original,
ofSalt which is taken out ofPics, and ſhines
Riſe : A Title given to the firſt Book of
like Cryſtal.
Gemmary, a Jewe -houſe.
Moſes : In Geometry, the forming of any
Gemmow , or Gemmow -ring,a dou- plain or folid Figure.
ble Ring , with two or more . Links,
Genet, a kind of Spaniſh Horſe, or
Gemoniæ Scalæ , or Gemontt Oza - Cat.
Genethlia, ( G. ) one's Birth day, or å
dus, a kind of Gibber or Gallows in
Feaft upon it.
Rome.
Gemote, ( S. ) an Affembly , or Meet
Genethliacks, Treatiſes about Fortune.
telling or cafting Nativities.
ing , a Court of Judicature.
icmurſa, ( L. ) a Corn in the Toes.
Geneva, an ancientand populous City,
Gena, the Cheek ; alſo the Chin and on the Lake Leman jin Savoy : Allo a kind
of ſtrong Water.
Jaw -bone.
Genial, ( L.) feſtival, joyful, merry:
Gendarmes, ( F.) Horſe-men , who
Deniculum , ( L. ) a little Knee : Allo
formerly fought in compleat Armour ; now
the Joint or Knot in the Stalk of a Plant.
a particular Body of Horſe in France .
Gender , (in Gram . ) the difference of
Geniogloſſum ,( G . in Anat.) a pair of
Nouns as they are declined, with a Maf. Muſcles, that proceed fom the fore-part of
culine, Feminine, or Neurer Article.
the lower Jaw under another pair callid
Genealogiit , ( G ) one skill'd in the Geniohyoideus. eus
Genlohyoid ,a Muſcle which with its
Method ofdeſcribing Pedigrees,
Genealogy, a Deſcriptionof the Stock Partner ariſes from the lower Seat of the
Chin , and is let into the upper part oftbe
or Lineage; of anyFamily or Perſon.
General. ( L: ) belonging to all kinds, Bone nama Hyoides,
Geniſta, Senegal, or ééneltra.
Common .
General Synod, a Council in which ( L.) Broom , a Shrub .
Biſhops, Prieſts, fo of all Nations are af
Genittella, ſweet Broom , Heach, or
Ling:
ſembled.
A General,the principal Governour of Genital, generative, ſerving to Genes
a Religious Order, the chief Commander ration ,
Benitals, the Male's privy Parts.
of an Army : alſo a Beat of Drum that fort
Fenitine Cale,( inGram .) one of the
for the
gives notic early in the Morn
Foot to bee in readineſs to marching
.
șixCaſesby which Property or Poffelion
Generaliſlimo, or Generalif @mus, is chiefly imply'd.
Gentus, a good or evilSpirit fuppos'd
a Supreme General, a Commander in
te attend upon every perſon: Allo aMan's
Chief.
Generality, the Whole orthe greatest natural Diſpoſition or Indowment .
Part : Alſo the Diftri& , Juriſdiction , or
Gennit, or Genniting, a kind of Ap
Excent ofthe Publick Office of the Trea. ple .
furers of France ,
Gent, fine, { pruce, gay .
Génteei,
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Genteel, having theAir or Carriage of of a Degree of a great Circle, the fame as
the Sea-mile .
aGentleman , neat, gallant.
Gentian, an Herb .
Geography, A Deſcription of the whole
Globe of the Earth, with all it Countries,
Gentianella, a kind ofGentian ,
Gentil, a fort of Maggot or Worm .
Parts, Bounds , do
Gentiles, ( L. in Gram .) chofe Nouns
Geomancer, one that is skill'd in or
which betoken a Man's being of fuch or pradicesGeomancy.
Country
ſuch a
:
Geomancy , à Sooth-ſaying by cer
The Gentiles, the Heathen , or Hea- tain Poincs or Circlesmade on the Earth.
thenith People.
Geometrical or Geometrick , belongo,
Gentiliſm , Heatheniſh, the Opinion or ing to Geometry.
Practices ofHeathens.
Geometrical Solution of a pros
of blem , is when the Thing is folved accor.
Degree
or
Quality
the
Sentility,
Gentleman
.
a
ding to the Rules of Geometry .
Ceometrician ,one skill'd in the Science
Bentle, mild, civil, obliging , tamne.
Gentleman, a Perſon of Honourable of Geometry.
Extraction .
Geometry, a Science which diſcovers
Gentry, the Order or Rank of Gen-the Magnitude or Greatneſs of Things
tlemen , deſcended of ancient Families that preciſely, with their Capacity , Extenſion,
c.
have always born a Coat ofArms.
Speculatibe Geometry, a Science that
Benu , ( L.) the knee .
Genuflerion, a kneeling of bowing of treats of Magnitude with its Propertiescon .
the Knee.
Gider'd abſtractedly, without any relation to
material Beings,
benutke, natural, proper, or true.
Genuine Teeth , the fame as Dentes Practical Geometry , is the Method
Sapientia.
of applying the former to Uſe and Practice
Benus, ( L. ) Kindred, Stock , or Li. as mealuring of Land, Dialling, Fortifica
neage ; kind, fort : In Grammar, a Gender, tion, & c.
coponical, belonging to Husbandry.
as the Maſculine, Feminine, 6o. In Logick,
Geozse ,' ( i. e. Husband -man) a Pro
one of the five Predicables, which conrains
Species
the
per Name ofMen .
.
Geoage Moble, a Gold - Coin current
In Geometry, a right- lined Figure of
four Sides is a Genus, in reſpeď of a Paral. at 6 s.8d.
Georgians , cercain Hereticks followers
lelogram or Trapezium .
Geocentrick , ( in Aftron .) a Term ap- of one David George ofDelf.
Geozgicks , Books that creat of Hus
ply'd to any Orb or Planet that has the
Earth for its Center, or the ſame Center bandry and Tillage.
with the Earth .
Gerah, the leaft Silver - Coin among
Geocentrick Latitude of a Planet, the Hebrews, value 7 d. ob English .
Geranties, ( G. ) a precious Stone in
is its Latitude ſeen from the Earth ; or the
Angle which a Line joyning the Planet and Colour like a Crane's Neck.
Gerantuin, Stork -bill, or Herb - Ro
the Earth , makes with a Line that is drawn
bers.
perpendicular to the Ecliptick.
Gerard, ( S. all- towardlineſs ) a prom
Geocentrick Place of a Planet, is
ſuch asit would appear to us from theEarth , perName ofMen.
Gere, ( 0. ) Jeer , Jeft, Frenzy .
if our Eyes were there fixed .
Gerfalcon, or Gyzfalcon , a Bird of
Gradælla, the Art of mcaſuring of
Land.
Prey .
Geodetical Mambers, ſuch as are
St. Germaine, a ſort oflong Pear.
Germander, an Herb otherwiſe called
conſider'd according to thoſe common
Names, by which Money. Weights, & c. Engliſh Treacle.
Germination, a ſpringing or budding
are generally known or appointed by the
Laws of ſeveral Nations,
forch : Among Herbalifts , the growing or
Geoff, or Goffe, I( C . ) a Mow , or ſprouting out of Plants.
Reek of Corn or Hay .
Germins, young Shoots ofTrees.
Gerontocomia, ( G. ) a part of Phyſick
Geographer, one that treats of, or has
Skill in Geography
that thews the way of Living for old
Geographical or Geographick, be- Men ,
longing to that Science.
Gerontocoinium , an Hoſpital or Alms
Geographical guilt, the Sixtieth part houſe for poor oldPeople.
Gería,
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Gerſa, a fine Powder made of ſomoy mers to the inlighten'd,parts of the Moon
when they appear bunched out.
forts of Roots.
of Ceruls ,
Té Bibe, to mock , flout, or ( col.
erla Serpentaria , a kind
Giblert, a Pouch : Chaucer.
or Plaifter .
Gerluma, or Berlumne, ( 0. C.) a
Gibſtaff, ( N. 6.) a Quarcer-ſtaff,
Gideon , or Gedeon , (H. a Breaker
Fine, or Income.
6erfumarius , finable, liable to be or Deftroyer) one of the Judges of
fined , at the Diſcretion of che Lord of rail.
Gifta, ( S. ) Marriage.
the Manour,
bertrude. ( S. All Truth ) a proper
Gigantick, ( 6. ) belonging to Giants,
Giaprlike.
Name of Women .
Gervaſt ,a Proper Name of Men ,from
Ølgantomachia, the War of the Giants
the German Word Garveft, i. 6. all falt.
againſt Heaven ,
Mill for the fulliog
bigg -mill,
Gerundigt, ( in Gram .) an Adjedive
Woollen Cloth .
made of a Gerund .
Gerunds, certain parts of a Verb , fo
Gigge , a Hole dug in the Earth, where
call'd from a double Signification , both Fire is madeto dry Flax that is putover the
To Giggle, to laugh out, co laugh with
Adive and Paſſive.
Gery, or Geriful, ( 0.) changeables conly :
Giglet, or Giglot, a wanton Womalla
alſo cruel.
Belamund, ( Si aſſembled ) a proper or Strumpet. Chaucer.
bigot, ( F. ) a Loyn and Leg ofMuto
Name of Men .
Beflant, ( in Heraldry)a Term us'd when ton cut out together ; allo a kind ofminced
Meat.
2 Lion's Head is born over a Chief
Geffes, the Furniture belonging to a
Gigs, Swellings chat grow on the inlide
of Horſe's Lips .
Hawk.
Gelt, ( 0. ) a Lodging, or Stage for
Gilbert, a proper Name of Men, fig.
nifying in the German Tongue God -like
Reft in a Progreſs or Journey.
Oilbertines , a Religious Order,found
Gettation , ( L.) i bearing or carrying :
allo theTime during whicha Child con ., edbyoneGilbert of Lincolnshire, 1145
Bild, Suild, or Geló, a Tribute or 2
tinues in the Mother's womb.
Getticulation , the uſing too much Gel- Tax, Tine; alſo a Company of Men uni
ure,orbeing too full of Action in Speaking ted together, with Laws and Orders
made among themſelves, by the Prince's
or Diſcourfing
Gelts , Noble Acts, or Warlike Exploits . Licence .
6ild-Boerchant, a Privilege whereby
Geſture, the Carriage of the Body, or Merch
ants
hold Pleas ofLand among
way ofdelivery in Speaking.
themſelves may
.
Betealed , ( $ .) Numbredo
Drink
a
Gildale,
ing-Match, when every
Bethyon , ( 6. ) a kind of Onion .
one paid his Club or Share .
eum , ( L. ) the Herb Avens.
Gewgaws, or Bugaws, Trifles für
Giles , a proper Nameof Men.
Gilla aitrioli' (C. T. ) Vomitive
Children .
Gherkins, or Gaerking , ſort of pick- Vitriol, or White Vitriol purify'd.
Gill-creep-by-ground , an Herbs the
led Cucumbers.
ſame as tlehoof.
Ghetta, a Mineral found in Turkey.
Gill-houtet, ( C:) an Owl.
Ghizzard, a little Bag under the Throat
Gillet, a proper Nameof Women.
of a Fowl.
Ghoft, ( S. ) the Spirit of any Perfon . Glilifower , a well knownFlower.
Ollitflowersapple, 20 Apple of a
Spirituals as Ghoftly Advice, & c.
Ghoſtly
Gibberin , Pedler's French, nonſenfical pleaſant Taſte.
Cilt-head, a Sea - fiſh.
Talk ,
Gibberus , ( L.) bunchy , boſſed : In
Gim , prediy, ſpruce, neat.
a Piercer to broach , Veſtel
Glmiet,
Anatomy, the backward and larger Knob
.
with
of the Bone ofthe Arm call'd Vina.
Gibbet, a Frame of Wood ſet up for Gimmer -lamb, or Gammer-lumb,
( C. ) an Ewe-lamb.
the Execution of Malefadors.
Gin, a Snare or Trap ; alſo an Engine
Gibbofity, ( L. ) a bunching or ftand
ing out of any part,eſpecially of the Back. for lifting up of great Guns.
Cibbous, hunch -back'd , crump-shoul
Ginger , an Eaft-India Root,
ingerig, foftly, or gently,
derd: Allo a Term applied by Afrono
ingtbzachtum
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Gingibrachium , ( L. ) the Scurvey in mour, one of the three Humours of the
the Gums and Arms.
Sye.
Glaciation, the freezing or turning of
Gingidium , the Herb Chervilo
Gingiva, the Gum .
any other Liquor into Ice.
Glacis , ( F. in Fortif . ) any eafie little
Ginglymus , ( G.) a joyning of Bones,
when theHead of one is receivå into the Slope ofa Bank, bur more elpecially that
Hollow of another, and again the Head of the Breaft -work of the Coveri- way .
Gladdon, or Gladiin, an Herb .
of the latter into the Hollow of the other.
To Gingreat, ( 0. ) to chirp as a Bird Glade, an open light Paſſage made thro
does.
a Wood.
Gladiator, ( L. ) a Sword -player, or
To Bingle. to makea noiſe like little
Bells;" to uſe Words that have a chiming or Fencer:
affected Sound,
Gladiolus , a little Sword, a Dagger,
alſo the Herb Glader, or Sword -graſs .
Gippon, ( F. ) a fump, or ſhort Coat.
Gipues, a Crew of pilfering Stragglers, Gladius, a Sword ; alſo the Sword
thac pietend to tell People their Fortunes.
fith
Glatule, ( B. ) a proper Nameof WO
Firaffa, an Aſian Beaſt the ſamewith
3
men .
Camelopardalus.
Giracol, a precious Stone , or Gem , Glair , the White of an Egg:
commonly calld The Sun -ſtone.
Glatve, a Weapon like a Halberd ,
To Gird, ( 0. ) to ſtrike.
Glandage, ( L! T. ) the Seaſon for feed
a.croſsing
Girder, a main Beam, that goes
Hog , with Maft.
2 Houfe.
Ølanie, a Caſt with the Eye; an Allu
Girit, ( H. T.) a Roe-buck of two fión , a Reflection .
Years.
Hlad, a Fler -kernel.
Glanders, a loathſome Diſeaſe in Hor.
firt, ( ST. ) a Ship is ſaid to be girt,
or to have a Girding-girt, when the Cable res.
Glandiferous, bearing Maſt.
is fo trained, that the cannot get over it
with her Stern-poſt, but lyes a croſs it
Glandula, ( L. ) a little Acorn ; alſo a
Girth, a Girdle buckled on under a Glandule, or Kernel in the Fleſh,
Clanduia Guidonis , a ſoft Swelling
Horlie's Belly ;Alto a Term usd by Cock
Maſters, for the Compaſs of a Cock's Body like aGlandute .
Girth-place, the firſt part of a Horſe's Glandula pinealis, or Conarium ,
Belly
a Glandule inthe folding oftheBrain callid
Oirth-web, that Stuff of which the Choroides.
Girths of a Saddle are made.
Glandula Pituttarta, a ſmall Glan .
Girthol, (in the Scotch Lavo) a Sanctua - dule in the Sella Equina.
ry, or place ofRefuge .
Lumbares, three Glands
Girbti, a People that in Old Times ſo Glandulse
nam'd upon account of their lýing upman
inhabited the Fenny Parts of Lincolnſhire, thee. Loins,
Cambridgeshire, doc.
dozifera , certain ſmall
Glandulæ
Giſarms, or Guifarms, a kind of Glandules in that part of the Penis where .
Halbard
.
the Præputium , isjoyn'd to the Balanus .
To Gllt ,or Juice the Ground , is when
Glandulæ Rénales , or Capſula
the Owner does rist feed it with his own atrabiliares, two Glandules which lye
proper Stock, but takes in other Carel to berween the Aorta, and the Kidney.
graze in it.
Glandulous , full of Glandules or Ker
bilements , or Juicements , Foreign nila
Cattel ſo taken in it to be kept by the Ølandul
ous ffieth , (in Anat. ) is
Week
ſuch as that of the Breafts, Sweet-bread ,
Gilte, ( F. )a Couch, or Reſting-place.bc.
Gite, ( 0.) a Gown.
Hlaudulous Roots, thoſe Roors thas
grows amida Corn.
Gith, an Herb that Inſtrument
grow Kernel- like.
Bittern , a Mufical
.
Glanis, ( L. ) a crafty Fiſh, which bites
Ground
HivePoſt
(M.T.)
is into. retire , away the Baic without meddling with the
loſe the
aBody,ofMen
toThe
Hook .
@iven, a Word that is often us'd in
Glans, Maft of Oak, br. a Gland or
lathematicks
known. fomething
which Kernelin the Fleſh;the Nut ofa Man's
is suppos'd to,beandſignifies
Fet
Yard ; Among Herbalifts ſuch Fruit, as bei
bes, Shackles, or ters.
Blactalis Humoz ( L. ) th Icy Hu ing containdwithin a ſmooth hard Bark
e
i
n
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has its hinder part cover'd with a kind of
Cup
plans Unguentaria , the Fruit of a
Tree likeTamarisk .
To Glare, to over-blaze, to dazzle.
Olafs, a tranſparent Subſtance, 'made
by 'Art .
Glattum, ( L. ) the Herb Woad .
Glatton , ( N. C. ) Wilch Flånnel.
Glaucifcus, ( G. ) a kind of Fiſh .
Glauctum , an Herb of a Sea -green
Colour ; alſo the Fieldfare ,or Coot ; a Bird .
Glaucoma, or Glaucoas, a Fault
In the Eye, when the Cryftalline Humour is chang'd into a Gray, or Skycolour .
Glaucus , theSea - flickling, a Fiſh ; alſo
theGlavea
Sea-Blewling
, (O. .L.) a Javelin , or Hand .

.
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Glimpſe, a Flaſh , or Beam of Light.
Olis , slidis, Vinewdneſs of Mouldi
inBread .
nefs
Olis; Gliris, the Dormouſe.
Oltrs, Gliltis, a Thiêle or Piony-- oot.
Glis , Glitis, clammy, Earth, or Pot
ters Clay.
To liſter, Glitten , or Glitter, to
ſhine, to'be bright or ſparkling.
Blirt or Øleet, a thin Matter iſſuing
out ofUlcers.
Oloar, as Gloar.fat, i. e. fulſomely fat.
Blobe, ( L. in Geom .) a Solid Body
exactly round, contain'd ucder one Suk
face : Alloa ewo-foldArtificial Repreſen
ration of Heaven and Earth ; one ofwhich
called the Celeſtial Globe , thews the Figures
of the ſeveral Conſtellations, with the ima
ginary Circles, &c. of the Heaven : And
the other named the Tertreftial Globe, re,
dart.
To Ølaver, to ſoothup, or fawn preſents allthe Party ofthe Earth and Sea,
with the Circles, Diftances of Places, c . 11
upon .
Glauk, ( G. ) the Owl, a Bird , alſo
Klobodity, a being round ip form of a
Globe.
the Herb Milt -wort.
To Glaze, to work with Glaſs, to poliſ , Globous, or Globular, round like a it
Globe ..
or fet a Gloſs upon.
Glazier, an Artificer that works or
Globulė, ( in Philos. ) a ſmall round 11
Body:
deals in Glaſs.
Glaziers Rules, an Inſtrument with
( L. ) a little round Ball;
P In Globulus,
Lines fitlycontriv'd for their work.
Surgery, a round moveable Swelling is
theLips
.
Glead, or Glede, a ſort of Kite.
Gleam ,, a Beain of Light: Among Fal Olobulus Mali, the lower griftly part
coners, a Hawk is ſaid to gleam , when he of the Noſe.
To Blombe, ( 0. ) to frown.
throws up Filth from her Gorge .
To Øléan, to pick up Ears of ſcatter'd
€ lome, ( 0. ) a böttom of Thread .
Corn , when cut down in Harveft- Time.
+ Hlomération , a winding round in 5
Glear, or , Olatr, the White of an bortom , a rolling inco a round Lump.
Gloomy, dusky, dark, or cloudy.
Egg.
Gloztfication , ( L.) a glorifying, an
: TO'Glear, toʻrub'over with Gléar.
Glebariz , ( 0.: L. ) Turfs, or Earth adoricting to the State ofEternal Glory.
fic to burg ,
To Glozify, to give Glory to, to praiſe ;
Glebe or Gtebe-Land, Church -land, alſo to put among the Bleſſed!
Land belonging to a Pariſh Church , or
Glorious , full of Glory , famous.
Blog, Honour, Praife,' Eteem : Allo
Parſonage, beſides the Tithe.
* .6lede, ( 0. ) a hot Ember, or live the Majetty of God , conlider'd with in,
finite Power, and all other Divine Per
Coalis alſo the Kite , a Bird .
fe &tions.
+ Glee, Joy or Mirth .
A Glozy, (in Painting) fignifies thoſe
Gleek, a Game at Cards ro caild ,
Beams ofLight, that are uſually drawa
Gleire, ( 0. ) White.
Ölene, ( 6.) the Apple of the Eye , round about the Head of a Saint: In •
allo she hollowneſs of a Bone,which receives Scage-play , a Repreſentation ofHeaven .
To lozy, to boaft or Brag.
another within it .
Glois , a Comment, or Expoſitionallo
61enoides, two Cavities in the lower
partof the firft Vertebra of the Neck .
a LuftreorBrightpelsſet upon Silk, Clorb,
Gleucinum , Oil of che firå running, doo
To Gloſs, to comment, or make. Notes
before the Olives be thoroughly preſs’d .
upon .
Glib , dippery, ſmooth .
ToGlimmer,to begin to appear by Gloſſary. ( G. ) a Dictionary co ex
Degrees, as the Light does at break of plain Words , eſpecially thoſe that are oto
{ cure and barbarous in ſeveral Languages.
Bay .
Gloffocomian
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Glyn, ( in Doomſday -Record ) a Valley
or Dale.
Griapbaltum , ( G. ) Cud -weed , of
Chaff-weed, an Herb.
Onar or Onut , a hard Koot in Wood so
alſo a Churl or Clown.
Gnat, a ſtinging Fly :
Ønat-Inapper , a Bird, otherwiſe calla
1 Fig -earer.
Gnew , ( 0. ). gnawed.
Gnoff, 0. ) a Churl, or Pool.
Bhoma, ( G.) a Sentence ; alſo an In
ftrument to meaſure Land with.
Gnomon, a Carpenter's Rule; alſo the
Needle,Cock , or Pin ofa Dial
. In Geometry,
the Gnomon of & Parallelogiam ,
is a Figure made of the two Compte
ments , together with either of the Pa
rallelogramsabout the Diagonal.
Gnomontok, , full of Sentences.
Gnomonicks. the Art of Dialling .
Gnottfiks , a seđ of vile Hereticks,
who had one Carpocras, for their Ring - ea
To Cloze , to Aatter, or footh up.
Compoſition
.
Glue, awell known
der , d. C. 1 ? S .
Glum , (0.ſad
) ly, ſourly.
To Od to God , or to go without
Hlut. Fill, Fulneſs of ſtomach : Allo Day, ( L. P. ) to be diſmiſſed the Court.
Go-to -bed -at- noon , an Herb lo
the flimy Subftance that lies in a Hawk's
Pannel.
calid .
Ølutxi, ( G. in Arat.) the Name of
Goad ,, a pointed Stick , to prick Catted
forward .
lix Muſcles, that move the Buttocks.
Glutæus Major, a Muſcle of the
Goal, the Place appointed for theend
Thigh, the larget of thoſe that make up ofaRace ; alſothe ſame as Gaol ; a Jaył,
theButtocks.
or Prifon.
Glutæus Bedtig, a Muſcle of the
Goaling of Wagabonds , ( O.S. ) 2.
Thigh which lies chiefly under the Tendi- rending them to Goal or Priſon .
nous Beginning of the former.
To Boam , ( N. C. ) to claſp, or graſp.
Glutzus Minoz ,a Muſcle of the Thigh,
Orat, a well known Beat.
that lies wholly under the Glutaus Me.
Goat-chafer, a fort, of Bettle ; anh
dius,
Infe &t.
Gluten , ( L. )Glue, Paſte , Solder .
Goat-hart, or Stone-butk, a wild
Glátia, (G. ) Wo. Prominences or Beaft.
toat-matka
Bunchingsout in the Brain, otherwife called
or Goat-ſucker, a kind
Nates,
of Owl.
Glutination, ( L. ) a gluing together.
Goats -beard , an Herb with long stao
Glutinative, proper to glue, that has ring Leaves.
agluing Quality.
Coats brend , a kind of eatable Rooi,
Glutinous , that ſticks like Glue, clam
Goats Marjozam , an Herb .
Glofocomiam , a Surgeon's Inftrument
for broken Limbs.
Sloffographer, one that ſets down and
interprets the meaning of ftrange or hard
Words.
Glo Topetra, a precious Stone like a
Man's Tongue: Alſo the Stone-congue, or
Tongue-ſtone,
Glottis, a Bird of the Quail-kind , ha
vinga long Tongue : In Anatomy
the hyeGrifles of the Larynx.
ven
Globe-filver, : / O.P.. ).Mone
op fome Servants by Cuſtom , to l ' hem
Gloves.
Glovers -Nitch , ( in Surgery) is wher:
the Operator fows the Lips ofa wound upWardsafter the manner of Glovers.
To Blow , to burn like a Coal, to tingle
as the Ears do
Glow wozm , an Infect.
To Glo vt, co look doggedly or fowro

Blutos, ( G. ) one of the Proceffes in
the Thigh-bone, otherwiſe calld thegreater
Rotater,
Glutton, a greedy Eater : Allo a Arange
Beaft, thatſtuffs
it ſelfwith Carrion .
Gluttony,immoderate eating and drink .
ing.
Glycypicris, ( G. ) Bitter.sweet; or
windy Night-hade, an Herb .
Glycyčrhiza, Sweet -root, or Ligun
rin,
élzcende
, ebie Piony-Flower

Goats-rue
an Herb having Leaves
ſomewhat
like ,Verches.
Goats -thoin, a Shrub .
Goavo -tree, a Tree
Tree in Jamaican
whoſe Fruit is round like a Grape, but
bigger .
Bob or Gobbet, a great piece of
Meat.
To Bobbleup, to eat Gobs, or ſwallow
down greedily:
Gobio or Gobius , ( L.) the Gudgeon
or Pink sa fim .
GobitesBarbatiis, the Loche .
Goblet
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Golden , belonging to , or like Gold.
Golden Fleece, ſmall Grains of Gold
found in Rivers and gather'd up by means om
*
of Sheeps-skins with the Wooleon .
Golden Number, or Prime , ('in
Aſtron . ) a Number which beginning with
Unity encreaſes Yearly one, till it comes
to 19, and then begins again; its uſe being
to find the Change, the full, and the Quara
Godard , (Ge. Godly Diſpoſition ) a pro- ters of the Moon.
11
per Name ofMen .
Op'den -rod. an Herb.
61 den Rult, or the Rule of Thjee,
Godard, or a la Godard, ( F.in Cooke
ry) a particular way of dreſſing a ſhort Rib in
étb .) ſo call’d by way of Excellen
of Beef.
21
су .
The Single Rule, is when three Terms
Godbote, ( S. ) a Fine anciently paid
or Numbers are propos'd, and a fourth pro ?!
for Offences againſt God.
Godfrey, (G. God's Peace) a proper portion to them is demanded .
Name of Men .
The Compound, or Double Rule, a
Godivde, ( F.in Cookery) a ſort of Pie is when five Terms being propounded a fixth
fill'd with a delicious Farce.
proportional to them is requir’d.
The Golden Rule of Three direct, z
Oodwin , ( G.) aproper Name ſignify
is when the Tenour or Senſe ofthe Queſtion hotels
ing victorious in God!
requires the fourth Number fought, to
Goduit, a kind of Quail, a Bird.
have ſuch Proportion to the ſecond, as the firs
60ff, a ſort of Play at Rall,
the third Number has to the firft .
Dofith , ( 0. ) Cottiſh .
Gog, ( H. a Roof of a Houſe ) the Son
The Inverſe, indirect, orbackward by:
of Shemaiah.
Rule of Three , is when the fourth Term
Oogsmagog, a feigned Britiſh Giant required ought to proceed from the ſecond
faid to be 12 Cubits high.
Term , according to the ſame Rate or Proa har
Gog -magog's Leap, a ſteep Rock in portion that the firſt proceeds from the
Cornwall.
third.
wa
To be asgog foz a thing to be eager . Golden Salphut of antimony , a
Chymical Medicine, made of the Regulus
ly bent uponit.
Baggle- eyed , having full rolling Eyes. of Antimony.
Goldeuey, or Gill- head, a Sea -fiſh .
Goging- tool, a Ducking- ſtool.
bold -foil. Leaf gold .
Going to the cault, a Term usd in
Goldilocks, or Golden -tafts, a Flow .
Hunting , with reſpect to an Hare, which
sometimes, tho' ſeldom takes the Ground er.
like a Coney.
Golding, a kind ofApple.
bololin , a Fiſh .
Boing upon Service,a Military Term ,
Gold
-ſmith , one that ſells and deals
when the men are about to engage the E.
in all ſorts of Gold and Silver-Plate , Jewels,
demy.
Gola or Throat, ( in Archite& . ) abc.
Golgotha, ( S. a Place of dead mans
kind of Ornament ; an Ogee or Wave.
Gold, the moſt weighity, and moſt va- Sculls) a place aear Mount-Sion, full of
Malefactors Bones.
luable of all Merals.
Boltah ( H. ) a Giant of the Philipines,
Gold of Pleaſure, the Name of a
certain Herb .
killed by David.
Gollerdies , ( 0. ) ravenoully mou
Gold.cups, a Flower.
Golofinih, a well known Singing thed.
Brd .
Golp. ( S. ) a Slash , or Blow .
Gold - hammer , a Bird .
Golpes, ( in Heraldry) little Balis or
Sold -ring, or the Devil's Gold-ring . PelletsofthePurpureColour.
a ſmall Worm that gnaws the Vine,
Woman, ( S. ) a Marry'd Man , a Hus
Gold -fike, a little Spring in Weſtmor - band, or Mafter of aFamily.
land , which continually cafts up ſmall thin
Home, the black and Oily Greale
pieces of a Subſtance that ſhines and relem- of a wrought Carc-Wheel, Printing-Preſs
bles Gold.
c.
Golda, ( 0.L. ) a Gullet, a Water
Oomer, ( H. conſuming) the Son of Toh
Paſſage.
Iph:t jallò an Hibrev Meal' ure, contain
ing

Goblet, a Drinking -Cup of a round Fi
gure.
Goblins, or hobgoblins, familiar Spirits that are ſaid to do good Offices in
Houſes.
Gobonated, ( in Hraldry) as A Bor.
dure Gobonated, s. e. divided after ſuch
abers.
manner, as it it were cut into Gob -
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ing the Quantity of one Gallon, or fome- Water.
what more.
Goze, a piece of Linnen -cloth let into
Gomphæna, ( G. ) the Herb Jedloufie, the fides of a woman's Shift ; in old Ree
or Popinjay..
'cords, a ſmall narrow Lip of Ground. In Hea
Gomphiaðs or Agoniphia is ( in Taldry, a Figure conſiſting of two arched
Anat.) a Diftemper ofthe Teeth when Lines drawn from the Sinifter Chief and
meeting in a tharp Angle in the Felle-point.
they are looſe and ready to drop out.
Gomphos, a Swelling in the Eye,
Goze, or Goze- blood, clotted or core
when the Ball of it goes beyond the skin rupt Blood.
call'd Uvea Tunica ,
To 602e, to puſh at or wound with a
Gomphods or Gomphoma, thefaſten- Horn, as an Ox does; alſ a Country
ing of one Bone into another, like a Nail Word , to make up a Reek of Hay, bc.
as of the Teeth in the Jaws.
@ozge, (in Falconry) that part of a
Gonagła, the Gout in the Knee.
Hawk which firit receives the Meat. In
Gonambuch, a Bird in Brafil no bigger Fortification , the entrance that leads to the
thana great Fly .
Body of a Work .
6ozge of a Baftion , is a right
Gondola , ( 1. ) a Boat, much us'd in
the Canals at Venice,
Line which bounds thediſtance compreheng
Gone out & head , a Sea-Phraſe, us'dded between the two Flanks.
Bozge of a flat Baltion , is made by
when aShip under Sailhas paſs’d before the
Head of another.
two Lines drawn both ways from the An
Gonfalon, the Banner of the Church (gle of the Polygon to the Angles of the Cour.
in or Flank .
carry'd in the Pope's Army.
Godge of a Half-moon or Ravelin ,
Gonfolanier ,thePope's Standard -bearer.
is the ſpace contain'd between the two ,
Gonfennon , ( 0.) a little Flag .
Gongzona, ( G. in Surgery) every Swel- Ends of their Faces next the place.
(ing that happens in the finewy Parts, with
Gorge of other Dut -wožks , is the
hardneſs and roundneſs.
ſpace betwixt their Wings or Sides next
Gonofthæð, a Diſeaſe commonly call'd the great Ditch.
a Clap, or the Running of the Reins,
Bozge, Gule, or Neck , ( in Archite &t.)
Gonorrhea Chodata, is when, to- is the narroweſt part of the Dorick and
gether with the effuſion of the Semen the Tuſcan Capitals : Allo a kind of Moulding.
To 607gę, to fill, glur, or cram .
Vrethra, is bent like a Bow with Pain .
Good a-bearing, or 600D Behavi
Bozged , ( in Heraldry) when a Coroa
our, ( L.T. ) an exact Carriage of a Sub- ner, or ſuch like thing , is repreſented as
ject towards the Queen and her Liege- bout the Neck of a Lion orSwan, dos,
6ozgeous, coftly, ſtately, gallant.
People.
Good Country, a Jury ofCountry
6ozget , a kind of Whisk, for a Woo
mán ; allo a Neck -piece of Plate worn
men, or good Neighbours.
6000 Elcheat, forfeited Goods.
by the Officers of a Company of Foots
Soldiers
Goodly , fair, fine, ſpruce.
Goodmes, ( 0. ) good time or Mood .
To Bormandize, to devour greedily.
6ozing , ( S.T. ) when & Sail comes
600ge, a Tool us’d by. Joyners, c.
Gool. ( 0.S. ) a Breach in a Bank Doping off by Degrees, and is broader at
or Sea -Wall; alſo a Trench , or Ditch :
the clew than at the Earing.
Gooſe, a known Fowl; alſo a Paffage
Bozs or Ools, a Shrub . Otherwiſe
call's Furz
or Breach worked by the Sea.
600ſe -berries , a Fruit.
Gostinians, a Seet of New England
Gooſe -biil, a Surgeon's Inſtrument.
Hereticks , not much different from the
Quakers, ſet up by Samuel Gorten.
600 (e - foot, an Herb.
Gothawk, a Bird of Prey .
Gooſe-gzaſs , an Herb , otherwiſe callid
Cleavers.
Golling, a young Gooſe ; alſo a Suba
Gooſe-wing , (S.T. ) a particular way Itance that grows upon a Nut-tree .
Goſpel, ( S. į e. God's Word, or good
offirting up the Sail on the Mifſen -Yard.
602-belly, or Goze-belly, one who Saying) a Title more eſpecially given to
the
four Boks of the New Teftament ;
is all Paunch .
Gozce, a Pool, or ' Pic ofWaterto keep alſo the Principles and Conditions of Chriſtia
Fish in ; alſo any ſtop in a River, ſuch as Janity therein reveald.
Mills , Stakes, doc.
Goſpeller, he that reads the Goſpel ia
a Cathedral, or Collegiate Church.
Goycrow , ( C. ) a Raven.
Gozd, a whirl-pool or deep hole in the
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Goflshawk, a large kind ofHawk.
Goſſip, ( S. ) one that undertakes for
another in Baptiſm ; a God - father, or God .
mother.
Goltiplig,ä merry meeting of Goſſips.
Golapion, or ofűptum , ( G.) a
Tree chat bears Cotton , or the Corton it
ſelf.
Golomers, a kind of thin Cobweb -like
Vapour thathovers in the Air, and is fup
pos'd to rot Sheep.
Gote, ( 0.s ) a Ditch, śluče“, ór Gut
ter.
Gothick, belonging to the Goths : In
Architecture is a Gothick. Building,' ſuch a
one as is rais'd after the manner of the
Goths.
Goths, a People whole Country bór.
der'd upon Denmark ,and Norway.
To govern, ( L. ) to rule ; to manage,
look to, or take care of.
Governable, that may be governed.
Governante, or oberneſs, the that
has the bringing up of a Perſon ofQuality's
Chitd .
Government, the Office of a Gover.
nour , állo the Province, or Place that is
under his Command ; alſo the form or manner ofGoverning
Governour, a Ruler or Commander.
Governour of a Garriſon , a confiderable Officer, whoſe Power prevails over
all Troops that are in the Place.
Goule. (O. ) Ulury .
Gourd, a Plant, of the Nature of a
Melon , it is alſo us'd by Chaucer for a Boco
tle.
Gourdy Legs , Horſe Diſeaſe .
Gournet, a Bird.
Gout, a painful Diſeaſe .
Bout-wo2t, an Herb otherwiſe calla
Herb-Gerard.
Boutes, ( C. ) Common fhores or finks.
Coyavier, a Fruit growing in the Wett.
Indies .
Grabat, ( F. ) a little Bed or Couch
without Cartains.
To Gabble , to handle untowardly , or
wantonly.
Ozaće, Favour, or good Will, Agreea.
bleneſs, genteel Air,In Divinity, the Mer
cy of God in findingout means for
the Redemption ofMankind, doc. allo a
Power or Diſpoſition to yield Obedienee to
the Divine Laws,
Graceful, full of Grace, handſome,
comley.
Oraceleſs v
, oid ofGrace, impudent.
Özactlis Buſculus, ( in Anat. ) one
of the Muſcles of the Leg, being the most
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Nender of them .
@zacility, Slenderneſs, Slimnels.
Blactous, endued with Grace, kindi
civil.
Gradatio , a going Step by Step In
Rhetorick, a Figure, otherwiſe call
cli.
max .
Gradatory. 2 Place to which one may
go up by Steps.
Gradual , that is done or comes by de .
grees.
Ozadual Pfalms, fifteen Plalms toge
ther from sI8th to the 133d. or from the
119th to the 194th, which the Levites usºd
to ſing,as they went up the fifteen Steps
of Solomon's Temple, on every ſtepa Plalm .
The Ozadual, a part of the Maſs.
zadual, or @zaile, a Book containing
certain Offices and Ceremonies of the Roc
man Church ,
Graduate, one that has taken his Deo
grees in an Univerſity.
Ozaffer, ( 0. S. ja Notary, or Scri
veñer.
Ozaffium , ( O. L. ) a Writing-Book ;
a Regifter ofDeeds andEvidences.
To Szaft, to fix a Cyon upon a Stock ,
ſo as the Sap may pals without any Hiná.
drance .
Grail, or Ozaile , a popiſh maſs-book ;
the ſamewith Gradual .
Özain , all ſorts of Coro : Alſo the
ſmallet Weight us'd in England, being the
20th part of a Scruple in Apothecaries
weight, or the afth part ofa Penny-weight
Troy.
A Grain - weight, of Gold-Bullion is
worth ewo Pence, and a Grain weight of
Silver but half a Farthing .
Bzains of Paradiſe. a Plant other
wiſe callid Cardamun ,
Grained , that has Grains or Kernels.
Gaining- board, a Board' made with
Nicks, and us'd by Curriers in graining
their Leather.
Ozame, ( 0. ) Sorrow , Mif-håp . An
ger.
Gjamercy, ( F ) a Term commonly
us' to expreſs Thanks.
Ozamia ( G.) a Rheum in the Eyes.
Gjamineous, belonging to Grals, grat
fy : as Gramineous Plants, i.a.ſuch
Herbs as have a long narrow Leaf like
Graſs.
Gramma, (G ) a Letter, a Writing :
alío a Scruple in Weight.
Grammar, the Art of Speaking and
Writing truly : Allo a Book which contains
the Rules ofthar Art,
Özammarlan ,
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Gjammarian, one that is skill'd in, or Houſe.
d
Grammar.
teaeaches
Glangerus, or Szapsiarius, (0.L.)
Grammatias, a kind of Jaſper-ftone, an Officer belonging to Religious Houſes,
who was to looks after their range or
with white Strokes overthwart.
Ozammatical, belonging to che Sci- Farm .
ence ofGrammar.
Bzaniferous Sexdapods, fo Herba.
Glammaticater or Ozammatiſta, a lifts call thoſe Pods which bear ſmall Seeds
Smacrerer in Grammar, a paltry School. likeGrains.
Özanite, or Szanita, a kind ofſpeck ,
måſter.
led Marble.
zample, a Sea - fish .
Ozantvorous Animals, thoſe Li
Bampus, a Filh ſomewhat like a
Whale , but leſs.
ving Creatures chạt feed upon Corn, and
zánadeer, ( F. ) a Soldier armed with other Seeds.
Ozant, Gift, Allowance, Privilege :
2 Sword , a Hatchet, a Fire-lock, and a
Pouch full of Granadoes.
In Law, a Gift in writing of ſuch a thing
Szenados, aſmall Shell made of Me as cannot be made over by bare Wordof
ral fiild with fine Powder, which is no Mouth .
fooner firld but the Caſe Mies into many
A thing is ſaid Tolye in Gzant, which
Matters, to the great Dammage ofall that cannot be aſſign'd without an Inſtrumentor
Deed.
Aand near it.
Grantee, the Perſon to whom a Grant
Ozanary or farner , ( L. ) a Place
is made.
where Corn is kept.
Ojaptaz, be or the that grants, or makes
Ozanatarius, ( 0.L. ) an Officer who
kept the Corn -chamber in a Religious a Grant.
1
Houſe.
To Ozanulate, ( L. C. T. ) to pour
Granate, that has many Grains.
melted.Metal drop by drop thro' an Iron ,
4 Granate, , precious Stone, ſo çald Cullender, into cold water, that it may
becauſe it reſembles that of a Pomegra. congeal into Grains.
Granulation, the Ad of reducing
nate ,
Ozanatum , the Pomegranate, a Fruit Metalick Bodies, &c. into ſmallGrains.
Ozanum , ( L.) a Grain of any Corn 3
Gland, great, vaft, chief. ;
Band Čape, ( 1, .T. ) • Writ that a Kernel or Fruit : Allo the leaſt'Weight
lies, when any Real A &tion is brought, and now in Ufe, the 20th part of a Scruple .
Gzaphical, (G.) curiouſly deſcribed ,
the Tenant does not appear,
Ozand Days, thoſe that in every Term done to the Life ; perfect, exact .
@raphice, the Arç of Paioting, Lima
are ſolemnly kept in the Inns of Court and
ing, orDrawing.
Chancery.
Grand Ditres, aDiftreſs taken of all
Gjaphium , an 'Iron -Pen withwhich the
che Lands or Goods,thata Manhaswithin Ancients usºd to write on Tables waxed
Over.
che County .
Graphoides, ( in Anat.) a Proceſs of the
Ozand Seignioz, ( 1. 1. e. great Lord )
? Title commonly given to the Emperour of Scull.bone ſhap'd like a Pen .
Özaphometer, a Mathematical Inſtru
theTurks.
Ozandee, a Noble-man of Spain or mene, to meaſureHeights, & c.
Gjapnel- anchozs, a ſort of Anchors
Portugal.
Gzandeur, ( F. ) Greatneſs, Dignity , for ſmall Ships orBoats to ride by.
@zapple, Grappling Tronor Gjap.
Statę.
+ Ozandiloquence, ( F. ) Loftineſs nel, an Inftrument, with ſeveral Hooks,
ofSpeech , height of Style, or Expreſſion. to lay hold of a ship, in order to board
Ozandimonteners, a Religious Oroit .
der ſet up by one Stephen of Avern , To Grapple, to graſp and lay hold on ;
to contend , or Atrive earneſtly.
1076 .
Ozandinoſum Ds, (in Anat. ) the
Özalg -cocks , little Heaps of Mow'd
fourth Bone of the Foot, otherwiſe calla Graſs, in which it lies the firſt Day to
Cuboides.
dry.
618- hearth or Grafeshurt, was
Quando, Hail, a Meteor , alſo a lit
ile hard ſwelling in the Eye-lids like a Hail- anciently à Cuftom , for the Tenants to
fone.
bring their Ploughs, and do one Day's
Giange. (F. ) a Building that has work for their Lord.
Gjals -Plantane, an Herb.
Granaries, Baras, Stables, és, a Farm
zar's
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Graſs -atleek, Rogation -Week, ſo calld off from the Teeth.
Ozaver of the Mint, he that engraves
in the Inns of Court and Chancery.
the Stamps for the Money .
Gratch, ( 0. ) Apparel.
To Bravitate, (in Philos. ) to weigh.
To Øzáte, to crumble Bread , or reduce
O zavitation ,the A& of gravitating or
Solid Bodies to Powder, by rubbing them
upon a Grater: Allo to veš, fret, of gail. weighing :
Gates, a ſort ofIron -Lectices, a Frame
Bravity, ( L. ) Graveneſs, Soberneſs.
of ſeveral Wire-Circles, ſet very cloſe In a Philoſophical Senſe, that Quality, by
rogether, upon which thoſe Comfits are which all heavy Bodies, tend towards the
chieAy laid , which are to be preſervid. Center ofthe Earth .
Abſolute Oravity, is the whole Force
Gjateful,that acknowledges a Favour
by which any Body tends downwards.
done, thankful ; pleaſant, agreable.
Specífick Gzábity, is the peculiar
zatia Dei, ( L. God's Grace ) a
Plaiſter made of Wax, Rofing Turpentine, Gravity or Weight that any Natural Bo
dre. Allo a kind of leffer Centaury, an dies have, and by which that may be
Herb .
diftinguiſh'd from all other Bodies, of diffe
Oratiz Erpectativæ, certain Bulls rent kinds.
whereby the Pope us’d to grant Mandates
Ozavot, ( 0. ) a Grove .
Gray, a wild Beaft, otherwiſe callid %
for Church -Livings.
Özatification , a gratifying or doing Badger .
of a Pleaſure ; alſo a Preſent or free
zay hound ,a ſort ofHunting Dog.
1
Gift.
Özayling, a fish .
To Ojate, to feed on Graſs ; alſo to
To Gjatify , to do one a good Turn,
glance or paſs lightly on the Ground,
to recompenſe orrequire.
Gjatings , ( in a Ship ) finall Ledges of a Buller does.
faw'd Plank, fram'd one into another like
@zazter, one that deals in Cattel, that
breeds orfattens them for Sale .
a Priſon -Grate, or Portcullice .
zatiola, ( L. ) Hedge-hyffop, an HarOzeaſe,
lezeales (H. T. ") 'the Fat ofa Boar or
molten, a Dift
Herb .
emper in a
Gratis, freely, for nothing.
Gjatitude, Gratefulneſs, Thankfulneſs, Horſe.
Olatuitous, done voluntarily, with.
Great, huge , large, noble, mighey.
out anyregard to Intereſt or Recompence.
Gjeat Circirs . ( in Aftron . ) are
Gratuity, a free Gife.
thoſe whoſe Plane paſſes thro' the Center
Gratulatózy , rejoycing with, or with ofthe Sphere or Globe, and divides it into
ingJoy to another, for Tome good Suc- two equal parts.
cels.
Breat-CircleSailing, (in Navigat.)
Gjatton , ( C. ) Grafs that comes af. the fteering of a Ship, the neareft Courſe
ter Mowing ; Stubble.
between two Places; in the Arch of a great
Olava, 70. L. ) a Grove, or ſmall Circle of the Sphere.
Wood .
Oleat Hare, ( among Hunters) a Hare
Ojave, that has a compoſed Counte. in the third Year of her Age.
Oleat Men , ( 0.S.) the Temporal
nance, ſerious, low or deep, in ſpeaking
of Sounds.
Lords in the higher Houſe of Pariament, or
Ozave or zeve, (among the Ger- the Members of the Houſe of Commons.
mans) a Title fignifying a great Lord ,Earl,
Ozeat Seal, or Broad' gal, the
or Governour.
Queen's Principal Seal us’d by the Lord
To Orave a ship, to preſerve the Keeper of it for the Sealing of Charters,
Calking ,bylaying over a mixture ofTallow Commiſſions, & c.
or Train Oil, Roſin, &c. boild together.
Glea bly , ( N. C.) håndfomly , toward
Gravedo, ( L. ) Heavineſs : Alſo the ly .
Pole or ſtuffing of the Head .
Greaves , a kind of Armour for the
To zavel, to ſpread over with Gra.Legs.
vel s alſo to puzzle, or put to a Non
Örectan; one born in the Country of
plus.
Greece, or one skilled in the Greek Tongue :
Bravelled thes, ( C. T. ) the Lees
Geciſm, a Propriety ofthat Language.
ofWine dry'd and burnt to Aſhes.
Gite , ( F. ) Will, good -liking. In Herala
5 Gravelling, a Diſtemper in Horſes.
dry, a Degree or Step : In Law ,Content,
zaver , a Tool to engrave with ; allo or Satisfadion.
& Surgeon's Inftrument for the taking Scales! Greek, the Language ofthe Grecians.
Often ,
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Gjeen , the Colour which Nature has
given to Leaves and Herbs.
Oltin -chafer, a ſort of Beetle, an In
red .
Greenscloth, a Court of Juſtice , that
Gits in the Councing-Houſe of the Queen's
Court.
Green -finch, a Singing -bird .
Gjeen -houſes, certain Houſes built in
Gardens to preſerve choice Greens that
will not bear the Winter's Cold .
Olten -hue, (E. L. ) every thing that
grows green with in the Foreit.
6 leen -älver, a Duty of one Half
penny paid Yearly to the Lord ofthe Manour ofWrittle in Eſſex,
Gleen war, ( L. T. ) the 'Etreats of
Iſſues and Fines in the Exchequer deliver'd
to the Sheriffs, under the Seal ofthat Court
made in green Wax .
Ozrele, ( 0. ) a Stair or Step .
To Bzeet, ( 0. ) to falute.
Gregozian, a kind ofCap .
Gregozian Account of Time, the
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Quindle-tone, a kind of wbitila
Stone.
Ozip, or Gripe, a ſmall Ditch cut a.
croſs aField in order to drain it.
Gripe, a Handful , alſo a pain in the
Guts, Remorſe ofConſcience, In Sea-affairs ,
the Compaſs of a ship's Stem under Was
ter.
To Gripe, to ſeize or lay hold on rave
noully ; to twinge or wring the Belly :
A Ship is ſaid To gripe, when the keeps a
good Wind ,
Gziph, ( 0. )a Riddle.
Ginild, (Ger. gray Lady ) the proper
Name offeveral Women.
Guille, hideous, frightful to behold.
Billy Seeds, the skinny, thin, flat
Seeds of Plants. To call'd by Herbaliſts.
Quifel, a light Flesh -Colour in Horo
fes.
Ozilt, Corn ground, or fit for grinds
ing
Gait, a Fich, otherwiſe call'd a Gram
ple ; alſo the Duſt of Stones, Metal, &c.
NewAccount or New Style eſtabliſh'd by
Gžith, ( S.) Peace, Agreement.
Pope Gregory XIII, 1582.
Girthbzech, or Grichozech, ( O. L.
Bregory, ( G. watchful) a proper Name T. ) aBreach of the Peace .
Gzithutole, a San & uary, or place of
ofMen .
Özemil, Gomil, ' or Gummel, an Refuge for Malefa & ors.
Herb , otherwiſe callidPearl-plant.
Ozizled, hoary, gray-headed.
Gzenade , ( F. ) a Pomegranate, a Gra
To Ozoan , to figh : A Buck is ſaid To
nado. In Cookery, a Diſh of larde Veal groan when he makes a Noiſe at Rutting
time .
collops bak'd in aStew -pan .
Genadin , a ſort of Auffd Meat bak'd
Ozoat, an English Silver - Coin, worth
four Pence .
with thin ſlices ofBacon .
6 cats ; Oats after the Hulls are off ,
Gzenate , a precious Stone.
Grefam -Colleges a noted College or great Oct -meal.
Grobian , ( 0. ) a fovenly ill-bred
of Philoſophers in Broad -ſtreet, London.
Gleva, ( 0. L, ) the Sea-ſhore Beach , Fellow.
Grocers, one of the Twelve chief Com .
or Sand.
panies of London.
Grice, a young wild Boar.
Guidelin, a Colour made up of White
Szocery, or Olocery- Triare, Como
modities fold by Grocers, as Sugar, Spice;
and Red .
c.
Oriff-graff, ( 0. ) by hook or by
20ff, 'or Gruff, ( 0. ) groveling,
crook
Blogzam , a Stuff -made of Silk and
Gifān , a fabulous Creature.
Hai .
Gzig , the ſmalleft kind of Eci.
Gillade, ( P. ) a Difh of broiled
6 :oin , che Parts about the Privities,
dozoma, ( G. ) an Inftrument to mean;
Meat.
ſure out the Goud, for Quarters, c.
Grills , a kind of ſmall Fish .
lomatice , the Art of ſurveying Land
Gjillus, ( L. ) the Cricker, an Infect
for the pirching of Camps.
Among Chymifts, Salt of Vitriol.
Glomets , ( S. T. ) ſmall Rings fix'd
Gzim , that is of a fierce and crabbed
Look .
with Scaples on the upper fide of a Ship's
Yard
Grimace, ( F. a
) wry Face, or Mouth ;
62on, ( S. ) a fenny place .
alſo Hypocriſy , Dillimulation
Glonna , or Bunina ( 0. L. ) a
Gzimbaló , or Grimoalo , ( G. Pow
deep hollow Pii, a Bog, or Quaz-ınire.
er over Anger ) a proper Name ofMen .
Bloom, one that looks after Horſes.
To Buime or Senzime, to ſmut, or
dawb with Filih.
Hb
6zoom
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Gfoundling, a Fiſh.
Ozoom - Porter, an Officer belonging
$ zoundſel, or Bzoundai, the Throm
to the Queen's Court .
Groot, a Dutch Coin, of which two hold of a Door ; alſo a kind of Phyſick.ateand
make i Sriver.
Herb .
6200ve. a Channel cut out in Wood ,
Group, ( F. in Painting or Carving) a
Piece chat conſiſts of ſeveral Figures.
Iron , or Srone.
loove, or @jove, a deep. Hole or
Broupade, (in Horſemanship ) a lofty
Pit lunk in the Ground to ſearch for Mine. kindof Management.
rals.
Ozout, ( N. C. ) Wort of the laſt run.
To zope, to feel untowardly.
ning, new Ale.
M
Ozope, or Tickle, a kiod of Fishing,
Blout-head, one that has a great
when one puts his hands into the Water Head.
holes, where Fiſh lie and tickles them about
Ozown , an Engine to ſtretch Woollen
Eloth .
the Gills.
Gzofs, thick, far ; foul , notorious, In
620wie, a Fowl, common in the north
of England.
Law , abſolute, or independent.
Glowth-half-penny, a Rate paid in
zoſs weight, the Weight of Mer.
chandizes with their Duft and Droſs.
ſome places for Tithe of every fatBeaſt.
O quarii. ( F. L. ) the principal Officers 40!
A 620ſs , Twelve Dozen .
Gzolle Bois , ( F.) great Wood , pro- of the Foreft.
Ozub, a fort of Maggot ; a capricious
perly fuch as is counted Timber.
Gyoffome, ( 0. L. T. ) Amercement, Humour or Whimſey ; alſo a Dwarf, or yde Core
kir'sGuard
or Fine.
ſhort Fellow .
1 Gloſſularia (L.) the Gooſe-berry Buſh
@zubbage or Gyub -ar, a tool to lente
mats of 6
@jof{u'us, or Gollus, a green Fig , grub up Roots, Weeds, & c.
G ?ubbing a Cock, is a cutting off the s, dar de
nor yet ripe.
620t, or otto, ( 7. ) a Cave, or Den . Cock's Feather's under the Wings.
6zot sks, or 60tesk-work , ( in
Gadge, ſecret Hatred.
Painting or Carving ). Antick Woik, or
Cuff or Grain , grim -fac'd, lower the face
rude Figures Diade at the Pleaſure of the look'd.
To Grumble, to mutter between the
Artift.
6zove, a little Wood , alſo a kind of Teeth .
Mine.
Gļumoſity. ( L. ) a curdling of any
Gloveling, lying with one's Face down- liquid Subſtance into a thick Walš.
wards upon the Grjund. A Deer is ſaid
Gumous, full of Clots or Lumps.
To feed groveling when the feeds upon her
Ozumous Roots, knotty Roots that
2221
are faften'd to one Head .
Belly.
To Ozoul, to grumble, or mutter.
To @zunt, to cry like a Hog.
To Glound, to lay a Ground -work, to
bzus, the Crane, a Bird ; an Engineering
to draw up Stones with ; a Surgeon's In .
Oftablish
To 62ound a ship .' ( S. T. ) is to ftrument reſembling the 'Biak of a Crane, u
zy,a Meaſure containing I's ofa Line:
bring her on the Ground to be erimmed.
62yffith , (B. ) that has a great or
pound -angling, a filhing under Wa.
ter without a Float.
ftrong Faith , a Proper Name.
GroundsIvy , an Herb, good in Con
Gzygallus, ( L. ) the Birch - Cock.
fumptions, & c.
Biello-talpa, the Mole, or Fen -cricko
et ,
lound-pint, an Herb .
6żound -plumbing, is to find out the
Gjyllus, a Graf-hopper, or Cricket
depth ofWater in Filding .
yphites , (G. ) one that has a Noſe,
Bzoand- Tackle, ( S.T. ) a Ship's An- like a Hawk's Bill .
chor, Cables, c .
Gryphus, a Griffin, allo a kind of Pin
jound- Wimbers of a Ship, thole cers usd by Surgeon's.
pieces of Timber which are laid upon the
Oryps, a Grype, or Griffin :
Keel, and made faft to it with Boles thro'
Guacatano IndianPile -wort, an Herb.
the Keelfon .
Bualacunt, or Lignura Sanctum,
Grounds, Groundwork, the Prin . ( L. ) the Wood of alarge Tree in the
ciples of
, very much uså inDecoctions
Drink
. " an Art s the Settling orDregsof Wef.Indies
to provoke Sweat.
Opoundlals, that has no Grounds or
Buaiavas, a kind of Indian Apple.
Foundation .
Guarantee , ( F. ) a Perſon appointed
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to maintain the Articles of Peace agreed pany of Troop ofGuards; or the Standard
upon between two Nations.
bearer of ſuch a Company.
Guard, or Ward, Defence, Protection :
Build or Bild , a Tribute, Tax, or
In the Artof War, the Duty perform'd by Fine ; alſo a Society, or Company of Men
a BodyofMen, to ſecure all againſt the AC incorporated by the Queen's Authoricy.
tempts, ofan Enemy.
Guildhalda Teutontcozum , the
Advanced Guard, a Party of Is or 20 Brotherhood or Society of Eaſterling-Mer
Horſe, beyond, but within light of the chants in London , commonly called The
Main Guard, defign'd for the greater Se - Stilyard.
Build - nhall, the chief Hall oftheCity
curity ofthe Camp,
Bain Guard , a confiderable Body of of London.
Guild -Merchant, a Privilege where .
to
Camp
the
of
Head
outto
the
rent
Horſe
fecure the Army. Io a Garriſon , it is that by Merchants are enabled to hold certain
to which all lefſer Guards are ſubordi- Pleas of Lard within their own Precincts.
Date .
Builder, Dutch Coin current at I s, 10 d .
Picket, or Picquet - Buards, ſmall Englsh .
Guards at the Head of every Regiment, as
The Guilter of Noremberg is worth
1 s. id. and the Poliſh Guilder amounts to
they lye incamp'd.
Sardes du Corps or Life-Guards, 4 s. 2 d.
Quile, Deceit, Treachery.
Troops of Horſe -Guards maintain'd for De
Guillam , a Bird .
fence ofthe Queen's Perſon .
Regiments of Guards, certain Regi
Guimad, a Fina peculiar to the River
ments ofFoot, that do Duty whereloever Dee in Cheshire, and the Lake Pemble.
me
.
the Queen'sPerfonis.
Euinea or Guiner, a Kingdom of
Guardant, (in Heraldry) as a Lion Guar .
dant, when the Face of a Lion in a Coat Africa ; Allo a known Gold -Coin, current
ar . I S. 64.
of Arms is turn'd towards the Beholder .
Quafald, one that has the keeping
Guiſe , ( F. ) Mode, Manner, Way.
of a King, or Queen's Manſion Houſes.
Guitar, a Mufical Inftrument.
Gualtalians , a Religious Order of Gula, ( L.) the Gullet. In Archia
Monks and Nuns, ſet up by the Counters to &ure, the narroweſt part of the Dorick
Capital of a Pillar.
of Guaſtallia, 1937.
Bulbe, in Archite & .) the fame as Gorge '
Gubbins, ( 0. ) Fragments ; now ta.
ken for che Parings of Haberdine, Cod.
Gulchin, a little Glutton .
fith, c.
Guld, a Weed growing amidtt Corn .
Guldum , ( O. L. ) a Taxing, or im .
Oudgeon , a ſmall Fila ; Gudgeons are
poſing , of a Fine to be paid in Money.
alſo a ſort of Rudder-Irons for Ships.
Gule of Auguſt, the firſt Day of All
Butlphs and Gibellines, two great
Fašions in Italy ; one of which maintain'd gut, otherwiſe callid Lammas-day
the Pope's Intereft, and the other took part Cules , ( in Heraldry) the Red, or Vera
milion Colour.
with the Emperour of Germany.
Gulf or Gulph , (in Geogr. ) a part
Guerdon, ( O. F. ) Recompence, Re
ward. P
ofthe Sea that runs betweentwo Lands.
Queritt, a Centry -Box .
Gull , a Breach in the Bank of a Rivet .
Guett, a Perſon invited to or receiv'd
Gull or Sea -Gull, a kind of Bird.
at a beaft. In old Records, a Stranger that
To Gull , to copen , chowle , or cheat:
Oullet, the Wind- pipes Alſo liecle
lodges with one the ſecond Night.
Øueltsrope, ( S. T.) that Rope by Stream or accidental Courſe ofWater.
Gulling , ( S. T. ) when the pin of a
which the Boat is kept from ſteeving , or
going too much in and out as the lyes in Block or Pulley eats into the Shiver or the
Yard into the Mast.
the Tow ofa ship.
To Gully , to make a Noiſe in drinking .
Jueuſes, ( F. Beggers) a reproachful
Oumma Eallicum , ( L. ) the earing
Name heretofore given to the Proteftants
Flanders
in
out a Bone by the French Pox.
Gummi, Gum, a clammy tough Juice
To Guggle, to makea noiſe like a
iſſuing out of Trees, Shrubs, s. Alſo a
Bottlethat is emptying.
parrow -mouch'd
Guidage, ( O. LT. ) Money paid for Diftemper in Fruit- Trees.
Gum - ammoniacum , a fort ofGum
{yiding thro' Arangeor unknown Ways.
that burns clear when let on fire, and hasa
Guldance, a guiding, or leading.
Guidon, ( F.) the Standard of a Com- bitterich Talte .
Hh a
Buma
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Eum- Grabick, eafily diffolves in Wa. | Hawk is ſtiff and choaked up.
ter, and ſerves to affwage ſharp Humours.
Burgulio, ( L.), the cover of the
Bum -Caranna , a Gum mide uſe of by windpipe ; alſo a kind of Worm .
Gurney or Burnard , a Fith ,
the Indians for Swellings, & c.
Oum -Ctitus, an Herb fo call'd .
Guſſet, a piece of Cloth put into a
Gum- Copal, brought from the West Shirt : In Heraldry, an Abatement mide
Indies, is good for cold Diſeaſes of the of a Line drawn from the Dexter -Chief.
Head.
Oult, a ſudden Blaft of Wind , , allo
Gum-Olemi , is of a ſomewhat bitter Taſte, or Relich.
Taſte, and ſinells like Fennel.
Oulta, ( 1. ) a right reliſh, favour, or
Gum -Gotta, is a congealed Juice of a rafte ofany Thing.
yellow Colour.
Qultus, ( L.) the Senſe of Tafting.
Oum-Lac, the Juice ofan Indian Tree,
Outswozt. a kind of Herb.
opening
Quality.
which is of an
Gutta, ( L.) a drop of any Ligitor ;
Oum -Ditbanum , Frankincenſe.
In old Records, the Gout, a Diſeaſe.
Bum -Dpoponar, the Juice of an Herb
Gutta Gamandża, or Butta Gamba.
Call’d Panax Herculis, cut eſpecially in the a kind of harden'd Juice or Gum , brought
Root .
from the Eaſt Indies.
Gutta Roſacea , a redneſs with Pim
Gum - Sagapenum , is us’d for Painsof
che Side and Breaft.
ples, in the Noſe, Cheeks, and ſometimes
Bum - Sarcocolla, ſo called becauſe it over thewhole Face .
glues Fleſh together
Outta Serena, a 'Diſeaſe in the Bye,
Oum -Tacamahaca, is much us’d by wherein there is an appearance of a clear
theIndiansin all Swellings.
Drop or Speck
Gum - Tragacanth, opens Stoppages,
Guttæ or Drops. ( in Archite& . )
and allays Tharp Pains.
certain Parts ſo nam'd from their Figure
Bun, a Fire-arm of ſeveral ſorts ; alſo refembling drops of Water .
ia North Country Word for a great Aaggon
Gutte de l'Eau , ( F. ) a drop of Wa
ofAle.
ter ; theſe in Heraldry are painted Argent,
Gun -powder , a Compoſition of Salt or White.
peter, Brimftone, and Charcoal-duft.
Butte de Larmes , is when drops of
Gún-powder Creaſon Day , a Fefti- Tears are repreſented in a Coat of Arms
val kepr November 5. for the happy deli- of a Blew Colour.
verance ofKing James 1. and the Eftates
Õutte de l'D2, Drops of melted Gold,
of the Realm , by the diſcovery of the which are ſometimes born in Eſcutcheons,
Powder- Plot.
andpaintedGold -colour.
Øunner, or noafer- Øunner of a
Gutte de Sang, the Term in Hiraldry
Ship,an Officer who takes into his Charge fordropsofBlood .
all the Ordinance .
To butter, to (weal, or run as a Cana
Øunnery, an Art that ſhews how to dle ſometimes does.
charge, level, mount, and diſcharge great
Buttet -tile or Corner-tile, a Tile
Guns, & c.
made with three Corners, chiefly to be
Gunterºs -Chain, an Inftrument in fur- laid 'in Gutters, and at the Corners of
Houſes.
veying Land.
Hunter's -Line, the common Line of
Guttera, ( O. L. ) aGutter, or Spout.
Numbers, firſt invented by Mr. Edmund
Buttur, ( L : ).the Throar.
Gunter.
Guttaral Cartilage, (in Anat. ) a
Bunter's-Duadzant, an Inftrument to Grille, which with others makes up the.
find the Hour of the Day and Azimuth, Larynx. i
Buttaral Letters , ( in Gram . :) fuch
with moſt Propofitions of the Globe.
Gunter's-Scale a large Scale to rė Letters as are pronounc'd in the Throat.
folve all Queſtions in Plain -Sailing, c.
Butturis Ds, á Bone at the Roor of
Øunwale, of Ounnel of a ship, a the Tongue,otherwiſe call d Os Hyoides.
piece of Timber that reaches from theHalf
Guve de Ronde , ( F. in Fortif ) che
deck to the Forecaſtle on either :fide. The ſame with a Single Tenaille.
Jower part of any Port, where any Or
Buzes, ( in Heraldry) little Balls or Bul
dinance are, is alſo termed The Gira letswhich are drawn in Coats of Arms, of
wale.
the Murry- Colour:
< Burgians, ( 0. ) courſe Meal."
Guy, a proper Name of Men. Alſo a
urgipting
when
Falconry
Rope
made use of to keep any thingfrom
2
. ( in
)
a
falling
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Habeas Corpus, a Writ which a Man
falling or bearing againſt the ship's fide
when it is to be hoiſed in .
laid in Priſon , may haveout of the Queen's
To Øuzzle, to drink greedily , to Tip- Berch, to remove himſelf thither..
Habena, the Reins ofa Bridle. In Sur.
ple.
Gwabr-merched, ( B. ) a Finepaid to sery, a lot of Bandage .
fome Lords of Manours upon the Marriage
habendum , (i. 1. to have or to hold )
a Word of Form in the latter - part of a
of their Tenants Daughters:
Swallow, ( S. ) a place for the Exe Deed or Conveyance .
haberdathet, a Hatter, or Seller of
'cution of Malefactors
6wayf, or Waif, ( S. L. T.) ſuch Hats ; alſo a Dealer in ſmall Wares, & c.
Goods as Felons when purſu'd, calt down
Haberdine,a kind of Salt- fin .
and left in the High-way , which were for
babere tacias Setlinam ,a Writ which
feited to the King, or Lord of the Ma- lyes, where a Man has recovet'd Lands,
dour.
commanding the Sheriff to give Poffeffion
of the Land to recover'd .
Gy, ( 0. ) a Guide.
babere facias Wiſum , a Writ lying
Gyltwite, or Bultwit, ( S.L.T. )
fatisfa & ion, or ameng's made for a Tref. in ſeveral Caſes,where View is to be taken
ofthe Lands or Tenements in Queftion .
pals.
habergeor or habergion .. a little
Gymnafiarcha, ( G.) a chief School
Coat of Mail.
Matter, the Governour of a College.
Havetjects or Daubergets. a kind
Gymnaſium , a Place where Wreſtlers
exerciſe their Strength ; ; alſo, a of Cloth .
us'd
habilement, ( F.) Apparel, or At
School, an Academy
Gymnalticks, the Teaching of Wreſt tire.
habilements of war, all ſorts of
ling ,or otherExerciſes ; Alſo that part of
Phyſick' which thews how to preſerve Armour, and Warlike Proviſions.
habit, ( L.) Conftitution or Temper
Health by means of Exerciſe.
Gymnici Ludi, certain Exerciſes ao of the Mind or Body, Cuſtom or Ule's
mong the Greeks; as Running, Leaping Dreſs, or Attire : Alſo the laft of the ten
Predicaments in Logick
Ho .
habitable , that may be inhabited.
Gymnoſophiſts, a Sečt of Indian Phi
Habitation , Dwelling, or Dwelling
foſophers, whowent naked .
Synæcia, fuch Accidents as happen to place.
Women .
habitual, come to an Habit,growncuſto ,
Oynæcomalum , å growing of the mary.
Thabituated , that has got 'an Habit of,
Breaſts.
Gypſum , Parget,white Lime, Plaiſter : or is accuſtomed to a Thing.
habitude, à Diſpoßtion of Mind or
Also the Plaifter- Itone.
Oyzation, ( L.) & whirling round, or Body, gotten and confirm'd by repeated
turning about, allo Dizzineſs , a D.ſtemper A&s , as Knowledge of Vertue and Vice,
Skill'in Arts and Sciences, & c.
:in the Head .
Hables, ( F. O. $. ) a Sea-port,' or
Grzfalcon , a Bird of Prey.
Gezings, ( L. ) a Tadpole, or young Harbour ,
Erog
Hack; an Attribute which the Turks
Gyzon 'or Gyzonnee, ( F.in Heraldry)fgive to God , and fignifies Truth .
To hack ,to hew , or cut.
in Ordinary conliſțing of two ſtraight
To hackie, to cut ſmall.
Lines drawn from ſeveral parts of the Er
Hackney, a Town of much reſort about
cuccheon .
3 Miles from London; whence it is apply'd
co any Coach, or Horſe, etc. that is com .
monly let out to hire.
badad. ( H. Rejoycing) a King ofE
HA
dom .
Hadareget , or Aderezer ;( i.c. beau .
ful Help ) a King of Zobah.
Hadbote, ( S. ) aRecompence anciently
Habakkuk, ( H. a Wreſtler),one ofthe
made for abufing Holy Orders, or for Vio
lệffer Prophets ,
Habeas Cozpoza, ( L. ) a Wric for dence offer to Clergy -men.
thebringing in of a Jury,upon the Summons : Qaddock, a kind ofCod -fiſh .
called Venire Facias,
hadetanga
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Haderunga, ( O. L, ) reſpect of Per. Cud) Sarah's Hand-maid, from whom del
cended the People callid Hagarenes.
fons, Partiality.
hadrobolum , ( G. ) a fweet-ſcented
hagard, ( F.) that is of a fierce or wild
Gum in Media.
Look .
hadroſphetam , a kind of Spikenard
hagard -hawk, a wild Hawk , that for
with a broad Leaf.
Come time prey'd for her ſelf before lac
hamachates, ( G. ) a Blood -colour'd was taken .
baggat , ( H. pleaſant ) a Prophet a
Agare.
Hæmalops, a fpreading of Blood about mong the ancient Jews.
the Eye,occafioned by a Fall,or Blow : Allo
basgals or hassels, a ſort of Puds
a Redneſs ofthe Eyes, that proceeds from ding.
an Inflammation , c.
To tagglę, to ſtand hard in buying
Hæmatinon , a kind of red Glaſs.
hail,a known Meteor , alſo health .
.
ful
Hematites , the Blood - ftone.
Hæmatodes , a ſort of Cranes -bill, an Hail, or all Hail, ( S. ) an old way of
faluting.
| Herb . railes , ( 0. ) Happineſs.
Hæmatolis, (P. T. ) the Ad, or Fa
culty ofmaking Blood.
Haimhaldatio catallozum , ( in the
hæmodia, a painful Numneſs of the Scotch Law ) a ſeeking Reftitution for
Goods, or Chattels wrongfully taken 2
Teeth ,
Hæmophobus, one that is afraid of be way .
hainous ( F. ) odious, hateful; homo
ing let Blood.
hæmoptyca, Remedies that cure ſpito rible, outragious.
Hair, ( in Anat. ) is a dry hard and
ting of Blood .
hæmoptynis, a ſpitting of Blood from dexible ſubftance, which brads from the
Skin .
the Lungs.
Hæmorrhagia, a burfting forth of
vairs -bzeadth, a Meaſure accounted
Blood out ofany partsof the Body.
among the Jews the 48th part of an Inch .
hæmozrhoidal Urins, thoſe that ſpread
hake, a Pot-hook ; allo a kind of Fifa.
aboutthe Fundament and the Sphinter
* To Hake, to gape after.
bakeds , largę Pike-fiſ taken in Ramoja
Ani,
hæmojrhoides, the Emrods or Piles, moor.
haketon ,
Jacket without Sleeves.
a painful Diftemper.
Hæmorrhous , the HemorrhoidSerpent, Chancer.
or Halberd, a well known
which caules Blood to iffue out ofall the para Offyalbard
enſive Weapon.
ſages ofthe Body.
halbardeei, a Soldier arm'd with a
Hæmotaticks, Medicines to Atanch
Halbard .
Blood.
Halcyon, ( G. ) a Bird call'd a King's.
hærede Abducto, ( L. ) a Writ that
fiſher.
lies for a Lord , who having the Wardfhip
To hale, ( S. T. ) to pull, or drag.
of his Tenant under Age, cannot ſecure
To hale , or bail a ship , is to call
his Body:
Hærede deliberando alti qut habet toherCompany,to know whence they
Caftodiam Terræ , a Writ which was of came, and whither they are bound .
Halebzede, ( F.) a Slouch , or lubberly
-Force to command one that had the Body
of a Perſon to deliver him to the Party Fellow .
half and whole Corapalzs ,on In
whoſe Ward he was by reaſon of his
Arument made uſe ofto inlarge, or diminisha
Land.
bærefiarcha. ( G. ) an Arch -Heretick ; Draughes.
Half-files , (M. T.') when a Battalion
the chief Broacher of an Hereſy, or Se & .
are
Menthree
foremoſt the
the three
drawn up,front-half
calledthe
Hæretare , (L. L. T. ) togive a Right is
files,and
of Inheritance.
Hæretico Comburendo, aWrit that hindermoft, the Rear.half-files.
Half-mark or moble, the Value of
lay for the burningofoneconvided of He.
fix Shillingsand eight Pence..
mag, a Witch : Hags are alſo a kind
half moon. (in Portif .) an Out-wo: k
offiery Mereor appearing on Mens Hair, or with two Faces making a Saliant Angle',
Horſes mains.
the Gorge of which bends in like a Crero
contor Bow .
Haga, a Manſion or Dwelling.Houſe .
Lagat, ( 11. a Stranger , or chewing the
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To Halt, to Atop, togo lame.
To halt, or make a halt, ( M. T, )
to diſcontinue the March , to ftandAtill.
haltered , that has a Halter or, Rope put
on .
ham, ( H. Crafty, or Heat) one of Noah's
Three Sons.
bam , ( S. ) Home Dwelling -place ; allo
a Borough or Village ; Allo a part of the
Body of a living Creature, behind the
Knee.
hama, (G.) a Term us’d by Phyſie
cians, when a Doſe is taken off atonce .
Whence By my Halidome, in old Times, Haman, ( H. making an Uproar) the
usd to be a great Oath among Country- Son of Hamedatha.
Hambles, ( 0.) a Port, or Haven .
People.
Halieutica, ( .G. ) Books treating of
Hambling, or Hameling of Dogs,
( F. L. ) the ſame as expeditating, or law .
Files.
Halimals, ( S. ) the Fekival of All. ing.
bameled, ( 0. ) abated.
hallows or All Saints, Novemb. I.
hames or haums, two crooked
Halimote, or healgemote, the Meet
ing ofthe Tenants ofone Hall or Manour, pieces of Wood that encompaſs a Horſe
Collar.
a Court-Baron.
halimus, ( G. ) Sea-Purdain, an Herb ;
tamfare, ( S. ) an Aſſault made upon
a Houſe.
alſo the Oil of Almonds.
balinitron , a Mineral commonly call'd Hamkin, a Pudding made in a Shoulder
of Mutton.
Salt-peter
Hamlet, a little Village.
Haliphlæus, a Tree bearing bitter
Hamma, ( (). L. ) a Home-cloſe a
Fruit.
Haliwojfolk . ( S. ) People who held little Meadow ; alſo a fort of Fiſhing Tac
Lands for repairing or defending a Church kle .
To Hammel or Ham -Artny, to cut
or Tomb.
tall, a Parlour,alſo a place for Pleading, che Ham , to hough .
or for the meeting of a Company of Tradeſ
hammites, (G.) a Stone like the Spawn
of a Fih.
men, c.
Hallage, a Fee due for Cloaths brought hammock, a Hanging-bed , us’d in
for Sale to Black-well-Hall London .
Ships,
Fallelujah ,, ( H.) Praiſe ye our Lord . Dainmochiylos. ( G.) a precious Stone
halliards, or Halyards, (in a Ship ) that th :ws like Golden Sands.
are thoſe Ropes that ſerve to hoiſe up all
Hamoj, ( H. an Als, or Dirt ) the Fas
the Yards , except the Croſs-Jack and the therof Sechem .
Hamper, or hanaper, a ſort of large
Sprit-fail-Vards.
Atrong Basket.
Hallibut, a Fiſh like a Place.
To hamper ,to intangle, to perplex.
hallter . a kind of nes to catch Birds .
or Hamel,a Hamlet, or ſmall
To Hallow , to make ' Holy , to ſet a VilKampſel
lage.
part for Divine Service.
hämloken, or homeloken , ( in the
† hallucination, Blundering, Over Scotch Law ) the Crime of one that vio.
light
.
halm , haulm, or tawn , the Stema lently affau'ts a Man in his own Houſe ,
Hampton -Court, a ſtately Rc, al Pa
or Stalk of Corn.
lace, feated on the River Thames, in Mid
Halmades, ( G. ) pickled Olives.
deſex.
Halmycis, a fort of Sea -Cabbage.
Hamus , ( L. ) a Hook ; alſo a Sur
Halo , or halos, a Meteor in form of
å bright Circle, which ſurrounds the Sun, g :on's Inſtrument to draw out a dead
Child.
Moon, or Stars.
hanaper , a large Basker.
To halſe, ( 0. ) to embrace.
Clerk of the hanaper or hampet .
haller, or hawler, a Cable to hale
a Shipor Barge along a Channelor River. an Officer in Chancery whoſe Buſineſsisto
Hallitr,or baliter. lice thatfo bales receive allMoneys due to theQueen, forthe
Seals of Charters, Patents, c.
ordraws a ship,br.

half-penny, a Copper-coin, worth two
Farthings
yalf-Seal, ( in Chancery) is us'd for
ſealing of Commiſſions to Delegates ap
pointed in Ecclefiaftical or Maritim Cau les.
Half- Tongur -or Party - Jury, a
Jury impannell d upon any Cauſe in which
a Scrarger is Party
haliärtus, ( G. ) a kind of Eagle.
halicacabus, a red Winter-cherrry, or
redhalidome,
Nightſhade. ( S. ) Holy Judgment :
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hanceled , ( 0. ) cut off,
bancling, is when one meaſures the
Girth ofa Fighting -cock by griping his
Hands and Fingers about the Cock's
Body.
hanch, the Hip, a 'part ofthe Body.
hand or Handing , a Word us'd a .
mong Mariners, whenthey would deliver
avy thing to be paſs'd from one to ano.
ther.
band- bocow , ( S. LT. ) a manual
Pledge or Surety:
Handsbzeadth, a Meaſure of Three
Inches.
Hand- szich,
( S. ) Peace , or Pro
tection, given by the King with his own
Hand .
Hand-babend, a Thief taken in the
Very Facz .
Hand-ſpeek, of handſpike, a kind
of wooden Lever .
Handful, as much as one can hold in
his Hand ; alſo a Meaſure of four inches by
the Standard.
handſel,the first Money that a Trader,
receives for his Commodity.
To handlet ,to give Handſel, to uſe a
thing for the firft time.
Handy -Warp, a ſort of Cloth .
Hanger, a kind of thort crooked
Sword .
hanging-pear, a fort of Peår ripe about
the end ofSeptember .
hangwite, kangwit, or Hengwit.
( S.) a liberty to be quit of a Felon or
Thief hanged without a Tryal.
hank, a Skean of Thread ; allo Influence or Power over.
To yanker after a Thing, to long,
or paffionately with for it.
hannah, ( H. Gracious, or Merciful)
the Mother of the Prophet Samuel.
tanssen -kelder,( D. Jack in the Celler)
a Child in the Mother's Belly ,
Hanſe, a Society or Corporation of Merchants ; alſo a kind of Moulding over the
Lintel ofa Door.
hanſe- Towns, certain free Imperial
Towns in Germany, as Hamburgh, Lubeck ,
c.
Hanſeatick, belonging to the Hanſe .
Towns.
hanfelines , upper Slops, 'or Hore ;
Chancer.
To hanten , ( 0. ) to uſe, or accuftom .
Kapherlet, or Lappatlet, ( 0. ) a
kind of courſe Coverlet for a Bed.
To harpe, ( F. Ļ . T. ) to ſnatch , catch ,
or feize : Alle a North-Country Wordfor
to cover or heap cloaths on.
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napſe, a Catch , or Bolt for a Door.
haque, a ſort ofHand- gun.
haquebut, a Gun, otherwiſe calld .
Harquebuſs.
haran ; ( H. Anger,) the Father of
Lot
.
harangue, ( F. ) an Oration or Speech
made in Publick .
To harangue, to make a Speech .
Haraphah, ( H. a Medicine) a Philiſtine.
Haratium , ( 0. L. ) a Stud, or Race
of Horſes kept for Breed.
To harals , ( F. ) to tire orweary out,
to ruin a Country with continual Inroads.
harbinger, an Officer in a Prince's
Court, that allots thoſe of the Houlhould
their Lodgings in time of Progreſs.
harbour, a Station where Ships may
ride ſafe at Anchor , alſo a Shelter, or place
of Refuge.
To harbour, to lodge, to receive, or
entertain :A Hart is ſaid to harbour when
ir Lodges or goes to reft.
baro -beam or hozn -beam , a kind
of Tree.
Hards, or Hurds of flax or Hemp,
the courfer parts ſeparated from thefineStaff:
Haidmiew or Erdizew , a kind of
wild Mouſe .
Hardiment, ( 0.) Boldneſs.
Hardy, ( F. ) bold , daring, ſtout.
Hare, a well known Creature peculiarly
ſo nam'd in the ſecond Year ofher Age.
Hare-lip, a Lipcloven like that ofa
Hare.
Hare-pipe, a Share to catch a Harc
wich .
Hare-bells, a fort of Flower.
Igares - ears, an Herb that grows chiefly
amidit Oaken Woods.
hares -foot, an Herb of a binding Qua.
lity ,
hares lettice,a fort ofHerb.
waricot , ( F. in Cookery) a particular
way ofdreſſing Mutron -cutlets, & c. alſo a
kind of French Beans.
Harted , ( 0 ) pulled.
Harier, a ſort of Hunting.Dog.
Wariot, or meriot, ( L.T. ) the beſt
Bealt thattheTenanthas at the Hour of his
Death, due to the Lord of the Manour ,
Mariot-Cultom , is when Hariots have
been paid . Time out of Mind .
hariot-Service, iswhen a Manholds
Lands, by paying Hariot at the time of
his Death .
barlot , a Whore .
Harmonia . ( L ,) Harmony, Melody:
In Anatomy,a joynting together of Bạnes by
a plain Line,
Marmonical,
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Harmonical or Harmonick, belong.
Hask; an old Word for a sign of the
Zodiack ,
ing to Harmony
masă -wozt, a fort of Herb.
harmonious,full ofHarmony or Melody.
Hallesben , a Fowl.
Darmony, a Mufical Conſort, of A.
Halleswozt, an Herb.
greement of ſeveralSounds, allo Agreeable
Taflock, fość Sand -Atone, allo a kind
neſs, or due Proportion of any Thing,
marnels , all the Accoutrements of an of Straw.Cuihion usd to kneel upon in
Armed Horſe-man , alſo all manner of Churches.
Trappings for a Horſe.
Valpat or Hatpenatd; ( N, C:) i
halting-Warnels, a fort of Armour , Stripling or young Lad .
Dađa, ( 1. l å Pike, Spear, or Javelin.
the Bearer of which has but fingle Al.
Dafta porci,( O . L.) a Shield of Land .
lowance.
maro, or marron, ( in the Norman
Hafa Dura; a Half-Pike without Iron
Laws) an Out-cry, or Hue and Cry after at the end, which the Romans us'd for a
Malefactors.
Badge of Authority .
Thaliati, an Order of Soldiers Armed
nårp, a Muſical Inftrument.
barpa, ( G. ) a ravenous Bird of the with Pikes :
Vulcare-kird .
Haſtings , Fruit early ripe:
Harpaction or Harpacticon , ( G.) a
Green -haltings, a ſort of hafty or for:
kind of Gum ; alſo a Plaiiter made of Brim- ward Peaſe .
ſtone and Turpencine.
Hattula, ( L. ) a little Pike ; allo z
Darpar, a ſort of Amber that draws Pearch , a Meaſure of Ground.
Straws.
mhaltula Regia.yellow Aſphodil ,anHerbal
Harpe, a Sword like a Scithe , a iHan
mally, done in hafte, ſudden 3 alſo in
ger; allò a Conſtellation in Porfeus's Right patient,ſoon angry .
Hand.
hatih, a kind of Door, commonly
Harper, one that plays on the Harp : fenc'd with Iron -Spikes ;alſo a Brood of
Allo an Irish Coin worth 9 Pence Engliſh
Young. Allo a Vefſel or Place to lay
harpies, fabulous Monfters, feign'd to Grain in Alloa höllow Trap for the catch
have Virgins Faces, Vulturs Bodies. crooked ing of Weefels, & c,
Feer and Hands, with tharp Talons They
To Batch, co breed Young. by fitting
are the Emblemsof Extortioners, and cover. upon Eggs, to contrive or plot ; alſo to
OnsMiſers.
draw ſmall Strokes with a Pen.
matchel, or Hichel, a Tool to dreſs
Harpineers, they that catch Fiſh with
Flax or Hamp with.
: Harping- Iron .
Harping -Jeons, certain Irons to Azike matches, Flood -gates ſet in a River, & c.
Whales and other great Fiſki.
to ftop the Current of the Water.
Harpings,(s. 7.) the Breadth of a Ship
Watches of a Stip , thoſe looſe Parts
atthe
Timberscalld as it were Trap-doorsof the Decks, which
Binds. Bow o, rthe endsof the
| are open'd at the letting down ofGoods in
Harpſecold,
or Narpfecol, á Mucſiat, co the Hold .
Inf
trument.
Watch war, that place which is direct
Þarquebuſs , a fortof Hand -gun:
ly over the Hauches.
Wartecti Cants OL. ) Hounds for
Hatchets Tetch, a ſort of Pulſe.
hänting the Hare. , (
Hatchinents, ( in Heraldry) the ſame as
Harrier, a Hound endued with an ad-Itchievements.
Matlets. ( F. ) a Cith of Veal-ſweet
mirable gift of ſmelling , and bold in the
purſuitof his Game.
pread, Capons-livers, cut into mall pieces
Harrow, a Drag, with Iron - Teeth, to and freyd.
break the Clods of Earth after Ploughing .
mattock, ( C. ) a Shock of Corn con
Harlet, che Entrails of a Hog,
taining cwelve Sheaves,
Hart, a Stag of Five Years .
Hauberg. or Haubert ( F. ) a Coat of
Mail.
Hart-wort, an Herb .
Harts- fødder, a kind of Herb .
Tauberjannock ,(N G. ) an oaten Cake,
warts-fongue,
Herb
Loaf .
fnooth Leaves, like aanTong
ue. with long or Haven
or macbout an Entrance of
Harts -trefoil ,an Herb .
che Sca at the mouth of fome River,
Halle
well
known
-tree, a
Haver, Oats,
Halel
Nut- Tr,ee or
maul sbois ( F.L, T. ) great Woodsă
Mash , cold Meac cut into dices and heat
baunt, Mabit, or Cuton : Among
again with Spices &c.
Ti
Hunters ,
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Alſo an Incloſure in a Foreft or Park fenced
Huncers, the Walk of a Deer.
with Rails.
To Waunt, to go of: en to a Place.
To haylſe, ( 0, ) to charge orcommand:
Havock , Spoil, grear Slaughter.
Hay-maids ,an Herb the lame as Alehoof.
mauriant. ( in Hraldry :) a Term us'd
Hayboté or Heybote, ( S. ) Liberty
when a Filh is repreſented in a Coat of Arms
Per upright.
grant d to a Tenant, for cutting Unde:
Thauſelines or Wan eltnes , Breeches or wood to repair his Fences or Hedges.
Haydegines, ( O. ) a Country-dance, or
Slops.
Round.
hauft ( N. C. ) a dry cough .
Haylayks , Women -Naves among the
Hauitus, ( L. ) a Draught, a Soop. In
Turks
Phyſick, a lotion for one Doſe .
Hautboy or boboy, a Muſical Wind
Hayn, ( 0. ) Hatred ,
Inftrument.
wayward or maward, a Keeper of the
haw , a ſort of Berry, the Fruit of the Comwon Herd of Cattel ofa Town.
White-thorn Shrub ; alſo a kind of Web or
Hayz. ( A. in Aftrol.) a ftrengthening !
Spor in the Eye ; alſo a Cloſe, or ſmall of a Planet, by being in á Sign of its own
Quantity of Land , near a Houſe' ; Alloa Sex, and a part of the World agreeable to
Griftle growing between the nether Eye-lid its own Nature.
hazael,(H.ſeeing God) a King of Syria.
and the Eye of a Horie .
Tawh- Thon or wathite - T hoin , a
hazard, ( F. ) Chance, Peril & Game
kind of Shrub .
ar Dice : Allo a Term at Tennis-play.
Hawes, ( in Doomſday Book ) Manſions Hazards the Holes in the ſides of a
Billiard - Table.
or Dwelling-Houles.
mawgh or howgh a green plat in a Val.
To Hazard , to run the Riſk of, to ven
ture.
ley :
+
thazardet, one that plays et Hazard
hawiſe, a proper Name of Women,
at Dice-play .
awk, a well known Bird of Prey.
Hazardous, full of Hazard, dangerous.
Hawk of the firtt Coat, a Hawk in
the fourth Year of her Age.
Waze, a Rime , or thick Fog.
To hawk, to go a Fowling with Hawks ;
To Daze or Hawze, to ſcare or fright. :
to ſpit, or fpawl.
Hazy, rimy, foggy.
hawk-werd, a Field -herb .
Head, a partofthe Body, which coni
mawkers, Pedlers that fell Wares about tains the Brain .&c.
the Town or Country .
tead of an Anchoz, the Shank or long
hawlks, ( 0. ) Corners.
geſt part of it.
Hawler a three- ſtroud Rope, or ſmall
Head of the Camp, ( M. T. ) the
Cable .
Ground beforewhich anArmy is drawn out.
head of Flar , twelve éticks of Flax
Wawles, two large round Holes in a
Ship under the Beak, thro' which the Ca- ry'd up to make a Bunch ,
head of a wozk, ( in Fortif. ) the
bles paſs, when the Ship lies at Anchor.
A Bold Hawle, is when the Hole is Front of it next she Enemy, and fartheſt
laity above Waters.
from the Body of the Place.
Head -bozough or Borough-bead , was
Afreth hawſt, is when there are
grounds to ſuſpect, that the Cable may be chief of the Frank -pledge ; now an of
ficer ſubordinate a Conſtable .
fretted in thoſe Holes.
Head -land, that part which is plough'd
Burning in the Hawſe,iswhenļthe Ca
a -croſs, at the ends of other Lands. Alſo
ble endures an extraordinary Streſs.
Clearing the Hawle , is the unewift- a Point of Land, which lies out at Sea.
ing of two Cables, which being let out at Head -lines, or head-ropes, ( in :
two ſeveral Mawles, are wound one about Ship) the Ropes of the Sails that are up
another.
permoft, and nextthe Yard .
Freching the Hawſe, is when new Headspents or head-Glver, the Sun
pieces are laid upon the Cable in the Hawlen of forty Pounds which the Sheriff of Noro
Riding upon the Hawle, is when any thumberland, heretofore exacted of the In
weighty Subtance falls directly before the habitants of the County.
Hawſe , or lies acroſs it .
Head - piect , Armour to cover the Head
Hawten, haughty, proud.
and Neck of a Horſe-man .
thead-lails , the Sails belonging to the
hay, Graſs cut and dry'd ; allo a Net to
take Coneys with ; alſo a fort of Country- Fore-malt and Bolt-ſprit.
Hedge.
head -ſca, a great Wave coming right :
dance ; alſo an old Word for a
head of a Ship
Deadlman ,
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Ihebbing -wears, Nets or Devices laid
Headlinan , an Executioner that be.
for Fith at ebbing Water.
headsa Malefactor.
Heady, head - ſtrong, Itubborn ;, alſo
heudoamadius, ( G.) the Hebdomary
aptto fy up into the Head, as ſtrong Li- or Weekfinan ; a Prebendary in a Cathedral
1
Church ,
quors do.
Debdomasor bebdomada, the Num .
Heafod , ( S. ) a Head.
To beals to cure a Wound or Sore ; | ber Seven, a Week that confifts of Seven
allo a Country-word for to cover up with Days.
Lebenus, or Ebçnus, the Ebony
the Bed - clothes.
Trce .
Heal-dog, a ſort of Herb.
tebileus, Marth -Thallows ; an Herb .
healfang, ( S. ) a Pillory.
lebzailm , a Property of Speech , pe .
healing ( C. ) à Coverlet.
heam ( C.) the ſame in Beaſts, as the culiar to the Hebrem Tongue,
hebreus, a Name given to the Jews,
After-burden in Women.
To Heat; to receive a Sound or Voice from Heber the great Grund-child of Shem .
by the Ear, to examine a Cauſe as a judge
hecatomb, ( G ) a Sacrifice, wherein
an Hundred Oxen were offer'd at one time,
does.
To hearken , to liften, or give Ear
Hecatombeon , the Month of June.
Hecatompus a Fish that has 100 Feet:
to.
ihearſe, a cover'd Waggon to carry a
Hecatonta hyllum , & Roſe full of
dead Bodyin. Armong Hunters, a Hind in Leaves.
Hecatontarthus, a Centurion , a Cap
the ſecond Year of her Age.
heart, amoft noble pare of the Body, tain of a hundred Soldiers,
heart of the Sun , a Term in Afro
Heck, a Rock ; alſo an Engine to take Sith
in the River Owoje by Tork.
legy; the ſame as Cazimi.
beart- burning, a pain in the Storm
bechle , an inſtruheit usd in dretag
and preparing Flax or Heinp.
mach ; alſo Grudge or Ill-will.
heart reale or Baniy , an Herb.
Qecklcd , ( 0. ) wrapped .
Lecia a burning Mountain in Ireland
hearth -money or Hearth - ſilver, the
whici fends forth a noile like the Cries of
fame with Chimney -money .
Heat, one of the four primary Quali- tornanted Perſons,
1 ec ica, ( G. ) an . Mestick Fever,
ties.
Heath , a ſort of wild Shrub , or a Pläin a continued Feier, ariſing from the very
Hibit of the Body :
cover'd with it.
Heat y- cock or heath-powi, a Bird of
Hectick, fubject to fucba Fever , Con
Game .
fumptive,
Heath -peale or Idiood -peale, a kind
hector , the Son of King Priamus and
of wild Peaſe .
Hecuba, who reſolutely defended the City
of Troy againſt the Greeks: It is now com
Heath - rore, a fort of Flower .
To heave, to lift up, to ſwell or riſe monly taken for a Bully, or vapouring Fel
up as Dough does : A Ship is ſaid to heave and low ,
fet, when, being at Anchor, fe riſes and
To Hecto ?, to play the Hector, to in.
ſulr, to vaunt and vapour.
falls by the force of the Waves.
bena , ( 0.,L. ) a Port or Havels
To Weave at the Capſan , is to turn
it about.
Wharf, or Landing place ,
To Heade a Fiay abzoad, is to hang it
( retagiu !n, Toll or Cutom paid at an
Hiche or Wharf
out .
Henera, che Iny-Tree.
To Heave a thing overboard , is to
hedeta Ierreitris , the Herb Ground
throw , or caſt it away out of the Ship,
To heave up or heave out the Top: Ivy, chlebo f.
lails, is to put them abroad.
bedco il Crown , a Crown of Ivy,
Heave-Dfferings,the Firſt fruits given , which was worn among the Romans in
to the Jewish Priefts
their Publick Feaſtings and Rejovcings.
beaulme or Heduine, ( F. ) in Heral
Tederiipzmis Tlena ( in Anar. ) a
dry an Helmet or Head -piece ,
Vein that 'palles along the Gides of the
Hebberman , one that fines below Womh.
Bridge, commonly at ebbing Water, & c.
Dedge -fumitozy Hedge - hr lov , and
Hebbeçthef, ( S.) a Privilege of hav- Uedsc-nettle, ſeveral ſorts of inerbs.
hog, a litile Beaſt,
Hedgeparticular
a
within
Thief
ing the Tryal of a
bjedge -los- Trefoit, a kind of Herb .
Liberty,
li
Hedges
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Hedge- ſparrow , a pretty Song -Bird.
Welcoma or Heicofis , ( G. ) a turning
Didza . ( G. ) a Seat , in Geometry a to an Ulcer
Bare on which a Figure reſts:
Delcos, an Ulcer or Sore.
pedychroum, a Medicine of a pleaſant
Helcyoría, certain little Ulcers in the
Colour .
Skin of the Head .. '
mzdych ;um , a Perfume, or ſweet
belcyſma, che Droſs and Scum of any
Oil.
Meral , alſo the ſame as Helcoma.
Hedyofinus, or Hedyofmum , the Herb
Helder ( N. C. ) racher, before.
Meleagrius, a Shrub callid Myrtle of
Mint.
Brabans.
Hetypnais, a ſort of Succory.
Dedycarum, the Honey - ſuckle, a Flo
Detena, the moſt beautiful Lady of all
wer .
Greece, who occafion'd the Trojan War, and
hegyſmata, ſweet Oils, or Sauces. In the Deftruction of theCity of Troy : Alloa
Pbyſick, any thing that gives Médicines a ſort of Light or Fire that ſometimes appears
good Scent.
about the Maſts and Yards of Ships.
Heel of the mart, that part of the
Helenites, Certain White Friers,wear.
Foot of any Malt which is par'd away flint ing a yellow Croſs on their Breaſts.
ing that the Malt may be ftay'd afiward
Helenium , toe Herb Elicampane.
on .
Helepolis , an Engine, anciently us'd in
To heel ; a Ship is ſaid to beg! when ſhe the defieging andtaking of Cities.
beliałal Riding of a Star , ( in Afte
lyes down on the ſide.
Heeler or Blondysheel Cock, isſuch ron .) is when a Star, which for ſome time
a fighting Cock , as frikes much with his lay hid under the Sun -beams, gets from the
rame and appears again .
Spirrs.
bure and butt, ( 0.P. ) hoarſe and
Beliacal ſetting of a Stat, is when
harſh .
a Starcan be no longer ſeen, by reaſon of
Heer and Hjun ( 0.P. ) a Hare and the near approach of the Sun ,
Hound.
Heltanthe , Helianthemum, or Delts
Vegemonic , (G.P. T. ) the principal anthon , theHerb Hedge-Hyflop ; allo the
Sun-Abwer.
A & ions in a Human Body.
Belice,majo : t minoz two Conftella
Hegira , an Account of time in uſe a
mong the Turks and Arabians, reckon'd tions; the ſamewith Vrſa major o minor ,
from July 16, A. C. 622 , or as ſome fay, alſo a kindof Willow -tree.
627 ,
Deltcometry or Weltcoſophy, a Ma.
negler, one that buys Proviſions thematical Art,which teaches how to mea
brought out of the Country, to fell them fure or draw SpiralLines.
Weliocentrick, belonging to theCenter
again by Retail.
of the Sun
Heifer, a young Cow ,
Heliochryſus or Heliochryſum , Gold
Height, (in Rhetor.) an Excellency in
en locks, or Golden -tufes, a Flower.
ſpeakingor Writing.
Helioſcope, a kind of Proſpe& -glaſs.to
Qeight of a figure. ( in Geom . ) the
perpendicular Line, drawn from the Top to look upon the Body of the Sun.
che Bafe.
Delipſcoptum , 'an Helioſcope ; alfo a
Height of the Dole, the ſame as Ekva. kind of Spurge, that turns about to the
Sun.
Zion of the Pote.
Deinfare or binefare. ( S. ) the De
Hel offrophon , the great Marigold, or
parture of a Servant from his Maſter.
Turnfole Flower. neinuſe, ( among Hunters a Roe .
Hiltotrope the Plant Turn- ſole ,or Wa
buck of the fourth Year.
ter-wort , which is ſaid always to follow the
heir of Blood, ( in Law ) is he who courſe of the Sun. Alſo a kind of precious
fucceeds by right of Blood in any Man's Store which ſhews the San like a Looking,
Lands or Terements in Fee .
glafs , and diſcovers its Eclipſe.
beitr , barren or creping Ivy. In Ana
Deir-Loom Houſhold-Furniture, which
are never inventory'd after the Owner's Dealromy, che ourward Brim of the Ear : In
ceuſe , but come to the Heir with the Houſe Geometry; a Spiral Figure.
åt ſelf.
Hell the fate of the Dead , or the reſ .
Qetrefs, a female Heir.
dence of Damned Spirits.
Delaw, (N. C. ) bzfhful.
Hell-becks, little Brepks in Richmond
Belcheſaltes; a Sect of Hereticks, sire, ſo called from their Gaftlineſs and
who had one Halcheſaus for their Ringo Depth.
kader.
hell
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Kemiceraunius, the Name of a Sur.
Hell-bound a Fiend , or Outragious
Ievil.
geon's Bandage for the Back and Breaft,
Demicrania, a Pain in either half-part
bell-kettles ,certain Pits, full of water
of the Head.
in the County of Durham .
Hemi-cycle, an halt-circle.
Hellebozine, (G ) wild white Hellebore,
an Herb .
Hemidrachinon, half a Dram .
bemina, a Meaſure containing half &
Vellebozum or Hellebozus, the Herb
Hellebore.
Sextary, or nine Ounces,
hemiobolion, the twelfth part of a
Hellenilin , an Imitation of peculiar
Dram .
Phraſes of the Greek Tongue.
Demiolium , an Ounce and a half.
Hellenitta Grecian,alio a Grecizing 7.2
Demionitis, the Herb Spleen -wort.
that uf & the Septuagint TranNation of the
Bible.
Hemiphlegia or Hemiphleria, a Pally
Pellentdical or Welleniſtick, Belong on the fide,
bemtſphere ( in Aftron, ) one half of a
ing to Greece, or to the Helleniſts,
belleſpont, the narrow ſea or ſtraight of Sphere or Globe ,cut thro'the Center in the
Conffantinople .
Plane of one of its greater Circles : The
Delm , ( C.) Wheat or Rye-Straw un Maps or Prints of the Heavens pafted on
bruiſed . Allo a piece of wood faften's Boards or Cloth , are alſo ſometimes calla
to the Rudder in a ship or Boat, to guide Hemiſpheres.
nimittithium ( in Gram. ) a half Verſe:
or iteer it,
Hemitritæus, a Semi-tertian Fever og
To A -lee the nelm , to put the Helm
Ague.
to the Leeſide of the Ship.
Hemlunrton, half an Ounce .
Bear up the belm , i . let the
hemireltes or hemi ceſtun , a Mean
Ship go more la ge before the wind.
Port the Helm , put the Helm aver to ſure of Liquids ; theſame as Hemina.
bemlock , a poiſonous Plant.
the left ſide of the Ship : Starboard the
Hemoz thoids or Emrods, a Diſeaſe in
Helm , put it to the right ſide. Right the
Fundament commonlycall'dthePiles.
Helm , or Helm aMidship, thatis, keep it the
Hemuſe ( among Hunters ) a Roe fo
even with the middle of the Ship .
Among Chymiſts, Helm is the Head of ca! I'd the third year.
Wensbane, an Herb that is counted rank
an Alembick or Still.
Helmet, an Hiad -piece or Armour for Poiſon.
Hen-bit, an Herb otherwiſe calld
the Head ,
Hilmet in ftark Stowers ( 0 , P . ) Chick -weed
Henchman or Heinſman , (Ge) a Houſe
defended in Tharp Arracks.
Delmet: flower, a ſort of Flower.
hold Servant ; formerly a Page of Honour .
Hend ( 0 ) near, fine, gennel.
Helminthagoguss or belminthicks,
Dendecagon, ( G. in Geom ) a Fi.
( G. ) Medicines that drive our Worms.
Welos, a Nail : allo a round white hard gure that has eleven Sidesand asmany An.
Swelling of the Fout, like the Head of a gles.
Henderaſyllabum Carmen , a Greek
Nail.
or Latin Verſe, conſiſting of eleven 'Sylla.
Helofis, a turning back of the Ege- bles.
lid .
bendladys, a Rhetorical Figure, when
Helter -ſkelter, Confuſedly,diſorderly,
we expreſsone thing by more Words.
violently.
velde, ( 0. ) the Handle of any thing.
Henfare. ( in Doomſday-Book ) á Fine
helpint, ( G. ) the Herb Pellitory of for Elight, upon account of Murder.
theWall.
bengett; ( S. a Stoire -horſe ) a Ge
fi:It
led the
Angles or English inco
neralwho
Vemeralopta , a Faculty when one fees the
Britain,
Great
land of
clearerin the Night than in the Day.
Demerobaptifts, a ſeat of Hereticks Henghen , ( O. L. T. ) a Priſon , or Houſe
of Correction .
that Bipris'd themſelves every Day.
Hemerobion, a Fly that lives but one
Heniochus, ( G. ) a Northen Conſtella.
Day .
tion, the ſame as uriga.
Hemerocallis, a kind of Lilly that Henoch. ( H.) Taught or Dedicated )
ſpreads in a fair Day , and thuts it ſelf Cain's Son.
upin the Night.
Henophyllum , an Herb called Ome.
bemerologium , & Book in which are blade.
regiſter'd the Paſſages of every Day,
benty, a proper Name of Men, deriv'j
'fron
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from the German Cinrick , .. e. Rich proclaim Peace, &c.
Heralds.College, a Corporation con
and Powerful or Herric, . 6. Rich
Lord.
fifting of Kings at Arms, Heralds, and Pur'.
ſevan
ts.
To Hent, ( 0. ) to catch.
heraldry, the Art of ſetting out Coats
Hepat . ( G. ) the Liver : Allo a kind
of Chymical Compoſition ,the ſame as Crocus of Arms.
Metalorum .
herawbes, ( 0. ) Feats of Activity.
Hepatica, Liver-wort, an Herb .
berb - Chriſtopher, an Herb thac bears
Hepatica Wena, the Liver-Vein, the Berries like Beads
inner Vein of the Arm.
Herb -Paris, otherwiſe called Oneberry,
hepatical or Hepatick, belonging to the Leaves of which grow like a Lover's
the Liver.
Koot, with a Berry in the midft.
Herb -Robert, a kind of Cranes-bill,
hepatick Aloes, the fineſt fort of
Aloes,
herb Two-pence, an Herb of a mode.
Hepatick Medicines, Remedies proper rately cold and dry Quality.
for the Liver.
herba , ( L . ) 'an Herb .
hepaticus Ductus, a Paffage in
herbæ Capitata, ſuch Herbs as bave,
Liver,otherwiſe
the
call'd Porus Biliariss. their Flower made up of many ſmall, long,
hepatichs Wozbus or Hepatick and hollow Flowers , gather'd together in a
1
Flue, a Diſeaſe when a thin ſharp Blood, round Knob, or Head .
like Water in which raw Fleſh has been
berbage, the Fruit of the Earth provi
wahid, is voided by Stool.
ded by Nature for Cartel ; the grazing upon
hepatites, a precious Stone ofthe hape Land,or the mowing of it. In Law, che
of the Liver,
Liberty that one has to feed his Cattel
Thepatozturk or Eupatozium , Homp. in another Man'sGround .
Agrimony , or Liver -woni.
herbagium Anterius, ( 0. L. ) the
Hepatus, the Liver- fith :
firft Crop of Graſs or Hay.
Herbal, a Book treating of the Nature
Hephæftites, a precious Stone of a fiery
med Colour.
and Quality of Herbs,
hephthemimeris, a Poetical Figure, herbalík or herbarift, one that has
when after three Feet there remains a Skill in all ſorts of Herbs.
Syllable ending the Word.
Herbegtours , ( 0. ) Inn -keepers.
a proper Name of
Hepialus, a Fire- fly, which plays about
gs
n
fignifying bright Lord , or the Glory
dle
Men,
berWin
.
till me bur
a Can
teppen or Heply, ( N. C.) neat,hand of theArmy.
fome.
Herculean, belonging to Hercules a Fa
Heps or hips, the Fruit of the Black mous Heroe of Antiquity .
thorn Shrub .
Hercultan Labours , ſuch as Hercules
Heptaedion ,(G.in Geom .)a Figure con- perform'd ; great and dangerous Exploits,
Sidingof feven Sides.
Hercules's Pillars , two Pillars which
heptagon , a Figure that bas ſeven Sides, Hercules is laid to have ſet up, one at Cadiz ,
and the other at Centa .
andasmany Angles :
Heptagonal , belonging to ſuch a Fl
Herculeus Pozbus, the Falling-Sick
neis,
gure .
heptangular Figuce, is that which
Herd, a Company of Cattel, or of Wild
conifts of leven Angles,
Beafts.
Herdelenge, ( among Hunters ) che
Heptaphyllum , Set-foil, or Tormenti!,
an Herb.
dieiling of a Roe.
herowerch or beerdwerch,. ( S. )
HeptRpleuron , the greater fort of Plan
tsin..
Herdſmen's Work or Labours, formerly
heptarchy, a Government of ſeven So. done at the Will of their Lord.
Here ( S. ) an Army.
vereign Princes, as that of the Saxon Kings
here in England.
de Cæfar, an Account of Time,
Dere
Heracleon, the Herb Terror ; alſo a from which the Sarecens and Arabians usd
Water - Lilly.
to
reckon
their Number of Years: It Took
Heracleoticum , Wild Marjoram , an Date 38 years
before Chrift , & was alſo
Herb ,
usd in Spain till 1383.
Heracleus or Heracleus Lapis, the
Hereditaments, ( L. in Law ) all ſuch
Ioad - ſtone.
1
things
deſcend
to a Man and his Heirs by
herald, Deralt or Harold, ( G.) an fway ofasInheri
tance.
Officer whoſe Buſineſs is to declare War , or
bereditary,
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hermetich Scence, the Art of Chy
hereditary, belonging to Inheritance or
Succeſſion .
miftry.
Deteditary Diſeaſes, are thoſe which
Hermit, a ſolitary Monk ; alfo a kind
of Filh .
Children havefrom their parents.
Qermitage, the Place where a Hermit
Derefare ( S. ) a going to a Warfare.
Heregate, a 'Tribute anciently paid to lives.
Dermiteſs, a Woman -Hermit.
theLord of the Soil, for the carrying on
of a War .
Hermitozlum . ( O. L. ) a Chappel,
beregeld, a Tax rais'd for the Mainten or Place of Prayer belonging to an Hermi
ance of an Army.
tage.
Herellita or herefta. ( S. ) a Soldi
Dertaodactylus, ( G.) a round -headed
er, that goes from his Colours without Root, broughtfrom Syria.
Leave,
bern, a large ſort of Fowl, alſo an old
Hereſy, ( G. ) an Opinion contrary to Wred for a Corner.
theFundamental Points of Religion.
Dern -law orDernery, a Piace where
hereteg or heretogb, ( S.) a Leader Merns breed .
ofan Army, oraDuke.
Hirn at Siege, a Hern Standing at the
Heretical, G. ) belonging to Herely. Water-lide, and watching for Prey.
An Qeretick, one that is tainted
Kernelium or Qarnaüum , ( 0. L. )
with Herely, or holds Heretical Opini- any ſort of Houſe-Furniture, Implements of
Trade or Ship -tackle.
ons.
beretum , ( 0. L. ) a Court for draw .
hernia, ( G ) a Rupture : Allo a
ing up the Guard or Military Retinue, Swelling of the Navel.
which alually attended our Biſhops and No
Dernia aquoſa, the Water-rupture.
bility .
Hernia Carnosa ,a Fleſhy Rupture.Humoralisa
Beriſon, ( F. ) an Hedge -hog : In when the Tefticles are fill'd with Unnatural
Fortification , a Barrier, made of a piece of Humours.
Dernia Scrotalis, or Hernia Uc:
Timber fuck chick with Iron -ſpikes.
Heritage, Inheritance by Lot or Suc- arris , is when the Teficles grow too
cultion .
big by reaſon of immoderate Venery .
Herman, or Darman, ( Ger, the Hernia Ventosa,the Wind rupture :
General of an Army ) a proper Name of
Derniaria, Rupture-wort,or Koor-graſs,
Men .
an Herb .
Herntous , burften -belly'd.
Hermaphzodite , ( G. ) one that has
the Natural Parts of both Sexes.
Herod, funam'd the Great, a King of
Vermellanus, ( L. ) the Ermin , a forc Judea.
of Weefel.
Herodian, belonging to Horod.
Hermes, the Greek Name of Mercury,
Herodians , the Soldiers of Herod, or
the Heathen God of Eloquence.
a Seet of Hereticks, who took Horod for the
St. Hermes
Ftre, a kind of Me. Meſſiah.
teor appearing in the Night on the Shrowds,
Herot, a great 'and illuſtrious Perſonage
&c. of Ships.
among the Ancients ; a fan of fingular
Hermetical or Hermetick , belonging Valur, Worth and Renown.
Hirotcat or Heroick, belonging to, or
to Mercury or to Hermes Triſmegiſtus, the
becoining Heroe.
Great EgyptianPhiloſopher.
nermitical Philoſophy, is that which
beroica Poem , a ſort of Compofition
pretends to ſolve all the Operations and Ap- in Poetry, which fets forth the Warlike
pearances of Nature by the three Chymical Exploits ofEmperours, Kings, &c.
heroick terſe, that kind of Verſe,
Principles.
permetical Phyfick, that Ground-work which the ancient Greeks and Latino,
in the Art of Phytick, which refers the generally made uſe of in their Heroick
Cauſe of all Diſeaſes to the ſame Chymical Poems .
heroine , a Female Heroe .
Principles.
Hermetical Seal, or hermes's Heal, Weron , a large Wild Water - Fowl.
beroner ( 0. ) a Hawk that ties at a
a particular way of ftopping up the mouths
of Veffels ſo cloſe that themoft ſubtil Spi- Heron.
Heronsabill , an Herb.
rits cannot Hy our : Thus,
To Seal' a Glaſs Dermetically , is Herpes . ( G. ) [ kind of Ss. Anthony's
to hear the Neck of it, till it be jut ready Fire.
to melt, and then with a pair of red -hoc
Derpes siltacts , or Outulatie, a
kort
insers to cloſeit together.
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fort of yellow Wheals, like Millet-Seed, a contrary fide.
Heth ( H , Fear, or aſtoniſhed ) Canaan's
that turn to eating Ulcers .
herring, a well known Sea - fith.
Brother, from whom deſanded the People
Herring-buſs, a ſort of Veſſel proper calld Hittites.
Hetheneffe. (O.) the Heathen World ,
for the Herring-Filhery.
oppoſed to Chriftendom .
Herring-cob, a young Herring ,
To hette, ( O ) to commit, or dedicate .
Herrin -glilver, Money form rly paid
inftead of a certain Quantity of Herrings Heter ( N. C. ) eager; earneft.
To hew , to cut Stones or Timber.
for a Religious Houſe .
Hewmond, ( 0. ) fining,
Qerſe, ( F.) a Port.cullice, a Harrow :
Herachojd , G.ja Concord in Mufick ,
In Fortification a kind of Lattice in form of
commonly callid a Sixth .
a Harrow , beſet with Iron - Spikes,
Heraedron, ( in Geom .) a ſolid Figure ,
Herfillon, a Plank Ten or Twelve
Foot long fuck full of Nails, with the confifting of fix equal Sides or Faces.
Neraemeron, ihe fix Days Work of
points up.
helitancy , ( 1. ) uncertainty, doubt. Creation.
Heragon or Cragium , the weight of
ing , or wavering.
To heſitate, to ſtammer, of falter, to four Scruples.
Heragon , ( in Geom . ) a figure that
be at a lots what to ſay or do.
Helitat.on, the act of heſitation , fal- has lix equal Sides; and as many Angles.
tering, oo.
Heragonal , belonging to a Hexagon.
mecametir Qerſë, a Greek or Latin
Heſperis, a kind of Wall-Aower,
helperium Malum , an Orange, or Verſe conſiſting of fix Feet.
Lemnion.
Herapla, a work of Origin, in fix Co
helperus, the Evening-Star, or Even . lumns, containing four Greek Trapſlations
Bible, & c .
ofthe
ing- Tide.
heraptoton, ( in Gram . ) a Noun de
Hefts, ( 0.) Commands, or Decrees.
Helæriarcbs, (G. ) an Abbot or Prior , clined with fix Cales.
Heraltichon , an Epigram confiling of
theHead of a College or Hall.
fix Verſes.
Hete , ( 0. ) promiſed.
heteroclites, ( G. in Gram ) Nouns
Qeradichus, a kind of Barley that has
that vary in their Gender or Declenſion . fix rowsof Corn in one Ear.
heterocrania, a Diſeaſe, Pain, ' or
Heraſtylos or Heraſtyle, ( in Ar
Swelling on one ſide of the Head.
chite&t.) a Building that had lix Pillars
Detetodor, being of another or differ in the Face before, and asmany behind .
beris, . Habit or Conftitution of Body.
ent Opinion fromwhat is generally receiv'd .
Heterogenealor Hotecogeneous,
Heyzat, the American Badger, a wild
that is of another Kind , Nature or Quality. Beatt.
beterogeneal Light, is ſaid to be Hells, young Timber-trees, uſually
that which confifts of Rayscapable of be left for Standils in the felling of Woods,
ing retracted,according todifferent Degrees: Hezekiah. or Hizkiah, ( H.) a pious
Deterogeneal Mouns, ſuch as have King of Judah ,
one Gender in the Singular Number and
Hibiſcum or hibiſcus. ( G. ) the Herb
Marshmallows.
another in the Plural.
Beterogeneal Pumbers, Numbers, hibzis, a Pig bred of a wild Boar and
that confift of Integers, and of Fractions. a tame Sow , allo one who is born of Pa
Heterogental Surds , ( in Algebra ) rents of different countries;
ſuch as have differentRadical Signs.
hicket , Hickup or nickcough, a Con
Heterogeneous Particles, ( in Phi vullive motion of theStomack .
los . ) ſuch as are of different kinds or
Hickwall or nickway, a Bird other :
Qualities.
wiſe calld a Wood-pecker,
Deterogentum , a Term us’d by Phy.i Hidage or hidesgild ; a certain Tax
ficians when any thing diſproportionate is which us'd to be paid for every Hide of
Land .
mingled with the Blood and Spirits.
Deterozhythmus , a Life unſuitable to
Hide, the skin of a Beaſt.
the Age of thoſe that livez , it is alſo apply'd
bide -boiind, a Diſeaſe of Cattel, when
to Pulſes, when they beat differently in the Skin cleaves to their Sides : In Hufoandry
Diſeaſes.
Trees are likewiſe faid to be Hide-Bound !
heteroſcit, ( in Geogr. ) People that when the Bark fticks too cloſe.
live between theEquator and the two Tro
Hide of Land, ſuch a Quantity ofLand
vicks, having their Shadow at Noon caſt on
as
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hind, a Female Stag, of the third
as might be tillid with one Plough in a
Year.
year.
hide and Gatn, ( 0. L.T.) arable or
Hind-berries, ( N.C. ) the Fruit of
the Rasberry-tree .
plough'd Land .
Hind -calf, a Hare to call'd the fire
hide- lands , ſuch Lands as belong to a
Hide or Manſion -houſe.
year.
hidell, ( O. S. ) a Sanctuary or Place
ting or hind, ( 5. ) a Servant, orone
of the Family
of Procedion.
hip, the upper part of the Thigh.
hideous, ( F. ) dreadfu', frightfil.
Hip-Qot, is when the Hip-bone of a
hiera ptcra, & purging Ele &tuary.
Htera Cum Agarico, a kind of purge Horſe is mov'd out of its right place.
ing Pill made of Agarick.
hip-woit , a kind of Herb .
bteracion, the Herb Hawk -weed .
u por Hep,a Berry the Fruit ofthe grea
Hieracites, a precious Stone of the ter Bramble.
Colour of an Hawk.
Dippace, ( G. ) a ſort of Cheeſe made
hierarchical, belonging to the Govern- of Mare's Milk, good againſt the Blocdy
flux.
ment of the Church .
Hippelaphus , a Beaſt part Horſe, parc
hierarchy, Church -Government: Allo
Stag :
the Holy Order of Angels.
> hieratick Paper , ( among the Anci hipprus or Equinug, a Comet or
ents) the fineſt ſort of Paper let a- part on Blazing. Itar, with Beams like a Horle's
Main . Allo a kind of Crab-fit , a Sea- horld
ty for Religious Uſes.
man .
hierobotane, the Herb Vervain .
Hippiades, Images repreſenting Wo.
hieroglyphical or Histoglyphick , be
men on Horti -back .
longing to Hieroglyphicks.
Rieroglyphicks, certain Myſterious hippice, an Herb.
Heippicon, a Greek Meaſure containing
Characters, or Images of Creatures, under
which che ancient Egyprians couch'd their four Furlongs.
Hippocamelus, a Beatt, part Horſe,
Principles of Philoſophy, Hiſtory and Poli
part Camel,
cy .
ick
Marks . ( in Palmeiry ) Qiprocampa, a Sea -horſe; alſo a kind of
hieroglyph
thoſewinding Lines in the Hand , by woich Water: Inſect : In Anatomy, the Proceſſes of
the Profeflours of that Science pretend to the upper Ventricles of the Brain.
foretell ſtrange Things.
binpocentairs, Monſters which Poets
Painters have repreſented as half Men,
Hierom or Jerom , ( G. Holy name) and
half Horſes.
one of the ancient Fathers of the Church .
Hieronymians, an Order ofMonks elta
hippocras, a kind of Artificial Wine.
blith'd by St. Jerom .
Ixtppocrates, a famous Phyſician of the
bierophantæ , Prieſts ar Athens in Iland taus
Hippocrates's Sleeve, a Woollen Bag
Greece, who were the Overſeers of Sacri
fices,
like a Sugar-Isaf, with which ſpiced Wines,
Medicines, & . are ſtrain'd .
bigstaper, a ſort of Herb.
hippodzom , a coufung or ranning-place
high -bearias Cock, a large Fighting
for Horſes
cock .
Hippogloita or rippglofTunt the
high-creſted or high -rigged , ( in Ar.
Herb Horle - tongue .
chery ) theSame as ſhouldered.
hight. ( 0. ) named , called,
Vippoglottion, Laurel of Alexandria
higra, the raging of the River Seuern , or Tongue-Laurel.
Glouceſter
below
.
ypoia ; a hım Monks-Rhubarb,a kind ,
hildebert, (Ge. famous Lord ) the proof Dock .
per Name of a Man .
Tipyoinines, Thorn -apple, an Herb ,
hilkiah , ( H.the Lord's Gentleneſs ) Hippoinarathkum,wild ani grcat Pen
nel
theFatherof King Eliakim .
Hippoph es, a kind of Bur or Teaſel.
Lillock, a little Hill.
Úppoġetton , an Herb growing upon
himantopus, ( G. ) crump - fəoted ; alſo
a kind of Bird.
the Fullers- thorn .
To Himple, ( N. C. ) to hair, or go
Hi porotamus, the River Horſe.
lame.
uppoſelinum , the Herb Lovage.
nin, an Hebrew Meaſure, containing i
Kk
Wine Gallon and 2 Pints.
Hippiris ,
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Hippuris , the Herb Horſe- tail.
of any thing with a Rope or Hook.
bitch the Tackles into the Rings
Hipputus , the Horſe -tail Fiſh , or a
kind of Lobſter.
of the Boat, an Expreſſion usd by Sea
Hippus, an Horſe ; alſo the Seamen , when they would have the Boat hoilo
Horſeman, a ſort of Crab - fish : Alſo an In- ed in .
hive-Droſs or Bee-glue, a kind of
diſpoſition of the Eyes, when they conti
Wax which Bees make at the Mouch of
nually tremble and twinkle.
bircilatba; ( L. ) Goats -beard , à Sal- their Hive.
hlafoyd, or Lafozd, ( S.)a Lord.
ler- herb.
Bleafdian, or Leatoian, a Lady.
Hirciſcunda, ( 0. L. T. ) the Divifi
Hoactzin , a Bird of the Bignels of a
on of an Eſtate among the Heirs.
hircizilus, a Man that has ſhag brifly Hen, which feeds chiefly on Serpents.
Boary, gray -headed, cover'd with
Hiir.
hircocerous, a Stag bearded like a Hoar-froft.
Goat .
Hoaftsmen , an ancient Company of
Hirculatin, a Fault in a Vine, when it Dealers in Sea.coal, at Newcaftle upon Tino.
Hob, ( 0. ) a Clown or Country-fellow;
grows all into Branches and Wood.
hirculus, a kind of Spikenard, an Herb. Allo a North Country Word for the Back
Hircus, a Buck -goat's alſo a fixed Star, of a Chimney.
To Wobble, to limp,or go lame.
the ſame wi.h Capella: Allo a ſort of Co
mobblers or Heblers , certain Irifa
mer encompaſs’d with a kind of Main :
Alſo the Coiner of the Eyc, otherwiſe ter- Knights that usd to ſerve upon Hobbies ; a
med Canthus: Allo a Knob in the hollow ſortof light Horſemen . ·
of the Ear.
hobby, a little Trish Nag ; alſo a kind
hirmos, ( G. ) a Rhetorical Figure of Hawk.
whereby ſeveral Words of different Sig. Hobgoblin, an imaginary Apparition,
nification, are Muſter'd up to expreſs the Spirit, or Fairy.
Hoca, a Game at Cards.
Same Thing
Hirquis, the ſame as Hircus in the firſt Hoccus Salis, ( L. in Doomſday-book)
and last Senſe ; alſo one that is goggle or a Hoke, or lefſer Pit of Sale.
hock, the fmall end of a Gammon of
ſquint-ey'd.
Hirré, a Grain otherwiſe callid Millet. Bacon ; alſo a fort of German Wine.
Hock- tide, ( Ge.) a Feftival anciently
Hirſt or hurſt, a little Wood.
Hirudo, ( L. ) the Horſe-leech, an In Celebrated by the English in Memory of the
fedt
ſudden Death of King Hardicanuts, and
hirundinaria, Swallow-wort, an Herb . Downfall of the Danes.
Hock - Tueſday -money , was a Duty
hirundo, a Swallow, the Swallow or
great-headed Flying.filh : la Anatomy, the paidto the Landlord, that his Tenants and
Bondinen might Solemnize that Day.
Allowneſs in bending the Arm .
kirundo apus , the Martin, or Marc
Hockettoz,or hoqueteur, (0 ,É.L. T )
ler.
a decay'd Squire, a Knight of the Poft.
Hiſpanicum Clus, ( L. ) the Herb
Hocus pocus , amade Word fignifying
a Juggler, a fhcwer of Tricks by flight of
Spinage .
+ hilpid , rough-haired, briſtly, ſhag. Hand .
hod, a Tray made uſe of by Brick
gy :
hiſtorian , (G.) one that writes or is layers.
man, a Labourer that bears a
pods
skill'd in Hiſtory
Hod : Allo a young Scholar admitted from
Hiltozical, belonging to Hiftory .
higozice, that part of Grammar which wiſiminfter-School to be a Student in Chrif's
Church College in Oxford .
explains the meaning of Authors.
hiſtoriographer, an Hißorian , a Wri
Hoddy, ( "Se .) well diſpoſed, pleaſant ,in
ter of Hiftories.
good Humour.
Hodge-podge,bctch-potch,or Hatcha
Niltozy, a particular Account of Adions
pot, a Diih of Meat cut into pieces and
and Things worthy of Note.
Histrio, ( 1. ) a Stage-player, a Buf- itew'd together with Herbs, Roots, & c.
foon.
In Law , Hotch-pot is a purting together of
viltrionical or Miftrionick , belong. Lands of leveral Tenures, for the more
equal Diviſion of them .
ing to an A & or, Player-like.
To bitch , to wriggle or move forward
Hodgee , ( P.) a Prieft among the Per
by Degrees : In Sea Language, to catch hold frans.
Dobok,
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Hodoy, God, a Word often us'd by the Holland, or Holland-Cloth, a kind
of Linnen Cloth made in that Country.
Turks.
hog, a Swine, a Wild Boar of the fe.
hollow -Root, an Herb ſomewhat like
cond Year: In many Northern parts of Furnitory .
England, it is taken for a Young Weather
Holly, ( 0. ) old .
Holly - tree, a Shrub that is green both
Sheep.
Vog -grubber, a hoggiíh niggardly Fel- winter and Summer.
Drolm , a kind of Oak-Tree : In old
lov
Records, an Kill, or Fenny Ground, encom
bog - louſe, an Infe & .
bog - iteer , a wild Boar Three Years paſs’d with little Brooks.
Holocauſt, ( G.) a Sacrifice that is
old.
hogs.beans Hogs -bzead,and Hogs- wholly confum'd upon the Altar, a whole
Burnt Offering
fennel, ſeveral ſorts of Herbs.
hogan Mogan, ( D. High and Migh
Holog ammon , or Ho'ogzammaton
op) a Title generally given to the States Teſtamentum , a Will written all with
of the United Provinces of the Nether . the Teſta or's own Hind.
Qolometer, a Mathematical Inſtrumen ",
lands.
bogenhine, ( S. L. T.) he that comes for the meaſuring of any thing.
Holophernes, ( H. profane or1 mad )
to an Inn or Houſe as a Gueſt, and lyes
K. Nebuchadnezzar's General.
the third Night.
there
moggacius, or hosgalter, ( O. L. ) Holofteon , the Herb Stichwort ; alf
a youngSheep of the ſecond Year.
a ſort of with
Holothuria, a Sea - fith full of Prickles.
hogget or Thogzel, a Country -Word
bolloin, ( among Sailers) a Ship is ſaid
for ſuch a Sheep
hogi, Tranſcribers of Books among the To be holfom in the Sea when ſhe will hill ,
try , and ride well, without rolling or la
Turks.
hogoo, ( F.) a high Savour, or Re. bouring:
bolitains, ( 0. ) Hail.ftores.
lih .
Holſters, a Leathern Care for Piſtols.
hogthead , a Meaſure or Veffel of Wine
bolt, ( S. ) a ſmall Wood , or Grove.
or Oil, containing 63 Gallons. In For
Holybut or Melbu ', a Sea- fiſh.
tification, Hogſheads flld with Earth ſerve
molyhock or noilihock , a kind of
to make Breaſt -Works.
Garden -Mallows
Hoidon , a clownish ill-bred Wench .
Wolp-rood-Day, a Feſtival obfervid
To Hoiſe or Heift, to heave, or lift by Roman Catholicks, upon Account of the
up.
Exaltation or lifting up of our Bellid Şa
Hoker, ( 0. ) Peeviſhneſs.
viour's Croſs.
Dolce, ( G. ) the Weight of a Dram .
holy -Roſe, an Herb .
Holcus, Wall-Barley , a kind of Grain.
holy- hiltle, a Plant, whore Root
a
alſo
;
a 'thing
the taking
Hold, Place
forrify'd
, Aſo aofCovert
or Shelter is very wholſome.
moly Thurſday, a Feſtival kept in
for Deer, & c. Alſo that part of a Ship
where the Goods, Stores, c. are laid remembrance of Chriſt's Aſcenſion tea
Days before Whitſunday:
up.
Holy -water ſprinkle (among Hun
To Clear the hold, is to lay the part teral
the Tail of a Fox.
handſome.
homage, that Duty, and Submiſſion ,
To Rummage the hold, is to look which is owing to a King of Superiour ;
what is in it.
To Stow Goods in the Gold, is to alſo the Oath of Service and Loyalty which
put them into , and conveniently diſpoſe a Vaffal makes to his Lord : Alm'a Jury
in a Court Baron.
them in the Hold .
Humage Anceſtrel, is where a Man
bold - faſt, an fron -Hosk in ſhape ofthe
Letter S Ard in à Wall to ſupport it ; allo and his Anceſtors have held their Land of
the Lord and his anceſtors by Homage
a Joyner's Tool.
To bold -off, ( S.T. ) to hold the Cable Time out of Mind .
faſt with Nippers, or elſe bring it to the Honager, one that does, or is bound
Jeer-Capſtan , when in heaving, it is ſtift, to do Homage.
Pomagto Reſpectuando, a Writ re
erapt to Dip back
To hold water, to ſtay a Boat by a quiring the Eſcheator to deliver Poffeffion of
Lands tɔ the Hair that is of firll Age,notwith
turning the Oar.
,lar way(of
parric
Holippæ,
L. ) little Cakes or Wafers ſtanding his Homage not done.
K2
monia
temper'dwith a Medicinal Liquor.
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bomogeneal Situs, (in Algebra)
Domagium reddere,(C.L.) to renounce
Homage.
ſuch as have ore common Radical Sign .
thombe , ( $. ) a Game at Cards.
Homogeneous Particles , Particles
home , ( S.) Houſe, or place of A. that are altogether like one another, being
bode.
all of the ſame Kind , Nature, and Prom
home- ftill, a Manſion -Houſe, or Seat perties.
in the Country .
Homogeneum Comparationts, ( in
Algebra ) the Abſolute Number in a
Domely, ugly, courſe, mean .
romer, a Famous Greek Poet ; allo Quadratick or Cubick Equation, &c. fo
a Meature among the Hebrewos containing 1 + cermed.
Butels,
homologal, agreeable, or like to one
HomeToken or Hamfoken , ( S. L.T. ) another,
n
ng
Freedom from a Fine for ent’ring Houſes
So, havi the ſame Reaſo
violently .
boniicide, ( L. ) Manſlaughter, or a Homologous magnitudes or Duan .
Perlon who commits that Crime,
tities, ( in Geom . ) thoſe that are propor.
Humilide Coluntary, wilful Murder, tional, or alike to one another in Reaſon.
or th . t committed of a let Mind and Par
Homongmous, that under the fame
Name or Word comprehends divers Sigui.
pore.
Hiiicide Caſual, is when one Man fications.
homonymy, when divers . Things are
kills ano her by pure Miſchance.
nimilift " ( G.) a writer of Homi- fignify'd by one Word.
lies
Homoplata or Dmoplata, (in An
Homily, a Sermon or plaic Diſcourſe nat . ) the Shoulder-blade, a broad Trian
gular Bone,
made to the Piople.
homine Capto in Withernam'um ,
Homotona , a continu'd Fever, that
( L. ) a Wrir to take him that has con always acts alike.
vey'd ny Bond-man out of the Country,
homoulion , (in Divinity) a being of
:
ro'shat he cannot be replevy'd .
the ſameSubſtance or Effence.
Humine eligento, ad cuftodiendam
Homuncionitæ, ( L. ) certain Heren
peciam $ igili poudarcatozibus editi, ticks that deny d'the Godhead of Chriſt,
& Writ to a Corporation for the Choice of Mondhabend, ( L. T. ) a Circumſtance
a New Man tokeep one part of the Seal of manifeft Theft, when one is taken with
appointed for Scatures Merchant, when the the Thingsftollen in his Hand.
Bond -fio ( 6. ) Dog - filh .
other Party is dead .
minë Rep? egiando, a Writ to Bail
mone, a fine ſort of whet.fone.
a Man out of Prifon .
monelt, ( L.) Good, Vertous, fuft.
Hoinines , ( i. e. Men) & Term an.
Honeity, Uprightneſs, Sincerity, 6c.
ciently us'd for a ſort of Feudatary Te alſo the Name of a Flower.
nants.
Money -comb, ( in Gunnery) a Flaw in
Homocentrick, ( 6. ) that has the ſame, theMetal
it
is ill caft.of a piece of Ordinance, when
or a like Center.
Homæomeria, ( in Philof. Ja likeneſs of Honey-comted, that has fach Flaws.
Parts.
Honey -1 cw ,a kind of Mil-dew in Plants,
Homzomerical Principles, certain Flowers, & c.
Principles which , according to Anaxagoras , Honey -moon, the firft ſweet Month of
are in all Mix'd Bodies.
Matrimony
Honey -ſucklę, a ſweet-ſcenred Flower.
homæon , ( in Rhetor,) a Figure wherein
Honeyswoze , an Herb.
Some crrrair likeneſs of a Thing is gather'd
from the parts of it.
Doni ſoit qui mal y penſe. ( F. ),the
homaoptoton, a Rhetorical Figure, Mottoofthe moft Noble ('hrderof Knights
when divers Clauſes end with like Cafes.
of the Garter, fignifying Evil to him that
Homæoteltuton, a Figure wherein ſe- Evil thinks.
veral members of a Sentence end al ke. montfangenethel, ( S. ) a Thief taken
Homogenial, or Domoseresus, that with Hord-habend ,is having the Thing
is of the ſame kind or fort ,
tollen in his Hand.
Homogencal Light, is that whoſe Rays
Honour, ( L. ) Refpęd or Reverence
are all of onę Colour ,and capable of the paid toone, Efeem , Reputation .
Degreeof
Refraction,
Same
Honours ,Dignities,Prefergents. In Lam
homogereal Pumbers, (in Arith .) (the Noblet fort of Seignories, orLardships
ac thoſe of the fame Nature and kind.
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To honour, to reſpect or reverence ,
to value or efteem .
To honour a Bill of Exchange, to
pay it in due time
: , noncur- Courts, Coures held within
the Bounds of a Honour.
honour - Point, the upper part of an
Eſcutcheon, becween the Fels-point and the
middle Chief
bonourable, worthy of Honour or
Credit, Noble.
Honcurable amends, a diſgraceful
Puniſhment, when an Offender is deliver'd
up to the Hangman , who ſtrips him to his
Shirt, and after having put à Rope about
his Neck, with a Wax-Taper in his Hand,
leads him to che Court, where he is bound
to beg Pardon of the Queen , and the Court.
honourary ,or honozary,belonging to
Honour
An Honourary, a Salary given to pub.
lick Profeffors of any Art or Science.
honourary Services. ( L. T. ) ſuch
as relate to the Tenure ofGraod Sergean
sy, and are commonly joya'd to ſome Hcpour .
hoof, part of a Horſe's Foot ; alſo a
meaſure of a Peck .
hoof- bony , a round bony ſwelling that
grows on a Horſe's Hoof
hoof- bound, a ſhrinking of a Horſe's
Hoof on the top of it.
Hooks of a Ship, thoſe forked Timbers which are placed upright on the
Keel.
yook -Land or Dpe- 1 and, Land
plough'd and low'd everyyear.
hoonkeawi, ( P. ) a Title given to the
Grand Seignior, which fignifies a Man of
Blood ,
moop or bcup, a Bird otherwiſe call’d
a Lay-wing :, alſo a Country -Word for a
Meaſure of a Peck .
hooper, a wild Swan.
tooid or Hozd , a Tribe, or diftinct
Company anong the Tartars.
Höge, ( N.C. ) a low ground amidit
Hills, or che ſide of a Hill.
Hoplochryſm . ( G. ) Weapon-Salve.
Hopoochlion, a Surgeon's Inftrument
to be us'd for the whole Body.
Hopper, a Veſfel in which Seed.Corn
is carry'd ; alſo the wooden Trough in a
Mill.
yo; pet, ( N. C. ) a little Hand -basket.
To horple an tozle, to tye his Feer
with a Rope.
bops, a Plant that runs up upon Poles.
boqueton, ( F. ) a ſhort Coar without
Sleeves

HO
hozza, ( G. ) ſeaſonable or Summer
Fruits.
Hozary , ( L. ) belonging to the Hours.
rozdearca Pzuna, Wheaten Ilums.
hoideatum , a liquid Medicine made
of Barley beaten and boild .
hojtestuin , a ſmall Pufe or Swelling
that grows on the Eye -brows, and reſemi
bles a Barley-Corn .
Hoofscal, or ( afting of the Hoof is when
the Coffin'or Horn fall. clean away from the
Horſe's Font.
hoof-loſen'd, is a looſning or divi.
ding of the Coffin from the Flih.
rozderium, ( O. L. ) a Hord ,Treaſury,
or Store houte.
hoideum , Barley, a known Grain ;
alſo a little Swelling on the top of the Eye
lid .
toze-hound, an Herb .
hoziſmus, " ( 6. ) a Rhetorical Figure,
when a thing is defined, or ſet of to Ad
vanrage,
Qarizon, (in Aftron . ) a great Circle of
the Sphere that divides the upper Hemil
phere, or half Compaſs of the Heavens
which we fee, from the lower Hemiſphere,
which is under us, and hid from our
Sight.
The Rational, Real, or True Nos
zizon, is that Plane which pans thro the
Center of the Earth, and divides the Fir
mament preciſely into two equal parts.
The Apparent, Senſible, or Gillible
l' orizon , is that Circle which bounds the
Sight of any Perſon, who, being plac'd
in a large Plane; or in the midſt of the
Sea, looks round about; and by which the
Heavens and Earth ſeem to be joyn'd as it
wera with a kind of Clorure .
borizon on the Eaterial Globe oz
Sphere, is a broad Wooden Circle which
encompaſſes it about, and repreſents the
Rational Horizon .
10: 3onial, belonging to the Hori.
zon
Horizontal Dials, ſuch whoſe Planes
lye parallel to th : Horizon of any place.
Qorizontal Line, any Line drawn
parallel to the Horizon upon a Plane.
hozizonta : Projection , a . Proje &tion
of the Sphere in Arches of Circies, wherein
che Sphere is preſs'd into the Plane of the
Horizon .
horizontal Superficies , ( in Forsif .)
ſignifies theplain Field , that lyes upona
level, without any ciling or firking.
horizontal Ringe , ( in Guanery ) the
Level-range of a piece of Ordnance, be
ing the Line is deſcribes parallel to the H.
fizon ,
uominam ,
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Hozminum , the Herb Clary.
hoin with horn , ( 0. L. P. ) the
feeding together of Bulls, Cows, or other
Horned Beats.
Hozn -beak, a kind of Filh.
hozn-beam , a Tree.
bozn -beam Pollengers, Trees of a .
bour Twenty Years Growth, that have
been lopp'd .
Hozn -toot, ( C. ) an Owl.
Hojn - fly, an AmericanInfe & .
noin -geld, ( S.) a Tax within the
Bounds of a Foreſt, for all manner of hor.
1
ned Beafts.

но

Hozle- foot, or bojleshoof, a fort of
Herb .
bozle-heal, án Herb otherwiſe callid
Elècampang .
Qozle-leachery or Leach -craft, the
Art of curing Horſes of Diſeaſes,
Horſeman - ihip, the Art of riding and
managing.Horſes.
no le- hair Moozes, Devices to take
Birds by the Neck , or Leg .
bozle-meaſures, a Rod of Box divi
ded into Hands and laches, to meaſurethe
Height of Horſes.
Rolle-fhoot, ( in Fortif. ) a work of a
trożn -owl, or hozn -coot, à Bird of roundor oval Figure, border'd with a Pa
rapet, and uſually rais'd in the Moat of a
Prey.
Hoin=lrock , (in Fortif.) an Out-work , Marſhy Place.
the Head of which is ftrengthen'd by two
mozfestati, an Herb , good for healing
Demi-Baftions, made in form of Horns.
inward Ulcers.
hoznet, a large ſtinging Fly.
hozler witchers, a Farriers Tools to
tojnotinus . ( L. ) a Fawn, or Hind. hold unruly Horſes by theNoftrils.
Calf.
hozt-yard, ( 0.) an Orchard .
Horodit, ( G. ) an Inftrument to thew
Hozticulture , ( L. ) the Art of Tilling
how the Hours paſs away..
or dreſſing Gardens.
thozological, belonging to a Clock or
hoſanna, ( H. ſave I beſeech thee) a
Dial.
ſolemn Acclamation us'd by the Jews in their
horologiogzaphy, treating of the Pro- Feaſt of Tabernacles.
perties of Dials, Clocks, &c.
hole-husk, a long round Husk ; as in
Horologium , a Clock, Dial or Watcn. Pinks, July-Flowers, c.
hozometry, the Art of meaſuring or
Hole in bore, is one long Husk within
dividing Hours .
another.
Qoſpitable, ( L.) uſing Hoſpitality,
bocopter , ( in Opticks) a right Line
drawn thro' the Point of Concourſe, pa- Friendly , Courteous.
Hoſpital, 'an Houſe of Charity founded
rallel to that which joyns the Center of the
by the Prince or State, for the Relief of
Eye.
Horoſcope, (in Aftrol.) a Scheme or Poor, Sick, or Aged Perſons.
Hoſpitalers, a Religious Order of
Figure of the twelve Houſe's or Signs of
the Zodiack : Alſo the Aſcendant, or firſt Knights.
Qoſpitality , a being well diſpoſed to
Houſe, being that part of the Zodiack
entertain , or relieve Strangers.
which isrifing whenthe Figureis made.
bolt, ( F. ) one that receives Strangers,
horrible, L. ) hideous, ghaſtly , fright
ful.
an Inn -keeper : Among Roman Catholicks,
borrid, dreadful, terrible, heinous.
the Conſecrated Bread or Wafer at the
Hozrifica Febzis , ( L. ) a Fever that Communion.
Holtage, a Perfon left as Surery for the
caufes the Patient to fall into ſhaking Fits
true Performance of the Articles of a
and horrible Agonies.
Treacy.
ſhia
Allo
Fright
:
Hozrour, Dread,
Hoſtelagium , ( 0. L. ) a Right chat
vering and trembling of the skin over the
whole Body.
Lords have to receive Lodging and Enter
tainment, in the Houſes of their Tenants.
horrow , ( 0. )nafty, baſe .
Hofteler, ( 0. 8. ) an Inn -keeper, of
Eozs de Con Fee, ( F. L. T. ) an Ex .
ception to qualh an Adion brought for Inn-holder.
Wotters, ( 0. ) they that take in Lod
Rent, by one who pretends to be the Lord 3
for if the Land is prov'd to be without gers.
Dortels , the Landlady of an Inn .
the Compaſs of his Fee, the Adion falls.
Hottta , ( L. ) a Sacrifice among the
hozle, a well known labouring Beaſt :
Alſo a Body of Men that ſerve on Horſe Roman's: In old Records, the Conſecrated
back : Alloa Rope faſten'd to the Shrowds Hoſt, or Bread in the Sacrament of the
of a Ship
Lord's Supper.
bezlesiig , an Inſc & .
Qoftile, Enemy like.
Refility,
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Qoftility, the State or Pradice of E - 1 of her Bearing, is brought in too narrow
to her other Works.
nemies.
Qoftillaria, or Wolpitularia, (O.L.)
Houſing , a Horſe -cloth.
a Place in ' Religious Houſes where Gueft's
Houton, (0. ) Hollow.
How or Qor, a Tool made like a
and Strangers were receiv'd .
podlep, a Groom that looks to the Cooper's Addz, to cut up Weeds.
Stables in an Inn .
howel, a Welt Sirname, fignifying
bottricus, ( 0. L. ) a Goſs-Hawk , a round or whole .
Bird of Prey :
Howgates, ( 0. j how , or which
Poltry , the Stables of an Inn.
way.
Qotts or Qutts, Pounces or round Balls
To Dowl, to cry like a Dog or
of Leather faftend to the darp end of Welf : Among Shipwrights, when the Foot
hooks being let into the Ground -timbers,
Fighting -Cocks Spurs.
povel,a Covering or Shelter of Hur- the Planks are laid on them, 'tis ſaid they
dles, do, for Cattel.
begin to make her howl.
Howlet , a Night-bird .
Hoorn, ( C ) Cheefe that is rais'd or
hol, a ſmall Bark.
(welld up
To Dover , to flutter or Ay over.
To Qoze Dogs, to cut off the balls or
Hover - ground, ( S. C. ) light fort of claws of their feet.
Hubbub, a great Tumult, or Uproar .
Ground .
Hucklter, one that ſells Proviſions by
Qough, the Joynt of the hirder Leg
Retail.
of a Beast.
huddle , Buſtle, Confuſion, Diſorder.
To Qough, to cut the Hughs,or to
ham -ftring ; alſo to break Clods of Earth . To huddle, to mingle things together,
bound, a Hunting -Dog ; allo a kind of after a confuſed manner.
Filh. In a Ship, Hounds are Holes in the
Dudegeld, or hidegeld, ( S. ) Money
Timber-cheeks, in wbich run the Ropes paid by a Servant to buy off á Whip
that hoiſe the Sails.
ping.
but, Colour ; as a black Huo.
To bound a Stag , to caſt the Dogs
him .
Queand Cry, a Perluit of a High -way
Mar.
Hounds- tongut, an Herb.
A Quff, a huffing or ſwaggering Fel
bout, ( in Aſtron . ) the 24th part of a
low .
Natural Day .
To Huff, to puff or blow ; to rant, or
your- Circles , grear Circles that meet
in the Poles of the World , and croſſing the vapour.
Hug or Corpinh Hug; (in Wrefling) is
Equinoctial at right Angles divide it into
when one has his Adverſary on the Breaft,
24 equal pares.
there bolds him.
and
the
from
ariſe
Hour -Lines, ( on a Dial)
Hugb, ( D. High ) a proper Name of
Interſedion of the Dial-plane with the ſea
Men .
veral Planes ofthe Hour- circles.
Houlage, a Fee that any Perfon pays
Huguenot, a Nick-name given by the
Papifts of France to the Prorettapts there.
for laying up Goods in a Houſe.
Houſe, Home, Place of Abode : Io A.
Huguenote, a kind of Kecile : Whence
Arology, a. Twelfth part of the Heavens cor a la Huguenoto in Cookery, a pırticular way
fider'd with reſpect to the Situation of the of dreſſing Eggs with Gravy.
World .
Quguenotiſm , the Do & rine or Pro
Nouſe-bote, ( S.) an Allowance of feffion of a Huguenot.
Timber out of the Lord's Wood, to uphold
uike, or buke, ( D. ) a Mantle word
orrepair a Houſe.
by the Women in Holland.
houſe- leek or Sengreen , an Herb
Hulk, a great and broad Ship.
Hall or Dulls, the Chal of Corn ,
growing on Walls and Houſes-lides.
Houſe-robbing or Houſe -bzeaking, the Cod of Pulle : In Sea- Language, the
in Law , is the robbing of a Man in ſome main Body or Bulk of a Ship from Stem to
part of his Houfe, or in his Booth or Stall Stern.
in a Fair or Market.
To Hall, to float, to ride to and fio
Voule - wife's cloth , the middle ſort of upon the l'ater.
Linnen cloth between fine and courfe.
hulling or lying a hull, is when a
houſed in or Pinched in, ( S. T.) Ship at Sea has taken in her Sails, fo thae
when a Ship after ſhe has pali'd the Breadch norhing but her bare Maſts, Yards and Rig .
ging are abroad .
Pullock
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Hullock of a Sati,a piece of the Mif
Humozes, ( L. in Phyſick ) the ſeveral
ſen.fail, cut and left looſe in a Storm to Humours of the Body.
keep the ship's Head to the Sea.
Qumożes Dluláres , the -Humours of
theBody.
hulfred, ( 0. ) hidden :
Huldir, a kind of Shrub.
Humozes in Secundinis , are Hu
Humane, i L. ) belonging to Mankind ; wou's in ihe three Membranes that cover
the Child in the Womb .
alſo mild , gentle, courteous.
humane Signs, (in Aftrol. ) thoſe
Lumozift, one that is full of Humours,
Signs of the Zodiack, which have the Form or Conceits.
of a Man, as Gemini, Virgo, Aquariusg; and
Humour, Moifturė, Juice : Allo Tem .
thefirst half of Sagittarius.
per, Mood , Fancy, Whim or Whimſy .
Humanitt, one that is skilld in Hu
Humourous, or Humourſome, wed .
mane Learning.
ded to his own Humour, fantaſtical, whim
humanity, the Nature and Condition fical.
ofMan , allo Gentleneſs, Mildneſs, Cour . Humfrey, ( S. ) a proper Name of
tely; allo Learning, or Liberal Know . Men, fignitying Peace at Home, or Houte
Peace.
ledge.
To Humaniąt, to civilize, to make To Hunch one, to give him a Thruft
with the Elbow .
tractable.
Hundred, a part of a Courity or Shire in
Humble, modeft,lowly -minded .
humble-Ble, a fort of great Bee , an England .
bundzed-fagh, the Hundred Court.
Infect , alſo an Herb ; alſo a Pear ripe at the
Hundzedspenny,
Tax heretofore
end of July.
rumbles, part of the Entrails of a raited by the Sheriff out of the Hun
dred.
Deer,
Qumectantia, ( L. ) moiſtening Reme.
Wundįtd -weight, the Quantity of 112
dies.
Pounds, in Aver-du -pois Weight.
humectation, a Moiftening orWerting : Hundjeder, one that has the Juriſdi& i,
In Chymiſtry, the moiſtening of a MixtBody on of a Hundred, and holds the Hundred
in order to prepare is for ſome Ofera- Court. Hundreders are alſo Men appointed
cion .
to be of a Jury upon any Controverſy about
Humeral muſcle, ( in manat.) the Land, and living within the Hundred where
Mutcle that moves the Arm at the upper the Land lies.
End.
Dungary, a Kingdom ſo calld from
humerus, ( L. ) the Shoulder ; or the the Huns, a People of Scythia, who fet .
tled there .
Shoulder -bone.
Duten of Hungary's Wiater,a Spi:
Humio ,moift, wet, damp.
Fefle Humid, a kind of Fife, ſome rit of Wine filled with the more Ellential
times born in a Coat of Arms.
part of Roſemary Aowers.
Hungry, Cvii, a ravening Appetite in
bumidi y Moiſture, Dampneſs.
Humidum Primigenium, ( L. P.T.) Horſes.
Munks, asa meer Hunks, i, e a baſe
theBlood which is co be ſeen in Genera.
coverous Wretch .
tion, before any thing elſe .
huntschange, is when the Hounds take
tumiliates, a certain Religious Order
founded 1166 ,
freſh Scent, hanting another chace, until
£ umiliation , a being humbled, or they ſtick and hit it again .
brought down.
buntCounter, fignifies as much as
Dumilis Muſculus, ( in Anat. ) a that the Hunds hunt it by the Heel.
Muſcle ſo call'd becauſe it draws she Eye
Ljunting the Foit, is when the Chace
downward to the Cheek ,
goes off and comes on again.
certain Frames of Hafel.rods
Hurdles,
Humiitty,Humbleneſs,Lowlineſs,Meek
neſs.
wattled together, to ſerve for Gates of
Humility or Simplictig, a Bird in Incloſures, 6e. There is a fure of Hurdles
New •England, ſo calla becauſe thoſe that ſus'd in Fortification , loaded with Earth to
cſca pe a Shot, immediately lightupon the make Batteries firm .
Place where others were kill'd before .
To Turl, to fling or caft ; alſo an old
humtſuga, or bumipeta, ( L.) the Word, to make a Noiſe.
Ground fly or Path -Ay , an Infc & .
purle, the hair of Flax, that is either
humming-bito , a Bird frequent in fine or wound.
hurlers, a Square fét ofStonesin
m .England , which makes a great hum..
poife .
Cornwall.
burlibats,
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Hurtibåts, or Taihazlebats, a kind
Hyacinthus ,'a Violet of a dark purple
of Gauntlet,usd in Games for Exerciſe by Colour ; alſo the Jacinth , a precious
Stone.
the ancient Románi.
Quades, ſeven Stars in the Head of the
Qurly - burly, a confuſed Uproar, or
Bull.
Crowd of People ;
Hyæna , a ſubtil ravenous Beaft like a
burrers , the Cappers and flatters for
Wolf.
merly ſo calid .
hurricane, a violent Storm of Wind.
yaloides, (in Anat. ) the vitreous or
burit , ( S.) a little Wood or thicket glaffy Humour of the Eye.
of Trees.
hybernagium , ( O. L. ) the Seaſon
for ſowing Winter- Corn, or Wheat and
Hart - fickle, a ſort of Herb .
Hurtardus, ( O. L.) a Ram or Male Rye,
Sheep.
hyb ernal, belonging to the Wine
ter
To burtel, ( 0. ) to Skirmiſh .
Qurts , or beurts, (in Heraldry) cer.
bo boma, G. in Anat .) a bending
sain Balls reſembling Hurtle berries i which in of all the Virtebra's, or turning Joynts.
are always painted of a blew Colour:
Wybzida, a Mongrel Creature, that has
Husbandày; the Art of tilling and im- the sire of one Kind and the Cam of ano
proving the Ground ; alſo the Management ther .
of one's Expences:
datides, little waterý Bladders in
Buſcarle, ( S. ) a Houſhold -Servant.
the Liver, or other Bowels'; alſo an en
Qult, a large Fiſh, of whoſe Skin , Tail, creaſe of Bat about the Eye-lids.
Fins & c.is made the White Glue called tfing
nydatoites , the aqueous or Warety
glaſs.
Humour of the Eye.
Huleans, ( 0. ) a kind of Boot of Hydegtib, ( S. ) á Ranſom paid to ſave
Spatter -dafh.
one's Hide or Skin, i. e. thać it be not
Quſebots. ( Si L. T. ) the Liberty al. beaten,
low'd a Tenant, to cur as much Timber
hydri, ( G. ) Warer-Serpents Alo
upon the Premiſes, as was neceſſary to re one of theSouthern Conſtellations.
pair che Farm -Houſe,
Wydzagia, ( in Anat. ) the Lymphatick
Hudlatne, one that holds Hruſe and Veff.is.
Lands .
Wydzagoga · or Wydzagogues, Me.
dicines that drive or purge out watery Hu
hulgavit, ( 0. R. ) Houſe-rent.
Hulo , ( L. ) the Hauſen or Lask, a mours .
Filh .
mydragogy, a conveying of Water by
2
Duſlars , Hungarian Horfe -men ,
Trenches from one place to another.
Quſel , or boulel, ( 0. S. ) the Sa.
Hydžargyrem . Quick -filver, 1 Mine .
ral .
Crament of the Lord's Supper,
muſeling -People, Communicants.
hydrarthaus, a Dropfie in the Joynės.
Tuftings, a principal and very ancient Hodgaulical. belonging to Water
Court of Coromon-Pleas, held before the Works.
Mayor and Aldermen of London .
hydr : ulicks ; a Science which reaches
mut, a ſmall Corrage, or Hovel; alſo a how to make all forts of Water -Wo: ks and
Soldier's Lodge in the Feld .
Conduits.
Hutch, a Velfel or particular place to
Hydraulo- Pneumatical Engines,
lay Grain in ; alſo a hollow Trap for are ſuch as raite Water by means of the
thc taking of Weeſels, or other Yermin natural or forced Spring of the Air.
alive.
Hyd;aulus, an Organ that plays by the
uteGurk , 1 0 , L. ) a Hue and Cry, in motion of Warer,
purſuit of Robbers.
Hydjelæum , a mittute of Water and
Huring of the Pike, a particular way Oil..
of taking char fort of Fiſh.
Hydjenterocell, a falling of the Gues
To Huzz, to keep a Noiſe, as Bees do together with Water, into the Sorosum .
Acclamation
, or Shour hydoa, certain little moiſt Pimples like
buzza , a loud
for joy .
Millet -Seeds.
Hyacinth, ( G. among Heralds ) the
Hydrocantharus, the Water.Beetle,an
Tawney Colour in the Coats of the Novi.Inle.
kry.
Dydzocardia, a Dropfie of the skin
Hyacinthizontes.a kind of Emeralds calla Pericardium ,which cauſes the Heart
incliningtoa Violeco Colour.
to ſwim in Water.
Brodoseli
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Dydiocele orThernia Aquoſa, a kind comprehending the Art of weighing Bodies
of Burltneſs, which proceeds from a watery | in Water, be.
Wydroticks, Medicines that provoke
Humour.
Thydrocephalus, the Droprie or Swel- ſweating.
Wydzus , a Water-Snake.
ling f the Head.
heemal, ( L. ) belonging to Win
Hudpocritbe, Barley-Water.
hy
Hydocritica, Critical Judgments made ter .
brgieina, that part of Phyfick which W!
of Diftempers, raken from Swcating.
g
thews the way of preſervin Health.
myozodes, a fort of Fever ,
wal
Begremplatrum , a moift Plaifter.
Hydłogarum , Pickle made with Wa.
Hygrocollyrium , a liquid Medicine to 1
ter .
Hydrographer , cne skill'd in Hydro cure Diſeaſes in the Eyes.
*
hyrgzocyzſocele, a Branch of a Veig
grapy.
hydrogzaphical, belonging to chat (wolnwith ill Blood, and other moifture.
hyscometer or bygroſcope, an In.
Science
Hydrographical Charts , Sea-Maps ftrument, contriv'd to thew the moiſture or
drawn for the use of Pilots, and other Madryneſs of the Air.
Statical Dygzofrope, an Infrument
riners.
mydogzaphy, a Science which teaches for making Diſcoveries to chat purpoſe by
how to make Sea-Charts , giving an Account meansof a pair of Scales.
of the Tides, Harbours, Coaſts, oc,
Hyleg or Hylech, ( A.) a Term apo
1 myozolapathnın , the Water.Dock , an ply'd by Aftrologers to a Planet, which in
2 Man's Nativity becomes the Moderator
Herb .
Dydzomancy , Soothſaying, perform'a and Significator of his Life.
by obſerving Water, or by Spirits ap melegiacal Places, are fuch as when
a Planet happens to be ſet cherein, it may
pearing in it.
Hyozomel, Honey diffolv'd in Water ; be ſaid to be fit to have the Government
of Life attributed thereto .
Mead, or Metheglin .
Hylled, ( 0. ) hid.
Hydpomphalum , a Aarting out of the
hemen, a Heathen Deity, preſidiog
Navel ; occafion'd by watery Humours.
Wydzonoſus or Hydzopyretos, a Fe- over Marriage : In Anatomy, a folding of
inner Skin of the Neck of the Womb.
the
extreme.
ſweats
Patient
the
which
in
ver,
Hymn, a Spiritual Song, or Pſalm .]
ly .
nyotdes, (in Anat. ) Bone at the
Mrdzophobia , a Diſtemper proceeding
from the Bite of a mad Dog, ſo as to Root of the Tongue.
cauſein the Patient a great dread of Wa.
Hyoſcyamos, the Herb Hembane.
Hyoſeris , Tellovo Succory, an Herbo
ter.
thpothyroides, two Muſcles of the
Hydrophthalmion , thatpart under the
Eyes which ulually ſwells in thoſethat have Larynx which proceed from the lower part
of the Bone Hyoides.
1
an ill Hąbit of Body .
Hydrophthalmy, a Diſeaſe of the Eye,
Hypäthzon , an open Gallery.
Hypallage, a Figure in Rhetorick,
when it grows to a wonderful bigneſs,
hrdzostca, Medicines thatdrive out the wherein the order of Words is contrary
to the meaning of them .
Watery Humours in a Dropfie.
Hypelati, a kind of Laurel.
* : mydzopical or mediopick, belonging
myperbaton, a Rhetorical Figure,when
to, ortroubled with the Dropfie.
Hydropiper, Water -pepper, or Arfen the words are tranſpos'dfromthe plain
Grammatical Order.
Smart, an Herb.
Hydrops, the Dropfie, a Diſeaſe.
Wyperbola, ( in Geom . ) one of the
bydżops ad matulam , a Diſeaſe, three sections of a Cone, made by
when one cannot hold his Water.
Plane.
Hyperbole, a Rhetorical Figure ir
Dydzes, Sweat.
ürdiolaccharum , a Syrup made of which an Expreſſion goes beyond Truth
Water and Sugar,
ſoas to repreſent Things much greater os
Hydroſcope, an Inſtrument for dit leffer than they are in reality .
Hyperbolical or hyperbolick, ut.
cerning of the watery volatile Streams in
the Air.
ter'd by way of Hyperbole ; alſo belong
Hydroſelinam , Water -Parfly , an Herb . ing to the GeometricalFigure call'd Hya
mydioſtaticks , a Science that relates perbola.
to why Weights,and equal Poiſes of Liquors,
Hyperboliche
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Tyyperbolick Space, the Space, or
Hypochondriacal or hypochondria
Content, comprehended between the ack, belonging to the Hypochondria ; alo .
Curve of an Hyperbola, and the whole troubled with th: Spleen, or a windy Me
Ordinate.
laocholy in thoſe Paits.
Hyperbolicum Lutum, a Name gi
hi pochondriacus Affectus, Hypo
ven to a Solid made by the Revolution of choneriack Melancholy .
the infinite Area contain'd between the
Hypochuma or izypochylis, a Faulo
Curve and the Afymptote in the Apollonian in the Sight, when Gnats, Coo-webs, 66.
feen to tiy before the Eyes.
Hyperbola.
Wypercatalectick Uçrre, a Greek or
Hypociſtis, a ſmall' Herb that grows
Latin Verſe that has a Syllable or two too from the foot of the Shrub Ciftus.
many in the end.
upocleptirum Uitrum , ( C. T. ) a
typercatharticks, Purges that work Glais-fumer, to ſeparateOils from Wa
ter.
too violenily.
Hypercrílis , a voiding any thing above
Hypocriſy, Diffimulation, counterfeis
Goodeis.
meilure in the Turn of a Diſeaſe.
Hypercritick, a Maſter-Critick, a migh
hypocrite , a Diff. mbler, one that
ty Critick .
makes
a filte thew of Piety or Vertue .
.
Hypocritical, belonging to an Hypo
byperdiffyllable, a Word confifting
crit
ofmore than two Syllables.
hyperephidrolis, & too grear ſweat
Hypodelis or dy odiſmis , ( in Sure
gery, a Bandage that is us'd before the Bol
ing.
iters
are waid on.
Bypericon,St. John's-wort, an exccl.
lent Wound Herb
bypogafrick Artery, ( in Anat. ) an
Hypermeter Uerſus, a Verſe that has Artery which pieads is felf aniidſt che
.8 Syllable above its ordinary Meaſure, in parts of the Hypogeftriam ,
Vypogaftrium , the lower part ofthe
whích Caſe the next Verle muſt begin
with a vowel.
Behy
typogæum , a Cellar or Vault arched
byperoa , the Palate, or Roof of the
Mou: h,
over head ; In Aſtrology, the fourth Houſe,
Hyreroon, ( in Anat .) two Holes in otherwite cli'd Imam Cali.
the upper part of the Palate.
Hypo eſum , the Herb Houſe-leek .
Hopegloftis or Hypoglottis, a little
Hyperfarcoris, a preternatural growing
out of the Elch in any part of the Bo- piece of Fleth that joyns ihe Tongue to the
dy
nether part of the Mou h : Allo an In
hyperthyzon, ( in Archite & ,) a large Aammarion or Ulcer under the Tongue :
Table uſually plac'd over Gates or Doors alſo a Medicine proper to lie and diliulve
under the Tongue.
of the Dorick Order.
nephen , a little Line or Stroke fer be:
Hypoglotlüm , the Herb Horſe- tongue
tween two Words or Syllables, as a mark
Hypo lottides Pilulæ , Pills to beput
of Continuation .
under the Tongue.
hypoists , the Hedge-ſparrow ;
bejnale, an Adder that kills a Man;
Bird .
by cating him into a Sleep.
hypnoticks, Medicines that caufe
bypomochlion , a Roller to move Stones
Sleep
or pieces of Timber : In Mechanicks the
hypobole, a Rhetorical Figure, when Center of Motion of a Boly or En .
an Anſwer is made to what was before gine.
Hypophaulum , an ordinary Diet.
prevented to be objected againſt by an
Hypophosa, a branch of the Rhetoricat
Adverſary .
Hypobolum , (C. L. ) thatwhichis Figure call'd Prolepfis in which an Objection
given by the Husband to the Wife at his being ſtarted , the ſpeaker makes Anſwer
Death above her Dowry .
to his own Demand.
bypocatharſis, gentle Purging.
Hypophora , deep fiftulous Ulcers.
Hypocauſtum , a Stove under Ground j
mypophyalmia, a Pain in the Eye
alſo a Place where Medicines are dry'd or under the Horny Coat.
kept.
hypophylloſpermous plants, ſuch
Þypochxris, the Herb Sow -thiftle.
'Hos as bear their Seeds under tc back
hypochondzia, the sides of the up: listę of their Leaves.
per part of the Belly , about the fort hypophyſis, the ſame as Hypochyma.
Ribs.
LI 2
Dypopodtuin ,
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bypopodiam , a Plaiſter to be laid to
hykeralgía, aPain in theWomb .
Biltertca , Medicines againſt the Diſeaſes
the Feer
Wypopyon, a gathering ofMatter under of thewomb .
Hytterica Pallio, a Diſeaſe in Wo.
the Horney Coat of the Eye.
Mypoſárca or Qypocárcidium , Drop- men commonly calld Fits of the Mo.
ther.
ſey otherwiſe call?d Analarca.
Hypoſpathyſmus, ( in Surgery ) anIn
Qysterical or Hyfterick, belonging to
ciſion made on the Forehead to the skin the Womb.
callid Pericranium , lo as a Spatula may
Diferocell, the Rupture of falling
down of the Womh.
be thruft in between it.
byterolithus, a Stone that reſembles
hypofphagma, a . Blood- ſhot from a
the Figure of a Woman's Privities .
Blow upon the Eye.
Wypoftafis, ( in Divinity) a Subfidence
byterologta or betteron Proteron ,
or Perſonof the Ever-bleſſed Trinity.
a prepoſterous mannerof ſpeaking or wrię
bypoſtals Urince, that Scrtlemenr, ting , lo as to expreſs that firft which
which is found at the bottom of Urine, Mouldbe laſt.
Hytterotomia , an Anatomical Diffe&ti.
when it has been for ſome time in the
on cf rne Womb.
Urinal,
hypoſtatical , belonging to an Hypo
byterotomotocia, the cutting of a
Child out of the Womb.
ftafis, or Perſonal Subliftence.
Wypoſtatical Principles , the three
Heftrip, the Porcupine, or Indian Hedge.
Chymical Priociples, viz. Salt, Sulphur hog.
byth or hithe; ( S. ) a little Port
and Mercury.
Hypothenar, ( in Anat.) a Muſcle which or Haven, to load or unload Wares at.
helps to draw the little Finger from the
rek ; alſo the ſpace from the Fore-finger
to the little Finger.
Hypothenuſal Line or bypothes
JA
nuft , ( in Geons. ) that ſide of a Right an
gled -Triangle, which is fubtended or
D Jabber, to {peak much haſtily and dif
Itretch'd out oppoſite to the Right:An
indiftin & ly, to talk Gibberiſh .
gle .
Hypothefis, a Suppofition ; the laying jabeth. ( H. ) Confuſion ) the Fatber of
down of certain Principles in any Art or Shallum .
Science, which are to be taken for 3labin, ( i ... Under ftanding ) a King te
granted in order to ſolve a propoſed Que- of Hazot.
Äion, Pbunomenon , or Appearance.
Jacinth. (6.) a precious Stone of a
hypothetical, belonging to an Hypo- blewith Colour ; alco akind of flower.
Jack, a well known Engine co curn å
chelisor Suppofition.
mypothetical Syllogifm , ( in Legick ) Spit ; a wooden Frame to law Timber
is thas which begins with a conditional upon ; an Inftrument to pull off a pair of
Boots a great Leathern Pitcher to put
Conjunction.
mypotrachelion, ( in Archite& .) the Driäk in s a kind of Bowlthat ſerves for a
Mark at the Exerciſe of Bowling : In Fal
Neck of a Pillar.
Hypotrio chis , the lefſer Buzzard, a conry, the Male of Birds of Sport i allo
a young Pikega Fidh ; alſo a Streamer or Flag
Bird of Prey.
Hypoiy oas, a Rhetorical Figure which hung out in a Ship
Jacks , (mall pieces of Wond fix'd to
any
repreſents
Deſcription
lively
by a moſt
Thing or Perſon, as it were in ‘a Picture the keys of a pair of Virginals, Harpa
chord, or Spinet.
ſer before the Eye .
bypazeugma, a part of the Gramma
Jack by theLedge, an Herb that grows
by Hedge-fide
rical Figure call'd Zeugman
Mypozoma, ( in Anat. ) a Membrane or
3ack with a Lanthoin ,a kind of pery
$kin that parts ewo Cavities in the Body. Meteor.
Hypalogloflum , a pair of Muſcles that
3 ack-pan , a Device us'd by Barbers to
heat Water and iron Linnen,
draw the Tongue downwards.
brizinum , a Plant that dies a Colour
Jackal, a black ſhag-haired Beaft about
like Scarlet.
che Bignets ofa Spaniel-dog, whịchi Hunes
Hyffopus, Hyſlop, an Herb.
out Prey for the Lion .
Hytteña, the Moiher, or Womb.
Jaoket.
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Hacket, ( F. ) a Garment in Uſe among
Fames , a proper Name of Men , deri
Country. Peop'e: Allo a ſhort Coat which ved from the Latin Facobus.
Hofe -men anciently wore over their Ar
St. Jame's's Wilozt, an Herb.
mour.
Famoglaw , an Officer among the
Jacob , ( F. a Supplanter or Beguiler) Turks.
the Sonof ljaar, and Father of the Twelve
Jampnum . ( 0.L. ) Furz or Gorle ;
Patriarchs.
alſo goily Ground.
Facob's -Staff,a Mathematical Inſtru-! Jane, a proper Name of Women .
ment, for taking Heights and Diſtances ; To Jangle , to differ, or be at Vari
allo a Staff that Pilgrindsuſe to walk with ance.
i Janitoz, ( L.) a Porter ,or Door-keep
10 St.James's of Compoſtella in Spain.
Jacobza, (L.) St. Jana s-Wert, or Rago er : In Anatomy, the lower Orifice of the
Wort , an Herb .
Stomach .
Jacobine,a French Potage with Cheeſe.
Janlziares, a particular Order of Foot
Jadebins , a Name given to the Monks Soldiers among the Turks.
Jannock, Daten Bread , much used in
and Nuns of the Order of St. Domi,
sick..
the Northern Parts of England.
Janſeniſm , the Doctrine of Cornelius
Jacobites , a Sect of Hereticks ſet up
by one Jacob a Syrian : Allo a Name Fanſenius Biſhopof Ypres in Flanders.
Janſeniſt, one that follows the Opi.
given to the Partiſans of King James II.
Jacobus, ( L. ) James, a proper Name nion of Janſenius.
January , the firft Month of the Year
of Men . Allo a Gold.coin ftamp'd by K.
James I. being of two foresg viz . the ſo nam'd in Honour of Janus, a very an
20 s. Broad Piece now current at i l. 35. cient King of Italy.
6 d ; and the 22 s. Broad- Piece worth ib.
To Japan , to Varniſh ,and draw Figures
Ssi 6 d .
on Wood , after the tame manner as the
Jactibus, or Jectivus, ( L. T. ) Work-men of Japan, an Iland of the In
that lofes by Default,
dian Ocean
Jape, ( 0. ) a Tale, or Jefti
† Jaculation , a Shootings or dart
ing .
Japyr, the Weſtern Wind.
Jargon, ( F. ) broken Language, Gib :
Jade. a forry Horſe or Mare , a Stram
berish .
pet, or lewd Wench .
Jael, ( H. a Doe ) the Wife of Ha Jarr of Dii, an Earthen Veſſel come
ber .
caining from 18 to 26 G -llons.
Jag of Hay, is a ſmall Load.
To Jarr ,to quarrrel, or fall out ; in
Jagged , dented , notched , or cur like Mufick to diſagree, or go outof Tune.
the Teeth of a Saw..
Jarrock, a kind of Cork.
Jalione, ( G. ) a fort of With -vind, au
Jagging-iron , an Inftrument usd by
Paſtry -Cooks.
Herb.
Fakes, an Houſe of Office, a Lay. Jalmin or Jellemin , ( L. ) a Shrub,
Atall,
the Flowers of which are of a delicate
Jalap, the Root of a kind of Indian ſweet Smell.
Jaſper, ( G. ) a precious Stone of a
Nighc-lade, a very good Purge for Wate
ry Humours.
green Colour.
Jalponye, a kind of Jaſper and Onyx
Roûne, or Magiftery of Jalap, a
Diffolution of the oily, or reſinous part of Stone .
Jalap , made in Spirit of Wine.
Jals - hawk, a young Hawk newly taº
Jamaica, an illand of America.
ken o :lt of the Neit .
Jamaica -wood , a kind of ſpeckled atraluptes, ( G. ) a Phyſician that
Wood.
cures by Ointments.
Jambick or Jambick Tlerſe, a ſort of Jatro -hymicus, a Chymical Phyſician.
Javarís , a Swine in America that has
Greek and Latin Verſe made up of lambick
Feet.
its Navelon the Back .
Jambus, an lambick Foot, which con
Javelin, a Dart , or Half -Pike, whh
hits of two Syllables, the fort fort and the the Ancients made uſe of in War.
other long .
Jaunders or Jaundice , a Diſeaſe oc .
Jambier, ( F. ) a Greave or Leg. cafion'd by the overflowing of the Gall.
piece.
To Jaunt, to crot, or trudge up and
" Jambs or Jaumbs, che side- pöfs of down.
a Door,
Faunts , the Fellows of a Wheels

yay,
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Jay or Jacksdaw , a Bird .
ofConftantinople, who were zealous againft
Jazal, a precious Stone of a Blue Co the Worihiping of Images.
Iconography, a Deſcription by Ima .
lour.
Jibernagium , ( 0.L. ) the Seaſon for ges or Pictures.
Bcozven , ( 0. ) cut, or carved .
lowing Winter- Corn.
3 colacdzon, ( G. in Geom . ) a regu ,
Iberts or Jberas, a ſort of Water
lar ſolid Body, bounded by twenty equa !
Creffes.
ibig , the Zvick, or Stone -bock, a kind Triangles having equal Sides.
of wild Goat.
Icterías, a precious Stone, good for
Jbíbota, a Serpent in Braſil, the Bite the Yellow Jaundice.
Jcterical, troubled with, or fubje & to
of which is very venomous:
Jbis , a tallBird in Egypt, which usd that Diftemper.
to eat up the Serpents that annoy'd the
Icterus, the Jaundice, a Diſeaſe .
Country, and was Worſhipped by the an
Jctcrus albus, the Green Sickneſs.
cient Inhabitants.
Ictis, a white Weeſel that deſtroys
Ibiſcus orQibfſeus, the Herb Marsh - Bee-ſtalls, and eats the Honey
Ictus, ( L. )a Blow, or Stroke, a Bic :
Mallows.
Ice-birds, a fort of Birds in Greening, or Stinging.
Ictus Dabus or Jctus Cæcus, ( o:
land and Spitsberg.
Ice-pear, a ſweet Pear that holds good L. ) a Bruiſe, or swelling, any Maim or
Hurt withoutbreaking the Skin.
from November to part of January.
3 ceni, a People anciently inhabiting the
Idea. ( L. ) the Form or Reprefen .
Countries now called Suffolk Norfolk, Cam- tation of any thing conceived in the
Mind.
bridgeſhire, and Huntingdongmire.
ich, a Word us'd forl in the Weftern
Jdea mozbi, the Propriety or Qua.
lity of a Diſeaſe.
Parts of England .
Ich Dien , ( S. I ſerve) a Motro or
3dentick, that is the fame.
Device belonging to the Arms of the
identitate fominis, & Writ that
lyes for one who is taken and committed
Princes of Wales.
Ichabod, ( H. where is Glory) the Son to Priſon for anotherMan of the Name.
Identity, a Term much us'd in Logick
ofPhinchasthe Prieft .
Philoſophy, fignifying, as it were, the
Ichneumon , (G.) the Egyptian Rat, and
fameneſs of a Thing .
an Enemy to the Crododiles.
Jchnogzaphy, ( in Perfpe &tive.) the
3des of a month, ( among the Ro
View of any thing cut off by, a Flane pa mans) were eight Days in every month,
rallel to the Horizon juft at the bottom of reckon'd backwards to the end of the
it : In Archite & uri, the Geometrical Plan, Nones.
or Ground -work of a Building drawn upon
3deocrafy, ( G. ) the proper Tempe.
Paper. In Forrification, a Draught of the rament or Dilpotition of a Body or Thing .
Length and Breadth of the Works rais'd
Idiom , a Propriety in fpeaking, the
about a Place.
peculiar manner of Expreſſion in any Lan .
Jchoz, a thick Matter that iffues out of guage.
diopathy, a peculiar Affection of the
Ulcers.
Behozoides, a moiſture like Corrup Mind or Natural Diſpoſition : in Phyfick,
a Primary or O-iginal Diſeaſe.
non.
Idioſyncraſy , a proper and peculiar
Ichthyocolla, a Glue made of the Skin
of a Fith of the ſame Name.
Conftitution of a Man's Body, a peculiar
Jchthyology, a Diſcourſe or Deſcrip- Averfion agains , or Inclination for ſome
a particular Things.
zion of the ſeveral kinds of Fiſhes.
Koiot, a Natural Fool, a Changling .
Tchthyophagi, certain People who feed
Idiota inquirendo vel graminando,
altogether upon Fiſh.
3 cleped, ( .) called, or named.
a Writ dire &ted to the Sheriff to examice
Icon, ( 6. ) a Pi& ure ; a Statue, or a Party ſu peded of Idiocy, and in certify
Image.
the Matter into the Chancery .
Acond, ( 0. ) Learned . '
Hdiotiſm , a Propriety of Speech be
Iconifmus, ( G.) a Figure in Rhetorick, longing to any Language.
wben a Perlon or Thing is repreſented to
Jdiotiſm or Jbiocy, is alſo the Con
the Life
dition of an Idiot; Natural Folly , or Sim
conoclades, ( . e. Image breaker ) plicity.
a Title given to fome ofthe GreekEmperors
Idol,
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Jerſey, the fineſt Wool taken out of
3dol, an Image or Statue, for the Re
other ſorts of Wool, by combing it.
preſentation of afalſe Diery.
Jeruſalem , the chief City of Judas.
Jdoláter, a Worſhiper of Idols.
Jeruſalem Artichokes, a Plant like
3dolatrous, given to Idolatry .
Potatoes.
To Joplatrize, to commit Idolatry.
Idolatry, Idol-Worlip.
Jeflamin or Jeffemin , a Shrub bear.
Jdolet , ( 0. ) a little idol.
ing ſweet-ſcented Flowers .
To Idolige, to be extremely fond of, to Jefamin -butter, an Ointment made of
dote upon .
theſe Flowers.
3dyi, a little Paſtoral Pocm , about the
Jeffant or Facent,a Term us'd in Horala
Affairs of Shepherds.
dry,when in a Coat of Arms a Bealt is born
Jealous, ( F. ) afraid of having a Ri- over ſome Ordinary.
val, nice, or tender of.
Jeffe, the Father of KingDavid .
Feftes, Ribbons hanging down from
Jealouſy , a being Jealous: Suſpicion,
Miitruſt,
Garlands or Crowns, foort Straps of Lea
Jeat, a ſort of black, light and brittle ther faften'd to the Hawk's Legs.
Stone .
Jeſuati, an Order of Monks ſo called ,
Jebbe Ackchefet,( T.) the Grand Seig- from their having the Name of Jefus often
their Mouths .
in
nior'sPocket-Money.
Jebus, ( He. the Fire of the Lord) the
Jeluits or the Society of Jeſus, a
ancient Name of the City of Jeruſalem .
well known Religious Order , firſt founded
econiah, (1. e . Stability ofthe Lord) by Ignatix: Loyola, and confirm'd by Peple
Paul III. 1540.
a King of Judab.
Jeſuited, that has embrac'd the Dodrine
Jerozarta , (L.) an Herb callid Wood -row ,
or Woodrowel .
and Principles of the Jefuits.
Jecur, the Liver.
Ieſuitical, belonging to that Order.
Hecar Aterinnm , the ſame as pla.
Jeſus, ( G. a Saviour ) the Venera.
centa Vterina.
ble Nameof our : Bleſſed Lord and Redee
Iter or Jeer- Ropt , a Rope made faſt mer .
to the Main-Yard and Fore- Yard in great
Jefus College, a College in Oxford
Ships, to help to hoiſe up the Yard.
founded byHugh Price Doctor of Law in
Teerct, ( T.) a kind ofRunning Raſe on 1571.
Horſeback , the Combatants darting Lances
Jet. ( 0. )a Device.
one at another,
To jet, to run up and down.
Jet d'Eau , ( F. ) the Pipe of a Foun
Jehoahaz, ( H. the Lord ſeeing) a
tain that cafts up the Water into the Air.
King of Judah ,
Jehokjaphat, ( He: Judgment of the
Jethro, ( H. excelling ) the Father-in
Law of Moſes,
Lord ) a Vertuous King of Judah .
Jehovah, the proper and moſt Sacred
Betſon , Jotlon or Jetſam , ( F. L.T. )
Name of God, denoting his Divine Eſſence. that which being caft over.board in the
Hebu, ( He. i. c. Being ) a Captain, who time of Shipwrack, is found lying on the
Shore.
was made King of Iſraelby Elisha.
Jews, the People of Judas , and their
Jejune, ( L. e) mpty, barren, dry.
Lejunum or Jejunum inteftinum , Pofterity.
the fecond of the ſmall Gues, ſo callid from
Jewssears, a fpungy Subſtance, that
grows about the Root ofthe Elder - Tree.
its being often found empty.
Jeug- ftone, a Stone otherwiſecall'd a
Jeman, ( 0. R. ) Teoman.
Jennets , Horſes of Barbary and Spain , Marchafite.
Jeofail, {(F. L. T. ) an Oversight in
Jews-trump, a Muſical Inſtrument.
3leweller, a Merchant that deals in
Pleading
To Jeopard, to hazard.
Jewels and precious Stones.
Jewiſe, ( 0.) Reward by Revenge ;
Jeopardy, Danger, Hazard , Riſque.
Jeremiah, ( H. exalting the Lord ) an alſo a Gibbet.
Eminent Prophet among the Jews.
Jewif , belonging to the Nation of the
Jerguer , an Officer at the Cuſtom- Jews.
Houſe, who overſees the Waiters.
Jfere, ( 0. ) together.
Jerkin , a fhort upper Coat ; alſo a Male
I fraten , ( 6. ) devoured.
Hawk .
Isnard, ( 1. ) a foolita ignorant Fel
Heroboam , ( H. fighting againg) the low.
brft King of the Ten Tribes of Iſrael.
Ignatus,
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Ignavus, ( L.) Nothful, fluggish ; JH $, the three firſt Letters of the
allo a wild Beaſt callid the Sluggard, or Words, Jeſsos Hominum Salvator, i. .. Je
Sloch .
fus the Saviour of Men ; a Motto common
Ignis, the Element of Fire.
ly usd bythe Jeſuits.
Ignis Actualis, (in Surgery) adual
Nig , a kind of Dance .
Fire , that which burns at firft touch ; as
Jill, the eighth part of an English Quart ;
Fire it ſelf, or heated Searing- Irons.
or half a quarter of a Pint.
Ignis fatuus , a fiery Vapour, com
Jill or Jill-flurt, an idle Slut, a ſorry
monly callid Will with a wife, which apo Wench.
es
le
n
s
ht
Jilt, a lewd Woman , that chears or dif
pear in the Nig , ard ofte cauſ ; Peop
to wander outof their Way.
appoints one.
Ignis Judíciuin , ( 0. L. T. ) Purga.
Jlkenild -freet, one of the four famous
tionby Fire, of the old Judicial Fiery High -ways that theRomans' anciently made in England,leading from Southampton to Tin
Tryal.
Ignis perficus, ( among Surgeons) month.
Jle, (G. in Anat. ) the Cavity from
a Gang ene ; alſo a Carbuncle, or fiery
Plague -Sore.
the cheſt to the Thigh- Bones, the Flank
Igns Botentialis, Potential Fire a burn that contains the ſmall Gues.
ing Con pohiion, which being laid upon a Jles or Dils ,( C.) the Spires or Beards
Part, produces the ſame Eft & as Fire.
of Corn .
Ignis l'eperbertt , (in Chym .) a Re. Iksain or Jleon, the third of the ſmall
verberarory Fire the Flame of which beats Guts.
Illus or Jleos, the ſmall or thin Gut ;
back upon the Vefſel.
Jenis Rotæ , Wheel- fire, when the allo the iwifting of the ſmall Gurs.
Jler, the Holm -Oak, or Scarlet-Oal ,
Flame covers the Coppel, 'or Melting-Pot,
entirely over, both on the top and round a Tree.
the fides.
Jtta , the Flanks, the fide-parts of the
Ignis Sacer, St. Anthony's Fire, or lower Relly, the ſmall Guts.
the Shingles, a Diſeaſe.
Jitacal or Jliack, belonging to thoſe
Ignis Suppgettionis, a Fire above Parts, or to the ſmall Gurs.
the Sard, ſometimes made uſe of in Chy.
Iliack Paſſion, å painful wringingor
mical Operations.
twiſting of thoſe Gurs.
Ignis Sylveftris , a ſort of Pim.
Jliack Teftels, the double forked Vel .
ple .
fels of the Trunks of the great Artery , and
Ignitegium , the Eight a Clock Bell, the great Vein of the Belly:
Hitacus Efternns, the ſame as Pydi.
in the time of K. William the Conquerour ;
a Signal for the putting out Fires and Lights formis.
at that Hour.
Jliacus Internas, a Muſcle of the
Ignition , ( C, T. ) reducing of Mix'd Thigh which ariſes from the inward' hollow
Bodies to Powder bymeans of Fire.
part of the Os Ilinin.
Ignibomous, Fire -belching :
Iltads, the Title of Homer's Poem a .
Jgnoble, that is of a mean Birth, Vile , bout the Deftru & ion of the City of Troy :
Bare .
Altum , the ſame as Ileos and ſleum ,
Jllum 1 % , the upper part of the Bone
Ignominious, Diſhonourable, Diſgrace
ful.
callid Os Innominatum .
Ignoming , Difcredit, Diſhonour , Dil
Jlk, ( 0. ) each , the ſame.
grace .
Illaqueated, ( L. ) in nared or ena
Ignoramus, a Term which theGrand tangle
Jury Write on the Bill of Information for
Illation ,Concluſion, or Inference ,
the Inquiſition of Criminal Cauſes, when
Jllaudable, that is not to be praiſed ,
they diſike the Evidence, as defedive, or unworthy of Commendation .
100 weak to make good the Preſeniments
Mlleboebza , the Herb Wall-Pepper or
alſo a foolih or ignorant Perſon,
Stone-crop :
Jllegat, contrary to Law , not righ:ful,
Jgnozance, want of Knowledge or
Learning,
Mile sality, a being illegal, Unlawfula
Ignozant. that knows nothing of a peſs.
Matter ; alfo illiterate , or unlearned.
Illegitimate, unlawfully Begotten, Baſe
ignoſsible, fit to be pardoned , or for- born .
given.
Fileviable, ( L. T. ) that cannot be
Igraven, ( 0. ) buried.
Jlevy'd, rais'd, or reçoyer'd .
illberal,

.
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Jlliberal ungenteel, baſe, niggardly. I to engage in a Bifineſs.
Imbarkation, the act of Imbarking.
Žliberality, meannefs of Spirit, nig.
To Imbale Gold of Silver, to mix
dlines
garJlli:
tt Srlawful, unwarrantable.
'it with bafer or more impure Metal,
Illinctus Broth or Liquor that may
To Imbattlean Army, to diſpoſe it
be ſupped : + fo a kind of Medicine.
in order of Battel .
Ill quation , a Melting down : In Cloy
Imbecilltry, ( L.) Weakneſ, Feeble
miſtry, the mingl.ng of Earthly Bodies with neſo.
Metalline, ſo as both retain their own Sub.
To.Imbelliſh ,( F. ) to adorn, beau .
cifie, orgie
Atance .
Imbellii ment, ornament, or fet off.
Jllitera e, that has no kgowledge of
To Imbezle or Imbelil, to watte or
Letter , unlearn d .
Jllogica !, not agreeable to the Rules ſpoil fuch Tuings as are committed to one's
Truſt .
of Logick, unreat nable .
To Illumina e , to inlighten, to ſet off,
To Jmbibe, ( L.) to ſuck or drink in 3
or beautifie ; to lay Colours upon Maps and to receive by Education.
Imbibement, the Act of Imbibing.
1. Prints
Illuminative month, ( in Aftron . )
Jinbibition, ( C.T ) an eager re
that ſpace of Time during which the Moon eiving or drinking in any liquid Sub
gives Light, or is to be ſeen betwixt one fance .
To Imbitter, to make bitter, to exal
Conjunction and another.
Illumination ,the Ad of illuminating, perate, or provoke.
To Jor body, to make up into one
inlightning, &c.
Illuminators, ſuch Perſons as anciently Body, to mingle feveral Ingredients to .
prašis'd the Art of Gilding or Colouring gether.
To Imbolten, to make bold, to en
the Capital Letters of Manuſcripts.
Jlladon , a falſe Repreſencation or courage .
3mbozduring, ( in Heraldry) a Term
Fancy ; a Sham or Cheat.
us'd when the field and Compaſs of it, are
Jllulozy , deceitful.
To Jllulrate, to make clear and evi. both of one Meral , Colour or Furr,
To 3mbors , to raiſe with Boffes or
dent, to expiain .
flluſtration, an illuftrating, making Bunches. d
ImboTe Work, ſuch as is raiſed with
clear or ſetting out.
Jlluftrtous, eminent, famous, noble Bunches or Knobs, in Stone Metal, & c. A
Deer is ſaid to be imboffed , when the is
excellenc.
Fmage, ( L. ) a Natural or Artificial re ſo hard perlu'd that me foams at the
preſentation of a Thing ; Reſemblance, Mouth .
Jmbofling, a kind of Carving or In
Likeneſs ; á Starue, or Picture: In Opticks,
the Projeđion of an Obje & in the Baſe of graving when the . Figure ſticks out
from the Plain on which it is made.
a Convex Glaſs .'
Imagery, painted or carved Work of Jmbricated, ( 4. ) a Term made uſe
of by Herbaliſts, to expreſs the Figure - of
Images, Tapeſtry with Figures.
Imaginable, that may be imagined the Leaves of ſome Plants that are hollow'd
in like a Gutter Tile.
or conceiv'd .
Imaginary, that appears only in form
Ambrication, a making crooked like a
or faſhion, that has no Being but in one's Gutter or Roof Tile.
ocacado , ( Sp.) Cloth of Gold
Imb’
Fancy.
Fmagination, an applying of the Mind or Silver.
Umbzocus, ( O. L. ) a Drain , or Wa
tothe Image of fome Badily Thing im .
preſſed in the Brain ; Fancy, Conceit, ter-courle.
To Fmbroider, to make Flowers and
Thought.
Imaginative, belonging to the Imagixs other curious Work with a Needle upon
Silk , Cloth, c.
Darion .
Imbroidery, imbroidered Work.
"To Imagint, to conceive or fancy, to
To Umbioil, ( F.) to cauſe Broilo
think or fuppoſe.
Imagines, ( L. ) certain Images of An. Stirs, o Quarrels s to put into a Confulon ,
teftours ,which the Ronan Noble-men an to diſorder.
To Imbzut, ( L. ) to ſoak or feep , as
cientlykept in Wooden Caſes.
Imbargo, ( Sp.) a ftop or ftay upon to imbrue one's Hands in Blood, i, o, to com
mit Murder .
Shipping by PublickAuthority.
To.
M
To Imbark ,to get or put on Ship-board ,
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To Jinbue, ro ſeaſon one's Mind with ing , hanging over our Head.
Imminution, a diminiſhing, or leffen .
good Principles, Virtue, Learning, 6c,
Imitable , that may be imitated.
To imitate, to follow another's Ex. in jimmillion , a putting in, a letting
'ample, to do the like according to a Par into .
tern.
To Immit, to ſquirt, or convey into.
Jmmoderate.that is beyond the bounds
Imitation, the Act of imitating.
Jmicatives, ( in Gram. ) Verbs that ex. of Moderation , exceſſive.
pret any kind of Imitacion
3mmoderation, Intemperance , exceſs. 14
Jmmoteft, that has no Modefty, wan
Jmitatoz or 3mitratik, a Man or Wo
ton
man that initates.
Immaculate , unſpotted, ſpotleſs.
Immodefty, Wantonneſs, Unmanner.
Jmmanity, Vaftneſs, ſuch Hugeneſs as lineis
rends rs a thing unmanageable : allo Sa
Jmmolation, a Sacrificing, or offer
ing Sacrifice .
vageneſs, outragious Cruelty:
Immanuel , ( H. God with us) a Name
Jmmozal , that is of depraved Morals,
attribur d by the Prophet Iſaiah, to our conrury to good Manners.
Lord and Savior Jeſus Chriſt .
Immozality, corruption of Manners,
Imparcelcible, that cannot wither Lewdneſs.
or decry, necfiding
Jmmoztal, sbat never dies, ' everlaft- u
Immaterial, that does not conſiſt of ing.
Mar.er ; all , that is of no great Moment
Immoztality, the ſtate of that which
or Con quence
is Immortal, everlaſtingneſs.
Imm . t rialty , an immaterial Qua
To Janmortalize, to make Immortal.ch
lity
N ture.
Ilmmoveable, unmoveable, that cannot
3minacure, unripe, not come to Perbe moved
fedtion
Immoveable Feats , thoſe Feftivals
Imma'urity, unripeneſs, &c.
which vary in the Day of the Week , but
Immediate the acts without means ; conftantly fall on the fame Day of the
Month,
that foll )ws,orhappens preſently:
Immunity, exemption from Duty or to
I inmedte ible , that cannot be healed ,
incu able.
Charge; Liberry, Privilege.
Jminemorable ,not worth remembring,
To jmmure, to ſhut up between two
not remark ble.
Walls .
immutability , the quality of not
Jmmemozial that is out of Mind or
beyond the Memory of Man.
being tubject to change, Unchangeable
neſs .
Immenged , ( 0. ) mingled .
immenſe, 'unmeaſurable, huge, vaft,
Iminutable, that cannot be changed
exceeding great.
or altered.
Immurable Circles , (in Aftron . ) *
Jmmenäty, unmeaſurableneſs, Infinite
nela
the Ecliptick and Equator ; ſo calld, be
immenſurability, a being uncapable cauſe they are never changed, but are
to be mealuied .
the ſame to all the Inhabitants of the
Immerged or Immerſed, dipt in or Earth .
plunged.
Immutatio. ( L. ) a changing and al- di
To Immerſe, ' to plunge or dip over tering ; alſo a Figure in Rhetorick, the
Head and Ears.
ſame as Hypallage.
1 mp,a familiar Spirit , alſo a kind of
Immerlon , a dipping or plunging in
Graft
prepato be ſet in a Tree.
Warer ; In Phyfick, the method of
ring a Medicine by ſteeping it in Warer : To jmp a Feather in a Hawk's
In Chymiſtry, the putting of Mixt Bodies | Wing, to add a new piece to an old Bro
ipro fome Corroſive Matter.
ken Iturp
The Emmerion of a Star, ( in
+ Impacted, driven in.
Aftron . ) is when it approaches to near the
To Impair, to diminiſh , to make į
Sun , as to lyehidin itsBeams : An Eclipſe worſe to
, weaken.
To Impale, to incloſe or fence about
of the Moon is likewiſe ſo called, when it
with Pales or Stakes : Allo to drive a ftake
begins to enter into the Earth's Madow .
immethodical, that is without due thro' the Body of a Malefactor. In Haral.
Method or Order, confufid .
dry,co divide a Coat of Armsinto two equal
mminent, that is at Hand, approache | Parts.
Impanation ,
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3 inpenetrable , that cannot be pierced
thio or dived into .
Jmpenitence or Tmpenitency , a con.
tinuing in finful Courſes without Repen
tance .
#mpenitent, that does not repent, or
is not ſorry for his Faults.
Imperative EOOD, ( in Gram. ) that
Mood which implies a commanding or bid.
din One to do a Thinz.
conſiſting of a like number of Syllables.
Imperatoria, Malter-wort, an Herb.
3mparity , Inequality, Unevenneſs.
Imperatorius or Emperor's piece,
To Impark , to encloſe or fence in a a Roman Gold-Coin worth 15 s. Sterling.
piece of Ground for a Park.
Inverceptible, that is not to be pers,
Imparſonee , ( L.T. ) as farfon im . ceiv'd . unperceivable
Imperfect, not perfe & or compleat ;
parſonee, i. e, one put in poſſeſſion of a
Benefice.
unhin hed , faulty .
Jinperfect Flowers, are ſuch as want
To Jmpart, ( L. ) to give part to ano
ther, to communicate, to deliver one's thote finely colourd (mall Leaves that ſtand
Mind.
round and make up the Flower ,
Impartial, void cf Partiality, juſt and
Jmperfect numbers, ( in Arithi )
upright.
are Numbers whore Aliquot Parts being
Impartiality, a being Imparcial, dilin- taken all together, do either exceed or fail
tereſted .
ſhort of tąe whole Number of which they
Impaftable, that cannot te paffed are Parts.
through.
Imperfect plants , ſuch as really
Jmpallibility, the ſtate of that which want Flower and Seed, or ſeem to want
is im paffible .
them ,
Impaſible, uncapable of Suffering,
Imper. ection , Uoperfectneſs, Defect .
Impatience or 3 npatiency , uneaſt
Imperial , belonging to an Emperour or
neſs of Mind under Sufferings i allo Par | Em
fion or Hattineſs.
Finperial Lilly, a Flower.
Impatient, that has no Patience, un
3 pertal Table, an Inſtrument us'd
in the mrafuring of Land, c .
quiet; cholerick, hafty.
Impatronization , a putting into full
The 31 niperialilts , the Forces or Sub
poffeffion of a Benefice.
jects of the Emperour of Germany.
Imperious , apt to domineer of inſult ;
To Impeach, ( F. L. T. ) to accuſe and
lordly, na ghry.
profecute for Felony or Treaſon.
+ Imperfożable, that cannot be bored
Impeachment, an Accuſation or In
formationaga
inſt one .
hr ugh,
Impeachme.it of Wiafte, à reſtraint Jmperſonal Ttech , (in Gram. ) a fort
froin committing Waſte upon Lands or of Verb w ich throughout all Moods and
Tenements.
Tenres, is only express’d in the chird Perſon
impeccability, an impoſibility ofSin, Singulár.
ning or Off nding:
Jmpertinence o 3mpertinency, Ex
Impe cable , chat cannot fin or do amiſ.travagancı, Sillineli, Foolery .
Imperttient , noc belonging to the
To Impede,to lett or hinder, to top
mpediati Canes , ( O. L. ) Dogs purpose or matter in Hand ; abſurd, filly,
that are lawed or diſabled from doing milo idle.
chiefin a Foreſt
An Impertinent, a troubleſome, filly
Jinpediment, Hinderance, Diſturbance ; or foolih derſon
T'mperdions that does not afford any
alſo an Imperfection or Defe & in o ne's
Speech
Palue thro' it, ypaſlable : Among Nam
To Impell , to drive, or puſh forward i ruralifts, Bodies are ſaid to be impervious to
allo to force, or egg on .
1) others, when they will not admit the Rays
To Fmpend, ſo bang over one's Head , f Light, to paſs thro' them , & c.
as Dangers or Judgments do.
Impett so , the Itch , a Ring -worm of
Jmpendent, hanging over head, being Ter er.
ahand
Impetigo Cell, a fort of Leprofie or
Impenetrability, a bring impenetra- Scabbedneſs.
M m 2
Impetrable

mpanation , ( L. ) a Term applied to
che Doctrine of the Lutherans, who believe that the body of Chriſt fubfifts with
the species of Bread in the Sacrament of
the Lord's Supper.
ympanulare, ( 0. L. ) to empannel
a Jury
telfvlt
right of pound
Jinparcamentu
abicmal,, the
( in Gram . ) not
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Importunacy or impoztunity, a be.
Impetrable, that may be obtained by
Defire or Prayer .
ing importunate, eager prefling, hard dup
To Impetrate, to obtain by earneſt ing
Requeſt or Eötreety's to get a Grant of any mroztunate, wearying with repeated
Favour or Privilege .
or unfeaion ble Requefts, very urgent.
Impetration , the A& of impetrating , To Impoztune, to preſs or fue for, with
great Farneſin is .
obraining, c.
Importuous, that has no Port, or Har
Impetuoâty or Impetuouſneſs , violent Motion, or driving forward, Vehe- , bour.
To
J /mpoſe, to put, ſet, or lay upon,
mency .
Impetuous, violent, raging, boifte- to lay or fit a Tax .
rous.
To Jmpore or Jr poſe a Form, ( in
3mpterment, ( F. O. S. ) an impair- Printing) to let the Pages in due order in
ing or prejudicing.
the form or Chace, and make them ready
#mpiety, ( L. ) Ungodlineſs, Irreli- for the Preſs.
gion .
To mpole upon one, to put upon one,
Impignozation, a Putting tp Pawn. or cheat him .
mrious, Ungodly, Profane, Lewd.
Jmpofition , an impoſing ' or laying on ;
Implacability, Implacableneſs, Unre- a tricking or deceiving, an Affefiment
concileableneſs.
or Tax.
Implacable, that cannot be pacified, Impoſſibility, a being impoſſible. .
or appeared .
impoſible, that is not poſſible, or
To Jmplant, to fix or faften , in the cannot be done.
Mind .
Impoft, a Tribute or Tax, eſpecially
To Implead, ( F.) to fue or proſe- ſuch as is receiv'd by a Prince or State for
cute by courſe of Law .
Goods brought into any Harbour from other
Implements, all things neceſſary about Nations.
a Houſe, or belonging to Trade ; Furniture, Impoftoz, a Cheat, a Deceiver, « falle
Tools.
Pretender .
# Implication, ( L.) a folding or To J /mpcſtumate, to grow into an Im .
Wrapping within another thing , locum- poftume.
brance, Intanglement.
Impoftumation , the A& of Impoftu
3mplicit, that is not expreſs'd in plain mating :
Terms, but only follows by Conſequence , ympoſtume, an unnatural Swelling of
tacitly underſtood.
Humours, or corrupt Matte in any part of
Implicit Faith, fuch a Belief as is the Body:
grounded uponthe judgment or Authority
Peftilential Impoftume, a Swelling
of others.
accompany'd with a Fever, Swooning , ác.
Jmplozation , an imploring or beſeech- which uſually ariſes in the time of a peſti
ing.
lence, or Plague.
To Imploje, earneſtly to beg with
mpoſture, Cozenage, Cheat, Deceit.
Tears and Prayers : To beleech .
Impotence or J/mpotency, an unable
or contain , to de- neſs, or want of Strength ; a Natural De
To Jmply, to infold
(
fect that hinders Generation.
note or ſignifie.
Impoli'e, unpoliſhed, rude, courſe.
3/mpotent, unable, weak , vain, fruit.
Impolitick, not agreeable to the lefs .
Rules of Policy, imprudent, unwiſe.
To Impoverila , ( F. ) to make Poor .
Impozous . ( in Philof:) that has no
Impovertiment, a being made Poor.
Pores or little Holes for the pallage of Va. To Jmpound Cattel , to put them in
pours, Sweat, &c.
a Pound or Incloſure, for fome Treſpaſs dcine
by thm .
Impozt, Senſe or Meaning.
To Impozt, to concern or fignify , allo To Impower, to endue one with Powe
to carry, or bring Commodities into a er, to enable him to ad .
Port.
Impracticable,that cannot bepradiſed ,
donc ; alfo a Military Term forunpar
Importance, Conſequence, Moment, or
fable
.
Concernment.
Impoztant, that is of great Concern , To Jmpzetate , to with Evil to, or
Curſe.
material.
Imprecation, Curling, or calling for
Importation, the importing or bring.
ing in of Merchandizes from Foreign Coun- Miſchief upon another.
tries,
mpzegbable ,
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3mpregnable, ( F.) thạc is not to be fits of it to hisown private uſes only main
taining a Vicar to ſerve the Cure.
taken by force .
Jmpregnate, ( L. ) being with Child,
Impzopriator, he that has Poffeffion
or great with Young.
of a Spiritual Living by Inheritance .
To Impzegnate, to get with Child ,
impropriety of speech , is where
to make fruitful ; to imbody, to ſoak or the Speaker or Writer does not make
drink in.
uſe of proper and fignificant Expreſſions
Impregnation , the Ad of Impregna. or Words.
Impzovable, that may be improved.
ţing : In Chymiftry , it is when a dry Body
has drunk in ſo much moisture that it will
To improve, to better to promoteor
admit no more, or when one thing is filled advances to grow more refined, to make
with another.
a conſiderable Progreſs in ` Arts or Sci
Impreſe, ( I. ) an Emblem or Device ences.
Improvement, improving, betrering,,
with a Motto .
Impzels , ( L. ) Print, Stamp, or I. Progreſs.
Improvidence,
want of Forecat.
mage.
jmpjovident, that does not forelee,
To Impzels, to Print, or ſtamp on
the Mind, or on the Natural Faculties of or forecaſt, unheedful.
the Body:
Imprudence, Indiſcretion , Unadviſed.
Impreſſion , an imprinting, or ſtamp- neſs:
ing ; a Stamp, Mark , or Print ; alſo a Imprudent, unwiſe, unskilful, Incon
certain Number of printed copies or fiderate.
Impzuiamentum , ( O. L.) improve
Books.
To 3mpzeſs Soldiers of Seamen, ment of Land by Husbandry, ec.
to compel them to enter into the Publick
Impudence , Shameleſsneſs, Saucinels.
Service.
Impudent, Shameleſs, Graceleſs, Saucy.
Fmprett - Poney, Advance-Money gi
To Impugn a Doctrine of Opinion ,
to endeavour to confure it by Arguin
ven to Tuch Soldiers , & c,
To Imprime, ( in Hunting ) to unhar- ment.
3mpuiſſance , ( F. ) Want of Power or
bour, or diſlodge a Wild Beaſt:- A Deer is
allo ſaid , To be imprimed ,when ſhe is forc'd Means to ſucceed in an Affair ; Inability
for_performing the A & of Generation .
to forſake the Herd .
Impzimery, ( L.T. ) an Impreſſion,
Impulſe, ( L. ) Inforcement, Motion ,
of Print, alſo the Art of Printing, or a Perſwation .
3mpullion , a thruſting or puſhing on ,
Printing-Houſe.
Imprimings, ( 0. ) Beginnings, fira a conſtraining, or perſwading.
Eſſay .
Impulſive, that drives or thrufts for :
Imprimis, ( L. ) in the firſt Place, ward .
firſt of all ; a Word usd in the beginning
Impunity , a going unpuniſhed , an Ex
of Wills, Inventories, ác.
emption from Puniſhment.
Impure, unclean, filthy, lewd.
To Imprint, to engrave, or fix a
Jmpurity, Filthineſs,Uncleanneſi ,Lewd
thing in one'sMind.
To Impeiſon , ( F. ) to put in Priſon, nefs.
or in a Jail
Jmpurpled ,(Poetical Word ) dyed with
Impriſonment, Impriſoning, Confine a purple Colour.
ment.
Jmputation, imputing, or , laying to
Improbability, the State of thatwhich one's Charge.
Imputative, that is impured co anco
is improbable .
Improbable, that is not eaſie to be ther.
proved, unlikely.
To Tmpate, to attribute or aſcribe the
alſo to lay the Blame or
to one
Improbation, diſallowing, or diſap- Merit
Fault
on
one. ;
proving , diniking, or difike.
Jmrohoi Balla, the chief Maſter of
Imp?obity, Diſhoneſty, Knavery.
the Grand Seignior's Horſe.
Improper, inconvenient, unfit.
Tmum Cæli, ( L. ) a Term usd by
To Impropriate a Church -Living,
( I.T. ) to apply the Revenues of itio Aſtrologers for the fourth Houſe in a fie
gure of the Heavens.
one's own private uſe.
Impropriation, the Ad of impropri
Znability, ( F. ) 2 not being able os
ating , when a Lay-man is poterled of an capable.
Ecclefiaftical Living, and converts the Pro
Ir acceltible
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Inacceſſible, ( L. ) unapproachable, Gold , would turn to a Paft, and grow hot
with the Gold.
not to be comeat.
To Incamp, ( M. T. ) to pitch the
Inacceſſible Height 02 Dittance,
(in Geom . ) is that which cannot be mea. Tents, or build Huts on a ſpot of Ground
fur'd, by reaſon of ſome hinderance in conveniently choſen for that purpoſe.
I Jncampment, the Lodging of an Army
she way, as a Ditch, Water, doc.
Jinadequate Idea's , ( in Philof.) ſuch in the Ficid .
Idea's as afford but a partial and imperfect
Incantation , an Inchanting, or Charm
Repreſentation of thoſe Images which are ing ; an Inchantment,Charm, or Spell.
Jucantatoſ, an Inchanter, or Char
referr'd to by the Mind.
Jnadvertence or Jnadvertency, a ' mer.
Incapable , not capable, not able, un
not ſufficiently obſerving, Heedleſsneſs, O.
fic.
ver-light.
Jnaffable, not affable, diſcourteous , To Jncapacitate, to render uncapable ;
alſo fometimes to make able or fit for a
uncivil.
+ Inaffectation , Usaffectedneſs, a Buſineſs.
Incapacity, the not having Qualities or
being free from Preciſeneſs or Formality.
Inalianable, that cannot be alienated , Parts fufficient and neceffary to be in a
or made over to another.
Condition to do or receive a Thing.
+ Fnamiſſible, that can never be loft.
+ Incarceration, an Impriſoning, or
putting in Priſon.
Jnamozato, ( 1. ) a Lover.
Incarnadine or Incarnate, that is
Jnamoured , fallen in Love with .
Jnanimate, ( L. ) that has no Life or of a bright Carnation or Fleſh Colour:
Soul , Liteleſs, dead .
Incarnantia or incarnativa, ( L. )
Jnanition, ( in Philoſ. ) Emptineſs : Medicines that bring on Fleſh.
Among Phyſicians, Weakneſs, occafion'd
Jncarnate, made Fleſh, or that has
taken the Fleſh .
by wantof Nouriſhment.
A Devil Jncarnate, a Devil in the
Jnanity, a School.Term for abſolute
Shape of a Man ; a Deviliſh Man .
Vacuity or Emptineſs.
To Jlncarnate, (in Surgery ) to bring
Inappetency, want of Appetite or Sto.
mach ,
Fleſh upon , or to fill up with new Fleſh.
Inarticulate, not articulate, indiſtinct . Incarnation, afluming or taking of
Jnartificial, being without Art, Art- Fleſh. In Surgery, an incarnating, or mak.
lers .
ing Fleſh to grow : In Chymiſtry, a particu
Jnaudible, that is not to be heard.
lar way of purifying Gold .
An Incarnative, a Medicine that cau.
To Jnaugurate, to inftall, to Inveſt
ſes Fleſh to grow .
with an Office or Dignity.
Incaltelled, 1( F. ) narrow -heeld, or
Inauguration , the act of Inaugura
Hoof-bound.
ting.
Incendiary, ( L. ) one that ſets Fire
Inaurated, cover'd with Gold , gilded
over .
to Houſes, a Sower of Diviſion and Strife.
Inauration, ( among Apothecaries) a
Incenſe or Frankincenſe, a ſweet
gilding or covering of Pills, Bolus's, &c. ſmelling Gum , to make a Perfume.
with Leaf.-Gold.
Incenſe-wojt, an Herb.
Inauſpicious, unlucky, ill-boding.
To Jacenſe, to Inflame, or ftir up to
Inblaura, ( 0. L. ) the Product or Anger.
Profit of Land .
Jacenſozy, a Cenſer, or Perfuming
Inbożow and Dutbozow , ( in Old Pan.
Times) was the Office of him that was to
Uncentive, a . Motive, or ſocitement,
obſerve the Ingreſs and Egreſs of thoſe that any thing that provokes, or ſtirs up.
Travell'd between the two Realms of Incento , ( L. ) the ſame as Incendi
England and Scotland .
ary ; alſo one of the three forts of Singers
Inbjed, Natural, belonging to a par- in Parts ; he that fings the middle part,or
ticular Country :
Tenour.
Jncaleſcence, ( L. in Philos. ) is when
Inceptive, ( in Gram . ) as Verbs, Ince
a thing grows hot by ſome inward motion ptive, the ſame as Inchoatives. or working.
Inceptive Magnitude, the firſt Prin
Incaleſcent Mercury, Quickſilver pre ciples in Geometry, which though of no
par'd after a particular manner, which be- Maguitude themſelves,are yetcapable of
ing mingled with a due proportion of Leaf producing ſuch .
Inceptos
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Inceptoz, a Beginner ; particularly, one
Jnsblozes, the foremoſt Teeth, moſt
that has newly taken bis Degree in the commonly four in each Jaw .
Univerſity.
Inciſure, a Cut, or Gath.
Jnceration , ( in Pharmacy) a gentle
+ Incitation, a firring up, or provo
foaking of moiſture with ſomething that is king.
dry, till the Subſtance be brought to the
To Jntite, to ftir up , to egg, or ſpur
on .
Confiftence of Wax.
Jucellant, that does not ceaſe continual.
Incitement . Inducement, or Morive.
Incivil , unmannerly, clowniſh , rude .
Anceft, Marriage or Carnal Copulation
with one that is too near of kin .
Incivility, Unmannerlineſs, Rudenefs.
Inceſtuous given to, or guilty of Inceſt.
Inclauia, ( .0 . L, ) a Home- cloſe , or
Incloſure near a Houſe.
Inch, the twelfth part of a Font.
Incle, a fout of Tape.
Jnch of Candle, or Sale by Inch
Juclemency, a being void of Pity or
of Candle, is when the Goods of a Mer
chant being divided into ſeveral Parcels , Compailion ; Unmercirulneſs.
Inclinable, inclining to, prone, apr.
call'd Lots, the Buyers bid, during which
Inclination ,Natural Diſposition ,Prene.
time about an Inch of Wax Candle is
burning, and the latt Bidder, when the neſs , Apneſs: In Chymiſtry, the pouring off
Candle goes out, has the Lot or Parcel fo any Liquor from its Setik ment or Dregs .
expos'd to Sale.
In Geometry, the mutual tendency of two
To Jnchain ,to pur in Chains, or Fetters. Lines or two Planes towards each other, ſo
To Inchant, to Charm , or Bewitch. as to make an Angle .
Unchanter, a Wizzard, Sorcerer, or
Inclination of the Aris of the
Conjurer.
Earth, is the Angle which it makes with
Inchantment, a Charm or Spell.
the Axis of the Ecliptick .
Jnchantreſs, a Witch , or Sorcereſs.
Inclination of 'two Planes, is the
To Inchaſe, to ſet in Gold , Silver, doc. acute Angle made by two Linesgdrawn, one
In hepin, the lower Gut of a Deer.
in each Plane, and perpendicular to their
+ Inchoation ,a beginning of anyWork. common Şection .
inchoatives orJnceptives, (in Gram ) , Inclination of a piane, (in Dialling)
thoſe Verbs that expreſs a proceeding by is the ſmall Arch of a Vertical Circle, fer
degrees in any Adion.
pendicular to the Plane and the Horizon.
Unclinations of the planes of the
Incidencé, (in Opticks) the place where
two Lines or Rays meet.
Débits of the Planéts , to the Plane of
Incidence-point, that point in which the Ecliptick and thus : Saturn's Orbit
a Ray of Light is ſuppos'd co fall on a makes an Angle cf 2 Degrees 20 Minutes,
piece of Glaſs.
Jupiter's l Degree 23 Minutes,Mars's lit
Incident, happening to, or falling out tle leſs than 2 Digree', Venus's 3 Degrees
occaſionally.
20 Minutes , and Mercury's almoſt 7 De
An Incident, ( in Law ) a thing necel grees.
more
inclination of a planet , in an Arch
ſary, depending upon another as
principal ; ſo a Court Baron is incident to a of the Circie of Inclination included be
Manour.
tween the Ecliptick and the place of that
Jncineration , ( C. T. ) a reducing Planer in its Orbit.
the Bodies of Plants, Minerals, c. to A
Inclination of a Ray, ( in Dioptr:)
Mhes, by means of a violent Fire.
is the Angle made by that Ray, with the
To incircle, to encompaſs, or ſurround . Axis of Incidence in the firſt Medium, at
Incifton , a curring, or lancing: In Sut- the point where it meets or enters the ſe
gery, a cutting the Skin or Fleſh , to open a cond Medium .
Swelling. Alſo a Wound of the Scull, made Ini nation of a Right Line to a
by a cutting Inſtrument.
Plane, is an acute Angle, which that Line
Crucial zincilion , the cutting or lan- makes with any Line of the ſaid Piane, to
wards which it leans.
cing of a Swelling croſs -wiſe.
Inciſion -Knife, a Surgeon's Inſtrument
To Incline, to bow , or bend to, to
to make Incifions.
lean towards,
Jnctavi or Inciſores Dentes, ( in
Inclining Planes, are thoſe that lean
Anat. ) the four foremoſt Teeth in each to the Horizon .
Jaw .
Incloiſtered, ( F. ) fut up in a Cloiter,
Inciſivus Muſculus , a Muſcle t'iat or Monaſtry :
draws the upper Lip upwards.
To Incloſe, to fhut in, to fence a
bour.
3nciouse .
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Incloſure, a Place incloſed, or fenced

+ Incompenſable, uncapable of being
compenſated or recompenced.
To Jnclude, ( L. ) to ſhut, or take in s Incompetency, Inability, inſufficien
to comprehend, or contain .
cy .
Inclufio, ( L. ) afhutting or inclofing Incompetent, incapable, not duly qua
in , alſo a Rhetorical Figure, otherwiſe lified.
call'd Epanadiplofis.
Incompetible, unſuitable, not agreea
Jnciulon , an including, incloſing, or ble.
comprehending.
Incompleat, not compleat, not brought
Incluſive, apt to include, or compre- to Perfection .
hend.
Incompler Terms, ( in Logick ) are
Incogitancy, a not thinking or mind. Simple or lingle ones:
ing, Raſhneſs, Heedlefreſs.
Incompliance, a not being diſpoſed to
Incognito, ( 1.6. unknown ) ſaid of comply or bear with .
great Perfors that come to any place, and
Incompoſed, ill-favour'd, diſorder,
are deſirous not to be publickly taken noly .
Facompoñible Propoſition , ( in Lo
tice of
Incoherent, that does not ſuit, or agree gick) is that which affirms what another
denies.
well together.
Incompoſure,Diſorder, Confufion .
+ Incolumity, a being ſafe and ſound,
or free from all Danger.
Incomprehenäbility or Incompres
Incombuſtible, that cannot be burnt henſibleneſs , a being incomprehenſible or
inconceivable.
or conſum'd by Fire.
Income, Revenue, Rent, Profit.
Incomprehenſible, that carinot be com
Incommenfurable, ( L. ) that has prehended , or conceived .
not an equal Meafure or Proportion with
Jnconceivable, that is not to be con
another. In Algebra , Surd Roots are ſaid ceived or imagined.
to be Incommenſurable to Rational Num
+ Inconcinnity, Ungracefulneſs, Uno
bers .
handſomeneſs.
Uncommenfurable Numbers ſuch Jncongealable, not capable of being
Numbers as have no common Diviſor, that congealed or frozen.
can divide them both equally.
Incongruity, Unſuitableneſs, Unſeems
Jncomngenſurable Duantities, are lineſs : In Grammar, an impropriety of
Quantities that have no Aliquot Parts, or Speech : Among Naturaliſts, afProperty by
between which no common Meaſure of the which a fuid Body is hinder'd from uni.
kind can be found.
ting with any other fluid or ſolid Body that
Jncommenſurable Duantities in is different from it.
Power, is when between the Squares of Uncongquous, improper, unleemly.
two Quantities, nó Area or Content can
Inconnerion, the quality of things that
be found , that may ferve for a common are not linked or joyn'd together.
Inconſequency , a weakneſs inarguing ,
Meaſure, fo as exa & ly to meaſure both.
To Jncommode , to (cauſe Inconveni- when a Conſequence cannot be fairly drawn
the Premiſes.
from
ence, Prejudice or Hurt.
Jncommodious, unconvenient, unpro
Inconſequent, that does not follow or
reſult from .
fitable .
Incommodity , . Inconvenience , Trou . Inconfiderable, not worthy ofCone
ble.
fideration , or Notice , that is of little or
Jncommunicable, that cannot be made no Account.
con.mon or imparted to another .
Inconfiderancy, Inconfiderateneſs,
Jncompact, not cloſe faften'd ; not well Unadviſedneſs.
joynted, together
Inconfiderate, that does not conſider ,
Incomparable,being without compare, or weigh in Mind;' unadviſed .
that has not irs like, matchleſs.
Inconf gence or Faconliſtency, a be
Incompaſſionate, void of Compaſſion ing inconfftent.
or
Inconſiſtent, that is not confiftent, fui
a beieg incompati- tabience agreeableto
bleIncompatibility,
.
Jnconſolable, that cannot be comfort:
Jncompatible , that cannot ſubliſt or ed.
agree together, without deftroying one ano
Inconftancy, Unfteadineſs, Changeable
ther.
neſs.
Incontant,

in .
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Inconftant, fickle, wavering, uncer.
Incredulity, unaptneſs to believe, Un
belief.
tain .
Jincredulous that will believe nothing ,
Incontinency , a not abtaining from
unlawful Defires ; İntemperance, luftful hard cf Belief.
3ncrementum , ( L. ) Increaſe, Im
Inclination .
Incontinent, that has no Government provement ; a growing or riſing bigger.
In Rhetorick, a Figure wherein a Speech
of himſelf, unftay'd, unchafte.
Incontinentiy, immediately, preſent riſes up by degrees from the loweſt to the
higheå Pitch .
ly .
Jncrepation , rebuking, or chiding ;
Jnconvenience or Jnconveniency,
Rebuke, Check.
croſs Accident, Difturbance, Trouble.
Inconvenient, not convenient, trou
Jnerellent, (in Heraldry) a Figure re
bleſome.
ſembling the Moon not come to the Full.
Incruftation, a rough -cafting or para
Inconverſable , unfit for Converſa
tion.
getting.
Incubation or Jncubiture, (in Phi
Inconvertible, that cannot be changed
or altered .
lof. ) brooding or fitting upon Eggs as Birds
Incozding, a burſting or fallingdown do .
Incubuk, the Night-Mare, á Diſeaſe.
of the Guts into a Horſe's Cod, or Flank .
Incorporate, imbodied , as
Body Allo a Devil that has Carnal Knowledge
incorporate, i, e. a Company of Men Uni- of a Woman, under the firape of a Man .
ted into one Body.
To Jnculcate, to repeatand infift upon
To Incozpojaté, to imbody, to mingle, a thing often .
together ; to admit or receive into a so
Suculpable, upreproveable, unblamea
ciety : In Chymiſtry, and Philoſophy, to mix ble .
the Particles of one Body with another.
Incumbent, lying upon .
Incozpozatioň , an uniting, or joyning
An Incumbent,aClerk that is preferr'd
of one Body or Subſtance with another : to any Spiritual Living and is in poſſeſſion
Among Chymiſts, the mixture of dry and of it.
moitt Bodies together, ſo as to make one
To Jlntimber, to crowd or top ; to
clog, to hinder.
uniform Maſs.
Incumbzance, Hinderance, Stoppage.
Incozpozeal, that is whithout a Body,
Bodileſs
To Incut, ( L. ) to run upon er into,
Incozpozeity, the State of that which to fall under.
Incurable, that cannot be cured or
is incorporeal.
healed .
Incorrect, not corre& , faulty.
Incorrigible, paft Corre & ion, that
Justdion , an Inroad, or marching of
Soldier's into an Enemy's Country.
cannot be reclaimed.
Incøjrupt , uncorrupted, untainted .
Jincurvation , a cruokning or bowe
Tucozruptibility or incostuptible- ing :In Surgery, a Bunch or Swelling in
neis ,the State or Condition of that which the Back.
Incus, ( L. ) a Smith's Anvil. In to
is incorruptible.
Incozruptible, not ſubject to Cor, natomy, a Bone of che inner part of the
fuprion ; alſo that cannot be corrupted or Ear.
bribed .
+ Incuflion , a violent dalhing upon or
Jncraſantia, ( L. ) incraffating or into .
thickning Things.
+ Indagation, a diligent ſearching, or
To Jncraffate, to thicken or make ſeeking out.
thick,
To Judammage, to bring Cammage
To Jacreale ,( F. ), to grow , or to cauſe to, to hurt or prejudiće,
gro
to w .
To Jindanger , to expoſe to Danger or
4
Increaſed in Number, ( among Aftro . Hazard.
logers)a Planet is ſaid to be ro , when
To Jlndear, to make dear and beloved ,
by itsproper Motion it exceeds its mean to gain or cauſe Affe &tion .
Motion .
Índearment, that which indears or
Incredibility or Incredibleneſs , a caules Love.
being incredible , orpaí'd allBelief.
Indecency , ( L ) Unbecomingneſs.
Incredible, that is not to be believed,
Indecent, unhandſome, misbecomingo
Indecimable, thar is not cithable, or
furpaſſing Belief,
not liable to pay Tithes,
Nn
indeclinaa
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Indeclinable , ( in Gran .) that Noun
Jndian Wouſe, a little Creature which
is ſaid to beindeclinable or undeclined which creeping into the Mouths of Crocodiles,
eats up their Entrails and kills them .
does not vary the Caſes.
Indecozum , unſeemlineſs, unhandſome
Indicant Days, ( among Phyſicians) HDW!
thoſe Days which fignifie that a Crifis or
Carriage .
Indefatigable, that cannot be wea. Change in a Diſeaſe, will happen on ſuch a
a Day.
ried ,
To Indicate, to thew or diſcover.
Indefeafable or Indefeiſible,( F.L.T.)
Indication. ' an indicating or thewing
that cannot be defeated or made void .
Indefenſas , ( O. L. ) one that is im
a Symptom or Sign : Among Phyficians 1 :
pleaded and refuſes to anſwer.
and Surgeons, a Diſcovery of whatCourſe
Indefinite, that has no Limits or is to be taken in order to reſtore the Pa.
tient's Health ,
Bounds fet ; undefined , unlimited.
I
Indicative FF00D, ( in Gram . ) is 1,
3indelible, that cannot be cancelled, or
blotted out.
that Mood which fimply hews what is nu
To 3ndemnify, to ſaveor bear harmleſs affirmed .
from Damage.
Indicatoz , ( in Anat. ) one of the
Indemnity, a being indennify'd, or Muſcles that ſtretch out the fore-Finger.
Saved harmleſs. Allo a yearly Penfion of
Indicatoztus Maſculus, a Muſcle
12 d . or 2 s. paid in former times to the that turns the Eye alide.
Arch -Deacon, when aChurch was appropri
Indicatum . ( in Phyfick ) that which a
ate to an Abbey
ollege.
is fignified to be done in order to the Rea
Indemonftrable, that cannot be de- covery of Health .
monſtrated or proved .
Indicavit, a Writs by which the Patron 2
To Indent, to jag or notch .
of a Church may remove a Suit commenced
Indented, notched : In Heraldry, the againſt his Clerk from the Court Chriſtian
to the Queen's Court.
fame as Dent.
Indices Dies , the ſame as Critical
Indented, Line, ( in Fortif. ) a Line
running in and out like the Teeth of a Days,
Saw .
To Jindtct, to prefer a Bill againft an
Jndenture, a Writing that contains Ofender in due Courſe of Law .
Indictable, that may be ſo indicted or
ſome Agreement between ' two or more
proſecuted.
Perſons ; being indented on the top :
Jndiction, ( in Chronol. ) the space of* .
Independency, the ſtate of that which
is Independent, Abſoluteneſs.
Fifteen Years, a particular way of reckon.
Jndepentent, that has no Dependency ing Time, appointed by the Emperour
upon any one.
Conftantine the Great, in the room of the
Independents or Congregationas Olympiads.
Indictment, a Bill of Acculation pre
lifts, Diflenters, who manage all things
belonging to Church -Diſcipline, within ſented in a Court of Juſtice.
their own Congregations, and do not allow
Indifference or Indifferency, a noe
caring for, Unconcernedneſs.
any dependance on a National Church.
Indeterminate, undetermined , un
Jūdifferent, thatis of little or no Cone ,
cern ; that has no Affection or Love for ,
limited , undecided .
Ten
Indevotion, want of Devotion.
alſopretty good , or palable.
Jnder, ( L. ) a Token or Mark to hew
Jndigence, Poverty, Need , Want.
or direct, as the Hand of a Clock, dc.
Indigent, that is in Necefácy, Needy,
Alſo the Table of Matters contained in a Poor.
Book .
Indigeſted, not digeſted, confuſed, diſ.
JnderesorEcponents of Powers, orderd .
( in Algebra ) fhew the Order, Seat, or
Indigeſtible, that cannot be digeſted.
Place of each Power, as alſo its Number
Jndigettion , want of Digeftion, of
rawneſs in Stomach .
of Demenſions, doc.
India, a famous and valt Country of To Jndigitate, to ſhew , or point at,
Aſia .
as it were with the Finger .
Indian Crelles, an Herb .
Indígitation , a mewing ; a convin
Indian flowering Reed , a Plant that cing Proof , or plain Demonftration?
bears Flowers like the Corn - Flag of a
Indigites, ( L.) Demi-Gods, Heroes,
bright Crimſon Colour.
or Eminent Men, anciently enroll'd among
the Gods.
Indigas
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Jindignabundus, aMuſcle of the Eye, pofition , when a general Name or Term
made ute of in ſcornful Rerentments.
is reftrain'd by the Suppoſition to a parti
Indignation , Anger, Paſſion, Wrath. cular Thing ; as when 'tis Caid The Son of
Indignatorius suſculus, ( in Anat.) och a Man, and it is known that he had
the fourth ſtraight Mufcle of the Eye, fo but one Soa.
call’d, becauſe it cauſes thar Motion which
Judividuum Tagum , is that which ,
is peculiar to Men in the Pation of Anger. tho it fignifies but one thing, yet may be
Indignity, unworthy Uſage, Outrage, any of that kind ; as when we lay A
Man, 4 certain Perſon , or one did ſo, or
Affront.
Indigo, a kind of Stone brought our of lo.
Tndividbility , the Quality of thaç
Turkey, and commonly us'd by Dyers to dye
Blew
which is infiniwle .
Indiviûble, that cannot be divided ,
Indirect, ( L. ) not direct, or not up
right, unfair, unhandſome.
Indiviables, ( in Georg . ) ſuch Ele .
Indiſcernable, that cannot be diſcern ments or Principles as any Figure or Body
may be laſtly retolved into, and theſe in
ed or perceived .
Indiſcerpibility, (in Philos. ) a being each peculiar Figure are ſupposid to be in.
finitely ſmall.
infeparable
Indifcerptblt, that cannot be rent, di
Indiviſum , L. L. T. ) that which
vided , or ſeparated .
is in commo??, without any dividing, part
Indiſcreet, unwiſe, unadviſed, un- ing , cr haring.
wary
Indocible or Indocile, that cannot be
Indifcretion, wart of Diſcretion , or caucht, blockin.
Judgment.
Invoçility or Indocibility, an unapt.
Undiſcriminate, not ſevered , or diffe- neſs ro betaught, or to learn .
senced .
† To Judoctrinace , to inſtrut, os
Jndiſpenſable or Indiſpenſible, sot teach.
avoided.
difpented
or
with,
tobe
Indolence or Jndolency , a being in
To Jlndiſpot, to make unfit, or un- fenfiole of Pain or Grief.
capable.
Indo !ent, that feels no Pain.
*Indiſpored , not willing to do a thing ;
To Jndojle, to write on the back of
fick , or out of order.
a Deed fomething that relates to the Mat
Indtſpo tion , alteration of Health , Ill- ter contain d in it.
neis.
Undorſed, ( in Heraldry) Fiſh are ſaid
Jndiſputable, that is not to be dir- To bs born indorſed when they are repreſenc
ed with their Backs each to other,
puted , or queftioned .
Indiſolvable, hat cannot be diſlive !
Jadozſe nent, that which is indorſed or
Indiſſoluble, that cannot be looſed, written on the back of an Obligacion, Con .
broken , or undone.
veyariće ,
.
Jndiſtinct, notdiſtinct, confuſed.
Indzaugh ", a Gulph or Bay that runs
Indiftinguithable, not to be diſtin- in between two Lands.
guiſhed ,
Indubitable , ( L.) not to be doube,
To Indite, to compore, or deliver the ed, or queſtioned.
Matter of a Letter or other Writing.
Indubitate, undoubted.
Individual, belonging to an Indivia
To Induce, to lead to, to perſwade.
duum ; as Every individual Perfon.
Indicement, a Motive to a thing.
An Individual or Individutm , ( in
Induciary,' belonging to a League, or
Philof. ) a Body or Particle ſo fmail that it Truce.
cannot be divided : Among Logicians , Indi,
+ Indiciace, immediate, next ; as The
viduum is that which denotes but one only induciate Hiir of the Crown of England .
Perſon or Thing.
Jnducted, that has receivid Induction,
Individuuin Determinatum or almitted to the Po !felion of a Spiritual
Signatam , when the Perſon or Thing is Living.
determined , or named, as John, the River Induction , a bringing or leading ina ).
Thames, &c.
In Logick , a kind of imperfe
Syllogiím ,
Individuum Demonãtativum, is when the Species is gather'd out of nie
when a demonſtrative Pronoun is usd in Individuals, the Genus our of the Species,
the Expreſſions as This Man , that we and the Whole out of the Parts. In Law ,
man .
the putting of a Clerk in Poffeffion of his
Jndividuum er Hypotheli , or by Sups Chureba
TO
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Inerrablc , chat cannot err, infalli ,
To Jndulge , to cocker, or be fond of,
ble.
to make much of.
3ndulgence, Gentleneſs, Fondneſs, apt
Inert, ( in Philos. ) incapable of Adion,
neſs to bear with ; allo Forgiveneſs of Duggiſh, ſpiritleſs.
Sins granted by the Pope upon ſpecial Oc
Jnerticula, ( L ) a kind of Vine, the
Wine of which could not make one
caſions
Indulgent, gentle, kind , fond.
drunk .
Indult or Indulto, a ſpecial Grant
+ Jneſcation , a deceiving , or inyei:
made by the Pope to any Corporation , or gling.
private Pe lon, to do or obtain ſomething
Jneſcutcheon, ( in Heraldry) that Ef
contrary to the Ordination of the Canon- cutcheon which takes up a fifth partof the
Field , and is born in it as an Ordinary.
Law
Jn Effe, ( L. in Being ) a Law -Phraſe,
Undult of Kings, a Power granted
them by the Pope to nominate to Confifto- a thing that is apparent and viſible,
havinga real Being.
rial Benefices
Indurable, that may be indured , or
nedimable, that cannot be ſufficiente
ly valued .
born .
Inevitable , not to be ſhunned , or ag 3:
Indurantia , , ( L. ) hardening Medi
voided .
'cines.
To Indurate, to harden , or make
Jnexcuſable, that is not to be excu
ſed .
hard .
Jnduration , the Ad of making hard.
Inexhauſtible, that cannot be drawn
To jnoure , co fuffer, or bear ; to con out , or emptied .
nerozáble, that will not be perlwa.
tinue, or laſt
Indulium , ( L. ) a shirt, or Shift : ded, or entreated .
In Anatomy, the innermoſt Coat that co
Jinexpedient, that is not expedient or
vers a young child in the Womb, other- fit.
Jnexperience, want of Experience, or
wiſe callid Aranion .
JInduſtrious, laborious, pains-taking, skill.
Jnerperienced, that has no Experi.
diligent.
Induſtıy, Pains, Labour, Diligence. ence.
To Inebziate, properly to make drunk,
Jnexpiable, not to be expiated , or ao 2:31
to beſot, to make proud , or conceited.
toned for.
Inexplicable, that cannot be explaia.
Inebzia ion, the Act of Inebriating.
ed .
Jne hed (0. ) putin .
Jnedia, ( L. ) want of Meat and
Jnerpzeflible, that cannot be exprel
Drink ; among Phyſicians, Abſtinence ,when fed , unutterable.
Inexpugnable, not to be taken or won
one ears leſ than formerly.
Ineffable, unſpeakable, not to be ut- by Force.
tered, or expreſſed.
Inertinguiñable, not to be put out
Ineffable Aumbers, the ſame as or quenched .
Surd Numbers .
Hnextirpable, that cannot be extirpa
Ineffecrive or Ineffectual, that has ted , or rooted out.
not rid
no Effect , fruitleſs.
Jnertricable, that one can
Jlnefficacious , that is of no Efficacy, himſelf or get our of.
Force , or Virtue .
Inecuperable, not to be overcome, or
Unemendable , (in old Times ) ſuch a ſurpaſſed .
Crime was ſaid to be inemendable, as could
Fnfallibility, a Faculty of never er
ring:
not be atoned for by a Fine.
Jnenarrable, that cannot be declared,
3infallible, that cannot err , or be de
ceiv'd , neverfailing.
or related .
Inept, unmeer, unfit, weak , filly.
Infamous that has an ill Name,
neptitude, Unaptneſs, Incapacity, Deo Scandalous.
Feå .
Infamy, Diſgrace, Diſcredit, Shame.
Jn quality , unequalreſs, Unevenneſs,
Jnfancy, the firſt State of Human
Unlikeneſs.
Life, which is reckon'd from the firſt
Jnergetical Bodies 02 Particles, Year to the ſeventh .
(among Naturaliſts) ſuch as are unađive
3 /nfangtheft, ( S. L. T. ) a Privilege
and fluggih.
to pafs Jugdment upon any Theft commit .
3.nerrability , 'Infallibility,
ted within the Juriſdiction of the Lords of
certain
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certain Manours by their own Servants.
Infinitive Wood, (in Gram . ) a Mood
3nfant, a young child , In Law . fo call’d, becauſe it is not limited either by
all Perſons are ſo reputed before the Age Number or Perſon , as other Moods are .
of 21 Years.
Infinity or JInfiniteneſs, Endleſsneſs,
3nfante's and Infanta's, all the Unreaſurableneſs.
Infirm , weak, feeble, crazy, fick .
Sons and Daughters of the Kings of Spain
and Portugal, except the Eldeſt, who are ly.
Infirmary, an Apartment for Sick Peo
fyld Principe and Princeſa.
Jnfanticide, Infant-killing, a murder.ple in á Monaſtery, or Hoſpital.
Infirmity, Sicklineſs, Weakneſs , Fec.
ing of young children.
3nfántry, ( M. T. ) the whole Body bleneſs.
of Foo'.Soldiers.
+ Infiftulated, turned to , pr full of
Jnfatigable or Indefatigable, not Fiſtula's.
to be tired, or wearied.
To Infix, to fix or falten in the Mind .
To Infatuate, to make fooliſh , to be.
To Intiane , to enrage, or incenſe, to
witch , or befot.
put in a Paffion .
Jnflainmable, apt to catch, or take
Infatuation, an infatuating.
To Infect, to communicate to another Fire.
Inflammatiou , a bliſtering Heat, a
Corruption, Poiſon, or Peſtilence , to cor
rurt, or taint.
Swelling of the Blood in the flesh and
Infection, a Plague, Corruption, or Muſcles, ſo as to cauſe Heat, Redneſs; Beat.
ing and Pain.
Srench, that is apt to annoy others.
Infectious,noiſome, tainting , catching.
Inflate , ſwoln , or putt'd up with
Jnfecundity, Barrenneſs, Unfruitfulneſs. Wind.
To Infeeble, to make feeble, to weak
Inflation , a puffing up, a windy Swel.
en .
ling, the ſtretching out of a Part by win.
Infelicity, Unhappineſs, Unluckineſs. dy Humours.
To 3nfcoft, ( L. T. ) to unite, or Inflection, (in Opticks )'a manifold Re
fraction of the Rays of Light, caus'd by
joyn to the Fee.
Inſeoffmcnt, an infeoffing, a Settle the unequalthickneſs of any Medium.
ment in Fee .
Inflection - Point of a Curve , ( in
To Infir, ( L. ) to conclude, to draw Geom. ) the Point or Place where the Curve
or crooked -Lin’d Figure begins to bend
& Conſequence.
Inference, Concluſion, Conſequence. back again a contrary way :
Jufleribility or Inflertbleneſs, an
Inferiozity, lower Rank, or Degree .
Inferiour, that is of a lower Degree, inflexi le Humour, Obſtinacy, Stiffneſs.
er Merit.
37 ufierible, that cannot be bended, or
Inferiour Planets, (in Aftron .) ſuch bowed , not to be perlwaded, or prevail'd
as ar” plac'd below the Orbit of the Sur . upon .
Jnferiours, Perſons of a meaner Qua
To Inflict, to lay a Puniſhment up
on .
lity, or lower Rank.
Infliction, the A & .of Inficting.
Infernal, belonging to Hell, Helliſh .
Influence, a fending forth Virtue or
Infernal Stone, a burning Compo
fition, us’d by Surgeons, and to calla Power, the feet of the Heat and Light
from the exquilite Pain it cauſes in the of the Heavenly Bodies ; alſo the Power
that a Superiout has over an Inferiour.
Operation.
To Influence , to have Influence upon ,
Infertile, unfruitful, barren .
Infertility or Jnfertileneſs , Un. to have Power over.
fruitfulneſs, Barrennets .
Fatlur, a fi.wing or running in, eſpcs
cially of one River into another.
To 3 nfeft, to annoy, or crouble.
To Inföld , to fold , or wrap up .
Infibulation,
buttoning
buck
a
or
+
I'ng in , a claſping together.
To Jinfozce, to prevail upon by force
Infidel, an Unbeliever, one that is a of Arguments.
Stranger to the Chriftian Faith.
Infoztement, ſuch a Compulfion or
Jnfidelity ,ſuch Unbelief,the Srate of an Conitraine.
To Jnform , to give notice, to tell ; to
Unbeliever ; allo Unfaithfulneſs,Dinoyalty .
Jnfimus Center , ( L. in Anat. ) the inſtruct, or teach.
lowermoſt of the three Venters of a Human Jn Forma Dauperis, ( L. P. ) when
Body, the lower Belly.
a Perſon, after having made Oath befcre a
3nfinite, that has no Terms, Limits, or Judge that he is not worti sto nis Debts
paid ,
Bounds; endkís, boundleſs.
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paid, is admitted to ſue under Form of a Urine paſſes to the Ureters and Bladder ,
Poor Man ; ſo as to have Counſel affign'd
To Jnfuſe, to pour in , or inco, to ſteep
to manage his Buſineſswithout any Fees.
or ſoak , to inſpire, or endue with.
n , the Ad of infuſing, pouring
g,
Jnfuſio
tion
Ad
telling
informin
,
Informa
vice, Inſtruction ; an Acculation , or Charge in , & c . In Pharmacy, a ſteeping of
Roots, Leaves, or Drugs, in ſome conve
brought againft one.
Informatus non fum , (i. e. I am nient Liquor, in order to draw out their
not informed ) a formal Anſwer made by Virtue.
an Attorney in Court, when he has no more
3 \ng, ( Da. ) a Meadow or low Ground.
to ſay in defence of his Client.
Ingemination, a doubling, a repeat
Jlnfozmed Stars, ſuch fixed Stars asing of the ſame Word again.
are not ranged under any form or particu
To Jngeminate, to redouble, to re
peat often ,
lar Conſtellation :
Jafozmer , one that in any Court of Ingeminated, ( among Florifs) is when
Judicature informs againſt, or proſecutes one Flower ftands or naturally grows out
of another.
thoſe that tranſgreſs any Law .
3infozmous, (in Philos.) that is without
To Ingender, to beget, to produce, to
breed .
Form ,Faſhion, or Shape.
Infortunate or Unfoztunate,unlucky,
Jogenerated, ngt ingendered, not prom
duc'd by Generation .
or unhappy:
Infoztunes , the Planets Saturn and
Ingenio, (in Barbadoes) a Houle or
Mars, ſo termed by Aſtrologers, upon ac- Mill where Sugar is made.
count of their unfortunate Influences.
Ingenious, quick-witted, full of Wit.
To Infranchiſe, ( F.L. T. ) to make
Ingenite, inbred , bred by Nature, Na
a Free -man , or Denizen ; to incorporate tural.
into a Society ,or Body Politick.
Ingenium, ( L. ) Natural Quality or
Jnfranchiſement , the Ad of Infran- Diſpoſition : In old Records, an Engine, In .
chiſing, or ſetting free , &c. Delivery, Dif. ftrument, or Device.
Ingenuitas Regni, ( 0. L. ) the
charge.
Infra Scapularis # uſculus ( in Frechelders, or Comn.onalty of the King.
Anat.) a Murcle of the Arm which ariſes dom : Allo ſometimes the Great Lords, and
from the lower fide of the Scapula , or King's Common-Council.
Shoulder -blade.
ingenuity, Ingeniouſneſs, quickneſs.of
Infra Spinatus Pulculus or Su- Wit ; alto Ingenuouſneſs, Sincerity.
Pia Scapularis Inferior, a Muſcle of Ingenuous, free, open , fincere, plain .
the Arm is ſo nam'd from its being plac'd
Ingeny, Genius, Natural Diſpofition.
below the Spine.
Ingettéd, put in, as Ingeſted into the
+ Jafrangible, that cannot be broken . Mouth .
Ingeftion, the Act of ingefing.
Infrequent, that 'happens but ſeldom ,
uncommon .
Jugle, a Boy hir'd to be abufed con
Infrication or Hnfriction , a rubbing trary to Nature :Alloa North Country Word
for Fire or Blaze.
or chafing in.
Inglozious, that is of no Renown, or
To Jnfringe, to trangreſs, or break a
Repute, Dishonourable.
Law , Cuftom , Privilege, & c.
Ingot, a little Wedge or Maſs ofGold
Infringement, ſuch infringing, Viola
or Silver
tion , or Breach .
on
+ Infucati , alaying on of Drugs or
TO Jugzaft, to ſet a Graft or young
artificial Colour onthe face ; a colouring, Shoot into the Stock of a Tree ; to implant,
fix in the Mind.
or
iſing
or diſgu
.
Ingjailed, ( in Heraldry) notched 2 .
Infundibuliformis , (among Herba
lifts ) any Flower that is hap'd like a Fun- bour, as A Bordureingrailed .
3 /ngzate, ( L. ) ungrateful, unthank
nel.
Jnfundibulum , ( L. ) a Funnel, for ful.
Ingzatiate 'one's ſelf, to curry
To
.
Veſſels
into
the pouring off Liquors
Infindibulum Cerebzi, ( in Anat ) Favour,to endeavour to gain another's good
the Brain -Tunnel, a hollow place in the Will,
Root of the Brain, by which ' ferous . Ex
Jngratitude, Ungratefulneſs,Unthank
fulneſs.
crements are diſcharged.
Ingredient, ( L , ) one of the Simples
Infundibulum Renum ,the Pelvis,
or Balin of the Rçins, chro ' which the that are put into a Compound Medicine,
Sauce , C.
Ingree ,
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Ingree, ( 0. ) in good part.
Jnhoc or Inhoke, ( 0. L. ) a Corner
Ingiels . ( L. ) an entrance upon, or of a common Field plough'd up and fow'd.
Jnhoſpitable, not given to Hoſpitality ,
goinginto : In Aftronomy, the Sun's entring
the firft Scruple of any of the four Cardi. uncivil, diſcourteous.
nal Signs, eſpecially Aries.
Jnboſpitality, Rudeneſs to Strangers ;
Ingrellu, a Writ, whereby aMan ſeeks Churlihneſs.
Entry or Admittance into Lands or Tene.
Inhumane, void of Humanity, Darba.
ments,
sous,
Ingrellu ad communem Legem , a
, Sa
,
,
Writ that lyes where a Tenant makes a Fo- vageneſs.
offment and dies ; ſo that he in Reverſion
Jnhumation, a burying, or putting
mall have the ſaid Writ againſt any Per- into the Ground : In Chymiſtry, it is when
ſon that is in the Land.
two Pots ( the bottom of the uppermoſt
Jngiefius, an Entrance, or Beginning: being full of little Holes) are cover'd with
In Law ,a Dury which the Heir at full Age Earth, and afterwards a Wheel- fire is made,
anciently paid to the Chief Lord for en cauſing the Vapours to ſweat thro' in the
tring upon the Lands that were fallen to Di& illation.
hin .
Inhumed, buried .
To Inject, to caft, or ſquirt in.
In gloſs, ( L. T. ) that which pecu
liarly belongs to the Perſon of the Lord, Injectio Jntefinalis , ( L. P. T. ) a .
Clyfter.
andnottoanyManour, Lands, & c.
To Ingroſs, to write over the Draught Injection , an inje &ting, or cafting in ,
of a Deed in a more fair and ample man- the conveying ofſome liquid Medicine into
ner , allo to buy up any Commodity in the Woundsor hollow Parts of the Body by
groſs, to foreſtall.
means of a Syringe , Glifter, &c .
Ingloffatoz magni Rotuli, an Officer
3nimitable, that none can imitate , or
in the Exchequer, commonly calld Clerk do the like.
the
Pipe.
of
Iniquity, : want of Equity, Injuſtice,
Ingzoffer, a Clerk that ingroſſes, or Wickedneſs.
writes Records, Conveyances, bc. on Skins
Iniſmen , ( i, e. the White Iſland) a
of Parchment : Alſo one that buys up Corn Name anciently given to the Illand of
growing, or dead Vi&tuals, to ſell again. Great Britain.
Initial, beginning ,as An initia! Leta
Ingioffing of a Sfine, is when the
Inderituręs are drawn up by the Chirogra- ter , i. e. a Letter that begins a Word .
To Hnitiate, to inſtruct in the firſt
pher, and deliver'd to the Party to whom
the Cognizance is made.
Principles or Grounds of any Myſtery , Art,
Ingzolsment, the Ad of Ingroſſing. or Science.
Juitiation, the A& of Initiating:
Inguen, ( L. ) the Groin , or Share,
# Jngurgitation, a greedy ſwallow , Injucundity, Unpleaſantneſs.
ing, or gluttonous devouring.
Injudicicus, void of Judgment, or Diſ
To Fnhabit, to live or dwell in.
cretion .
Inhabitable, uninhabitable, that can .
Jnium, ( L. in Anat. ) the beginning
not be inhabited .
of the oblongated Marrow .
Jnhabitant, one that dwells or lives
Injunction, a Command , or Order :
In Law , a Writ grounded upon an Order
in aplace.
Inherency or Inheſon, the Quality in Chancery to give Poſſeſſion to the Plain
of that which ſticks cloſe.
tiff, or to ſtay rigorous Proceedings in a
Inherent, ſticking falt in, cleaving nother Court.
to.
To Injure, to wrong, or abuſe, to in
To Jnherit , to get by Inheritance, or dammage.
Succeffion .
Injurious, wrongful, hurtful, offer
Inheritance, (in Lav) is a ferpetual five.
Injury, Wrong, Abuſe , Offence.
Right in Lands or Tenements, to a Man
and his Heirs.
Injuſtice, an unjuſt Act, unfair or hard
Dealing.
To Inhibit, to prohibit, or forbid.
Inhibition , the act of forbidding : In
Ink, a Liquor to write with : In Fal
Law , a Writ forbidding a Judge to pro- conry, the Neck of any Bird that the Hawk
ceed farther in the Cauſe depending before preys upon ;
him .
To Inkindle, to light, to catch fire , to
break out.
Do Jubtid , ( 0. ) to infuſe.
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Innavigable, not to be failed on , un .
An Iskling of a batter, a ſmall Ru
mour, a Hint.
pallable forany Ship or Boat.
Inlagary, ( L. T. ) a reſtoring of one
Innereft, ( 0. ) innermoſt.
outlawed to the King's or Quicen's Pro.
Innings , Lands recovered from the
tection .
Sea, by draining and banking.
Innocence or Innocenčy, ( L.) Guilt
Inlagh or Jnlaagh, ( S. ) a Perſon
fubje & to the Law ,one that was included leſneſs, Harmleſneſs.
Innocent, inoffenſive, guildeſs, harmº
in ſome Frarik-pledge, and not outlawed .
Inland, tituated in the main Land , or leſs ; alſo fimple, filly ,
Heart of a Country.
An Innocent, an !Idiot, a filly half.
Inand, ( S. L. T. ) that inner Land witted Perſon.
cr
or part of a Manour which lay next
Innocents -Day, commonly call'd Chile
moſt convenient for the Lord's Manſion - dermas-day, a Feftival kept Décember 28
remembrance
in
of the innocent Children
Houſe.
Jnland - stils , ( in Traffick) Bills paya- whom Hirod caus’d to be put to Death
ble in the fame Land in which they are at Chrift's Nativity .
drawn.
Innominata Dita, ( in Anar. ) the
Inland- Town, a Town feated får in Nameleſs Bones, two largé Bones placd; on
the ſides of the Os Sacrum .
the Land .
Jnnoininata Cunira Dculi, a cer
Inland - Trade, Trade that is managed
tain Coat of the Eye which wants a Name.
wholly
in one Country .
To Inlarge, so make large,to diſcourſe
Innominatus humoz, one of the
four Secondary Humours with which the
at Jarge upon a Subject.
thought the Body to be nourith
Ancients
ſet
being
a'
an
inlarging,
Inlargement,
ed .
at Liberty :
To Jnlay, to Work in Wood or Metal,
Innoteſcimus,Letters Patene ſo calld,
with ſeveral Pieces of different colours cu- which arealways ofa Charter ofFeoffment,
or ſome other Deed not of Record .
tiouſly ſet together ,
Inlealed or Enleared, ( F. ) catch'd in
To Innovate, to lay aſide old Cuſtoms
and bring up new one's .
A Leate or Snare, intangled .
Inlet , an Entrance, or Paſſage into.
Innovation , a bringing in of new
To Unlighten, to give Light to.
Cuſtoms or Opinions ; Alteration , Change.'
Inmate, a Lodger.
Innovatoz, a Perſon that brings in
In Poite or potentia, ( L. ) a Law . new Cuſtoms, & c.
Phraſe us'd when a thing is not at preſent,
Jnnorioas, that does no Hurt, or Harm ,
harmleſs.
butmay be hereafter.
Jnnuendo , a Word us’d in Writs, or De.
Jnn, a Publick -Houſe in a City, or
Town, for the Entertainment of Travel. clarations, to declare a Perſon , or Thing,
lers.
that was mention'd before obſcurely, or left
Inns of Chancery, eight Houſes ap- doubtful.
pointed for Young Students in the Law ,
Innumerable, that cannot be number'd
viz . Bernard's Inn, Clements Inn, Clifford's numberleſs.
Inn , Furnival's Inn, Lion's Inn, New -Inn,
Innutrition , a nouriſhing, or bringing
Staplo-Inn, and Thary's Inn .
op .
+ Inobſerbabit, not to be obſerved,
Inns of Court, four other particular
Houſes or Colleges eftabliſh'd for the Enter. unworthy of Obſervation.
To Inoculate, to graft in the Bud.
tainment of Students in the Law, viz .
Jinoculation, the act of Inoculating ,
Gray's Inn, Lincoln's Inn , the two Temples,In
mer and Middle.
a kind of grafting, when the Bud of one
Sergeants Inns , two Houſes of a Fruit-Tree is ſet into the Stock or Branch
higher Rank , fet a.part for the Judges and ofanother.
Sergeants at Law.
Inodorous, that is without Scene, un
perfumed .
To Inn, to Lodge at an Inn .
Tnoffenſive, that gives no Offence,
To Jnn Coin , to lay it up in a Store
houſe .
harmleſs.
Innate, (L. ) inbred , natural.
Inofficious , backward in doing one
Innate Principles, certain Origiral any good Office , or Turn ; diſcourteous.
Notions or Characters ſaid to be famp'd
Jnomed, ( 0. ) taken , obtained .
on the Mind of Man, when it firſt receives
Inopinate, unthought of, anexpected ,
its Being.
unlooked for.
3nozdinate,
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Inozdinate, chet is out of Order , or
Jn [attate or Jufaturable, that can .
Array ;, diſorderly.
not be filled, 'or ever have enough.
3ropganical,that wants Organs or In .
Inſconced, a Term us'd, when part of
Aruments proper for any Motion or Ope- an Army is ſecured with a Sconce, or ſmall
Fort.
ration,
To Inſcribe, ( L. ) to write in or
Inpzigil, ( 0. L.) Accomplices, or A.
betters.
upon .
Jnqueſt, Loquiry , Search , eſpecially
Infcribed Bodies, the ſame as Reggae
lar Bodies.
thatmade by a Jury
Inſcribed figures, choſe that are
The Court of Jaquett, at Gwild -ball,
Londow, a particular Court that determines drawn within others.
Inſcript
one
by
Debt
for,
preferre
all Complaints
ion , a Title, Name, or Chai
d
Citizen agzintt another, under the Sum of fra & er , written or engraven un any thing.
405.
Jnfcrutable, unſearchable, unfathoma
Tágutetudes Unquietneſs, Difquiet, ble.
Reflerneſs
.
To Inſculg, so engrave, carve, of,
Juqutrable, that may be inquired a. cut.
Jnfect, any kind of ſmall living Cream
bour, or ſearched into .
To Inquire, to ask, or demand ; to ture that creeps or Aies, as woms, Pile
mires, dc.
examine, or ſearch into.
Faquirenda, ( L. T. ) an Authority
Inſectatio, ( L. ) a railing or inveigh
given to one or more Perſons to Inquire ing againſt one. Allo a Rhetorical Figure
into ſomething to the Queen's Advancage. Otherwiſe caled Chleraſmus.
Inquiry, Search .
Inſectatoj, a Railer, Slanderer, cr
Inquifition, ftri& Inquiry , or Search : Backbiter : In old Records, a Proſecutor, or
In Law , a manner of proceeding in Cri. Adverſary at Law .
minal Matters by the Judge, or by the
+ Julection , a curring into.
great Inqueft, before Juftices in Egre.
Inſecure, that is not tëcure, unſafe.
The Inquifition or the Spanish In
Inſen ate, Senſeleſs, Mad , folih.
qulation, a great Council firct appointed
Inlenuble, that has no Senſe, or Feel
by Ferdinand the Catholick King of Spain ing , alo nor to be felt or perceived.
to make care that all Moors and Jewos living
Inſeparable, that cannot be ſeparated ,
there be Baptized. But the Power of this or parred .
execrable Tribunal is now exercis'd with
To Inſert, to put, or bring in.
barbarous Gruelty againit Chriftians, under
Inſertion, an inſerting, or putting be
the Notion of Hereticks, and even againſt ween
allthat are not ſtanch Roman Catholicks.
To Inſerve, to bear a part in, or pro
Ingulative, deſirous to know every more.
cable,unſerviceable, unprofi
thing, curious, prying.
Inſerviceable,
Inquiftoj, a Sheriff. Coroner, &c. table.
having Powerto inquire into certain Ca
Inſeffus, ( L. ) a Bath for the lower
fes ; allo one of the Judges of the Bloody Parts, in which the Patient ſits down to the
Popiſloquiñtion - Tribunal,
Navel .
+ Inſetena, (S.) an Indiech .
To Jačage, to put in a Rage, to make
Mad.
+ Inficcation , ! ! .. ) a drying .
Inädiatozes Gi:rum , 0, L.) Way •
To Jarich , to make rich , to adorn, or
imbellich .
layers, or ſuch as lye in wait, to inſnare ,
·Jnroad or Jnrode, the Invaſion of a or deceive.
Country by Enemies.
Inldious, inlaring, treacherous, de.
To Nnróll, to ſet down in a Roll, or ceirful.
Lift; torecord , or regiſter.
Unlight, Hint, Light, Know ledge of
Jnrollment, an inrolling, & c. In Lavo, a Maerer.
the regiſtring or en'tringof any lawfulAa ,
Jnftgnificancy, Unprofitableneſs, Va
asa Recognizance, or fine in the Rolls of nirv.
Chancery, & c.
Jnfignificant, that ſignifies nothing ,
ľ
FreInlanta
nzy, Doraorge.amentia, ( L. ) Madneſs, inconſiderable.
Jufltum , ( O. R. ) deftrudive Coun
Falatiable, that cannot be ſatisfied fel, ill Advice.
Infimul Tenuit, one of the kinds of
wich Meator Drink.
the Writ call's Formidon ,
TO
Oo
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To Jinanuate , to intimate to give a of Air or Breath by the Dilatation or
ä hint of ; alſo to wind or ſcrew one's ſelf widening of the Chef.
into Favour.
To Inſpire, to prompt, to put into
Infinuation , an infinuating, intima- ope's Mead, to endue or fill with .
.
sing,& c.In Rhetorick,a crafty Addreſs where
To Jnſpirit, to put Life and Spiritînto
by we cover the Favour of the Audience. one.
Jnfinuation of a will, ( C. L. ) the
+ Jinſpiflation, a thickning, or ma
firft production or the leaving it in the k ingthick .
Regiſter's Hands, in order to its Probate.
Inſtability, Unſteadineſs, Unfedfaft
Hulinuative, aft to inſinuate; enga- nels.
ging,
Juſtable, unſtable, inconftant, uncer .
inſipid, having no Taſte, or Reliſh, win.
unſavoury : alo Hat, or dry, in ſpeaking
To Unfall, to put in Poffeffion of an
of a Treatiſe , Difcourſe, Poem, & c.
Office, Order, or Benefice.
Infipidity, a being inſipid , unſavoury. Jntallation or Inſtallment, the Aą :
+ Inüptence, wantof Knowledge, Foo- of Initalling : In Law , a Settlement, or
lithneſs.
fureplacing in.
To Infitt, to ſtand much upon, to urge,
Inſtance, Entreaty, Motion ; allo Mo
or be inſtant"; In Geometry, the Angles del, Example, or Poof.
in any Segment are ſaid to be infifting , or
To inſtance, to prodace or bring Inc 4
ftanding upon the Arch of another Segment Itances.
below .
Juffant, eager upon a Thing, earnek ,
3rifitio, ( L.) Grafting , the letting of preffing ; ncar at hand, preſent.
An Iultant, a Portion of Time ſo
any Cion or B ud into the Stock of a
Tree.
ſmall, that it cannot be divided , a kort
To 3 nflave, to make a Slave or Drudge Moment.
Inſtauration , a reſtoring to the for
TO Inſurare, to draw into a Snare.
merSate , a repairing, or renewing.
Inlocrable, not ſociable, not fit for
Jlnftaurum , ( O. R. ) the wholeStock
Society or Converſation .
upon a Farm , as Cartel, Waggons, Ploughs,
Jnſolation , a laying in the Sun: In and all otherImplements ofHusbandry.
Inftaurum Ecclefise, the Veltments,
Phyſick and Chimiftry, the Digeſtion of any !
Ingredients or Mixd Bodies , by expoſing | Plate, Books,and otherUtenfils belonging
Sun-beams.
to
the
them
to a Church.
Fnſolence or Intolency, Saucineſs,
To Hnttigate, to egg, or ſet on ; to
Impudence, Haughtineſs .
to provoke to.
Jnſolent, faucy, bold, proud .
Tuitigation an inftigating, fetting on
Inſoluble, that cannot be ſolved , or sc. Motion, Sloicitation .
loofed.
Inſtigatoz, an Incourager, ap Aber:
Inſolvency, the Condition of one who ter.
is not in a Capacity to ſatisfie his Credi
To Inſtiil, to pour in by little andlittle,
tors .
to let fall drop by drop;; to infuſe Principles,
Inſolvent, not able to pay.
or Notions.
+ Uluſoinnious , troubled with Dreams, Inftillation , the A& of Inſtilling.
full of Dreams .
Ilulinit, a naturalBent or Inclination,
>
TO 3Inſpect, to look narrowly into, to eſpecially that of Brute Beafts.
overſee.
An Inltitute , an Order or Rule of
3nſpection , overſeeing, inſights look- Life.
ing on or into.
Inſtitutes, Principles, Ordinances, Pre
cepes : Alſo the Title of a noted Collegion
Inſpecto ?, an Overſeer.
Inſperſion , a ſprinkling on.
of Roman Laws made by Order of the
Inſperimus , Letters Patent ſo calla, Emperour Juſtinian.
becauſe they begin after the Queen's Title
To jnáitute, to ordain, or appoint ;
with this Word Inſpeximus, i.e. We have to eſtabliſh, or found.
d
conſider'
view'd , or
.
Jntitution , Eftabliſhment, Appoint
Inſpiration , an inſpiring, or breathing ment. Alſo bringing , or training up ; In
into :In Divinity, that Heaveniy Grace which itruction , Education .
fills the Sou!, with extraordinary and fu
Inſtitution to a Benefice, is the
pernatural Gifts.In Anatomy,thetaking in Bishop'sputtingaClerk in Pofleflion of the
Spirituality
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Spirituality of a Redory or Parſonage for
To Intangle, to swift together, to pera :
the Cure of Souls.
plex, or confund .
bring
Intanglement, an intangling
To Intruct, to teach , to train or
Integer, ( L : in Arithi a whole Num
up.
Jnfraction, Education, Breeding , Preber, ſuch as fignifie any entire thing, as
cept, or Order.
one Pound, one Ounce , doc.
Integja !, belonging to an Integer, en
Jnltructions, Directions in a Bufineſs
of Concernment.
tire, whole . In Philoſophy, Integral parts )
aſtructive, apt to inftru & , full of In- are thoſe Parrs that make up the whole.
Atruction .
+ Integzation, a making whole, re
Jnftrument, a Tool to do any thing foring, or renewing:
Jutegrity, Honeſty, Uprightneſs.
withal: Allo a Publick , Deed, or Writing,
+ Integument, a Covering, a Gar•
drawn up becween two or more Parties.
Jatrumental, belonging to an Inftrument to cover the body.
ment ; that contributes to, or is ſerviceable
Jntellect, that Faculty of the Sout
as a means.
which is commonly call'd the Underſtand
InCuccation, ( in Pharmacy) the moiften. ing .
Intellectual, belonging to the Under
ing of Aloes, or other Drugs, with the
ſtanding
Juice of Violers, or Roſes, & c.
Jnteilectuals, the Powers and Proper
Inſucceſsful, that has no good Succeſs,
Unfortunate .
ties of the Underſtanding.
Intelligence, the good Underſtanding,
Inſufficiency , Inability, incapacity.
and Friendſhip that is between ſeveral Per
Inſufficient , not ſufficient, unable.
Inſular. belonging to an INand.
fons ; A ſo the Correſpondence that States
Jnlult, Outrage, Abuſes Affault, or Men and Merchants hold in Foreign , Coun,
Onſet.
tries and Courts , Advice, or News.
To Jnfult, to aſſault, to a front, to va
Intelligencer ,one that makes it his Bu
pour, or crow over : In the Art of War, tosineſs to enquire into and ſpread News.
attack a Poft by open Force.
Intelligences, ( in Philoſ. ) Angels , or
Jnluper, ( L. )over and beſides, & Term other Spiritual Beings.
Intelligent, underſtanding, perceiving ,
us'd by Auditors of Accounts the Ex
chequer, when they ſay, So much remains or knowing well.
infuper to ſuch an Accountant.
Jutelligible, capable of being appre-,
Inſuperable, that capnot be overcome, hended or conceivedby the Underſtanding.
unconquerable.
Intemperanta, Unableneſs to rule and Jnſuppoztable, not to be endured , or moderate one's Appetites and Lults, Inor
born with.
dinaceneſs or Life.
Inſurance, Security given Confide . Intemperate, that is not Maſter of
ration of a Sum of Money paid in Hand his ownAppetites, disorderly.
Inten: erature or Jnitémperateneſs,
to make good ships, Merchandize, Houſes,
óc. to the Value of that for which the a Ditorder in the air , or in theHumours
Reward is receiv'd, in caſe of Loſs by of the Body.
Storm , Pirates, Fire, & c.
+ Intempeftive, unleaſonable, untimely.
To 3infurt, to engage in ſuch ' a man.
To Jitend, to deligin, or purpure, to
der for the making good any thing that is mean .
in danger of being loft.
Intendant, one that has the Overſight,
Inſurmountable. ( F.) that cannot or Management of certain Affairs, cipe.
beovercome by Lal
and Induſtry .
cially the chief Governour of a Province
Inſurrection, ( L. ) a Popular Tumult, in France.
or Uproar.
Inteniment Purpo 2, Meaning.
Intacta, ( L. in Geom .) Right Linesto
Intendment of Lav, is the Intention ,
which Curvesor Croked Lines continually Senſe, ortrue meaning of the Law.
approach, and yer can never touch or meet
To Intenerate , (in Philof . ) to make
with them .
render.
+ Intactible or Intangible, that can
Intenſe, very great, or exceſſive.
not be couched .
Jutenſion , a Writ that lyes againſt one
Intakers , a ſort of Thieves on the that entersafter the Death of a Tenant an !
Borders of Scotland who were the Recei. holds him our in the Reverſion or Rema ja
vers of ſucha Pillage or Booty as their Ac. der. In Philoſopisy, the encreaſe of thePowe
complices, nam
Out-parters, u'd to er orEfficacy of any Quality, as Hear,Cold,
bringin.
0 0 2
c.
Inten
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Intenſively, extremely, exceifively.
To Intercommunicate. to communi
Intent or Incentive, fixed ,or cloſe caremutually, orone wirh another.
bent upon'a Bufneſs.
Jatercoltal, lying between the Ribs.
Jatercottal Aerve, a Nervewhich
Intent or Intentions Meaning, De
proceeds from the Spinal Marrow , and
hign, Purpoſe.
Intention , the End propoſed in any preads it ſelf in the Belly chro all the
Bowels.
A &tion .
Intention or Study, is when the Mind Intercottales externt & interni.cer .
rainof
Mufeles
lodged in the Intervals or Spac
fixes its Viewon anythis with great ear- ces
the Ribs.
geltneſs.
Intercourſe, mutual Commerce , Traf.
Intentional, belonging to the laten .
zion.
fick , or Correſpondence.
Jnteranen, ( L. ) the Entrails, or
Intercurrent, running, or paffing be
Bowels.
tween .
Intercalary Day, the odd Day in
Intercas, ( L.) a kind of Droplie .
ferred or added in theLeap-Year.
intercutaneous ,that lyes betweenthe
Fntercalary Days, (among Phyſici. Skin and the Flem ,
ans) are thoſe Days during the courſe of a
To Interdict, to prohibit, or forbid ,
Diſeaſe, in which Nature, is fire'd up to to exclude from partaking of the Sacra3 .
throw off her Load unſeaſonably.
ments, to ſuſpend .
3in'ercalation , the inſerting or putting
Interdicted of water md fire. ( in
inofa Day in theMonth of Februaryevery oldTimes) thoſe who for ſome Crime were
fourth Year, call'd Biflextile , or Leap banith’d, with Order that no Man should
Year.
receive them into his Houſe, or afford chero
To Intercede, to perform the Office the Uſe of thoſe Elements ,
of a Mediator, to entreat or pray in ano
Interdiction, an interdi&ting, or for.
ther's Behalf.
bidding, a debarring onefrom the Ule of
Intercedent or Intercedental Day, any Thing : In Lamo , an Ecclefiaftical Cen
( in Phafick) an extraordinary CriticalDay, fure, forbidding the Exerciſe of che Mini
which being caus'd ' by the violence of the iterial Functions.
Diſeaſe, falls between the ordinary Critical
3nterductum, ( L. ) . Space left be
Days.
tween Periods or Sentences.
To Interceft, to take up by the way, To JH ereſs or Interett, to concern ,
toprevent.In Mathematieks, to take bea to engage.
Tntereſt, Concernment, Rigbt. Benefic;
tween , to comprehend, cr contain .'
Fntercepted_ares or Intercepted Credit or Power : Allo Ule -Money, or the
Diameters, a Term in Conick Sections, Sum reckon'd for the Loon or forbearance
the ſame as Abfciffe .
of a principal Sum lent for a certain
Interceflion, an interceding or entreat- Time.
ing in favour of another.
Simple Intereſt, is that which ariſes
Interceltoz, one that ſo intercedes, or from the Principalonly, and compound ist
mediares.
tereft thatwhich is counted from the Prin .
To Interchange, to exchange between cipaland Simple Interet forborn.
Parties.
Interfectoz, ( in Aftrol. ) a deftroying
mutually, or by Planet, plac'd in the eighth Houſe of
Jnterchangeably,
turns
.
.
Figure .
In ertain , a curting off berween, or
To Interfere , to knock or rub one
in the midd .
Heel againk the other as lome Horſes do,
+ Intercialon , a fhutting between , or to clash together.
a ſtopping up the Paſſage between one
Interfemineum , ( L. ) & part of the
thing and another .
Body betwixt the Thighs ; the Grain,
ion
flowing , or runnning be
Interfluent,
Archite
)
&t.
Intercolumntat , ( in
the Space or Dittance between the Pillars of tween .
any Building
Intergaping, a gaping, or opening beg
Intercommoning , ( L. T. ) is when ween.
theCommons of iwo
Manours lye together
3 /nterjacent, lying between.
and the Inhabitants of both have Time out
Interjection ,'( in Gram . ) 2 Part of
of Mnid caus'd their Cartel to feed pro- Speech which is made uſe of to expreſs the
miſcuouſly in each other.
Affections or Paffions of the Mind ,
Jaterim

ac
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Intermillion
Interim , as in the Interim , .. 6. in the
an intermitting, or break
mean while.
ng off, Diſcontinuance, Ceafing .
Interiour, more inward, being on the Jntermillions, ( in Architect . ) the
infide.
Spaces between the Wall and thePillars, or
To Fnterlact, ( F ) to twit one with between onePillarand another.
another, to infere, or put in amongit .
To Jutermit, to leave or put off for
To Interlard, to lard or ftuff lean a time.
Meat with Far.
Jntermittent, intermitting , diſconti
To Interleave , to put one or more muing.
Intermittent Diſeaſe, a Diſeaſe which
Leaves of blank Paper berween the Pages
of a Book ,
comes at certain Times, and cben abares &
To Jnterline, so write between ewo little.
Lines.
Intermittent Stitch. ( in Surgery) a
InterlineryBible, aBible that has kind of Stich made atcertain ſeparate
in the lowing of tranſverſe or croſs
Points
Tranflation
printed
onc Line of aLasin
becween every two Lines of the Hebrexo Weunds.
Original.
Intermitting Pulſe, that which is
Interlocution , an Interpoſition of held up by the Fit for a while, and then
Speech : In Law , che decermining ſome beats again.
ſmall Matter in a Tryal, till fuch cime as
To Watermtr, to mingle between br
among
the principalCauſe be fully known.
Intermifture, intermingling, or ming.
3nterlocutoze Dider, is that which
does not decide ghe Cauſe, but only ſettles ling among others.
Come intervening Matter that relatesthereto. Intermaral Space, a Space between
To Interlope, to intercept, or diſturb cwo Walls.
che Traffick of a Company.
Internal, that is within, inward.
Interlopets, thoſe that without due Internodium , the Space between two
Authoricy,hinder the Trade of a Company Knors or Joints. In Anatomy, the ſpace
or Corporation lawfully eſtablified, by deal. becween the joyning together of the Bones
ing in the ſame way .
of the Finger, and Toes.
Interlude, part of a Stage-Play, that Jnternuncio , an Agent for the Court
which is ſung or repreſented between the of Rome, in thoſe of Foreigns Princes when
ſeveral Ads.
there is no expreſs Nuncio in the fame.
3internus Dulculus Auris , (in A.
Interlunary, belonging to the Space
nat . ) a Muſcle of the Ear, which lyes in a
berween the Old and New -Moon .
Interluntum , ( L.) che Time during Channelofthe Bonecall' Os Petroſum .
which the New -Moon has no Phaſis, or Ap
Fiteroliet MBuſcnli Wanús, the
pearance.
Muſcles of the Fingers, ſo nam'd from their
+ Intermeation , a Aowing between, Situation between the Bones.
or pathing thorough
3nterođei Pedis, ſeven Muſcles ofthe
To Intermeddle, to concern one's ſelf Toes, which ariſe from the off Metat arji
in another's Bufineſs.
of theleffer Toes, and are let into the
Intermediate, ( L. ) that is, or lyes firf Internodeof each Toe ſideways.
between .
Jnterpaflation, (among, Apothecaries)
Intermedium , a Space or Ditance be- the ftitching of Bags at certain diſtances, to
tween .
prevent the Crugs contained in them from
Intermekes, (in Cookery ) certain Couro falling together in a heap .
les ſet on the Table between other Di. + Interpellation , an Interruption , or
thes.
Difturbance.
To Interplead, ( L. T. ) to diſcuſs or
To Intermete, ( 0. ) to meddle.
Intermowing, a Hawk's mewing from try a Point that incidentally falls out before
the firkt change of her Coat till the turn the main Cauſe be determin d .
white.
+ Interplication , ( L. ) a foldingbem
Intermicacion , a thining amidt,or tween .
among.
To Interpolate,to new vamp, to re
TO Jntermingle or Jntermik , to freſh ; to alter, or falſify an Original.
mingle amongft, orwith.
Interpolation, the Act of interpola
Interminable or Interminate,bound- ting,
lels, endlelo .
Interpolatoz, he that interpolates, a
Falffier,
To
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Interſecants , (in Heraldry pertran.
To Jnterpoſe to put, or ſer between ,
to intermeddle in a Bufinets.
fient Lines, which croſs one another.
Interpofition , an interpofing, or put
Interſection , a cutting off in the mid
ting between , Sc.
dle, or thorough : In Geometry, the cut
To3Interpzet, to expound,or explain to ting of oneLine or Place by another.
| Interfertion , a planting, grafting.gr
tranſlate out of one Language into ano
ther.
ſetting between.
Jnterfhock ,a claſhing, or Ariking of
Interpjetation , an expounding, or
explaining , aTranſlation, a Commentary one thingagaint another.
Interlotling, the laying one kind of
Jóterpreter, an Expounder, a Trani.
Earth upon another.
lator.
Jinterſperſed , ſprinkled , or ſcattered,
Interpunctton , a diftinguiſhing by
here and there.
Points or Pricks fer between .
Jnterſperdon ,i a fprinkling, trewing,
To Jnterr, to lay in the Ground , or
or ſcattering about.
bury.
Interrment, the Ad of Incerring, Bu
Interſpinales Colli, ( in Anat. ) ſmall
Muſcles that ariſe from the upper parts
rial .
Interregn of Unterregnum , the of each doubleSpinal Proceſsof the Neck.
Space of Time between the Death of one Interſptration , a breathing between,
Soveraign Prince and the Succeſfion of ano . a ferching of Breath .
sher.
Internellar, a Term made uſe of to
To Iuterrogate, to demand , or uk expreſs thoſe parts of the Univerſe which
a Queftion .
are ſuppos'd co be Planetary Syſtems,having
1 Interrogation, a Queftion, or De each fixed Star for the Center of their Morin
mand : In Rhetoricke, & Figure when the on , asthe Sun is of ours.
Interdice, a Difance or Space bez
Speaker paſſionately brings in a Marter by tween
.
way of Queftion .
Intertecture, an interweaving, or
Interrogation or note of Jnterros
gation, a Point of Diftin & ion , which in weaving between.
Greek is thụs expreffed ( s ) and thus ( ? ) Intertrigo , ( L.) a Gall, or Chafe ;
in Latin, Engliſt, and other modern Lan. alſo a fleaing of the Parts near the Funda.
guages.
ment, or betwixt the Thighs,
interrogative, thar interrogates, asks,
Interval, a Diſtance or Space. In Musa
or demands .
fick, the Diſtance or Difference becween
Interrogatives, ( in Gram . ) certain any two Sounds.
Particles made uſe of in the asking of a
To Jnterveni,to comeor pas becween,
to come in unlook'd for.
Intervenient, intervening, or coming
,
in
oning, or asking.
Ad Interrogatory ; an Interrogation ,
4To 3/ntervert, to overthrow, or turn
or Examination : In Law , Interrogatories upside down.
are particular Queſtions demanded of Wit
Jnterview , a Meeting of State apo
pointed between Princes, or other great
neffes brought in to be examined.
To Interrupt, to break , or take off; Perſons.
to hinder, or ftop.
Jntervigilation , ( L. ) a Watching bir
Jnterruption, an interrupting, or pne- cween whiles.
Unterwoven , weaved among, or with,
ting a ſtop co, a ftopping or difturbing one
in the middle ofhis Diſcourſe, or Buſineſs i intermingled .
Inteñable
, ( L. ) uncapable by the
In
Geo
off.
or
breaking
a diſcontinuance,
merry, the fame as Disjun &tion of Prę. Law to make a Will, or to be taken for a
portion.
Witneſs ."
Inteftate, a Perſon that has not made
Jaterſcapularia, ( in Anat. ) the Ca.
vities or hullow places between the Shoul- any Teftament, or Laft will.
der.blades and the Vertebra's.
Intellina, ( L.) the Inteftines, or Es .
Jnterfcapularium , is alſo a Proceſs trails.
Inteſtina Gracilia, the ſmall Gues.
or Knob of the Shoulder-blade, in chat
Intettina Terra, Earth -Worms.
part of it which is commonly call'd the
Spino.
Intettine, inward , belonging to the
+ 3interſcription ,an interlining, or wrio inward Parcs, lying within the Entrails.
aing between two Lines,
Jateftius
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Intrepidity, Fearleſsneſs, great Coua
Jnteftine aliar, a Civil War within
the Bowels, as it were, of a Kingdom or rage, Reſolution.
State ,
Intricacy, Intanglement, Incumbrance,
Anteftines, the inward Parts of any Difficulty.
Intricate, in tangled, perplexed.
living Creature, the , Entrail, or Bowels.
Intetinulum , ( L. )the Navel Atring.
Intrigut or Intreasut; a cunning
Inteltinum , an Entrail,a Bowel or Gut. Delign, Contrivance, or Plot, carry'd on
Inteftinum fæcum , the Blind Gur. by ſecret, Pra& ices.
Jnteftinum Rectum , the Atraight
Intrinſecal or Intrinfick , inward , or
Gut.
ſecret.
Intrinſecum Servitium , ( O. R. )
To Jnthpall, to bring into Thraldrom ,
the Common and uſual Duties within the
or Bondage.
To Jnthzone, to ſet upon the Throne. Lord's Court and Liberties.
Jinthzonization, a placing on a Throne,
To Introduct, tobring, or lead in .
or Seat of Majeſty
Introduction , en introducing, or
Jntimacy , intimate Friendſhip ; great leading in , allo à Beginning or Preface to
a Diſcourſe, Hiſtory, & c.
Familiarity.
Intimate moſt dear, or familiar, en .
Introductoz, be that introduces.
tirely beloved .
Introductoży, that ſerves to intro
To Intimate, to give to underfand ,to duce.
thew , to hinr.
3ntrogzeſtton, a going in .
Intimation ,a fignifying, or declaring of . 7 Intromiflion, a lettting in , a ſuffer:
a thing , a Hinr.
ing to enter ,or come in .
To Introſpect, to look into, to view .
To Intimidate, to put in Fear,or fright,
to diſhearten.
Introſpection , an introſpe& ing, or
Intimidation, an intimidating, or looking into,
affrighting
Introfumption , ( in Philos ) the taking
To intitle, to make a Title for ain of thenouriſhing Particles, whereby live
Book, c. to give a Title, Right, or Claim ing Bodies areencreas’d.
to .
To Intrude, to thruſt one's ſelf rudely
Intol, and Uttol, ( S. L. T. ) Toll into a Company, or Buſineſs s . to uſurp , or
or Cuſtom paid for Commodities bought in get_Poſſeſſion of a Thing unjuſtly.
and ſold out.
Intruder, he that intrudes, an Vfurper:
Intolerable, unſufferable, not to be In Law , an Intruder is one that getsPofler .
born, or indured .
fion of Lands void by the Death of a Te.
nant for Life or Years.
To Intomb, to put in a Tomb.
Intonation , (in Mufick ) a giving the
Intruſion, the Ad of intruding, the
Tone or Rey by the Chanter in a Cathedral taking Poſſeſſion of a Benefice, or Exer
to the reft of the Choir.
ciſe of any Employment, without having a
To Jintoricate, to make drunk, to poi- lawful Title to it : In a Legal Senſe, a vio
fon , or invenom ,to bewitch .
lent or unlawrul Entrance upon Landa er
Intertcation, the Ad of Intoxicating. Tenements void of a Poffeffour by one
Intractable, ungovernable, unruly.
thathas no manner of Right to them .
Jntrado, ( Spa ) an Entrance into a
Intruſione, the Name of a Writ that
Place .
lyes againft an Intruder .
To Intruſt, to put in truſt with.
Intranätive, ( L. in Gram . ) not pal
Intubus, ( L. ) Endive, or Succory, &
ſing from one to another.
TO Jntrap, to catch in & Trap, to in- cooling Herb.
ſnare.
Intuition , beholding, or looking upon,
Intrare Darifcum , ( O.R. ) to drain Confideration ,Examination ,
a Marſh, or Bog.
Intuitive , that beholds, conſiders, c.
To Jntrench, ( F. ) to forrifie with a
+ Intumeſcence, a riſyg, or puffing
Trench, or Rampart ; alſo to uſurp, or en- up ; a Tumor, or ſwelling.
croach upon .
Intunabte, that cannot be tuned, or
Intrenchment, an intrenching : In the put in Tune.
Art of War, any Work that defends a Poft
Inturn, ( among Wreflers) is when
. againſt the EnemiesAttacks.
one puts his Thigh between his Adverſary's
Intrepid , ( L. ) that fearsnothing , un- Thigh and lifts it up.
To Invade; 10 attack, or fer upon.
daunted, reſolutę.

Invadlare
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Jnvcâigation , a tracing, as it were,
Invaptate, ( O. L. ) to engage, or
mortgage Lands, & c.
by the Steps, Ariæ Search , or diligett
Invadiationes, Mortgages, or Pledges. Enquiry.
Invadiatus, ( L. T. ) when a Per . Jnveftitucè; (L. T. ) a giving Polo
son has been accuſed of forne Crime,which felfion ; so putting in poffeffion of as
being not fully provid , he is oblig'd to find Eftace, dr.
good Suteries.
inveterate, grown old , rooted in, or
Javalid, infirm , weak ; alſo that is feitled by long Continuance .
Jnvidious, that cauſes Envy, odious.
of no Force, that does not fand good in
Law.
Jnvigilanty, want of Watchfulneſs,
To Invalidate, to weaken , to make Careleſsneſs .
void .
To Jnvigozate, to fill with Vigour,
Jnvalidity, a being invalid , the Nul. Life and Spirit.
lity ofan Ad or Agreement.
Inptncible, that cannot be conquered,
Invariable, unchangeable, conſtant.
or over come.
Inviolable. not to be violated, or
Jnvaſion, the Ad of invading, or ſet
ting upon ; an Uſurpation or Encroachment s broken .
Japiolate, not violated , or corrup
an Inrodeor Deſcent upon a Country.
Jnbecked or Invececo, ( in Heraldry) ted .
as Bordure invelted, which is when the
Jnvifible; that cannot be ſeen, or dil
Line of which it is made, turns its Points. cerned .
or Norches inwards.
Invitation , an inviting, or bidding.
Invective , railing , reproaching.
3nvitatozy, that ſerves to invite.
AnInpective, a vehement Declamation
To Jnvite, to bid , .or defire one to
againſt any Perſon or thing.
comes eſpecially to a Feaft, or Soke.
To Jóveigh againk , to declaim , or mniry.
ſpeak ſharply againſt.
Fnula , ( L. ) the Herb Elecampane .
To unveigle, to entice, or deceive by
+ Inunction, an anointing thorough
fair Words.
ly .
Jnvendible, ( L. ) that cannot be ſold , Inundation, an overflowing of Water,
unſaleable.
a Flood.
To Invent, to find out, to contrive, or
To Invocate or Inboke, to call upon
deviſe
God .
Jnvention , the Act of inventing, or Invocation, an invoking ,' a Ad of
finding a Contrivance, or Device : Allo adoring God , and calling him to our Suc
one of the Parts of Rhetoriek, which con- cour.
Invoice, a particular Acount of Goods,
fifts in finding our proper Means to per
ſwade; alſo the firſt part of Logick, which Cuſtom , Charges, & c. fent, by a Merchant
to his Correſpondent in another country.
ſupplies Arguments for right diſputing.
Inventiones, ( 0. L. T.) Money or
Invoices are, the Tareor Weight of
Goods found, and not challeng'd by any the Cask , Bag , & c. in which Goods are
Owner.
put, mention d in the Invoice , or Factor's
Account .
Inventive, apt to invent, ingenious.
Jinventory, a Catalogue or Account of Jnvolucrum
Cozdis , a Membrane
the Goods and Chartels of a deceaſed that ſurrounds the Heart, the fame wich
Party. In Traffick , a Lift or particular Va. Pericardium ,
luation of Goods, C.
To Jnvolve, to engage, to incangle
Inventojy'd, put into an Inventory.
in Algebra, to multiply a Quantity into is
Inverfion , a turning the intide out, a felf.
Change. In Rhetorick, a Figure, whereby . Hnvolvulas, ( L. ) the Vinc-fretter,
the Speaker makes that to be for his Ad - Worm .
Involuntary, not voluntary, contrary
vantagewhich was alledg'd againſt him .
To Invert, to turn upſide down, or to one's Will.
the inſide our, to twn the contrary Way . Jnvolute and Evolute Figures, cer
To Inveſt, to putin Poſſeſſion ofLands, tain Geometrical Figures fo sermed by Ma
Tenements, 6c. alſo to inftall with any thematicians.
Honour or Dignity .
3involution ,an inwrapping or infolding :
To Invett a Place, ( M. T.) is to In Algebra, che raifing up a Quantity from
ſtop upall its Paffages, and cut off all Comics Root co any Power aligned .
n.unication with any other place.
1 Tnurbanity,
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Jonick Dader, an Order in Archi
+ Inucbanity, Incivility , clownish Be
haviour.
tecture, which had its Original from Ionia ,
To Jnure , to accuftom ; (in Lav ) to a Province of the lefler Afia.
take effect, or be available,
Jonquil, a Flower.
Jnulitate, that is not in uſe.
Honthus or Tlarus , a ſmall brawny
Inutility, Uſeleſsnels, Unprofitable. Swelling in the skin of the Face.
ners.
Jojam or Jehozam, ( H. the Height
Invulnerable, that cannot be Wound of the Lord) a King ofJudah.
ed .
Pozdan , ( 1. e. theRiver of Judgment)
Joab, ( H. Fatherhood ) the Captain Ge a River of Judaa.
neral of King
David's Army.
Icfeelin, a proper Name of Men.
Joakim or Jehoiakim ;( i. e. the Lord's
Joſeph, ( H. Increaſe) the eleventh Son
Preparation) a Naine given to Eliakim , K. of the Patriarch Facob.
Fofi ah's Son .
Joſiah, ( H. the Fire of the Lord ) a
Joan, a proper Name of Women , an- pious King of Judah .
[werable to that of John in Men.
Jotuă, ( e. the Lord , Saviour) the
Joanntticks ,a certain Order of Monks, Son of Nun, who, after the Death of Mo.
that wear the figure of a Chalice upon ses, govern'd the People of Iſiael.
their Breaſts.
Jofling -block, a Block to get up on
Joanh or Jehoaſh , ( H. the Fire of the Horſe-back.
Lord ,) a King of Judah.
Joftum , ( 0. R. ) Agiſtment, the pa
Pob, ( i, e. ſighing or forrowing) an Aturing or feeding of Carrel.
Eminent Perſon, recorded in Holy Scripture
Jot, ( G. ) a Ticle, a Point,
as an exact Pattern of Patience.
Votaciſm , ( in Gram. ) a running much
upon the Letter lota , or l ; allo when the
Jobs Tears, an Herb.
Jobb , a ſmall piece of work.
Sound of it is doubled ; alſo a bad Pro
Jobber, he that undertakes ſuch nunciation of the ſame Letter.
Jobb's ; in fome Statutes, one thất buys
To Touder, to chatter.
or ſells Cattel for others.
Jovial, pleaſant, merry, jolly.
Jockey, one that erims up and rides
Jovis flos, Saffron, a Plant.
about with Horſes for Sale.
Jouk , ( in Falconry ) a Hawk is ſaid to
Foclet or Yoclet, ( S. ) a little Farm , fouk when the falls alleep .
as it were requiring but one Yoke of Ox
Journal, ( F. ) a Day-book ; in Ne
en to Till it,
vigation, a Book in which a particular Ac
Focoſe, ( L. ) full of Jokes, or Jefts, count is kept of the Ship’s Way , & c. In
Merchants. Accounts, a Book into which
pleafant.
Jocular, done or ſpoken in jeft , ſport- every particular Article is poſted out of
ful.
the Waſte -book .
Jocund, joyful, pleaſant, merry.
Hourney , Travel by Land : Antong
John, ( H. the Grace of God ') a no- Farmers, a Day's Work , in ploughing,low
ted proper Name of Men.
ing , reaping, c.
Journey -choppers, Sellers of Yarn by
Tobn -Apple, a good reliſhed . Apple ,
Rerail .
chat laſts 2 Years.
St. John's Bread, a kind of Shrub.
Journey-man, one that works by the
St. John's Tatoit , an Herb well known Cay, one that covenantsto work with ano
for its Virtue in healing Wounds.
ther in his Trade by the Year.
Joll or Jowl, the head of a Salmon .
Journeys - Accounts , ( L. T:) when
Jollity, Gaiety, Mirth, good Hu a Writ is overthrown without Default of
mour.
the Plaintiff, and a new one is purchas'd
Jolly, brisk , lively, merry ,
by Journey -Accounts, s . 6, as ſoon as it
Jonah, ( H. a Dove) a Prophet among pollibly can.
the ancient Jews.
Joy, Gladneſs, Pleaſure, Mirth.
Joys of the planets, ( in Aftrol.)
Jonathan , a Hebrew Name, fignifying
the Gift of God.
are certain Dignities that befall them , by
Fonick Dialect, a Propi iety of Speech being in the place of a Planet or like Qua
peculiar to the lonians.
lity
Jonick Wood , a kind of Muſick that Joyce, ( S. merry) the proper Name of
conſiſted
.
Strains. of light, fofc , and melting Women
To Forn, to put or to come together.
PP
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Joynder, ( L. T. ) the joyning or cou.
Jrony, ( in Rhetor, ) a Figure us'd by
pling of two Perſons in a Suit againit ano. Oratours, when they ſpeak contrary to
ther .
what they mean ; fo as to make a thew of :
Joyning of JQue, is when the Parties praiſing in Adverſary, and ar the ſame
agree to joyn,and refer their Cauſe to the time to ſcoff atand deſpiſe him .
To Irradiate , ( L. ) to dart or caft 17
Tryal of the Jury.
Tognt- Tenants, are ſuch Tenants as forth Beams.
cone to,and hold Lands orTenements by
Irradiation , cafting forth Bearrs, 2
one Title, or without Partition.
Brightneſs, or Luftre. Among Chymifts,
Joynter, a kind of Plane to ſmooth the Operacion of ſome Mineral Medicines **
Boards,
which impart their Virtue without any
Joynture, ( L.T. ) a Covenant where loſs of their own Subftance or Weight.
Jrrational, void of Reaſon .
by the Husband affures Lands or Tene.
Jrrational Lines , ( in Geom. ) ſuch
ments to his Wife upon account of Mar
riage : Alſo the State or Condition of as are incommenſurable to aRational Line.
Jrreconcileable, that cannot be res!
Joynt-Tenants, or the joyning of one
Bargain to another .
conciled.
To Joynture a adiife, to make her a
Jrrecoverable, not to be recovered,
Joynture or Settlemeno.
or repair'd.
Joyft, a piece of Timber us'd in Build .
Frrecuperable, the ſame as Irrecoue ti
ing.
rable.
3pzivod , ( 0. ) pried into, ſearched .
Irrefragable, undeniable, not to be
Jps, (G.) the Yine.fly, or Vine-fiet with tood.
ter ; an Infect.
Trrefutable, that cannot be confuted .
Irregular, not regular, unruly, diſ
Iraſcible , ( L. ) capable of Anger,
orderly .
aptto beangry.
Hrayled , ( 0.) covered.
Irregularity, going out of Rule, Diſ
Jre , a Word not much in uſe, ſignify orderlineſs : in the Canon.Low , an It is
ing Anger, or Wrath .
capacity of taking Holy Orders.
Fre ad lacgum , ( L.P.) to go at
Irreligion,wantof Religion, Ungod
large, to eſcape or be ſet ar Liberty.
linels.
Irreligious, that has little or no Re.
Frenarches or 3.ccnarcha, ( G. ) a
Juftice of the Peace ,among the Romans ligion , ungodly:
Jeremcable, that cannot be re.
a kind of Military Officer.
Irio, an Herb callid Bark-Creſſes, or palled,
Rocket-gentle.
Jcremediable, that cangot be reme
Tris, ( G. ) the Rainbows alſo the died , or helped .
Circle next the Apple of the Eye. Allo
Jrremiſible, not to be remitted or
thole changeable Colours which ſometimes forgiven ; unpardonable.
appear in the Glaſſes of Teleſcopes, Mi.
Irreparable ,thatcannot be repaired,
croſcopes, &c. A fo the Name of a precio or reftored to its firf Stace.
ous Stone, and of the Flower-de-luce
Irrepleviable or Frreplevtlable,
Plant.
( L. T. ) thatought not to be replevy'd,
or ſet at large upon Sureties.
Jrkſome, troubleſome, tedious.
Irreprchendible, not to be reprehend- &
Tron , a Metal that is very full of
Pores.
ed, or blamed .
Clerk of the Irons, an Officer in
Jrreproachable, not to be reproached,
the Mint, whois to take care thatthe that cannot be charged with any Fault.
Irreprovable, not to be reproved, un,
Irons be clean and fic to work with .
Fron -moulds , certain yellow Lumps blameable.
of Earth or Stone found in Chalk.pits a.
Jrreültible, not to be refifted, or
bout the Chiltern in Oxford Shire ; allo a oppoſed ;
fort of ſmall yellow ( pots in Paper .
Irreſolute, unreſolved, uncertain what
Fron-Ock, ( S. T.) when the Bolts, Courſe to take.
Spikes, and Nails of aship or Buat are ſo
Jrreſolution , Unreſolvedneſs, Uncer•
worn out, that they ſtand hollow in the tainty.
Planks, and make her leak ,
Firetrievable, not to be retrieved, or
Iron-wort, an Herb .
>
recovered .
Ironical , ( G. ) belonging to the Fi.
Frreverence, want of Veneration, or
gøre Irony, ſpoken by way of Raillery .
Refped , eſpecially for SacredPerſonsands
Jereve
Things.
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Irreverent, that thews no Reverence,
fſchuria, a ſtoppage of Urine, or dit.
or Reſpect.
ficulty in making Water.
Jrreverâble, that cannotbe reverſed,
Ilhad or Jthed, ( 0 ) ſcattered.
Jihmael, ( H. God has heard ) the Son
or made void , unrepealable.
Jere bocable, not to be revoked ,or re- of Abraham by Hagar.
called .
Jihom , ( 0. ) fhorn , docked .
Jrrigated, watered ,
Ilhove, ( 0, ) Pewn, ſet forth ,
Jūcium , ( L. ) a Pudding calld an I.
Irrigation, the watering of a Mea.
dow, Garden, øre.In Chymiſtry, the ſame fing or Saulige.
with Hume &tation.
Jados plocamos, (G. ) a Sea - Shrub
like Coral
Jrriguous, moift; wet, plaſhy .
Jäng - glals,a kind of Fiſh -glue brought
Irriñon, a laughing to ſcorn , ſcoffing ,
from Iſland, usd in Medicines, c.
or flouting ,
To Irritate , to inceuſe, or urge ; to Iſis, the River Ouſe in Wiltshire, which
provoke to Anger.
afterwards meeting with the Thames is
Trritation ,an irritating, or provok. call d Thamiles.
ing ; a ſtirring up, eſpecially of the Hu. Jlland, a piece of Land ſurrounded on
all fides by the waters of the Sea, or of a
mours of the Body.
Jerozation , a bedewing, or beſprink- River.
ling.
I flander, an Inhabitant of an ' Illand.
Prruption, a breaking violently into
Ille, the ſame as Iſland ; in Architolturo
an Enemy's Country , an Inroad.
yles are Sides or Wingsof a Building.
Jlaac, ( H. Laughter) the Son of the Ilocolon , ( G. in Gram . ) a Term us'd
Patriarch Abraham .
when two Sentences are alike in Length .
Jlabella, a proper Name of Women, Jlochłone , (in Mechan. ) Equality of
from Elizabeth, 9.d. Eliſa Bella ; alſo a Time ; thus the Swings of a Pendulum , or
Tort of Colour between White and Yel- hanging Weight, that are made in the
fame Space of Time, are ſaid to be Tjo-,
low .
Hagogical, ( G. ) belonging to an chronous.
tion
oduc
Jſomeria ,a Diſtribution into equal parts
Intr
or Preface, Introdu &tory.
Fagon, ( in Geom. ) a Figure conſiſting In Algebra, the Method of clearing an E
quation from Fractions.
of equal Angles.
Itatis, the Herb Woad ; alſo a kind of Jonomia, an Equality in Diſtribu
tion .
wild Lettice .
Matodes, a Boil, or fore; whoſe Co
? operimeters or Japerimetrical
lour reſembles that of Woad.
figures, ( in Geom . ) ſuch Figures as have
Jſcariot, the Sirname of Judas, that equal Perimeters, or Circumferences.
Floſceles Triangle, a Triangle that
betray'd our Saviour.
Jíchama, ( G. ) Medicines which ſtop has two Legs or Sides only equal, and
theviolent motion of the Blood.
whole third is call'd the Baſe.
J chæmon , an Herb like Millet, good
I Coltates , one that views a thing, to
to ſtanch Blood.
obſerve whether itbe equal, or right.
Jlchas, a kind of Wild Radiſh.
I lped , ( 0. ) diſpatched .
Jichias, the Sciatica, or Hip-gout, a
Zilpen med ,( 0. ) conſidered.
Diſeaſe.
3 lpida, ( L. ) the Kings- fither, a
(chias majoz, ( in Anat, :) a. Branch Bird .
of the Crural Vein, which goes to the Muſ
Ifrael, ( H. prevailing in the Lord)
clesandFat of the Leg.
a Name given to the Patriarch Jacob .
Iſchias mino , a imall Branch of the
Jlachar, ( H. Wages) the Son of Jacob
CruralVein, which is wholly ſpent on the by Leah .
Muſcles and Skin that are about the upper Jlluant, ( F. in Heraldry) a Term us'd
Joynt of the Thigh.
when a Beaft is drawn in a Coat of Arms
Jllchiatick, troubled with or ſubje& to juſt iſſuing outof the bottom Line of any 2
a Pain in the Hip:
Chief, Feſſe, & c.
Ilchium , the Hip, or Huckle -bane.
Jlue, Pallage, Out- let ; Succeſs, E
Iſchnotes, a fault in Speech, being vens ;"allo a ſmall Ulcer made inſome
2Tone,
pronouncing of Words with a ſlender round Part of the Body, to let out bad
Humours. In Law , Children begotten bea
Ichureticks, Medicines that force U - tween a Man and his Wife ; allo Profits
rine
growing from Fines, or the Profits of Lands:
Allo
Рp2
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Jubile or Jubilee, a great Feſtival of
Alſo that Point of Matter upon which the
Parties joyn and put their Cauſe to the rejoycing and realeafing , celebrated by
the Fexos every Fiftieth Year. Among
of theJury.
Tryal
To Iſſue
ró ſtream , or ſpring forth Chriſtians, this Solemnity was firſt appoint
To Jfiue out, to públiſh , or diſperſe ed by Pope Boniface VIII.to be kept every
Hundred Years ; afterwards it was Cele 3
abroad.
brated every Fiftieth Year; and at laſt every
Ifalled , ( 0. ) placed.
jithmian Games, certain Solemn Twenty-fifth Year.
Jucca Peruana , ( L. ) a Plant, the
Games among the ancient Greeks, kept
every fifth Year in the Ifhmus of Co - Root of which makes that Bread calld
Caſava .
rinth.
To Huck, to call and chatter as Par .
Jahmus, ( G. in Geog . ) a narrow
part or Neck of Land that joyos a Penin- tridges doe.
+ Jucundity , Plealantneſs, Mirth .
fula to the Continent : In Anatomy, that
Judah or Jehudah, ( H. Confeffion )
part which is between the mouth and the
the eldett Son of Jacob.
Gullet.
Judæa, a Country of Syria in the lefs
Ifratned , ( 0.) tied clofe. toffed.
fer Afia, which was Inhabited by the finest
Ilwent, ( 0.) (winged, or
Italian or Jtalick , belonging to the of the Twelve Tribes.
Judaical or Judaick, belonging to the i
Country of Italy.
LE
Fews.
Italiana, a kind of Mercers Stuff.
Italy, one of the moſt famous Coun
Judaicus Lapis, a Stone found in
Judaa, which is often usd in Diſtempers
tries of Europe.
Jtem , ( L. ) alſo , likewiſe : 'Tis fome of the Reins.
Judaiſm , the Religion , of Cuſtoms of
times taken for a Caution , or Warning, as
the fiws.
you,
a fair Itemtofor
This is Iterate,
To Judaize, to follow the Doctrine, or 'n
thing
ſame
the
or
ſay
do
To
Superftition of the Jews.
.
again
over
Judas's -Cree : a Tree with broad
Iteration , the Act of iterating, or
Leaves, ſomewhat like thofe of the A
repeating.
Itinerant, Travelling, or taking a pricock.
Judge, an Officer of eminent Parts and
Journey
Fuitices tinerant, certain Juftices Probity, appointed to execute Juſtice in
anciently ſent into divers Counties to Civil or Criminal Cauſes.
hear and determine ſuch Cauſes eſpecially
Judge Lateral, one that affifts and
.
as were termed Pleas of the Crown.
fitson the Bench with another Judge .
Itinerarium, ( 2. ) an Itinerary , a
To Judge, to think, or ſuppoſe ; to
Journal; alſo a Surgeon's Inſtrument, us’d conceive or imagine: Allo to try or be a
in ſearching to findout the Stone in the Judge of a cauſe.
Judget ; In Cheshire, to be judger of a
Bladder.
Itinerary, a Book containing a Dira Town, is to ſerve on the Jury at the Lord's
cription of Roads ; alſo a Note-Book, in Court .
Judgment, diſcerning Faculty , Reaſon ;
which Travellers fet down the moſt re .
markable Particulars of what they have Prudence, Opinion, Decifion. Alſo the Se.
Part of Logick, which diſpoſes of
cond
ſeen .
Argumenes for Disputation .
Jub, ( 0. ) a Bottle .
Juva, ( L. ) the Main of a Horfe :
The Hudgments of God, are the re.
Among Herbalifts, a ſoft looſe Beard which markable Puniſhments which hc infids
hangs at the end of the Husks of fome upon People for their Sirs and Trans
Plants that are of the nature of Corn .
greſſions.
Jubal, ( H fiding, or a Trumpet) the
Fudtcatoły, a place of Judgment, or
hearing of of Cauſes.
Son of Lamech.
Jubarb , an Herb, otherwiſe calld
Hudicature, a Judge's Place , or Of
fice.
Houſe -leek.
Jubilatt, ( in the Roman Church) a
A Court of Judicature, an Aſſembly
Monk, Canon, or Do & or, that has been of competent Judges, and other officers
so Years a Profeffor.
for the trying, and determining of Cauſes.
Jubilation, a ſolemn rrjoycing, a ſhout
Judicial or Judiciary, belonging to
Judgment done in due form of
Legal
ing for joy.
Juftice.
Jadicial
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Judirial Aftrology , a Science that
Julius Cæfar, the firft Emperour of
vainly pretends to judge of, and forerell Rome .
future Events, by obſerving the Poſition
Julus, the Moſs or Down of Fruit :
and Influence of the Stars, de.
Among Hrbalifts, Catlins or long Tufts,
Judicious, endowed with much Judg: that in the beginning of the Year grow
ment and Reaſon ; rational, diſcreet.
out of Hafels,Walnut-trees, &c.
Judicium Dei, ( i.e. the Judgment of July, the fifth Month of the Year in
God ) a Name'which our Anceſtours gave to reckoning from March ; ſo callid in ho.
thole Tryals of Ordeal, which are now nour of Julius Caeſar.
qnite laid aſide.
Jumbals, a ſort of ſugared Pafte male
Judith, ( H. praiſing) the Daughter of by Contectioners.
To Jamble, to mingle together, to con
Merari.
Jug, an earthen Pot or Pitcher to hold found .
Jumnent, ( L. ) a. Labouring-Beaft ;
Drink , bc. Alla a Country-word for a
Common , Paſture, or Meadow.
any fort us'd for Tillage or Carriage.
Jugale Ds, ( L.) the Jugal Bone a
Jump, a Leap ; alſo a ſhort Coat ; ' or
a kind of Bodice for Women .
bout the Temples .
Jugetuin , ( among the Romans ) an
Junames, ( C. ) Land ſiwn with the
Acre of Land , containing 240 foot in ſame Grain it was ſown with the foregoing
Year.
length , and 123 in breadth .
Juglans, a Walnut- tree, or Walnut . Juncare, ( O. L.) to ftrew , or ſpread
Jugular , belonging to the Throat.
with Ruihes, according to the ancient
Jugular Ueins, thoſe Veins that go Cuftom of fet ingont Churches, &c.
Juncaria or Joncaria, a Soil or Place
along the ſides of the Neck, to the bot
where Kuſmes grow ,
tom of the Head.
+ Jagulation , a cutting the Throat of
Plica, the Reed -Sparrow , a Bird.
Zunito or Junto, ( Sp. ) a meeting
any one, a killing, or murdering:
Jugulum , the fore-part of the Neck , of Men to fit in Council: Allo a Cabal,
where the Wind-pipe is ;the Neck -hone,or private Faction, or Party .
Channel-bore : Alſo,the upper Breaſt-bone.
Junctare ( L. ) an Inſtant, nick , or
Jugum , a Yuke, a Couple, a Pair ; the moment of Time ; the Preſent Poſture or
ridge ortop of a Hill or Bank : Alſo an State of Affairs : In Surgery, the redu
Acre of Land : In Doomſday-Record,half an cing of Members to their due Stare.
Arpint , or so Pearches.
3unc!ls , a Bulruſh.
Jujubes, a kind of Prunes growing in
Muide, the fixth Month of the Year, ro
callid trom the Goddeſs Juno ; or à funi
Ita's, and much us' in Phyfick
oribus, i. e, from the yoanger fort of
Jake, the neck of any Bird that the People
.
Hawk preys upon .
Jovetiit, an Apple.
To Juke or Jag, to pearch or rooft,
as a Hawk does.
Juninius, ( L.) a Vine-branch grow
Julap or Julep, ( P. ) a liquid Medi- ing out a great length.
Junior, a Word often us'd to expreſs
cine of a pleaſant Tafte.
Jultan, ļ Cookery) an exquiſite Po- the younger sin ſpeaking of two Perſons
tage made of a Leg of Mutton roaſted , of the fime Name: Alſo one of a later
and put into a Pot, with a good piece of ſtanding in any Profeffion or Faculty.
Beef, a Fillet of Veal, dc.
Juniper- tree , a Shrub, whöfe Berries
Julian Period, a Cycle of 7980 Years and Gum are much us'd in Phylick .
fucceiſively following one another ; which
Stunk, a kind of Indian Ship ; alſo a
takes Name from its firft Inventor Julius Sea word for any piece of an old Cahle.
Scaliger.
To Juliket or go a junkettint, to ens
Julian Pear, a ſpace of time con terrain one another with Banquets or
fiſting of 365 Days and 6 Hours ; fonand Treats.
Junkets , Cakes and Sweet-meats any
from Julius Cæfar, who caus'd the Roman
Calendar, to be reformed .
ſort of delicious Fare to feaſt and make
Julio , an Italian Coin, first ſtampt by merry with .
Pope Fulius, and worth about 5 d. of our
Juno, a Heathen Goddeſs.
Engliſh
Money .
·
Tuno's Roſe, the Lilly, a Flower.
Tulis, 1 G. ) the Sea-Junkerlin , or Rain
Juno's Trais, an Herb otherwife
call'd Verein ,
bow Fin .
Vozy,
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3 vory, the Elephant's-soosh , shc Bneft
Jus Patronatus , ( in Canon - Law )
and whiteft kind of Bone .
theRight of preſenting a Clerk to a Be.
Jupiter, the chief Deity of the Hea nefice.
Jusqutamus or thyoſcyamus , the
thens : Allo one of the Seven Planets, the
largeſt and higheſt except Saturn ; Among Herb Henbans, or Hog -bane .
Juſſel, a Dilla made of ſeveral Meats
Chymiſts, Jupiter is taken for Tin ; and in
Heraldry, it is a blew Colour in the Coats minced together.
ofSovereign Princes.
Jult, right, reaſonable , fit, righteous.
Juſt Diviſous, ( in Mathem . ) are
Jupiter". Diffaff , an Herb ; a kind
of Clary:
ſuch Numbers or Quantities as will divide
Jurát, ( L. ) a Magißrate of the na. a given Number or Quantity,and leave no
ture of an Alderman, in fome Corporati. Remainder.
ons , as, the Mayor and Jurats of Maid .
To Fult or Juttle, ( Fr. ) to run a .
fons, Rye, & c. Jurats are allo certain Tile.
Officers in Franco,otherwiſe called Echevins.
Jums, Tiltings, or Combats on Horſe ;
Jurden or Jurdon, a great Chamber- back .
pot .
Juttesau - Topps, a Garment that fits
Jurtdical, that is according to Law ; cloſe to the Body, and thews the exact
belonging to the Execution of Law , or Reape of it.
Juftice.
Juttite, Juftneſs, Right, Law , Equity .
Juridical Days, Days on which the
Fattice- leat, the higheft Foreft -Court,
Law is adminifter'd ; Court-days.
always held before the Lord Chief Juſtice
Jurifoiction, Power and Authority to in Eyre of the Foreſt.
adminifter and execute Laws : Alſo a
Juttice or Jutticer ,an Officer appoint
a Court of Judicature ; particularly ofaed by the Queen to do Right by way of
Lord ofa Manour,with the Verge or Extent Judgment.
of it.
Juftice or Chief Juſtice of the
Juriſprudence, the Skill or Know . Commonspleas, is he who with his
Affiftants hears and determines all Caufes
ledge of theLaw .
Juriſt, an Author that treats of Mat- at the Common - Law ; 1. e. all Civil Cauſes
between common Perſons.
ters of Law , a Civilian , a Lawyer.
Jurts Utrum . 2 Writ that lyesfor
fozett , has or
the Poffeffourof a Benefice , whoſe. Pre
of the
the hearing
het Eyze
hetice
be therefore
Juticeand
is
deceffour has alienated his Lands or Tene- determining of all Offences within the
ments .
Queen's Foreft, committed againſt Veni.
Juzoz or Jurour , one of the Jury fon or Vert.
Sworn ; a Jury -man.
Juſtice or Chief Juſtice of the
Jury. (inLan )a Company confifting Dueen's Bench , is the Capital or Chief
of 24 or 12 Men , Sworn to enquire of che Juſtice of England, who hears and deter
Matter of fact, and declare the Truth upon mines all Pleas of the Crown, i. e. ſuch
fuch Evidence as thall be deliver'd them , as concern Offences committed againft the
Crown , Dignity, and Peace of the Queen .
touching the Matter in Queſtion
Muftice of the Hundred , is the Lord
The Öland Jury, confiß of 24 Per
fons grave and ſubſtantial, choſen by the or Alderman of that Hundred .
Juſtices of Aflize, ſuch as were wont
Sheriff, to conſider of all Bills of India.
ment prefer'd to the Court.
by a ſpecial Commiſſion to be fent into
The Petty Jury, conſiſts of 12 Men this or that Country, to take Allizes for
impannelld upon Criminal and Civil Cau- the Eaſe of the Subjects.
Muſtices in Epzé, thoſe who were
ſes, who upon due examination bring in
their reſpective Verdi&ts.
wont to be ſent with Commiſſion into die
Clerk of the Furies or Curata- vers Countries, to hear ſuch Cauſes as were
wirits, an Officer , who makes out the termed the Pleas of the Crown.
Writs for appearance ofthe Jury.
Juftices of aol-Delivery, ſuch as
Jury -matt, ( S. T. ) a Yard ſet up are ſent to hear and determine all Cauſes
inſtead of a Maſt that is broken down belonging to thoſe that for any Offence are
by a ſtorm or ſhot, and fitted with Sails, tro. caft into Gaol or Priſon.
Juſtices of Labourers, Juftices here
fó as to make a poor ſhift to ſteer the ship.
Jus, ( L.) Law, Right, Equity ,
tofore appointed to carb the Frowardneſs
JusCozone, the Rightofthe Crown of Labouring men, that would either be
Jus Hereditatis, the Right of Inhe- ! Idle, or exad unrcalomble Wages .
ritance.
Juttices,
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glaftices of Nil Pztus , are now the cauſing the Civil Law to be colle & ed into
fame with Juſtices of Affices ; it being an a Body, call’d the Pande& s and Code .
uſual Adjournmentof a Cauſe in the Com
Juſtinians,a certain Religious Order,
mon Pleas, to put it off to ſuch a Day Nifi founded in the Abby of St. Jušin at Padwa,
prius Fufticiarii venerint ad eas partes ad by one Lewis Balms,a Venetian.
capiendas Affizas, i. e. Unleſs the Juſtices
To Juſtle, to puſh, to run at Tilt.
come before into thoſe Parts to take Aflizes. Juter, ( C. T. )the fruitful, congealing ,
Juſtices of Dyer and Terminer faltimh Quality of the Earth .
Jutty, Part of a Building that juss, or
Juſtices deputed upon ſome ſpecial and ex .
waordinary Occafions, to hear and deter. Atands our farther than the reft.
mine ſome particular Cauſes.
Juvenalia, ( L. ) certain Games or
Justices of the Pavtlton, were cer- Feats of A & ivity , in old Times celebrated
taip Judges of a Pie-Powder Court, which at Rome, for the Health of Youth.
Juvenilt, Youthful ; belonging to , or
the Biſhopof Wincbefter anciently autho
riz'd at a Fair kept at St. Giles's Hill near ſuitable to Youth .
thar City .
Jubenility , Youthfulneſs, Heat, or
Judices of the Peace, are worthy Vigour of Youth .
Juverna,
an ancient Name of Ireland.
Queen's
Com
appointed
the
Perſons
by
Jurtangina, a sort of Quinley, other
miſſion , to maintain the Peace in the Coun
wile call'd Cynanchi.
ty where they dwell.
Furta-Poſition, ( in Philos. ) Conti
Juſtices of the Peace within Li
berties , are ſuch in Cities and Towns- guity , or Nearneſs.
corporate as the former are in any County.
Jby, a Plant that twines about Trees,
Juffices ofTryal- Bañon or Trayla andfaftens upon Walls.
I wimpled, ( 0. ) muffled,
Eaſton , were certain Juftices impower'd
Iwis, ( 0.) certainly.
by King Edward I. to make Inquiſition
Icia , (G.) a Swelling of the Veins. '.
thro' the Realm upon all Officers ; touch
eta or Irine, a Sort of Carduus į an
ing Extortion, Bribery, &c. as alſo upon
Barretors, breakers of the Peace , and o- Herb.
ther Offenders.
Jron , a great White Bird of the Raven .
Lozd's Huſtices of the Kingdom , kind .
are the Regents or chief Governours of lynr, the Wry-neck , or Emmer -hunt
th : Realm , during the King's or Queen'sjer, a Bird.
Abſence .
Julticements, ( L. T. ) all things be
longing to Juſtice.
Buliciary, one that adminifters Ju
KA
Dice.
Juſticies, a Writ dire &ted to the She
rie, for cabe diſpatch of Juſtice in ſome k Parkeerat,(in Lincolnſhire ) a Male
Juſtifiable, that may be!juftified.
Kab or Cab, an Hebrew Meaſure, con
Juſtification, the Act of juftifying, caining three Engliſh Pints.
or clearing. Among Divines, a clearing of Kali or Glaſs -wolt, a Sea -Herb, of
Tranfgreſſours of the Sacred Laws by the whole Aſhes Cryſtal-Glaſſes and Soap are
Imputation of Chrift's Righteouſneſs. In made.
Rantref, ( B. ) a Province or Diviſion
Law , a fhewing a good Reaſon in Court,
whya Man did ſuch a hing as he is callid of a Country in Wales, containing a Hup .
to Anſwer .
dred Towns.
Juſtificato2s , ( L. T. ) ſuch as by
Karena, ( C. T. ) the twentieth Part
Oath juſtify the Innocence, Report, or Oath of a Drop.
of another .
Karite or Carite, a Name which our
To Juſtify, to clear one's ſelf, to make Monks gave to the beft Drink or ſtrong
his Innocency appear, to maintain or make Beer thas was kept in their Monaſtery.
Rarle, ( S.) a Servant, a Clown.
good : In Divinity,to make or to declare in
Karle -hemp, ( C. ) the latter green
nocent 3 In Law , to give a reaſon why ſuch
an A & was done.
Hemp .
Kärrata Fænf, ( 0.L.) a Cart -load of
To Juſtify the Lines , (in Printing) is
to make them even.
Hay:
Iu inian, the Name of two Roman
Karyn, ( 0. ) lene.
Emperours,thefirh of whom was famous, for!
Catzens
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Catzen -Silver , a Sort of Stone, which Steerſ.man is directed to keep the Ship
as they ſay , cannot be conſum'd either by near the Wind .
Reeper of the frozelt, otherwiſe callid
Fire or Water.
To Kaw , to cry as a Jack- Daw does.
ChiefWarden of the Fareft, is he that has.
To Bau foc. Breath, to fetch one's the principal Governirent of all things
belonging to the Foreft, and the Check
Breath with much . Difficulty.
hay or Liey, a convenient Place for of all the other Officers .
the loading or unloading of Vellels; a
Keeper of the Gret Seal of Eng
land, one of the chief Officers of the
Wharf.
Kayage, Toll or Money paid for Whir- Kingdom , thro' whoſe Hand paſs all
Charters, Commillions, and Grants from
2
fage
Kazléshemp, the latter Hemp whoſe the Queen, ſtrengthend by the Great or
Broad Seal.
ſeed grows ripe about Michalmas.
Keeper of the Privy Seal, an Officer
Kazzardly Cattal , ( N. C. ), ſuch as
are ſubject to Caſualties .
under whoſe Hand país all Charters fignd
+ Beals ,( F.). Wooden Pins to play by the Queen, before they come to the
Broad Seal, and ſome Deeds, that do not
with, commonly callid Nine-pins.
2
Rebbars or Cullars, refuſe Sheep paſs the Great Seal at all.
taken out of the Flock,
Weeper of the Touch, an Officer of
To Keckle, (S. T. ) to wind ſmall the Mint, now calld Maſter of the Af
Ropes about the Cable or Bolc-rope ; to ſay ,
Keeve or Heever, a Brewing-Vefſel,
preſerve them from galling.
Kecks, dry Stalks, or Sticks.
in which the Ale or Beer works before it
To Kedge, ( S. T.) to ſet up the is tunn'd .
Fore -Sail, and ſo let a Ship drive with the Keiri or Cheiri, Wall-flower ; a
Tide, letting fall and lifting up the Plant.
Kedge-Anchor, as often as Occalion ferves.
kell , or Kiln , a Place where Malt or
hedgers or Kedge- Anchozs , ſmall Hops are dry'd : Kell is alſo the Caul or
Anchors usd in calm Weather,and in a skin that covers the Bowels .
Kellow , ( N. C. ) black Lead .
flow Stream .
Fellus, a Subſtance like a white ſoft
Keel, a Vefſel for Liquors to ſtand and
Stone found in the Tin -Mines in Cern .
cool in.
Keel of a Ship , is the loweſt and first Wal .
Piece of Timber, wnich lies in a ſtraight
Kelp, a Subdance made of a Sea
Line, in the Bottom of her Hull.
Weed laid on Heaps, dry'd and burnt,
Falſe Keel , a Second Keel which is which being ſtirr'd with an Iron-rake grows
ſometimes put under the Firft.
thick and cakes together.
Kemelings, ( 0. ) a Brewer's Vel
Rank Keel, is,a deep Keel , which
rel.
keeps a Ship well from rolling .
Beel-raking, a Puniſhment - uş'd at
Ren, as within Ken , i. e, within Sight
Sea, when a Malefa &tor is bound with or View .
Ropes and drawn underneath the ship's
To lien . ( S. ) to know , to ſpy out at
Come diftance .
Keel.
Keel-rope, a. Hair-rope running be
Kenhelm or Renelm , ( $. Defence
tween the Keelſon and the Keel, to clear of his Kindred ) a proper Name of
the Limber-holes, when they are ſtopt up Men,
with the Ballaſt, & c .
Kenks, ( S. T. ) Doublings in a Ca.
ble or Rope. Allo when any Rope makes
To keel, (0.) to cool.
Keelage, a Duty paid at Hartlepool in Turns, and does not run clever in the
Durham , forevery Ship coming into that Blocks or Pully's, a Pack or Cry of Hounds ,
& Fox's Earth or Hole.
Porr.
Reeling, a kind of Fish ,
To kennel, a Term apply'd by Hunto
Keelſon, the Second Piece of Timber, ers to a Fox, when he lies in his Hole.
Kennets , a ſort of courſe Welsh Clorh :
which lies right over the Keel.
Allo ſmall Pieces of Timber, nailed on the
Feen , Sharp, that cuts well , ſubtil.
Keep, a ſtrong Tower in the middle of Inſide of a Ship, to which the Ropes, call?d
a Cattle or Fort, in which the Beſieged Tacks and Sheats, are made faft.
Kenred , ( S. ) bold Counſellour , a pro
make their laft Efforts of Defence .
Keep your Lopf or Keep her to , per Name of Men,
an Expreſion us'd at Sea, when the
Benrit,
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Kenric, another Proper Name, that breeds about the nether Joynt and over
hwart the Fer- lock .
fignifies bold Commander.'
Kenſpecked, ( 0. ) marked or brand .
Kibrit, ( C. T.) Sulphur.
Kibley, a kind of Wicker-basker.
ed.
ph
Kenwalph or Clenwul , ( i . e. bold
Kichar, a Hebrew Sum of Money , the
Helper) theName of the Fifteenth King fame as Chichar.
of the South -Saxons,
Bichel , ( 0. ) a kind of Cake.
To Keppen , ( 0. ) to hood -wink.
Bick-fiaw, a French Ragoo, or Sauce.
Kerb -Stone; a Stone laid round the
Hid, a Young Goat ; alſo a North
Brim of a Well.
Country Word fora ſmall Bruſh -faggot.
Kerchief, a kind of Linneo -Dreſs,
Kid or Kith, ( 0.) known.
which old Women uſe to wear on their
Klocrow , ( C. ) a Place for a fucking
Head.
Calf tó lye in.
Kidder or Kidyer, a Huckfter ; that
Kerf, ( 0. ) a Notch in Wood.
Cherca de Kermes, the Grain of the Scarlet-oak ; carries Corn , Vi&tuals, &c. up and down
yox being the chief Ingredient of a Confection to ſell.
di, be called Alkermes .
kidle , Kidel, or Kedel, ( O. R. ) a
Kern, ( B.) a Horn: Alſo an Iriſh Foot . Dam in a River to catch Fiſh .
Bidnap, to entice, or feal away
To
or
a
Dare
with
armed
Soldier, lightly
Skene.
lter
Children .
To Kern , to corn , to powder, or
Kidnapper, one that makes a Trade of
Breward ſalt.
decoying young children , and others, to
Kernel -water, a Liquor ' made of the ſhip them for Foreign Plantations.
Kernels of Cherries and Apricocks, pound.
Bidney-beans, a known Pulle.
az ed and ſteep'd in Brandy .
Kidney-beth and Kidneyswozt,ſeve
Kernelled Walls, Walls built with ral ſorts of Herbs.
Kilderkin; a liquid Meaſure, contain
shere We Cranies or Notches, for the better Con .
So the veniency of ſhooting Arrows, and making ing 2 Firkins, or 18 Gallons.
Is
ocher Defence.
Killow , a Mineral Sconegus d for draw .
Kers, the ſame as Crelles.
ing Lines.
Kina , the Jeſuits Bark .
Kerſèy, a ſort of courſe woollen Cloth.
Keſar, a Word which the ancient Bri. Kinburgh, (8. Strength and Defence
tains us'd inft:ad of Cæſar.
of Kindred) a proper Name of Women .
de of a Kefitah, a Hebrew Coin , the ſame as Binder, ( among Hunters) a Company
'd and Gerah.
of Cars, c .
Kine, all ſorts of Cows.
Keſtrel, a kind of Hawk , a Bird of
Ironiske
Prey.
king, ( 5. ) a Sweraign Prince, or chief
Bez Ketch,
..
Teſſer Size.a Veifel like a Noy, but of a Ruler
King of Keralds or King at Arms,
Kevils or Chevils, ( in a Ship) a prin ipalOfficerat Arms thathas the prema
ſmall wooden Pins, upon which the Tackle heminence of the Society.
o fy * and Sails are hung to dry .
Ring's Tevil, a Diſeaſe.
Key, an Inftrument to open a Lock :
King's - fifiier, a Bird .
fing's- Silver, that Money which is
( s. Deic la Muſiek, a certain Tone, to which every
T N Compoſition ought to be fitted or apply'd due to the King in the Court of Commor
Themiddle Stone ofan Arch in Building Pleas, for a Licence there granted for the
nos in all isallo callºd a key : AIG a Wharf for land paſting of a Fine.
Clerk of the King's Silver, an
Repairing orſhipping off Goods.
key of aRiver or Haven , a Place Oficer of the Courtto whom every Fine
where Ships ride; and are as it were is broughr, after it has been with the
of
lock'd in.
Cuftos Brevium .
d by or Beyle or Keel, ( S. ) a kind of Long
Ring -ſpear , an Herb,
Boat
Bina's uidow , a Widow of the
Reynard, ( 0.) a Micher or Truant.
King's Tenanje in chief.
t
ld
a
wi
Kepus of Reys, ( O. R. ) a Guardian,
kingdom. ( in Geogr . ) one or more
Warden , or Keeper
Countrie ſubject to a Soveraign Prince.
Ringeld . 'Eſcuage, or Royal Aid.
KibeorChilblain , a painful Swelling
Hintal or Duintat, a weight of one
which happensmore eſpeciallyin the ner
Vous and ourward Parts .
Hundred Pounds, more or leſs, according
Kibed veels, ( in Horſes ) a ſcab that to the Uſage of divers Nations.
Q9
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kipe, a Basket made of Ofiers, which
Kneeling or Abelwell, ſmall Cod, of
is uſed for taking Fiſh, particularly at 0r . which Stock -fish is made.
more in Oxfordſhire.
Knen , a Pafling-bell, the ringing of a 14
Kipper-time, aSpace of Time between Bell atthe Departure of a dying Perlon.
Knet , ( Ô . ) Neatneſs.
May 3d. and Twelfth -Day ; during which ,
Knectles, ( s. T. ) two untwifted :
Salmon-fiſhing in the River Thames was
forbidden .
Rope-yarns, joynių togecher to bind a Block
Kirat, ( A. ) the Weight of three or Pully , bc.
Grains.
Knevels or Kevels, ſmall pieces of MAP
+ Kirk, a Church .
Wood, naild on the inſide of a Ship, to ni
Kirked, ( 0. ) turning upwards.
which the Sheat-Ropes and Tacks are made za
faft.
Rirtle, a ſhort Jacket.
Knight, ( S. ) a Title of Honour, beca
Kircle of Flar, 12 heads in a Bunch,
Itow'd by the Queen on Perſons whom theto
and about 100 pounds in weight.
a
Muſical thinks fit to ſingle out from the ordinary
+ Kit, a Pocket - Violin ;
Inftrument: Allo a Country -Word for a ſort of Gentlemen .
Milking Pail.
Knights Batchelers, the lowed but
Kitsfi002, a particular Bed or Lay in a moſt ancient Order of Knighthood.
Coal Mine.
Knight Banneret, a Knight made in
Kitskeys, the Fruit of the At - Tree.
the field , with the Ceremony of cutting offs,
Kitchen, a Room where Mear is dref- the point of his Standard, and making is hyof
as it were a Banner .
ſed, c.
Clerk of the Kitchen , an Officer in Knight Baronet, a Combination of
a Noble Man's Houſe,whoſe Bufineſs it is Title in regard the Baronerſhip is generally co buy in Proviſions, c.
accompany'd with that of the Knighthood ;to
altho' the latter was made a diftin & Order AL
Kite , a Bird of Prey .
Kites-foot, a ſort of Herb,
by K :James I.
knights of the Bath, an Order of
Kitling or Kitten, a little young
Cat .
Knightsmade within theLifts of the Bath,
Knack, a Toy ; alſo a particular Skill and girded with a Sword in the Ceremo.
nies of their creation .
or Faculty
Knights of the Carpet, are ang.dio
Knag , a Knot in Wood , the Branches
that grow out, in Harts Horns, near the ther ſort of Knights ſo calld, becauſe h
Fore -head, are alſo call's Knags.
receiving their Order, they commonly
kneel on a Carpet.
Ruap, the Top of a Hill.
To Knap , to ſnap, or break . Among
Knights of the Chamber , fuchsia
Hunters, to feed upon the Tops of Leaves, Knights Barchelors as are made in Time of
Shruhs,'& c.
Peace, being uſually Knighted in the King's
or Queen's Chamber.
Knap -bottle, an Herb.
Knag-weed, an Herb ſomewhat like Knights of the Garter or of St.
Scabious.
George, an Order of Knighthood eſta
Knave, ( S. ) a crafty , deceitful Fel. blished by K. Edward III. An. 1350. as
low ; a Chear.
ſome fay upon Occaſion of good Succeſsin a
Brave- line, a Rope in a Ship , which Skirmiſh in which the King's Garter was
ſerves to keep the Ties and Halliards from us'd for a Token .
Knights or Poo ; Knights of Wind
turning one upon another.
Knavery, a Knave's Practice, deceitful 102, Twenty
fiz oldofSoldiers,
& c. depende
and ſo
the Garter,
ing on the Order
dealing.
College is
this
of
Bnecks, the Twifting of a Cable or caira becauſe the Seat
Rope, as it is putting out.
Windſor. Caftle .
Knees, ( among Herbalifs) thoſe Parts Knights of the Dider of St. John
which in fonie PlantsreſembleKneesor ofJeruſalem , an Order ofKnighthood
Joynts : Ako certain crooked Pieces of thatbegan about A. D.1120. havingtheir
Timber, made uſeof to faften the Beams firſt Foundationand Abodeat Ferufalem :
of a Ship to the Futtocks,
Afterwards they had their Reúdence in
the Illand of Rhodes ; whence they were
Knee-gzafs, a ſort of Herb. }
Knee -holm , a Shrub.
driven out by the Turks, in 1523.and
Knee- Timber , Timber thatis proper everance their chief Seat has been as
for making the Knees of a ship.
Malta .
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Knights of the Temple or Knights Knights de l'Epic , i. r. of the Ear
Templars, were firft appointed by Pope of Core , or of the Ermine in Bretagne in
Gelafws, of, as others ſay, by Baldwinit. France, eftabliſhed
byK. Francis1 .
King of Jerufalom , A. D. '1117. Theſe
Knights de l'Etoile or of the Star,
Knights at firft dwelt in Part of the Build- another Order of Knighthood in France.
ing chac belong'd to the Temple of feru. Knights of St. Ökolge, an Order
Salem, wherethey charitably entertain's of Knighthood in Genoa .
ChriſtianStrangers and Pilgrims,and de.
Knights of the Dider of Genette.
fended them from the Infidels : But at laſt 1. e. of the Horlé-bit, she moft anciene
growing vicious and too powerful, the Order of Knighthood in France, founded
whole order was abolith'd by Pope Clement by CharlesMartel, A. C. 783.
V. in 1309. as alſo by the Council of Voo
Knights of the Golden Fleece , apo
inna in 1312.
pointed by Philip, Duke of Burgundy, upon
Knights of the Shre, two Knights, his Marriage with Iſabel, the Daughter of
or other Gentlemen of Worth, choſen to Portugal.
ferve in Parliament, by the Free -holders of Knights of the Golden Shield,
eſtablim'd by Lewis 11. King of France.
every County .
Knights of St. Andrew Ol of tbe
Knights of the Walf-moon orCreſs
Thiſtle, an Order eſtablim'd by chains, cent, created 1. D. 1462 , by René,Duke
King of Scots. A. C. 809 .
of Anjou , when he conquer's Sicily ,
Knights of the Annunciada, an Or.
Knights of the mare, an Order
der of Knighthood in Savoy, founded in created by King Edward ill, in France, at
Memory of the Annunciation of the Blel- the Shouting of the French, thought to be
ſed Virgin Mary
the onſet of a Battel, but only occaſioned
Knights of the guider of qúſtria by the Starting of a Hare, at the head
and Carinthia or of St. George, ap- of their Aimy :
pointedby the Emperour Frederick 111.
Rnights of the Holy Sepulchze, an .
firft Arch -duke of Auftria, 1470.
Order of Knighthood founded by St. He
Knights of the Band or red - Scarf, lena , a British Lady ; after the had viſited
inſtituted by Alfonſo XI. King of Leon and Jeruſalem , and found the Crofs of our
Blefle : Saviur.
Caſtille, 1330 .
Knights of St , Jago or St. James,
Knights ofthe Dader of the Bloom
dower,founded by St. Lewis K. of France. a Spaniſh Order that obſerve St. Augustino's
Knights of Calatrava in Spain, Rule, and were ſettled under Pope Alex :
an Order created by Alonſo IX K. of Spain ander III.
in favour of certain Cavallero's, who went
Knights of the Farr , made by Don
to relieve the Town of Calatrava againſt Garcia , King of Navarre.
the Moors.
Knights of Tieliis Chriſt, a Portue
Knights of La Calza or of the gueſe Order of Knighthood .
Stocking, a Venetian Order.
Knights of the lilly in Navarre,
Knights of the Dzuer of Chriſtian a French Order of Knighthood, founded by
Charity, made by Hinry III. for the Prince Garcia 1043.
Benefit of poor Caprains and maimed
Knights of St. Magdalen , a French
Soldiers.
Order of Knighthood appointed by St. 3
Knights of the Crown Royal, ap- Lexis againſt Duels.
poined by the Emperour ' Charlemagne , in
Knights of St. Maria de Mercede,
Favour of the Frifons, who affifted him or for the Redemption of Captives ; a Spare
againſt the Saxons.
nijh Order.
Knights of St. Mark, a Vinetja i
Knights of Cyprus orof theSwozd,
ſet
up by Guy of Lufignan, K. of Jeru- Order of Knighthood .
falem and Cyprus.
Knights of the Qirgin Mary in
Knights of the Dane Bloge, infti- Mount Carmel, eſtablih'd by Henry
tuted bythe King of Denmark, 1671.
IV King of Francº.
Knights of the Dog and Cock, a
Knights of the Dider of St.Pana
French Order founded by K. Philip I.
rice and Lazaro, an Order founded
Knights of the Dader of the Dra- 1119. of which the D. df Savoy was con.
gon, 'made in Germany, 1417. by the firmed Grand Maſter by the Pope.
Emperour Sigiſmund .
Knights of St, Michael the arch,
Knights of theClephant, an Order angel, a French Order eltabiilh's1 by
of Knighthood in Denmark,
King Lewis XI. in 1469.
Kuishir,
292
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Knights of the Dader of the Air
Knights of the pilitia Chritiana,
an Order of Knights buc lately ler up in sin Mary in mount Carmel,ap
pointed by King Henry IV . in 1607. and
Poland
Knights of Abentedia , an Order in confifting of 100 French Gendemen.
Knights of the Dider of the
the Province of Valencia in Spain, found
edby James Il. King of Arragon, 1317. Walhite Eagle , created in Poland byK.
Knights of Nova Scotia in the Ladiſlaus V. 1325.
!
Weſt Indies, were created by James I.
Knights Errant, certain wand'ring
K. of Great Britain, and wear a Kibbon Fabulous Knights,whoſe wonderful Exploits
are related inRomances.
of an Orange-rawny Colour.
Knights, ( in Sea-Language) are two
Knights of the Pearstree, an Order
in Spain , founded, 1179. and afterwards pieces of Timber, in each of which go
four Shivers, three for the Halliards, and
call's Knights of Alcantara in Leon .
Knights of the Porcupine, a French one for theTop-ropes ; and they are com
Order whoſeDevice was cominus de Edmonly made in ſhape of ſome # çad.
Búight-warshal, an Officer who has
minus ,, but K. Lewis XII, crown'd the
Juriſdiction and Cognizance of all Tranf. .
Porcupine with anotser Motto , Vltus
greſſion within the Queen's Houſe and it?
vos Troja.
1
Knights of the precious Blcod of Verge.
Knights. Fee, ſo much Inheritance as
Chrift, an Order founded 1608, by the
Duke of Mantua, where ſome drops of it is ſufficient to maintain a Knight with con
venient Revenue, which in old Times was
are ſaid to be kept.
CE
Knights of Rhodes , ſprung from the about 800 Acres.
Knights -ſervice or Chivalry, 20
Hospitallers or Knighrs of St. John of Fe
rufalem , and having held thatMand Two ancient Tenure, whereby Lands wereheld .
Hundred Years, they were driven out by of the King,upon 1 Condition to bear Arms
the Turks : But the Emperour Charles v in his Service.
Knights-(pur, an Herb .
in 1529 gave them Malta, where they
Knighten -Court, a Court -Baron, or
fill continue.
Knights of the round Table or Honour-Court held twice. a Year under
B
King Arthur's Knights , a British Oider th : iſhop of Hereford, at his Palace .
Knighten -Guild ,' an old Guild
ofKnighchood, beingthe moft ancient of
any in the World
Company in London , confifting of 1919
Knights of the Rue or of St. An- Knights , and founded byK.Edgar.
Dzew , a Scotch Order of Knighthood.
Knipperdollings , a Se & ot Hereticks to
Knights du Saint Clprit, or of the ſo called from the Name of their Ring Holy Ghoſt, created by the French King leader,
Henry III. at his Return from Poland.
Enitling, 10.; the ballaft of a 2
knights of fan Salvadoz in Qrra- Ship:
Knoll, ( W. C. ) the top of a Hill.
gon , a Spanha Order founded by Alonſo
knolis, ( C. ) Turn - ps.
VIIL. 1118
Knollsof Peace, certain Mounts ( caft
Knights of the Seraphim , fit up by
Magnus IV, King of Sweden 1224 .
up in the Sheriffdom of Sterling in Scot.
Iland
Knights of the Ship, inſtituted by
St. Lewis. in an Expedition againſt the sam
Knopped , ( 0.) tied, laced.
knots , (S.T. ) the Divifions of the
Y4ens.
Knights of the Swan, the Order of Log-line : Allo adelicious ſmallFowl well
known in fome Parts of England.
the Houſe of Cleve.
Knot-gzals, an Herb.
Knights of St. Stephen , made by
Known Fen , a Name fometime given
C -fmo, Duke of Florence, 1591. in honour
to the Lollards, or good Chriftians in Eng
of Pope Stephen IX .
Knights of the Swod and Bau- land, before the Reformation .
Dzick , a Swedm Order.
Knur or Knurl, a Knot in Timber.
Knights Teutontck, & mix'd Order
Krimnel, ( C. ) a Powdering-tub .
of Hoſpitallers and Templars, upon whom
Kyrie Eleeſon , ( 6.) a Form of fo
the Emperour Frederisk.II, beſtow'd Pruffin, lemn Invocation usd in the Popish Litargy ;
A. D. 1226 .
and fignifying , Lord have mercy upon sss.
Kyllte, 0. ) a Cheft or Coffin , for
Knigh s of the Chittle. ( in the Fa
mily of Bourbon ) a French Order of Burialof the Dead.
Knights.
Laban ,
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Labzum Olenteris , Fullers-weed or
Teaſel. An Herb:
Labzus or Labjar, a ravenous Fish .
LA
Labzuſca or Labzuſcum , the Weed
calld Wild Vine.
Laburnum , a kind of Shrub .
L Aban. (of wbite or thining) the
Labyrinth, ( G. ) a Place made with
fo many Turnings and Windings, that a
Labarum , ( G. ) the Standard of the Man once enter'd in, could not find the
RomanEmperours ; any Standard, or Roy- way out,unleſs by the help of a Guide,
al Flag :
or of a clew of Thread to dire & him : In
Labdanum or Ladamm ,a ſweet Gum Anatomy, the Second or as ſome ſay, the
us'd in Perfumes.
Cavity
Label, a thin Braſs-Ruler , commonly third
Os Petrofum . of the Ear in the Bone namid
u'd on the edge of a Circumferentor to
Lac, ( L. )Milk .
take Heights.
Line or Flojes Argentt, (C.
Labels , Ribbands hanging down on T. Lac
) a kind of white Earth which being
each ſide ofa Mirer, or Garland : Allo diffolved in Water, will die it with a Milky
narrow ſlips faſten'd to Deeds or Writings Colour .
for hanging Seals: Any Paper joyo'd by
Lac Sulphuris , a white Liquor made
way of Addition to a will, is alſo calld of Brimſtone diffolved, and diſtilled
a Label or Codicil. in Heraldry, Labels are Vinegar .
rhofę Lines which hang down from the
Lacca, a kind of red Gum .
File in the cop of an Eſcuccheon , and
+ Laceration , a tearing, or rending !
make a Diftin &tion for the Elder Bro
Lacerna,
( L. ) a Garment worn by
ther.
the Romans over their Gowns, like a Cala
Labes, ( L. ) a Spot, Blemish, or
a Rocket, a Riding-Coat.
Stain : Among Surgeons, a bunching out fock,
Lacerta a Lizard : All a kind of Seas
of the Lips.
fith ; in Doomſday-Record, a Pathom.
Labia Lepojina or Rodra Lepo
Aquatica, the Water- Lizards
rina, Hare-lips ; f.ich Lips as by reaſon of anLacerta
Infect .
their ill make, are cleft, and do not come
Lacertus, the Arm , from the Elbow to
cloſe together.
the Writ: Allo a Lizard , or the Baſtard .
Labial Letters, ( in Gram . ) fuch Ler- Mackerel ſpotted like a Lizard.
ters as chiefly require the ule of the Lips
Lachanum, ( G. ) all kind of Pota
in pronouncing them .
herbs.
Labiate Flowers , are thoſe that have
Laches, ( F. L. T. ) Negligence ,
one or two Lips.
Slackneſs .
Labozant, one that afſifts or works
Lachryma,
) a Tear : In Ange
under a Chymiſt, whilft he is about any O. tómy, a Moiffure( L.
rarated
by the Ker,
peration .
nels of the Eyes, to moiſten them : Among
Labozariis, a Writ that lies againſt Herbalifts, whatever drops, or is let out by
fuch, as not having wherewithal to live, cutting from any part of a Plant ; as Gum ,
refuſe to ſerve.
Oil. c.
Lahozatory, a Chymiſt's Work -houſe.
Lachrymæ Chrifti, a pleaſant fort of
Labozious, that works hard, or takes Italian Wine .
a great deal of Pains ; painful, hard, toil.
Lachryme Jobi, Jeb's Tears, or Groni
>
lome.
well , an Herb.
L'achrymation , a weeping or ſhedding
Labour, Pains, Work, Toil, travel in
Child birth.
of Tears ; a dropping of Moiſture , Gum,
To Labour, to take Pains, to endea. aync .
vour earneſtly. A Ship is laid !o Labour in
Lych:ymatory, a Bottle, or ſnall ver
the Sea , 'when the rolls, tumbles, and is fel to preſerve Tears in, which the Ro
very unſteady.
mens uſed to place with the Urns of the
Labourrome, troubleſome, toil. Deceaſed.
jome.
Lacken. ( .0. ) contemned ,or defpiied :
Labzolulcium , ( L.) a Swelling in the Alſo exrenuated, or leftened .
Lips.
Lacker , a ſort of Varnish ,
Labzum , a Bathing-tub; che brink of Lacker -hat, a Hat mide without
a River of Ditch ; alſo a Lip.
tiffning.
Lacker
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Lackey, ( F. ) a Foot -man, Foot-boy,
Ladies- Bower , a Plent which, for
its great number of ſmall Branches and
or Page.
Laconicum , (G. ) a dry Stove to Leaves, is fit to make Arbours , for La
dies.
Sweat in, a Stew or Hot-houſe .
Dur Ladies Seal, an Herb other.
Laconicum 'or Laconick Style, a
hort and pithy way of ſpeaking or writ. wiſe call d Black Briony, or wild Vine.
Ladies Cuſhion , a Flower .
ing, ſuch as the Lacedæmonians us'd.
Ladies - 9Dantle, an Herb with a
Lactary. ( L. ) a Milk -houſe, or Dai
ry -houſe.
neat jagged Leaf almoft maped like a
Lactation, the fucking of Milk from Star.
the Breafts.
Ladies.Smock, a kind of Water
Laltea Febris, the Milk -Feaver,which creffes.
happens to Womenin Child.bed .
Ladies-Thigh, a Ruffet - Apple which
Lactcal, belonging to Milk, milky ; as grows ripe in July,
The Latteal Veins, lo calls from their
Lafożd [wick , ( S. L. T. ) a betraying
milky Subſtance.
one's Lord and Maker ; Treaſon.
Lactes,the ſmall Guts,che Sweet-bread : Lag - mozt, an Herb.
Laga or Lagh, the Law .
Alſo the ſoft Roe,or Milt of Filh.
Lactifical, making, or breeding Milk . Lagan or Lagon , ſuch a parcel of
Lactuca, ( L. ) Lettice, an Herb that Goods as the Sea-men in danger of Ship
encreaſes Milk.
wrack caſt over -board.
Lactucella, the Herb Sow -thiftſe.
Lageman or Laghman , a legal Man,
Lactucimina, Wheals or Ulcers about ſuch as we call GoodMen of the Fury:
1 Laghſite. Lag [lite, or Lahllite,
che inward parts of the Mouth.
Lactumia, a crufted Scab on the Head . Breach ot the Law ; ' or'a Fine impos'd for
Lacuna, a Ditch in which Water breaking the Laws .
ftands, a Trench or Furrow .In Anatomy, Lagochtlus,
( G. ) he that has cloven
!
Lacuna are certain ſmall Pores or Paſſages Lips.
in the Neck of the Womb.
Lagophthalmus, one who has Hares
Lacunar, ( in Archite& . ) the flooring Eyes.
or planking above the Porticoes; a cieled . Lasophthalmy,, a Diſeaſe in tke Eyes
Roof.
which cauſes one to deep like a Hare, with
Lada, ( 0.R. ) a Lach or Court of Ju- , the Eye-lids open.
Lagopus , a delicate Bird, with rough
ftice : Alfo Purgation, or Acquitment by a
lawful Tryal; allo a Ladę, or Courſe of hairy Feet like a Hare : Allo the Herb
Water.
Hares- foot, or Hares-cummin .
Ladders, (in a Ship ) are of three forts,
Laical or Laick, belonging to Lago
wik . !. the Ent'ring.Ladder, in the Wafte. men .
2. The Gallery-Ladder, hung over the A Laick , one that is not engaged in
Galleries and Stern. 3. The Bolt -ſprit-lad- Ecclefiaftical orReligious Orders.
der, at the Beak -head.
Laines, Courſes or Ranks laid in the
Lade, ( 0. ) a Paſſage of Waters ; alſo building of walls.
to load.
Laić, the place where Deer harbour by
Ladle, a well known Kitchen Utenſil. Day.
In Gunnery, a long Staff with a bowed Lair, Layer , or Lieart, ! a Place
Plate at the end of it, holding as much where Cattel uſually reft, under fome
Powder as the due Charge of the Piece it Shelter.
belongs to.
Lair-wite, Lecherwite, or Leger
Lady, a Perſon of Quality's Wife, or geld, ( S. ) a Fine impos'd on thoſe that
Daughter.
commit Adultery, or Fornication .
Lady-cow , a kind of Beetle, an In
Laity, ( G. ) the condition or quality of
ſect.
Lay -men, the common People as dißin.
Lang-laces, a ſort of ſtriped Graſs.
guiſh'd from the Clergy.
Lake, a kind of red Colour usd in .
Lady-traces, a kind of Rag -wort ; an
Herb .
Painting. In Geography, a Place of a large
Ladies Apple, an Apple of a lively Essent full of Water, encompaſs?d with
Colour, which begins to be good about dry Land, and not having any Communi.
December ,
cation with the Sea.
Lamb, a Sheep under a Year old .
Ladies Bed -araw , an Herb growing
in dry Pafures.
Lambss
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Lambs-lettice and Lambs -tongue,
ſeveral ſorts of Herbs.
Lambative, ( L. ) a Medicine , to be
lick'd off the end of a piece of Licoriſh
Stick .
Lambdaciſmus, ( G. in Gram . ) a
fault in Speaking, when one infifts too
long upon the Letter L.
Lambent, ( L. ) licking with the
Tongue.
Lambdoides or Lambdoidal Sus
ture, ( in Anat. ) the hindermott Seam
of the Scull,
Lambert; ( S. fair Lamb , or far famous) a proper Name of Men .
Lambkin , a young or little Lamb.
Lamech, ( H.) poor or humbled.
Lamellä, ( L.) a little thin Plate of
Metal : Among Naturalifts, Lamela are
the little thin Plates of which the Shells of
Shell-fi are compos’d.
To Lament, ( L. ) to bewail, weep,
or mourn .
Lamentable, to be lamented, dole.
fal.
Lamentation, a lamenting, bemoan
ing, a moanful Complaint.
Lamentine, or Manaly, the Seacow , a Fid that is eighteen Foot long ,
and delicate Food .
, ( 0.
Lamie, L. )Hags, she-devils,or evil
Spirits.
Lamiers, a ſort of Ship- ropes.

Lamina , a Plate , or thin piece of
Meral. In Anatomy, Laminæ are the two
Plates or Tables of the Scull.
Lamium , Archangel, or Dead Nettle
an Herb.
To Lamm , to bafte one's Sides, to
drub or bang him.
Lammas-Day, the Firſt of Auguſt,
ſo call'd, as ſomeiay, becauſe the Prieſts
on that Day us'd to get in their Tithe
Lambs.
Lampadias, a Blazing -Scar, reſembling
a Lamp or burning Torch .
Lampaſs, Lampzas or Lampers, a
Swelling in the mouth of a Horfe.
Lampetra, ( L. ) the Lampern or Lam
prey , a fiſh.
Lampoon ,a drolling Poem or Pamphlet,
in which any particular Perſon is created
with Reproach or abuſive Language.
To Lampoon one, to expcle one to
Scorn in a Lampoon, Sacyr, or Libel.
Lamprey or Suck -fone, a Fiſh Thap'd
like an Eel.
Lampſana, ( G. ) a Weedgrowing
amide Corn , Nipple-wort,

L A
Lampuris, a Glow -worm .
Lampuas, a Sea - Lizard .
Lanat or Lanner, a ſort of Hawk
Lanarta, ( L. ) Soap-wort, or Fullers
weed .
To Lance, to ſcarify, or cut with a
Lancet.
Lanaret, a male Lanar- hawk.
Lancea, ( L. ) a Lance , an offenfive
Weapon , much us'd of old .
Lancelot , '( Sp. a Lance or Spear) a
proper Name of Men.
Lencepeláde, ( F. ) one that has the
Command of ten Soldiers ; an Under:
Corporal.
Lancet, a Surgeon's Inſtrument us'd
in the Letting of Blood, opening of Im
poſtumes, c.
To Lánch, Launce, or Launch, to
put afloat a Ship or Boat out of a Cock ,
c.
Lancier ,a Lance-man ,or Soldier 'armd
with a Lance .
Land, in a general and Legal: Signifi
cation , inciudes all kinds of Grounds;
and all manner of Buildings; but in a
more reftrained Senſe, it is taken onely for
plough'd Ground.
To Lay a Land, ( S. P. ) to fail from
it, juſt as far as you can ſee it.

by which Landsof Tenements weremade
over or held.
Landscape, a point of Land , that
ſtretches it felfoutinto the Sea.
Lmd-cheap, an ancient Cuftomary
Fine paid upon the ſelling of Land , in
rome peculiar Manour, or in the Liberty
of ſome Borough.
Land-crabs, a fort of Crab good to
eat.
Landsfall, ( 3. T.) a falling in with
the Land.
Landsgable or Land -gavel, (O.L.T. )
a Tax or Rent iſſuing out of Land ; a
Quit-rent.
Land- layed, ( among Sea-men ) the
Land is ſaid to be layed, when a Ship is
juſt got out of sightof it.
Land-leapers Spurge, a kind o :
Herb.
Landslocked, fut in between the
Land.
Land-loper, ( D. ) a Vagabond , one
that runs up and down the Country .
Land- lozd , a proprietor or owner of
Lands or Tenements
Land -mark, a Boundary ſet up be
cween Lands. Among Sailers, any Mo !!11
ta in, Rock , Church, 66. Wereby the Pi
lo:
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Lanio , ( L. ) a Butcher, a Slaughter
lot knows how they bear by the Com
pals.
man ; alſo the Buccher- Bird, or Adder.
Land -mate , (in Herefordshiere) one that bird .
Lanis de crefcentia Walliæ tr & ou
reaps with another on the ſame ridge of
Ground .
cendis abſque Culuma, a Writ that
Land- pike, a Creature in America, lies to the Customer of a Port,
for allewing
like the Fim of the ſame Name, but having one to paſs over Woolls, without Cuſtom ,
Legs inſtead of Fins.
becauſe he has paid the Cuſtom in Wales
before .
Land-pirate, a Highway-Man.
Lank, nender, fim, limber.
Land- ft,ut: in , is when anothur Point of
Lariniers , Lanniards or I amiers,
Land hinders the sight of that which a
Ship came from .
Ship -ropes that ſerve to Dacken
Land-teuant, ( S. L. ) he that a & ually ſmall
make ftiff the Shrowds , Chains, & c. or
poffefTes Land .
Lanſac or Dolphin - Pear, a Pear
L andsto, ( among Mariners) When a about the bigneſs of a Bergamot,ripe a
Shipis ſo far off from the shore, that they bout the end of O &tober .
Lanſquenet. ( 0. ) a German Foot
can but juſt diſcern Land, ſhe is ſaid To
lye land.to. !
Soldier ; alſo a Gameat Cards.
Land - turn, a Gale of Wind off the
Lantertum, ( 0. L. ) the Lantern,
Land by Night.
Cupolo, or Top of a Steeple,
Lantern or Lanthojn , a well known
Landa, ( 0. L. ) an open Field without
Wood.
Utenfil.
Landímers, ( 0. ) Meaſures of Land . Magical Lanthoin, a ſmall Optical
Landirecta, ( 0.24 . T.) thoſe Ser- Inftrument, ţhat thewsby a gloomy Light
vices and Duties, which in the Saxon times upon a white Wall, Hobgoblins and Mon.
were laid upon all that held Land.
ſters ſo hideous, that thole who are igno
Landgate, ( 0. ) a long and narrow rant of the Secret, believe it to be pera
piece of Land.
form'd by Magick Art.
Landgzave, one that has the Govern
cover'd
( L. ), mofly
ment of a Trad of Land, or Province in tonLanuginous,
orfoti Hair, downy
. with Cota
.
Germany.
Lanugo, Down, Moſs ; the ſoft Wooll,
Landgzavaite, the Territory or Jurif. or Furr, upon ſome Fruits and
Herbs ; alſo
di &tion of a Landgrave.
the down-feathers of Birds.
LanDiels, a Waſhertwoman .
Lapathum or Dxylapathum , com
Landiy, an Office in a Perſon of Qua- mon
Dock, an Herb.
lity's Houſe, where the Linnen is waihd.
Lapathum Rubļumor Lapathumi
Landſkip, a Deſcription of the Land ; Sativum , red Dock, or Blood -yort.
+ Lapidable, marriagable, or fit for
as Hills, Valleys, Woods, &c. in a mixt
Pi& ure, or Drawing .
a Husband .
Lane, a narrow Street, or Paſſage; a
La pidary, belonging to Stones ; as
narrow Paſs for Soldiers.
Lapidary
Verſes, i. e. luch as are made for
To Make a Lane, ( M. T. ) to draw Epitaphs, and cut on Stone-Monuments
A Lapidary, one that poliſhes, . cutsy
up Men in two Ranks, facing one another,
forany great Perſon to paſs thro '.
or fets precious Stones.
Laptdation, a ſtoning to Death.
Langzel or Langzel-fhot, a kind of
Shot that runs looſe with a Shackle or
Lapideſcent, (among Naturalifts) that is
Joynt in the middle.
capable of turning a Mixt i Body into
Language, ( L. ) Tongue, or Speech . Stone.
Laptoification , (C.T. ) the turning
Langued, tongued , a Term us'd in
Heraldry, for repreſenting the Tongue of any Metal to Stone.
any Living -Creature.
Lapidiltum , ( L. ) a Surgeon's '70 •
ſtrumenr to draw a Stone out ofthe Bladder.
Languid, languiſing, 'weak , faint.
To Languiſh, to fall away , or droop ;
Lapis, a Stone, a Pebble.
to confume , or pine away .
Lapis admirabilis ,an artificial Stone,
Languiſhment, a languiſhing, or de- ro calld by Reaſon of 'its
great Virtues;
caying.
beingmade of white Vitriol, Sa't-peter,
Languour, Faintneſs , Feebleneſs i Allum , &c .
Want of Strength , or Spirit.
, a was
light fort
brittlebrough:
come
becauſe it
nam'd ,armenus
Lanigerous Trees, thoſe ſort of ſo Lapis
Trees that bear a woolly ,downy Subſtance from Armenia.
Lapie,
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Lapis cæruleus Anglicus, a Mine. | Lariſſa a City of Theſſaly, where it was
ral Stone, found in Lancaſbire, which is firſt known .
us'd for drawing Lines,
Lard , the Fat of a Hog's Belly , bea
Lapts Crucis, the Croſs -Stone.
ten, and melted, or tryed up.
Lapis hematites , the Blood - Atone.
To Lard Meat, to ſtuff it with chip
Lapis Infernalis , a kind of cauftick Slips of fat Bacon .
Compofition, otherwiſe calld the Silver .
Lardartuik , ( 0. L. ) the Larder, or
Cautery:
Office in a Noble -map's Houſe, where the
Lapis Hudaicus , a little round Stone Lard and Vi& uals are kept.
found in Judaa and Sileſia.
Larderarius Regis, the King's Lare
LapisLazuli, a Sky-colour'd Stone ,of deror, or Clek of the Kitchen.
Vltramarine
whichthe Blew Colour call'd
Larding -Noney, a ſmall yearly Rent
is made.
paid in the Manour of Bradford in Wilso
Lapis Limacis, the Snail -Stone. Shire, to the Marqueſs of Wincheſter, the
Lapis Lipts, a Scone of a Sapphire. Lord of it.
blew Colour, like Indigo.
Lardoon, a ſmall Slip of Bacon proper
Lapis Medicamentoſus, an artificial for Larding.
Stone made of calcined Vitriol, Litharge,
Lare, a Turner's Wheel
Bolearmenick , doc.
A Large, the greareft Meaſure of Mu
Lapis Mephiticus, & Stone brought sical Quantity containing two Longs.
To Large, ( among Sea -Men ) the
from Nero Spain of great Efficacy againft
the Stonein the Kidneys.
Wind is ſaid to large, when it blows a
Lappa, a Burr, a Clot-burr.
freth Gale.
To Go large, is when a Ship goes
Lappago, an Herb calld Maiden -lips,
or Teaſel.
right before the Wind.
Lappice, ( a Term in Hunting) when
Largers, ( F. ) a free Gift beſtow'd
Gray-hounds open their Mouths in their upon any one ; a Dole , or Preſent.
Courſe , or Hounds in the Leath or
Laricina, ( L. ) the Gum calla Tur .
String
pentine.
Lapſana, ( L. ) wild Cole-worts, or
Larix, the Larinch -tree, or Larch .
Dock - creſs.
tree.
Lark, a well known Singing -Bird.
Lapſe, a Slip or Fall : In Law , a Be.
Lark-heels or Laekelpur , a Flowere
nefice isſaid to be in Lapſe, or Lapſed ,wlan
Larmier, (in Archite &t.) a flat ſquare
thereto
preſent
ought
,
that
Patron
to
the
er, plac'd on the Cornice ; the Eaves
within fix months after it is voidable, has
or Drip.
omitted, or let fip the Opportunity.
Latrons or Larons, ( F. ) a Law
Lapſed, fällen, forfeited by ſuch a
Lapſe: In Divinity, fallen from the State word for Theves ; and Perry Larrons
of Innocency .
in Stat, 18. Ed. 2. are ſuch as Iteel Geeſe,
Hens, dc .
Lapwing, a Bird .
Laquear, ( L. ) the inward Roof of Larpæ, ( L. ) Ghofts, or Phantomes.
2 Houſe ; the Roofof a Chamber channels Larus, ( G. ) the Gull, or Sea -cob , a
led, and done with Fret.work .
Bird .
Laqueus, a Snare, or Gin ; a Halter. Larus Piſcator, the Fiſherling, or
In Surgery, a ſort of Bandage : In Ana- plunging Gull.
tomy,the Navel-ftring.
Laryngotomia, (in Surgery) a cutting
Larartum , ( among the Romans ) a or opening of the Wind -pipe .
Hour
the Throat ; properly the
Larynt,
Houſe
the
Chappel
for
Private
in a
hold-Gods, callid Lares .
Head or Top of the Wind -pipe.
Larboard, ( S. T. ) the left-hand side
Las, Laas, or Lace, (0.) a Gin, or
of a ship , or Boat, when one ſtands with Snare .
his Face toward the Stem or Head .
Laſcivious , wanton , looſe in Behz
Larceney, ( F. L. T.) a wrongful ta. vivir
Laſerpitium , ' ( L. ) Laſer -wort, an
king away or ſtealing of another's Goods,
&
25 1. Great Larceny, when the Goods Herb.
To Laſh , to whip, or fcourge: In Sea.
Aoll'n exceed the value of Twelve Pence ,
? Petty Larceny, when the Thing ſtolen Affairs, to faften or bind up anything
is under that Value.
to the ship's Sides.
Larsh-tree , a lofty Tree, ſo callid from
Lalers , thoſe Ropes which bind faſt
RO
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the Tackles, and the Breechings of the
Lathyrus, Peaſe everlaſting, a kind
of Pulle.
Ordinance.
Lask, an immoderate Looſeneſs of the
Laticlavium or Latus Clavus , ( a
mong the Romans) a Coar trimmed with
Belly.
Lasking, ( S, T. ) when a Ship fails broad Studs or Buttons, like the Head of
neither by a Wind, nor dire& ly before the a Nail.
Latimet, ( 0. ) an Interpreter.
Wind, ſhe is ſaid To go lasking .
Latin or Latine, the Language for
Laſſitude, ( L.) Wearineſs, Faint
neſs : Alſo a Heavineſs of the Limbs, merly ſpoken in Rome.
Feriæ , certain Feafts kept by
Latinæ
which prognoſticates ſome approaching
the Romans during which Sacrifices were
Sickneſs.
Laffitudo Tilceroſa, a Soreneſs and offer'd to Jupiter , for preſerving the U.
Wearinels of all the Joynţs and Bones, nion berween the Larins and Romans.
-attending the cold fit of an Aguć.
Latiniſm , a ſpeaking or writing ac
Latt, a Burden ; a certain Weight or cording to the Propriety of the Latin
Mealure ; as a Laft of Cod -fiſh, :, c. 12 Tongue.
Barrels: Of Corn, so Quarters : In the
Latinitt, one skilld in the Latin .
Marſhes of Kont, a Court held by 24
To Latinize, to expreſs one's ſelf after
the manner ot the Latins.
Jurats, ſummondby the Bailiffs of it.
Lal Heir, ( L. T. ) he to whom
Lation, ( in Philof.) the tranſlating or
Lands fall byEſcheat, for want of lawful movingof a Natural Budy from one place
to another in a right Line.
Heirs.
Lattage or Lettage, a Caftom chal
Latiffimus Dozli, ( in Anat . ) a
lenged in ſomeMarkers or Fairs forcarry . MuſcleoftheArm ,which takes Name from
ing ofThings: Alloa Dury,paidfor its largefize,inregard thatwith its Partner
Wares fold by the Laſt ; alſo the Ballaſt it covers the whole Back.
† Latitancy or Latitatton , a lurking ,
of a Ship .
To Latch, (0. ) to releaſe or let go.
orlying hid ,
Latitat , a Writ, whereby all Men in
Latches of a Clock, thoſe Parts
Perſonal Actions are callid originally to the
which wind up andunlock the Work .
Latchets or Laskets, ( in a Ship) Queen's Bench.
ſmall Lines ſown into the Top -fails callid
Latitude, Breadth , Largeneſs, Wideneſs.
Latitude of a Piace, ( in Geogr, ) is an
Bonnets and Drablers in form of Loops.
Latching , ( N. C. ) catching or inte. Arch of the Meridian Circle, comprehende
ed between the Equino & ial and the Zenich
&ing .
of the Place :. And this diſtance of any
Latent, ( L. ) lying hid .
Laterai, belonging to the Sides of any Place, either North or South from the
thing, fide-wavs.
Equinoctial is termed Northern or Southern
Lateral equacion , ( in Algebra )ſuch Latitude.
Latitude (in Navigat; ) is the diftance of
an Equation as hasbut one Root.
a Latere, ( L. ) on the Side, as Le. a Ship from the Equino & ial, either North
gates à Latere, a Title given to thoſe Caro ofSouth .
Latitude of a Star, ( in Aſtron . ) is
dioals whom the Pope ſends to the Courts
of ForeignPrinces, as it were Counſellours the Space that any Star or Planet dges ac
always at his Elbow .
any time go from the Ecliptick.
. Lateward, that is of the latter Sea
hozthern Latitude of a Star, is its
Diſtance from the Ecliptick , towards the
fon .
Lath, a thin piece of clef Wood ; a Norr h Pole ; and Southern Latitude is the
of that Star from the Ecliptick ,
Turner's Inſtrument: Alſo a Country-Word Diſtance
towards the South Pole .
( for a Barn.
Apparent Latitude, is the Diſtance
Lathe, ( S.) a great Part or Diviſion
of a County containing three or more of the ſeeming Place of the Planet from
Hundreds.
the Ecliptick ; and True katitude is the
Lathing, ( N.C. ) Entreaty, Invita- Diſtance of its real Place from the ſame
tion .
Ecliptick .
Lathieve or Leidgreve, an Officer Latitudinarian , one that takes too
under the Saxons, who had Juriſdiction grear a Liberty in Pointof Religion .
over a conſiderable partof a County .
Latrant, barking; as A Latrant Wria
Lathyz or Lathyzis, ( G.) a ſort of ser, an Author that does nothing but ſnart
Spurge; an Herb .
at others.
Latrocination ,
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Latrocination , a.Practice of robbing.
Latrocinium , ( L. ) Larceny, Theft,
Robbery. In old Charters, the Privilege of
adjudging, and exeçuting Thieves.
Latten or Lattir , Iron tinn'd over.
Latus, a Side, a Flicch ; alſo a huge
Fiſh peculiar to the River Nile, which is
often of 200 l. Weight.
Latus primartuin ,(in Conick Sections)
is a Right-line drawn thro' the Vertex, of
the Section, parallel to the Baſe of the
Triangular Se &tion of the Cone.
Latus Rectum, the ſame as the pas
rameter .
Łatus Tranſverſum , ( in an Hyper .
bola) is a Right-line lying between the
Vertex's of two oppoſite Se&tions.
Lavamentum , a Fomentarion.
Lavatozium , ( O. R. ) a Laundry , or
Place to waſh in.
Lavation, a Waſhing ; chiefly underfood of Metals andMinerals, cleans'd from
their Filth , by waſhing them .
Land, ( 0 ) Praiſe , Commendation .
Laudable, worthy of Praiſe, commendable .
Laudable matter, ( in Surgery ) ſuch
Matter of a Wound as is natural and not endu'd with any bad Quality,
Laudánum or Dptáte Laudanam ,
a Medicine ſo call'd from its excellent
Qualities.
Laudes or Lauds , a Form of Thanks .
giving us'd in the Morning -Prayers of the
Roman Church .
Laudum , ( 0. L.) a deciſive Sentence , or Award of an Arbitrator .
To Lave Ciater, to throw it out.
To Lave a Delign, (in Painting) to
do over a Picture with Waſh ; to refreſh,
or touch it up.
Lavedan, an Iron.gray Gennet.
Lavender, a known Herb ; alſo an
old Word for a Laundreſs.
Lapender -Cotten , an Herb :
Laver, a Veffel to waili in.
Laver, ( L. ) an Herb growing in the
Water, like Aliſanders.

Laureate, crowned with Laurel.
Laureated Letters , were Letters
wrapt up in Laurel, or Bay -Leaves, which
the Roman Generals us'd to ſend to the
Senate, to give them Notice of their
vi&ories.
Laurel or Laurel-tree, a Shrub that
is ever green..
Larrels, is alſo the Name of certain
Pieces of Gold , coin'd by K. James I.
1619. with the King's Head Laureated .
Laučeola , a Gárland that Conque
rours were wont to wear in Triumph ; alſo
the Laurel-Shrub or Spurge-Laurel.
Laurer, ( 0. ) Laurel.
Lauroceraſus,( L .) the Cherry Baytrec.
Laurus, the Bay -tree .
Lanruttinus, a wild Bay.
Law, a certain Rule, directing and
obliging a Rational Creature in Moral
Axion .
Law of Arms, a Law that gives Pre
cepts concerning War.
Law of Mark, Mart, or Repaiſal ,
is that whereby Men take the Goods of
thofe by whom they have receiv'd Wrong 3
whenever they find them within their own
Territories, or Bounds.
Law of Merchants, a ſpecial Law pe
culiar to Merchants.
Law Spiritual, the Eccleſiaſtical or
Civil Law .
Law of the Staple, the Same with
the Law of Merchants.
Laws of the Twelve cables or
Decemviral Laws, certain Lawscom
piled from thoſe of Solon, and other
Conftitutions of Greece, by Order of the
Roman State.
Lawsday or Lage -day, ( among the
Saxons) any Day of open Courts
Lawes, cercain round ' heapsof Stones
in the Borders between England and Scoto
land .
Lawing of Dogs, cutting out the
Balls, or the three Claws of their Fores
feer.
Lawleſs, that is without Law , irregu .

a Sea
-Plant,a which
Person to oder
be manife's
compliche ſeems
Oifter
Leave
green , or Sea Liver -Wort.
Laveroçk , a Bird .
Laviſh , prodigal, extravagant.
To Laviſh , to be lavish of, to waſte ,
ør ſquander away .
Laviſhment , Extravagancy .
To Laurice or Launch, (among Seamen) to put out : Thus they ſay , Launoc
out the Davit or the Capfan -bars.
Laund or Lawrt, ( in a Park) plain ,
motilled Ground.

dvorecourt
la Lawleſs
Court,, a certain Court held
on Kingshill, at Rochford in Elex , every
Wedneſday-Morning next afier Michaela
mas.Day, at Cock -crowing , where they
whiſper, and have no Candle, nor an
Pen and Ink , but a Coal ; and he that
owes Suit or Service there, and does nas
appear, forfeits double his Rent for every
Hour he is miſting
Lawleſs goan, one that has no bem
I nefit of the Law , an Out- law .
Lawn
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Lead -wort , a kind of Herb .
Lawn, a fort of fine Linnen - cloth :
Alſo a great Plain in a Park . In Doom Leaden -Hall, a Noble ancient Building
day -Book, a Plain becween two Woods.
in London , where are great Markets for
Hides and Leather ; as alſo for all ſorts of 1
Lat, a kind of Fiſh without Bones.
Larantia, ( L. ) Medicines that ſofren Provifions.
Leaf, a Diftemper in young Lambs,
and cleanſe,
when feeding upon Leaves they foam at
+ Laration , a looſening, or eaſing.
Mouth,'fall down and die.
the
or
,
a
of
looſeping
is
that
,
Laxative
Leafdian or Ileafolan , ( 8. ) 2
opening Quality .
Lady.
Laxatives, looſening Medicines.
Lare, looſe, Nack, weak .
League, ( F. ) a Covenant, or Agree
ment ; efpecially a Treaty of Alliance , be All
| Larity, Looſeneſs, Slackneſs.
Lay , a Bed of Morrer , .a Wager, a tween Princes or States ; Allo a Meaſure
of Way containing about ithree Miles in
Song.
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Layor Laick , belonging to Lay -men. length .
Leaguer, one concern'd in the League 1
To Lay, to put, or place : In Garden
ing, to 'bend down the Branches of a or Confederacy in France , in the time of
Henry Ilí. and IV. Allo a Siege laid
Tree, and cover them, that they may take KingTown
to a
,
Root.
To Lay Land, (among Sea-men ) is
Leah ,( H.) painful ;Jacob's firſt wife.
to fail from it juſt as far as they can
To Leak or Spring a Leak, ( S.T.)
ſee.
is when aShip takes more Water than ordi. 4
Lay-Land, Follow Ground that lies nary : A Vellel is ſaid to Leak, when the &
untilled.
Liquor contained in it runs out thro ' fome
Lay -man, one that followsSecular Im- Hole or Chink .
ployment, or that has not enter'd into
Leakage, a leaking, or a Leak : Allo
Holy Orders,
an Allowance made to a Merchant in liquidation
Lay- tall, ( S. ) a Place to lay Dung, Things of 12 per cent.
Soil, or Rubbiſh in.
Leaky, full of Leaks.
Leam , a falh of Fire or Ligt’ning.
Lay -well, a Well near Torbay in De
Leam or Liam, a Line to hold a Dog
von -Shire, which ebbs and flows ſeveral
times in the compaſs of an Hour, bubin,otherwiſe call'd a Leafh .
ling up now and then like a boiling
Leap, a Jump , alſo a Device to take
Fiſh in.
Por.
Leap or Lip, ( C. ) half a Bufhel.
Layer , a Bed or Channel in a Creek ,
Leap -Year, every fourth Year, ſo calla
where ſmall Oifters are thrown in to breed .
Among Gardeners, it is taken for a young from its leaping a Day more that Year
Sprout cover'd with Mould in order to than in a common Year ; for the latter
raiſe its kind .
conſiſts of 365 Days and 6 Hours, but the
Lcap -Year of 366 Days, occafion'd by the
Lazar, a Leper or leprous Perſon.
Lazaretto, ( L. ) a Lazar-houſe, anHorcdd Hours which at four years 'end make
up a whole Day.
pital for Lepers.
Lazarole , a kind of Tree.
Lear , ( C.) as Rich-Lear, is good
Lazarus, ( H. Lord's Help) a proper Ground for feeding and farning Sheep .
Name of Men .
Pooz- Lear, barren Ground.
Lazy, Rothful, Nuggiſh, idle ; alſo a
Leaſe, ( in Law , ) a lecting of Lands,
North -Country Word for naught or Tenements, or any Inheritance, to another
for a Rent reſerved .
bad.
To Leaſe or Lezze, to glean , or pick
Lea, a certain quantity of Yarn ; at
Kederminſter every ſuch Lea is to contain up ſcattered Corn.
Leaih or Leaſe, a ſmall thong of Lea 1
200 Treads reeldon a Reel four Yards a .
bout.
ther, by which the Falconer holds his
Hawk faft; alſo a Line to hold a Dog
Leach , ( 0. ) a Phyſician .'
To Leach , aś Leash that Brawn, i. e. in.,
çut it up .
Leath of 67ay-hounds, is three
Leach -troughs, a ſort of Veſſels in Hounds.
which Salt is ſet to drain :
Leath- laws, Laws to be obſerved in
Leacher, a leacherous or luftful Perſon . courſing or Hunting.
Leachery, Luft, Ludfulneſs.
Lealtee, the Party that cakes a Leale,
L sad ,a Metal.
or to whom it is granted .
Leafoss
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Leaftoz, the Perſon that lets a Leaſe. Iglesof the Courſes, to hale in the bottom
Leafungs or Lealings, ( S. ) Lies or of the Sail, or to lace on a Bonner.
Untruths.
Leeslatch, as, have a fare of the Lee
Leat or Bill- leat, a Trench for con-| latch ; a Word of Command us'd to the
veying Water to or from a Mill.
Steers-man at the Helm , bidding him 20
Leaven , a piece ofDough kept a while keep the Ship near the Wind.
in Salts ſo as by its Sourneſs to give a
Leech, Liech -worm , or Hofle- leech,
reliſh to the whole Batch .
.
an Infect .
The Leaven of Sin, is an Inclina Leed or Leid -moneth , the Month of
tion to do evil, proceeding from the Cor . March, lo calld becauſe the Winds are
ruptneſs of Humane Nature.
then high and boifterous.
Leavet, a Wooden or Iron -bar to lift
Leek, a well known Pot-herb .
or bear up a Weight. In Mechanicks, tis
Leer or Lair of a Deer, the Place
defined to be a Ballance reſting on a cero where he lyes to dry himſelf, after he has
rain determinate Point calld its Ful- been wet by the Dew .
clarum .
To Leef, to caſt a cunning, or withły
Leaves , the produ & of Trees, Plants, Look.
Leero, or Leero- Cliol; a kind ofMum
c. The Norches of the Pinion or leſſer
Wheel of a Watch are alſo call'd Leaves. fical Inftrumenr, corruptly for Lyra- Viol.
Lecanomancy , (.G. ) a kind of Sooth
Lees , the dregs of Wine.
laying, by Water in a Baſoa.
To Lees, ( 0. ) to releaſe.
Leccatoz, ( 0, L. ) a Leacher, a De
Leet, ( S. ) a Law -day.
boſhee .
Leetch, (S. T. ) the outward edge
Lettern , ( 0. ) a Reading -desk in a or outskirtof a Sail : The middle of the
Church .
Sail is alſo more particularly termed the
Lectifterntum , ( L. ) a potable Feaft Legtcb of the Sail,
Leetch -lines , ſmall Ropes made faft
among the ancient Romans, during which
the Statues of the Gods taken off from to the Leetch of the Top- fails.
Leethwake, ( N. C. ) pliable, lim
Pedeſtals, were laid upon Beds in their
Temples, and there magnificently treated. ber.
Leeward , as A Leeward Ship, i. t. a
1 eturt, a Reading ; an Inſtruction
givenby a Maſterto his Scholars : Alſo a Ship that does not fail ſo near the Wind,
Sermon, or a Diſcourſe upon any Art or as the might. To Fallto Lecward , is to loſe
Science .
the advantage of the Wind.
Lecturer , a Reader of Lectures, i, e.
Leeward- tide, is when the Tide and
cerrain Portions of an Author or Science theWind go both oneWay.
Leeward -way, ſomewhat allowed to
read in the Publick Schools, at an Univer.
fry, College, br. Allo a Minifter that drive a ship to the Leeward , from that
preaches at a Parish Church in the After- Point which the ſeems to go by the Com
noon .
paſs.
Lecturniam , ( O. R. ) the Reading
Leg a part of the 'Body : In Trigono
desk , or Pew in a Church.
metry , the sides of Triangles are ſome
times call'd Legs, In Sea-Affairs, Legs are
To Leden , ( 0.) to languiſh.
Leoger or Ledger- book, the chief certain ſmall Ropes which are put thro'
Book in which every Man's particular Ac. the Bolt-ropesof the Main and Fore-fail.
Lega and Lacta, ( O. L. ) the Allay
çount, as alſo that of every ſort of Goods
of Money:
bought and cold are diſtindly plac'd.
I edges, (in a Ship ), Imall pieces of Legabilis, ( L. L. T. ) that is not in
Timberwhich ſerve to bear up the Net- tail'd as Hereditary, but may be bequeath'd
tings, or the Gratings over the Half- by Legacy .
deck .
Legacy, a Gift bequeathed, by a Ta
Lee, ( 8. T. ) that part which the faror in his Will.
Legal, that is acccording to Law , law .
Wind blows upon , or is oppoſite to the
Wind,
ful ; alſo belonging to the Jewift Law .
Legality, Lawfulneſs, Agreeablenei
To come by the Lee, or to lay a
Ship by the Lee, is to bring her ſo that to the Law .
Legatary or Legatet, a Perſona to
all her Sails may lie flat againſt the Maßs
and Shrowds, and the Wind to come right whom aLegacy is bequeath'd.
on her Broad - fide,
Legate, an Ambaffadour ſent by the
L'esfang, a Rope ler into the Green | Pope to ſome Foreign Prince or Stare .
Légatine,
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Legatine, belonging to a Legare..
Lemures, ( L.' ) Ghoſts, Night-Spirits ,
Legation or Legatethip, the Office or or Hobgoblings.
Lemuria , a Feſtival of, Ghoſts, and
Function of a Legate.
Legatum , ( 2. ) a Legacy, or Requeft: Phantomes, which the Romans folemniz'd
In oldRecords, theLegacy given toa May 9th.' to pacify theGhofts ofthe
Dead .
Church ;an accuſtomed Moriuary.
Lends ' ( 0. ) the Loins.
Legend or Golden Legend , a Book
Length , ( in Geom . ) the firſt Dimen
containing a particular Account of the
Lives of the Saints, a fabulous Relation , fion of Bodies confider'd in their utmoft
Extent.
or Tale,
The Legend , the words that are Lenientia, ( L. ) ſoftening, or looſen
ſtampt or engraven about the Edges of a ing Medicines.
Piece of Coin or Medal.
Lenitive, that is of a foftening, or aſi
Legendary, helonging to a Legend.
fwaging Quality
Legerdematri, ( 1. ) flight of Hand ,
A Lenitive, a Medicine proper to al
lay, or eale Pain.
juggling Tricks.
To Leggen , (0. ) to allay or affwage . Lenity, Gentleneſs , Calmneſs, Mild
neſs,
Légiaunce, (0. ) Allegiance ,
Legible, ( Ló ) thatmay be read, eaſy Leno or Linon , ( Ġ .in Anat. ) a part
of the Brain , otherwiſe calld Torcular Hea
to read .
,a
,
rophilie
Roman Army , which confifted ofdifferent
Lens
Numbers of Soldiers and Officers, acord- round and flat Pulſe. In Opticks, Lens is
ing to different Times ; but yet it was taken for a ſmall Concave, or Convex
commonly made up of Six Thouſand Men. Glaſs.
Legionary, belonging to a Roman Lens Patukris or Lenticula a quar
tica, Ducks-meat, an Hcrb.
Iegion
Lens or Lenticala Marina , Sea of
Legidative, having Authority to make
Water - Lentils.
or give Laws.
Legiſlatoz, a Law - giver or Giver of Lerit, a ſet Time of Faſting and Ab.
Iaws .
ftinence, for forty Days next before Eafter.
Legitimacy, the State or Condition of Lenta febzis, a now lingering Fea.
ver.
a Child lawfully begotten.
Lenten , belonging to the ſeaſon of
Legitimate, that is according to Law ;
lawful, rightful ; allo born in Lawful Wed. Lent.
Lenticulare Inftrámentum , a Sur
lock .
To Legitimate, to qualify with ſuch geon's Inſtrument to make the Bones
Conditions as are requir'd by the Law ; to ſmooth .
Lentigo, a' Pimple, or Freckle ; a ſmall
make or declare legitimate.
Legitimation, the A& of legitima- red Spotreſembling a Lentil.
a ſort of Pulſe.
Lentils,
ting.
Lentiſcus, ( L. ) the Lentisk or Ma:
Legtuita, ( in Doomſday-Record ) a Pu
niſhment, or Fine, for unlawful Familia. Atick - Tree, a beautiful Ever-green.
Leo, the Lion ; a Wild Beaſt : Alſo the
rity with a Woman
Legumen , all manner of Pulſe ; as Name of one of the Twelve Signs of the
Zodiack , which the Sun enters in the Month
Peaſe, Beans , ec.
of July,
Leguminous, belonging to Pulſe.
Letgh or Ley, (0.) a Paſture, or Mea.
L eodegar or Leger , à German pro
per Name, fignifying the People's Guard.
dow .
Leofftan , ( ii'c. moft beloved) a Sac
Lema, ( G. ) a white Humour or Mar
on Name .
in the Eyes.
ter congeald
n
e
ma
ubin
Le
, ( 0. ) a Conc
, a Har
Leon , ( S. ) Light.
lot.
L eonard, a Proper Name of Men, fag
Lemes, ( 0. ) Lights, or Flames.
nifying in High Dutch Popular Diſpofition,
Lemma, ( G.) an Argument, or Subject or Lion -like Nature .
of what is to be treated of. In Matbema.
Leonard Iawk, a kind of Hawk.
ticks, a fort of preparatory Propofition, in
Leonine, belonging to a Lion ; be .
order to demonſtrate fome enſuing Theo- ing of a Lion -like Nature.
Tem .
Leonine Clerfes, ' a ſort of Larin
Verſes, that rhime, in the middle, and
Lempet or Limpin, a Filh.
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at the end , making as it were a Lion's
Leptuntica, thinning Medicines,
Tail,
Lepus, ( L.) the Hare ;alſo a Southern
Conſtellation.
Leonines, a ſort of old Coin .
Leontials , (G-) a kind of Leproſy.) Lepus Marinus, the Sea-háre , a
Leontice, ( G. ) wild Chervile ; an Fiſh.
Herb.
Lere , ( 0. ) Leather.
Leontopetalon , Lion's-blade; an Herb.
Leripoops,certain old -faſhiond Shooes .
Leontophonos, a ſmall Worm, ſaid to
La Reyne le veut,(F. 1, 2, the Queen is
kill a Lion that eats it .
willing a
) Termin which tłe Royal Af.
Leontopodium , an Herb, call’d Pied fent is fignify'd by the Clerk of the Parg
de Lion , or Lion's - foot.
liament to Publick Bills.
: Leopard or Libbard , an African Wild
La Reyne s'aviſera, (i . e. the Q.
Beaft.
will conlider) By theſe Words, are under
Leopard's Bane or Libbard's Bane, ſtood her Majeſty's abſolute Derial of the
an Herb .
Bill in Civil Terms.
Leſia, ( 0. L. ) a Leath of (Gray
Leopold , ( G. Defender of the People)
hounds.
a proper Name of Men.
Leorning - night, ( S. ) a Diſciple, Leſinage, ( I. ) Thriftinels, Sparing :
neſs.
or Scholar.
Leſter Circles, (in Aſtron .) are thoſe
Lep and Lace , a Cuftom in the Ma
nour of Wriitle in Eſſex, tbat every Cart whoſe Planes do not paſsthro' the Center
which comes over a Part thereof calls of the Sphere,nordivide the Globe into two
Greenbury, ( except it bea, Noble-man's equal Parts, but are parallel to greater
Cart) pays 4d, to the Lord of thar Ma. Circles.
nour .
Leitel, ( 0. ) a ſhady Bush, or a Hoa
Leper , a Leprous Man or Woman .
vel.
Lepid , jocund, ſmart, witty.
Lelles, ( F.) the Dung ofa Wolf, Bear,
Lepidium , ( G. ) , Pepper-wort, am or Wild Boar.
Herb.
Lelltan Diet, a moderate Diet, from
Lepidoides, ( in Anat.) the ſcaly | Leſſius, a famous Phyſician, who ſet forth
Suture, or Seam of the Scull-bone.
Rules for the keeping of a regular Diet.
Lepidotes, a precious Stone, reſem .
Lettagefry, ( S.) exempt from the
bling the Scales of a Fich .
Duty of payingBallaſt-money.
Lepts, the Scum or Droſs of Silver,the
Łerwes or Leſves, Paſture-grounds.
Scalesof Braſs, oc.
Let -fall, a Sea -Term generally us’d
Lepra , ( G. ) ' tke Leproſy, a Dif. for the purring abroad of the Main -Sail,
eaſe.
Fore-rail, and Sprit-fail, when their Yards
Lepra arabym , the ſame as Elephan- are aloft.
tiaſis Aratum .
To Lete, ( 0. ) to ceaſe , or leave.
Lepza 62xcozum , the higheft Degree
Leth i, ( L. ) mortal, deadiy.
Letharrick , ( G. ) belonging to, or
ofScabbedneſs, or an univerſal Canker of
the whole Body.
ſubject to , a Lethargy.
Lethargy, a Diſeaſe that cauſes an
Lepzolo Amovendo, a Writ that lies
for a Parinh , to remove à Leper that heavy Sleepinels, accompany'd with a Fe
thrufts himſelf into the Company of his ver.
# Lethi brous, bringing Death, dead
Neighbours.
Leproſy, a ſort of dry white Sçab or ly.
Scurf that runs all over the Body like
Letice, a proper Name of Women,
Scales, and cauſes an Iching.
from the Latin Word Latitia, i. Joy,
Leprous, belonging to, or affi & ed Gladneſs.
with Leproſy.
Letter, a Character ; ſuch as thoſe of
Leptocentaurium or Lepton, ( G. ) the Alphabet.
che leffer Centaury ; an Herb.
Letter giftive, a Letter or Writing
Leptology, ( in Rhetor .) a deſcribing ſent by one Parry to aro:her.
of ſmall and mean things.
Letter of advice, ( in Traffick ) a
a ſort of Spurge ; an Letter from one Correſpondent to another,
Leptophyllon,
.
Herb
giving him Notice, what Bills he has drawn
ſmall Grapes, like Cure on hin , &c.
Leptozages,
rans
.
Letter of attorney, a Writing
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whereby an Attorney , or any Friend is ap- upon Lands and Tenements of the Debtor
pointed to do a lawful ađ in another's that has in Part given Satisfa& ion be
fore.
Atead.
Letters Clauſe , cloſe Letters feald Levator Ani, ( in Anat.) a pair of
up with the Queen's Signet, or Privy- Muſcles, fo nam'd from their Uſe , which is
chiefly to draw the Fundament upwards.
Seal.
Letter of Credit, ( among Merchants) Levato ? Scapulæ , à Muſcle of the
a Letter from one Correſpondent to ano . Shoulder-blade, which it draws upwards.
ther, requeſting him to credit the Bearer, Levatozy, a Surgeon's Inſtrument to
raiſe up the Scull when ſunk .
with a certəin Sum of Money.
Letters Dominical,: ( in Aſtron, )
Leuca, Leuga or Leuva , ( L.) a
the firſt Seven Letters of the Alphabet, League, a Meaſure of Way ,which contains
which ferve by turns to mark out the Days three Miles : In Doomſday.Book, a Mile.
of the Week , and one of them always Lucachates, ( G. ) an Agate.ſtone,
with white Veins.
Atands for Sunday.
Letter of Licence, ( in Trade) a Deed
Leucanthemis or L encanthemum ,
granted to a Man that has fail'd, under the the Herb Camomile.
Hands and Seals of his Creditors, and
Lepcargfllung, whiteClay.
giving a longerTimefor payment.
Leuce, (G.) a white Poplar -tree ; Alſo
Letters of mart or @Dark, Letters a Diſeaſe, when the Mairs, Skin , and
which authorize one to take by Force of ſometimes the Flesha underneath turns
Arms thoſe Goods which are due by the white.
Law of Mark .
Leucelectrum , white Amber.
Letters Pateut, Writings ſeal'd open , Leuciſcus, the Dar, or Dart : a River
fila.
with the Great Seal of Engtand.
Letter-founder, one that cafts Letters Leucochzum , Small White-wine, mine
or Characters for Pri nters.
gled with water.
Leucochryſos, a Jacinth -fone, of a
Lettered , skilled in Letters, or Learn
Göld.Colour
with a Streak of white.
ing:
Lettice, a well known Garden Herb.
Ltucogæl, a precious Stone, of a
Levant, ( F. ) the Eaſt, or Eaftern white Colour.
Countries, eſpecially thoſe that border on
Leucographis, an Herb goodagainſt
the Mediterranean Sea.
i ſpitting of Blood : Allo a greenifh Stonein
Levant and Couchant, ( L. P. ) Egypt, which rubb'd upon a courſe Cloth,
When a Stranger's Cattel have been ſo makes the place white.
Lluçoion , the white Violet ; allo the
long in another Man's Ground, that they
have lain down, and are riſen again to Wall-fower .
feed .
Leucolachanum , white Valerian ; an
Levantine, that belongs to , or comes Herb .
from the Eaſtern Countries.
Leucoma, a white Scar in the Horney
Levantines, the Natives or Inhabitants Coat of theEye.
a dry and fair South -Weſt
People.
Leuconotus,
Eaftern
Levant,
the
of the
Lebare Fænum , ( 0.L. ) to make Wind.
Hay .
Leucopetalos, a precious Stone, of a
Levari facias, a Writ for the levy- white Colour.
ing of a Sum of Money upon the Lands
Leucophagum , a ſort of Herb for ' a
and Tenements of one that has forfeited a Conſumption .
Recognizance .
Leucophlegmatias, a Dropſy, char
Lebari faciag damna de Diffetfita- proceeds fromthe abounding of a white
ribus, a Writ, tor the levying of Dam- and ſlimy Phlegm ,
| eucophozam , Borace, with which
mages; in which the Diffeiſor has been con
Gold is folder'd .
demned to the Diffeiſee.
Leucophthalmos, a precious Stone,
Levazi_facias quando atcecomes
returnavitquod non habuit emptozes , reſemblingthe White of an Eye.
Leucopiper, whire Pepper.
ſell
to
the
a Writ commanding the Sheriff
Leucofis, a whitening of the Face,
Debtor's Goods, which he has already
taken and return'd that he could not sell Teeth, doc.
them .
Leicoltictos, a kind of Marble, with
Levati facias refiduum debiti, a white Streaks.
Wris for levying the Remnant of a Debt Leuczocuiti a Mongrel Beaft ; in Erbio
LEPPI,
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Ler Derailnía or Derailina, the
Lepre, ( F. ) the time of one's Riſing :
Proof of a thing, which one denies to be
Allo a Lady's Toiler, or Dreſſing-cloth .
Level, even , plain : Allo a Carpenter's done by him ; and his Adverſary af:
Inſtrument to ſettle a Floor,
firms it.
Level or Wiater -Level, an Inftru.
Ler Talionis, like for like, or the
ment made uſe of by Eugineers and Sur. requital of an Injury in the ſame kind.
veyors to find the true Level for conveying
Lep avallerilica, the Britiſh Law ,
or Law of Wales.
Water.
Lericon , ( G. ) a Dictionary , or ge
To Level , to make level or plain : Alſo
neral Collection of the Words of any
to Aim, or take Aim at. ;.
Level-coil or Hitch -buttock, is when Language.
he thathas loſt the Game ſits out, and gives
Lep, ( 0. F. ) Law.
another his Place ,
Lepsgager, Wager of Laws.
Leger wite or Lotherwite, 8( S. ) a
Di.
the
)
Gunnery
in
(
-Range,
Level
fance that a piece of Ordinance carries a Liberty to cake amends' of him that de.
files one's Bond -women .
Ball in a direct Line.
Leys, ( C. ) a Paſture-Ground.
Levellers, a fort of factious People,
Lhan , ( B. ) a Church .
that roſe up out of 0. Cromwel's Army.
Liard, a French Farthing, worth three
Leveret, ( F. ) a young Hare.
Levet, a kind of Lellon on the Trum- Denices.
Liart, ( 0. ) gentle, pliant.
per.
To LIV , ( 0 ) to geld .
Levi, ( H. joynež or coupled ) Jacob's
third Son ,
Libanochnus, ( 6. ) a ecious Stone
of the Colour of Frankincenfe.
Leviathan , ( H , ) a Whale.
Libanotis, an Herb that mells like
Levigation ( L.) a making plain , or
{mooth In Chymiftry, the reducing of a Frankincenſe .
hardBody inen very fine Powder , by grind
Libanus, the Frankincenſe -tree.
Libation, the firſt Taſte of a Thing ; a
ing it ona Marble
Lepifticum , the Herb Lovage.
Smatch .
Levite, one of the Tribe of Levi,
Libbard or Libard , a wild Beaſt, the
fame as Leopard.
amongthe Jewos,
Levitical, belonging to the Tribe of
Libbardssbane, an Herb .
Libel, ( L. ) an Original Declara
Levi, or to the Prieſtly Office.
Leviticus, one of the Five Books of tion of an Adion in the Civil Law : Alſo
Mofes, fo calld, from its ſhewing the Of a ſcardalous abuſive Writing or Report .
To Libel one, to ſer forth Libels a.
fice and Duties of the Levitical Order.
Levity, ( L. ) Lightneſs, Fickleneſs. gainſt one, to defameor dander him.
In Philosophy, the leffening or want of
Livella, ( L. ) the Dragon - fly's an
Weight in a Body, when compar'd with Infect.
icí, thore Chriftians in the
Libellat
another that is heavier.
Poſitive or Abſolute Levity, a Qua- Primitive Times who , that they might not
lity which ſome would have to be the be torc'd to Idol-worſhip, gave up their
Cauſe of the Swimming of Bodies lighter Names in Petitions, to pay a Fine .
Libellenles, certain Clerks urder the
in Specie than Water, up to the Surface
Mafter of the Requeſts to the. Emperours
of it.
of Rome.
Levy, ( F. ) raiſing, or gathering .
TO Levy, to raiſe, collect , or gather. Libellous, that partakes of the nature
of a Libel ; Nanderous, abuſive,
Leiud, wicked, wanton , riorous.
Liber, ( L. ) the inward Bark or Rind
Lewis, a proper Name of Men.
Lewis-Bon, a kind of Pear perfe & in of a Tree ; a Book or Work writte 1:
Among Herbaliſts, the inner part of Piants
November and December
Lewis d'Di, a French Gold-coin, or Herbs.
Libera, ( 0. L. ) a Delivery of lo
now ſettled at 17 Shillings Sterling .
Lewlin or Lewellin , ( B. Lion -like) much Graſs or Corn to a Tenant, as a
Gracuity for Mowing or reaping.
a proper Name of Men .
Livera chacea habenda , a Wrir
Ler, ( L. ) a Law .
Ler Beehanta , the Brehon .Law , a granted to a Man for a free Chaçe belong.
lato peculiar to Ireland, which was abo . ing to his Manour.
Liberal, free, generous, bountiful :
lith'd by King Fohn.
Here Biitoyle, the Law of the Briz Allo honourable, or genteel.
Liberal ,
ŞI
tains,or of theMarches of Waler,
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Liberal Arts and Sciences , ſach Abſence upon account of bis being fick
a-bed, riſe or appear abroad.
as are nt for Gentlemen ard Scholars.
To Licence, to grant a Licence, to
Liberality, Bountifulneſs, Genero .
fity:
give Leave o : Power,
Licentia Surgendi, the writ whereby
Liberate, a Chancery -Warrant directed
to the Treafter, Chainberlaiti, &c. for the the Tenant efl ined de malo Letti, ob
Payment of any Penſion or Sunis granted tains Liberty to rite
Licentia Transfretandi, a Warrant
under the great Seal. It alſo lyes to a
Gaoler, for the delivery of a Priſoner that requiring the Keepers of the Port at Dover,
has put in Bail for his Appearance .
to ler thote pais beyond Sea, who have
Liberdine, a poiſonous Herb.
Had the Queen's Licence for that pur.
Libertas, ( L.) Liberty, Freedom .
poſe.
Libertas Eccleüaftica , ( 0. L. )
Licentiate, one that has full Licence
Church -liberty ," or Fccleſiaſtical, Privi. to i'radile in any Art or Faculty.
leges .
Licenttous, looſe, lewd, diſorderly.
Liih -lo al, ( i. e. Carcaſs-birds) certain 09
Libertate Probanda, a Writ that lay
for ſuch as were challenged for Slaves, and unlucky, or ill-boding Birds.
Luche , ( 0. ) like.
offer’d to prove themſelves Free.
Libertatibus Allocandis , a Writ
Lichen,( G. J a kind of Tetter or Ring
that lys for a Citizen or Burgeſs who is worm : Allo a fort of Mols ,very good to
impleaded contrary to the Liberties of the cure Terters, & c . Alſo the Herb Liver
wort .
Place.
Libertatibus erigendis in itinere , Lichen 62ætoyum or Jmpetigo, an
a Writ whereby the Juſtices in Eyre, are Unevenneſs in the Skin accompany'd with
requir'd to admit of any, Attorney for the extraordinary Irching, and dry Pimples.
defence of another Man's Liberty
Lichwale, an Herb .
+ Licitation , ( 6. ) a ſetting out to
Libertine , a diffolute , or lewd Liver.
Libertiniſm a diffolute Life , and Cond Sale to him that will bid moſt ; an Au
verſation'; Licenciouſneſs .
dion .
Lickozith, that loves Tid-birs, or fweer
Liberty, Freedom ,Leave or Free - leave :
In a Law , a Privilege by which Men en- things.
Licozith or Liquozith, a Shrub, that
joy ſome Benefit or. Favour beyond the or
has a well known ſweet Root,
dinary Subje & .
Lictozes, ( L. ) certain Officers among
Libidinous, full of luftful Deſires ;
fenfual.
the ancient Romans, who carry'd the Axes
Libitinarii, ( among the Romans ) and Bundles of Rods before the Magi.
ſtrates.
Vndertakers, at a Funeral.
Lidfozd - LAW , ( from Lidford a Town
Liblong or Livelong, ån. Herb .
Libia, ( L. ) A Pound in, Weight'; a in Cornwall) a Proverbial Expreſſion, fig.
Ballance, or Pair of Scales to weigh with ; vifying to hang Men firft, and judge them
alſo one of 12 Signs of the Zodiack, which afterwards.
Liet or Leof, ( S. ) rather,
the Sun enters in the Month of Septem
ber.
Liege, ( F. L. T : ) is taken for the
Libia Medica , a Phyſician's Pound , Liege Lord , or for one that acknowledges
wbich contains 1 2 Ounces.
Homage to him .
Liege Lozd , one that acknowledges
Library , a Study or Place , where Books
are kept .
no Superiour, a Soveraign Prince ; alſo the
Libzata Certæ , a fpace of Ground chief Lord of the Fee.
which contains 52 Acres.
Liege man, he that owes Allegiance,
Libzation , a ballancing or poifing : or Homage to the Liege Lord .
Liege People, the Subje &ts of a Kings
Pendi
Alſo the Motion of ſwinging in a
lum,or Weight hung up by a String.
Queen ,or State.
Lien , ( G.) the Spleen, ormilt,
Libya, a part of the World, com
monly callid Africa,
Lientery, a Diftemper whereby, the
Licand, ( 0. ) well liking .
Meat or Suftenance taken, tipsthro'che
Lice-bane, an Herb .
Guts before it be alter'd , or well digehed.
Lier, a Teller of Lies or Untruths.
Licence, Liberty, Permiffion, Leave.
Licence to aríſé, ( L. T. ) a Liberty
TheinLier
, ( inevery
he thatis
a Ship)Monday
.Mornifirſt
a Lie
given by the Court to a Tenant in a Real taken
ng
Adion , char is effoined or excuſed for his 1
and
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and ſerves under the Swabber for a week, | chat lift up and unlock the Stops calld
Detents .
to keep clean the Beack-head , c.
To lig, ( N. C. ) to lie,
In Lieu , ( F. ) in the Place, Room, or
Stead of.
Ligament , ( L. in Anat .) a Band or
Lieutenancy or Lieutenantfaly, the String delign’d by Nature, for the joyning
Office, or Place of a Lieutenant,
together of Parts, eſpecially Bones.
Ltuatenancy of London, a ſelect Ligamenta Ateči, the Ligaments of
Council of the Officers of the Artillery . the Womb . '
Company, and Trained - Bands of the City , Ligamentnm Ciliare, the Ligament
that order Marters relating to the Militia of the Eye- lid .
Ligatto, a binding, or tying , alſo the
· Lieutenant, one that ſupplies the
Queen's, or any other's Place, or repre. Tongue-rying, eſpecially in Children.
fents her or his perfon .
Ligaturę, ( in Surgery) a binding of
Lieutenant General , ( in an Army ) any part of the Body with a Fillet, Rib
a great Comma ,der, next in place to the bon, doc.
General ; who in Battel commands one of Ligeaące or Ligeancy, ( F. L. T.')
a true and faithful Obedience of a Subject
the Wings, or Lines.
Lieutenant General , ( of the Artil- co a Soveraign Prince ; or the Engage
lery)thenext Officerto the General of the ment to protect his Subje&s. Alſo the Do
Artillery, who in his Abſence has the minions or Territory of the Liege Lord.
Light, that is not full Weight ; nin
whole Charge of all that belongs to it.
Licutenant du Roy, ( i.e . the King's ble or quick ; ſmall, triling, tickle.
L'eutenane) the Depucy -Governour of all
Among Afrologers, a Planet is ſaid to
be light, i. e. nimble, compared to another
Areng Towns in France,
Lieutenant Colonel , ( of Horſe or that moves flower.
Foor ) an Officer, who is next in Poſt
Light-boiſe, ( M. T. ) a Name made
to the Colonel, and commands in his Ab- Uſe of to diſtinguiſh ſuck Horſe-men, from
ſence.
the Men at Arms, formerly in Service, who
Lieutenant, ( of Horſe or Foot ) the were all in Armour: In Englind, all are
Officer of every Troop, or Company, who, callid Light-horſe, except the Troops of Lite.
hasthe next Poſt to the Captain , and the Guards.
Light, a ſenſation which ariſes from
Command in his Abſence.
Ltentenant atSea, the next Officer the beholding of any brighe
objecte
to che Captain, or chief Commander of Light of the Liine, ( in Aſtrol.) is the
the Ship.
Sun in the Day ,and the Moon in the Night .
Ligius, ('0. L.) pire, full, or per.
Lieutenant of the Tower of Lon :
du , is to A & under the Conſtable for the feat ; as Viduitas figia ; pure Widow .
time being, and in his Abſence to perform hood.
Lignes, (0. ) Pleafure ; or Liking,
all Powers, Ass, Matters, &c. in as am.
ple a manner, as if the Conſtable were
Ligneus, belonging to Wood, wood
perſonally preſent.
dy.
Liutenant General of the Dzdis
Lignum , Wood, Timber.
nance, an Officer, whoſe, Duty is to re•
Lignuin Aloes,Wood of Aloes;a Drug
ceive allOrders. from the Maſter and the of great Price
the principal Officers, and to ſee them Liguum Nephriticum , a kind of
daily execured .
Wood of great Virtue for the Stone in
Life, the Union of the Soul with the the Kidneys.
Body, the manner of Living ; allo Mettle,
Lignuin Rhodium or Aſpalathus
Spirit, Sprightlineſs.
a ſweet Wood , of which the Oil of them
is made.
dium
Lifeseverlaſting, an Herb.
Lignum Sanctum or Lianum Ui:
LifesRent, a Rent, or Salary, which
tæ, the Wood ( commonly called Guaia .
a Man receives for Term of Life.
Lift, (C. ) a ſort of Stile, that may cum
be open'd like a Gate.
Ligs, little Puhes or Bladders within
Lifts, ( in a Ship) are certain Ropes Horſe's Lips.
which ſerve to top the Yard -arms ofall Ligula, alittle Tongue, or Latcher of
Yards, i. e. to make the Ends of them aShooe : In old Records, an Exemplifica
hang higher or lower,or even ;asOc- tion , or Copy of a Court-Roll.
cafion requires.
Ligure, a kind of precious Stone,men
I Lifting- pieces, arę Parts of a Clock, tioned Exod. 18. 19.
S12
Liguricu,
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Ligudtcum , Lovage of Lombardy ;
Xime- buſh, a device to catch Birds
with ,
an Herb
Ligugrum , Priver or Prime- print ;
Lime-Wozt, an Herb .
alſo white Withy-wind, orwith.bind .
To Lime or Line, to couple as Dogs
Like Arches , ( in the Proje & ion of do ....
the Sphere) are Parts of lefſer Circles,
Limed, (0. ) poliſhed .
that contain an equal Number of Degrees
Limenarcha, (G.) a Warden of the
with the correſponding Arches of great Sea-Porte.
Limer or Lime- hound , a great Dog
One's.
like fisures, ( in Geom. ) are ſuch to hunt the wild Boar.
Round, Boundary, Border. ?
Limit,
the
Sides
and
as have their Angles equal,
Limit of a Planet, ( in Aftron. ) is 14
about thoſe. Angles proportional.
Like ſolid figures , ſuch as are com- irs greateſt Heliocentrick Latitude.'
prehended under Planes that are alike, and
To Limit; to ſet Limits, dr Bounds,
.to ; to confiné, to fint.
equal in Number.
Limitation, a . limiting, ſerting of
Like Duantities , ( -in Algebra) ſuch
as are expreſſed by the ſame Letters,equally Bounds,& c .
Limitation of an . A fize. ( L. P.)
repeared in each Quantity .
Like Signs , ( in Algebra) are when a certain Time ſet down by Statute , within
both are Affirmative, or both Negative.
which a Man muft alledge himſelf or his
Lilach or Pipestrel, a Tree that Anceſtours to have been poffeffed of Lands
ued for by a Writ of Aſlize.
bears blew , white or purple Flowers.
Lilium , ( L. ) the Lilly a Flower.
Limited poblem , ( in Geom . ) a $
Lilium Convallium, Lilly of the Problem that has but one only Solution,
or which can be done but one Way.
Valleys,
Limmer, a mongrel Dog.
Lilium Paracelſi. ( C.T. ) « Tin
To Limn, to paint in Water -Colours.
dure of Antimony
Limonia, (G.) the Emony ; a Flower
Limation, a filing or polishing : In
Limonia pala , Lemmons ; a Fruit.
Surgery, a filing of the Bones.
Limatura, Powder, or Duft, that
Limontates, the Emerald ; a precious
Stone.
comes of filing
Limatura" Partis, ( C. T. ) the
Limontort or Limonium , Winter:
filing of Steel, us’d for the making of green , or wild Beers ; an Herb .
Crocus Martis.
Limonuade , a cooling Liquor, made
Limar, a Snail without a Shell ; 2 of Limmons, Water and Sugar.
+ timolity, a being muddy; Muddi
Dew Snail.
Limb, a Part of the Body : In Mathe- meſ .
Limoſum Şarum , the Myd -ſtone';
maticks, the outermoft Border of an A.
ftrolabe, or other Inſtruments alſo the a -Stone, ſo call” d becauſe it is ſoon diffol.
:
Circumference of the OriginalCircle in any ved into Dirt.
Projection of the Sphere upon a Plane : In
Limp, limber, ſupple..'
To Limp, to halt, or go lame.
Aſtronomy, the utmoſtBorder of the Disk ,
or Body of the Sun or Moon, when either
Limpid. pure, clear, tranſparent.
Limpin , the Shell- fih, otherwiſe call'd
is in an Eclipſe.
a Muſcle ..
Limber, ſupple, pliable.
Limbers or Limber -holes, ( in a Linamentum , ( L ) Thread made of
Ship) little ſquare Holes cut out in all the Flax, Linnea ; alſo a Tent, or Lint for a
Ground -timbeis, next to the Keel, to let Wounda
Water paſs to the Well of the Pump .
Linaria , Toads -fax, an Herb ; Alſo
Limtus, L. ) a Border, or Hem of the Linnet, or Flax -finch ; a Bird .
a Garment ; Alſo the Limb, or Edg: of Linch, ( S. ) a bank,wall,or cauſey, to
a Mathematical Inſtrument.
diftinguiſh Bounds.
Lipch- pin or Linsspin , an Iron-Pin
Limbus Patrum or Limbo, ( ac
cording to the.Notion of Roman Catho that keeps on the wheel to the Axle-tree
licks ) a Place where the deceaſed Patri. of any ſort of Carriage. ;
Lincoln, a noted City, the chief of
archs, refided till our Saviour's Coming 3
as alſo where thoſe abide, who die without the County of the fame Name.
Lincoln - College, 3,College in Oxo
Baptiſm .
Lime , a Stone, of which Morrer is fordo
made ; allo a fort of ſmall Lemmon.
Lincolne:
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Lincolns - Inn, one of the Inns of Center of the World as far as to the Zo .
diack of the Irimum Mobile,
Court, for Students of the Law.
Line of Nean motion of the Sun
Linctus, ( b. ) a licking, or fucking
down ſoftly : Alſo a Medicine to be licked in the Eccentrick, is a Right- Line drawn
from the Cenrer of the Eccentrick to the
or fucked in by Degrees.
Linden - tree, or Line- treg, a Tree Center of the Sun, zod parallel to the
that bears broad Leaves and ſweer former .
Flowers.
Line of Real Botion of the Sun,
Line, Part of a Writing ; alſo the I is a Line drawn from the Center of the
Twelfth Part of an Inch . In Geometry, a World to the Certer of the Sun, and leng
Quantity ' ftretch'd out in Length, but theni'd as far as the Zodiack of the Pri
Suppos'd to be void of Breadth and mum Mobile.
Depth .
Line of the Codes of a planet,
Right Line or Straight Line, a is a Right-line from the Planet to the Sun
Line, whoſe Points are equally plac'd being the common place of Interſection
between the two Extremes, or Ends.
of the Plane of the Planet's Orbit, .with
Crooked Line or Curbe , a Line, the that of the Ecliptick ,
Line Synodical, ( with reſpect to
be
plac'd
Points of which are not equally
tween its two Extremes.
fome Appearances ofthe Moon ) is a Right
Line of Meaſures, the Diameter of line ſupposid to be drawn thro' theCenters
the Original Circle in the Projection of of the Earth and Sun.
the Sphere in Plano.
Line of the mean Syzygies, is a
Line of Mumbers or Øunter's Right-line imagined to Pats thro ' the
Line, is uſually plac'd on a Ruler, or Earth's Center, and the mean Place of the
on the Back of a Se& or, which running Sun
parallel with it, hews the Artificial
Line of theReal or Crue Syzygies,
Lines ,
a Righi- ine laid to to drawn thru' the Cente :
In the Art of War, Lines, ſignify the of the Earth, and the Real Place of the
!
Poſture of an Army drawn up for Batrel, Sun.
lo as its Front may be ftretch'd out as far
In Dialling, the Equinoctial Line, is
as the Ground will allow.
the common Place where the Equ noctial,
Line of the Anomaly of a Pra- and the Plane of the Dial, mutually inter
pet, ( in Aſtron . ) is a Right Line drawn rect, or cur another .
Lines Hojary or Hourslines , are the
fromthe Center of the Eccentrick, to the
Center of the Planer.
common Interſections of the Hour-Circles
Line of the Apogee of a Planet, of the Sphere, with the Dial-Plane.
Line Lorizontal, is the common Ir .
is a Right-Line drawn from the Center
of the World thro? the point of the Apo terſection of the Horizon, and the Dial
gee , as far as the Zodiack of the Primum Plane .
Mobile.
Line Subſtylar, is that Line on
! Line of the Apſes, is a Line paſſing which
the Style or Cock of the Dial is ſer
thro' the Center of the World, and that up, and reprefents ſuch an Hour-circle as
of the Eccentrick ; whoſe two Ends are , is perpendicular to the Plane of that
one the Apogee, and the other the Peri- Dial.
gee of the Planet.
In Fortification, a Line, is that which
Line horizontal, is a Right- Line pais drawn from one point to another, in
rallel to the Horizon .
making a Draught upon Paper : On the
Line of azearett or leaſt Longi- | Ground in the Field, a Trench with a
tude of a Planet, is that Part of the Breaft-work ; or a row of Gabiors, or Bags
Line of the A jes, which reaches from the full of Earth, fit out in length .
Center of the World , to the Apogee or
Lines of Approa h or of at:ack , are
Perigee of the Planet .
the Ways or Trenches dug along in the
Line of Pean Longitude; is one Earth, towards a Towr, that is Belieged,
Line of the 73ale, is a Right-line
drawn thro' che Center of the World at
Right Angles to the Line of the Aples ; | which j'yns the Points of the two neareſt
and its extreme Points are callid the Mean Baſtions.
Longitudes.
Line Capital , a Line drawn from the
Line of Mean Motion of the Angle of the ſorge, to the Angle of the
$ un , is a Right Line drawn from the Baltiou.
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Line Terreſtrial, a Right-ling in
Line of Circumpallation , a Line or
Trench, with a Breaft-work made by the which the Geometrical Plane, and that of
Beſiegers, quite round their Camp, within the 'Pi & ure or Draught, cut one ano ?
Cannon-thot of the Place.
ther .
Line Cogzital, a Line drawn from the
Line Tertical, the common Inter
Angle of the Center, to that of the ſection of the Vertical Plane, and of the
Baftion.
Draught.
Lines of Communication, are thoſe
In Philoſophy, Line of Direction of
that run from one work to another.
a Body in Motion , is that Line ac.
Line of Contradallation , is a Trenchcording to which it moves , or which di
with a Breaft-work, which the Befiegers rects and determines itsMotion .
Line of Gravitation of an heavy
make next the Place beſieged, to ſecure
themſelves againg the Sallies of the Gar- Bodys a Line drawn thro’ its Center of
Gravity, and according to which it tends
rilon .
Line of Defente, a Atraight Line downward .
To Line, to put a Lining to : In Masi
which ſhews the Courſe of a Bullet , ac .
cording to the Situation it ought to have sonry, to Caſe a Wall ,' & c. with Scone :
In Fortification , to ſurround and Atrengthen
to defend the Face of the Baftion .
1
Line of Defence ftchont or Firen, a Work , with a good Wall or Turf.
To Line Hedges, (M.T. ) to plant
is a Line drawn from the Angle of the
Courtin, to the flanked Angle of the op- Musketeers along them under their com
vert .
pofite Bation.
Linta Alba, ( L. in Anat, , the
Line of Defence Razant, that which
is drawn from the point of the Baftion a white-line, being a 'Concourſe of the
long the Face, till it comes to the Courtin Tendonsof the oblique Muſcles in the
which thewshow much of the Courtin Lower-Belly.
will clear or ſcour the Face.
Linea Apfdum , ( in Aftron. ) the
Line forming the Flank, a Line Line of the Apſes.
Lineage, ( F. ) Race, Stock , Pedi:
drawn from the Angle made by the two
Demi-Gorges of the Baftion , to the An- gree
Linea', that is, or goes in a Right
gle at the Flank .
Lines within Side , are the Moats or line.
Trenches cut towards the Place belie . Lineament, the Feature or Proportion
1
of the Face .
ged :
Linear , belonging to a Line.
Lines without side, are Trenches
Linear Problem ,( in Mathem . ) ſuch
towards the field , to, hinder the bringing
a Problem as can be ſolved Geometrically,
of Succours to the Belieged.
In Perfpe& ive, Line of the front, is by the Interſection of two Right-lines.
any Right-line parallel to the Terreſtrial Linear Numbers, thoſe thar baye
relation to Length only .
Line .
Line Geometrical, is a Right- line
Ling, a ſmall Shrub, otherwiſe calla
drawn after any manner, on the Geome- Heath or Furz : Alſo a fort of Salt
fish .
trical Plane.
Ling-wodt, an Herb, otherwiſe call'd
Line Horizontal, is the common
Section of the Horizontal Plane , and that Angelica .
Lingel, a little Tongue, or Thong!
of the Draught or Repreſentation.
To Linger , to be redious; to Lan
Line of Jncidence, ( in Catoptr .') is
e Ray ftarcing from ſome luminous or light guilh, or droop.
Linger or Linget, a Bird !
Body, and ending in a Point of ſome
Lingots, Iron-moulds of ſeveral Fic
Surface.
Line Dbjective, ( in Perſpect. ) is the gures into which melted Mecals are uſually
Line of an object; from whence the pour'd .
Appearance is fought for in the Draught
Lingua, ( L. ) the Tongue : Alſo
or Pidure.
Tongue, Language, or Speech .
Line of Station , the common Sedi.
+Linguacity, a being full of Tongue,
on of the Vertical and Geometrial Planes : or much given to talk .
Others mean by it, the perpendicular
Lingualis, a Muſcle ſaid to paſs
Height of the Eye above the Geometri- from the Root of the Os Hycides, to the rig
cal Plane.
of the Tongue. !
?
Lingerie .

M?
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Linguilt ,one that is skilful in Tongues,
Liquation or Liquefaction , ( L.) a
or Languages.
diffolving or melting ; among Apothecaries,
Lingulaca, ( L. ) the Sole- fiſh : Alſo the melting of Rolin or Wax, with Oil
the Herb Adders, or Serpents-Tongue.
over a gentle Fire.
Liniment, a Medicine of amiddle
+ Liquefcency, an aptneſs to melt, or
Confiftence between an Oil and an Ointo grow ſoft.
ment.
To Liquify , to diſſolve or melt ; to
Linto , ( in old Records ) a Linch -pịn , grow , or become liquid.
the Pin that faftens a Wheel upon the
Ligutd , that has its Parts fluid and in
Morion.
Axle -tree .
Link, the ring of a Chain , 1 Torch, a
Liquid Ambza, a kind of Gum.
kind of Sauſage : Alſo a thin Plate of Liquids, ( in Gram. ) five Letters,
Meral to folder with.
viz, l, m , n , ris; ſo call'd from their
being pronounc'd ſofi,and it were melt
To Link, to joyn, or tie together.
Linnet, a Singing bird .
ing in the Mouth : In Philosophy, ruch Bo
Linſeed , the feed of Line, or Flax.
dies as are endu'd with all the Properties
Linſey - ddioolſey, a ſort of mixt Cloth , of Fluidneſs.
partly Linnen partly Woollen .
Liquidity, a being liquid.
Lint, fine Linnen ſcrap'd to Shreds, ta
Liquititia, ( L. ) Liquoriſh, a ſweet
be put into a Wound.
Root .
Lint-ſtock, a carved Stick , with
Liquoz or Liquour, any thing that is
a Cock at one end, to hold the Gunner's liquid ; Drink, Juice, & c.
March ; and a ſharp Point at the other, to Liriconfancy or Lilly -Convally , &
Flower .
Atick it upright in the Ground .
Ltripoop, ( 0.) a Livery -hood .
Lintel, the Head -piece , or upper Poſt
Libere , ( F. ) the Lift ' of Cloarh or
of a Door or Window .
Linter, ( L. ), a little Boat, a Wherry Stuff. In Fortification, the face as Berme
and Fore - land .
In Anatomy, the inner rim of the Ear.
Lion , ( G. ) a wild Beaſt.
Lifpound, a foreign Weight containing
Lion's - Inn, one of the Inns of Chan. 15 , 16, and ſometimes 20 Pounds.
Lilled, ( 0. ) bounded .
čery :
Lion'ssMouth, Lion's- Paw , 16
Lift, a Roll , containing the Names of
on's Tooth, ſeveral sorts of Herbs.
Number of Perſons, sc. In Architecture ,
Lioncel, a Lion's Whelp , or young a ftraight upright Ring, which runs round
Lion : Lioncels is alſo a Term in Heraldry the lower part of Pillars.
for Lions, when there are more than two Lift or Lifts, a Place enclos'd with
of them born in any Coat of Arms, and Rails for Tournaments, Wreſtling, Races,
no Ordinary between them .
and other Exerciſes.
Lionel. ' * 1. é. little Lion ) à proper To Enter the Liits , to engage in
Name of Men.
Fight, or in Diſpute .
Lipara, ( G. ) a ſoft Plaifter, or Salve. Liſtel , ( in Architect. ) a ſmall Band,
Liparis, a kind of Lizard : Alſo a cer- or Rule in Mouldings; alſo the ſpace be
tain Gem .
tween the Channellings of Pillars.
Lifttels, careleſs, regardleſs.
Lipodermus, a Diſeaſe, when the Skin
Litany, (G. ) a general Supplication,
drawn
can't
be
Glans,
that covers the
back .
or Prayer.
Lipopſychia , a ſmall Swoon.
A Lite, ( N. C. ) a few or little.
Liteni, (N. C. ) a Garden.
Lipothymia, a ſwooning, or faint
ing away
Literal, ( L. ) thatis according to the
To Lippen ( Sc. ) to truſt to, to rely Letrer.
on .
Literal Fault , ( in Printing ) a ſmall
Lippitudo, ( L. ) a wateriſh running Fault that doesnot interrupt the Senſe.
of the Eyes, Blear-eyedneſs, or Blood
tterate, skilld in Letters, Learned.
ihot.
Literature, Knowledge in Letters,
Liptotes or Litotes , (G.) a Rheto- Learning.
rical Figure, when the force of the Words
Lith anthrac , ( G. ) ftony Coal, a kin'i
is not anſwerable to the greatneſs of the of Jeat.
Matter.
Líthargyros, Litharge or Silver -glet.
Lípyria, a continual Feaver, the out
Lithe, lupple, or limber,
Lither, lazy, fuggiſh .
ward Parts being cold , and the inward
Lithiaff .
Parts burning
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Lithials, (G. ) the breeding of the Stone Colours and Trimming, which a Gentle
man gives to his Servants and Followers :
in a Humane Body .
Litbizontes , ordinary Carbuncies.
In Law , a delivery of Poffeſion ro
Lithocolla , the Cement with which thoſe Tenants that held of the King, by
4
Stones are joyn'd and faften'd together.
Knight-ſervice,
The Livery or Livery-men of a
Lithomancy , a kind of Sooth -laying,
by the caſting of Pebble- ſtones.
Company or Cozpozation, ſuch Meni
Lithontribon, a Confe &tion ſo nam'd bers as are advanc'd to a Degree above the
becauſe it breaks and drives away the Yeomanry, and have a Right to wear a
Livery -gown upon folemn Occaſions,
Stone.
Lithontripticks, Medicines that break
Livery of Day and Dats, thegiving
the Stone in the Bladder, or Kidneys.
out a certain Quantity for teeding Horſes,
Lithoſpermum, the Herb Stone-crop , & c.
or Gromwell.
Livery of Seilin , ( L. P. ) a delivery
Lithoftruts, Stone- Pavements of Mo- of Poſſeſſion of Lands, Tenements, &c. to
ſaick Work.
one that has Right to them .
Lithotomia, a Quarry of Stones : In
I ivery -fffice, an Office for delive
Surgery, the Operation of cutting the Stone ry of Lands and Tenements annexed to the
out of the Bladder.
Court of Wards .
Lithotomus, a Stone-cutter or Maſon : Livery- Stables, publick Stables,where
Alſo a Lithotomiſt, or Surgeon skilful in Horſes are kept, and let out to hire.
cutting out the Stone.
Livid , black and blew .
Lithy, ( 0. ) humble .
i
Lidid Muſcle , one of the Muſcles that
Litigation , la quarrelling, or braw ! - mɔve the Thigh.
ing ; a Suit, or Pleading.
Lividity, a being livid .
Litigious, that delights in going to
Livoz, a leaden or dead blewiſh Co
lour in any Part of the Body: Alfo Envy,
Law ; full of Diſpute and Wrangling
Litispendence, the time during which Malice, or Spire ,
Livre or Liver , a French Coin, worth
-& Law -ſuit is depending.
Litmore -blew , a kind of blew Çolis. 6 d . Sterling.
lour.
L iriviate or Lerivious, belonging to
Litotes, ( G. ) Smalneſs, "Meanneſs: Lye.
In Rhetorick, a Figure when leſs is ſpoken Lírivium, ( L. ) Lye madeof Alhes :
than is intended .
In Chymiſtry, a fixed Alkali ; as the Sales
Litten , as Church -litten ; a Word us'd' of Tartar , Wormwood, & c .
Lizard, a little creeping Greature .
in Wiltshire for a Church-yard .
Litter, the Brood of a -Beaſt brought
Lizard -point, the utmott South-Weſt
forth at once : Alſo the Straw that is ſpread Point of the Land's End in Cornwall.
under Cattel, to lye down upon : Alſo a
Loach or Loche a ſmall Freſh -water
fort of Carriage like a large Sedan born Fiſh .
by Horſes or Mules.
Load, a Burden , or Weight. Loads are
Litterings, ſmall Sticks that keep the allo Trenches to drain fenny Places.
Web ſtrerch'd on a Weaver's Loom . ,
Load of pay, contains about two thou
Littozal, ( L. ) belonging to the fandWeight; of Timber, fifty Foot.
Shore ,
Load -dar, the North- Scar, that guides
Liturgy, ( G. ) Publick Service, a Mariners.
Form of Publick Prayers.
Load-ftone, lo call d be cauſe it guides
and directs Sailers in their Voyages.
Live-long, an Herb.
To Liven , ( 0. ) to believe.
Loam or Lome, Clay to graft withal,
Liver, one of the noble Parts of the alſo a ſort of Plaſter, usd by Chymiſts
to ftop up their Verfeis.
Budy.
Liver of antiinony, . ( C. T. ) Anti
Loan , a thing lent; a lending of Mo
mony open'd by Salopeter and Fire, ſo as ney.
to make it half-Glaſs, and give it a Liver-, Lob, Lobbe or Lobling, a North Sea
Colour.
fith, of a huge Bulk .
Liver - wozt, an Herb.
Lob -wozin , a Worm, us’d in Fishing
Liverings or Livering - puddings, for Trouts,
a lort of Puddings made of Hogs or Calves, Lobby, a kind of Paffage -room , or
Livers .
Gallery
Livery, a Suit of Cloaths of different
Lobos
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tive Faculty, i. c. that Faculty which cau .
lesmoving from obe Place to another.
Localäinentum , ( L. ) an Apartment
or Parcition : Among Herbalifts," a licle
diſtinct Partition within the seed.bag of
a Flower.
Locus, a Place, ' Room , or ſtead .
Locus Apparens , ( in Aftron . ) that
Place in which any Planet or Star appears,
when view'd from an Eye at the Senſible
Horizon.
Locus abſolutus or Primarius,
( inPhilos. ) is that Part of the abſolute
and immoveable Space, which a par
Local Problem , ( in Mathem . ) ſuch ticular individualBody takes up.
an one as is capable of an infinite Number
Locus Relativus or Secundarius,
of different Solutions .
is that apparent and ſenſible Place , in
Locality, ( in Philos.) the being of a which we determine a Body to be placd,
thing in a Place.
Location,a ſetting, or letting out with reſpect to other neighbouring Bo
to
Locus Dartitus, ( L. T. ) a Diviſion
Loth on Lohoch,a Medicinal Compo- made between two Counties or Towns,to
fition, which ſerves to melt in the Mouth make Tryal in which the Land , or Place
by Degrees, that it may take more effect in Queftion lies.
in Diſeaſes of the Breat , Lungs, and
Locula, the Locuſt an Infect : Allo a
Throat.
Fish like a Lobfer, call'd a Long -Oiſtero
Loche Sanum , 2 particular fort of
Locultæ , ( among Herbalifts ) are the
Loche, good for the Lungs..
|Beards and hanging Seeds of Oats, and
Lochia, ( G. ) thoſe things that are other Plants.
voided by Women in Child -bed.
Locution , Phraſe , or Manner ofSpeech .
Locutojium , ( O. L. ) a Parlour, in a
Loci Chymict, Chymical Furnaces and
Yeffels.
Monaſtery, where the Friers met for Dif
Locí mulieb ?es, Womens Privy. courſe, or Converſation .
Parts.
Lode- thip , a kind of Fiſhing.Veffel.
Lock, an Inftrument to make faſt a
Lode-Wojks and Streine-wojko,
Door ; alſo a Place where the Current or certain Works at the Tin-Mines in Corn
Stream of a River is ſtopt.
wal.
To Lock, to ſhut up with a Lock and
Lodemanage, the Hire of a Pilot for
Key : Allo to move the wheels of a conducting a Ship.
Waggon to and fro.
Lodeſman , a Coaft-Pilot, that guides
Lock-man, an Officer in the Ide of Ships in and out of Harbours.
Man, who exécutes the Orders of the Go.
Lodge, a little. Room , Shed , or Hur.
vernour.
To Lodge, To give, or to take up a
Lock-ſpit, ( in Fortif.) a (mall Cut, or Lodging : A Buck išlaid to lodge,when
Trench, opend with the Spade , to mark it goes to reſt.
out the firft Lines ofany Work .
Lodger, a Perſon that hires one Room ,
Locker,
of Cheft or aBoxPigeou -holę: Allo a kind or more sin another's Houſe, to abide in
enging
along
each
Side
for a certain Time .
of a ship,
to put Shot, or other things
A Lodging, a Room, an Apartment.
in.
Lodgment, ( M.T. ) a Retrenchment
Locket, a ſet of Diamonds, or other dug for a shelter, when the Counterſcarp
wels,
allo
that partis of
a śword
or ſome
other
poft isgain’d
: 1110among
the Place,
where theHook
faften
Soldiers
quarter
bard,
the
the
d . -Icab- where
work
Watch
TownfLocking-wheel,
Huts,
)
Tente.
(in
Men,
in
or
the ſame as Count -Wheel.
Lodgment of an attack, is a Place
Lockrám ,
a courſe ſort of Linnen- of Defence, which the Beſiegers raiſe up
cloth.
the Enemies Works in a dangerous
Lockronor Lockler-goulons,aFlower. Poft, afterthey have taken hem .
Loco-motive, ( L.) as The Lecoreer
Loe,( N.C. ) a little round Hill, or great
heap of Stones,
Loa
Lobes, ( G.) in Anat. ) the ſeveral
Lappers or Diviſions ofthe Lungs, or Liver : Among Herbalifts, the Diviſions of
the Bulk ofSeeds.
Lobſter, a known Sea Shell- filho
Lobus, a Lobe , or Lappet of the Li
ver, & c. Allo a Kidney- bean.
Lobus qurts, thelower Part, or Tip
of the Ear.
Local, belonging to a Place : In Law ,
tied or joyn'd 10a Place.
Local Broicaments , thoſe Remedies
thatare
Place, orapply'd
Part. outwardly to a particular
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Log, the Trunk of a Tree, or Stump the expeditious Arithmetick " of "Loga
of Wood for Fuel : Alſo an Hebrew Mea- rithms.
fure of 24 ſolid Inches. Among Seamen, a
Logiſtical Logarithms, a Table of
piece of wood about ſeven or eightInches Logarithms, fitted to ſexageſimal Fra
long, which with its Line ſerves to meaſure tions."
the Courſe of a Ship at Sea.
Logiſticks, the ſame as Logiſtical A
Log -board, a Table divided into five rithmetick ,but ſome apply the Term to
Columns, and containing an Account of fignifiy, the firft general. Rules in Algebra,
the Ship's Way, meaſur'd by the Log.
of Addition, . Subtraction, dc.
Logtum , ( 0. R. ' ) a Hovel, or Out
inute-line, a ſmall
Log -line or
houſe .
long Line , tyed tothe Log.
Log -Wood or Block-wood, a ſort of Logogzaphers, they that write Books
Wood, much us'd by Dyers, for miking a of Account, or Pleas in the Law ; Law
ſad or dark Colour.
yers-Clerks.
Logomachy, a Verbal Contention, or
Logarithms, ( G. ) a Rank of Num
bers in Arithmetical Progreffion, that an- Strife in Words.
l
Loich - fith, a certain fort of Filh; as
ſwer to ſo many Numbers in Geometrica
1
Progreilion, ſer under or over againt Cod, Ling Lob, doc.
Loimogyaphy, (G. )a Diſcourſe about
them ; of which they are call'd the Loga.
rithms : so that the addition and Sub. Peſtilentialor InfectinusDiſeaſes.
Loligo, ( L. ) the Calimary-fiſh.
traction of them, anſwers to the Multi
Lolium , Darnel or Cockle, a Weed.,
plication and Diviſion of the Numbers they
ToLoll, to Jean , or lye upon.
anſwer to
Impurt or Defective Logarithm ,
Lollards , certain Church -Reformers,
is the Logarithm ofa Fraction .
that abounded in England , in the Time
Logarithmical or Logarithmick, of K. Edward III. and Henry V. and were
1
belonging to the Artificial Numbers, calld then reputed great Hereticks.
Logarithms.
Lollard s -Tower, a Place near St.
Logarithmick Line, a Curve, or Paul's Church in London, where the Lol
crooked Line, which perfectly diſcovers lards were impriſond.
Lollardy , the Do & rine, and Opinions
all the Myſteries cfi Logarithms.
of the Lollards.
Logges, ( 0. ) Huts orCottages.
Logical, belonging to , or agreeable to
Lombard or Lombar, a Bank for
the Rules of Logick .
Uſury.
Logician, one that is skilled in that
Lombar- Qouſe, a Houſe in which ſe
Science.
veral forts of Goods are ftow'd , in order
Logick , the Art of Thinking, Reaſon to be expos’d to Sale.
ing, or making a right Uſe of the Ratio.
Lomentum , ( L.) Bean -meal ; alſo a
nal Faculty.
kind of Painter's Colour .
Logiſmus , a Figure in Rhewrick, when Lonchites, ( G ) a Comet, rclem
a fentence is fram'd without any Confe - bling a Lance, or Spear.
rence .
Lonchitis, the Herb Spleen -wort.
Logiſt, one skilld in the Loriſtick
London, the
Science, i . e. the Art of Reckoning, or dom. of England chief City of the Kingº
caſting Account.
London Bridge, a Bridge of admira
Logiltæ or Logifts, (among the A. ble Workmanſhip .
thenians) the Officers to whom all ſuch as Londong-Paide or London-Tufts,
had-ended their Magiſtracy, gave an Ac. a Flow r.
count of the Aff.irs of which they had the
A Long, a Muſical Noté , containing
Management
two Briefs.
Logiſtica , a part of Arithmetick ,
Long accent, ( in Gram , ) an Accent,
which applies the Rules of multiplying, which ſhews, that the Voice is to top upon
dividing, sc. to the Degrees of signs, the Vowel that has fuch a Mark ſet over
Circles, and Angles, &c.
it, and it is thus expreſsid (-)
Lo iltica Sre:to'a, Specious or Lite Long -boat, the ftrongeftand biggeftof
Algebra
ral
Boats belonging to a ship .
Logiſtical arithmetick, the Arith
Long-green Pear, a Pear that grows
metick of Sexagefimal Fractions, us’d by ripe about the middle of O & ober:
Aftronomers in their Calculations. Allo
Long -Weg , a Stone fifteenFoot high,
near Salkeld in Cumberland ,
LONI
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Long -Primer, a fort of Printing-Let
ter.
Long-wozt orAngelica, an Herb.
Longanimity, ( 1 , ) Long-ſuffering
great Patience , or Forbearance .
Longano, Longanon , or Longabo ,
the Straight Gut, inthe Fundament.
Longevity, Length of Age, long
Life.
Longimetry , the Art of Meaſuring
Lengths or Diftances, .
Longinquity, Length of Place or great
Difance of Time LongCohtinuance.
Longiflímus Femojis , ( in Anar . )
· Muſcle of the Thigh, otherwiſe call'd
Sartorius .
Lon iflimus Pollicis, the ſame as
Flexor Tertii Internodii,
Longitude, properly the Length of
Time, Place, & c. In Geography, the Dif
ference either Eaſt or. Weit, between the
Meridians of any two Places, counted on
the Equator.
Lingitude , in Navigation ) the Diſtance
of a ship or Place, Eaft ór ' weft, from
another, counted in proper Degrees.
Longitude, ( in the Heavens) is an
Arch of the Ecliptick, contain'd between
the firſt Degree of the Sign Aries, and
that Circle which paſſes thro' the Centerof
any Star.
Longitude of the Sun or Star
from the nertEquinoctial Point, is
the Number of Degrees and Minutes they
are from the Beginning of Aries, or Li.
bra, either before or after th :m.
Longitude, ( in Dialling ), the Arch
of the Equino & ial, comprehended be
tween the Subſtylar Line of the Dial, and
the true Meridian ; is cerned , The Plani's
Difference of Longitude.
Longttude of Motion , ( in Mechan. )
is the Diſtance or Length, which the Cen.
ter of any moving Body runs thro ', as it |
moves on in a Right-line.
Longitudinal Suture, ( in Anat . )
the croſs Seam of the cull.
Longus Muſculus,( in Anat. )a Murdle of the Cubitus, which helps to ſtretch
out the Arm forwards : Alſo a Muſcle of
the Radius, ſerving to turn the Palm of
the Hand upwards. Alſo a Muſcle of the
Tarſus, theſame as Peroneus Primus.
Longus Colli, a Muſcle which acting
with its Partner, bends the Neck right
forward .
Loof of a Ship, thar Part ofher aloft
which lies juſt before the Timbers, callid
Cheſs- trees, as far as the Bulk -head of the
Fore.caftle ,

To Loof, ( uſually pronounc'd Luff )
a Term us’d in Conding; as Loof up, or
keep your loof, i, e. keep the Ship nearer
to the Wind,
To Spring a Loof, is when a Ship
that was going large before the Wind is
brought clole, or as the Phrafe is, claps
cloſeby the Wind.
* Loof-hook, a Tackle, with two Hooks,
which ferves to furcour the Ropes calld
Taeklis, in a large Sail.
Loof- pieces, the Guns that lye in the
Ship's Loof.
Loof-Tackle, a ſmall fort of Tackle
which ferves to liftall ſmall Weights in or
out of a ship.
Loom, the Frame & Weaver works
upon.
Loom - gale, ( S. T. ) a freſh, or ftif
Gale .
L coming of a Ship, is her Prof.
pective or Shew : Hence it is ſaid, Such a
Ship Looms a great Sail, i . e. She appears,
or ſeems to be a great Ship .
Loon , an ill-ſhap'd Bird in Nero- England
like a Cormorant. ,
Loop, an Ornament for a Button -hole :
Alſo a ſmall Iron -ring in the Barrel of a
Gun .
Loop -holes, little Holes in the Walls
of a Caltle or Fort to ſhoot thro ' : Alfo
Holes uſually , made in the Planks of a
Ship callid Coamings, that bear up the Hat
ches for Muskets to ſhoot out at.
Looſe-ſtrife, an Herb.
Lootſman , the fame as Lodeſman
Loover, (F. ) an open Place on the top
of an Houſe, or Roof.
To Lop, ro prune or cut off the Head :
branches of a Tree .
Loppe, ( 0. ) a Spider ; In Lincoln -shira ,
a Flea.
Loquacious, (' L. ) full of Talk, tass
ling.
Loquacity, Talkativeneſs.
Loquela , ( L. ) Speech , Diſcourſe ;
Language. In old Law- Records, an In
pariance or Petition for a Day of Reſpit,
in a Court of Juſtice.
Lord, a Word of Honour attributed to
thoſe who are Noble by Birth, of Creation ;
or thoſe that are ſo calPd by the Courteſy
of England ; and ſometimes to Perſons Hoa
nourable by their Imployment. In Lavo,
a Perſon that has a fee, and conſequently
the Homage of Tenants within bis Ma.
nour.
Lord Welne, is he that is Owner of
a Manour, and upon that account has Te
TE
nape
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Lotos or Lotus , the Lote- tree : Allo
nants holding of him inFee ; nevertheleſs,
at theſame time he himſelf holds of a the Herb Clover, or Melilot.
Superiour Lord .' callid The Lord Para
Lottery, a ſharing of Lots by Chance.
mount .
Lovagean Herb hot and dry in the ..
1
Lozd in Gloſs, is he thatis Lord hav. third Degree.
ing no Manour, 'as the King in reſpect of Love , Kindneſs, Friendſhip : Alſo the me
Name of a certain Flower,
his Crows .
Lozd of the Gentture, ( in Altrel.)
Love- Apple,a kind of Root in Spain.
is that Planet which has the greateft
Love-days , thoſe Days, anciently fo
Strength in the Figure of any. Perſon's call'd, on which Arbitrations were madeg in
and Controverfies ended among Neigh ilde
Genirure cr Nativity.
Lord ofthe hour, aPlanet governing bours.
;
Loverd or Laverd, ( 0. ) a Lord.
as
alſo
Day
of
the
Part
twelfth
each
Lough, an Iritto Word for á Lake.
of the Night ſeverally, and divided into
Lapingis, ( śc .) Praiſes.
Twelve Parts, which are call'd Planet ary
Hours.
Lourcurdus, ( 0. L. ) a Ram, or in
Lord of the Year, is that Planet Bell-weather Sheep.
which has moft Marks of Fortitude or
Lourgalary, ( 0. 9. ) a caſting any mis
Strength , in a Revolutional Figure.
corrupt thing into the Water.
Louſe-wort, an Herb.
Lozdant or Lordant, a dull heavy
Lout or Lowt, a clowniſh unmanner than
Fellow , a lazy Lubber .
PL
Lojdons, ( in Surgery) the bending ly Fellow .
of the Back -bone forwards in Childien , Louvje, (F. ) a ſtately Palace in the
City of Paris.
6 .
Loldthip, the Title, Jurisdiction , or
Low , ( 0. ) a Flameof Fire.
Manour of a Lord .
Low -bearing Cock, a Fighting Cock
Loje, ( S. ) Learning, or Skill.
that is over.marched for height.
Logica, ( L. ) a Coat of Mail : Allo Low-bell, a Bell hung about the Neck
the Coping or Head of a Wall, made of a Weather-Sheep: Allo a Device; to !
catch Birds.
US
to caſt off the Rain .
Logtcatton, a fencing with a Coat
Low - beller, one that goes a Fowling to
of Mail, In Majorry, the filling of Walls with a light and a Bell ; at the fight of
with Morter : In Chymiftry, the covering which, Birds become ſomewhat kupify’d, la
of a Veſſel calld a Resort with Loam and are eaſily taken with a Net.
or Clay:
Low -land men,the Offſpring ofthe
Loftmers or Loriners, a Company Engliſta Saxons, in the Eaſt part of Scot
of Artificers in London that make Bits, land.
Spurs, and ſuch like firall Iron -ware.
Low -worm , a Diſeaſe in Horſes like
Loziot, ( F. ) a Bird otherwiſe called the Shingles.
Wirwall.
Low -malted, A Ship is ſaid to be
Lozipes, ( L. ) Bow - legged , Bandy- Low -malted or Under-nafted, when her
Maft is too ſmall, or too ſhort.
legged.
Lolenger, a Flatterer or Lier,
Lowings, the ſame as Lunes.
To Lowk, ( N. C. ) to weed Corn.
Lot, ( H. Wrapped or joyned toge.
ther) Abraham's Brother.
Lown , a dull, heavy-heeld Fellow ,
To Low, to look leuror grim : Alo
Lot, a Portion of a Thing divided into
ſeveral Parts, to be ſhar'd among feve to begin to be overcastwith Clouds.
Lowry or Lowaray, a Shrub.
ral Perſons ; allo Fortune , or Chance .
Lortas, (G.) the Croſs-beak or Shell
To pay Scot aud Lot, to pay fuch
Charges and Parilh-duties as Houſe-keep - apple ; a Bird .
crs are liable to.
Lorouzomical or Lorodcomick,( in
Lot of Loth, the thirteenth Dish of Navigat.) belonging to the method of
Lead , in the Derby-Shire Mines which oblique Sailing.
Lorodjomical Tables, fuch Tables
belongs to the Queen.
Lotion, ( L. ) a wafhing : Among as aremade to find out the ſeveral Re
Chymifts and Apothecaries, the waſhing quifires, or reſolve the caſes of Sailing.
Loxodzomtck Line, an oblique or
or cleanſing of any Body or Medicine
in Wacer.
crooked Lineofa ship's Way, or that
Lottum , Urine, Stale, Piſs.
which a Ship deſcribes when the does not
Lotometra , ( G. , Bread made of the go in a Right- line.
Lotus,
Seed of the Herb
Lorodjomicke,
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Lorodżomicks, the Art or Method of Luctation, a wrefling, Atriving, or
oblique Sailing by the Rhumb : whence ſtruggling.
Lucubzation, a ſtudying , or working
the Tables of Rhumbs, or the Traverſe .
Table of Miles are alſo called Loxodro- by Candle-light.
Luculmi, clear, evident, notable.
micks.
Ludicrous, belonging to Sport, or
Lorodzomy,ſucha Courſein Sailing.
Loyal, ( F.) obſervant of the Law ; Paftime ; ſportive.
faithful, trufty :
Ludification, a mocking, or deceive
Loyalty, Fidelity or Faithfulneſsy eſpe. ing:
Lues, ( L. ) Peſtilence or Plague, a
cially to a Soveraign Prince or State.
Murrein in Cattel.
To Loyter, to carry, or ſtand trifling.
Lozel, alazy Lubber.
Lues Deifica or Sacra, che Falling.
Lozenge, a little Cake made of pre- fickneſs.
ſerv'd Herbs. In Geometry, a Figure com Lues Moravica or Pannonica, a
pos'd of four egual and parallel Sides, ſort of Peſtilence that is rife in Huna
whoſe two oppoſite Angles are ascute, and gary.
Lues Tenerea or Možbus Gallis
the other two Obruſe. In Heraldry, this
Figure is made uſe of to contain the Coat.cus, the French Poz, a malignant and in,
Armour of all unmarried Gentlewomen and fe & ious'Diftemper.
Widows.
Luft, a Sea -Term , theſame as Loof.
Luff or Lougb, a Light or Flame:
Lubbet, a Drudge, a lazy Drone.
Lubricious, ( L. ) flippery, uncertain, Fowl with a low -bell.
unconcluſive.
Lug, the tip of the Ear : Allo a Pole
To Labricitate, ( in Phyſick and Phim to meaſure Land with.
lof. ) to make ſlippery.
Lug-wozt, an Herb.
Lugubrous or Lugubrious , ( L. )
Lubjicity, Slipperineſ , Uncertainty ,
Fickleneſs.
mournful, doleful.
Luggage, any heavy Weight or Bur.
Lucaria , a Feaſt kept by the Romans ,
July 18th .
den .
Luke, ( H. riſing to him ) one of the
Latern , a Ruffion wild Beaſt, which
yields avery rich Furr. Alſo a Plant com four Evangeliſts.
mended for excellent Fodder.
Lukewarm , that is between hot and
Lucia, a Chriftiar Name of Women, cold; indifferent, careleſs.
from the Latin Word Lux, lucis ; figni.
Luma, ( L. ) a kind of Thorn that
fying Light.
grows in Meadows and moiſt Places
Lacio, ſhining, bright, light.
Lumbago, an Ache or Pain in the Mula
Lucida Cozona, a fixed Star in the cles of the Loins.
Northern Garland .
Lumbar or Lumbary, belonging to
Lucida Lancis, a Star plac'd in Nine the Loins.
Lumbares arteriæ , ( in Anas. ) cer.
Degrees and Forty - five Minutes of the
Sigo Scorpio .
tain Arteries, which ſpread themſelves over
Star
bright
in the the Loins.
Lucida Lyža , a
Lumbaris Wena, a vein that is be.
Conſtellation call'd Lyra , or the Harp.
Lucifer , ( i. e. Light-bearing ) the tow'd on the Muſcles of the Loins.
Lumbzical Muſcles, are four Mul
Morning-Srar, or Day-Star : The Planet
Venus is ſo call'd, when it riſes before the cles in each Hand, and as many in the
Sun : Alſo the Prince of the Air , or the Feet , ro call'd by reaſon of their Smal
Chief of Devils .
neſs .
Lumbztcales , Muſcles of the Finger,
Luciferians, Hereticks that follow'd
one Lucifer Biſhop of Calaris in Sardinia ſo nam'd from their Figure , which is Come
A, C. 365 .
what like the common Earth -worms.
Lumbzicalis Dedis, a Muſcle which
Luciferous, that brings Light , as Lum
siferows Experiments.
is inſerted to the inner parts of each leiler
Тое,
Luciola, Adders-tongue, an Herb.
Lactas, the Pranomen, or firft Name Lumbrici , Earth -worms : Belly-worms;
of ſeveral famous Men among the ancient or Maw.worms.
Lumbrici Aquatici, Summer-worms.
Romans : Alſo the Pike or Jack , Fith .
Lambus, , the Loin, Hanch, oi
Lutrativt, gainful, profitable.
Lucre, Gain , Profit, Advantages
Flank.

Luminare ,
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Luminare, ( O. L. ) a Lamp or Can
Lupinum Eaput gerere , ( 0. L. P.)
dle, fet burning on the Altar of a Church to he out- lawed.
Lupu'us; Hops, a Plant which provokes
or Chappel .
Luminary, Light, a Body that gives Urine.
Light, eſpecially the Sun and Moon.
Lupus , the Wolf, a wild Beaft ; the
Pike, or Sturgeon, a Fiſh : Allo a Sou.
Liiminous , full of Light, bright.
Lump, Mals, whole Bulk ; alſo a kind ( thern Conftellarion.
Lupus Earinus, the Wolf.fiſh or
of Sea-tih, ſo callid from its Shapeleſs
Sea Wolf,
Mals.
Lurcher , one that lies upon the Lurch,
Lumpith , heavy, dull .
Luna, ( L. ) theMoon , the loweſt or or upon the Catch ; alſo a kind of Hunting
next to the Earth of the ſeven Planets : Dog.
Among Chymiſts, it is taken for Silver -Metal ;
Lure, a Device of Leather,to call back
and in Heraldry, for the Silver or White a Hawk.
Colour in the Coats of Soveraign Princes.
Tº Lure, to bring a Hawk to the Lure ;
Luria Conea or Lunæ Corua, alſo to allure or decoy.
Lurid, pale, wan , black and blew.
( C. T.) a tough, tafeleſs Maſs, almoſt
like Horn, made by pouring Spirit of To Lurki to lie hid. :
Lubozough or Luthburgh, a fort
Salt, on Cryſtals of Silver.
Lugacy, Madneſs, or Frenzy, that hap- of Foreign bare Coin , in the Time of K.
pens at certain times, according to the Edward III.
Luftious, over-ſwier, cloying.
Courſe of the Moon.
A Lusk, a Slug, or Nothful Fellow .
Lunaria, the Herb Lunary , or Moon
wort.
Lutt , unlawful Paſſion, or Deſire : A.
Lunatick, ſmitten with Lunacy, di. mong Sea men, a Ship is ſaid to have a
Atracted, mad.
Luft to one Side or other, when ſhe has
Lunatick Eyes, a diftemper in Hor- an Inclination in her ſwimming, to lean to
ſes which makes their Eyes look as if they one Side more than another.
were covered with White .
Lutt-woit. an Herb .
Lunation , ( in Aftron . ) the Space of luſter or Luftre , Brightneſs , Gloſs,
Luftal , as Luftral Water, a fort of
Time from cne New Moon to another.
Kundzeſs, a Silver-Penny, which at Holy Water , us’d by the Prieſts among
firft weigh’d'about three times as much as the ancientRomans.
Luſtration, a going about on every
a Penny now does.
! Lunes or Lowings, Leaſhes, or long Side to view ; alſo a purging by Sacri
fice.
Lines to call in Hawks.
Lunes or Lunula, ( in Geom .) Figures
Luftriti Dies , the Days on which the
in Shape of a Half-moon, made by the Romans usd to give their Children the
Arches of two Circles that interfect, or Name of the Family:
cut one another.
Luftring or Lúte- Atring . ( F. ) a fort
Lunette, ( F.) a Pair of Spectacles : of silk .
In Forrification, a fmall Work generally
Luftrum , ( L.) the Purgarion or clean
rais'd before the Courtin in Ditches full of fing of the City of Rome by Sacrifice
Water.
every fifth Year .; alfo che fpace of five
Lungis, a drowſy or dreaming Fel. Years.
Lutanif , one skilful in playing on the
low ,
Lungs, a part of the Body, which is Lute.
Lutation, ( L. ) a fopping up of
the Inſtrument of Reſpiration .
Loam or Plai.
Lungs-growing, a. Diſeaſe in Cat. Chymical Veſſels with
.
fter.
tel
Lute, a Mufical Inſtrument: Among
Lung -wozt, an Herb.
Lant , a Match to fire Guns with .
Chymists, a compound Paſte, made of Sand,
Lupanatrir, ( O. L.) a B.wd, an Har- Clay, Porters- Earth , &c. which ſerves for
lor.
the building of ſome forts of Furnaees, or
Lupercalta, certain Feaſts celebrated elſe to joyn togetherthe Necks of Veſſels
by the Romans, and conſecrated to the God or to coat them over in order to preſerve
them in a vehement Fire.
Pan.
Lupín, a Swelling, about the Bigneſs
To Lute, to cover or ftop up wich
ſuch Loam or Clay .
of a ſmall Bean ,
Lupines , u ſort of flac Pulle,
Lutea, ( L.) Looſe-Atrife, an Herb.
Luteola
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Luteola, a little Flower like a Violet ;
Lydian Mood, a ſort of Harmony
allo a Bird calld a Siskin, or Yellow - ham- which was usd in folemn grave Muſick.
Lydius Lapis , the Touch - ſtone.
ber :
To Lye under the Sea, or To be
Luteaus, full of Clay, clayie.
Lutheraniſm , the Do & rine and Opi- laid under the Sea, (S. P. ) is when a
nions of Martin Luther, who wrote againf Sniplies a-hull, ſo as the Sea breaks upon
the Errours of the Church of Rome, and her Bow and Broad -fide.
Lyef=yeld or Lef- Stiver, ( S. ) a
began the Reformation, 1115 .
Lutherans, they that follow the Teo ſmall Fine anciently paid by the Tenant to
the Lord of the Manour.
nets of Luther.
Lygmodes, ( G.) a Feaver accom
Latum, Mud, Clay , Loam ; eſpecially
that callid Lute by the Chymiſts, with panied with the Hickups .
to
Lygmos, ( G, ) the Hicker or Hick.
which their ' Veffels ' are diwbid over
endure the Fire .
up .
Lykerous, ( 0.) leacherous.
Lurated , ( in Surgery) disjoynted , put
Lympha, ( L.) Water : In Anatomy, a
out of joynt, or looſen'd .
clear Humour,conſifting of the Nervou's
Luration , a patting out of joynt.
Luratoz Ertefnus, a Muſcle, the ſame Juice and of Blood.
Auris.
as Externus
Lymphatici, Perſons that are quite di
ftracted , or ſtark -mad. Lifurtancy, Abundance.
Luxurtant, growing rank, running Lymphatick Jefrels ot Lymphatick
Weins , (in Anat. ) certain Veins that
out exceedingly :
To Luruitate, to abound, to exceed, receive the Lympha from the Congloba
ted Glandules.
to grow rank.
Lymphedacts, the ſame as Lymphatick
Luxurious, that lives in Luxury swan
ton , rierous.
Veſels.
Lururiouſneſs or Luxury, all Super
Lymputta, ( 0. L. ) a Lime-pit.
Lynceus, ( 6. ) one of the Arganauts,
Auity and Exceſs in carna! Pleaſures, Sen
ſuality, Riotouſneſs
reported to be ſo quick -lighted ,thathe could
Lycanche, ( 6. ) a Quinſey that de. fee chro' Stone-Walls and Trees. Whence a
ſtroys Wolves.
Marp-lighted Man is Proverbially callid a
Lycanthropy, a kind of melancholy Lynceus.
Frenzy.
Lynchet, a Line of Greenſward that
Licaon, an Indian Wolf with a Main ferves to ſeparate plough'd Land in Com
mon Fields.
like a Horſe ,'
Lyceum , a famous Place near Athens ,
Lyncis Lapis , ( L. ) a round Stone
where Ariſtotle taught Philoſophy.
of.good ute in Diſeaſes of the Reinis
Lychnts , a kind of Roſe .
Lyir, a wild Beaſt of the Nature of a
Lychnis agzia, the Herb Calves Wolf; alſo the Hickets, a Diſtemper.
ſnout
Lyra , the Lyre or Harp, a Muſical In
Lychnites , a ſort of white Marble , ftrument: Alſo a Conſtellation or Com
alfo à Gémm that lines beft by Candle- pany of 13 Stars : Alſo the Rochet, a Sea
fa .
light.
Lya -Ciol a ſort of Viol : Whence the
Lyciſca, a Dog ingenler'd of a Wolf
and a Bitch .
Expreſſion of playing Leero-way ,corruptly
Lycium , a Medicine of a binding Qua- us’d for Lyra-way.
lity, made of the Trunk or Roots of the
Lyzick , belonging to the Harp.
Shrub Pyxiaeantha.
Lyzick Tierſes or Songs, ſuch as are
Lycoctonum , Wolfs bane ; an Herb .
ſet to the Lyre or Harp.
Lycoides, a ſort of Madneſs, like that
Lydilt , one that plays on , or fings to
the Warp .
of Wolvęs.
Lycophthalmus, a precious Stone, like Lyzon , an Herb wich veined Leaves
like Plantain .
a Wolf s-Eye .
Lyfimachia or Lyfimachluin , Looſe
Lycopodium , Wolfs-claw , an Herb.
Itrife, Willow herb .
-Lycoplis, Garden -Buglofs.
Lyfimachus, a kind of precious Stone .
Lycos the Wolf, a wild Beach : Allo
the leaft kind of Spider.
Lyſis, a looſening cr releaſing. Ainong
" Lydia , a proper Name of Women , Phyſicians, a Weakneſs of the Budy : In
from a Country ſo called in the Leffer Archite&ture, a looſening or gaping of a
Wall.
LYT
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Mackerel, a Sea -fish, fo call'd from its
Lyfla or Lytta , Madneſs, properly of
a Dog , alſo a Worm under a Dog's great Number of Spots.
Tongue, which makes him mad .
Wacoquer, a fort of Apple , peculiar
to Virginia and Mary-land .
macrocoſm , (G. ) the whole Uni
verſe.
Macrology, a RhetoricalFigurewhen
M A
more Words are usid than arejuft regul
fire.
Macronola, a long Sickneſs.
acropiper, long Pepper.
the Latin Word Amabilis, i. 6. a .
miable or lovely .
macula , ( L.) a Spor, or Stain.
mpac, ( Ir. ) a Son .
Macula Hepatica, a Spot of a brown
qacalèb or Battard -Cozal, a kind or ofa fadyellowColour,about an Hand's
of Shrub.
Breadth , broad , which chiefly ſeizes op
wacazonick Poem , a ſort of Burlesk the Breaft, Back, and Groin .
Poetry.
ABacula matricalis ,, a Spot ofa
macaroons, ( 1.) A fort of ſweet brownith Colour,with which a young child
Meats made of Almonds, whites of Eggs. is born.
Sugar, dc.
Macule Solares , Spots in the Sun.
Dacula Wolatcá, a red or purple
Baccabees, the Title of two Apocry
phal Books.
Spot here and there in the Skin , which
Wace, a fort of Spice : Allo
Club : if it come to any Orifice in the Body it
Allo a known Enlign of Honour, carry'd proves mortal.
before a Magiſtrate.
Matulation, a faining, or defiling
mace- szeifsorace=gztefs, ( O.L.) with Spots .
thoſe that buy and ſell AtollenFleſh :
Maculature or SBacle , a waſte
Macecaná or Wachecana, the Fleſh Sheetof printed Paper.
Market, or Shambles.
Mads, a Diſeaſe in Sheep.
To Wacerate, to mortify, bring low
Mad-nep and ad - wozt, ſeveral
forts
of Herbs.
or weakens to ſteep or foak .
Maceration, the act of macerating, Madame, a Title of Honour uſually
mortifying, oc.
given to Women of Quality.
waches or Dalches , a kind of Corn
Madarofis, ( G. ) Baldneſs of the
Head.
Saller.
Mbachtaviltan, belonging to Machia .
Madder, a Plant,
vel, a famous Hiftorian , and Politician of
Madefaction , ( L. ) à moiftening, or
Florence ; whence the Word is commonly wetting.
usd for ſubtil, or crafty.
Mademoiſelle,a Title given in France
Wachina Boyliana. ( L.' ) Mr. Boyle's to the Wives and Daughters of bare Gev
tlemen .
'Air Pump
Madning.Money, old Roman Coins,
Machine Hetlatiles, certain ftrange
Inventions among the Romans to change ſometimes found about Dunſtable.
Madock, an old Britiſh Name, from
Scenes ,make Flights in the Air, &c.
To machinate, to contrive or deviſe, Mad, i. e. good.
to plot or hatch.
Madon , ( G. ) a kind of white
Machination, a contriving , or plot . Vine.
ting ; a Device, or Plot.
Madrid, the chief City of Spain .
Dachinatoz, a Plotter, Deviſer, or Con
Wadzler, ( F. in Fortif.) a thicķ Plank,
triver.
armed with Iron -plates, and made uſe of
Machine, any Engine or Contrivance, to cover the Mouth of a Petard.
made of ſeveral Parts , ſet together by Me.
Manziers are alſo certain flat Beams,
chanical Art to raiſe or ſtop the Motion fixt atthe Bottom of a Moat, to ſupport a
of Bodies.
Wall.
machinift, an Inventer, or Manager
Madrigal, ( 1. ) a kind of Italian Airo
of Engines.
or Song
Mactlent, lear, thin , lank .
Maander , ( G. ) a River of Phrygias
Mackenboy or wakimboy; a kind that hasmany Turnings in itsCourſe,
ſome ſay to the Numberof600 ; Whencea
of Spurge, with a knotty Root.
Marcel
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Matter full of Intricacy and Difficulty is
Suagifter Scrinit Momoztæ , a prin.
cipalSecretary of State, an Officer of the
figuratively calld a Máander.
pæna, the Cackrel -fish .
Empire.
to Bafde, to fammer, or ſtutter.
Magifter Scripturæ , a Farmer of
Magazine, ( F. ) a Store houſe, eſpeo Cuſtoms, or Receiver of Publick Reve
cially for Arms and Ammunition of War. nues.
Dagbote or Wægbote, ( S. ) a Re. magifterial, Mafter- like ; imperious,
compence anciently made in Money for the haughty .
magiftery, Mafterſhip , eſpecially the
killing of one's Kinſman .
Dagdalen , ( H. magnified or exal Office of the great Maſter of Malthe.
ted )a proper Name of Women .
Among Chymifts,a Preparation of a Mixt
Magdalep -College, a College in Ox- Body, ſo as to change it into a Body of a
ford, built by Will. Wainflest, Biſhop of different kind : Allo a very fine Powder,
Winchefer. Allo a College in Cambridge.
made by diffolving and precipitating the
Dagdaleon, a Roll of Plaifter or Matter.
Salve.
agiſtracy, the Office and Dignity of
Wagellan's Clouds , ewo ſmall a Magiſtrate.
Clouds, not far diftant from the South
Magiſtralla Medicamenta, ( L. )
Pole
ſuch Medicines as are uſually preſcrib’d
Sagellan's Stratghts, a famous by Phyſicians, for ſeveral Purpoſes.
narrow Sea .
Magiltrate, an Officer of Juſtice, or
Maggot or maggot, a kind of ofCivilGovernment.
Worm
Magma , ( G. ) Dregs that are lefi sto
ajoz-Domo,( 1.) ter the Araining of Juices , the Ratale,
Maggiozdomo or
the Maſter or Steward of a GreatMan's Drofs of a Thing .
Houſe .
Wagna @ [fila Eligendi ,' Wriş
or wagick, belonging to for the Sheriff, to fummon for lawful
Magical
theArt of Magick ,
Knights to chuſe Twelve Knights of the
Magicfan , a Wizard, or Sorcerer.
Neighbourhood, to paſs upon the Great
Magick or Diabolical Magick, the Alize.
Black Art, a dealing with Familiar Spi. Magna Chasta, the Great Charter,
rits.
containing a confiderable Number of Laws
Natural Magick or Aaturat phi- ordain'd in the Nineb Year of King Henry
lolophy, a uſeful Science, teaching the III. and confirmd by Edward I.
Knowledge and mutual Application of
Magna Precaria, a great or general
Adives
Paffives, .ſo as to makemany Reap-day ; upon whi h the Lord of the
excellenttoDiſcoveries
Manoul of Harrow in Middleſex ,' us'd to
Pagick Square, is when ſeveral fummon his Tenants to do 199 DaysWork
Numbers, in Arithmetical Proportion, are for him .
diſpos'd into ſuch parallel and equalBanks,
Bagnanimity, greatneſs of Spirit,
that the Summs of each Row taken any notable Courage.
Magnanimous, Courageous ; generous,
way, either directly or ſide- long, ſhall be
brave.
all equal;
Magneſia Dpalina, ( C. T. ) a kind
magitter , ( L. ) a Mafter.
Crocks Mes allorum , or Liver of Anti
Magiſter equitum , , ( among the of
mony.
And
Horſe
the
:
Romans) was a General of
or Lead -done, a mineral
magnet
Infan.
the
of
General
,
Magiſter Peditum
Spone found in moft Mines which has a
try.
mots Property of drawing Iron to it felf, and
Dagilter Militum utriuſque
aGeneraliffimo, or chief General of pointing towards the Poles of the
ofthe whole Army :
World .
Magnetical or magnetick , belong
Magiſter fcrint Diſpoätionum , an
Officerwho gàvethe Emperouran Accounting to the Magnet.
Magnetical Amplitude, ( in Nevin
of the Sentencesand Judgments paſs’d by
gation. ) en Arch of the Horizon , con
the Judgesof the reſpective Places.
Bagifter Scrinli Epifolarum , the fain'd between the Sun at its Riſing.or.
Secretary which wrote the Emperour's Setting, and the Eat and We& Pointof
Letters .
the Compaſs.
Magifter Scrinii Libellozum , Ma Dagnetical Azimuth , an Archa
fer of the Requeſts.
of the Horizon , comprehended between
Vu
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thetm carries a
the Sun's Azimuth -Circle, and the Magne- , travel with, or the Pot tha
tical Meridian ,
Packet of Letters : Alſo a Speck on the
magnetifm or magneticat attra- Feathers of Birds.
Coat of mail, a ſort of defenfive
ction, the Faculty of drawing Iron , c .
as the ! oad. Atone does.
Armour.
maile, an ancient baſe Coin of France,
Magnificat, (L. ) the Song of the
Bleſſed Virgin Mary.
worth half a Denier : Alſo an Engliſh
so ga licence, a largeneſs of Soul, in Silver Half -penny in the time of King
conceiving and managing great Things ; Henry V.
State , Greatneſs.
Dailed, full of Specks, or ſpeckled.
magnificent, that lives in great State ;
To maim , to cut off any 1 Member, to
hurt or wound .
ftarely , noble.
Dagnifici, a Title given to the Re Dain , principal, chief: The Main, the
gents , or Governours of Univerſities in middle of the Sea or Land : Alſo the long
Germant.
Hair hanging down on a Horſe's Neck.
gnifico, a Noble -man of Venice.
Agata - comb, an Inftrumenr to dreſs a
>
To Magnify, to commend or praiſe Horle'sMain .
highly to amplify, or inlargein Words.
HDain - hamper, a Basket that ſerves
7. Magniloquence, a lofty and high for carrying Grapes to the Preſs.
Strain , ormanner of Speaking.
Main -mart, ( of a Ship) that : Maft
Magnitude, Greatneſs, Largeneſs ; ef- or large round piece of Timber, which is
pecially with reſpect to the Dimenſions of raiſed up, and ſtands upright in the Waftę
the Heavenly Bodies : It is alſo the pro- for midſt of the Ship,its length being uſually
per Subject of Geometry, defin'd to be a 2 of the length of the Mid -Chip Beam .
continued Quantity, confifting in Lines ,
Main -Sail or pain -Courſe, the
Angles, Surtaces, or Bodies.
Sailbelonging to the Main -malt.
Dagydare, a ſort of Herb .
goain - op-mart, a Mat that is one
Mahomet or ahammed,( A. Praii- half of the length of the Main-maft , and
ed) a noted Arabian Impoftor.
Top-gallant-maft
Main
Dahometan or Wahumetan, one the
Main
of the
Top-mat. is half thelength
that follows the Doctrine of Mahomet.
Main -Yard, the Yard that belongs
Dahometiſm or ahumetiſm , the to the main -mait.
Religion contriv'd by that great Im.
Mainepozt, a ſmall Duty paid in
ponor.
ſome Places by the Pariſhioners, to their
Mahone, a Turkiſh Ship of great Bur- Parfon , in recompence of certain Tithes.
den .
soátnout or 29einour, " ( L. T. ) the
Waia , one of the Seven Stars callid
Thing thar a Thief takes away, or Ateals.
Pleiades . Alſo a kind of Crab - fish .
Mainpernable,
upon Bail. that may be leç at
paid or maiden , a Virgin, a young Liberty
Woman : Maid is alſo a Fih ,otherwiſe callid
rnozs, are thoſe to whom a
watnpe
Thorn- hack .
deliver'dforout
becomeis Sureties
himof. Priſon, and they
maid Warrion or Maid Pozion , Perſon
a Boy dreſs'd up in Girl's Cloaths, to dance
ainpriſe, the receiving a Man into
the Morris-dance.
Cuftody,thatotherwiſe
might
attaiden -hair and smaiden - lips, re -l Friendly
Security
be committed
to Priſon , uponis or
veral tists of Herbs.
Maiden-rents, a Noble, or 6 s. 8 d. givenfor his Forth -coming.
ainſwojn, ( N. C. ) Foreſworn , or
paid by every Tenant in the Manour of Perjured..
Builib in Radnor -shire, upon the Marriage
Paint, ( S. ) mingled ; alſo an old
of a Daughter.
for many , ſeveral.
Dajettical or majeſtick, ( L. ) full Word
To maintain , ( F. ) to uphold or bear
of Majeſty, noble, ſtately.
to give a Livelihood to ; to affirm , or
majeſty , an air or Mein that is Ve up,
hold .
nerable and full of Authority; Statelineſs, Maintainable, that may be main,
Greatneſs : Alſo a Title of Honour uſually tained .
given to Soveraign Princes.
maintainer , Defender, Upholder:
Oathem or wabim , ( F. ). Maim , In Law , one that ſupports or ſeconds
Woind, Hurt.
Syail , a little Iron-ring for Armour : a Cauſe depending in Suit becween others,
Maintenance, Defence, Protection,
Alo a kind of Porc-mantle, or Trunkto Support
; allo Food , Things neceſſaryfire
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Life : In Law , an unjuft or wrorgful up
Malactica, Medicines that ſoften the
holding of a Cauſe or Perſon.
Parts of the Body .
Dalsaminiftration, ( L. ) Mildea
Mājoz, ( L. ) greater, bigger : In
Logick, the firſt Part of a Syllogiſm is meanor in a Publick Employment.
called the Major .
Malady, ( F.) a Diſeaſe, Sickneſs.
99ajor General, (in an Army ) an
Scalaga or malago-fack, a ſort of
Oficerwho is the next chief Commander Wine .
to the General and Lieutenant-General.
Dalagra, ( G.) a 'Fomentation or
Wajoz of a Brigade, an, Oficer, ei- Pultels.
Walanders, a Diſeaſe in the Fore-Legs
ther ut' Horſe or Foot, who receiving Oi
ders, and the Word from the Major Gel of an Horlc.
malapert, impudent, faucy .
aeral, gives them to the Major of each
Regiment.
qalacation , iG.among Apothecaries )
Dajoz of a Regiment, ( of Horſe, the working of Pills, and eſpecially Plai
or Foot ) an Officer whoſe Buſineſs is to fters , with other things.
convey all Orders to the Regiment, to draw
Malescontent,
L. ) diſcontented,
up,and exerciſe ir, & c.
diſſatisfied .
Townsmajog, the third Officer in a
Walescontents, diſcontented People.
Gåtriſon, and next to the Deputy -Gover.
Malediction , Imprecation, or Curſe.
DOUT .
an Evil-doer, an Offen
Qajozani, ( L:) the Herb Marjo- derWalefactoz,
.
+ Malefice, an evil
ed , or threwd
Majority , a Perſon's being of Age: Turn .
Alſo the greater Part or Number.
Maleficence, Miſchievouſneſs.
Dijus Jus, a Writ of Proceeding in
Malefick ,thatcauſes Evil or Miſchief;
ſomeCuſtomary Manours, in order to a miſchievous.
Tryal of Right to Land, dc .
Maletalent, ( 0. ) 11l-will.
goaletent or Maltolte, a Toll of For
Maiſon Dieu , ( F. ) an Hoſpital, or
Alms-houſe.
ty Shilling, formerly paid for every Sack
maitre, Mafter, Teacher, Comman- of
Wooll.
der : Alſo a Trooper .
Malevolence. ( L. ) Ill-will, Hacred
Watu a ſort of Indiani Wheat.
Spighr.
To make, ( 0. ) to hindër : In Law , Halepoteitt , that bears Ill-will, or
to execu e or perform .
Spight, ill-natured ; that has an ill Alpea ,
To Make one's Beard , ( 0. P. ) to or influence .
deceive , or beguile.
al- fealance , ( F. L. T. ) a doing of
To make falt, ( S. T. ) to bind or Evil.
tie.
Malice, Ill-will, Grudge, or Spite.
Oake - bate, one that cauſes and pro
malicio
us , full of Malice, ſpiteful.
motes Quarrels : Allo the Name of an
Waliga, bent to Miſchief,miſchievous.
Herb.
To
align, to envy ; as To malign
wake hawk, an old ftanch Hawk.
one's Happineſs
Mikeleſs , ( N. C. ) matchleſs.
Salignanců ,malignant Nature, or Quae
mala, ( L.) the Cheek , the Cheek- lit
bone : In old Records , a Mail, or Port
Malignant, hurtful, miſchievous.
mail, to carry Letters, & c.
Paltgnant Diſealt, is that which
nolache,' ( G . ) a ſort of Mallows; ragesmore vehemently , and continues lon
an Herb.
ger than its Nature ſeems to incline.
Salachi, ( H. my Meſſenger) one of
A g alignant, an ill-affe & ed Perſon .
the lefſer Prophets.
Waltgnity, Miſchievouſneſs, lll-will,
Balachia , ( G. ) a Tree in Baftria of Grudge
.
the bigneſs of an Olive-tree.
mail or Pall-mall, a certain Flay.
Dalachites or mpolechites , a kind
Dallard , a wild Drake, or Male
of a dark green Colour, Duck .
of precious Stone
like the Herb Mallows,
Walleable, that may be bammer'd out,
Palacia , a Calm , when the sea is and ſpreadsbeing beaten.
queaſineſ
malleoli, ( L. among the Romans )
s, or ſquea
quiet and ſtill: Allo a
milhnels of Stopiach : Alloa tenderneſs of certainDevicesmadeof combuſtible Mat
Body .
ter , to let Fire on warlike Ingines or
Ships.
alleo
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Aalleolus , a little Hammer : Among diers, who were the chief military Support
Herbalifts, a Sprout growing out of a of the laſt Empire of the Saracens in Egypt.
Mamin- tree, a Tree that growsin
Branch, which grew out it ſelf but the Year
the Woods of Jamaica.
before
Mamm
Wallcolus or spalicus Pedis, a
a, ' ( L. ) a Breaft, Pap, of
Teat,
Bone of the Foot
Mallet, a kind of wooden Hammer.
Dammary Weffets, ( in Anat . ) the
Malleus, a Mallet, a Hammer : In Arteries and Veins that paſs thro' theMuf
Anatomy, one of the four ſmall Bones of cles and Glands of the ' Breaſts.
Mammet, ( 0. ) a Puppet.
the Ear.
apammtformes Proceſus , two
Mallows, an Herb.
Qallows- Shaab, has woody Bran- Knobs of the Bone of the back Part of
! ches , ſoft green Leaves and large Flowers the Scull.
Mamimilla, a little Breaſt , Teat, or
like Mollihocks, of ſeveral Colours.
Dug .
Bilmley, a fort of luſcious Winé.
alobathjum , an Indian Leaf that Hammillaris artoria or gammaa
ria , an Artery, which ſupplies the Breaft,
wims on the Top of Pools.
mammillares Proceffus, certain
Malocotoon or Weicotony, a kind
Bones in the Temples, whoſe Shape reſem
of Peach,
mgaloszanatum or Glanatum, (C ) | bles theTears in Cow's Udder.
mammock, a Fragment, Piece , or
the Pomegranate-Fruit: in Anatomy, the
Cartilage or Griſtle, otherwiſe call'd Xi. Scrap .
Mammon , the God of Wealth .
phoidos.
apammonitt, a coverous Worldling :
Malope, ( G. ) the larger fort ofMal
Dammooda, an Eaft-Indian Coin ,
lows.
malt, Barley foakd and dry'd, in worth about I s. Engliſh Money.
order to make Drink.
Man, a Creature endued with Reas
qualf-long or walt-worm , a kind ron .
of Inſect : Allo a cancerous Sore about the
Man of war , a Ship of War.
To man å hawk, to make ber name ,
hoof of an Horle .
Balt-muina, ( O. R. ) a Quern , or gentle , and tractable.
To man a Ship, Garriſon or
Malt -mill.
Balt -ſhot, a certain Ducy anciently Town, is to ſupply them with a compe
Number of Men .
tent
paid for making Malt.
man the Capitan, anExpreſſion usid
Waltha ( G. ) Picch and Waxmelted ,
elio a kind of Terrace .
by Sailers, when they would have Mep
goaithacode, a Medicine foften’d with to heave at the Captan.
Dan -llager, he that kills a Man ; a
Waz.
Maltfter, one that fello or deals in Malt. Murderer.
maipa, ( L. ) sommon Mallows 20 Man -flaughter, ( in Law, ) is theun
Herb.
lawful killing of a Man, upon ſome ſud
qalvad , a Spaniſh Coin , of which den Rencounter or Quarrel, without forc
about 13 make one Farthing English Money going Malice.
Tomanacle a Malefactoz, to bind
Palpabíſcum , ( kr. ) the Herb Marí.
him with Manacles , or Hand - fetters.
mallows.
Palveilles, ( F. O. R. ) Mildemege panagt, ( F. ) , Riding Academy .
bours, or malicious Practices.
or Riding.
Houfe , alſo the managing of &
Maldets Procurers, ( 0.L. T. ) Family, or of a Concern .
fuch asuſe to pack Juries.
To manage to order or handle, to
malogffin , Y F. ) an ancient warlike, govern or rule, to husband.
Engine to caft Stones, & c.
Management, managing, ororderings
malverſacion, Prevarication or Mil Condu & .
Managery, the fame as Management.
demeanour in any Employment, Office or
Managtara, ( O. L. ) a Manfion -houſe
Commiffion .
Palam . ( L ) an Apple , allo Evil or Dwelling-Place.
Calamity, Difeaſe.
Manaſteh, H. not forgotten ) be
Baluna moztuam, the dead Diſeaſe selder Son of Joſep ,
Minatt, a Fith of the Whale.kind of la
a ſort of Scab , ſo called , becauſe it makes
large a Size, char iç can ſcarce be drawn
the Body appear Black and Mortify'd .
malum Terræ , the Herb Birth-wort. by a Yoke of Oxen .
Ioanbod
mamalukes, a certain Order of Solo
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Manbote, ( S. ) a Recompence made
Mandozin , the Title of a great Lord ,
in Money, for the killing of a Man .
or Governouſ among the Chineſe Tartars.
Panca, a ſquare Piece of Gold, fan
andzake , a kind of Plant which
bears a Yellow Fruit, calld Mandrakeoutp
ciently valued at Thirty Pence.
Banteps, a Farmer of the Publick plos, and its Rootdivided into two or more
Revenues, an Undertaker of any Publick parts ſomewhatreſembles the Legs ofa Man .
Manducation , a chewing, or eating.
Work : In the Roman Law , a Proprietor,
Dandag - Thurſday,the Thurſdaynext
or Owner, who ſells an Eſtate, with a
before Latter.
Promiſe of keepingthe Party harmleſs.
Maneleta , a Weed growing imidit
Heral
anche, ( F. ) Sleeve :
dry, the Figure of an ancient Sleeve of a Corn, callid Guld .
Manentes, an old Latin Law -Word
Coat.
anche-pzrſent, ( 0. ) a Bribe, or for Tenentei, or Tenants.
Prefent from the Donor's own hands.
manes , the Spirits, or Ghoſts, or Souls
anchet or Manchet- Bread, the of the Dead.
.
Bread
fineft fort of Wheaten
aned, - Summ of Money among the
. ManchinelosU , a Tree that grows ancient foxos, containing in Gold 100
rt
Shekels, or 75 Pounds : In Silver, 160
wild in the Woodsof Jamaica.
Manctpare, ( L. in the Roxsan Law Shekels, or 7 Pounds and so Shillings.
Sanganeſt, a Stone, like the Load
to diveft one's ſelf of any Poffeflion, fand
to inveft another with it.
Aone, u'd in making Glaſs.
Wangcoin
, Apancoza ,or angcorn ,
Pancipatio, a parting with a thing ,
and giving it up to another.
( O. R. ) mixt Corn, Malin.
Dancipium or Wancuplum , a pecu
Pangt, a kind of Scab on Dogs, Cats,
Tiar Right of Propriety, with reſped to br. alſo an infe & ious and filthy Diſeaſe
certain Lands ficuate in Italy, which took in Horſes.
anger , a ſort of Trough for Horſes
place only among ſuch us were Privileged
to be Konsan Citizens.
to feed in . In a ship, a Place made with
Manciple, a Caterer, of one that buys Planks upon the Deck, to receive the Sea
the Coinmon Proviſons in a College or in water that beats in at the Moles callid
Howfos.
an Hoſpital.
mantala, : Coin valud & about
To wbanglt , to cuf, rend, or tear in
Thirty of the ancient Pence, each of which Pieces, to maim or wound .
contain'd Three Pence of our Moncy.
wango,an Eaft.India Bruit.
pangon or swangonel, a Warlike
qandamus , ( L. ) a Writ by which
Ray thing is commanded , ſuch w are Engine anciently us'd for the cafting of
granted upon a Motion out of the Queen's Stones.
Mania , ( G. ) a fort of Madneſs,
Bench , or to the Biſhop , for admitting an
Haniack , belonging to , or troubled
Executor to prove a will. There is alſo
another Mandamus, ſent by the King or with that Ditemper .
Manichees , a Sedt of Hercricks fo
Queen to the Heads of a College, or to the
Mafter and Wardens of a Company, for nam'd from their Ring-leader Manos a
the Admittance of a Fellow or Member Perban.
into their Society
panífelt, ( L.) apparent,cvideno,clear,
Mandatary, oneto whom a Command plain.
ment or Charge is given , alſo one that A manifeft, ( in Traffick ) a Draught
of a Mafter ofa ship'sCargo, Hewing
come into a Benefice by Mandamus.
Dandati, a Command, Charge, orOr. what is due tohim for Fraight.
To Dantfell , to make manifeft, to re
der. In Law , a Judicial Command of the
Queen, or her Juſtices,to kave any thing real :10 declare, or publiſh.
paul Editacion, i manifefting, making
doneforthe Diſpach of Juſtice.
De Mandato Pares, ( O. R. ) manifeft, doc.
Banifeſto, Declaration of fome Prince ,
Loaves or Bread given to che Poor on Man
or State about Publick Affairs,
dy-Thurſday,
Daniglions or Dolphins, ( in Gwr .
Mindibula , ( in Anat .) the Man
dible orJaw , either Upper or Lower. nory) twoHandles on the Backof the Piece ,
Mandibular Muſcles, the Muſcles after the German Way of caſtiog.
Maniple, a kind of Ornament like a
that belong tothe Lowerlaw .
Mals-Prietts wear 2
Sandilion, ( F. ) a soldiers-Garment, Scarf, which Roman
bout their left Wrift,
I loole Cadock ,
Spaniptılares
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Manſura or paſura , ( in Doomſday
Manipularcs ,the Soldiers of a Roman
Band .
Book , dc .) the Manfions or Dwelling
Canipuluis or Paniple, . ( among places of the Country -People.
MPanſus, aFarm .
the Romans ), a Troop or Company of
Manſus Presbytert, the Manfion ,
Soldiers:: Among Phyſicians, a kind of
Meaſure , viz . as much as can be held in or Place of Reſidence forthe Pariſh-Prieft ;
one's Hand.
the Parfonage, or Vicarage-Houſe.
Eanna,a certain delicious food that fell . Mantea or antile , a Mantle , Cloak ,
from Heaven , to ſupport the Iſraelites in or long,Robe.
Wantelet, ( F. ) a short Purple Mantle,
the Wilderneſs : Allo a kind of lwcer
Juice thicken’d, and dry'd in the Sun which the Biſhops of. France wear over
which is much us's for a gentle Purge, their Rochet : In Fortification ,a kind of
&c.
moveable Pent,houſe, made of ſeveral
Chymical manna, a Subfance di- chick Planks joyn’d together, cas'd with
Milld from Precipitate, whiter than Tin , and fix'd upon little Wheels.
Wanticoja , ( G. ) an Indian Beaft ,
Snow .
anna-pear, a kind of Pear that is that
hasthe
. Face of a Man, and the Body
of a Lion
ripe in Decemberand January.
antis, a Prophet,a Diviner of Things
Tannafy or annati, a ſtrange Fim
about Jamaica in the Weſt-Indiss, relem- to come: Alſo an Infe& callid The praying
Locuft.
bling a Cow .
2
wantle, a kind of Cloak , or long
Manner, Faſhion, Way, Condition ,
Cuftom . In Painting and Carving , the Robe.
Mantle or wantile , ( in Heraldry )
peculiar Habit, Mode, of way , that the
Artift has gain’d .
that Repreſentation of the Foldings of
Apartners, gool or bad Conditions, cloth, or Drapery, which is drawn abouta
Rules for Converſation, Behaviour, c. Coat of arms.
To Wantle , to flower or ſmile, as
Eanning . (O. R.) a Day's Work of a
freſh Drink does : Alſo a Term in Falconry ;
Man.
gpanning of the ship, ( s. P. ) is as The Hawk mantles;s.é. ſpreads her Wings
when a Ship is ' to Niew abroad all her after her Legs.
Men .
Bantle tree, a piece of Timber laid
aparüdpera, ( 0. L. T. ), follen a.croſsthe Head of aChimney.
Goods taken in the Hand of a Thief ap
Wantoe or Wantua -Gown , ( F.) a
prehended in thi Fact.
loofe upper Garment, now generally worn
ypannus, a Nag, or anibling Nag ; by Women, inftead of a ſtraight-body'd
Gown.
in ald Recordi, a Pad, or Saddle-horſe.
Manual , ( L. ) belonging to , or per
Panour, ( in Law ,) was a noble fort
of Fee, granted partly to Tenants for cer- formed by the Hand .
rain Services , ard partly reſerv'd for the
A Manual or Manuel, a Pocket
uſe of the Lori's Family : But tis now book.
Manuália Benefcia , ( 0. R.) the
taken for the Rule and Government which
Man has, over thoſe that hold within daily Portions of Meat and Drink , allot
ted to the Canons and other Members of
his Fee , rather than the Land or Soil.
ancur in 62015, the Right ' and Cathedral and Collegiate Churches.
Intereſt of a Court.Baron , with the Per
Manualis Dbedieniia, Sworn Obez'
quiftes belonging thereto ; which may dience, or Subjection upon Oath .
Banualilt , a Handicrafts-mani, or Ar
be vefted in one Perfon, whilſt another,
or others, have every Footof ihe Land.
tificer.
Manqueller, ( o .) a Man -Nayer, or
Manubiz, ( L. among the Romanis
Murderer.
the Spoils of War.
Manutaptio , ( L. ) a taking by the
Manfion, an Abiding or Dwelling .
place: Alfo a Manour houſe : Alſo the Seat Hand : In Law, a Writ that lies for a Man'
of the Bleſſed in Heaven .
who being taken upon Suſpicion of Felony,
Manſoni Wuſcult, ( in Anat . ) the and offering Bailfor his Appearance, cannot
be admitted thereco. ,
Muſcles of the Jaw .
anucaptozs , they that ſtand as Suo
+ abanſurtude, Tra& ableneſs, Gen.
rleners, Meekneſs.
rety , or Bail for others.
Fanucodiata, the Bird of Paradiſe.
Manrum Capitale, ( O. R. )the chief
Manrion , Manovr.houle, or Court of the
Lord .
MBanyðuctions,
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Particular Maps, are either greater
Manuduction , a guiding, of leading
by the Hand .
or letler's the former being thoſe of the
Manuel, ( in Law ,) that is employed, four Parts of the world ': The other
or us'd by the Hand, that affords preſent are
thoſe of particular Kingdoms and
Countries.
Profit.
Manufacture, any ſort of Commodity
apach, the American Fox, or Rat .
made by the work of the Hands, of toon
Paple, a ſort of Tree.
Things that are naturally produc'd.
Manufactured, worked, or made af
aquey or mayquey, an admirable
ter ſuch a manner.
Tree in the Weſt- Indies.
Qanufacturer , one that has under
Mara , ( 0, L. ) a Meer, or Lake ; a
aken a Manufacture.
Ma : ih, or Bog .
waran-acha, (Sy.) the Lord cometh ,
Manumiſlon , an infranchiſing, a
the higheft degree of Excommunication .
making free a Slaveor Bond -man .
araſmodes, ( G. ) a Feaver, whicha
Manumiſlon Erpreſſed , is when
the Lord makes a Deed to his Villain, at laft ends in a Conſumption.
maraſmus, a conſuming Feaver, in
to franchiſe him by the Word Manumit
tert,
which the B dy waſtes away by Degrees.
Marath :ites, Wine wherein Fennel
manumiſsion imply'd, is when the
Lord fues him when he might enter with hasbeen infus’d .
watatham , Garden -Fennel; an
our Suit, or grants him an Annuity, cr
Herb.
Lets
. L'ands to him by Leaſe , & c.
Maravedis , a Spanish Coin , Thirry
To manumit , to make free a Bond.
man .
four of which amount but to a Ryal,
Moañupaſtus, ( L. L. T. ) a Domeſtick, or about six pence of our Money.
or Houſehold -Servant.
Marble , a fort of Stone.
manupes, a foot of full and lawful
To marble, to paint, or ſtain Marble
like.
Meature.
Marcaſite, a kind of Mineral Stone.
Manure, Dung, Marl, &c. us'd for
marcgrave, ( Ge. ) a Count , or Earl
fattening the Soil.
To manure, to Till ſthe Ground, to of the Marches, i. e . Frontiers of a Coun
work , and labour the Earth with the try.
Hand .
March , the third Month in the Year,
manus, ( L. ) a Hand. In Law, the ro call’d from its being Dedicated to the
Word was anciently us’d for an Qath, and God 'Mars.
for the Perſon that took it.
To iparch, to go, $ o ſet forwards as an
Manus Chiti, refined Sugar boil'd Ariny docs.
with Role-water, a ſort of Cordial for Barchers or Lords archers, No
Very weak Perfons.
blemen , who in Times paſt, inhabited
Manus mediæ & infimæ momines, and ſecur’d the Marches of Wales and
( 0. P. ) Men of mean Condition , ofthe Scotland.
loweſt Rank or Degree.
Marches, the Limits or Pounds be
manuſcript, a Book or Copy written tween England and Wales, or Scotiand.
with the Hand.
Parchet, a Law made by Eugeniøs,
Manutenentia , ' a Writ usd in the King of Scotland ; That the Lord of the
Caſe of Maintenance .
Manour ſhould have the firft Night's Lodg
Dan wozth , the Price or Value of a ing with every married woman within
Mans Life, which Price was paid to the his Turiſdi& ion .
Lord , in Satisfa &tion for killing him .
marchiare, ( 0. L. ) to adjoyn,
Many -feet, a Fiſh , oherwiſe calldor border upon,
Pourcontrela
Marchioneſs, a Marqueſs's Lady.
Marchpane, a delicijus Pafte made of
manzed Shrew , ( 0. ) a wicked
Scold .
Piſtacho-Nuts, Almonds, Sugar, c.
ap, (in Geogr. ) a Repreſentation of
Barcioniſts, a ſort of ancient Here
the Globe of the Earth, or of ſome of ticks, fo. cali'd from their Ring-leadar
Marcion ."
its Parts, upon a plain Superficies.
A General Map, is that of the whole
Parcol, ( L. ) Rottenneſs, Dro.fi
Earth, deſcribing the ſeveral Countries, neſs : Allo a Diſeaſe, the ſame as Migraf
Mands, Seas, Rivers, & c.therein contain'd mus.
and the Circles of the Globe
99 tous
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Wartola, (O. L. ) a Shrine, or Image
arcus, the Prænomen , or firft pro
of the Bleſſed Virgin Mary .
per Nameof many eminent Romans,
Mare , the female of a Horſe .
Marjozam or Sweet Aparjożam , an
To Cry the Ware, a Phrale us'd in Herb .
Daripetym , ( L. ) a Creature in Ja
Hertfordſhire, where the Reapers tie roge.
of the bigneſs of a Dog.
ther the cops of the laft Blades of Corn, pan,
Mariſca, a great unfavoury Fig : Allo
end at ſome diftance throw their Sickles
at it ; fo that he who cuts the Knot has the Hemorrhoidsor Piles.
Mariſcum or qariſcus, a kind of
the Prize, with Shouting and good
Cheer.
Bulruik : In Doomſday-book, å marſhy, of
Mareſchal de Batalle, ( F. ) a mi- fenny Ground.
litaryOfficer in France, that once had a
Moarttagio amiffo per de faltais , a
diftinc Command ; but bis Duty being Writ for the Tenant in Frank -marriage, to
only part of the Major-Geveral's, is now recover Lands, & c. out of which he iš kept
by another .
perform'dby him .
Mareſchal de Camp, the ſame with
garitagium , ( 0. L. T. ) the lawful
our Major -General, an Officer next in Poft joyning together of Man and Wife, allo
the Intereft or Right of beſtowing a Ward,
to the Lieutenant-general.
Marettym , 70. L. ) Marth-Ground, or a Widow in Marriage .
Paritaglum habert, to have the free
Parfozio , one of the famous Sta
cues in Rome, ſet, up oppoſite to that of diſpoſal of an Neireſs in Marriage.
mparttal, belonging to an Husband.
Paſquin , on which generally are fix'd
Marttim , belonging to , or bordering
the Anſwers to the Sacyrical Queſtions
on the sea .
faſten'd upon the Latter.
Warga, ( L. ) a kind of Earth calld
Maritima Angliæ , ( 0. L. T. ) the
Profits ariſing to the Ringfromthe Sea.
Marl.
Margaret, ( G. Pearl) a proper Name Marjozam , an Herb that trengthens
the Stomach
of Women .
Margaris, a ſort of Dates reſembling Dark, Sign or Token, Proof, Print :
Allo a White ,or Aim to fhaot at.
Pearls.
apark , a Silver-coin , anciently valud
Margarita. Pearl, a Gem thatgrows
at Thirty Pence, and now taken for the
in a Shell- fith .
Summ of 13 s. 4 d.:
margarftes , a fort of Herb.
Margarittfera Cochlea or Water
Park of Goods, a diftinguiſhingMark,
Perlarum , the Pearl oifter, or Mother whereby every Merchant or Traderknows
his own Goods
of Pearl.
Margery, a Chriftian Name of Wo.
To mark, to ler a Mark on a thing,
in order to know it again ; to take notice,
men .
Margin or moargent, ( L. ) ſpaces a to mind .
bout the edges of a Page, in a written
sparksPenny, a Peppy formerly paid
by every Inhabitant, at Meldon in " Ellex,
printed Book.
Marginal, belonging to, or ſet in the who had Pipes or Gutters laid out of their
Houſes, into the Street .
Margin .
mark -weight, a foreign Weight com
Mariets, a ſort of Violets.
monly of8 Ounces ; and Mark- Pound is two
Marigold,a Flower.
Marigold - Apple, ſo nam'd from its fuch Marks, or 16 Ounces.
Market, the Place where Goods, 'and
being ſtrip'd like a Marigold .
Warinade , ( F. in Cookery) pickled all Provifions are ſet to Sale : Allo the
Privilege, whereby a Town is enabled to
Meat, either of Flesh or Fiſh.
Apartnartus, ( 0. L. ) a Mariner or keep a Market.
Clerk of the market, an Officer in
Sea -man .
To Marinatt Fifi, to fry them fin every County, whoſe Buſineſs is, to keep
Sallet-oil, and then put them in Pickle. a Standard of all Weights and Meaſures,
Waring, belonging to, or ſerving at according to the Queen's Standard in the
Ser.
Exchequer, and to ſee that all Meaſures in
The Marine, the whole Body of a Navy every Place be anſwerable to them.
or Fleet.
Market-zeld or Darket-geld, Toll
Spariner, one that has Employment ar of the Market.
Sea, a Seaman ,
Darketable, fit to be utter'd , or ſold
Barilo, ( L. ) a Fih in the River in the Market,
Bari:
Anube , like a Sea -log.
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Darl, a kind of Fat, Earth , which is
Marth, a Fen , or boggy Ground.
raſt upon Land, to make it more fruit
Marihsmallows, an Herb .
ful.
Warſlal,was anciently no other than
To Warl, as To Marla Field , i. e. to a Mader ofHorſe, but among us, there
ſpread it over with Marl.
are ſeveral conſiderable Officers of that
@irlerium or 90 grletura , ( O. L. ) Name ; c.
a Marl-pit.
The Load or Earl Marshal of Eag
Barline, ( 8. T. ) a ſmall Line made land, a great Officer of the Crown, who
of untwifted Hemp, and well tarred, to takes Cognizance of all Matters of War
keep the ends of Ropes from ravelling.
and Arms; as alſo of Contracts relating to
Wirline- Spike, a ſmall piece of Iron Deeds of Arms, & c.
3 to faften Ropestogether, or to open the
warshal of the Ceremonies, an
Bolt-rope, when the Sail is to be few'd Officer whoſe Buſineſs is in all things, to
in it.
receive Commands from the Maſter of the
To Darling a Sail, is to make a Ceremonies for the Queen's Service.
Sail fall with Marline put thro' che Eye
Darshal of the Exchequer, to
letHoles.
whom the Court commits the Cuſtody od
Marmaduke, ( G. a mighty Duke or the Queen's Debrors,during the Term -time.
Captain ) a proper Name of Men .
Marshal of theMueen's? Berichthe
Marmalet or Marmelade, a kind Keeper of the Priſon of the Queen's
of Confe&tion made of Quiąces, or other Bench in Southooark.
Fruit,
Warshal of the Duten's Hall, an
Marmaritis or up armoraria, ( L. ) Officer whole Imployment, is when the
the Herb Brank - urfin , or Bears-breech.
Tables are prepar'd , to call out thoſe of
Marmol, the Marble- ſtone.
the Houſehold , and Strangers according
to their Quality ; to place them after a
Darmojata Aurium , Ear-wax .
Darmoset, a ſort of black Monkey. decent manner ,
Alloan old kind of Grotesk -figure in a
Darphai of the Queen's houſe,
Building
whore Office is , to hear and determine
Marmotto , a Mountain -Rat.
Pleas of the Crown within the Queen's
1 Aaroncan Wiine, a kindof extraor- Palace ; as allo Suitsbetween thoſe of the
dinary Atrong Wine.
Houſehold .
Waronites, a ſort of Chriſtians living Clerk Marshat of the Dueen's
on Mount Libanus, that receiv'd che, Ro- houſe, an Officer that attends the Mata
man Catholick Religion from Pope Cle . Thal in his Court, and records all his Prox
ment VII,
ceedings.
Warque, ( 0. S. ) Reprilal ; as Letters Knight marshal, another Officer of
of Marque, or Mart.
the Queen's Houſe. 1
Marqueſs or Marquis, a Nobleman , Marshals, are allo Military Officers ;
nextin Dignity after a Duke.
as The Camp Marshal or Major Goneral,
Marquietry,
( F: ) a kind of checker'a who is next to the Lieutenant General.
inla
id word .
There are allo Darshals, in every
Marquiſate or marguiledom , the Regiment and Company , whoſe Office is
Territoryor Juriſdiction
Marqueſs
of a
.
to look to Priſoners of war, and to execu
To Marr , to ſpoil, to corrupt,
red all Orders of the Council of War,
Darriage, a Civil Contrad,
by which And Darshals at Sea ,who punish Of.
Man
fences committed there, and lee Juſtice
ther and a woman are joynd toge- executed
3
.
Marriageablé, that is of Age, fit to
Marthals at Arms, the fame as
marry .
Purſeyants.
Abarrow , (in # 41.) a ſoft fat Subftanse
marshals of France , Officers of
containd in the hollow , of the Bones. great Honour and Power who command
, ( L. ) the Herb Hore the King's Armies above all Perſons that
boBarrubium
und.
are not Princes of the Blood , and are allo
Fligrum , & inking Hore- the Judges of Points of Honourbetween
howpatrubium
und.
Gentlemen .
Dars, the Heathen God of War ; Alſo
To Marshal, to pue in due Order case
one of the Seven Planets : Among Chy- Rank ; to draw upaccording to the Rules
mif, Iron or Steel ; andin Heraldry the ofthe Art of War.
Red Colour in the Coat-Armour of marshallins, ( in Heraldry ) is the
kövcraign Princess
proper
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proper joyning of ſeveral Coats of Arcs i Partyzed , that has ſuffer'd Martyr
dom .
in one and thelame Eſcucheon .
Darshalſca or Darshalley, the Seat
Party dom , ſuch Pain or Death , as a
or Court of the Marihal for the Priſon in Martyr undergoes.
Southwark
qartyzta, a Rhetorical Figure ,where
Marſupialis or Burſalis in Anat,) in the Speaker confirms Tomeching by bis
& Muſcle of the Thigh, ſo nam'd from the own Experience.
doubling of its Tendons, which reſembles
Martyzology ; a Diſcourfe,or Book
& Purſe .
treating of the Lives and Sufferings of
Martyrs.
art , a great Fair.
Scarvel of Peru, a kind of Night
art-Town, a large Town eminent
for ſomegreat Fair, to which People of thade, with Flowers of ſuch Variety , that
it
is called The World's Wonder .
feveral Nations reſort.
sorry, ( H. bitter, or very ſad ) a
90 -stagou , a fortof Lilly .
warten or Dartern , a little Creature Chrittian Name of women.
ike a Ferret.
Daſcarape or Maſqutradt, a Comas
artern-Cub, a Martern of the firſt pany of Perſons, having Masks or Vizards
Vear.
on, and dancing to divert themſelvesz ela
martial, warlike, valiant ; belonging pecially on ſome Fefival.
to War : In Aftrology, born under the Pla
Waſcle, ( F. in Heraldry ) a kind of
net Mars. In Chymifry and Natural Phi. fort Lozenge that is voided , or has a Hole
loſophy, Particles are ſaid to be Martial, in the Middle, repreſenting the Mald ofa
when they partake of the Nature of Iron Net .
or Steel.
Maſculine, ( L. ) that is of the Male
Dartial Law , that Law which de kind, belonging to the Male : Allo man
pends upon the Qeeen's Will and Pleaſure, ly, couragious,lofty.
Dalcultne planets or Stons, ( in
time of actual
or Her Lieutenant's,
War .
Aftrol. ) are thoſe which excel in Adive
eartialiſt, a Warriour, à Man at Qualities, i e. Heat and Coldnets .
Arms
mash, mixture or "mingling
among
artin, a proper Name of Men , from Farriers, & Dreach for a Horſe : Allo
the Latin , Martius, į . e. Warlike.
ground Corn , boild in Water for Cattet
Martin or marcinet, a kind of Swal to eat.
low ; a Bird .
goalkewed , ( 0. ) fortified , fenced .
Dartinsory, a kind of Pear, that ri.
alfnfar, a Food made of Wheas
pens at the middle of November.
and Rie fteept in Water ,
9.ſon , ( F.) a Work -man that build
Partingalt,a thong of Leather faften'd
Stone.
at olie and to the Girts under the Belly with
of a Hork , and at the other end to the
Conry, Mafons work, Stone-work
Maſs -roll.
Coza or Maffova, the Criticiſms o
Marciemals or partinmars , the 7exo:fio Doctors, on the Hebrew Text of the
Feftival of St. Martin , kept on the Tith Bible.
Day of November.
gifs, a húge heap, or pile of any
Bartlemaſs ="Beef, ' Beef ſalted and things a Lumy. All the Blood in a Hue
fmoakd at that Seafon.
mane Body is commonly call'd The Mala
Bartlet, a ſwift little Martin , a Bird : of Blood. In Nacural Philoſophy, the quan
in Heraldry, a Pidgeon , with its Feec eraſed tiry of Matter in any Body.
or torn off
The popish Soals, Part of the
Hartnets, ( S.T. ) ſmall Lides faften'd Lirurgy or Church Service, among Roman
to the Leetch of a Sail, to bring that part Catholicks
of the Leetch which is next che Yard arm ,
(sPzteft, every Secalar Pricft,
cloſe upto the Yard , when the Sail is to diftinguiſt'd from the Regulars, was an
be furled .
ciently call'd a Maſs-Prief 3 Afterwards
the Partsets , is to hale the Word came to be reſtrain'd to thoſe,
Cop
thTo
em up
.
who were kepe in Chantries, orat particuo
Legs of the soartnets, are finalllar Altars to ſay ſo many Maffes for the
Ropes putthro' the Bolt -ropes in the Leetch Souls of the Deceaſed .
of the Sail.
Midacte, a cruel Butchery and Slaugh.
Apartyz, ( G. a Witneſs ) one that ter, made on People that are aor io a con
fuffers Pains, Torments, and Death it ſelf; dition to defend themſelves.
defence of the Chriftjan Religion,
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To Wallacre, to murder, or butcher not to ſerve any Foreign Prince or Scate
without Leave.
after a barbarous manner.
Malleteres, ( G. in Anat. ) fort,
matter of the Hople, he that has the
thick and cendinous Muſcles of the Lower Rule and Charge of the Queen's Stable :
There
is alſo a matter of ihe Horle in a
Jaw .
80amve or Daly, ſolid , weighey.
Noble -man's Family
Dallozets , a ſort of Jews, who made
Mager of the Queen's Houſehold,
it their Rufineſs to correct falle-written an Officer of great Antiquity and Autho
rity, under the Lord Steward of the
Words of the Holy Scriptures .
Walt of Amber, ' the Quantity of Queen's Houſehold .
: lter of the Jewels ull , an Of.
Two Pounds and half Weight.
Apzf of a forelt, theEruit of wild ficer who has Charge of all Plate us'd for
Trees, as Oak, Cheſnut, Beech , & c .
the Queen's Table ; as alſo of all Plate in
Daft of a ship , one of thoſe round the Tower of London, of Chains, looſe
pieces of Timber that are ſet upright on Jewels , & c.
Daſter of the soint, an Officer now
the Deck, to which the Yard , Sails, Tackle,
br . are made faft .
call'd The Warden of the Mint, who takes
To Spend a patt, a Sea-Phraſe us'd Care of the Bullion brought to be Coi
when the Maft is broke by foul Wea- ned .
Mafter-workers of the Mint, he
ther.
To Spring the mal , is when it is thatreceivesthe Bullion from the Warden ,
cauſes it to be melted, delivers it to the
crack'd in any Part.
Dafter, Governour, Head, Teacher ; Monyers, and takes it from them again
one skill'd in my Art, or Myſtery : Allo when it ismade.
a Title belonging to fome Offices, as Maſter
Maſter of the Dueen's Bouſters or
of the Jewel-Houſe, of
Wardrobe. & c. Pulter-Se alter Federal, an Officer in
( in the Mint ) RoyalArmies, for maintaining the Forces
an Officerwhofe Bufinefs it is to weigh the compleat, well Armed, and Trained.
Waſter of the Didinance,' a great
Silver, and ſee whether it be according to
the Standard .
Officer, to whoſe Care all the Queen's
matter of the Armoury, one that Ordinance and Artillery is committed .
has the Management and Overſight of the
Maſter of the poſts , was an Oficer
Queen's Armour, in any fanding Armou- of the King's Court, who hadthe appoint
ing of all ſuch throughout England ; as
ry
Walter of Arts, the Second Degree provided Poft-horſes, for the ſpeedy pas
ling ofthe King'sMeſſages, &c.
raken by Students at the Univerſities.
Walter de Camp, a Colonel of Horſe,
marter of the Regueſts, the chief
Judge of the Court of Requeſts ; which is
ſo call'd in France and Spain .
Noaker de Camp General, a Mili- now quite taken away ;,
cary Officer in France, who is the Second
Daſter of the Rolls, is an Afrikane
General Officer over all the Regiments of to theLord Chancellour, or Lord Keeper
Light-Horſe, and next to the Colonel Ge of the Great Seal, in the High Court of
neral.
Chancery :ſo that he hears Cauſes there
Spalter of the Geremontes, anOf. and gives Ordes in his abfence.
Walter of a Ship , a chief Officer ,
ficer atCourt whofé Bufineſs is to introduce
all Ambaſſadors, Envoys, bc. commiſſion who is, to take the general Ma.
nagement of the ship's Way at Sea,
ned from Foreign Princes, or Staces.
Pasters of the Chancere, arę Affin into his Charge, and to give the neceſſary
kants to the Lord Chancellour, or Lord Orders to the Sea-men .
Palier of the Court of qlarda
Keeper of the Great Seal, in Matters of
Judgment, and the chief of them is the Ma- and Livertes . formerly the principal of
ficer and and Judge of that Court.
ker of ebe Roolls.
Datter of the faculties, an Officer
Eaſter of the Wardrobe, a greaç
under the Arch -bilhop of Canterbury, why Officer who has the Cuſtody of all the
grants Licences and Diſpenſations.
Kings and Queens ancient Robes, kept in
Walter Gunner of England, one the Tower of London ; and of all the Royal
who is to inftrud all that deſiretolearn the Hangings. Bedding, dc.
To maſter, tomake one's ſelf Maſter
Art of Gunnery , and to adminiſter to
every Scholar an Oath , which binds him of, to get the better of.
Baſtere
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Matter -mote, in Mulick, the ſame as that there is no way left for the King to
eſcape .
Meaſure- Note.
Matter-piece, a moft exact piece of
To spate, ( S.) to amaze or aftoniſh ;
to match , or equal.
Workman -hip in any Art.
Walter - wozt, an Herb.
Watér ,(
) a Mother, a Woman that
ggaderleſs , thathasno Malter ; head- has brought forth a Child: Alſo the ſame as
Matrix ,
Atrong.
Datterly, Mafter- like.
Water Dura or Wening Crafla,
Sauerthip, the- Quality and Dignity ( inAnat.) a Membrane or Skin,chatfticks
to the Scull on the in -fide, and it
cloſe
of a Mafter.
Mattery, Power, Authority, Com- mediately covers the Brain, and Cerebellum .
mand.
Dater Perlarum , Mother of Pearl.
Maffication , ( L. ) the A& of chew .
water Pia or genitor Tenais, a
ing Mear.
Skin which immediately clothes the Brain
matticatozy ,a Medicine to be chewed, and Cerebellum .
or to provoke Spitting.
mater metallozum ,( C. T.) Quick
altick , ( G. ) a clear and ſweet Gum , filver.
iſſuing out of the Lentisk - Tree : Alſo an
Eaterta qpedica , whatever isus'd in
Herb thatFlowers in Auguft.
che Art of Phyſick, for the preventing or
qe aſticot or 99 afſtcot, (1. ) a Yellow curing of Diſeaſes,
Colour us'd in Painting.
Bateria Prima, ( in Philes. ) thefirft
CBaltinus, ( O. Ř. ) a Maftiff, a great Matter or Subječts of all Subftantial Forme!
Dog
Dagertal, confifting of Matter or Sub
Baſtoidet, (G. in Anat. ) the ſtance ; allo being of ſome weight or 2
fame with Mammillares Proceffus, tbę Teats Concern .
of a Cow's Udder : Allo certain Muſcles
90aterials, Tools, or Scuff proper for har
that bend the Head, and end in the Mam Wokmanſhip .
miform Proceſſes.
watertality, a being material, the
gaſtos, a Breaft, Pap , or Dug : allo Subfiftence of Matter.
an Herb: good for Diftempers of the
Maternal, belonging to a Mother, mo
Breaſt.
therly.
Waſtruca, a Winter-garment, or Furr:
Maternity , Motherhood, the Quality »
of a Mother.
coar . worn by the Scythians.
gathematical, ( G. ) belonging to
Salura, '( in Doomſday.Book ) an old
the Mathematicks.
decayed Houſe, or Wall.
Dathematical Dorizon, the fame
Mafara Terra, a quantity ofGround,
with the True Horizon ,
containing about four Organgs.
matachin or macaftin, an antick
Mathematician, one that is skill'd in
the Mathematical Arts.
* French Dance.
utch, an Agreement for ſeveral Per
Mathematiiks, certain noble Sciences,
fons to meet ; an Equal: A Wolf at [Ruto caught by true Demonſtration, and exer
ting-time is ſaid to go to Match, or to cis'd about Quantity, i. e. whatever is ca.
Mar6. Match is akio a fore of Rope made pable of being gumber'd or meaſur’d .
on purpoſe,to be used for the firing of Guns
Purs orsimple anathematicks, are
or for ſetting fire to Trains of Mines, & c. Arithmetick and Geometry ; which only
To watch , to be like, to pair, or cou crear of Number and Magnitude, cond
ple ; to marry .
der'd abſtractedly from all kind of Mat.
To Watch -Cocks, (in Cock - fighting) cer.
Solet Mathematicks, are choſe Arts
is to ſee that they be ofan equal Height
and Sciences which crear of the Properties
length, andbigneſs in body:
soatchable, that may be marched, or of Quantity , apply'd to material Beings
equalized.
or ſenſible Objects; as Aſtronomy, Geogra
Matchleſs, that has nor his Match ; phy, Navigation .
Speculative Mathematicks, only
incomparable .
spate, a Companion or Aſſiſtant ; a imply the fimple Knowledge of tbe Mat
Word much in Uſe among Sea-men ; as ters propoſed ; with the bare Contempla.
The Mafter's Mate, the Surgeon's Mate, tion of Truth or Falmood, with refpe & co
&c.
them .
Cate or Check-mate, (at Cheſs-play )
Practical Wathematicks, few how
is when the Game is brought to that paſs, to demonftrate ſomething uſeful, or to pero
form
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form ſomewhat propoſed that may tend to clung together : Alſo a Term aptly'd to
the Benefit of Mankind .
Herbs, when they grow as if they were
Catharins, a Religious Order found plaited together.
Batter , the Scuff any thing is made
ed for the Redemption of Chriſtian Ca
of; Cauſe or Occaſion , Thing or Buſineſs ;
prives out of Turkish Slavery ..
Matractum , ( L. C. 1.) a little Bag , alſo that which runs out of a Sore.
Watter or Body, ( in Philof.) is a
in which is put calcined Fartår, & c. hav.
ing Holes prick'd in it to let out the Li. diviſible and paffive Subſtance, extending
into: Length , Breadth, and Thickneſs; and
quor .
99 atraſs or Bolt- head ,a long Atraight- being capable of putting on all manner of
Decked Glaſs-vefſel; often us’d by Chymifts Forms.
Watter in Dsed, ( L. P. ) is a Truth
in Diſtillation .
Matricalta, ( L. ) Medicines proper thac may be prov'd , tho' not by Record ;
for Diſeaſes of the Matrix .
and Matter of Record, is that wbich is
Matricaria, Mother -wort, or Fever- prov'd byfome Record.
Matthew , ( H. Reward ) a Chriftian
few ; an Herb much us'd in thoſe Diſ.
Name of Men.
eaſes.
gatrice or Satrie, the Mother, or
Matthias, ( i. a. the Gite of the Lord )
Worrib .
the Nameof an Apoftle , who was choſen
Patrices, certainMoulds, in which to ſupply the Place of Judas iſsariot.
Pattins, ( L ) Morning -Prayer, in
Pripting-Letters, or Characters, are Caft
the Publick Service of the Church of Eng
by the Lerter-founder. :
. gatricide, the Murderer of his Mo- land ; alſo one of the Canonical Hours of
ther , or the Act of him that kills his Prayer in the Roman Church . Mother.
Battock, a Tool to grub up. Roots of
Matricula, ( L. ) a Regiſter, Roll, Trees, Weeds, 6c.
upattreſs , ( F.) a kind of Quilt, a
or Lift, in which the Namesof Perſons
Flock -bed .
are enter'd.
Daturation, the Adion of growing
Patricular, belonging to ſuch a
Regifter ;asA matricular Book, é, e. a ripe, or the Tendency.:of Fruitstowards
Book , in which the Names ofyoung Scho- Ripeneſs. In Surgery , the Ripening of
larsnewly admitted to the Univerfity, are Swellings, Sores; ofHumours. Among
Chymifts, the Proceſs of Digeftion , Circula .
uſually enter'd .
To Watriculate , to ſet down in the tion . c. ;
Matricular Book .
Saturt, cipe, perfect, that is in its
. Datriculation, the A & of Matricu. Perfection ,
lating.
99aturity, Ripeneſs of Fruit, or Years.
Ditittine, belonging to the Morning.
goatrimonial, belonging to Matri
muny
Among Aſtrologers, Planets are faid To
matrimony, Wedlock, Marriage.
be Matutine, when they are above the Ho.
Satrix, the Matrice of Mother. Allorizon at Sun -riſing.
the Pith in Trees or Herbs.
Maud or gathildis ,a Chriftian Name
gatrir Ecclefia , the Mother-Church, of Women , from the German Words
Maecht, a Maid, and Helde or Hilde, a
or Cathedral
Matron, a prudenr and vertuous mo- Lady ,
f Toxudle, to beſor or put out of
therly Woman : alſo one of the grave
Women that have the Over- light ofChil. Order.
dren in an Hoſpital,
Baadlin, maudled , half drunk ; All
Matronalia, che Matrons Feafts, ap- a Contraction ofMagdalen , a proper Name
pointed by Romulus, and celebrated by the of Women : Alſo a pretty large greenisha
Roman Ladies .
Pearripe,the beginning of Juiy,
goats, ( in a Ship ) broad thick Clouds audlin or Sweet andliti, a
of Sinnet, or Rope-yarns and Thrums,beat Herb.
maugze, ( F. ) whether one will or no,
Aat, and weaved together, to fave the
Yards from galling . Clews of the Sails, etc. or in ſpight of. Thou can't me maugre,
( 0 P. ) thou oweſt me a {pite.
Apat-weed, an Herb .
Suavis, a kind of Thruni, a Bird.
Matta, a certain Idol, among the In
'dians.
To Waul or all, to: bang, or beat
Datted, coveredwith Mars ; the Hair roundly.
is ſaid to be mastod, when intangled or
Pauls
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Baul-tick, the kick upon which a
To gal bawks , ( in Falconry) to
Painter leans his Hand, when he is at pinnion their Wings.
Work .
ayoz, the chief Magiftrate of a City,
gaalkir or Eaukin, an Oven-Mop : or Corporation.
wiyozalty, the Office and Dignity of
a Scare-crow to fright away Birds.
Allo
peaam , a ſoft brittle Stone, ſo call'da Mayor.
wayorels , a Mayor's Wife.
by the Inhabitants in ſome parts of Oxford.
May & ry, (0. ) a Mafter- piece.
Mire.
Maza, ( G. ) a dich made of Milk min
Patnd , a Hamper of Books, or other
Merchandize: Alloa fort of Hand.basket gled with Flower, which poor People an
ciently us'd in ſtead of Bread,
with two Lids, to carry on one's Arm .
Pazarine, a famous Cardinal, who
To Maunder , to grumble, or mutter.
Maurice or $ Pozris, a proper Name was Regent of France, during the Mino
of Men .
rity of the preſent French King, Lewis
mauſoleum , a famous Tomb that XIV.
Queen Artemiſia, built for her Husband
Wazarine or a la Mazarint, ( in
Manolus, King ofCaria, which in ancient Cookery) a particular manuer of dreſſing fes
Time paſsa for one of the Seven Wonders veral forts of Fowl,
of the World .
" Bazarines, little Diſhes to be fet in
Danther, ( in Norfolk )) a little Girl. the Middle of a larger Difh, for the ſetting
Waavietse, ( F. ) a kind of Mavis, or out of Ragoos, or Éricaffies s alſo a font of
ſmall Tarts fills with Sweet-mears.
Thruſh .
Spaw.wozmg, certain Worms in a Hor
Mazarine-blewi, a deep blew Com
lour.
fe's Body
ggantti , fick at Stomach , fqueamish.
Apagarintshood, 2 Hood made after
spawks , as Agriat Maroks: 1. 6. a a particular faſhion, ſuch as was us'd by the
dirty naftySlut.
Dutbeſs of Mazarin ,
dBarilla Superioz, ( L. in Anat. )
998zt, Aftoniſhment, Perplexity.
90age, ( in a Garden ) . Placé arrih.
she upper Check bone or Jaw -bone.
Marilla Juferjoz, the Lower Jaw . cially made with many Turning and Windo
bone,
ings .
gerillat or Partilary, belonging bazır, ( Q. ) a broad ftanding Cup,
or drinking -bowl.
to the Jaw.bone,
Marim , ( in any Art or Science) is a
Mizzards ,( W . C. :) black Cherries, a
Propofition or Principle generally received, Fruit.
grounded upon Realon , and not to be
Abazzaroth, a Chaldes Word, fignifying
the Zodiack .
denyed .
Sparimtlian , a Proper Name of Men ,
# Deacock , an effeminate Fellow .
compounded of thoſe two famous Roman
Bead, Drink made of Honcy, and Wa.
Generals, viz. Q.Fabius Maxiness, and ter , allo a Poetical Word fora Meadow .
Scipio Amilianus.
Meadow or Meadow -pound,a Land
wparimis & asinimis or methodus that yields good store of Grals, for Hay ' or
be sparimis Dinimis, chat: Method Pafture.
Meadow - Parſnep, a Plant.
which Mathematicians make uſe of for the
Meadow -ſweet or quad-(weet, an
reſolving of a Problem , which requires
thegreateſt or leaft Quantity attainable Herb growing in Meadows.
in that Cafe.
, E.) lean, chin , ſcraggy.
cager (
Beak or cas, an Inftrument to
way, the fifth Month of the Year , fo
called by Romslus, inreſpect of his Sena- mow Peale, Brake, be.
Dual-rents, certain Rents heretofore
tors and Noble-men , dyled Majores.
given in Meal to make Food for the Lord's
wap -bug, an Infect.
Hounds, by fome Tenants in the Honour of
Pag-baño , an Herb.
way -ig, an Infe& , ſo call'd becauſe it Ctren.
is bred in the Month of Mayof the Water
Meals or Dales, the Shelves of
Banks of Sand on the Sea -coafts of Nor
ericket.
apar-games, certain Sports on the first folk
Day of May.
Wealgsmouthed , that is afraid to de:
Way Lilly or Liriconfmcy, aclare bis Minds over-balhful.
Flower.
Mealy - Tres or wild -vine, a Plant.
Bean , low , poos , pitiful, indifferent.
Apaysaged , an Herb like Carromile.
BCAA
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Bean, the middle between two Ex
Beaſures, Ways, Means, Purpoſes.
tremes ; In Law , the Interim , or middle
PealuringssBoney, a certain Duty
forinerlylaid upon Cloth beldes Alnage.
Time.
mean or Dean Part, ( in Mufick ) is
Meath ( C. ) asI give you Meatle of
theTenor, ormiddle Part.
the Buying, 1. 6, full Power to buy.
Deatus, (L. ) a Movement, or Courſe ;
Mean Diameter , ( in Ganging) is a
Geometrical Mean betweenthe Diameters a Pallage, or Way, allo the Pores of the
Body,
at Head and Bung, ir aoy Cask.
Agean Motion or can Longitude
Beatus Auditorius, (in Anat.) the
of the Sun, ( in Atron .) is an Arch of Auditory Paftage, which begins from the
of the Ecliprick , reckon'd from the Begin. Hollow , and winds towards the inner Part
ning of Aries to the Line of the Sun's mean of the bar.
Motion ,
seatus & rinartus, the Urinary Pal
Dian Propoztional, ( in Geom . ) fage, by which the Urine is convey'd from
when in three Quantities there is the fame the Bladder.
Proportion of the Firft to the Second, as Meazled , full of Meazles, Spots, or
that Second to a Third , the Second is Blotches.
Beazles or Plafles , a Diſeaſe Come
calld a Mean Proportional : In Arithme
tick and Mufick , the Second of any three what like the Small- Pox ; allo a Diftema
per in Swine.
Proportionals is termed the Mean .
Dechantcal or Spechanick , belong.
To Pean , to intend or refolve ; to
ing to the Mechanicks : Allo pitiful, baſe,
fignify , to underftand,
Deans, Methods, Ways, or Devices mean .
Allo theWealth or Eftate that any Man is
Mechanical Philoſopby, that which
explainsthe Planomena or Appearance of
pofſeffed of.
Continual mcans, ( in drith .) when Nature, from Mechanical Principles
mechanical Solution of a Pida
one Root or firit Number is multiply'd by
it felf, and the following Numbers likewiſe blem , ( in Mathem .) is either when the
by themſelves; the Numbers taken between Propoſition, or Queſtion is reſolv'd by re
the firft and the Number laf produc'd , are peated Tryals , or when the Lines made
Continual Means.
Uſe of to thatPurpoſe, are not truly Geo
Dear , a Balk or Furrow in a Field , metrical.
alſo a marſhy Ground .
Mechanick powers or Principles,
Dear-tones, Stones ſet up for Land- are commonly reckon'd fix, viz. the Bal.
marks, or Boundaries in open Fields.
lance , the Leaver, che Pully , the Screw ,
che Wedge, and theWheel.
qocari, a Black.bird.
A gechanick , a Handycrafts-man.
mcaſt, ( L. T. ) a Meſſuage or Dwel.
The mechanicks, the Science of Mo
ling -Houſe.
spaleor Melt,a Meaſure ofHerrings. tion ,or thar Part of the Mathematicks,which
containing Five Hundred .
fews the Effects of Powers, or moving
Meaſon -dut, ( F. O. S. ) a Monafte. Forces, and applies them to Engines, ore.
ry,Religious Houſe, or Hoſpital.
Alſo thoſe Handy.crafts, in which the La
meaſurable, that may be meaſured , bourofthe Hands is requifite, as well as
tooderate.
the Study ofthe Brain.
Wechoacan , an Indian Root like Jalep:
Deafure, that which ferves to make
specætas , a Roman Knight, who was
known the Greatneſs, Extent and Quan
tity of any Thing. In Arithmetick and the Patron oftheLearned Men of hisTime:
Geometry , it is ſaid of a certain Number or whence all Benefa & ours to Learning, are
Quantity, which being ſeveral times repeat at this Day call'd Mecanas's.
Pecon , ( G. ) Poppy, a Flower,
ed, equals another bigger to which it has
Relation : In Mufick, a Space of Time, fet i Meconis, a kind of Lettice .
Obeconitis, a precious Stone, like
out by a conftant equal Motion of theHand
Poppey
or Foot, down and up fucceffively.
MeaſuresMote, water-Aote, or Déconium , an Opiate,or the chicken'd
TimesNote, she Semebreve, a Muſical Juice of Poppeys.
Nore.
econologia , a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe
peaſure of Time, ( in Aftrol. )a Mat of Poppey.
ter much regardledin handling Nativities,
medal, a piece of Metal like Money .
that when the Artift has a Diregion, he fampt upon ſome extraordinary Occala
may know how long it will be before. ári fior :
Speballton
operates,
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Medallion , a large Medal,
í spedicksfodber or Spanish Trefoti,
Dedela, ( L. ) a Medicine, a Cúre, or an Herb .
Method of curing.
Mornicus, ( L.) a Phyſician.
Medietas Lingus , ( L. L. T. ) a
Mcveria, ( O. R. ) * Mead Houſe , or
Place where Meados . Metheglin was Jury impanaell'd upon any iCauſe, where
a Stranger is Party ; .one half of it coge
made.
Sibedewife. ( S. ) a Woman of Merit, fiting of Denizens, and the other of Fo
or worth .
reigners.
Bedfee, ā Bribe, or Reward ; alſo gebiety, the Moiety, or half of a
1
Compenſation given in Exchange, where Thing .
medimnus or Brdimnuni, a Mea.
the things Exchanged are not of equal V&
lue.
fure among the Greeks , containing about
Median Gein , ( in Anat .) the
Barreto
Engelandiaacquittando,
dle Vein in the bending of the Elbow midi
, bed ifty
a Writ, to di
medio
twixt the Cephalick and Bafilick.
Atrain a Superiour Lord, for the acquitting
2
Mediadina; ( L. ) a Branch of the of a Mean Lord.
SubclavianVein , which goes to the Mediafti
Pedíocrity, a Mean or Middle be.
num, and Thymui.
tween two Extremes.
Mediallinum , the double skin, or
To Meditate, ( L. ) to muſe, ponder
folding of the Pleura, which divides the or think upon .
whole Breaft from the Throat to the Mid
Meditative, given to Meditation ;
riff into two hollow Bofoms,
thoughtful
To pediate to procuté bý one's
editation , thinking upon , pauſing
Mears,
or muſing.
or
en
Pediation, an ' interceding,
Abediterraneati, shut up between the
treating in any one's Behalf. In Arithme. Lands ; inland.
rick , Diviſion by 2 , or taking the half of
The Mediterraneanor goidland - Sea, 12
ſo call'd becauſe it lies between the three
any Number..
Mediatoz, a Manager between two great Continents of the old World, viz .
Parties, an Interceffour.
Europe, dfia, and Africa.
Pediatozs of Queſtions, fix Pero
SWeditrinalta, ( L. ) Feafts kept by
fons who uponany Quefionor Debateriſen the Romans, in Honour of Meditrina, a
amongMerchants, aboutany unmarketa- certain Goddeſs of Phyfick.
ble Wool, or undue Packing, were to fer
Dedítulltum , themiddle of any thing.
ile the ſame.
In Anatomy, the ſpungy Subdance betwixt
Erdiatrit, a Woman that mediates. the two Plates of the Scull.
Medica, ( L. ) the Pomecitron-tree ; Medium , mean or middle State ; Allo
an Expedient, Way or Device. In Philo.
Allo a kind of Clover- grals .
9
Chedicable, that may be healed , or sophy, that peculiar Conſtitution ,or Frame
cured .
of any Space, through which Bodies move:
medical or Decretoztal Month, Thus the Air is the medium in which Me.
1
teors breed and move.
is the ſpace of 26 Days and 12 Hours.
Sedtam Cæli, the Mid -Heaven, the
Medicament, a Medicine or Phyſical
Compoſition .
Tenth Houſe ,inan Aſtrological Eigure.
predicamental, the ſame as Medi.
Sedtam Tempus, ( o.L. T.) che
mean Profits.
cinal.
Medicaſter , a peddling Phyſician ; a Menius Center , ( in Anat . ), the
middle Venter , the Cheft,or hollow of the
Quack .
Dedicated , as Medicated Meats or Breaſt.
Drinks, i . e. ſuch as have medicinal In.. Sedlar, a Tree whoſe Fruit, when
gredients mingled with them .
rotten -ripe, is grateful to the Stomach.
To gdedit, ( 0. ) to mingle.
medicina, ( L. ) Phyfick; an Art, co
preſerve 'prefent Health , and reſtore chat
Deblefe, ( O.LT. ) Quarrel, Scuf
which is loft .
Aing or Brawiing.
Medley, a mixture of odd things.
Dedicinable or Medicinal, belong
pedrinacles, a kind of courſe Can .
Phyſical.
ing to Phyfick ';
1
abedtíinal Days, thoſe Critical Days vas.
on which Medicines may be given to the
Pedfynpe, ( O. R. ) a Marveft-fupper,
Patient.
or Entertainment, given to the Labourers
medicine , the Artof Phyfick ; alſo a lupon the bringing in of Harveſt.
Thyſical Remedy, a Purge.
Pedulla,
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Medulla , ( L.),Marrow in the Bones:
Among Mineralifts,that loftish ' Part which
is found in ſomeStones :In Trees or Herbs,
( LLTH the Pith o- Heart.
Wedalla Cerebzi, the Marrow of the
iz Brain, awhite foft Subtance cover'd on
the out-fide with the Barky Subftance.
Medulla Dblongaía , that part of
53, * he kill the Brain which is the beginning of the
Marrow .
IKULE Spinal
Dedulla Iftium , the Marrow of the

E

Mela , a Surgeon's Inſtrument to probe
Ulcers, 66.,
Pelznaetas or gelanaetos, ( G )
the black Eagle, a Bird .
Melampodium , black Hellebore, an
Herb.
Melampyzum , Cow.wheat, or Horſe
flower .
mélanagoga or Melanagogues , Me
dicines that driveaway black Choler.
Melancholick, troubled with, or fubo
cucing as, Bones, a fat Subſtance laid up in the hol- jeđ to Melancholy.
low Parts of the Bones ; and kept in a Melancholiſt, a Perſon given up to
Melancholy
., : Wina particular Membrane or skin .
for thecar Medulla Spinalis, the Spinal Mar.
Melancholy, penfive, fullen , duma
row, is the Continuation of the Medulla piſh ; allo lad , or that caufes Melancholy
Selsuchoir, a kind of Frenzy, a Dil
Oblongata, without the Scull .
- ct
pedallat or Medullary, belonging caſe which proceeds from the over-flow
ing of black Choler.
) to makeit to the Marrow .
Medallary Dil , the finer and more Melancozyphus, a Bird with black
a to be ſubril Part of the Marrow .
Feathers on the Head ; a Pig pecker.
Dedilla's Head, the Name of a Con
Melandzys, the largeft fort of Tunny ;
4
a Sea- fish.
pa ftellacion .
Meed, ( 0. ) Reward , Merit.
Selandiyum , the black Pich of an
Oak ; or Heart of Oak : Allo an Herb
bertan geedleſs, ( N. C. ) unruly ,
tetk, mild, humble.
with a white Flower, growing amidit
clients seen or mien , ( F.) the Counte. Corn.
Melanopiper, bla: k Pepper ; a Spice.
betren in Nance of a Perion , eſpecially the Air of
old Warned hisface.
Beianurus, the Blackstail, a Fith ;
14.
Meer, ( L. ) downright, arrant : In Alſo a Serpent in Africa, having two
Fielo del,Law,itis lonetimes usºd for meer Rights black ſtrokes upon theTail.
Welchior, a proper Name of Men , para
Hairballo a limit, or Boaund.
Deersſtone, a Stone fet up for a ticularly of the Ring- leader of a Sect,
callid Melchiorites.
sinelBoundary .
lo ha res or MCAE , a itch , Pool , a
Bichiſedech, ( H. King of Righteoul.
neſs )a Prieft and King ofSalem ..
low marhyGround
1.
Blchiſedechians, á Se&t of Hereticks
iddle Sca.A Mees, ( s.) Meadows.,
that held Melchifedech to be the Holy,
Device. Din Weet now ,' ( N. C. } juſt now .
Ghoft.
reaction,as Meeter, Rhim Verle or Meaſure.
ch Baudis on Weeterly or Speebely, ( N. C, ) hand Melchites, a ſort of Chriſtians in Syriaz
DI
TOLA TU ſomely, modeſtly
ſubject to the Patriarch of Antioch.
Megaleſia or Ludi Wegalenſes, ( L.)
Deld -feot, ( S. ) che Reward given
na karena certain Garies celebrated by the Romans, to one that made the Diſcovery of any
inHonour of Cybele , the Great Goddeſs, breach of PenalLaws.
us , (G.) one that Peliceria or Peliceris a Swelling
-0.174 Degaloſplanchn
hasgreat ſwelling Bowels
that containswithin its own Coat, Matcer
,
Begaloppchia
Magnanimity , great like Honey
,
l
u
o
e
S
.
shous is bels of
Melicet, a Fith otherwiſe call'd a Keel.
Megrim , a Diftemper, which cauſes ing
Freaks vis great Pain
Melicotony or Melocotoon , a yellow
He in the Temples, and forepart Peach
.
Stomac of the ad .
De
T.
L.
glevare Meiny,in::y6,. (bis F.Family , ) as The King's Welfcratum , a Drink made of Hoc
Du ,si
s or Houhold Ser. ney and Rain -water boild together,
parts.
relilot, am Herb.
Diminution
Leffen
Speiolis
or
Melimeli, Syrup of Quinces preſervi
,
)
,
(G.
t
n
e
m
ge
ſparaRhetorick,
Dihann
hter Twherein
de in Hony;
erm is mafor
ligFigure
, a a
Meliozated, ( L. ) bertered, made
Weof than the Matter requires
berter.
d . ( L, J'Honey,
he LAR
Meliozation, a making better, an Interna
proving
stax ltſcent,
I

ME
Melilcent, ( L. Honey-tweet ) a Chridian -Name of Come Women .
Apelitema, ( G. ) a Phyſick -Cake
work'd up with Honey , and other Ingre.
dients.
Melitites, a Drink made of Honey
and Wine.
Melius inquirendo, ( L. ) a Writ to
the Eſcheator, for a ſecond Enquiry of
what Lands and Tenements à Man dy'd
poffefſed.
Apelizomum , ( G. ) a Deco& ion, or

ME
, membranaceous or pembianous,
that partakes of che Nature of, or is full
of Membranes.
Wembranoſus, a Muſcle Fof the Leg,
ſo called from the large Membranous Expan
fion it is i yn'd to .
membzed , ( in Heraldry) thoſe Birds
which are either whole-footed, or chat
have no Talons, are to termed .
! spemotres . ( F. ) Papers deliver'd by
Ambaffadours to the Princes or States, to
whom they are ſent upon Occafions of Bu

Spelteous, ( 2.) Belonging to, or like havehad a Sharein, or been eye.Wielo
ſes of Affairs.
Honey ,
Demogable , ( L. ) worthy of Remem .
wellet, a dry Scab that grows on the
brance, notable, famous.
heel of a Horſe's Fore -feet.
telltfick, that makes Honey.
Demojandum , a ſhort Note or Tok.
Mellifluous, flowing with Honey, full | en for the betterRemembrance of a Thing.
of Sweetneſs.
Wemozative, belonging to the Me
Dellitiſm , Wine mingled with Homory,
Memoriæ , ( 0. L. ) ' Monuments, or
ney .
Sepulchres of the Dead .
ellow , ripe, ſoft.
emoztal, that which ferves to put
Delodious , tull of Melody, Mufical.
Melody, Harmony, a mixture of Mu- one in mind of a thing : Allo a Writing
deliver'd in by a Publick Minifter of Space,
fical Sounds delightful to the Ear.
Melos, a Member of the Body , a about part of his Negotiation .
Verſe : Allo a Diſeaſe in the Eye, when
ABemoziged, recorded in Hiftory.
there is a great burfting out of the Uve.
Demory , a Faculty of the Soul, chat
preſerves the Remembrance of known and
Ous Coat.
Melofs ,( in Surgery ) a ſearching with paſsa Things : Alſo the A & of Remem
the Probe.
b'ring, or calling to Mind.
To Menace , ( F. ) to threaten,
Melatts, a leffer fort of Probe , an
ſwagger.
3
Inftrument.
Menaces, Threets , hard Words.
Melpomene, one of the Nine Muſes,
sDenahem , ( H. & Comforter ) one
ſaid to have been the Inventreſs of Trage
that kill'd Shallum King of Judah, and
dies, Odes and Songs,
Welters, ( in the Mint.) are thoſe that reign'd in his fead.
vendicant, ( L. ) begging ,
melt the Bullion , before it comes to the
mendicant Frier.
Coining
Dendoſa Sutura or Squamca Stars
melwell, a ſort of Cod - fish.
Members , the outward - Parts of the tura, ( in Anat. )a ſcalyjoining toga.
Body,which grow as it were Branches from ther of Bones y as in the Bones of th:
the Trunk of a Tree.
Temples.
Denehout or a la Sainte Pene
Membjana or membzane, ( in to
nat. ) is a nervous, fibrous, broad, white, bout, ( F. in Cookery ) a peculiar manner
ſpreading Subftance, which covers the of baking Meat, sover'd with thip Slices
of Bacon, in an Oven between ewo
Bowels, Muſcles, doc.
pembzana potpora, the fat Mem . Pires.
enged , (0. ) mingled.
hrane that ſurrounds the Kidners.
Bembzanı Carnoſa or Pannicus
Dental, belonging to theHouſehold,
lasCarnolus, one of the five Tegu. or Family : as Amenial Servant,
ments, or Coverings of the Body.
meninges, ( G. in Anat.) two chio,
membrana åtetttans ,athin Mem . Skins, which encloſe the Subſtance or Maro
brane or Film , which ſeveral Beats and row of the Brain.
Deningo -phylar, chat which prei
Birds bave to cover and ſhield their Eyes
ſerves the woning, or skin of the
from Duft, dr.
Spembiana Urinaria, the Urinary Brain .
Benifcus, a little MOOR
Coat, belonging to a young child in the
Womb.
Pentius
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Sentlcuss Glaſſes , ſuch as are con
Menuet or pinuet, ( F.) a ſort of
vex on one side, and Concave on the
French Dance, or the Tune belonging ta
it.
ther.
Sentver or Pineper, a kind of
Benus-Dzotts or wine-Dzoits. ( F.
Furr.
in Cookery ) a certain diſh proper for mid
Penopegia, ( G.) a mharp Pain in the dle Courſes.
meny , ( N. C. ) a Family.
raktionenaf
, affe& ing one ſingle Place.
Coterzele Read
Dephtbotheth, ( H. Shame of Mouth )
Menom , a little Freſh -water Fish .
Papa de
Denca , ( L. ) a Table, a Counter , on a Son ofJonathan.
Mephitis, ( L.) a Arong Sulphureous
ePricebe which Bankerstelltheir Money . In Ana,
apaOrasi tomy,the broader Pare of the Teeth callid Smell , a Damp.
Grinders.
iprica
Mephitical Erhalations, poiſonous
Wealalia, ( 0. L.) ſuch Parſonages or deadly Vapours, illuing out of the
aswere united to the Tables of Religious Earth .
Meraud , a Chriftian Name of ſome
Houles, and are call'd ' Monfal Benefices a
JOUS
Women, from the Emerald a precious
mong the Canonifts.
a bort Nai
Senles, Women's Monthly Cour. Stone .
sembrea les
Abercantila, ( 0. L. ) all manner of
lergiese Denis, a Month , the space of Time Wares, expos’d to Şale in Fairs or Mar. ,
the Sun takes to gothrough one Sign kets.
mercantile , dealing in the Way of
2.) kote of the Zodiack, or the Moon thro ' all Merchandize,
or Traffick .
| Twelve.
which ferty Spends Chymicus,a Chymical Month,
Mercator's Chart or Projection, a
Projection of the Globe of the Earth
3 : Albali which confifts of 40 Days.
Kakit Nenis Petitus, (F. L. ) Fence In Plano ; ſo nam'd from its Inventer
Monch , the Month wherein Deerfawn, Gerard Mercator, a pored German Geogra
and during which it is forbidden to hunt pher .
Dercator's Sailing, the Art of find
y of the so in the Foreft.
22cole Senftruous, belonging to Women's ſing on a Plane;theMotion of a Ship upon
any asſign'd Courſe, the Meridians being all
che ad Monthly Courſes.
ind.
Denftrumm , (C. T. ) a diffolving parallel, and the Parallels of Latitude
) to the Liquor, which eatsthro'Metals, andmelts, AraightLines.
Eercature, Trade of Merchandize;
Stones; as Vinegar , Aqua furris, &c.
Traffick .
Benftruum bullerom the ſame wich
Mercenary, gre dy of Grains ( hired
2 Combo Menſes.
ing of the Senftruum Peracatam , a fort lof for Reward or Wages.
pertennarius, ( 0. L. ) an Hireling,
Menftruum or Diffolvent, made by drawing
g bygning off Spirit of Nicre ſeveral times , from Buto a Servant.
ercer , one that deals in Silks, Stuffs,
Ant
imony,
ter of
Benfura, a Meaſure : In Law , à Bu
Mercery, Mercers Goods, or Wares
fcalp jiet! bel.
te bine
Merchandize, Trade, Trading, Trafa
Qenfura Regalis , the Queen's Stan
fing ; allo Commodities, or Goods to trade
dard.Mealure, kept inthe Exchequer.
Senſurability. Capableneſs of being with.
ezlive meafur'd.
To Merchandize, to deal as a Merchant ,
Menlaration, a meaſuring, or meting to trade or traffick.
Merchant, a Trader, or Dealer by
In Geometry, a finding the ſolid Content of Wholeſale,
all Surfacesand Bodies,
goerchant-man, a Ship . fitced out for
ogled,
Dentagaa, ( L.) a wild Tetter, or
Scab, which beginning at the Chin , suns a Trading Voyage
es
Seri
merchantable, that is in good condi.
over the Face, Neck, c.
tion , and fic to be utter'd or Cold
Antela Henfal belonging
,
to the Mind .)
re
la
Berchenlage, the Law of the Mera
co
Si
Dental Reſervation , a ſeeming, to
deliver one's Mind, but at the ſametime cians, a People whoanciently inhabited
concealing hisrealMeaning within hisow . eight Countiesofthis Realm .
Breaft.
Berchot, a Finc anciently paid by In-,
feriour Tenants to the Lord of the Manour,
Mention, a ſpeaking of, or naming.
To 9Dention , to take Nocice ok, co for Liberty to diſpoſe of their Daughters
ſpeakof, to name,
in Marriage.
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Merctmoniatus angliæ , ( 0. L. T. Height of the Sun which happens every
the Impoſt of England, upon Merchan- Day at Noon, when it comes to the Mesi
dian Circle,
dize.
Meridian Line, ( on a Dial ) is a Right
Mercurial, full of Mercury, ingeni
line ariſing from the Poinr, where the
ous, lively .
Bercurialia, Medicines prepar'd with Meridian of the Place, and the Plane of
the Dial, cut one another.
Quick - ilvır.
Mercurialiſt, one born under the Pla
Meridional, that lies, or is towards the
South ; Southern ,
bet Mercury.
Mercurius Dulcis or Sweet Sul : Mertls, a Play among Boys, otherwiſe
limate, the CorrofiveSublimate of Quick - call'd Fivepenny Morris.
Silver, corrected and reduc'd to a white
meringues, 1( F. in Cookery ) a Con
fedion made of the Whites of Eggswhiptir
Mrs.
Hercury, the Heathen God of Elo fine Sugar, & c.
quence, Merchandize, and Handy- rafts :
meçile, a ſmall bitter Cherry .
Alſo the leaſt of all the Planets, and low
Apecifmus, ( 6.) a Rhetorical Figure, a
eft except the Moon : Among Chymifts when ſeveral Things are diſpos'd in their
Mercury, fignihes Quick - lilver, and is proper Places.
alſo taken for one of their Adive Princi
Berit, ( L. ) Deſert, Worth , Excellen
ples, commouly callid Spirit : In Heraldry, cy , Demerit, or ill deſerving:
the Purple Colour in the Coats of Sove.
To Werit, to deſerve, to be worthy of
raign Princes ; Alſo the Name of a purg . Reward or Puniſhment.
Meritorious, deſerving, that deſeives
ing Herb :
The London- Percury, a ſort ofNews a Recompence.
Meritot, a kind of Play us'd by Chil
Paper ,
Mercury-women, certain Women dren.
90 rk, ( 0.) dark .
that fell News-books, and Pother Pam.
Merkin, counterfeit Hair for a Womia's
phlets, þy Whole-rail to the Hawkers.
Mercy, Compaſſion , Pity : In Law , privy Parts.
erlin , a ſort of Hawk.
the Arbitrary Proceedings of the King,
PBerlin or Aering, a Fish.
Lord , or Judge, in puniming any Offence.
E sre, ( S. ) a Lake, Pool, or Pond :
Perlon, ( F. in Fortif. ) that part of,
Allo a Line or Boundary dividing plough'd the Breaft-work of a Battery, which is be
tween two Port-holes.
Lands in a Common :
Mermaid , a Sea-Monſter, having the
į mere-Swine the Dolphin-fiſh.
Merinniuin , ( 0. L. ) any Timber, 1 upper Parts like a Woman , and the lower M
like a Fiſh ,
or Materials ofWood for Building .
perennium Cetus, the Refuſe-Wood ,
Merobalineum , ( G , ) a Bath, in
which the Patient is to fir up to the Na.
left amidſt the Rubbiſh ,
WBeretricious, belonging to a whore, vel.
Whoriſh.
Merodach - Baladan, ( H. bitter Coma
Meritisn, belonging to Noon.
tribution without Judgment) a King of Ba
Ceridian, (in Atron . and Geogr. ) is bylon.
a great Circle, which paſſes thro' the Póles
Meroe, an Iand made by the River
of the World, and the Zenith of every Nile, in which there was a City of the
Place, dividing the Equator and Horizon at fame Name built
Cambales King the
A. Corolles in haber
.
equal Paris, one of which is call’d Eaftern, to be the fartheft ofthe Northern Climates,
and the other Weſtern. Theſe Meridians, whoſe parallel Line they call Dia Moroes,
are various,and may be ſaid to be infinite becauſe it runs thro' the midâ of the City.
Derrick, a proper Name of Men among
in Number, ſo thatit is requiſite to have one
fix’d, which iscall'd The First Meridian, an
heancient Britains
Merriment,Merry-making, Jollity.
uſually begun ar Teneriff, one of the Cana
ry-Iſlands
Merry,gay, frolick , Jocund,
sage
rry - wings , Fly, very crouble:
The firš gorridian , ( on the Globe or
Sphere
is repreſented by the Brazen badoes
Lome
inthe Night, in the Inard of Bar.
in which the Globe
and turns
being divided into four tinęs 90 , ori 360
+ Wertion, a ducking, or plunging on
Degrees .
over Head and Ears in ste Water,
Eeridian Altitudt, is the greatet
ter
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Meſaræum , ( G. in Anat. ) the ſame Beſſiah, ( H. Anointed ) & Word usd in
Holy Scripture for Chrift, our Bleſſed Lord
æs Mefenterium .
gelaraick Weing, Branches of the and Saviour.
Vena Porta , that ariſe from , or rather are eflina, ( in O. L. ) Reaping.time,
Harveft.
enclos'd in the Meſareum or Melintery.
Melaula , ( in Archite&t. ) a Paſſage Meiluage, ( L. T.) a Dwelling-houſe,
between the Hall and the Parlour; a Gal withſome adjoyning Land, and other con
veniencies belonging to it.
kery, or Lobby.
Belei, ( S, ) a Leper.
Metłuagium , ( in Scotland ) a Mac
Belenterick, ( G. ) belonging to the nour-houte, the principal Dwelling-houſe ,
within a Barony or Lordſhip .
Meſentery.
Soelenterick Wein, is the Right Meſtizo's , ( Sp . ) the Breed of Spa
niards with Americans.
Branch of the Vena Port &.
et, a ftrike, or Buſhel.
Melenterium or Weſentery ,'the dou
ble Skin in the middle of the Belly, which Detabafis , ( G. ) a palling ov.r : In
faftens the Bowels to the Back,and one Rherorick, a Figure wnercin we pals from
one Sentence to another : Among Phyſicie
to another.
Meskite, ( among the Turks and Moors) ins, the paſſing from one Indication to ano
ther or from one Remedy to another.
a Church or Synagogue.
Detabole , a Change or Alteration . In
Mellin, Mercelin or mallin , Corn
that is mixt, as Wheat with Rie, oc..
a Phyfical Senſe, a change of Time, Air,
Meln or PDealn, ( L, T. ) a Lord of or Diſeaſes,
& Manour, who has Tenants holding of Metacarpus or metacarpium, ( in
him ; yethehimſelf holds of a Superiour Anar. ) the Back of the “ Hand : Allo a
Bone of the Arm , made up of four Bones,
Lord .
ABeſnalty, the Right of the Meſ which are joyn'd to the Fingers.
90itachioniſm , an Errour in Chrono .
Lord ,
MBelocolon, ( G. in Anato ).that part logy, by the miſ-reckoning of Time.
of the Melentery which lies in the midt Metacondyli, the urinoft Bones of the
Fingers.
of the Gut Colon .
Metal, a well digeſted and compaq
Beſolabum or gelolabíum , a Ma.
thematical Inſtrument to find out mean Body bred in the Bowels of the Earth, as
Proportionals between any cwo Lines gi- Gold, Silver, Copper, 6c.
ven,
Among Gunners, in thediſparting of a
Deſopleurii ,, ( in Anat. ) the Inter- Piece of Ordinance, it is ſaid, To be latd
coftal Muſcles that lye between the under Metal, when the mouth of it
lies lower than the Brecch ; and Dver mes
Ribs.
Melozeugma, a Figure of Grammati- tal, on the contrary.
SDetalepfis, ( 1. e. a tranſlating) a
cal Conſtruction , being a part, of Zeugma
Pellagzy, ( 0. ) diligence indoing Rhetorical Figure, defin'd to be the Conti
nuation
of a Trope in one Word, through
a Meſſage or Errand .
Melalians, a Se & .of Hereticks, who a Succeſſion of Significations.
Metaleptick , in Anat. ) as A meta
held theLord's Supper and BaptXm to be
leptick , or tranſverſe Motion of the
but of indifferent Concern.
Willamines, a kind of Grapes fecu. Muſcles
Metallick or metalline, belonging
liar to Virginia and Mary.land.
Meffarius, ( L. L. T. ) a Reaper or to, or partaking of the Nature of Me
tals.
Mower.
su tallift, one that is skilld in the
Bellenger, one that goes to and fro,
berween Party and Party , to deliver Bu- Knowledge of, or Works in Metals.
Metallurgy, the working upon Merals
fineſs or carry Diſpatches, & c.
Meſſenger ofthe preſs, one that in orderto makethem more fine,hard,
receives a Commiffion at Court, to ſearch bright, or ſerviceable for particularÚſes.
To metamo phize, to change from one
Printing -Houſes, Bookſellers 1 Shops, and
-Ware-houſes ; in order to find out Sediti. Form or Share another .
Metamorphoſis, a changing of a Per
Ous Books.
Wellengers of the Exchequrr , cer- sonor Figure into another Form .
Metalæā, change of Mind or Opinion
rain Officers in that Court, wie attend
he Lord Treafurer, to carry his Letters Repentance ; Alſo a Rhetorical Figure, o
therwiſe call’d Epanorthoſis.
and Orders.
Metapediti
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Metapedium , in Anat: the. Inftep, Vapours ſeparated from each other by the
that part of the Foor, which anſwers to means of Hear, and varioufy modify'd ;
Metsiarſus, in the Hand .
as Rain, Hail, Snow , bc.
Metcocology,
Diſcourſe, or Trea
Metapboz, a Figure in Rhetorick , that
tiſe of Meteors.
changes the signification of a Word .
Betaphoztčal, belonging to a Metaa Decozolcopy, that part of Afrono
my which treatsof the difference of Sub
phor , figurative.
Detaphzalis , 2 bare Tranſlation out lime Heavenly Bodies, the diftance of
of one Language into another.
Stars, bre.
Metaphymum , ( in Anat.) that part metheglin, Drink made of Water,
of the Backwhich comes after the Mid Herbs, Honey , Spice , & c.
rik .
method , ( G. ) the Art of difpofing
Detaphy@cal, belonging to Meta- things in ſuch a manner, as to be perform
ed , caught,or kept in Memory with more
phyficks.
Metaphyticks , that part of Philofo- eaſe .
Methodical, belonging, or agreeable
phywhichtreats of Form in general,ab
Aracted from Matter,and of ſuch Beings to a Method .
Methodik , one that treats ofa Method,
as are above Bodily Things, as GOD , An.
or affects to be methodical.
gels , 66.
etaptamus, ( į. 6. Transformation )
To methodtze, to put into a Me?
a Figure in Grammar, when the declining thod.
of a Word is chang'd .
Dethulelag , ( H. the Weapons lof
Spataptolis , a falling away : Among his Death ) the longet livid of all Men,
Pinficians, the falling or changing of one mentioned in Holy Seripture.
Direale into another ,
metontck Pear, the ſpace of 19 Yeart,
Metaftals, a change when one thing in which time the Lunations return, and
is put for another : In Phyfick, it is when happen as they were before y ſo call'd from
& Diſeaſe goes from one part to ano- Meton of Athens, the fire inventer
of it.
her.
metalyacrifis , & reftoring of the gBetonymical, belonging to the Figure
Parts or Paſſages of the Body to their na- Metonymy.
tural State.
Ditanymy, a Rhetorical Figure,which
Spetatarſus, ( in Anat.) a fet of five implies a changing, or putting one Name
finall Bones, joyn'd to thoſe of the bra or Thing foranother , as of the Cauſe for
part of the Foot.
the Effeå of the Subject for the Adjud,
Decathefis , Tranſpofition , change. In or contrarily.
Grammar, the tranſpoſing, or putting of Detopa , ( in Archite&t. ) the ſpace be
one Letter or Syllable for another.
tween the Triglyphs, in the Freez" of the
To Wete, (0. ) to meaſure.
Darick Order : Allo the ſpace between the
Sortecoin , a certain Meaſure, or por. Mortiſe -holes of Rafters and Planks.
tionof Corn, formerly given by the Lord
Metopon, the Fore-head.
of a Manour as a Reward for Work or
Betopoſcopy, a guefling at Peoples In
Labour.
clinations or Fortunes , by looking on their
Yetegabel, a Rent anciently paid in Faces.
Viduals.
eteenchyta , an Inftrument to convey
Betewand, i a Yard or meaſuring. Medicines into theWomb .
Kod .
Metretes, an Athenian Meaſure of
Matemplycofis, (G ) a paſſing of ! Seſtiers,of 40 Engliſh Quarts, Merretas
he Soul, out of one Body into another.
Syriws or congius Romanus, à Meaſure of 7
Meteozs, certain imperfe & ly : mixt Pints.
Bodiess' conlting of Vapours drawn up Apetrical, belonging to Meeter, ct
into the middle Region of the air, and Verſe.
fer out in different forms.
Metropolis , a Mother -Ciły, the chief
Atry Meteos, are thoſe that are City of Town of a Province or Country.
betropolican, belonging to a Metra.
bred of flatuous and ſpirituous Exhala
xions , as Winds, &c.
polis.
Fiery Detrozs , are ſuch as conſid of A Petropolttan , an Arch-Biſhops fo
afat fulphureous kindled Smoak,as Thunder, culled , becauſe his fee is always in che chief
3
md Lightning, de.
City.
mistery Meteozs , are made up of
TIR
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micracouſticksor gotcrophones, In
Petropolitan and Primate ofEng .
land, e Title uſnally given to the Arch . Aruments coatrived to magnify Small
Sounds.
Biſhop of Lork.
goetropolitan ,and Piimate of all
Micrography , a deſcription of ſmall
England, the Title of the Arch- Biſhop of Bodies or Things .
micrometer, an Inftrument usd in
Canterbury.
Dett, ( s. ) an ancient Meaſure, pro- Aſtronomy, to find the Diameters of Stars,
microphthalmus, one that has little
bably, a Balbel.
Abette fhep , moatteſchep or Mettens Eyes.
fcep, a Rent or Acknowledgment, here Micropfechia, Meanneſs of Spirit ,
tofore paid to the Lord of a Manour in a Faintheartedneſs Cowardlineſs.
certain Meaſure of Corn .
9Bicroſcope, a magnifying -Glas , by
Bettle, Vigoar , Life, Sprightlineſs. Means of which , che ſmallest Things may
be diſcern'd .
Bew or Seasmem , a Bird .
or a Hawk's soew , a Coop
Dictus Sanguinis , ( L. ) a Diſcare
for Hawks.
in the Reins, when a thin wheyith Blood
The Mews, e Place in London, where is voided.
ABtdding, ( N. C. ) a Dung- hill.
the King's Hawks were formerly kept ;
SBlodle-man, ( M. T. ) he chat ſtands
but now made uſe of for the Royal Sta
middlemoft in a File.
bles.
To gew , to cry like a Cat ; to moult,
midge, che Gnar , an Infe &t :
upitan, ( H. Judgment, or Striving )
or call the Feathers, as Birds do's to led the
Horns,as a Stag does.
Abraham's Son by Keturahs, from whom
deſcended the Midianites.
To Mew up , to ſhut up.
Deya , ( 0 , L. ) a Mow of Corn laid
widziff, a Membrane, or Skin, which
up in a Barn .
ſeparates the Heart and Lungs from rhe
Dezerceum , a Shrub of a very hot lower Bowels.
Middtr -Beam , the great Beam of
and ſharp Quality.
Mezzo Tinto, a particular way of Skip .
winſummer -day, the Feftival of St.
engraving Pi& ures on Copper- Places.
wpiaſma or Molynas , ( G. ) Defile- John Baptik , June 24th .
miowall, a Bird that eats Bees.
ment, Ordure : Allo an infe &tious Diftem
sigma, ( G. ) Mixture , Foddermin :
perof the Blood and Spirits.
Mica, a crum , or little quantity of gled for Cattel : in Phyfick, a mixture of
any thing that breaks off : Allo Glimmer, leveral Simples or Ingredients.
Digzana, ( L.) a Meagrim , por Pain
or Cat-filver ; a Metal-like Body, which
in the Head .
thines in Marble, and other Stones.
apicaiah , ( H. who is the Lord ) a 4 migration , a removing , or paffing
from one place to another.
Prophet among the ancient Jews.
Dicel- Gemotes, ( S.) che great Coun
Bilderniſ, a ſort of Canvas for Saila
cils of Kings and Noblemen , in the Saxon cloths , & c.
Times.
pumildem . a certain Dew that falls upon
Michael, ( H. who is like God ) an Wheat , Hops, dre.
wildewed , corrupted with Millew ,
.
of
Men
Name
Arch-Angel ; and a proper
gotchaelmas, the Feſtival of St. Mi. blaftcd.
chael the Arch -Angel, kepe on the 29th
Mile, the Diftance of a thouſand Pa
Day ofSeptember.
ces, 5280 Engliſh Feet, or eight Furlongs ,
Michal , ( H. who is perfex ) che A Mile in Scotland confifts , of 1500Geen
metrical Paces.
Daughter of K. Saul.
miles, a Chriftian Name of Men , from
To miche, ( 0.) to abſent, or hide
the Latin , Milo.
one's ſelf out of the Way .
Micher or Miching Fellow, a cove.
Milcs. ( L. ) a Soldier, or Warriour :
tous Wretch .
In Law , a Knighe.
guilfoil, an Hert, ocherwiſ: call's
Michas, white Loeves paid as a Rent in
fome Manours.
Yarrow,
Anickle , ( 0. ) much .
Militant, combating, 'fightings i Term
Bicrocoſm , ( G, a little World ) the only apply'd to the Catholick Chur :i.
spilitary, belongia ; p Soldier's, of
,
Body of Man fo call'd by way of Excel
lency :
War ; Waplike.
Spilitary,
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gpilttary Architecture, the ſame with Geftares, or behaviour of others ; a Buf
Fortification.
foon , a Jefter on a Stage.
Military Erecution, the ravaging
99 imorz Plantæ , the ſame as Senſi
and deftroying of a Coultry by the Sol tive Plants.
diers.
mbing or Hna,'a fort of Greek Money,
9bilitia, a certain Number of the In. amounting to ſomewhat more than 31.
habitants of the City or Country form'd Sterling ; alſo a Pound Weight of 16
into Regular Bodies, and train'd up in the Ounces.
Art of War .
gpina fetolemaica, a Weight, con :
mollk-Thiftle, antik - Trefoil,pilk- taining i į Rotuli, or 18 Ounces.
Uetch , Apilk -edieed, and Wilk- Uiozt,
2
Minatoz or inerator, ( 0. L. ) a
ſeveral ſorts of Herbs.
Milky Tatay, the only real Circle in Miner, or Digger in theMines.
spinato : Carucæ , a Plough -man.
Heaven , which appears in a clear Night
To Dince, to cut very ſmall.
like a Swathing.band .
Dindbruch. ( S. ) a hutting of Ho .
miil, a krown Engine, for the grind
nour
and Worſhip.
ing ofCorn, fawingof Timber, doc
Pine, ( in Geogr. ) a Place in the Earth,
Sill -eat or ill-leat, a Trench to where
Metals and Minerals are bred and
convey Water to , or from a Mill.
spill-houſes, watery Places about a digged out. In Sieges, a Hole dug by a
Pioneer under any work, to be fild
Mill-dam .
with Barrels of Gun -Powder, in order to
Mill-mountain , an Herb.
blow it up .
will- Ree, or a Thouſand Rees, a
Dial, an Inſtrument made for
Portugueſe Coin , worth 6s. 8 d. 1들 Sterl theMineUſe of Miners.
ing.
Pine- Ships or Powder - Ships,
meillenarians or Millenaries, Se & a- Ship's
fill’d with Gun-powder , enclos'd in
ries who imagine, That Chrift fhall return îtrong Vaults of Brick or Stone ; to be
to theEarth , and reign over the Faithful brought up , and fired in the midf of the
1000 Years,before the end of the World . Enemies Fleet.
Diners, ( at a Siege ) Men appointed
Millenet, one that ſells Ribbons ,
Gloves, &c.
to work in the Mides:
millers - thamb, a ſmall River - fish .
grinera. ( L.) the Earth
Matter of
goillet , a Plant, ſo ca.lid from the which Minerals and Metals. areormade.
great Number of its ſmall Grains, or
smineral,belonging to , or partaking of
Seeds.
the Nature of Minerals.
Mineral Courts, certain peculiar
Milltarifum , a Roman Silver-Coin,
weighing 2 Drams, and worth I s. 3d, Courts for regulating the Concerns of Lead
Sterling
Mines ,
meillion, the Number of Ten Hun
Mineral Cryttal, ( C. T. )' a Com
dred Thouſand,
poſition of Salt- perer well purify'd, and
milogloffum , a Muſcle of the Tongue , flower
of Brimſtone.
that affifts the Geniogloffum.
Mineralia; ( ' L. ) Minerals, i certain
Pile, the Spleeo ; alſo the ſoft Roe fixedand folid, Brdiesbred ofVapours en
of Fiſhes .
cios'd in the Bowels of the Earth .
gilt of 6010 , a Portugueſe Coing con
Mineralia media, fuch Minerals as
taining 2 Ducats.
are as it were of a middle Nature between
Stones and Metals.
99ilt-pair , a Diſeaſe in Hogs.
Wilt -watte, a ſort of Herb.
Bineralift, one skill'd in the Know
wilt-wozt or Spleenswozt, anledge of Minerals and Metals.
Herb .
Binew or Menow , a ſmall fish .
milter , the Male among with.
To Winge, ( 0. ) to mingle.
Dimefis, ( G. ) Imitation: In Rheto. miniature, a drawing of Pi& ures in
rick. a Figure, in which other Mens little ; a painting in Water-colours.
Words, and Adions are counterfeited or
Æinim ot Dark Minim , a brown,
tawny , or. dun Colour.
repreſented .
qimiambus , a kind of Verſe, anci.
Dinim , a Mufical Note of a flow
endly us'd in Lampoons, Farces, & c.
Time,two
ofwhich go toa Sembrief.
imical, Buffoon -like, apiſh, wan.
Minima naturalta , ( in Philof: ) Para
ton.
ticles or little Parts of Matter, otherwiſe
A Mimick , one that counterfeits the called Atoms,
sBinimo,
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sinime friers, a certain Order of, uſually belong to the vicar ; as Wooll.
Monks.
Lambs, Piggs or,
Apinion , ( F. ) a Darling or Favourite :
AMDinute ,the ſixtieth part of an Hour;
Allo a kind of great Gun.
In Geography, the hxciech part of a De
To Minify,to diminiſh, or Leſſen:
gree : In Archite&ture,the ixtieth part of a.
Winitter , ( L.) an Attendant, or Meaſure, call’d a Module.
Waiter 3 an Affiftant, or Helper.
Minutes, the firft Draughts
of any
Miniter of the Goſpel,a Clergy-man, Writings,
fc. Alſo the Abftra &ts of 3
whole Buſinefs it is, conftantlytoattend Judge'sSentence , taken in acoure by the
the Service of God.
Prothonotary.
geinifter of State, one whom a
Soinutio , ( L. ) a minifing or leffena
Admi
Prince entrufts with the
niftration of ingin old Records, a letting of Bloud.
the Government ; alſo an Agent, Am
baffadour, or Reſident in a Prince's pleabiquelets
in Spain. ; che Buors or Country -peau
Court.
Miracle. ( L. ) a Work performed by
To initter , to officiate, to ſerve. the Almighty Power of Godzany extraordi
Miniaterial, belonging to a Minifter.
nary and wonderful Effect, which ſeems
geimittery or pintary , Service or Eo be above the Force of Nature .
Miraculous, belonging to, or done by
Charge in any Imployment ; but more
eſpecially the Fun & ionsof a Prieſt, or ofaaMiracle.
Miniſter of State .
riam , '( H. Bitterneſs or Afidion )
gentuta , ( L. ) Red.lead .
the
Daughter
of Amram , and Siſter of
Atnaekin or spinks, a nice Dame, a Moſes andAaron.
mincing Lárs.
Dirobolans, a kind of Plums.
Wianekins, the finalleſt Pins, us'd by
Wiroir. ( F ) a "Glaſs, or Looking
Women for their Clothes ; allo akind of glais: Alo aTerm in Cookery ; as EEES
Violins,
&c.
dreſs'd au Miroir, i. e . broken into a Plate
{mall Cat-gut Strings for
Minning-Days , certain Days every full of Gravy, and afterwards ic'd with the
Year, on which the Souls of theDeceaſed red- hot Fire -thovel.
were had in ſpecial Remembrance , and
Pirrour, a Looking-glaſs, or the Sur.
peculiar Offices faid for them.
face of any dark Body, polim’d, and
VÍNOY, ( L. )teffer, as The minor Pro- made it to refied the Rays
of Light that
phets.
fall' on it.
A Minog , one who is in Nonage, or
irrour-Stong or Muſcovy-Glaſs,
under Age : In Law, ' an Heir Male or a s
kind of Scone to call'd becaule it repre
Female
Years., not yet come to the Age of 11 lents the image of that which is ſet behind
it-; and
that country affords good fore
The goinoz or the MinorPropofition , cf
it
( in a Syllogifm ) isthe latter Part of it,
is, a Particle, which in Compoſition
otherwise called the Aſſumption. In Mufick, implies come Errour of Defe & ; as Miſo
itisapply'd to Sixths and Thirds ; as it advice , Misbehaviour , & c.
Sixth orThird Minos: 1
Dila,
( O.ofL.Peace.
) a Compact or Agree.
spinozs,mino, Friers or minorites , ment,
a Form
theFranciſcan
their Order . Friers,to call'd bythe Rulesof Miladventuts or motraventare,
(L.T.) the killing of a Man , partly by
Spinozity, Nonage, or a being under Negligence, and partly byChance ; as by
Ag
Biovnery, ( F.L.T.)a certain Treſpaſs throwing
Gun , & c. a Stone careleíly, diſcharging a
committed by a Man's Handy -work in
Miſanthropie, ( 6. ) a Man -hater.
che Foreft ; as an Engine to catch Deer ,
66,
Milanthropy, the hating of Men, of
Running their Company.
poinfer. ( 5. ) á Monaſtery, or Con
To apilapprehend, ( L. ) not to appree
ventual Church
hend , or underſtand rightly..
sminkrel, ( F. ) a Fidler , or Piper.
Misbode, ( 0. ) Wrong, done eithet
Bint, a well-known Herb.
by
Word or Deed.
iscarriage, ill Behaviour, the ill Suc
The opint, the place where the Queen's
Coin is made.
ceſs of a Buſineſs; the untimely bringing
sinute. (L. ) (mall, little .
forth of a Child .
stinate Tithes , ſmall Tithes, ſuch as
To Diſcarry, to bring forth a Child
27
before
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before the time ; not lo ſucceed, to be ( 0.L. ) any Portion of Vi& uals, given
loft ,
gratis to Religious Perſons, above their
licellaneous, mixt together without ordinary Allowance.
Order.
tréricozdtæ Regulares, certain fer
Miſcellantes , Mixtures) of divers Allowances of ſuch Over-commons,which
things together, Colle & ions vpon ſeveral were made in ſome Convents upon extra
Subjects.
ordinaryDays.
upiſcegnilang, ( L. T.) ignorant ot,
wifery , Wretchedneſs , Misfortune,
Trouble .
or not knowing !
getsfealans, ( L.T.), Miſdeeds or
gbiſconfruction, a miſconftruing, or
making an il! Conſtruction of.
Treſpaffes, anu and Misfoafor 1 Trefu
To Diſcontrue, to interpret amiſs, to paffer.
put an ill meaning upon.
Mwish-mash, a Confuſed Heap of
Things.
To Mircond , ( 0. ) to Differ :
Siſcreancy, the State or Condition of a
To Mollinterpret. to interpret ill, te
Miſcreant.
give a wrong Senle of.
Milinterpretation, the Ą & of miſ
viſcreant, an : Infidel, or Unbe
interpreting.
liever :
Mifcreed ; ( N.C. ) deſcried.
diskenntnig or otskonning ( L.T.)
ABiſcemeanour, a miſdemeaning, or a varying, or chang ing one's Speech in
behaving, one's ſelf ill ; an Offence, or Court.
Fault ,
SDiskering or miſherifing, the fame
high mildemeanour, a Crime of as Sherifing.
Biskin . 1o. ) a little Bag :pipe.
a hainous Nature , next to High Trea
sosi.
Brnomer, ( F L.T. ) the uſing of one
Mile, ( F.) a Law -Word Siniffing : Nameor Term for another, a mil-cerming
A Gif or cuſtomary Preſent, of sooo or mil-calling .
Pounds,which the People of Walesgive to
Potlogamit , ( G. ) a Marriage-hater.
every new Prince, at his Entrance into that Dilogamy, a hating, or deſpiling of
1
Principality: 2, A Tribute or Fine of 3000 Marriage.
Marks, which the Inhabitants of the
Pripriſton, ( F. L. T. ), 2 Neglect of
County Palatine of Cheftor, paid at the Overſight; it is alſo us’d in ſomeStatutes
Change of every Owner of the ſaid Earl- for a miſtaking.
dom .
Miſpriſon of Clerks , a Negled or
Miles, are alſo taken for the Prom Default of Clerks in Wriţing,Engrolling, or
firs of Lands, fometimes for Taxes or keeping Records.
Tallages, and ſometimes for Expences or
Milprilon of Felony, & c. is a light
Cofts .
Account had of ſuch a Crime, by not re
Wife or weale, the Same as mies vealing itwhen weknow it to be commit
Juage.
ted, or by letting any perſon fent to priſon,
mile-money, money given by way of onthat account to go before he be ic
Compoſition or Agreement, to purchaſe any di& ed .
Liberty, & c.
Milpzifion of Trealar , is likewiſe
ther Concealment, 'or not diſcloſing of
Miſer, ( 1 ) a covetous Wretch .
Miſerable, wretched , unfortunate ; known Treaſon.
To astfqueam , ( 0. ) to diſpleaſe.
pitiful, paltry , baſe , niggardly.
miſerableneſs , Covetouſneſs,Niggard
To antirepreſent, not to repreſent
lineſs.
fairly, to give a wrong or falle Charader
1
Miſerere. ( 1. c. have Mercy ) the of.
Titleand firſt Word in Latin of the Fifry.
Miſrepreſentation , the Ad of mil
firf Pfalm , uſually calld The Pſalm of Mer repreſenting.
cy ; and often preſented by the Ordinary to
miffale, Miſgovetnment, Diſorder.
Mich Malefa & ors as have the Benefit ofthe
The Lozd, ormatter geilrule,the
Clergy allow'd them .
chief among the Revellers, the Manager of
uplefrere mei, a Name given to a moſt a Club at"Merry-makings.
Tehement Pain in the Guts.
Mifs,a Title givento a youngGentle.
Silexico ?dia, Mercy, compaffion. In woman , alloa kept Miltrels, a"Lady of
Law, an' arbitrary Fine impos'd on any of Pleaſure,
fender.
Mikal, a Maſs-book , a Book containing
flericozdia in Cibis
Potw all the ceremonies of the Popilo Mals.
spirace
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Miffate ( o ) became not, was miles the 24th part of a Grain in Weight. In
Falconry, Mitos are a kind of Vermia
becoming
Buralicus, ( in Doomſday-Record ) a about the Heads and Necks of Mawli .
Meſſenger.
Ditella. ( L. ) a little Mitre, or Turd
Bilfeldine, wiſſeltsi, or spilletor, bant: In Surgery, a Swath or Band to hold
a Shrub that grows on ſome Trees, as Oaks, up the Arm .
Bite or Ditre, a kind of Crowd
Apple-trees, &c.
Bilſen -mast or Bizzen-matt,a Maft, or Cap, which Popiſh Biſhops and
or round piece of Timber thatſtands in the regular Abbors wear upon their Heads
whenthey walk or officiate in their fors
Scern or back part of a Ship.
But when the Word Piffen is us'd alone malities.
at Sea, the Mariners always mean the Misjon
Mithridfate, a fingular Confedion of
Prefervative againſt Poiſon. So called
Sail, and not the Maſt.
Change the pillen , i. e . bring the from its Invencer Mithridates King of
Miffen -Yard over to the other side of the Pontus.
Malt: Peak the Millen, i . e. put the Mil
To Mitigate, ( L.) to pacify, or apa
fen -Yard right up and down theMaft ; Set peaſe ; to aſſwage, allay, or eafe .
the Mellen, i. e. fcitheMiffen-fail right as
Mitigation , pacifying , or affwaging ,
it ought to ſtand ; Spell the Millen, i . e. let a remitting the Severity of a Decree or,
go the the Sheat, and wichal peak up the Puniſhment.
Bitrales Talvulæ , ( L. in Anat. S
Yard.
Willile, ( L.) a Dart or Arrow : In Valves or Skins, at the Mourh of the
Heraldry, a Mixture of ſeveral Colours to- Pulmonary Vein in the left Ventricle of the
Heart.
gether.
soillion, a ſending; as'The Miſſion of
Mitzed, that wears a Miter.
the Apoſtles. It is alſo more eſpecially, ta.
Mitred abbots, thoſe Governours of
Ken for a Power given by the Pope to preach Monafteries that have obtained the
the Do &trin of the Ronian Church in foPrivilege of. wearing the Micer, Ring ,
! Gloves
reign Countries.
, and Crofier-itaff of a Bilhop.
Ditta or Bittenjan ancient Mealust of
Eilgonaries or fathers of the Bir
fiol , thoſe Prieſts that have receiv'd ſuch 10 Bushels.
Whittee ( 0. ) mighty.
a Commiſſion, and are ſent abroad for that
mittendo Danuſcriptum
Purpoſe.
pedis,
Airlive or Letter Pillive, a Ler- finis , ( L.) à Writ, for the Treaſurer
ter that is lent from one Perſon,to ano . and Chamberlain of the Exchequer, to con
ther,
vey the foot of a Fine acknowledged be
selllura, ( 0, L. ) a ſinging the Hymn fore Juſtices in Eyre into the Commons
call'd Nunc dimittis į and performing Pleas.
Ditcens, a fore of Winter-Gloves. i
other Superftitious Ceremonies, to recom
Mittimus, ( L. we ſend ) a Warrane
mend and diſiniſ a dying Perſon .
Diffuriuin orWilfózium , a Platter from a Juftice of Peace for ſending
an Offender to Priſon : Alla Writ by
er Dish for ſerving up Meatto a Table.
which Records are remov'd from one Court
Miller, ( 0.) Need , Want.
To mit-time , not to fer a right Time to arother.
Miva, (L. P. T.) the ſoft part of a
for a ching,to do it out of Seaſon .
Willisbird , a kind of Thrulh, that Quince, boild up with Sugar to a thick
Conhſtence .
feeds on Miftleroe.
geilstryal. ( L. T. ) an erroneous or
Torit, to mingle.
falfe Tryal.
miren, ( C. ) a Dung-hill, or Heap
goilurer, an Abuſe of Liberty ,Privilege , Dung
or Benefit.
getrias, a Foreign Weight, containing
Milwoman , a lewd Woman or Whore . 10000 Drains of 8 to one Ounce, and 12
Chaucer,
Ounces to a Pound ,
Dily, ( Sy ) a kind of Copper-Oar,
Biron , one ofthe Shelves thatlie before
reſembling Gold.
the Ine of Wight.
A Pirt or SFirt Body, ( in Chym . and
Mitches ( 0. ) Manchers.
soite, an ancient ſmall Coin, about a Philoſ. ) is a Body not mixt or compounded
ehird part of our Farthing : Allo a little by Art, but by Nature ; ſuch as Mécals,
Vorm breeding in Cheeſe , Meat, & c. Allo Minerals, Plants, by
Mirt Number, (in Arithi ) ene that
2 z 3
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is partly a Whole Number, and partly a Mockadoes or Spackadeès, a kind of
Wool!-n Stuff
Fraction.
mirt Reaſon or Proportion, is when
Mockery, mocking , Jeft, Banter.
the Summ of the Antecedent and Conſe
modality. ( L. a School-Term ) the
quent, is compard with the Difference manner of a thing in the Abftract, or the
berween the fame Antecedent and Confe manner of exiſting,
quent.
odder, ( in Norfolk ) a young Girli By
goict Cithes, are Tithes of Butter, or Wench.
Cheeſe, Milk, & c. and of the Young of
mode ( F.) Faſhion, or Garb , Way: het
Manner .
Cattel.
Model, an Original Pattern : Allo 2
Mirtilio'or Beſtilo , ( 0. L. ) Mixt
Corn, or Mallin .
Platform , made of Wood, Stone, Metal,
picture, a mingling together, things or any other Materials , for the more exact
mixed , a Compound.Ina Phyſical Senle, carrying ona greater Work . In Archite& wire
ſeveral Ingredients or Drugs mixt in a Me- the came as Module.
dicine .
TO Model, to frame according to á
Model ; to faſhion.
Bizmoz , ( Sp. ) a Dungeon .
To Mizzle , to rain in ſmall Drops.
Moderata poiſericordia, a Writ in
Dizzy, ( N. C.) a Quagmire.
favour of one that is find in a County. He
na or minn, ( G. ) an ancient Court, or other Court nor being of Rese
Weight. The Attick Mina contain'd cord, for any Offence, beyond the Quality
Twelve Ounces and a half ; the Roman of the Fault.
Twelve Ounces, and the Alexandrian
Moderate, temperate , fober ; that
t
does not exceed ,
Twenty Ounces.
nemonica , Precepts or Rules, and
To moderate, to qualify, temper or
Common Places to help the Memory .
allav, to govern or ſet Bounds to .
moderation , Temperance, Prudencen 2
Ponemoſynt, Memoty , or the Art
Diſcretion .
of Memory
Moab, (H. of the Father ) Lot's Son
Moderatoz, a diſcreet Governour,
by his eldeft Daughter's of whom the Moa- Decider of any Controverly , an Umpire
bites were deſcended .
at a Diſputation in an Univerſity.
moat, a ſtanding Pool or Pond ; a
Modern, that is of late Time, or that
Ditch, encompaſſing a Caſtle or Dwelling , has not been in Uſe till of late Ages.
Houſe. In Fortificacion, a Trench or Depth
qodellt, ſober, grave, diſcreet in Be
haviour.
cut round a Town or Fort.
WW
Day Boat, a Ditch that has little or
Modeſty, Sobriety, Diſcretion, Shames
no Water.
fac'dneſs.
Apodicum , a little Matter, a ſmall
Flat-bottom'n poat, is that which
has noNoping, its Cornersbeing ſomewhat Pittance .
rounded .
Dodification, i modifying, or quali
Lined Spaat, is thatwhoſe Sides, viz . fying ; a ſetting ameaſure or Limit to any
the Scarp and Counterſearp, are both cas'd thing.
with a Wall of Maſon's Work,
To Modify, to moderate, to qualify :
moat or pote, a Body ſo ſmall that In Philoſophy, to give the Modality or maya
ner of Exiſtence .
it ſeemsto be indivifible,
Modillon or modillion , ( 1. ):
Sobb or Bobile , the giddy Multi
little model or Meaſure : In Architecture,
rude, or tumultuous Rabble.
Dobby, a Prink made of Potatoe- chat Part which is often ſet under the Cor
Roots , and much us'd in the Iland of nices, and bears up the Proje& ure ofthe
Barbadors.
Drip. Alſo a Shouldering-piece or Bracket.
mobility, ( L. ) Aptnels to move, or
Bodiolus, ( L. ) a little Buſhel: Allo
to bemoved ; Moveableneſs.
a Trepan ,a Surgeon's Inſtrument.
Mochlia, ( Gr. in Surgery ) a reducing
Modith , agreeable to the Mode or
of Bonesput out of. Joynt, to their Natur Fathion.
ral State .
Podius, a Meaſure in uſe among the
To pock, to ſcoff laugh at, to flour. Romans which contain'd about nine En
Mocks . thel Mathesorof
a Net.
glish Quarts ; but is now taken for a Buthel.
Bock Duivet, a Plant.
Dodius Terræ vel Agzi a Quan. $
d, a Bird in Virginia, tiry of Ground about loo Foot long, and
spocking
which imitates-Bir
the Notes of all it hears,
as many broad.
Spodlag,
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Molares Lapides, Mill-ftones.
Modius Cint, a Hogſhead , or Tierce
of Wine.
geole, a Rampart, or Fence, rais d in
Forma, (L. T. ) as when a Harbour, to break the Force of the
Woode
the Detendantdenies himſelf to have done Waves : Alſo a kind of Spot of the skin ,
the thing laid to his Charge, in manner ſuch as happen to Children from the falle
and form , as it is declar'd .
Imagiantions or Frights of their Mother.
Fole or Moldwatp ,a little Creature
Modulation , ( in Mufick ) Tuning or
that lives under Ground.
Warbling; agreeable Harmony.
Molendinum . ( 0. L. ) a Mill,
Bodule or 90odel, ( in Archited. )
a kind of Meaſure , the Diameter of the
Molendum , Corn ſent to a Mill,Grift.
Bottom of a Pillar in each Order, by which
To Dolelt, co difurb , trouble, or
its Length , Sc. is meaſur'd .
vex.
Moleſtation , a vexing, or putting to
Modus Decimandi, ( L. T. ) is
when Land, a Sum of Money , or yearly Trouble.
Penfion is given to the Parſon , bc. as a
Moline, (in Heraldry) a fore of Croſs.
Satisfaction for his Tithes in kind.
Moliniſts, the Followers of Molina, a
Dodwall, a Bird that deſtroys Bees. Spaniſh Jeſuit.
Sognions, ( F. ) Armour for the Solitura, Multtura, oz Baltara ,
Shoulders.
( 0. L. ) Toll paid for grinding in a Mill :
Bogthade, ( C. ) the Shadow of Trees, Grift, or a Sack of Corn brought to the
C.
Mill to be ground.
Mogul or Ozeat Mogul, a Mahome. Bolitura Libera, free Grinding, &
tan Prince, the moft powerful in all the Liberty to make uſe of a Mill, without
Indies.
paying Toll.
Mohair , a fort of Souff.
Sollicinant Emplaftrum , a mollify
any
half
ing, oily Plaiſter.
the
of
T. )
L.
F.
Pottey.
(.
thing.
spolltentia or Emollientia, mollify
Spoighon, the Stump of a Leg or ing or ſoftening Medicines.
spollificacion, & making foft, or ten
Arm that is cut off , allo Armour for the
Arms.
der.
Apoil, a great Mule.
To mollify , to make foft, tender and
To Moit, to work with might and ſupple.
Bollock , ( 0. ) Dirt, Dung, Ordure
main, to drudge ; ako to dawb with
dirt.
olmutine Laws,
Moimutan or
Marrow
and the Laws of Donwalle Molmutius, fixteenth
Motle, ( 0.) a Dich of
grated Bread .
King of the Britains.
Moiles, high -ſoled Shocs, worn in
solneda or Maintda, ( 0. L. ) a
ancient Timesby Kings and greatPer. Mill-pool, or Pond for driving a Mill
fons.
.
Moloch, the God of the Ammonites,
polne all, ( F. ) the Sparrow , a Bird : to whom they ſacrific'd their Children in
fri fortification, a ſmall Nat Baftion, rais'd the Valley of Tophet.
Molopes, black, and blew Spots, the
in the middle of an over-long Courtin .
Maiſon
Harveſt. , ( 0. ) ripeneſs of Corn, Marks of Stripes or Blows; alſo red
Spors in malignant and peftilential Fe
Tokel, ( S. ) much .
vers .
Dokes, the Malhes of a Net.
Molotles or Molaſſes , the Refuſes
cloudy
Moky, (0. )
.
Syrup, or Dregs in the boiling of Su
Molă, ( L. ) a Mill , a Grinder, or gar.
Jas -tooth: la Anatomy, the Whirl bone
Pololus, ( G. ) a Maftiff.dog :
on the Top of the Knee ; Alſo che Mole alſo a Foot in Greek and Latin Verle,
bæt, a kind of Fifa in the Adriatick Sea. Conſiſting of three long Syllables.
Dolcen , melted , or caft .
Dola Carnga, a piece of Flela, or
Molter, ( N.C. ) Mill-toll.
{pungy Subtance without shape, which
breeding in the Womb, caules a Wo. Spolybdeka, a Veia of Lead and
man to ſeem with Child .
Silver cagecher ; alſo a ſort of Scum
Bolat, belonging to a Mill: Whence thar ticks.co the Melring -Furnaces
the Molør Teeth , ... thoſe five outmoft alſo the greater 'Arle-ſmart, an Herb.
Teech, on either Side of the Mouth , which
polybattis, the Foam of Silver gor
are commouly call'd Grinders, or Check out of Lead.
HBombliſhers
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Mombliftneſs, ( 0. ) Talk , Mutter
ing
Wome, a meer Drone, a dull blockith
Fellow ,
Doment, ( L. ) . an Inftant, the
leaft part of Time, that can be af
hign'd ': Alſo Weight, Force , Importance .
Woments ( ili Mathem . ) are fach in
determinate iand'uncertain Parts of Qıxan
sity, as are ſuppoſed to be in a perpetual
Flux, 1. e. either continually encreaſing or
decreaſing. In Philoſophy, the Quantities of
Mocion in any moving Body, or the Morion
1
it felf.
Momentany or
'mentary , that
Lafts as it were but a Moment ; that
is of a very ſhort Conținuance , :
Domus, ( G. ) , 'a Deity among the
Ancients, who made it his whole Bufinels to controll and carp at all the other
Gods: Whence the Word is commonly
taken for a Bault-finder, or one that
ſnarls at every thing;
Donachal, belonging to Monks,
Monkish ,
Donachiſm , the State or Condition of
Monks,
qonades , ( in Arith.) the ſame as
Digits.
Monarch, an abſi lute Prince that rules
alone,
Monarchical, belonging to a Monarch ,
Monarchy.
of Monarchy,
the Government of a
Stare by a lingle Perſon , Kingly Govern
ment .
Wonaſtery, a Covent, or Cloiſter ;
a College of Monksor Nuns.
Monafticat or onaltick, belong
ing to Monks, or Monaſteries,
Dond or Sponde, ( F. ) the World,
the Univerſe.
Pond or Cound, a Gol len Globe,
being one of the Enſigns of an Empe.
rour.
Monday, the ſecond Day of the Week ,
fo call'd forin its being dedicated to the
Moon .
moneta, Money, or Coin.
Sponetagiam , ( L.T. ) the Rightand
Propriety of minting, or coining Mo
.
ney
rius, a Moneyer ; a Coiner of
Moneta
Money.
Doney, a piece of Metal; ftampt
with the Effigies and Arms of a Prince
5 Stare , which renders it current
aol authentick to paſs at a Common

MO

Doney -wozt, or Herb Twospence,
an Herb of, a cold , dry, and binding
Quality.
Money'd, well fored with Money.
at onegers, Mint-men in the Tower
of London : Allo Bankers that make it
their Trade, to deal in Monies upon Re.
turn .
ST-ong -cozn ( 0. ) Maflin, or mixt.
corn.
Monget , a kind of Fiſher-boat.
Monger or Panger, a Merchant,
now a Mark of ſeveral Merchantable
Trades ; as a Checj-monger, Iron-monger,
&c.
gengzel , a Creature got by two
kinds :
Abonition. ( L. ) an admoniſhing,
or giving warning i eſpecially a Warna
ing given by Ecclefiaftical Authority,ro'a
Clerk to reform his Manners.
Bontio or Momtour,an Advertiſer,
or Remembrancer ; an Obſerver of Man
ners in a School .
ponitozy, belonging to Admonition ,
that ſerves to admoniſh , or warn.
Ponttory Letters, Letters from aa
Eccleſiaſtical Judge, upon Information of
Scandals and Abuſes, within Cognizance of
his Court.
Donk, one that lives in Common in a
Monaſtery under a Vew , to obſerve
the Rules establish'd by the Founder ,
doc.
9Bonksfily. a Indian Fiſhi ro call's,
becauſe its Figure reſembles a Monk's
Cowl.
Fonks -clothes, a kind of courſe
Cloth .
Donks - hood ,a ſort of Flower.
Monks -Rhubarb, a Plant.
Bonks -Team , ( among Sailers )
particular way of lewing the Selvidge of
Sails together.
Monkery , the Profeſſion , Temper, or
Humour of Monks.
rument, made
Bonochord, an Inſt
uſe of by the Ancients, to determine
the Proportion of Sounds : Alſo a Mu
fical Inftrument, that has only one ſingle
String.
Monochromaton , a Piduće,allof one
Colour, without Mixture.
Monocolon , the Gut, otherwiſe calld
Cocum Inteftinum .
Monogamy, fingle Marriage, a having
but one Wife, orore Husband, and na'
more all the time of Life .
Wonoszam , a Cipher, or Character,
confifting
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conſiſting of one or more Letters, interwo
Wonftrans de Droit, (F.) a Suit in
yen together. Alſo a Sentence in one Line, Chancery, for the Subje&t to behereford
thews
to Lands and Tenements which
cr an Epigram in one Verſe.
Fonogramma Pittura, a Picture id be hisRight.
* Wonitrans de ffaits ou Recozds, ?
only drawn in Lines, without Colouis,
Ponohemera, Diſeaſes that are cur'd ſhe'wing of Deeds or Records.
ia one Day
Donaraverunt, ( L, ) a Writ that
Monologué; an A & in a Stage-Play, in lyes for Tenants in Ancient Demeſne, to
which only one Ador ſpeaks,
prevent their being diſtrained for any
Eonomachy, a ſingle Combat, or Toll or Impoſition, contrar; to their Libe
Duel .
ty or Privilege.
ponttre, ( 0. ) an Effay or Proof; allo
Tonomiai, ( in Algebra ) a Quan.
tity of one Name, or of one ſingle a Mafter-piece .
Term .
Monſtrolity or Monſtroulneſs, a
Ponopegia, a Ibarp Pain in the Head, being onttrous, or leyond theeordinary
Courſe of Nature ,
affecting one fingle, Place.
Wonftruous, belonging to, or like a
Ponopetalous Plants, ſuch whoſe
Flowers are all in one continu'd Leaf, and Moniters' prodigio :is, exceilive .
fall off all tog ther.
mont, ( F ) a Mount, or Hill
Mont- Pagnote or Doft of the Irs
Wolopolitt or Monopolizer, one
thatmonopolizes or engrofles all the Trade vulnerable, ( M. T. ), a Rifing-ground,
to himſelf
out of Cannon -ſhot of the Place beleged,
Ponopoly, when one or more Perſons where a Perſon may place himſelt to ſee
engroſs, any ſaleable Commodity into his an Attack, and the manner of the Siege,
ortheir own Hands, ſo that none elſe can out of Danger .
gain by them : In Law , a Grant from the
Montanills, a Set of Hereticks, ro
Queen to any Perſon or perſons, for the call’d from their firſt Ring -leader Monta
ble buying, ſelling, working , or uſing of nus .
any thing.
Montefiaſco, a ſort of rich Wine,made
.: Ponopteron , ( in Architett, ) , a fort at Montefiaſcone, a ſmall City of Italy.
Montero, ( Sp. ) a kind of Cap, us'd
of found Temple, whoſe Roof was only
ſupported by Pillars.
by Hunters, and Seamen ,
Monteth , a ſtallop'd Balon to cool
Donoptoton ,(in Gram. :) a Noun that
hasbut one Caſe .
>
Glaſſes in.
Monoprzendas Fruit, ſuck Fruit of Month, the Space of 28 Days, in
a Plant, as contains in it only one Kernel, which Time the Moon compleats her
Courſe,
07.Seed .
Donoſtichta , Epigrams conſifting only
The agronomical month , or the
of one fingle Verſe.
Synouical Solar Month, is preciſely the
Mogolyllable ,a Word that has but one twelfth part of a Year , or the time the Sun
Syllable.
takes up in paffing thro one of the Signs
Monothelites, a Se & of Hereticks,who of the Zodiack , uſually accounte
d to con
held , That , there was ; but one will in fift of about 3 • Days, 10 Hours , and a
Chrift.
half.
Sonotriglyyh , ( in Archite & . ) the Calender month . is ſuch as it is exo
ſpace of one Triglyph. becween two Pillars, preſs'd in the Almanacks.
or two.Pillafters .
The Civil Worth ,is that which is fuit
ons , ( L. ) a Mountain , Mount, ored to the different Cuſtoms of particular
Hill .
Nations and People::*
mons Generts, the upper Part of a Philoſophical geonth. ( among Chy.
mits) is the Space of Forty Days, and
Palmetry,
Knob
the
Woman's Privities : In
at the Root of the Fore.finger,
as many Nights.
goonſoon or Mounfoun , a conſtant
Monument, a Memorial for After-A
Wind in the Eaſt Indies, that blows three ges ; a Tomb, Statue, Pillar, ý c . rais'd
Months together one Way , and the next in Memory of ſome famous Perſoli, or
three months the other;Way .
A&ion ; as
The Monument a ſtately Pillar, built
Poulter, a mil-ſhapen Living Creature
that degenerates from the right and na not far from London Bridge, in Remem
cyral Diſpoſition of its Parts, according to brance of that drealful Fire which hapa
its Kind.
pen'd Seps, 2d. 1666 .
900 ),
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2oad , Humour , Temper, Diſpofi
Doot, (S.) an Exercife, or arguing of
toin .
Caſes, perform'd by young Students in the
2. tbc
Poods, ( in Gram . ) determine the Law .
Batllit or Surveyor of the SBoots,
Significations of Verbs, with reſpect to
1
Manner and Circumſtances of what is an Officer choten by the Bench, to appoint
affirm'd as the Indicative, the Imperativs, the Moor-men for the Inns of Chance.
& c.
ery.
TheMoods, in Logick are ' the Uni. Bootshall, the place where M003- Cafes.
verfàl Affirmaiive,the Univerſal Negative, were anciently argu’d. "
the Particular Affirmativegand the Particu
Mogt- houſe Court, the Hundredo
lar Negative.
Court of Bingham 'in Nottingham
In Mufick, 990nds, fignifie certain Shire.
Proportions of the Time, or Meaſure of
Pootsmen or Wooters, Students
Notes.
of the Law , who argue the ReadersCaſe:
Moon , one of the feven Planets, and To , Blow
Boot, ( at the fall
of a Deer ) a Phrafe us'd among
shenigheft to the Earth .
moonscalf, a falſe Conception .
Hunters.
Spoon -eyed or Dul-eyed, that can
goeta Capum , ( O. L. ) a Packa
of Dogs
fee better atNight, than by Day .
1
ghoon -eyes, a Diſeaſe in Horſes.
ooted, a Term applyed by Heralds
Doon - fern, a Shrub .
to Trees torn up by the Roots.
Aroonswojt, a ſmall Herbs
To Pope, to become Aupid, or
2002, ( 0.) a Heath , or rren Tra & fortiſh .
ofGround ; but is now taken for a Marſh
Moza , the Italian Play of Love wich
or Fen .
the Fingers : In old Records, a moorith or
2
Mooz or Black -moon, a Native of boggyGround .
Mauritania , in Africa .
Woza muls , a watery or boggy Moor. a des
To 45002, ( S. T.) to lay out the An
Bozal, belonging to Manners, or
chors of a Ship, ſo as is moſt fit, for her civility .
Riding in any Place.
ozal, as the The 'Moral of a Fable, is
Tomooi a -czofs, is to lay out one e. the Application of it to Meas Lives and
Anchor on one side, or a-thwart of a Ri- Manners.
ver, and another on the other Side, right
Mozals, the Doctrine of Manners,
againſt it .
Moral Philoſophy.
Tu M8007 a -longkt, is to lay an An
mozallt , one skilled in Morality.
chorright in the middle of the Stream , and
Pozality , moral Principles, or Seafe ,
another right a -head of a ship.
Togooraltze, co give the MoraliSenſe
To Dooz a Proviſo , is to have an or to make moral Reflections.
or Demojatur fu Lege,
Dojatur
Anchor in the River, and a Hawler 2
fhore .
( L. ) à Law -Phraſe, fignifying as much as,
To 99007 Water- thot, is to moor He demurs,upon the Point.
quartering betweenthe two firft Ways.
Mozals, a morifh Ground , a Marth.
ABoozing for Ealt, welt, South
orbifick, that cauſes Difeafes, or
Cał, & c. is when the Men obſerve which Sickneſs.
Way , and upon what Point of the Com
mozbtili, ( L. ) the Meazles, a {diſ
paſs the Wind or Sea is likelieft to endan- eale .
ger the Ship moſt, and there they lay out
Sorbus, a Diſeaſe, or Diftemper.
an Anchor .
MorbusComitialis, the Falling-Sick
M002s a Name given to the Bailiffs nefs.
Morbus Gallicus, the French Pox.
of the Lord of a Manour in the Ife of
Mana
ozbus Regius, the Jaundice.
Moor-ben, a Water-fowl.
Bozbus Wirgintus, the Green Sick:
Soosshead , a Copper -cap, made like nels.
a Head, to be ſet over the Chimney of a
Mozdacity, a biting or gnawing
Reverberating Furnace : Alſo the Head of Quality ; Sharpneſs or Bitterrefs , of
a Still having a Beak, or Noſe, to let the Speech.
taif - d Spirit run down into the Receiver,
Wodecai, ( H. bitter ) Queen Ether's
Sooſe, a Beaft common in New Eng. Guardian.
Morti or Petty Morei, an Herb, s ',
land, as big as an Ox , and headed Like a
Bucks
therwiſe calla
Garden -Night-made. ts
or ,
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morts or Maurs , ( N.C. ) high
Bortar or moztal-pjece, a fort of
and open Places ; in other Parts thick fhort Cannon ,
it is taken for low and boggy
Portar or gporter, Lime and Sand
Grounds.
m xt together ; Allo a kind of Lamp, or
Mozesk -calok, ( in Carving or Paint. Way.taper .
ing ) a kind of Antick Work, after the
Wojtarium , ( 0.L ! ) a Mortar, Taper,
manner of the Moors.
or Light ſer in Churches,
Mojetum , ( L. ) a Drink made of
Dortgage, ( E. ) a Pawn of Lands,
Mulberries, doc,
Tenements, orGoods, laid for Money bor
Mozgan , ( B. Seaman ) a proper Name rowd, to be the Creditor's for ever, if
of Men .
the money be not repaid at the time
Bozglay, ( 0. ) a mortal or deadly agreed upon.
Sword.
Portgages, the Party to whom any
Dozia, (G.) Folly : Among Phyſicians, thing is mortaged .
a failing in the Judgment and Underttand :
Mortgager, he or ſhe that has made a
ing
Mortgage to another.
obedient, duti.
mo2th , ( S. ) Murder.
† gocigerous,
fuli
otification mortifying making
Mozil, ( F. ) the ſmalleſt kind of red Dead ; the Trouble,a and Vexationor that be
Muſhroom .
falls a Man , upon ſome unexpected croſs
gogion or Mojiam , ( I. ) a Steel Accident : In Divinity,a bringing down the
cap or Head-piece formerly in uſe.
Fleih, by Fafting or Prayer : In Surgery ,
Mozilco ( Sp. ) a Moor : Allo a Morris a loſs of the Native Heat, and of Senſe,
Dance .
in any part of the Body . In Chymiſtry , an
mozking, a Deer, or other wild Alteration of the Figure of Metals, Mia
Beaſt, chat dies by Miſchance or Sick- nerals, óc.
neſs.
To Botify, to make dead , ſubdue or
Pozling or MBoztling, the Wooll conquer, in ſpeaking of the Paſſions : A
that is taken from the skin of a Dead mong Chemiſts, to change the outward Forth
Sheep.
or Shape of a Mixt Body;
spormal, ( 0. ) a Canker, or Gan.
To Boztify Fieli, ' ( in Cookery ) to
green .
make it grow tender j to keep it till it has
s
Dojochtu . ( L. ) a white Marking- a Hogoe .
fone,
ortiſe, ( in Carpenters Work ) thé
ozococks, an American Strawber- Hole, which is cut in one piece of
ry .
Wood or Rafter, to hold the Tenon of
Polole, ( L. ) dogged, furly , pee another.
ville
Wozmain, ( F. L.T. )making over of
Mozolity or ozoleneſs, Peevishneſs, Lands or Tenements, to any Corpora,
Frowardners.
cion, or Fraternity, and their ſucceſſours.
Bozphew , a kind of white Scurf upon
Potrell, ( 6, R. ) a Mels of Milk
the Body
and Bread.
Moirah a ' Plant otherwiſe callid
moztuary; ( L ) a Gift left by a
Woody Night-thide.
Man at his Death 3 to the Parſon of
Pozris -Dance, a kind of antick the Pariſh, or to the Lord of the Fee.
Dance .
Postuum Caput, ( C. T. ) the groſs
Bozſe, a Sea-Ox, a Creature that lives and earthy Subſtance chat is left of any
both on Land and Water.
Mixt Body,when the Moiſtureis drawnout.
Mollus, L. ) a Bite , a Sting.
Wozum a Mulberry ; Alloa loft Swell
mollus canis rabidi , a Frenzy ling
under the Eye-lids.
caus'd by the bite of a mad Dog.
Polaical, belonging to Moſes.
Molal, ( L. ) liable to Death ; deadly,
Delaick avlozk, a curious Work made
or bringing Deach.
of little ſquare Stones, of all Colours, artitia,
Waztality, the State of Things cially ſet together upon a Wall or Floor,
fubject to Death : Alſo the Defructi- fo as to repreſent an admirable Variety
on and Havock made by peftilential Dil- of knots, Flowers, & c.
epres.
Moſchelæum , a Compoſition of Musk
borrat, a Vefęl in which things are and oil.
pounded.
Moſchetto, a Atinging Gnat ; very trous
bleſome in the Welt- Indies,
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qoces ; ( H. drawn up ), the Son of ral Marches, and Counter-marches it makes
Amram , by whom God deliver'd the or the changing of its Pofs.
To Wotion a thing, to propoſe it.
Children of Iſrael out of Egypt, and gave
Motive, that ſerves for, or cauſes Mớ.
shem the old Law.
agoſque' or spolchey, a Temple, ortion .
A gootive, a moving or forcible Ar
Church,among the Turks.
mois, a Bown, that grows on the gument or Reaſon .,
Motley, mixt ; as A motly Colour.
Trunks and Branches of Trees, bc . Allo
qBotozii, ( L. in Anat.) the third
a fine Sugar-work, made by Confecti
oners.
pair of Nerves,that moves the Iye.
mootos, ( G. ) Lint, to be put intoʻa
ors -troopers, a ſort of Robbers in
/ the Northern Parts of Scotland .
Wound.
spolles , ( N. C. ) mooriſh , or boggy
Motred , ( 0.) mutrered.
l'laces.
Dotto, ( 1. ) the Words or ſhort Sena
tence, engravd about an Emblem , or De
Polly , full of Moſs, or Down .
moſtick or mailsſtick, a round Stick vice.
Motus, ( L..) Motion, Moving :
which a Painter leans upon when he is
at Work.
Motus Pertttalticus, the Perifaltick
Dot, a certain Note, which Huntſmenor quibbling Motion of theGüts.
wind on their Horn .
To arouch, ( 0. ) to eat up.
kota , ( 0. L.) a Caſtle, or Fort.
To move, i L. ) to ſtir, tó ftir up, or
Dote or gota, ( S.) an Aſſembly egg on , to effed , or work upon.
or meeting, a Court of Judicature.
ovrable, that may be moved, that
Woteeř, ( 0. R. ) a cuſtomary Ser: varies in Time. viceor Payment at the Court of the Lord
Povrable Fealts, thoſe Feſtivals
of a Manour.
which happen always on the fame Day of
Motet, ( F. ) a ſort of Mufical Com- the Week, but vary in the Day of the
poſure ; a Stanza, or Staff of a Song ; allo Month.
a hort Poly .
aveable Signs, ( in Aſtrol.) are tus
1
Aries, Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn.
Moth, a Fly that eats Cloaths,
Moth-mulietn, an Herb.
Moveable or moveable Godds,
Moth - wozt or Apag-wolt,an Herb. Perſonal Goods, or Eftate.
other , a woman that has brought
Movement, Motion,Moving : 'tisalſo
forth a Child ; alſo the Womb in which taken for all thoſe parts of & Watch, rt
ſhe Child is form'd, or a Diſeaſe in that Clock , & c. that are in Motion , and which
Part ; alſo the Dregs of Ale, Beer, Oil, by ſuch Motion anſwer the end of the In
te.
ftrument.
Mother of Pearl, the Shell that con
Movent or Dover, that which moves
tains the Pearl- fith ."
or gives Morion .
LMother of Uimeg, a kiod of Herb .
Would, a Form , in which any thing
Mother- Tongues, ſuch Languages as is caft ; the Dent in the upper part of the
Teem to have no Derivation from , or Re - Head ; alſo Earth mixt with Dung.
lation to another .
Doldable, that may be put into a w
Mould or Shape,
Mother -port , an Herb.
Gotion, ( L. ) che Act of a Natural To Moulder or woulder away, to i
Body that moves, or firs it ſelf . Allo fall to Duſt; to conſume, or waſte away.
Diſpoſition o: Inclinatior , Overture or Pro
Coulding, ( in Architect.) an Orna.
poſal. In Philoſoply, a Continual or Suconament, either of Stone or Woods alfo
ceffiveChange of Place.
that Partwhich bears up an Arch.
ablolute apotion , is the Change of
Pordinet, ( F.) a Millto coin Money
moving
Abſolute
Body ,
the
Place of any
with, a hand-mill : Allo a Roller apply'd
Relative Motion, is a Change of the to Cranes, or other Engines,' to heave
Relative Common, or Ordinary, Place of the up Stoner, Timber, & c. plac'd in Pallages:
moving Body:
Allo a kind of Turn-ſtile,eſpecially near the
Potion of the foree, (in Aftron . ) Ourworks of fortify'd Places.
is an Arch of the Zodiack of the Prineum
woult, ( 0. ) á Mow or heap of Corn,
Mobile, comprehended between the Line Hay, 6c.
of the Apogee, and the Beginning of the
Towoult or moulter, to caft, or
Sign Aries.
notion of an Army are the five Thed the Feathers, as Birds do.
A Bouber, a young Duck .
Found ,
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Sound, a Hedge or Bank , a Ram
partorFence: In Heraldry, a Globe with
a Crols upon it, ſuch as Sovereign Princes
are uſually repreſented with in Statuesor
Pictures.
To Mound, to ſecure with a Mound ,
to fence about.
Spount, a Mounrain , or Hill ; a Walk
7 railed on the side of a Garden , above the
Level of the reft of the Plot . In Fortificatiori, the ſame as Cavalier
Nount of Plaifer of Paris, the
Quantityof 3000 Pound Weight.
To Mount, to go , or get up.
To 92 pixhit the Guarð, ( M. T. ) is
to go on that Duty. To Mount a Breach ,
to run up itin Affauit.
To aunt a Piece, ( in Gunnery ) to
ferit on the Carriage, cr to lay its Mouth
high r.
Mountain, a vaft Heap of Earth,rais'd
*
to a greatHeighr .
Dountain of Teiety, a certain Bank
of Money which us’d to be rais'd out of voo
luntary contributions, to be lent upon Oc
cafionto poor People .
one that lives on the
MouMountaineer,
ntains ; a High-lander.
Mountainous, full of Mountains;

M U
qora, a certain Down, that grows upon
the Leaves of the Herb Mug -wort, uſually
brought from Japan and China.
ucharum , ( L. among Apothecarie:)
an Infuſion of Roſes by it ſelf, or, the
Infuſion boild up to a Syrup with Sangat
Pucilage, a Nimy Juice drawn out oi
Seeds, Gums, Roots,' c. with water.
Multilaginous , full of Slia.e, or
Snivel.
Bacilaginous Glands, ( in Anat. )

certain Glandules or Kernels, plac'd on
the skin that lies over the Joynts.
Puck, Dung, In Lincolnshire, moiſt.
To Mucker, to hoard up.
MBUCD, ( L. ) the Snot-fiſh, a Sea-fiſh.
+ Stucoûty, Slimineſs, or any flimy
Subſtance.
Pucro, the Point of a Sword , or o
ther Weapon .
Sucro Tordis , ( in Anat. ) the lower
pointed end or the Heart.
mucronated, that ends in a Point, like
that of a Sword .
Mucronatum Dr, or Enliformis
Cartilago, the lowett Part of the Breaſt
bone, pointed like a Sword ,
Fucus, Snor or Snivel .
puius Inteſtinozum , the Slime of
the Guts.
Mountebank , a juggling Pretender to
To saddle, to rout with the Bill, as
Phyſick .
Geeſe and Ducks do ; allo to make cipſy
Aountenance, ( 0. ) the price that and unfit for Buſineſs.
Puderefees , ( among the Turks ) cer :
anything amounts to, the Quantity .
Bountee or Wountee, ( O R. ) an tain Reiders that teach Scholars the Publick
Alarm to go mount, or goupon ſome ſpeedy Service, and infruct themin all Dutie's
warlike Expeditior ,
belonging to the Church .
Mourning of the Chine, a Diſeaſe in
Pue or 99 & w , a kind of Coop, where
Horſes which makes Ulcers in the Liver.
Hawks are kept when they change their
Feathers.
Mouſe, a well known Creaturė.
Moulescrope, (C ) a Bealt isſaid to be
Muffit, ( C. T. ) the cover of a vec
2 Mouſe-crope , that is run over the Back by felcali’da Tef or Coppel.
a Shres - Mouſe,
muffler, a piece of cloth, to be ty'd
Apoule-ear, an Herb .
about the Chin .
poule -tail, aſortof Herb .
Mufti, the chief Prieſtamong the Turks.
Mug, a little earthen Pot, co. drink3
Diftemper in Sheep and
Sorſel
Young Der-ſcab,a
.
t
ou of.
Worſquetaire, ( F. ) a Musketeer .
APug -wort, an Herb.
Ploufquetaires are allo certain Troops of
Auggets or Mugwecs, part of the
Morfe, that
hold. belong to the French King's Entrails of Neat Cattel , or of Beaſtsof
the Foreſt, c .
Woulferon , a kind of white Muth
Muggletonians, a new blaſphemous
room .
Sed , which cook Name from their Ring
Mouth , a part of the Body of a Li- leader Muggleton , a Journey-man Taylor
Wulatto. ( Sp . ) one whofe'Father is a
ving Creature. In Geography, the Month

There are veriore Haven , isthe placewhere Black-mabr
and his
Mother
a another
Nation ; or, whoſe
Mother
is a of
Negro
, and
likeToa spouth it, to bawl or ſpeak loud hisFather of another Counvy.
Country -Clown.
ert
Mulberryst , a fort of Fruit- tres.
Bow ,
a Stack , or Heap of Corn, or
NSAICE
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ulet, ( L. ) å Penalty, or Fine of Pultiple ſuper- particular Eropoza
tion , is when one Number or Quantity
Money, ler upon one.
Wule, a Bealt ingender'd between an contains another, more than once and
Als and a Mare, or between a Stone-horſe fuch an Aliquot Pare more.
and a She - aſs.
sultiple Super-partient Propoze
tion, is when one Number or Quantity
Mule - fern , a Herb .
Muleteer, a Mule-driver.
contains another ſeveral times, and fome
Buleto, ( 1. ) a Beat call’d a Moil, or Parts of it befides.
wouldplee, is a greater Number that
great Mule.
Dubiebzia, ( L. ) Womens privy Parts ; contains a leſs , a certain Number of Times
withoutany Remainder .
or their Monthly Courſes.
Dulier , a Woman, a married Wo
90 ultipltable or multiplicable, chats
man , or Wife. In Law , a Child law. may be multiplied.
SØultiplicand, that Number which is
fully bergotten .
Zulteratus Filius, a lawful Son, be- propos'd to be multiplied by another.
gotten of a lawful Wife.
Bultiplication , the A & of multiply
Mulierty, the State or Condition of a ing or encreaſing. Alſo the third Rule in
Malrer , or lawful Iſſue.
Arithmetick , which ſerves inttead of all
ullo de Fimo, ( 0.L. ) a Cart-load manifold Addition .
or Heap of Dung :
Single Dultiplication, is when the
To $ Pull Wint, to burn and ſeaſon Numbers given , confift each of them of
one only Figure.
it with Spice, Sugar, doc.
Compound ultiplication, is when
Kullein , an Herb .
Wallet or Poiar, the upper Stone, either one or both the Numbers givenis
with which Painters grind their co - conſiſt of more Figures than one.
lours.
In Geometry, Multiplication chan
Mullet, a Fiſh, otherwiſe call'd a Bas- ges the Species, or Kind : Thus,a Right
bei ; In Heraldry, a Figure like a Star with line multiply'd by a Right-line, produces
five Points. Among Surgeons, a ſmall in- a Rectangle , or Plane.
ftrument ſomew car like a pair of Pincers, ultip,ication of Gold or Silver,
co pick any offenſive thing out of the Fye, the Art of encreaſing thoſe Metals.
Muitiplicatoz or Multiplier, ( in
Mullio or mullo, ( O. L. ) a Cock of Arith. ) theNumber multiplying, orthat
Graſs, or Hay.
by which another Number is multiply'd.
Bullock ,' ( c. ) Dirt, or Rub
Multiplicity, a being manifold, much
bith .
Variety :
Oulo-medicina, ( L. ) the Art and
To Fultiply, to encreaſe , to be en
Myttery of a Mule-Doctor, or Farrier.
creaſed, or to grow more : In Arithmerick,
Bulle, Wine mingled , and boil'd up to proceed according to the Rule of Mul.
with Honey.
tiplication .
Eulta or Multura Epiſcopi, a Fine MultiGliquous plants, the ſame as
formerly given to the King, thatthe Biſhop Corniculate Plants.
Apultitude, a great Company of Num
might be impower'd to have the proving
of Wills.
ber of Perſons or Things.
Pultangle or fouitangular- sfigure, Pulto, #utlo, or Mutto, ( 0.R. )
( in Geom . ) a Figure that has many Angles a Murton, or Weather-Sheep.
and Sides .
Maltones Qurt. pieces of Gold.coin,
+ multifarious, that is of divers ſo call'd ,from their beingftampt on one
forts.
Side with the Figure of a Sheep.
Mulltifozmity,a being of many Forms
Multura or qolitura, ( 0. L. ) the
Toll, or Fee, ' that a Miller takes for the
or Shapes .
2
multilateral figures, ( in Geom . ) grinding of Corn.
Dum , a fort of Drink.
thoſe that have many, or more than four
Sides .
To goumble, to mutter or growl ; to
Pulcinomial Duantities, ( in Alge- chew , or eatuntowardly .
bra ) Quantities compos'd of many Names,
Dummer, ( F. ) á Masker, or mute
or Par ts .
Perſon in Maſcarade.
waltiple Proportion, ( in Arith .) is Dammery, maſcarading, Buffoonry.
when the Antecedent being divided by the
Dumming, as. To go a mumming, of
Conſequent, the Quotient is more than I asking to e Ball.
Unity ,
immy
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Pur or Burch, a Poſe, or great
ummy, a natural Mixture of Bitu
men and Pitch , gliding from the Mountains G d .
Murage, a Tax , rais’d for the building
of Arabia. Alſo the Subſtance of dead
Bodies ancientlyimbalm’d and brought out or repairing of Pubick Wails.
Murat,belonging to a Wall : as a Mural
of Egypt for Rarities.
To Beat one to feummy, to bruiſe Crown, which Crown, among the ancienc
Romans, was given to him who firſt ſcald
him all over .
Te pump, to bite the Lip like a Rab- the Walls of an Eenmy's City.
Mutai Dials, ſuch as are ſet againſt an
bet, to beg ,to fpunge upon .
Pumper, a Begger, or ſpunger.
upright Wall or Building.
r, ( S. in Law ) is a wiitul and
Purde
pumps , a kind of Swelling of the
felonious killing of another, upon premedi,
Chaps.
Muncertans, a ſort of Anabaprifts, fo rated Malice.
callid from their Ring leader Müncer .
Vurderer, one that has committed
Murder.
To Bunch, to chew.
undane, ( L. ) belonging to the
Agurdecers or burderins-Ibicees,
ſmall Cannon, chiefly us'd in the Fore-caſtle,
World ; Worldly.
Bundbreach, í S. L. T. ) a Brea h of Half-Deck , or Sreerage of a Ship, and ſuch
Peace , or, as ſome fay, an Infringement of Shot iscalld a Murdering-Shot.
$
Murderous, inclined to commit Mur
Privileges,
undick ,a hard ſtony Subſtance found der , bloudy-minded .
To Mure up , ( L. ) to wail up ; as,
io 1 in-bar.
Quadification, ( L. ) a making clean , To mure upa Door, Window , & o.
gourengers, two Officers in the City
or purifying.
Mundificative or uwatozy e of Chefter, cholen every Year to ſee that
dicines , ſuch as are proper for the clean- the City -Walls be kept in good Repair.
Muriel, a Chriſtian Name of Womer ,
fing of Ulcers.
To
undify, to cleanſe, or purify.
from the Greek Word Myron , 3. &. (weer
Munțceps. ( L. ) One of a Town, Ointment.
whole Inhabitants were free of the City
Turigain , a ſtinging Fly , in America.
During, the railing of Walls.
of Rome.
g
pal,
NBurk , ( N. C. ) dark .
belongin to ſuch a Town,
Munici
or Corporation : The Word is now us’d for Murmur, ( L. ) a buzzing, or hum
belonging to the State or Community of .ning Noile : Alſo the purling of Brooksand
Streams.
any free City or Town . ;
gount: ipalia Sacra, fuch Rites or
To Durmur , to grumble, or mut
Ceremonies as werecuitomary in any Cor- ter ,
poration , before it was admitted to the
Burninal, , a Quaternary , or four,
Privileges of the City of Rome.
Cards of the ſame Suit, eſpecially at the
Municipium , any City, or Town Gime call'd Gleek.
Norr -hird, a ſort of Bird .
Corporate, that enjoy'd the Liberries be
Spurtain, a Ror, or Diſeaſe among
longing to the City of Rome, and yet ſtill
Catrel.
had particular Laws of their own .
1 munificence , Liberality, Bountiful
Murrain - graſs , an Herb .
Surrey -colour, a dark brown or dun
nels
: Colour .
unificent; liberal, bountiful.
SUZurriot, a Steel Head piece.
Muniment, any Fortification, or Mi.
Bus , ( L. ) a Mouſe.
litary Defence : In Law , Muniments are
Mus Porvagicus, a kind of Mouſe
which
by
authentick Deeds and Writings,
a Man is enabled to maintaiu the ' Title to peculiar to Norway, which falling from
his Eſtate
the Clouds , in great numbers make great
Muniment-houſe, a particular Apart- havock of the Corn. c.
ment in Cachedrals, or Collegiate Churches
Qulich Caſſa. a Cheſt in the Temple
for the keeping of their reſpective Seals, of Jerufalm , into which Kings us’d to caft
their Offering
Charters, doc.
Muſahib Allah , (i. e, a Talker with
Munition , a Fortification or Bulwark :
alſo the ſame as Ammunition .
God ) a Name by which the Turks call
Munition - Ships, ſuch Veſſels as are Moſes.
employ'd to carry Ammunition, c. and Paraph, a book that coprains the Law
of the Turus
to tend upon a Fleet of Men of War .
Dacader
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Muſcadel or uſcadine, a ſort of rich College, or Publick Place for the Reſort of
Learned Men .
Wine.
The Duleum or a mole's Soulsam ,
Buſcadine, a kind of Grape ; alſo
a ſort of Sugar-Work made by Confe & ion- a neat Building in the Cirty of Oxford,
ers,
founded by Elias Aſhmole, Eſq.
" Duſhrosm , a fpungy Subtance, that
Paſcal or 6f& en Muſcal, a Large
greeniſh Pear which grows ripe the Middle grows up of it ſelf in a little time.
Fuſical, belonging to Muſick
of Auguft. .
Muſician , one well ſkilld in, or that
souſcate, a delicious Grape, of a rich
mulked Taſte : Alſo an excellent round profeſſes the Science ofMufick .
and reddifta Pearg ripe about the middle of
ulick, one of the ſeven Liberal Sci
Etober.
enccs, having for its Object diſcreet Quan.
Buſcheio or Moſchetto, an Infe &, city or Number , Conſidered with Reſpect
Komewhat reſembling a Gnat ; which is ve to Time and Sound, in order to make a
ry troubleſomein many Parts of Africa, delightful Harmony , alſo the Harmony it
relf that is ſo made . :
Ameriea, and Aſia.
Theorical Mulick, is that which
Foulele, a known Shellfiſh . In Anaton
my, a partof the Animal Body, made of ſearches into theNature and Properties
Fibres, Fleſh, oo, which is the chief In-of Concords and Diſcords, and ex.
ftrument of voluntary Motion.
plains the Proportions between them by
SuſclesUteins, two Veins, one ariſing Numbers.
from the Muſcles of the Neck , and the other
Practical ulick, ſhem's the mana
from the UpperMuſclesof the Breaſts.
ner of compufing all forts of Tunes or
Ai
rs
; with the Art of Singing, and
uſtular, belonging to the Muſcles.
uſculola Expanſia, the ſame as playing on all förrs of Muſical Inftru.
ments .
Blyodes Plaiyſma.
Puling, a paufing, or thinking upon.
Muſculous, belonginging to, or fuli
of Muſcles.
Among Hunters , the paffing of a Hare thro
Muſculous Fibious, or Fidulous a Medge.
Fiath, ſuch asis the Subſtance ofthe Heart
Busk, a Perfume, bred in the Bladder
of a Creature much like a ſmall Deer.
and other Muſcles.
Euſculous Wein . the Firſt branch of
Busk-Peas , a ſort of Pear.
che Flank-veins, which is ſpread about ſe
Wusk -Ra's. Amorican Rats, that live,
Veral Muſcles of the Belly and Loins.
in Boroughs like Rabbets, and have the
Buſculus, ( L. ) a little Mouſe, the Scent ofMuſk.
Muſcle-ffh ; alſo a Muſcle in the Body of a
Mousk -Roſe, a Flower.
Living.Creatura.
Susk -ſcabious, an Herb.
Suſculus Nauticas, a Muſcle of the
Dusket, ( F. ) the Male of a Sparrow :
Foot, ſo called, becauſe chiefly us” d in hawk : All the commoneft and moſt code
climbing up the Mafts of Shiv & c .
venient fort of Fire-arms, us’d in Wat.
Muſculis, Stapedis, Muſcle of the
Euskit- Faskets , ( in Fortif .) are
Ear, which is inſerted to the Head of the Baſkets 8 or jo Inches Diameter at bot
little Rone calld Stapes.
com, and one Foot at top ; fo that being
Fuſe, as To be in a Mufe, s. e. to be fill'd with Earth, there is room to lay a
in a brown Study, or in a melancholy Fit. Muſket between them at bottom.
uſe or uſet, (H. T.) the Place thro ' Musketeers a Soldier, aim'd with
? a
Muſket.
which a Hare goes to Relief.
To NBule upon, to pauſe, Audy, or
poisketopn , a fort Gun, with a very
& ink upon .
large Bore, to carry ſeveral Muſket or Pi
Oulea, qufii, or Bufida, curious Doi hallets.
Pavements of Moſaick Word.
Puskin, a Bird otherwile calldļa Tita
To Mulen , ( among Hunters ) is nouſe.
an American Beaf like a
Mufqualh,
his
cafts
Deer
Male
or
when a Stag
Reaver.
Head ..
Cules, ( G.) the nine Daughters of
Muſquaſpes ,a Root in Virginia.
Jupiter and Mnemofyne, acccunted the
MEuſroll, the Noſe-band of a Horſe
Goddeſſes of Mufick and Poetry, as alſo bridle.
Patroneflus of the other Liberal Arts and
Juls, Scramble ; as To make a Mus.
Sciencesa
ula, ( 0. R.) a Moſs, or marking
ulguir , a Study , or Library. a allo al Ground .
Soubia ,
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Ballack, a Drink, tuch in Uſe a
Sunte; when they run along without
making any Cry.
mong the Chineſes,
Maffaſcus,a Water -rat, or Musk-rat,
mute, Dung , eſpecially of Birds : In
ancient Records, a Keruel or Cry of
in Virginia .
Muttelin or Wulin , ( F.) a Fine Hounds .
fort of Linnen -cloth .
To Mute, to dung, or make Dungs as
t mullitationi, ( L. ) a muttering , or a Hawk does.
ſpeaking between the Teeth.
Houtes , ( among the Turks ) certain
Muflulmani or SDululman . ( A faith. dumb Perſons in theGrand Seignior's Ser.
ful in Religion ) a Title which the Turks raglio, who ſerve as Executioners to ftran :
and Mahometans rake to themſelves.
gle Offenders.
Bult, ( L. ) ſweet Wine, newly preſsid
TO Mutilate, to main, or mangle.
from the Grape.
Mutilated Degrees, ( in Aftrol ) are
Duffache or Bultachta,, ( C. ) the certain Degrees in ſeveral Signs, which
threaten the Native that has them aſcendo
Beard of theupper Lip, a Whisker.
Multaphis , certain Prophets, or learning, with Lameneſs, Halting, bs.
ed Men , among the Turks.
Duti'ation, the Act of mutilating, or
Dufter, a Review of Military Forces, maiming.
in Order to take an Account of theit Num
putineet, ( F. ) one that has been
bers, and Conditions
engag'd in a Mutinyi a fa & ious or [ editi
Dutter of Peacocks, a Flock of that fous Perſon .
fort of Fowl.
Mutinous,apt to revolt, feditious.
Sufersmaſter, an Officer whoſe Bu
Mutiny, Revolt from lawful Authea
finets is to review every Regiment and rity, Sedition.
To Mutiny, to raiſe a Mutiny, to
Company, and ſee that their Arms & c. be
in goodcondition.
riſe upin Arms.
TO Mutter, to ſpeak confuſedly be
uttersRolls , the Rolls, or Lifts, of
Soldiers found in every Company, Troop, tween the Teeth .
or Regiment.
Muttouna, a Plant peculiar to Virginia
ToBultet , to take a Review of and Mary -land.
Mutual, ( L. ) alike on both sides,
ſuch Forces; alfo to gather together, to
thew .
making equal Returns, interchangeable .
mullered of Record , inrolled among
Wutulus or Mutilus, ( in Archite&t.)
The Queen's Soldiers.
a Stay cut of Stone or Timber, to bear
Duta Canum , a Kennel of Hounds. up the Summer or other Part : Alſo a ſquare
Muta Regia , the News near Charing Modillion fet under the Cornice of the
Croſs, London ,
Derick Order.
Butability or Mutableuels ,Change
Muzzey, ( c. )a Quagmire.
ableneſs, Inconftancy ,
Quzzle, the Snoutof certain Reafts :
Mutable , changeable , inconſtant.
Allo a Halter to tie about the Nore of a
noutare, ( L. ) to change, to exchange. Horſe; or the mouth of a Gun .
Puzzle-Ring, the great Circle which
In old Records, to mew up Hawks in the
time of their moulting:
encompaffis and Itrengthens the Mouth of
a Cannon.
Mutation, Change, Alteration.
qoycematias or
ycetias, ( G. )
Dute, dumb, ſpeechleſs ;; alſo not
pronounced, in ſpeaking of a Letter of an Earth -quake, with a hollow bellowing
Noire.
the Alphaber,
Dite Letters, ( in Gram. ) are b,
Mycteres, ( G. P. T. ) the Noſtrils.
Mycteriſmus, a diſdainful Gibe or
c, d , g, h, k , p, q, 7 ; ſo call’d , becauſe
they have no Sound,withoutthe Help of a Scoff. In Rhetorick, a more cloſe kind of
lovel:
Taunt.
Pute Signs, ( in Aſtrol. ) are thoſe
ydelis , Corruption or Rottenneſs
Signs which cake Name from Creatures proceeding from too inuch Moiffure,
Bydzials , a too great widening of
that have no Voices as Cancer , Scorpio,
and Pifces.
the Apple of the Eye, which makes the
To ſtand oute , ( L. P.') is when a Sight dim .
Priſoner arraigu'd at the Bar refuſes to plead
Myelos, Marron of the Bones, or of
to his Indictment ; or does not anſwer the Brains
dire & ly
Pelha Mill, the lower Mill-ftone. In
In Hunting, Hounds are ſaid Torun
Anaismya
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Anatowy, the Whirl-bone of the Knee ,
moyítrum ,a Meaſureamong the Grecksa
alſo à Moon - calf or falſe Concepcion ,
that held about a Spoonful.
Dyloglofium , ( in Anar.) a pair of Pythological belonging to Mythos
Muſcles, which ariſe on the Back -fide of logy .
the grinding -teeth :
Mythologiſt, one ſkilld in that Sci
wylohyoideus, a Muſcle that takes ence.
Wythology, an Account of the fabulous
up all that Space , which is between the
lower Jaw, and the Bone callid Os Deities and Heroes of Antiquity ; or an
Hyoides.
Expoſition of Poerical Fictious.
Gyllewell, a fort of Cod, or Salt
Brca, Spot or Suivel ; alſo a ſort of
Fh.
Prunes or Plums, like Damſins.
Mriphæ,the falling off of the Hairs of
the Eye-lids ; alloj Medicines againſt the
falling off of Hair
Mynchen, ( S. ) · Nun,' or vailed
NA
Virgin. :
Procephalon, ( in Anat. ) the falling
of a ſmall Portion of the Coat of the
slame, ( D. L. T. ) the takirg of
Vrula , ſo as to reſemble the Head of a
another Man's moveable Good's.
Fly .
Naaman, ( H. comely, fair ) a Syriars
Myodes Plaeyfma, or uſculofa General.
To Qab, to ſurprize, or take one Nap.
Orpanfio, a broadmuſculous Opening in
the Neck, which proceeds there from a ping ; alio to cog a Die .
kind of fat Membrane.
Naval, ( H.Fool or Mad ) a rich Churl,
qeyologia , a Deſcription of the Mur- whom David threaten'd to kill .
snacka or Macta, ( 0. L. ) a Yachts
clesof the Body bf a Living Creature .
yopiars, a Dimneſs of or ſmall Ship : Nadta is alſo an Impoftume
ME xopta or
Sight, in beholding diftant Objects, and in the Breaft.
12ackar or Naker , ( F. ) the Shell of
yet a Clearnefs of it, in viewing things
near a Hand .
a Fiſh, in which learls breed.
props, One that is purblind, or near
Nadab , (K. a Prince ) the Son of Aaron
the High-Prief,
fighted.
Matir, ( s. in Aftron .) that Point of the
Byracoptum , an Ointment, to take
awav Wearineſs .
Heaven which is directly under our Fe e,
gorriad , the Number of Ten Thou- and oppofite to the Zenith, dire & lyover
fand.
Head .
Caprint, the Drum of the Ear.
foænia, ( L. ) funeral Songs, or La
yrittica Nur, Nutmeg, a Spice.
mentations.
Bezmecion, a ſort of Spider : Allo a
Mævus, a Mole , a natural Mark , er
kind of Wart.
Spor in theBody
ASByzobalans, a Medicinal Fruit, re
Daff, a kind of Bird .
ſembling the Eqptian Dates.
pag, a young Horſe,
Daiant or Datant, a Term in Herala
sprobalanum , a Fruit, calld Miro .
bolan Ben, or the Nut of Egypt, the Ker. dry,when Fiſhes aredrawn in an Eſcurche
nel of which yields an Oil us'd ,in pre- on, lying along at Length,
cious Ointments.
Maif, ( F.) a Term apply'd by Jewel
1 lers,
Fyzobolan , a ſort of Plum,
to a Diamond, or other precious
Myrih, a Gum that drops from a Stone, that looks quick and natural.
Tree in Arabia, of the fame Name,
Mail, an Iron -pin. In Meaſure, the
and is of good uſe in Phyfick.
fixteenth part of a Yard , or two Inches
Fyzrbine, belonging to, or made of and a Quarter ; alſo a weight of 7 or 8.
Pounds in ſome places,
Myrrh,
To mail, to faften with Nails.
Br?tites , Wine 'made with Myrtle
berries infuled.
To Nail Cannon , is to drive a Nail,
large Spike, intothe Touch-hole, by
or
.
Shrub
of
kind
a
wyztus,the Myrtle,
Myitagogus, one that interprets which means the Piece is render'd unſer
Divine Myfteries.
viceable.
Eyſterious, full of Myſtery, obſcure.
Mallswolt, an Herb.
Nyttery, a thing concealed , a Secret
paipi, yong Dogters in the Maho
bor eaſy to be comprehended .
yftical,belonging to a Myſtery,
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Mietan Law , who ſometimes ſupply the
Palda or Natta, ( C.T. ) a Bunch -in
the Back .
Place of Judges.
Makitamt. ( F. ) newly born, riſing, Halturces or Capucin Oilers , a .
or coming forth; In Heraldry, it is when a kind of French Bean.
Lion appears to be iſſuing, or coming out of
Datalitious , belonging to one's Na
Che middle of an Ordinary
tivity, or Birth day ,
Maked Fire, ( C.T. ) an open Fire,
Nathanael, ( H. the Gift of God )
or one that is nor pent, or cloſed up.
a proper Name of Men.
Pates , ( L. ) 2 Buttock, an Haunch .
Maked Seeds, fuch , Seeds of Plants,
are not included in any Pod or Caſe.
Pates Cerebit , ( in Anat. ) two
Mamation , ( L.T. ), a diftraining, mund parts of the Brain , bunching out be
or taking : In Scotland, an impounding, or hind the beds of the Optick Nerves.
puttingin the Pound .
Aitio, a Narion or people. In ſoms
Famaz, a Word ,us'd among the ancientWriters, a Națivc Place.
national , ihac belongs to a whole Ną
Turks, and ſignifying their ' Conmon
tion) .
Prayer,
Aap, she hairy or haggy part of Wool
National Synod, an Aſſembly of the
les Cloth ; alſo aſhort Sleep.
Clergy - men of a Nation .
Native, belonging to one's Birth -place.
Mape, ihe hinder part of the Neck.
A Zative, one born in a certain Place,or
Papery, ( 1 ) Linnen for the Table,
Houle -hold Linnen.
one that lives in the Country where he was
Aaphew or Pavew , a French Turnep. born . In Aftrolegy, a Perſon born un
Maphtha or Naphthe, : ( G.) Badder a certain Influence of the Stars.
bylemiſhBitumen, a kind of marly Clay or
Nativitas, ( L. ) Birth , or the being
born in a Place : In Law , it was an .
Slime.
Papier's Bones, certain Numbering ciently taken for Bondage or Villenage.
Rods, ſo called from the Lord Napier, or
Mátivity, Birth , or firft Entrance into
slaper, a Scorch Noble -man who'firit in the World ; Among Atrilogers, the true
vented them .
Time of any perſon's Birth, or a Figure of
Marcofis, (G.P.T.)the Faculty of be the Heavens, carefully drawn at that mo.
numming, or taking away the Senſes.
ment of Time. "
Narcotical, or accótick, Itupify.
fa!ido hibendo, ( L. ) a Writ thac
ing, benumming ,
lay for the apprehending of a Lord's Vil
Marcoticks , Medicines that ſtupify, lain , or Bond -pan , run from him .
Fativus, native, natural, inbred :
and take awaythe Senfeof Pain.
Pares, the Noſtrils :' In Falconry, the In Ancient Deeds, he that is born a Ser:
Hawk's
Holes
Beak
in
a
.
vant ,
2
Narration , a Relation , of any parti
Hatta, a great foft Swelling which
cularCircumſtances, or Actions: ' In Rhe uſually grows in the Baik, and ſometimes
torick, the Narration is that part of Speech on the Shoulders : Allo a Mark in any Party
inwhich
ſuch as Infants often bring along with them
Fact. an' Account is given of Matter of into
the World .
Natura , Nature ; alſo the Privg
Narrative, declarative, expreſſive.
A pacțative, a Relation, or Recital. Parts,
Aatutal, belonging to, or proceeding
Marcator, one that makes a Narration,
Relater. Alſo an old Latin Law -Word, for from Nature ; allo free, eaſy , unitecto
Sergeant
Pleader
Law
or
,
a
*
ed .
fatural Day, the Space of 24
Thenarrow, a Channel that runs bę.
Hours.
tween Marget-ſand and the Main.
Pacal, ( L. ) belonging to the Noſe :
Natural Faculty, an Adion where
Allo theNoſe-piece of an Helmer.
by the Body is nouriſh'd, encreaş'd, and
Palalta, Medicines to be put up the preſerv’d .
Noſtrils
.
maturgl mozizon, the fame as Senſible
Marcalta, ( L. ) Medicines of a cound Horizon.
Natural
Son , a baſe-born {Son , a
which
ofthe
Neck
the
are
put
into
Figure
,
Matrix
Baſtard .
Halicornous Inſects , ſuch as þave
Natural Peaç, onte entire Revolution
Horns on their Noſes.
of the Sun , comprehending the Space oß
Pad Ds, (in Anat. ) a thin Bongo 365 Days, and almoft6 Hours.
which makes the upper part of the Nole,
A Natural, a Fool, or Changeling
въъ
A aturalfat
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To Mauſeate, to loath, to be diſguft
A aturalilt, one that unde: ftands na
turalCautes, or is skill'd in Natural Philo - ed at.
Mauſeousor Nauſeative, going againſt
sophy.
Daturalization , the Ad of naturali- one's Stomach,making one ready tovomit ;
loathſome.
zing
Nautical or Mautick, belonging to
To naturalize, to admit into the Num
Mariners, or to Ships.
ber of NaturalSubjects.
Naturalneſs, Natural Affiction.
fautical Chart and Compaſs, cer
Aature, the univerſal Difpofiton of all tain Inftruments for Navigation.
Tue Nautical planiſphere, a Deo
Bodies : Alſo the Effence or Principle of all
Beings, the Original Quality or Property fcription of the Terreftrial Globe upon a
Plane, for the Uſe of Mariners.
of Things; Condition, Humour.
The Nautilus or Sailer, a Shello :
Daval, belonging to a Navy, or Ejeet
filh, that ſwimslike a Boat with a Sail.
of Ships
Navat Crown, ( among the Re
navy, a Fleer, or Company of Ships.
Surveyoz of the fabr,an Officer,
maris ) a Crown which was uſually given as
a Reward, to one who firſt boardedthe who is to enquire into the Stice ofall Stores,
and ſee the Wants fupply'ds to furvey
Enemies Ships.
Made, the Stock of a Wheel. All the the Hulls, Maſts , and Yards of Ships,
&c .
* 12in Part or Body of a Church.
Treaſurex of the naby, whoſe Office
Mavel, a Part of the Body .
Favel: Gall, a bruiſe on the back of a is to receive Money out of the Exchequer,
Horſe or pinch of a Saddle behind.
and pay all Charges of the Royal Navy,
Aadel limbers, the Futtocks ,, or by Order from the principal Officers of
ir ?
Ribsof a Ship. 1
Magarents, a Name given to Chrif
Pavel -woit, an Herb.
Ravit, part of an Incenſe -pan ,, or and his Diſciples, from the Town of Na
Cenſer-box.
zareth, in the Tribe of 2dbillon :
Qazarites, a Sect among theancient a
Raviculare Ds, ( in Anat. ) the third
Bone ot each Foor, in that part of it waich , ws, call'd , upon Account of their being
separated from others,by vowing themſelves
"immediately fucceeds the leg .
Aavigáule, that may be failed on, to God for a certain Time: *
Maze , a Cliff , or Point of Land, ly.
perfable byShips, or Boats.
ing right over againſt the Buoy of the Gun,
To Mávigate , to fail of the Sea.
Favigation , theArt of Sailing,which feet .
the
2. ) a Writ
admittas
Ae of
Biſhop
thefor
a Church, (Forbiditing
shews how to guide a Ship at Sea, to any apo Pacrcii
pointed Place
Proper. mavigatio!, is when the to admit a Clerk to that Church who is
Voyage is perform'd in the Vaft Ocean, our preſented by another.
To Deal or Annral, ro bake or heat
of Sight of all Land :
in the Fire ; as To neal Glaſ , & c .
Improper partration , is when the
Mgalu to; ( S. T. ) ' when it is deep
Places are as no greac Distance one from
another ; ſo that the Ship mually fails in Water, cloſe to the shore.
Near, as No ncar, a Word us'd at Sea,
Sight of Lan;), and is within Sounding
Zavigato ), a Sallery or Sca- Trevel. to bid the Steerf.man caufe the Ship to
1er.
go thore large, or right before the Wind .
any kind of Beeves , 29 an Oxg
Rass.'( L. ) a Ship, any ſort of Sea.
Yerel
Cow , c.
A2Avís or Navicula ( O. L. ) a l'mall Heat-herd, a Keeper of Neat- Cai
Dith to hold Frankincenſe , before it was tel .
pur into the Cenſer.
Neat -Land. ( L. T.' ) Land granted
Madis Ecclefiæ , the Nave or Body of or Meatss
be vecinanry
, made of the
let out toLeather,
Leather
a Church
Paulage, the Fraight, or Paſſage Fide of an Ozor,Cow .
treat- weight, the weight of a pure
money, paid for carrying Goods by
*Sea ,
Comuodity , wilbout the Cask , Bags
nanmachy , the Repreſentation of a
Sea light on a Stage , dyr,
Flexing, ( C ) Bernt , or Yeft:
Pauſea , (L.P. Tla being Sea-lick,
Wcbucsaorszak, (
the Mourn.
Qualm or Lifto vomit.
hing of the Generation ) a sing of Babylon.
Arbule
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+ Xefarious. very wicked , villianous.
Rebula, ( L. ) a Mift, or fog.
• Pebule ormėbuloſe , ( in Heraldry )
Pegation, a denying, or gain - ſaying.
when the Our line of any Bordure or Or
Negative or Desatory, belonging
dinary, is drawn ſo as ſomewhat, to reſem- to Deval.
Regative Duantities , ”( in Algebra )
ble the.Figure of Clouds.
Mebilgea, ( C T. ) the Salt ofthe fuch Qujantities as have the negativesign
Moiſture of a Cloud, falling upon Stones Minus ) ſet before them , and are ſup
in Meadows, and harden'd, by the Meat posid to be leſs than nothing.
of the Sun.
À Negative, & denying Propoſition,
Rebutons , mifty, foggy , cloudy.
or Expreffion .
Hebulcus Stars, certain fixed Stars,
A Degative Pregnant. ( L. T. ) a
Negative implying allo on Affirmative.
of a dull, pale, and dim Light.
églect, Omillion, Diſregard ,
Mecellaties, chings' needful for Hu :
manę Life..
To Neglect, not to take Care of, to
Peceſſary, needful, indiſpenſible, una, night.
voidable .
Négitgence, ill looking to a thing i
Tº Peceltirate, to compels to force, Carelelneis.
Negligent, negle &tful, careleſs.
as it were of Neceffity.
Neceffitous , that is in Want ;' needy,
tégoce, Trading, Dealing, Manage
ment.
poor
Meceffity , Indiſpenfibleners, che State
To Negotiaté, to tranſa & , or manage,
ofa thing that muft needs be; alſo Ex to traffick ,
Wégociation , the Management of Pube
tremity. Diftreſs ; Poverty . Need.
Necromancer , ( 6. ) a Magician , or lick A # sirs ;a Concern or Treaty manat
ged ; a traffick, or trading.
Wizard ,
Necroinancy , an Art, by which Com
Negotiator, a Manager of Buſineſs.
munication is held with the Devil, fo as
Negotiatrir , 2. Woman that Mana
to call up the Spirits of the Dead.
ges.
Necromantick, belonging to that
Megottous, full of Buſineſs.
black Art ,
Deglo, onc born in Nigritia or Negro
Necroſis, ( in Divinity ) a mortify. Land , a Country of Africa .
ing of corrupt Affections In Surgery, a
Nehemiah, ( H. the Reſt of the Lord )
perfect Mortification of the ſoft and hard one of the leſſer Prophers among the
Jews.
Parts of the Body:
Decear, a certain pleaſant Liquor ;
Beif or Meift, ( L.T. ) a Bond-Wo.
which the Poets feign to be the Drink of man.
che Gods : Among Phyſicians a Medicinal
dzić of Peiffy, a Writ whereby
the Lord of the Manour claim'd fuch a
Drink , of a moft delightfal Tafte.
Hectarcan , belonging to Nedar.
Woman for his Ne:f.
Fectarine, a ſort of ſmooth Peach.
TO Netgh, to cry as a Horſedoes.
Dectarites, a Drink, or Wine, made
Heighing - Biro ," a little Bird, that
imitates che,Neighing of a Horſe .
of Elicampane,
Neighbour, one that dwells oris feated
Neders, ( 0 ) Adders.
Mtect, the Daughter of a Brother,' or near to , another.
Sister
„Neighbourhood, the Place near thac
Needle of the Dariners. Coms, one lives in ; or the whole Body of Neighs
pals , that Iron -wire which is ti uch'd with bours.
Delghbouting, adjøyning, bordering
the Load -ſtone.
The Meedles , certain Shelves in the upoņ.
Sea, about the le of Wight.
Peighbourly, becoming a Neighbour,
Deepstides, thoſe Tides which hap- friendly.
Ne injuſte veres, a Wrir that lies for
pen when the moon is in the Middle of
the ſecond and lal Qrarter, and are as a Tenant diftrained by his Lord for other
Services than he ought to make.
poſite to the Spring -tides, ..
Demine Contradicente, ( s. . fone
A Ship is alſo ſaid to be bacitroen,
when water is wanting , fo thue he can contradicting it ) a Term more eſpeciality
usd in Parliament when any matrer is
not get off the Ground.
carry'd with the Univerzl'agens,
Herb.
an
Deegswozt,
s
* Aefandou , ( L: l'nor to be fnoken,
Memple or empt:
named ;
Alufac
B bb
of mention d';'hainous, ' horrible ,
2
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Penukarim , ( C. T. ) Spirits in the
Pell , ( 0. ) tender , weak .
Air.
Nels, (n .) a Point of Land running
Meomenia, (G. :) the time of the into the Sea : It is Aill usd in ſeveral
New Moon , or of the Motn's Charge.
compound Names of Places in England ; as
Neophyte, a Perfon newly enter d upon Sheerneſs in Kent, & c.
any Profeilion, a Learner , or Novice :
Meft: a little Lodgment,in which Birds
Alſo one lately convérzed to the Chriftian batch, and breed theirYoung; an Harbour
Faith .
for Thieves,orPirates.
Depor Mip, an Herb otherwiſe called
Reft of Chekts or Coffers, three in
Cat-mint
Number. Nelle of Rabbets, a Company of :
1
Nepenthes, ( G.) an Herb which them ſo call by Forefters.
being put into Wine drives away Sadneſs ;
To Defle, to make a Neft, aś 2 Bird !
Alioa Medicine otherwiſe callid Opiate or does, to ſettle any where.
Laudanums.
Ferling, a young Bird" unfiedgºd ,newly a
Mephalia a
, Sacrifice and Feaſt of the saken from the Net.
Pettor, King of Palos, famous for his ?
Greeks, call'd The Feaſt of fober Men.
Nephela, Clouds; alſo thoſe Threads Prudence, Eloquence, and the great Age
whichappearin the midſt of Urine: Allo 'he liv'd to, ſaidtobeabout 300 Years.
certain ſmall white Spors in the Eyes; or whence itis that when we wilh a Man's
little white Spots on the Nails of one's lone Life,we will him the Age of Neftor.
Delozians, a fort of Hereticks , thac g
Fingers.
Mephew , the son of a Brother or took Name from their Ring- leader Nefter
rius.
Sifter .
Nephritick ( G.) troubled with a Diſeaſe
Het sDatonry, a particukar fort of $
in the Reins.
muring, or walling.
Nephziticks, Medicines againſt ihbf :
Pethet, lower's as The Nether MH
fone
Diſeaſes.
Netherlands, the Low Countries of
Asphriticum Lignum : ( L. )a kind of
Wood that grows ir New Spain, and is Flanders, Holland, Zealand, & c.
us'd in Diſeales of the Reins.
Bettings, ( S. T.:) ſmall Ropes fz 14
Nephriticus Lapis, a green Stone Aend together in form of aNet, and uſual- 2
brought from the Indies, which is usd in ly laid in the Waftes of Ships.
Pettle , a well knowa Herbo
Nephritick Pains .
Nettle-tree, a Tree, otherwiſe calla )
Nephritis, à Pain in the Reins ox
the Lote - free.
Ai
Kidneys.
Nephio 1, G. ) a Kidney.
To settle, to fing with Nettles ; to
Mephrotomia. a curting, or opening nip . bice, tear, or ver.
of the Kidneys.
Meven, ( 0.) named .
Neuras, '( G .) an Herb good again
Nepotiſm , ( L. ) a Word made uſe of
to expreſs the extravagant Power ofien Curs, or Weakneſſes of the Nerves.
feurodes, a fort of lingr'ing Fever,
given by the ruling Popesto their Nephews,
or other Relations.
fo call'd by Dr. Willis.
Aere, ( 0. ) until, as far as .
Neurologia, a Diſcourſe on, or Des
Astoly, a ſort of Perfume.
fcription of the Nerves of a Hamane
Bodv .
Berthes, ( Q. ) Hardímeo .
Nerval Bones, ( in Anato ) che
Neuron a Nerve, or Sinew
Bones of the hinder part of the Head .
Neurorftks , Remedies againft de
Merve or Sinew , a fibrous white 3ub . Diſeaſes ofthe Nerves.
fance , which conveys the Animal Spirits
Qeurotomus,one who is troubled with
to the ſeveral Parts of the Body.
a pricking of the Nerves, or one that dig
Mervofity, a being full of Nerves ; reets them Anatomically.
Strength, Vigour.
Neurotomy, a curring, or opening of
Pwvous, finewy, ſtrong , lufty , allo the Nerves ; the pricking of the Nerves,
Kolid weighty, in ſpeaking of an Argas - Diftemper ; or a pricking of them by
Rént. or Diſcourſe.
unskilful Blood -letting:
Peuter, ( L ) neither the one AOL
Perius, ( L. ) a Nerve, or Sinew ,
the String of a Bow , or of a Muſical In- the other', that is of neither Party, or
itrument : Among Herbalifts, along tough Side .
String , which rúns e-croſs, or' length ways
Puter Gendet, ( in Gram . ) a Geno
In this Leaf of a Plant.
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Mick -name, a Comical or odd Name
given to a Perſon in Dericon , or by
Way of Dļollery:
Micodemites, a Sed of Hereticks in
Switzerland , ſo nam'd from their imitating
Nicodemus.
Micotian, a Plant now well known
by the Name of Tobacco .
Mine, ( L. in Falconry ) a Flock of
Pheaſants .
Aiderling, Mithing, or Afdin's,
an old English Word lignifying aCoward ,
or hen -hearted Fellow.
Nidget, a Ninny, or meer Fool.
Mient Compriſe, ( F. L. T. ) an
Meutrality, the State of one that is Exception made to a Petitions becauſe
neurer .
the thing deſired is not contain'd in thac
NeutrosPakive Gerbs, ( in Gram . ) Deed on which the Petition is grounded .
verbs Neuter that have their Preterper
Affle, ( 0. 1.T. ) a Trifle, a thing of
fect Tenſe form'd out of a Paffive Parti- little or noValue.
ciple.
Miggard, a covetous, ſtingy, or cloſe
New , that is of little Atanding, freſh ; fifted Perſon.
never usd , or worn before.
Nighc, a part of the Natural Day, dua
kw Years -gift , a Preſent yearly ring which the Sun does not appear above
made to Friends on the firk Day of Jaour Horizon .
nuary.
Might-hawk, a kind of Bird .
Night-mare, or rather Night-már,
News, new Intelligence of Affairs,
Tidings.
a Diſtemper caus'd by undigefted Humours
Newt or Eft, a ſmall ſort of Li- ſtopping the . Paſſage of the Animal
zard .
Spirits, ſo that the Body cannot move .
Dias -hawk, a young Hawk newly Night -rail, a ſort of Gorget, or
taken out of the Neſt, and no able to Whik ; which women uſually wear in
prey for her ſelf.
thej Chambers.
TO Mibble, to bite a little by Degrees. Night-Raven , a kind of Owl; a
Nici , curious, tender, apt to take per, Bird.
touchy ; ( crupulous ; exact , ſubtil.
Night- ſhade, an Herb .
nicea or Mult, a City of Bithynia,
Fightingale, a Singing-Bird.
famous for the firft general Council held
Nigiica, Fabzilis , ( 2.) Black -lead ,
there, A. C. 314.
a Mineral.
Niccan or Atcent, belonging to that pihit, Noching . In Law , Nihils or
City ; as The Nicene Creed ; a particluar Nichils, are Iflues or Debts which the She
Creed, or Confeſſion of Faith , drawn riff ſays are nothing worth ; by Reaſon of
up by the Clergyin the Council of Nice.
the inſufficiency of the Parties that ſhould
cety orniceneſs, Curiouſneſs, Ex рау .them .
Mihil capiat per Billam or per
actneſs, Subtilty. Niceties, nice Ways, or
Points; Criticiſins,
Bevé, a Form us'd , when Judgment is
Miche ,( 1.) & hollow Place in a Wall, given againft the plaintiff, ſo as to bar his
or Pile of Building, for a Statue, or I. A & ion , or overthrow his Writ.
mage.
Nihil dicit , a Failing to put in an
Picholattans, a ſort of Hereticks, fo Anſwer to the Plaintiff's Plea by the Day
affigned .
called from one Nicholas of Antioch.
Nicholas, (G. victorious over the Peo
Nihilozum Clericus ,, the Clerk of
ple ) a proper Name of Men .
che Nichils, an Officer in the Exchequer
Aicia. a Chriftian Name of women , of who makes a Roll of all Suras that are ni'
the ſame Derivation .
chilled by the Sheriff.
To Nick, to notch; allo to hit upon Dill the Sparkles that fly from Metals,
exa & ly, to do in the very Point of as they are trying in a Furnace.
Time.
Dilling, ( 0.) unwilling,
To pick the Pin , ( C. T. ) to drink
To mim , to take by Stealth, to filche
juſt to the Pin placed about the middle of
Aimbot, ( F.) a Dandiprar , a Dwarf .
Wooden Bowlor Cup .
Arinchrapoop ,
der in the Greek and Latin, Tongues,
that is neither Maſculine por Feminine.
Neutha, ( C. T ..) a litçle Skin glowing to the Ears or Eyes of new - born In
fants.
Neutral, being of the Neuter Gender i
belonging to a Verb Neucer : Allo that
takes part with neither Side.
Neutral or Adiapholous Spirits.
certa in Spirits fo call’d by Mr. Boyle, be.
caufe he found them very different in
Quality from other common Spirits.
Neutral Salts, ſuch as partake both
of the nature of an Acid and an Al
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Mincumpoop or Nichompoop,a meer inically prepard 'which. will shine of it felf
in the dark . : ?
Block.head, Sot, or Dolt.
octuriabe, an Inſtrument made Ure
Ninny, or minny -hammer, a hilly,
of to find how much the North Star'is high
foftly Wretch , apr to be made a Fool of.
Bippers, a Surgeon's Inftrument us'd er or lower than the Pole, at all Hours of
en In Sea Affairs, the Night.
for diſinemb'ring,
Nippers are ſmall Ropes to hold off the Nocturnal, belonging to the Night
Cable from the Capſtan; when theCable is time, Nightly
fo great, fo ſlimny, or ſo wer , that itcannot
Pocturnal dech ( in Aftron .) is
that Space in the Heavens, which the Sun ,
be ftrain'd with the bare Hand.
"Moon , or Stars run through from their Ri
typle:work, an Herb.
Pfl Prius, a Writ that lies,where eling to their Setting.
Among Afro ogers, thoſe '. Signsand
Jory is impannellºd and geturn’d,by which the
Sheriff is requir'd.to caute the Inqueſts to Planets are ſaid To be No& urnal, tin which
appear before the Juſtices in the ſame Coun . Pallive Qualities excell, as Moiſture and
Dryneſs
iy , at their Coming.
A Mocturnal,a Mathematical Infru ,
Alfroch, (H. Flight ) an ancient tdol
ment, for taking the Height or the Depref.
among the Syrians.
Aittle / N.C. )handy, neat.
fion of the Pole - Itari
Nitroás, full of Nitre, or partaking of Nocturnal or Noctirn, ( among Ro.
man Catholicks ) part of the Martins or
irs Nature.
Citrum , L. ) Nitre, or Salt-peter.
Church -Service, fạid about Midnight.
Spirit of Pitre, a very tharp and
Documentum , ( L. ) Harm , Hurt
corroſive Liquor drawn from Salt-peter.
Dammage ; In Law , a Nulance.
Podes, ( in Aftron. ), are the Points of
Nicus, ( L. ) Force , Straining, La
bour : Alſo the á Conſtellation, the fame the Interfection of the Orbit of the Sun or
any other Planet with the Ecliptick , for
as Fngonaſi
that the point where a Planet paffes over
wizy, a Fool or filly Fellow .
Noah, ( H. cealing or reſting ) a juſt that Line out of Southern Latitude into
Perlon , who built an Ark, in which he and Northern, is call'd the North or Aſcending.
where it goes
his family were ſav'd from the Univerſal Node : And on the contrary,
from North to South , it is termed , the
Deluge.
South or Deſcending Node.
Nobilitated, ( L. ) made noble .
Modouty, a being fult of Nodes, or
Dobility, the Quality , or Degree of a
Noble-man ; alſo the whole Body of No- Knots.
Dolous, knotty , ' as,
Nodous
ble -men .
Mobie, raiſed above the Gentry and Plant.
Commonalty : Alſo great, renowned '; gene
Aadus or fode, a Knot, or Noole :
in Svogery', a gunny Swelling, made by
rous or free ; coftly, ſtately.
Noble Parts, I of the Body ) are the the learling of a grols Humour between the
Brain, Heart, and Liver,
Bone and the Perioſteum . In Dialling, the
A Moble, an ancient Coin the Name of Axis or Cock of a Dial : Allo a Hole in
which isftill rerain'd to expreſs the Value the Cieling of a Room , or in any Pane of
of 6 s. 8 d . Sterling : A Noble is alſo a Glaſs in a Window, to make a Dial on the
Wall, Fleor, Cieling dc.
Scoth Coin worth 61
4 d. English.
fodus or Modulus, ( L. P.T. ) a Bag
,
A Poble ora Nobleman
a
of
Perſon
Duke, Marqueſs, farl, of Phytica! Ingredients, proper forthe Dil
Wonour ; 29
cale, put into Wine , Beer, c.
Poffus or Maufus, ( O. L.') a Coffin
oblenes, Nobility of Bloud , Great made of Wood
neſs of mind or Expieſſions, c.
Potlome, loathlome, finking, nafty.
Nobleſs, Nobility, or Noblemca .
Molt mé tangere,'an Herb, whoſe
Mocent, guilty of Cone Crime shurtful, Seed fpirts away asſoon as it is touchd;
miſchievous
Allo aDiſeaſe,' wherein thePart aggrieved
Noctambulo . ( L.) . Night-walk - ihe oftner it is touch'd , the worſe it
er, one that walks in his sleep , opens
Doors and Windows, and goes overhigh growser
foma,
G , ) certain deep and rotten
and dangerous Places, without perceiv : Ulcers
in the( Mouth.
ing it.
Momas, aneating Ulcer.
Moctiluca: a certain Subtanee, Chy.
nombjel, ( .. ) the Navel, In Heral:
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Non -conformity, the State or Color
dry. the lower Point in an Eſcutcheon .
noie, ( L. ) in Algebra, any Quantity dition of ſuch Nori.conformiſts.
with a sign ſer before ir, by which it is
Done, one of the Seven Canonical
uſually joyn'd with ſome other Qu-ntity . Hours in the Church of Rome. ,
Mone-luch, a Flower,
Nomén, a Name. In Grammar ,a part of
Speech callida Noun :
Mones of a Panth, ( among the Ro .
mans) cerrain Days reckond backwards
Nomencla: , one that calls Perſons or from
the Calends or forft Days of every
Things by their proper Names.
120menclatura , a ſet of Ņames, a Month, and to call’d , becauſe that from the
Catalogue of the moßuſual and fignificant laſt of the ſaid Days to the ides there were
always nine Days.
Wordsof a Language.
in Philoſ. the Qua
Non -entity
Aominal, belonging to a Name.
Mominalia, certain Festivals, in which lity of a Thing that is notin being.
the ancient Romans gave Names to their Non eſt culpabilis , ( L.L. T. ) the
Children .
general Anſwer to an ,Adion of Treſpaſs,
To Nominate , to name or a ention . Whereby the Defendant abſolutely derties
the Fact laid to his Charge.
to appoint.
non el fattım , an Anſwer to a De
! Domination , a nominating, naming,
orappoinring : In Law , a Power, that a claration, by which a Man denies that
Man has to appoint à Clerk to a Patron of to be his Died, whereupon he is im
a Benefice , by him to be preſented to the pleaded .
Ordinary.
Non implacitando aliquem de lia
Nominative or Dominative Caſe.bero tenemento fine brevi, a Writ co
( in Gram . ; the firft Cafe, or Ter forbid Bailiffs, &c . from diftraining any
mination of a Noun , from which the reſt Man, without the Queen's Writ touching
arc deriv'd,
his Freehold
2on intromittendo, quando biene
; Mompareil. ( F. ) a kind of Sugar
plum , ſo call'd by Confe & ioners.
de 192ecipe in Epite fubdole impea Monparel or Nompeart , one of the catar, a Wiit requiring che fuftices, not
leaft' fort of Printing.Letre . s.
to give one that has, under Colour of
Aronsability, ( L.T.) an Exception neitling the Queen to Land, es deceit
againſt any Perſon , by which he is diſabled fully obtain'd the Writ callid Precipe in
Capite.
from commencing a fúit at Law .
Ponacefis, a Roman Coin of 90 non Liquet, a Verdiæt given by a Jury ,
Affes, or ss . 7 d. ob . English Mo. when a matter is to be referr'd to anotheo
Dav of Tryal
ney .
Nonage, the time of a perſon's being on mercantiz noPictualít,a Wiit
under Age .
commanding Juſtices of Allize, to' enquire,
Monageämal Degree, ( in Afron . ) Whether the Officers of fick a Town do
the ninetieth Degree, or higheſt point of rell Vituals daring their office contrary to
he Statute .
the Fcliprick
Ponagon. ( in Geom. ) a Figure that
Don moleltanto, a Writ that lies for
has nine Sides and Angles.
one who isdifturbtcontrary to the Queen's
Mon - a spearancs , a Default of nor Protection granted him .
appearing in a Court of Juſtice.
non-natural Things , ( P. T. ) the
Mona Sphæra, ( L. 10.Ajtron ) the caules of Diſeafes which are belides Na.
Ninth Sphere uſually terrried the Primun tura
Mobile, which finiſhes its Revolttion in : 4
Nonobitants, ( I.. notwithſtanding )
Hours .
. Claude orien s'il in Statutes and Letters
Mon - leim , ( L.T. ). Negleet of a Patent
Man , that oughe tu challenge his Right
Jon -oinittas propter aliquam Li
within a Time limired .
bertatzin , a Writthat lies for the She
Aon -compliance, a not complying riff to enrer into a Franchife , and Execute
with .
The Queen's Process him ſelf, when the
Mon compos mentis , ( q. T.) thar Bailiff has neglected to ferve the Wric chat
is nor in his right Wirs, or that has loſt his was lent to him .
Memory and Underlanding.
Non -02ganical Part, ( in vinat, ) .
Pon -conformiſt, ore that does not Part of the Body of a Living-Crei
conform rd the Church of England , with Recure, to which ſome uſe is only ap
propriated , Luc no Adion.
fped to its Diſcipline and Ce eponics.
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Mozma ), ( in Geom . ) that is perpen .
Ponspiçin, a Law.Term us'd when
Land is replevy'd in due time.
dicular, or atRight Angles.
Domaus, the Nativesor people of
Pon -plus, an Extremity ,beyond which
one cannot paſs.
Normandy, a Province of France.
Nozrey or Marroy, ( F:) a Title
TO pon plus or But to a Mona
plus, to topone's Mouth, ſo that heoan given to thethird Ring at Arms.
Worth Light, a wonderful Meteor , in
have nothing more to ſay; to puzzle, to
perplex.
Greenland, laid to reſemble a great Pillar,
Bon ponendis in Alliks te Para or Beam of Fire .
Nozthern Signs, ( in Aftron . )the
tis, a Writ granted upon divers Cauſes to
Men,for the freeing of them from Afſizes firſt fix signs of the Zodiack , viz .Ariez
and Juries.
Taurus, Gemini, Cancer , Leo, Virge.
Don pzocedendo ad akifam Regis
Mozyce, ( 0. ) a Fofter-child .
Pozy, ( 0. ) a Nurſe.
na inconſulta , a Writ to top theTryal
the
in
is
of a Cauſe, relating to one that
To Pole one, to provoke, or affront
Queen's Service, &c.
one to his Face.
Non -Refidence, the unlawful Abſence
Noſocomlum , (G.) an Hoſpital for 90
of a Beneficed Clergy-man from his Spiripoor, fick , or diſealed People.
tual Charge.
Poſesblced or Yarrow , an Herb.
certain Excrement or foul
Noftoch.
Non -Rehdent; that does not reſide,
Matter, like a Jelly, which drops
or keep in the Place of bis Charge.
Mon refidentia pro, Elertcis Res upon ehe Earth from fome luxuriant
stuæ , & Writ charging the Ordiorry not Star.
nodiſturb a Clerk employ'd in the Queen's
Po@riis-Dopping, a Diftemper in
1
Service, upor account of his Non-Reſi- | Cattel .
dence .
Potablg. ( L. ) fingular, remarkable
Mon fane emoztz, an Exception great,extraordinary:
made to an Act, declared by the Plain
Notary. one that takes Notes, and
riff to be doneby another's implying. makes aſhort Draught ofContraţs,
Obliga.
That theParty who did that A & was not tions, and other InAruments .
well in his wits.
Notary Publick, a Scriveper, she
non folvendo pecuniam ad quam publickly witneſſes Deeds to make them
fiertcus mulctatürpro non Reliden- authentick it Foreign countries.
tta, a Writ forbidding an Ordinary to Notation, a marking, or ſetting a la
take a Fine which was laid upon a Clerk Mark upon in Arithmetick , that pare
which ſhews howto expreſs , read , orde
of the Queen for Non-reſidence .
clare the signification , 'os Value of any
non -tolvent, not able to pay.
Non -Suit, a renouncing, or letting Number written .
Note, a Remark og " Explication fet in
fall of the Suit by the Plaintiff or De
mandart
the Margio of a Book , a ſhort Writing
To Monfalt ong, is to caufe one to containing an Account of Busineſs , Repuces
let fall the Suit.
Efteem , Credit,
Non Tenare, an Exception to a Count
Pote of a fine, a Brief of e Fine
or Declaration i by ſaying, That theParty made by the Chirographer before it be en ..
does not hold the Land fpecify'd in the groſs d .
faid Count.
Foto fol money, a ſhort Writing
Pon - Term , the Time of Vacation by which one Perſon engages to pay
between Term and Term .
another a Summ of Money under bis
Nonupla, ( in Mufick ) a very quick Hand.
Time, peculiar to figgs.
potes, Remarks, eſpecially in Short
100k , a Corner .
hard . In Mufick, certain Terms invented
Nook of Land, the fourth ' part of a to diftinguith, and tune the Degrees lof
Iard -land.
Sound, which are now , generally expreſs'd
Mooſt, the liding Knot of a Cord : by four choice Syllabies, viz. Mi, Fa,
Alo a Snare; or Gin.
Sol, Lo .
There are alſo other forts of fotos, rea
Dopt, a Bird, otherwiſe called a Bul.
finch .
Large Lang,
the, &c.
Time, vize
lating
Minim
Semi-breve,
Norberting , an Order of Monks, Brove, to
Founded by Norbert, Bishop of Magde
To Note, toobſerve, to cake Notice
larg , An. 1120,
lof, ro mark ; alfo a North Country Word
Per
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for, to puſh or gore with the Horn. In Falo new, Newneſs, new Thing , alſo Innova .
conry, the ſameas To Prune.
tion , or Change.
To Mote a Foreign Bill, is when a
November, one of the twelve Months
Publick Notary goes to be a Witneſs, or to ofthe Year , fo callid , becauſe it is the
take Notice that a Merchant will not ac- Ninth Month from March .
cept or pay it.
† Novenary , belonging to the Num
Gotha Colte, ( L, in Anat / the ber Nine.
Dodennial, continuing the ſpace of Nine
Baftard Ribs, the five loweſt Ribs on each
Side.
Years.
Mothus, a Baſtard ; that is of a mixt
Sovice, a Monk or Nun, newly enter'd
or Baftard -breed. Among Phyficians, thoſe into the Order ; a new Beginner in any Art,
Diſeaſes are termed Nothi, or Baftard, or Faculty ; a raw unexperienced or unskil
which go beyond the ordinary and com- ful Perfon.
mon Rule.
Noviciate or noviceſhip, the time
Potice, Knowledge, Marking, Advice, during which one is a Novice.
or Information .
Movilunium, the New Moon .
Notification, a notifying, or making
Poun. ( in Gram .) the firſt part of
known
. :
Speech, expreſfing the Name of any Thing ,
To Aotify, to make known , to give to or
Object.
underſtand .
To Mouriſ
), ( F ) to feed, to keep on
Potion the Form of any thing con- maintain
.
teivd, or reprefenced in the Mind ; Con
Fourtſhment, Food that turns to the
ception , Knowledge.
Subſtance of the Body .
Potional, belonging to Motions,
$ 20wed , ( in Heraldry ) knotted, tied
Potociety or Motoziouſneſs , plain in a Koot.
Evidence of a Matter of Fact.
Porious. ( 1. ) hurtful, miſchie.
Motozous , publickly known , manitelt , vous.
plain.
Nubecula, ( L. ) a little Cloud. Ad
Motted, ( C.) porn, pol'ed.
mong Phyficlans, Nubecula are taken for
Novacula, ( L. ) a Rafors alſo a Sur- ſmall light Particles, that ſwim about in
geon's Knife.
Urine.
Qubilous, cloudy, overcaſt, gloomy.
Movz Cabulæ , ( among the Romans )
where
Debts
Rutes Colligere, ( L. !) to gather
or
Table
certain
by old
s
Obligations were cancelld and made Nuess which was one of the Services ang
void .
impos'd
Novile, Land that reſts a Year after ciently
Nucha,
the upon
hinderinferiour
Part, orTenants.
Nape of
1 the firſt ploughing , or Land firſt broken up he Neck
for Tillage : In old Records, Land newly
Muciferous, bearing Nuts i Nuciasa
plough’d, that in Memory of Man had not ferous Plants, or Shrubs.
1 been tilled .
Aucioätas, Purblindneſs.
Novatians, a Sea of Hereticks, who
Auckiana Glandula , ( in Anat. )
had21one Novatus for their Ring-leader, A. certain Glands or Kernels firitdiſcover'd
C. 5 .
Nuck , a Phyſician of Holland.
Movatio , ( C. L. T. ) the entring by Dr.
mucleus , the Kernel of a Nuts in a
into a new Obligation, to take off the for larger Senſe, any Fruit or Seed con
mer s alſo the transferring of an Obligation , cain'd within an Husk , or Shell. In Aftro
from one to another.
nomy, the Head of a Comet ; alſo the
Movel n
, ew , new -fangled.
Central or middle part of any Planets.
Movil alignment, L.T. ) an Al
To Quddle along, to go careleſly , and
ſignment of Time, Place, de, otherwiſe in balte,
? chap was before aflign'd.
Dude , naked, bare.
Nude Contract, ( L, T. ) a bare Con :
A Novil, an ingenious Relation of a
Intrigue;
Adventure
tract
ſhort
pleaſant
or Promiſe of a thing, without any,
a
, or
Romance.
1
Conúderation .
Novellæ Conftitutiones, the Novels,
Mud: matter, a naked Allegation of
certain Volumes of the Civil Law , fet a thing done , to be prov'd only by Wit
forth by the Emperour Juftinian, after the neſſes, and tot by a Record, or other Spen
Code.
in Writing under Seal.
Novelty, the State of this which is cialty
Rudiis , Pledgets dipt in foma Oinon
CCC
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ment, to be us'd in Sores, or Diſeaſes of
Numeratoz, one that Numbers, or
the Womb.
counts '; an Auditor, an Arithmetician .
Aqudity, Nakedneſs : Among Painters,
Numeratoz of a fraction, is the
a Pi& ure repreſenting a naked Perfon .
Number plac'd above the ſeparating Line,
Quel, the Spindle of a winding Stsir- and expreſfing the Number of the parts of
cale ,
Unity in any Fraction .
Nugatorre ( L. ) trifling , frivo
umericalr, elating to Number.
lous.
Numerical Difference , ( in Logiek)
Hall, that is of no Force or Effe & , that Difference by which one individual
void .
thing is diſtinguiſh'd from another.
Nulled, made void.
Numero , a Term us’d among Mera
Wullifidian, one of no Faith , Reli- chants for Number, and comn.only mark'd
hus N ° , or Num . 1 , 2 , 3, & c.
gion, or Honeſty.
To Nullify , to make null, or void .
De Numéro, as payment of a Pound
Quility , a being of no Efeet, or Va de Numero, . 6. by Tale; which
lue.
imported jutt 20 s paid into the Exche 2
Nullo, a Cipher, 06 Charader that quer.
ftands for nothing
Hamerous, abounding in Number ;
Mumber,( in Arith . ) is diſcreet Quan manifold.
Mun , a Virgin, that has bound ber felf
tity , defined to be a Multitude compos’d
of many Unites.
by Vow to a ſingle and chafe Life in a
Abſolute Fumbers, ( in Algebra ) Monaſtery . Alſo a Bird , otherwiſe call'd a
are all Numbers expreſs'd by Figures and Tit-mouſe.
Muncheon , an Afternoon's Repak .
Ciphers, not having any Letter or Letters
joyn'dto them .
Qunciature, the Office, or Placeof 2
"Bolden Number, ( in Afron .) a Pe. Nuncio.
riod of 19 Years, at the end of which ,
Nuncio, ( 1. ) a Meſſenger, Ambaſſa
the Sun and Moon return to the ſame Sta- dour, or Envoy ; eſpecially luch as is ſent
tions as before.
by the Pope toany Prince or State.
Prime, Simple, or Incompofite
Muncupatio,a pronouncing or'declaring
Number, ( in Arith ) is a Number, in ſolemn Form : In the Civil Law , the
which can only be meaſur'd or divided by Form of publiſhing and declaring one's laſt 94
it ſelf , or by Vnity, without leaving any Will.
Remainder.
Muncupative will, is when the
Compoſite or Compound Number, Teftacor makeshis laft Will, before fuffi
is that which may be divided by ſome Num- cient Witneſſes by Word of Mouth.
ber, leſs than the Compoſite it ſelf, but
Nundiniz , a Market which was ancia,
greater than Unity ,
ently kept at Rome every ninth Day, a
Rational Number, ( in Algebra ) is Mart, or Fair.
every abſolute Number , whether it be a
Mundinary, belonging to Fairs, or
whole Number or a Fraction, or a whole Markets,
Number joyn'd to a Fradion .
Lunnery, a Cloiſter for Nuns.
Mumbers, the Fourth Book of Moſes
Zuper Dbtit, ( L. ) a Writ which
fo calld from its giving an Account of the lies for a Coheir deprived by, her Copar
Numbring of theIſraelites.
cener, of Lands, s, when any of their
Numbles or Rombles, ( F. ) the anceſtou :s dy'd poffeſsid of the Efate in
Entrails of aStag, or Deer.
Feeſimple.
Numeral, belonging to, or expreſſing Nupttal, belonging to a Marriage, or
Numbers.
Tofurlets to encourage, or uphold ;
Numeral Algebza, that which
makes Uſe of Numbers infead of the as To Nurſel one in bis vicious Courſes.
Letters of the Alphabet.
Nurſery, 1 Narfing-room ; allo .?
Numeral Letters, thoſe Letters of College of young Perſons deſign'd for the
she Alphabet,which are generally us'd for Prieſthood : Allo a Seec -plot, for che
Numbers,as V for S, X for 10,&c.
raiſing of young Trees, or Plants.
fumerals, ( in Gram . ) chofe Words
Parture, ( F.) an Infru & ing. or
which expreſs Number .
bringing up in good Manners.
Numeration , a Numbering , in
Duſanče, ( L. T. ) Annoyance, as
riskmetik, that Part which comprehends when a Mau raiſes a Wall ftops Water,
,
A maging of Operations by Numbers,
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Dar or Dze, unrefined Metal, as it
is mix'd with the Earth of the Mine,
ur.
of hisNeighbo
mage
Aut,
a ſort of Fruit ; the Worm of a ! Dat-thittle or Datland -thitle, au
Screw ; alfo a part of an Anchor, Croſs- Herb.
Dath , a lawful or unlawful Swearing ,
bow
, c.each , a kind of Peach.
Dath of the Dueen , that Oath which
MutsP
the Queen uſually takes at her Corona .
Mutmeg , a well known Spice .
Dale. Nutmeg , a kind of Nutmeg , tion .
which is longer and weaker than the Com
Dath of the Dueen's Jultices , is
the Oath they cake, at the Eu’rance into
mon.
Mutriment, ( L. ) Nourifhment,Food. their Office.
Daz or Dazy Glound, ſofi, fimy, or
Nutrition , the Ad or Faculty of
:
dy Ground .
mud
nouriſhing
. us, nouriſhing, or cheriſhing:
Autritto
Dbadiah , ( H. Servant of the Lord )
us
Nutritio
Juice, ( in Anat. ) a a Proper mame of Men.
+ Dvambulation, (.L. ) a walking
Juice that affords Nouriſiment to ſeveral
about, or dp and down.
Parts of the Body
To Dbay , ( 0. ) to abide.
t
Mutritive, apt to nouriſh ; or tha
Dudurate , harden'd , Obftinate ,
ferves for nourishing
Mus, ( L. ) a Nut ; allo a kind of Dvducation or Dbdurateneſs , Hard
Pain in the Head .
nefs of Heart, Obſtinacy:
Aur Aromatica or go yztſtica , the
Dbedience, Dutifulneſs, Subje &tion,
Submillion .
Nutmeg- (pice.
Nur Baguentaria , a Drug called
Dbedient, dutiful, ſubmiſſive.
Dbedientia , ( L. ) Obedience : 10
Ren .
To puzzle, to hide the Head, as a Can.n Law , the Adminiſtration of an
Office .
young child does in its Mother's Borom .
Nycthemeron , ( G. ) an entire Night
Dvetlance, a Congee, or low Bow .
D belvá, ( G. in Anat. ) a Seam in
and Day ; theia ſpace of 24er
Hours.
myctalop , aDiftemp inthe Eyes, the Scull, otherwiſe . cali'd the Sagittal
Suture.
a being Purblind .
Dbelisk, a great four-ſquare Stone ,
Nye of Pheaſants , a Flight or great
made all of one entire Piece, growing
Company of thoſe Birds.
Mympha, (G.) a Nymph, a God : ſmaller and finaller from the boitoin ; and
ending in a Point at thetop ; which is
dels of Waters, Rivers, Springs, and uſuall
y ſet up for a Monument, & c. Allo
Lakes: Allo freſh or River-Water .
Apmphæ , ( in Anat, ) certain ſmall a kind of Mark us'd în Printing, and thus
ſoft pieces of Fleſh that ariſe from the expreſs'd , ( + )
joyning of the Os Pubis in the Neck of the
To Dbey, ( L.) co be obedient, or
- Womb.
dutiful; to fubmit.
beying Signs, ( among Atrole
Nymphal, belonging to the Nymphs.
Nymphomania , the ſamewith Furor gers) thelaſt Southern Signs of cić Zoo
This Pteripus .
diack.
Dbject , any thing that affe & s che out
Aymphotomia, ( in Surgery ) a cut
Nym
pha.
ting off the
ward Senſes ; Subject , or Macter.
TO Dbject, tomake an Objection , co
oppoſe, to urgeagainſt.
ObjectsGials , that Glaſs in a Telen
ſcope or Mici ofcope, which isplac'd at che
Ο Α
farther 'end of it next the Obje&.
Dbjection, a Difficulty rais'd againſt a
Propoſition ; In Rhetorick , a Figure , when
ow
DF
r
Faol
o
fillyFell
,
a
Dak, one ,of the Mal-bearing the Words of an Opponent are produc'd.in
Trees
order to anſwer them.
Dak of Cappadocia and Dak of Objectoa, one that oppoſes, or bringe
Jeruſalem , leveral Torts ofHerbs.
an Argument againgt.
Dbit, a Funeral Solemnity, a Funeral
Dakam , Dekam , or Okum , ( S.T.)
odRopes untwiſted ; and pulldoutas it Song; an Office forthe Dead, ſaid every
here intolookeFlax again ,to te us’d in Year: Alma Day appointed yearly, in
Remembrance of any perſon's Death .
the Calking of Ships , go,
Obituary
Ссса
or does any unlawful A& to the Dam
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Dbituary. a Regiſter-Book ,on which the Triangle that is not Right-angled .
Dblique Cales , ( in Gram. ) are the
Friers in a Monaſtery entei'd the Obits of
their Founders and Benefadors.
Genitive, Dative, and Ablative.
Dbjurgation , a chiding, or repro
Dblique Line, ( in Goom . ). a Linea
ving.
that lies unequally between its two extreme
Dbjargatory, that ſerves to chide, or Points .
rebuake.
DbliquePlanes, ( in Dialling ) fuch
Dblat, . Soldier who being diſabl. Planes as recline from the Zenith, or incline bo
ed in the King's Service, had the Benefit to the Horizon .
of a Monk's Place aflign'd him in an
Dblique Sailing, ( in Naviga.
Abbey
ition ) is when a Ship runs upon fontei
Dólats of St. Jeront, a Congregati- Rhumb, and makes an Oblique Angle with the
on of Secular Prieſts in Italy, founded by the Meridian : All the method of calcula
Charles Borromeo .
ting the Parts of Oblique Plain Triangles,
Dblata,(L. ) things offer'd in the madeuſe of to find the Diſtance ofaShip
Exchequer, old Debts brought from fore from any point of Land, & c.
going Years, and put to the preſent Sheriff's
Oblique Sphere, is where the Pole
Account .
is raiſed any Number of Degrees leſs than 02
Dblatæ , ( 0.L.) confecrated Wafers, 90.
bok
diftributed to Communicants in the Maſs,
Dbliquity, a being Oblique, the 6
or Sacrament of the Altar,
State of that which isnot ſtraight or per
Dblatæ larativæ & purgantes , Cakes pendicular.
madeof purging Ingredients.
Dbliquus fuperior, ( in Anato') a
Dblation , an Offering, eſpecially fuch Muſcle of the Head , which is inſerted Side
as are madeto Pious Uſes ; alſo a Subſidy ways to the Os-Occipitis.
or Toll ,
Dbliquus Inferioz, a Muſcle of the
Oblationes quatuoz principales, the Head , which pafles obliquely to its Inſerti.
four chief Offerings to the Pariſh -Prieſt, on at the Tranſverſe Proceſsofthe FirfVer.
which were generally made on the Feſtivals rebra of the Neek .
of All Saints, Chriſtmas, Candlemas, and. Dbliquus Dcult Supertoz or Cros
Eaſter.
chlearis, a Muſcle of the Eye, which paffe
Dblations of the Altar, ( O. R.) ing obliquely under the upper partof the
ſuch cuftomary. Offerings as were pre. Orbit, is let into the Coar call'd Sclerotis.
ſented by the Pariſhioners to their
Dbliquus Inferio ;, a Muſcle,, of the me
Prieſt, and ſolemnly laid upon the Eye which goes up obliquely over the De tu
Altar,
primens,and ends in the Tunica Sclerotis &c.
Dbliquus maja, a Muſcle that pulls
Funeral Dulations, Offerings to
arone for the Defaults of the deceaſed the Eye forwards, and obliquely down
Party in paying Tickes, or other Ecclefiafti- wards.
cal Dues.
Dbliquus MBinoz, a Muſcle which
Dbligation, Engagement, Duty , or draws the Eye forwards, and obliquely up
Tie . Allo a Bond or Writing Obligatory, wards.
ta
Dbligatory, that is of force to oblige,
Dbitquus afcendens ave acclivis,
binding
one of the large Muſcles of the lower
To Dblige, " to bind, conſtrain, Belly, which is implanted into the Linea
' or engage ; to do a' Kindneſs, or good Alba.
Turn .
Dbliquus Deſcendens ſeu Declivis,
Dbligee, a Perfon to whom a Bond, or another large Muſcle of the Belly , which
Writing Obligatory is made.
deſcends obliquely from the Serratus Inferior
Dbligement, Obligacion, a being ob- Poſticus.
1
liged .
Dbliquus Qurts, a Muſcle of the Ear,
Dbligoj, one that enters, into a Bond which enters the Sympanum , in a very ob
forPayment of Money, bc.
lique winding Patlage.
Dbliging, civil, courteous, kind ; alſo To Dbliterate, zo blot, or raze out of
Memory.
xhe Actof obliging, binding, ds.
Dblique, crooked , awry.
Dblivion, Forgetfulneſs.
Dblivious, forgerful
Dblique Ansie, ( in Geom ) any Acute
*ObtufeAngle , that is leſs or greater than
+ Dblocutoz, aGain-layer , Back -biter,
à Right one.
or Slanderer.
i Dulique-angiro Criangle
any
Oblons
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Dblong, that is of a Figure, inclining |Manners, a Monitor, in a School, ec.
to long.
Obſervatozy, a Place fet apart for
Au Dblong, ( in Grom .) a Figare com- making Naturaland Aftronomical Obſer
vations ; as The Royal Obſervatory in Green
monly callid Along Squars.
1 Obloquy, a being ipoken ill ofg Sland . wich -Park .
er,Reproach .
To Dbſerve, to keep or follow a Rul;
bnorious, liabie, fubject to, proper- Law , doc. "to conſider, to mark, or tale .
Notice of
ly to Punishment due for an Offence...
Dbnubilated , clouded or darken'd .
Id Navigation ,to take the Height of the
Dbnubilation, an obſcuring , or dark. Sun or Stars, with an Inſtrument.
ning with Clouds.
Dblefied , beſet; haunted with an evil
. ) half Spirit.
@bolata Terræ, ( 0. L.
an Acre of Land , or as ſome ſay, half
+ Obleaton, a beſieging, or encompaſ .
Perch .
ing about
balus , ( G ) a Roman Silver Coin ,
Dbfidional, belonging to a Siege ; as
worth :5 tarthings English Money : Allo a The Obſidional Crozon, among the Romansg
ſmall Weight, of 10 Grains, or half a à Crown or Chaplet given as a Token
of Honour to a soldier who had forc'd
Seruple .
Dbreption, ( L ,) creeping, or.Atealing the Enemy to raiſe the Siege of a Town.
in : Allo the geçting of a thing by indirect
Obſolete, grown old , or out of Uſe.
Dbſtacls, Hinderance, Let, Rub, or,
or crafty means.
Dbicptitious thathas cunningly Atollen Bar .
upon ; obtained after a ſubtil manner.
Dbltinacy, a Fixedneſs in maintain .
Düſcent, filthy, lewd, ſmutty .
ing an Opinion : Wilfulneſs, Stubbornnels
Dbltinate, reſolute, wilful, ſtubborn .
Dbſcenity, Ribaldry, Bawdry, unclean
Speech , or A & ion .
Obſtreperous, making a loud Noiſe ,
Dbícara Camera,( in Opticks ) a Room full of Noiſe and Din .
darken'd all over, but at one little Hole, in
To Dbttruct , to top or but up, to
which is fixed a Glaſs, to convey the Rays hinder .
of Objects to a Frame of Paper, or whice
Dbtruction, Stoppage, Hinderance.
Cloth .
In Phyſick, a ſkutting up the Paſſages in 2
Dbfaration , a making obſcure, or Humane Body.
dark .
Obtructive, apt to Rop, or cauſe a
! Obſcurt. dark,, gloomy, difficult, Stoppage.
hard to be underſtood ; private, retired o
Dbtrustta, ( L. ) Medicines, that baſe , mean.
are of a ſtopping Quality,
+ Dliftupefäctton, á ſtupefying or a
To Dbſcurt, to darken ; to cloud, or
ſtoniſhing
drown another's Merit.
To Dutain , to fucceed in the Purſuit of
Dbſcurity, Darkneſs, Difficuicy s reti.
red Life .
a thing; to get, or gain.
+ Dbtenebzation, a dark’ning, or ma
: Dbſecration , an earneſt beſeeching, or
king dark.
entreatin ; a füppliant Entreaty.
Dbteſtation, an earneſt, or preſſing
Dbſequies , Funeral Rites and Solem
Requeft.
nities.
Dbtrectation, a back-biting, or Nan
Dbfequions. very ready to obey, or
Jering
to aſlift ; complaiſant.
To Dbtrude, to thrust or force in upon,
Dbſervable, ready to be obſerved, or
taken potice of.
to impoſe.
Obſervance, Performance , allo Ref
+ Ducuration , a topping , or flutting
pect ,Regard.
up.
Dbturatoz Externus, ( in Anai.
Obſervances, Rules or Cuſtoms of a
la Muſcle that curns the Thigh outward.
Monaftery :
Dbſervant, having regard to , dutiful, Obturator Jnternus, the ſame as
Marſupialis.
reſpectful,
Dbſervants or Dbfervantins, a Dbcurangular, ( in Geom . ) belonging
Branch of the Order of Franciſcan or Gray to , or having an obeure Angle .
Friers.
Dbtule, blunt, having a dull Edge.
Obſervation , an obſerving, or notings
Dbtuſe Angle, ( in Geom. ) any
a Remark or Nore..
Angle that is greater than a Right one,
Obſervatot, an Obſerver of People's los chat consists of more than 90 Degrees.
Obtuſt
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Dütuſe - angled Criangle, ſuch as bc. in times of War.
To Occupy, to fill or take up a Space ;
has one Obtule Angle .
Dbventions, (L. T. ) Offerings ; alfo to be feized , or in Poffeffion of; to trade
or deal .
Rents or Revenues.
To Dbytate , to prevent, or hinder.
To Dccaf, to preſent, or offer it felf.
Obvious, common , plain '; eaſy to be
Dccurrence, Occaſión, fudden Acci
News .
dent,
perceiv'd, or underſtood.
Dccurfion , an occurring, or meeting.
Dbumbration , a ſhadowing over,
Dtcalion , ( L. ) Seaſon, fit conveni.
Ocean , ( G. in Geogr . ) is that valt
ent timeto do any thing ; Cauſe, Realon , Collection of Waters, or Main Sea, which
ſurrounds
the whole Globe of the Earth.
Want, or Neceſſity:
The Atlantick Ocean , lies between
Dccafions, Affairs, Concerns.
0 To Dccafion , to cauſe, or be the Europe and Africa on the Weſt, and do
merica on the Eaft .
Cauſe of.
Dccafional, belongiog to Occaſion ; The Hyperbożean Sea or North
Sea, encompaſſes the Land that is fitua
alſo done by Chance.
Dccafionart, ( L. L. T. ) to be ted cowards the North -pole.
The Dacifick Ocean, Aows between
fined ; to be made fubje & tó Occafional
the Weł Side of America and Aſia.
Penalties,
Dccatio, (L.) a harrowing, or breaking
The Sputh -Sea , incloſes Magellanica,
of Clods. In old Records, Occationes are and theContinent under the South -Pole.
Afſarts or Offences commited in a Foreft ,by
Dchema, ( G. ) a Carriage, or Wag:
gon : Among Phyſicians, a Vehicle or Li.
rooting up Trees, ' c
Dcc dent, the Weſt, one of the four quor, in which Medicines are mingled.
Dchlacracy, a Government, in which
Cardinal Points of the Heaven.
Decident Equinoctial, that point the Multitude or Common People bear the
of the Horizon where the Sun ſers, when Sway.
it enters the SignsAries and Libra;
Dchthodes, Ulcers, whoſe Sides are
Dccident Clival,
the Summer- brawny.
Dekamy, a fort of Mixt Metal.
Wéft, or North -Weſt.
Dcoughtanamnis, a Berry, growing
Dccident hyberial, the Winter-Weſt
in Virginia and Mary.land, ſomewhar like
or South -Weſt.
Dccidental, belonging to the Weſt, Capers.
Weltern, In Aftronomy, a Planet is ſaid
Dctabls, ( L. T. ) as O & abis Hilarii,
To be Occidental, when it ſets in the Even- . . the 8th Day incluſively after the
Feftival of St. Hilary.
ing , after the Sun.
Dccipital, belongiog- to the hinder
Dotaceſts, a Roman Coin of 80 Afles,
in Value s s. Sterling.
part of the Head .
Dccipitalis, ( L. ) a ſhort broad fleſhy
Dctaedzon . ( G. in Geom. ) a folid Fi
gure, bounded by 8 equal and equilateral
Muſcle plac'd on the Occiput.
Dccipitis DB, a Böre of the Scull, Triangles.
which lies in the hinder part ofthe Head .
Dctagon , a Figure,confiling of 8 An
Deciput or Dccipitium , the hinder gles and sides.
part of the Head .
Octangular, ( L. ) having eight Am.
Occult, hidden, ſecret.
gles .
Dccultation, an Hiding : In Afrone.
Dctant or Dctile, ( in Aſtrol. ) wben
my , the Time that a Planer or Star is hid a Planet is in ſuch Poſition with reſpect to
another that their places are diftant, an
from our Sight.
Dccupantyone that takes Poffeffion of a eighth part of a Circle.
thing , a Poffeflour.
Octaftylos or Detafelési a Building
Occupation , Buſineſs or Employ , Trade. that has8 Pillars inFront.
Dctave, the Eighth Day after fome
In Law , the putting a Man out of his
Free-hold , during a War. Alſo Tenure, or peculiar Feſtivals of the Year,
an Eighdit är an Interval of eight
Muſick
Ule .
Dccupatibe, ( L : T, ) as An Occupa . Sounds.
Dctavo , a Book is ſaid .To be in O & avo,
five Field , i. c. a Field , which being left
by its proper Owner or Tiller is požels'd when it confifts of Sheets folded inco &
Leaves a -piece.
by another.
Dccupavit, a Writ that lies for a
Dctennial, belonging to ebe ſpace of
Man who is torcibly put out of his Lands, I 8 Years.
Stile,
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Ddoriferous, bearing Odours or Pers
Dctile, an Aſpect when two Planets
dre diftant an eighth part of the Zodiack , fumes ; (weet-feented.
Dda2ous, that has a Scent or Smell.
or 45 Degreesone from another.
Ddour, Scent or Smell, any ſweet Pers
Dctober, the Month ſo call'd, as being
fume.
the eighth from March.
Deconomical or Deconomick , ben
Num.
the
to
belongin
,
† Detonary
g
ber Eight.
longing to Oeconomy; or Family-Governs
ment.
Dctogenary, that is 80 Years old .
Dctuna, a Weight of 8 Ounces.
Deconomicks, a part of MoralPhilo .
Ocular, belonging to the Eyes.
fophy; that treats of the due Management
Dculares Dentes, ( L. ) the Eye of the Pasſions.
Deconomicus, ( 0. L. ) an Executor
teeth .
Dcali Cancrozum , Crabs-Eyes, cer- of a laſt Willand Teftament.
tain Stones taken out of the Heads of Ri.
Deconomiſt, one that orders, or rules
a Family ; a Steward .
ver Cray -fish.
Deconomy, , the Government of a
Dcuiilt, one skill'd in curing the Di.
Houſe or Family , alſo prudent Diſpenſa
ſtémpers of the Eyes,
Dcalozum Dotozes , ( in Anat ) a tion, good Husbandry : In Rhetorick, Om
pair of Nerves that are beftow'd on the der in the Diſpoſal of Parts neceſſary for
Oratours, or Poets.Among Archite& s, that
Coats of the Eye.
Dculus, the Rye, the Inſtrument of Method which ſhews how to take Mea
Sight : Among Herbalifts, the Bud of a ſures rightly for giving the Fabrick a cong
Tree or Plant juſt putting forth , or the venient Form and Bignels.
Knob out of which the Budriſes.
Decumentcal , belonging to the whole
Dculus Beli, a Gem that is half habitable World , Univerſal.
tranſparent, and reſembles the Figure of Dedema, ( in Surgery ) any Tumour
an Eye .
orSwelling ; but in a ftri& Senſe,a white
Dculus Tauri, the Bulls Eye, a loft Swelling without Pain, which pros
Conſtellation .
ceeds from Phlegmatick Matter.
Dda Baſſa's, certain Officers in Turkey,
Dedomatous, belonging to an Oca
who are Heads ofthe Companies ofAgiam- dema.
Denoides,Wine allay'd with Water ; or
Oglans.
Ddarilmhus, (G. ) the itching of the a Liquor of the Nature of Wine.
Gums, in Children that breed Teeth .
Denolæum , a Mixture of Wine and
Dde , a Song, a Poem ſung to the Oil.
Deño gala, a Compoſition of Wine and
Harp , or a Copy of Lyrick Verſes.
Ddeum , ( among the Ancients ) a kind | Milk.
Denomelum , a Drink made of Wine
of Mufick -Theater.
Ddio et atta, ( L. ) an Old Writ for and Honey.
the Sheriff, to enquire, Whether a Man
Deſophagæns, or Sphincter Gulz
committed to Prilon upon Suſpicion of ( in Anat. ) a Continuation of the Muſcle
Murder , were juftly committed.
callid Prerygopharyngaus, which paffes
Dolous, hateful, hainous.
to a middle Line on the back part of the
Ddtum , Hatred , Grudge ; Cenſure or Farces,
Blame.
Deſophagus, the Gullet or Wealand
Doontagza, ( G. ) an Inftrument to pipe.
draw out the Teeth.
Deftrum ueneris , the ſame with cli
10T15.
D dontalgia , the Tooth-ach,
Deuf, ( F. ) an Egg : In Archite & ure,
odontiaus or Odontopbyia ,breeding
the Oval , or Ornament of a Pillar.
of Teeth .
D -rete, young Roots that ſpring and
DDontica, Medicines for the Tooth
grow from others.
ach.
Odontoides , ( in Anat . ) a part of a
D # -ward. ( S.T,) when a Ship being
aground by the Shore inclines towards
Bone Map'd like a Tooth
Odontoslithos, a kind of ftony Tar- the Water-lide, She is ſaid To heel to the
tar , that grows to che Teeth .
Off-ward.
Dbontotrimma, a Medicine to rub
Difa , ( L. ) a Pudding, or ſuch like
the Teetk .
made of Pulſe ; 2 Cake.
Ddozamentum, ( L. ) a Perfume:
Ofa qlba, ( C. T.1 ) a white clotted
AmongPhyſicians, a Medicine apply: 1 for Subkange, which will ariſe, if an equal
quantity
the Benefitof its Smell,
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quantity of highly rectify'd Spirit of Wine whom an Arch -Deacon ſubſtitutes in the
and Urine be mingled and ſhak'd coge executing of his: Juriſdi & ion. ;
ther.
To Difíciate, to do the Duty belong .
Dffal, Refuſe or Droſs, Garbage.
ing to one's Office orCharge.
Oficiatis non faciendis, vel amo
Dffence , ( L. ) Treſpaſs, Faule'; Injury
or Wrong , Scandal,
vendis, a Writ requiring the Magiftrates
To Offend, to ſin againſt, to commit of a Corporation, not to makeſuch a Man.
a Fault; to Injure, to hurt, to annoy to an Officer, or to put him out of his
diſpleaſe.
Office , till Enquiry be made of his Man
Difer @ vë, Injurious, hurtful, diſplea- ners, 6c,
Offictous, ready to do good Offices
fing ; allo ft to attack or annoy an Ene
,
my
ſerviceable : Allo Pragmatical, Over- bufie
To Offer, to preſent, to tender, to bid; ' in other Mens Affairs .
to propound ,
Diin or Offing , ( 8, T. ) the open ,
Ditering, the Ad of him that offers Sea, chac part of it which is at a good 1
alſo a Sacrifice.
diftance from the Land.
Dffertozirm , ( 0. L. ) a piece of
A Ship is ſaid Tokeep in the offin,when
Silk or fine Linnen ; anciently us’d to wrap the keeps in the middle of the Channel
up the Occaſional Offerings, made in the and to ſtand for the offin, when the is
Church .
ready to ſail from the shore into che maio
Dffertory, a place where Offerings Sea .
Offrendt, ( Q. ) an Offering .
are kept ; alto a part of the Popith Maſs.
Office, the part of, that which befits,
Dffuſcation , a making dark or
+
ted
from one ; a good or dusky,
or is to be expec
DS, ( H. roaſted Bread, or a Mock )
ill turn ; allo Divine Service, eſpecially a
part ofthe Roman Maſs-Book : Alſo Place a greatGiant and King of Bafhan,
or Enployment , or the Place it ſelf where
Dgdafttch, ( G. ) an Epigram confift
any Buſineſs is managed . In Law , an Eno ing of & Verſes.
2
Ogee or Dgive, ( in Archite&. ) a *
quiry made to the Queen's Uſe, by virtue of
his office who enquires .
Wreath ,Circlet or round Band.
Ogreſies, or Agrelles, ( in Heraldry)
To Return an Office, is to return
that which is found by virtue of the certain round Figures reſembling Balls, 31
Office ; and To Traverſe an office, is to which are always of a black Colour.
Dil, the Juice of Olives, &c. Among
make void the Inquiſition taken of an
Office.
Chymiſts, Oil or Sulphur is one of the five
Dfficer , one that is in any Office : In Principles of their Art.
Military Affairs, a Perſon that has ſome
Dil of Antimony , a Mixture of An
Command in the Company , or Troop , he timony and an acid Spirit,
ſerves in .
Dil of Philoſophers , a Chymical Pre
Commiflion -Officers, thoſe that are paration of pieces ofBrick heated red-hot,
ſoak'd in Oil of Olives, and afterwards
authoriz'd by the Queen's Commiſſion.
jField - Dfficers, choſe that have power diſtilled in a Retort.
and Commandover a whole Regiment.
Dil of Tartar, per Diliquium , the
General Officers , thoſe that have fixt Salt of Tartar diffolved by being ex .
Power not only over one Regiment, Troop pos'd ro the Air in a cool moiſt place.
or Company, but in general over a conti.
Dil of Citriot, the more fixed part of
derable Body of Military Forces .
Spirit of Vitriol made cauſtick by a valt
Subaltern Difcers, the Lieutenants, degree and continuance of Fire.
Enfigns, and Cornets of Horſe , Dragoons
Til or Dito, ( in Cookery,'), a rich Poa
and Foot.
tage
made of Beaf, Veal, Mucron, and
Warrant, or Staff - Dfficers , thoſe Gammon
of Bacon, with Ducks, Par.
that have notthe Queen's Commiffion ,but tridges, Pigeons, & c.
are appointed by the Colonels and Cap.
Dil-beetle or Dileclock, an Infex
tains.
fends forth a greatdeal of fat
that
Dfficial. ( C. L. ) one that was the Swear.
Difter, a well known Shell-fich .
Minifter or Appariror of a Judge: In the
Ditter -gecen, an Herb. ,
Canow .Law , a Perſon to whom any Biſhop
commits the Charge of his Spiritual Juriſ.
Ditter -loit,
. an Herb otherwife call'a
di& ion ; In the CommonsLav , a Deputy , Spakenweed

Dke,
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Dke, a Turkish Weight, of which 50 Months. This Method was brought in
there are three forts: The greater Oke by Iphitus, and took its Riſe from the
of Smyrna , is 2 Pounds, II Ounces Olympick Games which were kept every
Cand iz Drams English ; the middle fifth Year.
Oke, is ? Pound, ii Ounces 6 Drams;
Dlympick Games, the moſt famous
and the leaft Oke is ! 3 Ounces, 2 Games of Greece,perform'd in honour of
Drams.
Fupiter Olympius, in the Plains of Elis,near
Dker, a Mineral.
the City ofOlympia,and continu'd there with
Dlea ( L.) the Olive-tree.
great Solemnicy for five Days together, in
Dleaginous. partaking of the Nature five kinds of Exereiſes, vim . Running
of Oil, oily.
Leaping, Wreſtling, Quoiting, and
Dlecranum ( G. in Anat. ) the great whorlebars.
Proceſs of the firft Bone of the Arm ,
Dmagra ( G. ). the Gout in the
call'd Vlna ; alſo ehe upper part of the Shoulder.
Shoulder .
Dmaſum ( L. ) the thick and fatty part
Ctene, the Cubit, or greater Focil- of theBelly of an Or, co
Bone:
Dmber or Dmbie, a Spanish Game
DleroxLawr, certain Laws relating at Cards ; alſo a bih otherwiſe call'd a
t0 Maritim Affairs, made at Oleron , an Grayling.
Mand on the Coaft of France.
Dwega, the laſt Letter in the Greek
Dlfactozy. (L.)belonging to the Senſe of Alphabet.
Smelling : as The Olfactory Norves, certain
Dmeler ( F. ) a kind of Pancake.
Nerveswhich give us that Senle.
Dmen ( L. ) a Sigh or Token of good
Dlbanum . Male Incenſe, a ſweet- or bad Luck .
ſcented Gum .
Dmentuma ( in Anat. ) the Caul, a
Dligæchical ( G. ) belonging to an double Membrane or Skin ſpread over the
Oligarchy.
Entrails.
Dmer, a Meaſure among the Hebrews,
Oligarchy , Government in the Hands
of afew principal Men .
which contain'd about three Pints and a
Oligophojas, ſmall Wine chat has but half.
few Spirits .
To Dminate, ( L. ) to fore.bode or
Dligotrophus Cibus,Meet that nouri. fore-thew .
fues little.
Ominous; fore-boding ill luck , illa
Dligotrophy, Decreaſeof Nouriſhment, boding ,
or aVery ſmall one.
Dmiffion, an omitting or letting a
Dittoz or Dlitory Barden , ( L. ) thing pafs ; á Neglect.
a Kitchen -Garden .
Dmit, to pats by or over, to take
Dlibria Compaga ( L. in Anat. ) noTo
notice of, to leave out.
Wo Knobs of the under part of the
Dmnipotence of Dmnipotency, Al
Brain, which take Name from their Figure, migł ty Power , Almightineſs .
reſembling that of an Olive.
Dantrotent, All-powerful, Almigha
Dlive, a Fruit.
Dilue- Bit, a kind of Bit for Horfes. 1" Dmnépzefence
, a being preſent in
Oliver , a proper Name of Men deri all Places
Omnipreſent, chat is every where
ved from the Olive-tree, the Emblem of
Peace.
prefent.
Clla ( L. ) a Pot.
Dinntence, Infinite Knowledge.
Dlia Dodrida, ( Sp. ) a Hotch -por , Dmaniſeient, that knows all.
# Dmnivagant, .wandering every
er a Dich of Meatmade of ſeveral Ingredi.
ents,
where .
Dllara Cerevifiæ ( 0.L. ) a Poc or
Dmnivorous, eating or devouring all
Flaggon of Ale or Beer.
kind
of things.
Dilet. ( S.C. ) Puel .
Dmophagia ,, ( G.) a Feaſt of Bar
Olympia,
& Ciry of Peloponnefus in chus, in which the mad Guetts eat Goars
wSreces
ere near which the OlympickGames alive, tearing their Entrails with their
celebrated
Teeth.
from thence . , and took their Name
Dmphacinum
Oleum , Oil made of
Dłymplads ( in Chronol.) an Account anripe
Olives.
of Time in ule among she ancient Greeks,
Dmpbacites, Medicinal Wine made of
comprehending the ſpace of 4 Years of unripe Grapes
છે . તે. છે
Diphacium .
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Dperarit, ( 0. L. ) Tenants that held
Imphacium , the Juice of ſuch Grapes,
ſmail Portions of Land, by the Perfor.
Verjuice.
Dmphalocelt or Hernia Umbili- mance of ſervile Works for their Lords.
calis, a Rupture about the Navel, when
To Operate, to work or ftir the Hu
the Caul or Enttails ftand out in that mours of the Body, as Phyfick does ; to
effe&t
or bring to paſs.
Je
part .
Diri, ( H. a rebellious or bitter Dperatio, working the making a
People )one of the Uſurpers of the King. Work : In old Records, one Day's Work
dom of Iſrael.
perform'd by an inferiour Tenant for his
my Lani, ( N. C.) Mellow-Land. Lord.
nesverry, the ſame as Herb Paris.
Dperation, an operating or working ;
Dne - biade, an Herb .
a Proceſs orWork carry'd on in Chymifry
Dnerando pzo rata poztione, ( ... ) or Surgery .
Operative, apt to work .
a Writ that lies for a J -ynt- Tenant, who
Operatour, one that ſells Balſam , Or .
is diftrained for more Rent than his Pro .
vietan and other Drugs and pretends to per
portion of the Land amounts to.
+ Dneration, a loading, or burden form Cures upon a Stage.
Dperatour for the teeth, one skill'd
ing
I
Dnomatopæia, ( in Gram. ) a Figure in drawing and cleanſing the Teech, and
i
whereby a Word is made to imitate the in making Artificial ones.
Dperoſe, that coſts much Paints and
Sound of the thing expreſs'd .
Trouble, laborious.
Dnppels, ( 0. ) downward.
Dpertt Canes, ( O. L. ) Dogs with
Dallought, ( D. ) Storming.n a fierce
Afla ili o A tack upon a Place.
whole Feet; or not having the Balls cut
..
3 Dnychítes , ( ' G. ) Alabaſter.
out.
Dnythitis, a Cruft fticking to the fides
Dphíafis , .( G. ) 2 Diſeaſe when the
of Furnaces, in which Braſs -Oar is mel. Hair growsthin and folls off.
ted.
De Dites , Serpentine Marble.
Dnek, a Nail in the Fingers or Toes;
Dphtachus , a Northern Conſtellation |
allo a preciousStone, the Colour of which containing 30 Stars.
Dphthalmick, belonging to, or pros ?
exa & ly reſembles that of a Man's Nail :
Alſo a sore or gathering of Matter under per for the Eyes.
the horny Coat of the Eye.
Dphthalmicks, Medicines good for
Diſeaſes in the Eyes.
ozy, moiſt, wet, plalay:
Dphthalmus Dervus, ( in Anat. I a
Dpacity. ( L. in Philoso ) Darkneſs, as
Branch of the fifth pair of Nerves which
it is opvoted to Tranſparency.
pacons, fhady, dark ,that is not tranf- move the Eye .
Dphthalmy, an Inflammation of the
parent.
Dpacous Bodies, are ſuch whole Coats of theEyes .
Dpiate, a Medicine made of Opium ,
Pores lying in an oblique Poſture, the Rays
of Light cannot freely pierce and paſs or other Drugs of the like Nature.
thro' them.
TO Dpine, ( L.) to give in one's O.
Dpal, a precious Stone of almoſt all pinion or judgment about a Matter.
Colours.
Opiniater, an obftinate or ſtubborn
DpafTunig an American wild Beaſt, a Perſon.
Opintative or Opinionated , wed :
bour the bigneſs of a Car.
Dplung flank ( in Fortif.) , that ded to his ownOpinion or Humour ; ftub;
part of the Flank which is cover'd by the born, ſelf-willed .
Orillon or Shoulder,
Optni atrety or Dpiniativeneſs Diff
Dpening of Gates, (in Aftrol.) is when neſs in Opinion, Wilfulneſs.
Dpinion, Mind, Judgmenr, Belief,
one Planet ſeparates from another, and
immediately applies to a third that bears Etteem .
Rule in the Sign oppoſite to that ruled
Opinionate or Opinionated , the
by the Planer, with which it was joyn'd .
ſame as Opiniațive.
Opening of Crenches, (M. T..) the
Dpichspomos, ( G. in Archiżeat. ) a
firft breaking of Ground made by the Pottern or Back -gate.
Beliegers,
Drift hotonus , a kind of Cramp' or
Dpentheof, ( S. I. T. ) open or ſtretching of the Muſcles of she Neck
Plain Theft.
backwards.
Dpera, a kind of Stace-Play :
ptam ,
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Opium , the Juice that diftills from attends a lewd and villainous A& ; Infamy
the Headsof Poppeys in Greece, Egypt, Diſgrace.
& c.
To Dppugn, as Ta oppugn an Opinion ,
Dple, a Shrub otherwiſe calld Water. i. e . to oppoſe, confute, or reje & it.
elder.
Dptative mood ( in Gram . ) than
4Dpobalſamum (G.). Balm of Gilead, Mood of a verb which expreſſes an earn
the Juiceor Gum that diftills from a Shrub eft Defire that ſuch a thing may be, or
call'd Balſamume or the Balm tree, which happen,
Dptica ( G. ) Meicines proper for Dita
growsonly in Paleſtine.
Dpopánar, the Juice of a Plant calla empers of the Eyes.
Panax , All-heal, and Hercules's Wound.
Dptick, belonging to the Sight.
Wort.
Dptick Glalies, ſuch Glaſſes as are
Oppidan ( L. ) . a School-word for a contriv'd for the viewing of any Objects
Towns -boy.
as Microſcopes, Teleſcopes, doc
To Dpřilate, ( P. T. ) to cauſe a Step
Dptık ferves ( in Anat, ) are the
ſecond pair of Nerves which convey the
page in ſome part of the Body.
Dppilarion, Obſtruction , Stoppage.
Spirits to the Eyes.
Oppilatide, apr to obſtruct,or ſtop.
Drtick place of a Star or planet
is that part or point of its Orbit, which
I Dppletion , a filling up.
Dpponent, one that maintains a contra our Sight determines when the Star is
? Argument in the Schools, an Oppoſer there.
in a Diſputation.
Dpticks, a Science that treats of the
Dppoztune, Convenient; ſeaſonable.
Sight in general, explaining the Properties
Dppo tunity. Convenient Time, or and Effects of it.
Occafion .
Dptimacy, ( 1. ) the Government
To Dppole, to ſet againſt, to put in of a Common -wealth by the Nobler ſort of
competition , to withſtand or thwart.
Perſons.
Dption , a liberty of taking or refuſing
Dppoſite, that is over againſt, con
a thing, Choice .
Hary.
Oppoſite Cones ( in Geom. ) two
Drulency, Riches, Wealth .
Cones of the like Quality , that are verti
Dpulent , wealthy, very rich.
cally oppofite, and have the ſamecommon
D2 , ( F. ) Gold : In Neraldry, the coo
Axis.
lour of that Metal.
Oppoſite Sections, are the two Hyper
Dza, a Saxon Coin of the value ce
bole's, made by a Plane cutting both thoſe is. 4 d.
Cones.
Drache or Dzage, a Por-berb.
Dppolites ( in Logick ) things oppoſed
Dzacte ( L. ) an Antwer or Counſel
or contrary ;
given by God : Allo a doubtful and obſcure
Dppoſition, contrariety, Diſagreement,| Anſwer which the Heathen Prieſts rca
Hinderance, Stop. In Astrology, it is when turn'd ro the People about things to
eWo Planers, being diſtant the ſpace of 180 come.
Dacular, belonging to, or having the
Degrees, they behold one another diame.
Authority of an Oracle.
trically oppoſite .
TO Dppreſs , to preſs hard or lie heavy
Dial , deliver'd by the Mouth or
upon , to over-burden , to crush by Authori. Voice
ty and Violence.
Dange, a kpown Fruit of a Gulda
Dppreſſion, the A& of Oppreſting colour.
over -charging; doc .
DzangesApple a Fruit of a pleaſantz
Dppzellide, apt to oppreſs .
Taſte.
ppzeltour, he that oppreſſes or
Drang cate, a cooling Liquor made of
cruhes another, by Tyranny, Uſury, the Juice of Oranges and Lemmons, with
r.
Water and Sagar.
Dangery, a ſort of Perfume.
Dppzobati Lapis ( L. the Stone
Dianoco , a Name given to the common
in
the
up
Reproach,
ſet
)
a
Stone
of
City of Padua in Italy, to which what- fore of Tobacco in the Plantations of Vint
ever Debtorsreſort, Declaring Inability to ginia , &c,
Dzartum, ( 1. ) a Priert's Veſtment :
make Satisfaction, they are to befreed from
Proſecution .
In old Records, the Border of a Gara
Dppzobatons, reproachful, injurious.
ment.
Dppzobzium the fame that conſtantly
Dad 2
Dzations
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Eration, a Diſcourſe or ſpeech pro- | now taken for the Mufick-Gallery, or Place
nounca in Publick .
where the Muſicians fit.
Diatoz, an eloquent Speaker or Plead
92chls. a Tefticle, or Code allo an
er.
Herb called Dog-Atones: Alſo a fort of
Dzatozy, belonging to an Orator.
Olive- tree .
Diatone or The Art of Dzatori ,
To Didain , ( F.) toCommand, to
the Science of Rhetorick, or the Art of appoint, to confer Holy Orders.
Didaltan, as The Ordalian Law , a
making Publick Speeches.
An
zatozy , a private Chappel, or Law which eſtabliſh'd the ancient Way
of Tryals by Fire and Water, call'd
Place ſet a part for Prayer.
Dzatoztáns, an Order of Pegular Ordeal?
Dideal or Dadal.( S.) a kind of Try- Piel
Prieſts, lo callid from the Oratory of
St. Jerom , in Rome, where they usd to all or Purgation pra& is d in ancient Times, 2
whereby the Party purg'dwas countedIn
pray .
Dib,a hollow Sphere : In Atronomy,the nocent, and free from the Crime laid to his
Deferent of a Planet, commonly call'd its Charge.
fiie - Dydeal, when theaccuſed Perſons
Sphere.
Concentrick Days, are ſeveral Orbs, was obliged to makehis Innocence ap
one within another, thit have the ſame pear.by paſſing blind.fold with bare feet
over nine red -hot Plow -lhares, laid at
Center.
Eccentrick Dębg, are Orbs one with an equal diſtance one from another :
in another or elle ſeparate , which have Or by holding a red-hot iron in his
Hand.
different Centers.
an
Dzbicular, round like a Ball or Globe.
Water -Dzdeal, was perform'd either
Dzbicular Boke, ( in Anat. ) by hot or cold water , the former Purgas
oneof the little Bones oftheinner part of tion was by thruſting one's Handsor Feet in vele
the Ear.
to ſcalding Water, and the other by being
Dibicularis Duſculas ( L. ) a Mur- plung'd in a Pond or River, not unlike the :
cle that. draws both Lips cogether.
late-us’d Tryal of Witches.
Dzbicularis Palpebzaruni, a Muf
D Deffe or Didelfe , Oar or Meral
cle , whoſe Fibres circularly encompafs lying under Ground : In old Charters, a Li
berty, whereby a Man claims the Oar found
the Eye-lids, and are inſerted to them.
Dibis, a Circle, a Wheel, any Thing in his own Ground.
that is ofa round Figure: InoldRecords,
Dider, a diſpoſing of things in theirpro
a Knot'or Swelling in the Fletk caus’d by per Place; Cuftem or Manner, Diſciptine,
a Blow. Alſo the Globe- filh or Scull- Rule. In Architecture a Rule to be oba
Filh .
ſerv'd for the Proportions of Pillars, and for
Dzvís Britannicus, the Snot - fiſh .
the Figures of certain Parts belonging te
Dibis Magnus, ( according to the them . But in amore general Sentė, that
Copernican Syſtem ) is the Orbit of the which gives each part of the Building,a
Earth, in its yearly Revolution round the convenient Bignels. In Military Diſcipline,
Sun.
the equal ditance of one Rank or File from
Dzbit, the track , or mark of a Chariot another.
or Cart-wheel: In Aftronoming the courſe in
Didet of Sattel, is the placing
which any Planet moves. In Anatomy'; of the Battalions and Squadrons in
the extent of any Part that is of a round ane Line or more; ſo as to engage the Ene
Figure.
my to the beſt advantage.
Dzbiter Crtergus ( in Anet . ) a
Diters. ( in general, ) fignifie all
Hole in the Cheek -bone, below the Orbit, that is commanded by Superiour Officers,
Dzbiter Jnternus , & Hole in the and is ſometimes only taken for the
Coronal Bone of the Scull, within the Word .
Orbir.
Didinal, as Ordinal Numbers, s. 6. thoſe
Dachal or Duchel, a Stone like Al- Numbers that expre's theOrder ofThings,
lum .
as Firft , Second, Third , dc.
Dichtnet or alkanet, an Herb other
An Didinal, a Book of Directions for
wifecalled Spaniſh Bugloſs.
Biftops to give Holy Orders, be. Alſo, a
Dạcheſtra. ( G.) the Pit of theRoman Book containing the Orders and Condituti
Play -houſe,where the Senators were ſeated ; ons of a Religious Houſe or College
but among the Greeks,
was the Place
Didinance, Decree; Statute, Law ;
where they danc'd or keps their Balls. It is alſo all forts of Argillery, or great Guns.
Didinance
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Dļdinate at the Forelt, a Statute
Didines ( 0. L. ) a generalChapter
relating to Foreft -Cauſes, made An. 34 or folemn Meeting of the Religious of a
Edw . I.
particular Order.
Didinants of Parliament, differs
Didines Hollandiæ the States or
from an Ad of Parliament ; the former be- Common -wealth of Holland .
ingbut ns
temporary, and to be alter'd by the Didines Majo.cx. ( 0.1 , ) the
Commo
alone .
Holy Orders of Pricft, Deacon, and Sube
Surveyor of the Didinancy , an Deacon .
Didines pinozes . the Inferiour
Oficer whole Charge is to Survey all the
Queen's Ordinance, Stores and Proviſions Orders of Chanter, Pfalmift, Reader,
of War in the Tower of London .
c.
flerk of the Dzdinance, his Bulneſs
Didinam fugitivt, were ſuch Monks
is to Record all Orders and Inſtructions giv . as left their Monaſteries, and renounc'd
en for the Government of the Office; with their particular Order.
the Names of all Officers, Artificers, Gun.
D20128 , ( 0.C. ) as Oaths and Ordles,
li.e. the Right of giving Oaths, and deter
ners, 6c.
Didinary, Common , uſual , mean, in- mining Ordeal- Tryals.
different,
Dzūcnince ( 1. ) Order, ordering or
An Didinary ,( in the CivilLaw ) ſigni- difpoling in Archite &ture, the giving to
fies any Judge that has Authority to take all the parts of a Building, its juft Dimen :
knowledge of Caufes in hisown Right: In fions and Quantity.
Didure, any Filth , or Dung .
Common Laro, one that has immediate Juriſ
Die, ( 0.R. ) a Tract , or "lirdie
diction in Cauſes Ecclefiaftical: Allo the
Biſhop of the Dioceſs's Deputy at Allizes Country.
Deewood , a kind of Sca-weed , or
and Seſſions, appointed to give Malefa & ors
their Neck -Verſes, and to judge whether Oaz.
a
Džeb ( H.a Crow ., or Pheaſant
they read or not.Allo a Viếualling.Mouſe,
where & certain allowance of Meat, doc. Prince of the Midianites.
Drenges, ( in Heraldry ) little Balls,
is made at a ſet Rate.
In Heraldry, Didinaries , are thoſe uſually repreſented of the Orange-Co
Charges which properly belong to that lour.
Art, and are of common uſe there in ,
Dicum ( 0. L. ) a Barn or Corn .
Didmate or D2dinate applicate ( in houte.
Conick Sections ) is a Line drawi&t Right
Dzeris ( G. )a Stomach , or natural Ap
Angles to the Axis , and reaching perite to Meat.
flom one fide of the Sedion to the
Dafgtid ( S.L.T. ) a reftitution made
other.
by the County for any wrong done by one
Ordinate ( in an Ellipfis ) is a Right that was bound by the Engagement callid
Line drawn in an Ellipfis or Oval, from Frank -pledge.
Defraies, a frizzled Cloth of Gold ;
one fide to another, parallel to 1 Tangent ,
which paſſes throughone of the ends of much worn beretofore by our Kings and
that Diameter to which it is an Ordi. Nobility.
Diff, a kind of Chub - fith.
nate .
Digal, the Lees of Wine dried and us'a
Didinate ( in an Hyperbola ) is likewiſe
a Right Line drawn in that Figure, from by Dyers.
Dzgan, ( G. ) the Nobleft of Muſical
one fide to the other, and divided into
two equalparts by the Axis of the fame Inſtruments, which ſerves for Chirchi
Mufick , Alſo the Inftrument of ſome
Hyperbola.
Dzuimte ( in a Parabela ) is a Faculty, in an Animal Body , thus the
Line drawn thro' the Axis and Dia- Eye is fáid to be the Organ of Sight.
meters, parallel to the Tangent : Half Digan- ling, a ſort of Ling; a Seao ,
of this Line is alſo fonetimes call'd the fin ,
Ordinate, and the whole the Double Orm
Dzanical or Drganick, belonging
dinate.
to the Organs of the Body ; Inftrumcocol,or
Didination, The Act of Ordzining, or ſerving as a means.
putting into Holy Orders,
Disanical Part, tkat Part of a Living
Didination - Days, cerrain Days.ap. Creatore or Plant, which is defign'd forthe
pointed for the ordaining of Clergy -men .
performing of fome particular Adion or
Duinatione contra Servisntes ( L.) Function
a Writ that lies again a Servant for leave
ipg his Mafter,
Digamente
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| Drganiſt, one Skill'd in Playing upon, cords in the Exchequer ſent chither out of
the Muſical Organ .
the Chancery .
Daigine, Riſe, or Beginning ; Scock or
Tuganization, a forming (of Organs
Pedigree
or Inftrumental Parts .
zganized, furniſhed with proper Or
Drillion or Blind, ( F'in Fortif. ) a
Mals of Earth fac'd with a Wall, uſually
gans.
Digany or T28ain, wild Marjoram ; rais'd on the Shoulder of Baſtions thathave
an Herb.
Caſemates.
Digamos, Violence, Force , Onſet :
I rinoca-Cagle, a Bird much like the
In Phyfick , a quick Motion of the Blood or common Eagle, but its Feathers are curiouſ.
Animal Spirits.
ly wrought with black Spots.
geyx 0. S. ) the greater ſort of Drion ( G. ) a Southern Gonftellation
which conſiſts of 39 Stars ,
North Sea fiſh , now callid Crean -Ling:
+ Drilon (F. ) a Prayer.
rgia ( G. ) certain Feafts and Revels
in honour of the God Bacchus.
Dak, a munſtrous Fiſh commonly callid
Drgues ( F. ) a pair of Organs, a Mu. a Whirl- pool; alſo a Hulk or huge Sea-vel
fical Inſtrument: In Fortification, long and lel; alſo a But for Wine or Figs.
thick pieces of Wood, with Iron -Plates at
Dile, ( in Herald . )an Ordinary, almoſt
the end, hung over a Gate , to ftop it up of the Figure of an Ineſcutcheon : In Archi
inſtead of a Portcullice. Allo a Device te&ture, the ſame with Plinth.
confifting of many Harquebuſſes linked
Izloze, ( S.T. ) the uppermoſt Deck
together, cr of ſeveral Musket-Barrels of a great Ship .
ſet in a row within one wooden Stock .
Danament ( L ) Set-off, Finery,
zgyía, ( G. ) a Meaſure containing Grace, Beauty ; a Rhetorical Flouriſh .
6 Feet.
Pinaments ( in Architect. ) are the
zichalcim , the Metal which we com- Architraves, Cornices and Frizes of the fe
veral Orders ; allo divers ſorts of Chan
monly call Braís.
Dzient ( L. ) the Eaſtern Poinr of the nellings, Ovals, Wreaths, dc.
Heavens.
Danithology, a Diſcourſe or Deſcri .
Dzient Equinoctial, that point of prion of the 1 ſeveral kinds and natures of
the Horizon , which the Sun riſes upon , Birds.
when it enters the Signs Aries and Libra.
Din.thomancy, a Sooth ſaying by the
Dzient Eftival, the Summer- Eaſt or Alight of Birds.
Thobia, Frankircenſe in ſmall Grains.
North -Eaſt,
Dzient tyvernal, the Winter -Eaſt or
Doboides , a Settlement in Urine like
South -Eaſt.
Vetches.
Azient Pearl, a Pearl of great
Taphan, a Fatherleſs and Motherleſs
Child
Luſtre.
Diphanilin , the fate or condition of
Dalentat, belonging to the Eaſt, Eaſt
ern : In Aſtronomy, a Planetis ſaid to be an Orphan .
Dzpiment, a Mineral .
Oriental, when it riſes in the Morning be
fore the Sun.
C2pin or Dipine, a healing Herb.
Dzifice, the Mouth , or Opening of a
Darach or jage, a Pot Herb .
Dathopyglum ( G. ) the Rump of a
thing, cſpecially that of the Stomach , of
Bird or Beaſt.
a Wound, Vein, c.
Driflambe or Quriflambe ( F. ) the
Dzris, a Flower callid Iris in Greek .
Royal Standard of the ancient Kings of and common'y the Flower -de-luce : Allo
a ſort of weaved Gold and Silver .
France,
Diigany, ( G. ) wild Marjoram , an Lace .
Herb ,
Tatill ( F. ) a Toe : In Fortification ,
Driginal ( L. ) belonging to, or the ſame as Berme.
Datelli, ( F.L. ) the Claws of a Dog's
proceeding from an Original; primitive, Foot
,
tirft.
Dziginal Sin, the Guiltwhich Man
Dathocolon (G.in Surgery) a preterna.
kind derives from the firſt Parent .
tural ſtraightneſs of a Joint,
An Daiginal, the firſt Beginning or
Dathododon, a Greek Meaſure, ſhort
Riſe of a thing ; the firſt Draught of a er by a Finger's breadth than the Span.
Writing & c : Allo Stock or Pedigree , the
Cathodor, that is of a true and right
Derivation of a Word , ác,
Opinion or Belief.
Criginalia , ( I.T.) Tranſcripts of Re
2thodoxy, right Judgment, true Be.
Džthodcomicks,
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Dethodlomicks ( in Navigat. ) the
Dlculum , a little Mouth ; alſo
1
Art of failing in the Arch of fome great Kiſs.
Drculum Uteri , the Cavity or hollow
Circle.
Part of the Womb.
Dithodzomy, ſuch à Courſe .
Withogonal (in Geon . ) Right-angled ,
Drier, the red or Water-willow.
or having right Angles.
Dlmonds, ( 0.5 . ) the Oar, of which
Dithographical or Dithographick, Iron is made.
I fmund ( S. Hour peace ) a proper
belonging Orthography,
Dithographical Brojection of the Name of Men .
Dímund Royal or Dímund the ima
Sphere, is a drawing the Surface of the
Sphere on a Plane which cuts it in the mid - ter-man , a fort of Herb.
fliculum ( L. ) a little Bone : A
die ; the' Eye being vertically plac'd at
an infinite diſtance from one of the Hemi mong Herbaliſts, the Stone of a Pium ,
Cherry, & c.
ſpheres.
Olthgraphilt or Dathographer, one
# Dfuary, a Charnel -Houſe, or Place
where dead People's Bones are kept.
skilld in Orthography.
thography ( in Gram .) the right
Dit or Doft, ( C. ) a Veffel, on which
and true way ofWriting or Spelling, In Hops or Malt is dry'd.
Architecture , the Repreſentation of one of
ftigil (G. ) a Surgeon's Intrument,
the Fronts of a Building, according to the to draw out Bones,
Mules of Geometry , In Perſpective, the
Olienlve ( L. ) that ſerves to fhew ; as
Ofte afive Demonſtrations, io e, ſuch as plain
fore-right ſide of any Plane,
Otthography or Dithographical ly hew the Truth of any Propofition.
Ditentation, making a fair thew out
Secion , ( in Fortif. ) is a Draught,
which thews the thickneſs, breadth , wardly, vain Glory .
Dftentative, apt to make a fhew of,
depth and height of any Work , as it
would appear, if Perpendicularly cut or boat.
Diteocolla ( G. ) theGlae-bone Stone,
off from the higheſt to the loweſt
a ſoft Stone ſaid to be of great Virtue
part of it.
Dathopra:a, a difficulty of breathing, for theJoyning of broken Bones.
when onecannot ferch his Breath , but hold .
Diteocapi. Pairsin the Bones.
Diteology, that part ofAnatomy which
ing his Neck upright.
Drthoftatæ , ( in Archite &t.) Buttreſſes Mewys the Nature, Figure, ác of the Bones
of Animal Bodies.
or Supporters ofa Building,
Diary, L. ) a Porter or Door-keeper .
Ortolan ( F. ) a delicate Bird about
Anciendly one that kept the Keys of
the bigneſsof a Lark.
Drval, an Herb, otherwiſe calid :he Church, and took Gharge of all things
in it.
Clary.
Dzvietaut, an Ele&uary good againſt
Diisa, the Scab in Lambs, about the
Mouch and Lips .
Poiſon,
Diyal ( O. R.) a Porch , Cloiſter, or
Ditracitis, (G. ) a Stone call'd a Neft
of Boxes.
arched Room in a Monaſtery.
Driracitis, a Crui that ſticks to Furna.
Ds ( L. ) a Bone.
ces where Brali. Oar is melted .
Ds Calcis , the Heel-bone.
Dſtrich or Ditrioge, a great African
Ds aviculare. the ſame as Sca.
Fowl .
phóides.
Ditrogoths, thoſe Goths, who coming
Ds Sepia , Cuttle-Bone .
a sbert, ( S. the Light of the Family out of the Eak, invaded the Southern and
Weſtern
Parts of Europe.
* Proper Name of Men .
Diwald ( S. Houſe- ruler or Steward )
Dsbo:n ( 1. e . Houſe -child ) another
a proper Name of Men.
proper Name.
Diwald's Law , the turning out of
Dſcillation ( L. ) a ſwinging upon a
Rope : Allo theſwing of a Pendulum .
marry'd Prieſts, and bringing Monks in
to Churches, by Oſwald Biſhop of Wor
fcitancy, Sluggiſhneſs, Sloth.
cefter.
Oſcitat,on, a yawning or gaping.
fcula ( L. ) the holes in a Pipe: In Dtacauſticks, ( G. ) Inftruments to
Anatomy, the opening of Vellels at their help or improve the senſe of Hearing .!
Dtaigia , a Pain in the Ears,
ends.
Dſcularorſus 9Duſculus, the fame as
Dtencbyta, a ſmall Syring to convey
Orbicularis.
Medicinal Liquors into the Lars.
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Dverstraighted, ever-loaded , as a
Dutca ( G. ) Medicines for Difempers
in the Ears .
Ship is that has taken in too muuh Fraight
Dtoojacks, old Janizaries no longer fit or Burden .
for Service in the Wars.
To Dver-grow , to grow too fast, or
Dtraque, a Drinkmadeof a Nut grow- in too great abundance.
ing in theMalmcoa -Ifands.
Dvercgrown Sea , ( S. T. ) is
Ottadini, the ancient Name of a when the waves fwell to an exceflive
People, who inhabited Northumberland. Height.
Dtter, a Beat of Chace.
To Cvet -hate, to hale a Rope che con
trary way . when tis drawn too ftiff.
Dttoman , belonging to the Turks.
Overslaid , ſtifled or ſmothered.
$val , ( L. ) that is of the thape of an
To Dverslook , to have an Eye upa,
Egg .
Dval Window ( in Anat . ) one on, to wink at ; to take no notice
of the holes in the hollow of the Ear:
of ; to look upon with difdain .
An Oval (in Geom. ) a round but
Dver -maked, a Ship is ſaid to be Overe
forewhat long Figure ; ſo that Lines mafted, when her Maſts are too big for her
drawn from its utmoft Superficies to the Bulk .
Center, are not equal, yet well enough Dver-plus, that which is over and
anſwer to each other from the oppofite above.
To Over -poiſt, to out-weigh.
Sides.
Dval or Duelo, ( In Archite&t . ) a
To Depersrake ( S. T. ) as the Waves
Member ſo call'd from its Figure reſembling are ſaid to over-rake a ship, when they
break in and wath her from one end to the
an Egg.
Dvalis Cozona ( L. among the Row other .
Over-reach , a Strain , the painful
wans ) a Crown uſually granted to cne
: that had obtaind the lefſer Triumph, call'a ſwelling of the Malter Sinews of a
Horſe .
Ovation .
Dvaria ( in Anet. ) the Tefticles of
To Dver -reach, to hurt one's felf with
reaching too far ; to hitthe fore-Feet with
Kemales.
Dvation ( among the Romans ) a the hinder, asfome Horſes do ; to cozen,
fetry Triumph for a Victory, won without or cheat,
D verstigid,too rigorous, too fevere ..
the ſpilling of much Blood, or for the de.
To Dvet -rule, to govern with abſolute
feating of Rebels, Slaves & c.
Dubut, a ſort of Caterpillar ; an In- Power, to bear (way .
feat .
To Dversrult an argument or Dba.
i Duch, a Collar of Gold formerly jection at Law , as theJudges do ; s. 69
worn by Women ; allo & Butron of not to allow of it, to reje& it .
Dverelt, ( 0 ) uppermoft.
Gold ſet with fome precious Stone or
To Duerršun, to cut-run or out-Strips.
Jewel.
T. Dvet-ach to act beyond one's to invade every where.
Commiſſion. :
To Over- run a page ( in Printing )
it over again , to diſpoſe the Lines af
To Dver-ballance, to exceed in weight, to run
ter another manner,
to out-weigh .
To Dver- bear , to prevail over, to op
Dverſamelia ( D.L.T. ) a Fineanci
preſs.or cruth.
ently laid upon thoſe, who hearing of a
It Over-blows, ( S. T, ) when the Murder or Robbery, did not purſue tha
.
Wind blows ſo hard, that the Ship can bear Malefactor,
no Sails.
To Dverfet, to have the Management,
Over-board , to fall or be thrown into of ; to over-look , or let flip,
the Sea
To Dver - ſet. to over-tum : A Ship at
To ver-caſt, to grow dark or dou- Seais ſaid to be Over -ſet when he is turn'd
dy : to caſe a Wall with Stone, & c. to over on one fide.
To Dver-foot, to ſhoot beyond the
throw beyondthe Jack in Bowling.
Ider -cautious, too wary, too beedmark, to go too far in a Buſineſs.,
ful.
To Tverstretch, to fretch a thing
Dver- clouded , as His Judgment is over too much , to carry on a matter too
clouded , i. e, cover'd at it were with Clouds, far .
and darken'd .
Dvert, ( F.) open or manifeft; asin
Over =cynhed ( O.L. Ť. ) convitbad , or Overt ad ,1. 1.Tome plain matter of Fadi,
broxed Guilty,
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Clerk of the Outlawzies, an Officer
which ferves to prove io e, the Deſign that
whole Bufineſs it is, to make out the
was in hand;
Writs of Capias Vilagarum ; afrer Outlaw .
Dvert cukord , an open plain Speech.
To Dverthrow , to turn topſy -tur- wries .
Dutslicker ( in a Ship ) a ſmall piece
Ty, to defeat or rout, to diſappoint.
Among Sea-men, a Ship is ſaid to be of Timber about 3 or 4 Yards long, mide
Overthrown, when being brought a-ground faſt to theTop of the Poop, and .Itanding
the falls over on her Side.
right out aftern .
Dverture ( F. ) an opening of a
Dut-parters, a fort of Thieves in
Matter, a Propoſal ; alſo a Flouriſh of Scoltand , that ride about to fetch in ſuch
Mulick, before the Scenes are open'd in a Cartel, or other things as they can light
on .
Play houſe.
Dutrage ( F. ) a violent Affault, an
Dver-weening, having too great an
haincus Offerice.
Opinion of one's own Perſon or Merit.
Futëigious, cruel, fierce, violent.
To Dverwhelm , to covet over, to
Dutrance , ( 0. ) Deſtru & ion, Extre.
plunge or link in Warer.
Dviðuctus ( in Anat. ) the Egg-par- mity.
Cut-riders ( L. T. ) travelling Bai
{ages, the ſame as Tuba Fallopiana.
Dviparous ( io Philſ. ) that breeds by liffs employ'd to ride to the fartheſt places
of the Counttes or Hundreds, for fummond
Eggs or Spawn.
Dvfum a Pain in the Herd, ſettled ing Perſons to the County or Hundreda !
in a Place about the bignets of an Court,
Dutwail, a very ſorrowful thing.
Egg
Dut -works ( in Forrif. ) all ſorts of
Dunce, the twelfth part of a Pound
Troy weight, or the fixteenth part of a Works that are raiſed without the Inclo
Pound Aver-du pois ; in Apothecaries fure of a Place. doc. In Cookery , cer.
Weight 8 Drams. Allo a kind of tame tain Courſes of Dishes ſet on the outſideof
the Table.
Beaſt in Perſia .
Dvum ( L. ) an Egg ; allo the Spawn
Dunding ( 0. ) rifing like Waves.
Dundy and Criſp. ( 0.P. ) ſleeked of Fish .
and curled .
Dvuin Philoſophicum or Chymicum ,
Durlop ( S. ) a Fine anciently paid a Glaſs round at bottom , and having
to the Lord of the Manour by the in a long Neck, us’d in Chymical Operati
feriour Tenant, when his Daughter was de- ons.
bauch'd .
Duze, a fort of miry Sedge.
Duzel , or Dulel , a kind of Black
Duked ( F. L. T. ) as Oufted outof
ed or put outof the Bird.
remov
Poleffion,
e.
i.
Poffeffion.
Duzy or Dosy, moiſt, wet, plafhy:
Dulter le gain a Judgment given
girwelty or Doealty of Services
in Chanocry for the Delivery of Seized Lands ( L. P. ) an Equality of Services, when
the Tenant Parayki owes as much to the
outof the King's Hands.
Dulter le
er, an Excuſe for Meſne, as the Meſne does to the Lord Para
not appearing in Court after a Sum mount.
mons, upon account of being beyond
Dwen, a proper Name of Men.
Sea.
Dwl, a well-known Night-bitd .
1
D wler, one chat conveys prohibited
ticon
Dutacoul
, an Ear-pipe.
Dutfangchef ( S. L. T.) a Privilege Goods in the Night to the Sea-ſide, in oro
whereby a Lord , might bring any Man der to be Shipp'd off contrary to Law .
dwelling in his Fee, and takenfor Felony
Dwie, a kind of wild Bull.
in any other Place, to a Tryal in his own
Dife, the Birk of a young Oak bearen
Court
ſmall. and usd by Tanners.
Dutland , ſuch Land as was let out
Dwler, the Bark and Water, in a Tana
to any Tenant meerly at the Pleaſure of Ders Pic.
the Lord.
Dr- bane, an Herb.
Dutlaw , a Perſon depriv'd of the Bee
Dr-boole ( C. ) an Ox-fall. or Stable
Defit of the Law .
for Oxen.
De- eye , a little Bird ; allo ad Herbert
To Ditlay one, to ſue him to an Out.
lawry.
cherwiſe cail'd Great Margaret.
Dutlarzy, the Loſs of the Benefit
Dr - ily, an Infect.
Dr - sang of Land, as ratch Land as
of a subject, and of the Queen's Protecti.
on .
may
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may be plough'd by one Gang or Team ofOx
Pact, a ſtep, a rate, or manber of goº
sa in one day.
ing : Allo a Meaſure of two Footand a halls
Dr- tongue, the Herb Bugloſs.
but a Geometrical Pace confifts of 5 Foot
Dralme, any ſharp falt Compofition
pact of Alles a Herd or Company of
, ( G. ) a Mixture of vinegar thole Beatts.
andDrelæum
Oil.
Pachyntica ( G. ) Medicines that are
Drycrat a mixture of fair Water and of a thickening Quality.
Vinegar.
Pacification ( L.) Peace-makingsMed
Crytroceum , a Plaiſter made of diation or treating for Peace.
Saffron , Vinegar and other Ingredients,
Edict of Palfication, a Decree ſex
rydercica, Medicines char quicken the forthby a Prince or State, for the pacifying
of all Parties.
Sight.
Drygon, a Triangle, having 3 Acute
Dacífick, that is for, or that acids ecu
Angles.
the making of Peace .
Drygonial , belonging to an Oxygon .
To Pacify , co appeaſe, to quiet.
Drymel, a Potion or Syrup made of
Pack of wool,a Horſe.load, confift !
Honey, Vinegar and Water boil'dcogether. ing of 240 Pound-weight.
Drymozon a Rhetorical Figure in
Packer, one whore Trade or Buſineſsa
which an Epithetofa quite contrary it is toorder and pack up Merchards Goods.
ngnification is added to any Word.
Packing -whites, a kind of Cloth.
Drynoſema, an acure Diſeaſe,
Pact or action ( L. ) Bargain, Co
Drypozium , a Medicine that cauſes venant.
Digeftion
an eafie
, or is of other quick
Pad , ( 0.) a Bundle.
Operation .
Pad or Pad - f2ag, a Horſe that goes
Dryzegmia
the Stomach. , a fower Belching from ealie.
To Pad, to rob upon the Road.
Drezrhodinum , Oil of Roſes and
Padder or Foot-Pad, ope . tbac robari
Vinegar mingledcogether; ora Mixture upon the High-way on Foot,
of Vinegar ofRoſes and Roſe -water,
To Paddle, to move the Water with
Dryſaccharum , a Compoſition of Su- Hands or Feet.
gar and Vinegar.
Paddle-ſtaff, a long Staff, with an Iron
Dyer ( F. to hear ) à Law -word pike at the end of it, muchu'dby Moleti
anciently usid for what we now call catchers.
Aflizes.
Paddock, a great Toad .
Dyer and Cerminer a particular
Padrock or Daddock -courſe, 2 placex =
Commiſſion granted to fome eminent Perſons in a Park paldin very narrow on both fides 2
for the hearing and determining ofCrimi. for Hounds to run Matches.
003
Paddow -pipe, an Herb .
Dyer de Record, a Petition made
Dadelion, an Herb otherwiſe called
28
in
a Court
of Juftice,
Judges
Sanicle.
would
lookthe
upon
any great
be pleas'd
to hear, orThat
Pædarthqocacė (G. in Surgery ) then
Record .
Corrupting of a Bone in the Joynt.
Dyes a Word generally us'd by pub Pædloptca, a part of Phyfick relating a
lick Cryers,when they make Proclamation to theManagement of Children , for the Pro
ofany thing .
ſervation of their Health .
Dzæna. (G.) a ſort of the Fiſh Pourcon
Dagan ( L. ) an Heathen .
Country
crelor Many-feet : Allo anold ſtinking tain
Feaftsmadeby
the the
Paganalia
. ) cer
Romans
( among
Ulcer in the inGdeof the Noſtrils.
People...
Duter, a ſort of Willow -free.
Paganiſm , the Pinciples and Prađices Žia
of Pagans.
Dage, a Youth of Honour in the Service 1:
of a Prince, or ſome great -Perſonage.
Dageant, a Triumphal Chariot or other
PA
pompous Device uſually carry'd about it a
Publick Shews,
cal, a certain Indian Tree .
Pageantry, Pomp, fine Appearance, the
Pecat.
Pacare ( L. ) to appeaſe or render vain Shew,
kavourable :Inold Records
Pagod an Image worſhipped by theHeas
Inetempseare, to pay Toll,,to pay, as to thensin Indig ,of elite Temple belonging
to
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lo ſuch an Idol: Allo a piece of Indian Gold
worth about 9 s. Sterling.
Paica, an Indian Herb good againſt the
Stone in the Kidneys.
Paigles , a Flower otherwiſe calld
Cowlips.
Pain , ( F. ) Bread or a Loaf: In Cooke
Pains fignifie
certain Meſſes proper for
Side-diſhes
.
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Electoz Ealatine, one of the Ele&ors
of the German Empire .
Palatine or Palaſline, a precious
Stone , more red and fiery than the Car
buncle.
Palatinus mons. Mount Palatine,
one of the ſeven Hills of Rome, on which
the RoyalManfion-Houſe was built;whence
allKings Courts came to be callid Palatia,
Pain , Toil or Labour
Body, dil or Palaces.
quiet of Mind, Torment or Torture .
Palatum, the Palate, or roof of the
Pains, an ulcerous Scab ghat breedsin Mouth.
a Horſe's Paſtern .
Pale, a Srake of Wood ; alſo an old
Painforttdure ( F.L. T. ) a par. Word for a Spangle. In Heraldry, an 0:
ticular
Puniſhment commonly call'dPraling dinary which
confifts of two Lines drawn
to Death.
perpendicular from the top to the bottom
Painter, one that Paints in Oil or on of the Efcutcheon .
therwiſe
,
Paled Flowers, thoſe that have leaves
Painter - Stainer, one that makes ret about a Head or Thrum .
draughts of, and Paints all forts of Coars
Palele or Dozon , a Greek Meaſure of
of Arms, c.
three English Inches.
Painúng , the Art of making a right
Paleitine, one of the three chief Divi,
Proportions
ſo as to fions of Syria ; the Holy Land .
Vſe of Colours and
Dalfrey, a Horſe of State for a Prin
repçelent any Objeđ , 6c.
Pais , ( F. ) Country , Land : Whence ceſs, or great Lady.
Dalilia, ( L. , certain Feaſts celebrated
Trga por Pais, a Law - Phraſe i i. e . Tryal
among the ancient Romans in honour of
by theCountry or Jury:
Paiſage,therepreſentation of any part PalestheGoddeſs of Flocks.
of a Country in Painting , or Draw
Palilogia , ( G. ) a Rhetorical Figure
in which the ſame Word is repeated .
Paiſro, ' ( O. L. ) a liberty for Hogs
Dalimbacchius, ( in Gram. ) a Focs
conlifting of two long Syllables, and one
to run in Forefts to feed on Maſt.
palact, a ſtately Houle,where a King being tort.
or Prince bas his Reſidence .
Palindrome,a Verſe or Sentence,which
Paladin ,, ( F. ) a Knight - errant.
being read forward or ba kward , the
Palais,( F. ) a Palace ; the Palace of Words and Senſ: are the lane : Alſo the
the.Mouth : All the Name of the great relapfinginto a Diſeaſe.
Place of Findicat ure at Paris in France.
Baling, a ſort of Fencing -work for
Palanka, a Stakes.
piece of Fortification made Fruit-treesplanted in Fields.
of great Poles or
Palingenelia, ( G.) Regeneration, a
Palanquin or Dalakin, ( Sp. ) a Chair being born again.
Kings
great
and
State,
which
the
of
in
Palingman, ( in Stat . 11 H. 7. ) a
Lords
of Eaf.India,
are carry'd about upon Merchant Denizen, one born in England.
Men's Shoulders
.
Palinody, ( G. I a Recantation, a re
Palaling, ( 0. ) Ladies of Honour. calling what one had ſpoken or written bei
Balatable, agreeable to the Palace fre.
pleaſant to the Taſte .
Paltflade ( Sp. ) a Fence of Pales :
Dalate
In Husbandry, a ſort of flight Fence ſea
Tatto
. , the roof of the Mouth ; the to
beautify a Place or Walk . In Forriớca
Palati Ds, ( in Anat . ) a ſmall and cion , Paliſadoes are ſtrong Marp -pointed
almoſt
fquare Bone, which makes the Stakes 6 or 7 Inches ſquare, and eight
binder part
Foor long
of the Roof of the Mouth,
Palatinate or County Palatinc of Pall, a Covering laid over the Coffa
of Territories of and Corpsat a Funeral:Allo an Ornamene
Country
Rbine,the
be
Palatine
the Elector
.
which the Pope beſtows on Arch Biſhops,&c.
Dalatine, belonging, to the Palace or Alſo a long Robe or Mantle worn upon for
Pourt
Prince. of an Emperou: or . Sovereign lemn Occaſionsby theKnighesof the Gaia
ter . In Heraldry,a kind of Crofs.
County Palatine, a principal County
To Pall, to die or grow fat, as 'Lio
or Sbire havingasit were the Juriſdiction quors do.
of a Royal Palace.
Iee 2
Palla,
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Palla, ( L. among the Romans) a Hand: Alſo one that deceitfully cozens or
ſort oflarge upper Garment: In old Records, cogs at Cardsor Dice :Allo a kind ofWorm
a Canupy, ſuch as is born over the Queen with many Feets alfo the Crown of a
Deer's Head : Alſo an Inſtrument with
at her Coronation ; alſo an Altar-cloth.
Pallats , two' Nuts that play in the which School Boys are ftruck on the Palms
Fangs of the Crown -wheel of a Watch .
of their Hands.
Pallet, a little low Bed ; allo a thin
Palmektry, the Skill of Fortune-telling
oval piece of Wood , us’d by Painters to by obſerving certain Lines or Marks on
hold their Colours : Alſo a Partition in the the Palm of ones Hand.
Hold of a Ship, in which by laying ſome
Balmeto-tree, a Tree in the Indies.
-Pigs of Lead , 6c. the Ship may be ſuffi
Palmifter, one skill'd in the Art of
ciently ballafted without loſing room there. Palmeftry .
In Heraldry, one moiety or half of the
Palmus, ( L. ) a Hand -breadth or 7
Pale,
four Inches : alſo a ſhivering or parting 1
Palletoque or fallecote, a Callock or of the Heart,caus'd by a Convulſion of the
ſhort Cloak with Sleeves .
Nerves.
* To Palliate, ( L. ) to diſguiſe, to co
Dalour, a fort of Fiſh .
lour or Cloak. TO Palliate a Distemper ,
Palpable, ( L. ) that may be felr , or
is to patch it up , to cure it but imper. perceived ; alſo manifeft, evident, plain.
fe &tly .
Pilpebræ , the Eye-lids.
Dalitation, a Palliating, cloaking , c.
Palpitation, a panting, bearing quick,
In Phyſiek , a method that helps incurable or throbbing.
Difeaſes by the application of proper Re
Palſgrave, ( Ge. ) a Count or Earl
medies.
of a which
Place. cauſes a
has theoverlight
that
Palliative, that ſerves to palliate.
a Diſeaſe,
Palley,
VAN
Pallicta, ( O. L. ) Poles, or paled Fen- Nackening of the Nerves.
ces.
Palley,
when
both the most
Dallid, a Poetical Word for pale.
tionDeanand ſense
of theisPart
is loft.
PallsWall , a kind of Sport.
To Pilter, to play faſt and looſe , to
Pallier, a Landing-place in a Stair- deal unfairly ; alſo to ſquander away.
cale , or a Step , which being much
Daltry, forry, pitiful, bad.
broader than the others may ſerve to reſt
Palys Bendy,' ( in Heraldry ) a kind of
upon .
Checker, when a Coar is divided both the
Palm ; the inner part of the Hand ; the Pale and Bend-wiſe.
Meaſure of a Hand's breadtn , 3 Inches :
To Pamper, 'to cocker, or make over
Palms are alſo the white Buds of Sallies or much of.
Withy, that come before the Leaf.
Damphlet, a little ſtitch'd Book .
Balm of an Anchoz , the Flook or
Pamphle
a Writer' of, or Dealer
broad part which faftens into the Ground . in Pamphlertter,
s.
Pampineforme cozpus, ( L. in A
Palm or Balm - tree, a Tree that bears
the Fruit call'd Dætes .
nar. ) the Veins and Arteries chat pars to
Dalm
the Sunday before the Teſticles, which make a Body reſem : *
Eatter, -Sund.iy,
bling curled Leaves.
palm -at'ozm , a venomous American Panacea, ( C, T. ) an Univerſal Me
Inſect .
dicine ; Said to be fufficient to cure all
To Palm , to juggle in one'sHand ; to Diſeaſes. Alſo the Herb All-heal or Wound
cogor cheat at Dice .
wort.
Danacta Mercurialis, Sublimate of
Palmare hordeum, ( O. L. ) Palm
Barley or Sprat- Barley ,
Mercury fweeren'd by many repeated Sub
Palmaris Brevis, ( in Anat .) a limations, and bythe Spirit of Wine.
Danado ( Sp. ) a kind of Gruel.
Muſcle of the Palm of the Hand , which is let
Panaritium ( L. ) a very painful and
in to the eighth Bone of the Carpus.
Palmaris Longus, another Muſcle of dangerous Swelling in the end of the Fia
the Palm of the Hand, which is inferted ger , at the spot of the Nail.
fidevrays to the Roots of the Fingers.
Pancalier ( F. :) a Plant, otherwiſe
Paimata or Palmada, ( 0. L. ) a call a Milan Cabbage.
blow upon the Hand with a Palmer or Fe.
Pancart,a Paper containing the parti
rula .
cular Rates of Tolls or Cuftoms due to the
Palmer, a Pilgrim that travels to viſit French King:
Holy Places, with a Palm -Branch in bis
Pancbieta
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Panchieſta (G.) Medicines good a .
pannade ( F. ) the curveting, or pian.
cing of a Horſe.
gainſt all, or many Diſeaſes.
es
Pinnage or Jawnage, the Malt of
Panchymagogá or Panchymagogu ,
univerſal Purges, Medicines that diſperle the Woods, as of Beech, Acorns, G. Or
all Humours of the Body.
the Money taken for feeding Hogs with tne
Pancreas ( in Anat.) the Sweet-bread, Maſt of the Queen's Eoref : Allo a Tax up
a fat Subſtance confifting of many Glandules on Cloth .
wrapt up in the ſame Coat.
Pannel , a Pane or Square of Wainſcot,
Dancreatick belonging to the Pancreas, & c . Allo a kind of Saddle for carry ng
Burdens on Horſe -back . In Law , the Parche
or Sweetbrea
Pandalea, (P.T. ) a ſclid Electuary.
ment or Roll on which are written the
Pandects , Books that handle all man Names of Jurors return'd , to paſs cheir Ver
ner of Subjects or Queſtions : Alſo a diet upon any Tryal. In Falconry, the Pipe
Volume of the Civil Law, otherwiſe calld next to the Fundament of an Hawk.
Digefts..
Pannicu'us ( L. ) a little Clout or
Dandemtus Mozbus, a Diſeaſe that Rag
Danniculus Carnoſus ( in Anat. )
is univerſally rife, or common in any
Place.
the Heihy Pinnicle, a fort of Meinbran :
Pander, one that procures the Hire of or Skin, which covers thewhole Body.
a Strumpit, a Pimp.
Pannier, a Dorſer or Basker to put
Pandiculation ( L. ) a ſtretching one's Bread in ; allo a Hamper, ſuch as are carry'd
felf, and yawning together .
by Beaſts of Burden .
Pannnier-man, an Under Officer in
Dandózatrix , ( 0.L. ) an Ale- wife
that brews and ſells Ale or Beer.
Inns of Court.
Pandoze or Pandure, a Muſical In
Pannus ( L. ) any Cloth , Stuff, or
ftrument.
Clothing: Alloa Diſeaſe of the Eye, when
Dant, a Square of Ģlaſs, Wainſcor, a fleſhy Web covers the whole Eye, or part
doc.
of it,
panegyrick ( G. ) a Speech deliver’d
Danoplia ( G. ) compleat Armour , or
!
before a folemn and general Aſſembly of Harneſs,
People,eſpecially in Praíle of a great Prince,
Panſelene, the full Moon.
doc,
Panſy, a Flower commonly callid
Panegyrilt, a maker of Panegyricks.
Hearts eale.
Panella or panellum ( 0.L. ) a
Panſophia, Univerſal Wiſdom , or a
little Page, a Schedule or Roll of Parch- general Know'edge in all things.
ment, c.
To Dant, to ferch one's Breath ſhort, to
Danet a . ( O.L. ) a Pantry or Place to bear quick .
ſetup cold Viduals in.
Panais or Dantas, a Hawk's hard
Pantik, as a Panick Fear or Frighi, i. e. feroning of Wind ; allo a Diſeaſe in Car
& ſudden and diftra& ing Fear without any cel.
known 'cauſe, faid ro be firſt Inflicted by < Pant: 'ogns, a Garment formerly worn ,
the God Pan .
conſiſting of Breeches and Sockings 'far
Panick or Panic, a ſmall Grain like ſtend together, and both of the ſame
Millet,
Stuff
Panick -graſs , an Herb.
Pantarbe, 1 G. ) a precious Stone ,
Panicula ,( L ) Cats:tail,a Subſtance that call’d the Stone of the Sun,
grows on the Pine and ſome other Trees :
Panters, Toils or nets to catch Deer
Alſo a kind of ſoft woolly Beard on which wich .
theSeeds of ſome Herbs hang down.
Pintor. ( L. ) the Paunch or Belly :
Panis ( L. ) Bread .
allo a Sore or Gall on the Neck of Draught
Panis fortis et durus, when a Male. Beaſts.
factor upon his Tryal ſtands mute ; among
Panthea or Signa Panthea , certaine
other Punifhments heis condemnd adpanem ancient Statues, which by che different fie
fortem durum , i. e. to have only hard gures that were upon chem, repreſented all
the Gods .
dry Barley.bread and Paddle-water
Panis militaris, ( 0.L. ) Ammuni
Pantheologia, the whole ſumm or Boa
tion or Camp-bread, hard Bisker.
dy of Divinity .
Black
Panis vocatus
whytlof, Bread Pantheon, a noted Temple at Rome.
of a middle fort, between white and anciently dedicated to all the 'Heathen
Brown.
Gids.
Panthe
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Par Gagum , ( in Anat.) a pair of
Panther, ( G. ), che Female,Leopard , a
wild Beaft.
Nerves that ariſe below the Auditory ones
Pancier or maſter of the Pantry , from the ſides of the Oblongated Mar
an Officer that keeps the Bread in a King's row .
Court, or in a Noble -man's Houſe.
Par or Exchange, ( in Trade ) is
when a Perſon to whom a Bill is payable re.
Pantofle, ( F. ) a Slipper.
Dantometer, ( G. ) a Mathematical In..ceives of the Acceptor, jutt ſo much mo
Atrument thatſerves to meaſureall' forts of ney in value, as was paid to the Drawer,
by the Remitter.
Angles, Length , Heights, & c.
Pantry, a Room or Cloſet where Bread parable, a Declaration or Expoſition
and cold Meat is kept,
of a thing by way of Similitude or Compa
Panurgia, ( 6.) Craftineſs, Subtilty, riſon .
skill in all kind of Matters,
Parabola, ( G. ) the con paring of
Panus, the Woof about a Quill in a things together; a Parable or similitude:
Weaver's Shuttle : Among Surgeons, a Sore In Rhetorick , afigurative Expreſfion : In
in the glandulous or kernelly Parts.
Geometry, one of the three Sections,which
Papa, the Pope, from the old Greek ariſes from a Cone's being cut by a Plane
to one of its Sides.
parallel
Word Papae, ſignifying a Father.
Papacy , the Dignity of a Pope, or Parabolical or Parabolick, belonging,
to a Parable, or to a Parabola .
the time of his Government.
Parabolick Cuneus, a kind of 58.
Papal, belonging to the Pope.
Papaver. ( 1 )Poppy or Cheſs-boul, lid mention d by Dr.Wallis.
a Flower.
Parabolick Pyžamiboto, a ſolid Fi
gure ſo nam'd from its particular Forma
Dapaverous, belonging to Poppy.
Papayer, a kind of Fruit-tree in Ame- tion .
sica .
Darabolick Space, is the Area or
Paper, a Subſtance made of Rags whi- Content comprehended between the Curve
of the Parabola and any entiro Ordinare.
tend ard ground in a Mill.
Parabolick Spindle, à Solid Body.
Paper- Office, an Office in the Royal
Palaceat White-Hall, where all Ads of the made by the turning of a Semi- l'arabola a.
Council-board, Proclamations, c, arekept boat its Ordinate .
and diſpoſed of. Alſo an Office ſo calld, Daraboliſm or Depreſſion of an
Equation , ( in Algebra ) the Diviſion of
belonging to the Queen's Bench.
Papilio, ( L.) the Butterfly, an Inſect ; the Terms of an Equation, by the known
allo a Pavilion or Tenr.
Quantity that is multiplied into the firſt
Papilionaceous flower, ſuch an one Term .
Paraboloid or paraboltck Conoid,
as Tomewhat repreſents the figure of a
( in Geom . ) a Solid made by the turning of
Butreifly with its Wings ſpread our.
Papilla, ( in Anat.) the Nipple or a Parabola about its Axis.
Paracelfan, a Phyſician, that follows
T cat in the middle of each Breaſt.
Papil?. 3.nteſtindum ; ſmall Glan- theMethod of Paracelsus.
aules in the innermost Coat of the inteſtines
Paracelkick sbedicines, ſuch as are
or Guts.
prepar'd afrer the manner of that noted
ym
o
Papillaram Proceffus, or pi : Ch iſt.
celus Mammillares , the ends of the
Parapencelis ( 6. ) a Puncture or
OlfactoryNerves which convey the fimy thelower
Prik. In Belly,
Surgery,
Inciſion made in.
to letanoutWater
Humours, to the Noftrils and Palate.
, as in the
to diſcharge
in
Breaft,
the
elſe
or
;
Dropſy
popin
Papiêts, they that profeſs the
there.
lodg'd
Matrer
corrupt
Rcligion .
Parachroniſmus.( in Chronolo ) a Mil
Papiſtry or Papety, the DoArine, or
timing fomewhat in the relacion of any.
Principles of the Papiſts.
Pappole or Pappous, Herbs, ſuch as particular Adion orAdventure.
are full of Down.
Paracium ( in Doomſday.Book ) the
Beppus, ( L. among Herbalifts ) that Tenure that is between Parceners.
Paraclet ( G.) an Advocate, or In
fpfc liglat Down, which grows, out of the
terceffor ; alſo a Comforter.
Seed of ſome Plants.
Paracmattica , ( P. T. ) a Fever that
Papula, a Swelling with many red
dim . Pimples that eat and ſpread ; alſo a declines daily ; alfo declining Age .
kind of Imall Pox.
Paracme , the declining of a Diſtem,
Bar, ( L. ) as To be at Par, i . e . to be pero
qual.
Paracenamike,
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Paracynanche, an Inflammation in the
Paralipomena, the #
Books of
ourward Muſcles of the Throat.
Chronicles in the old Teftament.
Parade ( F. ) great Shew , Scare. In
Paralipfis, ( In Ehetor. ) a kind de
Military Affairs, the place where Troops Irony, wherein that thing ſeemsto be let
aſſemble or draw together.
paſs, which neverthelefs is deſign'd to be
Paradiattole, ( G. ) In Rhetorick: a fi inſiſted on at large.
gure when the Oratour enlarges or diftir
Barallacti al or Parallactick, bé.
guiſaes upon a Matter .
longing to a Parallax.
Paral a tical anale, an ' Ang'e made
Paradigma, an Example, or Inſtance
of ſomething ſaid or done.
bythe oblique cutting of a Circle of Al
Paradiſe, the Garden of Eden, where irude, with the Ecliptick .
Adam was plac'd during his Innocency ; the
Parallax ( in Aftron .) the difference be .
Manſion of Saints and Angels that enjoy the cween the true and the apparent place of a
Planer.
fight of God.
hozizontal Pazallar, ' is when the
Paradia Avis, the Bird of Paradiſe.
Sun, Moon , or other Planet is in th: Hin
Paradia Gana, Cardamum feed .
Pasador, a thing that ſeems Arange, rizon.
Parallax of Latitude, an Arch of a
ablur'd and contrary, to common Opini
on.
great Cicle palling by the Poles of the Zc
Paradoral or Paradorical, belongo diack to the apparent Place of the Star, and
comprehended between two Circles of the
ing to a Paradox, ſurprizing .
+ Paradorology, a ſpeaking by Pa- Ecliprick.
radores,
Parallar of Longitude, an Arch of
Paradidme, a Walk or Gallery, that the Ecliptick lying between twogreatCir
has no Shelter over head .
cles, whereof the one paſſes from the
Parænetical, apt to perſuade, or ad . Poles of the Ecliptick and the Star's real
moniſh :
Place , the other from the ſaid Poles by its
Parætonton , a white glewy Subftance apparent Place.
like chalk , found on the Sea-shore.
The SE don's Parallar to the Sun is
Parage ( L.T. ) equality of Name, the Exceſs of the parallax of the Moon a .
Blood or Dignity ; more eſpecially of Landbove that of the Sun.
Darallel, equally, or every where alike
in the dividing of an Inheritance between
Coheirs : Alſo an old Word for Parertagę. diftant,
paragium, ( 1 ) Peerage or che Parallel Circles, ( in Affron . ) are
Quality of great Perſons: In the CivilLaw , a !l the leffi Circles ; particularly the Cir'a
the Right of Noblemens younger Children, cles of Latitude.
to hold part of the main Eftare. In the
Parallel Planes, ( in Geom . ) thoſe
old Laws of England, the equal Condition Planes, that have all the Perpendiculars
between two Parties to be eſpouſed or mas- drawn becween then every where equally
ried .
diftant.
Paragoge (G. in Gram . ) a dedu.
Parallel Rsys , ( in Opricks ) are thoſe
cing or deriving ; aro a Figure, when a that keep an equal diftance from the tiſible
Letter or Syllable is added atthe end of a Object to theEye.
Word.
Parallel Ruler, an Inſtrument to draw
Paragogical, belonging to that Figure. Lines parallel to each other.
Paragon , ( 1. ) a compleat Model,or
A Parallel, a compariſon of Perſons
Pattern .
or Things one with another;' a Space on
Paragozicks, Medicines that Afſwage the Terreſtrial Globe, comprehended ben
or eale Pains.
cween two Circles parallel to the Equis ,
Paragraph, a Portion of Mutter in a no&ial.
Parallels, or Parallel Lines, ( id
Treatile, contained between two Breaks, i.e.
which begins with a new Line , and ends Geom . ) Lines that always keep at an equal
where the Line breaks off,
dittance one from another,
Paragraphe, a Writing or Note in the
Parallels of altitude or dimidine
Margin of a Book : In Rhetorick, a declin- ters, ( in Aftron . ) are Circles parallel to
ing or waving of the Marker in Contro- the Horizon , imagined to paſs through es
verry : Alſo a Figure usd by Poets, when very Degree and Minute of the Meridian,
after having diſpatchedone Subject they paſs between the Horizon and the Zenith .
on to another. Alle a Paragraph in a
Parallels of Declination, Circles
Treaciſe.
parallel so she Equino &tial, likewiſe fup
porced
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poſed to paſs thro' every Degree and Mi Pananete, ( G. in Muſick ) the Sound
nute of the Meridians, between the Equi- of the fixib String.
nodtial and each Pole of the World.
Patanymph , a Bride-man or Bride
Parallels of I atitude, ( on the Ce maid : Allo one that makes a Speech in
Commendation
of thoſe that are commen
leftial Globes ) are leffer Circles parallel to
the Ecliptick , imagined to paſs through e- cing Do&ors in an Univerſity .
very Degree and Minute of the Colures.
Parapegma, a Table ſet up publickly,
Parallels of Latitude, ( on the Ter- containing an account of the riſing and ſet
reftrialGlobes ) are the fan:e with Parallels ting of the Stars, Eclipſes of the Sun and
of Declination on the Celeſtial.
Moon, c. Whence Aſtrologers give the
Haralleliſm , Parallel, or Compariſon. Name of Parapegmata to the tables, on
Paralleliſm of the Earth's Aris, which they draw Figures according to their
( in Afiron . ) is the Earth's keeping its Arr.
Parapet, ( 1. in Majonry ) a Wall or
Axis in its yearly Revolution round the Sun
in a Poſition always parallel to ir ſelf.
Balcony Breaft-high , ranging about a Pil
Parallelogram , ( in Geom .) a four: lar, Tower, & c. In Fortification, a Breaft
fided Figure,the oppoſite sides of which work rais’d'on Ramparts, Baſtions, & c.
are parallel : Allo an Inſtrument to enlarge Paraphe, ( F. ) a peculiar Knot or
Mark fet to a Deed or Letrer, after or in
or diminiſh any Map or Draught.
Parallelogram - Piotractor, a Braſs tead of a Name.
Semi.-circle with four Rulers in form of a
Karapherna or Paraphernalia Fos
Parallelogram , made to move to any Anna, ( G.) thoſe Goods that a Wife brings
her Husband over and above her Dower . In
gle .
parallelopiped, a ſolid Figure bound Common Law ,they are call'a Paraphanalia,
ed "by lix Parallelograms, of which the and are not to be put into the Husband's
zwo oppoſite ones are always equal and Inventory .
parallel.
Paraphimofis. ( in Surgery ) a Fault
Parallelopletiron ,any Figure may be ſo in a Man's Yard, when the praputium is ſe
cali'd that has two parallel Sides.
hort that it cannot cover the Glans ; allo
Paralogiſm , ( in Logicæ ) a deceitful a narrowneſs and ſtraightneſs of the
method !of Arguing , whereby from two womb.
Paraphozon, a ſort of pale and rough
Propoſitions a falſe Concluſion is brought
forth .
Allum .
Barapijare, an Expoſition of a Text
To Paralogize, to reaſon captiouſly, to
argue deceitfully .
in clearer Terms, and more at large. Alſo
Paralytical, belonging to, or parta- a kind of Mark us d in Printing,
king of the nature of the Paliey.
To Paraphaſe, to make a Paraphraſe
Earlyatick, fick of, or troubled with ſof, to comment upon.
thePalſey .
Paraphak, a Paraphraſer, one that
paralydis, the Palley, a Diſeaſe. Allo expounds a Marter by other words,
theGreek Name of a Flower, commonly
Daraphjatticat, belonging to ſuch an
call'd a Primroſe .
Expofition .
Paraphzenitis, a Madnels accompany'd
Varament, ( F.) an Ornament for an
Altar : Paraments is us'd by Chaucer for with a continuial Fever.
Robes of State.
Pirapholyne, a flight fort of Frenzy
Parament or Partment,( H. T. ) theor 1 tage.
red Fleſh between the skin and Body of a
Paraplegia , a Palſey thatſeizes all the
Peer.
parts of the Body below theHead .
Paramele, ( G. in Mufick ) the Sound
Paraquetto , ( I. ) a ſmall fort of Par
of the fifth Strings alſo the Nore calld ret, a Bird .
B.fa -be-mi.
Parahythmus, ( G. ) a preternatural
Parameter or Latus Rectum , ( in ferching of Breath .
Proportional
Parafanga,
a meaſure of the Roads a
to
Conick Se&ions ) is a third
the Line callid Alfcilla, and any Ordinate mong the ancient Perſians.
of a Parabola .
Daraſceve,
Eve of the Sabbath, c.
Paramount, ( F. ) Sovereign or ab . Paraelſceve,thethe
Eve of the Sabbath or
ſolur .
Holyday
other
eſpecially
Eafter-eve.
;
Paramount
Lojd
, L. T. ) tke higheſt
Paraſileñe, a Mock -Moon, a Meteor in
Lord of the Fee .
a warerish Cloud reſembling the Moon.
Paramour, a Lover or Syect-hearg,
keeping Sitence. In
Parafopelis
Rhetonicks
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Rhetorick, a Figure when we ſay we will the Sons of a Man that dies having Poffeli
on of Lands in Gavel-kind ,
not ſpeak of ſuch a thing .
Paraſitt a Smell-feaſt, a Trencher.
To Parch, to burn or dry up.
Parcinary ( L.T. ) a holding or pol
friend, a Aartering Spunger.
ſeſſing of Land by Joynt-Tenants, other
Paraatical, belonging to a Parafite,
Paralitical Plants thoſe that are wife called Coparteners.
Parco fracto ( L. ) a Writ that lies
nouriſh'd by the Stock of others.
Paracol ( P. ) 2 ſmall ſort of Canopy againſt one that breaks a Pound, and takes
or Umbrello, which women carry over away the Beaſts therein .
Parcus ( O. L. ) a Pound to confine
their Heads.
Daratades ( G. in Archite &. ) the trefpaſſing or ftraying Cartel.
Pardon ( F. ) Forgivenefs , eſpecially
Poſts or Pillars of a Door, callid Jaumbs.
Paratata . ? Buttreſs fet at the sides of that which Almighty God admits Sinners
Pillars ; alſo an Under- Officer, in the Wing to ; doc. In Law , the forgiving of a
Felony or other Offence againſt the Queen ,
of an Army
Paraftate or Epididymios ( in 6 .
Pardon er Gratia Reginæ, that Par
Anat.) certain Vefſels which make up
that Body that is fixed on the back of the don which the Queen affords, with ſome
(pecial regard to the Perfon or other Circum
Teſticles.
Paraítatica, a ſquare Pillar ſeç in a tances.
Pardon by the courſe of Law , is
Wall.
Paralynanche, an Inflammation of the that which the Law in Equity allows for a
12 Muſcles of the upper part of theGullet.
light Offence.
Paralynaris (G! C. L.) a Conventicle , Pardonable, to be pardoned.
Pardoners , were Perſons that former
orunlawful Meeting.
Paratheus, a Grammatical Figure, in ly carry'd about the Pope's Indulgences,
which ewo or more Subſtantives are put to and fold them to the higheť Bidders.
gether in the ſame Cale : In Rhetorick. Parechaos. Digreffion : In Rhetorick,
when a ſmall hint of a thing is given to a departing from the main Subject or Mat
the Auditors : In Prining, the Macter con- ter in hand .
cain'd within two Crotchets, thus marked Parecheậs , 2 Reſemblance of a thing ;
a Figure much us'din Rhetorick.
( ).
Paratitla ( L.C.L. ) a Summary Ex
Paregmenon, e Derivative : Allo .
Aplication of the Law - Titles, and the Sub . Rhecorical Figure that joyns Words com
gether
which are derivd one from another .
e jed -Matter of chem .
Paravail or Tenant Paravail
Paregoica , Medicines that comfort,
( L.T.) the loweſt Tenant, or he that is and allwage.
Tenant to one that holds his Fes of ano .
Pareti ( F.) equal, liker alſo the
Name of one of the forts of Charaders usd
ther,
by Printers .
Paragon , a Wood-knife.
To Parboil , to boil but in part.
Parelcon , ( In Gram . ) a Figure .
To Darbycak ( O.) to vomit,
wherein a Word or Syllable isadded to the
2
Parbuncle ( S.T.) a Rope that is usd ) end of another .
in the nature of a pair of Slings.
Pareltuin or Parheliam ( G. )
Parcel, Part, Portion , Bundle.
Mock - Sun ; a Mereor , ſometimes appearing
Parcel-makers, two Officers in the on each ſide of the Sun.
Exchequer thatmake the Parcels of the Ef.
Parement ( in Archite&t.) an uniforge
cheators Accounts .
Courle of Stones.
Paremptalis, a Grammatical Figure
To Parcel , to divide into Parcele .
To Parcel a Scam ( S.T. ) is when when a Lecier is added in the middleof
a narrow piece of Canvas is leid upon o Word. Allo a Term in Phyfick, when
Ship’s Seam newly calked, and atterwards Blood Dides from the Heart into the great
daub'd ofer with Tar.
Artery.
Parteners ( L. T. ) when one dies
Párencephalos, ( in Anai.), a part
hevingIlueonly Daughters ; fo chaneabe oftheBrain call a Cerebellum inLasis.
Lands deſcend 'to thoſe Daughters, who Parenchymata thoſe Bowels . thro
are callid Percenors, and are but as one which the Blood paffes for its better Fer
mentation asthe Heart, Liver &c. In a large
Heir,
Bowels
Darceners ( according 19 Cufton ) arc Senſe, allthe
Parenchymous Parts ' ( among old
Anaroniſts)
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Park of Providons ,another Place
Anatomiſts ) fuch Acthy Parts of the
Body as fill up the void Spaces between the in the Camp, ſec a- part for Sutlers and o
thers to bring all ſorts of Proviſions for the
Ven-Is.
Parent ( L. ) a Father, or other.
ule of the Army:
Darentage , Kindred , Stock, Family .
Park- boat '( L. T.) a being free
Parentali., ( anong the Romans ) from the Duty of inclofing a Park.
Feafts, Sacrifices. c. perform'd by them ,
Pirk -Leaves, an Herbó
Bt ch Funerals of their Relacions and
Darker, a Park - keeper..
Pariey ( F. ) a Conference with an
Friinds.
Barentation , the performance of ſuch Enemy about ſome Affair or Propoſal.
Có Beat ol Sound a Parley, to give
Funeral Solemnicies,
# Darenticide , one that kills Father ol the Signal for ſuch a Conference, by beat
of
Drum , or ſourd of Trumper
Mother.
Earenthefis (G. iu Gram . ) & Fi
Parliament ( in France ) a Supreme
gure when ſome Vowelis put in themiddle Court of Jud cature. In England, it is the
of a Word, which nevertheleſs does norchief Aſſembly and Council of the Nation ,
make & Syllable, Allo a Clauſe putinto the met together to make or alter Laws,
midft of another Sentence, which may
C
be leftout, and yet he Senſe remain entire
Parliament de la BORD, a Parliament
Parerga ( 'in Architect .) orna nental ( o calia in R. Edward It'sTime.
Additions to a principalWord ; allo ſmall Clerk of the Parliament, an Officer
pieces of Paintings on the Sides, or in the that recordsallAðts done in the High Court
of Parliament.
Corners of the chief Piece.
Pirelis, a fort of Palley ; a Diſeaſe.
Parliamentary, belonging to, or a .
Parget, the Plaiſter of a Wall.
grecable to the Method of Parliaments.
Parhypate ( G. in Mufick ) the Sound
Parliamen'um Diabolicum, a Parlia.
went held at Coventry , An.38.H. 4.in which
of the String next the Baſs .
Darian 90arble, an excellent fort of Edward Earl of March, afterwards King,
white Marble .
and ſeveral of the Nobility were attaint
Parietals or Parietal bones, ( in ed.
Anat. ) two Bones of the fure- part of
Parliamentum Indoctozim ,a Parlia
the Head .
ment held at Coventry An. 6.H. 4.
Paris, the chief City of France.
Earliamentum infanum , a Parliament
Paris or herbsParis , an Herb other- held atOxford, An. 41. H.3 .
Parliamentum Religioforum , a Cogo
wile call’d True Love or One-berry.
Paris Barden,a Bear.garden ,the Houſe ference had in the Parlour or Common Room
of Robert de Paris, Temp.Rich 2 who pro- of a Monaſtery.
claim'd it a Receptacle of the Butchers Gar
Parlour, á low Room to receive Com .
pany in.
bage.
Parify, a Territory which in Spiritual
†Parlous, dangerous, ſhrewd, ſubtil.
Marrers is under the Charge of a particular
Pärmacity, theſame as Sperma Ceti.
Parmeſan , a fort of Cheeſe made in
Prieſt.
or
Pariſh Churro
Parochial the Dukedom of Parma in Italy.
Church , that which the People of every
Parnel , a Woman's Name; allo e
Pariſh reſort co, in order to aflft at Divine Nick -name particularly apply'd to apy was
ton Woman .
Service.
Dartfotoner ,an Inhabi ant of a Pariſh.
Pratling Parnel, an Herb.
Parochia, ( G. among the Romans)a
Parithmia ( G. in Anat . ) twoGlan
dules or Kernele joyo'd together, and hav. Living in Lands orHouſes given tooldCap
ing one common Cavity , which opens into cains, Colonels, &c. But the Word has
been ſince apply'd 10 che Dioceſs of a Bishop,
the Mouth.
Pariſyllabical Foung ( in Gram . ) and afterwards to what we now fridly
whoſe Nounsthat have not more Syllables call a Pariſh.
in one Caſe than in another.
Parochial. ( G. ) belonging to fa Pai
rinn .
Parity, ( L. ) Equalicy , Evenneſs.
Dark, an Incloſure or Place fenc'd about
Parochtanus ( O.L. )
Title given
toany Perſon living within the Dioceſs ofa
for the keeping of Deer. c.
Park of Artillery ( in a Camp ) a Bihop .
Poſt out of Cannon ihor of the Enemy Parodontides, Swellings in theGums.
forrify'd to keep the great Guns, Powder,
Parody, a Poetick Sport, which con
filles
and other Warlike Ammunition .
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fifts in putting ſome ſeriousPieces into Burlesk .
a, a Pariſh.
Daræci
Daremta, a Proverb. In Rhetorick, a
Proverbial mannerof Speaking to expreſs
. h , Word , Saying.
receiv
ſome
e ed
( F.Truth
) Speec
Parol
In Law , a Plea in Court .
Leaſe Paroles a Leaſe by word of
Mouth.
Paromeon (G.),a Figure in Gram
mar, when all thewords of a Sentence be
gin alike, or with the fame Lerter.
Paronomaga a Rhetorical Figure, in
whick by the Change of a Leccer or Syllable
bleſeveral things are alluded m .
Daronychia or Panaritium , a preter
natural Swelling under the Root of the
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Parſon, ( L. ) the Rector or Minifter
!
of a Pariſh Church .
Parlon Imperſoner, one that is put
h
n
the Act of
by
Churc
in pofeitio of a
another.on
Parl
Botal , the Re& çr of 2
Church, made for his own Life, was for
merly ſo callid ; but a Collegiate or Conven
tual Body , to whom the Church is for ever
appropri-ted was ſtyled Parfon Immortal.
Earſonage , a Spiritual Living fet a.
part for the maintenance of the Minifter
of a Church : Alſo the Parſons, Manfion or
Dwelling Houſe.
Part, a Piece of any thing : In Logick
that which is j 'yn'd to any Univerſal : In
Mathematicks, á leſs Quantity compar'd
with a greater: In Anatomy, that whereaf
the whole Body is compos’d, and which
Finger.
, in one's
Nail
Paropiæ
leffer Corners of the Eye. partakes with itof common Life and Senſe.
, the
fis
Daropto , a roaſting or boiling , allo
1. zopozitonal Pirt, a l'art or Num
a kind of burning, anciently us'd in ſeveral ber that is, or bears any Proportion to come
Part or Number .
other
Diſeaſes. es,
Part of foztune, ( in Aftrol .) the
( in Anat. ) certain Glan
Parotid
dules or Kernels under and behind the place from whence the Moon takes her Pro.
Ears : alſo a preterna tu'al Swelling of thoſe grels, at that very moment that the Sun
riles from the point of the Faft .
Kernels,
Partage, Partition, & laring or di
Parroyli , a Fit or Return in a Feaver
vidin !
or other Diſeaſe.
To partake , to take part of.
Darpunc'um or Perpunctum , (0.L. )
Parterre, ( F.) a Garden with Knots
2 Coat of Mail, a Doubler lined and quilt
or Figure: ; 1 Fl wer Garden .
ed for defenſive Armour,
Barrels , ( in a Ship ) thoſe Frames
Partes finis nthti habuerunt, &c .
made of Trucks, Ribs and Rope ,which gol ( LOT.) an Exception tikin againſt a Fide
about the Mafts, ard are made fått to the leved.
Parchenis or Parthenium , ( G. )
Yards at both Ends.
an Herl vallo Stinking May.we d .
Darret , a known Bird.
artial, ( L. ) biafled to one's Party
Sea -Parret, a Fith that has very ſpark .
or Intereſt
, andheti
linPirr
beautiful
a , ( G.Eyes.
) Liberty or Freedom
Partiality, a being partial , an in .
of speech : In Rhetorick a Figure , when clining roine Party more than anather.
one ſpeaks boldly or freely about Mat
To Participate , to partake of, co hive
a male in
ters.
Darridog , ( L. ) the Murder of a Fa.
Participation , th: Ad of Participar
ther or Mother; allo ſuch a hainous Mur. ing:
Darticiptal, ( in Gram . ) belonging to .
der.
or that is rif the Nature of a Participle.
To Parſe , to expound a Leflon , ac
A Participial, an Adje & ive denied
cording
to the
Rules, of
Grammar,
nious
Parlime
Saving
or Thrifty,
from a Verb, thoʻnor ap abſolute Parri.
Darfimony, Sparingneſs, good Hulu cipla.
Participle, we of the eight Parts of
bandry.
Speech, 10 calid, becauſe it partakes both
parſley, a Pet-herb :
acedonian Parley, one of the of th : Noun and of the verb .
Particle, a ſmall undeclined Word ; a
s
Winter-Salleis.
Furniture
a ſort of Herb .
ſmall Porce or little Part.
Parſleyof-hedge,
Parſley -Pert or break- Stone, a
19ar: icular, proper. peculiar ; fingu .
Herb of fingular Virtue againk Gravet or lar , extraordinary, intimate, familiar.
A Particular , a Particular Circuma
Stone
in the
y Kidneys.
Parſne
or Parſnip, a well known Aalice; an Inventory of Goods.
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To Particularizi, miplarge upon Pare
To Dary ( in Fencing ) to put by , or
ticulars, to give a particular Account of.
keep off.
Particularity,a particular Matter.
Parylis ( G. ) an Inflammation , or
Partile a pect. ( in Aſtrol. ) the moſt swelling in the Gums. "
exa & and full Alpect that can be.
Paſcage or Paſcuage ( 0. ) grazing
Partiſan , a Favourer or Abercer of a or feeding of Cattel.
Party: In the Art of War, a gord Para
Paſch.flower, a fortof Plant.
tiſan is an able Soldier well skilld in com
Pafcha ( H. ) the Paſſover, a Feaft kept
manding a Party : Allo a Firmer of the by the Jews: Alſo the Feſtival of Eafter, or
French King's Revenue.
Chriſtian Pallover.
Partilän or Pertuiſan , a Weapon like
Paſcha Clauſum ( '0. L. ) the O.
a Halbard.
Give
Partition , a parting, ſharing, or di. Sunday:or eighth Day after Eefter, callà Lone
viding ; that which ſe: ves to divide a Room ,
Paſcha Floridum , Palm -Suoday, or
doc. In Lav , a dividing of Lands among the Sunday before Eafter.
Coheirs or Parceners
paſchal, belonging to the Jewish Pallo
Partittone facienda, a Writ that lies ver , or to Eaſter.
for thoſe who hold Lands, & c. joyntly, and
Paſchal Rents, certain Rents or Du
would ſever to every one hisPart
ties, paid yearly by the inferiour Clergy te
Partitt, ( O.S. ) the looſe Collar of the Biſhop, at their Eater.Vifitation .
a Doublet, alſo a kind of Neck -kerchief
Pas de Courts (F. in Fortification ) the
or Band.
fame as Berme.
Partner, one that takes part , or is
To Path , to dalh together.
Palquil, a Nanderous Libel pofted up
joyn'd with another in fome Concern.
Partners, ( in a Ship ) ftrong Pieces forPublick view ,
of Timber, bolted to the Beams that com. Paſquinade, a Satyrical Inve & ive or
paſs and that in the Mafts at the Deck , fo Libel.
is to keep the Mafts ſteady.
Pals, Scate, or Condition ; a Licence
Partaerthip , a Rule in Arithmetick, to Travel, a Thruſt in Fencing .
ebe ſameas theRule of Fellowſhip.
To Paſs , to come or go through, by,
Partridge, a dainty Fowl.
or over ; to ſpend time, to be current as
Dartus , ( L. ) the bringing forth of Money is.
Young.
Páls -Pont, a Licence granted for the
Pärtus Cæfareus ,a Birth when a ſafe Paflage of my Man , frơm one Place to
Child is cut out of the Womb.
*
anocher.
Partus Difficilts, a difficulty in
Dalable, thatmay be paſſed over ; al
bringing forth .
fo tolerable, indifferent.
Party, a Perſon ; allo Aſſociation , Pall.de, ( E ) an. Alons given to poor
Fa &tion , or Side : In the Art of War, a Pallengers : Alfo the Manage, or Courſe of
Horle backward and forward upon the
ſmall Body of Men ſent out to diſcover, or
fame Plot of Ground.
upon any Military Execution."
Parties to a fine 07Deed, they that
Pátrade or Pallado, a Paſs or' Thruf
are named therein , as Parties to, or con- in Fencing .
cerned in it.
Pallaghi a going from one place to
Party pet Beind, ( in Heraldry) pår- another, or the Place through which one
goes ; A Place in a Book , or Diſcourſe ,
jed or divided through theBend.
Party per Pale, divided through the an Event, or Chance; alſo a kind of Game
Pale .
with three Dice. In Law , the Hire paid
Party Jury, a Jury confifting of half for being convey'd beyond Sea, or over
Foreigners.
Englefo -Men and half
River.
Patſasto, a Writ impowering the Keep
Barvis, ( 0.) à Court before a Church
Porch , or any Palace or a ſtately Houſe .
ers' f thePorts to grant a Paſlage'over Sea.
Par vityor Parvitude ( 1. in Philos. )
Daftagfum , ( O.L ) a Voyage or Ex .
Littleneſs, ſmalnels :
pedition to the Holy Land, made by the
Parvo ocumente , a Writ of Nu. Kings of England.
fance .
Pafſant ( F.) paffing or going by: A.
Parvuma * Crafum ( in Anat. ) eke mong Heralds, it is apply'd to a Lion re
Pourth pair of Muſcles ofthe Head, ſo nam'd preſented in any Eſcutcheon , in a walking
becauſe it is but a little one, yes pretey Pofture
shick .
Paffarado ( S.T. ) any Rope with
which
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which the Sheat-blocks or Pulleys of the
Main and Fore- Sails are haled down afc.
Pidatoz ( O. L. ) one that has the
Incereft; or Command of the Paſſage of a
kiver.
Dallenger, one that travels by Land
or Water ; alſo a kind of ſmall trained
Hawk .
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Paliozal, belonging to a Shepherd , or
to a Church -Miniter.
A Pattozal, a ſortof Poemrelating to
Affairs between Shepherds and Shepher
deffes .
Eatozat or Shepherd -pear, an indif
ferent Pear, ripe in December or January.
Paftry . Work made of Paſte cr
Pallespierre or pletcespierre, a fort Dough ;alſo the Place where ſuch Work is
of Stone-Parley , an Herb
perform’d .
Palle-Felours , ( F .) a kind of Flower .
Paçurable, that ſerves or is fit for Pao
PaffesColant, a Faggor in a falſe ſture.
Dafturage, Paſture, or Paſture.ground .
Muiter of Soldiers, .one that is foifted into
2 Company to make up the Number on a
Paltute, Land that is reſerved forthe
Mufter-day
feeding of Cattel ; Alſo fuch Fodder or
qualification
; alſo the Feeding or Kceding-plače ,
Food
aptneſs
or
Palabflity , an
of Deer .
to Tuffer. ...
Paffible, capable of Suffering.
Topaffure, to put into Paſture, to feed
Pation, tranſport of Mind, Afe& ion , Cattel.
Anger, Suffering : Among Phyſicians, Pain · Pattur ( 0.L. ) an Entertainment or
or Diſturbance in the Body .
Treat challenged as a Cuſtomary Due, fror
The paſfions, the Affections of the the Vaffal to his Lord.
Mind as Love, Hatred, dc.
Paluage or Paſnage, Money taken for
pafton- flower , a Flower ſo called Maft, or the feeding of Hogs.
from the resemblance it has of ſeveral Pat, that is fit, ſuitable, or to the pur
2
Crofiles.
pore.
Paſtion -türek, the Week next before
Datache ( F. ) , a kind of Pinnace, or
the Fefival of Eater
ſmall ship.
Pallonate, prepoffefled with Paſſion , Patacoon, a Spaniſo Coin worth 45. 8d
Sterling. .
hatty s allo amorous, affe & ionare, fond.
Patagons, a People inl a'iting Terre
Pallianate foz a thing ,that has a Atrong
Inclination for it.
1 Magellanicos, in the Weſt Indies, ſaid to be
pallive, apt to fuffer or bear.
10 Foot in height.
Dafüve Principles , ( among Chy
Patart or Parcart, a Døreh Stivar,
five of which make Six-Pence English .
mifts ) are Water and Earth ,
Pite, the Head : In Fortification , 2
Palave Goice of a derð ( in Gram . )
that which becokens Suffering, or being Platform of an Oval Figure, encompafs’d
aded upon . .
with a Breaſt-work .
Dafta ( 0. L.' ) Pafte, or kneeded
Patce ( in Heraldry ) as A Croſs Patre,
i . e. a kind of Croſs whole Ends are broad
Dough.
. pattel, a Plant ; otherwiſe callid Woad . and opened .
Dattern , the bollow of a Beaſt's Heel;
Patefaction ( L. ) an opening, or lay .
the foot of a Horſe , that part under the ing open .
Fetlock to the Hoof. Alſo a Shackle for a Datella ( L ') a deep Dish with broai
Borſe.
Brims : Among Anatomiſts, the Whirl-boas
Patil, a fort of Paſte of ſeveral Co. of the knee.
Patents , Writings ſealed open, with
lours, of which Crayons are make to draw
upon Paper or Parchment: Allo a cerrain the broad Seal of the Kingdom.
Clerk of che Patents, an Officer apo
Compoſition of dry Perfumes to burn in a
Chamber : Allo a ſweet Ball for ſmelling, pointed, An.16 . Jac. 1 .
, the Perſon to whom the
Confectro
Patentes
made of Wax, Gum -Storax , &c.
onary Paftils ate a kind of perfum'd Sugar Queen grants her Letters Patent.
pafte of feveral Colours. '
Dater (L. ) a Father,
Daftime port, Recreation.
Dacer : Guardian , a Title gʻvel to
Pattmatian ( in Husbandry ) the open the Head of a Monaftery of Franciſcan
ning, breaking fine, and laying looſe of Friers .
Tarih in order to be planted .
Daters Nofter ( ine. Our Pather ) che
Dalfrium, ( in Doomsday- Book ) Pa. Lord's Prayer, fo callid from the firſt two
Words of it in Latin .
Ature -ground.
Påto? (L.) a Shepherd or Herdſman
Pater Patratus, the firit and principal
Perfor
a Curate, or Minider of a Church,
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Watriarch, ( G. ) one of thoſe Primi
Perſon in the Herald's College among th :
cive Fathers, famous in old times for the
ancient Romans,
Paternal, belonging to a Father, Fa . Generations thas ſprung from their Loins,bc.
as Avraham , Ifaac, &c. Certain Biſhops who
therly .
Paternity, the Quality of a Father, enjoy'd independant Sees, were alſo callid
Patriarchs.
Father-hood.
Path of the Tjertef , ( in Afron. ) a
patriarchal, belonging to a Patriarch.
Circle deſcribed by any Point of the
Patriarchate, the State, Dignity, or
Earth's Surface, as the Earth turns: round Juritaidion of a Patriarch , or Primate.
Patricians , ( among the Romans ) no.
its Axis.
Patiema or Pathos ( G. ) Paffion or ble Men deſcended from the Senatours and
Suffering - In Phyſick all preternatural brit Foundersof their Common -wealth .
Patriciate, the Order, Rank, or Di
Difturbance, with which a Humane Body
gnity of the Patrician Families.
is annoy'd.
Patrick, a proper Name of Men, from
Pathetical or Pathetick, that moves
the Paflions or Attections.
the Latın WordPatricius, a Ņableman ..
Patrrimonial, belonging to an E & ate 11
TE athetick -Merbes ( in Anat. ) the
four u Pair, which ariſe from the top of the or Inheritance. .
Patrimony, the ancient Efate of a
Oble dated Marrom
Iathognomonicum ( P.T. ) a proper, Family , more eſpecially an Inheritance or
inf paraules.gn , which is peculiar to a Dil Eſtate, left by a Father to his Son .
Patrimony of St. Peter ; a pro
Taie, and to all of its kind.
Pathology, that part of Phyfick which vince in Italy , which with irs Dependen
treats of the preternatural Conftitution of cies and Profits is united to the Sce- of.
a Man's Body ; ſo as to diſcover the Na. Rome.
ture, Cauſes and Differences of Diſeaſes.
Datrinus , ( 0. L. ) a God - father.
Pathopæie, the railing of a Paffion,
Patriot, a Father of his Country, a
ikat Method in Rhetorick by which the great Benefador to the Publick .
diind is mov'd to Hatred , Anger, Pity,
Patrocination , a protecting, or des
fending ; a maintaining the Righe of any
Bathos , Paſſion, that which one fuf- oņe.
Patroll, ( F. M. T. ) à Round that
fers, or has ſuffer'd : In Rbotorick , the ſeve
tal Affe&tions, which the Oratour tirs goes about in the Night, to fee what is
up in his Hearers: In Phaslick, the ſame as done in the Streets of a Garriſon, and to
keep all in Order and Quietneſs.
Pathema.
+ Patibulary ( 1. ) . belonging to a
To Patroll, to be upon the Patroll, to
move up and down, as the Out-guards of
Galli ws.
u
Patibul , a Gallows, or Gibber. an Army do upon the Enemies Approach.
Patience, a Vertue enabling to endure Patron , ( L. ) a powerful Friend or
Pain ,Afuations, & c. with Calmneſs of Advocate ; alſoone that has bought a Chrift:
Mind: Alſo a fort of large and very fower ian Slave in Morocco. In the Civil-Lam , a
Maſter that has made his Slave, or Servant
worrel; an Herb .
Patient, Suffering , enduring ; that frce : In the Cañon and Commen Law , one
that has the Right of Preſentation to a Be.
quietly lears Affli& ions, or Injnies.
A patient, a Perſon that is under the nefice.
Hands of a Phyſician or Surgeon in order to Patron Paramount, the Queen is
the Cure of fime Diftemper. In Peiloſophy, ſaid to bePatron Paramount to all the Be- the Patient, i. e. that which fuffers, is op- nefices in England.
pos'u to the Agent or thatwhich acts.
Patronage ,Protection, Defence ; alſo
Patine ( among Roman Catholicks) the the Right of Preſentation to a Church
little flat Saucer or Plate, with which the Living.
Chalice is cover'd at Mars.
Patronal, belonging to a Patron.
Patante ( in Miraldry ) as A Crofs Pa.
Parronels, a Female Piatron.
tonde, i. c. a Croſs whole Ends are broad ,
To Patronize, to proced , or defend.
Pationymicke , G. in Grammar )
ed as it were, three ways booked.
Patres Conſcripti , ( L. . e. enrolled ſuch Names asMen derive from thoſe of
Fathers ) the Senatours of Rome; anciently their Bathers or Anceſtours .
I callid.
Patten or Patcin , ( F.) a kind ofwoe
Datria , one's Country or Birth -place. den Shoe ; all that part of a Pillar, one
In Law , the Men ot a Neighbourhaod ,
which the Bafc is ſet .
To
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Peace, Agreement; Rett, Qyieuneſs :
To Patter and Prag, ( O. P. )
repeat many Pater.noiters .
in Lapo, a quiet and inoffensive Behaviour
Davide, ( 0.) a Dagger.
towards the Queen and her People,
Padın or Pavane, agrave and ma
Peace of God and the Church, ( 0 .
jeftick Spaniſh Dance : Alſo the gravef P. ) that time of Vacation which the peo
and lowelt ſort of Inſtrumental Muſick .
plehad from Law -ſuits between the Terms
Paucity, Fewnets.
Peace of the Dueen , is thar Peace
Panditaw, ( i. e. an Expeller of and Security which the Queen affords to
Princes, or of Injuries ) 2 Title belonging all her Subjects.
to the Grand Seignior .
Clerk of the Deace , an Officer bree
Paveſe or pavice ,( 1. ) a large Shield longing to the Seffions of Peace, whole
Bulinels is to read Indictments ; to inroll the
that covers the whole Body.
Paviage , Money paid towards the pa. Ad, and draw up the Proceſs, c.
vin of the Streets, or High -ways.
Deach , a delicious fruit.
Peak, the Charp Point of any thing the
Pavillion, ( F. ) a Teni, or Taberna
cle of State : In Archite &ure, the main top of a Hill.
Green Peak , a Bird othtrwiſe call'd a
part of a Building : Allo che Flag of a
General Officer in the Fleet.
Wood - pecker
Peak or The Devil's Arſe aspeak,
Paul , ( H. Wonderful, or Ref ) an
eminent Apoftle.
a great unfathomable Hole in Derujoshire.
Peaking, that is of a fickly Conſtituto 1
Paulo poft Futurum , a Tenſe belong:
tion.
ing to Greek Verbs.
Paunch, Belly, Maw , Guts : Among
Peal, a great Noiſe, particularly of
Sea -men, thoſe Mats, which are made fall Bells, Thunder, dr .
to the Main and Fore-yards, to ſave them
Pean, ( in Heraldry) when the Ground
from galling, are termed Pawnches or of Furs in a Coat of Arms is Sable, and
Pantches.
the Powderings are 0r.
Pavois, ( E ) a Pavice, or great Dear, a well known Fruit.
Shield .
Pearsbit, a kind of Bic for Horſes.
Pavoiſade or Pavegados a Target
Pear-main , a ſort of Apple.
Dzarch or Perch, a Rod or Pole with
defence in Galleys to cover Slaves that
row on the Benches.
which Land içmeaſur'd containing 16 Fuor
Pauper, ( L. ) Poor : Whence the and an half : allo a Freſh -water Fish .
Law - Phraſe, To fue in Forma Pauperis, To Wearch , to light upon , as a Bird
when the judge afligns an Attorney , to does.
maintain the cauſe ofa poor Perſon, with
Pearl, inthe Perſiain Scas, a ſhellfilla
out Fees
or the Gemm that is bred in it : Allo e
Paule, Reft, Stop : in Mufick , Pause Web on the Eye ; alſo a ſmall ſort of Princ
or Reft, is an artificial Diſcontinuance of ing- Letter : Allo that part of a Deer's
the Voice or Sound.
Horn which is about the Burr. In Heral dry ,
Pawl, In a Ship a piece of Iron bolted the Silver or white Colour in the Coars uk
to one end of the Deck -beams, fo as to i Barons and other Noblemen .
keep the Capftan from recoiling.
Peaſant, ( F. ) a Country-man ,
To Dawl the Capaan, to Atop it with Clown.
the Pawl .
Peaſantry, the Country-people.
Pawn, a Pledge ; allo a Term uſed ac to Peale , F0 . ) to ſtay.
Cheſs-play
Peale Everlafing, a ſort of Pulle .
Peale- Bolt, or Deale -hawi, ( C. )
Pawn -bzoker, one that lends Money
upon any ſort of Goods.
Peale- ftraw .
Dar, ( L. ) Peace : Allo ao Image a
Peat, a kind of Fuel , dug out of
mong the Papifts given to be kiſs'd , when , Mourinh Ground.
they go to the Offering.
Peccadillo, ( S. ) a pardonable Sin, a
To pay the Scams of the Ship , ſmall Fault.
( S. P. ) is when the Seams are laid over
Peccant, ( L.) committing a Faute)
with hor Pitch : Paying of a Ship , is alſo offending ; The Humours of the Body are
when after her Soilis burnt off, a Coat of ſaid to be Peccant, when they contain ſome
new Stuff is laid on.
Malignity, or elſe abound coo much .
Paynims, Pagans, or Heathens.
Peccadt, ( i. e. I have offended } a
Dea, a wellkaow , Pullea in Doomla! Word usºd in this Common Fxpreſſion, l'X
day-book , a Hill.
make him siz Percavi.
Dechtages
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Pedant, one that inftru & s or governs
Pechlagra. ( G. ) che Gout in the El
Youth , a conceited Pretender to Scholar
bow.joynts.
1 pécia, ( O. L. ) a piece or ſmall par. ihipe a Paltry School-Maſter .
cel of Ground .
Pedanttik, that favours of a Pedant, eb
Peck, a dry Meaſure, containing two Pedant-like .
Gallons
Pedantiſm , the Profeffion of a Pe.
Pectintus, ( in Anat . ) a Muſcle of dant .
which ariſes from the outward part of the
Pedantry, a Pedantick Way or Hu- ,
102
mour .
Os Peltinis
+ pedee, an Ordinary Foot-boy, a ST
Pectinis Ds or Pubts Ds, the
Share -bone.
Drudge..
Pederik ( G. )a Buggerer.
Pectozal, belonging to the Break .
Pectozalis, the Pe& oral Muſcle, a Mul
Pederattu, a lufting after Boys, So.
cle of the Arm, which makes its Riſe above domy.
from the Ciavicula, and below from the
Pederero or Petterero ,. ( 1. ) a fortale
of Cannon .
Breaft-bone.
Pedeftal; ( L. ) that part of a Pillar nun
A Pectozat, a Breaft- plate, or Defence
which ſerves to ſupport it.
fr the Breaft.
Dectozals or Pectoral gedicines,
Pedidla, a little Foot ; alſo the Stalk of fure
fuch Medicines as are usid in Diſeaſes of any Fruit, Flower, or Herb.
the Breaft.
or
Pedicularis. Morbus , the Loufy
; : Bon
Pectus , ( L. in Canar.) the føre-part of Diſeaſe .
the Breaſt, or Cheft.
Pediculus, a little Foots Among Here 110.1
+ Peculation, a robbing, or cheating of balifts, the Foot-falk of any Leaf, Flower, li, a
the Publick.
or Fruit: Allo a Louſe , an Infect.
Pecultar, fingular, particular.
Pedigree, Deſcent from Anceſtours, tulis
Erthe
A Peculiar ,a particular Pariſh or Church Stock, "Race .
that hasJuriſdi& ion withinit ſelf for Probate
Pediluv um , ( L. ) a ſort of Bath for sans
the Feet.
of Wills, & c.
Court of Decultars, a Court that Pediment, an Ornament in Archite; dr.
takes Cognizance of Matters relaring to anre, the ſame as Fronton .
ſuch Pariſhes as are exempt from the Bi.
Pedler, one that ſells ſmall Wares a
bout the Streets.
Shop's Juriſdi& ion.
Deculium , ( L. ) the Money or Efate
Dedobaptiſm , ( G.) infant - Baptiſm .
of one, who is under the Power of ano.
Pedules, a ſhort Hofe or Stockings that 60
ther.
were anciently in uſe .
Pecunia , Money s it was alſo ancienty
Pedware. ( C. ) Pulſe, as Peale, Beans,
c.
ud for Cattel.
Peed , ( N.C. ) blind of one Eye.
HPecunta Sepulchzalik. Money here.
Deck , Spleen,Grudge: Allo a room in
tofore paid to the Prieſt, at the opening of
the Grave.
a Ship’s Hold which reaches from the Birts
Pecuniary, belonging to Money .
forward to the Stem . An Anchor is ſaid *2
#Pecunious, Moneyed , or full of Mo- To be a -Peek. when the Cable is perpendicular
ncy .
between the Hawle or Hole thro" which it
Pedage, Money given for paſſing thro' runs out, and the Anchor.
a Foreft, &c.
A Ship is ſaid to ride aspect, when
Deoagugut. ( G. ) an Inſtructer, or the lieswith her Main and Fore-yards hoil
Teacher of Youth .
ed up, having one end of the Yards brought
Pedagogy, Inftrudion , Diſcipline.
down to the Shrowds, and the other raiſed
Pedal, belonging to a Foot in Mea- up an end.
x.lt
fure .
To Peak the pillen, is to putthe Mil.
Proalt, ( O. L. ) a Foot-cloth a Cauſen Vard right up and down by the Maf.
Peel , the Rind of Fruit, állo a kind
perilaid onthe Ground, to tread on .
Pedals, low Keys of ſome Organs to of Slice to ſet Bread, Pios, éco into a
be touch'd with the Foot.
Oven .
Pedancous, going on Foot; as a Peda.
ToPeep, to look thro' a Hole, to begini
msoms Judge.
to grow out ; as Horns, Teeth , & c.
Pevani or Pedurti Stratazes , ( a. Peer, a Mole or Rampart rais'd in
mong the Romans! young Senatours, who Harbour : Alſo a ſolid Wall between a
follow'd the Opinion propos'd by the
Doo
older.
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Doors or Windows ; alſo a ſort of ſquare of the Exchequer, who enters every Tels
ler's Bill in a Parchment-Roll callid Pellis
Pillar.
Peers, the Nobles or chief Lords of Receptorum .
E Parliament: In Law , Jury -men impannellid
Pellucid, that may be ſeen through,
elear.
upon any Inqueft.
r
to
lee
Delt, the Skin of a Beaſt : In Falconry,
To Deet upon 02 at thing,
orpeep at it.
the Carcaſs of any Fowl diſmember'd .
Pelt-monger, a Skinner, or Dealer
Peerage, the Dignity of Peers of the
Realna; alſo a Tax for the Maintenance of in Skins.
Peltsamkooll, Wooll pulld off from the
2 Sea-Peer.
Peerdom, (in France ) the Dignity : of skin of a Dead Sheep.,
To Delt, to annoy by throwing Stones ,
a Peer, annexed to a great Fee.
diſcharging ſmall Shot, óc, Allo to free
Deereſs, a Peer's Lady.
Deerleſs, that has no Peer, or Equal ; and fume.
incomparable.
Peita, ( G. ) a kind of Buckler us'd
Begalus, (G.) the winged Horſe, a by the Romans.
Northern Conſtellation .
Deltalis Cartilago , the ſame as Em
Degging, a Term us'd by Sow -gelders, fiformis.
Delvis, a Baſon : In Anatomy, a Place
when they cure Hogs of a Diſeaſe called the
Garre.
in which theBladder and Womb are con
Pritrel, or Doitral, ( F. ) the Breaft- tain'd.
leather of a Horſe,
Pelvis Aurium, the hollow part of
T Bela, ( 0. L. ) , a Pile, a Fort.
the Eer.
Pelagia, a Shell-filha calld the Purple :
Pelvis Cerebri, the Tunnel of the
Among Naturaliſts Pelagia are taken for Brain .
ſuch Shell- fifhes,as never or very ſeldom are
pelvis Renuim ,, a Vefſel in each Kid
found near the Shores.
ney, which the Uriae conveys into the
Pelagtans, Hereticks ſo called from Bladder.
one Pelagius or Morgan a Britain , their
Pelare, rich Eurr.
firf Founder .
Demphigodesz (G. P.T.) a Spotted Fea
Pelecoides , a certain Geometrical Fi- ver.
gure, thar fomewhar reſembles a Hatchet. Peräptæ0 %, an Ague that comes every
Bell, paltry Stult, Riches uujuftly hea- fifth Day.
Pen , a Quill cut to write with : a Fold
ped up
Pelf or Dill of a Fowl, the Refuſe for Sheep. of a Coop for. Fowi: Allo a
and broken Remains, left after the Hawk Bay or Pond -head to keep in Water, to
is relieved .
drive the Wheels of an Iron-Mill .
To Peu, to write, or couch in Wrig
Pelican, a Water- Fowl.
Delican or Bitno alembick, a kind ring,
Surgeon's
Allo
Veffel
Pet -man , a Perſon skill'd in fair Writo
In
a
:
ofChymical
Arument to pull out Teeth .
ing, or in the Method of Compoſing Books,"
doc.
Pell, ( O. ) 2 Houſe.
Bellage ,Cuftom orDury paid for Pelts
Pen - ltock , a Floyd-gare plac'd in the
er SkinsofLeather .
Water of a Mill-pond.
Pellamountain , an Herb .
Penal ( L. ) belonging to, or bringing .
Dellets, ( in Heraldry) the ſame as O. Puniſhment.
srelles.
Denalty , a Puniſhment by Borfeiture of
Bellicle, ( L. ) a little Skin .
a Sum of Money ; a Fine.
Penance, any fortof Mortification eng
( 0.S. ) a Skinner, or
CurPelliparius,
rier.
joyn'd by Prieſts of the Church of Rome.

r of
Spain,
Pellttou
an Herb of
Penbauk ( 0 ) Begger's Cann.
Qualit
andmoift
hor
y.
Pencil, a ſmall Inftrumear, to be used
lled from yitsofgrthe
upofo
s caPellitor
owiWinll
n in Drawing, Painting, 6s.
ralHerb
ng n,atuan
ly
Pencil of Rays ( in Opricks ) a dous
Walls.
ble Cone of Raysfound together at the
Beliord
er. Bell. ( F. ) confuſedly . in Dic Bale.
Pendant Feathers thoſe Seathars
Dellota, ( F. L. ) the Ball or round which grow upon a Hawk's Thigh,
A Pentant, a Jewels ſuch as Women
kiedy part of a Dog's Foor.
Dells, as clerk of thePells, an Officer hang in their Ears. In a Ship ,aſhort Rope
pads
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A Penitent, a penitent Perſon .
Penitential, belonging to Repentance.
A Penitential, a Book that directs
Priefts how to enjoyn Penance.
Penitentiary,a Prieft that impofes Pen
ance upon an Offender : Allo a Place in
Rome, where Priefts fit and hear the con
feffion of thoſe who come to them for that
purpoſe.
Pennant ( S. T. ) a Rope to hoile
up a Boat, or any Merchandize aboard a
Jewels.
Pendulous , hanging down, dangling. Ship.
Dennata Sfolia ( L.) Winged Leaves,
Pendiilouis Beads, theſe Flowers that
ſuch Leaves of Placts as grow directa
hang downwards.
Dendulum , ( L. ) a Weight hung at ly one againſt anocher on the sameRib or ?
she end of a String, or Wire , which con- Stalk ,
tinually ſwinging to and fro with an equal
Penner, a Cafe to put Pens in.
Poiſe,ferves to meaſure the Parts or Differen
Dennon or Penon, ( F. ) a Flag or
ces of Time.Allo a Clock ,Watch,or Move- Banner ending in aPoint or Tip. In Heral. "
ment, whoſe Motion is by that means ex. dry, the Figure that reſembles ſuch a Flag ; 3
alloa Screamer in a Ship.
adly regulated.
Royal Pendulums,are thoſe Clocks
Pennoncel, a little Penon or Flag. 1
whoſe Pendulum (wings Seconds, and goes
Dennz.a ſmall Coin worth 4. Farthings.
Dennp -Pott, a Poft Office that con
8 Days.
Penerarius ( O. L. ) a Pennon, or veys Letters and Packets under a Pound
weight ; paying one Penny for each to all
Enfign - Bearer.
Penetrability, Aprneſs to be pierced. Parts of the City of London ; and ten Miles
round about.
Penetrable, that may be penetrated.
Penny- royal, an Herb .
Penetrant, piercing ; ſubtil, quick .
Penný-weight, a Weight that contains
To Penetrate, to get or pierce into or
24 Grains, aod of which 20 make an 1
thorough, to diveirro.
Penetration, a penetrating orpiercing , OunceTroy.
thro ", alſo Quickneſs of Parts orWit.
Dennyswozt or Pavel -Wozt , an fr
Penetration of Dimenſions ( in Herb.
Penſa , Pela , or Pla ( 0.'L . ) .
Philos ) is when two Bodies are in the
Same Place, ſo as the Parts of one may Wey of Salt, Cheeſe, & c. containing 25 6 x
every where pierce into, and equally Pounds.
ad Denfam , the full Weight of 12 :
fill up the Dimenſionsof the Parts of the
Ounces Troy, which was anciently paid in
other.
Toenetrative, that eaſily penetrates , or Money into the Exchequer, for Pound
Sterling
is of a piercing Quality:
+ Penale, hanging.
Penguin, a fort of Bird .
Penſion (L.) a Salary, or yearly .Allow .
Penicillus,(L.)a Spunge,or other thing
that ſerves to ſcour, or make clean , a wance .
Painter's Pencil ; alſo a kind of Tent for The Penſion ( of Grays-Inn ) an Alam .
bly of the Members of the Society, to con •
Wounds.
Bentolum ,(L,P.T.) a certain Compoſi- fuíc about the Affairs of theHoule. Penfions
are alſo certain Yearly Payments, made by
tion made of Barley-water and Sugar .
Peninſula, a Tra & of Land ſurround every particular Member to che Houſe.
ed on all ſides with Water, except in one
Penſionsartt . 2. Writ or Order in
1 Place, where it is joyn’d to the Con - Grays- Inn , againſt fucle of the Sociery, as
tinent by a ſmall Neck of Land, call'd an are in arrear for Penſions and other Duties .
Denfoner , one who receives a Penfions :
Lahmus.
allo one that is maintain'd at the Queen's
Dents ( in Anas ) a Man's Yard .
Denis Cerebzi, a part of the Brain , o . Charge, in a College or Hoſpital : In the Uni
Haerwiſe callid Conarium ,
verſity of Cambridge, a Scholar that pays
Penttons, a kind of courſe Woollen for kie Commons.
Cloarh .
The Duten's Penfioners, or Ørn
Denitence ( L. ) Repentance.
tlemen Penſioners, a Band of Gentle.
penteent, repenting being forrowful men ſo called who are ara'd with Parci.
ving Committed any 64.
made faſt at one end ro a Maft or Yard, 66.
and at the other end, having a Pulley to
letinſome running Rope.
Pendants, are alſo long Streamers faft.
end to the tops or yard -arms of Ships : Allo
a kind of ſeed ſuch as are on threads in the
Vpul
and Lillies.
middle
aof
nulTulips
Pendent,
ochae Supporter of Stone in
s ( F. ) Bobs or dang
ling
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fans, and attend as a Guard upon the
Pepper, a well known Indian Spice.
Queen's Perſon in her Palace.
Depper-wort, an Herb.
Pendive, thougtful, being in a brown
Pepos ( G ) a boiling or feething. A
mong Phyſicians, the Concotion or Fer .
Study.
Pentagon , a Geometrical Figure that mentation of Viduals and Humours in a Hu
mane Body .
has five Angles and as many Sides.
Peptick, that ſerves to concoct, or di
Pentagonal, belonging to ſuch a Fi.
geſt.
gures
Peracute (1 ) very ſharp ; as A piraente
Pentameter ( in Gram . ) a Greekor
Diſeaſe.
Latin Verſe, which conſiſts of five Feet,
Peracter ( G. ) a MathematicalInſtrus
Pentamyzon ( G ) 20 Ointment com
pounded of 5 Ingredients.
ment, the ſame as Circumferentor ,
Pecagration ( L. ) a travelling, or
Pentapetalous Plants, ſuch Pants
wandering about ; a Progreſs, or Ramble.
as have a Flower conſiſting of 5 Leavs.
Pentapharmacum , a Medicine made
month of Peragration ( in Aſtron . )
up of 5 ſeveral Ingredients : Allo a Ban- the face of the Moon's courſe from any.
quet conſiſting of 5 ſorts of Courſes.
Pointof the Zodiack to the ſame again,
Perambulation , a walking thro', or
Pentaproton ( in Gram . ) a Noun that
>
abour.
Caſes.
bas buts
Perambulation of the foreſt, the
Pentaſpatt an Engine that conſiſts of 5
Pullies.
Surveying of the Foreſt, by Juſtices or other
Pentaftich, a Stanza or Diviſion in a Officers in order to ſet down the Bounds
Poem , conſiſting ot s Verſes; alſo a Porch of it.
Perambulatione facienda, a Writ fu'd
that has 5 Rows of Pillars.
Dentateuch, the five Books of Moſes. out by two cr more Lords of Manours lyó
Dentatheton , a Plaifer proper for ing near one another ; who conſent to
Bruiſes, and when the skin is Alca'd or have their Bounds ſeverally diſtinguiſh'd .
galld.
Perambulatoz, a rolling Wheel ; an In
Pentecontarcha, a Captain that has the ſtrument for the meaſuring of Roads, Ri:
Command of fifty Men..
vers, ớc.
Pentecoft , the Feſtival of Whitſunt.de.
Percaptura ( O. L.) a Wear or Place
Pentecoltals, certain Oferings wade in a River made up with Banks, Damms,
at that time, by Paribioners to their loc. for the preſerving and taking of
Prieſt.
Fich .
Denihemimeris ( in Gram .) part of a
Percale ( 0. ) by chance.
Greek orLatin Verſe, confifting of two
To iperceive, io diſcover, ſpy, or find
Feet, and a Syllable either long by Na. out ; to appre " ind,
Eure , or allow'd to be ſo by the Figure called
Percepier, an Herb, otherwiſe call'd
Cafura .
Parlty pert,
Penaltima ( L. in Gram . ) that Sylla
Perceptible or perceivable , that
may be perceived.
ble of a Word which is before the latt.
Penumbra ( in Affron .) a faint kind
Perception, the Act of perceiving, or
of Shadow , or the utmoft Edge of the per- knowing ; the clear and diſtinct Apprehen
fed Shadow , which happens when the Moon fion ofany Obje &.
Perch, a Meaſure of which 40 make a
is eclipſed .
Penarious,, covetous, nigardly, ſtingy. Furlong ,
Penury, extreme Want of Neceflaries, Derchers, the Paris.Candles formerly
or Proviſions for Life .
us' in England ; alſo the bigger fortot
People, the whole Body of Perſons Wax Candles, which were commonly fee up
that live in a Country, or make up a Na. on the Altars.
on ,
Percolated ( L. ) paſſed thro' a Strain
er, for Sieve.
TO People, to ſtock with People.
Pepaylis . ( G.) a Ripening: In Phy Percolation , a ſtraining thorcughly.
fick, a correcting and bringing to order of
# Percontation or Percunctač ori, an
corrupt Humours of theBody
asking of Queſtions, a ftrict Irquiry.
pepaſmus, a ripening of preternatural
Percuſſion ,in ( Philof .) a knocking,beat
Humours.
ing or Griking?
Derdition, ( L. ) utter Ruir, or De
Pepaftcks, Medicines that digeſt and
Arudion.
allay Rawneſs in the Stomach , 66.
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Perdonatio Utlagaria, ( L. T. ) a Meraldry , the piercing or pafeng ofone ore
Pardon for one that is cut -lawed .
dinary, in part, thro'another,
Perdzigon , ( F. ) a ſort of plum.
Perfocatus
ulculus, a Muſcle of
Perdae, loft, forlorn.
theFingers, ſo nam'd becauſe its Tendong
admitthoſe of the Per
pierc'd
to
dangethro',
plac'd
Soldier
are
in
a
Perdue,
i
A
Fous Poft.
foratisg Muſcle.
Perdues , the forlornHope of an Army: Perfozatus Pediš, a Muſcle of the
To Lie Perdue, to lie flat upon one's lelier Toes,ſo called becauſe its Tendons
Belly.
are pierced ,like thofe of the Fingers.
Derduration , ( L. ) a continuing, or
Perfozation, a piercing, or boring.
laſting very long.
To Perfoam , to do, to fulfil, to bring
Dereçčínation , a travelling into Foto paſs.
Teiga Countries ; a journeying up and
Performance, the Ad of performing,
down.
or a Work done,
perfrication , a rubbing or chafing &
Peregrine, foreign , Out -landiſh : A
mong Aftrologers, a Planet is ſaid to be thoroughly , or all over .
Perfurbe, ( F. ) any thing that ſends
peregrine, when found in a Siga where it
forth a ſweet Scent; as Musk , Civet, c,
has none of its Eſſential Dignities .
Peregrine, a Chriſtian Name of Men , alſo the Scent it ſelf.
allo a Hawk of the Falcon -kind.
To Derfume, to give a ſweet Scent to,
Peremptorx, abſolute , expreſs ; alſo
Pečfumer , one that makes and ſells
pragmatical, malapere. "
Perfumes :
Peremptory Action, ( in Lan ) is a
Perfunctozy, ( L. ) done careleſly , or
determinate and tinaiAct , which cannot be fightly ,
renew'd or alter'd .
Deriamma or Deriapta, ( G.) a Medi
Perennial Leases, ſuch Leaves of cinewhich is thought to drive away Diſeas
Plants as laft all the Year.
(:s.by being bound about the Patient's Neck.
# Perinnity, Long Continuance, Laſt
Perianthium or Clayr, the Flower
ingneſs.
of a Plant.
Perfect, compleat, entire ; excellent,
Pericardian or Pericardick, belong
accompliſhed.
to the Pericardium ).
Perfect Flowers, are thoſe that have Pertcardium , ( in Anat. ) a double
De finely colour'd ſmall Leaves, calla Membrane, Skin or Bag, which ſurrounds
Petala, with the Stamina, spices and the whole Subſtance of the Heart.
Stylus.
Perfcarpium ,a Medicine apply'd to the
Perfect Numbers , ( in Aritd.) fuch Writt.
whoſe Alignot or eved Parts joyn'd coge.
Pericarpum , a kind of round Root ;
aber, exadły return the whole Number . a great Drier, and good againſt Hemlock.
To perfects to make pé-fe & , to fi.
Periclitation ( L. ) a hazarding , or
niih.
indangering.
Perfection or perfectneſs, the Con
Pertcrantur ( G , in Anar. ) a Mem
dition of that which is perfect ; alſo great brane that lies under the chick hairy Skin
Accompliſhment, Excellency .
of the Head and immediately covers the
Perfidious, treacherous, bafe.
Scull .
Peribot ( F. ) a precious Stone of a
Derfioe or Perfidiouſneſs , Breach
of Faith or Truft : Treachery, Falkeneſs.
greeniſh Colour.
s
lus
oran
Perf
Wafcu
Pertdzamis ( G.1 in Archite & . ) an
, (in Anat. ) a
Muſcle of the Fingers, fo call'd becauſe open Gallery encompaſſing a Square of
its Tendons run thro' thoſe of the Per- Buildings, or a Publick Place.
foratus.
Perieplphimods, the ſame as Para
Perfozans Pedis, a Muſcle of the phimofis.
lefler Toe, whole Tendons ' march tliro'
Perigaum or perigte ( in fron.)
the Holes of the Tendons of the Perfora- that Pointin the Heavens, in which the Sun
143 Pedie.
or any other Planet,is at its leaf Ditance
Pefonata, a ſort of St. John's -wort, an from the Center of the Earth .
Herb
.
Perihelion, that Point of a Planet's Oro
bit , in which itis nearest to the Sun ,
To Derfozate, to pierce through ,
Derfozated , bored or pierced thro' ;
Peril ( L. ) Danger, Hazard .
a Term usd by Herbalifts, when the Leaf
Perillous ( L. ) full of Peril, dangter,
of any Plant feems fall of little Holes : In ous,
Perimeter.
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Peripneumonical, belonging to , or
Perimeter (G. in Gram .) a Verſe that
has a Syllable above the juſt Meature: In troubled with that Diſeaſe.
Peripteron or Deiptere ( in Archio
Geometry, the Compaſs orSumm of all the
tedir. ) a Templeor Place encompaſs’d about
Sides that bound any Figure.
Perinæum (in Anat.) the Seam betwixt with Pillars on the ourfide on all the four
the Scrotum and the Fundament.
Quarters.
Perinde Galert (L. T. ) a Difpenfa. Peilcelis, a Garter ; whence Equesaurei
tion granted to aClerk, who being otherwiſe Periſcelidis, a Knight of the moſt Noble Or :
ancapable of a Benefice is actually admitted des of theGarter.
Deriſcit or perfcctans ( in Geogr. )
do it.
Derinycodes ( G. ) certain Pushes, or People whoſe Shadows turn round about
chem in the ſpace of 24 Hours.
little Blifters like Wheals.
Periſcyphiſmus ( in Surgery ) a parti
Perſacba ( in Gram .) an Argument con .
cular manner of layingopen the fore-part
taining the Sum of a Diſcourſe.
period, a perfe & Sentence, or Cloſes of the Head tothe Scull.
To periſh ( L. ) to go to ruin, or
a full Scop at the end of any Sentence. In
Arilmetick , a Diſtinction made by a Poior decay ; to be ruin'd , to be caſt away ; to
or Comma, afier everyfixth place orFi- dye.
gure ; inAſtron, a certain Number ofRevo Periſhablt, apt to periſh, or come to
lutions the Planets, 6c, In Chronology, a Re- Ruin .
Perill.logta (G.) a Rhetorical Figure,
volution of a certain Number of Years :
Among Phyſicians, the Space between the when morewords are usid than need : Alla
a Diſcourſe full of fuperfluous, and unneceſ,
coming of Fits, in intermiting Diſeaſes.
Periodical, belonging to, or that has fary Words.
Perifaltick ( in Anat. ) as The Pea
its Periods. In an Aftronomical Senſe, that
performs its Motion or Courſe regularly , roriſtaltick Motion of the Entrails, i. e : the
as to diſpatch is always in the ſame Period or quibbling or Worm -like crawling as it were
of the Guts.
ſpace ofTime.
Perinaphylinus Internas de Externus,
Periodical quotion of tbe Boon , is
that wherebyme finishes her Consſe round two Muſcles of the Uvula, one of which
firves to draw it forwards, and the other
about the Earth in a month,
Periodical Bonth, the ſame as Month backwards.
Perfâtzomo,rich Tapiſtry Work ,among
of Peragration .
Periodus, & Period : In Phyfick the ſame the Ancients. In Anatomy, Periſtromata
are the Coars that cover the Bowels.
asTypus.
Perlonus Sanguinis, a contindal
Perikylos or Periſtyle, ( in Archa
Circulation of the Blood, chro all the Parcs iteå .) a Plaçe belee round about with Pil
lars on the in -side of the Court.
of the Body
Periſyſtole, ( in Anet. ) the time of
Perfect ( in Geogr . ) thoſe inhabitants
of the Earth , who live under the fame Reſt between the Contradion and Diles
Parallels, but oppoſite Semi-circles of the ration of the Heart.
Berit, eertain very ſmallMeaſure.
Meridian .
Pertolteum ( in ABAT. ) a thin Skin
Pericus or Peritius Dends, a Month
sbar immediately encloſes all the Bones of among rheMacedonians, which anſwer'd co
that of Peburary.
che Body, except ſomefew .
Peritanæum , (G. in Anat.) a Mema
Peripatetick Philoſophy, that which
is founded on the Principles of Ariſtotle and brane, which clothes the whole Lower
Belly on the in - lide, and its Entrails on the
his Succeffours.
Peripateticks, the Diſciples or Follow out-ſide.
Peritrochium , ( in Mechan . ) a ) kind
ersof Ariſtotle.
Periphery ( in Geom . ) the Circum . of Wheel.
Ference of a Circle.
Perittama, whatever is ſuperfluous in
Periphrafis , Circumlocation , a Rhe the Body ; allo the Relicks of Diſeaſes.
or Pejeration , ( L. ) a
Perjúration
have
might
toricalfigure, when i hat which
been ſaid in one of two Words is expreß'd being forſworn.
perjury, a Crime committed , by taking
bymany .
Peripozadical, [ belonging to a Perio a falſe Oath .
Periwinkle, a ſmall Shell- fimo call'da
phrafis .
Deripneumonia , an Inflammation ofthe Sea-ſnail:Alloan Herb of a ſomewhatdry
and binding Qualiry,
Lungs and Brealty
Perizonia,

PE
Perizoma, ( G.) a ſort of Garment ;
allo a Girdle fit for thoſe that are burften .
To Derk up or Perk up again, to lift
up the Head,or appear lively.
Perkin, a proper Name of Men ; as
it were,Peterkin, i. c. litle Peter.
Permagy, a fort of Boat usd at Con .
fa
( )
,
Laſting.
Permeating, ( in Pbiloſ. ) piercing into
and paſſing thro
Bermeation , the Aą of paffing
through .
Per Winima,( L.P . T.) a Term made
uſe ot' to expreſs the perfect mixture of the
ſmalleſt Particles of ſeveral Bodies or In
gredients.
Permillion, Leave or Allowance .
Dermition, a mingling together.
To Permit, to allow , fuffer , or give
Leave.
Permutatfon, a permuting,or exchang
jpg .
Periputatione archidiaconatus
Eccleliä tiden annefæ cum Ecclefia
Pæbenda, a Writ enjoyning an OrdiDury to admit a Clerk to a Benefice, upon
Exchange made with another.
To Permute, to exchange Church - Liv .
ingsone for another.
Per my e per tout, ( F. L.P. ) A
Joynt- Tenant is ſaid to be ſeized of the
Land he holds joyntly, per my doper tont,
i, e to be poſſeſsd of every Parcel, and of
the whole.
Pernancy ,as Tithes received in Pernancy ; ,, .. Tithes taken , or that may be
taken in kind.
Pernicious, ( L. ) deſtrutive,miſchie.
Yous , very hurtful.
Perntiity, ( in Philoſo ) extraordinary
Swiftneſs of Motion .
Pernio, (L. P.T.) a Kibe or Chilblain.
# Pernoctation, a lodging, or lying out
211 Nighr.
Pernour of Profits, ( F. L.T. )
he that takes or receives the Profits.
Perona, ( G. in Anat. ) the leffer and
more fender Bone of the Leg, otherwiſe
cild Fitula
i Deroneus Primus, a Muſcle of the
Tarſus, which iome callLongus, as being
the longeft Muſcle ſeated onthe Perona or
Fibula ,
Peroneus Secundus, a Muſcle of the
Tarſus, which arifes above the middle of
theoutward Part of the Fibula , and under
the Belly ofthe Peroneus Primus.
Terózation , ( L. ) the cloſe of an Oran
in or Speecha
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.To Derpend , to ponder or poiſe tho .
roughlyin one'sMind; to examine or ry
exadly.
Persender or Perpend -ltone, a Stone
fitted to the Thicknels of a Wall, fo as to
ſhew its ſmoothed Ends on each ſide.
Perpendicular, that falls, or is directly
downright.
A Dexpendicular or Perpendicular
Line, ( in Geom . ) a Right Line, which
ftands fo upon another, that the Angles on
either ſideare equal.
A Right.line is ſaid to be Derpendicus
larta aplane, when it is prependicular
to all the Lines it meets within that Plane!
Perpendicularor Right Plane, is
when a Plane, inclines or leapson one side
no more than it does on the other.
Perpendicular to a Parabola ,( in
Conick Sections ) is a Right-line, cutting
that Figure at the point wherein any other
Right-line touches it..
To Let fall a perpendicular, to
draw a Line perpendicularlyupon another,
from a given Poiât plac'd above it.
Perpendiculum , ( L. ) a Perpendicu
lar, a Level, a Plumb- line.
Perpendiculum Chronometram , the
ſame as Penduum .
To Perpetrate, to commit a Crime.
Perpetual; continual, uninterrupted ;
never ceafing, everlaſting.
Perpetual Glandules, ( in Anat. )
thoſe that are Natural,and diftinguifhed
from theAdventitious ones.
Perpetual Pills, theRegulus of And
timony made up intoBalls of the Bignels of
a Pill, which being ſwallow'd and voided
fifty times, will purge every time.
to Perpetuate,to make perpetual, co
cauſe athing to laft or abide for ever.
Eerpetuation , the Ad of perpetuaridg.
Perpetuity, Continuance, without In
terruption, Everlaſtingneſs : In Law , itis
us'd when a Settlementismade of anEftate
in Tail, ſo that it cannot be made void.
To Perpler, to entangle or confound,
to diſquiet or trouble.
Perplexed, confounded , troubled : alſo
difficult, hard to be underſtood.
Perplerity , Trrefolution, Doubtfulneſs;
Trouble, or Anguifh of Mind .
Per quz Sirvitia, aWrit ifluing from
the Note of a Fine,and lyingfor the Coge
nifee of a Manour, & c. to oblige the Te .
nant of theLand, to an Acknowledgmcat
to him as Lord .
Perquifite, ( L.T.) any thing that
Man gets by Industry, or parshafes with
his own Adoney. Porquifises, are alſo all
manner.
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manner of Profitswifing by the by, ſuch | Air or Meen. In Law , enabled to main ,
cain Plea in Court,
25 proceed from an Office of Place, & c.
Perſonage, the fame with Perfon ,
Perquifites of Court, thoſe Profits
that come to a Lord of a Manour, by Vir- more eſpecially an honourable or renowned
tue of his Court.Baron, over and above the Perſon.
Yearly Revenues of his Land .
Perſonal, belonging to a Perſon : In
Perquifition , diligent Search, or ſtric Law , Things, Goods, or Chattels Perſonal,
Ersquiry .
fignify any moveable thing belonging to a
Derewright, ( 0. ) imbroider'd with Man.
precious Stones.
Perſonal Tithes, are Tithes paidout
Perriers, a ſort of great Gups that of luch Profits as ariſe by Labour of a Man's
hoot Stones .
Perſon .
Peruke or Perruque, ( F. ) a Reri. Perſonal Terb , ( in Gram .) a Verb
wig.
that is conjugated with ail the three Perſons ,
Perry, a Drink made of Pears.
and in both Numbers.
Perſant, ( 0.) piercing.
Perſonalityor Perſonalty,a being the
† Perförutation, ( I. ) ſearching Perſon : An Adlon isſaid to be in the Pora
thoroughly, or all over.
ronalty, when it isbrought againſt the right
Par ſé , ( L. ) by himſelf or it ſelf. In Perſon.
Derfonate, a ſort of Benefice, or Title
Logick a thing is conſider'd Per fe, when
sis taken in theAbftra & . In Chymiftry,a thing in a Collegiate Church.
To Perconate, to act , or repreſent a
is ſaid tobe difilledPer fe, when 'tis done
without the uſual Addition of other things Perlon .
with it.
Perſonatt, ( among Herbalifts ) ſuch
Eerle, Sky.colour.
Flowers as expreſs the gaping Mouths of
To Perfecute, ( L. ) co oppreſs, vex, or some living Crearures.
trouble.
Perſons ne Prebendaries ne ſeront
Perſecution , a perſecuting , any unjuft Chargees as Duinâmes , & c. ( F. ) :
orviolent Purſuit or Oppreſſion.
Writ lies for Prebendaries , & c. diftrained
Perfeverance, Conſtancy, Reſolation to by the Sheriffs for the fifteenth part of their
abide in any way of Living, or in any Goods, ortobe contributary to Taxes.
Opinion.
Perſpective, an Art which thews how
Pæleverant, perſevering, conftant,,to repreſent Obje&ts on a plain Surface, as
fed faft.
naturally as they would appear, if ſeen thrge
To Perfevere,to contiuue or be fedfat , chatPlane, fuppoſing it co be as tranſparent
to hold on conftantly .
as Glaſs.
Perſeas, a Northern Conftellation , Serial Derſpective, is a proportiona
confifting of 38 Stars.
ble Leſſening of the Dies and Colours of a
Perdan aiheel, an Engine contriva Pi& ure, when the Obje& s are ſuppoſed to
for the, over- flowing of Land that lies bebe at a very great Diſtance .
Lineal Perſpective, is the Diminution
on the borders or banks of Rivers.
Perück Dider, ( in Archite&t. ) is when of thoſe Lines in the Plan of a Picture,
che Pillarsthat ſupport the Entablature, are which repreſent otherLines very remote.
made in Shape of Men and Women .
Military perſpective, is when the
Perdicus Janis, a Swelling, common . Eye is ſuppoſed to be at an infinite diſtance
ly callid a Carbuncle.
from the Table or Plane.
Practical Derſpective, is, the Method
To Perål, to Atand firm and fixed
to hold on in an Opinion, Demand, or Als of making a Draught of that which is ap
legation .
parent to our Eyes, with reſpect to Forme
Perfittance, the Ad of perfifting, Con- in which Objets are ſeen .
unuance ,
Speculative Perſpective, is thas
Perlon , a Term individually apply'd which explains the Reaſons of the different
to every Man or Woman : Alſo the out. I appearance of certain objects, according
ward Form or Shape of one's Body : Allo to the diverkry of Places where the Eye is
1 Term in Divinity ; as. The thres Persons, fix'd that bebolds them .
Perſpicacious , 1 quick -fighted , Iquicko
or Subfiftenses of the Blefod Trinity.
The Perſons of a Gerb, ( in Gram .) witted .
are three in Number, cicher Singular or
Perſpicacitg, quickneſs, of Sightor Ap:
Plural.
prehensjon.
Derſonable , having a good Preſence,
Perſpicil
3
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Perſpicii, a kind of Looking -glals,
Perverfion, a perverting, overtbrowa
in whichthe Shape of any thing isclearly ing ,orcorrupting,
Perverfity or perverlnzls , Froward
· repreſented .
Perſpicuity, Clearneſs, Plainneſs in nels, Crofſnefs, ill Nature.
Diſcourſing or Writing .
To Pervert, to turn upſide down ; to
perſpicuous, that is ſo clear that the debauch , corrupt,or ſpoil.
# Perveftigation , a diligent Inquiry,
be
to
eaſie
alſo
'
;
it
Lightmay be ſeen thro
or Search.
apprehended , plain.
Pervicacious, froward, wilful, fub.
Perſpiration , a breathing or fteeming
thro : Among Phyſicians, a ſweating or born .
Perbicacy. Stiff.geckednels, Stubborno
breathing out of Huinous thro ' the Pores
neſs.
of the 'Body.
To Peráringe, to touch lightly, or to
Pervigiltum , ( L. ) a watchingfor
glanceat a thing in Diſcourſe.
fitting up all Nights alſo a being reſtleſs
To perſiade or Perſwabe, to con. for want of Sleep in a Difeale.
vince, fatisfy, or make to believe ; to ad Pervious, paſſable, eafie to be paſſed
thro '.
viſe, or put one upon .
Peruſal, a peruſing , or reading over.
Perſuaſion, the Ad of perſuading 3
alſo Advice, Opinion, Belief.
To Perafe, to look , or read over,
Peruvian Wark, á Drug commonly
Perſuafive or Perlualozz, that is apt
call'd Jefuits Powder and brought from
to perſuade.
A Perfuafvt, a Diſcourſe, or Argu. Pere a Province of America,
ment that tends to perſuade.
pes, ( L. ) the Foot, a part of the
Perſultation , a Leaping or skipping : Body : alfo a Root in Meaſure, or 12 la.
In Surgery, a burfing of Blood thro the ches.
Pes mondta , a Term anciently u'd
Vefſels.
Paert, brisk,orlively.
to expreſsa true and reaſonable Ado
To Dertatn , to belong to, orConcern.
juftment of the real Value of all current
Derterebration, a boring thro' with Coins.
an Auger or Wimble,
Peſa, ( 0. 1. ) a certain Weight, or
Dertica, ( L. ) a Pole to beat down meaſure of Cheeſe, Wooll, & c.
Fruit withs à Perch , or long Staff to
Pelage, a Cuftom or Duty paid for the
meaſure with : In old Writers, Pertica ſig. weighing of Wares.
nifie the Perchers or larger Sconces for
Peltary, ( G. ) a kind of Suppofitory,
Tapers, that were ſet on the Altars of or Medicine to put up intothe Neck ofthe
Womb.
Churches.
Perticata Cerræ, the fourth part of Defiona. ( O. L, ) Malt of the fo:
an Acre of Land .
reft ; orMoney taken for feeding Hogs
Pertinacious, obfinate, ſtubborn , wil with Maft.
ful.
Peffulus or Pelus, the fame at pole
Dertinacity or Dettinacy, Obſtina- sary.
cy , Stubbornneſs , etc.
Pelt, Plague, Bane , Ruio.
Pelt-Houte,an Hoſpital for Perſons tick
Dertinente, Fitneſs, or Suitableneſi.
1
Dertinens, ( 0. L. ) a Kinſman or of the Plague.
Kinſwoman .
To Pråer, to plagues annoy, of trou:
Pertinent, that is to the purpoſe, fit, ble .
at.
Pelterable catares, fucle Goods as are
Dertingency, ( in Philos. ) a reaching troubleſome, and take up much room .
Peafferous,bringing thePlagues de
Aruđive , deadly
Dertingent, reaching to touching
Dertranfent, . pafhng or · Ariking
Pettience or Prague, a Diſcale arby
through, as a Colour does in a precious fing from an Infe&tion in the Air.
Stone .
Petilence-bozt, av Herb .
Pertutlan of Partiſan , a kind of Petilent, plaguy . deftru& ivè; dans
Spear like a Halbard .
gerous,miſchievous.
Peklential, belonging toor partaking
Perturbation , Difurbance, Trouble.
Diſorder.
of the Nature of the Plague.
Perturbatoz, a Difturber,
Petilenstal fever, is chat which
To pervade, to go over,or through . does not onlywid the Patient wich are
merverſe, wicked , froward croſs
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Petitioner, he or ſhe that puts up a Pe .
kement Heat ; but alſo with a maligoant and
ticion .
venomous Quality,
Peltis, 1 L. ) a Peſtilence, or Plague.
Petre, ( G.) a Rock , a great Stone In
Deale,an Inſtrument to pound with in a old Records, a ſort of Weight commonly
call’d
a Stone.
Mortar ; alſo the end of a Leg of Pork.
Pet, as To take Pet or be in a Pet, to be Petrary, an Engine anciently made uſe
of to caſt Stones.
efended, to ſnuffar.
Petrification , the Ad of petrifying i
Petala, ( G. among Herbalifts ) thoſe
fine coloured Leaves of which the Flowers the changingof a Mixt Body into a ftony
Subſtance.
ofallPlants are made up .
Petaloides, a ſərt of Urine which ſeems
To Petrify, to turn into, or to grow
into Stone.
20 have little Leaves or Scales in it.
Petrobalans , a ſort of Hereticks, that
Petarade, ( F. ) a Morſe's farting and
yerking our behind.
deny'd the keeping of Feafts.
Petroleum , Rock -oil, a certain Liquor
Petard, an Engine of Metal in Shape
ofa Cap, which is charg'd withfine Pow . that flowsout of a Rock.
Petronel, a kind of Harquebuſs, or
der and fix'd to a thick Plank call’d the Mt.
drier, in order to break down Gates, Horſeman's Gun .
Pereroſum Ds, ( in Anat . ) the inner
Port-cullices, be.
Petardeer, he that manages, or applies a proceſs of the Bones of the Temples, fo
Petard .
Nam'd from its Hardneſs and Craggedneſs.
Pettifogging, practiting as a Pettifog .
Detechialis febzis , a malignant Fe
ver, otherile calid Pulicaris.
ger.
Peter, the Name of one of the
Petritogger , an ignorant and trouble
Appoftles,
Twelve
Greek
derived
from
the
fome
Lawyer,or Attorney.
Word Petra a Rock .
Pettiſi, apt to cake pet, or be angry.
Pertitoes, Pigs Feet ſous’d.
St. Deter'ssfih , a ſort of Sea - fiſh.
Petta, ( 1.) as To keep a thing in Petto,
Peter -men, thoſe who formerly us'd
unlawful Arts and Engines, for catching Fishi. 2. to keep it in one's Breaſt.
in the River Thames .
Petty, ( F. ) litele ſmall.
Peter-Pence, a Tribute given to the
Detty Bag , as The Clerks of the Petty
Pope by Thas King of the Weſt Saxons ; Bag, three Officers of Chancery, who re
cord the Return of all Inquiſitions out of
whichwas a Penny for every Houſe.
Peter's -Polt,a famous Quarry in Tork- every Shire ; make all Patents of Cuſtomers,
thire whofe Stone's built the hinſter or Gaugers, Controllers, & c.
Petty Cotty, a ſort of Herb .
Church of St Peter in the City of Tork.
St. Peter's walozt, an Herb like St. Detty Larceny , ſmal! Theft, when the
thing. ſtolen does not exceed the Value of
John'sWort.
I 2 Pence .
Petigo, (L. ) a Running.ſcab.
Petit, ( F. )petry, little, ſmall.
Petty Patees, ( in Co - fectionary ) a
Petit Cape or Petty Cape,a Writ ort of ſmall Pyes made of March-pane, and
that lies when any Action Realis brought, fillid with Sweet-meats.
and the Tenant appears, but afterwards
Petty Singles, ( in Falconry ) the Toes
makes Default.
of a Hawk .
Petits Choux, a ſort of Paſte for
Pety Tally , ( S. T. ) a competent
garniſhing, made of fat Cheeſe, Flower, Proportion or Allowance of Vi&tuals, ac
Eggs, doc.
cording to the number of the Ship’s Com .
Petitia , ( L.) a Demand or Requeſt ; pany .
alío among the Romans. a canvaſſing or fuing Petulanty, ( L. ) Wantonneſs, Sauc:
for an office or Place .
nels.
Petitio Juduciarum , a Civil Law.
Petulant, wancon , malapert ; rude.
Term , the ſame as Emparlance in the Com. Petus or Pent, ( 0.L. ) Peat, a Core
mon Law ,
of Earth dug up in ſmall pieces for Fuel.
Petitto P incipit, ( in Logick ) when a
Pevetts, are the endsof the Spindleof
Diſputant ſuppoſes that for a Principle certain any wheelin a watch .
and granted, which is uncertain , and it
mewet or Duet, a Bird .
behoves him to prove .
Phace, (G.) the Lentil, a kind of Pulle.
Petition, a Supplication or Requel
Phacos, the fame ; alſo a Spor in the
made by an Inferiour co a Superiour.
Face like a Nit.
To Peition , to preſent or put up
Phenomena, ( in Aftron. ) Appear
Petition.
ances
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ances ofMeteors, or any other Signs in the
Pharmaceutice, (.. ) the Know .
Air or Heavens .
ledgeof Medicines, or Art of compounding
1 Phenomenon, ( in Philof.) any Appear. them .
Pharmaceutick , belonging to Medi
ance, Effect , or Operation of a Natural Bo
dy which offers it felf to the Conſideration cines, or Drugs .
Pharmacopeia , a Diſpenſatory , or
of a curious Inquirer.
Phagcdæna , an immoderate Appetite Collection of Medicines.
that cannotbe ſatisfy’d ; alſo a running
Pharmacopola, one that ſells Medicnes,
Canker that eats the Flesh to the very an Apothecary ..
Pharmacum , any kind of Medicine ;
Bone.
Phagedænica or Dhagedenícks, Me allo Poiſon ,
Pharmacy, that part of Phyſick which
dicines that eat down the ſuperfluous Fleſh
teaches the Choice, Preparation and Mis .
of Ulcers, & c.
Phagedenick water, a Mixture of ture of Medicines.
Sublimate corroſive and Lime-water, which
Pharlang of Paralang, a ſort of Mea
[ure us'd among the ancient Perfans.
cats away proyd Fleſh .
Pbalancrals, a falling off the Hair,
Pharyngetrum , ( G. in Anat. ) 2
Word ſometimesusd for the Pharynx, and
Baldneſs.
Phalangofis, a Fault in the Eye-lid, ſometimes for theBone Hjoides
pharyar , the upper part of the Oefo
when there are two rows of Hair or
when the Hair grows inward, and offends pbagus,or Gullet at the mouth of the Sto .
mach.
the Eyes.
Phalanx, ( among the Ancients ) a
Phaſes , Appearances : In Aſtronomy,
gaeat fquare Battalion fer in clofe Array, the ſeveral Pofitions in which the Moon and
with the soldiers Shields joyn’d and Pikes other Planecs appear to our Sight,
turn'd croff -ways. In Anatomy, the Order
Pharma, an Apparition , a Viſion, or
and Rank obſerv'd in the Finger- bones,
Sight,
Dheer, ( 0.) a Companion.
Phaleucian Terſe, a Greek or Latin
Phengites, a ſort of Marble that ſhines
Verſe, conſiſting of $ Feet, viz . a Spon
with yellow and tranſparent Veins.
dee ,a Dactyle, and three Trochees.
Phanatick, that has vain Viſions and Pheon, ( in Heraldry ) the barbed Head
Apparitions ; pretending to Revelations and of a Dart, or Arrow .
Philadelphians , a Sect of Hereticks
new Lights .
Phantaſm or Phantome, an Appariti. Otherwiſe called The Family of Love.
Philadelphus, that loves his Broches,
on , a Viſion of Night-Ghoſts , an idle
or Brothers ; alſo the Herb Cleavers or
Conceit.
Phantaſtical Colours, fuch as appear Gooſe-graſs.
in the Rain bow ,or are produc'd by a Trian.
Philanthropos , that loves Men , cout
teous, kind ; allo a ſort of Burr lo calla
gularGlaſs-Priſm , &c.
Phantaltry, a being fantaſtical, or becauſe it ſticks to People's Cloths.
whimfical.
philanthropy , a generous Love for
Phantaſy, an inward Senſe whereby Mankind in general ; Humanity, Courteſy,
any thing is repreſented tothe Mind, or im
Philibert, ( Ge. bright and famous ) a
printed on it: Allo a diſeaſe in Oxen and proper Nameof Women.
other Beaſts which cauſes them to ſhake
Dhilip,( G a lover of Horſes)the Name
of many fimous Men ; Alſo a Gold - Coia
much ,
Pharaoh, ( H. a making bare, or un- worth 3 s.Sterling.
Philologer, an Humaniſt, a Man of
scovering ) a general Name or Title an
ciently belonging to the Kings of Egypt.
Letters.
Philological, belonging to Philology :
Phart, a Watch-Tower, or high Place
Philology, the Study of Humanity;
by the Sea -coaſt, in , which Lights are
continually kept, ,to guide Ships into a good Literature, or Skill in the Liberal
Arts and Sciences.
Haven .
Pharifaical, belonging to the Pha.
Philonium , an Opiate Medicine .
fees.
Philoſopher, one that is skill'd in, or
Phariſailmn, the Profesion, or Opini applies himſelf to the Studyof Philoſophy:
ons of that Sect .
Pattoſophical, belonging to that Sci
Phariſees, a Sect of the Jews whoap. ence...
themſelves
elpecially
the
niore
ply'd
to
Stu .
Philoſophical Egg, (among Chymiſts )
dy of the Law , and pretended to more a chin Glaſs-Vefſel hap'd like an Egg and
*us
Holineſs than thee-reft of the People .
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us'd in Digeftions that take up a conſidera
Phænignus, a Medicine, that cauſes
ble time.
the Body to break out in red Wheals and
To Philoſophize, to play the Philoſo- Pulhes.
pher, to diſpute, or argue like a Philoic
Phænir, an Arabian Bird about the
pher .
bigneis of an Eagle ; ofwhich'tis reported,
Philoſophy, the Knowledge of things There is but one of them in the World at
Natural and Moral, grounded upon Realon a time, and that having liv'd soo Years,
fue builds a Neft of combuſtible Spices
and Experience .
Philter or Philtrum , a Love-Potion which taking fire from the Sun, the fans it
Love-Puwder. In Anatomy the Hollow that with her Wings, and burns her ſelf theres
in ; but out of her Ahes there ariſes a
divides the upper Lip
Phimods, a binding or tying upwith a Worm , and from that Worm a new Phænix;
Bridle or Rein. In Surgery, a binding or alſo a Palm-tree or Date-tree.
prefling together, caus'd by a kind of hard
Phænir Jnſurance- Dffice, the firſt
Flerb in the fundament : Allo - when Office chat was ſet up in London for the
the Glans of the Yard is ſo ftraightly Inſuring of Houſes from Accidents by Fire:
bound by the Praputium that it cannot be and ſo call'd from its Emblem or Device.
Bhoſphorus, the Planet Venus, ſo
uncover'd ,
Phineas ( H. bold Countenance ) the call’d when it riſes before theSun ; the morn .
Son of Eleazar the Prieſt,
ing- ſtar : Alſo a Subftance Chymically pre
Phlebozrhagia, (G.) the breaking, or pard which being ſet in the Light, or air,
will ſhine in the Dark ..
burſtingofa vein.
Phlebotomum , an Inſtrument to let
Phaſe, Expreſſion , form or manner of
Blood with, a Fleany, or Lancet,
Speech.
To Phale it, to expreſs a thing after
Phlebotomus , a Surgeon that lets
Blood .
a particular manner.
Phlebotamy, a Diſcharge of Blood
Phraſeology , a Colle &tion of Phraſes,
procur'd by the artificial cutting or opening or elegant Expreſſions in any, Láisguage.
of a Vein .
Dhrenes , ( in Anat. ) the Membranes
1 Phlegm , one of the Humours of the about theHeart ; alſo the Diaphragm or
2
Midriff.
Body.
Phlegm or water, one of the five
,
,
Dotage.
Chymical P.inciples.
Phlegm of Glitriol, the Moisture
Phzenetick, belonging to, or troubled
that is drawn off when calcin'd Vitriol is with a Frenzy.
diſtill'd in order to get its Spirit and Oil.
Phenetick Nerves, otherwiſe calla
phlegma, ( G. ) Inflammation, Heat ; Stomachick ; thoſe Nerves that ſpring froni
alſo theHumour call'd Phlegm .
the fixth Pair, or Dr. Willis's eighth Pair.
Phlegmagoga or Phlegmagogues. Phienetick Uefſels, the veinsand Ar
Medicines to drain away, or purge Phlegm. teries that paſs thro' the Diaphragm , Mes
Phlegmalia, an Inflammation, Heat, diaſtinum and Pericardium.
or Burning .
Phrice, Horrour , Dread, Trembling.
Bhrtcodes , 2 Fever,, during which
Phlegmatick, full of, or troubled with
Patient is difturb'd with frightful Ima;
the
Phlegm .
phlegmon, ( in Surgery ) a Swelling ginations.
that proceeds from a coo great flowing of Phrygian Bood, a Warlike kind
the Blood With Heat, Redness, Beating and of Muſick, fit for Trumpets, Hautbogs,
Pain.
c. Allo a chearful, ſprightly Meaſure in
Phlegmonedes, an Inflammation like dancing .
the former .
Phiharticum , a corrupting Medicine.
Phthirialis, the louſy Diſeaſe ; alſo a
Phlegmonodes Febzis, a Fever with
an Inflammation of the Blood .
ſcaly Scabon the Eye-brows.
Phlogolis, an inflammation ; eſpecially Phthiacal or Cilical, belonging to,
light one in the Eyes, with a ſmall Pain or troubled with the Conſumption of the
andRedneſs.
Lungs.
Phthifis, the Phthiſick or Tiſfick , a
Phlyctæna, a Swelling char riſes with
Bličers, call'd Wild-fire : a Pɔck, or Pim . Conſumption of the whole Body,when the
ple with Matter in it : Alſo a little Ulcer Lungs are ulcerated and corrupted.
in the Horny Coat of the Eye.
Phthoe, the ſame as Phthiſis.
Phlecgauodes , cerçaiq hot watery Pu
les like the former,
Rh ka
( Python ,
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Phthoza, Corruption, Deſtruction : ment, or that has Power to atone for.
allo a ſort of Wolf-bane, an Herb .
Pia Water , in Anat. ) the inmoft
Phygethlon, ( in Surgery ) a Swelling Film or Skin which encloſes the Brain .
Ptannet, the leffer Wood -pecker, x
that proceeds from an Inflammation of the
Glandules .
Bird .
Pinker, a Foreign Coin about the va
Phygeton , a ſmall red Swelling in the
Glandules of the Skin .
lue of a Crown in Engliſh Money.
Piazza, ( 1. ) a broad open Place, as
Phylacteries, ( among the Jews) cer
tain Parchment-ſcrolls, having the Ten a Market-place : Alſo the Walks about a
Commandments, or ſome other Paſſages of Place, ſet with Pillars.
Pica, ( L. ) the Pye or Mag-pye,
Scripture written on them, which the Pha
riſees us’d to wear about them : Alſo Pre. Bird ; alſo the Longing of women with
Child : Allo a kind of Printing.
ſervatives againſt Poiſon , or Witchcraft
Letter.
Picard, ( 0. S. ) & fort of Boat of
Phyllis, ( i. e, Leaf ) a proper Name
of Women .
15 Tun or more us'd on the River See
vern,
Phyma ( among Surgeons ) a Swel
Picarium or Bicarium , ( 0 , C. ) :
ling, eſpecially in the Glandules.
Phymatodes, a Swelling like the for- Bowlor Cup with two Ears or Handles.
mer.
Picheria, ( 0. L. ) a Pitcher, a Pos
Pick, a ſortof Tool us'd by Carvers.
Phyſema, Mock - Pearl ; alſo the Rofin
Btck - Purſt, a kind of Herb.
of the Pine-tree : Allo a ſwelling or puf
Pickatli, ( D.) the Hem about the
fing up in any Part of the Body.
Phyllca, Phyficks, or Natural Philoſo. Skirt of a Garment; the Extremity or #t:
moft end of any thing.
phy:
Pickage, Money paid in a fair for
Phyſical, belonging to Natural Philo
breaking up the Ground, in order so ſet
fophy, or to the Art of Phyfick.
Phyſician , a Doctor or Profeffout' of up a Stand, Booth ,or Stalí.
Phyſick.
Pickaroon, a ſort of Pirate-fhip
Phylick, the Art of curing Diſeaſes 3
To Piekeer, to skirmiſh ; as when 'pát.
alſo a Remedy in general, a Purge.
ticular Perſons fight between two Armies
Phylcks or Natural Philoſophy, a before the main Battel is begun.
Science which ſhews the Nature of Things,
Pickery , an American Beaſt like a
with their various Cauſes, Effects, Proper- Hog.
ties, and Operations.
Picket or Piquet, ( F. ) a Stake sharp
Phyſiognomer or Phyſiognomitt, at one end , and commonly pointed with
Iron, which ismade uſe of by Engineers
one skill'd in Phyfiognomy:
Phyfiognomićks, such Signs as are to mark out the Ground and Angles of a
taken from the Countenance of a fick Per- Fortification : Allo a certain Game at
lon, ſo as to make ſome Judgment of his Cards. Pickets are allo Stakes droveinto the
Difteri per.
Ground by the Tents of the Horſe in the
re
Phyfiognomy, an Art which diſcovers Field, to tye their Horſes to , and befo
or gueſſes at the Natures, Conditions and the Foot to reft their Arms about them
Fortunes of People, by obſerving the in a Ring .
Countenance and Diſpoſition of their Mem
To Stand upon the Picket, is when
a Morſe-man for Tome Offence, is fentenc'd
bers.
Phyſiologer, one that is vers'd in to have one Hand ty'd up as high as it can
reach, and then to ſtand on the Point of a
Phyfiology ;
Phytological, belonging to that Sci. Stake with the Toe of hisoppofite Foot.
ence .
Dickrel, a young Pike-fin .
Phyliology, a ' Diſcourſe of Natural Pickle or Dightel , a ſmall Parcel of
Things : Phyſicks, or Natural Philoſophy : ' Land inclos'd with a Hedge.
Allo a part of Phyſick , which treats orthe
Pictsscall, a famous Wall hereto
Conftitution and Stru & ure of a Humane fore built by the Romans on the Northern
Body and its ſeveral Parts.
Bounds of England, to prevent the Incurli
Phyüs, Nature ; allo the Natural, or ons of the Scots and Pias,
privy Parts.
Picture, the Image or Repreſentation
Phylocele, a windy Rupture.
ofa Perſon or 'Thing made in Painting or
Phytologia , a Diſcourſe, or Treatiſe of Graving .
Plants.
To Piddle, to eat here and there z
iacmar, S.L ) ſerving for an Atone. Bit ; alfo to stand crifing.
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Die, a well known Diſha of Meat or
Pigments, ſuch prepared Meterials as
Fruitbak'd in Pafte : Among Printers, a Painters, Diers, & c. make uſe of to imi.
heap of Letters confuſedly mingled toge- tate particular Colours : They are alſo us'd
ther , alſo a kind of Bird.
for the ſtaining or coloaring of Glaſs, for
Ptect, Part, Portion, Slice ; alſo a the counterfeiting of Gems, be,
Mike, a River-fifha ; alſo a Weapon for
Pound Sterling or Twenty Shillings.
Piece of Eight or Piece of eight a Foot- Soldier, arm'd at the end
Rials ,a Spanish Coin ; of which there are with a ſharpe Iron -ſpear : a Prong, or Iron
ſeveral forts, viz. that of Sevil and Mexico fork .
worth about 4 s. 6.d. I
Pilch,
a piecc of Flannel, to be wrapt
1 Engliſh : Of Peru abou
t a young Child , alſo a Covering for
valu'd at 46. 3 d, e foco
2 Saddle.
preces , ( M. T. ) Cannon or great Pilchard , a Sea- fiſk ſomewhat like a
Guns, as Battering -Pieces us'd at Sieges ; Herring, but leſſer.
Field- pieces planted in the front of an Ar
Pilcrow , ( 0.) a Paragraph ."
my , c .
Pilo, a Heap of Wood , or other things
Died, ſpotted, or ſpeckled.
laid one above another ; á Maſs of Build
Diedouche, ( F. in Architet ) a little ing. In Heraldry, an Ordinary conſiſting of
fquare Baſe (moothed and wrought with a two-fold Line in form of a Wedge. Pilesy
Mouldings, which ſerves to bear up a Bußt are alſo great Stakes ramm'd into the Earth
or any ſmall Figure in Relief.
for a Foundation to build upon, in Marſhy
Pied -droit, a ſquare Pillar, partly ret Grounds : Allo 2 Diſeaſe in the Fundag
within a Wall; Alſo part of the Jaumbs of ment.
a Door or Window.
Pile-woit, an Herb .
To Diep, to cry likea chicken.
Pilettus, or Pilatus, ( O.L. ) a Blurt,
piesPowder Court, ( F. ) a Court or blunted Arrow .
held in Fairs, to do Juftice to Buyers and
To Piller, to ſteal things of ſmall
Sellers, and for Redreſs of all Diſorders Valve.
committed in them .
Pilgrim, ( 1. ) one that travels out of 2
To Pierce, to bore thro', to broach a Principle of Devotion thro' Foreign Coun .
Veffel.
tries, to viſit Holy Places.
Pilgrimage,' a Journey for that pura
Pierce- ftone, a kind of Stone -parſley.
Pierced , bored thro': In Heraldry, pole .
Pill, a ſolid Medicine congding of
when an Ordinary has a Hole in it, ſo that
the Field appears thro'; ſuch an Ordinary Powders, Gums, Extracts, &c. made up
is ſaid to be pierced.
like a little Ball. In Heraldry, the ſamewich
Pieltram , (G.) a Preſs; a Wine.pres Pelf.
Allo a Surgeon's Intrument, to beat in
To Pill and Boll, to uſe Extortion , to
pieces the Bones of the Head in drawing Fleece one.
a dead Child out of the Womb.
Pulla Terræ , ( 0.L. ) a Pill,or Ima'l
Pietantia, ( 0. L. ) a Pittance, a Poro piece ofGround .
To Pillage, ( F. ) to plunder, rifle, of
tion of Viduals diftributed to the Mem.
bers ofa Collegeupon ſome great Feſtival. rob.
Pietantiains,the Pittancer, an Officer Pillar, one of the principal things in
in Collegiate Churches, who was to give wich the Beavry and Proportion of a Builda
out the ſeveral Pittances.
ing does confitt.
Piety, Godlineſs, Devotion , natural Pillaiter,a'kind of ſquare Pillar made
Afedjon .
to Jut out a Wall,
pig of the Soundeť, a young wild
Pillaw, a Diſh of Rice dreſsd after the
Boar , ſo call'd in the firſt Year .
manner of the Turks.
Digton , a well known Fowl.
Pille of Foddroy , the Name of a Pile
or Forr on a Sea -creek in Lancaſhire.
Pigeon's - Foot, an Herb,
Pilled, bare of Hair, or that has the
Diger- Henricus, ( L. flothfuil Henry )
à Chynaical Veffel, fo call'd upon account Woolllhorn off as A pilled Ewe,
Diilton, a kind of Saddle for.Woniem
of the exceeding Slowneſs of the Opera
to ride upon .
tion perform'd by it.
Pillozy, a Wooden Engine or frame,
Piggin , a kind of Wooden Veſſel
much us’d by good Houſe-wifes in the on which Cheats and other Ofenders ftand
Country:
expos'd to Publick Shame.
Joilleurs
Pight, ( 0. ) propped , ſettled.
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pilleurs ( 0. ) Robbers, or Pillagers. | _ Pinnacle, the Battlement, or higheſt
Pillow , a kindof Cuſion to lay one's Top of a great Building or Spire.
go Pinnas Bibere, ( L. ) an old
Head on : in Sea. Language , a piece of
Timber that the Bolt -ſprit Maft bears and Danish Cuſtom of Drinking, which was to
a Pin on the side of a wooden Cup,
reſts
upon .one who upon certain Coafts and fix
pilot,
and ſo to drink exa & ly to the Pin, as it
Shores , is employ'd for the conduding of is now done in a feal'd Glaſs.
Ships into Roads or Harbours ; Alſo the
Finnata folia, ſuch Leaves of Plant
Steerſ-mao that ſtands at the Helm and as are deeply indented or jagged.
Dinne, ( in Falconry ) a Diſeaſe in the
manages the Rudder.
TheBilot- Bird, a Rird about the Car. Foot of an Hawk.
Pinner, a Maker of Pins for Womens
ibbee-Iſlands in America, which gives notice
Cloths ; alſo a kind of Coif, or Dreſs for
to Pilotage,
. aPilor, or their Heads.
Way of
Ships that ſailthetbarOffice
Pinnock, a ſort of Bird.
Steerf-man of a Ship.
Pinſon or Pump, a ſort of Shoe with:
Pimp, a Procurer of , or an Attendant
out
Heels.
upon Whores.
Pint, an English Meaſure for Liquors,
ToPimp , to play the Pimp.
two of which make a Quart.
Eimpernel, an Herb.
Pimpompet, a kind of Antick Dance.
Pintadoe, an American Pheaſant, a.
(of
,
aClock
as
) the ſame
Pin -wheel
dorn'd with great Variety of Colours.
the Striking wheel , ſo calld from the Pins
Dintel or Pintle, an Iron -pin that
that are plac'd on the rounds or rim of it.
ſerves to keep a Gun from recoiling ; allo e
To Pinch, to nip hard with the ecds of Man's Yard ,
Pintles or udgeons ,( S. T.) certain
the Fingers, to wring asShoes do ; to reduce
Iron -hooks, by which a ship's Rudder is
ro extremity .
Pinching ( amongGardners ) is when faftendto the Stern -pofts .
they break a tender ſprig of any Plant with
Pinules, the Sights of the Mathema.
tical Intrumene caild an Aftrolabe.
the nails of two Fingers.
Pindarick, as as, APindarick Ode, i . Pioneers, ſuch Labourers as are em
e a copy of Verſes after the manner of ployd for the Service of any Army, to
leveltheWays, caft up Trenches, 6c
theEine
Poet Pindar.
( 0. ) a Pit;alſo a kind of Tree.
Piony or Deony, a Plant that bears a
Dinfotd , a Flace to pen np Cattel in. very fair sed Flower.
Dingnedo: ( L. in Anat. ) the Fat of Pious, ( L ) godly, devout, religi
Living Creatures which is plac'd next under ous.
Pip, a Diſeaſe in Poultry, alſo any
the Skin,
Pinion, the Wing of a Bowl: Alſo the Spot or Mark upon Cards.
Pirt, a Reed , a Device to take To
leſler Wheel of a Clock or Watch ; which
bacco in, a Conduit or Channel ; a ſort of
of another,
in
Teeth
the
plays
Pinion of Repozt, that Pinion of a Muſical Inftrument: Allo a Meaſure of
Watch which is commonly fix'd on the Winc or Oil containing 126. Gallons : Alle
a Rollin the Exchequer Court, otherwiſe
Arbor of the great Wheel.
To Pinion one, to bind his Arms faft. cali'd The Great Roll.
i
inich
Pinip
, a milky Juice drawn out of Clerk of the Pipe, an Officer of the
Exchequer who having all Accounts and
certain Trees in India ,
Pink, ſa well known ſweet-ſmelling Debts due to the Queen , drawnout of the
Flower ; alſo a ſort of little [wift-failing. Remembrancer's Office, charges them down
Ship ; alſo a kind of yellow Colour usd in in the great Roll, which is made up like a
Pipe.
g k , to wink with the Eye , al Pipe - Dffice, a Court in the Queen's
Paintin
To Pin
lo to cut Silk , Cloth, 66. with variery Treaſury, where the Clerk of the Pipe fits
Prefident,
ofPinna,
Figures. ( L.) a Shell-fish ; alſo the fins as Pipes
Tree , a Tree bearing two forts
ofa Fiſh , or thefeathersof a Bird's Wing ; of Flowers, the White and blew .
Piperredge-tree, the Barberry-bull, a
alſo a Battlement in a Wall.
Pinna Auris , ( in Anat.) the upper Shrub.
Pippin , an excellent kind of Apple.
and broaderpart of the Ear.
Dinna Dali, the sides of the Noſe .
Piquant, ( F. ) ſharp, biting, nipping.
Pigue, ( 0. ) Peçk , Grudge , Didafte
Dinna be a {mall Sca-Veſel.
Piguet
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Fiquet or Picket, (F.) a certain Game ver with Pitch to engrave upon : Allo a
ar Cards.
Piece of Cloth anointed over with Salve, to
Piquette, a tart ſort of Wine us'd in be laid on a Wound, c.
Come Parts of France, by the meaner ſort of
Pittance, ( F. ) a ſmall Portion of Vi.
People.
Sua's allow'd to Monks, or others, for a
Piracy, ( G. ) the Trade or Pra&ice of Meal; a ſmall part of any thing,
a Pirate.
Ditthannaw , a large and ſtately Bird
Pirate, one that maintains himſelf by in Anerica,being a kind of Eagle.
Pituita, ( L. ) Phlegm , Snivel, Snot.
Pillage and robbing at Sea , a Rover.
Pituitous, full of Phlegm or Wateriit.
Pirattcal, belonging to a Pirate .
Piſcary, a Place where Fiſh is kept or Humours.
Dity, Compaſſion, Concern ,
fola : In Law , a Liberty of fiſhing in ano
Pityzialis, the falling of Dandriff
ther Man's Waters.
Piſces, one of the Twelve Signs of the from the Head
Zodiack , ſo calld from its ſuppoſed Figure Pityriodes. a kind of Settlement in
Urine like Bran .
reſembling two Fiſhes.
Pityzon, Bran , Gurgeons, the refuſe
Piſcinarius, one that keeps , Fiſh or
Filh-ponds; in old Records, a Fifh -monger of Ground Wheat ; allo Scurf or Dan
Piſcis Meridianus, a Conſtellation driff.
Pivot, ( P. ) a piece of Iron like a Top,
in the South part of the Heavens contain
ing 12 Stars.
let into the Sole or Ring at che bortom of a
pillaſphaltus, ( G.) a Mineral con Gate, ſo astobear up and give it motion .
placability, ( L. ) placable Temper. 1
lifting of Pitch, and the Slime callid Biru
men imbody'd together : Alſo a Mixture
Dlacable, eaſy to be pleaſed, ſoon ap
pealed .
of Pitch and Brime-ſtore.
Pilfelæon , an Oil made of Pitch, or
Placaert or Placast, ( D. ) a Pro
of the Roſin of the Cedar-tree.
clamation , or Ordinance, by the States of
Piffoceros, the Pitch-wax made by Holland.
Bees in their Hives ; or any Compoſition Placard, ( among the French ) a Table
of Wax and Pitch.
wherein Laws, Orders, & c. are pofted
Piðtachoe or Diftake- put, a kind or hung up : allo a Libel or abuſive wri.
of ſmall Nut growing in Egypt and Syria, ting, diſperſed abroad : in our Law , a par
of a ſpicy Smell.
ticular Licence, by which a Man is allow'd
Eikol, a (mall and light fort of Fire to ſhoot in a Gun, or to uſe unlawful
arms.
Games, ớc.
Place , Space or Room, in which a
Etſtole, a Spanish or French Piece of
Gold worth 17.5. Sterling .
Perion or Thing is , ' Employment , or Office:
In Philoſophy, Place is ſaid to be either Av .
pit, adeep Hole.
Pitsfall, a Gin or Trap to catch Birds Solute or Relative, the former being that
To Pitch ,to do over with Pitch or Tar ; Space which any Natural Body takes up ;
alſo to nixjor ſet down, to fall over or but the latter is the apparent, or ſenniole Po
upon ... Among Mariners, when a Ship fation of ſuch a Body, with reſpect to other
falls too much with her Head into the Sea , adjoyning Bodies.
or beats againſt it, ſo as to endanger her
Geometriek Elace, is a certain Bound ,
Top-malts, the uſual Phraſe is, That she or Extent, in which any Point may ſerve
the Solusion of a Local Problem .
for
will pitch ber Malts by the Board.
Plane place, is when the Point re.
Pitching- pence, a Důty paid for fer
Pack of ſolving the Problem is in the Circumference
ting down every Sack of Corn
of a Circle .
Merchandizes, in a Fair or Market.
Simple Place, is when the point that
Pitheus, Pithias, or Pithites, (G. )
a Blazing -ftar, reſembling the Shape of a reſolves any Problem , is in a Right
Tub.
Line..
19itor, full of Pith, or Marrow , ſub
Solid Place, is when the Point is in
one of the Conick ,Sections: And Surſolid
ftantial , full of good Matrer.
Pitiful, inclined to Pity, Compaffi- Place, is when the point is in the Circum
onate, tender-hearted ; alſo that deſerves ference of a Curve of an higher Gender
to be pitied, woful , alſo ſorry, wretched. than theConick Sedions.
Pitileſs, not to be mová with Pity,
Place of the Sun or planet, ( in
unmerciful.
Atron .) the Sign and Degree of the Zo
Pittacium , ( G.) a Tablet dawb'd o diack, which the Planet is in .
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In Fortification, place, is generally exceffive Moiſture,or Weakneſs , allo a little
taken for the Bodyof a Fortreſs orftrong ſoft Swelling which grows under the Eye.
Hold : A Regular Place, is a Place, whoře lids.
laga, ( L.) a Country, or Coaft; a
Angles and Sides are every where equal :
and an Irregular Place, is one, the An: Part, or Quarter of the World ; alſo a
Wound , Blow , or Stripe.
gles and sidesofwhich are unequal.
Plagiartan, as the The Plagiarian
Place of Arms, a Atrong City or
Town, choſen for the chief Magazine of Law ; a Law made againk Plagiaries.
Plagtarfſm , the Pradice of a Plagiary
an Army .
Plagtary, one that fteals other Mens
Place of arms of an attack or
or Servants, to fell them in a
children,
a
Trench, a Poſt near it, ſhelter'd by
Breaft-work or Shoulder-work, for Horſe Forreign country . Alſo a Book-thiel, one.
that ſets up for Author by Alching or copy
and Foot to be at their Arms.
Place of Arms of a Camp, a large ing other Men's Works.
Plague, a Diſeaſe : Alſo Puniſhment, alby
Piece 'of Ground , at the Head of the
Camp, to draw out the Army in order of Judgment, Scourge.
To Plague, to vex, or teaz .
ħattel.
Place of Arms of a Troop of houſe,
Dlaideurs, (F. L.T. ) certain Lawyers
or Company of foot in the Carnp. who being of the Nature of Attorneys us'd 100
is that Spot of Ground on which the Com to plead in behalf of their Clients.
ih
panydraws out.
Dlain, ( L. ) even , finooth ; not hav
Place of arms in a Garriſon, a ing any Ornament ; manifeft, clear, down,
harge open Spot of Ground in the middle right, fincere.
of the Town, or elſe between the Ram
Plain Chart, a Chart, or Plat that
Fares and the Houſes, for the Garriſon to Seamen fail by, whoſe Degrees of Lon.
gendevous.
gitude and Latitudc are made of the ſame
Place of armsParticular, a place length.
pear every Baftion, whence the soldiers
Elan Coats of Arms, are ſuch as have
fent from the Grand Place, to the Quarters no Rebatements.
align'd them , relieve thoſe chat are either
Plain Sailing , the Method of failing de a
upon the Guard or in Fight
by the Plain Chart.
Plain Scale, a thin Ruler on which a be
Place of Arms without, a Place al
lowd to the Covert-Way , for thePlanting Line of(Chords, Sines, Tangents, doc. ix,
of Cagnon, to force thoſe that advance mark'd out for the better keeping an Ac
in their Approaches, to retire.
count ofthe Ship’s Way.
Dlain Table ,an Inftrument for the
Place of Anites, ( in Arith . ) if a
Number confift of four or five Places ; Surveying or Meaſuring of Land.
Plain Triangle, is that whole Sides are
that which is outermoft toward thc Right
Hand , is callid The Place of Unites.
Right Lines.
To Place, to put, lay, or feat.
A Plain , a fiat Country, a plain Field.
Placenta, ( L. ) a Cake, a Cheeſe.
plaint, ( F. ) Complaint, Lamentation :
cake.
In Law, the exhibiting of any Action in..
Placenta Wterina, ( in Anat. ) a Writing.
Part which ſerves to convey Nouriſhment
Plaintiff, one that complains, or fues
to the Child in the Womb' and is taken in any Perſonal Action.
out after the Birth .
piain , a Draught, Model, or Ground
Placitare , to pleaſe much or often : plot ; a Deſign , or Project of any piece of
In Law, to plead Cauſes.
Work,
olacitato ;, a Pleader.
Planctre, ( in Archite & . ), the under V
Blacitum ,a Sentence of the Court, an partofthe Roof of the Corona, or Drip.
Blancher, ( F. ) a Plank , or Board .
Ordinance or Decree ; a Maxim or Prin
Planchia, 10.1 .) a Plank of Wood.
çiple in , any, Art : In Law, Placita figni.
lies Pleas, or Pleading.
Planching, a laying the Floors of a
Placket, the fore part of a Woman's Building.
Petticoat or Shift; alio a piece of Ar
Plant, a Joyner's Tool, to ſmooth
pour that covers the Breaft-plare. ;
Boards with: In Geometry, a Plain Surface
Plad, a Mantle which the Highlanders is that, all theParts of whichlie even ben
in Scotland wear about their shoulders ;
tweenits Extreorities, orboundingLines.
ito a ſort of Scotch or Iriſh Stuff.
Plane of a Dial, is the Surface upon
Hladaroma or Pladaress, ( G. ) / which any Dial is ſuppoſed to bedrawn,
Plane
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polank upon Plank ( S , T. ) a kind of
Plane or Plan, ( in Fortif. ) a
Draughe repreſenting a Work as it would furring, when other Planks are laid on 4
appear on the plain, Field, were it cut off ship's fides, after he is built.
Plant, ( L. ) an Herb , a young Tree
level with the Ground , ſo as to thew the
length of its Lines, the Angles and Diſtance to fer.
31mperfect plants , are ſuch as either
berween them , doc.
Plane of Gravitation or Gravity , really want both Flower and Seed, or elſe
( in any weighty Body ) is a Plane imagi- ſeem to do ſo .
To plant, to ſee Trees, or Herbs ; to
ned topaſs thro' the Center of Gravity of
People a Country
thar Body:
Planta, ( L.) a Plant of an Herb, os
Plane of the Woropter, ( in Opticks
is that which paſſes thro 'the Horopter, and Tree ;alſo the Foot with the Toes, the Sole
is perpendicular to the Plane of the two of the Foot,
Plantago, Plantain, an Herb.
OpticaleAxes.
Plantagenet , ( F. ) Sirname of Jeffry
plan of Reflection , (in Catoptricks )
is that which pafles thro ' the Place of Re Count of Anjou, Father of our King Henry
II. From a Broom - Italk which he wore in
fection .
Plane of Refraction , ' is a Su: face his Hat.
Plantal, cauſing to ſprout forth, or
drawn thro' the Ray and Axis of Incidence ,
Geometrical Plant , ( in Perfpeét.) a grow.
plain Surface parallel to the Horizon plac'd
Plagtar, belonging to the Sole of the
Foot.
lower than the Eye.
Plantaris , ( in Anat. ) a Muſcle of
is
that
a
plane
Horizontal Plane,
likewiſe parallel to che Horizon, and paſſes the Tarſus,whoſe Tendon is ſtretched out in
throʻthe Eye, or is ſuppos’d to have the Eye the Sole of the Foot.
plantation, a planting, or ſecting ;
fix'd in it.
Vertical plane, (in Opt. and Perſpe &t. ) a Conspany of people fearfrom one Country
is a plain Surface which paſſes along'the Prin- to ſettle in anucher.
cipalRay , and thro' the Eye,being perpen
Planter, one that plants, or fers ;
alſoan Owner of a Plantation in the Wels
dicular to the Geometrical Plane.
Plane Number , ( in Arith . ) that Indies.
which ariſes from the Multiplication of two
Plantula Seminalis, ( among Here
Numbers , one into another.
baliſts ) the little Herb that lies in miniature
Plane Broblem , (in Mathem .) ſuch in every Seed .
anone as cannot be ſolved Geometrically,
Plaili, a Place full of landing Water ,
but by the Interſe& ion,either of a right Line a Puddle.
and á Circle, or of the Circumferences of
To Plam , co dath, with Waters :
Allo to bend, or ſpread the Boughs of
TWO Circles.
To piane,to make ſmooch with a Joy, a Tree .
Plaſm, ' G. ) a Mduld for the caſting
ner's Plane : Allo to fly, or hover as a Bird
of Metai, ớc.
does without moving its Wings.
plaftice, the Art of making the Figure
Plane:free, a tall ſort of Tree.
Planet, ( 6.) a Wandering Scargas Sa- of any thing, eſpecially out of Earth
pc,
Morrer,
turn , Jupiter , & c.
Dlanetary , belonging to the Planets.
Plattick wirtue, ( in Philos.) that
Planetica Arthzitis, the wandering Faculty which can form or famion any kind
Goút .
of thing.
Planifolious Flowers , ſuch as are
plaltran , a Fencing Maſter's quilted
made up of plain Leaves ſet together in Breaft-Leather.
Plat, as The Plat Veins of a Horſo, i. e
circular Rowsround the Center,
Planimetry, a Science which reaches certain Veins on each Shoulder.
Plat -band, ( in Architect. ) a ſquare
to meaſure all ſorts of Surfaces and plain
Mould ſet at the end of he Architrave of
Figures .
To Planilh, as To Planiflo a Dish , i . the Dorick Order.
e to plane it as Silver-Smiths and Pewter
Plat-fond, ( F. ) a Cieling, eſpecially
ers do.
the fooringabove a Portico.
Plate , Veffels made of Gold , or Sila
planiſphere, a plain or flat Projection
of the Sphere , the Circles of the Sphere ver, & c. a flat piece of Metal: In o!!
Statutes,a
Hoy; or Sea - Vextel : » Herale
drawn on a plane Surface .
Plank, a piece of Timber faw'd for dry, Plates signifie the Figure of Balls,
when
Carpenters or JoynersWork .
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The Court of Common Bleas,
when they arc Argent, or ofa white Co.
lour.
Court kept for the bearing and determining
To Plate, to cover with a thin Plate of of thoſe Cauſes.
Clerk of the pleas, an Officer in the
Gold , or Silver , alſo to bring any Metal
into Plates, or thio Pieces.
Exchequer, in whole Office, the Officers of
Dlaten or Platine, the Plare of a Prin. that Court ought to fue, or be ſued upon
ter's preſs.
any Adion.
platform , ( in Architect . ) a row of To Plead, to put in a Ples at Law , to
Beams that bear up the Timber-work of aalledge, to pretend.
Pleadings, ( in Law ) are all the Say.
Roof: Alſo a fmooth and open Walk on
the top of a Building : In Fortification , aings of the Parties, after the Count or Den
Place made level on the Rampart, for the claracion .
Pleaſant, delightful , agreeable.
planting of a Batcery of Cannon : All
To Pleale, to content or latify, to
the whole Work raiſed on a re-ent'ring
Angle.
humo'ır ; to be pleaſed , or be willing;
Platform or Dilopt, ( in a Man of Pleaſurable, pleaſant, or agrecable,
Pleafare, Content, Joy, Delight ; alſo
War ) a Piace on the lower Deck of ſuch
Ship , where Provifion is made to take good Turn , Will.
Care of the Wounded Men.
To Picaſure, to do one a Pleaſure, co
Platick aſpect, ( in Aftrol. ) a Ray give Content.
caft from one Planet to another, not exa
Plebania or Plebanalis Ecclefia,
& ly but only within the Orb of its Ligbr. ( 0.L.) a Morher-Church, which has ope
Plato, an excellent Philoſopher, and or more ſubordinate Chappels.
chief of the Academicks .
Piebsnus, a Rural Dean .
Plebetan , one of the Commonalry, a
Platonick, belonging to Plato, or his
mean Perfon ,
Tevets.
Platonick Bodies, ( in Geom. ) the
Plebiſeitum , ( among the Romans )
ſamewith Regular Bodies.
was a Law made by Conſent of the Peo
Platonick year, the ſpace of 36000 ple, without the Senate ; an Order of the
Years.
Commons.
Platts , ( S. T. ) Aar Ropes made of
Pledge, Pawn. Surecy , Bail, Proof.
weaved Rope -yarn, to keep the Cable in
To Pledge, to leavefor a Pledge, to
the Hawle from galling. Alſo a ſort of pawn.
Braſs-Compaſſes made uſe of by Mariners
To Pledge oné, to be Surety, or engage
on Charts and Maps .
that he fall receive no Harm whilft he is
Platycozialis , ( G ) a Diſeaſe in thinking.
Iye ,when the Sight, or Apple is broken Pledges, Y in Law ) are Sureties
and ſpread ,
which the Planintiff finds to proſecute his
Platyſina, ( in Surgery ) a broad Lin- uit.
men -cloth to be put upon Sores,
Pledgery or Pleggery, Surecifhip, an
A Plaudite, ( L. ), a clapping of Undertaking or Anſwering for.
Hands, in token of Approbation , of any
Fledget" or Pleget, a Alat Tent for
Adion, &c.
a Wound ; alſo a piece of Rag folded up,
Plauſible, that ſeems to deſerve Aps which the Surgeon applies afier lercing
Blood .
plauſe, ſeemingly fair and lawful.
Playing -bot, ( S. C. ) boiling-hot.
Plegiis Acquietantis. ( L. ) a Writ
Blea, Excufe : In Law , that which that lies for a'Surety, againſtone for whom
kither Party alledges for himſelf in Court.
he is Surety, ifhenegled to pay the Money
Foreign Plea , that whereby Mattar af the Day appointed .
Pldades, ( G. ) che Seven Stars.
is produe'd in any Court which may be try'd
inanother.
Plenarty , ( L. ) a Law - Term usid
Pleas of theCrown ,all Suits in the when a Benefice isfupply'd .
Queen's Name for Offences committed a
Plenary, full, entire and perfe& .
painf her Crown ad Dignity as Treasons,
Plentluntam , (L. ) the full Moon.
clonies, br.
Plenipotency,Full Power.
Pleas of the Chwr of Scotland , Plentpotential,belonging to a Pleni
are fuck w relaze to Robbery , Rape, Mur potentiary .
der, and wilful Fire,
Plenipotentiary, an Amballadourfrom
CommonPleak, thoſe that are held la Princeof State,to treat with other ,and
ween Common Perrone, 1
condude
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conclude upon all Points contain'd in his
Plita Terra, ( 0. L. ) a ſmallPortion
or Spot of Ground ,
on .
Commiffi
her
Plenik , a Philofop that admics of no
Pitte , an ancient Meaſure , ſuch as our
Ell.
um . de, Fulneſs : In Phyfick, the Yardor
Vacu
Plenttu
Ploce, a Rhetorical Figure, in which
a Word is fo repeated by way of Emphan
ſame as Plethory.
Plenteous or plentiful, abundant, As, that it not only expreffes the thing
y'd , but alſo the Quality of it .
fignif
fruitful
Plenty , abundance . great Store
To Plod, to labour earneſtly in a Bue
mus, G. in Gram . ) the ad . fineſs.
either in the Blonkets , a kind of courſe Woollen
ingPleonal
of a Letter or( Syllable,
beginning, middle, or end of a Word . In Cloth .
plot, a Deſign, or Device; a Spot of
Rhetorick , a Figure wherein ſome ſuperfluous
Words are added to expreſs the Earneftgels Ground ; a Sea-chart.
To Prick a plot, ( S. P. ) is to note
of the Speaker, and a greater Certainty in
down the Iraverle of the Ship’s Way,
the Matrer.
Plerance, ( 0. ) Pleaſure, or Delight.
c.
Plotton , ( F. M. T. ) a ſmall ſquare
Plethora or Plethory , ( G. ) a Fulneſs,
or too greatabounding of che Hurrours, el.| Body of Musketeers.
Plover , a ſort of wild Fowl.
of the, Blood.
pecially
Plethorick
troubled?with a Plethory.
Plough or Plow, a well known End
Plethzon , a Greek Meaſure, containing gine to till the Ground with : Allo a Ma.
thematical Inſtrument us'd by Sea -men , to
100 Foot,
Plevin , ( F. L.T. ) a Warranc, or take the Heightof the Sun or Stars. Alſo
2 Book.binder's Tool to cut the Leaves
Aflurance,
Pleura, ( G. in Anat. ) the Mem . ſmooth.
brane, or Skin which covers the In -lide of
Plough - Alms, a Peony which every
Plough -Land anciently paid to the Church .
che Cheft.
Pleuritis, the Pleuriſy , an Inflammati Plough -Land, the fame with a Hide
on of that Membrane, and of the Muſcles ly . of Land
Plough-man's Spikenard , an Herb .
en rhe Ribs.,
betwe
ingPleur
itis
Plough -monday , the next Monday
Potha, a Baſtard Pleuriſy .
after Twelfth Day, when our North -Couna
Pleuron , a Side, or Rib.
Pleuro;thopnæa, a Diſeaſe of the Side , try Plough-men draw a Plough from Door,
when the Patient cannot ferch his Breach to Door, and beg Plough -money to drink .
Pluck, the Enırails of a Calf or Sheep.
unleſs
he firs
Elerus
L. ) a. weaving or placcing
, (upright
lug, a great wooden Peg,to ſtop the
Bottom of a Ciftern or Cask.
together.
Plexus Chocoldes, ( in Anat. ) an
Plumaceoli . ( L. ) Bolfter's ud by
admirable Contexture, of ſmall Arteries in Surgeons.
Plumage , the Feathers of a Bird, or
the Brain like a Net. s
Plecas Pervofu , is when two or a Bunch of Feathers; in Falconry, the Feae
thers onder a Hawk's Wing .
three
Nerves
meet together
jutasout.
Plerus
Reticularis
, theand
ſame
Plexus Plumb- Lint , Plumb-Rule , or
Plummet , an Inſtrument uş'd by Carpens
Choroides,
Plable or Pliant, that bends eafily, ters, 6c. to find whether a Pillas, or Wall,
(tand uprighe.
d.
fupple,
Plicaeaſy( to
L.)beaperſwade
Pleat, Fold
or Wrinkle :
Plumbagine, Lead naturally mingled
Allo a Diſeaſe among the Polanders, which with Silver.
cauſes their Hair to cling cogether like a
Plumbum . ( L. ) Lead, a Metal.
Plumbum Tidum , i Chymical Coma
Cow's Tail,
pofition made of cwo parts of Lead, and
Plight, ( 0.) plucked.
Dlight, State and Condition of the Bo- one part of Sulphur.
dy : In Law , an Eftare, with the Habit
Plume, a Set of Ofridge.Featbers
prepar'd for Ornament ; In Falconry, the
and Quality of the Land .
of theFeathers
l olour or Mixtuse
generaC
To Plight, to engage, or promiſe fo of
a Hawk : Amorg Herbalifts, part of the
lemnly
.
Plinth ( G. ) in richite&t. ) . Aac Seedof a Plantdivided at itslooſe End
{ quare Member , which ſerves for the into ſeveral Pieces like a Bunch of Feza
Foundation of the Bale or Foor of a Pile there,
plume
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Plume-allum, a kind of Talk , a Mi- | Alfo to deſtroy Game by unlawful means.
neral .
Poate of Rullia, a Weight containing
Plume-lriker, a Pick-thank , or Flat- 40 Punds.
terer .
Pocard, a Water-fowl.
Pock, a Scab of the Small -pox.
To Plume, to pluck the Feathers off.
olüming, ( in Falconry) is when a
Pocks, is alſo a Diftemper in Sheep .
Hawk (eizes a Fowly and pulls the Feathers
Pocketof dulooll, the Quantity of half
a Sack
from its Body
Plummer, one that deals, or works in Pocketshages , ſhort Nets for the ta .
king of Pheaſants alive .
Lead.
Plummet, a Plumb- line , us'd by Car
Pockified or Pocky, that has got the
penters, Malons, doc. alſo an Inſtrument to Frenob Pox.
found the Depth of the Sea.
Pockwood -tree, on Indian Tree, the
To Plunder, ( D. ) to rob , ſpoil, or wood of which is of great Virtue and Uſe
in Phyfick .
take away by Violence.
Póconis, a Root peculiar to Virginia
Plange, Trouble, Incumbrance .
To Plunge, to dip over. Head and and Mary-Land .
Ears.
TE OD , the Husk of any Pulſe.
Dodogra, ( G. ) theĜue in the Feer.
Plungeon or Diver, a Water-fowl.
Plunket-Colour, a kind of blew Co
Podders, Poor People employ'd to gaa
lour,
ther Peate, Peale.cod Gathere: s .
Podefta or Bocciate, (1. ) a kind
Plural, belonging: to many ; as The
Plural Number, a Term usd in Grammar, of Magiftrate that ſees Juſtice done in
when more than one Perſon or Thing is revera 1 free Cities of Italy, do,
expreſs'd .
Poem , " a piece of Poetry, a Compo
Plurality, greater Part, or greater fition in Verſe.
Number.
Dotly or Poetry, a Poet's Work, the
Pluraltty of Benefices, is when a Art of making Verles.
Parſon has two, three, or more Spiritual
Poet, one that writes, or makes Vero
ſes.
Livings.
Poetader, a palery Poet, a pitiful Rhia
Pluries, a Writ that goes out in the
1
third Place, after the Original Writ call'd mer.
Doeteſs, a female Poet.
Capias, and the Sicut alias have been
iſed without any Effect.
Doetical or Poetick, belonging to
?
Plul, a kind of Silk -Manufacture : Poetry
Among Merbalifts, the middle of Roſes, Poetical Riling and Setting of
Anemories , & c. which by ſome is termed the Stars, is peculiar to the ancient :
Poets, who generally refer the Riſing and
Ihrum or Thrummy Heads.
Pluvial, a Priett's Veſtment, or Cope. Sertring of the Scars to that of theSun.
+ 15 luvious, that abounds in, or cau.
Poge a Cold in a Horfe's Head.
ſes Rain .
Pogonias, ( G.) a ſort of Blazing
To Pie, to give one's Mind to, or to Scar with a Beard.
Poinant, ( F. ) harp , tart, biting ;
be intent upon a thing , alſo to attend
at a certain Place , in order to get a Fare. Satyrical,
point, the ſharp end of any thing, an
;
Wind
of
Pneuma, ( G. ) a Blaft
Head or chief Matcer, a Mark of Diſtin .
Breath , Spirit.
Pnehinatical or Pneumatick, be- fion : Alſo a ſort of Needle-work . " In
Geometry, a Point is deft'd to be the bea
longing to Wind, windy.
Dueumatocele or Phyſocele; a win- ginning of Magnitude, and conceived to
dy Rupture in the Scrotum .
Imall as to have no Parts. In Navigation, the
Pneumatodes , a fetching the Breath 32d part of the Mariners Compaſs, contain
thort.
ing 11 Degrees, is Minutes : Alſo the
Pneumatomphalus , a ſwelling in the utmoſt End of any Cape, or Head -land ,
running out into the Sea.
Navel, occafion'd by Wind .
Doint of Concourſe. ( in Opticks )
Pneumatols , the breeding of Ani
ts
malSpiri .
is that Point where the Viſual Rays, ig .
Prigaltum , a Difeaſe cali'd the Nighr. clining towards exch other meet together,
mare.
and are united in the middle.
Daigites, a ſort of fat black Earth .
Boint of Concurrence, ( in Per pe& .)
20 Jwoach or Pocht, to boil Eggs :J is the ſame as the Principal Peint.
Point .
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Point of Jlncidencet ( in Opt.) that Poitrel, a Tool, with the sharp end of
Point e the Surface of a Glaſs, c. on which Letters are engrav'd, and rubb'd
out with the broad end .
which any Ray of Light falls.
Point Sexlible , ( according to Mr. Poke, a Bag . Poles were alſo a fort
Lock ) is the leaſt Particle of Matter, or of long ſleev'd Gowns.
Spare that can be diſcern'd .
Polaque, a kind of Vertel usid on the
Point Champain , or Point Cham- Mediterranean Sea.
pion Tenn, ( in Heraldry , an Abace
Polar, ( L. ) Deionging to the Point ;
ment of Honour, belonging to one that call'd Poles.
kills his Priſoner of War after Quarter de
Polar Ciriles, ( in Aftron. ) ewo leſſer
manded.
Circles of the Sphere, which are parallel to
Eoint Dertet parted Cenn , another the Equator, and at an equal Diſtance of
23 Degreesfrom the Poles of the World ,
Abatement due to a Braggadochio.
Point pain Sanguine, an Abate and the Tropicks.
ment proper for a Lier .
Polar Dial, is that whoſe Plane is pas
Point in Point San wint, a Mark
rallel to ſome great Circle that paſſes thro '
of Diminution which belongs to one that the
Poles.
is lazy , or futhful.
Polar
Projection. 2 Repreſentacion
in, is when two Piles are born
Point
Coat of Arms, ſo as to havetheir of the Globe of Heaven or Earth, drawa
in a
on the Plane of one of the Polar Circles.
Points meet together .
Polarity,
Property
of the
touchd
by Load
it, co
of atheNeedle
points, are alſo ſeveral Places in an Itone,or
Eſcutcheon that have different Names, ae.
cording to the Diverſity of their Simation , pointtowardsthe Polesof the World.
Pole, a long Stick : In meaſuring, the
viz. the Dexter-Chief Point, the Honour.
Game with Pearch or Rod,In Mathematicks &
Point, c .
Points of Station, ( in Ajiron. ) thoſe Point 90 Degrees diſtant tiom the Plane of
any, Circle, and in the Axis or Line per
Degrees of che, Zodiack, in which a Planet pendicularly rais'd in its Centre,
feems to ſtand quite Still.
Pole of a Glaſs ( in Opricks) is the
Doint-Blank, ( in Gunnery ) is when
part of a Convex,or the thinneſt of
the Piece being levell’d, tbe Bullet goes achickelt
Concave Glaſs.
direaly forward , and does not move in a
ends
are the
two
of the World,
crooked Line. It is alſo taken for dire&ly, ofPoles
Axis or Righ
Line
the imaginary
, about
poſitively , or abſolutely.
Sphere of the Univerſe is cono
which tothe
at point Device , ( O. R.) exactly.ceiv'd
nove.
To Point, to make ſharp at the end, to
Poles of the Ecltprick or zortack,
mark with Points and Scops, to thew with are Poincs in the Solfticial Colure 23 De.
the Finger,
To point the Cannon, to level it grees 30 Minutesdiſtant from the Poles of
the World .
againft a Place.
Doles of the Equator or quis
Pointel, ( 0. ) a Writing Pen or Pen . noctial,
are the ſame with thoſe of the
cil .
World .
pointing the Cable, ( S. T. ) is called
Darlzon , are the points
pales
of the
Zenith
andNadir.
when the Strands of a Cable about two
foot from the End, being untwiſted, are
Poles of a Dial , All Dials are Horizon :
Lid one over the other again, and made
tal in ſome parts of the Earth ; and the
all faſt together .
Zenith and Nadir
that Horizon are the
Potrte or Dozret, ( F. ) white Poles of that Dial. of
Beets an Herb,
Polestar, a Scar ſo call'd becauſe it is
To Doile, to weigh with the Hand, to
not above 2 Degrees and a half diftant from
put into an equal Ballance.
Patſon , whatever is able to deſtroy the the North Pole of the World .
Poledavies , a kind of courſe Canvas.
orderly Diſpoſition of the Body ; or to hin .
Poletne,a ſort ofShooe pick'dend curn'd
der thenatural Courſe of the Spiries.
To Detron, to give Poiſon , to Infe & . up acche Toe.
Polemic
al or Polemick, belonging to
To otion a piece , ( in Gunnsty ) che
Controverſy or Diſpute.
Came as To Cloy acd to Nail.
polemic
ions Treatiſes
ks, Diſpucat
poiſonous, belonging to, or full of Diſcourſes about
controverſial
Points . , or
Poilon.
Poitral, a Breaf -plate,
an Horſe's Polets ( 0.L. ) she Ball of Dogs
Foot
Break -Leacher.
- Coler
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Poltron , ( F. ) . Coward , or Hen
Poley, an Herb , good to open Stop
hearted Fellow
pages .
Policy, ( G. ) the Government of Polyacouſticks, Inſtruments contrived
Church and State, a prudent managing of to måltiply Sound .
Polychiefton , a Soveraign Remedy fit
Affairs.
Policy of Inſuranit, aninftrument or formany Diſeales : Allo a kind of cky
Furnace that may
Writing, given by the Inſurers of Ships, mical Salts or a general Operatio
be us'd for moſt ſorts of
ns.
Houſes, & c.to Merchants or others.
To Dolili, ( L. ) to fwoorh, to Polychronius, a Diſeaſe that affias
Patientfor a longtime.
burnih to civilize, ro refine one's Man. che
pers.
Polyedzon or Delpedious Figure,
Poliſable, thatmay be poliſhed,
( in Geom .) a Solid Body conſiſting ofmany
* Dolia er, he or the that poliſhes; allo a Sides.
Dolygalactos, abounding with Milk.
Poliſhing -Iron.
Polegamy, a being marry'd to ſeveral
Polite,well poliſhed, neat , well-bred ,
Wives, or husbands at the ſame time.
accompliſhed.
Political,belonging to Policy, or Civil
Polygarchų, the Government of a
Cormor -wealth in the Hands of many.
Government,
politician,a States -map, a Perſon skill'd
Polyglott, that is of many Languages,
in the Art of Governing : Alſo one that as The Polyglot Bible.
MIL
is full of crafiy Tricks, Artifices and Intri
Polygon , ( in Geom. ) a Figure confift.
gues.
ing of many Angles and Sides : Alſo a
Politick, belonging to Politicks ; crafty, ſpot of Ground of that Figure, fortify'd ac
ſubtil.
cording to the Rules of Art.
politicks. the Art of governing a State Regular Polygon , is that whole 14.
orCummon -wealth , Policy, Subtilty :
Sides and Angles are all equal one to ano
Politure,a poliſhing or trimming Polite- ther.
nels Neatnefs .
Frregular Polygon, is a Polygon
Polity, Government ; as Ecolefiaftical which has unequal sides and Angles.
JON
Peliry.
Exterior Polygon , ( in Fortif.) the
Polibe, ( 0. ) 2 Pulley.
Our-lines of all the works drawn from one
Doll, a Head : Alſo a ſetting down the outmoft Angle toanother.
Names of thoſe that have a right to Vote , 3 }nterio ; Polygon , the main Body
at the publick Ele&ion of Magiftrares, of the Work or Place, excluding the Qur
works.
To Dell, to have the Head : Allo to take
Polygonal Numbers, ſuch as are the
a Poll, to ſet down the Names and reckon Summs of a Rank of Numbers in Arithmeti
uptheNumber of Perſonsconcern'd in an cal Progreffionbeginning with Unity, and
Election.
ſo plac'd that they repreſent the Figure of
Foll.tar, a Tox when every Subje & a Polygon .
is affels'd by the Poll or Head, to pay a cer Polygony, an Herb otherwiſe call'd
of Money:
tain Summ
Knat -grafi.
Pollard, a Chevin or Chubofila : Alfo Wolygophora, Drinks, or Liquors full
aStag or Male Deer, thar has caſt its of excellent Spirits.
RA
Heads all a ſort of Bran, with ſome Polygram , ( in Geom . ) a Figure that
Meal among it .
conſiſts ofa greatNumber of Lines.
Dollaro, or poitenger, an old Tree
PolyhymniaorPolymnia ,one of the
thathasbeen often lopped .
nine Muſes, who preſided over Hymns
Poller, ( L. ) the Thumb of the and Songsplay'd on the Lure, & c.
Hand, or the great Toe of the Foot ; allo
Polymosphum Ds, ( in Anat. ) the
Thumb's-breadth, an Inch in Mealure,
fourth Bone of the Foot, fo call'd from the
To Pollute, to defile or make filthy, to Diverfity of its Shape.
korrupr or Itain ,
Polynomtal or Duftinomial Boots,
Pollution, Polluting, Deflement, Un- ( in Algebra ) tuch as are compos’d ofmany
Bleanneſs.
Names, Parts, or Members.
Pollution Nocturnal, an involuntary
Polypetataus flower , the Flower of
voiding of the Semen in the Night,during Plantconfifting ofmany , or more than Sos
ope's Sleep,
diftin &t Flower- leaves.
Polluc , a fixed Star in the Sigo Gemini.
Polyphon , a Muſical Inſtrument that
za Bolt, ( C. ) 50 beat, bang , or has many Strings and Soundo,
Polypode
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Pomiferons Slants , ſuch as bear che
Polypody, or Daksfern , an Herb .
Polyproton , ( in Gram . ) a Noun largeſt Fruit cover'd with a thick hard
that is declined with many Cares : In Rind or Bark .
Rhetorick, a Figure in which ſeveral Cales
Pomiferoils trees , thoſe that have
of the lame Noun, or Tenſes of the cheir Flower on the top of the Fruit, and
fame Verb , are usd in the conjoyned their Fruit Thap'd like an Appie.
Clauſes.
Pommel , the round knob on a Saddle.
Polypus, the Pourcontrel, a Fish that bow , or on the Wilt of a Sword.
has a great many Feet : In Surgery, a
To Pommel, to bang, or hear found.
lump of ſpungy Fleſh arifing in the hollowly.
of the Noftrils.
Pomp, ( G. ) Glory, Grandeur, or
Poliprzenous Fruit, fuch Fruit of Stare ; Pageantry, Vanity of Worldly
Trees, Herb., oc, as contain two or more Things.
Kernels or Seeds within it .
Pompets, Printers Ink - Balls.
Pompholygodes, ( 6 ) Urine with
Polyſarcia, ( P. T. ) bigneſs, or groff
many Bubbles upon it .
nets of Body
Polyſcopt, a multiplying Glaſs that re
Dompholyr, a Bubble of Water : Allo
preſents to the Eye one Object asmany.
a (mall and light ( park , which whilft
Polyfpadon a Windleſs with many Braſs is trying , Aies upwards and ſticks
Pulleys or Truckles : In Marhamaticks, to the Roof and sides of the Works
the ſame asthe Trochlea : In Surgery, a kind houle.
Pompion or Pumpkin . à fort of
of Engine for theferring of Joynts.
Polyfpermæ Blantze, ſuch Plants as | Fruit,
have more than four Seeds, which ſucceed
Pompous, ( G ) full of Poinp.
cach Flower,
Pomum , ( L. ) an Apple,a wellknown
Fruit.
Folyſpermos , abounding with Seed .
Pomum adami, ( in Anat. ) a knob
Dolyfill ubical, belonging to a Polyfylla
in the fore -lide of the Throat ; alſo the
ble.
1Polyſyllabical Eccho's , are thoſe name of a ſort of Orange.
Ec'io's which repeat many Syllables, or
Pomum Ddoziferum , a ſweet Ball ,
or Roll of Perfume..
Words diftinctly.
Pond -weed , an Herb that grows in
Pollylylable, ( in Gram . ) a Word
Ponds,
that conſiſtsof more than three Syllables.
To Donder; to weigh in Mind, to cona
Polylynde: on , a Figure of Speech that
ſider.
abounds with Conjunctions copulative.
Honderolity or wonderouſneſs, ( L.)
Polytro-bia, (P. T.) much Nouriſhment.
Weightineſs, H avinels,
Domace, the droſs of Cider-pieſlings.
Donderous, Weighty, Subſtantial,
Womada , ( 1 ) an Exerciſe, which is
to vault over a Wooden Horfe, laying Maſly : In Aſtrology thoſe Planets are faid
one Hand only on the Pummel of the To be ponderous, that move Aywly like a
Man under a Burden,
Saddle.
Domander , a little round Ball made of
Pondus, a Load, Poiſe or Weight: In
feveral frigrant Perfumes ; a Musk - Ball.
old Records, Poundage, a Dary paid to the
Pomatum , a ſweet Ointment.
Queen according to the weight of Merchan
To Dome, to grow into a round Heads dizes.
as Cabbage that beginsto pomo,
Pondus Regis, the Standard -weight
Pome-citron,a Fruit ſomewhat like a appointed by our ancient Kings.
Pone, a Writ by which a Cauſe de.
Lemmon but much larger .
County Court is remov'd ro
Dome-granate or Peingranit, apending in the
the Common -Pleas.
round Fruir full . f Grains orKernels.
Pone per Cladium , a Wris enjoyning
DomesParadiſe, the ſame as John
the Sheriff to cake Surety of one for his
Apple.
Pome-water, a large Apple full of a Appearance at a Dey aſſign'd .
Ponendis in Affilis , a Writ which
very (weer Juice.
Pomnelegiyle, ( 0. ) the dapple gray hews what perſons che Sheriffs ougbt se
Colour.
impannel upon Juries, and what noc.
Ponendum in Ballium , a Wric com
Pomellunt, ( 0. R.) a Pommel or
round Ball, fer on the top of a Building.
manding a Priſoner to be bailed in Caſes
Pomey, ( in Heraldry ) the figure of bailable ,
an Apple or Ball, which is always drawn
ponendum ,
of a green Colour.
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ponendam Agillum ad Exceptios
Papedom , the Pope's Dignity or Of.
nem , a Writ whereby the Juſtices are re fice.
quired to put their Seals to Exceptions
Popery , the Popiſh Religion.
haid in by the Defendant againſt the Plain .
Popingey or Popinjay, a Parrer of
tiff's Declarations.
a greeniſh Colour ; allo a kind of Herb.
Pontard , ( F. ) a Dagger.
Popish, belonging to the Perſon, Prin
Dons, ( L. ) a Bridge, a Ladder in a ciples, or Practices of the Pope.
Ship.
Poplar, a Tree that delights in marſhy
Dons Cerebzt, ( in Anat. ) a certain Ground .
heap of inmumerable ſmall Strings, pro . Foples, ( L. in Anat . ) the joynting
ceedingfrom the more ſolid Subſtance of where the Thighis joyn'd to the Leg-bone
the Brain.
call’d Tibia , the Ham .
Pontage, a Contribution toward the Boplitea Gena, the Vein . of the
maintaining of Bridges s alſo Toll taken Ham .
for that purpoſe of thoſe that paſs over
Popliteus, a Muſcle of the Leg which
Bridges.
is let into the upper part of the Tibia on
Pontibus Reparandis , ( L. ) a Writ the Inſide,
Poplitick, belonging to the Ham .
requiring the Sheriff, to charge one or
Dopper, a Piant of great Enicacy to
more Perſons to repair & Bridge that be
longsto them ,
provoke Sleep.
Is opulace or Populacy, the common
Pontifet or Pontifex Maximus,
the Chief Prieſt among the ancient Ro- or meaner Sort of (People.
Popular, belonging to the common
mans · which Title is now given to the
Pope. There were alſo Poncifices mis people, that courts the Favour of the Peo
nozeg, or Inferiour Pontiffs who were ple or is beloved by them .
Popular Diſeaſe, a .Diftemper that is
Afiftants to the former ; and the Word
has been fince usd to ſignifie a Biſhop or rife among the People.
Prieft.
Popularity, an endeavouring to pleaſe
Pontifical, belonging to a Pontiff, the People, the affe & ing of Popular Apa
Biſhop , or Prieſt.
plauſe ,
+ Population, an unpeopling, or laying
A Pontifical, a Book of Pontifical
Rites and Ceremonies.
waſte .
In Pontificalibus, ( i. o, in Pontifical Populsam , ( L. ) an Omanent made
Ornaments ) a Term apply'd to a Bishop , of Poplar buds.
clad in his Epiſcopal Veſtments ; Op to any
Populous, full of People.
Perſon wearing his beft Apparel.
Pojca. a Sow -pig , a Porket : In old
Ponton , ( F. in Fortif. ) a Floating Accords, a ridge of Land lying between
Bridge made of two great Boats plac'd at two Furrows.
fome diſtance one from another, and borba
Pozcaria, the Herb Purflain ; in Dooml
plank'd over, as is the ſpace between them , day Book , a Swine-ſty.
with Rails on the sides.
Pozcelatn or Pozceļane, the chalky
Eopi, a current of Water kept toge. Earth , of which China-waré is made:
ther and fed by Springs.
Alſo the Vefſels, or Ware made of that
Earth . "
Pool-evil, a Direale in Horſes.
Pooler or Doler, an Inftrument with Pozcupine, a Creature of the Bigners
which Tanners Stir up the Owſer of Bark of Rabbet arm'd with fharp Darts and
and Water in the Pits.
Pricklesthat reſemble Writing- Pens.
poolesshole, a Place in Derby-Shire
To Pazt, to look cloſe.
near which is a little Brook conſiſting of
Pozes , ( G. in Philos. ) Small void
both hot and cold Waters.
Spaces between the Particles of Matter,
Poop , the Stern or uppermoft Part of
Pozes of the Skin , certain Holesfo
the ship's Hull.
ſmallchat they cannot be perceived, thro
Doops, ( N. C. ) Gulps, in drinking. which Sweat and Vapours paſs out inſen
Dooz -man's Sauce or Carrier's Gbly.
Sauce , Sauce made of a Shalot, cut very
Pozime, ( in Geom . ) a Theorem or
ſmall, with Salt, white Pepper, and vi. Propofition , ſo eafie to be demonfrared,
negar,
thar it is almoft Seifevident.
Pope, a Title commonly given to the
Poziſm , a kindof Theorem which is
Bithopof Rome : Alſo a ſmall River-fish drawn from ſome other Theorem already
demonstrated
otherwiſe called a Ruff
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demonſtrated : Allo a general Theorem, | Portable Barometer, an Inſtrument
diſcover'd by finding out fome Geometri- to make Obſervations of the Weight of
cal Place.
the Air on the tops of Hills, bottoms of
Poriltick Bethod, is that which Mines, &c.
thews when , by what Means, and how Doztage or Pojterage, the Carriage,
many different Ways a Problem may be of Goodsby Porters, &c.
Telolved .
Ponial , ' a leſſer Gate, where there are
Pozket, ( L. ) a yourg Hog.
iwo of a different Bignefs ; alſo a kind of
Dorocele, ( G. in Surg ry, ) à Rup- Arch of Joyner's Work before a Door .
ture that proceeds from hard Matter .
+ Poztative, chat may be carry'd from
Docomphalus, a brawny piece of Place to Place.
Fleſh, or a Stone bunching out in the nit-tullice, an Engine like a Harrow
Navel.
uſually hung over the Gate-ways of fortiſy'd
Porolis, the breeding of Callous or Places. Allo the Name of one of the four ,
hard Matters alſo a knitting together of Marſhals or Purſuivants at Arms.
broken Bones.
Porteque, a Gold.coin worth 3 l. 1os.
Bozolity, a being porous, or full of To Poztend, ( L. ) to fore -ſew or fore
bode.
Pores,
Pozoticks, Medicines, which turn part
Patentous, that betokens fome future
of the Nouriſhment into Callous or hard Good or !!! Kuck .
Marier.
Porte-Paint, ( F. ) a kind of Towel
Eozous or Pojore, full of Pores .
usd in the Court of France, for the carrying
Porphyry , a kind of fine reddiſh of Bead , to ſerve for the Table.
Marble, ſpotted with white .
Portit , a Door-keeper a Bearer of Buro
Pozpoiſe, a Fiſh otherwiſe callid a Sea- dens, & c.
Poyter in the Circuit of Jurices,
hog.
Dozrigo, ( L. ) Scurf or Scales on the an Officer that carries a white Wand bea
Head, Eye-brows, or Beard .
fore the Juſtices in Eyre .
Dortus, a Leak ; alſo a kind of Wart .
Porter of the Dooj in the Parlia
Dózt , Carriage, Meen , Behaviour : ment -houſe, an Officer who belongsto
Allo an Inlet of the Sea between the that nigh Court, and enjoys ſeveral Pri
Land, where a Ship may ride ſecure from vileges.
Storms : Alſo the Larboard, or left side of
Portglaive, one that carries the Sword
a Ship ; Alſo a ſort of red wine brought before a Prince or Magiſtrate .
from o Porto, a Haven in Portugal.
Dortgreve or poztreve, the Title of
The Port, the Court of the Emperour the Governour of rome Sea-Port Towns,
and anciently that of the chief Magiſtrate
of the Turks at Conſtantinople.
Ports or Port -holes , are thoſe ſquare of London .
Holes in a ship, thro' which her great Guns Porthole, a Breviary, or Maſs -book .
are thruſt put.
Chaucer .
Portico or Pozch, a long Walking
Port-Lait, the ſame as the Gun -wale
of a Ship ; whence 'tis laid , A Tard is Place, cover'd with an arched Roof, or an
down a Port-Laft, when it lies down on even Floor fupported by Pillars.
the Deck .
Pogtifozium, ( 0. L. ) the Banner,pro
Pozt-men , twelve Burgeſſes of Ipſwich vided of old in all Cathedrals, to be ro
to ca !ld fallo the Inhabitants of the Cinque lemnly carry'd in the Front of any Proto
Ports.
ceffion .
Port-Ropes, the Ropes that ſerve to
Botion, a Lot or Share of any thing:
hale up the Ports of the Ordinance.
alſo that Eftare or Sum of Money, which
Post- Hale, the Sale of Fish asſoon as a Woman brings her Husband in Mar
it is brought into the Harbour ; alſo an riage .
Out-cry or Publick Sale of any Commo
Pogtiener, ( L. T. ) a Parſon who
being jyn'd with others in ſerving a
diry.
To Dout, to carrys as To port Books Cure" by Turns ſhares with them the Profie
about to ſell,
of the Living
Poztly, that bears a good Port or Meen ,
To Doạt the heim ,( S. P. ) to put the
ſtately.
Helm on the left side of the Ship .
Poyta, ( L. ) a Gate, a Port, a Door.
Portmannimote, ( 0. R. ) the Porto
men's Court ; held in any City, Town , or
Anatomy , the Port- vein .
Portable, chat may be carry'd , or Community,
born ,
Bogtman 3
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Portmanteau or Bortmantle, ( F. )
Poſnet, a Skillet, a Kitchen -Utenfil.
pofie, ( L. ) to be able or poſſible:
fat kind of Cloak-bag, to carry Neceſſaries
Jou
in a rney:
Allo a Poffibility, as ſuch a thing is faid to
Dortmote, ( S. ) a Court kept in Ha- be in pelle , when it may poſſibly be.
ven - TowIS
Bolle Comitatas, or Power of the
Portfoknt, the Soke or Liberties of County,tht Aid and Aliftance of all
any Port, sie City or Town.
Knights, Genilemen, Yeomen, Labourers,
Poztraiture, ( F. ) the Pi& ure, Re. Bc. above the Age of is Years within the
County .
preſentation, or Deſcription of a Perlon .
To Portray, to paint or draw to the
Polled , (0.) toffed, puſhed .
Life, to deſcribe or ſet out in a lively
TO Pollèls, to have, enjoy, or be Ma- j;
manner.
Ater of .
Popus, ( 6. ) a Pore, or little Hole in
E olleſdon , the poflelling or abſolute
the skin : alſo the Brawn, or hard thick Enjoyment of any thing.
Skin : Allo a kind of rough and ſoft Stone
Unity of Poffeflion , ( L. P. ) is when
full of Pores.
the Poffefſion, or Profit of Lands, &c. is ,
Polus Biliarius or Beatus Hepa= united with the Property.
ticus, ( in Anat. ) a Channel that paſſes
Dorieſude, ( in Gram .). belonging to, 5
directly from the Liver to the Ductus or implying Poffeffions as A pronoun
Communis.
pollesive.
Polca, ( L.;) a Drink made of Vinegar Polieſlives, ſuch Adje& ives as lgni
end Water ; alſo Wine mingled with Wa- fie the Poffeffion of, or Property be ſome
ter in the Preſs .
Thing .
Poſe, a Rheum in the Head .
poffibility, a being poffible, Likeli:
To Pole, to puzzle, to put to a non- hood .
plus.
Pofüble, that may be done, or may
happen, likely .
Pofited, put, placed, laid .
Poſition , a putting or laying ; In Lo .
Pottown, a Beaſt in Virginia, fome
giek, the Ground work upon which an Ar. what like a Guinea-Pig .
gument is raiſed . Among Aſtrologers, the
Polt, a Stake driven into the Ground;
reſpect which a Planet has to other Pla- alſo an appointment,Station or Stand,Place,
nets and parts of the Figure, is call'd its Employment : Alſo a ſpeedy way of travels
Pofition .
ling, or a Meſſenger that carries Letters,
Polition or the Rule of Poſition, a In the Art of War , any ſpor of Ground
Rule in Arithmetickin which any falſe or that is capable of lodging Soldiers.
qovanied Bolt, is a ſpot of Ground
fuppofiritious Number is taken at Pleaſure
to work the Queſtion by.
before the other Pofts to ſecure thoſe beg
Single Polition , is when by one falſe hind.
Poſition we have means to diſcover the true
oft -Office, an office ſettled for the
Reſolution of the Queftion.
Conveying of Letters and Packers to ſeve
Double Poſition , is when two falſe ral Parts of England and beyond Sea.,
To Post it, to go or ride Poft.
Poſitions muſt bemade,in order to ſolve the
Queſtion propounded .
To Dott an account, is to put an
Poſition for Site, ( in Philoſo ) is a Account-forward from one Book to ano
8
Property of Place, and expreſſes the man ther.
Latin Prepoſition fignifying
Polt,'
ner of any Natural Body's being in a par
ricular Place,
after, and us'd , in ſeveralj Compound
Words ; as
Poſitive, abſolute, certain ſ, ure, true.
Poliszachialia, ( in Anat. ) four
poltive Degree of Compariſon,
( in Gram . ) the firſt Degree which figo ſmall Bones that make up the Palm of the
Hand.
nibes the thing fimply and abſolutely :
Pofitive Divinity , that which is 2 .
PoſtsCommunion , the Office faid in
greeable to the Poſitions and Tenets of the the Church after the Communion.
Fathers of the Church .
To Dott-date a wairiting , to ſet a new ,
Politive Duantities, ( in Algebra ) or falſe Date upon it.
thoſe that are of a real and affirmative
Polt-Diem , ( L. I. ) the Return of a
Nature, either having or being ſupposd to Writ after the Day, afgn'd , or the Pee
have the Affirmative Sign f before them .
of 4 d . paid for ſuch a Default:
Pagtuto Diſpoſition ; as The Pofitere
PaltoDilaviang, thord Generations
the
Soul.
of
that have fucceeded lipce Noah's Floud .
Potts
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Doft-Difeilin , a Writ that lies. for one
Polture, the diſpofition of Members
who having recover'd Lands or Tenements of the Body, in different Situations .
is again diffeiſed or put out of Poffeffion.
Pory , a Nolegay ; allo a Device, or
Polt - fine, a Dury belonging to the Motto for a Ring.
Queen for a Fine formerly acknowledged
Pot, a Veffel to put Liquor or , any
in her Court .
other thing in ; alto a kind of Head
Pott- Term , the Return of a Writ, af piece.
Pot, or Po, ( in Guernſey and Ferſey )
ter the Term ; or the Fee of 1 s. 8 d. paid
half a Gallon ; or 126 cubical, or folid
upon that account .
Potage, Money paid for the Carriage Inches.
Pet-alhes, all ſorts of Afhes mingled
of Letters, doc.
together, for themaking of green Glais.
Polte, ( 0. ) Power.
Pot-pourri, F. a Hotch.potch , or Dith
Dottea, ( L. ) afterwards, hereafter. In
Laxe, the Record of Proceedings by of ſeveral sortsof Meat.
Potable, ( L. ) that may be drunk.
Nifi Prius, in the Court of Common Pleas
Potaceo, ( Sp. ) a Small Sea -vefſel.
after a Verdict.
Potteriozity, a being after, or behind . Dotage, ( F.) Brotb made of the Juice
In Law , a Man holding Lands, & c. of of Meat, Herbs, tc.
Potage de Sente ,a rich Potage made,
{Wo Lords, is ſaid to hold of the ancienter
by Priority , and of the other by Pofterio. of the Broth of Beef, Veal and Mutton
again With Capons, i fat Pullers,
boil'd
rity.
c.
Dofteriour , that comes after, latter,
otterity, Off.ſpring, Iſſue, Children ;
Potans or Potence, that ſtrong ftud
of a Pocker-Watch , wherein the lower levet
dío After-times, or After-ages .
Poftern, a Back-door: în Fortification, of the Verge plays.
Patatoe, a lore of Roor firſt brought
a falſe Door made for private Sailies.
Poſthume or Pothumons, born after from the Wiſt-Indies,
To Bote, ( N. C. ) to push or put out.
the Death of the Father ; or publiſhed after
the Author's Deceaſe .
Potency, ( L.) Power.
Boltick , that is behind , or on the back.
Dotent, powerful, mighty.
Potent or Potence, l'in Heraldry )
fde; added , or done after.
Doktícum , ( L. ) a Poftern -Gate, or as A Croſs Potent, i . e . a Crofs, the ends
of which reſemble che top of a Crurch ,
Back -door of any Building.
Poftil , a short Note, or Explication
Potentate, one that has Sovereign
Power and of a large Extent, a mighty
upon anyText.
Poftillion, a Poft's Guide or Fore-run Prince.
Potential , having a Power or poſſibility
ner ; alſo he that rides upon one of the
foremoft of theCoach -Horſes, when there of actingor being.
Botential Cautery, ( in Surgery ) a
are fix or eight.
Cauſtick made of Lime-Stone and other Ilie
Pottome, ( 0. ) an Impoftume.
To Poltpone, to ſet behind or eſteem gredienrs.
Potential Coldneſs , a Relative
eſs, to leaveor neglect.
Poftfcrtpt, that which is added after Quality which fome Drugs, Simples , or
"he Conclufion of a Letter, or other Writ. Medicines are ſuppos'd to be endued with.
Fotential Wood, ( in Gram . ) is che
coming, or that is come fame in Form with the Subjunctive.
sfDoftventional,
eer ; as A. poftventional
Change of the
Potion , a Phyſical Mixture to drink.
Moon, i. e . a Change that happens after
ome great Moveable Feaft, Planetary Arrect,
c.
Poſtulates , Demands or Requeſts; allo
indamental Principles in any art or Science
which are taken for granted. In Mathema
"icks, ſuch eaſie and felf-evidene Suppofiti
ins, that they need no Proof or Explication
o cauſe them to be underſtood .
Poſkulation, a requiring; or demand
ing. In Law , a Demand made upon the
unanimous voting any Perſon to a Dignity
or Office, of which he is not capable by
the ordinary Canons or Statutes.

Tottle,an English Meaſure , containing
Quarts.
Pouch , a Bag or Purſe : In Sea -affairs;
Pouches, are ſmall Bulk-heads or Partitions
made in a ship's Hold.
Poulet, ( F. ) a Chick, or Chicken .
Doulets 90 ignons ( in Cookery ) a Dina
of roaked Chickens larded and cover'd wich
chin Alices of Bacon .
Poulterer, one that ſells Poultry,
Pouitice or E oultis , a Medicine made
of ſeveral Ingredients boil'd together and
apply'd hot to theaffected Part .
Ķk ka
Poultsz,
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Poultry,all ſorts of Fowl, eſpecially tame ,which being firedwhen the Ship isboarded
ones.
by an Enemy, will ſoon make all clear bc
Pounce, the Talon, or claw of a Bird of fore them.
Prey ; alſo a ſort of Powder ſtrew'd upon
Powder -Room , a Room in a Ship's
Paper to bear Ink .
Hold , where the Powder is itow'd .
Pouncy,
To
( 0. ) to jagg , or cur in
Powderings, Certain Devices us &
and out.
for the Alling up of any void ſpace in
Pound, a ſort of Weight containing 16 carved Works, Writings , Eſcutcheons, &c.
Ounces Aver-du -pois and 12 Ounces Troy.
Power, Ability, Force, Authority, na
Alſo an incloſure to keep Beaſts in ; more tural Faculty, &c. Allo a Sovereign State, or
eſpecially a Place where Cattel diftrained Prince.
for any Treſpaſs are put till they be re
Powers, the third Order of the Hi
deemd.
erarchy of Angels.
To Eaund, to put up in a Pound ;
Powers of Numbers or of alge
alſo to beat in a Mortar.
bratck Duantities , are Numbers that ariſe
Pound-pear,
a large
Pear; ripe in No- from the multiplying of any Number or
vember
and December
.
Quantity by it felf, then that Product by
Poundage, the Fee paid to the Pounder the Root or firſt Number, the chird Pro.
of Cartel: Allo a Duty granted to the Queen dud by the Root again, and ſo ad Infini
of 12 Pence for every 20 Shillings Value of tum .
Goods exported or imported.
Powers , ( in Mechan. ) are the fix
Poundagium , ( 0.L. ) the Liberty of Faculties or Principles of that Art, vic.
Pounding Cattel.
the Ballance, Leaver, Wheel, Pulley,
Pounder, one that puts Cattel in a Screw and Wedge.
Pound ; alſo a greatGun,
Powt, a Fith otherwiſe call'd a Sea
Poupeton, ( F.:) a Puppet : In Cookery, Lamprey , alſo a kind of Bird.
a Mefs made in a Stew -pan , with thin flices
To Powt, to look gruff or ſurly.
of Bacon, Pigeons, or Quails, dreſs’d in a
Poi or French-bor, a loathſome
Rapoo ớc.
Direale .
Poupiets, a Meſs made of long and
Poy, the Pole us’d by Rope-dancers to
thin Nices of Bacon, cover'd with Veal. Atay themſelveswith .
Itakes and a good Farce.
Poyning's Law , an Act of Parliament
Pourcontrel, a Fiſh .
made urder King Henry VII. whereby the
Pour faic pzoclamee. que null inject Laws of England became of Force in lve
fimes ou ozdures en foiles , ou rivers land,
Pres Cityes, & c. ( F. ) a Writ, Com
Pozzolana, a kind of Sand found in she
manding the Mayor, Sheriff, or Bailiff of a Territory of Pozzuolo in Italy .
City or Town , to proclaim , That none
Practicable. ( L. ) that may be pra & i.
.caſt Filth into the Ditches or Places near ad . fed or done.
joyning.
Practical or Practick, belonging to
Dourfil, as A Face drawn in Pourfil, i. Practice .
Practice, actual Exerciſe, eſpecially
c. fide-way ; a Side- face .
Pour-party, ( L.T. ) To make Pour. hat of the Profeffion of a Lawyer; Phyſici
party, is to divide the Lands that fall to an , or Surgeon : Alſo Uſage, Cuftom ,
Parceners, and which before the Partition Intrigue, Device, In Arithmetick, a Method
they held joyn : ly .
that ſerves'for the more eaſie and ſpecdy
Pourpjelture, lis when a Man takes to reſolving of Queſtions in the Rule of
himſelf, or encroaches any thing that he Three,
ought not.
Practice of a Court of Judicatures
Tbour retarterres la feme que tient the Way of proceeding there in Law
$ n Dower, & c . a Writ whereby the King Suits,
Practick, the pra & ical part of any Art
in former times, ſeiz’d upon the Land, which
the wife of his Tenant in Capite deceaſed, or Science..
had for her Dowry, in caſe the marry'd with
Practick of Scotland , the Courſe of
our his leave.
pleading the Law , or the Rules of Courts
that.Kingdom
Powder, any thing that is ground, or in
.
bear very ſmall.
To Plactiſe,to put into Practice , to
Powder- Chefts, ( $. T. ) Boards exerciſe a Profeſſion .
joyn'd in form of a Triangle and filla
r to
with Gwn.powder, Pebble-ftones,
co! To Practice upon , to endeavoubring
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bring over,win, or draw into one'sIntereft ;
Prætorium , the Place where the Prætor
adminifter’d Juſtice ; or his Palace : Alfo
to camper with .
.
Practitioner, one that pratiſes in the the Pavillion or Tent of the General of the
Law . c .
Army !
Pragmatical, ( G. ) buſily meddling
Pæcipe in Capite , a Writ iſſuing out
of the Court of Chancery, for a Tenant and intruding into other peoples Concerns,
thatwnheld; of the King in chief, as of his impertinent.In Philifuphy, pratical, Mecha
Cro .
nical, or Problematical .
pragmatical or Pragmatick Sancti
PERæcordia, the Parts about the Heart,
the Heat-ftrings. In a large ſenſe, all the on , an Ordinance made by the French King
Bowels conra in'd in the Cheft.
Charles VII. An. 1438. in an Allembly of
Prædatory, that belongs to Robbing, the Gallican Church .
To Dance, tu throw up the Fore- logs,
or Pillaging
Pizfectus Pżætorio, ( L. ) Among the as Horſes often do.
Romans was the Chief Commander of
Prancer , a prancing Horſe.
the Frætorian Bands í or Emperour's
Panks , a ſhrewd , or unlucky Trick .
Guards
To Piank uự, to ſet off, deck or
Perfectus Cirbis , the Prefe &t, or trim .
Governour of the Ciry , who was ancient
Piafina Bilis, ą Diſtemper in the
ly one of the Chief Magiſtrates of Rome.
Gall, when it turns green or of a Leek .
Pzuſine, ( L. T. ) the Fine which color.
is paid upon ſuing cut the Writ of Co
Diacon , ( G. }che Herb Hore -hound.
venant ,
To Prate, to talk over -much, ſaucily,
Præfocatio Qterina, ( L, P. T: ) the or Idly.
fuffocation of the Womb .
Pratique or Prattick, a Licence tu
Dzz acantia, ( L. P. T. ) Medicines Tratti: k or Trade , granted to the Maſter of
a Ship in the Ports of Italy.
that digot or ripen
Præparau:ia Tlala, ( in Anat. ) the
Piattily, ( N. C. ) ſoftly,
Spermarick Veins, and Arterits, which go
To Paitle, to talk or chat as Child.
ren do.
to the Testicles and Epididymes.
zatum Falcabile, Meadow.ground .
* Pæpofitus Sacri Cubicult , ( among
Oravity, ( L. ) Corruption of Manaers,
the Romans an Officer whoſe charge was to
atrend in the Emperour's Chamber, and Lewoner .
Pzayn, a ſmall Sea- Fith .
to take care of his Bed and Clothing ,
Præpofitus Willæ ,( L L.T. ) the Con
To Pay, to entreat, or beſeech.
fable of a Town ; alſo a Bailiff of the
Dayer, a Requeſt, or Deſire, eſpecial .
Lord of the Mantour.
ly ſuch as is made to Almighty God.
Cominon - 13zayer Book, a Book con
Piæputium , ( in Anat. ) the Fore.
skin that covers the Head of a Man's taining the Publick Divine Service, with the
Yard .
Rites, and Ceremonies of the Church of
Plæſepia, the Holes of either Jaw , in England .
which the Teeth are ſet.
To Dzeach , ( F. ) co deliver a Ser.
Pzzfidium, a Ga riſon, or Guard ; mon or Dilcourſe, to inſiſt upon a Doctrine
any Aid , or Help. In Phyſick; a Reo or Tener.
medy.
Dieachment; as Leave off your Preach .
Plæter Naturam , ( L. P.T. ) when ments ; 1. c. forbcar talking to much at
latge .
things are in an ill State .
Pżætor, a great Magiſtrate in Rome ;
Die-Adamites , thoſe people who are
whoſe Buſineſs was to lee Juſtice done , to ſuppos’d by ſome to have liv'd before
preſide over Games ,to take care of Sacrifices ,| Adam .
dc.
Preamble, the introduction or begin.
Prætores ærarit, were the Officers of ning of any Diſcourſe.
Prebend, a Benefice or Portion which
the Treaſury or Exchequer.
Plætores Careales or #rumetarii . every Canon or Member of a Cathedral or
certain Prators, whoſe Buſineſs it was to Collegiate Church, receives for his Main
Tee that the City of Rome was ſupply'd tenance.
with Corn.
Simple Prevends, are thoſe that yield
Prætoriar, belonging to a Prætor.
no more but the Revenue, and Prebendswith
Prætaziant, the Prætorian Guard , a Band Dignity, are ſuch as have Juriſdi& ion joyn'd
of 10000 Men who were co attend upon the I with them .
Pebeo
Emperour's Perſon.
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Prebend or Prebendary, a Clerk or means is made fall down to the bottom of
the Vefſel.
Parſon that enjoys a Prebend.
Dzecariæ , 10. L. ) certain Days
Green Precipitate, is a mixture of
Works , that the Tenants of ſome Ma- the diffolutions of Mercury or Qyick -filver
nours are bound to do for the Lord in Har. with ſpirit of Nitre.
veft.
Red Precipitate, is Mercury diſſolved
Precarious, enjoy'd only upon Courtes in Spirit of Nitre,and then the Moiſture
fie or heldat another'sWillandFleaſure: being evaporated , the Fire isgradually en
In the Civil Law, granted to one upon creas'd till the Matter turns red .
Entreaty, to uſe ſo long as the Party thinks
Culhite Precipitate, is Mercury diſſol.
fit.
ved in Aqua Fortis, or Spirit of Nitre , till
Precartuen Momen, ( O.L. ) a pre- it finks to the bottom , and is of a white
carious Title to an Eftate .
Colour.
Precaution, Caution, or ' Heed, given
To Precipitatt, to throw , or caſt down
or us'd before -hand.
headlong ; to hurry or over-haften . A.
To Precede, to go firſt, or before ; to mong Chymiſts, to ſeparate a Matter that is
excel, or turpaſs:
diffolved, ſo as to make it ſettle at the bot
Precedence or Precedence, a taking tom .
Place before .
Precipitation, Hurry , too great Halte,
Drecedent, fore -going.
Rahneſs : In Cirymiſtry, the linking down
A Precedent, ar Example : Among of the Particles of any Mixt Body, thari
Lawyers, an Original Deed or Writing to are kept prepped up in the Menftruum .
draw others by.
precipitous, over-hafty, raſk.
A Precedent- Book, a Rook contain
Pietile, certain, fixed , ſcrupulous or
ing Ptecedents or Draughts for Attorneys, fuperuitious ; finical or affected.
C.
Precílian, one that is over -ſcrupulous in
Precellency, Excellency or Prehemi. Matters ofReligion.
nence, above another thing.
Precognition, Fore-knowledge.
Pretentoz, the Chanter that begins the
To preconceive, to take up before,
Tune in a Cathedral.
hand.
To Preconiſe, to make a Report in
Prece Partium , ( L.) a Law - Term
by the Requeft, the Pope's Confiftory, That the Party
is continu'd
usdConſent
when a Suit
of both parties.
or
preſented to a Benefice is qualify'd for the
Precept, Inftru & ion, Rule, Leffon, Com . fame.
Precontract, a Contract or Agreement
mand. In Law , a Command in Writing iſſu'd
out by a Magiftrate, for the bringing of a made before another Contract .
E zecurſoz, a Fore-runner, a Meſſenger
Perſon or Record, before him , & c.
ſent betore.
Bieceptive, belonging to Precepts.
Predeceflour, he or the that was in a
1 Dzéceprog, a Tutour, a Maſter, an
Inſtructor.
Place or Employment before one.
Procepto:tes, certain Benefices anciently
Przedectiours, Anceſtours or Fore- Fa . .
portels'd by the more eminent fort of thers.
Knights Templars.
Predeſtinarian, one that believes or
Bzeceffion of the Equinorcs. ( in maintains the Dodrine of Predeftinatia
the new Afronomy ) the advancing or on .
To Ezedeftinate, ( in Divinity ) to
going forward of the Equino&ial Points.
Precinct, a particular Juriſdi& ion, decree, or appoint what hall come here
within which ſeveral Pariſhes are compre- after.
hended.
Predeſtination, the Ad of Predeftina
Perious, that is of great Price or ting, Fore-appointment.
Value.
To Predetermine, to determine, judge,
Precipice,
downright or appoint,
Pitch
or Fall . a Atecp Place, a
Predial Tithes , Tiches that are paid
Precipitant
dangerous; as A precipitarit of Things asifing and growing from the
Conceit
,
Grourd ,
Dzecípítate, over-haſty.
Predicable, ( in Lagick ) a common
Precipitate , (CT. ) any Subſtance Term or Word , that may be attributed to
that is gotout ofthe Pores oftheMenfirium more than one Thiag.
in which it was diſſolved, and by foine
Djedicables or univerſals, are five
IN
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in Dumber, viz . Genas, Species, Proprium Preference, the choice that is made
Differentia de Accidens.
of a Perſon, or Thing, rather than ano.
Dredicament, a Rank, or Order of ther .
Things diſpoſed under the ſameKind.
Pufërment, a being preferred , Pro.
To Bé tri the ſame Predicament, is motion .
to be under the fame Circumſtances , or in
To prefigurats or Prefigure, to re.
the ſame Condition .
preſent by Figure , or ſignifie before.
Predtrant, -as Piedicant Priers, i. e.
To piefir, to putbefore, to appoint.
ſuch as by their Order are allow'd co
Pregnancy, the being with child ;
alſo quickneſs of Apprehenfion , or ripe
preach .
Predicate, the latter Part of a Logical neſs of Judgment.
Propofition, that which is affirmed of the
Pregnant, great with Child ; alſo he
Subject
ing of a prompt and ready Wic : In the Art
To Dedicate, is publif, to cry, or of Gardening, full ; as a Bud, Seed or Kers
preach up .
nel, that is ready to ſprout.
Piegnatory , the ſame as Protonotary:
Predication, a preaching, or crying
Bregulation, a taſting before .
up .
To Prejudge, to judge before.
To Prediſpoſe, to diſpoſe before hand.
Prejudicate, proceeding from Prejus
Predominancý, a being Predominant.
Predominant, over-powering, prevail- dice,
ing.
Prejudicatior , a judging before-hand,
To Predominate, to over -power, to a Precedent at Law .
bear chief Sway , or Rule.
Prejudice, rath Judgment before Tryal,
Peedy, a Sea-Word for ready : as Make Prepoffeffion , alſo Dammage, or Hurt,
predy tho Ordinance.
To Prejudice, to injure or hurt.
Pre-elected, elected, or choſen before ,
Prejudicial, hurtful, diſadvantagious
hand.
Preke, a kind of Finh.
Pieselection , a chooſing betore-hand. Pielacy, Prelature, or Prelateship ,
Dze -eminence or Pre -heminence, ada Prelate's State or Dignity.
vantagious Quality, or Degree above o.
Prelate, a Clergy.man advanced to a
thers .
highScation in the Church .
Pre -eminent, advanced above the Prelatical, belonging to Prelares.
teft .
Prelection , a Lecture, or Leſſon ; 2
Pre-emption, Firft (buying, or buying Reading, or Diſcourſe made in Publick on
any thing before others .
any Art, or Science .
To Pie-engage, to engage before
Prelibation , an Antepaſt, or Fore
band .
taſte.
Presengagement, an Engagement or
Preliminary, that goes beforc the
Promiſe made before.
main Matter.
A Preliminary, the firſt step in a
To Pee-eeta , to exiſt, or have a Bcing
before .
Megociacion, Treaty, or important Bufig
Detserikence , the State, or Condition nefs.
of that which pre - exifts.
Prelude, preparatory Notes of Mufi
Pzt -eriſtent, exiftent, or being before. ciansbefore they begin to play, a Voluntary ,
Preface, a Speech preparatory to a DiG or Flouriſh .
courie , or Treatiſe.
Dz eludious, prepararory , as Theſe are
Prefatozy, that is in form of, or by preludious ſuſpicions to farther Evidence.
way of Preface.
Prematüre, too ſoon ripe, untimely.
Prematurity, the State, or Condition
Prefect, a Magiſtrate among the ancient
Romans.
or thatwhich ispremature,
u
Prefecture, the Office, or Dignity of
To Premeditate to think upon, or cone
a Prefect , the Government, or chief Rule crive before-hand .
of a Province or City .
Dzemeditation, the Ad of Premedi
To prefer, to efteem above, or let tating.
to
promote
more by , to
or advance ;
To Premtſe, to ſpeak, for treat of bea
bring in, in ſpeaking of a Law, a Bill, or fore, by way of ( Introduction , or Pres
Indirement.
face ,
Preferable or preferrable, that' is Premiſes or Premiiles, things ſpoken
tobe preferred, or made choice of before of, or rehearſed before. In Logick, the
mother,
Wo firſt Propofitions of a Syllogiſm .
Pzemiar
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Prerogative, a ſpecial Privilegę, a pe •
Piemtam, a Word us’d in Schools for
a Reward's Allo that Suam , of Money, culiar Authority , or Pre -eminence above o
which is given for the Inſuring of Ships, thers.
Goods, Houſes, ec.
The Cueen's Pierogacibrs, thoſe
E To Premonish, to fore. warn.
Rights of Majeſty that are peculiar to her,
Premonition , a giving Warning, or and inſeparable from Perſons,
adviting before-hand.
Prerogatives of the Archbishops of
Piemonttratenſes, (L. ) an Order of Canterbury and York , a ſpecial Pre
white Monks, fo callid from Premontre, a eminence that thole Prelares have in cer .
Place in the Biſhoprick of logon in France. tain Caſes, above ordinary Biſhops.
Frerogative Court, a Court depende
Premunire , ( L. LT ) as To fall into a
Prémunire, 1. e, to incur the faine Punishing on the Archbiſhop of Canterbury, in
ment that was to be inflicted upon the which all Wills or Teftaments are proved,
Tranſgreſſours of a Lawmade An 16. ard Adminiftrations granted that belong
Rich , 2. commonly callid The Statute of to the ſaid Archbiſhop by his Prerogative .
Preſage, a Sign, or Token, thewing
Premunire, This Penalty was then ap
pointed to be perpetual Baniſhment, for what will happen .
feiture of Lands, Goods and Chattels,
To Drelage, to fore-bode, or betoken ;
to foretell,
dc.
The like Penalty is impos’d on Perſons
Presbyter, ( G. ) an ancient and re
atrainted in Premaniere by Statutes lately, verend Perſon , a Prieft ; . alſo a Lay elder.
Presbyteral, belonging to a Prieſt, or
made : Whence the uſual phraſe, To run
himſelf into a Premunire , is apply'd to one Elder.
Presbyterian , belonging to the Presby.
who takes a teady Courſe to involve him .
terians.
ſelf in Trouble.
Presbyterians, a confiderable Party of
Prender, ( F. L. T. ) the Power, or
Right of taking a thing before it is of Nonconformiſts, ſo call'd from their 'ad
fer d .
mitting of Lay-Elders into their Church
• Dzender de Baron, an Exception, to Government.
diſable a Woman from purſuing an Appeal Presbyterium , ( O. L. ) the Quire,or
of Murder againſt one that killd her for- ! Chancel of a Church.
mer Husband.
Presbytery, Prieſthood , Elder ſhip ,
+ Pienomination , a nominating, or alco a Government of the Church by
Elders.
naming before.
Prenotion , Fore-knowledge.
Presbytia, a dimneſs of Sight, when
Pieoccupation , a poflelling, or enjoy the Ballof the Eye is fo Alat, that the Vic
ing before : Alfo Prepoſſeſſionof Prejudice. fual Rays paſs the Retina, before they are
To Preoqdain , to ordain before -hand. united .
Deojdinate, fore -ordained.
Preſcience , ( L. ) Fore-knowledge.
To Breſcribe , to order orappoinc.
Preparation the Act of preparing,ordil
poting.In Phyſick themanner of compound
To Preſcrive againft an Action,
ing, ordering,and diſpoſing of Medicines. ( L. P.) not to be liable to it, for want
Preparative or Preparatore, that of being
ſued within the time limited by
the Law.
ſerves to prepare.
Breſcript, an Ordinance , or Orler .
To Prepare , to get or make ready, to
provide ; to fit, of fit up.
Elefcription , a preſcribing, or orders
Prepenſed, Fore-thought , as prepenjeding a determining , or limiting. In Law ,
Malice .
a Title, or Right to any Thing grounded
To Da ponderate, to out-weigh, or upon a continu'd Poſſeſſion of it beyond
weiga down ; alſo to weigh in Mind, or the Memory of Man.
confider .
Preſence, a being preſents allo Meen ,
Prepoſition , ( in Gram . ). one of the or Looks.
Preſent, that is in a 'certain Place at
8 Parts of Speech, fo cail'd becauſe it is ſet
before a Noun , or a Verb,
Hand, or in Sight ; or that is of the Time
Prepoſit 1 , a Scholar appointed by the wherein we live.
Maſter , to over.fee she reſt .
Preſent Tenſe, ( in Grama ) a Tenſe ,
To Prepoſſeſs , to fill one's Mind be which ſpeaksof theTime that now is.
fore-hand with Prejudice, ro biaſs.
A Preſent, a free Gift.
127epoffe(fira, prejudice ,
To
Szepolterous , having the wrong end "Joffer
, Preſent, to make a Preſent, to
zopfy-turvy:
Preſentation ,
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Preſentation, the A & of preſenting | Preligious, as a preſtigious flight
In Law , the offering of a Clerk to the Bi- the Devil.
fhop, by the Patron, to be inſtituted in a
Preſto ; a Spanigh Word w'd by
Benefice of his Gift .
Jugglers , to ſignifte quickly, or ſpeedily:
To Pielume, ( L. ) to imagine, thrink ,
Dzelentit, the Clerk that is ſo preſented
conjecture, or fuppoſe to have too good .
by the Patron.
Preſentment, ( L.T.) a Declaration an Opinion of.
or Report, made by Juro's, or ſome other Pieſumption, Conjecture, Gueſs, Sur
Officers , of an Offence inquirable in the picion ; alio arrogance ,Puidé, Self-conceit.
In a Law fenle , Prelumption is of three
Court, to which it is preſented.
Pzeſervation, a preſerving, or keep. Sorrs, 1. Violent, which often ferves for
full Proof, as if one being kill'd in a Houſe,
ing
Prefervative, a Remedy made uſe ofro a Man is ſeen to comeout of it, and no
other Perſon was at that time in the Houſe .
keep off a Diſeafe.
To Preſerve, to keep, to gard or de- 2 . Probable Preſumption, which has but
a ſmall Effect . 3 . Levis feu temeraria ,
fend .
To Pitſide, to be - Ruler or Chief; i. e. Light and laſh, 'which is of no force
to have the Care , or Management of Pero at all .
Pseumptive, that is preſumed or lupa
Tons or Things.
Prejdency, the Place, or Office of a poled .
Preſident.
Preſumptions, prond, hanghty , vain...
Prelident, a Governour, Overſeer, or
To Breſuppoſe, to ſuppoſe before hard,
Chief Manager. In Law , the Queen's Lieu- to take for granted.
tenant in a Province.
Preſuppoſition, a being preſuppoſed.
Pietence; Opinion, Conceit, Colour,
The Lojd Prelident of the Dueen's
Privy Cognat, a great Officer of the Shew .
To Pretend, to maintain, or a firm
Crown, whoſe " Employ is to attendupun
the Sovereign, to propoſe Buſineſs ac Coun to uſe a Prerence to make as if.
Pretended, reputed, ſuppoſed , coun
cil-Table , and to report the ſeveral Trans
terreit.
actions there managed.
Picident, See Precedent.
Pleteníed, Right or Title. ( L. P. )
Prelidial, a particular Court of Judica. When one is in Polleífion of Land or Tene.
ture in France.
menrs, and another lays claim co, and
Dreſſing to Death, See, Paine forse lues for it, the pretenſed Right and Title
is ſaid to be in hin , that does ſo claim and
de dure,
Preſſure, a preſfing Calamity, Amidi- line.
on or Misfortune , as To fink -undcy weighty
Pretenc 01 , Claim, or taying claim
to
Psoffures.
Dreft, a Ducy in Money to be paid Pieterimperfect Tenie, ( in Gram .
by theSheriff, upon his Accounci in the maris a Tenſe that fignifies the time nog
Exchequer, or for Money left in his perfectly paſs'd, as Anabam , I loved or
Hands .
did lore .
.Preſt-money , Earneft-Moneycom
Peterition, a Figure in Rhetorick ; when
monly given to a Soldier or a Sea-man , we ſeem to paſs by,or to be unwilling to de
when he is liſted ; from the French Word clare thar which at the ſame time we chief
Preft, or the Latin , Prato, i, e. ready at ly infift upon
hand, becauſe it binds thoſe that receive
Pretermiſſion, the Act of preterniit.
it, to be ready for Service at all times ting, or paſſing over, or over nipping .
To Fjeter init, to leave undone, to omit,
appointed.
Dretation - sooney, a certain Sum of paſs over, or neglect.
Money paid every Year, by Arch -Deacons Pieternatural, chat is beſides Nature,
to theirBiſhop.
or out of its @ ourſe ; orextradinary.
Dzelter, ( Gr. ) a venomous Serpent, Dreterperfect Tenſe, ( in Grammar .)
whoſe Sting cauſes a deadly Thirft ; alſo a Tenſe that ſpeaks of the Time perfe & ly
a kind of Tempeſt or whirl.wind, chat paſs'd with the sign loved ; as Amavi,
have loved.
Scorches and blafts where it blows.
Prettiges , ( L. ) Illufions, Impoftures , Preterpluperfect Tenſe ,a Tenſe that
fignifies the time more than perfeAly
juggling Tricks.
| Preffigiation , ( L. )
deceiving, palsd , with the Sign had, as Amaveram , I
luggling, or playing Legerede-main.
had loved ,
Paetext,
LI1
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Pretrert, Pretence, Cloak , Colour,
zicker, a Term in Hunting for a Huntia
man on Horſe-back.
Blind Shew .
Pricket, a Spitter, or young male 8
Pietojian , See Pretorien .
To Pievil, to haven the Advantage Deer of two years old beginning to put forth
over, to have the better on't, to carry it, to the Pric
Headketh
, . When a Hare beats in the
be of greater Force.
Prevalente or Prevalency , a being the plain Highway, where the Foot
ing may yet be perceiv'd, it is ſaid, se zdi
prevalent ,
Drevalent, prevailing , powerful, ef- Pricketh
.
Pride, Haughtineſs, Loftineſs, Va. Ei
Tectual.
,
faſt and looſe, nity
To 13zevaricatt, to play
Erlde @ avel, a Rent paid to the Lord
to ſhuffle and cut, to make thew of doing a
Manour of Rodeley in Glocefter
the
of
thing, and act quite contrary. In Law , to
work by Colluſion, in Pleading, to betray fhire, by ſome of his Tenants, for the
Liberty of Fiſhing for Lampreys in the Ri.
one's Caute to the Adverſary .
Prevarication, the act of prevarica- ver Severn.
TO Puig, ( a Canting-word ) to Filch,
ting ; double dealing, Deceit.
Prevaricator, he that prevaricares, or or ſteal.
To Erill, ( 0. ) to gore .
deals treacherouſly : Allo a Mafter of Arts
To Paim , to be full of affe & ed Ways, tror
in the Univerlity of Cambridge, cholen at a
Commencement, to make an ingenious to be much conceited.
Primacy , the firſt Place, or chief
Satyrical Speech reflecting on the Mir.
Rule, eſpecially in Ecclefiaftical Affairs; uch
demeanours of the principalMembers .
To Prevent, to come before, to out- the Dignity , or Juriſdi&tion of a Primate. 95
( trip, to be before-hand with, or get the Pıtmæval, that is of the firf , or more late
Itart of, to keep off Danger, or Miſchief, ancient Time.
Dzimage, a cuſtomary Allowance due 4
Preventer -Ropt, ( in Sea-affairs ) a to Mariners for loading a ship , at the ſer.
PAN
little Rope m: de faſt over thoſe callid Ties, ting forth from any Harbour
to ſecure the Yards, in caſe fome of the
Prima Naturalia, the fame as Aroms 10
or Minima Naturalia.
Ropes ſhould break .
Preventional full moon, that full
Erimarium Latus, ( L. inGeom . ) a Bumi
Moon which comes before any great Right line in any Conick Section, drawn
thro' the Vertex, and Parallel to the Baſe of
moveable Feaſt, or Planetary Afpe &t.
Preventive, that ſerves to prevent .
the Cone.
Primary, firſt in Order, Principal, ka
Previd. ( 0. ) hardy.
Previous, leading the Way, or going Chief. ary Plancts , ( as fome ſay .)
Fam
before ; a Å previous Diſcourſo.
are the three upper Planers, viz. Saturn,
Dievy , ( 0. ) rame.
Priapiſm , a Diſeaſe wherein there is an Jupiter and Mars. But a Primary Planes,
erection of the Yard, without any Provoca- more proper!yis one that moves round the
tion of Luft ; fo call'd from Priapus the La- Sun as its Cente
r
Primate , a chief Archbiſhop, who has
ſcivious God of Gardens.
Prit, the Eſtimation , Value , or Rate of Superiority ofJurifdi & ion over other Arch
biſhops and Biſhops.
ghings,
e
Price Current, a weekly Account pub . Prim , chief, great ; excellent, for. 9
lik'd in London, of the current Value ot gular,
me
figure, ( in Geom . ) is chal
Pri
s
moft Commoditie .
which cannot be divided into any Figures
Prich , ( N.C. ) chin drink .
To Paick, to make a hole with a Point, inore ſimple than it felf.
Esime Number , ( in Arith. ) isthat
eo fer down á Tune or Song, to trace the
which can be only moalar'd by an Unite ;
Steps of a Hare.
Numbe
T. Prick the Chart 02 Plot, ( a- Ste
. icals, are Dire & Ered
me rGert
Pri
mong Mariners ) to make a point in the
Sca- Chart, whereaboutthe ship is at pre- North or South Dials, whoſe Planes Ije
fent, or is to be at fuch a time, inor- parallelme
e Verti
primFlow
Circlece
. , the
er cal
Pri to,thethe
orChoi
der to find the Courſe they are to feer,

Patck-B200 qr Svindie-tree, a fost of Beauery themelse one of che, feven çaa
Sbrub.
noni !?
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Law , it is taken for the Profits of every
Church -living for one year, after it is be
comevoid , which belong to the Queen .
See Firſt Fruits.
primitive, belonging to the firſt Age,
ancient ,
A Primitive or Primiti te word,
( in Grammar ) an orignal Word, from
which others of the kind are derived .
Primogeniture , the Title and Pria
vilege of an elder brother, in right of his
Birth.
Dzimordial, primitive, original .
Brimoges Dentes , or Inciĝvi Dens
Skrub
. er or Priming - Iron, (in Gun- tes, ( L.) the four foreniott Teeth in
Prim
each Jaw.
, ſharp
of Irondge
long piece
)
nery
the
Primroſe, a little, yellow ſweet Flower
thatatthe
holdsſmall
the Cartri
end , toa pierce
Powder , thro' the Touch -hole of a that over-ſpreads the field and Mea .
great Gun, in order to put in the Prime dows, in the very beginning of the
or louch -powder , to fire off the Spring.
Primula Ceris, ( L. ) the Primroſe ;
powder
Piece .
ip .
Cowl
or
Primer , or Palmmst, a little Book,
Ezimum Mobile, ( i , e, the firſt mos
drenbyare
to read
firſt ataugh
which Chil
P , ver ) the Ninth or higheſt Sphere of the
ſortt of
: Alró
pray
and Pra
to yer -book ; alſo a kind of Printing- Heavens, which according to the Ptolemaick
pih
Aſtronomy, is ſuppos’d to contain all other
er. ero, a Game at Cards formerly Spheres within it, and to give them Motion ;
lett
Prim
turning it ſelf and them quite round from
much in Ule.
Eaſt to West, in the ſpace of cwenty four
Primicerius, ( L. ) the Maſter, or Hours.
Chief in any Office, among the ancient
Ezince, one that governs a State in
Romans.
Primicerius. Cubiſuli, the Firſt, chief, or that is deſcended from ſuch ,
Groom , or firft Gentleman of the- Bed In England , the King's or Queen Re
gent's eldeſt Son is ſtyl’d , The Prince of
. It is alſo figuratively taken for
er . rius Notariorm, the PrinciChamb
Primce
Wales
a Principal , Chief, ormoft excellent Pera
pal Secretary of State, who kept a general ſon ; as Ariſtotle is the Prince of Philoſo
Regiſter of thewhole Empire.
Piimer Seian, ( E. L. T. ) a branch phars
. ce's feather , a kind of Flowa
Prin
of the King's Prerogative, whereby he had er.
the firſt Seihin or Pofesſion , i e. the entire
Principal, chief, main ,
Profits for a Year of all Lands, and Tene
Principal point, ( in Perſpeli .) the
ments; ofwhich his Tenant in chief dy'd pointwhere the PrincipalRay falls on the
poffefſed ; the Heir being at Age, or Table.
until he were fo, if under Age : But theſe Brincipal Ray, the perpendicular Ray,
Charges are now taken away by Star. 12 which goes from the Beholder's Eye to the
Car . 2
VerticalPlane or Table.
Primigenious , ( L. ) fisſt in its kind,
A Principal, the Head of a College in
Paiming - Iron. See Primer :
an Univerſity : The chief Perſon in fome
Original.
Paiming -Horn , a great Horn full of of the Lans of Chancity, is alſocalled Princi
e.
Touch -powder, which the Gunner has by bis pal of theHouſ
Principal, is alſo the main Sumom of
Side, when the ship is in a Fight, ready Money borrowed or let out to Vie, and
the Pieces,
primeipil
to Prim
us, ( L.) the Colonel of the diſtinguiſh'd from the Interelt or Profits that
thereby;
on
among tbe Romans, the firſt ariſe
Legi
firſt
Principality, the Juriſdi& ion, or Dos
Centurion or chief Captain , who had the
of a Prince.
erithe Year minion
ge of the
Bannof
Char
Piimiti
the dard
firft or
Fruits
æ , Stan
Principalities is alſo taken for one of
che Orders of Angelsa
that are offer'd to God a Bur in our
Print
Il ] 2
Manical Hours in the Roman Church. In
furveying, a Meaſure containing 19 4
50
Inches.
Paime of a Gun,the Powder that is put
in the Pan or Touch -hole .
Prime of the moon , the New Moon
at her firſtAppearance, orabout three Days
after the Change ;at which time he is ſaid to
d. See Gotden
.
Numbe
be prime
To Prime,
to put
the rPrime
into a
allo to lay thefirſt Colour in PaintGun ;
or Pribet , a kind of
.
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Principles, ( in the Roman Milicary , from two Gods, the one Good , and the
Diſcipline ) the Main Body of the Forces, other Bad.
Priſe, ( F. ) the A & of taking a Prize :
or middle Order of the Legionary Soldiers
divided into Ten Centuries .
Inold Statu :es, it fignifies the things taken
Principle, the firſt Cauſe of the Being of the King's Subjects by Purveyors ; alſo
or Production of any thing ; a Motive or * Toll or Cuſtom due to the Ring
Inducements a Maxim or undoubted
Priſm , ( G. in Geom . ) a Solid bounded
Truth ; alſoa good practical Rule of A &tion . by leveral Planes, whole Bafes are Poly
Thus a perſon is faid To be a Man of Prin- gons equal, parallel, and alike fituared :
ciples, when he Acts according to the known Alfo a ſolid Glaſsof that Figure made in
Rules of Religion and Morality.
form of a Triangular Priſm , thro ' which
Principles, ( In Arts and Sciences ) are the Sun's Rays being convey'd are refra & ed ,
the firſt Grounds and Rules of them , o- and thew an admirable Variety of fine
therwiſe callid Elements and Rudiments; Colourslike thoſe of the Rain -bow .
2
Criangular Patim , a kind of Priſm 1.
as the Principles of Geometry , Algebra ,
Aſtronomy, &c.
whoſe cwo oppoſite Baſes are Triangles,
Dziucipled , endued with Principles ; alike , parallel and equal.
as A Perſon w. ll Principledo
Paiſmatical; belonging to Priſms ; as
Prinčock, a Youngfer too ſoon ripe Priſmatica !Glaſſes.
headed ; a pert and forward Youth .
Puiſmoid , a folid Figure contain'd un
Printing, or the art of Printing, der leveral Planes, whole Baſes are Right.
an Ingenious Art which appeard in the angled Parallelograms, parallel and alike
World about the Year 1430 or 1440 .
tiruated
Priſtine, ( L. ) ancient, former , ac
Prtor, a Goverpour of a Convent - of
Monks.
cuſtomed, wonted .
Priors aliens, were certain Priors born
Prittis , ( G.) a kind of Whale- filh of
in France, ' that had the Government of a wonderful length, fo call'd from its cut
Monafteries founded for out-landiſh Men in ting the Water as it goes ; alſo , a long
England , which were ſuppreſs’d by King and narrow Ship or Galley fhap'd like ebat
Henry V.
Fiſh ,
Datozels, a Governefs in a Monaſtery
Erivacy, ( L. ) Familiarity , Retirement,
of Nuns,either in chief or under an Aybels. Secrecy.
Priozity, a being firſt in Order, Rank,
Privado, ( Sp. a private Friend, a Fa
or Dignity : In a Law -fenſe, it is taken for vourite .
Jan Antiquiry of Tenure, compar'd with
Privateer. a Veffel fitted out by oneor
another that is not fo ancient ; as To hold more private Perſons, with a Licence from
by Priority , is to hold of one Lord more the Prince or State,to prey upon the Enemy;
anciently than another.
alſo the Commander or, Captain of fuch a
Priózy, a Religious Community under Ship .
Dzivation , a depriving, bereaving,or
the Diregion of a Prior or Priorels.
Paiſage, ( F.) that Cuſtom or Share taking away , Want Lack, or being
which belongs to the Queen, out of ſuch without, In a Law - lenfe, it is apply'd to
Merchandizes as are taken at Sea, by way a Biſhọp or Parſon of a Church, when by
of lawful Prize.
Death or ocher Ad , they are depriv'd of
Prilage, ( of Wines, ) an old Word their Biſhoprick or Benefice.
found in the Statutes of King Henry VIII, Privative, that implies Privation , or
being a Cuſtom for the King to challenge taking away , as a Privative Particle in
TWO Tun of Wine at his own Rate, which is Grammar.
Privát, a ſort of ever - green Shrub us'd
20. per Tun ,out ofevery Veſſel loaded
with Wine of leſs. Burden than forry much in Gardens for Borders, Knots, c.
Privilege, ( L. ), a Prerogative or
Tun : It is now called Butlerage, becauſe
King's or Queen's chief Advantage above others ; a ſpecial Grano
receiv'd
Butler . by the
or Right, whereby a private Perſon, or a
Priſcilla, a proper Name of Women, particular Corporation is freed from the
being a Diminutive of Priſca , which in Rigour of the Common Law , which is
Latin fignifies ancient.
either Perſonal ro Rcal.
Priſcillianifts , & fort of Hereticks Perſonal Privilege, that which is
whole Ring-leader was one Priſcillianus : allow'd to any Petfon against or beyond
They deny a the Perſons of the Trinity , the Courfe of Common Law , as a Mem
and held that all Things had beginning ber of Parliament may not be arreked ,nor
any
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any ofhis Servants during the Seſſion of Crime Charged upon another ; properly an
Accomplice in Felony, who having prov'd
the Parliament.
Real Privilege , that which is granted the charge againſt another as Principal
to a Place, as to the Univerſities, thas none or Acceſſory , either by Duel or Tryal by
may be called to Weftminſter -Hall, upon the Country, was pardon d for Lite
any. Contra & or Agreement made within and Members, but pugith'd with Tranſ
their own Precin sy or ſued in other portation.
Probatum elt, ( L. it is approved ) a
Courts.
Privileged that has the Benefit,ofor en - Term iometimes ſet at the end of a Red
for the cure of ſome Diſeaſe.
ceipt
joys fome Privilege.
Probe, a Surgeon's Inftrument, with
Erivity, private Knowledge ; as Sbe
did it without her Husband's Privity. In a which he ſearches the Depths, Windings,
Law -ſenſe, private, Familiarity , inward and other Circumſtances of Wounds or Ul
Relation. Thus if there be a Lord and cers .
Probity, Hɔneſty , Goodneſs, Upright
Tenant, and the letter holds of the other
by certain Services, there is a Privity beneſs.
tween them , in reſpect of the Tenure.
Local Problem . See Local,
Privities, are alſo the Privy or ſecret
Solid Problem. See Solid.
Problematical, belonging to a Pro.
Partsof the Body.
Privy, ſecret, private ; Particular, ac- blem ; allo that may be argued Pro and
Con , as A Problematical Dicourſe.
acceſſory to .
with ,a or
quainted
A Paidy,
Houſe of Office
Ina Law .
Droblematical Renution, ( in Alo
ſenſe,one that is Partaker, or has an Intereſt gebra ) the Method of folving hard Queſti
ons,
by certain Rules calid Canons.
in any Action or Thing .
Privy Seal , a Seal that the Queen
Probole, (G. in Anat. ) the Proceſs
firſt ſets to ſuch Grants as paſs the Great of a Bone . Sce Apoplyſis.
Sealof England ; altho' fometimes usd in
Proboſcis or Pom::( is, the Trunk
things of leſs Conſequence, that never or long Snout of an Elephant.
Ezocacity, ( L. ) Malapertneſs, Sauci
paſs the latter.
The Lord Privy Seal, a great of neſs.
Plocat ir tick , ( G. ) as a Procetky .
ficer who bas che charge or keeping of that
Seal, and is by his Place, of the Queen's Etick Cauſe, 1. e. the firſt or beginning Cauſe
Privy Council, next in Dignity to the Lord of a Difeale , which co-operates with others
that follow ; as a violent fit of Paſſion, or
Preſident.
Prize, ( F. ) that which is taken, any exceſſive heat in the Air, which inay
kind of Booty , alſo a Reward propoſed corrupt or breed ill Juice in the Blood , and
to one that ihall do a thing beft ; alſo a cauſe a Feaver.
Match or Tryal of Skill , at Swör : '- playing.
Procedence, ( L. ) a Writ which lies
Patze- Office, an Office appointed for where a Plea or Cauſeis removed from a
the Sale of Ships t ken from an Enemy as Superiour to an Inferiour Court, by Writ
lawful Prize .
of Privilege or Certiorari ; to as to bring
Probability, ( L. ) a being probable it back again to the Court, where the
or likely : Likelihood, appearance of Suit was firft begun, to be proceeded
Truth .
in there, after it appears that the De
probable, likely, orlike to be.
fendant has no caule of Privilege, or
Probate of Tettaments , the pro. that the Matter in the 'Bill is not well
ducing and proving of the Wills of Per - proved,
fons deceaſed before the Ecclefiaftical Judge
Proceed, that which ariſes from a
appointed by the Biſhop or Ordinary of the ching ; as The Neat Proceeds among Mera
cbanis. See Neat Weight.
Place, where the Partydied.
Probation . Proof, Tryal or Eſſay ; el
To proceed, to come from , or be des
pecially the Tryal of a Student, who is rived , to ſpring or have ics riſe from ; 10
about to take his Degrees in an Univer- ac , or deal.
fity , or of a Novice before he is admitted
Proceleviſmaticus Pes, ( in Grammar)
to profeſs a Religious Life.
a Foot conſiſting of four Mort Syllables 3
Probationarý, belonging to Probation; as Pelagius.
Procerity, Length , Heighth , Talaeſs,
as The Probationary Laws.
Probationer, a Scholar, or Novice
Docers , Irons hooked atthe ends and
us'a by Glas-makers,
that undergoes a Probation .
Probator, ( L. T. ) an Approver or
Procesor
Acculer, one who undertakes to prove a
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BE20ceſs , a going forward, a Series or ed Zygoma, that reaches from the Eye
Order of Things : In a Law - ſenſe , the to the Ear.
manner of proceeding in every Cauſe ;
Płochein Amy, ( F. 1. T. a Friend
or the beginning or principal part of it : near at hand ) a Term us'd in Commori
In Chymistry, it fignihes the whole exact Law , for one who being next of Kin to
Courie of any Operation or Experiment: a child in Nonage, is allow'd to manage
In Anatomy, it is the fame with pro- his Affairs, and to redreſs any Wrong done
ceffus; the knob or bunching out part to him .
ot a Bone .
Pjochzoniſm , ( G. ) an Errour in
Procellion, á palling on , or going for- Chronology or Computation of Time ; a
waru ; a folemn walking of the Clergy ſetting things down before the real time
and People of the Church of Rome, in they happen'd in .
Diocidentia , ( L. ) a falling down of
their Ornamental Habits, with Hymas, Mu
fick , &c. There was alſo a cuſtomary a thing out of its Place.
Procidentia Ant , a falling of the
Proceſſion of the Pariſh . Prieſt, the Patroii
of the Church, and the Pariſhioners with Rettum Inteftinum, or Straig Gut thro'
the chief Flag or Holy Banner, in Afcen- the Fundament, which is occaſion’d by a
fion Week , to take a Compaſs round the two great Looſeneſs, and often happens to
Bounds of the Manout , and pray for a Children .
Proctdentia atert, a looſening, os 2
Bleſſing on the Fruits of the Earth. Whence
our preſent Cuſtom of Pérambulation, the inner Cout of the Vagina or Neck of
which is ftill commonly call'd Proceſſioning the Womb : Some think the Womb it felf
may fall down ; but the Ligaments are fo
and going in Proceſſion.
Proceſſion, is alſo the Ceremony of a ſtrong as to hinder any fuch Fall .
Prince's, paiting on Foot, from one place to
To proclaim , topubliſh with a loud
another,with a Train of Noble-men and voice, to declarewith Solemnity.
Proclamation, the Ad of proclaiming,
other attendants as ar a Coronation, Fu
a folemn publiſhing with ſound of Trum
neral Solemnity , &c.
Proceſſional, belonging to a Proces. pet, or buat of Drum : Allo a Declaration
or Order iflu'd out by the Queen to
lion .
Proceſſuni continuando, ( L. ) a give notice of what she thinks fit te Her
Writ for the Continuance of a Proceſs, Subjects .
after the Death of the chief Juſtice or 0
Proclamation of a fint, Notice o
ther Juſtices in the Commiſſion of Ojer and penly and folemnly given at all the Affizes
Terminer .
held'in the County, within one year after
Proceſſus Proceſs,or going forward ,Pro- the engroſſing of it.
ficiency : In Anatomy, a Proceſs or knob
Proclamation of Rebellion , publick
at the end of a Bone,
Notice given by an Officer That à Man
Proceffus Chymicus, a Proceſs of not appearing upon a Subipana, òr an At
tachment in the Chancery Mall be accounted
Chymical Operations.
Proceffus Ciliaris, a Term in Ana & Rebel, unleſs he ſurrender himſelf at a
Day allign'd in the Writ.
tomy. See ( iliare Ligamentum .
Broclivity, Aprneſs, · Diſpoſition , or
Proceſſus armillares, See Pas
Inclinatiou to a thing.
piliarum Procell's.
Procellus Peritonzí, two Pipes or Procondyli, (G. in Anat .) the Bones
Channels , one on each ſide the Os Pubis, of the Fingers, next the back of the
or Share-Bone, which reach in the Skin Hand.
of the Scrotum thro' the Holes of the
ProsConfefTo, ( L. L. T. ) when after
Tendons of the Oblique and Tranſverſe a Bill exhibited in Chancery, the Defendant
Muſcles.
appears upon a Habeas Corpus iſſu'd out
Proceflus Styliformis, or Styloides, to bring him to the Bar, and the Court
a kind of ourward Proceſs or Knob of the aſſigns bim a Day to anſwer, which being
Bones of the Temples, which is flender expir’d, and no Anſwer put in, a ſecond
and long, having the Horns of the Bone Habeas Corpus is granted, and a farther
callid Hyoides, syed to it.
Day appointed , at which Day if he do
Proceſſus Zygomaticus or Jugalis, not anſwer , the Bill upon the plaintiffs
an "ourward Proceſs of the Bones of the Motion , ſhall be taken pro confeſſo , s. e.
Temples, which runs forward and is joyn'd as if ithad been confeſſed by the Defens
with the Bone of the upper Jaw , from dant's Anſwer,
which Jundure is formed the Bridge term .
Praconful,
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Proconſul, a Roman Magiſtrate, ſent to act as Proxies and Repreſentatives of the
Sovern a Province , with a Conſular and church.
extraordinary Power: His Equipage was
Procuratozium , the procuratory or
provided at the Charge of the Publick , Inftrument, by which any Perſon or com
confifting in Pavillions, Charging Horſes, munity did confticute or appoint their
Mules, Clerks, Secretaries,
c. but the Proct'r or Protors to repreſent them in
Office laſt. d no longer than one Year.
any Judicial Court or Courſe .
To Procraſtinate, to pur or drive off
To Procure, to get for another , to
help to: It is all taken in an ill Senſe, for
from Day to Day:
Procragination, a procraſtinating, or to act as a Pimp, or Bawd.
Procyon , a fixed Star of the ſecond
delaying
To Prorreate ,to beget ; as Toprocreate Magnitude, going before the Dog -Star ;
the left r Dog -Star.
Children
Prodes homes , ( F. Wiſe Men , ) a
Procreation , the Ad of Procreating.,
Proctor, an Advocate, who for his Title ofien given in our old Books to the
Fee undertakes to manage another Man's Barons or oth'r Military Tenints that were
Cauſe in any Court of the Civil or Ec- callid to the King's Council, and were tu
clefiaftical Law : In the Weſt of England, give their advice according to the beſt of
they give the Name of Proctor to one aneir Prudence and Knowledge.
Prodigal, profuſe, lavish , waſteful, rio
that gathers the Fruits of a Benefice for
tous; allo vain glorious, foo iſh .
another,
Proctons , are alſo two Perſons choſen
prodigality , a being Prodigal, Pro
from among the Students in an Univerfity ; fureneſs, Laviſhneſs.
to ſee good Orders and Exerciſes duly per
Pzoutgious, monitrous, wonderful ;
extra » dinary, excellive , valt.
formed there.
Proctors of the Clergy, thoſe who
Drodigy, an effect beyond Nature, à
are choſen to appear for the Cathedraland nonſtrous or preternatural Thing.
+ Podition , Treaſon, Treachery .
Collegiate Churches, as allo for the common
Clergy of every Dioceſs at the Parliament ,
Podziarius Canis , ( in old Records)
and to fit in the Lower Houſe of Convo a Serring. Doz , a Lurcher.
Prodlomus , ( G. ) a Fore-runner or
Gation.
Procumbent Leibes, are thoſe leaves Harbinger : Prodromus Morbus, a Diſeaſe
of Planrs , that lie flat on the Ground .
that comes before a greater , as Straightneſs
Procuracy, the Deed , or Writing, of the Breaft preceeds a Conſumption, or
the Rickets.
whereby one is made a Procuraror.
To Police , ( L. ) to yield or bring
Procuratton, a Power by which one
forth , to cauf , to thew or expoſe to 'View ,
is intruſted to act for another.
Procuratton or Procuration - Do - In Geometry. To produce - Right-line is to
ney, a Ducy which Parith -P.ieſts pay year continue or draw it out farther, till it have
ly to the Bifhop or Arch-Deacon , upon ac. any appointed Length .
count of Viſitation : Alſo the Money
Poduit Fruit, Effect ; as The Pro
wbich is given to Scriveners, by thoſe dmits of the Earth, of one's Wit, bc. In
that take up ,any Summ of them at In- Arithirietick, it is the Number fought ,
or ariſing from the Multiplication of ſeveral
tereſt.
Numbers given : So it's be given tobe
Procuraton, ( L. ) a Proctor, a Fact
or Sollicitor ,th at manages another Man's multiply'd by 3 , or 3 by S , the Produt
Affair ; allo a Governour of a Country is 15. It is alſo ſometimes termed the
under a Prince, a Steward : In some old Rectangle and the Fact. Jo Geometry, when
Statutes, it is taken for one that gathers two Lines are multiply'd one by another
the Product is always cali'd the Kectangle ,
the Fruits of a Benefice for the Parſon.
Procurator of St. park, a Magi- which See.
ftrate at Venice, who is the next Perſon in
Eroduction, Produd, or Fruit ; allo
Dignity to the Dogue or Duke of that a lengthening : Productions are alſo
Works
or Effects either of Nature or Arr.
Çommon -Wealth.
Procurator gonafterii, the Advo. In Anatomy, the Parts of Bones that bunch
care of a Religious Houſe, who was to a liiele out.
follicit the Intereſt, and plead the Cauſes
Productive, apt to produce, or bring
forth,
of the Society.
Proecthens, ( G.) a running out firft
Parochia
Ecclefiæ
> lis,Telocuratores
the Church -Wardens, who are to or before : In Rhetorick.a Figure wherein the
Speaker
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Speaker by his Anſwer containinga Reaſon ſaid to be in Profil, or in aSide-view . It is
of what he or fome other has laid or done , alſo taken for the Draught of any Piece of
defends himſelf or the other Perſon as un Architecture or Fortification ;in which is ſet
blamable.
down the Breadth , Depth and Height of
Proegumena, ( in the Art of Phyſick.) the whole Work ; but it does not repreſent
a fore going inward Cauſe of a Diſeaſe, the Length, which Property belongs to the
occafioned by another Cauſe; ſo that if it be plan or Ground-plot : So that t’ismuch the
remov'd ,theDiſeaſe may ftill continue ; Asa rame with a Proſpect of a Place, City,
Plethory or ill Juice in the Blood, produced Building, 6. view'd lide-ways, and
by ill Dier,whence proceed Stoppages of the expreſs”d according to the Rules, of Per
fpe & ive. It is alſo ſometimes taken for the
Veftels, &c.
Proem , ( G. ) a Preface, an Ent’rance Out-lines of any Figure ; but that way. Of
into a Diſcourſe .
Expreſfon is improper .
Profit, ( 1. ) Gain, Advantage; In
Eroepízeurts , a Grammatical Figure,
when a Verb is put between two Nouns, tereft.
To Profit, to make a Progreſs, to
which oughtto be plac'd atthe end,
Profanation, the Act of profaning.
improve, to get Profit cr Advantage, to
Profant, ungodly, upholy ; unhallow- be uſeful. To Profit by to make a Bea 2
ed :
nefit of.
Profitabit, beneficial, advantageous
To Profane, to abuſe Holy Things ; to
uſeful.
pollute , or unhallow .
Profections, ( in Aftrol .') are equal and
Profligate, ' ( L. ) wicked, villanous;
regular Progreſſions or Courſes of theSun, debauched , or lewd, to the higheſt dee
and other Significators in the Zodiack , ac gree.
cording to theSucceſion of the Signs ; al
To Profligate one's ſetf, to give bim
lowing to each Profe& ion the whole ſelf up to allmanner of Vice,Lewdneſs, and
Circle and one Sign over : As if the Sun, Debauchery.
in the firſt Year , be in 24 Degrees of
+ Proftuenct, a fowing plentifully, an
Aries, next Year it will be in 24 Degrees Abundance,
of Taurus.
E zafound, deep, moſt commonly taken
To. Doceſs, to declareand make one's in a figurative Senſe, and often joynd100
felf knownto be of ſucha Religion, Sector ther Wordsto adda greater Weight and
Party ; to apply one's ſelf to a particular Force to them ; as Profound Reverence, Pro.
Study, or Calling , and to make a publick found Learning, &c.
Profundity, Deepneſs, Depth.
Exerciſe of it ; alſo to proteft, or declare
Profoundus muſcnlus.(in Anat.) 2
folemnly.
A lofefied Monk o nun, one that Muſcle that bends the Fingers.
320faſe, laviſh , waſteful.
having made bis orher Vow , is admitted to
be of a Religious Order.
Pzofufion or Pzofureneſs, ( properly
Brofellion, a Condition of Life, a pouring our ) a needleels and lavith fpendCallings or Trade, that onemake, choice ing, exceſſive Liberality ,
of, publick Corifeffion, Proreftation.
To prog, to uſe all Endeavours to
Profeffour, cnethat profeſſes any get or gain ; as To prog for Vi&tmals, Ri
Religion , or Perſwaſion : Allo a Lcctu ches, & c.
ter or Reader of any Art or Science
Progenitour, ( L. ) Anceftour, or Fore.
in the Publick Schools of an Univerſiry.
father.
Proffer, Offer, Attempe : In a
Progeny. Offspring, or Iffue.
Law - ſente, the time ' appointed for tak.
Progutoūs , (G. ) á knowing before,
ing the Account of Sheriffs and other Of Fore.boding, Fore-knowledge: In the Art
ficers in the Exchequer, which is twice in of Phyſick, it is the fame as Prognoftick
Sign ; which See
the Year .
Ezofistency, the fate cr quality of To Prognofticate, to fore- tell, conjea
Proficient.
& ure , or gueſs.
Prognottication , The A & of prognofti
Profictent, one that profits by his Stu
dies, or hisApplication to any Art ; one that cating.
Prognotticatoj , one that prognoſti
is forward in Learning.
Profil (I.aTerm in Painting) which pro- cares or pretends to fore.tell future
perly ſignifies a Head or Face les Gde-ways, Events.
as on Coins or Medale ; and ſuch a face is
A Pzogaolíck, a boding Sign, or Taken
of ſomething to coms:
Prognoſticks
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Prognosticks or Prognoftick Signs,
Dowder of projection, a ſort of Mata
(among Phyſicians) Signs by which they ter much boafted of by Come Alchymifts
diſcover what is liketo become of afick who affirm it tobe the Seed of Gold is
Perſon, with reſpect to Recovery, or felf, and to have theFaculty of multiplying
Death .
or encreaſing Gold .
Projection of the Sphere, ( in udo
Programma, an Edi & or Proclamation
fet up in a publick Place ; alſo a Bill pofted Aron.) 'is & drawing the Circles of the
up, or deliver'd by Hand, to give publick Sphere, or any parts of them , upon the
Notice of ſome Speech'or Ceremony to be Plane of fome Circle.
Gnomonick Pļojeetion , is that where
performed in a College, or School in an
the Plane of Projedtion is parallel to a great
Univerſity .
7.
Progreſs, a proceeding or going for Circle of the Sphere, and where the Eye
ward in a Buſinets , allo ä Journey taken is ſuppos'd to be in the Center of the
by 2 Princeor Nobleman .
Earth .
Progrelion, a going on, an Advance : Dathograpbick Projection , is chas
In Mashemaricks, a Train of Quantities wherein the Eye is taken to be at infinice
which follow one another, and keep a diftance from the Circle of Projection.
cerçain Proportion among themſelves.
Stereographick Projection , is that
Arithmetical Dzogrefdon or ons which ſuppoſes the Eye to be in the Pole
Itinual Propoztion acithmetical, ise of the Plane of Projection, 90 Degrees
Conſequence, or Train of Numbers, or other diſtant from, and perpendicular to it.
Quantities in continued Arithmetical Pro Projectour, one that projects, or con
portion.
trives any Deſign
Projecture, ( in Architect. ) the juta
Geometrical Progreſſion , is the like
Train of Numbers, or Quantities in Geo- ting;or leaningout of any part of a Building,
metrical Proportion continued.
the coping of a Wall .
Progreſåve, that proceeds, or goes
Projecturing Table, is that which
00 .
juts out beyond the naked face of a Wall. ,
To. Prohtbit, to forbid, to bar or keep Pedeſtal, or any Part to which it ſerves as an
from
Ornament.
Prohibited Commodities,ſuch Goods
pa yndiviſo, ( L.L. T. :) an Occupao
as are not to bebrought in, or convey'ation or poffeffion of Lands, c. belonging
out of the Nation .
to two or more Perſons in common , fo thai
Prohibitio de vako directa parti, none knows his refpe& ive Portion or
( L.) a Writ forbidding the Tenant to share.
Prolabia , ( in Anat.)ithe atmoft buncha
in make Waſte upon the Land in Controverſy,
during the Suit.
ing out parts of the Lips.
Biohibition, a forbidding, an Hinde.
Prolegomena , ( GO) Preparatory Dila
rance. In Aftrology, it is when two Planets courles, Prefaces, or Preambles.
applying
Apped
are
to an
, and in the mean
ProlepØs, ( in Gram. ) a Figure of
while another Planet interpoſes either its conſtruction in which the whole dõas duly,
Body,or Alpea :Alſo theName of a Writ, agreewith the verb or Adjedive, and
which lies for one impleaded in the Court then the Parts of the wholeare reduc'd to
Chriftian , for a Cauſe belonging to the Cog- the fame Verb or Adjedive, with which
nizance of the Queen's Court,
Rhetorick , a Figure
they do not agree :
Prohibitory, that belongs to a Prohi- whereby we prevent an Objedion byman
bition, or that førbids,
king it our felves.
Proleptical or Proleptick, belonging
i Project, Deſign, Purpoſe , Contrivance .
Piojected, defigned , contrived ; in a to che Figure Prolepſis.
Mathematical Senſe, drawnupon a Plane.
Proleptick Diſeaſt, a Diftemper abus
Projectiles or Projected Bodies , always anticipates.
( in Philos.:) fuch Bodies as being put into
Proles, ( L. ) an OA.Spring, Race, or
A violent Motion, are cat off from the Stock In Law , the illuc of an unlawful
Place, where they receiv'd their Quantity , Red.
of
afterwardsmove at a ditance Prolifical or prolifiek, kt for Gener
froMotion,and
m it .
ration, 'ape to breed or bring forth.
on
Projecti , the Ad of projeding : In Prolifick Signs, ( in Aftrol. ) are
Chymijtry,itis when any Mater to be calcin'd Cancer, Scorpio and Pifces.
0. fulmigaged is put into a Crucible Spoon
Polif, tedious or large in Speech,
tul afcer Spoonful,
M mm
Proltxity,
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Paolicity, a being prolix , Tediouſneſs To Pronulge, to proclaim , or publiſh s
as To promulge aLan.
indiſcourfing or writing.
Prolocatoz, a Chair-Man, or Speaker
Pionaos or Pronaus, ( G. ) a Church
of the Higher or Lower Houſe of Con . Porch , a Portico to a Palace.
vocation, or General Affemblies of the Pronatoz Radii Duadratus, ( L. in
Clergy .
Anat. ) a Muſcle of the Arm , which is in .
Prologut, ( G. ) a ' Preface, properly ferred to the upper and outward part of the
a Speech made to recommend a Stage- Radius.
Play , to the People .
Pronato. Radit Teres, 2 Muſcle
To Potong, ( L.) to make a thing which has its inſertion a little above che 1
middle of the Radius on the out-ade.
laſt longer, to lengthen.
Pront. ( L. ) inclined to a ching.
Prolongation , a prolonging, lengthen
Prong, a Pitch -fork .
ing, da
3
Prolyta, ( G..) a Licentiare of the Civil
Pronominal, ( L. ) belonging to a
Lax , that has Audy'd it four Years .
Pronoun.
AT
Promenade, ( F.) a Walk in the
Pronoun , a Part of Speech that is ſet
Fields to take the Air.
before or ftands for a Noun .
BA
To Pronounce, to utter or ſpeak, to
Prominence ; ( L. ) the jutting of a
paſs one's Judgment or Verdi & .
thing out or over .
Dronunciation , the manner of pronoun
Pzomtnent, hanging over, jurcing or
ftanding out.
cing a diftindt uttering of Words, Syllables, MR
Piomiſcuous, mingled together, or one Letters, & c.
with another.
Proof, an Eſſay or Tryal, an Argument
Promiſe, an Afſurance by Word of or Reaſon to prove a Truth ; Teſtimony,
Mouth to do any thing : In Law , it is when Mark .
ad
upon a valuable Confideration , a Man binds
To Propagati, co cauſe any thing to
himfelt by his Word, to perform ſuch an multiply or encreaſe , to ſpread abroad.
AC, as is agreed on and concluded with
Propagation, the Ad of propagating.
another.
Po partibus liberandis, (L. ) 12
To Promiſe, to make a Promiſe, to Writ for thespartition or dividing of Lands
among Coheir .
engage orgive one's Word .
BY
Propenſe, prone , inclinable to.
Promittory, belonging to Promiſe .
Domittojs or Bromiffons, ( in A. Plopenfion or Propenfity, Inclination
Arol. ) certain Diredions, fo call'd becauſe Bent.
they promile in the Radix , ſomething to Proper, peculiar, convenient, firting
be accompliſh'd when the Time of ſuch Di. alſo that is of a fine, or tall Stature.
rection is fufilled .
Proper fraction, ( in Arith .) fuch
Promontoiy, a Mouotain , Hill, or any , a one "as is leſs than Unity, having its
high Ground , running out a great way into Numerator leſs than the Denominator.
the Sea,
Proper Smotion , ( in Altron .) the
To Promote, to advance , or prefer ; Motion of a particular Planet from Wet
to carry on , or farther.
to Eaſt.
Promoter , one that promotes or carries Proper Dame, ( in Gram. ) that
on a Buſineſs . In Law , Promoters or pro- which is preculiar to certain Perſons, or
mosters, are a fort of Informers, who for Things,
Proper kavigation , is the guiding of
proſecuting ſuch as offend in penal Actions,
* Ship to any propoſed Harbour, where
have part of the Fines for their Reward .
Promotion , Preferment, Advancement. the Voyage is to be perform'd in the vaft
Prompt, ready, quick, nimble, Prompt Ocean.
Properneſs ,Talneſs of Stature .
Payment, • preſent paying of Money .
To Prompt, to tell or whiſper, so put
Property , natural Quality or Virtue,
one upon .
Righe or Duethat belongs to every Man :
Promptitude or Dramptneſs, Readi- Alo a Scalking- Horſe, Tool, or Blind
In Law , Property or Propriery is the high
nefs, Quickneſs.
Promptuary, 1 Store-houſe, a But- eft Right that a Man has, or can have to
tery :
any thing
107ottwigated , published , or preclai.
Drophafis, ( G. ) an Excufe, a Presence
med .
or "Colour : Among Phyficians, a Fore
promulgation , skę.A& of promulging knowledge of Diſeaſes.
or publiſhing.
Prophecy.
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Prophecy, a Predi& ion , or Fore- tell- | metrical Reaſon , equal to that of the Diffe .
rence of the two firſt to the Difference of
ing
To Propheſy.to fore tell things to come, the two laft. able
Proportion
, agreeable to the Rules
to expoundDivine Myſteries.
Prophet, one that fore-tells future of Proportion .ably
Events ; aPerſon inſpired by God to
Propoztion
, a Likeneſs of Propor.
reveal his Laws, Commands , and My- tion .
Propoztionals, proportional Numbers,
Ateries.
Propheteſs, a Woman that prophe or Quantities; i. e. 'ſuch as are in Mathe
matical Proportion.
fies.
Propbetical or Prophetick, belonging
Propoztum , Purport, Intention, Meane
ing.
to a Prophet, or to Prophecy .
Prophylactica. (G. P. 1.) that part of Dopoſal, Propofition, or Offer .?
To Propoſe, to ſpeak, offer, declare,
Phyfick which prevents , or preſerves trom
to move or make a Motion,
Diſeaſes.
Propinquity, ( L. ) Nearneſs, Nigh
Propofition , a thing propoſed, a Moti.
on, whatſoever is ſaid ofany Subje& : Alſo
nels.
To Propitiate , to atone, to pacify or a thing propoſed to be demonſtrated , of
proved .
appeale.
Propitiation , the A& of propitiating ; Eropotiſma, ( G. ) the taking a Doſe
AD Atonement .
of Pbyfick :
To Propound , ro propoſe, to fer on foot
Propittatory , tłat ſerves, or is of force
rome
Diſcourſe , or ſome Doubt or Queſtion
ate
to propiti or arone.
The Propitiatory or Bercy- Seat, to be reſolved.
( amongthe ancientJews ) a Table or Co. Dropounder, he that propounds a
ver lind on both sides with Gold -plates, Matter : In Law , Propounders are Monopoli
zers or Engrofſers of Commodities .
and fer over the Ark of the Covenant.
Pro - Diäto ), a Roman Magiſtrate , who
Dropitious, favourable, merciful, kind .
Proplalm , ( G. ) a Mould, wherein had all the Power of a Prætor conferred up
any Metal or Soft Matter that will afterwards on him .
Proprietary or Proppleton, one that
harden, is caft.
Doplattice, the Art of making Moulds, has a Property in any thing i an Own
er
in which any thing is caſt or framed,
Proprietate probanda, a Writ that lies
Propomá, a Drink made of Wine, Ho.
for cne, who would prove a Property before
Hey, or Sugar.
Propozeitas, ( L. L. T. ) the Decla. thejSheriff
ration , Deliverance, or Verdict of a. Propriety , proper Senſe ; the Pro*
priecies ofa Speech are the peculiar Phrales
Jury.
Proportion, Agreement, Agreeable. or Expreſſions in ſuch a Language:
Proprofs, ( G. P. T. ) the falling
neſs, Antwerableneſs : In Archite&ture,the
relation that all the work has to its Parts , | down of ſome part of the Bɔdy.
Prapplæum , ( in Archite& .) the Porch
and which every one feparately has tothe
Whole Building : In Mathematicks, when of a Temple or great Hall. y
P20 - Duzitoz, a Deput or Vice- Treas,
ſeveral Quantities or Numbers are com
par'd one to another , with reſpect to their furer.
tion , a deferring or putting
Propaga
Greatneſs or Smallneſs.
Propoption or Relation in Duality , off ;eſpecially a putting off the Seſſion of
is either,the Reſpectthat the Reaſons of Parliament, co a certain cime appointed by
Numbers have one to another, or elſe that the Queen .
which their Differences have one to ano .
To Prologut , to prolong, to put off
for ſome time,
ther.
Proſaick , being in, or belonging to
Arithmetical Proportion , is when
ſeveral Numbers differ according to an e . Proſe .
To Profcribe, ( L. ) to out-law , to
qual Difference.
Geometrical Proportion , is when di- baniſh ,
g
vers Numbers differ accordin to like Rate
Profcription , ( among the Romans )
or Reaſon ; i. a. when the Reaſons of Num- a Confiſcation of Goods, and ſetting
bers compar'd together are equal.
them to open Sale , an Outlawry, or Banish
harmonical Proportion, is that where ment.
Pole the plain uſual way of Expreſſion
in the furf Term is to the laft in a Geo
opposid
M m m 2
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opposed to Verle; alſo a part of she Popiſh | fills up what iswatring, as when Fiduloas
Mals in Latin Verſe.
Ulcers are filld up with Fleſt.
To Proſecute,to purſue, carry on , or go
A Politate: ( L.) a common Harlot;
on with, to ſue at Law.
a ſhameleſs Whore .
proſecution, a proſecutings Purſuit,
To Profitáte, to expoſe or let
Continuance.
open to every one that comes, so yield 2
Profecutor, one that follows a Cauſe, or up one's Body and Monour to Luft, co
WW
lues in another's Name.
ſenſual Pleaſure, of mercenary Interer:
Profelyte, ( 6. ) 2 Perſon converted
Proſtitution , the A& 'of Proſtitu
from thatFaith or judgment be was of beting .
fore, to another.
Drottomia, the red -tigdured part of
Prolodta or Prolody, that part of the Lips.
Grimmar, which teaches the right me
proftrate. ( L. ) laid Aat along.
thod of accenting, and pronouncing Syl To zentrate one's ſelf, to caft'oni,
lables.
relf at another's Feet.
Prolodian, ope skill'd in Proſody.
Proftration, the A& of proftrat.
Profonomatit, a Rhetorical Figure, ing.
when Allufion is made to the likeneſs of Poſtylos or Brottyle, ( G. in Archio
Sound in ſeveral Names or Words:
te &t.) a Building that has only Pillars in ka
Proſopopata, an Ornament in Rhetorick , the front.
Potafis, a Maxim ,or Proposition, allo spett
whereby Things that are void of Life
ate repreſented asliving reaſonable Crea- the firft Part of a Stage-Play, that explaiusega
tures, and brought in to ſpeak, or receive an theArgumentof the piece
Addreſs.
Pocatick, belonging to aPrótaſt.
Proſpect, ( L. ) a View , or Sight afar To Protect, ( L.) to defend, wo maitseon
20tik
off , a Defign, or Aim ,
tain , ' to couhienance .
Protection, the A & of protecting sim
Diofpective ) as A proportivo Glaſs,
a Glaſsſetina Frame, to take Defence,Shelter ;InLavo; that Berjetir sind
a View of things at a conſiderable di- Safety which every Subje&t, bás by the things
itance.
Queen's Law .
To Proſper, to make proſperous, ta Dzotectoz, a Defender, ove char under detop
give Succeſs ; to ſucceed or be fuccef- takes to defend the Miſerable and Aflito kia
ed : One that is made choice of to go
ful.
Pļoſpexity, the Condition of one that vern aKingdom during theMinority of a bit
has allthings according to his Heart's Deſire, Prince.
Protéctric. & Patroneſs, or Defen. Borot
Happineſs, good Luck.
Proſperous. favourable, fortunate , dreſs.
Pietersity, Waywardneſs, Browards one
Lucky
Profpheromena. (G. P.T. ) Meats or nels.
Declaration againſt a Pers )
Medicines taken inwardly .
Proteſt,
Procpheſis, I( in Surgery ) a growing ty charged wich ' the Payment of Estate
together, when two Fingers are joyn'd to change, for refuſing to pay the ſame.
ToProteſt,tomake fuch a Prorek ,rb BD
each other.
by
Podaca , ( in Anat.) two Glandules make a ſolemn Promiſe : In Law openly, to hy
but
chat lye under the SeminalBladders affirm , That one does not at all, orsa,
near the common Paſſage of the Semen and conditionally yield his Conſent to any
Urine.
orto theProceedings of a Judge,exc.
+ Droſternation, a beating, or bearing
Poteftancy or Protellanetim, he
down .
Religion or Do & rine and Principles of Pro. Bonite
Drottethys, the fore-ſide of the Breaſt s teftants.
allo a fefhy part in the Hollowsof the Poteffants, 2 Name given to the
Hands and Feet,
first Reformers in Germany, from the the
Piothapparells, (in Aftron.) is thepublickProteftation they made at spordi
fame withthefiguation of the Orbitof 2
. 1529, to appeal from the Decrees
Planer, orthe Difference between its true of the EmperoürCharles V. có a General
and mean Motion .
Council.
Piotthtas, a Grammatical Figure, Proteftation , a protehing againet, an
when Letter orSyllableisadded tothe opendeclaringof one's Mind, ifolemn Your
beginning ofa Word .IoSurgery ;thatwhich ofAlutatice In Law , 1Velence of
Safeguard

.
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Safeguard to the Party" that makes it, Proveditor, ( I. ) a great Military
from being concluded by che Ad he is an Officer in Italy, eſpecially at Vonice ; an
Overſeer joyn'd to the General of an
bout to do.
s, a Sea-Deityhimſelf
.
Poets
the
as
,
who
Diotti
er, (F. ) Food for Cattel.
Diodend
into what Army
feign'd, could change
Proverb, ( L.) a common , or old Sayo
Shape he pleas'd : Whence the Name is ap
ply'd to all crafty and deceitful People , ing .
that can comply with all Humours and Dir. Proverbial, belonging to a Proverb .)
To provide, to furnish with, to pre
poſitions.
Piotherides, ( G. ) the Coinsor Cor- pare.
Brouldntct, Warineſs, Fore-light ,
ders of a Wall, the Croſs -beams or aver.
more especially theSupreme Intelligence of
thwart Rafters.
Pothraum , a Porch at the outer God, and his Goveroment of all created
Door of an Houſe, a Fence of Pales or beings.
Rails.
Drobibent, having good Foro-caft, wery ,
Protocol, the firſt Draught of Deed , thrifty.
Hrovtuencia , Providence, Pore -catt :
Contract, or Inſtrument.
Proto - Foreſtarius, ata Officer wkom In old Records , Proviſion of Meat of
the King heretofore made Chief of Windſor. Drink.
Providential, belonging to Divine
Foreſt, to determine all Cauſes of Death or
Providence.
Mayhem there .
Drotomartyr, the firſt Martyr, who
Province, a confiderable part of a King
fuffer d Death in Teſtimony of the Truth of dom or Country , allo che Extent of an
the Goſpel.
Archbiſhop's Jurifdition : Allo Ofice, or
Pictonotary or Prothonotary, a prin. Bulmeſs.
cipal Clerk , of whom there are three be.
The Twitet 'Povinces of the Are
longing to the Common Pleas, and one to therlands , the seven - Northern Pro 1
vinces of the Low -Countries, that made
the Queen's Bench .
Protopathia, ( G.P. T. ) a primary or ſa firm and perpetual Alliance at Utrecht,
An. 1579 .
original Diſeaſe,
Dzotoplaſt, ( s. e. firft formed or Province -Rolti i kind of Roſe.
made ) a Title given to our firft Father Flower,
9.ovincial, belonging to a Province,
Adem .
Prototype, an original Types the file or to the Cruntry of Provence in Franće:
Pjovtncial, Synod an Afferably of the
Model or Pattern of a thing.
Prototypon , ( in Gram. ) a primitive, Clergy if a Particular Province.
A Provincial, a Chief Governour of
or original Word .
Brotoztugma, a part of the Figure calla all the Religious Houſesof the fame Order
in a Province.
Zeugma .
To Diotract, ( L. ) to prolong. or
To Probine, ( in Haſbandry ) to
delay thetime; to lay down a Draught of a propagate the Vine, to lay i Vine -ſtock
in the Ground that others may codic
Map , sc.
+ Protraction , putting off, a deferring from it .
Prodition , a providing , or taking care
or delaying.
Protracting- Otn , a táper piece of of; aifo any thing provided, neceſſaries för
Braſs with a silver-Point, to prick off Life : In Canon. Lam, the Pope's provid .
any Degrees and Minutes from the Pro- ing of a Biſhop a Spiritual Living before
tractor .
che Death ofthe Incumbent : Alſo the Wagęs
Protratto , an Inftrument chiefly usd due to a Fador.
to lay down an Angle of anyaffigned Quan : Provifional, done by.way of, or belong
rity of Degreess or an Angle being pro- ing to a Provilo.
tra & ed, to find the quaority of Degrees it
Provilo , ( 1. ) a Claufe or Condition
made in any Deed or Writing ; without the
contains.
To Botrúde,( Poétical Word ,) có Thruf Performanceof which, the Deed becomes
void .
or puſh forward
Probilor, ( Title of Dignity in ſome
Brotuberante, i rifing of ſwelling
out ; elſo the Proceſs or Knob of a Colleges ) the Patron or chief Governour ;
alto one that fues to the Court of Roman " for
Bone.
.
Protuberant, bunching, or Aanding a Provifion r
contra monaßerit, ( O. L. ) the
out.
Treaſure :
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Treaſurer or Steward of a Religious
Nouſe .
Pzavifor Uictuallum , the Queen's
Purveyor.
Provocation, a provoking, or urgo
ing.
A Provocative or Provocative oes
dicine, a Medicine that ſerves to ſtrength
en Nature, in order to Venery .
To Provoke, to move or ftir up, to
anger or urges in a Medicinal Senſe, to
difpofe to , or cauſe.
Propoft, ( F. ) a Preſident or Governº
our of a College or Collegiate Church Alſo a Magiftrate in France, whoſe Bu
Snels is to take Cognizance of Enemies,
Robbers, and others that commit Out
rages.
The Great Provoſt, the ordi
mary Judge of the French King's Houſe.
hold .
Provoft-Marſhal, an Officer appoint
ed to ſeize and ſecure Deſerters and all
other Criminals, in the Queen's Army
Alſo an Officer in the Royal Navy ,
who has charge of the Priſoners taken at
Sea.'
Provoſt of Perchants, the chief
Magiſtrate or Mayor of the City of Paris
in France .
Provoſt of the spine, an Officer ap:
pointedto provide for all the Moneyersgand
to overſee them .
Dovottal, belonging to a Provoſt.
Drow, the fore- part of a Ship. Allo 20
old Word for Honour.
Pzowels, ( F.) Valour, á valiant or
mighty Ad.
To Prowl,to go about pilfering or fileh.
ing, to gape afterGain .
Procimtty, ( L. ) Nearneſs or Neightourhood, a nigh Degree of Kindred ,
Prory, a Deputy, one that ads or
does Bufineſs in the Name of another :
Allo a Prodor's Commiſſion from his
Client, to manage a Cauſe on his be
half.
Drudence, wiſdom .
Prudent, wiſe , diſcreet, adviſed.
Prudential, belonging to , or favouring
of Prudence.
puna, ( L. ) a burning or live
Ccal ; alſo a Carbuncle, or Plague.Core.
Pune, a Plum, a dried Plum .
To Prunt, to trim Trees by cutting off
the fuperfluous Branches or Roots : Allo a
Term in Falconry : as the Hapok prunes, s.
6. picks her ſell.
Pzund an Herb otherwiſe call's Sickle wort.

· PS
Dzunello, a ſort of Plum ; alſo a kind
of Silk .
Toqunſterous Trees or Shubs, are
ſuch whoſe Fruir is pretty large and ſoft,
with a Stone in the middle.
Pruning- Chizzel, a particular Infru •
mentus'd in the pruning of Trees.
Buurtent, itching
Pruritus, che Itch , a Diſeaſe .
Puutentck Cables, certain Aftro
nomical Tables frain'd by Eraſmus Rheio
noldus, and dedicated to Albert Mar
quels of Brandenburgha and Duke of
Pruſſia,
To Diy into, to ſearch , enquire, or
dive into .
Pytanis, ( G. ) the Preſident or
Chief of the Council, a Magiſtrare in
Greece.
pralin , (G. ) a Hymn upon ſome Sa
credSubject.
Plalmift, a Title given to King.Das
vid by way of Eminence, 'upon account
of his admirable ( Skill in compofing
Pſalms.
Plalmody , a ſinging and playing toge:
ther un a Muſical Inftrument ; a finging of
Pralms.
Pſalmography, a writing of Pſalms.
Pſalter, a Collection ofDavid's Pfalms;
a Book of Pſalms.
Plaltery, a kind of Muſical Inſtru;
ment,
Plammilmus ,(G.P. T.)a Bath of warm
Sandfor drying theFeetofDropſical Perſons,
prammouea, fandy and gravelly Matter
in the Urine.
Prammøg, Sand or Gravel; allo Gravel
that breeds inMens Bodies.
Pleudſadomon, ( in Architect. ) !
kind of Building , the Walls of which
aremade of Stone of an unequal Thick,
neſs.
Pſeudodipteron, a Temple which was
ſurrounded but with one Row of Pillars,
yet the Row from the Wall,was fet'at the die
ftance of two Rows.
Pſeudography, falſe Writing, a coun:
terfeit Hand.
Pſeudology, a falſe ſpeaking, or lying.
Pſeudomartyi, a counterfekt Martyr, a
falle Witneſs.
Preudomends, ( in Logick ) a fo
phiftical Argument, a Fallacy in Reaſon:
ing .
Pſeudonymous, that has a counterfel
Name.
Prewdoperipteroni ( in Archite&t. )*
Temple, where the side-Pillars were ſet in
the Wall on the in-lide ; to as to ene
clof
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cloſe the Space uſually allow'd for the Por.
Pterygotaphylinns Jinternus, a Mul
cle that has its Inſertion in the fore pak of
tico's of the Peripteron .
be
Uvula .
Pleudoporticus, a falle Porch.
Dieudopropheta, a falſe Prophet.
ptiſan, a kind of Cooling Phyfick
Brendotella, ( in Aftron. ) any Comet Drink .
or Meteor , newly appearing in the Heavens
Ptyeliſmus, a too great Spitting.
like a Star.
which
Prğalon, Spittle, or that matter
Pſeudothyrum , a Poſtern -Gate, a is brought up from the Lungs by Cough .
ing :
Back - door.
Palothzon , the Herb Briony or white
ptplods, a Fault in the Eye-lids, when
Vine. Allo an Ointment to take away Hair the Brims grow chick , and whé Hairs of the
from any part of the Body.
Eye-brows fall off.
Plimmythium , Ceruls or white Lead.
Wubes, ( L. ) che Privy Parts, or the
proas magnus or Lumbalis, ( in Hair that grows thereabouts.
Dubis Ds, the Share -bone.
Anat. ) a Muſcle of the Loins, which
has its Inſertion in the lower Part of the
Publican, a Farmer of Publick Rents,
lefler Trochanter of the Thigh -bone.
or Revenues.
Publication , a publiſhing, or giving
Pſoas Parvus , a Muſcle of the
Thigh which is inſerted to that part of openNotice of a thing.
the share-bone which is joyn'd to the Os Publick , common , belonging to the
Poeple ; manitelt, known by every Body.
llium .
Proza, (G.P. T. ) Scabbinel , Mangi.
The Publick , the generality of People.
-nels.
To Publith, to make publick; to ſpread
Plo : ialis, a dry itching Scab, often abroad.
accompany'd with an Exulceration.
Pucelage, ( F. ) Virginity, Maiden
Plorca, Melicines againft the Scab .
head ..
plozophrialmy,a Scal and Inflammation
Buchia, ( 0. L. ) a Pouch, a. Bag or
Purſe.
of theEyes, with iiching .
pſyctica, coolin , Medicines againſt the
Puck - filt or Puff - ball, a kind of
Muſhroom full of Duft.
Scab .
Prydzacion, a little Ulcer in the Skin
Pucker, ( C. ) a Neft of Caterpillars,or
of the Head ; alſo a ſwelling in the Skin ruch likeVermin .
1
like a Blifter.
To Pucker, to fhrink up or lie uneven ,
Ptarmica, ( G. ) Medicines that cauſe | as ſome Clothes are apt to do.
- Ineezing ; alſo the Herb Sneez-wori.
Pudder, Noiſe , Buftle.
Ptečna, the ſecond Bone of the Foot.
Pudding, a well known Dith. In a Ship.
Pteron, ( G. ) the Wing of a Bird : In Puddings are certain Ropes nailed to the
Architecture, the Wing or Idle of a build . Arms of the Main and Fore-yards near the
ends.
ing :
Pudding of the anchor, the binding
Pterygion, a little Wing, the Fin of a
Fita : In Anatomy, the Wing or round of Ropes about the Ancho:-Rings.
riſing of the Noſe or Eye ; alſo the Proceſs
Pudding-graſs an Herb otherwiſe callid
of the Sphenoides, or Wedge-like Bone.
Penny-royal.
Búddack or Purrock, ( C. ) a ſmall
Pterygoides, the Wing -like Proceſſes of
Incloſure.
the Sphenoides.
Pterygoideus Erternis
Jnter:
Pudenda, the Privy Parts ; alſo an Are
nus, two Muſcles that ariſe from the teży of the Penis.
Proceffius Pterygoides of the lame Sphe
Pudhepeo for Wudhepeo , ( S. ) the
noide..
felling of Wood in a Park , or Foreft.
Pterygopalatinus or Sphenoptery
Pudică Plantæ, the ſame as Senſitive
gopalatinus, a Muſcle of the Gargareon , Plants.
which ariſes from the Proceſs of the Wedge
+ Pudicity , Chaſtity, Modefy.
Mke Bone .
Puerile, belonging to a Child, Chile
Pterygopharyngeus, a Muſcle, that dish.
takes Riles from the Pterygoidal Proceſſes of
Puerility, Boyiſhneſs, Childiſhneſs,
the Wedge-like Bone, and the Ends of the
Puerpera, a Woman in Child -bed.
Duet, a kind of Bird.
Os Hyoides.
Dufon, a ſort of Cooter Sea-gull, a
isterygoftaphylinns Externus, a
Muſcle which moves thar ) piece of Flesh Bird .
in the Roof of the Mouth which is callid
Vyala,
Duggered,
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Puffertd , as the red pagered Attire , ries : Among Mathematical Naturalift, singSee
of theTurkey.
char Stroke, with which any Medium is
Dugil , ( L.) A Fighter at Fifti- cuffs, a affe &ted by the Motion of Light, Sound,
Champion . Among Apothecaries, a { mall &c. thro ít.
Handful of Herbs, Drugs, dc.
Dutton , the driving , or forcing of any of T
Dugnax Avis, the Ruff or Reeve, a thing forward.
Pulverization, a reducing to Portal deten
fighting Bird .
ber 2008
Puiſne or Fang, ( F. a Law-word der.
To Pulverişl,to reduce any Mixr Body slap b
for younger .
into a fine Powder .
Duifanct, Power, Force, Might.
+ Dulveralent, full of Dutt, or Pow's disture,
Putfiant, powerful, imighty.
der.
| Puke, a ſort of Colour .
To Duke, to be ready to.vomit, or
Pulpillus, ( L. ) a little Pillow , op vrieking
Culhion , all a Bolfter usd by Surgeons and
fpue.
Carte
Pultr ,( L .) a Flea ;alſo a little Inſect that in dreſſing Wounds.
keds on Por-herbs.
Pulvis, Duft, Powder : Among. Apoo
Pulicaris Febris or Petechialis, a thecaries ," Powder made of ſeveral fortsetter
end andas
malignant Fever hat makes the Skin look of Drugs.
as if it were fea -bitten .
mais,(F
Com
Chymical
a
Palvis fulminans,
poßtion , which being put on a Shovel o.
Duling, fickly, weakly, crazy
Duliol or Wuliol - Mountain, an ver a gentle Fire, will ſoon go off with
a terrible Noiſe ke that of a Musker.
Herh .
Balla. ( 0.L.) a Pool, or Lake lof . Pumice-ſtone, a {pungy crumbling
Aanding Waters.
Stone, "ſerviceable in growing, políhing.
Putlet, a young Hen : Allo a clole Roomdr.
loccou
Dump. a well known Engine.
within a ship's(Hold.
Pulley . 2.Wheel which by means of a The Pump fucks, ( s. P.) when the
Rope running in its Channel, bcaves up Water being out, it drawsup nothing but Senich,
Froth and Wind,
great Weights .
PulleysDiect, an Armour for the
Pump- Brake, the Handle, which the fe to COI
Knees , alſo that part of a Boot which co. Sea-men pump by .
Pump- Can , a great Can or Bucker: mitmen
vers the Knee,
Pulling of hemp or Flar, is the with which Water is pour d into the Pump,
to ftch and make it work .
manner of gathering ir.
+ T. Pallulatt, (L.) to fpring or Pump - Tale or Pump pals, the deter, a
Trough in which the Water that is
come up young , to budforth ,
Pulmonaria,an Inflammation in the ed out, runs alongthe Ship-Gdes, and to be
Lungs ; alſo theHerb Lung-wort
out ofthe Scupper-holes.
Pulmonacia Arteria or Giena ars
Pumps, a ſort of Shooes withoue
(L
E or W
terota, ( in Anat. ) a Vefſel in the Breaft, Heele.
2Univerf
that conveys the Blood from the right
To Pun , so quibble or play with
Milla or
Ventricle ofthe Heart, to the Lungs..
Words,
apple
Punih, a ſortof ftrong Drink .
PulmonariaCena or arteria ales
Mola , a Veffel which having receivd the Punch or Dunchinello , a Fellow
the
Blood out of the Pulmonary Artery, dir- of a short and thick Size ; a Stage
charges it felf into the left Ventricle of Pupper,
Punch ' or PunchHoles
in a Shoe Storeads
the Heart
Pulmonarins, diſeaſed in the Lunge, maker's Tool to make
To Dunch , to bore with a Punch ; alloraEle
Dylmonary, belonging to the Lyngs ;.
are or
to thruſt one with the Fin .
As The Pulmonary Vaffels.
PAPulp, that part of Bruit which isgood
Punchon , a kind of Chizzel.
to eat ;In Pharmacy, che ſafi part of ruits,
Dunchion af Tuine, the Quantity of
Roots
, es, which is drawn out by ſoaking 84 Gall ng
prbailing,
Dunctilio, ( 1.) a little Point,
Pallagion, aknocking, or Ariking,par- Trifle : Punctelioof Honous, a nicePoint of
Honour.
sicularly the beating ofthe Pulle.
Pulls, general Name for all thoſe
Eunctual, that does a thing as it were
fors of Grain chat are contain'd in Cods, to a Point given .
Musks, or Shells.
Punctuality, Exadneſs,
PHIC ( L. ) the beating of the Arte,
Dunctuation
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Punctuation , the Method of Pointing, Purfle, ( F. ) a Trimming formerly
usd for Womens Gown : Allo a kind of
andmaking Stops in Writing.
Ornament about the Edges of Muſical In
Punctum , ( L. ) a Point, or Prick .
Dunctum
Fojamen Lachrymale. ſtrumenış. w
( in Anat . ) anor Hole
in the Noſe, by which
Purde , ( in Heraldry ) a Term made
the Matter of Tearspaſſes to the Noftrils. uſe of to expreſs Ermines, or any other
Punctum Saliens, a little Speck or Furrs, when they make up a Border round
Cloud that appears in a Brood -egg , and a Coat of arms.
ſeems to leap before the Chicken begins to
Durgantia, ( L. P. T. ) purging Me
be hatch'd.
dicines.
Puncture, ( in Surgery ) a prick or
Purgation , ( C. T. ) a ſcowring or
Pricking ; alſofa Fra& ure of the Scull-Bone cleanſing :In Phyfick a purging ſelf
by Srool:
of a
by a pricking Inſtrument.
In Law, the clearing one's
ch
Pundbue , ( S.L. T. ) an unlawful Crime.
Canonical Surgation , is when the
taking of Cattelout of the Pound .
Party fufpe &ted makes Oath in the Spiritual
Dandfalda, « Pound, a Pin -fold .
Dundit, as She is a very pundle, i. e. Court,'That he is clear of the Offence laid
to his Charge ; and brings ſeveral Neigh
an ill-ſhap'd and ill-drel'd Creature .
bours to ſwear upon their conſciences that
Duneſe, ( F. ) the Bug, an Infe & .
y
ncy,
he {wears truly .
which
the Qualit of that
Purge
Gulgar purgation, was either by
pungent.
Combat, or Tryal by Fire or Water.
Pungent, pricking, harp!
Dunger, a kind of Sea- Crab - fina.
Purgative, that is of a purging Quality ,
Punick Faith , Perjury, Fallhood, apt to purge.
Durgatory , a certain Place, where
Treachery, from the Pani or Cathayenians,
who were counted a perfidious fort of Roman Catholicks believe the souls of the
People .
Faithful are to be purify'd by Fire , be
To Punich, to ' infią
Bodily
Pain
upon
fore they are admitted to the State of per
one that has committed an Offence , 10 fect Bliſs .
chaſtiſe, to correct .
To Purges to cleanſe the Body from ill
Humours ; alſo to clear one's ſelf of 2
Durifable, fit to be puniſhed.
hment, Corre&ion, Chaftiſe- Crime .
mePunis
nt .
Purification , the A& of purifying or
Punk, an ugly ill-favour'd Strumpet.
cleaufing.
Punter, a Term us'd at the Game of
Purification of a metal , ( C. T. )
Cards calld Baffet.
the purging or cleanſing it from the Mixto

y
Pung, ( F. ) little, peaking
otherMetalsand
Drois.
icat'on of the
Theof Purif
Blefied Cir's
allo younger , as A PunyJudge., weakl , ture
Bupti, (L.) A fatherlers Chilci,one in inBary , a Feſtival commonly calid
der Age
or Ward , alſo a Tutor's Scholar Candlemas-day.
at the Univerſity
, a
Pupilia or Dupula , ( in ingr. ) the whichthe variety in the Church of Rome,
Ball or Apple of the Eye .
wipes the Chalice and his Fingers after che
s, the Poop , or hinder Part of a Ahlution.
ShPuppi
ip.
To Ourify , to make pure ar clean . To
Puppis aena, ( in Anat. ) that Vein purify Gold or Silver , is to ſeparate the o
ſpreads
which
Metals thataremixed with it.
ad . itſelf about the hinder part ther
of the He
Parim , a Feaft among the fows.
Dura Cleemofyna, (i.t. pure Alms) appointed by Mordecai, in memory of
in Tenure or Manner of holding Lands their Deliverance from Haman's Conſpi
20 Scotland peculiar to Church -men.
racy.
1 Purchaet, Bargain , Booty.
Purif, ( L. ) one that affects to ſpeak
pur
cha
ſe , to obtain or get: In or write nearly and properly .
To
Lan ,to get.Lands, & c. with Money .or
Durftans, a Name given to thoſe that
by any other Agreement : Among Sea-men, distent from the
Church of England.
todraw; thus they ſay, The Capft an purchaſes
Puritanical, belonging to the Puri
4-pace, i, e. draws in the Cable 2 - pace.
tans.
Dure , ( L. ) Gimple, uncompoundeul ;
Purity, or Bureneſs, the being pure,
chalte
right, clean, neat , alle meeror down unmixedor clear :Uprightneſs,Honekty,In
nocence .
Purt,
NA
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Puri, a kind of edging for Bone -lace ;
To purſue, to follow or run aftcr, to
alſo a ſort of Drink,
or carry on .
To Pari, to run witha murmuring Noiſe,
Purſuit, running after, Diligence or
OPE
as a Stream does.
Trouble to get any thing.
Purſy, over -far, fort-winded, broken: "Arite
To Purloin , ( F. ) to lurch, to pilfer or
winded .
filch .
To Purvey, to prcvide ; as He purue's
Purlue or Purlieu, all that Ground
near any Foreſt which being anciently made all Neceſſaries.
Parveyance, the providing of Corng
Foreſt, is afterwards ſeparated again from the
Fuel, Vištuals, etc. for the Queen's wil, a
fame.
Durlue -Man , one that has Land Houſe.
1
Purveyog, an Officer of the King, apie
within the Purlue, and 40 s. & Year Free
hold .
Queen, or other great Perſonage, apo
Purpars, ( O.L. ) that Part or Share pointed for that purpoſe.
purview , ( F. L. T. ) theBody of
of an Etare, which being firt held in cons
mon by Copartners, is by Partition allotted an Act of Parliament, beginning with Be it tar?
.
enacted, c.
to any of them.
Purulent, ( L. ) full of corrupt Matter, wie a
Purport, Meaning ; the Tenour, or Sub ,
Itance of a Writing
mattery :
Purpoſe, Delign, Reſolution , ſubject
Pus, Corruption, or thick Matter,
Matter of Diſcourfe .
that iſſues out of a Wound or Sore.
Purpilum , ( 0.L. :) a Cloſe or In
Dufillanimity, Faint-heartedneſs,want
cloſure ; alſo the whole Compaſs of Ma- of Courage orGenercfiry.
nour .
Pufilantmous, faint-hearted, cow .
Purpura . ( L. ) the Purplo, a Shell- ardly.
fish ; a Purple Garment or Scarler -Robe ;
Bufult, (L.) a Push, Blifter, or lit- us the
alſo the Dignity of a Magiftrate, or great tle Whealon the Skin.
Officer.
To Put over, a Hawk is ſaid to put
Eurpura Febris , the Purples or ſpot- over, when the removes the Mear from ber kas,
Gorge into her Bowels.
Data ),
ted Feaver .
Purpnre or Eurple, ( in Heraldry ) a
Dutage, ( F. L. T. ) Whoredom .
PhL
Colour consiſting of much Red and a little
Butaniſm ; a Whore's Trade or way of&
Black .
Living
Putative, ( L. ) reputed, fuppoſed,«i
Burr, a Bird ; allo ſmall Cider, a
Drink .
commonly taken for ; in oppoſition to evi
som
Purrel, ( O , s. ) a Lift ordaind dent, or unqueftionable .
to be made at the end of Kerſey-Cloaths.
Patchamines, a kind of Dámfins i
Eurſe, a little Rag to put Money in ; a Fruit peculiar to Virginia , and Marj-uma,
alſo a Gratification of som Crownsgiven land.
by the Grand Seignior.
Dutid, ( L. ) ſtinking, Aafty , affe& ed,
Purſe -net, a kind of Net to take Hares unpleaſant .
and Rabbers.
Putlock or Purlock, a Pole or Stakelite
Purſer, an Officer in a Ship , whoſe of Wood, to be put in a Scaffoldinga iga
Buſineſs is to receive Proviſions, and to hole, &c.
Lutrefacientia, ( L. P. T. ) ſuch things
ſee that they be well láid up and Atow .
ed.
as cauſe the Fleſh to purrify, or rot.
Putrefactian , ( L. ) Corruption,
Parlevant or Pourſuivant, ( 7. ) a
Meſſenger attending the King in his Wars, Rorter.neſs.
Chymical Putrefaction , is the di mana
alſo in the Queen's Exchequer, at the
Council- Table, and elſewere to be ſent ſolving of a Concrete or folid Body, with asimo
moift Hear .
upon any ſpecial Occaſion or Meſſage.
Purlevants at Arms, the Marſhals
Putrid, corrupt, rotren.
that attend the Heralds, and uſually
To Butrify, to corrupt or rot, to rob
Succeed them, when they die or are prefer- or grow rotten .
red.
JE uttock, a kind of long-winged Kite,
Purflain or Purflane, a Sállet-Herb, Bird of Prey.
Eurſuance, what follows, Conſe
Puttorks or Pattock - ş hzowds. ( ingi
quence .
Ship ) are ſmall Ropes, by which the
Men
Parſuant, following, according of an
grecable to
Oy
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Men get into the Tops or Caps of the make to the Eye, where they end in a
Hafts .
Point.
Putty. Powder of calcin'd Tinus'd by
Pyzamids of Egypt, vaft Piles of
ſeveral Artificers ; alſo a kind of Com- Building, anciently counted one of the ?
poſition usd by Pauters to Stop up Wonders of the World , which were raiſed
up Spire-wiſe, and ferv'd as Monuments
Holes .
Putura ,( O L. ) Cuſtom claimed by forthe Kings of that Country .
Keepers of Foreſts, to take Man's-meai,
pyzamidal or Pyramidiral, belong
Horſe meat, and Dog's-meat of the Tenants ing to, or ſhap'd like a Pyramid .
gratis, within the Bounds of the Foreſt.
Pyzamidales Muſculi. ( in Anat. )
A Puzzle, a dirty Slut ; allo a Difficulty Muſcles of the Noftrils , and of the low
er Belly, which take Name from their
or Trouble.
To Buzzle, to confound , to put to a Figure reſembling a Pyraniid.
Pyramidalia or Pyramidal Uefa '
Non -plus.
fels, certain Vefſels thatprepare the sco
Pycar or Bykir, a kind of ship.
Pyce, an Eaft- India Coin, worth ſome men.
what above a Farthing English Money. See
Pyjamidalis or Succenturiatus mus
Paulus, one of the Muſcles of the lower
Rupes .
Pycnofylos or Pytnoſtyle, ( G. in Belly which lies on the Re&tus.
f Architect
Pyjeticks, Medicines that cure Fea ,
. ) a fort of Building, where the
Pillars ſtood so cloſe one to another, that the vers .
Pyretolasia , a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe a
Intercolumniation , had bur a Diameter and
bout Feavers.
a balt of the Pillar.
Pycnotica, ( in the Art of Phyfick ) Pyriformis, ( in Anat, ) a Muſcle
Medicines that are of a thickening Qua- of the Thigh, which takes Name from
its Figure reſembling a Pear,
lity:
Pyroboli ,certain Fire -works us'd by the
Dyebald, a Horſe of two Colours.
Pyelos, (G.) a hollow Vefſei to waſh in : Ancients.
Pyzomancy , a Soothſaying by means of
In Anatomy, a Cavity in the Brain, thro '
which the Phlegm paſſes to the Palate and Fire.
Pyzolis, a burning Redneſs of the
Noftrils.
Pygargus, a wild Beaſt like a Fal. Face.
Pyrotechnick , belonging to Pyrotech
low Deer : alſo the Puttock, a Bird of
ny:
Prey
.
the Art of making Fire.
Pyrotechny,
20
Fingers
of
Meaſure
Dygon, a Greek
works: Allo the Chymical Art, which
Breadth .
Pygme, the Length from rhe Elbow makes uſe of Fire as the chief Inſtrumentin
to the end of the Hand, when the Fift is its Operacions,
Przotica or Trentia, hurning Medi
cloſed .
Pygmies, certain fibulcus People that cines.
Pyrrhichius, a Foor in Greek or Latin
took Name from their being nor above a
Cubit high :Whence any ſhort or incon . Verle, which conliſts of two mort Sylla
fiderable Fellow is commonly callid a bles.
Tyrrhoniſm , a doubting the Truth
Pygmy.
Pylojus, the Keeper of a Gate , a Por. of every thing ; which was the Profeſſion
ter. In Anatomy, the lower Orifice or of Pyrrho a noted Greek Philoſopher.
przchula, the Woop, or Bul-ſinch ; a
Mouth of the Stomach .
Bird
Pynant, ( 0. ) a (tarveling.
Pyon or Pus,'( G. ) puts ify'd Bloud
Pythagozcan or Pythagorical, be:
longing to Pythagoras, a famous Philofo .
i chang'd into white Matter,
Pyolis , a gathering together of corrupt pher.
Pythagojean Syſtem , ( in stron. )
Matter , inany partof the Body,
Pyramid , ( in Geom. ) a ſolid Figure , is the ſameas the Copernican .
Pythia, the Pythian Games in Greece,
whole Sides are bounded by plain
Triangles that end in one Point at thetop ; celebrated in Honour of Apollo.
Python , a venomous Serpent; alſo a
but the Baſe may be a Triangle, a Square,
familiar or propheſying Spirit, or one pora
& c.
Dptick Pyjamtd, the Figure which the reſſed with it,
Rays of Light drawn out in Length from
Oythoheſs, a Woman lo poſſeſsid : 2
any Object thro' a tranſparentMedium , Propheteſs : a Sorcereſs.
Pyntens
Non 2
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Pealcus, a Surgeon's Inſtrument with
which corrupt Matter is diſcharged.
Pyt, the Veffel in which the Hoft is
kept in Popiſh Churches.
yris, a Box , alto an Apothecary's
Galley- por: In Anatomy, the hollow part
of the Hip -bone.
Pyris Nautica, the Mariners - Com .
país,

Duadlantata Terræ , ( 0. L. ) the
fourth part of an Acre of Land.
Duádzate, four -fquare,
Duradiate and Line of Shadows,
on a Quadrant ) isa Line of natural Tan
gents, plac'd on the Arks of the Limb, fer
the more ready meaſuring of Heigbes.
Duadrats, ( among Printers ) cerçain
ſquare Pieces of Metal, made uſe of to
fill up the void Spaces, in compoſing the
Lines of a Page.
To Quadjate, to agree or anſwer : In
Gunnery, To quadrate or ſquare – Piece, is
QU
to ſee whether it be duly plac'd , or well
pois'd on the Carriage.
dabeca with otherwiſe called a Was
Cuadratick Equations, ( in Algebra )
are ſuch as retain on the unknown Side,
Duack or Duack -salver, ( v. ) , a the square of the Root or Number
Mountebank; a bold and ignorant Pretender roughe.
Duadzature of a Figure, ( in Mas
to the Art of Phyfick .
Durdjacerkis, ( L. ) a Roman Coin them .) is the finding of a Square equal
containing 40 Aſſes, or 2 s. 6 d . Ster the Area Contentof it.
ling .
Muadzature of the Ctrele, is wher:
Duadzagelima, the fortieth Part .
& Square or any other Right-lined Fi.
Quadragelima-Sunday, the firſt Sun - gure, is found equal to the rea of a
day in Lent.
Circle, or a Right-line equal to its Circut
Duadzageſimal, belonging to Lent .
ference.
Duadzan or Cadzan , ( F. ) the Dial
Muadzature of the Parabola. See
plate of a Watch or Clock : In Poetry, a Parabeliek Spacc.
Duadrature of a Surfact. See Cubao
Stanza or Staff containing four Verſes.
DuaD angle, ( in Geom. ) a Figure ture.
shat confifts of four Angles, and as many
Duadjatures of the Apon , ( in s .
Sides.
(tron . ) are the middle Points of her Or.
Duadrangular, that belongs.co, or is bits between the Points of Conjunction and
in Form of a Quadrangle.
Oppofi ion .
Duadjans , ( among ihe Romans ) three
Duadiatus femoris , ( in Anai.) :
Ounces in Weight ; the quarter Part of an Muſcle of the Thigh ſo nam'dfrom its ſquare
As.
Figure .
Duadant, ( in Mathem. ) is en Arch
Duadratus Genæ or Tetragonus,
that contains the fourth part of a Circle or in a great ſquare Muſcle fpread over the
90 Degrees : Alſo a certain Inftrument, whole lower Region of the face .
which is of great Vſe in practical Geome
Duadjaths Lumbozunk , a ſhort,thick,
try, Navigation, &c. Allo an Inſtrument muſcle, ligurated in the Region of the
us'd by Gunners, for levelling, mounting, Loins.
or lowering a piece of Ordinance.
Nuadziensial, belonging to the Space
Duadiant of Altiinde, is part of the of four Years.
Furniture of an Artificial Globe, being a
Dinadrigeraini, four ſmall Muſcles that
chin Braſs-plare divided into 90 Degrees, turn the Thigh toward the out-fide.
and fitted to the Meridian .
Quadzilateral, that has four Sides.
Duanyant Sitronomical, See Aſtro
Duaditlateral figures, ( in 'Geom . )
nowica! Quadrant.
are ſuch Figures, whofe sides are four
Duadrant Triangular, See Triangu . Righ -lines, which make as many An.
lar Quadrant.
gier .
Duadiantai, ( L.) a Figure that is e
Duadzin , ( F. ) a ſmall Piece of Moncy,
very way ſquare like a Die ; allo a Viffel worth about a Farthing.
containing 8 Gallons.
Duadrinomial Root, ( in Algebra.)
Duadranta!, belonging to a Quadrant. a Roo: confifting of four Names or Parts.
Duadeantut Criangle, a Spherick See Biremial.
Triangle; that has at leaſt a Quadrant for
Duadeſpartite, divided into four Parts
one of its Sides, and one Angle Right .
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Duadripartition , ( in Mathom . ) a di Duale Tus, a Judicial Writ that lies
viding by 4 , or taking the fourth Part of where a Religious Perſon has Judgment to
recover Land, and is iflu'd out to the El
any Number or Quantity,
Duadziremis, a Galley, or Sea -Velel, cheator, betweeb Judgment and Execution,
to enquire whether the Party nas any Right
with four Banks of Oars .
Quadziſyllable, a Word made up of to recover fucks Land , or whether Judgment
be obtain'd by Colluſion becween the De.
four Syllables.
Duadjivium , ( L. ) a Place where four mandagt and 'the Tenant, to the end that
Ways meer, or that has four Turnings or the true Lord be not defraud de
Qualification , Condition of a Thing,
Partings , as Carfax in Oxford.
Duadaugata Terra , ( O. L. ) a Piece particular Quality,or endowment.
To Qualify , co give the brality of
of Land that may be tild with four Oxen
or Horſes,
Chara & er of, to temper , to appeale, to
ſofren .
Dnadjuped, a four-footed Beaſt.
Duadzupedal, having four Feet,
Duality , Condition , Nature ; Isclina.
Duadzupedal or
Duadjupedtan tion, Habic ; allo noble Birth , Title of
Signs, ( in Aftrol. ) thoſe Signs that re. Honour. In a Philofophick , Senſe it fignifics
prelent th- Figure of Four -footed Beatts.
the Affedions or Properties of any Be
Duadzuple, that is four times asmuch , ing ; whereby it has an Intiuence on our
four - tola
Senſes fo and ſo , or gets fuch and ſuch a
Quadruplication, the doubling or fold. Name .
The Foxt öre Dualities or aceile
ing of a thing four times.
Duz Plura, was a Writ that lay upon Dualities , as ſome count them , are
an Inquiſition made by an Ffcheator in Heat and Cold, Aoifure and Drinels :
any County of ſuch Länds or Tenements as The Four Second qualities, or as ' they may
any Man dy'd poſſeſſed of; and all that be termed. Chymical Qualities, are Vola
was in his Poffeffion was ſuppos'd nor tv sility and Fixity, Corrotiveneſs and Corro
ſibility , which ſee in their Places.
be found by the Office .
Duæita , ( 0. L. ) an Indulgence or
Dicult anualities, certain Qualities,
Remiſſion of Penance expos’d to Sale by lo nam'd by the Ancieniig of which no
rational Solution or Account could be gi
the Popes.
Quæltoj, an Officer among the old Re- ven in their Method , or according to their
mans, who had the charge of the Publick Principles.
Money : Alſo the Pay -Matter of the Army,
Senſible Duslities, are ſuch as are
the more immediate Objects of our Sen.
in any of the Provinces.
Duæftones parricidii, were Queſtors tes
fent inco the Provinces, by . Order of the
Durlin , a faining Fit, a Scruple of
Conſcience.
Senate, to try Criminal Cauſes.
Duattopes Urbaní. the City -Quettors, Duzisais ), troubled with or ſubje & to
who receivd the Taxes laid upon thc Peo. Qualme.
ple , and attended on Foreign Ambaſſadors.
Duam diu ſe bene geberit, ( L. 1. 6 .
Duzſtus, Gain, Profit, Advantage: as long as he hall behave himielf well )
In Law , that Land wbich does nor deſcend a Claufe often us’d in Letters Patent, for
by Hereditary Right, but is gain'd byLa- the Grant of Officas,particular by in thoſe of
bour and Induſtry .
the Barons of the Fzchequer,
To Duaff, to drink large Draughts, to Duandary , Suſpenſe, a Study or Doubr
what to do,
ripple.
Duagmire, a marthy or boggy Place.
Duantity, Fxtent, Bigneſs, Number :
In Grammar , the Meaſure of Syllables,
Duall, a ſort of Bird.
with reſpect to their being pronounced
To Quail, to cardle, 16 Milk does,
long or fhorr : In Logick, Univerſals, Predi
Quaint, neat, fine, accompliſhed.
caments, and all ſucha Terms : Among MR
Duaint Otres, ( Q. ) frange Fits .
To Duake, to tremble, co thake, or chematicians and Naturalifts, it is raken for
tiver.
wharever is capable of being eftimated ,num
Duakeriſm , the Doctrine or Opinion ber'd, or meaſured , in any wiſe, ſo thac
being compar'd with another ching of the
of the Quakers.
Quakers, a modern Seet of Enthuſiaftos rame Nature, it may be ſaid to be greater
who took Name at firſt from cheir ftrange or leſs than, equal or unequal thereto.
But ansity may be diftinguith'd into
Geftures and quaking Fits,
ſeveral forts, viza.
(garai,
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to mozalQuantity, that which depends
Duart obſtrurit, is a Writ that lies for
on the Manners of Men , and the free Decer- him , who having a Liberty to paſs thro ' his
mination of their Wills.
Neighbour's Ground, cannot enjoy his
Natural Duantity, is what Nature Right, by Reaſon that the Owner has
furniſhes uswith in Matter and its Extenſion , block'd up the Paſſage.
or in the Power and Forces of Natural Bo
Duarentena, ( in old Records ) a Fur:
long, a Quantity of Land, containing 40
dies.
Notional Duantity, that which Perches.
Quarentena habenda. a Writ that
ariſes from the Operation of the Under
lies for a Widow to enjoy her Quaren
ftanding on
Permaneat Duantity, as Extenſion tine.
Duarenting or Quarentain , the
into Length , Breadtb and Thickneſs.
Succeſave Duantity, chat which is Space of forty Days, as the Seaſon of Lear
is before Eaſter i but moft properly a
apply'd to Timeand Motion.
Cranſcendental Duantity , as Con Right allow'd by the Laws of England,
tinuation of any Being's Exiſtence , Time, to the Widow of a Landed Man, con
tinuing forty Days after his Deceale, in
06.
The Duantity of sDatter in any his chief Meſſuage or Manour-Houſe: Alo
@trt Body , is its Meature ariſing from a Prohibition of thoſe that come from any
the joyne Confideration of its Bigneſs and infected Place , to enter a Town char is
Thickneſs.
healthful, till forty Days be expir'd.
Quatería, ( 'in ancient Writers ) a
The Duantity of motion in any Bo
dy,is its Meaſure that ariles from the joynt Quarry of Stone.
Confideration of the Quantiry of Matter Onarrel, Strife., Diſpute, Diference,
in , and the Swiftneſs of the Motion of that Brangle ; alſo a Pain of Glaſs : In a Law
fenſe, it a Man , releaſe all Quarrels, ir
Body.
Duantities Simple axd Compound, fignifies as much as all Adions Real and
a Term in Algebra. See Simplej and com- Perſonal.
To Duarrel , to diſpute or fall out, to
found Quantities,
Duantum geruit , ( L.L.T. ) an Ac- find fault with.
tiongroundedupon a Promiſe to pay one
Quarrelſome, apt to quarrel, or create
for doing a thing, as much as he ſhould de- Quarrels and Brangles.
Duarril, ( F. ) a kind of Coin worth
ſerve.
Quarantaine , See Quarentine.
three Half-pence of our Money ; the foosth
Duardecue, F, ) thefourth part of a part of aReal.
Duarry, a place whence Stones are
French Crown, containing 16 Sols,
Duare ejectt infra Cerminum , adigged out : Among Hunters, the Re
Writ that lies for a Leffee, who is caft out ward given to Hounds after they have tak.
of his Farm , before the Term be expired . en the Game: In Falconry , ariy fawl that is
Duare (mpedit a Writ which lies for a flown at! and killed.
To Duarry, to feed upon the Quar
Perſon that has purchas'd a Manour,with an
Advowſon, againſt one that difturbs him in ry.
Quart, an Engliſh Meaſure containing
the Rightof his Advowſon .
Duare incumbravit, a Writ that lies two Pints: and being the fourth part of a
againſt a Biſhop , who beſtows a Benefice Gallon , allo a Sequence of four Cards at
on his Clerk, while two others are con. the Gamecall'd Picker,
tending at Law for the Right of Preſent
Quartan agus, is that whoſe Fit ro
turns every fourth Day .
irg .
Duare intrufit, matrimonio non
Duartarlas , ( L. ) the fourth part of
ſatisfacto, a Writ that lay againſt a Ward, a Roman Congius or Gallon.
who without Confent, marry'd and enterd
Quartation, a particular manner of
upon Land without making an Agreement purifying Gold usd byRefiners who melt
three
parts of Silver with oneof rhat nohle
with his Lord .
Duare non admifit, a Writ that lies Metal, and then caft the mixture inio
againf a Biſhop; refuſing to admit his Aqua fortis, which would diffolve the Sil
Clerk, that has recover'd in a Plea of Adver, and leave the Gold in a black Powder
vowfon .
at the Bottoms
Duare non permittit, is a Writ which
Quartelois, Sur -touts or upper Gar:
liesfor one that hasRighttoprekent tor a ments,withRoatsof Arms quarter'don
cheng
Turn , againt the Proprietary.
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ebem ; the old habit of our English Knights termed Oriental, and counted Maſculine ,
in their Warlike Expeditions.
the other two being Occidental, and Fe
Quarter, the fourth part of any thing : minine.
Duarters of the Moon, when the
In Meaſure , the Quantity of eight Buſhels
or the fourth part of a Chaldren . A Quarter Moon is diftant from the Sun, a Quartet
in Aver-du -pois Weight is 28 pounds, and of the Zodiack or three Signs, turning to
in the lefſer 'Weigbes the fourth part of a us juft half her inlighten'd Body, ſhe is
Dram : Amoag Carpenters, it is a piece of ſaid to be in the firſt Quarter. But when
Timber four Square and four Inches thick: he comes to be diametrically oppoſite to
In Heraldry, a Partition of juf a fourth thesun, and thews us her whole inlighten'd
part of the Field made by two Right-lines; Body, that Appearance is call'd Full Moox
or Oppoſision : Laftly , when the Moon goes
as Hebears Argent a Quarter Gules.
In Sea Language, the Duarter, ( in a on towards her Conjun & ion, ſhe ſhews
Ship ) is that part of the ship's Hull or more than half of her inlightend Body.
main Body , which lies from the Steerage and that Appearance is calid The third or
Room to the Tranſom : A Ship is alſo ſaid haft Quarter.
ro have a flat or broad Quarter, when the To Duarter, to break, or cut into
Tuck or Truſſing of it lies deep in the Quarters.
Water.
Duarter - Bullet, a Bullet quarter'd into
A Duarter of Wheat, is the Oyantity fouroreight Parts.
of eight Buſhels ſtricken.
Duatter- Days, the Days that begin
the four Quarters of the Year, viz , The
Falſe- Duarter. See Falſe.
In Military Affairs, Duarter, agnifies Annunciation of the Bleſed Virgin Mary
the ſparing of Mens Lives, and giving good commonly callid Lady.day, March 25,
Treatment to conquer'd Enemies; as The The Feſtival of St. John Baptiſt, or Mid
Conqueront offer'd good Quarters, the Enemy ſummer-day, June 24 ; The Feaft of 8.
ask'd Quarur, &c. Alſo the Ground a Michael the Archangel, or Michaelmas
Body of Men encamps on ; or the Forces day, September 29 , and the Nativity of
themſelves: So ' cis ſaid , ſuch a Quarter is our Lord God, or Chriſtmas-day, Decem ,
well fortify’d, the Enemies Quarters we are ber, 25.
DuartersDeck of a Ship, all that
beat up , &c.
Duarter at a Siege, is an Incamp- part which ranges over theSteerage, to
ment upon any of the chief Avenues of the Maſter's Round -houſe or Cabbin .
Duarter - Batter. a Military Officer ,
Paſſages that range about the Place Befic
ged to prevent Relief or Convoys : This whoſe Bufinets is to look after the Quarters
is either commanded by the General of the or Lodgings of the Soldiers : Beſides the
Army, and then call’d the King's or the Quarter Maſter General of the whole Ar.
General's Quarter, or elſe by a Lieutenant, my, every Regiment of Foot hasà Quartera
General,
Maſter, and every Troop of Horſe one, who
Duarters of Recreshment, the Place is en do the ſame for thoſe Bodies.
Duarters Watters, ( at Sea ) certain
or Places where Troops that have been
much harraſs'd are put in , to recover Officers, whoſe Duty it is to rummage in
their Strength or Health ; during fome the ship's Hold, upon all Occaſions, to
time of the Summer, or Seaſon of the overlook'ehe Steward in the Delivery of
Vištuals to the Cook ; as alſo in his pump
Campaign.
quiintersDuarters , the Place or Places ing and drawing the Beer, & c. There
where Troops are lodgd during the Win- Officers are more or fewer according to
ter : Alſo lometimes the ſpace of Time the Ship's Burden, and are likewiſe employ'd
between two Campaigns į as The Army is in the loading of it.
Duarter-pierted, (in Heraldry ) a Term
marching into Winter. Onarters, the Winter
Quarters will be but short.
usd when there is a Hole of a Square Fi.
Duarters in a Clock or movement, gure made in the middle of a Croſs .
Duarter = round , ( in Architect . ) a
are little Bells which found the Quarters,
Member or Ornament made uſe of in Cor
or other Parts of an Hour.
Duarters of Heaven, are the four nices of the lunick, Corinthian and compor
principal Points, viz . Eaft, Weft, North Aire Orders.
and South. Among Aſtrologers, certain
Cuarter -geſtions, a Court held by the
Interſections of the Sphere, as well in the Juſtices of Peace in every County, once every
World as in the Zodiack , of which iwo are Quarter of a Year, to determine Civil ani
Criminal Caules,
Curta!
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Cuarter- Staff, a kind of Weapon the balf of a Semi-brief, 6c. Allo i
Shake, or Trill in Singing.
us’d by Forefters, Park -kecpers, & c.
Duarter - Talaiters, Officers that actend
To Duaver, to run a Diviſion with
ky curs for a Quarter of a Year, at a the Voice.
Prince's Court.
Duaviver, a fort of Vithi that delights
Duarterswatch , ( in Ses affairs ) See in Agua viva, ( as the Name feems to
Witch .
import) i, e. Water that flowswith a ftrong.
Duarter -Wind, is when the Wind vigorous Stream : It is otherwiſe call'd
comes in from the Main-maît Shrowds even Sea -dragon.
with the Quarter.
Duay or Kay,a broad ſpace ofGround
Duarteridge, a Quarter's Salary or pav'd upon the Shoar of a River or Mar
Allowance
bour, for the loading and unloading of
Duartering. ( among Sea-men ) is Goods.
Dueach, a thick buſhy Plot of Ground,
when a ship under Sail goes at large,
neither by a Wind , nor before the Wind , a place full of Shrubs or Brambles.
Duean, a Drab, a Jade , a nalj
but as it were berwixt both : Alo whes
a Ship ſails with Quarter-Winds, the is Slut.
Dataſy, fickiſ at Stomach , apt to
ſaid To go Quartering: Tbis Term is alſo
us'd when à Piece of Ordinance may be vorit.
Queed, ( 0. ) the Devil.
So traverſed, as to ſhoot in the ſame Line,
Queen , is either a Soveraign Princeſs
or on the same Point of the Compaſs as the
that holds the Crown by Right of Blood ,
Ship's Quarter bears.
Duartern, a ſort of Meaſure, the or one that is marry'd to a King ; which
fourih part of a Pint.
laſt is commonly called Queen Confort. Queen
Duartile, ( int ufflrol. ) is an Aſpea is alſo a Term usd at Cards and Cheſsa
of the Planets, when they are 3 Signs, Play:
or so Degrees diſtant from cach other
Queen Dowager, a King's Widow
and it is marked thus O.
that lives upon ber Dowry .
Queen-Apple, an excellent Cidera
Daarto, a Book is ſaid to be in Quarto,
when ' ris ſo Printed that every. Sheet of apple.
it makes four Leaves.
Dueen's College, a College in Oxford,
Duartzum , a kind of Metallick Stone. which took Name from Queen Philippa,
To Duasi, to overthrow or make Wife of K. Edward III . and was founded
void, to ſpoil or bring to nothing, to dil by her Chaplain Robert de Eglesfield ,Reder
appoine
of Burgh under Stanmore in Wef morlara ,
Duafi ixodo Sunday, Low -Sunday , A. D. 134º,
or the next after Eaſter , ro call'd from
Dueens - Átlli - Flower or Dames
the firft Words of the Latin Hymn ſung Ulolet, a kind of Flower.
at Maſs on that Day, begianing thus, Dua
Dutan - Gold, a 'Duty or Revenue that
fi modo goniti, doc.
belongs to every Queen of England, du
† Muatation, a fhaking, or brandih- ring her Marriage to the King, and ariſe
from certain Fines or Offerings, for divers
ing, a fhartering.
DuttersCouſing, fourth Couſins, the Grants made by the King, upon Contra& s,
laſt Degree of Kindred ; wbence 'tis laid Agreements, Pardons, dr.
Queen of Hungary's Water. Sec
of Perſons whoſe Friendſhip declines, That
Hungary.
they are not Quater or Cater. Coulins.
Duaternary, belonging to a Quater
Duern -Apple, an excellent'Cider -aplē.
aion ,
Daten -pear or Spatden -pear, a Pear
Quaternio or Duaternus, ( in old that has a tender. Pulp and grows ripe che
Records , a Book or Volumesproperly in middle of July.
Quarto, having each Sacet folded inco
Queen's Swansherd, the Keeper of
four Leaves.
the Royal Swans.
Duaternion , the Number of Four, as
Duren's - Beach, a Court or Judgmene
Quarternion
of Learned
Men, a Quater Seat that is more eſpecially exercisid
nion or File of foso
Soldier's.
about Criminal Matters and pleas of the
A Duatrain , a Sranza or Staff of four Crown.
Verſes; alſo a French Farthing.
Duter, ( Canting word ) odd; fantasti ?
Duabır, a Meaſure of Time in Mucal, Corry.
Crochet
Durelt, a Bird otherwiſe call'd a Ring
, as a
fick, being the half of a
Crocher is the half of a Minim, a Miuin dove.
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Dne Effate, ( F. L.T. ) a Plea , whereby
Dueſtion , a Demand to which an An.
á Man ,intitling another to Land, &c. ſays, ſwer is required ; a Doubt.
That the ſame Eſtate he had, he has from
To Ducītion , to ask Queſtions, to call
him .
into Quefton to doubt.
Queſtionable
, chat maġ be called in
us’d
Term
of Art
Cue el PDelme, a
in an Action of Treſpaſs, & c. for a poſi- Queſtion, or to an Account ; doubtful.
tive Juſtification of the very Act complain Dueltiontſt, a Student in the Univer
ed of by the Plaintiff.
fity of Cambridge, that ſtands for the De
Dueint, (0.) quenched , alſo ſtrange.
greeof Batchelour of Arts.
Duentiſes, ( 0.) Devices.
Duelton ,
Publick Treaſurer, the
To Duell, to reſtrain, to keep under. Chamberlain of a City .
Dueſus eft nobis , ( i.e, he makes come
Quein redditum reddat, a Writ that
lies for one to whom a Rent-charge is grant- plaint to us, the form of a Writ of NA
ed againft ehe Tenant that refuſes to own fance.
him as Lord .
To Diretch , to budge, or ſtir.
Duelle d’ntronde, (F. in Fortif .) ' á
Duene, ( F.in Heraldry) the Tail of a
Beaſt
Swallow's Tail, a kind of Ourwork .
Duía im "2ovide , (L.) a Superſedeas
Quentin , a fort of Linnen -cloth.
Duerela, a Complaint. In old Records, granted for a clerk of the Chancery, ſued
an Action at Law preferr'd in any Court againſt the Privilege of that Court.
of Juſtice,
Tc Dutbble, to pun, or play with
Duerela coram Regina e Conſilio Words ; also to move as the Guts do.
Duick -beam , a kind of wild Aſh-tree.
Diſcutienda & terminanda, a Writ where
utck- (cab, á Diſtemper in Horſes .
by one is call’d to juſtify a Complaint of a
Duick - stwer , a Metal.
Treſpaſs, made to the Queen her ſelf, be
fore the Queen and her Council.
Daiddaný or Dintodeny, Conſerve of
Duerela freſcæ fortiæ , a Writ of freia Quinces.
Force.
Duiddity , ( in School- Philoſophy ) the
Duerent, an Enquirer, the Perſon that Being, or Definition of a Thing ; alco a
demands a Queſtion of an Aſtrologer.
Quirk, or fubtil Queſtion,
Duertmonious, complaining, making
Duto Juřis clamat, (L. ) a Wtit that
Moan,
lies for the Grantee of a Reverſion when
Dueriſta , ( 0. L.) a Querifter, or the Tenant refuſes to acknowledge the new ,
Lord.
Boy thatſings in the Quire of a Church,
Cuid : 20 quo, (L. P.) when there is a
* Duerk or Dutrk; a Cavil, Shift, or
Fetch .
mutual Performance of a Contract by both
Duern , a Hand -mill,
Parties, and one thing is given for another
Cucrries , (0.) the Grooms in the Queen's of like Value. Among Phyſicians, when a
Stahles.
Medicine of one Quality is put for ano
Ducrry, alſo ſignifies a Prince's Stables. ther.
Dutet, that is at teſt, peaceable ; allo
A Gentleman, of the Querry, one of thoſe
-- Gentlemen, whoſe Office it is to hold the Reft, or Peace.
Duietare, (L.) to make Quiet : In out
Horſe
on
the
mounts
when
Queen's Stirrup,
back.
old Deeds, to acquit, or diſcharge.
Dinerulous, (L.) apt to complain, moań .
Dujete damare, to quit. Claim , or re
re
ful,doleful.
nounce all Pretention of Right and Title.
Duettím , the Doctrine or Opinions of
Duery , Queſtion, Propofition , Doubt.
Dnefited , (among Aſtrologers) the Per- ( the Queuits,
fon , orThing enquired after.
Dunctiſts, a Sect of Religious perſons
Dueſt; Search .
among the Roman Catholicks.
Cnett: or .Duelt.gen , Perſons who
Aúrtus eſt,i. e. He isacquitted.A Phraſe
are choſen Yearly in every Ward, to en - us'd by Auditors in the Exchequer, in their
quire into Abuſes and Miſdemeanours com- Acquittances to Accountants.
mitted therein...
Literns Reddittis , a Quir-Renr.
Dutnarms, the Number of Five; alſo
To Duelt, to go in queſt of, or ſeek
Out,as Hunting-Dogs do ; to vent, or wind, a Roman Coin of the Value of Five Afes,
as a Spaniel does.
equalto 3 Pence 3 Farthings English.
Duincunr, Five Ounces, or Five, Ine
Dueña, (0. L.) an Ingueff, or Inquiry
ches ; alſo a Meaſure of about halt a Pint :
made upon the Oaths of a Jury:
In Astrology, an Aſpect when Planets are
diftant
A aa a
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diftant s Signs, or 150 Degrees. Alſo à
Mnírry or Quecry, the Groori of a
particular Order of planting Trees, & c.
Stable:
Dutudecagon , (in Geom .) a plain Figure
Duitrel, (0.) a proud, ewatling Goffip .
Duit, fafe, or free from .
of Fifteen Angles and Sides.
Dutngu.selis, a Roman Coin of so
To muit, to leave, or forſake, to part
Arles, Value 3 s. id. ob. in Engliſh Money. with ; to leave off, or give over.
Dirtsclaim , ( L. T:) a Releaſe, or ac
DuinquageUma caninday, Shrove-Sun
day, fo nam'd from its being about the soth quittingof a Perfon from any Adion ': Al
fo a quitting of one's Claim or Title.
Day before Eaſter .
Duit Rent,a certain (mal! Rent'or AC
Duinqueangled stigure, ( in Geom .) a
knowledgment paid yearly by ſeveral Te
Figure conſiſting of Five Angles,
Duinquenntal, belonging to theSpace nants ofManburs.
of Five Years.
Duitałole, (Sp.) an Umbrello.
Duinquiepa tite, divided into FiveParts.
Duitch -grals or Couch - graſs , an
Duinque Pojais, the Five noted Ha- Herb .
vensin England, commonly calld The Cin
Cuttter , the Matter of a Sore or Ulceri
Duitter-bone, a hard round Swelling
que- Ports.
Duinque-wtri Menfarit , (amongthe on the Cronet, between a Horſe's Heel and
Romans). Five Men appointeu to diſcharge the Quarter.
the Debts of the People that were ruin'd . Ditiver, a Caſe for Arrows.
byUlury.
To Duiver, to thịver, or ſhake.
Duinquina, a Drug, otherwiſe callid
Duo Jure , (L. i. e. by what Righed a
Writ
that lies for a man who has Land,
TheJeſuits Powder,
Quincy or equincy, a Diſeaſe in the in which another challenges Common of
Throat.
Pafture.
Duint, a Sequence of Five Cards of the
Duo mintis, a Writ that lies for one
fame Colour, at Picket.
that has a Grant of Houſe.boot and Hay -bort
Quinto rad , (0, L. T.) the laſt Call in another Man's Wood.
of a Défendant, who is ſued to an Out .
Duo wlarranto , a Writ that lies 2
gainſt a Corporation , that uſurps any Fran
Jawry.
Quintain, ( F.) a Game or Sport, which chiſe or Libertyupon the Queen. Orelſe
confifts in running a tile on Horſe-back, againſt one that intrudes himſelf as Heir
with Poles againſt a thick Plank or Poſt fixt into Land.
Quod Clerici beneficiati de Cancel
in the Ground for that purpoſe.
Duintalor Bintal, an Hundred Pound larta , a Writ to exempt a Clerk of the
Weight at Six ſcore per Cent.
Chanceryfrom contributing to the Proctors
Duinteſſence , ( L.C.T.) the pureſt Sub - cf theClergy in Parliament.
Itance drawn out of any Natural Body ; the
DuodClcric non eligantur in Défis
Spirit, chief Force,or Virtue of anything. cto Ballivt, & c. a Writ which lies for a
Duintellential, belonging to Quinteſ. Clergy-man , who is about to be made a Bai
fence.
liff, Beadle, or ſuch like Officer,
Cuintiley (in Aſtrol.) an Aſpe & , when
Duod ei deforceát, a Writ chat lies for
Planets are diſtant a Fifth Part of the Zodi- a Tenant, againlt him that ,enter'd ,' and
ack or 72 Degrees one from another.
took away the Land recovered .
Quintugle, that is five times as much ,
Duod perinittat, a Writ lýing for the
Five-fold .
Heir of him thar is diffeiſed of his Com
; againſt the Held of the
I húngatn, a Stanza, or Staff of Fifteen monofPaſture
a Veles.
Diffeifor.
Hec Drtbenbarti, & c
Perforia
Dupo
a
cer
,
(
F
.)
Quinzime
Duinzteme or
tain Tax rais'dupon the Fitteenth Part of a Writ that lies for Spiritual Perſons, who
Mens Lands and Goods: Alſo the Fifteenth are diftrained for the Payment of a Tax
cili'd a Fifteenth ."
Dar afrer any Feſtival,
Dup, a Ġibe, Jeer, or Flour.
Duodlibet, a Querk , or Fetch .
Duire, that part of a Church , where
Duodlibets or Duodlibettral Dureſti
the Divine Service is ſaid or fung , alſo the ons, certain Queſtions ingenioully diſpu:
Quantity of, 24 or 25 Sheets of Paper .
tid pro and con , in the Schools at an Uni
a Book iu Dutress a Book that is in verlicy.
Sheets or unbound .
Daoil
or Coils ( S., when
T.) the
Turnsofarea
Dutrtíter, one that finge in the Quire Cable,
theRing
orotherRope
of a Cathedral, or Collegiate Church
faid upon one another
To
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tween both . Alſo a torturing Engine to
force a Confeſſion from an Offender.
Rack of Dutton or Teal, the hinder
Part of the Neck .
To Rack , to put upon the Rack, to tor
cure, or torment.
To Rack Wline, to draw it off from
the Lees, or Dregs.
Rack - Ulintage, the ſecond Voyage
made inco France for racked Wines.
Racket, an Inſtrument to throw the Ball
with, ar Tennis-play.
Rackoon , a Creature inNew -England, re
ſembling a Badger, with a Tail like a
Fox,
theriot Potans that happens every Day,
Radegund, ( S. favourable Counſel). a.
daily
proper Name of Women .
Duotidian aglil, an Ague whoſe kits
1 adtæus Externis& Internys, (L:
return every Day. "
in Anat.) cwo Muſcles of the Wriſt ; one
Quotient, ( in Aritb .) the Number that of which ſer tesro bend it,and the other to
ſhews quoties, or how many times the Divia | Itretch it out!
Radiancy , Brightneſs.
fer, or Number dividing, -is containd in
Radtant, brighe, faining, ſparkling .
the Dividend , or Number to be divided.
Radiation , a darting, or caſting forth
Qur'e , (0.) a quick , or living Beast,
Dupllen ,( 0.) aCuſhion.
Rays, or Beams of Light.
Radtcal, belonging to the Root, in .
bred.
Fadical matífure, that fundamental
Juice which ſome will have to be ſpread
like a Dew thro' all the parts of an Animal
R A
Body
Radical Dueltton , ( in Aftrol.) is a
To Rabate,aHawkis ſaidto Rabare Queſtion propos'd, when the Lord ofthe
when by the Motion of the Bearer's Aſcendant and Lord of the Hour are of one
Hand, the recovers the Fift,
Nature andTriplicity.
To Rabbet , to channel Boards, Rabbet.
Radiçal Sign, (in Marbem .) a Chas
ing ship's
is alſo Keel.
the letting in of the Planks, to racter which ferves to expreſa a Surd, of
the
Irrational Root.
Rabbin or Rabby, a Doctor, or Teacher
Radicality, a being Radical, or a Qua
of the Ferriſh Law.
lity which has relation to a Root.
Rabbinical, belonging to the Rabbies.
Radicated , rooted, or that has taken
Rabbinift, one that follows, or is Roor.
skilled in their Dactrine, or Opinions.
Radicle, thar Part of the Seed of a
Plant which upon it's Growth becomes it's
Rabble , the Dregs of the People
+ Rabtd , (L. ) mad , furious, outragi- Root.
OUR
Radius, (L.) a Ray, or Beain of the
Piece
Rabinet,
of
Ordnance
ſmalleſt
the
In Geometry, theſame with che Semin
Sun.
but one.
diameter. In Opticks, a ſtraight Line full
Race, ( F.) Lineage, or Generation
of Light, or an Inlightening maile by as
Alſo the Courſe, or Running of Perſons Right-Line : In Anatomy, the upper and
a Foot, or on Horſeback , ſtriving who leffer Bone of the Armi'; allo the greatez
hall get to the Goal before the other .
Bone of the Leg .
Ratha , (H.),ſhallow , or empty.
Radius or Ray, (in Aſtrol.) the Confi
(i. e, a Sheep ) one of Jacob's guration , or Aſpect of two Stars.
Rachel,
Wiv
es.
Radir, the Root of a Tree , or Planr.
Rachet, ( F.,L.T ) a Fine paid for the In Grammar, aprimitive, or original Heo
Redemption of a Thief.
bremo Word. In Anatomy, the Sole of the
Rack , a Wooden Frame made to hold Foot : In Aſtrology, the Ground-work,
Fodder for Cartel : Alſo a Pace in which a whence is inferi'd the Reaſon of compu
Horſe ,neither trots nor ambles ,but is being the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies ,
relatin:
Аааа 2.
To Nuoi , is to lay the Turns of a Kope
found after ſuch a manner.
Duoin or Coin , a Wedge faſten'd cloſe
to the Breech oftheCarriages of the Great
Guns.
Duojums (L.) as A Juftice of the peace
And Quorum , i, B. one without whoſe Pre
ſence or Afſent the reſt of the Juſtices cannot
act, in ſome Caſes no .
Quota, a Share of Contribution, In
old Records, a Tax to be levied in equal
manner,
Quotation , a Quoting, or Citing.
To Quote , to cite, or bring in an Au-
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relating to ſuch a Perſon , or Thing.
Rakettele, (0.) the handleof a Rake .
Raker, one that is employd in cleanſing
Radlings , ( N. C.) the Windingsof a
the Str 18 .
Wall.
Raffle or Raffling , a Gamewhen the
Raking a houſe, is the drawing his Oró
ſame Point is thrown with ſeveral Dice.
dure with one's Hand out of his Fundament,
Raking Table, ( in ' Architect.) is a
Raffleznet, a kind of Nep us d in Fiſh
1
Meinber hollow'd in the Square of a Pez
ingi
Raft, a Float-boat of Timber.
deſtal, or elſewhere.
Rafter, a Piece of Timber for Building .
Rallery, ( F.) pleaſant drolling, or play
Rafitti of Knaves , (0.) a Rabble.
ing upon in Diſcourſe.
Rag , a Tatcer, or old Piece of Cloch.
To Rally, to play and droll upon : In
'Among Hunters, Rag or Rake, is a Com
Military Affairs, to gather together diſpers
ſed Troops.
pany , or Herd of young Colts. ?
Kag -bolts, (in a ship) a fort of Iron
Ralph , (G.) a proper Name of Men,
Dins full ofJags, or Barbs on each side.
contracted from Rodolph, i.e. helpful Coun
Rag-wort, an Herb.
ſel.
Ram , a Male Sheep ; alſo a Warlike
lage, (F )Fury, Madneſs.
Raggamuffin , a pitiful raſcally Fel- Engine, anciently made uſe of th batter
low
Walls, do
Ram's Head , an Iron - Leaver to heave
Ragged , beſet with Rags, jagged, or
notched. Ragged Harok , a Hawk that has up great Stones with : In a Ship, a great
its Feathers broken .
Block , or Pulley, into which the Ropes
Ragguled, a Term apply'd to a Branch called Halliards are put.
that is law'd , or cut from the Tree : In
To Ram , to beat, or drive in .
Heraldry, 'tis when the Out -lines of an Or
Bamadam , the Mahometans Lent.
dinary are ragged or norchid after' an ir.
Kainags, Boughs, or Branches of Trees.
regular manner.
A Ramage-Hawk or Falcon, one that
Rageman, a Stature of Juſtice appointed is wild andcoy.
by K. Edward 6. for hearing and determi
To Ramble, to go up and down, to go
n'ng all Complaints of Injuries done five aftray.
Years before.
Ramberge, ( F.) a kind of ſwift Galley,
Ragoo, ( F.) an high- ſeaſon'd Dish of or vrvice- Boat.
Meat.
Rambooze or Ramblige, a Drink chief
C. Rati, a wooden Fence to encloſe a ly us'd arCambridge.
Place : Alſo a ſort of Bird.
To Rame, ( N. Č .) to reach .
Raimund, (G. quier Peace) a proper
Ramequin , ( F.) toaſted Cheeſe and
Name of Men .
Bread, a Toaſt and Cheefe.
Rain , a Vapour drawn by the Sun,
Ramer, (L.) Rupture, or Burſtenneſs.
which falls upon the Earth, & c.
Ramification , ( in Anat.) the ſpreading
Ratu -bow , a Mereor of divers Colours of ſmallBranches of the Veſſels that iffue
Kain -deer, a kind of-Stag common in out from one large one.
Lapland .
Kamília, (0. L.) theBranches, or Heads
bain, à Rod to meafure Ground .
of Trees cut off, or blown down,
To Baile, to lift, or lift up ; to levý,
Fainitt, a Follower of Peter Ramus,
or garher ; to prefer, or advance.
a noted Writer.
· Raiſed in Fleth , (in Falconry) is when
Fammer , an Inftrument to drive Stones
a Hawkproſpers,or grows far.
or wooden " Piles into the Ground, or to
Ratſfy or Retty Horſe, one that will drive homethe Powder and Shot in a
go neither backwards nor forwards, but Gun.
Itand ſtill.
Rammity, that ſmelle Rank like a Ram ,
Rake, a well known Tool for Huſ or Gnar .
bandry
Ramolade, ( F.) a kind of Sauce made of
The Rake of a hiy, is ſo much of her Parſley , Cibbold, Arichovies, & c.
Ma'n Body, as hangs over both the ends of
To 1amp, to rove, frisk, or jump
her Keel; and the hindermoſt part of the about.
Rudder is alſo call'd The Rake ofthe Rudder.
Rampant, ramping, wanton : In Heral
Rake or Rake-rame, a baſe rafcally dry, it is when a Lion is painted in a
Bellow .
Poſture of climbing, or ftanding upright
Rakst, a Term apply'd to a Hawk on the hinder Legs.
that thes out too far from the Fowl.
Rampart
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Rank , Diſpoſal, or Order of Perſons or
Rampart or Ramnpier , ( in Fortif.) a
great maffy Bank of Earth rais'd about the Things ; Place , or Dignity : In Military
Body of aPlace.
Diſcipline, the ſtraight Line, the Soldiers of
Rampick, ( 0.) a Tree that begins to a Battalion, or Squadron make" as they
decay at the top thro ' Age.
ſtand Side bySide.
Rampions, a Root proper for Sallets. To Double the Banks, is to put two
Ranks into one,
Ramſons or Buckrams, an Herb.
ToRankle,to grow rank, to felter.
Ramis, (L.) a Bough, Branch, or
To Ranſack, to plunder, or rifle.
Arm of a Tree. In Anatomy, any Branch
Ranſom , an Agreement for Redempti
of the greater Veſſels.
Ramuis anterton, a Branch of the Sub- on, a Summ of Money paid for the redeem .
cutaneous Vein, which paffes under the ing of a Captive, or for the pardoning of
Muſcles of the Bone of the ' Arm callid romenotorious Offender.
Vina,
To Rauſom , to pay a Ranſom for, to
Raumns Pofterior , another Branch of redeem .
Rant, an extravagant Flight in Ex
the Subcutaneous Vein'of the Arm, running
near the Elbow .
preflione, Poetry, &c.
Ban , (Sa.) an open , or publick Theft.
To Rant, to rage, rave, or ſwagger .
Ranters, certain Hereticks of the Fa,
Rancour, conceal’d, or ſecret Grudge,
mily of Love.
Spite, or Spleen.
Ranula, ( L. in Anat.) a Swelling un
Rand, the Seam of a Shooe : Rand of
Beef, a long Acthy piece, cut out from be- der the Tongue .
tween the Flank and Butrock .
Ranılares, choſe Branches of the out
Randal, (S.) a proper Name of Men, ward jugular-Veins, which run to the
from Ranulph , i, e. pure Help.
Tongue.
Random , Chance, Hazard .
Ramainculus, a little, or young Frog :
Random or Randomsljot, a Shot Alſo a Flower callid Crow -foot,or Golden
made, when the Muzzle of a Gun is rais'd knap : Alſo a Swelling, the ſame as Roma
above the Horizontal Line, and is not de- nula .
Rapacious, ravenous, greedy.
fign'd -to fhoot directly forward.
Ran -force : Ringof a Gun , that which
Rapacity or Rapaciouſneſs, Ravenouſ
is nxt before the Touch -hole.
neſs, Extortion , Greedineſs.
Rape, a wild Radiſh ; alſo a Toalu'd
Range, Row , or Rank, Ramble, or
Jaunt ; alſo the Beam that runs between by Farriers ; Alſo the Stalks of the
two Horſes in a Coach. In Gunnery, the Cluſters of Grapes when they have been
Line a Shot goes in from the Mouth of the dry'd and freed from the Grapes : Alſo the
Prece.
carrying away of a Virgin , with an intent
To Range, to diſpoſe, or place in its to deflower, orto marry her againſt her
Rank , or Order ; to rove, or ſtray about ; Conſent : Alſo the act of Violence it ſelf
alró to Gfr thro ' a Sieve.
committed upon the Body of a Woman .
Ranger, a ſworn Officer of a Foreſt,
Rape of the foreſt, a Treſpaſs don :
or Park, whoſe Buſineſs is to walk daily in the Foreſt.
thro' his Charge, and to preſent all Treſ
Rapes , are a !ſo certain Diviſions of the
paſſes done in his Bailywick at the next County of Suſſex.
Foreft-Court .
Rapestaine, a ſort of ſmall Wine.
Raphael, ( H. the Phyſick of God) che
Ranges, two particular Pieces of Tim
ber in a ship.
Name of an Angel.
Rangle, (in Falconry) is when Gravel is
Raphe, (in Anat.) the ſame as Suture.
given to a Hawk, to bring her to her Sto.
Rapid , (L.) ſwift, quick , that has a
mach.
boiſterolis, or violent Motion.
Ranina Cenæ , ( L. in Anat.) the
Raptoity or Rapioneſs, Swiftneſi,
appear
certain
Frog -veini ,
un - Quickneſs.
Veins that
der theTonguie.
Rapter, ( F.) a long Sword made only
Rank , itinking, noiſome ; alſo that for thruſting .
foots forth too many Branches, or Leaves ;
Raptne, ( L. ) Robbery, Pillaging , a
over.fruitful.
taking a thing by open Violence, or Force.
Rank as a Roke, (0. P.) hoarſe as a
Rapparees, certain Iriſh Robbers,
Rook .
Fapt or Rapt up , (L.) ravished , or
tranſported,
Rat02,
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Raptors ( L.d'a Seizer, or Takër away
by Force In Lowo, a Ravither of WOmen.
Rapta bæredis, 4 Writ that lies for
the 'taking away of an Heir holding in
Socage.
Baptirre , a (natching , or taking away ,
a Tranſpor of Mind.
'Alſo
poetical Rapture or Furyo the Heat
ofà Poet's Fancy.
Raptured , raviſhed ,
Rare, that happens but feldom , uncom
mon; excellent, ſingular :ſcarce,hard to be
gor : In Philoſophy & Phyficksthin, notcompa &t.
Rare Badies , ſuch Natural Bodies as
take up more Rpom , inProportion to their
Matrer, thanother Bodies do .
Marc- lines orRattitings,(in aShip)
thoſe Lines with which are made the Steps
Ladder-wiſe. to get up the Shrowds and
Putrocks.
Rarefartentia , ( LRT ) rarifying
Medicines,
Rarefartton, a making, or becoming
thin. Rarefaction of 4 Natural Body," (in
Philos .) is when it takes up more Dimen
Sions, or a larger Space than it did before .
To Rarify, to make, or to grow thin .
Rarity, a rare Thing, a Curioſity ; alſo
Rareneſs, or Uncommonnefs ; Among Philoſophers, Thinneſi, oppoſed to Denſity, or
Thickneſs.
Raſant Line of Defence, ( in Fortif)
á Line drawn from the Point of the Baſtion
along the Face;'and lengthen'd till it come
to the Courtin .
Rasberrpor Ralpis -berry, a.Fruit.
Raſcal, a Rogue, a Villain , a paltry
Fellow
Raſcal Deer, a lean Deer.
Ralcality, the baſe Rabble, Scum , er
Dregs of the People.
Rafber, a ſlice of Bacon, to be broila.
Rafton, (L.in Surgery) the Daving ,or
ſcraping of Bones.
Rais, a kind of hard Pitch which is
beaten to Powder, and put into Medi.
cines.
Raskel, ( 0.) Traſh, Trumpery,
Ralor or Razor, an Inſtrument to ſave
with ; alſo a ſort of Fiſh .
Raſp, a kind of File.
Ralpatory, a Butler's Tool to chip
Bread with ; alſo a Surgeon's Inſtrument to
ſcrape foul and ſcaly Bones.
Ralure, having, or ſcraping ; a data
thro ' Writing .
Fatestatls , a
venomous Diſeaſe in
Horſes.
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Ratafias, (F.) a delicſous Liquor made
ofApricocks or Cherries, with their
Kernels bruis'd and ſteept in Brandy.
Ratally , according to a certain Rate ;
by equal Portions.
Ratch or. Rally Gin Fock-pork ) a fórt of
Wheel, which ſerves to life up the Detents
every
tomake the clock ftrike.
Katchets, (ig a Watch)are theſmati
Teechatthe bottom
ofthe Barrel that ſtop
it in winding.upa
Ratiz Prise , Value, Proportion , Tax ,
In Arithmetieko the sameas
Rank
Reason
a Rate , or Value upon ,
to aftele, or fax; to reprove,or chide.
Rate- tithe, a certain Duty paid by the
Owner of Cartel, when kept in ; a Pariſha
for leſs time than a Year.
Rateen or Ratteen , a kind of ſtrong
shalloon , alloa tine ſort of Freez, ot
napped Cloath .
Räth or I athe earlyripe.
Ratification , (L.) a ratifying, or con
fruming In Law , the eftablishing of
Clerk in a Prebend:
To Fatify, to confirm , or eftablith,
eſpecially by a Publick A&.
Ratio, ( L.) Reafon, Conſideration, Ree
gard : In Mathematicks, the Rate, or Pro
ther.Quantities,
portion thisano
"
ſeveral
cr Numbers
have one to
Ratiocinationi, a rational Way of de
bating, or diſputing ; the Ad of exerciông
the Faculty of Reaſoning .
Ratiocinative, belonging to Ratioci
nation .
Bation , a Share, or Proportion of Pro
vifions, or Forage.
Rationabilt Parte Konozum , a Writ
that lies for a Wife againſt her Husbana 5
Executors, that deny her the third part of
his Gcods.
Rationabilibus divtis, a Writ for
ſettling the Boundaries between two ad
joyning Lordfhips, or Manours.
Rational, endued with Reaſon , reaa,
fonable,
2
uantities, ( in Math
Rational
thoſe Quantities between which there is
any expreſible
Reafon, or Proportion.
Rational Malay of erecting a figura
(in Aſtrol.) a particular Method of diftri
buring the Spaces of the twelve Houſes.
Rationale, (L.) the Breaft-plate of the
High - Prieſt, among the ancient Jews:Allo
a rational Account.
Rattonis Ds, Cia Anate) the Bone of
the Fore-head ,

Ratius
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Convergent Rays, are thoſe which if
Ratitus Anadians, a Roman Coin chat
had cheFigure of a ship ſtamp'd on it.
ſuing from divers Points of the Object,
Rattle, a Child's Toy ; alſo an Herb incline towards one and the fame Point
otherwiſe call'd Cock's-Comb,
tending to the Eye.
Divergent Kaye, are thoſe which go.
To Rattle, to make a Noiſe ; to fcold ,
or brawl. A Goat is ſaid To rattle, that ing from a Point of the Viſible Object, con ."
tries thro’ Defire of Copulation .
tinually depart'one from another, according
To Rattle in the Sheath , a Horſe is ly asthey are remov'd from theObje& .
ParalletRays, are thoſe that keep an
ſaid to do ſo, when he makes a Noiſe in
equal Diſtance from the Viſible Obje & co 5
the skinny part of his Yard .
Rattle:Snake, a huge Snake in Virgi- the Eye.
Pitncipal Ray, (in Perfpe&t.) is the per
nia, having á Rattle in its Tail:
Rattlings , lin a Ship)the ſmall Ropes pendicular Ditance between the Eye and
Shrowdslike
Steps.
that croſs the
1the VerticalPlane.
Ray of Jucidence or 3'ncident Ray,
Rattooii, a kind of Fox in the Welt
Indies.
( in Catoptricks) is ‘ å Righe-line which falls
from
ſome point of an Objed upon the
Ravage, (F.) Havock, Waſte, Spoil
To Ravage, tomake ravage,toranſack, Surface of a Looking-glaſs
&
, c.
or lay waſte . I
Ray of JlncidenceorIncident Ray,
( in Dioptricks) is a Ray of Light which
Raucedo, (L.) Rauciey , or Hoarſeneſs.
Rancomen, a Fruit like a Gooſe-berry, paſſes in a Right-line, from a certain Point
of the Viſible Objeđ in one Medium , until
peculiar to Virginia and Mary-land.
To Rave, to be light headed, to talk it meet with a ſecond Medium ,
idly, co dote.
Ray of Reflection, is the Right-line by
To Rabel or Ravel out, to run into which the Reflexion is made ; and Ray of
Threads, as Night Cloth does that is not Refraction, 1 broken Ray, is a Right-line
cloſe wove .
whereby the Bay of Incidence is broken in
Rabel- Bread, ( in Kent) a middle fort paſſing through the ſecond Medium .
of Bread .
Ray-cloth , Cloth that was never com
Rabelin, ( f. in Fortif.) a ſmall Work loured , or died .
Ray-grals , a kind of Graſs good to
in Form of a Triangle, confifting only of
twoFaces, which make a Saliant Angle.
improve cold clayey Ground, 6c.
Raven a well known Bird .
Raynous, ( o )(cabby.
Ravening , Rapine į pillage, Luke 11 .
To Raze, to lay even with the Ground ,"
39.
to pull down .
Ravenolis, greedy, glutronous.
Razers, the Tulkes, or Teeth of a
To Favint, to devour, or eat greedily. Boar.
Reach , the Diſtance as far as a Guri,
To Raviny, to take, or ſnatch away , to
commit a Rape upon a Virgin ; allo to Bów , & c. can carry, or as a Man can come
charni, or pleaſe exceedingly.
at : Among Mariners, a Reach is the Di
Kaviſhment, the ravilhing, or violent Atance of any cwo Points of Land which
deflowering of a Virgin , alſo a Rapture, bear in a directLine one cowards another.
orTranſport of Joy, doc.
Reaction , (L. in Philos.) as The Reaktion,
Rabtlhment de Gard, a Writ that or reciprocal Motion of one Part of the
formerly lay, for the Guardian , againſt one Matter againſt another .
that took from him the Body of his Ward .
Read or Rede, ( 0. ) Counſel, or Ad
Bay, ( F :) a Beam of the Sun , or any vice.
other Star : Alſo a Fith otherwiſe called a
To Re-adjourn , to adjourn again .
Thorn -back : In Opticks, a Line ſuppoſed
Rezaumtffion , the Aět of re -admitting.
to paſs from the Eye coward the Obje & , or
To Rrandmté , to admit, or receive
from the Objecttowards the Eye.
again .
Reafan , the Royal Banner or Standard
Conmon Ray, is a Right-line drawn
from the Point of Concourſe of the two of the Danes, on which the Figure of a
Optical Axes, throʻ the middle of the Raven was embroider'd.
Resafforeſted, (L.T.) made Foreſt again .
Right-line, which paſſes by the Center of
the
Eye.
Reaks ; as To play Reaks, i.e., to dom
Direct Ray, is thatwhich isconvey'd neer orhector, to thew mad Pranks,
from a Point of the Viſible Object directly
Real, that is indeed, true.
to the Eyes
Realg azt, ( C, T.) red Arſenick.
Reality ,
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Reality, real Exiſtence, the Trạch of a Intereft of any Summ of Money comes to ,
Matttr : In Law , Reality or Realty is op . for thetime that it is paid before it becomes
due : In Heraldry, to ſet a Mark of Diſto
pos'd to Perſonalty.
Realm , Kingdom
nour in an Eſcutcheon.
Rebaternent, the Ad of rebating; a
Ream , the Quantity of Twenty Quires
of Paper.
Diſcount upon the Payment of ready Mom
ToRe-animate, (L.) to revive, to put ney ; the Diminution of Figuresina Coac
in Heart again .
of Armed
Rebecca, (H. fat and full) the wife of
Bear, (o ) thin ; In the Art of War ,
Ifaac.
the hindermoft Part of, an Army or Fleet.
Rebeck , an old Trot, Chaucer; , alſo a
Rear or Beace Guard , the laft of the
Three Lines of an Army, drawn up in certain Muſical Inſtrument of Three Strings.
Battalia.
Rebel, (L.) a Perſon that openly rebels
Kear - admtral, the Admiral of the againſt the Prince or State : In a Legal
Senſes one that wilfully breaks a Law ; or
Third Squadronin a Royal Fleet.
Rear Half- Files, the Three hindmott a Villain diſobeying his Lord.
To Rebello to,riſe up in Arms, or revolt
Ranks, when a Battallion is drawn up Six
deep.
againft one's Soveraign.
Rebellion, any tumultuous oppofing, or
Rear -Rank, the laſt Rank of a Battal
lion or Squadron.
rifing up in Arms againſt the Authority of
1 To Reåt , to raiſe or ſet up an end, to thePrince or Supreme Power.
train, or bringup.
Rebellious, ani co rebell, diſobedient.
Rebellious affembly , ( L.T.) the gather
To Réar a Baar , a Term us'd by Hun
ters for, to diſlodge him .
ing together of Perſons, with a Delign to
To ReFaſcend, to aſcend,or get up a change any Statutes or Lawsof the Realm ,
to ruin Incloſures, to break down Banke;
gain .
Reaſon , that Faculty of the Soul wherè &c.
Rebelluni, (0. L.) a Replication, or
by we diſcourſe and judge of Things ; Ar
gunent, Proof, Cauſe, Matcer: Among Lo- Rejoynder.
Rebesk or Arabesk Work , a ſort of
g.cians, an Argument, either neceffary or
probable, or a proper Anlwer to the Que- fine Flouriſhes, or branched Work in Car
ving, Painting, & c.
stion, Why is it ſo ?
Rebinare Cerram , (0. L.) to give a
In Arithmetick , the Reaſon or Rate,
betwixt Two Numbers, is a certain Propor- fecond Stirring or Ploughing to Land that
'ción, eſpecially the Quotient of the Antece- lies fallow .
dent divided by the Conſequent.
Rebiſola, (C. T.) a Medicine made of
In Geoznetry , Realou , is the mutual Ha- Urine, good againſt the Jaundice.
bit or Compariſon of Two Magnitudes of To Rebotind, to bounce up again, as a
the ſame kind one to another, in reſpect Ball does from the Ground.
of their Quantity.
Rebuff, che Refuſal of a Suit by a Supe
To Reaſon , to diſcourſe upon , or about riour to an Inferiour with Scórn ; a rough
Denial.
a thing ; to diſpute, or argue.
Reaſonable, agreeable to the Rules of
To Rcbtike, to reprove, or check .
Pealon ; juft, right, conſcionable .
Hebus , a Symbol or Device repre:
Realonableaid, (1.T) a Dury that the ſented in a Piąure, with a Mortoalluding
Lord of the Fee formerly claim'd of his to one's Name, &c. In Heraldry, a Coat of
Tenants , in order to marry his Daughter, or Arms that bears an Allulon to the Sirname
make his Son a Knight.
of the Perſon.
Rebutter, (L.T.) is when the Donee, by
To Recalleinble , to fummon or call co
Together again ; to meet, or get together | Virtue of a Warranty made by the Donor,
repels or thruſts our his Heir.
again .
To Recall, to call back, or to call home.
To Reaffume, to retake, to take upon
one's's ſelf again .
To hecant, (L.) to recal what one has
Reathen , (o ) Soon.
faid or written before,
Recantation , a revoking, or unlaying. <
Re- attachinent, (L.T.) a Second At
tachment of one that was formerly attached
To Recapitulate , to rehearſe Briefly, or
and difmisfd the Courr.
ſumm up the Heads of a former Diſcourſe .
To Resbaptize , to baprize again .
Recapitulation, che A & ' of recapitula .
To Rebate to channel, or chamfer ; to ting.
blunt, to cheek .' Allo to abate whai che
Recapir
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Recaption , ( L.T.) a ſecond Diſtreſs,,
made on a Perſon formerly diſtrained, for
the ſame Cauſe. Allo the Writ or Remedy
the Law affords him that is twice diſtrain
ed for one. Thing.
To Recede, to go back.
Receipt, the act of receiving ;; an Ac
quittance for Money received i allo a Me
dicine preſcribed for the Cure of a Diſeaſe.
Recetvable, char may be received.
* To Recetve, to tako what is given,
paid, or put into one's Hands ; to enter tain , or harbour. '
Receiver, a Perſon that receives : Alſo
che Name of a Chymical Veffel.
Receiver of Fines, an Officer who re
ceives the Money of all ſuch as compound
with the Queen .
ReceiverGeneral of the Dutchy of
Lancatter, an Officer that gathers in all the
Revenues and Fines of the Lands of the
ſaid Durchy.
Receiver General of the Court of
wards and Liveries, an Officer former
ly belonging to that Court.
Receiver of Rönts, & c. an Officer be
longing tothe Queen , or ſome other Perſon of Honour.
Recent, new , freſh, lately done , or hap
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to receive the Matter which is raiſed by thic
Fire:
Reciprocal; mutual, interchangeable ,
that is returned on both sides: In Logick ,
it is ſaid of Terms that have the ſame Sig.
nification, and may be turned either way.
Reciprocal Figures, (in Geom .) are ſuch
as have the Antecedents and Conſequents of
the Ratio in both Figures.
Reciprocal Proportion , is when in
Four Numbers the Fourth is letter than the
Second, by ſo much as the Third is greater
than the Firſt.
To Reciprocate, (in Gram .) as Rec pro
cal Verbs reciprocate, or reflect the Action
upon the Agent .
Reciprocattoli, an interchanging, or re
turning like for like.
Recifion , a cutting, or paring off ; a
diſannulling, or making void .
Recital, Relation , Accoun : Report.
Récttatve confick or à Recitative, a
kind of Singing that comes near plain Pro
nunciation, after ſuch a manner' as Drama
tick Poems are rehearſed upon the Srage.
Recttative Satple, a Style, or Way of
Writingfitted for thatpurpoſe.
To Recite, to relare, or rehea: fe.
To Reck , ( 0.) to care.
To Recrón; to caſt up, of count ; to e.
Receptacle,'a Place fit to receive, or hold ſteem , to believe, or think.
To Reclaim , to recall, or turn back
any thing ; a Ware-houſe, an Harbour, or
from ili Courſes, to take up and leave oft
Shelter,
Vices : In Falconry, a Pareridge is ſaid
one's
Caa
Anat.)
(in
Receptaculum Chyli,
vity or hollow Part, into which all the La To Kcclaim , when the calls back her
young One's ; and to reclaim a Hapok, is to
deal Veins empty themſelves.
Reception , the Ad of kindly receiving tame, or make it gentle.
or entertaining any Perſon, or of accepting
Redination of a plaie, (in Mathem .)
any thing : In Aſtrology, an accidental Digo | is the Quantity of Degrees that any Dial
i nity happening to Two Planets, when they Plane lies or falls backwards, from the tru
are received in each other's Houſes, &c.
ly vertical Plane.
Receptive,apt, or fit to receive , or hold.
Reclining -Plané, the Planie of a Dial
Receſs, a retreating , or withdrawing ; that leans from you, when you ſtand be
fore
it.
also a Place of Retreat, or Retirement.
Recluſe , a Monk or Nun that is due
Recellion of the Equinoxes , (in the
new Aftron .) is the going back of the up , and may not ftir ont of the Religious
Equinoátial Points every Year about so Houſe,
Recogntfance or Recogntzance ; ( F.LT )
Seconds.
To Rechace, (H. T.) to drive back rn- Bond or Obligation acknowledged in ſome
wards the Place where the Game was firſt Court of Record, or before ſome Judge.
Recogntſance of grize, the Verdict of
ſtarted ..
Recheat, a Leſfon, which Huntſmen TwelveMen impannelled upon a Jury, when
a Man is attainted' of Diffeiſin , with Rob
wind upon the Horn.
Recidivatton , à relapfing, or falling bery ; and the Jury-men ſo impannell’d'are
calld Recognitors of the Allize.
back into Sickneſs again's.
Recogniſee, the Perſon to whom one is
Becipe, a Phyſician Bill , in which he
directs the Apothecary whär Medicine he bound in a Recogniſance .
Recognilor , onethat entèrs iñco ſuch a
fhould, prepare.
Retlpicit or Récéidet, ( C.T.) a feffel Bond or obligation.
Swade filt to the Beak of an Alembick, &c.
Recogs
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Recognition , Acknowledgement, Re- Proceſs out of an Inferiour Court into the
view , or Examination,
Queen's Court.
Recognitione per vim & duritiem fada,
To Recover, ( F.) to get again ,to reſtore
à Writ to fend for a Record touching a to Health , to be on the mending Hand.
Recogniſance, which the Recogniſor affirms
Recoverable, that may be recovered.
to have been acknowledged by Hardſhip
Recovery, a regaining, or getting again
and Force.
Go. Remedy, Help : In a Legal Senſe, the
Recoil of a Cannion , the Motion or obtaining any Thing by Judgment or Trya!
of Law
Run it takes backward when fir'd .
True Recovery, is an actual or seat
To Recoil, to give ground, to give
back, as a Gun does.
Recovery of any thing , or the Value of it
To Recoin Sooney, to coin it a -new .
by Judgment.
To hecollett , to reflect upon one's ſelf,
Feigned or Common Recovery, is a
certain Form or Courſe in Law, for the
to call a thing to mind.
Recollection, the Act of recolle& ings better affuring one's Title to Lands or Te
alſo theſamewith Recapitulation .
nements,
Recollects, a Branch of the Order of To Reroiint, to relate.
Franciſcan Friers.
To Recotipe, ( F.) to cut again, to reply
To Recommence, to commence, or be quickly and Marply : In Law ,to defalk ,or
gin again , or a new.
diſcount.
Recourft , Refuge, Application , Addreſs :
To Recommend, to commit to one's Fa
Alſo Paflage, Return .
vour, Protection , or Care..
Recommendable, that deferves to be
Recreant, (0.) a faint-hearted, or cow
recommended or eſteemed .
ardly Fellow.
Recommendation, the Ad of recom
Recrtantiſe, (0.) Cowardize.
mending
To Recreate, to refreſh , to divert, or
Recommendatozy, that ſerves to re delight.
commend.
Recreatior, a pleaſing Divertiſement af
Recompence, Requital,Reward, Amends. ter hard Labour ; Refreſhment, Paftime.
Recreative,
that ſerves to recreate, di
To Recompence, to requite, to make
amends.
verring , pleaſant.
Reconcilable, that may be reconciled.
Recredentials, an Anſwer to the Cre
To Reconcile, to make thoſe Friends dential Letters of an Ambaſſadour.
again chat were at Variance ; to make agree
Recrement, any ſuperfluous Matter in
what ſeems contrary .
the Bloud, or in any part of the Body : In
Reconciliation or Reconetlement, a re- Chymiſtry,'tis us'dwhen any Liquor isdiſtil.
conciling, a renewing of Friendſhip .
led over again ſeveral times . Recrements,
Recondite, fecret, hidden .
are alſo taken for ſuch Juices as are ſepara
To Recondut, to conduct, or lead back ted in the ſeveral Glands of the Body, for
certainpeculiar Uſes.
again
Record, Teſtimony, Evidence, Witneſs, To Recriminate, to return an Accuſa
a Publick Adt enrolled.
tion , or Reproach.
To Record, to regiſter, or enroll ; allo
Recrtinination, the Ad of recrimina
to begin to fing, or tune Notes, as a Bird ting, whereby the Party accuſed charges his
does.
Accuſer with the fame Fact.
Reerudeſcentia , a growing freh , raw ,
Recorda, ( L. L. T.) Records containing
the Judgments and Pleadings in Suits try'd or fore again : Among Phyficians, when a
before the Barons of the Exchequer.
Diſeaſe being about to end, begins to in
Becodare facias or Recozdart facias, vade and grow worſe again.
a Writ for removing a Cauſe from an In
Recruit, (F.)new or freſh Supply: In
feriour Court to the Queen's Bench or Com- the Art of War, Recruits are new Men rail.
mon Pleas.
ed to ſtrengthen the Forces on Foot.
Recorder , a Perſon for the moſt part
To Recrint, to ſupply, or fill up, to re
well skill'd in the Law , whom the Mayor inforce.
or chief Magiſtrate of a City, & c. affoci
Redangle , (in Geom .) a right or ſtraight
ates to him for his better Direction in Mar- Angle, made by the falling of one Line
eers of Juſtice, and Proceedings according perpendicular upon another : Alſo a Right;
to Law.
lined Figure confilting of Four Sides, and
Recoido e Procellit mittendis, a Writ asmany Right Angles;or a Parallelogram
,
to call a Record, together with thewhole that has Right Angles buc unequal Sides:
Alco
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Alſo the Product that ariſes from the Mulo
tiplication of Two Lines one by another.
In Arithmetick , Rectangle, is the ſame
with the Fact or Product, arising from the
multiplication of ſeveral Numbers,
Rectangléd or Right-angled Triangle
a Triangle that has one Right Angle.
Rectangular, A plain Figure is faid To
be Rectangular or Right-angled, when one
or more of its Angles are Right.
Recta príſa Regis,( 0.L.)cheKing'sRight
to take one Pipe of Wine before the Maſt,
and another behind the Maſt, as Cuſtom for
every Ship loaded with Wines.
Rectatio, a Claim of Right, or appeal
to Law for Recovery of it.
Rectification , a rectifying, or making
right: In Chymiſtry, the drawing off the
Dregs, or the reaning of any Liquor by
repeated Diſtillations.
Rectifier, a Perſon that recifes : Allo
an Inſtrument which ſerves to find the Vari
ation of the Compaſs , and to rectifie che
Ship's Courſe .
To Kedify, to ſet to rights again, to
correct, or mend : Among Chymiſts, to
diftill any Spirit over again, in order to
bring it to a more pure State,
To Rentify the Globe, is to bring the
Sun's Place inthe Ecliptick on the Globe,
to the ſide of the Braſs-Meridian, cc.
To Redify a Nativity, (in Ajtrol.) is
to bring the eſtimated Time of a perſon's
Birth , to the real and true one.
Rettifying of Curves , ( in Mathem .)
is the finding a ſtraight Line equal to a
curved , or crooked one ; or a Plane equal
to a curved Surface .
Kedilineal Angle (in Geom .) an Angle,
that conſiſts of RightLines.
Regilineal, or Right-lined Figures,
ſuch as have their Extremities all Right
Lines.
Bettt minores, (in Anat.) two ſmall
Muſcles of the Head, which are let into
the middle of the Os Occipitis.
Redi Internt minores, the fame as
Annuates Mufculi.
Rettitude, Rightneſs, Straightneſs ; alfo Uprightneſs, Juſtice, Honeſty.
Reditudo, ( L.) Rightneſs, Uprightneſs :
In Law -Records, Rectitudines is taken for
Rights, or legal Dues, belonging either to
God , or Man .
Recto, a Writ of Righr, to recover the
Poffeffion and Property of Lands,or Tene
ments .
Recto de Anvocatione Ecclefiæ , a
Writ of Right, where a Man has Right of
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| Advowſon, but the Parſon of the Church
dying, a Stranger preſents his Clerk.
Recto de Cuſtodia Cerræ # Hæredis,
a Writ that lay for one whole Tenant hold
ing of him in Chivalry died under Age,
againſt a Stranger that enter'd upon the
Land, and took the Body of the Heir.
Redo de Dote , a Writ of Right,
which lies for a Woman that has receiv'd a
part of her Dower, and deſigns to demand
the Remainder.
Reto de Dote tinde nihil habet, a
Writ that lies where the Husband having
divers Lands, &c. has ſettled no Dower on
his Wife.
Retto quando Dominus remifit, a
Writ that lies where Lands, & c. belong
ing to the Juriſdiction of any Lord, are
in demand by a Writ of Right ; and the
Lord has · ſent his Writ to the Queen's
Court to have the Cauſe ery'd there.
Recto de rationabili parte , a Writ í
that lies between Coparceners ; ſo that
when one Party enters upon all the Land
and Deforces the other, the Party ſo de
forced thall have this Writ to recover
part.
Retto fur Diſclaiıner, a Writ that
lies where a Lord avowsupon his Tenant,
and the Tenants diſclaims to hold of him .
Redol, a Governour, or Ruler 3 the
chief of a Foreign Univerſity , or of a
Convent of Jeſuits : Alſo the Principal, or
Head of a College in England : Alſo a
Parſon that has the charge of a Parish
Church .
Retto: tal, belonging to a Rector, of
Rectory.
Retory, a Spiritual Living, or Parſo .
nage, with all its Rights, Tithes, &c.
Rectum or Comimine Rediim , (0. L.)
a Tryal in common Courſe of Law.
Redum Inteftinum , (in Anat.) the
ſtraight Gut.
Rectus Femoris, a Muſcle of the Leg
which is inſerted to the upper part of the
Bone call'd Tibia.
Rectus Jnternus Major, a Muſcle of
the Head , which has its Inſertion to the
Fore- Appendix of the Os Occipitis.
Reatus Juternus minor , a Muſcle
of the Head, which is let into the Os Occipi.
tis, immediately under the former.
Redus Lateralis, a Muſcle of the
Head ,which is implanted to the Os Occipitis,
in the Space made by the Proceſſus Mam
millaris and Styloides.
Rectus Qajo , a Muſcle of the Head
which is inſerted to the hinder part of the
Os Occipitis,
Rect
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Redditarius, a Renter, a Tenant.
Redns muſculus, is alſo one of the
Reddition, a giving again, or reſto
Muſcles of the lower Belly, so call’d from
he Uprightneſs of its Pofition.
ring ; the Surrender, or ſurrendring of a
Redus Palphebiz Superioris , a ' Place. In Law , a Judicial Confeſſion, that
Muſcle that life's up the upper Eye-lid .
the Land, or Thing in Queſtion belongs to
Rectus in Curta , 1. é. Right in the Deimandant.
Court) a Law - Phraſe, us’d when one ſtands
Redoitus, (L.) Revenue, Rest,
at the Bar; and no Man objects any thing
Redditus arfilx or de alila , or F.ed
againſt him : Alle when an Outlawry is dimus ariliis , a ter ſtanding Rent.
reverſed,
Redotais mobilis, a variable Rent'
Recimbency, a relying, or depending that did riſe andfall.
upon .
TRƯgout , Co.) violence,
+ Rocu : eration , a Recovering.
Rede," 0.) Advice, Counſel, Help.
Reciper
Reneleſs,
Romans)
the
among
ator,
( 0.) helpleſs.
(
a
•
Commiflioner, or Judge appointed by the
To Redeem , to buy off, to purchaſe
Prætor to examine private Matters .
again , to recover.
To Renir , to run back, or return .
Redeemable, that may be redeemed ,
Remrrent Nerbes, ( in Anat.) certain
Redeemer, Ranſomer, Deliverer, Sa.
Nerves ſo nam'd, becauſe firſt they de viour.
ſcend, and then aſcend again to ſupply the
To Redeliver , to deliver , or give up
Muſcles of the Larynx .
again.
To Re-demand , to ask , or require
Recurrents or Recurrent Merles,
again .
ſuch Verſes as are read the ſame back war
and forward.
Redemption, a redeeming, or ranſom 27
Pecurſton , a running back .
ing.
Reculancy , the State of Recufants, or
+ Redevable, ( F.) indebted, obliged ,
Non - Conformiſts.
or beholding ro .
A Reculant, a Roman Catholick that
Redintegrated, ( L.) begun a -freſh, re
refuſes to ſubmit to the Diſcipline of the newed.
reformed Church .
Redirtegration , a making whole again ,
Red, a lively Colour repreſenting the a renewing : in Chymiſtry, a reſtoring any
Quality of Fire.
Mixt Body, .whoſe Form is deſtroyed, to
Rco Book of the Ercheqner , an an its former Nature and Conftitution ,
cient Manuſcript Volume, that contains ſe
Rediflettini, (L.T.) a Diffeiſn made by
veral Treacifes, and is in the keeping of the one, who once before was adjudged to have
Queen's Remembrancer in the Office of Ex - diffeiſed, or unlawfully put the ſame
1 chequer.
Perſon' out of the Poffeffion of his Lands,
REDEMuins, certain red Spots, to which 66
new -born Infants are ſubject .
Redituaries, ( L.) an Order of Friers,
The Red -Letter Tribe, a Name głyen being a Branch of the Franciſcans,
to the Papiſts, 'upon account of their keep
Redolent, yielding a ſweet Smell, or
ing ſo many Holy-days mark'd in the Al- Scent.
manacks with red Letters.
+ Redonation, a giving back, or refto
Red- fhank, a Bird that has red Legs and ring that which was taken away.
Feet.
To Redouble, to double again, to re
Red -ſtart, another Bird ſo call'd from peat ; to come again with greater Force ,
its red Tail.
Redoubt or Redoute, ( F, in Fortif ) a
Red -treak , a ſort of Apple.
ſmall Fort of a ſquare Figure, that has on
Red -water, that which iſſues from any Defence but in the front,
.
Wound, or Sore in a Horſe,
+ Recoubted, much feared , dreadful.
Redan or Redent, ( É. in Fortif.) an
To Kedouind, to abound over and above,
indented Work made in Form of the Teeth ro turn to.
Redour, ( 0 ) turning , or doubling.
of a Saw with Salient and Re-ent'ring
Angles.
To Redjels, to ſet to rights again, to
Reddendum , (L.to be yielded, or paid) reform .
To Redreſs a Stag, ( H. T.) to put himn
a Law-word us'd for the Clauſe in a Leaſe ,
c. whereby the Rent is reſerved to the off his Changes,
Leffor.
Redubbers,
(L.chinge
T.) thoſe
that ſome
buy
Kedditarium , a Rental, or Roll, in
tollen
Cloath , and
it into
which the Rent and Services of a Manour other Form , or Colour,
are fet down. i
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To Rednice, ( L. ) to bring back , to re
ſtore, to bring, or turn into, to ſubdue, or
bring to Subjection.
Redrcible, that may be reduced.
Reducing Sacale, a Mathematical In
Atrument to reduce any Map, or Draught.
Reduct, ( C. T.) a Powder by which
calcin't Metals and Minerals are reduc'd 1gain to their Regulus, or pure Subſtance : In
Fortification, the ſame as Reduit.
Reduction , a reducing, or bringing
back. In Arithmetick, 'as particular way
of reducing Money, Weights, Meaſures,
6c, into their leaſt , or greater Parts.
Reduction Deſcending, is when ſome
Integers of a Number: of a greater Deno.
mination being given ,it is requir'd to find
how many Integers of a lefler Denomina
tion are equal in Value to that given Num
ber of the greater.
Keduction aſcending, is when ſome
Integers of a leffer Denomination being
given, it is demanded to find how many
Integers of a greater Denomination are
equal in Value, to that given Number of
the kſler .
Reduction , ( in Aftron .) is the Differ
r.nce between the Arguinent of Inclination, and the Eccentrical Longitude.
Reduction of Equations, (in Algebra ) is the reducing then into a proper
Difpofition , in order to cheir Solution.
Reductive, that ſerves to reduce.
Reduit, ( Fi ) a By place, Nook, or
Corner in an Apartment. In Fortification,
Reduit or Reduit, is an advantageous piece
of Ground , intrenched to retire to in caſe
of Surprize.
Redundancy , ( L. ) Exceſſiveneſs, Su
1
perfuiry .
Redtindant, overflowing, abounding ;
exceeding , ſuperfluous.
Rediindant 101111s , (in Gram ) thoſe
that have a Number, or particular Caſe
more than is uſual.
Reduplication, a redoubling : In Rhe
torick, a Figure when one part of a Verſe,
or Sentence ends in the ſame Word, 'with
which the following begins.
Reduplicative , that ſerves to expreſs á
Redoubling , or Reverit : on.
Rcouplicate Pronouns, ( in Gram. )
are ſuch as I my Self, Thou thy Self, &c.
Reduplicative Propofitions,(in Logick)
are thoſe in which theSubject is repeated.
Ree, a Portugueſe Con, of which 40
maké i Ryal, of 6 Pence in Engliſh Mo
ney .
To Ree or Ray, ( c .) to handle Corn
in a Sieve, ſo as the chaffy, or lighter
part may gather to one Place.
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Reed, the long Graſs that Grows in
Fens , or watery Places ; allo Straw bound
up for thatching : Allo a Jewiſh Meaſure
of three Yards and three Inches,
To Reedtfy, to rebuild, or build up
again .
Reef, (S. T.) a particular way of rol
ling, or cucking up a Sail.
Leefed Tourmalt, is when a Topo
maſt being ſprung, or crack'd, they cut off
the lower Piece that was near broken off,
and ſet the other partin the Step again.
Reek, Steam, or Vapour : Alloa Mow ,
or Heap of Corn, Hay, & c.
Reck.Stavel, a frame of wood ſer
on Stones, upon which ſuch a Mow is
raiſed.
To Rzek , to caſt a Steam, or Smoak.
To Re-enter, to enter upon, or take
Ponlellion of again.
Re- entry, ( L.T.) the reſuming, or
taking Poffertion again of what one had
lately foregone,
To Re-eſtablim , to eſtablih , or ſettle
again, to rettore to its former State, or
Condition.
Rc-eſtabliſhment, a re-eſtabliſhing , or
repairing ; Reftauration, Recovery,
Reeve 'or Reve, (s.) the Bailiff of a
Francirte, or Manour.
To Reeve, (S. T.) to put in, or pull
thro'.
Re-examination, ( L. ) a ſecond Ex
amination.
To Referamine, to examine again, or
anew .
Re- extent, ( L. T.) a ſecond Extent on
Lands, or Tenemente,
Refection, a refreſhing, a Repaſt, or
Meal .
Rcfectives, Medicines that refreſh and
renew Strength .
Kefectory or Refectuary, a Room in
a Monaſtery, where the Friers, or Nuns
eat together.
To Refcl, to diſprove by Arguments,
to confute.
To Refer, to ſend back, to direct to a
Paſſage in a Book , to leave to one's Judg
mient, or Determination.
Referee, a Perſon to whom a Buſineſs is
referred in Law.
Reference, a Mark in a Book , refer
ring the Reader toanother Place : Alſo the
making up of a Difference by Referees, or
Arbitrators.
Referendary, ( among the Romans) an
Officer that made Report of Petirions, pre
rented to the Emperour : The like Officer
belonging to the Court of our ancient
Saxon
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Saston Kings, and is now under the Maſter
of Requeſts at theGerman Emperour's and
Pope's Courcs.
Referrible, that maybe referred to !
To Refine, to make fineſ , to purge and
purify .
To Relineupon , to grow nice, to han.
de nicely , to make Critical Remarks.
Refining or Refiners art, an Art that
confifts in the Separation of all other Bo
dies from Gold and Silver,
To Refit a ship , to fit it out again, to
make it fitfor farther Service.
To Reflect, to bear, or ſend back Light,
or Heat.
To Refleet upon a Perſon , to be
fharp upon him , or to abuſe him . To Refle & upon a Thing, to make a Remark upon
it, to think of it ſeriouſly.
" Reflected Ray or Ray of Reflection ,
is that by which the Reflection is made
upon the Surface of a reflecting Body.
Reflection or Reflekton, a beating , or
returning back ; Conſideration , Meditacion ;
alto Cenſure, Reproach : In Metaphyficks,
that Natice which the Mind takes of its
own Operations, and themanner of them .
Reflection , (in Philos.) is the return that
happens to a moving Body,occafion'd by the
meeting of another Body, which it cannot pierce : In Catoptricks, 'tis when a Ray
of Light falling on a hard, or poliſhed
Body, is turned back into the Air, in an
Angle equal to that ofits Incidence.
Reflection of the foon , is her third
Inequality of Motion.
Reflecting or Reflerive Dtals, are
made by a little piece of Looking - glafs
Plate, placed, so as to reflect the Sun's
Rays on the top of a Cieling, & c, where
the Dial is drawn .
Reflexive, capable of reflecting , apt
zo bear, or return back .
Reflexivity, a being reflexive, the
Quality of that which reflects,
To Retlow , to Aow , or run back.
Refine of the Sea , the flowing back ,
or ebbing of theWater off from Shore.
+ Refocillation, a comforting, reviving, or cheriſhing:
Reform , Reforming , Reformation is
alſo a disbanding ſome part of an Army.
To Reform , to put in the old , or in a
bercer Form , to mend : Alſo to take up ,
or return from ill Courſes : In Military
Affairs, to reduce a Body of Men , either
disbanding the whole, or only breaking a
Part, and retaining the Resti
In Falconry, a Hawk is ſaid To Rcform ,
when the prunes, or picks her Feathers .
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Refojmato , or Refoqmed Cfficer, an
Officer whoſe Company, or Troop is diſa
banded , and yet he continu'd in whole, or
half Pay : Alſo a Gentleman , who ſerves
as a Volunteer in a Man of War.
Reformation , the Ad ofReforming, an
amendment of Manners, Erróurs , or A
buſes.
Beformet, a Perſon that reforms.
Refojinifts, Monks, whoſe Diſcipline,
or Rules have been reformed.
Refractacy or Refractory, Obftinates
Unruly, Headſtrong.
Refracted , broken back again , as A
refracted Beam , or Ray of Light,
Refracted Angle ( in Opticks ) the
Angle contained between the Refraded
Ray, and the perpendicular.
Refracted Dial, a kind of Dial drawn
in a höllow Bowl, ſo that the Hour-Lines
may ſhew the true Hour, when the Bowl
is fill'd with Warer.
Refraction(in Philos.) is the bowing,
and bending , or change of Deçermination
in the Body moved : In Dioptricks, the va
riation of a Ray of Light, from that
Right- line in which its Motion would have
continud, were it notforthe Reſiſtances
made by the Thickneſs of the Medium
thro' which it paſſes.
Refraction from the Perpendiadar ,
is when a Ray falling inclined from a thicker,
Medium into a thinner, in breaking, departs
farther from that Perpendicular.
Refraction to the perpendicular, is
when a Ray falling inclined from a thinner
or more tranſparent Medium , upon a thicker,
or leſs tranſparent one,in breaking, comes
nearer the Perpendic lar .
aſtronomical Refraction , is a Refra
tion caus'd by the Body of the Air ; ſo that
a Star ſeems riſen higher above the Horizon,
than really it is .
Horizontal Refraction , is that which
makes the Sun, or Moon appear juſt on the
Edge of the Horizon, when they are as yet
ſomewhat below it.
To Refrain, to bridle, to forbear, to
keep one's ſelf from .
Refrane,aSpaniſh Proverb .
Refrangibility, (in Philos.) the Quality
of that which is refrangible.
Refrengible, capable of being refra?
ted.
Refrenation, (in Aftrol.) is when a
Planet applying to another, by Conjunction,
or Aſpect , before it draws near, becomes
retrograde.
To Refreti , ( F.) to recruit one's ſelf,
to renew , or revive,
Refren
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Regard , ( F.) Confideration, Reſpect ,
Refrelyinent, that which ſerves to re
freſh .
Account.
Refret, the Burden of a Ballad, or
Regard of the Foreſt, the overſeeing
Song .
and viewing of the Foreſt; alſo the Com
To Refrigerate, (L. P. T.) to cool.
paſs of it.
Refrigeration , a refreſhing, or cooling.
To Regard, to look upon with cons
Refrigerative, that ſerves to refrigerate, cern; to heed , to have reſpect to,
or thar is of a cooling Quality.
Regardant, (in Heraldry) a Lion repre
A Refrigerative, a cooling Medicine, a ſented looking back behind him .
Cooler.
Regarder of the foreft, an Officer of
Refrigeratory or Refrigerant, ( C. T.) the Queen's Foreſt, who is fworn to make
that part of an Alembick,whichis plac'd the Regard ofit, as alſo to enquire of all
about the Head of the Still, and filld with Offences committed by the Foreſters.
Water to cool it.
Regel or Rigel, á fixed Star in Orion's
Refrined hawk, one that ſneezes, and left Foot.
caſts Water thro ' her Noſtrils.
Regency, (L.) the Government of a
Refirge, a Place of Safety to fly to, a Kingdom by one or more Subjects, during
Shelter.
the King's or Queen's Minority or Abſence.
Regenerate , (in Divinity)born a ſecond
Refugee, a French Proteſtant, fed from
time, new -born :
the late Perſecution in France.
Refulgency, Brightneſs, as of precious
To Regenerate, to beger again, co cauſe
Srones
to be born again.
Refulgent, ſhining, bright, glittering.
Regeneration, a being born again,
Refallis Aguix , io. L.) high Water, 'new and Spiritual Birth .
Regent, ruling or governing ; as a
the return of a Stream when it is ſtopt for
the uſe of a Mill.
Queen Regent .
To Refund, to give back Money that
A Regent, one that governs a Kingdom
was wrongfully paid .
during the Minority of a Soveraign Prince,
Refuſal, a refuſing, a Denial.
or under one that is incapable of Reign
Refuſe , that droſły Stuff which comes ing .
away from Oar, or Meral, in the melting,
Regicidl, a King-killer, or the Murder
of a King.
or trying of it.
Regtmen or Regiment, Government,
To Refuſe, to deny the granting of a
Suit, or the doing of any thing.
Rule : In Grammar, the Caſes of a Noun
Refutantia, (0. L.) an Acknowledge. govern’d by a Verb. Among Phyſicians
ment for renouncing all future Claim .
the Method to be obſerv'd by a Patient,
Refutatio Feodt, ( C, L.) the loſs of a with reſpect to his Dier, dc.
Regiment, ( M. T.)à Body of ſeveral
Feudal Tenure, by forfeiture.
Refutation , a refuring.
Troops of Horſe, or Companies of Foot,
To Refute , to diſprove, to convince, or commanded by a Colonel.
Regio aflenſu, a Writ by which the
confound by Reaſon .
To Regátn, to gain a ſecond time, to Queen givesthe Royal Afſent to the Ele &ti
on of a Biſhop.
get again .
Region , a Country, Coaſt, or Quarter?
Regal, belonging to a King, or Queen ;
In Geography, a large extent of Land, in
Royal.
Regal Filhes , ſuch Fiſhes as belong to habited by many people of the fame Na
tion.
the Queen by her Prerogative.
Regal or Regallo , a noble Trear, or
Elementary Region, a Sphere bounded
ſumptuous Entertainment.
by the Moon's Orb , comprehending the
To Regal or Regale, to treat Royally, Earth's Atmoſphere.
Echereal or Celeſtial Region , (in
to entertain with Princely Fare.
Regale, the French King's Prerogative coſmogr.) isthat vaſt Extentof the Univerſe
'to diſpoſe of Benefices during the Vacancy which contains the Heavens with all their
of a Biſhop's See. Among Chymiſts, a kind Hoft.
of Cement with which Gold is purifyd.
Planetary Region , that part of the
Regale Eptſcoporum , ( 0. L. ) the Heaven , where the Neighbouring Planets
Temporal Rights and Legal Privileges of move .
Regions, are alſo certain particular Divis
Biſhops.
Regalia, the Rights of a King or Queen ; fions of the Ais,
or the Enligns of the Royal Dignity.
The
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Regularity, agreeableneſs to the Rules,
The Upper Region of the air, that
Part of it, which is above the tops of the Exactneſs, ſtrict Order.
higheſt Mountains .
To Regulate, to govern , direct or
The middle Region , is that which guide ; to frame or ſquare, to determine or
reaches from the Tops of the higheſt Moun- decide.
tains down to the lower Air.
Regulatton , the A& of regulating.
The Loweſt Region , is that Part of the
Regulatoj, a Perſon that regulates,or
Air which we live in, and which is bound- directs : Alſo a ſmall Spring belonging to
ed by the Reflection of the Sun-beams. In the Ballince of Pocker-Watches.
Anatomy, the Abdomen , or lower Belly, is
Régulus or Regule, ( C. T.) the moſt
diſtinguim'd into Three Regions, viz. the fixed Matter of a Metal or Mineral, found
Uppermoſt, Middle, and Lower.
after Tryal, at the bottom of the Crucible,
Regiſter, a Memorial,a Book of pub- and cleard from the Dregs.
Rehabilitation , ( in the Canon- Low ).a
lick Acts or Records ; , alſo an Officer that
keeps Regiſters . Among Printers, a Rule re-enabling, or reſtoring to a former Abi
for the equal Diſtribution of the Lines and bility .
Rehearſal, Relation, Report, allo prie
Pages. Among Chymiſts, Regiſters are Holes
left in the fides of a Furnace, with Stop vate practiſing.
ples to them , to let in, or keep out the
To Rehearſe, to relace or tell, to reo
Air
peat, topractiſe in private in order to pub
Regiſter of a Pariſ - Church , a Book lick Performance .
in which Baptiſms, Marriages, and Burials
Rehoboamn , (H.the Breach of the Pcoa
are orderly regiſter'd.
ple) King Solomon's Son and Succeffour.
To Reject, (L. ) to caſt off, to refule ;
To Regiſter , to enter in a Regiſter, to
record .
to night, or deſpiſe.
Regiſtry, the Office, Books, and Rolls
Reictable, that may be reje & ed.
of a Regiſter ; eſpecially thoſe in which
Rejection , arejecting, or caſting off.
the Proceedings of the Chancery, or any
To Reign , to rule as a King or Sove
Spiritual Court are recorded.
raign Prince ; to be in vogue.
Regius Dozbus, the Jaundice, a Dif
Retgnous, ( 0.) ruinous.
eaſe.
To Resimbark, to
aſecond time on
Begius Profeftor, ( i. e. ' the Queen's ship-board , to take Shipping again.
Profeflour) a Title given in the Univerſity,
To Resimbucli, to repay, or pay back
Statutes to every Reader of the Five Le again .
Atures, which were founded by King Henry Resimburſement, the Ad of repaying,
VIII.
Re-impreſfiou, a ſecond Impreſſion, dr
To Regouge, to bring, or caſt up, to
vomir.
Edition of a Book .
Rein , (0.) rụn.
Regjate, (0.) Courteſie, Efteem .
Reinard , ( F. ) a Fož ; a Man of Slights
Regrater or Regzator, (L. T.) one that
buys and ſells again any Wares, or Victuals and Cunning.
To Re- infert, to infect, or corrupt
in the ſame Marker, or Fair: Alſo one
that trims up old Wares for Sale.
again .
Regrateria, (0.L.) Regratery, or fel Re infeda, (L.) as The Ambaſsadors re
ling out by Retail,
turn'd re infecta, i, e, without Succeſs, or
Regreſs, returning, or coming back .
ſpeeding in their Affairs.
Regret,' (F.) Grief,Sorrow, Reluctan
To Re-infoce, to add new Force or
cy, orUnwillingneſs to do a thing.
Strength, to Recruit .
To Regret,to lament, or grieve for.
Re-inforcedRitig , the next Ring a.
Regula , (L.) a ' Rule, a Patrern : Ini bove the Touch-hole of a Great Gun.
old Records, the Book of Rules, Statutes,
Re-info ceinent, a re-inforcing ; Res
or Orders of a Monaſtery.
cruit, Supply.
Regular, that is according to a certain
To Re-ingrattate one's ſelf ivitij onsi
Rule, orderly.
to get into his Favour again .
Kegulars or Regular Clergy, ſuch as
Reins or Kidneys ,certain Bowels,
live under fomeRule of Obedience, andlead whole office is to ftrain the Urine,and
a Monaſtick Life, & c.
cauſe it to run thro' the Vefſels call a Ure
Regular Figurce , fuch Figures as have ters into the Bladder.
Angles
one
equal
to
all
their Sides and
another,
Reins
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Reins, are alſo Two long Slips of Lea- | Diſcharge : In Anatomy, a widening of
aher faften'd on each ſide of a Curb to keep the Parts, or Veſſels of the Body.
Relay, (H.T. ) the place where the Dogs
a Horſein Subjection .
To Re-initate; to reſtore to the former are put in readineſs, to be caſt off when the
comes that Way.
Game
State, or Condition.
Relays, is alſo ſometimes taken for freiba
To Rejoice, to fill with Joy, to Delight ;
Horſes, or the Srage wherethey are kept.
to be merry or glad.
Releaſe, a Diſcharge, a ſetting at Liber
To Rejon, to joyn again, or to get co
gether again ; to reply .
ty i a general Acquittance. In Law , a
Rejoynder, (L. 7. in Chancery) a ſecond Deed by which Eſtates, Rights, Actions, & c.
Anſwermade by the Defendanr ; or an Ex are extinguiſh'd, transferred, or abridged .
ception to a Replication ,
To Releaſe, to ſet a Liberty, to let go ,
Retſters, German Horſe, that came in to free from .
Releaſement, a releaſing, or diſcharg
to France, during the Regency of Queen
Catharine de Medicis .
ing .
Rett, (0.) Sedge, or Sea-weed.
Relegation , at Baniſhment for a time
To Re-tterate, ( L.) to do the ſame only.
thing over again .
To Relent, to abate, as the Extremity
of Heat or Cold does ; to ſweat, or give
Re-iteration, the Ad of re- iterating.
Reke, (0.) to care for ; as Ireke not like Marble, to grow pitiful, or compaffi
Such a Thing.
onate .
Rekelneſs, (0. ) Raſhneſs.
+ Relevattont, a caiſing, or lifting up
Relats, (F.in Fortif.) the ſame as Berme. again.
Relapſé, a falling back into any Diſeaſe, Relicks or Reliques , certain Remains
or intoabjthe ſame Hereſie which one has be- of the Bodies, or Cloaths of Saints, preſer-,
fore ur'd .
ved by Roman Catholicks with great |Vene
To Relapſe, to fall fick again ; to com- ration .
mit the ſame . Fault.
Reitat , ( L.T ) a Widow .
To Relate,'to tell, or give an Account
Relica Herificatione, (L. P.) as when
of
belong to, to be agreeable, or an a Defendant relinquiſhes his Proof, or Plea,
to le.
ſwe; rab
and thereupon Judgment is enter'd for the
Relaters and Limers, ( 0.) they that Plantiff.
handat AdvantagewithDartsto kill Deer.
Relief , Comfort,Succour, Supply : Alſo
Relation , Rehearſal, an Accountof ſome a certain Fine, thatinold Time the Tenant
Adventure, Hiſtory , & c. alſo Reſpect, Re- being at full Age at his Anceſtour's Death,
gard ; allo Kindred, or being of Kin , a was oblig'd to pay to his Lord upon his
Kinſman, or Kinſwomar.. in Logick , one Entrance . In Carved -Work , the ſame as
of the Ten Predicaments, or Accidents be. Relievo .
longing to Subſtance .
Reltef of a bare , ( H. T. ) the Place
Relation Inharmonical, (in Muſical wheretheHare goes to feedin the Evening ,
To Relieve, to ſupply the Wants and
Compoſition ),a harſh Reflection of Flat a
gainſt Sharp in a croſs Form.
Neceſſities of another ; to fuccour.
Relative, having Relation , or Nearneſs
To Relieve the Giard or Crenches ,
to some other thing
(M.P.) to bring forth Men upon theGuard ,
Relative Ojavity, the ſameas Specifick or into the Trenches,and ſend thoſe to reſt
Relative Propotions,(in Logick ) that have been doing Duty there before.
thoſe that includefome Relation and Com .
Religo or Relief, ( I.) imboſſed Work. "
pariſon.
In Maſonry, Carving, Cafting, bo.
Alto Relievo or High Relief, is when
Relative Terms, are when there is a
kind of Oppoſition , yet ſuch, as that the the Figures are made at length, according
one cannot be without the other.
to the Life ; or when the Images are cut,
A Relative, (in Gram .)is a Word that ſtamped, or wroughtafter ſuch a manner,
in Concord,orAgreement,anſwers to come that a congderable part of the Body.ig..
fore-going Word, calld an Antecedent.
rais'd above the plain on which chey are
.To Relar, to looſen , or Nacken ; to formed .
yield, or give way .
23alſo Relievo, Bals or low Re
( L. P, T.) looſening Medi- lief, is when only halfa Body is repres
ciRelaxantia,
nes.
fented, or when the work is low , flat, or
Relaxation, looſening, ſlackering ; Relo but a little rais d.
Dir, Breathing-time: In Law , a Releaſe, or
Religt
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Religion , the Worthip of a Deity ,
Remembraneers of the Erdeguer ,
are three JOfficers there, V ? L . 1. The
Piety, Godlineſs.
Religionilt, one that profeffer a Religi- Dueen's Remembrancer , who enters in .
an .
to his Office all Recognizances taken be
Religious, belonging to Religion, or to fore the Barons, for any of the Queen's
Debts.
a Regular Order ; Devout, Godly.
Kelistaus Houſes , are Houſes fet a.
II. The Lord Creaſurer's Remete
part for Pious Uſes ;a. Churches, Mona i biancer ,whoſe Charge isto putthe Lord
Ateries, Hoſpitals, & c.
Treaſurer, and the reſt of the Judges of
The Religious or Reigtous Perſons, that Court, in remembrance of fuch :
ſuch as live in a Monaſtery, or Nunnery, Things asare for the Queen's Benefit .
after a devout,and regular manner.
III. The Remembzancer of the firft
To Relinquily, to forſake, to yield up, Fruits , who takes all Compofitionsand
or part with ,
Bonds, for wirft Fruits, and Tenths, and
Reliquary , a Shrine, or Casket, in makes Proceſs againſt ſuch as do not pay
which the Relicks of deceaſed Saints are the ſame.
kept.
To Remew , (Q.) to refuſe,
Reliquator, one that is in Arrears, or
Reminiſcence , the Faculty , or Power
behindhand in his Accounts .
of rememb'ring, or calling to Mind.
To Relih , to give a Reliſh, or Taſte, to
Remiſs, negligent, Nack , careleſs.
have a good Savour i to approve , or
Remillible, that is to be remitted, or
like.
forgiven ; pardonable .
Reliable, that reliſhes, or taftes well,
Retni(fion , Pardon, Forgiveneſs. A
mong Phyſical Writers, the abatement of
that may be approved of.
Rellóleum , (C.T.) a certain peculiar the Efficacy , or Power of any Quality.
To Remit, to ſend back, to return ; to
Virtue of a Plant, orother Mixt Body.
Relndancy, Averſeneſs, Unwillingneſs. forgive ,toabare, or grow leſs.
To Rely , to truſt, to dependupon.
Remttment or Remittantt, a return
To Rematir, to be left, co ftay, or be of Money, 6c.
behind.
Remitter, (L. T.) when one that has
The Remains, all that is left of a Per- two Titles to Lands, or Tenements, the
fon , or Thing.
latter proving defedive, is reftor'd to the
Remaindet, that which remains, or is former, andmore ancient Title.
left : In Law , an Eſtate limited in Lands,
Remnant, that which remains, or is
Tenements, or Rents, to be enjoy'd after left of any thing.
RE
Remonftrance, a Complaint banked
the ( Expiration of another particular
s, an expoftulary Declaration,
Eftate : In Mathematicks, the Difference , or with Reaſon
that which is left after the taking of a more-eſpecially made to a Prince , c.
lefler Quantity ; or Number from a greater. Alſo a Cloath , in which the Hoft is eg .
To Remancipate, to ſell, or recurn a pos'd on aPopiſh Altar.
Commodity to him that firtt fold it.
Remonttränt, one that makes a Re
To Remand, to ſend for home, or to monſtrance.
ſend back again.
Hermanitrants, a Sect of Arminians
Remanentes or Renrant, (in Dooms in Holland.
To Remonftrate, to thew by Reaſon
day-Book.) appertaining, or belonging to.
Remark , ( F.) Note , Obfervation ; and Inſtances, to make appear.
1
Note , or Worth .
Remoza or Remeligo , ( L.) a little Fila
Remarkable, orthy Rema
obſer- calleda Sea-Lamprey ; allo a Surgeon's Inftrug
vable, norable.
ment to ſet a broken Bone .
Remedtleſs , (L.) that is not to be re
Bennife, check ,or ſting ofConſcience .
medied , paft Remedy,
Remote, far diftant.
Bemedy, Phyſick Mediciners: Cure,
Removable, that may be removed .
Help.
removing. change of Place
To Remember , to have in one's Memo- or Reinoval,
Abode.
M
ry,to call to Mind.
To Remove; to fet, or take away, to
Remembrance, Rememb'ring, Memo- carry from one place toanother.
ry .
ToorRemnant,
(F.) to mount again , to
Remembimircet
one that pups in fet,
wo getup again,
Mind ,
Ta
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To Remountthe Cavalry, ( M. P.) to Yearly, with a Clauſe of Diſtreſs for Non :
furnith che Troopers with new Horſes, for payment.
thoſe that have been kill'd , or diſabled.
Rent-leck , is that which aMan making
Remulus, (L.) a little Oar: In Anato- over his Eſtate, reſerves Yearly to be paid
my, the narrow part of the Ribs, which him , without any Clauſe of Ditreſs.
joyns the Vertebreof the Back -bone.
Rent-Service , is where a Man holds
To Remunerate, to recompence, or re- Lands, & c. of his Lord by Fealty , and a
ward.
certain Rent, or by Fealty , Serviceand Rent.
Rerrameration , the Ad of Recompen
Rents of allize, fixed, or determined
cing, or Rewarding.
Rents , anciently paid by Tenants in a fác
Renal artery, (in Anat.) an Artery, Quantity of Moacy, or Proviſions.
Rents Reſobité, ſuchRents, or Teach :
which is ſaid to riſe out of the Aorta, and
toenter the Kidney.
as were payable to the Crown, from the
Lands
of Abbies, and Religious Houſes,
Glands,
or
Olandiles
Real
, two
Kernels, of the thickneſs of a Nut, above and which after their Diffolucion , were
Itill reſerved to the Crown.
2 The Reins on each side.
Renter -warden , an Officer that 're
Rencounter , ( F.) an accidental Meeting,
ceives the Rents and Profits belonging to a
an unexpected Adventure.
To Rencounter, to meet, or meet with. peculiar Company, or Corporation.
Renos, ( in a Ship ) are the ſame as the
To Renter , to row Cloth after a par
Seams between her Planks.
ticular manner .
Renunciation , a renouncing , or dif
To Rend, to tear, or pull in pieces.
To Render, to return, to yield , or give claiming of a Thing.
up ; to turn out of one Language into a
To Resobtain , to obtain ,or get again.
nother.
Repair, repairing, or mending, refitting ;
Rendevous or Rendez-bous, ( F. ) a among Hunters, Repairs, are the Haunts ,or
Place appointed for the drawing up of a | Places that the Hare runs to .
Company of Soldiers.
To Repair, to mend, refit,or beautifie ;
Renegade or Renegado, ( I.) one that alſo to go, or becakeone'sſelf to .
Repairer, a Reſtorer, a maker new of
has deny'd, or renounced the Chriftian
Faith .
a Things particular an Artificer, that cha
Renes , (L.) the Reins, or Kidneys.
ſes Figures in , and beautifies Sword -hilcs,
Renes Succenturiatt, (in Anat.) a pair
c.
Reparation, a mending, or making up
of Glandulous Bodies plac'd above the Kid
neys.
again ; Satisfaction, or Amends for Inju .
ries, da.
To Renew , to begin a-new ,or a - freſh.
Repartec, ( F.) a quick and witty Ros
Renewal, the Act of Renewing ,
Renitency, ( L.) a reſiſting, or ftriving ply.
Repartition ,(L.) a dividing, orMharing
againſt : In Philoſophy, that Refiftance,
a which there is in folid Bodies, when they again ; the regulating of a Tax laid upon
preſs upon , or are driven one againſt ano- ſeveral Perſons, ſo that none be over -bure
ther.
den'd .
To Repaſs , to paſs over again.
Rennet, a kindofPippin .
Rennet or Ruinnet, the slaw of a Calf,
Repaft , Food taken at certain Hours of
commonly us’d to turn Milk for Cheeſe- the Day ,a Meal.
curds.
Repaſtum , (0. L.) one Meal's Meat
Renovation , (L.) a making new or given to Servile Tenants, when they were
at work for their Lord .
freſh, a Renewal.
Renovelances , (0.) Renewings.
To Repeal, to revoke, or make void a
To Renounce, to forſake, to quit Claim , Law .
#o deny abſolutely, or diſown.
To Repeat, to ſay the ſame thing over
Renown, Fame, great Repucation, or again .
Note .
Repeek or Deck & Repeek , a Terma
Renowned,famous, very much noted .
usd in the Game at Cards call's Picket.
Rent, (L. T.) a Sunim of Money , or
To Repel, (L.) to beat, or drive back .
other Conſideration iſſuing Yearly out of
Repetlentia , (L. P. T.) Medicines that
Lands, or Tenements.
allay the Swelling of a Part, and drive the
Rent-charge,iswhere a Man makes Humours another Way .
over his Eftate to another, yet referves to
To Repeople, to people, or Stock wich
himſelf a Summ of Money to be paid hing People again ,
Repera
corsa
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Reperaillion , a Ariking, of beating
Repofition , a ſettling again : In Surgery,
back.
the reducing, or ſetting of a Member put
Reperaffipe, that ſerves to drive, or out of Joynt.
beat back .
Repoſition of the forelt, an A &t where
Repertory, a Book 'in which things are by certain Foreſt-Grounds made Purlieu,
methodicallylet down , for theready finding were laidto the Foreſt again.
( f the ſame,
Repofitopy; a Place where things are
Repetition, a repeating, a Rehearſal: laid up and kept ; eſpecially a Building, or
Oratour
fer a - part for keeping a Collection
Figure,
Room
when the
In Rhetorick , a
repeats, or explains the Matter another of natural and artificial Rarities.
Way ,
Repoftelled, put in Poffefſion again.
Repetundarum Crimen or De Res
To " Reprchend, to reprove, or rebuke.
Reprehenfible , that may be reprehen
Þetimdis, (among the Romans) a Crime
ſometimes committed by the Magiftrates, ded, reproveable.
Repechen lion , a reprehending, cr con un
when they took Bribes, or exaded any
thing contrary to Law .
trolling , Reproof.
To Repine, to grieve, or grudge at.
To Repreſent, to make appear, to thew ,
To Replant, to plant, or ſet again .
or lay before ; to ſupply one's Place, to
Repleader, (F. L.T.) to plead again to deſcribe.
Repreſentation , the Act of repreſenting,
that which was once pleaded before.
Replegiare, (L. L. T.) to redeem a a Portraiture, Figure, Deſcription, doc.
Repreſentative, that ſerves to repre
thing taken by another, by putting in Le
gal Sureries.
ſent.
Replegtare de Averits, a Writbrought
A Repreſentative, one who repreſents
by one, whoſe Cattel are diſtrained by another's Perſon.
Repzeſentment, a repreſenting, Repre
cr.other, upon Surety given to the Sheriff
to proſecute, or anſwer the Action in ſentation .
Law .
To Reprels, to reſtrain , to keep back,
To Repleniſh, (in Divinity) to fill.
10 curb , or quell.
Replete , full.
To Keprieve, to take back , or reſpit a
Repletion , a being ſtuffed, or filled up ; Malefactor, from the Execution of the
a Surfeit,
Law , for ſome time.
Replevin or Replevy, the bringing of
Reprimand, Reproof, Rebuke, Check.
a Writ call’d Replegiari facias, by one that
To keprimand, to reprove faarply, and
has his Cattel, or Goods diſtrained, and with Authority.
putting in Surety to the Sheriff, that up
To Repzint,to print again .!
on Delivery of the thing diftrained, he
Repriſal or Repitſats, (F.) a taking
will purſue the Action againſt the Di- again , a ſeizing upon an Equivalent for a
ftrainer.
Lofs ſuſtained upon another's Account.
To Replevity, to let one to Mainprize,
Repriſalta, a Term usd by the Cj
or Bailnpon Surety .
vilians in the fame Senfe.
To Replevy, to recover by a Replevin .
Reprile, a retaking ; alſo the Burden
Replication , a making a Reply, a fe- of a Ballad , or Song .
cond anſwering : In Law , an Exception of
Repriſes, ( in Law ) are certain Allow
the ſecond Degree made by the Plaintiff ances, and Duties paid Yearly out of a
upon the Defendant's firſt Anſwer.
Manour and Lands ; as Renf.charges, An
To Reply, to anſwer, to make a Reply, nuities, & c.
or Anſwer,
Rep2oach, upbraiding ; Diſgrace, Shame.
Reponces, ( F.) a ſort of ſmall wild
To Reproach , to upbraid, or ewit, to
Radiſhes.
tax , or lay to one's Charge.
Repoachable, that deſerves Reproach.
Report, Talk, Tale, Story ; Relation ,
Reproachful, thameful, dishoneft ;
'Account, Reputation, Name : In Law , a
Relation of Cares debated, or adjudged in outragious, abuſive.
any of the Queen's Courts of Juſtice.
Reprobate, (L.) one whom , as ſome
Repore, Reft, Sleep, Quiet, Peace.
believe, God has predeſtinated to Dam
To Repole , to put, or lay, upon ; to nation ; à very wicked , or lewd Perſon.
commit, or leave a thing to one's Care.
To Reprobate, tó reject, or caſt off
To Repoſe or Repore one's ſelf, to utterly:
Beft, or take one's Rett,
Reprobation , a reprobating, or caſting
out of Fayour,
Reproof
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• Res non Naturales , Things not na
Reproof , Rebuke, Check.
Reprovable, worthy to be reproved.
tural, which are fix , viz. Air, Meat and
To Reprove, to take up, to check, or Drink, Sleeping and Watching, Motion
chide.
and Reft, Things that are let out of and
Repulver, (S.) Money anciently paid retained in the Body, and the Pallions of
by Servile Tenants, to be freed from the the Mind.
cuſtomary Duty of Reaping for their
Res pļæter Naturam , Things beſide
Nature which are Diſeaſes, with their
Lord .
Reptile, a creeping thing , any Creature Cauſes, Symptoms, and Effects.
Relalitation , a faluting again.
thar crawls :ipon its Belly.
Relcett, ( L. T.) an admitting of a third
Republicaii, a Common -wealth’s Man .
Republick , a Common -wealth , a free Perſon to plead his Right, in a Cauſe al
State.
ready begun between two others,
To Repuptate, to divorce, or put
Reſceit of tomage, the Lord's recei
ving
Homage of his Tenant.
away one's Wife.
Reſcind, ( L.) to cut off, or can
To
Rerudiation , the Act of divorcing.
To Kepugn , to be contrary, or againſt, cel"; to repeal, or make void .
to claſh with.
Relcifion, or Rectlion, a cutting off ;
Repngnancy, ' a being contrary, Con- diſannulling, aboliſhing.
trariety, A verſeneſs.
Reſciſſory, that ſerves to reſcind.
Repugnant, that claſhes with ; con
Teſcous, (L. T.) Reſcue, a Reliſtance
trary .
againſt lawful Authority.
Kepullulation , a budding forth, a
Reſcribendary, an Officer in the Court
of Rome, who iets a Value upon Indulgen
ſpringing up again .
ces and Supplications.
Repulſe, Denial, Refuſal.
Reſcript, a Writing which is in anſwer
To Repiille , to thruſt, or turn away ;
to a Lerter, Petition, &c.
to reject, to deny.
Releue, ( F.) Help, Deliverance .
le
Reputab , that is of good Repure.
To Reſcue, to ſave, or deliver, to ſet
Rcpntation or Repute , Fame, Report ;
Credit, Efteem .
ar Liberty , to free from an Oppreffour.
To Repute, to think, count, or look
Reſcuſſo , - (L. T.) he that commits a
Reſcous, or unlawful Reſcue.
upon .
Reſcullit, or Breve de Refaillii, a
Requeſt, ( F.) Supplication , Petition .
The Court of Requeſts, a Court of Writ that lies for ſuch a Fact.
the ſame Nature with the Chancery, now
Reſearch, ſtrict Inquiry.
Relcmblance, Likeneſs, Agreeableneſs.
quite laid aſide.
fought
much
To Reſemble, to favour, or be like.
Requeſt,
to be
To Be in
To kelent, to be ſenſible of, or to
after, or highly eſteem'd .
To Regiielt, to entreat, or humbly ſtomach an Affront.
defire.
Reſentment, a ſenſible Apprehenfion
Requiem , as to ſing a Requiem, i.e. to of an Injury.
ſing a Mais for the Souls of deceaſed
Reſervation , (L.) a reſerving, or keepo?
ing in Store ; a Reſtriction, or Reſerve :
Perſons.
Tn Require, to ask, or demand pe- In Law , that Rent, orService which the
Grantor in any Deed obliges the Grantee to
remptorily , or with Authority.
perform to him .
Requiſite, neceſſary, convenient.
ent
dgem
owle
rd
utal
Requ
Reſerve , ſomething kept to be us’d , as
.
, Rewa , Ackn
To Requite, to reward, or make A- there ſhall be occaſion ; alſo Exception, or
Limitation .
mends for .
Reſerve or Body of Reſerve, (M. T.)
Rereboiled , half -boiled.
Rere-County, ( in the Stat, of Weſtm .) the laſt of the three Lines of an Army
ſome publick Place appointed for the Re- drawn up for Batrel.
ceipt of the King's Money, after the Coun
To Reſerve, to keep in ſtore, to lay up,
to ſave : In Law , to keep, or provide; as
ty - Court is done .'
when a Man lets his Land, and reſerves a
Reremouſe, a Bar.
† Rereward, the Rear of an Army.
Rent to be paid to himſelf.
Res, ( L.) Thing, Matter, Affair.
Reſerve-pear, à long, red and pretty
Res Naturales, ( L. P.T. ) natural big Pear, ripe in the end of July.
Things, which are three in Number, viz.
Reſerved, laid up, kept cloſe, hy.
Health , the Cauſes of Health, and its
Reſet, the receiving, or harbouring of
Reletters
Effects,
an out-lawed Perfon
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Recetter , he that fo receives ſuch a
To Relilt, to withſtand, or oppoſe.
Perſon .
Reftitance, the Ad of reſifting, orwith
Reſettled , ſettled again, re-eſtabliſhed . ftanding: In Philoſophy, the Property of foo
Refiance, (L. T :) Relidence ; a Man's lid Bodies, which refitt and oppofé whate
Continuance, or Abode in one place.
ever comes againſt them .
Reüant, a Perſon that refides, or dwells
Relidance of theDedium , is the Op
in a certain Place.
polition againſt, or hind'rance of the Me
To Relide, (L.) to ſtay, continue, or a tion of any Natural Body, moving in a
bide; alſo to be lodged, or placed in.
Fluid .
Relolvable, that may be reſolved.
Relocate, continual dwelling , or ſo
Reſolve, Intention , Deſign ; Deliberatia
journing in a Place ; more -eſpecially the
Continuance, or Abode of a Parſon upon on , Debate.
To Reſolve, to clear, a hard Queftion ;
his Benefice : Alſo the place where one uſu
to ſoften, or melt ; to dehgn, or purpoke.
ally refides ; Abode, or Dwelling-place.
Relident, reſiding, dwelling .
Reſolvedneſs, firm Difpofition .
Reſolvend, a Term in the Extractionof
A Refident, a Minifter that is ſent to
continue for ſome time in the Court of a the Square, and Cube Roots, & c. fignifya
ing that Number which ariſes from encrea;
Foreign Prince, or Stare.
Refidentiarius, (0.L.) a Title given to ſingthe Remainder after Subtraction .
every Canon inſtalled to the Privileges and
Refolvents ,Medicines thatſerve to dilo
Prohes of Reſidence.
ſolve and diſperfe. In Chymiſtry, certain
Kettpenttary, belonging to a Reſident. Liquors that are us'd for the diffolving of
A Reſidentiary, a Perſon that is Reſi- Metals, or Minerals.
dent,
Reſolute, fully reſolved, Itour, bold .
Reltonal, ( in Mathem .) Reſidue, or Re
Reſolution , Refolve, full Purpoſe or In
mainder,
tention ; Relolüreneſs, Stoutneſs ; the lol.
Rettbuat Figure, (in Geom .) the reving, or clearing of a Matter: In Chymi.
maining Figure after Subtraction of a Les- | ſtry, a violent ſeparatingof the Partsof
fer from a Greater.
Mixt Bodies, by means of a diſſolvingIn.
Relionat Root, ( in Algebra) a Root gredient. In Mathematicks , a Method by
compofed of Two Parts, or Members only which the Truth or Fallhocd of a Propolis
joya'd together by the Sign
tion, is diſcover'd in an Order contrary to
Relione, the reſt, theRemainder.
that of Syntheſis, or Compoſition,
To Relgn , to furrender, to yield , or
Reſolutive, that is of a diffolving Quas
lity.
give up .
Relignation, a voluntary reſigning , or
# Reſonant, founding, or ringing again
giving up : In Divinity, an entire Submiffi, with an Ecchoe.
op to the Will of God : In Law, the gi .
Relojt, a meeting together of People.
ving up of a Benefice into the Hands of the
To Reſort, to repair, or becake one's
felf to .
Ordinary.
Belignce , the Party to whom a thing is
Reloft or Rellops, ( F.) Jurifdi tion, eso
refigned ,
tent of a Juriſdiction ; the Authority of a
Court of Juſtice.
Religner, the Perſon that reſigns.
Relignment, the Act of reſigning, or
To Relauad, to ring, or ecchoe again.
giving up.
Reſpect, Eſteem , Honour, Regard, Rc
Reuliency or Refitition , the State or lation.
Qurality of that which is reſilient.
To Relpett, to thew Reſped , to confi.
Refiltent, leaping back, rebounding.
der , or regard, to concern.
Reina , (L.) Rolin : Alſo a Fat, and Oi.
Relpedfill, full of Reſpe& , fubmillive.
ly Liquor, iffuing, or elſe let out by cut
Reſpective, particular i relative, or ha.
ting , from any Tree or Plant.
ving Relation .
Kelina aurt, (e.T.) a Crocus, or Extract
Reſpectu Computt Utcecomitis like
drawn from Gold .
bendo , aWrit for the reſpiting of a She
Account,
riff's
Refina Terræ , Sulphur, or Brimſtone.
Refine, an artificial Rofin Chymically
Reſpiration, the Ad of Breathing. :
prepar'd and drawn from any Plant or Drug
To Relptre, to take, or ferch Breach ;
that ahounds with reſinous Particles.
to breathe .
s
Refinaus or Refinaceou , rofiny, that
Reſpit orRefpite, Breathing- time, De
yieldsRoſin , or partakes of its Nature .
lay, Forbcarance,
Reſipiſcence, Repentance , amendment
of Life.
Kapite
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Refpite of Homage, the forbearing of Reftituittone Temporalinm , a Writ
that lies where a Man being made Bishop
Homage for a time.
To Relpite , to give ſome Reſpite , to af any Dioceſs, has the Queen's Royal Ar.
put off .
fent, for the Recovery of the Temporali
Reſplendency, great Luftre, or Bright- ties of the ſaid Biſhoprick.
ners.
Reſttus or Retty,drawing backinſtead
Reſpletident, ſhining, or glittering,
of going forward, as ſome Horfes de ;
Refpondeat Superioj, ( L.T.) as where Atubhorn, head-ſtrong.
the Sheriffs of London are removeable for
Reſtorative, that is of a reſtoring or
Inſufficiency, ' tis faid. refpondeat Superior , ſtrengthening Quality .
i, e . let the Mayor, and Commonalty of
A Kedojative, a Medicine proper to te
ſtore Strength .
that City anſwer for it.
Reſpondent, a Student in an Univerſity,
To Reſtore, to give up again , to re
who anſwers the Adverſary in a Diſputatis eſtablish or ſettle again.
on : In the Civil-Law , he that makes An
To Reitrain, to keep in , to bridle, or
ſwer to ſuch Queſtions as are demanded of curb.
him .
Reſtraint, is when any Adion is hinz
Reſponſal or Reſponſe, an Anſwerderd contrary to the Inclination, or Choice
made by the Parith -Clerk and People, du- of the Mind.
Reftrid Lime, (in Palmeſtry) is that
ring the time of Divine -Service.
Reſponſalis, ( L.T. ) one that gives an which diſtinguiſhes, and ſeparates the Hand
Anſwer for another in Court at a Day ap- from the Arm .
Reſtricton , a reſtraining, or holding
pointed: In the Canon -Law , an Attorney,
that excuſes, or declares the cauſe of the back ; Limitation, Stine.
Reſtridive or Reſtringent, that is of
Party's Absence.
Reſponſible, able to anſwer for a Mat a binding Quality.
To Reſtringe, to bind hard , to make
ter, or to pay Money ; anſwerable ,account
able.
coltive,
Reſponſions, a Word us'd among the
Reſul Allah, (i, e, the Meſſenger of
Knights of St. Jolm of Jeruſalem , for cer- God ) a Title which the Turks gave to Mom
tain Accounts made of them , by ſuch as homet their falſe Prophet,
held their Lands.
Reſult, Concluſion, upſhot or iſſue of a
Reſponſozy Song.. an Anthem , in Buſineſs.
To Relalt, to follow , or ariſe from ,
which the Quiriſters ſing by turns.
To Keſume, to take up again , in ſpeak
Reſport, (0.) Reſpect or Care,
Relf, Quiet, Peace: in Muſick, the ſame ing of a Buſineſs, or Diſcourſe.
as Paure.
Relimmons , a ſecond Summons for a
Rett-harrow or Camock , an Herb.
Man to anſwer an Adion , where the firft
Reſtagnatton , (L.) an overflowing, or Summons is defeated.
Reſumption , a reſuming, or taking
running over ; a being all in a Plath .
Reſtauration , a Reſtoring, or Re- elta- back again. In Law ,the taking again into
the Queen's Hands ſuch Lands, & c. as be
Lliſhing , Re-eſtabliſhment.
Relfindtion, a quenching, or putting , fore upon Surprize, She had deliver'd or
out: Among Chymiſts, the quenching of granted by Letters Patent.
Reſumption of Grants, a recalling by
any Metal , or Mineral in ſome exalting Li
Act of Parliament of ſuch Grants of Lands,
quor.
Rettipulatio, ( in the Roman Law ) a pur- & c. as were made to private Perſons in
ting in a Pledge to anſwer an Action ; a former Reigns.
Reſumptives, Medicines that ſerve to
mutualEngagement between Parties.
Reſtitution , a reſtoring, or giving back reſtore decay'd Nature:
again : In Philoſophy, the returning of Ela.
Reſurrection, a riſing up again to Life .
ſtick Bodies, totheir Natural State, is callid
Reſülettation , a raiſing up again, pro
The Motion of Reftitution.
perly from Sleep, or Death.
Reftitution, (in Law ) is the ſecting one
To Pelaſcitate, to revive, or renew .
in Poſſeſſion of Lands, & c. that has been
To Retail or sell by Retatſ, to buy
theGreat, and fell againby Parcels.
by
unlawfully difpoffeffed of them .
To Retatii, to keep , or hold back ; to
Reftitutione eitratti ab Ecdefta, a
Writ to reſtore a Man to the Church, which keep in mind, or to remember.
Retatnable, that may beretained.
he had taken for his Sanctuary , being ſu
ſpected of Felony.
Retairies
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To Retozt, to turn , or throw back , to
Retainer , a Servant that does not be
long to the Houthold , but only attends return .
fometimes upon ſpecial Occaſions,
Retorted , returned ; alſo bended, bowa
Retaining - fei, the firft Fee given to a ingin and out.
Counſellour at Law , to engage, or keep Retract, a Prick with a Nail in the Show
ing of a Horſe.
him from pleading for the adverſe Party .
To Retract, to recant , or unfay,
To Retaliate, to do like for like, to re
turn .
Retractarion, a retra & ing, a revoking
of one's Opinion, &c.
Retaliation, the Art of Retaliating.
Retractores a larum Mali & Elevatos
To Retard,todelay, to hinder, or ftop .
Retare, (0.L. ) to implead ,or proſecute les LabiiSupertojis ,certain Muſcles
at Law .
that ſerve to lift up the Noſe and upper
Lip ,
Betchleſs, Noathful, lazy, careleſs.
Rete, ( L.) a Net, a Snare : In Anato Retradus Aquæ, (0.L.) the Retreat
of the Tide ; Ebh, . low Water .
my: the Caul that covers the Bowels.
Retrahens auriculam , ( in Anat.) a
Rete Motrabile, a fine Plexus, or wea
ving together of many ſmall Arteries in the Muſcle of the Ear, which is inſerted to the
middle of the Concha Auricula .
Brain .
Retraite, (F ) Retiring, Retreat, Shel
Rete-Benny, ( 0. R.) a Rate- Penny, or
customary due of one Penny for every per- ter : In Fortification, the ſame as Bermeand
Fore land .
fon , paid to the Parish -Prieſt.
Retraxit, (L.) á Law - Term us'd, when
Retenementarm , (L. L. T.) Reſtraint,
the Plaintiff, or Demandant comes in Pero
Detainment, or With -holding.
Retention , the Act of retaining, or ſoninto the Court, and ſays He will proceed
holding back .
no farther.
Retreat, a retiring, or going away : a
Retention of Erine, the ſtay of Urine
Retiring -place : In Architecture, a diminih
in the Bladder.
Retentive, that ſerves to retain, or holding , ormaking ſmall : Allo a beat of Drum
in .
ſo call's .
To Retreat, to make onc's Retreat, to
Reticence, a Rhetorical Figure, when
Someching is conceal'd that ought to be retire from a Place.
declar'd .
To Retrench , ( F.) to cut off, or abridge ;
Reticularis Plerus, (L. in Anat.) the allo. to caſt up a Work calid a Retrench
folding of the Carotidal Artery in the Brain , menr.
Retrenchment, a cútring off, or paring
reſembling a Net.
Reticulnm , a little Net ; alſo the Caul, away : In Fortification, any Defence, con.
or inner Skin that covers the Bowels: Alſo fiſting of a Ditch and Breaft -work ſecur'd
one of the Four Stomachs of Animals that with Gabions.
chew the Cud.
Partialar Retrenchment, that which
Retifoqinis Tunica or Retina, one is made in Baſtions after ſome part of them
of the Coats of the Eye, which reſembles 1S won.
the Figure of a Ner.
Retribution, ( L.) a making Recom
Rettnentia, (0.L.) the Retinue, of a pence, or Requital.
To Retrteve, (F. ) to recover, gęt again,
Prince, or Noble-man .
or 'repair. In Hamking, when Partridges
Retimnc, a Train of Arrendants.
Rettrade, ( F. in Fortif .) a Retrench- have been once ſprung, the ſpringing, or
ment conſiſtingof two Faces that inake a finding themagainis call'd Retrieving.
Re-ent'ring Angle.
Retroactive , ( L. in Philof. ). driving
Retiratton , (in Printing) the out- fide back .
of a Sheet, as it lies on the Preſs.
Retrocelíou, a going back.
Retroceſſion ofthe Equinores, is the
To Retire, to withdraw , to depart, or
goaway .
going backward of the Equinoctial Points,
Retfred, withdrawn, departed ; alſo o: firſt Points of the Signs Aries and
Libra.
ſolitary, or lonely.
Retirement,retiring from Company, or Z Retroduction , a leading, or bringing
Worldly Converſation ; Privacy, private back.
Life.
Retrogradation , (in Affron.) a going
Retort,ia Chymical Veffel of a round backward.
Figure, with a hollow Beak, or Noſe wrea
Retrograde, that goes backward. A
ched backwards.
Planet is laid to be retrograde, when by
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icsproper Motion in che Zodiack , it goes
backward, or concrary to the Succeſſion of
che Signs.
To Retrograde, to turn back , to go
backwards.
Retrogrefdon , the ſame as Retrograda.
tion .
Retrainingency, a ftaling backwards.
Retromingent, that Aales, or piſſes
backward.
Retropannagtum , (0. L.) After-Pannage, or the running of Hogs in a Foreſt,
when the Maft, or Acorns are eaten , and
little left but Hips, Haws, & c.
Retroſpect or Retrofpectton ; a look ing back
Retrule; hidden , as Things of a retrufe
Nature,
Return , coming back, Anſwer, Acknowlegement.
Return of autrits by Sheriffs and
Failiffs, is their Certificate made to the
Court of what they have done about the
ſerving of the Writs directed to them .
Returns, Return - Days, or Days in
Bank, certain Days in each of the Four
Terms peculiarly ſet a -part for the ſeveral
forts of Proceedings in any Cauſe to be de.
termined ; every Term having having Four,
Five, or Six Returns, which are of Six
kinds, ſo that one of them is repeated in
moft Terms with the Name of this or that
Feſtival, wherero they are appropriated.
Returns of the Crenches, the ſeveral
Windings and crooked Lines ofthe Tren
ches.
To Return, to ſend , or comebắck, to
refore ; co requite, to give an Anſwer.
Returnable, that may be returned .
Returno habendo, a Writ that lies for
one who has avowed a Diſtreſs made of
Cattel, for returning to him the Cattel di.
Atrained .
Returnum avertojum , a Writ granted
toone that is impleaded, for the unjuſtde
raining of another Man's Cattel ; and it
lies for the Return of the Caccel to the
Defendant .
Returnum trreplegtabile, a Writ for
the final Return , or. Reftitution of Catcel
to the owner, unjuſtly taken by another as
committing a Treſpaſe.
To Reu , (0.) to fift.
Reuben, (H. the Son of Viſion) Jacob's
eldert Son byLeah .
To Rebcal; (L.) to lay open , diſclose,
or diſcover.
Rebetler, ( F.) the Beat of Drum in a
Morning , chat luomone che Soldiers from
their Beds

RE

Revels, Sports of Dancing, Dice-play
ing, & c. usd in Prince's Courts, Noble
mens Houſes, or Ions of Court, and com
monly perform'd by Night.
goalter of the Revels, anOfficer chat
hasthe ordering, or chief Command in
choſe, Paſtimes.
Rebel- Rout, a riotous Concourſe, or
Aſſembly of People .
To Revel, to make merry , eſpecially in
the Night-time ; to riot.
Revelation , a revealing, or diſcover
ing.
Revenge, the Ad of taking full Satis
faction , for an Affront, or Injury done.
Rcbemie, che Yearly Profits of Land ,
Money, bc.
To Reverberate, to ſtrike, or beat back
again : Among Chymifts, it is to cauſe the
Flame of a Fire to bearback down on the
Metal.
Reberberation , the Ad of reverbera
ring:
Rederberatopt, that ſerves to rever.
berate.
A Reverberatory, à kind of Atrong
Chymical Furnace, us’d for the calcining of
Minerals, & c. by a reverberated Flame .
To Revere, to ſtand in Reverence, to
honour with awful Reſpect .
Reverence , ſubmiſſive Carriage towards
Superiours, or honourable Perſons; alſo
Congee , or Bow in coken of Reſpe & .
ToReverence, to honour, or reſpect!
Reverend, worthy to be rever'd, ar
honour'd .
Reverent or Reberenttal, reſpectful,
awful.
Reperles (M. T.) that is on the back ,
or behind ; as A reverse Battery
A Reverſe , asback -Itroke in Fencing
TheReverſe of a Wedal or Con, the
oppoſite Side to chac, on which the Effigies
is ftampt.
ToReperle, to repeal, or make void.
Reberled , repealed, aboliſhed . In Hed
raldry, turned backward, or upside down ;
as 4 Reverſed Eſcuccheon.
Revertible, thatmaybe reverſed .
Reverſion ,areturning, or coming back
again. In Law , it is when the Poffeffion
and Eface, which was parted with for a
time, returns to the Donour, or his Heirs.
Allo che Right a Perſon has to any Mheria
tance, or Place of Profic after another's
Deceaſe .
To Revert, to return, as an Exare, or
Honour does to the Crown, & c.
Reveſtiary or Reveltry , the Place
where Charch -Vefments are kept
TO
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To Revistiial a hip, to furniſh it when
it firſt began to move, and ſo finiſhes
its circular Courſe.
with freſh Victuals, or Proviſions.
The Revolution , or Reftitution of the
Review , a ſecond looking over, or Re
examination: In Military Affairs,the Ap- Anomaly, is the Return of a Planet , to
any one Point of its Eccentrick , after it has
pearance of a Body of Troops under Arms parted
from it.
to be view'd .
Bill of Review , (in Chancery) a Bill ta
The Mean Revolution of a planet ,
ken out by Licenſe of that Court, where a (in the Zodiack ) is the return of the Line
Cauſe has been heard ; bur fome Errour in of the mean Motion of a Planet , from any
Law appears, or ſome new Matter is diſco one Pointof che Zodiack to the fame Poice
ver'd after thre making of the Decree.
again .
To Revile , to reproach, to taunt, of The Crue Revolution of a Planet,
rail at.
(in the Zodiack ) is the Return of the Line
Revilal, a ſecond Examination.
of the true Motion of that Planet, from
Revile, (among Printers) a ſecond Proof any one Point of the ſaid Circle, to the
of a Printed Sheer.
fame Point again.
To Reviſe, to review : To Reviſe e
Rebullion , (P. T.) the forcing of Hu
piece of work , to look over it again, in or. moursto contrary Parts.
der to mend what is amiſs, or make it more
Revulſozia, (L. P.T.) is when the Courſe
corre & .
of the Bloud, that guſhes out of one Part,
Reviſen, one that reviſes, or reviews ; is turn'd another Way, by the opening of a
alſo a certain Officer in the Court of Rome. Vein in a remote Place.
To Revtlit, to give a fecond viſit, to
To Reby , a Term us'd in a Game at
viſit again .
Cards.
Rew , Rank, Row,
To Rebive; to bring to Life again, to
To Rew, (0.) to take picy.
renew ; to come to Life again, to recover:
Rewet, the Lock of a Harquebufs, os
In Chymiſtry, to reſtore a Mixt Body that
lies diſguiſed by Things mingled with it, other Gun ,
to its natural Form and Condition.
Rowey, as Rewey Cloths, i.e, ſuch as are
Bill of Reviber, (in Chancery) is when full of Rews, and unevenly wroughr.
a Bill has been preferred againſt one inthat
Rewifo, (D.) lecherous, a Word apply'd
Court, and before the Cauſe is heard either to the Copulation of Doves.
Party dies ; ſo that this Bill muft be brought
La Regne le vent, ( F. it pleaſes the,
to revive the Proceedings, and determine Queen ) are formal Words indorſed on a
the Cauſe.
Bill paſs'd in Parliament when the Queen
Reviving, (in Law ) fignifies a renew. has given the Royal Aſſent ; but if ſhe re
ing of Rents and Adions, after they are fuſes to agree to it, the Bill is indorſed
La Reyné S'aviſera , i.e. the Queen will
extinguished.
Re-union , the Ad of re- uniting, or re- adviſe, or confider.
Feyneting, an excellent Apple.
joyning ;
To Re-unite, to unite; or joyn together
Rha or Rha Ponttum , (L.) a kind of
purging Root of a yellow Colour, and
again things thatwere ſeparated .
Revocables that may be reverſed, or longer than Rhubarb .
Riabarbarum , Rhubarb , a purging
repealed.
Revocation , a revoking, or repealing : Root
In Law , the calling back of a Thing
Rhabdoides, ( G. in Anat . ) the ſame
with Sagittal Suture.
granted .
To Revoke, to call back again, to re
Rhabdology, the Art of numbring by
peal, or make void ; to renounce an Er- cerrain Rods call'd Napier's Bones.,
rour.
Rhabdomancy, a kind of Soothſaying
by a Wand, Rod, or Staff.
Revolt, Rebellion, Riſing.
To Rebolt, to rebel, or riſe againſt a
Riabdos, a Rod,or Wand ; allo a Med
Soveraign Prince or State , C..
teor like a ſtraight Wand.
To Revolve, to cart about in one's
1 Hachis ,the Spinė, or Chine-bone of
Mind.
the Rack
Revolution, a rolling back , or whirling
Ryactiſagra , the Gout in that Part.
round ; a notable change of Government,
Rhachite or Rachtæi, certain Muſcles
or great Turn of Affairs : In Aſtronomy, the that lie over the Back -bone.
turning round of any Heavenly Body, till
Rhachitis, the Rickers, a Diſeaſe.
ir return to the fame Point in which it was ,
Rhagadees
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Rhagades, Chaps in the Hands, Feet, its oppoſite sides and Angles equal : In
Lips, & c. Alſo certain little Ulcers in the Anatomy, a pairof Muſcles of the Shoulder
Blade, ſonam'd from its Figure.
Fundament.
Rhombus, the Turbot, a Fiſh ; alſo a
Rhagion, a ſmall Grape-ſtone ; alſo a
little venomous Siper, with ſhort Feet.
Spinning-wheel, or Reel ; alſo the Rhuanbs,
Rhagoides, the chird Coat of the Eye, or Points of the Mariners Compaſs : In
otherwiſe call'd the Vueous Tunicle.
Geometry, a four-ſquare Figure, having all
Rhandir, à part in the Diviſion ofaits Sides equal, and its oppoſite Angles alto
Country in Wales, before the Conqueſt.
equal. Allo a Surgeon's Bandage, reſem
Rhanteres, (in Anat.) the inward Cor- bling that Figure.
Khonchus, a ſnorting, or ſnoring ; alſo
ders of the Eyes.
Rhaphe, a Seam of the Scull-bone.
a ſneering ar, or mocking.
Rhapſody, a Contexture, or a Repe
Rhubarb, the Root of a Plant, good to
tītion of a great Number of Heroick Ver- purgę Choler and Phlegm .
fes, eſpecially Homer's Poems.
åhyas, (G. P.T.) a Diſeaſe in the Eyes,
Rhegma or Rheris, a Rupture, or that cauſes continual watering.
Rhyme, Meeter, or Verſe.
Breaking : In Surgery, the breaking, or
Rhyptica, ( GP.T. ) ſcouring Medi
burſting of any Part as of a Bone, & c.
Rhetorical , belonging to Rhetorick, cines.
Rhythnical, belonging to, or made in
eloquent.
† To Rhetoricate, to uſe Rhetorical Rhyme.
Rhytinus, Rhyme, or Meeter : Among
Eigureș, to ſpeak like an Oratour.
Rhetozications, turns of Rhetorick , un- Phyſicians, a certain Proportion of Pulſes ,
Time, Age,c.
ſound, or empty Reaſonings.
Rhytidolis, a Wrinkling of any Part
Rhetorician, one skill'd in, or a Pro
the Body ..
of
feflour of Rhetorick .
Rib , a Side-bone of the Body : In Ar.
Rhetorick , the Art of ſpeaking well
chery, a hard Gooſe- quill, chat lies between
and eloquently
Roeuma, (G.) Rheum, a flowing down, the Feathers.
of Humours from the Head upon the lower
Ribhs of a Ship , are the Timbers of
theFuttocks, when the Planks are off.
t Parts .
Ribbs of the Parrels, certain little
Rheumatick, troubled with Rheum j
long pieces of Wood, which belong to the
alſo belonging to the Rheumatiſm .
RheinattekEyes, a Diſcarein Horfes. Parrels of the Yards.
To Rib -roalt, to bear, or bang one
Rheuinatiſm , a wand'ring Pain in the
Body, often accompany'd with a ſmall Fea- foundly ,
Ribald ;y, or Ribaudzy. (F.) Whore
ver, Swelling , ec.
Rhine-Gjave, a Title belonging to dom , Debauchery, lewd , or licentious
the Count Palatine of the Rhine in Ger . Talking.
Ribaud, (0.S.) a luxurious Spendo !
many:
Rhine-Land Rod , (in Fortif.) a Mea . thrift ; a whoremonger.
Ribbon , a narrow piece of Silk, & c.
ſure of two Fathom , or 12 Foot.
Rhinenchytes, (6.) a ſmall Syringe to In Heraldry, the eighth part of a Bend.
Ribibble, (0.) a Cittern , or Fiddle,
ſquirt Medicinal Liquors into the Noſtrils.
Rhtzagra, a Surgeon's Inſtrument co
Ribolla , a kind of ſtrong Wine.
Among Fal:
Ric, ( s.) a Kingdom
draw out a Splinter, or Bone.
Rhizotomism , a Medicine that roots out coners, a Diſeaſe in a Hawk's Head that
cauſes it to ſwell.
a Diſeaſe.
Rice, a ſort of Pulſe, or Grain : Among
Rhodelætım , Oil of Roſes.
Husbandmen, the Shrouds, or tops of
Riodinuım , Roſe - Vinegar.
Rhodites, a precious Stone of a Roſe Trees.
colour ; alſo Wine with Rofes infus'd .
Rich , that has great Incomes, plentiful,
Rhodium Lignum , a fort of Wood that very precious:
Richard, (S. ) a proper Name of Men,
(mells like Roſes,
fignifying powerful Diſpoſition.
Rhodoincl. Honey of Roſes.
Rhodolaccharuın , Sugar of Roſes.
Riches , vaft, or great Eſtate, Wealth :
In Hunting, a Company of Marterns, or
Khodoſtagma, Roſe-water..
Rho.nboidal, belonging to a Rhomboides. Sables.
Rhomboides, a kind of muſcle-fith : In
Rick or Reek , a Heap of Corn, or
Geometry, a four -ſided Figure, that has only 1 Hay,
Bickets,
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Rickets , a Diſeaſe very rife among
Riding, a Divifion of Torkshire.
Rtotng- clerk, one of the fix Clerks
Children .
To Rtd , to free from , or diſengage.
in Chancery .
Riddance, ridding , or clearing Dif
Ricus arreare, ( F.L.P.) a Plea put in
to an Adion of Debt upon arrearages of
pacch .
Ridole, a hard Queſtion , a dark Saying ; Account.
Riens Delns le Gard , wasa Challenge
alſoa kind of Sieve, to lift Coals.
Ride of Hagle , or other Wood, a coa Jury of London , for that four fufficient
whole plump of Sprigs growing out of Men , c.were not impanelled.
the ſame Root.
Rtens palle per te fait, the form of
To Rtoe, to go on Horſe-back, or in a an Exception taken to an Adion in some
Coach, Waggon, & c. to manage a Horſe .
Cafes.
Riens pec Dilcent, a Form of Plea:
A Ship is ſaid To Ride, when the is
held in ſo faſt by her Anchors that ſhe does ding, when an Heir is ſued for a Debt of
his Anceſtour, and he has not Affers in his
not drive away by the Tide, or Wind.
To Ride a -croſs , is to ride with the Hand .
Rifc, frequent, common.
Main -yards and Fore-yards hoiſed up ; both
To Rifle,to pillage, or rob .
Yards andArms being topped alike.
Rifletum , io. L. ) a Coppice, or
To Ride a -peek ,to ride with one end
of the Yards peeked up , and the other Thicker.
Rifling or Raffling, is when a Compra
end hanging down,
To Ride a-lhotor by a thot, is when ny of Men (take down apieceof Money
a Ship rides with two Cables fattend toge againſt a Commodity, and he that chrows
ther, that it may be double in length , moſt upon the Dice takes it.
which is called A Shot.
Rift, Cleft, or Chink.
To Ride a-thwart, to ride with the
Rift, (of a Horſe's Hoof ) that part
Ship's Side uponthe Tide.
whichis pared , or cut off.
Rifts, a Diſeaſe in Horſes, whenCor
To Ride betwirt wind and Cide,
is when the Wind has equal Force over ruption is lodg'd in the Palace of the
her one Way, and the Tide the other Way. Mouth .
Rig , a Horſe thar has had one of his
To Ride Hawleafull , is when the Ship
in ſtreſs of Weather, falls fo deep into the Stones cut, and yet has got a Colt ; alſo a
Sea withherHead , that the Water breaks ramping, or wanton Girl.
in to her Hawles.
To Rig a Ship, to fit.out a Ship, to
To Ride Postotſe, is when the Yards furniſh her with Tackling:
are down, or ftruck upon the Deck .
A Ship is ſaid in general,To be well Rig .
To Ride Taind-rove, iswhen the Wind ged, when her Ropes are of a fit Size, in
has more Power over a Ship in her Riding, proportion to her Burden ; and to be over.
than the Tide has.
rigged, when her Ropes are too big for
Rideau , ( F.) a Curtain : In Fortification, her .
Rigging, all Ropes that belong to any
a Ditch, the Earth of which is raiſed on its
Side.
part of a Ship
Riders, ($. T.) great pieces of Timber,
Right, Juſtice, Equity, Reaſon ; Au
bolted upon the other Timbers to ſtrengthen thority ,Privilege: InLaw , any Title, or
Claim , by virtue of a Condition , Mort.
them , when the Ship is but weakly built.
Ridge, the top of a Hill, Houſe, & c. gage,be
Right, ftraight, juft ; true, proper.
ä piece of Land between two Furrows.
InArchitecture, Ridges are the ſpaces be.
Right Anglo, ( in Geom .) is when one
tween the Channels of Timber, or Stone of its Legs ftands exa& ly upright, on the
wrought.
other, and leans no more one way than it
Ridge- Band, that part of a Draught does the other.
Horſe's Harneſs, which runs a -croſshis Right-angled figure , a Figure
Back ,
whore Sides are at Right Angles, or ſtand
Rioged, raiſed, that bàs many Ridges perpendicularly one on another,
andChannels.
Right- angled Criangle, is that which
Ridgeling or Ringel, the Male of any has one RightAngle.
Feaſt, that has been bur half gelt.
Right Line, a Linethat lies equally be.
Riotaile, ( 1.)thatwhichisridiculous. I cween its Points, without curning, or ben .
ding any way.
To Ridicule , to render ridiculous.
Riptalous , fit to be laughed at : im .
Right
Prtinent .
1

he
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Right Paling, is when a Voyage is
perform *d on ſome one of che four Cardinal
Points.
Right theHolm , ( S. P.) keep the Helm
even with the middle of the Ship .
To Right one, to do him Right, or
Juftice.
Righteous, Juft, Uprighe , Equitabls,
Reaſonable.
Rtghtful, that is grounded on juſt
Right , Lawful.
Rigit, exact in the obſerving of Rules
and Diſcipline ; fevare, ſtrict.
Rigidity, Severity,Seri& neſs.
Riglet, (among Printers)"a fmall Rule,
that ſerves for the dividing of Chapters, &c.
Rigols, a Muſical Inſtrument.
Rigor , ( L.) a great ſtiff Cold, Rough
neſs, Stiffneſs. Among Phyſicians, the cold
Fit of an Ague.
Rtgorous , full of Rigour, over -harſh.
Rigour,Severity ofManners andDifa
poſicion , Harſhneſs, Sternneſs.
+ Rili, a Rivuler,or little Brook.
Riin , the Border, or Edge of any
shing : In a Watch or Clock, the circular
partof its Ballance.
Rima, a Rift, Cleft, or Chink : In
Surgery, a Fiffure, or cleft of a Bone.
Rime, a falling Milt that diffolves by
Degrees.
Rime or Rhymt, thelikeneſs of found
at the end of Words
Rime- Doggyel, palery, pitiful Rimes.
Rimpeled , (o ) rumpled .
Rimy, hazy, foggy.
Rino , the skinof any Fruit that may
be cut off, or pared.
ToRine,(N. C.) to touch.
Ring, an Ornament for the Finger.
King of an Anchor, that part towhich
the Cable is faften'd .
There are alſo four Rings , or Circles of
Metal, about agreat Gun .
Ring of esaturn, a folid Circular Arch
and Plane, like the Horizon of an Artificial Globe, which entirely encompaſſes that
Planer, but does nottouch it in any Part.
Ring Balts, ( in a Ship) certain Iron
Pins, which ferve for the bringing to of
the Planks, & c.
Ring -bone, an Evil in the Cronet of a
Horſe's Hoof.
Ring Dobe, akind of wood-Pigeon.
Ring- head,anEngine ro ftretch Wool .
len Cloáth .
Ring = Leader, the Head of a Fa &tion,
or Pacıy .
Ringſtrakto , marked with Streaks,
Gen, 20, 39

RI
Ring-tait, a kind of Kito, a Bird of
Prey .
King-alalk, a round Walk made iby
Hunters.
Ring - ddiorm or Cetter, an impure
Humour that removes from one Part to
another.
To Rinſe, to waſh lightly.
Riot, Exceſs, Debauchery, Revel rout:
in Lav , the forcible doing of an unlari
ful Ad.
Riotous, given to Luxury, lewd, diſ
orderly.
Riotoninets, extravagant Proceeding ,
irregular courſeof Life.
Ripartz 10. ,) any Waters thay cho
terween Banks.
Rtpatoz or Ripartys, a Ripper, as
Fiſherman .
Ripters or Trantels , Men thatbring
Fith from the Sea.Coafts to the inner
parts of the Land .
To Ripple flar, ( C.) co rub, orwipe
off the Seed -Vefſels.
Ruagalpath, (L.). White Arſenick, or
Rato-bane .
Bile, the Head, or Spring of a River ;
Occafion , or Cauſe, Preferment.
To Rile, to ſpring up, 60 proceed, or
come from
To Rdle the Cacks, ( S. P.) to facken
the Ropes callid Tacks.
Rittble, capable of laughing.
Riling of the Sun or Satars, is cheir
appearing above the Horizon .
Riling in the Boop, a Diſtemper je
Cattel.
RilingeTimbers, ( $. T.) che Hopkin
plac'd on the Reel of a Ship.
Riſing, (C.)Barm , or yelt.
Rilngs, in a Ship) choſe thick Planky
on which the Timbers of the Decks bear
at both Ends by the Ship's Side.
Risk , Hazard, Venture ; Peril.
Rulole, ( F. in Cookery) a ſort of minced
Pie, 6c.
Riſus Sardonius, a forced Laughter i
allo a kind of convullive Grinning.
Rite, an Order, or Rule, to be obfero
ved onſolemn Occaſions ; a Church-Cere
mony .
Ritornello , ( 1.) the repeating of a Coc
plet of Verſes at the end of a Stanza, or
Staff ,
Ritual, a Book containing the par,
ticular Rites and Ceremonies of a Church .
Ritualiſt, one that ſtickles, " for Rituals
Qr Ceremonies in Religious Worſhip:
Ribagt,
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Rivage, ( F.) Bank, ' cr Shore ; Alſo a
Rochet, a kind of Surplice , worn by
certain Toll, anciently paid to theKing, in Biſhops, &c. alſo the Roach -fifh.
Tome Rivers, for the Paflage of Boats.
Rock , a Mafs' of Stone : Alfo an In
Rival, ( L.) one that ſtands in Compe- ftrument us'd for the ſpinning of Flax , or
tition with another, eſpecially in Love Hemp.
Affairs.
Rockadtltio, a kind of Sweat-meat
To Rive, to cleave afunder, or in Pie- made in Spain.
ces.
Rocltet, a Creature in America, whoſe
Riveling, (0.) turning in and out.
Skin is of the Colour of a faded Leaf :
River, (in Geog.) a great Quantity of Alſo a Saller-herb : Alſo a ſort of Fire.
Water, continually running from its Spring- work .
Rod, a Wand, or ſmall Stick : Allo a
head , till it falls into the Sea.
Kivulet, a little River , or Brook.
Land -Meaſure of 16 Foot and a half.
Rod -Knights or Rad-Knights , (s.)
RirDollar, a German Coin worth 4 s.
ş d . 3. %:
cerrain Servitours, that held Land by
ſerving their Lord on Horſe-back .
Roach or Rochet, a Fiſh .
Rod -Met, a Net to cațch Black -birds,
Road, a High-way to travel in ; alſo
an open Place near the Lånd, for Ships or Wood- cocks in .
in.
at
Anchor
ta ride
Rode or Ruid , ( 0.) Complexion .
Rodge, a lore of Water-fowl.
A good Road, is a place where nei
Rodomontado, ( 1. ) a 'vain -glorious
ther the Sea nor Wind has much Power
over the Ship .
bragging , or boaſting.
Rodundellus, (0. L.) á Roundle, an
A wiild Road , is that which has but
old Riding - cloak.
little Land on any Side.
Roader, a Ship that rides at Anchor in
Roe, akind of Deer ; alſo the Milt of
a Road ,
a Finh .
To Roam about, to range, or ramble
Rogation -waleek, the next Week but
up and down.
onebeforeWhitſunday.
**Roan , a ſort of Colour in dorfes.
Roger, a proper Name of Men from
To Roar, ' go cry out like a Lion ; to the High Dutch Word Ruger, i. e. Reft, or
make a Noiſe as the Sea does.
Quier.
Robbery, (in Law ) is a felonious taking
Rogtie, Villain, Knave, Cheat ; alſo an
away of another Man's Goods openly idle ſturdy Begger.
againſt his Will.
Rogliery, Villany, Knavery , Rallery,
Robbins, (in a Ship ) (mall Ropes that or Drolling.
are pur thro' ( the Eyelet-holes of the Sail, Roguilh, wicked, knavith ' pleaſant,
wanton .
and ſerve to tie the Sails to the Yards.
Robe, a long Veft, or Gown that co
Roignotis, (0.) ruinous.
vers the whole Body.
Roint, (0.) a Scar.
Rober [men or Robertſmen , ( 0. S. )
To Roiſt, to ſwagger, or boat.
a ſort of Night-Thieves.
Roke, as To makeone'sself all in a Roks,
Robert, (Ge, famousin Counſel) a pro- i. e. to put one's felf into a great Sweat.
per Name of Men .
Roll, a Bundle of any thing rolled up ;
Robert- sance, a Sauce made of On a Strickle to Atrike a Meaſure even : Al
ro a Liſt of the Names of the Inhabitants
ions, Muſtard, Butter, &c. '
Robertines, a Religious Order founded of a Pariſh, & c. Among Lawyers, a
by one Robert Flower,
Sheet of Paper ,or Skin of Parchment, that
Robin or Pear Royal, a Pear of a may be wound up in Shape of a Pipe,
Fellowiſh white Colour, ripe in Auguſt or Gc.
September
Roll of Court, the Court-Roll in a
Robin -red- breaſt, a well known Sing- Manour.
ing-bird.
Roll of parchment, (in Traffick ) is the
Roborantta, ( L. ) Medicines that Quanrity of Sixty Skins.
Arengthen and comfort the Heart.
Rotl or Rowle , (in a 'Ship) a round
Robuſt, ſtrong, like Oak ,ſtropg-limbed, piece of wood or Iron , into which the.
lasty,
Whip -ſtaff is ler.
Rocambole , ( F.) à kind of ſmall mild
Ridder -Roll, a ſmall piece of Parch
Garlick .
ment added to ſome part of a Roll, or Re.
Roche, (0.) a Rock .
Roche allum , a Mineral Sak of a very cord,
The
inding Quality,
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Roof, the map of a Houſe, or Coach ;
The Rolls or the Office of the Rolls,
(in Chancery-Lane) an Houſe ſer a -part for the Palate of the Mouth.
Roof- Itles, or Creft= Liles , Tiles
keeping the Rolls,or Records of Chaneery.
Rolls of Parchment, the Manuſcript made on purpoſe to be laid on the Ridge ,
Regiſters, or Rolls of the Proceedings of of a Houſe.
oarold Parliaments.
Roof- Trees or Kaff- Trees , ( in a :
Roller, a Swathing-band for young Ship) thoſe Timbers which bear up the
Children ; alſo a round piece of wood to Gratings and Ledges, where the Nettings :
remove great Stones ; alſo an Inſtrument to are falten'd .
roll Barley, or other Grain.
Rook, a Bird that preys upon Carrion,
Rolling = " zels, a Preis to print Pi&tures, &c. Alſo a notorious Cheat, or Marping
Fellow.
Callicoes, & c.
Roomer , (S. T.) a Ship is ſaid To be
Roman , belonging to the City , People,
or Church of Rome.
roomer, when ſhe is larger than ordinary,
Roman Beam , a ſort of Ballance, con
Roop, ( N. C.) Hoarſeneſs.
hifting of an Iron -beam with Norches, a
Roor, (0.) an Uproar .
Hook at one end , and a Poiſe of Lead.
Root, that part of a Plant which grows
Roinan Catholicks, Papiſts that follow downwards ; the Riſe , or beginning of a
the Do & rine and Diſcipline of the Church Thing : In Grammar, an original Word.
of Rome .
In Mathematicks, a Number, orQuantity
Ronan Letter, a particular Character conſider'd in order to be multitiply'd once,
or more times by it ſelf to make Products
us'd in Weing and Printing.
Engliſh Roman , a ſort of large Print- call’d Powers.
Smart- Root, is a Quantity or Num
ing -letter .
Roinan yndigion, a Circle , or Revo- ber , which being multiply'd once by it
lution of Fifreen Years.
felf , produccs the Power callºd a Square,
Koman Dider of architecture, the
Cube- Root or Cubtck - Root, is ro
termed
ſame as the Compoſite.
with reſpect to a triple Multiplica
"Romance, a feigned Story, a Tale of a tion of it ſelf to make a Cube.
Tub; ameer Fiction
Roove or Arrobas, a Foreign Weiglit
*To Romance, to tell a magnificent Lye, of 19, 20, 30, and 40 Pounds.
Rope of Pleaſure, a Rope of maſly
to bounce, or vapour .
Romancer, a Teller of Lies, or falſe Gold made by the ancient Inhabitants of
I eru in America .
Stories.
Ropes of a Ship, are her Cordage ;
Romanctít, a Writer of Romances.
Romaniſt, one that belongs to the more-eſpecially the Beat-rope , Bolt-roper
Church of Rome, a Papift.
Breſt-rope, & c.
To Romanizé, to bring over to the
Rope weed or Bind -weed, an Herb .
Roman Cuſtoms, or Faſhions .
Rope= yarns, the Yarns of any Rope un
twiſted , but moſt commonly made of the
Romans, the People of Rome.
Roinantick, belonging to, or that fa- ends of Cables half worn out.
vours of a Romance.
To Rope, to run thick, as ſome Liquors
do .
Rome, the chief City of Italy.
Romer, (0.) Wider.
To Ropen, (0.) to reap!
Ropy, clammy, or alimy .
Rome-ſcot or Rome-trol , (S. ) a cer
tain Tribute formerly paid to Rome.
Rojid, (L.) dewy, moiſt; as ' A rorid .
Roinily, belonging to the Church of Cloud.
Rome.
Ros, Dew that falls on the Ground :
Rompec, (F. in Heraldry) when a Che Among the ancient Phyſicians, a kind of
vron is drawn in an Eſcutcheon, broken ,j Moiſture, whereby all the parts of a Li
ving-creature are nouriſhed.
or with an opening in the middle.
Rondel, (F. in Fortif ) a round Tower .
Ros Citrtolt, ( C. T.) the firſt Phlegm,
Ronville , a Pear much like a Ruſſeror Water that is diſtilled from Vitriol in
which grows ripe in January and February. Balneo Maria ,
Rood, the fourth Part of an Acre, con
Roſa, the Roſe, a Flower ; allo St. Ano
taining forty ſquare Perches ; alſo an old thony's Fire a Diſeaſe. Allo a kind of Co
met
Word for a Croſs.
Rood - Loft, a Shrine on which a Cruci
Rola Solis , an Herb ; alſo a pleaſant
fix was plac'd , or the Image, or Relicks of Liquor made of Brandy, Sugar, Cinna-.
a Saint.
mon , c.
Foláry
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Rotary, a'Maſs with Prayers to theVir
gin Mary'; alfo a pair of Beads call'd Fif
teens, containing 15 Paternoſters and iso
Ave-Maries.
Rolamm , ( L.) Wine made of Roſes in
fuſed .
Roſe, a well known Flower : 'Alſo a
proper Name of Women .
The Golden Roſe, a Roſe that the
Pope uſually bleffes at Mali, upon a Sunday
inLent.
Role-Noble, an Engliſh Coin valu'd át
36 s. 8 d .
Role-pear, a kind of Pear whoſe Pulp
eats thort, and is ripe in Augufi and Sep
Tember.
Rolere, (0.Y a Role-plat.
Role-tyrl, an ancient Gold -coin worth

RO

Rother - Beaſts, (N. C.) horned Bealta ;
as Cows, Oxen, & c.
Rother-Coll or Roroth, the Soil, or
Ding of ſuch Cattel.
Rottello, ( I.) a Weighe us'd at Aleppo,
of which thereare ſeveral forts,
Rottennels, (in a Horſe)iswhen the
inward . Parts are ſo waſted, chat chey are
notto be cur'd by Art.
Rotula , a little Wheel ; a Roll, or Bill :
In Anatomy, the Whirl-bone of the knee.
Rotuli placito um , ( 0.L. ) Court
Rolls, or Records upon Roll.
Rotatlus Wiintoniz , Doomſday-Daý, ſo
call'd, becauſe it was formerly kept at
Winchester..
Rotundith, Roundneſs.
Rotundns' satiſculus, ( in Anat.)!
Muſcle of the Bone of the Arm nam'd
Radius.
Roſe- tuott, a Shrub.
Roſestvoje, an Herb.
Rou , (0.) ugly, froward.
Roſemary, a well known wholeſome
Rove, thatſmall Iron-plate to which a
Plant.
clinch Nail is clinched .
To Rove, to rambleabour, to have 0
Roletum , (L.) a Garden of Roſes. In
ancient Deeds, a low watery Place full of rambling Thoughts.
11
Keeds and Rulhes.
Rouge, ( F.)Red.
Ralicrucians , Brothers of the Roſy
Rouge- Croſs Rouge- Dragon, the
Crols; a Name given to the Tribe of l Names of Two of the Marſhals or Purſe
chymifts.
vants at Arms.
Roln, an oily Juice, or Moiſture that
Rougl, uneven, rugged ; ſevere, harithe IM
runs out ofſomeTrees.
hairy, or briftly .
Rolin of amber, a Subſtance that ari
Rough Sea , a Term usd by Sailers
fes from the Tincture of Amber diſtilled .
when the Waves grow high .
Rofined , rubbed, or done over with
Roughings, ( C.) latter Pafture, or Graſo
Rofin .
chat comes after Mowing.
Rolland, ( B.) heathy Land, or full of
To Raul, ( M. T.) Officers of equal
Ling a
, lſo wateriſh or mooriſh Land.
Quality , whomount the fame Guards, and
Roltra , ( L.) a Place adorned with the taketheir turns in relieving one another,
Prows of Ships taken by the Romans, from are ſaid To Roul.
the Antiate .
Ralladey ( F.) aTrilling, or Quavering:
Roltriformis Procellas, (in Anat.) a In Cookery , Roulades are Veal-ſtakes, chin
Procefa of the Shoulder -blade ,and of the nices ofBacon , & c. roll'd uptogether and
lower law -bone.
boild.
Rounce, the handle of a Printing.
Roſtrum , ehe Bill of a Bird ; the Snout
of a Beast, or Fish ; the Prow of a Ship : Preſs.
Rolincebals, a kind of large and ſweet
Among Chymifts, the Noſe of an Alembick,
or Scill.
Peaſe
Rot, a Diſeaſe in sheep.
A Round, a Ring, orCircle : In Milie
Rota , a Wheel alſothe
;
Name of the tary Affairs, a Watch thatgoes in the
Nightaboutthe Ramparts of a fortify'd
firft Juriſdiction of che Court of Rome.
Hota Ariſtotelica , ( i.6. Ariftotle's Place, or in the Streets of a Garriſon-Town.
Wheel) a Wheel confider'd as moving a. AmongStone-cutters, Rounds are the bro
long a Plane will it has made one entire Re- ken pieces of Statues.
volution .
Round-beads, a Name given to the
Rotation , a wheeling, or moving a. Parliament's Party in the Civil Waru
bout like a wheel.
Car.i.
Rotator ajo & Minor, Two Pro . Temp.
Round -Houle; a Pariſh -Priſon, to ſco
ceffesinthe upper part of theThigh -bone.
cure thoſe that commit Diſorders in the
Rotc as to saya Leffon by roe,1.c.to Night:Alſothe uppermoftRoom in the
fay iç as roundly, as the wheelruns in Stern of aship , wherethe Maſter lies.
its Track .
Round
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Roundedhot, any round Ball, or Bul
Rogalty, Royal Dignity, Kingſhip.
let made for a Piece .
Boyalties, the Royal Rights orPrero :
To Rand in orRound aft, (S. T.) te gatives of a King or Queen , .
hale the Main and Fore -lail, after a particu
The Enligns of Royalty, ( in England)
26 lar manner .
are the Crown, the Scepter and Croſs,
Shepherd
Roundel
Song.
's
a
St. Edward's Staff, &c. us'd at the Corona
3 Rount, ay, Horſes)
a kind of Fleſh-co - tion of our Ķings and Queens.
( in
lour.
Roynes, (0. R.).Currents, Streams, or
Roup, a blchy Boil of Swelling in the Paffage's of running Waters.
Rump of Poultry.
Rabace or Rubacel, a kind of precious
To Route or Rowle, to awake, to Stone ,
raiſe or ftir up : In Falconry, it is wheti a
Rubeola, a fort of ſmall Pox ; or Mea
Hawk lifts up and ſhakes her ſelf.
zles.
To Bonfe a Hart, ( H, P.) is to raiſe
Rábel, the Toad-fone.
it him from his Harbour.
Kubtcán ; as A rubican Horſe, i, è, a
hawler,
mixt roan Horſe .
Cable
true
or
Roule
inthe
To
Term ui'd at Sea when it is requiſite to
+ Rubiamd, Bloud -red , ruddy.
Rubtginous, rufty, foul.
2 hale in part of the Cable, or Hawſer that
lies ack in the Water.
Rubigo, (L.) Rutt, blaſting of Corn or
Rouling Lit, a whisking great one.
Vines : Among Herbalifts, Mildew , a Dif
Rouliciet , ( f.) a delicate (mall Pear.
eaſe that happensto Plancs.
Ronſterelle,a fort of King's-Filber ja Bird.
Rubjica, Ruddle, or red Oaker ; alſo a
Roit, Multitude or Throng of People, kindofred Terter.
Squabble, Nofe ,the Defeatof an Army.
Rubztek, a ſpecial Title or Sentence of
Rout of wolbes, ( H. T.) a Herd of the Civiland Canon Law : Alſo the Title
thoſe wild Beaſts.
Rules or Directions for due performing the
To Rout, to put to Flight; to (nore, or Service of the Common Prayer.
Ruby, a tranſparent Gem of a Blooda
3: ſoort ; toroot up the Ground, as Swine do.
To Rõitor Rought, ( N. C )to bellow . red Colour :In Heraldry, the Red Colour in
Route, ( F.) Road, Way , eſpecially that the Army of Noblemen .
Ruck, a Bird of prodigious Strength and
which Military Forces are to march through.
Rotoel,the goad or pricks of a Spur. Bignels ; ſaid to be ableto truſs up a Lion
In Surgery, a kind of ffue made by draw- with its , Talons, doc,
- ing askain ofThread or Silk chro the
To Ruck , to ſquat down.
nape of the Neck .
Rucation , belching or breaking of
Rowen , (C.) rough Paſture full of Scub- Wind .
ble, or Weeds.
Rudder or Ridder, ( C.) a wide Sieve
Rowing of Clothes , is the ſmoothing for ſeparating Cornfrom theChaft
.
of them with a Roller, & c.
Rudder ; (of a Ship ) that piece of Tim :
my Rowland, (Ger. Counſel for the Land ) ber which ishanged on the Stern- Potts, and
a proper Name of Men .
ſerves to direct her Courſe .
Rudder- Trons, the Cheeks of that Ironi
Rounty, a Cart-Horſe. Chancer.
1. Rourige ,(0.) tognaw .
whereof the Pintle is part, which is nail'd .
Ropat , (F.) belonging to a King or down about theRake of the Rudder.
Queen, Princely , Noble.
Rubber - Ropes a Rope let through che
The Royal ; (H. T.)one of the Starts of Stern -poft and the Head of the Rudder .
Stag'sHead.
Ruddle; a ſort of red Chalk.
Ruddock ; a Bird ; alſo a Land -road.
> Ropal attent, is the Approbation which
already
Ride, ( L.) rough, courſe , unpoliſhed ;
done by
the Queen gives to an Ad
nthera particular
ly ntto a Bill pafled in both ignorant, clownish ,uncivil,faucy.
Parliame
Houſes of
.
Runge- bone, (0.) the Rump-bone.
Royal- Erchanges a ſtately Pile of
Rudge-Wathed Kerley, a fort of Ker.
Building in London, appointedfor theMeet- rey-Cloathmade ofFleece-wooll, only
ing of Merchants, & c.
wach'd on the Sheep's Back .
Fudtrients, (L.) the firſt Principles, or
Roğal Parapet or Parapet of the
Rampart, (in Fortif.) aBankor Breaft Groundsofany art or Faculry.
work rais'd on the Edge of tlie Rampart
Ruean Herb.
towards the Country.
Rurful, fad, woefal.
Röyalite, one that is of the King's o:
Ruelsbones (0.) she Whirl-bone of the
stiaincai
Queen's Party of
ni his of her In Knee,
ter EA
Rit ,
Eeee
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To Rumble , to make a hollow
Ruff, an old -faſhion'd Ornament for the
Neck : Alſo a kind of Fighting bird . Alſo Noiſe.
Rumen , (L.) the Cud ofBeaſts ; the
a Fiſh that is ſomewhat ſmaller than a Pereh .
Alſo a Beating, or getting the Better at a Dew -lap, or looſe Skin of the Throat ;
Game of Cards.
the Paunch , or Belly , alſo a Teat, or
To Rutt, to trumpat Cards : In Falconry, Dug .
FRumigeration , a ſpreading aRumour,
Hawk is ſaid To ruff, when the hits the
Prey , but does not truſs it.
or Report abroad .
Rüfftan , a wicked, rafcally Fellow ,
Rriminant animals , Living.Crea.
deſperate Villain.
tures that chew the Cud ; las Oxen, Sheep
Ruffingly , like a Ruffian, boiſterous, Deer, obc.
rude.
Ruminant entgns, ( in Aftrol.) thoſe
To Ruffle, to fold into Ruffles, to rum . Signs of the Zodiack, which are repen ape
ple, or touze .
ſented by Creatures endu'd with that
Rattling - Robin , an Herb.
Quality .
Rafter - hood, a plain Leather-hood ,
To Ruminate, to chew the cud :
to be worn by a Hawk,when the'sfirſt alſo to weigh in Mind, to muſe, or think
drawn.
upon .
Rumination , the A & ofRuminating, or
Rugged, rough, uneven , fevere, croſs.
Rugiaus, (L.) a Roaring of Lions, chewing the Cud .
To Rummage, ( S. T.) to remove any
alſo a Rumbling, or Croaking of the
Gure.
Goods, or Laggage from one place to ano
Rigolicy, a being rough, full of Wrink- ther ; eſpecially to cleartheship'sHold of
les,orFurrows.
anyGoods.
Rummet , a fort of Drinking-glifs ;
Ritin ,Fall, Decay, Undoing , Deftru
dion .
alſo a Brimmer, or Glaſs of any Liquor
To Ruin , to bring to ruin, to deſtroy ; filled to the Top.
WATU
to fpoit, orlay waſte.
Riimtir, ( i ) Report, Fame, common
Ruinous, falling to decay, ready to Talk .
fall.
Rumoured, generally talked of.
Ruile , Law , or Principle to go by :
Rumples a Fold made by tumbling, or
Sway, or Command : In Arithmetick, atouzing :
Method of reſolving Queftions relating to
Rumchah, ( i.e. King of Rome) a Title
chat Art.
for the Pope, amongthePerfians.
Rule of Chee orRule of proportion,
Ron of a estup ,is that partof her fata
ſo call'd becauſe by Means of ThreeNum Hull, which is always under water . A
bers given,itfinds out a Fourth ,which shipis ſaid to have a goodRun, when itis like
ſhall havethe fame Proportiontooneof long, and the Water paffes cleverly tothe
thoſe given Numbers, as they have one to Rudder.
another.
Remagate, a rambling, or roving Fel.
Carpenter's Rute, an Inſtrument .co low .
imeaſure Timber, or Boards.
Runaway, one that runs away from bio
Rum , a Strong Liquor usd in Berba- Maſter's Service , or his Prince's Colours in
does.
a Fight .
Rimb or khunb , ( in Navigat.) the
Rundlus or Rietnus, ( in Doomsday.
Angle which a ship makes in her Sailing, Book) a Sumpter-horſe, or Load-horſe ; a legt
with the Meridian of the Place where she is. Carc Horſe.
Rundle or Rotandel, (in Heraldry) ehe et
Alſo one point of theMariner's Compaſs, or
Figure of a round Ball, or Bullet.
11 Degrees and a Quarter,
Randlet orRanlet, a ſmall Vellelcoro
Kumb or Rumb- L ine, a Line deſcri
bedbythe Ship'sMotionon the Sarface rainingfrom 3 to 20 Gallons: A Rundle en
of the Sea ; To as to make the fame, orequal of Wine is tohold 18 Gallons.
Rune, (W.C:) a Water-courſe.
Angles with every Meridian.
Rungs, (S. T.) the Ground-timbers, or matic
Complement of the Romb, is the
'Angle made with any Circle parallel to Timbers that give theFloor ofa Ship.
the Equator, by the Eine of the Ship's
Rimg=heaos , the EndsofthoſeRunge?
Courſe,
Runge, ( N. C.) a Flasker.
Ruinbeg , ( i, e. Lord, or Prince of Ruimer , a Perſon that runs, allo che
Upper-ſtone of a Mill: Affo a ship-rope. *
Rome)
Turks . a Title given to the Popeby the havin
g a double Block, or Pulley ac one kce
endi
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Rufticttv, Clowniſhneſs, Chulifinefs.
end, and a Hook at the other end ,
To Ruſtle, to make a Noiſe, as Armouto
10 hitch into any Thing for the hoiſing of
Goods.
or new Garments do .
Rule , ( F.) full of Strategers and Devi.
To Duerohale the Rimner, is to pull
down chat End which has the Hook in ces , ſubtil, crafty.
Rut, the Copulation of Deer, wild
it, that it may be hitched into the Sling,
oc.
Boars, & c. Alſo the Mark of a Wheel in
Running-knots, a fort of Knots, or the Road .
Rut of thesea , ( S.T.) where the Sea ,
Collars, us'd in the Taking of Hares and
or Waves dalk againſt any thing .
Coneys
Rint, a Scotch, or Welſh Cow , of
Rutarti, ro . L.) hiredSoldiers, in the
a ſmall Size
a Dwarf, or thort Fel- Service of our old Engliſh Kings, who came
towi .
from foreign Pares.
Ruth, ( H. watered, or filled ) the Wife
Rupee or Roupie, an Eaft - India Coin
Boaz .
of
Sterling
.
worth 2 s, 3 d.
Rupta , (0.L.) a Troop, or Company of
Rutiful, Compaffionare, Pitiful!
Soldiers,
Ruttter, ( F. ) a Book , giving Di
Ruptiott, (in Surgery) a breaking, or re&tions for the Courſeaship is to take :
Alſo an old experienc'd weather-beaten
burſting of any Part of the Body.
Ruproje, a corroſive Medicine, or Cau- Soldier.
ſtick.
Ryal or Rtal, a piece of Gold , which ,
Ruptura, (L.) a Rupture, a Burfting : Temp. H. 6. was current for 10 s. under
In old Writers, Groundthat is broken , or H. 8. for 11 s. 3d . and under Q. Eliz, for
plough'd Land.
IS s . Alſo a Spaniſh Coin, worth 6 d .
Kipture, Breaking . Rene Brecon of fir yfelere, (0.) a Hawk chat only rities
Treaty, or
,
burftBelly.
the Feathers of a Fowl.
Rymmers abont, (0.R.) Vagabonds, or
Rupture-wost, an Herb.
Rural, belonging to the Country.
idle roaming Fellows.
Rural Dean , a Church Officer,whoſe
Office is to ſummon the Clergy ; to fignifie
to them the Bifhop's Pleaſure, and to give
Induction for the Arch -Deacon living a -far
off.
SA
Rura apam , ( 0, L.) a Hive of
Bees.
Ruſca Butyri, a Tub , or Barrel of Bur
abatans, (0.) Soldiers Boors.
ter ſalted up .
Sabbatartas , one that keeps she
Rulbegrotti, ( in Archery ) the ſame as Jewiſh, or Seventh -Day-Sabbath ; alſo
Bob-tail,
Atric Obſerver of the Sabbath .
Sabbatartans , a Sect of Hereticks, who
Rullelin , a Pear of a light Iſabella Co
lour, ripe in O &tober .
kept the Jewiſh Sabbath inſtead of the Epid's
Rullet , a dark brown Colour: Allo Day.
a Pear, of which there is a large and
Sabbato, ( H. from Shabath, i.e. Reft) a
ſmall fort.
Celebration of the Seventh Day of the
Ruſlet- pearmain , an Apple that par- Week , as aDay of Reſt among the
takes bothof the Rufferin and Pearmain . or of the Firft Day of the Week by Jews,
Chri
Itians.
Rulletin a kind of Apple.
Rulletin Aromatick or Gotden , an
Sabbath - Days- Journeys a Jewiſ
excellent Apple of a Gold -colour'd Coat, Meaſure of 2000 Cubits, or 3648 Foot.
under a Ruffet-hair.
Gabbatical orabbatick , belonging
Midical or Ruſtick , ( L.) Country to the Sabbath.
like, Clowniſh , Rude, Unmannerly.
Sabbatick Pear, ( among the ancient
Ruſticated, infected with the Mannersof Fews) every SeventhYear, in which it was
the Country People, made Clownich .
not lawful to till the Ground, and Slaves
Rultict, ( 2.)Husband -men, Peafants : were then made free.
In our ancient Writers, the Churls, Sabbatine, aDiſputation upon any Part
or inferiour Tenants, who held Lands of Logick, or Moral Philoſophy, in the Colle
and Cottages by the Service of Plough- ges of Parisin France.
ing, og
Sabbath
Eeee 2
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Sabbatiſm , the keeping of the Sab
Snacks of Earth , ( in Fortif.) ſerve
bath.
for ſeveral Uſes, as to make Retrench .
Sabbatum , the Sabbath, the Jews menus in hafte, to place on Breaft -Works,
Sabb : h - Day : In Doom's-Day Record, c .
Peace, orQuier.
To Shack, to Plunder, or Pillage, do
Sabellians, a fort of Hereticks, folay waſte, or deſtroy.
Backbut or Sagbut, an Inſtrument
calid from Sabellius, their Firſt Ring
Leader.
of Wind -Muſick .
Sackleſs , (N. E.) innocent,
Sable, a rich Fur, of Colour between
Black and Brown : In Heraldry, the black
Sacrafteto Rents, cerçain ſmall Rents
Colour, in the Armsofthe lower Gentry.
paid by fome Tenants of the Manour of
Sable or Sabre, ( F.) a kind of Si- Chuton in Somerſet.ſhire, to the Lord of that
metar, Hanger, or broad Sword .
Manour.
Sacrament , (L. in Divinity ) a great
Sabliere, á Sand- Pir, or Gravel-Pit :
ſacred Myſtery ; , as the Sacraments of
Timber,
and
Carpentry,
long
as
of
piece
as
In
a
a Beam , bur not ſo thick .
Baptiſm and the Lord's-Supper.
Cancramental , belonging to a Sacra.
Sabulpnarium , ( O. L.), a Liberty to
dig Gravel, 'or Sand, within a certain ment.
Precinct.
Sacramentalia, (0. L. ) certain Sacra.
ac or Saca; (S. L. T.) the Jurif- ment Offeringe, heretofore paid to the
di&tion which the Lord of a Manour claim'd, Pariſh -Prieſt,at Eafter , & c.
Sacramentarians, they that hold
of holding Plea in Cauſes of Debate
among his Tenants.
Errours about the Sacrament of the
Saccharum , (G.) Sugar.
Lord's Supper.
Saccharum Saturnt, Sugar of Lead ,
Sacramento , recipiendo quod Vidua Reo
Chymical Medicine.
gis fe non maritabit fine licentia Regis, was
Sacculi or Ductus adipoſt , (L. in a Commiſſion for taking an Oath of the
Anat.) certain B?adders of Fat about the King's Widow , that the ſhould not marry
Skin, and in the Spaces between the Mul- without his Majeſty's Licence.
cles.
Sacrainentum , an Oath given to
Sacculi Medicinales, ( L.P.T.),se Soldiers to be true and faithful to their
yeral Simples, ty'd up io little Bags, to be General and Country : In Law -Records,
apply'd to the diſeaſed Part.
an Oath , the Common Form of all Inquisacculus, a little Sack , Bag , or Purſe. Gtions, made by a Legal Jury.
Sacculus Chyliferus, or Roriferus ,
Sacramentum gítarts , the Sacrifice
(in Anat.) a certain Paſſage which is the of the Mals, or what we now call che
beginning of the Du &tus Thoracicus.
Sacrament of the Lord's- Supper.
Sacculus Cadis , the Skin , or Bag
Sacrct , holy , hallowed that is not
that encompaſſes the Heart.
be injured, or broken .
accus, á Sack , Bag , or Pouch : In to Sacred
anzit, the Books of Holy
Anatomy, the Gut otherwiſe called Re&tum . Scripture .
Sacrifice , an Offering made to God.
Sacciis cum Brochta, an old Cuſtom
To Sacrifice, to offer up in Sacrifice,
bf holding Land by the Service of finding
Sack and a Broach to the King , for the to devote ,or give one's ſelf up to .
Uſe of his Army.
Sacrtfictal, belonging to Sacrifices.
acer 3gnis, (i e. Sacred Fire) a
Sacrtlege, the ſtealing of Sacred
kind of Inflammation .
Church -robbing.
Things,
Sacrile
acer aporbus, the Falliog -Sickneſs.
gtons, belonging to , or guilty
Sacek Bulculus, ( in Anat.) a Muſcle of Sacrilege.
which ariſes from the Os Sacrum .
Sacrtitan, a Sexton, or Veftry-Keeper.
acerborgh, (S.) a ſufficient Pledge,
Sacros, an Arabian Weight, con
or Surety .
fitting of an Ounce.
Sacerdotal, belonging to
Sacrum Ds, ( in Anat .) the broadeſt
a Prieft
Prieſtly .
of all the Bones of the Back , which bears
Sachema any great Prince of Ruler up all the other Vertebra , or Turning- joints.
among the People of the Weft- Indies.
adduces , an Heretical
among the
Back of Cotron-icoll, a Quantity ancient Jews, who deny'd Sect
the Being of
from Onehundred Weight and a half, to Angels and Spirits , asalſo che Refunedion
Four hundred Weight : pf beépss of the Body,
fclool , 26 Stone:
SADNIE
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ofSadductim
theSadduces., the Principles and Do& rine
Safe, that is out of danger, ſecure.
A Safe, a ſort of Cup-board,to keep
Vi & uals.
Safe-Conduct, a Proredion given by
the Queen, for a Stranger's quier coming
in and paſſing out of the Realm .
Safes Guard , the Protection which a
Prince, or Juftice, & c. gives to thoſe that
implore Aid againſt Oppreſſion : In Milita
ry Affairs, a Protectiongiven by a General,
co ſome of the Enemies Country, to be
ſecur'd from being ravag'd by his Men , or
quartering them : Alſo a kind of Duft
gown, worn by Women.
Safe- Pledge, (L. T.) Surety given for
one's Appearance at a Day appointed.
Saffron, a well-known Plant.
Saffron of Gold , a Chymical Prepara.
tion of Gold.
To Sag , to hang down on one ſide.
Sagacious, (L.) that is of quick Parts,
ſubril, Threwd .
agacity, quickneſs of Apprehenſion ;
Daarpneis of Wit.
Sagamoje, a King, or Supreme Ruler among the Indians.
Sagant, ( among Chýmifts) are Spirits,
as they imagine them , of the Four Ele.
ments,
Sagapenim , the Gum of the Plant
Fennel-Giant.
Sage, (L.) prudent, wiſe , diſcreer.
A Sage, a Wiſe Man, or Great Phi.
loſopher ;alſo the Name of a wholeſome
Herb .
Sage Rolc, or bolly- Roſe, a Flower.
Sagibaro, or Sachbaro, ( 0.L. ) a
Judge, orJuftice.
Sagitta, (L.) an Arrow , or Dart ; al
ſo the Herb Adder's-Tongue : Among Her .
baliſts, the upper part of any ſmall Cyon,
or Twig of a Tree: In Geometry, the Ver
fed sine of any Arch : Allo a Northern
Conſtellation conſiſting of 8 Stars.
Sagittalts Sutura , or Cernailata,
( in Anat.) a Seam inthe Scull, ſo call
from its Arrow -like ſhape.
Sagittarius or Sagittary, (i . c. Ar
cher, or Bowman ) a Sign in the Zodiack ,
which the Sun enters in the Month of No
vember .
Saick or Satque, a kind of Sea -Ver
fel, us'd chiefly by the Turks on the Me
diterranean Sea .'
To Salgnor a Boat, ( M. T.) is to
empty the Water of a Moat, or Trench,
by Conveyances under Ground.
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Satis , (in a Ship) chofe large pieces of
doubled Canvas which carch the Wind ,
and ſerve to give way to the Ship, ác.
In Falconry, theWings of a Hawk .
Satlers, the elder Sea-meü employ'd in
ordering the Sails, and ſteering te
ship.
Sainfotn , a kind of Graſs. O
Saingaraz, (F. in Cookery) as Rabbets
dreſs'd à la Saingaraz , i. c. larded, roaſted ,
and putinto a Ragno of Gammon .
Saint, a Holy, or Godly Perſon.
Saker or Sacre, a kind of Hawk ;
alſo a fort of great Gun.
Sakeret, the Male of a Saker-Hawk . :
Sal, ( L.) Salt.
Sal alkali, Sale made of an Herb
call’d Kali in Arabick , which is chiefly
us'd in the making of Glaſs.
Sal ammoníack or armoniack, a
kind of Satr, taken from the Sulphur- Pito
of Pozzuolo in Italy. There is alſo an Arti
ficial fort made of Five Parts of Humane
Urine , one of Sea-Salt, & c.
cal Circulatus Paracell , the ſame
with
with the Alkaheft.
Sal Oemmäe, a Salt ſo named, fiom
its Tranſparent and Cryſtalline Brighenets.
Sal-Lambrot, or Salebzot, (C , T. )
a ſort of very ſharpandeager Sale.
Sal Pctrx , Salt-Peter, a kind of Vo .
latile Salt.
Sal Polycheltum , a Preparation of
Salt-Peter, made by burning equal Parts of
it with Sulphur.
Şal Prunellz , Salt-Peterthat has me
of its moſt Volatile Parts ſeparated from
it.
Sal Wolatile Dleolium , an aromatick
Volatile Salt, made of Sal Armoniack di
ſtill’d with Salt of Tartar, &c.
Salacious, luftful, leacherous.
Salacity, Leachery, Wantonneſs.
Salad ( F.) a kind of Head-piece.
Salamander, (G.) a Creature like a
Lizard , commonly, but fallly , ſuppos’d to ·
ſublift in the horreft Fire.
Salamander's Blood , a Name given
to the more fixed and ſtrongeſt part of
Spirit of Nitre.
Salary, ( L. ) Wages given to Ser
vants : In Law , a Confideration made to
a Man for his Pains and Induſtry in ano
cher's Bufineſs,
saliant Angle, ( in Fortif.) an Angle
that carries its Point outward from the
Body of the Work .
Saltent, (in Heraldry) is when a Lion
is drawn leaping andſtanding uprighe.
Saligot, orSalligot ,a Plant, ocher
wiſe called Water-Calorop.
Saline,
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Salt of Sulpbar, is the Salt alld
Saline, Salt, Briniſh.
Salique or Saltck Law , a Law , by Sal Polychreftum foak'd with Spirit of Sul
virtue of which, the Crown of France can. phur.
Satt of Tartar , ia made by Powde
not beInherited by Wornen .
Dalida ( L.) Spittle.
ring what remains in the Retort, after the
To Saregate, to gather, or make Dikillation of Tarter.
Salt-Peter , & kind of Mineral Salt.
Spittle ; to Hlux.
Dalivation , a Fluxing. or Drawing
Salt Silver, an ancient Cuſtomary
Humours out of the Mouth by Salivaring Payment of one Penny, made by fervilc
Medicines,
Tenants to their Lord , to be excus'd from
allena, ( C.T ) a kind of Salt -Perer. carrying his Salt.
saltatorium , (0. L.) a Dear- leag , of
Sallet, a Difh of raw Herbs.
allow , pale ; as A Salloup Countenances Placeto keep Deer in.
Salter , one that ſells, or deals in Sale:
alſo a kind of Tree .
Saltier or Salteer , ( in Heraldry) che
Fatly, (M. T.) the iſſuing out of the
Beſieged " from their Town, or Fort, and Name of one of the Ordinaries, drawn in
falling upon the Beſiegers: Allo a Tranf- form of S. Andrer's Croſs.
Saltimbanco, ( I.) a Mountebank, or
port,or ſudden Fit of Paſſion , or a flaſh
ofWit : Alſo a particular way of Ringing Quack .
a Bell.
Salts or Sandts , ( F.) the leaping and
To Cut oft a Sally, is to get between prancing of Horſes .
thoſe that made it and home.
baltus, (L.) a Leap , or Frisk , or Skip 3
Sally - port, a Door thro' which aallo a Foreſt : In Lovo -Records, High
Sally is made.
Wood , in oppofition to Coppice , or Under
Šalmasundt or Salmigund, (in Wood .
Saitz, or Sultz , ( C. T.) a Pickle, made
cookery) an Italian Dith made of cold Tur.
key, Anchovies, Lemmons, & c. Alloa of Salt diffolv'd by the Coldneſs of a
kind of Horch - Porch of ſeveral ſorts of Cellar .
Salva Gardia , ( L. L. T. ). Security
cold Meats.
Salmont, a large Sea-Fit .
given by the King to a Stranger, that is
Salmon- Deel, aFish that agrees with afraid of being us'd in a violent manner,
theSalmon, in the Red Colour of its Flesh, for ſeeking his Right by Courſe of Law ,
and perhapsalſo in kind.
Salvage-Money, a Recompence al
Salmon -pipe, an Engine to catch Sal- low'd for Dammages fuftain'd by a ship,
mons in
that hasfav'd , or reſcu'd another.
Salmon -lemore, the young Fry of Sal.
Salvagius, (0. L.) Savage, Wild .
mons.
Salvatella , (in Anat.) a Vein which
Esalpicon , (F. in Cookery) a Ragoo made runs thro ' the Arm and Writt into the Little
ofGammon,Capons-Livers, Muſhrooms, c . Finger.
Salvation , ( in Divinity) a being
Sallifie, (F.) Goats-bread , an eatable
Roor.
fav'd from endleſs Miſery, and admitted
Spanita Salifie, or Scorzonera, a to a State of everlaſting Happineſs.!
Roar that is admirable good boild .
Salvatore , a Surgeon's Box, to hold
Salt, the third of the Five Chymical ſeveral forts of Salves, Ointments, c .
Principles, and the Firſt of thoſe termed
+ Salubrious,wholeſome, healthfal.
Hypoftatical.
Salubzity. wholeſomneſs, healthful
Ćffential Salt, is drawn from the neſs.
To Saalbe, to ſave, or preſerves as To
Juice of Plants, by Cryſtallization ,
Ftred Salt, is made by reducing the Salve a ship , or the Goods of it.
Balder , one thathas ſav'd aShip , or
Marter to Afhes, and boiling them in a
good deal of Water.
its Merchandizcs : Allo a Piece of wrought
Colactle Salt, is chiefly drawn from Plate, made uſe of to hold a Glaſs, or
the Bodies or Parts of living Creatures.
Cup of Liquor.
Salt of Glaſs , the Scum that is ſepa.
salutatt; a pretty big round Pear,
*zated from the Matter, before it be chang'dripe in Auguſt and September .
into Glaſs
Salvo,an Exception, a Come-off.
Salt of Saturn , the Body of that
Slucary, found, wholeſome.
Metal, open'd and reduc'do the form of
Salutation, faluting, or greecing.
* Salt,
Salute, an outward Mark of Civility i
as a Bow , or Conge, a Kiſs : In Military
Afairs,
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fairs, a Diſcharge of Gunsin Honour of
Some Perſon of cxtraordinary Quality.
Salute, a Gold.Coin, worth about s so
made by K. Henry V. in France, after his
Conqueft there.
Saluttferons, bringing Health , or
Safety.
samarr or etmarr, a ſort of long
Robe.
Soambintto, (Sp.) a Coat of Coarſe
Sack-Cloch , in which Penitenu are recon
cild to the Church of Rome.
Samech , the Name of the Hebrew Let
ser $ s alſo a Chymical Word for Tartar,
or the Salt of it.
Samlet, a young Salmon.
Samphire , an Herb that ſerves for
Sallet - furniture.
Sampler , a Plant which generally
grows upon rocky Cliffs in the Sea
Samplar,a Pattern, or Model.
Sample, Tome partof a Commodity,
given as a Pattern .
Sampſon or Shimlon , (H.therethe
ſecond time) one ofthe Judges ofIſrael,
Samiel, or Shemuel, ( H. heard of
God ) a great Prophet and Prieſt, and ſome
timeJudgeof Iſrael.
Sanattve, that ſerves to heal, or is
endu'd with a healing Quality.
Sanballat, ( H. a Bramble hid in Se
cret) a violent oppoſer of the Jews, that
were about to rebuild the City and Temple
of Jeruſalem .
Saice= Bell, or Che Onions Bell,
a little Bell, formerly us'd in Churches.
Sanchta , a proper Nameof Women,
from the I atinWordSancta, i, e. Holy :.
Sanctification, a Hallowing, or making
Holy .
To Sandify, to make Holy.
Sanctimony or Sanditý. Holineſs,
Devourneſs.
Santtton, Decree, Ordinance, eſpecially
ſuch as relatetoEcclefiaftical Affairs.
Sauditary,a fan& ified ,orholyPlace :
Among the ancient Fews, the moſt holy
Placeof theTabernacle :Allo a Place of
Refuge , "privilegedfor the Safeguard of
Offenders Lives.
Samtura Santojam , (i. e, the Holy
of Holies) the innermoſt and holiet Place
of the Jews Temple.
SantaBag, a kind of Cufhion , usd by
Gravers toturn their Plate on .
Sand - Blind , purblind , of thort
fighted.
Sande Eel, a Sea- fill that lies bid
under the Sande
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Santsavel, a Duty paid to the Lord
of the Manour of Rodely , in Glouceſtera
shire, for Liberty to dig up Sand.
Sandal, A Slipper
which the Pope and
Biſhops of the Church of Rome wear, whers
they Officiate : Allo a kind Flat- Shoce
worn by Capuchin Friers.
Sanbarack , Red Arſenick , a Mineral :
Alſo the Gum of Juniper, of which Varnilo
is made.
Sanders , a precious fort of India
Wood , much usd in Phyſick.
Sandebet, the Drors of Glaſs.
Sandling, a Sea Fiſh like a Plaice.
Sangtack, a Turkiſh Governour of a
City, or County , next in Dignity to
Beglerbeg.
Sanglier, ( F.H.T.) a Wild - Boor of
Five Years old .
Sangatfication , (L.P.T.) the making
of Blood , the changing of the Hamour
called Chyleinto Blood.
Sanguinary, that delights ia thedding
Blood,blood -thirſty.
Sanguinary Laws, certain Laws made
againſt the Papifts.
Sanguine , full, or abounding with
Blood. In Heraldry, the Murrey -Colour.
Sanguinem Reóimere , (0.L.) to pay
the accuſtom d Fine, for leave given to
ſervile Tenants, to diſpoſe of their Daugh
cers in Marriage.
Sanguis," Blood .
Sanguts Calcetis, ( C.T.) whatever ja
of as quick and ſharp a Taſte as Calx .
Sangu's Draconis, the Gum of the
Dragon - Tree .
Sanhedzim , (H.) the Supreme Council ,
or Court of Judicature among the ancient
Fews.
Santele, or Self-heal, an Herb.
antes , (L.) corrupt Blood, Matter ifa
ſuing out of a Wound ; alſo a watery Mac
ter that riſes upin Ulcers.
Santty, Health , Soundneſe.
Santons , certain Mahometan Prophets.
Sap, che Juice of Trees ; alſo the whic
reſt and ſofteſt part ofTimber:
Özeen Sap , the chicken'd juice of the
Buck -thorn Berry.
Snap or appe, ( F. in Fortif.) a d.ge
ging at the foot of a Work , to undermine :
it : Allo a deep Trench eut in order to make
a Pallage into the Covert-Way,& c.
To Sap, to undermine, to dig iato!
Sapcorn, a Green Colous, u'd by
Painters
Daphana, (G. in Anat.) a Vein that
goes down under the Skin of the Thigh and
Leg.
Saphaam ,
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eaphatum , a dry Scurf in the Head.
+ Sapience, Prudence, wiſdom .
Esapling, a young. Tree.
Bajo es aptentiz ,(L.T.C.)common Salt.
apoy,(L.) Taſte, Savour, Reliſh.
Gazozifick particles, fin Philosophy)
ſuch asby their A &tion onthe Tongue, oc
caſion that Senſewhich we call Tafte.
sapozons Bodics, such Bodies as are
capable of yielding fome kind of Taſte.
Sapphick Gerle, a Verſe in Greek, and
Larin Poetry, ſo call’d , as being firit in
vented by Sappho, a famous Poeteſs of
Mitylene.
Sapphirt, (G ) a precious Stone of a
blew Colour with golden Sparkles : Among Heralds, the blew Colour in the Coats
of the Nobility.
Saraband, a Muſical Compoſition in
Triple Time ; alſo a Dance to the ſame
Meaſure.
Sarah, ( H. Dame or Mifareſs) the Wife
of the Parriarch Abraham ,
Sarcaſm , (G.) a biting or nippingJeſts
a bitter Scoft or Taunc: Allo a Rhetorical
Figure in which ſuch Scoffs are us'd.
Sarcaſtical or Sarcaſtick , belonging
to , or done by way of Sarcaſm .
Sarcel or Serail, the Pinnion of a
Hawk's Wing.
Darcites , (G.) a precious Stone that

looks
like Beefy
ako
a kind of prope
Sarding,
be
(1.)
as Sarcling-time
, i.c.,the
Seaſon that the Husbandman weeds his
Corn in .
Sarcocele, (G.) a Rupture, which con
fifts in a Aethy ſwelling of the Tefticles.
Sarcocolla, a Gum thar drops from a
Tree of the fameName, growing in Perſia .
Garcoeptploocele, a Aeſhy Rupture, or
bunching out of theCaul.
Sartoma, a lump of Fleih, growing in
any part of the Body.
Sarcomphalum , a Alethy Excreſcende
in the Navel.
Sarcophagus or Sarcophagum , a
fort of Stone ſo calld, becauſe Coffins were
anciently made of it, which quickly con
ſum'd the dead Bodies.
Sacroſis, a breeding of Fleſh , alſo a
lump of Fleih .
Sarcoticks , Medicines that Kll up
Wounds with Flesh .
+ Sarculation ,( L.) a weeding or pluck
ing up of Weeds.
Sårculatura , (0.L.) weeding of Corn.
Sardel or Sardine, the Pilchard ,' a
Sca- Fish .
Sardonian or Sardonick =Laughter ,
an immoderate and deadly Laughter : Alſo
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ao involuntary few of Laughter occaſion'd
by a convulfive wreſting of the Muſcles of
the Mouth .
Sardonyi, a preciou Stone. In He
raldry, the Murrey -Colous in the Coats of
Noble-Men .
Sarkellus, (0. L.) a kind of unlawful
Engine, for de ftroying Filh .
Sarplar of Witooli, a Quantity ofWooll,
containing . 80 Tod , a Tod a Stone, and a
Stone 14 Pounds.
Sarpliar or Sarp Cloth, a piece of
Canvas to wrap Wares in .
Sarratine ,( F.)the Herb Heart-wort :
In Fortification , a kind of Portcullice , hung
with a Cord over the Gate of a Town ,& c.
Sarſaparilla , a Plant, of great uſe in
theGout and Venereal Diftempero.
Sarſenet, a light fort of Silk.
Sart, a peice of Wood -Land turn'd in..
to Arable.
Sartorius; ( in Anat.) a Mufdle of the
Leg, which takes Namefrom the uſe Taye
lors make of it in fitting Croſs -Legg’d.
Saruck , a Name which the Turks give
to their Turbant.
Salh, a ſort ofGirdle,
Saly or Sath -window , a kind of
Window fram'd with large Squares.
Salloons , Leather put under a Boot a
bout the Small of the Leg.
Saltafras,a Tree growing in America ,
ich Bark of which has a ſweet Smell like
the
Cinnamon .
Salle , a Lock or Sluce, eſpecially in a
Cut-River.
Sallons ( corrupted from Saxons) a
Name formerly given in contempt to the
Engliſh.
Satan , ( H.) the Devil
Satanical, belonging to Satan, De?
viliſh.
Satchel, a little Sack ,or Bag
'It Sate meSoul, (0... 1A touch'd
me
greatly
31 26
Satellite- Inſtarinent, a Maihannel
Inſtrument made uſe of to find the Longi
tude by Jupiter'sSatellites, &
Satenttes, ( L.) Life-Guards or
attending upon a Prince : Among Aftrony,
mers, thoſe Planers which are continually,
as it were, waiting upon
tolled about
other Planets.
Satellites of Jupitei , are Four ſmall
Moons or wand'ringScars, chat move round
about the Body of Jupiter.
Satellites of Saturn , are Five liale
Stars, that in like manner roll about
Saturn .
To Satiate, to ſatisfie, to clos,ofglut.
Satirte
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Salice alone, an Herb ,
Satiety, Fulneſs; Glut, Surfeit.
Satira , (0. L.) a broad Dirh , or
Sauciſſe , (F.) a Sauſage : Alſo a long
Platter.
piece of Cloath having its Sides ſow'd to
Satisfaction, a being Satisfied, Con- gether like a Gut , which is dipt in Tar,
tent ; Payment, making Amends ; Atone and filld with Powder, in order to Fire a
ment.
Mice, or Bomb- Cheft.
Satisfadory , fufficient to ſatisfie, or
Sanctſlon , a thick and fhort Sauſage :
give Satisfa & on.
la Fortification, Sauciſſons areFaggots bound
To Satisfy, to fill with Meat ; to together in the middle and at both ends,
which ferve to make Shoulder-works, Tra
pleafe, or content.
verſes, & c.
Satten or Sattin , a ſort of Silk .
To save, to deliver, to keep, or pre
Satrapa, (P.) a Title anciently given
to the Chief Governour of a Province un- ferve.
esaver Default, ( F. L.T.) when a Man
der the King of Perfia.
Satrapy, che,Government, or Juriſdi- having made a Default in Court, comes
afterwards and hews a good Cauſewhyhe
dion of a Satrapa ; a Lieutenancy.
Saturday , the Seventh Day of the did it.
Savine, a Plant, good to cure Ulcere;
Week , on which our Saxon Anceſtours
usd to worſhip the Idol Saturn or Seater. dc.
Saviour, a Perſon that ſaves or deli
Saturdayg- Slop, che ſpace of Time,
in which of old, it was not lawful to take vers.
Salmons in Scotland, and the North of
Saul, ( H. asked or lent, alſo a Grave )
the firſt King of Iſrael.
$ England.
Saturantia, (L. P. T.) Medicines chat
Salinkefine, ( F.L.T.) the Determinati
on , or final Race of a Defcent of Kindred .
qualih e tharp Humours.
To sannter about; to go idling up and
Glur.
Exceſs,
Saturity , Fulneſs,
Saturn , the moſt ancient of the Hea- down.
Sabonet; ( F.) a Wash -ball.
then Gods : Alſo the Name of the higheſt
Savour, Taſte or Reliſh, Scent or Smell.
of the Planets : Among Chymiſts, it is taken
Savotiry, that has a good Savour, that
for Lead , and in Heraldry, for the black
taftes or relishes well,
Colour in the Coats of Soveraign Princes.
Saturnalia, ( among the Romans) cer
Savoiry or walinter-Savoury, ani
tain folemn Feaſts and Sacrifices appointed wholeſome Pot-Herb .
in Honour of Saturn.
Savoys; a fort of fine Cabbage.
Saurpool, (N. C.) a ftinking Puddle.
Saturnia , ( in Chiromancy) the Line of
Sauſage or Sancioge, a kind of Pudo
Saturn , which goes thro' the middle of the
Palm of the Hand to the Root of the mid - ding.
antage or Warlikeanlage, the
dle Finger.
Saturnine, belonging to , or partaking ſame as Sauciſſe.
of the Nature of the Planet Saturn .
Bolonia- saulages thick and ſhort Saua
Batyr or Satire, a Poem , that sharp- lages made at Bolonia, a City of Italy.
ly and wittily rebukes Vice, and reflects
Saw , (0.) a Proverb or grave Saying:
upon the Vicious ; a Lampoon .
Alſo a well known Tool usd by Carpen
Satyrialis or Satgrialmus , an im- ters, & c.
moderate deſire of Venery ; it is alſo taken
Saw - filh, a kind of Sea -fiſh .
for the Leproſy a Diſeaſe , or the Swelling
Saw - wojt, an Herb .
of the Glandules behind the Ears.
Sartfraga , (L. P.T.) Medicines that
Satyrical,belonging to Satyr, abuſive, break the Stone in Humane Bodies ; alſo
cenforious.
the Herb Saxifrage.
Esatyrtſt , a Writer of Satyrs,
Saxifrage, an Herb that breaks ſuch
To Satyrize, to rally after a Satyrical Stones.
i manner, to lampoon .
Sapons, a Warlike People, who with
Satgrs, cercain Fabulous Demi-Gods a- .che Anglesand Futes their Neighbours,
mong the ancient Heathens, ſaid to preſidecame hither from Jutland, a Province of
Denmark , and are faid co have taken Name
s over Foreſts.
Savage ( F.) wild , fierce, barbaroue.
from their crooked Swords , call d Seaxes in
The Savages, the wild People in the their Language.
Indies.
Saron - lage or wieft - Saconlage, the
Savana's ( sp .) Purs Grounds in Law of the West-Saxons.
poetica
Sar, a thin fort ofStuff.
Schule
Ffff
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Scammontuin , the Juice of Scamthony
Scabbed heels or Friify, a Diſtemper
in Horſes.
Scammozzi's Rule; a Two Foot Joynt
Scabies, ( L.) the Itch , or Mange, a Rule, fitted for the uſe of Builders:
Difeaſe ; a Şcab , or Gall.
Scamnum or Scanmim Caductim ,
Scabious, rough ,rugged ; as A ſcao 10. L.) a Ducking- ſtool,
brons Verſe.
Scamrum Hippocratis or ] Wippos
Scaairaule, (C. T.), a Spirit drawn out crates's Bench, a certain Inftrument that is
of the Bone of a Hart's Heart?
Six Ells long, and usd in the Setting of :
Scala, ( L.) a Ladder, a pair of Stairs. Bones.
Scalato, (in a Siege) a furious Attack
To Scany to lift or canvas a Bufiners,
upon the Wall or Rampart of a fortify'd to examine a thing thoroughly.
To can a derſe, to meaſure or prove
Town made with Scaling - Ladders.
90 Ocalam , a Phraſe us'd in the old a Verſe, according to the Number of its
Way of Paying Money into the Excheguer, Feet.
Scandal , (G.) Stumbling -Block or Of
where theSumm of 20 s. 6 d .was told out
fence ; bad Example, Shame.
for a Pound Sterling.
Scale, (in Mathem .) the Degrees of any
To Scandal, to defame, or Nander.
Arch of a Circle, or of Right Lines, drawn
To Scandalize, to give Offence, to
raiſe
a Scandal upon one .
or engrav'd upon a Ruler.
Scandalous , giving Offence, Defam
The Plain Scale, and the Diagonal,
ſerve to reprelent any Numbers or Meaing Shameful, Diſgraceful.
scandalım gagnatum , an Ofence
ſures whatever, whoſe Parts are equal one
to another.
done to the Perſon of any Peer, or great
Scale of gaulick or Scale of the Officer of the Realm ,by fcandalous Re
Gum -nit, a kind of Scheme or Rule, con ports , & c.
fiſting of certain Lines and Spaces on which
Scanſton, ( L.) in Gram .) the ſcanning
the Figures of the Muſical Notes are ſet of a Verſe.
down in their Natural Order.
Scant, that is leſs than requifite, ſcarce.
Scalemim or
calenas Criangle,
Scantling, Size or Meaſure.
(G.) a Triangle that has all its Three Sides
Scanty, thort or ſcarce ; alfo that has a
enough allow'd, or too ftraight.
unequal: InAnatomy, Scaleni are Three not Stuff
Muſcles of the Cheft, ſo namd from their
escapba, ( G ) a Skiff, or Cock -Boat: In 6
Anatomy, the inner rim of the Ear,
Figure.
Scaphotdes , the third Bone of the Tar
Scalenng Primis , a Muſcle that is
let into the Firft Rub .
sus in the Foor.
Scapula, (L.) the hinder part of the
Scalenus Secundus, a Muſcle, which
paffes over the firſt Rib to its Infertion in Shoulders : Alſo the Shoulder-blade.
Scapular, belonging to the Shoulder
theſecond, and ſometimes to the third.
Scalemis Tertius, a Muſcle, that is blades.
inſerted to the firſt Rib.
A Scapular or Scapulary, a long nar
Scalinga , (0. L.) aQuarry of Stones, raw piece of Stuff, worn by Monks and
Nuns
over the reſt of their Habit.
or rather of Scales, or Slates.
Scapularis Externa & Interna,the
Scall, Scurf on the Head.
Scapular Veins, two ſmall Veins fo calld.
Scaliton, a kind of ſmall Onion.
Scalp or Hairy Scalp , the Skin that
Scapus, (G.) the shaft, or thank of a
covers the Scull-bone.
Pillar. Among Herbalifts, the upright Atalk
Scalper or calping -Iron, a Surge of a Planc.
Scar, the Seam or Mark of a Wound :
on's Inſtrument, to ſcrape corrupt Flesh
from the Bones.
Alſo an old Word, for a ſteep Rock ,
To Scamble, to rove, or wander up
Saramouch, a famous Italien Buffoon ;
and down .
who Aded in England, 1673 .
Scambling Town , a Town in which
Scare, a ſort of Fish .
the Houſes itand at a great Diſtance one
To Scare, to put in Fear, to Fright!
from another.
Scare- Chrow , a Figure made of Scraw
Scamillus, (L.) a Foot-Stool, or little or Clouts, and uſually ſet up in Fields to
Bench . In Architecture, Scamilli Impares ſcare or fright away the Birds.
are certain Zocco's, or Blocks, which ferve
Scarf, a well known part of Womens
to raiſeStatue,
the reſt of the Members of any Pil- Attire, or an Ornament worn by/ Military
lar or
Officers.
Scammony, (G) a purging Herb .
care
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Scepter, a Royal Staff, or Battoon , bora
by Kings at cheir Coronation, or fome
other greatSolemnity.
Sceptical or esceptick , belonging to
the Scepticks, or Scepticiſm .
Scepticiſin , the Do & rine, or Opinion
of the cerricks.
scepticks, a Sect of Philoſophers, who
contemplated and confider'd Matters, bus
doubted of every ching, and would admit
of no Determination .
Scharpenny or Scharnpenny, ( s .) a
ſmall Dury herecofore paid by Tenants that
they might be excus'd from penning up
manders.
their Cattel in their Lord's Pound.
Scatch , a kind of Bit for Horſes.
Scate, a Sea- fiſh ; alſo a ſort of Patten
Schedule , a Scroll of Paper, or Parch
ment ; an Inventory of Goods annexed to
to ſlide upon Ice.
a Will, Leaſe , or other Deed .
Scathe, (0. ) Hurt, or Dammage.
here and
schelling , a Dutch Coin , containing
To Scatter, to ſpread abroad
12 Groors, or 6 Stivers, and equal to
there.
Scavage, Echevage or Schewagen od. į of our EngliſhMoney .
a Toll formerly exacted by Mayors, she •
Schematiſmus, ( G. ) the Habit, or
riffs, & c. of Merchant-Strangers, for Wares Conftitution of the Body : In Grammar,
thew'd or offer'd to Sale, wi:hin their Pre the particular manner of forming one
Word from another.
cincts.
Scabenger ,( D.)a Pariſh -Officer,ofwhom
Scheme, Model, Draught, & c. the real
Two are choſen Yearly, to ſee that the preſenting of any Geometrical, or Altro
Streers be cleans'd from Dirt and Fitth .
nomical Figure. or Problem by Lines : Allo
Scairus, (G. P.T.) that has great An an Aſtrological Figure of the Heavens.
Scheren - Suver or Sixaring - Stt
cles bunchingout ; ſtump, or club - footed.
per , a ſmall Summ of Money paidof old
Seacwack , a ſort of Sea-weed.
Sceleton berpentis , (b) a Stone to the Lord of a Manour by the Tenant,
which relembles the Bones of a Serpent, for the Liberty of Shearing his Sheep.
roli'd up in Folds.
Schelis, (G.) the Habit, or Conſtitu .
Scellum or chellum , ( D.) a Rogue, tion oftheBody: Allo a Rhetorical Figure,
whereby a certain Affection, or Inclination
or Villain.
y is feign’d on purpoſe to
Sacelotyrbt, (G. P.T.) a wand'ring Pain of the Adverſar
b: anſwerd.
in the legs.
Scelotyrbitis agua, a ſort of Water
chetick Feaver , a Feaver ſo call’d ;
tecauſe it is chiefly feared in the Blood ,
proper for thar Diftemper.
Scene, the front or fore-part of a Thea- and may be eaſily cur'd .
Schilm , a Diviſion, or Rent in the
ter on which Plays' are acted : Alſo the
Decoration that confifts of Paintings, in Church, caus’d by diverſity of Opinions.
which are repreſented Buildings, Land
Sachiſmatical or Schiſmatick , in
clining to , or guilty of Schiſm .
skips, &c. round the Stage.
Scenical or Scenick, belonging to a
A Schiſmatick , a Separatif , one that
occafions Schiſm .
Scene.
Schiſtos, (G.) a Stone that may be
Scenographical or scenographick,
eaſily cleft into thin Plates z_alſo a kind of
belonging to Scenography.
Scenography,(in Perſpective) is that Stone, call’d the Warming- Stone.
Schtſtum , a fort of Allum , Plume:
fide which declines from , or makes Angles
with a ſtraight Line imagin'd to pafs thro' Allum .
Schxnos , a Ruſh, or Bulruſh ; a Cord ,
che two outward Convex Points of the
Eyes. In Architecture and Fortification, the or Rope : Aſo a Meaſure of Land, which
manner of making a Draught of the feve- contain'd 60 Furlongs ; and among the
ral Parts of a Building or Fortreſs, with its Hebreros, ſomewhat above 145 Foot.
Schanúin , an Ointment, made of
Shadows and Dimenſions.
Scenopegia , the Feaſt of . Tabernacles (weet Rulbes.
Scholar, one that learns any thing at
keps by the Jews.
School, or elſewhere ; a Learned Perfon .
Scho :
Ftff 2

Scatf-skin , (in Anat.) the qutmoſt
skin, that ſerves to defend the Body..
W Scarfed , covered with a Scarf : In SeaLanguage, preced, faſtened , or joyned in .
g,or lancing.
fication
Scari
To Scarify.,, (ina cuttin
Surgery)
to lance or
open a Sorė, to make an Incifion in any
part
of the ( Body
F. in Fortif ) the Nope of that
Scarp,
fide of the Ditch, which is next to the
Place, and looks towards the field .
Scarpe, ( in Heraldry ) the Figure of a
Scarf, ſuch as is worn by Military Com-
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Scirona , ( C, T.) the Dew of Autumn .
scholaſttrt, ( among the Romans) thoſe
Scirrhoma or scirrhoſis, ( G.) the
that allifted the Governours of Provinces
in the Exerciſe of their Office, and were hardneſs of any part of the Body, eſpeci-.
as their Counſellours.
ally the Liver , &c. alſo the ſame as Scir .
Scholaſtiek or Scholaftteal, belong. rhusa
ing
toa Scholar,or Sehool. 30
Scirebous, belonging to a Scirrhus.
School-Divinis
un
ry, which chiefly treats of nice and dif- moveable Swelling without Pain, which
.
Touch
the
refifts
putable Points.
+ Scillure, ( L. ) a Cut, or Cleft, a
Scholtalt, one that makes Notes upon
an Author ; a Commentator. "
Rent, or Chap
Sderophthalmy, a hard blearedneſs of
cholion or choluin , a Glofs, or
the Eyes accompany'd with Pain. hort Expofition : In Mathematicks, a ReScleroſis, a hard Swelling of the
mark , made as it were by the by, on any
Spleen .
Propoſition, before treated of.
School, a Place where any Art , or
Sclerotes or Sclerotica Clinica , the
Scienceis taught
horney Coat of the Eye.
To School, to check , or chide ſeverely.
Sclerotica, hard’ning Medicines,
School-man, one skill'd in School-Di
To Scoat' or Scotch & Wheel, to
vinity .
ftop the Wheel of a Cart, & G. by putting
Scragrapher or Octographe, the first a. Stone or piece of Wood under ic.
Scoliolis, a wreſting, or making
rude Draught of a thing . Alſo the Art of
Dialling. Alſo chat Part of Aftronomy crooked : Alſo a wrenching of the Vertebra
of
the Back -bone.
Day,
or
the
of
Hour
the
which finds out
Scoll, (0.) a Shole of Filh .
Night, by the Shadow of the Sun, Moon ,
Scollop, a Shell.fith ; alſo a ſort of in
or Stars : In Architecture, the Draught of
a Building cut in its Length, or Breadth, denting in Embroidery -Work.
to thew the inſide of it.
Scotlop-lheli, ( in Heraldry) che Figure
Sctatica , (L.) the Hip-gout...
of that Shell.
Sctatica -Crelles, an Herb good for
Scholoopomachurian , (G.) a Surge
that Diftemper.
on's Knife with which wounds of the
Sciatick -Clein , a Vein ſeated above Breaſt are widen d .
Scolopendja, a Venomous Worm that
the outward part of the Ancle.
Scidaceum , (in Surgery),a breaking of has eight Eeer and a piked Tail : Allo a
Bear-worm , which makes the Gums to be
a Bone long-wiſe.
Science, (L.) Knowledge, Learning, come fwollen and ulcerated : Aiſo a Wa
Skill .
ter-Serpentcall’d the Sea- Scolopendre, or an
The Seven Liberal Sciences , are Inſect nam'd the Sea-Galley -worm .
Grammar, Logick , Rhecorick , Arithmetick ,
conice, a ſort of branched Candle
Geometry, Aſtronomy, and Mufick.
tick : In Fortification, a ſmall Fort built for
Scientificalor Scientifick, Learned, Defence of ſome Pals, River.& c .
full of Learning.
To Sconce, ( in Oxford Univerſity ) is to
Sciled , (0.) cloſed .
ret up fo much in the Buttery -Book upon
Scilltes, Wine, in which Sea-Onion ont's Head , to be paid as a Pinifhment for
a Dary neglected, or an Offence committed :
is ſteep'd,
Stillites acetum , Vinegar of Squills.
Alſo to fine, or Ter a Fine upon .
+ Scintillation, ( L.) a ſparkling up
Scoop , an Inſtrument to hold Corn.
of Fire.
Scoopor coopet , a ſort of Wooden
Sctoliſt. (L.) a ſmarterer in Learning | Shovel, to throw up Watec.
Sciomanty, (G.), the calling up of Scoooper, a kind of Water- Fowl.
Scope, (G) Proſpect , Aim, End.
Ghofts by Magickí a Soothſaying by
Shadows.
Sacojbutical or Scozbutick , (L.) be.
Scion or Syon , a Graft, or tender longing to, or troubled with the Scurvey.
Shoor of a Tree.
Scozbitus, the Scurvey , a Diſeaſe .
Score, Account or Reckoning, AC
Octothericum Teleſcoptum , a Mathe
matical Inſtrument for obſerving the true count, or Conſideration : In Mufick . the
1 Time to adjuſt Pendulum - Clocks, Watches, Original Draught of the whole Compoli
&c.
tion, in which the ſeveral Parts, are die
Scire factas, a Writ to call a Man to Itinctly marked ..
corta ,
thew Cauſe why Execution of a Judgment
paſſed hould not be made out.
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Scozia, (G.) the Drols of Metals tried
by the Fire.
Scorpto or eco pius , the Scorpion , a
venomous Inſect : Alſo the Scorpion -Fish :
Alſo a kind of Croſs-Bow , made uſe of
to shoot ſmall envenomed Arrows : Allo
one of the Twelve Signs of the Zodiack ,
which the Sun enters in the Month of
October .
ScoppionsOzals,,or Scorpion -wlopt,
an Herb
Songzonera, an Herb fomewhat like
Goats-beard, but of a broader Leaf.
To Scols or Scotirſe, (0.) to change .
Stot, Part, or Portion ; a Shot, or
Club. Alſo a cuſtomary Contribution laid
upon all Subjects according to their A.
bility.
Set-free, excuſed from paying his
Club ; alſo free from Puniſhment.
Scotale or Alesſhot, the keeping of
an Ale -houſe within a Foreſt, by an Officer
of the fame.
Scots, or Scotch - men, the People of
Scotland.
Scotch - Collops, Slices of Veal, fry'd
after the Scotch Way.
Scotta , (G. in Architect ) the Roundel
on the Bare , or Bottom of Pillars.
Scotoma, a giddineſs, cauſing a dim reſs in the Sighe.
Scottering , (in Hereford-fire) the
Cuſtom of burning a Wad of Peaſe-ſtraw ,
by the Boys, at the end of Harveſt.
Scovel , an Oven.Mop .
To Scoul or cowl, to look gruff, or
crabbed, to knit one's Browy.
Scoundrel, ( I.) a forry Rogue, a piti
ful Rafcally Fellow .
To şcour or cowr, tò cleanſe, or
make clean ; to purge by Stool, to rob on
the Sea .
To Scour the Length of a Line,
( M. P.) to rake a Line with the Shot, fo that
every Bullet which comes in at one end,
ſweeps all along to the other. .
cotiring or Looſeneſs, a Diſeaſe in
Cartel.
Scotrings, are alſo gentle purging
Medicines for Horſes.
Scourge, a whip made of Thongs, & c.
To courge, to whip, to Chaftiſe.
Scont, a Spy ſent tobring Tidings of
the Enemy: Alſo a kind of Judge, or
Magiſtrate in Holland,
Scouts or Scout-awatches , Senti- |
nels that keep Guard in the advanced
Poſts.
Scrag or Lean - scrag , a Body that
has nothing but Skin and Bone.
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Scraggy, very lean .
To Scrall or Scrawl, to write after
a forry careleſsmanner.
To Scramble , to ſnatch eagerly , to
ſtrive to catch or lay hold of; to climb up.
To Scranch , to crack , or break any
hard thing between the Teeth .
Scrat, ( 0.) an Hermaphrodite, one that
is of borh Sexes,
Scratches, certain dry Scabs ; a Diſeaſe
in Horſes.
Scray, a ſort of Sea -ſwallow ; a Bird.
To Streak, to make a Noiſe like a
Door, whoſe Hinges are Ruſty.
To Scream or Scream out, to cry
out, eſpecially as one that is frighted.
To Screech , to howl, or hoot as the
Screetch -Owl does.
Screen , a Device to keep off the
Wind, or the heat of the Fire : Alſo a
wooden Frame us’d by Labourers to fifc
Earth , Sand, Gravel, &c. Alſo another
ſort, made of Wire, for the ſeparating of
Corn from Duft, & c.
To Screeni, to ſift thro'a Screen ; allo
co ſhelter, defend, or protect.
To Scribble, ( L.) to ſcratch , or
dath with the Pen .
Scriba, (among the Romans) an Offi
cer belonging to the Publick , who wrote
Acts, or Decrees, and gave oue.Diſpatches.
Scribe, a Writer, or Pen -man , a Secre
tary :
crtbes, a powerful Sect among the
Jews, who manag'd the Affairs of the
Synagogues, and expounded thc Levitical
Law .
Scrintuin , (L.) a Casker to hold
Jewels, a Cupboard to put Books, or Papers
in ; an Office, or Chamber.
Scintum Dipofitionum , (among
the Romans) the Office, or Chamber, where
the Emperour's Commands and Orders
were diſpatch'd .
Sacrtntum Epiftolarum , the Office of
thoſe who wrote the Emperour's Letters.
Scrintum Libelloziim , the Office of
Requeſts, where the Pericions preſented to
the Emperour, were uſually kept.
Sorintum Menoptæ , a place where
Minutes were kept to put an Officer in
Mind of the Prince's Order, to the end he
might afterwards diſpatch Letters Patent at
large for the fime.
scrinium Weſtimento,um , the Wards
Robe where the Emperour's Cloachs and
Robes were kepr.
Strip , a Budget, or Bag ; alſo an old
Word for a little Piece.
Scriptura,
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Scriptura, (L.) Writing 3 the Style,
or manner of writing us'd by any Au .
chor.
Scriptural, belonging to Holy Scripture.
Scripture or Holy Scripture , the
Sacred Writings of the Old and New Tefta
ment.
Scripturiſts, thoſe that ground their
Faith upon Scripture only .
Scrivenet, one that draws up and en
groffes Writings, or Deeds į as Bonds,
Bills, & c.
Scrobiculis, (L.) a little Ditch, or
Furrow .
Scrobicuis Cozdis, (in Anat.), the
Heart-pit, the Pit of the Breaft.
Scrofula, a little Pig ; alſo the King':Evil, a Diſeaſe.
Scrofulous, belonging to a King's
Evil- Swelling .
Scroll, a ſlip ,or Roll ofParchment, & c.
In Architecture, the ſame as Voluta.
Scrotocele, a Rupture of the Scrotum .
Scrotum , that Bag which contains the
Teſticles, the Cod .
Scrotum Cordis, the Skin that encom- paſſes the Heart.
Scrub, an old Broom ; a pitiful forry
Fellow .
To Scrub, to rub hard.
Scruft , little Sticks, Coals , Cockleſhells, 6c, which poor people gather up for
Fewel by the ſide of the River Thames .
escriple, ( L.) Doubt, Niceneſs in Point
of Conſcience. “ Alſo the third Part of a
Dram , ar 20 Grains in ApothecariesWeighr.
crupuloſitty or Scrupulouſneſs , a
fcrupulous Humour, Nicery.
Scrupulous, full of Scruples, Nice,
Preciſe.
Scrupnlus, (L.) the leaſt of Weights,
us'd by the ancient Romans, being the 24th.
part of an Ounce ; but with us the third
part of a Dram .
To Scruſc, to crowd, ro preſs, or thruft
hard .
To Scrutinize, ( L.) to make a ſtrict
Enquiry into, to examine thoroughly.
ścrutiny, ftrit Search, or diligent In
quiry : Allo a Peruſal of Votes at an E.
lection of Magiftrates, & c. Allo a parcicular Way of chuſing a Pope at Rome.
Scrutotr or Scitocy , aſort of large
Cabinet.
cry, ( in Falconry) a great Flock of
Fowl.
+ Said , a ſudden Tower of Rain,
To Scud or Scuddle away. to run
away all of a ſudden .
scuffle , a Quarrel with Fighting, a Fray.
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Smulk , ( H. T :) a Company, as A Skulk
of Foxes.
To Sak, to hide one's ſelf, to lurk
here and there.
Scull, the Bone of the Head ; alfo a
little Oar, to row with .
Sail of freries, ( 0.P.) a Company
of Friers, or Brothers.
Sailler , a Boat row'd with Sculls, or
the Water-man that manages it.
Saullery, a Place to waſh and ſcour in .
Baillion , a Drudge that does the mea
neſt Services in a Kitchin .
Sailp , (L.) a Cut, Priat, or Engraved
Pidure.
Sculptor, a Carver.
Salpture, the Art ofCarving Figures
in Wood, Stone, & c. a Sculp, or printed
Pi& ure.
Saum , Froth, Droſs.
Scumber, ( H.T.) the Dung of a Fox.
To saimmer, ( 0.) to ſquirt a watery
Subſtance out of the Body.
Saipper- holes or Scoper -holes, ( S.T )
little Holes made thro' the Ship-fides, thro
which the Water is carry'd off into the
Sea .
Saupper- Leathers, certain round
long Leathers nailed over thoſe holes.
Saupper-Mails, ſhort Nails with broad
Heads, made purpoſely to faften on the
Seupper-Leathers.
Scurf, a whitiſh ſcaly Swelling, raid
in the Skin of the Head .
Saircility, ( L.) Buffoonry, faucy Drol
ling , or Scoffing.
Sclirrtlous , Railing, faucily Abuſive.
The Scurvey, à Diſeaſe, the Symptoms
of which are yellow Spots on the Hands
and Feet, weakneſs of the Legs, Atinking
Breath, c.
Sairbey -Gjats, an Herb of great
Virtue in curing that Diftemper.
Sarvy, bad, naughty ; ſorry, pitiful.
Scut, the Tail of a Rabbet, or Hare.
escutagt, a Tax granted to K. Henry III.
for his Expedition to the Holy Land.
Grutcheon , the Key, or Center - Stone
in a Building ; alſo a ſmall Plate of Iron ,
or Braſs to be ſet before a Lock : Among
Gardiners, a Bud to be grafted : In Heraldry,
the Ground, on which a Coat of Arms is
painted .
Scuttforme Ds , (L. in Anat.) the
Whirl- Boneof the Knee.
Scutiformis Cartilago, the loweft
Part of the Breaft-bone : Alſo a Griſtle of
the Larynx .
Sattle, a Duft -Basket į alſo che
Wooden Trough in a Mill, thro' which the
Flower
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To Seal Hermettcally, ( C. T.) is to
Flower falls into the Meal- Tub ; alſo the
ſtop the mouth of a Glafs -Veſſel with a
Bowl on the Top -Maft of a Ship.
Scuttles, are alſo Square-Holes, capa. Pair of Piasers heated Red -hot.
Ssealer, an Officer in Chancery, appoint
ble for the Body ofa Män to paſs thorough
at any part of the Deck into any Roomed for the Sealing of Writs and Inftru
below : Allo thoſe little Windows which ments,
Seam , a ſtitch with a Needle ; alſo the
are cut out in Cabbins to let in Lighr.
Saitim , ( L.) a Buckler, or Shield ; an Fatofan Hog tried.
Eſcutcheon : In Anatomy, the Knee- Pan,
Seam of Coin, a Meaſure of 8 Buc
or Round Bone of the Knee.
Thels : OfGials, the quantity of 120 Pounds.
Seams, (of a Ship) are thoſe Parts
Scybalon , ( G.) Dung. or Ordure s Riff
where the Planks meer and are joyn'd toge
raff , or Rubbish.
$ cyphus, a great Cup . or Bowl to ther.
drink out of : In Anatomy, the Infundibu
The Seams, a Diſeaſe in Horſes.
Seamſter and Seamſtreſs, a Mi or
lum , or Tunnel of the Brain .
cptattdes , (in Anat.) the three ſmall woman that fows, or dealsin Linnen
Clothes.
Bones in each Finger.
Sean , a ſort of large Fish-nec.
Sea , that general Collection of Waters
To Sear , in burnwith a hot Iron , or
which encompaſſes the Earth .
with a Wax -Candle.
Dea -Bind -aweed, an Herb .
Snear - Leaves , withered or dead Leaves
Sea -board, ( S. T. ) towards the Sea .
Sca - B cam , a Fiſh found in great of a Tree.
plenty onthe Coaſts of America
Sear -awood, dead Boughs cut off from
Sea -Chart or Sea - Card, a Geo Trees in a Förelt.
graphical Defcription of Coast, with the
Searce or arſe, a fine Hair-Sieve.
true Diſtances, Heights, & c. leading to
Searcher, one that ſearches, ſeeks, or
them .
looks for : alſo an Officer whoſe Buſineſs is
Sea -Cock , a kind of Crab -Fifh.
to examine, and mark the Defects of Wool
Sea - Devil, a monſtrous Fill in the len Cloth .
Weft- Indies.
Dealnaple, a kind of Shell-Fish.
Sealon , one of the Four Quarters of
Sea-Dragon, a Fith otherwiſe call’d
the Year : Alſo a proper Time to do any
a Quaviver.
Sea- Dzags, ( S.T.) any thing that thing in .
Seaſonable, that is done in ſeaſon ,
hangs over the ship in the Sea, or the
convenient .
Boat when it is towed, & c .
Seaſonings, an Aguiſh Diſtemper ,
Sea - arland, an Herb .
Sea -Gate, when two Ships are brought which Strangers are ſubject to, in the Weft
cloſe one to another, by means of a Wave, Indies.
Seater, an Idol Worshipped by our
the Sailers ſay, They lie aboard one ano
Saxon Anceſtours on Saturday.
ther in a Sea-Gate.
sea:Lamprey, a Fiſh .
Sear, a kind of Sword made like a
Sea-holly, a ſort of Herb.
Scithe, and usd by the old Saxons,
Sea -Longs,(S.T.)the Froth of the Sea.
Sebaftocratoz, a great Officer in the
sea -Mew , a Bird.
Court ofthe Emperours of Conftantinople.
Sea -Mavel, a ſmall Shell-Fifa.
Sebaften, an Allyrian Plum , like a
ſmall Prune.
Sca - Navel -Iclout , an Herb.
Sea-Spider or Carvel, an Inſect.
Sebaſtian , (G. Reverend or Majeſtical)
Sea Carn , a Gale of Wind that comes a proper Name of Men .
off from the Sea .
Secant, (in Geom .) a Right-line, drawn
Sea - Poke, a kind of Tackle us’d when from the Center of a Circle, throʻ one end
the Sea is ſo rough thar Men cannot govern ofa given Arch or Angle,till it meets or cuts
the Helm with their Hands.
another Line, callid a Tangent,' rais d at the
Seah, an Hebrero Meaſure of 2 Gallong other end on the out- lide ,
and 4 Pints.
Seceſfion , a going aſide, a retiring ; a
seat, the Print of a Coat of Armsmade revolting .
in Wax, and ſet to any Inſtrument or Deed ,
SecelGon of a parliament, the Ado
which renders it Authentick .
journment , or breaking up of it.
seclude, to ſhut a -part from others,
To
Seal or Sea -Calf, a Filt .
To Seal, to let a Seal to a Writing, & c, to ſhut out.
Seclufion , the Act of ſecluding?
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A Second, one that backs or defends the Land of ſeveral Heirs deſcended to
another. A Second in Time, is the 65th him .
part of a Minute ; and in Astronomy, the
Sedartan , belonging to a Schiſmatical
both part of a Degree of any Circle .
Sect.
.
To Second, to come in as a ſecond Per
Getary, the Follower of a particular
Sect, feparated from the Eſtabliſh's Church .
ſon ; to aid, or affift another
Second Captatn , andLieutenant in
Sedio Cæſaria, ( in Anat.) the ſame
Second, one whoſe Company has been as Hyterntomotocia.
broke, and he is joyn'd to another, to act
Sedton, a cutting or dividing ; a cer
under the Caprain or Lieutenant of it.
tain Diviſion in the Chapters of fome Books:
Second Deliverance, a Writ chat lies in Mathematicks, the Cutting of one Plane
for one, after a return of Carrel replevied, by another, or of a Solid by a Plane .
Conck Sedion, is the Figure made by
adjudged to him that Diſtrain'd them ; for
the replevying of the fame Carrel again .
the Solid Body of a Cone's being ſuppoſed
Secondary, ( in Philos .) the ſame with to be cut by a Plane .
Second ,
Section of a Bitting, (in Architekt.)
Secondary Circles, ( in Aftron .) all the Draught of its Heights and Depths rai
Circles, which interſect or cut one of the red on a Plane, as if the whole Fabrick
lix greater Circlcs of the Sphere at Right were cutaſunder, to diſcover the In-lide.
edis non faciendis, a Writ that lies
Angles.
Secondary Circles, ( in reference to for a Woman, who ought not to perfor.n
the Ecliptick ) are ſuch as paffing thro ' the Suit of Court for her Dower.
Poles of that great Circle, are at Right
Sector, an Inftrunient of great uſe in all
Angles thereto .
thepractical Parts of the Mathematicks.
Secondary Planets, are ſuchas move
Sector of aCircle, is a part of a Circle,
round others, whom they reſpect as the comprehended between two Semi- Diame
Center of their Morion ...
ters , making an Angle at the Center, and
A Secondary, the Second Man in any an Arch, or partof the Circumference.
Sector of a sphere, is a Conical sou
Place, or he that is next to any chief Offi
cer,
lid, whofe Vertex ends in the Center of the
Secrecy or Secrctneſs, the keeping Sphere, and its Baſe, is a Segment of the
of a Matter ſecret.
ſame Sphere.
Secret, private, hidden cloſe, or that
Secular, belonging to the ſpace of 100
kceps counſel.
Years ; alſo relating to thisWorld , or Life,
A Secret, a thing which few People Alſo that is converfant in the World, with
know , or that ought to be kept private.
out being engaged in a Monaſtick Life.
Secretary, one that is employ'd in Wri
Segular Games , folemn Feafts Celes
ting Letters, Diſpatches,& c. for a Prince, brated among the ancient Romans, at the,
end of evey, Age .
Nobleman, or particular Sociery .
The Dileen's Secretartes, certain Of.
Secularity , the Condition of a Secular
ficers that Sign the Diſpatches of the Seal ; Perlan , a Secular Life.
alſo the Clerks of the Queen's Chamber
Secilarization , the Ad of Seculari
and Clofet.
zing.
Secretion (P.T.) the ſeparation of one
To Secularize, to make Secular,
Seainda (uperoneratione Paſture, a
Humour or Juice from another; in the Bu
dy of a Living Creature or Plant.
Writ that lies where Admeaſurement of
Sett, a Party profefling the ſame op :- Paſture has been made, and he chat firſt
rion ,
ſurcharg'd the Common , ſurcharges it
Srda ad Curtam , a Writ that lies again .
againſt a Man , who refuſes to perform Suit,
Searndans, (in Mathem .) is an infinite
to the County -Court, or Court-Baron.
Series, or Rank of Numbers, that begins
Settafacienda per diam quæ habet from nothing, and proceedsas the Squares
ædictain partem , a Writ to oblige ' an of Numbers in Arithmetical Proporcion .
Heireſs that has the Elder's part of the Co
+ Senindation , a ſeconding, or for
heirs, to perform Service for all the Co- warding.
Parceners.
Secundine, (L.) the After -Birth, or
Serta unica tantum facienda pro plu = After -Burden .
ribus hæreditatibus, a Writ which lies
Secundum Maturam , a Pataſe us'd
for thatHeir whoisdiftrainedby the Lord, by Phyſicians, when all things are duely
more Suits than one, upon account of performed,asin a fare of Health .
Srenrts
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Seare, that is out of danger, ſafe ! Seedlings, ſuch Roots of Gilliflowers,
as come from Seeds ſown .
fearleſs, or careleſs.
Seel or Seeling, (S. T.) the ſudden
To Settire, to make ſecure, to ſave, to
protect, of ſhelter ; to apprehend, or lay and violent tumbling of a Ship, fome
times to one fide, and ſometimes to the
hold of one.
Sveairttate Pacis, a Writ that lies for other .
Lee- Seel, is when a Ship thus rolls to
one who is threatned Death or Danger, a
che Lee-ward.
gainſt him that ſo threatens.
Securitatem inveniendo quod te non
peeling, (in Falconry) is the running of
divertat ad partes erecras im licentia a Thread thro ' the Eye-lids of a Hawk.
Reginæ, a Writ that lies for the Queen
Seen or opene, ( C.) a Cow's Teat or
(
againſt any of her Subjects, to ſtay them Pap .
from going out of the Kingdom without
Deer , a Perſon that ſees ; the Prophers
her Leave.
are call'd Seers in the Old Teſtament.
Security, Safety, the being out of Dan.
Seggruin , a ſort of, Herb .
ger; Bail, or Surety for the Payment of
Segment, a piece cut off from ſomeo
thing.
Money :Unconcernedneſs, Careleſneſs.
Sedan, a Chair in which Perſons of
A Segment of a Cirde, ( in Geom .) is
Quality are uſually carry'd.
part of a Circle, bounded by a Right Line,
Sedate, that is of a quiet, or moderate leſs than the Diameter, and by a part of the
Circumference.
Temper ; compoſed, undifturbed .
Segative, that has a quieting, or aſ
Segment of a Sphere, is a Potion of
ſwaging Quality:
' it, cut off by a Plane, in any part except
Se defendendo, ( L. T ) a Plea for one the Center.
that is charged with the Death of another,
Seginent-Leaves, thoſe Leaves of
ſaying, He was forcedto do what he did Plantsthat are cutand divided into many
in his own Defence .
Shreads.
Sedentary, that fits much , or works
+ Segregation , a ſeparating, or put
fitting.
ting a -part.
Segretant,(in Heraldry) a Term apply'd
Sedentary Parliaments , (in France)
to Griffins, when drawn in a leaping Po .
thoſe that are fixt,or ſettled in a Place.
fture.
Sedge, a kind of Weed.
Sediment, (L.) the Dregs, or Grounds,
Selant, ( F.) a Term likewiſe us’d by
of
thing
Heralds, whena Lion is repreſented in
bottom
theany
. fetcling, or linking down to an
Eſcutcheon fitting with the Fore-Feet
1
Sediment of Grtne, certain Parts of ſtraight.
Seignior or Signior, ( 1.) Lord, Mac
the nouriſhing Juice, which being ſeparated
link tothe bottomofthe Inter a In Law ,the Lord of the Fee, orof
fromtheBlood
Urine .
che Manour.
,
, popular
.
Seditioue,
ape, Pending toraiſe Se- Tidle ufually given to the Emperour of the
dition
.
Turks.
Sednice, to Miſlead , or Deceive ; to
Seigniory, the Juriſdiction, or Power
CoTo
rrupt, or Debauch .
of a Lord ; Lordſhip,
Seducement
Seignozage , a Prerogative of the
or Seduction , the Act of
Seducing , Miſleading, Oc.
Queen, whereby the Challenges Allowance
Scdulity, continual
Care, or Diligence. forGoldand Silver brought in theMafato
be Coin'd .
meditais, very careful, or diligent.
Sce, (0.) aSeat,Atillus'dfor the Seat
Şeimbole, a Pipe,or half a Tun of Wine.
or Dignity of a Biſhop, or Arch -Biſhop.
Seilin , ( F. L. T.) Poffeffion of, or a
Oled ,
a white,hot, ſpirituous Humour, Right to Lands or Tenements.
made out of the Bloodin the Teſticles ;
Seilinahabenda guiaRegina habuit
Allo that Matter which in all Plants and annum , diem & valkım , a Writ that lies
ruite
is diſpoſed
gation of
tothe Lord , ofhie
the kind.by Nature for thePropa. forDelivery of Seifin
Lands, & c . after the Queen has had the
Seed - leep
or
Seedlip,
the
Hopper,
year,
Day,
and
Wafte.
, in which Husband -men carry their
or Veff
Seed -Coelrn .
Seizable, thac may be ſeized.
To Betze, to take, or lay hold of; to
SerdC - fyedding
befalls artel
an Evil chat ſometimes cake by force, or wrongfully.
TO
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Seini-Circle, one half of a Circle,
To Setze or Seale, (S.T.) to make
faft, or bind ; eſpecially to falten two bounded by the Diameter, and half the
Ropes together with Rope-Yarn , &c.
Circumference. Alſo a Mathematical In
Seiſen , of, (L.T.) pofſeffed of.
ſtrument divided into 180 Degrees, being
The Boatºs Seizing , is a Rope tied to half the Theodolite,
Semi- Circular, belonging to , or made
a Ring, in the fore-ship of the Boat, by
which means it isfaltend to the ship's in the ſhape of a Semi-Circle.
fide.
Semi- Circular Onlcles, the fame as
Seizing, ( in Falconry ) is ſaid of a Claudent Muſcles .
Semi- Colon , a Stop or Point in a Seno
Hawk's taking any thing in her Claws and
tence between a Comma and Colon ; which
holding it faft.
Sazure, Seizing, Diftrels, Attachment. is thusmarked (2 )
Seker , (0.) in like manner.
Semt- Congius, a Meaſure of half a
Seat or Seta , (H.) a Nore of Mu- Gallon .
fick , us'd in David's Pfalms.
Semtcope, (0.) a ſhort Cloak.
Semi- Cotyla,half a Cotyla.
Select, choſen out of others,choice.
ToSelett, to pick out, to cull.
Semt-Cubical Paraboloid, ( in Geom .)
Selenites, ( G.)Mirronr-Stone, or Mof- is a Curve, whoſe Ordinates are in Suberi
cour Glaſs.
plicate of the Duplicate Proportion of the
Selenography , a Deſcription of the Dianeter.
Seini- Cubitns, (L.) half a Cubic in
Face of the Moon, as diftinguiſhed by
Meaſure .
Spots, c.
Self-heat, an excellent Wound -Herb.
Semf-Cnbium , a Bath which reaches
Seltander, Sellader, orSolander, up tothe Navel
ofthofe thatfit in it.
Semi-Diameter, (in Mathem .) half
a dry Scab , growing in the Ham of a the
Diameter, or a Line drawn from the
Horſe's hinder Leg .
Seltbia , (..) half a Pound, or Six Center of a Circle to any Point of the Cir
cumference.
Ounces.
Semi-Diapalon, ( in Mufick ) a defe
Setia Carnits, the Chair ofState, on
which the great Magiftrates of Rome had a & tive, or imperfect Oétave.
Semi-Diapente, an imperfect Fifth .
Right to fit andbe carry'd in a Chariot.
Sella Equina, feu Turdita, feu
Semi- Ditone, the lefſer Third.
Sphenotdes, (in | Anat.) a part of the
Semi- Doliin, a Vellel containing half
Brain made up of Four Proceffes of the a Tun .
Os Sphenoides,
Semi- Fibulatus, ( in Anat.)a Muſcle
the ſame as Peroneus Secundus.
Sellery orTelery, a Saler-Herb.
Semififtular flowers, are'ſuch,whoſe
Selvage, the outthoftedgeofLinnen
upper -part reſembles a Pipe, cut of Oblie
Cloth .
Sem or Shem , (H. a Name, or Requely .
Semi - lingares Tlalpillæ , the fame as
nowned )the Eldeft of Noah's threeSons.
Sigmoidales.
Semblable, ( F.) ſeeming, likely ,
Sent-ageinbrauolus, a Muſcle ofthe
Semblance, appearance, likeneſs, thew .
Leg , ſo call’d, from its being half Tendio
Semblaint, (0.) Look .
Semetolies (6.) a noting, or marking; nous and_Membrane-like
Semi-Mertolus or Semi- Uendina
ſome things being diſcover'd, they find out
others that wereunknown .
Cus, a Muſcle of the Thigh, ſo nam'd from
Semeiotica ,that partof Phyſick which its being half Tendingusand Nerve-like.
Semt- Dbolns, half an Obolus.
trears of the Signsof Health and Sick
+ Seinipedal, confiſting of half a Foct
neſs.
Meaſure.
Semeliteed, ( 0.) Seemlineſs, Comili- inSem
i- Dtradzat or Semt:Duartile,
hefs.
Semen , ( L.) Seed, orGrain ; the Seed (in Aftrol.) an Afpect , when two Planets
are diſtant from each other 45 Degrees ,
of Living -Creatures, or Plants .
Semi- Duaber , ( in Mufick ) a Note
Semen Teneris, (C, T.) the Scum of
Braſs,
containing half the Quantity of the Qua•
- Semets , the spices of the Attire of a ver .
Plant. Dr. Grew .
Šeini-Duinitite, an Aſpect of thePla
Semi-biebe of Sem -Bitef, a Muſical nets, when they areat thediftance of 36
Noteof half the Quantity of the Breve, or Degrees one from another.
Ert
Brief ,
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Semi- Sertile, another Aſpect of the To Send, to cauſe a Perſon to go , &c.
Planers, when diftant one from anɔther 30 In Sea -Language, a Ship is ſaid To Send,
or To ſend much that Way, when ſhe falls
Degrees.
Semi-Speaitım , a Surgeon's Ioftru- with her Stern deep into the Hollow be
ment, to widen a Wound in the Neck of iween two Waves.
Sendal, a kind of thin Cyprus- Silk .
the Bladder,
Seneſcallo & garefhallo quod uont
Semi-Spinatus, ( in Anat.) a Muſcle
which is inferted to the upper Spines of the tcneant placita de libero tenemiento, & c.
Vertebra of the Breaſt,
a Writ forbidding the Steward , and Mar.
Semirhs or Golden Drachmal, a Ro- thal of England, to take Cognizance of any
man Gold -Coin , worth 7 s, 6d. Engliſh.
Action in their Court that concerns Free .
Semi- Certian agút, an Ague mixt hold, Debt, or Covenant .
Seneſchal or Seneipal, ( F.) the chief
of a Tertian and a Quotidian .
Semi Coue, (in Mufick ) a half Tone, Juſtice, or Magiſtrare of a certain Precinct
of which there are two ſorts, viz a Grea- in France : Alſo che Steward of a Court.
ter and a Leffer.
Sengreen or houle-Leek , an Herb.
Semi-Gowels, certain Conſonants fo
Senior, (L.) Elder.
call’d , becauſe they have half che found of
Sentozity, Elderſhip, Precedency : In
Military
Affairs, the order of Time, fince
Vowels,
Semi-Ancia.or Semunda, (L.) half the firkt raiſing of a Regiment, or an
an Ounce.
Officer's receiving his Cornmiſſion.
Seminal Leaves , ( among Herbalifts)
Senſation , (in Philos.) the Impreſſion
are two ſmall, plain , and undiveded Leaves, that Objects make upon the Senſes, or the
which ſhoot forth , at firſt, from the greateſt perceiving of things by the Senſes.
part of all ſown Seeds.
Senſe, the Faculty of a Living-Crea
Scotnariſt , one that is brought up, ture, whereby it receives the Impreſion of
or taken out of a Seminary or College.
outward Objects : Reaſon, Judgment, Sig
Seminary, a Seed -Plot, or Nurſery,for nification, Meaning :
Common Senſe, thoſe general Noti
the railing of young Trees or Plants : Alſo
a School or College; particularly a College ons that ariſe in the Minds of Men , by
fet a -part for the training up of Prieſts of which they apprehend thinge after the
fame manner,
the Romiſh Church.
Seminifick , that makes, or breeds
Senſeleſs , that has no Senſe, or Feel
ing , alſo void of Reaſon , Fooliſh.
Seed .
Senſibtltty or Senlibleneſs ,the Qua:
Semtsor Semiffis, ( among the Re
mans) half a Pound Weight, ſix Ounces ; lity of being ſenſible.
' Sendible, that may be felt, or percei."
but it is taken by Apothecaries for half an
ved ; alſo that feels, apt to perceive, appre
Ounce .
Semita Luminoſa, a kind of bright henlive .
Track in the Heavens, which a little before
Senlitive, that has the Faculty of Feel
the Vernal Equinox may be ſeen about ſix ing, or Perceiving.
Senſitive plant or Chafte Plant,
ca Clock at Night.
Sempiternal, perpetual, endleſs, ever an adinirable Planr, whoſe Leaves when
touch'd , hang down and cloſe up together ;
lafting.
but as ſoon asthe Hand is remov'd, it ſpreads
Semincia, half an Ounce.
Sena, the purging Leaves of a Shrub, it ſelf open and Aouriſhes again .
Senſozium -Comoume , ( in Anat.) the
that grows in the Eaſtern Countries.
Senacherib, ( H. the Bramble of De- Seatof the Common Senſe.
Senſory, 'che Inſtrument of Senſes as
-ſtruction) a King of Allyria.
Senate, ( among the Romans) was a the Eye of Seeing ,the Ear of Hearing, &c.
Senſual, Voluptuous, given to Pleaſures.
Body confitting of Counſellors of State, ap
Senlitality, a gratifying, or pleaſing
pointed to give Advice to thoſe who had
Senſes, a giving one's ſelf up to un
me
Houſe
the
Alſo
:
Authority
the Soveraign
or Place where the Senators aſſembled ; lawful Pleaſures.
Sentence, a certain number of Words
thence raken for a Parliament, the Court of
joyn'd together, a witry , or wiſe Saying ,
Aldermen in a City, &c.
Senator, a Member of the Senate, a a Decree of a Court of Juſtice ,
Scntentious, full of pichy Sentences.
Parliamenr-Man, an Alderman.
Sentiments (F. ) Thoughes, Mind,
Senato tan , belonging to a Senator,
Opinion .
Senti.
G8882
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Septimarian , a Weekly Officer in
Sentinel or Sentry, a privare Sol
dier upon Guard in a Convenient Poft.
Monaſteries.
Septiacellis, a Roman Coin , contain
Sentinel Perdue, a Sentinel fet near
an Enemy, in a very dangerous Poſt.
ing 70 Aſſes, and equal to 4 s. 4 d . ob.
Senby, the plant of whoſe Seed Mu
Septuagenary, belonging to the Num
Itard is made.
ber of Seventy, or Seventy Years Old.
Separability, (L.) the Quality of that
Septuagelima, the third Sunday be.
which is ſeparable.
fore thefirſt Sunday in Lent .
Septuageſimal, belonging to Septua.
Separable, that may be ſeparated.
gelima.
Separate, diftinct, particular.
To Separate, to part, divide, or put
The Septuagint or Septuagint- Bt
ble, the moſt Authentick Greek Tranſlation
aſunder.
Separation , the Aą of ſeparating, or of the Old Teſtament, by the 72 Jewiſh
putting aſunder : In Aſtrology, it is when Elders .
two Planets have been in Conjunction, and
Septım , ( L.) a Coat, or Fold for
the lighter by reaſon ofits ſwifter Motion, Sheep ; a Coſe, or Park,
is going out of the Moiery of both their
Se, tum auris, (in Anat.) the Drum
of the Ear.
Oibs.
Septum Cordis , that part of the
Separatiſt, one that withdraws him
ſelf from the Communion of the Eſtabliſhed Heart, which divides the right Ventricle
from the left.
Church .
Septum Lucioun or Speculim Lu
Separatory, a Surgeon's Inftrument to
pick Splinters of Bones out of a Wound : adum, a Partition, which diſtinguiſhes the
Alſo a Chymical Veſſel for ſeparating Oil Venericles of the Brain.
Septum Partuin , that part which
from Water.
Sephyros, (G. P. T.) a hard and dry ſeparates the Noftrils one from another.
Impoftume ; an hard Inflammation of the
Septim Tranſverluim , the Midiiff.
Womb.
:
Septnutcal, belonging to 7 Ounces.
Septann, (L.) an intermitting Feaver,
Septunk, a Weight of 7 Ounces.
that returns every Seventh Day ; or a Fea
Sepulchral, belonging to a Grave, ar
ver that finiſhes its Courſe in Seven Days.
Funeral.
a Burying-place, Grave, or
Sepilchre,
Figure,
Septangle or Septangled
(in Geom .) a Figure that has Seven Angles Tomb .
Sepulture, a burying, or Burial.
and as many Sides.
Septangular, belonging to ſuch a Fi
Seguator ſub ſuo periculo, a Writ that
lies where a Summons ad Warrantiſandum is
gure.
September, one of the Twelve Months awarded , andthe Partyis found tohave
of the Year, ſo called as being the Seventh nothing whereby he may be ſummoned.
Sequel, a Conſequence, or Concluſion.
from March ,
Septenarius, (L.) the Number of Se
Sequence, a following of things in
Order, one juſt after another. .
ven , a Verſe of ſeven Feet.
Sequieſter, (among the Romans) a Me
Septenary, belonging to the Number
diator, or Umpire betwixt two Parties, a
Seven.
A Seftenary, Seven years of one's Sollicitor of a Proceſs at Law.
To Sequeſter , to ſeparate, or put aſun
life.
Septennial, belonging to the ſpace of der : In the Civil-Law , a widow is faid
To Sequefter, when the Diſclaims to have
Seven Years,
Septentarius, ( L.) a Conſtellation in any thing to do with her deceaſed Huſ
the Northern Hemiſphere, containing 30 band's Eltate.
To Seguelter or Sequeſtrate, ( in
Stars.
Septentrio, the Seven Stars, or Con- common -Law , is to ſeparate a Thing in Con
Atellation namd Charles-wain ; alſo the troverſy, from the Poffeſſion of both Par
ties that contend for it.
North -Coaft, Pole, or Wind .
Septentrional, belonging to the North ,
Sequeſtration, the Ad of Sequeſtra
ting, or diſpofing of a Thing contended
Northern
Septentrional Signs, the firſt fix for : Ako the Act of the Ordinary diſpo,
fing of Goods and Chattels of a deceaſed
Signs of the Zodiack .
)
ſucủ
Things
as
core
Perſon, whofe Eſtate no Man will meddle
P.T.
(G.
Septica,
supt and rot the Flesh.
with : Alſo the gathering of the Fruits of
Septieme, (F. ) a ſequence of feven a yoid Benefice to the next Incumbent : Al
Cards at the Game of Picker.
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Sergeants of the Mace, Officers that
Allo a Term much us'd in the Time of the
Civil Wars, for a ſeizing upon the Rent attend the Lord Mayor of London for
of the Eſtates of Delinquents, for the uſe of Houſe-hold Service, or Matters of Juſtice.
Sergeanty, ( L. T. ) a Service that
the Common -wealth .
Segneſtrator or Sequeſtret, the cannot be due to any Lord from his Te
third Perſon, who is intruſted with the rant, but only to the King, or Queen .
Bland Sergeanty, is where a Man
keeping of a Thing in Controverſy be
tween two Parties : Alſo an Officer that holds Lands of the Queen by the Perſonal
receiv'dthe Rents of the Eſtates ofDelin- Service, of being her Champion, Butler,
&c. at her Coronation,
quents.
Sequeſtro habendo, a Writ for diſſolv
Petty Dergeanty, is where one beo
ing a Sequeſtration of the Fruits of a Bene came Tenant to the King, by yielding him
Yearly ſome ſmall Thing towards his Wars ;
fice.
Scraglio, ( I.) a Prince's Palace among ag an Arrow , Bow , bc.
Series , (L.) Order, Courſe, continued
the Eaſtern Nations, eſpecially that of the
Succeſſion of Things.
Emperoúr of the Turks.
Infinite Scries, (in Algebra) certain
Seraph, a Turkiña Guld -Coin, worth
Ranks of Quantities orderly proceeding,
about s s. Sterling .
Seraphical or Seraphick, belonging which if infinitely continued, would be
come equal to what is enquired after.
to, or becoming the Seraphims.
Serious, ſober, grave ; important,
Seraphim, the higheſt Order of
ſolid.
Angles.
Serle's Scale, a Mathematical Inſtru
Seraſquier or Seraſkier, (among the
Turks ) a Commander in chief of all the ment us’d in the Art of Dialling ,
+ Sermocination , ( L. ) talking, or
Military Forces in Europe.
Seravitian marble, a ſort of Mar- holding a Diſcourſe.
Sermontum , ( 0.L.) a kind of Hi
ble, havingAfh -coloured Spots.
Sercil: Feathers, (in a Hawk) thoſe ſtorical Play, which the Inferiour Ordersof
that are callid Pinions in other Fowl.
the Clergy us'd to act in the Body of the
Sere, the Yellow between the Beak and Church, on ſome folemn Occaſion.
Serinouutain, an Herb.
Eyes of the Hawk.
Serou of Almonds, the Quantity of
Seretn , ( F.) a dampih and unwhole
ſome Vapour, that falls after Sun - ſet in hot Two Hundred Weight,
Seroſity, (L. P.T.) Wateriſhneſs,watery
Countries.
Serenade, Night-Mufick, eſpecially Matter ; more-eſpecially apply'd to the
Part of the Maſs of Blood.
thinner
that which is performed by a Lover to
Serous, belonging to the Humour call'd
Ch rm his Miſtreſs,
Serene, ( L.)clear, fair ; that is with Serum , Wateriſh.
Serpent, a venomous Creature crawl
out Clouds , or Rain, calm, quier.
Moft Serene, a Title of Honour gi- ing on the Ground : Alſo a Conſtellati
ven to Soveraign Princes, and to ſomeon , in our Northern Hemiſphere : Alſo a
kind of Fire -work , or Squib.
Common -wealths.
Serenity or Serenenels, clearneſs of
Serpentary, an Herb.
the Sky, calmneſs of Mind. The Title of
Serpentary -tulood, a kind of wood
Tour Serenity, is us’d in ſpeaking, or wri. that growsin Eaſt -India.
ting to ſome Princes , or Chief Magiftrates -Serpentine, belonging to a Serpent,
or winding about.
of Commcn -wealths.
Serpentist Line, a crooked winding
Sergallo, a Sea-weed ſomewhat like
Line, that incloſes it ſelf continually.
Samphire .
Serpentine Powder, a weak ſort of
Serge, a ſort of woollen Stuff.
Sergeant, an Officer that arrelts Peo- Gun- powder,
ple for Debt. Alſo an inferiour Officer
Serpentine Stone, a kind of Marble.
in a Company of Foot- Soldiers, or Troop
Serpentine Aerles , thoſe that begin
of Horſe : Allo a Griffin , to termed in and end with the ſame Word.
A Serpentine, ( C.T.) a long Pipe
Heraldry.
Sergeant at Lawor Sergeant of the which ſerves for the fubtilizing of Spirits.
Coif,a Learned Lawyer of the higheſt
Serpet, a ſort of Rufh .
Serphera , ( C. T.) a Medicine that dif
Degree in the Common -Law .
nts
Sergea
at arms, certain Officers folves the Stone in a Man's Rody.
Serpigo, ( L.) a Terter, or Ring-worm .
whoſe Buſineſs it is to wait on the Queen ,
Serra ,
to arreft Traytors,
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Serra , a Saw , a known Tool : Allo
a certain Filh .
Serration , ( in Surgery) the Sawingof
Bones.
Serratus ajor anticus, ( in Anat.)
a Muſcle which is interted to the Eight
upper Ribs, by certain diſtinct fleſhy Por
tions, which reſemble the Teech of a
Saw .
Sertatus minor anticns, a Murcle that is ler into the 2d , 3d, 4th
and sth Ribs.
Scrratus Inferto : Poffiens, a Mufcle of the Cheſt, which has a jagged Ter
mination, at the bending of the 9th, joth,
Ilth, and the end of the 12th Ribs.
Serratus Supector Dofticus, a Mufcle of the Cheft, which lies immediately
under the Rhomboides,
Servage, (0.S.) Service.
To Serve, to accend, or wait on ; to
do Service, or Kindneſs.
To Serve a Battery , (M.T.) to ſee
that the Guns play well.
To Serve a Rope, (S.T.) to roll Sin .
net, Rope-Yarn, oc faſt round about the
Rope, to preſerve it from galling.
Servant, one that ſerves another.
Serbi, ( L. ) Servants, Bond -men , or
Slaves : In Old -Records, ſervile Tenants,
who perform'd ſuch fervile Works as the
Lord thought fir.
Service, the State , or Condition of a
Servant ; Good Turn , or Office : Alſo a
Courſe, or certain Number of Dishes ſerv'd
up at Table,
Service or Divine Service, Adoration, or profound Reverence given to God ,
the form of Publick Worſhip in the Church .
Service or Sob- apple, a ſort of
Fruit.
Sexviceable, ready toferve one ,or to
do hián a good Turn , uſeful, proficable.
Servtentibus, certain Writs relating to
Servants and their Maſters.
Servile, belonging to a Servant, or to
Rondage ; Naviſh, mean .
Servility or Sevileneſs, the Quality, or Condition of a Servant,llaviſhneſs.
Serbing-man's Floy, the Herb Rue.
Servitiis acquietandis, a Writ that
lies for the acquitralot' Services.
Serbitinm , ( L ) Service, Bondage :
In Law, thar Service which the Tenant
owes to his Lord .
Servitium fortalecum , is that Service which is due to the Queen ; and Ser.
vitium Intrinfecum , that which is owing to
the Chief Lord of the Manour.

Servitium Regale, Royal Service, or
the Rights and Prerogatives that within
ancieatly belong'd to the
ſuch
Lord aManour
of it.
Servitour ,
Serving -Man ; a poor
Univerſity Scholar shat attends others for
his Maintenance.
Servitours of Bills, Servants, or
Meſſengers belonging to the Marſhalof the
Queen's Bench, now commonly call'd Tipe
Itaves.
Servitude, a fervile Condition , Bon
dage, Slavery.
Serum ,(L.) Whey, Butter -milk : Allo
a watery, thin, yellowiſh Humour, which
is mingled with the Blood , and ferves to
convey it thro' the ſeveral Parts of the
Body.
Serys, (0.) the skin of a Hawk's Feer.
Selamoidea Dita , ( in Anat.) certain
ſmall Bunes in the Joynts of the Hands and
Feet.
Selamin or Selama, a ſortof Grain ,
or Corn growing in India.
Selaincta or Sefcunr, ( among the Ro
mans) an Ounce and a half.
Seſeli, (G.) an Herb callid Hartwport.
Seſquí, ( L.) fo much and half fo much,
the whole of a Thing and half more.
Selquialter, containing one and a
half.
Selqutalteral proportion , (in Marh.)
is when any Number, Quantity, or Line
contains another once, with an Addition
of its Moiety, or Half, & c. In Mufick , a
triple Meaſure of three Notes to two ſuch
like Notes of Common Time.
Selguihemna , (L.) one Meaſurecalled
Hemina, and a half.
Selqntjugerum , an Acre and a half.
Selquilibja , a Pound and a half.
Selguimentis, a Month and a half.
Selquimoditis , a Buſhel and a half.
Selquobolus, one Obolks and a half ;
three Farthings .
Selgutpedalis, a Foot and a half long.
Selqutquadrate or Surquiquartile,
(in Aftrod.) anAſpect ofthe Planets, when
they are at the Diſtance of 135 Degrees
of each other.
Selquiguintile, an Aſpect when own
Planets are diftant 108 Degrees one from
another.
Seſquiterttan proportion,( in Math .)
is when one Number, or Quanticy con
cains another once and athird part of it
more.
Sergnfuntia , an Ounce and a half.
Sellion , a Sitting, or Meeting of a
Council; Allizes, & c.
Section
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Selfion of Parliament, the Time
reckon'd from the firſt fitting of a Parlia.
ment, till it be Prorogu'd , or Diffolv'd ..
Settions, (L. T.) the Sitting of Juſtices
in Court upon Commiffion.
Detty- Sellions or Statute- ellions,
are kept by the High Conſtable of every
Hundred , for the placing and ordering of
Servants, & c.
Seſteftia , an ancient fort of Weight,
as the Sefteria in Africa, were 2 Pounds.
In Thracia, it was but a and 5 of a
Pound .
Seltertius , ( among the Romans) a Sil
ver - Coin worth 2 į Afles, or ſomewhat
above 7 Farthings Engliſh : The great Seftersius or Seftertium , was a Summ of Mo
ney containing 1000 ſmall Sefterces, i, e
abour 7 l. 165. 3 d . Seerling.
To Set, to put, lay , or place.
To Set the Land, Sin , 02 Ship,
by the Compaſs, (S. P.) to obſerve how
the Land bears upon any Point of the Com .
paſs : Or upon what Point of the Compaſs
the Sun is ; or when two Ships fail in
fighe one of another, to mark upon what
Point the chaſed hears.
To set the motlleu , to put the Miffen .
fail abroad .
To Set taught the lowde, is to
make them ſtiffer when they are too Nack.o
Set-bolts, Iron -pins us' for cloſing the
Planks of the ship and other Works.
Set -foil, an Herb ſo callid from its 7
Leaves.
Betall, an Herb, growing near
Walls .
Setaceum , (L.P.T.) a kind of fue
calld a Seton .
Seton, (in Surgery) iswhen the skin of
the Neck is taken up and run thro' with a
Pack -Needle, and the Wound kept open
for ſome time with a Skean of Thread , or
Silk .
Setter, a Setting-Dog ;' alſo a Sergeant
or Bailiff's Aliftant.
Setter-Wortor Set-itlopt, an Herb.
Setting, (in Cock -fighting) when a Cock
hasfought till not ableto ſtand, then he is
ſer to the other Cock, Beak to Bcak ,; and
if he do not ſtrike, the Battel is loſt.
Setting- dog, a Dog trained up for
{pringing Partridges, Pheaſants, &c.
Setting-down , (in Falconry) is when
a Hawk is put into the Mew ,
To Setele, to eſtabliſh, to adjuſt, to fix
one's Abode, to rett as- Liquors do.
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To Settle a Deck , (S. P. ) to lay the
Deck of a Ship lower than it was at the
first,
Settlement, a fixed Place of Abode,
a fettled Revenue ; alſo that which links
to the bottom of Liquors.
Settles , (0.) Grafts.
Sevantly, (0.S.) well, honeſtly, as
Sevantly Woven.
Several, many, divers, ſundry.
A Several, a Particular.
Several- Taul , (L. T.) is that by
which Land is Intailed ſeverally to Two or
more Perſons.
Several Tmancy, a Joynt, or Como
mon Poffeſſion in ſeveral Perſons.
Severance, the Severing of Two, or
more,that are joyned in oneWrit.
Severance in Debt, is where two
or more Executors are nam d Plaintiffs, and
one refuſes to proſecure.
Severance of Coin, the cutting and
carrying it oft from the Ground , alſo the
ſetting out of the Tithe from the reſt of the
Corn .
Sebere, (L.) ftria , fern ,Sharp ,barn .
Sepertans, a ſort of Hereticks.
Severity, Auftereneſs, Strictneſs, Grai
vity.
Sebum or Ochum , (L.P.T.) the Fat of
the Caul, Sewet, or Tallow .
con lascow,when her -Maik ir
the scenes
.
gone
To Sew , to ſtitch with a Needle ; to
drain , or empty a Pond : A Ship is ſaid
To be Sewed ,when ſhe comes to lie on the
Ground , orlię dry.
Sewed , fő .) placed, following.
Sewel, (H.T.) that which is fer, or
hung up , to keep a Deer out of any Place,
Sewer , anOfficer thatcomes in before
the Meatof a Noble-man, and places it on
the Table : Alſo a Shore , or Paſſage, to
carry off water.
Clerk of the Sewers, an Officer, be
longing to the Commiſſioners of Sewers,
whowrites down all things they do.
Commiſſioners of Sewers , certain
Perſons appointed tofee Drains and.Ditches
well kept and maintain d, eſpecially in
FennyCountries.
Sef, the different Natureof Male and
Female.
Heracellis, (L.) a Roman Coin , value
60 Afles, or 3.5. 9 d. Engliſh .
Seragenatp, belonging to the Number
Sixty.
Seragenary Arithmetick , that which
proceeds by Sixties as the Diviſion of
Circles,
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Circles, & c. into 60 Degrees, every De
Shaft, an Arrow , the Body of a Pillar,
gree into 60 Minutes, &c.
the Spire of a Church -ſteeple. Among the
Seragenary Tables, (in Aſtron.) cer- Derby-ſhire Miners , a Hole, like a Well,
tain Tables made up of Proportional Parts, made to free the Works from the Springs
ſo as to thew the Product of two- Sexage that riſe therein .
naries to be multiply'd ; or the Quotient of
Shaftment, a kind of Meaſure, of about
half a Foot.
two that are to be divided .
Scragefima, the Second Sunday before
Shag, a for : of hairy 'Śtuff ; alſo a
Sea - Fowl.
Lent, or the next to Shrové-Sunday.
Serageſimal Fractions or Seragena
Shagjeen, that is out of Humour, Vexo
: lloa ſort of rough -grained Leather,
rtes, are ſuch as always have 60 for theired A
Shagged or Shaggy, rough with
Denominator.
Serangle, (in Geom .) a Figure confift- Hair .
Shake- ime, ( C.) the Seaſon when
ing of Six Angles.
Serenntal, thatis of Six Years continu. Malt and ſuch Fruits fall from Trees.
Shallop, ( F.) a kind of Bark , or light,
ance, or ftanding
Sertain , a Stanza, or Staff, containing Ship
Six Verſes.
Stallow , that is not deep, that hasbut
Sertans, (L.) two Ounces: Alſo a little Wit ; empty, or dry ,
Meaſure which containd two Ounces of
A Shallow , a Flat in the Sea , or in a
t River.
Liquor.
Shalm or Shawm , a Muſical Inſtru
Scetant, an Aſtronomical Inſtrument,
ment.
being the Sixth part of a Circle .
Shalooni, ( F.) a ſort ofWoollen Stuff.
Sertartis, an ancient Roman Meaſure,
Shalot, a kind of ſmall Onion .
which was equal to about a Pint, Engliſh.
Slam , pretended, falſe ; alſo a Flam ,
Sertile, (in Aftrol.) an Aſpect , when
or Trick .
two Planers are diſtant 60 Degrees.
To Sham one, to put a Trick on him .
Serton , an Officer that looks to a Pa
rifh-Church, opens and locksthe Pews, &c.
Shamade, a bear of Drum for a Par
Sertry , (0.) a Veſtry.
ley .
Sertula, (L.) the Sixth part of an
Shambles, a place where Butchers fell
Meat .
Ounce.
Shame, an uneaſineſs of the Mind, up
Sertum , the Title of the Third Volume
on account of having done ſomething
of the Canon - Law .
Sextuple, fix-fold, or "fix times as which is unſeemly ; allo Diſgrace, or Re
proach .
much .
ToShame, to put to Shame, to make
Seylo, (0.L.) a Seaſon of the Year.
one aſhamed .
Winterof
Liberty
the
)
C
Shack , (
Shameliz , (o. L.) Shambles, or Stalls
Pafturage : Allo a Cuſtom in Norfolk to have
Common for Hogs, from the end of to ſell Meat, doc,
Shamgar, ( H. Deſolation of the Swan
Harveſt till Seed -time, ' in ' all' Mens
Grounds.
ger) one of the Judgesof Iſrael.
Shamoys, ( f.) a kind of wild -Goar.
Shacking -time, the Seafon when Maſt
Shamog or Shamoy-Leather , Lea
is ripe.
Shackle- Folts or Shackles , a ſort of ther made of the skin of that Beaft.
Shampinton , a Muſhroom .
Fetters pur upon Malefactors in Priſon.
Slamsheer , a ſort of Sword among
Shackics, (in a Ship ) a fort of Rings,
Perfians.
the
having
whoſe Uſe is to ſhut fait the Ports,
Shank, the Leg of a Man's Body, the
a Billet thruſt thro ' them .
Stalk of a Plant, the Tunnel of a Chim-,
Shad, a fort of Fifh.
Shade, a Place Sheltered from the Sun ; ney , & c.
alſo an Ornament for a Woman's Head.
hanks, the skin of the Leg of a Kid,
Shade of Ertuberance, (in Aſtron.) which bears theFurr cill'd Budge.
shank or Shank- Painter, ( s. T.) a
the Shadow made by the greateſt bunching
Thort Chain on which refts the whole
cut Part of a globulous, or round Body.
Shadjach , (H. a little tender Dug) one Weight of the after-part of the Anchor,
of theThree Children , who were miracu- when it lies by the Ship's Side.
louſlypreſerved in the fiery Furnace.
Shank of an anchor, the Beam , or
Shaffa Sagittarum , (0. L.)a Sheaf longeft part of it.
Slanket, a pocky Sore, or Borch.
Of Arrows, containing 24 in Number,
laps
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Shear - Shanks, a kind of Knot, to
ſhorten the Rope call’d a Runner, when it
being too long; Goods cannot be hoiſed
in, over the ship's Sides.
Sheat or Shut, ( C.) a young Hog :
Alſo a kind of Fish.
Shcats, (in a Ship) are Ropes made faſt
to the Clews of the Sails : Alſothoſe
Planks, which come along the Run of the
Ship, and are clos'd to the Stern -poſt.
The Sheats are ſaid to be flown, when
they are not baled home and cloſe to the
Blocks, or Pulleys.
To Eaſe the heat, is to let it go out
gently. To Let fly the Sheat, is co led it
run out violently, as far as it will go.
Falle Sheat, a Rope bound to the Clew
of the Sail, above the Sheat-block, to fuce
cour and eaſe the Sheat.
SternsSheats, the Planks thatare
within board abaft in the Run of the Ship .
Sheat-anchor, the biggelt Anchor in
a Ship.
Sheat -Cable , the Maſter -Cable, or
Principal Cable .
Sheath , a Caſe for a Knife, or Sword :
Alſo the looſe Skin that covers a Horſe's
Yard .
To Sheath a Sword , to put it up in
the Scabbard.
To Sheath a Syip , (S.T.) is to Cafe
that part of her which is under Water with
ſomething , to keep the Worms from eating
thro' herPlanks.
Sheath - fil , a delicate Indian Fiſh.
Shed, a Pent-Houſe, or Shelter made
of Boards,
To Shed , to ſpill, to ſend forth ; to
caſt the Teech ,Horns, & c.
Sheen or Shene, (0.) ſhining, bright?
Sheep,a well-known Creature.
Sheep- houle, a Place where Sheep are
kept in the Winter.
Sheeps- head, a Fila on the Coaſts of
Virginia,
sheepiſh, faint-hearted like a Sheep,
fimple, lilly
Sheer,altogether, quite.
K To Shear, to clip, or cur.
To Sheer, (N. C.) to Reap.
Shear- Gjals, an Herb .
A Ship is ſaid To Sheer, or go Sheering,
Shear-man , a Cloth-fhearer.
when in her Sailing, he is not ſteadily
Shears or a pair of Shears , greatSteered.
Sizzers us’d by Taylors, 6c. Among Sea.
Slekle or Side, a Jewiſh Silver-Coin ,
men, two Yarda, or Poles, fer up an end worth about 2 s. 6 d. of our Money . There
i at ſomediſtance, and bound a -croſs each was alſo a common Shekle, in valuehalf to
other near the Top.
much ; beſides another Gold -Shekle, which
Shear -hooks, great fron-Hooks, let amounted to 30 s .
into the Main- Yard Arms, and Fore-Yard
Sheldaple, a Bird, otherwiſe call'd a
Arms, in order to cut, or tear the Enemies Chaffinch.
Sails, of Rigging
Sheldjakt, a ſort of Warer-Fowl.
Hhhh
helf,

Shap, (0.) Fate, Deſtiny.
ehapely , (0.) likely.
Shapournet, ( in Heraldry) a Figure
: whoſe Shape reſembles a Livery-Hood or
Cap, worn at the Univerſities.
Shard, a broken piece of a Tile, &c.
Allo a Gap, or open Place in a Hedge.
Share, a part or portion ; alſo a Man's
Yard or Groin .
Share-wozt, an Herb.
Shark , a kind of Sea -Wolf, the moſt
ravenous of all Fifh : Alſo a ſharping Fellow that lives upon the Carch.
To Shark up and down , to go Shark
sing, or Shifting about .
Sharnebude, (0.) a Beetle.
Sharp , keen , ſmart, thrill ; quick,
5 ſubcil .
To Sharp, to trick, or chouſe one out
of a ching.
To Sharpen , to make ſharp, to wher.
A Sharper , a ſubtil Fellow that lives
by his Wits ; a Rook , a Cheat,
Sharptng - Coin or Sharp'ning
Coin, a cuſtomary Preſent of Corn,
which at Chriſtmas, Farmers make to their
Smith, for ſharp'ning their Plough -Irons,
& c.
Shalh, the Linnen of which a Turkiſh
Turbant is made ; alſo a Girdle made of
Silk, doo
To Shatter, to ſhake, or break to
pieces.
Shavaldztes , (0.) Feats of Chivalry.
To Shave, to hear, or pare , to trim ,
or barb.
Shave- Orals , an Herb.
Shaw , ( C. ) a tuft of Trees that en
compaſſes a Cloſe ; alſo a Perfian Word
fora King .
Shaw - Bander, a Vice-Roy, or great
Officer among the Perſians.
Shaw - Fowl, an Artificial Bird, made
on purpoſe by Fowlers to ſhoot 'at.
Shaw -3aniech, the Grand Seignior's
Son,fo call'd bythe Perſians,
Sheading, a Tithing, of Divifion in the
Ile of Man.
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Shelf, a Board made faſt to a Wall, to
Jay thingson ;alſo aheapofSand inthe
Sea.
Shell, (among Herbalists) the woody
husk , or cover of Nuts, and of Stones
in Fruit.
Shelter, a fafe Place againſt ill Weather ; Refuge , Protection .
Shelter one, toprotect, or defend
himTo
.
Shemmering, (0.) glimmering :
To Shend , (0.) to blame, to ſpoil.
eshent, ( 0.) a Barrow - Pig:
Shepen , ( 0.) fimple , fearful.
one that keeps, or looks
afShepherd,
ter Sheep.
+
Shepherds Bodkin, a ſort of Herb,
Shepherds- Needle , an Herb of great
Virtue in Pains of the Kidneys,
Shepherds - Purſe , an Herb good to
Itop all manner of Fluxes.
Shepſter, (0.) a Shepherd.
Sherber, a pleaſant Drink , much in
Requeſt among the Turks and Perſians.
Sheriff, (s.) a chief Officerappointed
yearly by the Queen in every Shire, or
County .
Sheriffalty or Shievalty , the Office
f, or the titne during which
ofa Sherif
held .
that ofce is
Sheriff
wick , the Juriſdiction of a
Sheriff
Sheriff- Iooth, an ancient Manner of
holding Land by the Service of providing
Entertainment
for the Sheriff,athis
County
or Courts.
- Turns,
an's -Craft
Sherm
or Sheernian's .
Craft, the Art of ſheering Worſteds,
Stamins
, and
. Sack , a kind of
Sterry
orFuftians
Sherry-
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Shifter , as A Notable Shifter, i.e. one
thatknowsallmanner of Shifts and ſubtil
Tricks,
Shifters, ( at Sea ) certain Men a-board
a Man of War, appointed to Shift or
Change the water in which the Proviſions
of Fleſh, or Fift are laid for ſome time.
Shifting , ( in Kent )
the Partition, or
Dividing of Land among Co-heirs.
Shiloh, ( H. Sent) a Name appropriated
in Holy Scripture to our Lordand Saviour
Jesus Chrift.
Shilling , an English Silver-Coin,
worth 12 d . A Scotch Shilling is equal to
one Penny Engliſh .
To Shimper, (S.C. ) to Nine.
Shingle, a' Lath of cleft Wood, to
cover Houſes with .
a ſort of S. Ana
Slingles, a Diſeaſe ,
thony's Fire.
Tax anciently laid
Slip -money , a
Cities, & c. of
upon the Ports, Towns ,
England.
Ship -wafi, a dangerous Shelf that lies
without Baudſey.
Shippen , (N. C.) a Cow -Houſe.
Slripper, ( D.) theMaſterorofDivaShip?
iſion of
Shtre , ( s .) a Portion , there are 40 in
Land of theſeDiviſions
England, and 12 in WalesU. nder -Sheriff, or
shtre- Clerk , an
cleft Wood : Ina
his Deputy.
in which the
Shiver, a piece of
ship, a little round wheel ,
r , to, orbrea
k , into
Shive
To of
Palley
runsShivers, or
a Block
Rope
Pieces ; alſo to take for
Cold , or Fear.
Shoad , the Tin - ſtones in
Corn-wall.
Blow , Diſaſter:
Sheaves of
Among
Husband-men
,
feveral
Shock,
, Onſet
k of Soap -Boxes ,
A Shoc
Canes, Woode
Corn
ſet together.

Wine brought from Xeres, a Town in
Spain .
Show , ' Appearance, Publick Sight ; Trays, de, is 6o in Number :
ToShock ,to claſh wist , so daſh agaiah ;
Pretence, or Colour.
to .
To Shew , to let ſee, to diſcover ; to to oppoſe,
Hair.
shode, or
) a buch of f
( 0.be.contrary
two hardiBoo
o
prove,
make
appear.
or
any Court, in Plaints fhew . dies that ſtrike one againſt the other with
Attachments
in
Shewing, ( in Law) is a being quit of
, the
Shole , a companyOE Fili ; Sholesare
ed and not avowed .
violence.
Shewt of Blond, an Evil in Beaſts,
ood Sholing, 1,1
whenthey
Bloud of
their Mouths.
Flatsand
Water. G
at Buckler
in the
yield ,caſt
a kind
convenien
; alſo Pro- alſo
a ſafe
tgoing in with the
Shibboleth, ( H.) an Ear of Corn .
holing,
S.T.)
as Browsthallow by
Water
when (the
Shore,
tection . or Defence.
y
hoober - mels , parc . Of a great Flar,
To Steve, (S. T.) to fall a - ſtern .
Degrees.
n
Shift, a Shirt, or Smock ; a Trick , or
Dow
BuW. , or Guns;
with
Shoot, a fhootingLeeDevice to eſcape, or get off.
which
begins below
grcar Pig
To Shift, to change one's Lodging ;
haa
to double or dodge, as wild Beaſts dowhen a young Sprout, or Bud ;
hunted ; alſo an old Word , for to beftow .
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shouldering -Piece, a Member in
has done Sucking : Among Hunters, a
Architecture, otherwiſe call’d a Bracket.
young Boar .
Shape or Scrape, ( C.) a Placebaited
To Shoot, to grow up as Plants do,
to fall like a Star ,to diſcharge Shot, & c. with Chaff, or Corn , to entice Birds.
Shrew or Shrew -Waiſt, a kind of
The Ballaſt of a Ship is ſaid To Shoot, when
it runs from one fide to the other.
Field -Mouſe, very miſchievous to Cattel.
a Wedge which whence Shrew is commonly taken for a
Shpoting-stick
Printers make uſe of to lock up the Pages Scold , or curft ill-natur'd Woman.
Sincwd, fubtil, cunning ; ſmart, witry.
in the Chace, or Frame.
Shift or Shriving, ( s.) a Confeſſion
Shop- lift or Shop-lifter, one that
StealsWares out of a Shop, under pretence of Sins made to a Priett.
of cheap'ning them .
To Shiek, to cry out, as one that is
Bhojage, a Dury paid for Goods brought murdering, or ſtruck with ſome ſadden
on Shore.
Fright.
Shore, a Tract of Land on the Sea
To Shriek or hike, (H. T.) to cry,
fide allo a Prop to Support any part of a or make a noiſe, as a Badger does at Rut
Building : In a Ship, Shores are pieces of ting-time.
shrimp, a ſmall Sea-Filh ; alſo a little
Timber ſet to bear up any others.
Shorling, the Fell, or Skin of a Shorn ſhort Fellow .
Shrine, a Caſe to hold the Relicks of
Sheep.
Short Accent, (in Gram .) ſhews that a Saint ; or a Place where Offerings and
the time of pronouncing a Syllable ought Prayers are made to fome Saint.
to be ſhort.
To Shivel, to Wrinkle, to run up in
Short- thank or Shopt-ſtart, a kind of Wrinkles, or Scrolls .
Apple.
Shode, the ſame as Shrew or Shrew
Shot , all ſorts of Bullets for Fire Arms ; mouſe.
Ślyove- Tide, the Time juſt before
alſo the reach of any Gun , as far as it can
Carry a Ball.
Lent, from the Saxon Word toShrive, i.e. to
Śhot of a Cable, (S. T.) is the faſten- confeſs ; becauſe our Anceſtours then us'd
ing of two Cables together, that a Ship may to confeſs their Sins , in order to a more ſtrict
ride ſafe in deep Waters.
keeping of the Lent-Faſt next enſuing.
Shot by the Board, when a Maſt, or
Shove: Tueſday, the Day before the
Yard is broken by the Enemies Shot.
firſt Dayof Lent.
Shot or Scot, a Reckoning, Club, or
Showd, a Cloth to wrap up a dead
Score in a Victualling-Houſe,
c. or the Body in.
Money paid for it.
Sahrownis, (in a Ship) thoſe great Ropes
Shond , a certain Magiſtrate among the that comefrom either ſide of all the Malts.
Turks.
To Showd, to cover, to ſhelter : In
Shoveler, a Fowl otherwiſe callid a Husbandry, to cut off the Head -branches of
Pelican.
a Tree ,
syub , a Dwarf - Tree, a little ſorry
Shoulder, a part of the Body : In
Archery , that part of an Arrow -head , Fellow .
To Shub one, to cudgel, or bang him
which a Man may feel with his Finger, be
fore it comes to the point,
foundly .
Shoulder-Pight, a Diſeaſe in Horſes,
To Shrug, to fhrink up the Shoulders.
whenthe pitch , orpoint of the Shoulder
To Shudder, to thiver, or ſhake with
diſplac'd
is
.
Çold , or upon ſome great Fright.
Shoulder=[plaiting or Shoulder-toin ,
To Shuffle, to mingle the Cards in
befalls a Horſe by ſome dangerous Slip, ſo any Game, to ſhift off, to dodge.
that the Shoulderparts from the Breaſt.
To Shunt, ( C.) to ſhove.
Shuttle, an Inſtrument us’d . by Wea
Shoulder-wrench, a Strain in a Horſe's
Shoulder.
vers.
shy , reſerved , coy .
Shouldered-Nead, a ſort of Arrow
Head between blunt and ſharp, made with . Stagonagra, (G.) the Gout in the
Shoulders.
Jaws.
Shouldering, (in Fortif.) a Retrench
Sib , ( S.) Kindred .
ment, or Work caft up for a Defence on
Saibyls, (G. God's Counſel) certain
one fide : Allo a ſquare Orillon, in the Virgin -Propheteſſes, among the ancient
Baſtions, near the Shoulder : Alſo a Demi- Heathens.
Seccity, (in Philos.) Drineſs.
Baſtion, confifting of one Face and Flank.
Sicery ,
Hhhh 2
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Sicery, ( N. C.) Surely.
Capricornus, so
ScorpPiſce
a,usand
io, Sagit
Sichetim or Sikettus, (0. L. ) a Sich , Libr
quari
s. tarius,
Sign mamial, the ſetting of one's
or fmall Current of Water that uſes to be
dry in the Summer.
d and Seal to a Writing
Siciliam or Sittliais, the fourth Han
To Sign , to Subſcribe,. or put one's
part of an Ounce ; two Drams: Alfo a Hand to.
Meaſure of Ground 20 Foot broad and
Signal, Notable, Special, Remarkable.
30 long.
Signal, a Sign or Token given for
A
Sick or Sike, ( N. C.) a little Water
the doing of any Thing ,
courſe that is dry in Summer.
To Signalize one's Shelf,to make him
Sickle, a toothed Reap.hook .
ſelf Famous by fome Signal Action .
Signature, Sign Manual, one's Hand
Siauit alias, a ſecond Writ fent out
where the firſt was not executed .
Printing , the parti.
: InAlpha
ſet to a Writiof
ngthe
bet fet at the
To Side, to be of a Side, or Party , to cular Letter
take part with.
bottom of the iſt 2d and 3d Pages of eve
Sides of Horn -works , Crown- ry Sheet : Among Naturalifts
part.
umocks, &c. (in Fortif.) are the Ram- Llance of a Plant, or Mineral, to
reſem
theany
pares and Breaſt -Works that encloſe them , of a Man ': Body.
from the Gorge to the Head.
Signe
fett ,inone
a Ring.
t, a Seal
Signe
of the Queen's
The Privy
Sideelays , ( H. T.) when Dogs are ſet in
the Way, to be let hip at a Deer as he Seals, with which her private Letters are
paſſes by
ſeal’d.
Clerk of the signet , an Officer wḥo
Stdes -men , certain Parish-Officers that
allift the Church- Wardens ,
Priv6C.
ing of Lette
the rs,
the keep
y- Signer, for
has
Galder , a Drink made of Apples.
the Seali
ng ofſuch
Sideratio, ( L. ) the blaſting of Trees, Signifer, ( L.)one thatcarries the Co
or Plants : Alſo a being Planet-ſtruck : lours, a Standard -bearer : Alſo the Zodiack
Among Surgeons, an entire Mortification Circle, ſo call’d , as having , or carrying the
of any Part of the Body .
Twelve Signs.
Significabít, a Writ iffuing out of the
Sibereal or Sidereau, belonging to
the Stars, ſtarry
Chanc
againi
Hands obfti
Man that
t aate
Sidlingt, ( 0.L.) Sidelings, Balkebetween natelyery
Excom
munic
40 Daysi, for the.
the Ridges of ploughed Lands.
up in Priſon . fignif
signihim
fican
Sief albim , a kind of Medicine for laying
cy , a being
icant,
the Eyes.
Significant, that fignifies or expreſſes
Siege, (M. T.)the encamping of an much , that is to the purpoſe.
Signification, meaning, Senſe.
Army before a Place deſign'd to be at.
tacked ,
Signi
Aftrol.)
( inremar
that
Sigillum , (L.) a little Image graven , fignifi
ſometor,
hing
es ficat
kablea Planet
in Nativ
i
or molten a Seal, or Print .
ties , & c.
Signify
cer
imply
berinetis
Sigillum
a
To.
, to mean , or
, Hermes's Seal,
1
a Chymical Term .
or give notice of, to
tain Senſe, to notify,
Sigla , Notes, or Characters, Letters ſet preſag
e, or be a Sign of.
for Words, Short-hand.
, (L.)
, Mark , or To
Sigmoidales, ( G. in Anat .) certain kenSign
Standa
Enlign.
rd , aor Sign
a um
Signum Pojbi, the Symptom of a
Valvesof the Pulmonary Artery, hap'd like
a Half -moon .
Diſeaſe.
Spike, (0.) fuch .
Sigmoides, the Proceſſes of the Bones,
A Sike, (C.) a Quillet, or Furrow .
whoſe Figure reſembles the Letter C. Alſo
To Sike, to figh.
the Three Valves of the Aorta, or great
Artery .
Sikerce,
, ( 0.)
Stlen
Sign, ( L.) Mark or Token , Foot-ſtep .
Ceffation of Noiſe, or of
(L.)ſure.
algeb ? aical Signs, certain particular Speaking ,
To Silence, to impoſe, or command
Marks'; thus to ſignifies more, or that the
Quantities between which it ſtands are to Silence , to ſuſpenda Church-man.
added
be
; as
is put tor leſs, which im .
Silent, that holds his Peace, or ſays no
plies Subtraction, & c.
affronomical or Celeſtial Signs, are thing ; quiet, ſtill.
Silence an-Uſher,
good ary,
kept in Court
Rule and
Silenti
the Twelve Signs of the Zodiack , viz . fees
who,
a. Gentlem
Aries , l'aurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, or elſewhere.
Siler,
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iler, ( L.) a Flint- Stone.
Similar right- lin'd figures, are ſuch
+ Biliceotis , belonging to Flint, Flinty. as have equal Angles, and the sides about
Siliqua, (among Herbalifs) the Seed- thoſe equal Angles proportional.
Similar Segments of a Circle , are
Veffel, Husk , or Shale of ſuch Plants as
are of the Pulſe-kind : Allo a Weight cal ſuch as contain equal Angles.
Similar Solid Numbers , are thoſe
leda Carac , of which fix make a Scruple.
whoſe little Cubes may be ſo ranked , as to
Alſo a Roman Coin , the fame as Ceratinm .
Siliqulous Seeds, thoſe that are pro- make Similar and Rectangular Parallelo
duc'd in Husks, or Cods, like Peaſe, & c.
pipeds.
Silk -Orals, a rare Plant in Virginia.
Similar Triangles, are ſuch as have
Silk -Throwder, one that winds, and all their three Angles reſpectively equal
ſpins, or throws Silk .
one to another.
Simile, a Similitude , or Parable.
Stllabub or S tllibub, a fort of Drink.
Siinilitude , Likeneſs , Reſemblance ,
Sillon , ( F.) a Bulk or Ridge of Land
tewixt two Furrows : In Fortification, a Compariſon : In Rhetorick , a form of
Work rais'd in the midft of a Mcat or Speech, wherein the Oratour compares one
Ditch .
thing with another,
Stlo, (L. P.T.) one that has a Noſe
$ imilitudinary, belonging to , or ex.
crooked upwards, or one that has hanging preſs’d by way of Similirude.
Eye-brows.
Simitar, Scimitar, or Cimetar, a
Silver, a Metal next in value to Gold . fort of broad Sword.
Silver -Buſh, a Plant, kept as a great
To simmer , to begin cò boil , to boil
Rar ty .
gently.
Simnel, a Cake or Bun , made of fine
Silver - ſickneſs or Stiper -quincy , is
when a Lawyer, brib'd by the other Party, Flower.
Simon , ( H. Obedient) a proper Name
feigns himſelf fick, or not able to ſpeak.
Silver -ſinith, one that makes all ſorts of Men.
of Silver and Gold - plate.
Simon , (for Cement ) a ſort of Compoe
Silver -lpoon Head, (in Archery) the fition .
Simontacal, belonging to , or done by
head of a ſort of Arrows reſembling the
Knobs of ſome Silver -Spoons.
Simony.
Silver- Weed, an Herb.
Simoniſt , one that is guilty of that
Silures , (L.) a Name anciently given Offence.
to the People of South -Wales.
Saimony, a Trade of Spiritual Things, as
Simarr, a Gown with long Sleeves, buying or ſelling of Church -Livings.
.
Women
worn by
To Dimper , to ſmile, or look plea
Simeon or Shimeon, (H.Hearing or fantly.
Obedience) the Patriarch Jacob's ſecond
Simple. ( L. ) pure , unmixt 3 plain,
void of Ornament; alſo downright, harm
Son by Leah.
Similar Arches or arks of a Cir = leſs, filly .
Simple Problein , (in Geom .) ' thar
cle, (in Geom .) ſuch as are like Parts of
the whole Circumference .
which is capable of but one Solution.
imple Duantities, (in Algebra) are
Simlar Bodies, (in Philos.) thoſe Bo
dies that have their Particles of the fame ſuch ashave but one Sign , whether Poſitive
kind and nature one with another.
or Negative.
Simples, Phyſical Herbs.
Similar turnbers or Plain Pams
Simplar or Simplift, one that has
bers, (in Arith.) are thoſe Numbers that
may be ranged into the form of Similar Re- skill in ſuch Simples.
Smpleton , a filly half-witted Perſon .
& angles , or Squares.
Similar Parts or Simple Parts,
Simpler Beneficium , (0. L.) a lefſer
(in Anat.) thoſe Parts of the Body that are Dignity in a Cathedralor Collegiate-Church ,
throughout of the ſame Nature and Frame ; a Sine-Cure.
as the Fleſh, Bones, Veins, c.
$ tmpler Juſticiarius, a Style ancient
Similar Polygons, (in Geom .) ſuch as ( ly us’d for a Puny Judge.
Simplicia, (L. P.T.) Simples, or Med
have their Angles ſeverally equal, and the
cines that are uncompounded .
Şides about thoſe Angles proportional.
Similar Rettangles, are thoſe that
Simplicity, Plainneſs, Singleneſs, plain
have their Sides about the equal Angles Dealing ; alſo Indiſcretion , Sillinefs.
Simpling, as To go a Simpling, i.e. to
proportional,
go into che Fields, to gather Phyſical Herbs.
Simula ,
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Sintlter Side or part of an Efaut
Simula, (0.L.) a Mancher, or White .
Loaf.
cheon ( in Heraldry) is the Left Side Part.
Similatton , Diffembling, Feigning, To Sink , to drive, or to ſettle to the
bottom , to fail, or faint.
Diſguiſe.
To Sink a Dęck , (S.T) to lay the
Sinapi, (G.) Şenvy -Seed, or Muſtard .
Strapiſmus, an outward Medicine Deck of a Ship lower than it was before.
Sinnet, a Line made of Rope-Yarn,
made of Muſtard, wild Radiſh , & c.
Sincere, honeſt, true-hearted ; plain, with which Ropes are uſually bound about
downright.
to keep them from Galling.
Sinonia , ( C. T.) the white glew of the
Sincerity, Uprightneſs, Honeſty.
Sinciput, (L :) the fore-part of the Head. Joynts.
Si non crines , a Writ of Aſſociation,
Dine or Right Sigit, ( in Geom .) a
Right Line, drawn from one end of an whereby if all in Commiſſion cannot meet
Arch or Angle, perpendicularly upon the at the Day appointed, it is allow'd , That
Diameter that paſſes thro' the other end of Two or more of them may finiſh the Bufi
the fame Arch .
neſs.
Gerled Sine of an arco or angle ,
Sinoper or Sinople, a Mineral, com
an Arch or Angle leſs than 90 Degrees; monly call'd Ruddle, or Red-lead.
teing that part of the Diameter which is
Sinuoſity, a being full of Turnings, or
comprehended between the Arch and the Windings.
Sinus, (L.) a Boſom ; a Guiphot
RightSine .
Sine Complement of an arch or great Bay of the Sea . In Geometry , a Right
Angle, is what thatArch or Angle wants Line calíd a Sine : In Anatomy, anyhol.
of 90 Degrees, or what it is greater than low Space, in, or between the veſſels of
90 Degrees,when it exceeds them .
an Animal Body : In Surgery, it is when
Sine allenlu Capituli, a Writ that lies the beginning of an Ulcer is narrow , and
for the Succeffour of a Dean, Difhop, Pre- the bottom large : Among Naturalifts,
bendary, óc. that diſpos'd of Landsholden thoſe Clefts, which are between the ſeveral
in right of his Houſe, without the Con- Strata, or Layers of the Earth, in Mines,
dc.
fent of the Chapter .
Sine Cara or Sine- enre, a Bene
Sinus moeningium , (in Anat.) certain
fice without Cure of Souls.
Cavities or hollow Parts in the Brain.
Bine Die, (L.L.T.) when Judgment is
Sinus DCtium , are thoſe cavities of
given againſt the Defendant, 'tis ſaid, Eat the Bones, which receive the Heads of a
ther
Bones.
inde fine Die .
Sinew -thrinking, an Evil incident to
Sion, (H. Drineſs) a Mountain in fu
daa .
Oxen , &c.
Sion -College, a College in London,
Single , simple, alone.
A Single, ( H. T.) the Tail of a Buck , founded by Thomas White, D. D. for the uſe
of theClergy of the City and Libertjes.
Gc.
Siphon , a Tap or Faucet: Allo a Tube
To Single out, to pick out, or ſer a -part
or Pipe, ſuch as are often us'd to draw off
from other Perſons or Things.
Singular, particular , ſpecial ; rare Liquors out of one Veſſel into another,
choice ; odd, or affected.
without raiſing the Lees or Dregs.
Singular frumber, (in Gram.) that
Si quis, ( L.) a Paper or Bill ſet up in
Number whereby a Noun Subſtantive is ſome open place, to proclaim any thing
apply'd to ſignify but one Perſon or that is loft, &c.
Sire, (0.) a Father; a Male Beaſt that
Thing
singularity, a being Singular, Un- engenders; as the Sire of a Colt, & c.
$t recognofcat, a Writ that lies for a
commonneſs, Excellency ; a particular Way ,
Creditor againſt his Debtor, who before
Affectedneſe.
Singultus, (L.) the Hickups.
the Sheriff in the County -Court has ac
Sinical Duadant, a Mathematical knowledged himſelf to owe his Creditor
Inſtrument, and us'd by Seamen to ſolve ſuch a Summ .
Sirens, certain fabulous Sea -Monſters
any Problem of Plain -Sailing.
Siniſter, untoward, unlucky, indirect, or Mermaids on the Coaſts of Sicily, who
unfair.
by ſinging us'd to allure Paſſengers on
Sinifter aſpect, (in Aſtrol.) an Appear- Shore, where they were robb’d and de
ance of Two Planets that happensaccord- livour'd. Whence is ſaid of a Woman , ha
ing to the Succeflion of the Signs.
ving a charming Voice, That she Sings like a
Siriais,
Siren .
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Sirtalts, a fault in Trees, when by exceſſive Heat, they are ſcorch'd and burnt :
Allo a Diſeaſe in Children, proceeding
from an Inflammation of the Brain,
Strtus, the Dog -ſtar .
Strones , a fort of Puſhes or Wheals
which ariſe in the Palms of the Hands and
Soles of the Feet.
Sirocco. ( 1.) the South - Eaſt Wind.
Siſkin, a Bird, the ſame as a Greenfinch.
Sit -faſt or Stick -falt, a Knob as hard
as a Horn, that grows in a Horſe's Skin .
Site or Scite, the Situation or ſtand
ing of any Territory, Place, or Building :
In Logick, that Predicament, which declares
a Subject to be ro, or ſo placed.
Sith, (0.) Since.
Sithčunoman , (s.) one that had che
Office to lead the Men of a Town, or
Parilh .
attis, (L. P.T.) Thirſt, Drought, or
Drineſs.
Sittem or Sethim , (H.) a ' certain
Wood growing in Judæa, chat never rots,
60.
Situate or Situated, ſeated .
Situation , the manner of being fitua
ted, Seat.
Sirain, ( M.T.) an Order of Battel for
Six Battalions.
Size, Proportion, Bigneſs, Length ; al
ſo a Compoſition made uſe of by Plaiſterers; or a kind of Paſte us'd by Shooma
kers : Alſo that glewiſh, oily Matter which
Painters in Diftemper mix with their Colours. Among the Scholars in the Univer
fity of Cambridge, a Size is ſo much Bread
or Beer ſet upon any of their Names in the
Buttery- Book, as amounts to the value of
a Farthing.
ToSize, to meaſure Poes, Vefſels, &c
to waſh or rub over with Size ; to Score as
Students do in the Buttery -Book of a College at Cambridge.
Stzeable, that is of a fit or conveni
ent Size.
Sizel, (in the Mint) the remainder of
theBars of Metal, after the round pieces
of Money have been cut our according to
their reſpective Sizes .
Stzer, a Cambridge-Scholar, of the low .
eſt Rank.
Sizieme, ( F.) a Sequence of Six Cards
at the Game of Picket .
Sizzing, (S. C.) Barm or Yeſt.
Skarfed, (s. T) when one piece ofTim.
ber is let and faften'd into another.
T. Skatch a Waiheel, to ſtop the Wheel
1a Cart, Waggon , &c. by putting a
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1 piece of Wood, a Stone, of ſuch like, un
der it.
Skeg , a kind of wild Plum : The Skeg
in ſome Ships is that ſlender Part of the
Keel, which is cut ſlanting and left a little
without the Stern-poſt.
Skegger, a kind of ſınall Salmon.
Skegger-Trout, a fort of Fiſh .
Skeleton , (G. in Anat.) a ſet of clean
ed and dried Bones of the dead Body of a
Man or other Living
Creature, artificially
joyn'd together in their natural Places and
Order .
Skeletta , (0. L. ) a little Bell for a
Church -fteeple.
Skellum , (D. ) a Rogue.
Skepe or Sasttle , ( C.) a ſort of Alat
and broad Basket to winnow Corn with .
Sktech, the firſt Draught of a Fancy,
eſpecially in Painting or Drawing.
To Sktech, to chalk out, to deſign .
Skew ; as, To look skew , or a -skow , to
ſquint, or leer,
Skevn , an Iriſh fhort Sword .
To Skld a waiheel, to ſtop the wheel
of a Coach or Cart with a Hook, at the
deſcent of a Hill.
Skiff or Shallop, the leſſer of the
Two Boats that belong to a Ship.
Skull, Capacity , Knowledge, Experi
rence .
Skilled, that has Skill, or is well ver
fed in .
Skink, a four-footed Serpent, a kind
of Land -Crocodile: Alſo a ſort of ſtrong
Scotch Potage.
Skinker , ( D.) a Butler, or Cup -bearer.
Skip, a Leap or Jump.
Sktp jack , a pitiful Fellow that skips
or ſcampers up and down.
Skipper, the Maſter of a Dutch Ship ;
alſo a common Seaman .
Skippolind, is the Dividend of a Laft of
Corn, laden in a Ship, and contains 300,
320 , 340 , and 400 Pounds.
Skirmiſh , a ſmall Encounter of a few
Men, when they fight in Confufion with
out obſerving Order.
To Skirmtio, to engage or fight after
ſuch a manner.
Skirret or Skirwort , a dainty
ftrengthning Root.
Skittiſh, jadiſh, or reſty, as ſome Hor
ſes are ; alſó humourſome, fantaſtical.
To Skue or walk skuing, to waddle,
to go fideling along.
Skute, ( D.) a little Boat.
Sky-lark , a ſinging Bird.
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Skyvenage, ( 0.8. ) the Precincts of
the Town of Calais in France, ſo calld
whilſt in the Poſſeſſion of the Engliſh.
Slab , a Puddle : Alſo the out-fide
fappy Plank fawn off from the ſides of
Timber.
Slabby, plaſhy, full of Dirt,
Slade, (S.O. Ř .) a long flat piece , or
flip of Ground.
of Iron.
Slag, the recrement, or droſs
Slam , the winning of all the Tricks at
Cards.
To Slander, to back -bite, or ſpeak
evil of.
Slanderous, apt to ſlander, or rail at.
Slank, lim , render ; alſo a kind of
Sea -weed.
To Slat on , ( N. C.) to caſt on, or data
againſt.
Slatch , ( S. T. ) when the middle part
of a Cable, or Rope hangs nack without the
Ship, the uſual Phraſe is, Hale up the Slatch
of the Cable , or Rope.
Slattern , a llattering Woman , i. e.
one that minds nothing, but leaves all at
random .
í Slay, (D.) an Inſtrument belonging to a
„Weaver's Loom .
To Slay, ( 0. ) to kill.
Sleave, a kind of Fiſh .
Sleaveo , as Sleaved Silk, i. e. fuch as
is wrought fit for Uſe .
Steazy, flight, or ill wrought, as ſome
forts of Linnen -Cloth are.
Sled or Sledge, a ſort of Carriage
without Wheels.
Sledge is alſo a great
Hammer with which Smiths beat out Iron
on the Anvil.
To Sleech, ( N. C.) to take up Water .
Sleeper , a Perſon that ſleeps.: Sleepers
are alſo thoſe Timbers which lie before and
behind in the bottom of a Ship.
Sleepy- vil, a Diſtemper in Swine.
To Sleer, to leer, or peer at.
Sleet, Rain and Snow falling together.
Sitoder , (0. ) Nippery , falling .
To Slide, to glide along, to ſlip .
Sliding- Rules or Scales, Mathematical Inſtruments to be us'd in Gauging,
Meaſuring, dc.
Slim , (in Lincoln- fhire) crafty, naugh
ty .
Slime, foft Mud ; alſo a clammy, or
glewiſh Humour.
Sliming, (in Falconry) a Hawk's mu
ting long-ways, in an entire Subſtance
without dropping any thing.
Sitmy, full of Slime , ropy ;
Sling , an inſtrument to throw Stones
with 3 alſo another fort us'd by Brewers
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to heave Veſſels out of a Dray : Allo a
Rope fattend into it ſelf at each end, and
making an Eye ſufficiently large, to receive
a Cask , or Pack , that is to be hoiſed up.
Slinging of the Pards, (S. P.
when the Yards are faſt bound aloft) tois
the Croſs -Tree, and to the Head of the
Maſt, by any Rope, or Chain .
Slisk, a caft Calf.
To Slink, to ſteal, or ſneak away.
Slip , a liding, a Fall, a Miftake : In
Husbandry, the rending, or pullingoff a
Sprig from a Branch .
To Sliver, to cut into Slivers, or chin
Slices.
Slocken , (O ) foftned .
Sincker or Slockſter, ( D.) one that
entices away other Mens Servants; a Kid
napper.
Sloe, a ſort of Wild Plum .
Sloe-worm , an Infect.
Sloop, a ſmall Sea- Velfel.?
Slops, a wide fort of Breeches worn
by Seamen.
Slot, ( H. T.) the view , or print of a
Stag's Foot in the Ground.
Sloth , Idlenefs ; alſo a Creature in
America , which creeps ſo flowly on the
Belly, that it ſcarce goes 100 Paces in 12
or is Days.
Slouch, a great lubberly Fellow ; a
meer Country -Bumpkin .
Sloveli, a nafty, beaſtly Fellow .
Slough , a deep and muddy Place, the
caft Skin of aSnake, the damp of a Coal
pit : alſo the Scar of a Wound, or a piece
of corrupt Fleſh cut outof a Sore.
Slough of a Wild Boar, the Soil, or
Mire , wherein he wallows, or the Place
in which he lies in the Day-time?
Slough Silver, a certain Rent here
tofore paid to the Castle of Wigmore, in.
ſtead of ſome Days-work in Harveſt.
Slouch, ( H. T.) as A Slouth of Bears,
i. e. a Company of thoſe Beaſts.
Slow in
otton ,(in Aftrol.) is when
a Planet's's daily Motion happens to be leſs
than its mean Motion .
To Slubber a Ching over , to do it
careleſly, or without due Application.
Skice, a Frame of wood ſet in a River
to keep out the Water ; a Vent, or Drain
for Water on Land.
Slug, a heavy fort of great Gun », of
a kind of shot for a Gun ; alſo a Ship that
fails heavily .
Shug or Slug -Snail, a Dew - fnail thar
has no Shell.
To Slur, to fail, or dawb, to beſparter.
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Shith hound, a Dog in Scotland that
has an exquiſite Senſe of Smelling.
S mack, Taſte , Reliſh, Smartering ; an
eager Kifs ; alſo a ſmall light Sea -Veffel.
Smackering, a longing for, or being
deſirous of
Smaka, ( 0. L.) a Smack , or little
Ship.
Small Craft, (S. T.) all ſuch Lines,
Ners and Hooks, as ſerve to catch Fith ; al
ſo all manner of ſmall Veſſels ; as Catches,
Hoys, Gc.
Small ptece, a Scotch Coin,'worth Two
: Pence Farthing Engliſh.
Small Por, an infe & ious Diſeaſe.
Smallage, a wholeſome Pot-Herb.
Smalt, akind of Blew Powder-Colour.
Smart, quick, violent, brisk, witry ;
alſo ſharp rain, as of a Wound, or Sore.
To Smartie away , (N.C.) to waſte
away.
Smatterer , one that has ſome ſmatch
of Learning ,
Smattering, a ſuperficial, or light
Knowledge.
Smedis, (G.) Fullers-Earth .
Smegma, (G.) Soap, or any thing that
{cours; a Waſh -ball.
Smegmattck , belonging to Soap,
Soapy.
Smelt, a ſmall Sea-fiſh.
To Smelt, to melt Metal in the Oar,
in a particular Furnace, callid The ſmel
ting -Furnace .
Smeth, a certain Ointment to take away
the Hair
To Smicker, to look amorouſly, or
wantonly .
Smired (S. ) anoinred.
To Smtrk , to ſmile, or look pleaſant,
To Smite, to Atrike, or hit : In Fals
conry, a Hawk is ſaid To Smite or Snite,
when ſhe wipes her Beak after Feeding.
Smithy, a Smith's Shop, or Forge.
Smiting -Line, (in a ship ) a ſmall
Rope made faſt to the Miſſen Yard -arm ,
which ſerves to looſe the Miffen Şail with
out ſtriking down the Yard .
Smoke farthings, a certain Yearly
Rent herecofore paid for the Cuſtomary
Dues offer'd by the Inhabitants of a Dio .
ceſs at Whi!fontide.
SmokesSilver or Smoke- penny ,
Money paid to the Miniſters of ſeveral Pa
riſhes inſtead of Tithe-wood .
Smoterlich, (0.) Snout- fair.
Smig , ſpruce , neat.
To Smig one's ſelf up, ' to trim , to
fer one's ſelfoff to the beſt Advantage.
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To Smuggle Goods, to run them a
Thore , or bring them in by ſtealth, without
paying the Cuſtom .
Smut, the Soot of a Chimney : Allo
a Dileaſe in Corn.
Snack , Share.
Snacket, a kind of Haſp for Caſeo
ments,
Snaffle, a ſort of Bit for a Horſe.
Snag, a knot, Knob , or Bunch : In
Suſſex, a Snail.
Snail, an InſeA very hurtful to Wall
fruit, and Garden-plants.
Snatt- Elover , a kind of Graſs.
Snake, a ſort of Serpent.
Snake- eater , an American Bird .
Snake-weed, an Herb.
Snap, a kind of Noiſe ; alſo a Morſel :
or Bit ; alſo a kind of fiſhing for Pike.
To Snap , to break , to catch ; to ſnub ,
or ſpeak roughly .
Snap - Diagoli, a Flower ; alſo a fort
of Snort .
Snap -haunce , a Fire-lock , a Gun that
ftr kes Fire without a Match.
Snappily , furly, rude, crabbed .
Snare, a Gin , or Trap to catch Birds,
or Beaſts : Alſo a Wire -gin , or Stall-net to
take
Snart, to grin like a Dog ; alſo to
ToFiſh.
be intangled , as a Skain of Thread, or
Silk mav be.
To Snatch or Snatch away, to
catch ſuddenly , to wreft, or take away
eagerly by force.
Snatch -Block, (in a Ship ), a great
Block, orPulley, having a Notch cut thro"
one of its Cheeks, for the more ready
receiving in of any. Rope.
Sanead, Sneath or Sneed, ( C.) the
Handle of a Scithe.
To Sneak, to lurk about, to creep up
and down pitifully .
Sneaks or Sneaksby, a ſneaking
forry Fellow .
To Sneer, to laugh fooliſhly,or ſcorn
fully.
Sneezing-wort, an Herb .
Snet, (H.T.) the Fat of all ſorts of
Deer.
To Snicker or Snigger, to laugh in
one . Sleeve,
Snipe, a fort of Fowl.
Gnite , a Bird otherwiſe callid a Rail.
Sntthe Wind, (in Lincoln-Shire) a cuc
cing Wind .
Snitting , a Term us'd when a Hawk
does as it were ſneeze.
Snodde, (0.R.) a linooth roll, or bota
tom of Thread , Silk , &c.
Το
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To Snook, to lie lurking for a thing.
Snow - Drops, a Flower.
To $ nub one , to take one up ſharply ,
to keep under, or in ſubje&tion.
Sniuge, an old Curmudgeon, or cloſefifted Fellow.
To Snudge along, to go like a Snudge,
or one whole Head is fullof Buſineſs.
To Smuffle, to ſpeak in the Noſe.
Smurl, a Rheumin the Head.
Smut-noſed, that has a fat Noſe.
boxin , (W.C.) an Horſe -load.
Sober, (L.) temperate,moderate ; grave,
modeft.
Sobriety or Soberneſs, Temperance,
Moderation , prudent Carriage .
Sol , (0.L.T.) a Power, or Liberty of
Juriſdiction.
Soca , (L.L.T.) a Seigniory, or Lordſhip
endowed with Liberty of holding a Court
of Tenants callid Socmen .
Socage or Soccage, ( F.) a Tenure of
Lands, by inferiour Husbandry Services to
be performed to the Lord of the Fee.
Socager, Sockman or Sokeman , a
Tenant chat holds Lands, & c. by Socage.
Soctable, (L.) that delights in , or is
fit for Company, or Converſation .
Soctety, Company, Converſation, Fel
lowship: Allo a Company of ſeveral Per.
fons joyn'd cogether for ſome common Intereft,
The Royal Society, a Fellowſhip of
Noble, Learned and Ingenious Men , founded by K. Charles II. under the Name of
the Prefident, Council, and Fellows of the
Royal Society of London, for improving Natural Knowledge.
Socinianiſm , the Principles and Opinions of the Socinians.
Socinians, an Heretical Sect that deny
theDivinity of the Son of Gnd .
Socket , part of a Candleſtick ; alſo a
piece of metal at the bottom of a Pike,
Halbard , & c. Sockets, in a Ship, are the
Holes, which the Iron -pins of the Guns,
call’d Murdering -pieces are let into.
Sormeni, ( S. ) a ſort of Tenants that
till'd the Inland, or peculiar Demeans of
their Lord : But after the Conqueſt, thoſe
whe held by no fervile Tenure, but paid
their Rent as a Soke, or Sign of Freedom .
Socna, (S.) a Privilege, or Liberty,
and Franchiſe.
Socome, ( L. T.) a Cuftom of grinding
ar the Lord's Mill.
Socque, ( F. ) a Sandal , or wooden
Sheoe, worn by theFriers, call'd Recollects.
Sobalttó , Fellowship, Society ,
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Sodom , ( H.) one of the Five Cities in
the Holy Land, which were utterly deftroy'd
by Fire from Heaven.
SodomsApples, certain Apples that
grow in thoſe Parts, and appear very fair
to the Eye ; but crumble away at the firſt
Touch .
Dodomtte, one that commits Sodomy,
a Buggerer.
Sodomtttcal, belonging to that heinous
Crime.
Sodomy, Buggery , a Sin of the Fleth
againſt Nature, which was notoriouſly
committed by the Inhabitants of Sodom .
Sofa , a kind of Alcove much us'd in
the Eaſtern Countries.
Sofers, a certain Sect of Paritans a
mong the Turks.
Soul, Ground conſidered with reſpect
to itsQuality , or Situation : Among Hun
ters, the Mire, in which a Wild Boar wal
lows.
To Lake Sotl, to run into the Wa.
ter, as á Deer does when cloſe purſued .
To Sotl, to dung, or muck ; to dirty,
or foul.
To Sojotirn , ( F. ) " to tarry , ſtay , or
continue for ſome time in a Place.
Gott fatt Comme il eft Delire, ( F, ler
it be done as it is deared) a Form usd
when the Queen gives her Royal Affent to
a private Bill, preferred in Parliament.
Soka or Soke, (S. L. T.) the Privi.
lege of Tenants, excus'd from Cuſtomary
Impolitions: Alſo the Territory in which
the Chief Lord exercis'd his Liberty of
keeping Courts, Go,
Coke-reeve, the Rent-gatherer in the
Lord's Soke.
To Soke, to ſteep.
Gokemanry , the Free Tenure , or
holding of Land by Socage.
Soker ; as, An old Soker, i, e, a lufty
Toper or hard Drinker,
Sol, (L.) the Sun : Among Chymifts,
Gold , and in Heraldry, the Gold-Colour
in the Coats of Soveraign Princes.
Solace, Conſolation,Comfort, Delight.
To Solace, to afford Solace , or Com .
fort, to recreate one's Self.
šolachs, the Soldiersof the Grand is
Seignior's Foor-guards.
Solzits, ( L. in Anat .) a Muſcle that
helps to ſtretch out the Foor.
Solander, a Horſe- Diſeaſe .
Solar, belonging to the Sun.
Solar Dear, is either Tropical, or Si 2
dereal:The former isthat ſpace of Time
which the Sun takes up in paſſing thro' che
Zodiack . And the Sidercalor Aſtral lear,
is
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Solido, (L.) as A Bond in Solido, i.e.
is the Space the Sun employs in coming
back to any particular fixed Scar.
a Bond or Writing Obligatory for the
Solarium , (L.) a Sun- dial ; alſo a Ter. Whole .
rac -Walk : In ancient Writers, an upper
Solidum , the whole, the Full and
Room or Garret.
Whole; alſo the Weight of Four Scruples
Soldan, a Mahometan Prince ; as, The among the Ancients,
Solidus, a Shilling.
Soldan of Egypt.
Soltfidan , one that holds Faith only
Solder orSoder , a kind of Compofio
tion u.'d by Plummers, Silver-Smiths, & c. without Works, as neceſſary to Salvation .
To Solder, to joyn, or faften with
Soliloqny, a diſcourting, or meditating
alone with one's felf.,
Solder
Soloter, (F.) one that ſerves in the
Solitary, loneſome,retired , unfrequent
Wars for a certain Pay. In America, a ed ; alſo that loves to be alone.
kind of Snail with a Foot like a Crab's
Solitary Sparrow , a Bird ſo call'd
Claw .
from its delighting in bye uninhabited
Solotery, che Militia, or Body of Sol. Places.
Solitude , a fölitary or uninhabited
diers.
Place ; alſo a Retirement, or folitary Life.
Sole, only or alone.
Sole Tenant, (L.T ) a Man that holds
Gollar or Solar , an upper Room of a
Land in his own Righr, without any other Houſe .
To Sollictt, to importune, or preſs ;
joined.
Solectím , ( G. ) an impropriety of to entice, or egg on ; to proſecure a Buli
Speech contrary to the Grammar -Rules.
neſs.
Solltcitation , Motion , Inducement
Solemn, ( L. ) performed with great
the folliciting, or proſecuting of a Buli
Pomp or Stare ; authentick , effectual.
neſs.
Solemnity, a ſolemn Action.
Solemnization , the Act of Solemni
Sollicitour, one that Sollicits: In Law ,
a
Perſon employ'd to follow and take care
zing.
To Solemnize, to do, or ſet forth af- of Suits.
Sollicitous, full of Care and Fear ;
ter a ſolemn manner.
Solen , ( G.) the Sheath or Raſor- fish : troubled , or much concerned about a
Alſo a Surgeon's Frame in which a broken Thing.
Sollicitude, carking Care, great Trou
Leg or Thigh is placed .
Solid , ( L. ) mallive, firm ; real, fub ble .
Solomon , ( H. Peaceable ) K. David's
ftantial.
ASolid, (inGecm .) a Magnitude, that Son, and his Succeffour in the Kingdom .
Soloinan's Seal, an Herb .
has three Dimenſions, viz . Length , Breadth
Sols or Souls , a French Coin equal to
and Thickneſs.
Soltd angle, an Angle made by the
Farthings of Engliſe Money.
Meeting of three or more Planes, andthoſe 3
Sollice, (L. in Aſtron .) the Time when
Point.
'
a
in
joyning
Solid numbers, are thoſe that ariſe the Sun being come to either of the Tropi
from the Multiplication of aplainNumber cal Points is got fartheſt from the Equa
tor 3 and there ſeems for ſome Days to be
by any others.
Solid problem , one that cannot be at a ftand.
Geometrically ſolved but by the Inter
The Eftipal or Suinmer. Solltce,( in
ſection of a Circle and a Conick Section
NorthernCountries) iswhen the Sun ent'r
or by the Interfe& ion of two other Çonicking the Tropick of Cancer on June 11,
makes the longeſt Day and the ſhorteſt
Sections beſides the Circle,
Solipata , (0.L.) the Hire or Pay of Night.
The hyemal or Winter Solſtice, hap
a Soldier.
+ Soltdation , a making ſolid or firm . pens on December 11 , when the Sun comes
Solidity, Firmneſs, Soundneſs , Mali- tothe Tropick of Capricorn ; theDay be
neſs. In Philosoply, 'tis a Quality of a Naing at that time ſhorteſt, and the Night at
tural Body oppoſed to Fluidity.in Archi- the longeſt.
Solſtictal, belonging to the Soltices.
te&ture, the choice of a good Foundation,
Solvable , that may be reſolved, or exe
and round Materials to work with .
Soltdity of a BODY,( in Geom .) is the plained ;, allo that is able to pay,
Soluble, looſe, or apt togo to Stools
number of little determinate ſolid Meaſures
that are contained in it,
Soluble,
Iiii a
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Soluble Lartar, a kind of Salt Chy
Sopojative or Sopoztferous, bring
mically prepar’d by boiling Cream of Taring , or procuring Sleep .
tar with fixed Salt of Tartar .
Sob - apple , the Service-berry, a Fruit.
Sorbonilt, a Divine belonging to the
To Solve, to reſolve, or decide .
Solvendo efle, a Law - Term , fignify , College of Sorbonne.
wherewit
h to pay, or
ing that à Man has
Sorbonine, a famous Society, or Corpo
as we ſay,is a Perſon Solvent.
ration of Doctors of Divinity in the Uni
Solvent, ic. T.) a Corroſive Liquor that verſity of Paris ; founded by the French
will diffolve Bodies.
King St. Lewis and Ralph de Sorbonne his
Solutio Chyinica, (L.) is a reſolving Confeffour.
Sorbonnique, an Ad of Divinity, fo
any MixtBody into its Chymical Principles.
Solutie Continui, (in Surgery) a dila calld, becauſe 'tis always kept in the Hall
ſolving of the Unity and Continuity of of the Sorbonne.
Sorceret, one that uſes Witch -craft, a
the Parts of the Body, as in Wounds, Ul
cers, dc.
Magician, or Inchanter.
Solution , the unfolding, or explain
Sorcereſs, a Witch , or Hag .
ing of any Queſtion propos'd.
Socery , a kind of Witch -craft, or In
chantme
Solutione feodi militis parltainenti,
nt.
Burgenli
Palia
Solutio
Sordet
or Sozdine, ( F.) à little Pipe
feodi
s
ne
&
the Mouth of a Trumpet, to make
into
Knightsof
put
the
mentt, areWritswhereby
Shire and Burgeſſes ſummon'd to Parlia- it found lower.
ment, may recover their Allowance.
Sordid, ( L.) foul, filthy ; bafe , mean ;
Solutive , that loofens the Belly.
niggardly , pitiful.
Somnambulo, (L.) one that walks in
A Sore, an Ulcer or wound, that is
his Sleep .
raw, or painful : Allo a Male Deer from
Somnifera , Medicines that bring , or Four Years old.
cauſe neep .
ge, (in Falconry ) the Firſt Year
Somnolentia Contiinia , a conſtant ofSoresa
every Hawki
Drowſineſs, or Inclination to Sleep.
ſo call’d from the
Sore-Hawk, a Hawk
Sonnet , a ſort of Italian Poem .
Firſt taking her from the, Eiry, till ſhe has
Sonorous, (L ) founding, or making a caſt her Feathers.
loud Noiſe .
Sorel, a Male fallow Deer of Three
Soop, Potage after the French Way.
Years old.
Sope- wort , an Herb .
Sozing, the Fooring of a Hare, when
Soph, a Word us'd at Cambridge for the is in an open Field.
Sophister .
Sozites , (G. in Logick ) a kind of Ar.
Sopht, ( A. Pure and Holy ) a Title gi- gument, or imperfe & Syllogifm , confift.
ven to the Supreme Monarch of Perſia.
ing of ſeveral Propofitions heaped up toge
Sophta , (G , Wiſdom ) a Proper Name ther .
of Women .
Soprance, any Diſeaſe, or Sore that
Sophia Chirurgojumn, the Herb Flix- happens to Horſes.
weed us'd by Surgeons in Plaiſters.
Soure , a cooling Sallet-Herb. Alſo a
Sophiſm . a cunning ſhifting Argument dark reddith Colour in Horſes,
Sorrow , an uneaſineſs of the Mind up
or Speech : In Logick , 'tis when a Syllo
giſm is not duely framed,
on the Thought of a Good loft, or on the
Sophifter ,a ſubtil cavilling Diſputer . Senſe of a preſent Evil.
Sorry, that grieves, or is much con
Alſo a young Student in the Univerſity of
Cambridge.
cern'd ; alſo pitiful, or paltry .
Sois, ( L.) Lot, Chance, Hazard : In
Sophiſtical, belonging to a Sophiſm ,
captious, deceitful.
old Records, the Principal Money lent upon
Sophiſti
To
cate , to debaſe, corrupc, or Uſury.
ſpoil Liquors, &c.
Soft of Fallances , is Four Dozen in
Sophiſtication , an adulterating , or fal- Number ,
fifying.
Sorting -Kerftes, a kind of Cloth.
Sous acctpiter , ( 0. L. ) a Sor, or
Sophiftry , the Art of circumventing,
or deceiving by falſe Arguments.
Sore.hawk.
Sophronta , (G. prudent and temperate)
Sop, a kind of Mineral.
a Chriſtian Name of Women .
Qoztile
Sopojal artertes , (L. in Anat.) the Sorcery
. ge , a Sooch -faying by Lon ;
Carotid Arteries , which if ricd , immedi
ately incline the Perſon to Sleep.
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Snow -bread ,an Herb .
Softrum , (G.) a Phyſician's Fee for cu
Sow - Chtitle or hares - Lettice an
ring of a Patient.
Sot, one that is void of Wit or Senſe; Herb.
Solvlegrobe , an old Name of the
a blockih dull Fellow .
Month February.
Sote, (0.) Sweet.
Sowne, (in the Exchequer) Eftreats that
Sochale, an Entertainment, heretofore
made by Bailiffs to thoſe of their Hundred Soxone, are ſuch as the Sheriff may gacher ;
and Eſtreats that Sodne not, are thoſe that
for Gain .
he cannot get.
Sothfalt, (S.) true, faithful.
Sorce , a ſort of Pickle for a Collar of
Sowter , (0.) a Shoomaker, or Cobler .
Space, (L.) diſtance either of Time of
Brawn, Pork, doc.
Soveraign or Sovereign, abſolute, Place : In Philosophy, Diſtance conſidered e.
ſupreme, chief, excellent in its kind.
very Way, whether there be any folid Mar.
A Severaign , an abſolute Monarch or ter in it or not.
Spactous, that is of a large Extent ;
Prince ; alſo a Gold -Coin , Current at
broad , wride.
22 s, 6 d. in i Hen , 8 .
Spade, one that is gelded, either Man
Soveratgnty, the State or Quality of
or Beaſt ; alſo a Deer of Three Years.
a Soveraign Prince; ſupreme Power .
Sp.de or pitter , a Tool to dig the
Soulack, a great Officer among the
Ground with : Cutting- Spade, a Tool to , Cw
Turks.
Soulefceat, (S.) a Legacy which our Hay -reeks or Corn -mows.
Anceftours uſually bequeacli'd at their Death
Spadters, Labourers that dig in the
Mines in Cornwall,
to the Pariſh - Prieſt.
Spagirical or Spagtrick , belonging
Sound , entire, whole, healthy, diſcreet,
to Chymiſtry, Chymical.
folid .
$ pagtrick Art, the Art of Chemiſtry.
Sound, the Object of Hearing. In
Spagiritt, one that profeffes or pradi
Geography, a Sound is any great Inlet of the
Sea, between Two Head-Lands , where res Chymiſtry.
Spalt, a Turkiſh Horſe -man complearly
there is no Paffage thorough.
The Sound , the Straight of the Baltick Armed.
paid or apayed , (H. T.) a Red Male
Sea , between Denmark and Sweden .
Saind or Sounder ,(H. T.) an Herd Deer of Three Years old.
Spalls, Chips of Wood.
of Swine.
To Sound, to yield a Sound or Noiſe ;
Span , a Meaſure concaining Three
to try the Depth of the Water in the Sea ; Handfuls, or Nine Inches.
Spancet, (N. C.) a Rope to tie a Cow's
to Pump, or Sift one.
To sound the Pump, (in a Ship) is hind Legs.
Spangle, a ſmall round thin piece of
to put down a ſmall Line, with ſomething
that is weïghty, to know what Depth of Metal.
Sjangled , cover'd or ſet off with
Water there isin the Pump.
Sounding - Linc, a Line above 20 Fa- Spangles .
thom long, by means of which the Depth
Spaniel, a ſort of Dog.
of the Water may be found even when
Spaniſh, belonging to the Country of
the Ship is under Sai).
Spain .
Sourte , ( F.) the Head of Spring of a
Spaniſh Pick - tooth , an Herb .
River : Alſo the Root, Cauſe, or Original
Bpanti Trefoil, a kind of Grafs.
Spaniſo Wooll, Wooll coloured red by
of a Thing.
To Sourd, (0.) to ariſe or proceed.
a particular Art practiſed in Spain ; and
much us'd by Women to beautify the Face.
Sous, a French Penny.
Source, (F. in Cookery) a kind of Jelly,
Spanking, ſpruce, fine, jolly.
Spanner, the Cock of a Carbine, or
made of Hogs-Ears and Feet boiled .
soule, ( C.) the Offal of Swine.
Fuſee.
Soutage, courſe Cloth, or Bagging for
Spar, a Bar of Wood ; alſo Mulcovy.
Hops, & c. Allo a Tax of 40 s, heretofore glaſs : Spars are alſo the Spokes of a Spin
ning-wheel ; alſo certain Scones like Gems .
laid upon every Knight's Fee.
Southern - Wood, an ever-green Herb. found in Lead -mines.
Spar-hawk or Sparrowhawk, a
Snow , a Female Swine ; alſo a kind of
Inſect : Alſo a great Lump of melted Iron kind of ſhort-winged Hawk,
or Lead : Alſo a large Tub with two fare ,
Spas
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Sparables or Spacrow - Wills, ſmall
Spavín , a ſwelling, or ſtiffneſs in the
Iron. nails, which Country-Prople wear in Ham of a Horſe.
their Shooes.
Spaws, are Springs of Water, that
Sparadjapum , (G.) a piece of Linnen- paſs thro ' Mines or Minerals, or receive
cloth dipt on both sides in a thick Ointo their Tin &ture .
ment, or melted Plaifter.
Speaker of the Parlament, an Offi
Spare, thin , lean ; alſo that is fpared, cer in that High Court, who is, as it were,
the common Mouth of the reft .
or ſaved .
1 To pare, to ſave, to husband, to fa
Speal, (N.C.) a Splinter.
vour, to forgive, to pardon.
Spechtor Speight, a kind of Bird .
Special, (L.) ſingular, particular, ex:
To pare a Game-cock , is to breath
cellent.
him , to embolden him to fight .
siecialty, ( L.T.) a Bond, Bill, or fuck
Śpare-Deck or spare- Deck , the
like Deed under Hand and Seal.
uppermoſt Deck in ſome great Ships.
Species, kind, ſort, Money or Coin
Sparganofis, ( G.) a Gretching of the
Breaſts occafioned by too great abundance of paid in Tale ; allo Images, or Repreſenta
tions of Obje& s: In Logick , one of the
Milk .
Sparing, (among Cock -mafters) is when Five Predicables. In Metaphyſicks, an Idea,
they fight a Coek with another to breath that relates to another more general one.
him , but pur Hots on their Spurs that they In Pharmacy, the fimple Ingredients, que
may not hurt one anocher.
of which Compound Medicines are made :
park, a very ſmall part of Fice : Allo Allo certain Aromatick purging Powders.
In Algebra, thoſe Letters, Characters, or
a brisk young Gallant, or Lover.
Marks, which repreſent the Quantities in
Sparkih ,ſpruce, fine, genteel.
To Sparkle, to caft forth ſparks of any Equitation , or Demonftration.
Cuifible- Species, are thoſe fine fuper
Fire, to glance with the Eyes ; to ſend
forth (mall Bubbles, as ftrong wine does inficial Images of Bodies, which che Light
a Glaſs.
produces in our Eyes.
Sparrow , a well known Bird .
Specification , an exprefling, or decla
Sparrowhawk, a very good Hawk ring.
her kind.
Specifical or Specifick , ſpecial, par:
Sparrow - net, a Net chiefly us’d to de- ticular.
ſtroy Sparrows or other 'Birds chat lie abour 1 Specifick Gravity, (in Philof.) is the
Gardens and Orchards.
peculiar Gravity or Weight, that any Spe.
Sparth, (0.) a double Ax or Spear.
cies of Natural Bodies have, ſo asto di
Spalmatick , troubled with the Cramp. Itinguiſh them from all ozber Bodies of
Spaſmodica, Medicines againft Convul- diferent kinds.
fions,
A Specifick or A Specifick Media
Spalmologia, a Diſcourſe, or Treatiſe cine, a Remedy that has a peculiar Virtue
againſt ſome Diſeaſe.
of Convullions.
To specify, to particularize, to men.
Spalmus, a Diſeaſe, call’d the Cramp.
Spaſmus Cynicus or Cantna Con tion in expreſs Terms.
vulfio, the Dogócramp :
Spectllum , ( L.) a little Looking-glaſs;
Spat,the Spawn ofOiſters; alſo a kind alſoae.Surgeon's Inſtrumert commonly called
Prob
a
of Mineral Seone.
Specimen , an Eflay , or Proof ; a Mo.
Spate Placitum , (0.L.) Pleas of the
Sword , or a Court -Martial, for the ſpeedy del, or Pattern .
Specious , fairin Appearance , feeming:
Execution of Juſtice upon Military Offen
ly juſt and allowable.
ders,
especious Algebra, the Modern lige
patha, (G.) a two -handed Sword, a
Skimmer or Ladle : Allo an Inftrument to bra practiſed by Species or Letters of che
Alphabet.
take up Conſerves, Electuaries, &c.
Spathrila or Spatula, a Spattle or
Spectacle, a publick Shew or Sight.
Slice, with which Surgeons ſpread their
Spettatoz , a Beholder, or Looker on .
Salves and Plaifters : Airo a wooden In
spedatreſs, a Femalé Beholder.
Atrument us'd by Confectioners co ftir Sy.
Spectre , a frightful Apparicion , a
FUP , OC,
Ghoſt, or Spirit.
Spatter- dalhes or Spattersplahes, a
To Speculate, so obſerve, or view ;
ſort of light Boots.
to conſider ſeriouly,
Spatiling- Poppey , a Flower,
Spect ,
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Speculation , the Act of Speculating,
contemplating, & c. an Expial, a Notion :
allo' the Theory, or ſtudy of an Art, or
Science without regard to the Practice.
Speculative, belonging to Speculation,
apt to ſpeculate.
Spealnm , (L.) a Looking -glaſs : Alſo
a Table framed by Aſtrologers, after they
have erected the figure of a Nativity .
Speculum matricis, a Surgeon's In
ftrument to open the Womb,
Speculum Danli, the Apple, or Ball of
the Eye.
Speculum Dite, an Inſtrument to
ſcrew up the Mouth.
Speed , Halte, Diſpatch : Allo a Di.
ſtemper that takes young Cactel in the hinder Parts.
Sseedwell, an Herb.
Speeks or Spikes, great and long
Iron-nails with fac Heads, us’d in many
Parts of a ship.
Spcektng hp of the Did'nance, is
when a Coin is faften'd with thoſe Nails,
cloſe to the Breech of the Carriages of the
great Guns
Speil, (S.) a ſort of Charm to drive
away a Diſeaſe.
To Do a Spell, (S. P.) to do any
Work by Turns, for a ſhort time, and then
leave it.
To Sfell, co name, or write down the
Letters of a Syllable, or Word : Among
Seamen , to let go the Sheats and Bowlinge
of a Sail, & c .
Spell the MF iften, i. e. take in the
Miffen -Sail, and peek it up.
Spelt, a kind of Corn.
Spelter, a ſort of imperfect Metal.
To Spend , to lay out, to conſume, or
wafte, to paſs away time : Among Mariners, when a Ship’s Maft, or Yard is
broken down, they ſay, It is ſpent.
Spending themouth, is the ſame in
Hounds as barking in other Dogs.
Sperage or Aſparagus, a well known
Plant.
Sperma, (0.) Sperm , the Seed of any
Living -Creature , the Spawn in Filhes.
Sperma Ceti, an oily Subſtance drawn
from the Brains of large Whales, and
well purified ; an excellent Remedy in feveral Diſeaſes.
Spermattcal or Spermatick , belong
ing to , or fullof Sperm .
Spermatick Parts and Ceflets, (in
Anat .) are thoſe Arreries and Veins, which
convey the Blood to the Teſticles; alſo thoſe
Veffcls thro' which the Seed paſſes.
To Spermatize, to throw out Sperm .
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Spermatocele, a Rupture caus'd by the
drawing together of the Vefſels that dit
charge the emen.
Sphacelifmus, ( in Surgery) the gan
greening, or corrupting of any Part of the
Body ; alſo the blaſting of Trees.
Sphacelns, a perfect Mortification of a
Part, when the Native Heat is wholly er
tinguish'd , and all Senſe taken away.
Sphagitides, ( in Anat. ) the Jugular
Veins.
Sphenotdalis Sutura, ( in Anat) a
Seam in the Scull, that ſurrounds the
Bone nam'd Os Sphenoides.
Spbenoides, the Wedge-like Bone, a
Bone of the Cranium , common both to the
Scull and upper Jaw .
Sphenopalatims, a Muſcle of the
Gargareon, which ariſes from a Proceſs of
the OsSphenoides.
Sphenoplaryngälls, a pair of Muſa
cles that take riſe from the inner Wing of
the Os Sphenoides,and paſsinto the Gullet.
Sphere, any folid round Body, which
according to Geometrical Rules, is made bị
the turning a Semi circle about its Diameter.
In Aſtronomy, the whole Frame of the
World, as being of a round Figure.
A Right or Dtrett Spyere, is when
both the Poles of the World are in the Hos
rizon, and the Equinoctial paſſes thro ' the
Zenith, fo that the Equator and all its Pa.
raliels make right Angles with the Horizon .
An Dbltqne Sphere, is when the
Axis of it inclines obliguely to one of the
sides of the Horizon, one of thePoles be
ing raiſed any Number of Degrees leſs than
90 above it, and the other depreſſed as
much below it.
A Parallel Sphere, is when one Pole
is in the Zenith, and the otherin the Nadir,
the Equator falling in with the Horizon,
and all the Parallels of the Equator, being
alſo parallel to the Horizon .
Spyere or Material Sphere, a Ma
thematical Inſtrumentmade of Silver, or
Braſs Rings, repreſenting the Principal
Circles of the Sphere.
Sphere of activity of any natural
Body, is that determinare Space all round
about it, to which the Effluvium's ſent
forth from that Body, do reach, and where
they operate according to their Narure .
Sphere of a Planet, (in Aftron.) the
Orb, or Compaſs, in which it isconceived
to move.
Sphere of a planet's gdivity, (in
Atrol.) the extenſion of a Planet's Light
and Virtue ; fo far as it is capable of ma
king or receiving a Platick Aſpect ,
$ pherica
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Spherical or Spherick , belonging to ,
or round like a Sphere.
Spherick Geometry or Projection ,
the Art of deſcribing the Circles of the
Sphere, or any parts of them on a Plane.
Spherick or Spherical Triangles,
are thoſe that have Curves or crooked Lines
for their Sides .
Spheroid, a Solid Figure, made from
the Plain of a Semi-Ellipfis, turned about
one of its Axes.
Sphing er, (in Anat.), a Name com
mon ro ſeveral Muſcles that bind, Araighten,
or draw rogether any Part.
Sphinder ant, a large Muſcle, that
encompaffes the Anus, or end of the traight
Gur.
Sphincter Uaginx, a Muſcle that
Atraighrens the Neck of the Womb.
1 Sphinder Cleficæ , a Muſcle in the up
per part of the neck of the Bladder.
Sifondylium or Spondylium , Holy
Ghoft's Root, or Cow - Parſnip 3 alſo a
Vertebra, or Turning-joynt of the Back .
Bone.
Sphygmtca, that part of Phyfick
which treats of, or elſe Medicines that move
the Pulſes.
Sphygmus, the Pulſe, the beating of
the Heart and Arteries.
Spict, the beginning, or remains of a
Diffemper ; alſo ſeveral ſorts of Indian
Druga or Grocery -Ware.
Spicery , a place where Spices are
kept.
Spicknel or Spiguel, an Herb good
againſt Catarrhs and Rheums,
Spider, a well known Infe & in Ame
rica .
Spider -wort, an Herb.
Spigurnel, ( o. R.) the Sealer of the
King's Writs.
Spike or Spikenard, a ſweet-ſmelling
Plant
Spiked , ſharp-pointed : The Touch
hole of a Gun is ſaidto be Spiked , when
Nails are purpoſely driven into it, ſo that
no Uſe can be made of that Gun by an
Enemy.
Spina, ( L.) a Thorn, or Prickle ; alſo
the Spine, or Chine -bone of the Back .
Spina acuta, the White- Thorn , or
Haw -íborn : In Anatomy, a part of the
Shoulder-blade.
Spina Tol, ( in vinat.) the hinder
Knobs of the Vertebra of the Back ,
Spina Sacra ,the Rump .
Spina Tentola, an Ulceration in
which the Bones are eaten by amalignant
Humour.

SP
Spinalis Colli, (in Anat.) a Muſcle
lo call'd from its accompanying the Spines
of the Neck .
Spinati , certain Muſcles, whoſe Office
is toſtretch out and bend the Body bask
ward .
Spindle, an Inftrument us'd in Spin
ning ; alſo the main Body of the Capitan
in a ship. Alſo the Axis of the Wheel of
a Clock, or Watch : Alſo the Iron upon
which a Weather-cock is fixt,
Spindle- Tree or Pitck- Cimber, a
Shrub commonly growing in Hedges.
Spine , ( L.) the Back -tone ; or the
upperpartof the Share-bone.
Sinet -Ruby , a precious Stone.
Spinet, a Muſical Inſtrument.
Spingard, (0.) a kind of Braſs-Gun.
To Spinge, (0.) to ſprinkle.
Spink , a Bird call'd a Chaffinch.
Spinner, a Perſon that ſpins ; alſo a
ſmall ſort of harmleſs Spider.
† Spinoſity, ( L. ) intricate Point,
Difficulty .
Spinter, ( L.T. ) a Title uſally given
to all unmarried Women from theViſcount's
Daughter downward in all Deeds, Bonds,
dc.
Spiral or Spiral Line, (in Geom.)
a crooked Line that winds and turns round,
ſeeming to be almoſt a Circle, only it does
not meet, or run again into its ſelf ; but
keeps on at a proportionate Diſtance.
Droportional Sptrals, are ſuch Spiral
Lines as the Rhumb.lines on the Terreſtrial
Globe .
Sptration, breathing.
Spire, a Steeple ; alſo a heap of Corn,
or Grafs.
To Spire, to grow up into an Ear, as
Corn does.
Sptrtt, (L.) an immaterial Being ; the
Ghoſt of a dead Body : Allo Genius, of
Diſpoſition ; Wit, Livelineſs.
Spirit or Mercury , ( among Chymilks)
is one of the Five Principlesthat may be
ſeparated from a Mixt Body by Fire.
Spirtt of Nitre, is made ofaMix.
ture of Salt-peter and Potters-earth diſtilled
over a Reverberatory Fire,
Spirit of Salt, is made of a Pale
confifting of Salt and Potters Earth, di
ftilled according to Art.
spirit of Salt dulcified, is when
equal Parts of it and Spirit of Wine are
mingled together, and digeſted by a gen .
tle heat.
Spirit of Sulphur, is only the Acid
part
of Brimſtonechanged into a Liquor by
Means of Fire.
Antver
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Splendor, Brightneſs, great Light ;
* . Ontberlal Spirit, is the firſt Princi
2.ple of Chymiſtry that can be admitted for Glory , Magnificence , Pomp.
the Compofition of Mixt Bodies.
Splenedick, belonging to the Spleen ;
Diſeaſe in
The animal Spirits , are a very thin alſo Spleen-fick, troubled with
Liquor, which diffilling from the Blood, that Part.
and being exalted into Spirit, perform all
Splenium , a Plaiſter to be laid on the
Body of one that is fick of the Spleen :
the Actions of Senſe and Motion.
The Uttal or Fatural Spirits, are In Surgery, a Bolfter made of Linnen
the moſt ſubtil parts of the Blood, which ſeveral times doubled : Allo large Spleen
cauſe it to act and ferment ; fo as to make wort, an Herb .
espleniattek artery , ( in Anat. )
it fit for Nouriſhment.
To Esptrtt away Children , is to en- the greateſt Branch of the Caliaca, that
tice , or ſteal them privily from their Re- goes from thence to the Spleen.
lations, in order to convey them beyond
Splenica Cena, the left Branch of the
Vena Porta.
na Sea.
Splenical Medicines, Remedies to
cji Spiritual, that conſiſts of Spirit with
out Matter ; alſo Devout, Religious : Allo remove the Diſtempers and Stoppages of
the ſame as Ecclefiaftical.
the Spleen .
Spiritualitics, the Profits which a
Splenti Mulali, Muſeles ſo callid
Bifhop receives from his Spiritual Livings, from their Figure fomewhat reſembling an
Ox's Spleen.
and not as a Temporal Lord .
Sptritualization , (CT) a drawing of Splent, a hard Swelling on the Bone
the moſt pure and ſubtil Spirits out of of a Horſe's Leg .
Splents or Splints, the piecesof a
Nacural Bodies.
To Spiritualize, to explain a Paſſage broken Bone : Alſo fiat pieces of Wood
of an Author in a Spiritual manner, tous'd by Surgeons in the binding up of
giv it a Myſtical Senſe : Among Chymifts, broken Limbs ; alſo Harneſs, or Armour
to
educe a compact Mixt Body into the for the Arms.
splice, ( S. T. ) when to make an Eye
Prit aciple call'd Spirit.
at the end of any Rope , the ends of the
Spirituous, full of Spirits.
Strands are drawn into thoſe of the other
spirt-net, a kind of Fiſhing.net.
Spaclitude orSpillity, ( in Philos.) Rope's Strandswith aTool call'd a Fidd.
To plice, 'to make faft the ends of
Thickneſs, or Groſneſs.
Spit -deep, is as much Ground as may Ropes one inco another, after ſuchºa manº
ner.
be digged up at once with a Spade.
Splicing, is alſo a particular way of
Opitchcock - el, a fort of large Eel.
Spithama, ( G. ) the Meaſure of a Grafting ; when the ſtock of one Tree and
the top of another are cur noping and
Span :
Spitter, one that ſpits and ſpawls : A- faſten'd together.
mong Hunters , a red Mále Deer, near two
Splint , an Evil in a Horſe , which as
firft is a meer Griſtle ; but will become as
Years old.
sapittle or Spittle -Honce, an Hof hard as a Bone.
To Split, to cleave, or cut aſunder
pital .
Splanchnica, (G. P.T.) Medicines a to perplex a Cauſe : Among Sca -men , a
Sail ' is ſaid to be fplit, when it is blown
gainst Diſeaſes of the Bowels.
Splanchnology, a Diſcourſe, or Trea- down.
podium , (a) the Cinders after the
tiſe of the Entrails of a Humane Body.
To splat a Pikl, is to cut it up at melting of Iron, or Braſs : Alço Ivory cal
cin'd in an open Fire.
Table .
Splay that Bream , i. e, cut up that
Spolfatton , (L.) a Writ that lies in the
Spiritual Court, for one Incumbent againſt
Fih .
Splaying of the shoulder , a Diſeaſe another.
Spond.us or Spondee, (G. in Gram .)
in Horſes.
Spleen, a Bowel under the lefc Short | a Foot of a Greek or Latin Verſe, con
Ribe ; alſo a Diſtemper in that Part į alſo lifting of two tong Syllables.
espondylus, a Knuckle, or Turning .
Spite, Hatred , or Grudge.
joynt of the Back -bone ; alſo the head of
Spleen -wort, an Herb.
Syleget, a kind of Tent for a Wound . the Artichoke-thiſtle.
Spongta, Spunge, a kind of Sea-more.
Splendent, (L.) ſhining, or bright.
Splendid, glorious, magnificent, ftace
Kkkk
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Springs I ides , the Tides at New and
spongotdea Dila, (in Anat .) the ſame
with the Cribriform , or Sieve-like Bones.
Full Moon .
+ Sponfion , ( L.) .a Promiſe, or En
To Spring, to riſe, or ſpout out ; to
gagement .
ſprout, of ſhoot forth , to ariſe or proceed:
Sponſor, Surety, an Undertaker for Among Fowlers, to raiſe a Partridge, or
another, a God - father.
Pheaſant.
Spontaneous, free, that acts of its
To Spring a wealt, (S. T.) when a f
one accord.
Maft is crack'd and not quite broken in 10
Sapoon -bill, a kind of Bird .
any Part whatever.
Sapoon -wort, an Herb .
Springal, ( D.) a Stripling, or young
Spooning or Spooning before the Man .
Springe, a Snare, or Device to catch
walind, (S.T.) is when a Ship being un
der Sail at Sea, is put right before the Birds, or ſmall Beafts.
Wind.
Springer of an arched Gate, the
Sporades, (G.) certain mands that lie Moulding that bears the Arch .
Archipelago
ſcatter'd in the
: Among Aſtro
Springy.or Claltick Bodies, (in
nomers, ſuch Stars as were never asyet Philos ) ſuch as having had their Figures;
rank'd in any particular Conſtellation .
changed by the ſtroke, or force of another
Sporadia morbi, (G. P.T.)thoſe Di- Body , can recover their former Figure.
ſeaſes that are rife in many places.
Sprit- lait, ( of a Ship ) the Sail belong
Sportula , (among the Romans) a ſmall ing to the Bolt-ſprit Maft.
Preſent of Money, which was diſtributed
Spruce, neat, or fine in Garb.
at certain Feaſts : Alſo a Summ of Money ,
Spince- Beer, a kind of Phyſical
equal to 1 s. 6 d . 3.9. Engliſh.
Drink.
Spots in the Sun , certain fhady Mar
Space -Leather, a fort of Leather
ſes, which ſometimes appear iticking to the corruptly ſo calld for Pruſſia-Leather.
Sun'sBody.
Sprunt, wonderful active, orbrisk,
Spouſe, a Bridegroom , or Husband , a
Spid, a ſhort ( curvy Knife, a little del
Bride, or Wife.
picable Fellow
Adultery
Spoule -bleach, (0. L. T.)
Spullers of Parn , Men employ'd to
,
or Incontinence between married Perſons, ſee whether it be well ſpun, and fit for the
Spotit , (at Sea) a maſs of Water ga- Loom .
ther’d together between a Cloud and the
Spume, the fome, or ſcum of Gold,
Surface of the Sea, in Shape of a Pillar, or Silver.
or Water-ſpout.
SpuncParn , ( $. T.) the Yarns of un
Spain, a violent wreſting of the Ten- twiſted Ropes.
occafioned
by ſome
Spunge, a ſubftance that grows under
dons of the Muſcles,
ſudden Accident.
the Rocks : Allo a Rammer, or Staff, with
espjaint, ( 6. ) ſprinkled .
a piece of Lambs- Skin about the end of it,
Spjaints , (H. T.) the Dung , of an to ſcour a great Gun .
Otter.
To Spinge, to waſh, or rub athing
To sprawl or lie ( prawling , to lie on over with a Spunge : Alſo to clear the in
the Ground ſtretched out at full length.
ſide of a piece of Ord'nance.
spray , ( 0.) a Bough, or Sprig .
To Spunge upon , to eat and drink at
Spren , (0.) broken Wood, or Wind- another's Coft.
fall.
Spunging -Wonce, a Vi& ualling-Houſe
Spitglt, a Phantome, of Hobgoblin .
near fome Priſon , where Perſons newly
Spighes,a kind ofſhortArrows for Arreſted for Debt arekept for ſome time.
merly usd in Sea -Fights.
Spunk, half rottenWood , Touch
Sprightly, full of Spirit and Life ; Wood ; Match for Guns ; alſo a subſtance
lively , brisk .
that grows on the fides of Trees.
spring, Fountain , Original ; alſo one
To spur, to prick a Horſe with aSpur,
of the Four Seaſons ofthe Year ; alſo a to put, or egg on .
Device to catch Fowl.
Spur- Rial , a Gold -Coin, Current,
Spring -Arboj, ( in a Watch) that part temp. Jac. 1.
middle
in the
of the Spring -box, about
Spurge, a fortof Plant.
which the Spring is wound , or turned .
Spurge- Flar, a Shrub.
spring - Bor, the Cafe ſhap'd like a
Spurtz , (L. in Anat.) the Baſtard
ns
er
Cylind , that contai within it the Spring Ribs,
of a Watch , or other Movement,
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Square- Root, the side of a Square
Spurlons, bafe-born , baſtardly , falſe,
Number.
counterfeit.
Spurious Flely , (in Anat.) the Fleſh
To Square the Sail- pards, ( S. P.).
is to ſee that they hang right acroſs the
of the Lipa, Gums, Glans Penis, & c.
Spurious Diſeaſes , Diſeaſesthat De Ship, and one Yard-arm nor traverſed more
than the other.
generate from their kind.
Squaring, (in Mathem .) is the making
Spurkcts , ( in a Ship ) are the Spaces
between the upper and lower Futtocks, or ofa Square equal to any Figure given .
Squaly, alittle Creature in America,
Compaffing - Timbers.
ſomewhat reſembling, an 'Ichneumon : Alſo
To Spurn , to kick out.
a Fruir growing in thoſe Parts, much like
Spurty , a fort of Herb .
Sputum , ( L. ) Spittle ; alſo a chin a Pumpion.
To Sgualy, to paſh, or bruiſe flat,"
Paintor Varniſh , like Leaf-Gold .
Squit , the Sea- Onion.
Squab, little, and fat 3 or thick , and
Sğutnancy or, Duinley, a Swelling
tort.
A Sgnab, à ſoft ſtuffed Cuſbion or and Inflammation in the Throat.
Stool ; alſo a thick fat Man or woman .
Stability or Stableneſs, (L.) Firm
A Squab Rabbet or Chick , one ſo neſs, Sureneſs.
Stable, firm , fteady ; fure, laſting:
young that'tis ſcarce fit to be eaten .
Stable (tand , (F.L.) when one is found
Squabble, a Diſpute,Quarrel, or Bran
at his Stand in the Foreſt, with a Bow
gle.
Squadron , ( M. T.) a Body of Horſe, bent ready to shoot at the Deer; or elſe
ſtanding cloſe by a Tree with Gray-hounda
from joo to 200 Men .
+ Squalto , (L.) foul, nafty, filthy.
ready to ſlip ,
staccado , a Pale, or Fence.
Saquall, ( s. T.) a ſudden Storm of Wind
Stachia , (0..L.) a Dam made up of
or Rain .
Squalley, a Note of faultineſs, in the Stakes, Earth, Stones, & c. to ſtop a Wa.
ter
- Courſe .
making of Cloth .
Stack of wwood , a Pile of Wood 3
Squama, the Scale of a Fiſh , Ser
Foot long , as many broad, and . 12 Foos
pent, cc.
Squama ærts , Braſs-Scales or Cinders. high.
Squamola or Petroſa Dita , (in
Stade, (G.) a kind of Gum thar ifſues
Anat.) che Bones of the Scull behind the out of the Myrrh -Tree.
Ears .
Staddles, young cender Trees.
Squamola Antura, one of the Seams
Stadium , ( .) a ſort of Meaſure pecuo
of the Scull , ſo call'd, becauſe the Pares liar to the Gracians, which uſually con
of the Bones joyn'd together lie much a- tain'd . 125 Paces ; but now taken for a
Furlong,or the Eighth partof a Mile.
Nope, and like Scales.
To Squander away, to · lavith , to
escatt, a Stick to walk with ; alſo a
particular Number of Verſes in a Poem , or
fpend, or walte .
Square or Square figure, (in Geons.) Pfalm .
a Figure confifting of Four equal Sides,
Staff-tree, a kind of Hedge-buſh ,
and as many Right Angles : Alſo an Inftru . which holds its Leaves in Winter .
ment us'd by Carpenters, Joyners, Ma- 1
Stag, a red Male Deer, Five Years old.
ſons, & c . In Aſtrology, an Aſpect between
Stag= Beetle, an Infect.
two Planets, that are diftant go Degrees Staggard, (H. T.) a young Male Deer
of FourYears old .
one from another.
To Stagger , to trip , or reel ; to wa.
Hollow Square, (M. T.) a Body of
Foot, drawn up with an empty Space in vér, or be in doubt.
s , a Diſeaſe in Cattel.
Stagger
the middle.
Stagger-Wojt, an Herb.
Long Square, a Geometrical Figure
Stagtartus or Stagionarius, (0.L.)
that has Four Right Angles and Four Sides ;
but Two of the sides are long, and the a Canon that actually kept his ftared Refi
dence in a Cathedral Church .
other thort .
se rare Body, ( M.T.) a Body thathas
Stagma, (G.) a Drop : Among Chymifs,
as mazy Men in File, as in Rank , and is the Juice of ſeveral Plants mingled coge
gether, in order to Diſtillation .
equal Svbatfoever way it Faces.
Square Humber, ( in Arith. ) any
Stagnant, ſtanding, as the Water of
Number that is Squared or Multiplied by Ponds.
it felf
To
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Stand of Burgundy-Pitch, a Quan
To Stagnate, to.lie ſtill after ſuch a
manner
tity from Two and a half to Three Hun
To Stain, to ſpot, defle, or dawb ; to dred Weight.
die Coloure.
Standard, the chief Enſign ofa Royal
Stainand - Colours, ( in Heraldry) are Army or Fleet : Alſo the Queen's ſtanding
Tawney and Murry .
Meaſures to which all others are framed :
Staldings , a ſort of oldMoney.
Alſo the ſtanding Allay of Gold and Silver,
Stale, that is not freſh , old.
as it is ſettled in the Mint,
Stale, the Urine, of Cattel s alſo the
Standards, Standils or Staddics,
round of a Ladder : Allo a living Fowl Trees referved at the felling of Wcods for
put in any Place to aHure others.
growth for Timber.
To Stalk , to walk foftly, as Fowlers
Stander- zals , an Herb .
do ; to go ftately, or ſtrut along.
Standing part of the Sheet, (S.P.)
Stalker, a Perſon that ſtalks, or goes that part which is made faſt' to a Ring at
gingerly : Alſo a certain Bird in Africa , the Ship’s Quarter.
which Itanding apright is taller than a Man.
Standing Part of a Tackle, is the
Stalkers, (0.S.) a fort of Fiſhing.Nets. end of the Rope, where the Block or Pula
Stalking- Hedge, an artificial Hedge ley is faften'd .
Standing - Lifts, the Lifts for the Sprit
us'd by Fowlers to hide them from the
fail Yard.
fight oftheir Game.
Standing -Ropes, all thoſe Ship-Ropes
Stalking-hozle, a Horſe made uſe of
in Tunnelling for Partridges ; or a Perſon that are notus'd to be remov’d, or to run
employ'd as a meer Tool to bring about a in any Blocks, but are only fer tight or
ſlack as occaſion requires.
Buſineſs.
Shtaudiſh, a ſtanding Ink - korn for a
Stall, a Stable for Cattel; a little Shop,
Table.
or the fore-part of a Shop.
Stang, ( N. C.) a Cowl-Staff.
To Stall, to put into a Stall or Stable ;
alſo to glut, or cloy.
Stank, (0.) weary , weak, or faine.
Stall-boat, a kind of Fiſher's Boat.
Stannertes , (L.) the Mines and Works,
Stallage, (L. T.) Money paid for the where Tin is digged and purified .
ſetting of Stalls in a Market, or Fair.
Stannum , ( L.) Tin or Pewter ; a Me
Stallion , a Stone-horſe kept to cover tal.
Mares; a Man mainrain'd by a luftfulWo
tanza , ( I.) a certain Number of Ver
man , to ſatisfy her lewd Defires.
ſes commonly call'd a Sarff.
Stam -wood, ( C.) the Roots of Trees
Stapes, (L.) a Stirrup : In Anatomy, a
grubbed up
little Bone in the inner part of the Ear.
Stamina, (L.among Herbalifts) thoſe
Staphyle , a Grape that Raiſins are
little fine Threads or Hairs which grow up made of : Allo a Diſeaſe in the Roof o !
within the Flowers of Plants.
the Mouth .'
Staphylinus, the Parfnep, a Root ; al
Stamine. ( F.) a light fort of French Stuff.
Stamtneous Flower , an imperfect ro a kind of venomous Infect.
Flower, that wants the fine-colour'd Leaves.
Staphyloma, a Diſeaſe in the Eye when
call’d, Petala .
the Vueous Tunicle falls out fo as to reſem
Stammel, a great flouncing Mare ; an ble the Figure of a Grape-ſtane.
Staphylopartes , a Surgeon's Inftru
dver- grown bouncing Wench : alſo a kind
of red Colour.
ment to raiſe up the Vunla .
To stammer , to ſtutter, to falter in
Staple, a City or Town, whereMera
one's Speech .
chants joyntly lay up their commodities.
Staple- commodities of England,
Stanch, fubftantial, ſolid ; gond, found.
Stanch -bawk, aHawk chat is well en are chiefly Wooll, Wooll- fells, Leather,
ter'd for the Game.
Cloth, Tin L
, ead, & c
To Stanch , to ſtop a flux of Blood ; to | Staple= Inn , one of the Inns of Chan
ceaſe to flow or run.
cery .
Stanchions, (in a Ship) certain pieces Star, a luminous Globe in the Hez
of Timber, which ſupport thoſe calld vens.
Waſte- trees .
Star or Star - fort, a Work having
Stand , Pauſe, or Stay ; Uncertainty, ſeveral Faces, made up of from Five on
Doubt ; airo a Frame to ſet a Candle- ſtick Eight Paints.
a little white
on , or a Vefſel in a Cellar, & c.
Star of Bethlehem ,
Flower.
Star
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Starboard, (S. T.) che Right-hand Side
Status de spanecio, (0. L.) all the
Tenants and Legal Men within the Liber
of aship or Boat.
Star - Chamber , a Court formerly ties of a Manour.
held by the Lord Chancellor and his Alli
Statute, a Law , Ordinance, or Decree.
( tants, to puniſhRouts, Rjors, Forgeries, dr.
The Statutes or Statute- Laws of
Star - Redoubt, a ſmall Fort of four, England, the Acts of Parliament eſtabli
ſhed by the Queen , and the Three Eftates
Five, Six , or more Points.
of the Realm .
Star-wort, an Herb,
Statute- Berchant, a Bond acknow
Stare or Starling, a ſort of Bird.
To Stare, to look ſtedfaſtly , to have ledged before one of the Clerks of the Sta
tutes Merchant, the Mayor of a City or
a wild Look .
Start, (N. C.) a Tail or Handle.
Town Corporate, and Two Merchants ap
To Start, to give a ſudden Leap, to pointed for that purpoſe.
statute-Staple , a Bond of Record acs
begin to run .
To start a Tare, ( H.T.) to force her knowledged before the Mayor, and one of
the Conſtables of the Staple.
to leave her Seat or Form.
Starting, a leaping, & c. Among
Statute- Staple improper, is a Bond
Brewers, the putting of new Beer or Ale of Record, acknowledged before one of the
to that which is decayed, to revive it again. chief Juſtices, or elſe before the Mayor of
Startily , ſomewhat apt to ſtart aſide, theStaple and Recorder of London .
To Startle, to cauſeone to ſtart by a
tatuto mercatozto,(L. L.T.) a Wric
ſurprizing Fright ; to ſtart, or tremble for for the impriſoning of a Man that has for
feited a Bond callă Statute-Merchant.
Fear.
Stater, ( G ) a certain ancient Coin ,
Statuto etapulz, a Writ that lies to
worth about 2 s. 6 d . Among Apotheca- ſeize the Body, Lands, and Goods of him
ries, a weight of an Ounce and a half.
that has forfeited a Bond callid Statute
Statera, a Goldſmith's Ballance, Troy- Staple.
Statutun de Labojartis, a Writ for
weight.
Staticks, a Science which Treats of the apprehending of ſuch Labourers as re
Weights, ſhewing the Properties of Heavi- fuſe to work, according to the Statute.
neſs and Lightneſs, the equal Ballance of
Stapers or Staggers, a giddineſs in a
Horſe's Brain .
Natural Bodies, & c.
Station , (L.) a Standing- Place, 'a Road
Staves- acre, an Herb whole Seed is
for Ships ; Poft, Rank, Condition : In Ma- us'd to kill Lice and the Itch .
thematicks, a Place where a Man fixes him
Stay, ſtop, continuance in a Place, Supe
ſelf and his Inſtruments, to take any An- port : In a ship, Stays are Ropes that keep
the Maſts from falling backward.
gles or Diſtances
To Bring a Ship upon the Stays or
Stations of the planets, (in Aftron.)
7'wo Points in which the Planets are far. To ſtay her, is to manage her Tackle,
theft removed from the Sun, on each side. and fails ſo that the cannot make any way
Station - staff, a Mathematical Inftru- forward.
Steady, firm , conſtant, fure : Alſo a
ment us'd in ſurveying.
Stacionartus , ( L.) a Garriſon -Soldi- Term usd at Sea when the Conder would
er, a Sentinel ; alſo a Stationer, or Book- have the Steers-man keep the Ship even in
her Courſe ,
feller.
Stationary, ſettled in a Place : Among
Steatocele, (G. in Surgery) a Rupture
Aftronomers, a Planet is ſaid To be Statio- in the Scrotum , which is of a Suet-like
nary, when it is about either of the Points Confiftence,
esteatoma, a ſoft Swelling that conſiſts
cali'd Stations.
Stationers or Company of States of a Matter almoſt like Suet.
oners, a Company of London, which in
Steccado, ( Sp.) the Lifts, a Place railed
cludes Book -ſellers, Paper-Stationers, Prin - in for the beholding of a Combat. In For
ters, Book-binders,&c . incorporated An . 3. tification, a kind of Fence ſet before Tren
ches.
Mary I.
Statuary, a Carver of Statues, or
Stede, (0.) Place.
Stebibip, ( 0.) Firmneſs, or Sureneſs. ,
Images.
Stect, a Horie.
Statue, a ftanding Image of Wood ,
Steel , a ſort of Metal : In Archery, che
Stone, Meial , ec.
of an Arrow or Shaft.
Body
or
Pitch
Size,
Sacature, Natural Height,
of any Perion .
Step

/
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Steep unbs, Veſſels us'd at Sea for
the shifting of Beef, Pork , Fidh , &c, till
the Salt be drained.
Stcepings, a ſort of old Coin.
Steer, a Bullock , or young Ox.
To Steer, to guide a Ship, to manage
an Affair.
Steerage, the A & t of fteering ; alſo a
Room in a ship where the Steers-man
Itands, ſleeps, and eats.
Steebe,(S. T.) the Bolt-ſplit of a Ship
is ſaid to Stecve,when it ſtands too upright, or not ſtraight enough forwards,
Steeving, isalſo a Term us'd when
'Cotton and Wooll is ftow'd by forcing it in
with Screws.
Steganography, (G.) the Art of ſecret
Writing by Characters or Cyphers.
Stegnofis , (G. P. T.) a binding and
ſtopping up of the Pores of the Body.
Stegnotica, Medicines that are of a
binding Quality
Stella , (L.) a Star ; alſo the Star- fifh.
Stellato- plants, thoſe Plants thathave
their Leaves growing on the Stalks at certain Diftances, in theform of a Star.
Stellio, (L.) a Creature that ſomewhat
reſembles a Lizard .
Stelltonate, all kind of Couženage, or
Knavish Practice in Bargaining, or Mer
chandize.
Stem , (G.) the Stalk of an Herb, or
Flower, the Stock of a Tree , alſo a Race
or Pedigree .
Stem of a Ship, that main piece of
Timber which comes bøwing-wifefrom the
Keel below , and ſerves to guide che Ship’s
Rake,
To $ tem , to ſtop, or pue a Stop to.
Stenocoztalis , (G.P. 1.) a Diſeaſe in
the Eye, when the Sight is ſtraighten'd.
Stenography, theArt of ſhort Writing:
Stentorian Choice , a roaring loud
Voice.
Stentocophonick Tube, the Speaking.
Trumpet,
Step, a Pace, a Meaſure of Two foot.
In a ship, a piece of Timber, having the
Foot of any other Timber ftanding up
right fixed into it.
Stepben, ( !. e. a Crown ) a proper
1
Name of Men .
+ Stercopation, (L.)- a dunging, or covering with Dung.
Stercozolus FlamnB , a Looſeneſs in
which much Liquid Ordure is voided .
tercus, Dung, Muck ; Ordure voided
by Stool.
Stereobates or Stereobata, ( G. in
Architect.) the firſt beginning of the Wall
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of any Building, that immediately ſtands
on the Foundation ; the Patten of a Pil
lar, on which the Baſe is ſet.
Stercography, the Art of deſcribing
the Figures of Solide upon a Planè.
Stereometry, a Science that thews how
to meaſure folid Bodies.
Steril, (L.) barren , unfruitful; empty,
thallow .
Sterility, Barrenneſs, Unfruitfulneſs.
Sterling or Penny, the ſmalleft Eng.
liſ Coin , before theReign of K. Edward i.
Bur Sterlingis now us d asa general Name
of Diftin & ionfor the Current Lawful
Money of England.
Stern, fevere, crabbed, grim .
Stern , ( H. T.) the Tail of a Gray:
hound, or of a Wolf
Satern of a Suip, all the hinder -moft
Part of her ; but ſtridly taken , only che
Ourmoft Part behind.
Stern - Chace, the Guns that are plac'd
in the Ship's Stern : Alſo when one Ship
in purſuing another, follows the Chaſed
a -ftern , dire & ly upon one Point of the
Compaſs.
trensFak , certain Faſtenings of Ropes,
& c. behind the Stern of a ship.
Sternohyoides, (G. in Anat.) a Pair of
Muſcles thatariſe from the Breaft-bone, and
have their Inſertion at the Root of the
Os Hyoides,
Sternothyroides, a pair of Muſcles
that ſpring from the Stérnum .; and are in
ferred to the Thyroidal Cartilage.
Stermım Ds or Sternon , the great
Bone in the foremoſt part of the Breaſt
joyned to the Ribs.
Sternutation , (L.) Sneezing.
Sternutative, apr to provoke Sneez.
ing .
Sternutatorium or
or Sternutamentum ,
(L.P.T) a Medicine that will cauſe Snee
zing.
To Sterve, (0.) to die.
Stew , a Place to keep Fill in alive for
preſent Uſe.
Stetos, thoſe Places that were hereto.
fore allow'd in England to Women of pro
feffed Incontinency : Brothel-houſes.
Steward, an Officer of great Account:
" The chief oftheſe is the Lord -High-Stew
ard of England , who is only appointed for
a time, to officiate at a Coronation , or up
on the Tryal of fomeNoble-man .
Steward of a Shty , an Officer whoſe
Buſineſs is to look well to the Vi& uals,
Bread , Candles, dc, and to ſhare out the
Proportions of all the Melles,

Stew
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Steward's-Room , a particular Apart
tipulatton , the Ad of ftipulating ;
ment, wherethe Steward Deeps and eats, a Covenant made according to the uſual
and where the Provifions are ſtowed.
Form in Law .
aj
Stibinm , ( L.) a Mineral commonly
Stirrtıp, an Iron -frame faften'd to
call'd Antimony.
a Saddle, for the Rider to reft his Foot in :
Sticadoes,' an Herb of an opening Alſo a piece of Timber faſten'd under a
Quality :
Ship’s Keel, when ſome part of the Keel
Sacha,(G. P.T.) binding Medicines.
is loft, or beaten off.
Stitch, the ſewing with a Needle ; alſo
ToStickle bard in a Bulinefs, to
ftrive earneſtly about it.
a Niarp twitching Pain .
Stitch -wort, an Herb .
Stickler, a Buſy -body in Publick Af
Stithy, a Smith's Anvil : Allo a Diſeaſe
fairs : Alſoa ſmall Officer , who us'd to
Cut Wood for the Priory of Ederoſe, with in Oxen ,
in the Queen's Parks of Clarendon .
Stittie-back , a ſort of Fiſh .
Sticticum Emplaftrum , (G. P. T.) a
Stiver , a Dutch Coin worth 1 } Penny
Plailter to heal andcloſe up Wounds.
Stifle or eatifle- joynt, the firſt Joynt Engliſh.
Stoathe
Stopped : a Thus
S.T.) bottomof
ked,
( inthe
Water
Ship
and bending nextthe Buttock , and above when
the Thigh of a Horſe.
Stifled -Horſe, is when his Leg -bone cannot come to the Well, the Ship is ſaid
To be Stoaked.
is put out; or theJoynt much hurt.
Stigma, (G. ) a Mark with a hot Iron , Stoaker , one that looks sfter the
Fire, &c. in a Brew -houſe.
a Brand : In Surgery , a Scar.
Stoccato, ( Sp.) a ſtab, or thruſt, with
Stigmatical or estigmatick , branded
a Weapon .
with Infamy, or Diſgrace.
Scock, the trunk, or ſtem of a Tree ,
To Stigmatizt , to brand, or mark
a Race, or Family ; a Fund of Money :
with a hot Iron ; to defame, or Nander.
Stilbon , a Name ſometimes given to Alſo part of a Tally ſtruck in the Exche
the Planet Mercury .
quer.
tock of an Anchor, that piece of
Still- yard or Steel-Yard, a Place
nearthe River Thames in London, where wood which is faften d to the Beam ,hard
the Company of Eaſterling or Hanſe Mer by the Ring .
Stocks, a frame of Timber and great
chants had their Abode.
Stillatitious Duis, ( C, T) ſuch Oils as Poſts to build Ships.
are drawn out of Mixt Bodies by means of
Stocks or Patr of Stacks, a well
known Engine for the Puniſhment of Ma
Fire .
lefactors.
Stillatozy , a Place to put a Still in.
To Stock , to ſupply, to furniſh.
Stilletto , ( I.) a ſharp -pointed Dagger ,
Stock - fith, a ſort of Salt- Sih dried .
or Tuck .
Stock - billtflower , a Plant.
Stillictotum , (L.) the dropping of the
Eaves of an Houſe.
Stoical, belonging to, or being of the
Stillicidium Urtnæ , the Strangury, a Humour of the Stoicks.
Diſeaſe .
Stoteilm , the Maxims and Opinions of
Stilling, a wooden Frame to ſee a the Sroicks.
Vefſel on in a Cellar.
Stoicks, a Sect of Philoſophers at to
To stimilate, ( L. ) to move, orthens, ſo nam'd from the Greek Word Stoa.
ftir up ; to ſpur, or egg on .
i, c. a Porch , becauſe Zeno cheir firft Foun
Stingo, a ſort of Drink made in Tork. der taught in a common Porch of the
Ikire ,
City .
Stingv, niggardly, miſerably covetous.
Stole, a long Robe in uſe among the
Stinkard , a ſtinking nafty Fellow .
Roman Ladies ; but now taken for a kind
To Stint, to bound, or confine ; 10 of Prieſtly Ornament.
reftrain , or curb.
Stoleor Stool, a Royal Wardrobe.
Stióny ( G ) a Diſeaſe in the Eye- lids.
Ozoom of the Stole , the Head Gen
Sttpend , (L.) Salary, Hire, Pay.
tleman belonging to a Prince's Bed -Cham
artpendtary, that ſerves for Wages, or ber ,
Hire ,
Stoma, (G.) the Mouth , a Part of the
Stipone, a kind of ſweet compound , Body : In Anatomy, the Mouch of any
Liquor.
Vein, or other Vefſel.
Stomas
To Stipulatt, (L.) to covenant, bar
gain , or agree ,
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Stomacace, a foreneſs in the Mcuth, Stott, a kind of kinking Ferret.
ranknets of the Gums.
Stove, a Stew , or hot Bath : Among
Stomach or Stomack, that part of Confectioners, a little cloſet well ſtopt up on
the Body which receives and digeſts the all Sides, to hold Sweet -micats that are to
Food alſo the Appetite to Meat ; alſo be dried .
Choler, or Paffion.
Stover, ( C.) Straw , or Fodder for Cat
To Stomach or Stomach at, to be rel .
estound, a. Veſſel chat ſtands an end .
angry at, to reſent a thing.
Stomachful, that has a great Stomach ,
tombs, ( 0.) Sorrows, Dumps.
för Spirit ; diſdainful, dogged .
To Stow , to place Wares, Provifions,
Stomachtaum , ( L.) a Medicine good bo. in order”; in the Hold of' à Ship, of
in a Ware-houfe .
to open the Stomach .
Stomachus,(inAnat.) is the left, or
Stowage, the place where Goods are
laid up, or Money paid for ſuch. a Place.
upper Orifice of the Stomach.
Stones, ſuch kind of Minerals as are
Stowe, (S :) a Place; "a Village.
hard and may be crumbled, or broken into
Stowk, yc.) the Handle of any thing.
ſmall Parts.
Stoweza , (0.) Shocks, or Brunts.
Stone of Beef, at London, is the quan
Stowr, the round of a Ladder ; alſo
tity of 8 Pounds : ' In Hereford-shire 12 l.a. Hedge.ſtake.
Strabtlimis, (L. T. P.) a ſquinting, or
A Stone of Glaſs is sl . Of Wax & l.
Stone-break , an Herb.
looking a -ſquiñr
Stone-Colték, a torturing Diſeaſe .
To Straggle , to go from one's Com
pany , as Soldiers ſometimes do.
Stone-Cray, a Diftemper in Hawks.
Stone -Crop , an Herb .
straight, right , direct , narrow .
Stone Falcon , a ſort of Hawk that
A Straglt or Streight, a great Dif
builds her Neft in Rocks.
ficulty, Diſtreſs, extreme Want : Alſo a
narrow Arm of the Sea fhut up on both
Infect .
Stone - Fly,
Stone-henge, a wonderful Pile of Sides by Lands, and affording a Paſſage
Siones on Salisbury -Plain.
from one great Sea into another.
stone- Sinich, a Bird.
Stratghts or Streights, a ſort of
Stone-woft, an Herb .
narrow Kerſey-Cloth.
ng
Entrain , Tune, Aight of Speech : Allo
Stook, a Shock of Corn containi 13
Sheaves.
a breed of Horſes ; the view , or track of
Stoomtug of Wine, a putting Bags a Deer .
of Herbs or other ingredients into it.
Strain or Spraln , iswhen the Sinews
To Stoop, to bow , or bend down of a Horſe are ſtretch'd beyond their
wards ; to cringe : In Falconry, Stooping , is Strength .
when a Hawk being upon her' Wings,
To Strain , to paſs any Liquor throa
bends down violently to ſtrike the Fowl.. Sieve, Cloch , doc, to preſs, or ſqueeze ; to
To Stop, to stay, to hinder : Allo a raiſe the voice, or force it high : In Fale
Term us’d by Sea-men, who when they conry, a Hawk is ſaid To Strain , when the
come to an Anchor and veer out the Cable, ſnatches at any thing.
Strake, the Iron with which the Fellies
ſay , Stop the Ship.
Stopper, ( in a Ship) a piece of Rope of a Wheel are bound : Alſo a Seam be.
made uſe of to ſtop the Halliards, or the tween two Planks in a Ship .
Cable , that it may not run out too faft.
To Strakt, (0.) to paſs.
Stopping inthe Felly , a Diſtemper in
Strand, a high Shore, or Bank of the
Sea, or of a great River. In Sea - Lan
Poultry.
Storage, Ware-houſe room for Goods. guage, the twiſt of a Rope.
Siopar or Styrar, the Gum of a
Strand and treain , (0. R.) free.
Syrian Tree.
dom from Cuſtom , and all Impoſitions up
on Goods, or Veſſels by Land, or by
Stopk , aFowl.
Stoks-Bill, an Herb : Allo a Sur- Water.
geon's Inſtrument.
Strand-Runner, a Bird of the bigneſs
Stom , bluſtering Weather, Noiſe, of a Lark.
Buſtle ; Affault, or ſudden Attack .
Stranded, A Ship is ſaid to be Stranded,
To Storm , to chafe, or fume; to at. when the runs on Ground and perishes.
tack a fortify'd Place furiouſly.
Stranger, a Man born out of the
Stot, (N. C) a youngHorſe, or Bul- Realm , a Perſon with whom we have no
lock,
Acquain
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Strenuons, (L.) ftont, valiant ; alive,
Acquaintance. In Lavo, one that is not
vigorous.
privy, or Party to an A&.
Inflamma
Strangle, an
Strepitus Judicialis , (0. 2.) the
tion, or hard
Swelling about a Horſe's Throat,
Circumſtances of Noiſe, Crowd, and other
To Strangle, ( F.) to choak , or tifle. Formalities at a Tryal in a publick Cours
Strangles , the thick Fumour, which of Juſtice .
Streſs, main point in a Buſineſs ; alſo
young Hories void at their Noſtrils.
Strangle Wieed , an Herb
Storm , or foul Weather at Sea.
Strangtıry or Strangullion, (G.) a
To Stretch, to reach out.
Diſeaſe ; when the Urine is voided by
Stretchers', ( in a Boat) are thore
Drops, with great Difficulty and Pain.
wooden Staves the Rowers ſet their Feet
Strap, a Thong of Leather : In Sur. againſt, when they row .
gery, a ſort of Band to ſtretch out Mem
Stria , (L.) a Groove, or Furrow in
bers, in the ferring of broken, or dir- Carpenters, or Maſons Work : Among Na
jnynted Pones, &c. Among Sea-men, aturaliſts, Stria are the ſmall Hollows, or
Rope wound about a Pulley.
Chamferings, 'found in the Shells of
trappado, ( 1. ) a kind of Rack, ay Cockles, Scollops, &c.
Puniſhment inflicted on Soldiers for ſome
Stricken , advanced 3 as Stricken in
hainous Offence.
Tears.
Strapping, huge, lufty, bouncing .
Strickle or Strickleſs, an "Inftru.
Strata , (in Philos) the Layers, or Beds ment to ſtrike off the Over-meaſure of
of different kind of Earthy Matter, thar Coun , & c.
Strid , ( L.) pun & ual, exact ; rigid,
lie one over another, in the moſt part of
I the who'e Globe of Earth .
ſever .
Stratarithmetry , the Art of drawing
Stridure , a Spark from a red -hot
up an Army, or Battallion of Men , accor. Iron, but it is chiefly us'd in a Figurative
ding to any Geometrical Figure that mall Senſe ; as Brutes have some Strictures of
Ratiocination .
be required.
Strategem , (G.) a politick Device, or
Stride, two Steps, or a Meaſure of
5 Foot.
ſuhtil Invention in War.
Stratī), ( B ) a Valley, or Dale.
Strike, a Meaſure that contains 4
Stratification , (C.T.) a ſtratifying, or Buthels ; alſo the ſame as Strickle or Stricks
cutting different Matters Bed upon Bed , in leſs.
order to calcino a Metal, or Mineral .
Strike of Flar, is as much as is heck
To Stratify Gold and Cement, (in a led at ane Handful.
Crucible) is to lay a Bed of Paſte calid
To Strike, to beat, or hit, to afeit , ,
Cement, then a Plate of Gold , then another to make Meaſure even with a Strickle.
Layer of Cement ; and ſo on , till the Cru.
To Strike or Steike Sail, (S. T.)
cible be full. is to letdown, or lower the Top -fails,
Stratum fuper Stratum , the ſame
Striking the Top - Sails apon the
as Stratification ,
Bunt, is when they are only let down
Straight , (0.) ftretehed .
half Mift high.
Straw Stubble :Alſo a Word of Com
Stetsing aralheel, (in a Clock) is that
mand to diſmiſs the Soldiers, when they which hyſome is calldthe Pin-Wneel.
have grounded their Arms.
String that Lamppep, i . c. , cuc it up
Strawberry , a known Plant.
String -halte, a ſudden ewitching up of
Strawberry -Crte, a kind of Shrub. a Horſe'shinder Leg much higher than the
Straw wojm , an Inſet.
other.
Stream running Water, the Current,
Stringent, forcing , forceable.
1 or Courſe of a River.
Strip , a ſmall piece of Cloth : In Law ,
Stream -anchor, a ſmall Anchor made Deftruction, Ruin, Spoil.
taft to a St éam- Cáble, for a Ship to ride
Stripe, a Blow , or Lath ; alſo a ſtreak
by in gentleScreams and in fair Weather. in Silk Cloth , or Stuff.
Stream -wlozks, certain Works in the
Stripling, a Young -man , or Youch .
Tin -mines.
Strokal, a long Iron Inſtrument like
Streamer, a Flag , or Pendant in a a Firehovel, us d'in the making of Glaſs,
Siin .
To Stroll,to rove, or ramble about?
Street- Gavel or Stret-Gavel, the
Strom , ( N. C) an Inſtrument to keep
Summ of 2 s. fometime paid Yearly by the Male in the Fat.
every Tenant of the Manour of - Cholington
Strond , (S.) the ſame as Strand .
in Svjlex, to che Lord , for his going out
Stron
'LIIT
and returning into it,
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Strongele, (G.) a kind of Allum in
Stupcation , a ſtupifying or benum
round Lamps.
ming , an extraordinary Altonilament.
Strophe, the firſt of the three Mem
estupefadive, that is of a ſtupifying 2:
bers of a Greek Lyrick Poem .
Quality
Strouds, ( S.T.) the ſeveral twiſts at
entiipendious arStupendous, prodi
the end of a Cable , or Rope.
C
gious, wonderful, aſtoniſhing,
Structure , ( L.) manner, or way of
Stupes, (in Surgery) Pledgets of Tow ,
Building ; a Pile of - Building : Alſo the Corcon, 6c dipt in ſcalding-hot Liquouri
diſpoſure of the Parts of a Diſcourſe : In andapply'd to the diſeaſed Part.
Stupid, blockinh , dull, ſenſeleſs.
Philosophy, the combination of all thoſe
Stupidity, Dulneſs, Blockiſhneſs.
Qualities of Matter in any Natural Body,
To Stupify, to make ſtupid or dull, to
which diſtinguish it from others.
Strude or Strode, a ſtock of breeding benum , or make inſenſible, co altoniſh, or
Mares.
diímay.
To Struggle, to ſtir one's ſelf vio
Stupor, ( L.) Aſtoniſhment, Amazes
5
lently, to wreſtle, to ſtrive earneſtly.
ment ; Senſeleſneſs, Numneſs.
Struma, (L. P.T.) a Wen , or Swelling
Stupration , the raviſing of a WC
in the Neck, or Arm -holes, a Borch ; the man, the committing a Rape.
King's-Evil.
Sturdy, ſtrong, lufty ; bold , refolute.
Strumatick, belonging to, or trou- Allo a Diſcale in Cattel.
bled with ſuch Swellings.
Stiirk or.Stirk , ( C.) a Young Ox, or
Strumpet; a light Houſewife, a com - Heifer.
mon Harlot .
To Sturt, (0.) to ftraggle.
Sty a place for keeping Swine ; alſo
1 Strunt , (N.C.) a Tail , or Rump, eſpe
a kind of Swelling upon theEye -lid.
cially of a Horſe.
Strunted Sheep , Sheep fo call'd when
Stygian , belonging to Styx, which the
their Tails are cut off.
Poets feign to be the River of Hell.
Iyunter,
Strunt= jlager or Dunga
Stygian Liquios, ( C. T.) Acid Spirits,
kind of Bird.
ſo call'd from their power to deſtroy or
To Strut or Strnt along ; to walk diffolve Mixt Bodies.
after a proud and ſtately manner.
Style, (G.) Character , or manner of
Suih, a tump, or tock of a Tree, & c. Writing: Alſo a particular Method of rec
Stubbed, ſhort and well ſet.
koning the Courſe of the Year. In Dial
Stubbing, is the pulling up of Shrubs, ling, a Linewhoſe Shadow onthe Planeof
the Dial, Mews the true Hour- line.
Broom , & c. out of Land.
Stubble, fhort Straw left after the Corn
Style or stylus , ( among Herbalifts)
is reaped.
that middle bunching out Part of the Flow
er of a Plant, which ſticks to the Fruit
Stuid, a Nail imboſſed in any thing.
Stuid or Stode, a great Herd , or ſtock or Seed .
of breeding Mares.
Stylobata or Stylobates, ( in Archi
Student, ( L.) one that ſtudies any te .) the Pedeſtal or Foot-ftool of a Pillar,
Art, or Science, eſpecially at the Univer- Alſo the Trunk of the Pedeſtal between the
Cornice and the Baſe.
sity .
Studiais, much given to ftudy ; allo
Styloceratohyoides, (in Anat ) Muſcles
earneſt for.
which ariſe from the outward Appendix of
Surdy, application of Mind to learn of the Bone callid Os Styliforme, and reach so
to do any thing ; alſo a Cloſet to ſtudy in, the Horns or Pointsofthe Os Hyvides.
a Library.
Styloglaltum , that pair of Muſcles
tuke or Stack, a kind of compound which lift up the Tongue.
Stylohyoideus , theſame as Siglecers
Morrer, fit for Imagery.
Stum , the Flower of Wine fet a work tohyoides.
Styloides , certain Proceſſes of Bene,
ing.
TO Stum , to put certain Ingredients which are fhap'd like a Pencil, and fix'd in
ieto- Sick or decayed Wine, in order to re- the Root of the Scull.
vive it.
Stylo 2000 , (in the New Style ) a Term
Stunt, (in Lincolnſhire) ftubborn , an us'd for the New Computation of Time,
according to the Settlement of Pope Gree
Stupa of Stapea, ( L.) the courſe gory XIII.as StyloVeteri, orOldStyle, is the
part of Flax , Tow allo a Srupe us'd by Computation accarding to that of Julius
Surgeons
.
Cafar .
spelen
TOR

.
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Stylopharyngælis , ( G. in Anat.) a
SubsDelegate or Fudge Sitb -Dele
Pair of Muſcles plac'd at the foot of the gate, a Judge appointed under another; a
Proceffus Styloides, which widen the Gulo Depury .
let.
To Subdeltgate, to ſubſtitute or ap
Stymma, (G. P. T.) the groſs, or thick point another to act under one's ſelf .
Subditicious, that is put in the room
Marter of any Ointment ; the chick Maf:
that remains after the Steeping of Herbs, of another 3 foified, forged,
Flowers, brc. and preſſing out their 0: 1 .
" To Subdivide, to divide a ſecond time,
to divide the part of a Whole already di.
Styptick, that of a kinding Quality.
Styptick Water, a fort of Liquor vided .
+ Subdilous, Subtil, Crafty, Deceit
Chymically prepar'd ; being of very good
ful.
Uſe co ſtop Fluxes of Blood .
Subondion , a drawing , or bringing
Sualozy, (L.) that is apt, or tends to
up ; a Deduction, or Allowance ; alſo a
perſwade.
Suavity, Sweetneſs, Pleaſantneſs.
Rule in ' Arithmetick ; otherwiſe called Sub
Subation , a kneeding,or working : traction .
Among Apothecaries, the working or ſoft'n
To Subdne, to bring Under, to Con
quer or Maſter , to Morrify.
ing of Plaifters.
Subcuple Proportion , (in Mathem .) is
Subaljine, that lies, lives, ot grows
when any Number or Quantity is contained
under the Mountains called Alpes.
1 Subaltern or Dub.alternate, that fuc- in another twice .
ceeds by turns, that is appointed , or placed
Subhaſtatton , (in the Roman Law ) a
parricular way of ſelling Confiſcate Goods,
under another.
Subaltern Propolitions, (in Logick ) under a Spear or Pike, ſet up for that pur
are ſuch as difer only in Quantity, and a poſe.
Subject , bound , obliged to fome de
gree in Quality .
Subalterns, inferiour Judges, or Offi- pendance ; liable, apt, inclinable.
A Subject, one that is under the Domi
cers.
nion of a Soveraign Prince ; alſo the Mat
Sub -bots , ( F. L.T.) Under -wond.
Sub -Lieutenant, ter creared of, or that which a Science is
Sub- Brigadeer
&c. are Under-Officers in an Army, ap- converſant about. In Philoſophy, the Sut.
pointed for the eaſe of choſe over them of Itance to which Qualities are joyn'd .
To Subject, to make Subject, to bring
the ſame Name.
Subcartilagineum , (4. in Anat.) the under, to make liable.
Subjection , the being a Subject, Obe
Cartila.
the
upper part of the Belly under
ges or Griſtles of the Cheſt.
dience to a Superiour, great Dependence,
Sub -chanter, an Officer in a Cathedral, Slavery .
or Collegiate Church , that begins the An
To Subjoyn , to joyn, or add a thing
next to another.
them , in the Chanter's Abſence.
Subclavian Weftels, (in Anat.) che
# Sabttaneous, ſudden, hafty.
Arteries and Veins that paſs under the Cla.
To Subjugate, to ſubdue, to bring
under the Yoke of Bondage.
vicles.
Subitigation, a ſubduing, or gaming.
subclavicular Gein , a Branch of the
Vena Cava, which runs under the Neck
Subjunctive 2Dood, (in Gram .) is ro
becauſe it has ſome Condition lub
cali'd,
bone.
Subclavins, a Muſcle of the Chett, joynd to whatis affirmed.
Sublaplarians, a Sectwho hold that
which ariſes from the lower part of half
God's Decree of Reprobation began after
the Clavicula .
Adam's Fall.
Subcontrary Polition, (in Geom .) is
Sublaratton, (in Surgery) an imperfect
when Two Similar Triangles are ſo plac'd ,
as to have one common Angle at the Ver- diſlocating, or putting out of Joynt, when
a Bone is gocbut a little or half out of its
tex , and yet their Baſes nor Parallel.
10
Subcontrary Propofttons, (in Logick ) | Place
Sublevation , a lifting up, fuccouring.
are thoſe that particularly differ in Quality,
or eaſing.
and agree in Quantity.
eus
Subligaculum , (L.) Breeches, long
Subcutan , (l. in Anat .) a Branch
of the Bafilick.Vein chat runs towards the Hoft, ' or Drawers ; alſo a ſort of Trufs us
in Ruptures,
inner Joynt of the Arms.
+ Subligation , a binding, or tying un
Sub Dean , a dignify'd Clergy -Man ,
derneath
next to a Dean
Sublia
 ܐ ܐ ܬܐ2ܐ
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Subpana, ( L.) a Writ by which all
Sublimate Coireſide or White 90er
cury, a ſtrong Corrotive Powder, made of Perſons under the Degree of Peerage, are
Quick - Silver ſoak'd with Acids, and then callid into Chancery , in ſuch cafe where
the Common Law fails ; or for the Sum
tublimed up to the Top of the Veffel.
To Sublimate or Sublime, (C.T.) to moning of Witneſſes to teſtify, both in
raiſe any volatile or light Matter by Means Chancery and other Courts.
Sub- Reader, an Under -Reader in one
of Fire, to the top of the Cucurbit.
Sublimation, the Operation of Sublic of the Inns ofCourt.
ming.
Subſcapularis , (L.in Anat.) a Muro
Dublime,lofty, high , great.
cle of the Arm , that fills up the inward
To Subliine, to raife, to refine : In hollow part of the Scapula ; or Shoulder
Cliimiſtry, the ſame as To Sublimate.
Blade.
Subliming-Ipots , the Veſſels that
To Subſcribe, to fign, or ſet one's
ſerve for the Subliming of any Mixt Bodies. Hand to a Writing ; alſo to ſubmit, or con
Sublimis , Sublime, high : In Anatomy, ſent to .
Subſcription , a Subſcribing, or Wri
one of the muſcles that bend the Fingers.
Sublimity or Sublimeneſs , Height , ting underneath
Subſequent, immediately following, or
or Loftineſs of Expreſlion , Style, C.
Sublimy, the fame as Sublimate.
coming nexr afier.
To Subſerve, to promote , or help for 1
Sublinguales, ( L. in Anat . ) certain
ſmall Glands or Kernels thar run on each ward .
Gubſerviency, a being Subſervient.
fide of the Tongue, near its Tip.
Sublinguiitin , the Cover the Wind
Subſervient, ſerviceable, helpful.
Iіре.
To Sublide , to ſink , or lower.
Sublidenice , a ſetting to the bottom ,
Sublition , a plajfering, dawbing, or
beſmearing : Among Painters, the graſing, a Settlement in Urine, or.
Sublidiary, that is given , or fent to
or laying the Ground Colour under the per
fc &t Colour.
the Aid or Afiftance of another.
Subſidy , an Aid , Tax, or Tribute,
Sublunary, that is under the Orb of
the Moon .
granted by the Parliament to the Queen
Sub -Darſhall or Under -Marthat, upon urgen. Occaſions.
an Officer in the Marſhalfea, who is Depu
To Subliſt, to ſtand or be, to have a
ty to the Knight- Marſhall, and has the keep- Being ; to live , to hold out, to continue.
Subliſtence, Being, Continuanee ; Food,
ing of the Priſoners there,
Submerfion, (L.) a plunging under Livelihood .
Subaftente -money, Half-pay given to
Watet, a drowning or ſinking:
Subiniſfion , the Act of ſubmitting, or Soldiers, for their preſent Support,
Subſtance, Ellence or Being ; Matter,
yielding ; Reſpect, Humbleneſs.
Submiflive
or Submiſs, humble, Reality ; the moſt material Points of a Dil
it
im
, to be ſubject , to yield , to courſe , allo Eſtate, Goods, Wealth .
refpe & ful
To
,
,
Subtantial, Eſſential, Real, Solid ;
humble one's felf.
Juicy . Pithy , Rich , Wealthy.
Subitantive or Aoun Subffantive,
Submultiple Mumber or Ottantity,
( in Mathem .) is that which is contained in (in Gram.) a Noun , or Word thar denotes
another Number or Quantity, a certain the abſolute Being of a Thing.
Number of times exa& ly.
Subſtitute, a Deputy , one that ſup
Submultiple Proportion,/ the Reverſe plies another's Place.
To Subſtitute, to put in the room of
of Multiple Proportion.
Subnervare, (0.L.) to cut the Sinews another.
of the Thighs or legs; to Ham - ſtring.
Subſtitution , the Ad of Suftituting.
Subojdinate, inferiour.
Subſtylar Line, ( in Dialling ) that
ToSubordinate, to fet under another Line drawn onthe Dial-Plane, over which
Subordinatton , dependence of Perſons the Style or Coek ſtands at Right Angles
or Things, with reſpect one to another.
with the Plane.
To Suborn , to ſer one upon the bear.
Sub-laper- Parttailar proportion ,
ing of falſe Witneſs, or any other miſchie- (in Mathem .) is contrary to Super.partich
vous Deſign .
lar Proportion .
ulomatton, the Act of Suborning : 1layerbrems or Chord, ( in Geom .) a
In Law , a ſecret or under-hand preparing, Right-Line Crawa under an Arch of a
or bringing in a falſe Witneſs.
Circle.
subtera
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Succeffion , a ſucceeding, or coming
Subterfluous, ( in Philos.) that flows, or
after, a Series, or continued Order of
runs unde
Subterfuge, Evaſion , Eſcape, Shift.
Time:
Succeſſion of the Signs, (in Aftron )
Subterraneous or Subterrancan, that
is encloſed within the Bowels, or hollow that Order in which they are uſually
Parts of che Earth ; that lies under Ground . reckon'd .
Succellive, chat ſucceeds, or follows
Subtit or Subtle , cunning, , crafty,
ready quick ; alſo imall, thin, fine, pure . one afrer another.
SuccefTour, one that ſucceeds another
Subtilization , the Ad of Subrilizing :
In Chymiſtry, the diffolving, or changing of in his Place, or Eſtate.
Succtnd , brief, or ſhort.
a Mixt Body into a pure Liquor, or into
Succinuin , (L.) Amber, a kind of
a fine Powder
To Subttligt, to make ſubtil or thin ; congealed Subftance.
alſo to uſe Cubtilcies, Tricks, or Shifts.
Succoy or Culttd -Endive, an Herb. Succotrine Aloes , the fineſt fort
Subtilty or Subtlety, tarpneſs of
Wit, Craft; a ſubril Trick, a cunning brought from the Inand Succotra, on the
Coaſt of Arabia ,
Fetch .
Sliciour, Help, Relief, Supply.
To Subtract or Subſtrád , to deduct,
or take off.
To Succour, to aſſift, help, or relieve :
Subtraction , a taking off, or from . In in the Art of War, To Succour a Place, is
Mathematicks, a Rule, by which a leffus to raiſe the Siege of it : Among Sea -men ,
To Succoste , is to ſtrengthen , or make more
Number is taken from a greater.
Simple Subtraction , ( in Arithm .) is | firm .
Sucnibus, (L.) a Devil that takes a
the Way of taking one Number out of a.
nother of the ſame kind.
Woman's Shape , to lie with a Man.
Succulent, full of Juice , juicy.
Compound Subtraction , is the Me
To Succmb, to fall down, fink , or
thod of taking a Summ compounded of
ſeveral different Species, from another faint under.
Succus , ( L.) Juice, Moiſture, Sap.
likewiſe ofthe ſame
Summ.
Silccus pancreatiais, (inAnat.) the
Species.
ſorrs of Compounded
Subtrahend, the leffer Number, that Pancreatick Juice.
Succullion, (in Philof.) a violent jolting,
is to be Subtracted, or taken out of a
or Making.
greater,
Subtriple Proportion , is when one
Suck -ſtone, a Filh otherwiſe cali'd a
Number is contained in another Three times | Sea - Lamprey.
Suckers of Crees , unprofitable
Subverſion , a turning uplide down , or
over-throwing ; the Ruin , or Deſtruction Shoots that ſpring out of the root, or fide
of the Srock .
of States.
Suaila , ( L. ) a little Sow : In Me
To Subvert, tò Ruin, or Overthrow .
chanicks, Sucula or Succula, is a bare
Sub -Cicar , an Under-Vicar.
Suburb, that part of a City or Town, Axis, or Cylinder, with Staves in it to
move it round.
which lieswithout the Walls.
SIID , (S. T.) the South -Wind .
Suburbian , belonging to the Suburbs.
Sudamina, (L. P.T.) certain red and
Succago , the ſame asApochyliſma.
Succarath, a Wild Beaſt in America, angry Wheals, or Pimples in the skin,
ſomewhat reſembling a Lion.
like Millet-grains.
Succedaneous, į L. ) ſucceeding, or
Sudok a Sweat, an Humour of the
Body
coming in the room of another.
Subotica or Sudoztfera , Medicines
Succedent, ſucceeding ; as Succedent
Houſes in Aſtrology, which are the ad. sth. thar provoke Sweating.
8th. and ith .
Sudoztfick , that makes, or cauſes Sweat,
To Sue, to put in , or ſtand for an
To Succeed , to follow , or come next
after, proſper, or ſpeed well; to fall out, Office, &c. to entreat earneſtly, to proſe
cute at Law . In Falconry, a Hawk is ſaid
or come to paſs.
Sucrentor, he that lings the Baſs, or To sue, when she whecs her Beak .
loweſt Part, in a Conſort of Mulick .
To Suffer , to undergo, to endure , or
Succeſs, the Event, or Iflue of a Buſi- bear with ; to permit, or give leave.
neſe.
Sufferable, chat may be ſuffered, or
endured,
Succeſsful, fortunate, lucky,
Sufferance,
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Sniferance, Allowance, Forbearance,
Leave.
Sufferentia Paris, (0.L.) a Sufferance,
or Granr, of Peace, or Truce
SufferCurze, certain Wlieals occaſioned
by Heat in children .
To Suffice, to be enough, to fatiske,
or afford Sttisfaction.
Sufficienty , a being Sufficient , Ahili
ry , Capacity : It is alſo us’d by Sir Wilo
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Guit of the Dneen's Peace, is the
purſuing a Man for breach of the Queen's
Peace .
Giste Siter or SuteSilver, a
ſmall Rent paid by the Free-holders, to ex.
cuſe them from appearance at the Courts
Barons, within the Honour of Clun in
Shrop - Shire.
Suiter or Sutton, one that makes
Suit to a Court, that ſtands for an office,
or that makes Love to a Woman .
Sufficient, thar fuffices, or is enough to
To Sutton, to Woo, or Court for å
Wife.
ſatisfie Neceffity ; able, capable,
Sulcus Aquizz (0.L.) a ſmall Brook,
Suffimentum or suffitus, (L. P.T.)
or Stream of Water.
a Perfume that is burni and ſmoaked.
Syntl, W
( C) a Plough .
+ Snfflation , a blowing, or puffing up.
Sull- Daddle, a Tool to cleanſe the
To Suffocate, to ſmother, itifle , or
Plough from the Clods of Earth .
choak .
Sullen , ſtubborn , dogged, peeviſh.
Suffocation , a fuffocating , ſtifing, & c.
To Sully , to defile, dawb, or foul ;
a Stoppage
Suffragan or Biljop Suffragan ; a to ftain , or blemish one's Reputation.
Sulphur; ( L. ) Brimſtone: Among
Ticular Bihop appointed to aſſiſt the Biſhop
in his Dioceſe ; or a Biſhop fubordinate to Chyniſts, the ſecond Hypoſtatical, or third
Active' Principle,
an Arch -Biſhop.
Snftrage , a Vote given at an Election ,
fulphur Wivum , the grafith Sulphur,
or Brimitone ,asitcomes from the Earth.
in favour of any Perſon.
Flower of Salphur , the pureft Chý:
Suffrnter, (L.) a little Shrub. A.
mong Herbalists, a low Plant, that fends mical Sulphur, that ſticks to the Head of
out no Leaves from its Root, and begins to the Alembick .
Sulphur-ulozt, an Herb .
be branched from the bottom of the
Stalk,
Sulphurrons, belonging to, or full of
Suffiimigation, the making a Fume, Sulphur.
Sultan or Soldan , ( i. e. Prince, or
or Smoak underneath : Allo an ourward
Remedy, confifting, of a' Decoction of Soveraign) a Title given to the Grand
Roots, Herbs, & c. the Smoak of which is Seignior, and to other Mahomet an Princes.
convey'd into the Body, from under a
Siltana or Sultanels, the Grand
Clore-Nrol.
Signior's Wife, or Empreſs of Turkey
uffiifton , a Diſeaſe in the Eye cali’da
Sultane, ( F.) the fame : Among
Pin, or Web
Conferkioners, a kind of Sugar-work.
Sug, the Sea -flea, an Infect .
sultantu , a , Turkiſh Gold -Coin worth
about 8's.
To Bug, to ſoak in Water.
Sultryor Speltry , exceſſivehot.
ngar , a very ſweer and pleaſant
Sumach or Sumack, a Shrub mode.
Juice drawn out of certain Canes that grow
by Curriers to dreſs cheir Leacher.
uſe,of
&
boild
in the Indies, which is afterwards
umage or Siimmage,an Horſe-load;
brought to a due confiftence .
To suggeſt, (L.) to prompt, to put alfo Tollord for Carriage on Horſe-back.
upon , tnego on.
Sumbztero, ( Sp. ) a Canopy of Srate
Suggeſtion, a fuggeſting, or prompting ; held over Princes, or great Perſons,
an Inducenerit, or Perſwalion.
prin and other hot Countries.
Sugillana, (L.P.T.) a black and blew
Stimm , a certain quantity of Money,
Spot made with a Blow ; a black ,or blood the Subſtance of a Diſcourſe : In Mathon
maticks, the Number which ariſes from the
it.or Eye.
Suhak, the long ear'd Goat of Scythia. Addition of two or more Numbers together,
Silmin of an Equation , (in Algebra)
Suit ( F ) a Petition, Requeſt, or Mo
tion : Alſo a proſecuting a Party at Law . is when the abſolute Number being brought
Sutt of Court or Suit -Service, an over to the other Side, with acontrary
Attendance that Tenants owe to the Court Sign, the whole becomes equal to d
of their Lord.
Sumina, (L.) a Summ of Money,the
Sutt Real or Suit Regal, is when chiefpoint of a Matter:Inancient Deeds,
Men come to the Court callà she Sheriff's any Load , or Burden of a Horſe.
Tuin , or Leet,
Samma
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Superable , ( L. ) that may be over
Summa Frumentt, was the Quantity
come, or furpaſſed.
of 8 Buhels, or a Quarter of Wheat.
Summary, conciſe, hort, brief.
To Superabolind, to be over and a
A Summary, a brief gathering to bove, to be ſuperfluous.
Sniperabrındance , very great Plenty ,
gether of the whole Matter in a few
Words; an Abridgment.
Superfluiry .
Supecabımdant , over- flowing in
Sumuned , ( in Falconry) is when a
Hawk has her Feathers, and is fit to be Plenty, exceſſive,
taken from the Eyrie , or Mew.
To Superadd, to add oyer and above.
Summer , one of the four Seaſons of
+ Superaffuſion , a pouring on the
the Year : In Architecture, the main piece top, a ſhedding upon .
Superannuated , worn out with Age ;
of Timber that ſupports the Building .
Summer Spault, a Gambol, or Feat grown our of Date.
of Activity thew'd by a Tumbler.
Saerbipartient Number, (in Arith.)
To Suinmer -fir, ( C.) to fallow , or a Number that divides another Number not
till Land in the Summer
exactly into two Parts, but leaves ſomething
enmmer Cree, a Beam full of Mor over and above.
tiſes, for the ends of Joiſts to lie in .
Superbus Mulaulus, a Muſcle which
Summit or Suinmicy ,( L.) the high- lifts the Eye uɔ wards.
eft part , or top of a Thing.
Supercargo, (I.) a Perſon employ'd by
To Sliminon , to call one to appear the Owners of a Ship, to overſee the
before a Judge ; allo to demand the ſur- Cargo, or Lading.
render of a Place.
+ Silperchery, ( F.) a Cheat, or Trick ,
Summoncas, a Writ of great Di
Supercilious, ( L.) that is of a four
verſity, according to the different Cares Countenance ,or affected lofty Carriage.
in which it is us'd.
Supéretliyin , ( L.) the Brow , or Eye
Summoneas ad Warrantizandum , is Brow : Alſo the Lip, or ſide of a Cavity,
the Proceſs whereby the Vouchee is callid. or hollow Part at the end of a Bone.
Summoner or Summer , a perty
rupereininence, Singular Excellency ;
Officer that cites a Man to any Court of Prerogative, or Authority aboveothers.
Juſtice, eſpecially the Ecclefiaftical.
Supereininent, excelling , above.
Summonitozes, (0. L.) the Summo
To Supererogate, to give, or do more
ners, or Apparitors, who cited Offenders than is required .
Supererogation, a doing more than
to appear and anſwer the Charge made
one's Duty , a performing more good
againſt them .
Summonitores Scaccartt, thoſe of. Works than he is bound to do.
ficers who affifted in collecting the King's
Supererogatory , belonging to ſuch a
kevenues, and cited Defauiters into the Practice.
Court of Exchequer.
Siiperfetation, a ſecond conceiving be
Summons, à fummoning to appear in fore the firſt Young is brought forth ; a
Court.
breeding of youngupon young.
Summons in Cerra petita, a Sum
Superficial, belonging to a Superficies ;
monsmade upon the Land, which the Party or Surface ; outward , light, night.
Yar whoſe Suit the Summons is ſent forth )
Superficial Wound , a wound that
Eeeks to have.
lies only in the Skin, or does not reach
sumpter -Hole, a Horſe that carries very deep .
Neceſſaries and Proviſions for a Journey.
Superficies, the Surface, or outermoſt
Sumptuary , belonging to Expençes.
Part of any Thing. In Geometry, a Mag
Sumptuiary Laws , Laws made to re- nitude bounded by Lines, that only has
Arain exceſs of Charge in Diet, or Habit.
Length and Breadth , · without Depth or
Sumptripus, rich. coftly, ſtately.
Thickneſs.
Sun ,a glorious Planet.
superfine, very fine, or thin.
Sun Dew , an Herb .
Superfutey, that which is Superflua
Suņ = Flower, a Plant bearing a fine ous, or inore than needs, Overplus, Ex
cefs.
rge Yellow Fellow .
Superfittous, over-much, enough, and
Sunday, the firſt Day of the Week, ro
elld from its being ſet a -part by our Saxon to ſpare ; alſo idle, unneceffary,
niceſtours for worſhipping the Idol of the
Supergeminalis, (L. in Anat) a wind
in .
ing Veflel, joyned to the Teticles.
Super
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Super -humane, more than Humane,
Superparttarlar proportion , (in Ma
above Man's Capacity or Rcach.
them .) is when one Quantity or Number
Superhumeralis, (in Anat.) the ap- contains another once, and a certain Part,
fer Part of the Shoulder.
whoſe Numerator is I.
To Superinduct,to bring in over and
Superpartient proportion , is when
above, to lay upon .
one Quantity or Number contains another
Supertndndion, the Ad of Superin- once, and ſome Number of Äliquot Paris
ducing.
remaining.
+ Superinjection , a cafting or laying
Supcr Prærogativa Regis , a Writ
over , or upon .
that lay againſt the King's Widow , for
Superinftitution , (L.T.) one Inſtitu- marrying without his Licence.
Superpurgation, an over -much purg .
tion upon another ; as when a Clerk is ad.
mited and inſtituted to a Benefice upon ing by Stool .
Superſcapularis Superior, a . Mulle
one Title, and another is likewiſe Inftitu
ted to it, by the Preſentment of another of the Arm , the ſame as Supraſpinatus.
Patron .
To Superſcribe, to write over, or
To Superintend, to Overſee, or have on the outſide of a Letrer, Deed, Gr.
che chief Management of Affairs.
Súperfcription , that which is written
Superintendancy , the Place, or Digni- on the outlide, the Direction of a Letter.
ry of a Superintendant.
To SŲ erlede, to ſuſpend, piit off, or
Super intendant, a chief Overſeer, or ſtop an Affair or Proceeding.
Superfedeas , a Writ fignifying a Coma
Surveyor; alſo a kind of Biſhop or digni
fied Clergy -man , among the Lutherans in mand to ſtay, or forbear the doing of ebat
Germany.
which in Appearance of Law ought to be
Superintendent , that over -rules, or done.
governs.
Super Statuto, a Writ which lay a.
Super tortty , Pre -eminence, Excellence, gainſt the King's Tenant holding in Chief,
aboveothers.
who alienated the King's Land without
Supertour, upper, or uppermoſt, pre- his Licence.
vailing ; thatis above others in Authority,
Super Estatuto de Articulis Cleri, a
Knowledge, Strength, & c.
Writ againſt the Sheriff that diſtrains in
A Superiour , one of our Betters ; the the Glebe-Land, and anciently given to
chiefGovernour or Governeſs of a Mon Re& ories.
aftery. In Printing, a fmall.Letter plac'd Super Estatuto de York, quio ml Cerra
above a material Word, which directs by Aliteller, &c. a Writ lying againīt one
a like Letter , to the Citation in the Mar that uſes vi&ualling in a City or Borough
gin .
Town, during the Time he is Mayor, dc.
Superiatrs, Magiſtrates, or Perſons in
Super Statuto facto pour Senethal
any high Station.
#macfhal de Royne, & c. a Writ lying
Superiors or Superiotr Planets, againſt theSteward or Marſhal, for holding
( in Afron.) the Planets Saturn, Jupiter Plea in his Court, for Treſpaſſes not made
and Mars.
within the Queen's Houſehold .
Superlative , very greator eminent.
Su'er Statutum Edw. 3. verſus
Superlative Degree,( in Gram )the Servants & Labozes, a Writ thatliesde
bigheſtDegree of Compariſon.
gainſt him who keeps another Man's Ser
Superligamen , (L.in Surgery) a tying vants departed out of his Service againſt
Law
of Swathes. or Bands underneath.
Superligula , (in Anat .) the Cover of Superſtition , Idolatrous Worſhip ; an
the Wind- pipe.
idle filly Opinion, or foolila Befief about
Divine Worſhip.
Supernal, that comes from above.
Supernatation, ( in Philof.) a floating ,
Superſtitious , given to Superſtition,
ſwimmin
or
g at top.
in Matters of Religion,
Supernatural, that is above the Courſe, over-ſcrupulous
& c.
Strength , or reach of Nature,
To Saperſtrnd to build upon ; as
Supermimerary, that is above the li- To ſuper tru&t one thing, upon
another.
mited or uſual Number.
Superſtructure, that which is built,
Superoneratione pafturæ, a Writ
that lies againſt one, who is impleaded for or raiſed upon fome Foundation .
Supertripartient
Pum
that whichor divides
the over-burd’ning of a Common with his ber,
( in Mathem .) is Quantity
Carrel.
/
another
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another Quanticy , or Number into three
Parts, but leaves fome Remainder.
+ Snipervacancoursy, fuperfluous, un.
.cz profitable, needleſs.
To Supervene, to come upon of a
Sudden , to come in unlooked for.
r
To Superviſe, to overſee.
Sitpervilor, n Overſeer, a Surveyor.
Superviſor of a Wiill, one that is apu pone pointed to aſlift the Executor, and ſee that
the Will be duely perform'd .
Suptnator Radtt F zepis, ( in Anat .)
a Muſcle of the Bone of the Arm, cali'd
Radius, which ariſes from the upper and
outward Part of the Vina.
Supinator Radit Longus, another
Muſcle of theRadius, which takes riſe from
the upper and outward Part of the Shoulder-Bone .
Supine, idle, careleſs, negligent.
Su ines , (in Gram .) are of two ſorts :
The firſt ending in um,
an Active Sig
nification ; the ſecond ending in u, has the
Signification of an infinite-Mood Paſſive.
Supintty or Surpineneſs, Sloth, Neg.
ligence, Careleſneſs.
To Slippeditate, to find, or furnish ;
as To Suppeditate Matter.
To Sapplant, to trip up one's Heels,
to undermine him; to deceive, or beguile.
or Suppedanea ,
Sup, lantalta
IL P.T. ) Plaiſters apply'd to the Feet.
Supple , ſoft, or limber, plianr.
Supplement, (L.) any Addision made
to ſupply ſomething that was wanting , or
defective.
Supplement of an arch, (in Geom )
is the number of Degrees that it wants of
beng a Seini-circle.
Sappletozy, that ſerves to ſupply ſome
Imperfection , or Defect .
Suppliant or Supplicant, a Petition
er , or humble Suiter.
To, Suppltrate, to make humble Re.
queft, to entrear, or beſeech .
Sapplicatton , humble Petition, or
Suit ; earneſt and ſubmiſſive Prayer .
Supplicavit, a Writ that iſſues out of
he Chancery, for taking the Surety of
Peace againſt a Man.
Supply , Aid, Relief : In the Art of
Var, Supplies are taken for Recruits of
Fortes .
To Supply, to make up what is want.
g , to hll up one's Place, to furnith with
Ceceflaries.
Support, that which bears up a
Jeight , or Burden ; Protection, Defence.
To Support, to bear, or prop up , to
oted , or upholds to maintain, or feedba
the
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Supportable, that may be ſuffered , or
endured .
sup;oted of the Pale , (in Heraldry )
when any Beaſt is drawn upon the Pale, in
an Eſcutcheon.
Suppoters, Images to bear upPoſts,
dc, in a Building : In Heraldry, the Figures
of Lions, Tigers, & c., that are drawn
itanding on each ſide of the Eſcutcheon,
and ſeem touphold it.
Slippoſable , that may be ſuppoſed.
To Suppoſe, to grant , or take for
granted ; to imagine, or think .
Suppoſtt ton or Suppolal, a ſuppoſing
a thing taken for granted .
Suppofititionis, putin the room of ano
ther thing, that is real, or proper ; falſe,
forged.
Suppofitopy, a piece of a ſort of Paſte
put up the Fundament, to looſen the
Belly .
To Suppreſs , to mother, or ftop ;
10 conceal, or paſs over in Silence.
Supprelfiori, the Act of Suppreſſing ,
Smothering 66.
Sitpprelfionis Ignis, (L. C. T.) a
Fire made above the Sand.
To Suppurate, to run with , or void
Marter ; as a Sore does.
Suppuratton, gathering, or reſolving
to Matter ; running with Matter.
Suppurative, that brings to Suppuraa
tion, that makes a Sore run.
Suppurgation , is when purging Media
cines are too often usd .
Supputation , a counting, reckoning ,
or cafting,up:
Supralaplartans, they who hold, That
God in his Decree of Reprobation, con
sider'd the Matter, before the fall of
Adam .
Suprafcapularis Inferto , ( L. ) .
Muſcle of the Arm , the ſame as Infraspindi.
Suprafpinatus or Ouprafcapularts
Superior, a Muſcle fo called from its be
ing plac'd above the Spine of the Shoulder
bla le.
Supremacy , Soveraignty, the moſt
tranſcendent height in Power and Au .
thority .
Súpzerne, higheſt, chiefert, or molt
eminent of all.
Sura, (L)the Calf ofthe Leg : Alſo the
leffer Bone ofit, otherwiſe callà Fibula,
Surat Gein , a Vein which runs down
on the Calf of the Leg .
Suralis , a branch of the Crural Vein .
Surantier, the upper Antler on a
Deer's Head,
Surbate
Mmmmh
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Surbate or Surbating, a Bruiſe un
Surinichi, ( 0 : L. ) a Loaf of courſer
der a Horſe's Foot.
Whire-Bread.
To Surmiſe, to imagine, ſuppoſe, or
ToSurceaſt, to give over,
Surcharge, (in Traffick ) Charge upon think.
To Surmotint, to overcome, or get
Charge, or the Charge
in any thing which
is over and above that which is Jux,
the better of ; to ſurpaſs, or out-do.
Surcharge of the Foreſt, ( L. T. ) is
Surinoltnted, overcome, out- done, & c.
when a Commoner puts more Beaſts into In Heraldry, it is when one Ordinary is born
upon another.
a Foreſt than he has Right to .
To Surpaſs , to go beyond , to exceed.
To Surcharge, to overload ; a Word
chiefly apply'd to the Stomach .
Surplice, a White Linnen Garment,
Surcingle, a Girdle : Allo a kind of worn byMiniſters in the Church, while
they read the Publick Service.
u , per Harneſs for Horſes.
Surcoat, a Coat of Arms to be worn
Surplulage, ( F. ) that which is over
over Armour ; alſo a ſort of upper Gar- and above : In Law, a Superfiuity, or
ment.
Addition of more than needs.
Sur cut in Cita , (L.) a Writ that lies
Surpriſal or Surpriſe, a coming
for the Heir of that Woman, whoſe Hus- upon unawares ; Amazement, or Aſtonist.
band has alienated her Land , and the do's ment.
not bring the Writ Cui in Vita for the re .
To Surpriſe or Surpytle, to take
covery of it.
napping, or in the Deed doing ; to
Surd, (in Mathem .) as A Surd or Ir- aſtonih, or amaze .
rational Root, i. e. that Square Roor, Cu
Sur, atzing, that ſurpriſes, or cauſes
bick Root, or any other Root which can- Surprize .
Surquiedzy, (0.) Pride, Prefumption .
not be perfectly extracted out of a Rational
Number ,
Surrebutter, ( L.T. ) a Second Re:
Surds, ( in Geom .) are Figures incom- burter, a rebutting more than once.
menſurable to the Rational Square , or
Saurrejoynder , a ſecond Defence of the
Lines that have not any common Meaſure, Plaintiff's Action, oppoſed to the Define
with the given Rational Line.
dant's Rejoynder.
+ Surdity, Deafneſs, Dulneſs.
Surrender , a reſigning , or giving up :
In Law , a Writing, which teftifes a Te .
Surety, Security, or Bail .
Surety of thePeace, is the acknow . nant's Conſent, to yield and give up
ledging a Bond to the Queen , before a Lands, & c. to him that has the next Re
Competent Judge of Record, for thekeep - mainder , or Reverſion.
ingof the Peace.
To Surrender, to yield, or deliver up.
surface, ( F. ) the bare out-fide of a
Surrertitious, ( L.) done, or got by
Body : In Geometry, 'cis Quantity extended Stealth, or Surprize.
in length and Breadth only, without Surrogate, one that is appointed to
Thickneſs.
fupply the Place of another ; moſt common
Ą Plain Surface, is made by the mo. lyof a Biſhop .
tion of a Right-Line always keeping in the
To Surrogate, to depute, or appoint in
fame Plane .
the room of another.
A Curved or crooked Surface , is
Surrogation , the A& of appointing a
Convex above, or without, and Concave Deputy .
below , or within .
To Surround, to go round , or en .
Surfeit, an Indiſpoſition caus'd by ex . compaſs.
Surfengle, a long upper Girth ; eſpea
ceſs in eatingand drinking.
Shrge, à Billow , or Wave of the Sea. cially ſuch as are us'd by Carriers, to falten
To Surte, to riſe up in Surges, or their Packs.
Waves .
Surfile, (in Dover-Caftle) ſuch Penal
Surgeon or Chirurgeon , ( G. ) oneties as are laid upon thoſe that do not pay
that is skilled in , or profeffes Surgery.
their Duties, for Caſtleward. . .
Surgery or Chirurgery, the Art of
Surſoló, (in Mathem .) the Fifth Powe
performing Cures on the Outward diſealed | er from anygiven Root, or Side.
Parts of a Humane Body, by means of the
Surfolio Problejn , is that which can
Hands and proper Inftruments : Alio the not be reſolved , but by Curves of a highes
particular Room , where Surgeons uſually Nature than Conick Sections.
perform their Operations .
Surtout, ( F. ) a greatup
Surkney , a kind of white Garnient ' perSurtoot
Coat, or
like a Rocher,
Surtout,
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Sulpirium , ( L. ) the Phthifick
Sigh, a Shore-breaching.
To Suſtain , to uphold, or keep up ;
to ſtrengthen , or nouriſh ; to bear, or en
dure.
Sultenance, Nouriſhment, Food.
Sutler, (D.) one that ſells Victuals in
a Camp, or Garriſon .
Suttle-weight, the pure Weight of
Commodities, after the Allowance for
Tare is deducted.
Suture , ( L. ) a Seam , or Stitch : In
Surgery, a rowing together of the Lips of
a Wound : In Anatomy, the cloſing of the
Scull- bones like the Teeth of Saws; let
one into another : Among Naturalifts, the
Cloſures with which the Shells of Fiſhes
are joyn'd one to another.
Falle or Baſtard Sutures, (in Anat .).
thore Seams of the Scull, whoſe Figure reei
ſembles the Scales of Fiſhes.
swab, a Cod of Beans.
swabber , an Inferiour Officer a -board
a Man of War, whoſe Bufineſs is to ſee,
that the Ship be kept neat and clean.
Swad , a Pealecod - ſhell ; alſo a groſs.
fat Woman .
To swaddle , to wrap up with Swach
ing-bands ; alſo to cudgel, or bang.
To Swag, to force, or bear down
wards, as a Weight does; to hang down.
To Swagger, to play the Hector, to
boalt , or vaunt.
Swatn ,a Country -man , a Clown.
Swain -mote or $ wanimote, a Court,
touching Matters of theForeſt, held before
the
Verderours, as Judges.
wale, ( 0. ) ſwelled : In the North
Country, windy, bleak .
Swallow , a Bird , alſo a Flying Sea
Fifh , alſo a Gulph, or Whirl-Pool.
wa llow - Tati, (in Joyners-Work) a
Stifpenfion or Sulpenle, ( S.T.) is particular way of faftening cogether two
a temporal Stop of a Man's Right: In pieces of Timber : In Fortification , a Work
Cunon -Lam , the lefſer Excommunication .
that is narrower towards the place chan
Sillpenlos Celticuli, ( L. in Anat.) a cowards the Country:
Muſcle , otherwiſe call's Cremaſter.
Swallow -wort, an Herb .
Swamp or Swomp, a Bog, or Mar.
Suſpenſojinim , a Ligament of the
Penis.
ſhy Place, in Virginia and New -England.
SuſpenCopy, a fort of Truſs, or Bandage.
Swan, a known Royal Fowl : Allo
Allo a Cord hung up in aBed for a fick a Conſtellation made up of 12 Stars .
Swans-skin , a ſort of fine Flannel.
Perfon to eafe , or turn himſelf by .
Swang, (N. C.) a green Swarth , or
+ Sulpicable, liable to Sufpicion .
Sufpicion,Jealouſy, Diſtrul, Sarmiſe. Furrow , amidft Plough'd Land.
Suſpicious, full ofSuſpicions, or Jea
* To Swap or Swop , to Exchange one
for another.
loulies
Feared ;. alſo thatmay befufpected , or thing
Sward , the Rind of Bacon.
Sulpiral, a Spring of Water, paſſing
Sward or Green Sward , (among
under Ground towards a Conduit ; alſo a Husbandmen ) Ground is ſaid To have a
breathing -hole ; a Vent, or Air-ho !ę.
Sward
Mmmm 2

Surtout, (in Confectionery) as Piſtachoes
in Surtout, i.e. the Kernels of PiſtachoeNurs, order'd after the fame manner as
Almond Sugar-Plums : In Cookery, Pigeons in
Surtout, are Pigeons ſtuffed , and dreſs’d
with a larded Veal-collop on the Breaft.
Survey, a general View , a Draught of
one's Lands,
To Survey, to view, or look about on
all Sides, to overſee, to meaſure Land.
Surveying of Land, the Art of mea
furing the Area's or ſuperficial Contents of
Lands, Fields, Grounds, &c.
surveping - Scale , an Inſtrument us'd
forchat purpoſe.
Surveyor , a Meaſurer of Land , an
Overſeer .
Surveyor of the melting, an Officer
in the Mint, who is to ſee the Bullion caſt
out, and that it be not alter'd after the
delivery of it to the Melter,
Survivance or Snrvivorſhip, an
outliving of one.
To Survive, to outlive.
Survivor, one that outlives another :
In Law , the longer Liver of two joynt
Tenants, & c.
Suſanna, (H. Lilly) a Chriſtian Name
of Women .
Sillceptible, (L.) capable to receive an
Impreſſion, or Form .
* Suſcitation , a raiſing, or quicken
ing.
Suskin , a kind of old Coin .
To Sulpett, (L.) to fear, or mifruft.
Sulpence, doubt,uncertainty of Mind.
To Sulpend, to delay,putoff, or ſtop;
to deprive one of an Office,
Suſpended ,(inPhilof .) hanged up.
Suſpenſion, ceffation , or ceaſing for
a while ; alſo the being ſuſpended from
one's Office .
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Sward, or To be Swarded , when it is well | by its own proper Daily Motion, it exceeds,
Coated over with Graſs and other Herbe.
or moves farther, than its Mean daily Mo
Swart- Reyter, (D.) a Horſeman with tion.
black Armour .
Swift, a kind of Swallow with very
Swarth , (in Cumberland ) the Ghoſt of thort Legs.
a dying. Perſon .
Swifters , ( in a ship) certain Ropes
Swarthy, Sun-burnt, Tawny, Blackiſh belonging to theMain and Fore-Mafts.
Swalt , a Stream , or Puddle of Water..
Sifting a Boat, ( S.P.) is when the
To Swath, to make fly about ; to claſh, Gun -Wale is encompaſs’d with a good Rope,
or make a Noiſe with Swords.
and the Cheft -Rope made faft thereto , in
Swalk - Buckler, avain-glorious Sword order to keep the Boat from Swinging ro
andagain in a ſtiff Gale.
player, a meer Kraggadochoe.
Swath or Swarth , Graſs, or Corn ,
Swifting the Capitan - Bars, is
as it is laid in Rows by the Mower from the training a Rope all round the outer ends,
Scithe.
of thoſe Bars , to ſtrengthen them.
Swache, (N. C.) calm .
Swifting the Mafts, a particular
Swathe or Swathing- Band, a Band manner of eafing and ſtrength'ning them .
to Swathe, or wrap upa young Child ; alſo
Swill, Hog -waſh : In the Norchern
a long and broad Band, that ſerves to bind Parts, a Shade, or Shadow ; alſo a Walh.
up any diſeaſed Part, with the Surgeon's ing.Tub with three Feet.
Dreſſings.
TO Swill, to gulp , or ſwallow down
Sway, Power, Rule, Command : Allo greedily ; to drink hard .
Swili- Bowl, 3 lufty Toper, a Drun
the hollow or finking down of a Horſe's
Back-bone.
kard.
Swap'd in the Back , a Diftemper in
Swill -potgh, (0.) a Dilling, or Child
Born when the Parents are old .
Horſes.
To Sweal, to melt away waſtefully,
The Swim , a Channel that leads from
a bad Candles do ; alſo a Country -Word | the Buoy of the middle Ground up to the
for to findge a Hog.
Buoy of the Nower.
Sweanifh, (N. C.) modeft.
Stine-any Hogs,or Sows.
sweating-Sickneſsa Diſtemper,
Swine bread , Swine-greſtes and
which over -ran the whole 'Kingdom , An. I swine-Grals , ſeveral ſorts of Herbs.
Swine - ipullor Swine- Crue, ( C.)
ISSI .
To Sweb , (N. C.) to fwoon.
a Swine- Sty , or Hog.fty.
Sweep, The Mould of a Ship, where
Swue Pipe, a Bird of the Thrul
the beginsto compaſs in at the Rung-heads : kind.
Alſo a kind of Refining Furnace.
Swine- pok, a Sore in Hogs.
To Swesp, to cleanfe with a Brocm :
Swing -wheel, (in a Royal Pendulum)
In Falconry, a Hawk, after ſhe has fed , is the ſame as the Crown-wheel in an ordinary
faid To Sweep i. e. to wipe, her Beak .
Watch.
Sweep= 112et, or Djag , a fort of
To Swinge or Swinge off, co whip;
Fiſhing-Net.
or bang roundly, to mawl.
Sweepage, a Crop of Hay in a Mea
Swingeing, huge, exceeding great.
dow.
To Swingle, (among Flax-dreſſers) to
Sweeping , ( S. T.) dragging along the bear.
Swingler Staff, a Stick to beat Flax
Ground, at the bottom of theSea, with
a three-flooked Grapnel , to find some with.
Swink, (0.) Labour.
Cable, that is nipped from an Anchor.
es Weet tſhus, an Herb .
Swipe , an Engine to draw up Water ;
alſo another fort to throw Granadoes.
Sweet-william , a Flower.
Sweeting, a ſort of ſweet Apple .
Swith , (0.) quickly.
Swithin, (s very high) a famous
TO & welter, to broil with excellive
Heat.
Biſhop'of Wincheſter.
Swivle, a kind of Iron- ring that turns
& Weltry, extremely hot.
swepe or Swipe, an Engine, 20 draw round about.
Water with
Swoling or Suling of Land, as much
To Swervc, to depart, yary , or go as one Plough can till in a Year.
fiom .
To Swoop , to Ay down haſtily and
Swift, quick nimble : In Afrology , a catch up with the Talons, asBirds of Prey
Planet is ſaid tobę Swifi in Morion , when I'doe,
Sword,
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Symbol, (G.) a Badge, or Token ; a
Sword , a well known Weapon .
SWojD -Bearer, an Officer that carries Motro , or Device ; an Emblem . In Divi.
the Sword of State before a Prince, or Ma- nity, the Apoſtles Creed, or Summ of Chris
Atian Belief.
giftrate .
Symbols, (in Algebra) are certain Cha
SWOJO- FI , a Sea- fiſh which has at
the end of the upper Jaw , a Bone like aracters, Signs, or Marks, which denote Ad
dition , Subtraction , ac.
Sword.
Symbolicat, belonging to , or partaking
SWord - Orals, a kind of Sedge.
Sword -fleiver, (N.C) a Sword -cutler. of the Nature of a Symbol.
Swojn Brothers, Soldiers of Fortune,
To Symbolize, to ſignifie fome hidden
who us'd to engage themſelves by mutual thing, by certain outward Signs.
Oaths to ſhare the Rewards of their Ser.
To Symbolize or Spmbo’tze with, is
vice.
to agree in any thing with ; to partake of
Syb and Som , (0.P.) Peace and Se- each others Qualities.
Symbologjaphy, a Deſcription of Sym
curity .
Sybaritical, belonging to the Sybariten bols.
Symmetral, the fame as Commenſa
effeminate, wanton ; from the ixurious In
habitants of the City Sybaris, who taught rable.
Syminetry, (in Architecture, Painting,
their Horſes to dance to the ſound of the
Flun .
&c.) a due Proportion requifire to make all
che Parts of the Work agree to and with
syce, (G ) the Fig -tree.
Sycoma or Sycolis , a fleſhy Subſtance the whole : In Phyfick , a good Temper of
chat grows about the Fundament, and is Body .
thap'd like a Fig.
Sympathetical or Sympathetick , par
Sycomore , à fairTree in Egypt and 7
taking of, or belonging to Sympathy.
dea, that bears Leaves like thoſe of the
Sympathetical Inks , are ſuch as can
Mulberrry-tree, and a Fruit like Figs. Alſo be made to appear ordiſappearvery fud
a fort of Maple with Leaves like thoſe of denly, by the application of ſomething that
the Fig tree .
ſeems towork by Sympathy.
Sympathették Powder , a Chymical
Sycophant, (among the Athenians) one
that to get a Reward , us’d to betray thoſe Powder, ſaid to be of fo great Virtue, that
Fig -Merchants, who made any Exportati- if ſome of it be ſpread on a Linnen -cloth
ons contrary to their Law ; an Informer, dipe in the Blood of a Wound, the Patient
thall be heald, tho' the Cloth be many
Tale-bearer, or Flatterer.
Miles off.
Sayllabical, belonging to Syllables.
Syllabicum gugmentum , ( in Gram .)
To Sympathize, to agree, or be affect .
an Encreaſe made in Greek Verbs, by adding cd with ; to have a mutual Affection or
one Syllable at the beginning of ſom - Fellow - feeling.
Tenſes .
Sympathy, an agreeableneſs of natural
Syllable , is a compleat Sound, made of Qualities , Humours , &c. Fellow -feeling,
one or ſeveral Letters.
Compaſſion. In Phyſick , an Indiſpoſition
Sylleplis, (G.) aGrammatical Figure, of one part of the Body caus'd by the
when two Nominative Caſes Singular of Diſeaſe of the other.
Sympeplis, (in Surgery) a concoding ,
different Perſons are joyn'd to a Verb
or ripening of Hurnours.
Plural.
Syllogifm , (in Logick ) an Argument
Symphony, Mugcal Sounds pleafing to
confiling of Three Propofitions ; ſo that if the Ear ; alſo a Conſort of Inſtrumental
the firſt and ſecond be granted , the third | Muſick .
Sympyras, (in Anat.) the joyning of
muft of neceffity be allowed.
Categorical Syllogiſm , is that where. Two Bones , when neither has a proper, di
in both Propofitions are Poſitive.
Itinct Morion .
Hypothetical Syllogtlin , iswhen one'
Symploca, a Figure in Rhetorick , when
or both Propofitions are upon Suppoſition. ſeveral Sentences, or Clauſes, have the
Spllogiſtical, belonging to Syllogiſms fame Beginning and the ſame Ending.
Symptoin , an Accident or Effect ac
or Logical Diſputations.
companying a Diſeafe : Alſo a Sign, or To .
Sylva , (L.) a Wood, or Foreft.
Sylva Cadua, (0. S.) a Wood under 20 ken of any Thing .
Symptomatical or Symptomatick,
Years growth ,Under -wood.
+ Sylvatick, belonging to Woods , or belonging to, or cauſed by ſome Symptom .
Foreſts.
Syn
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Synadtta , (G. P. T.) Medicines that the middle of a Word . In Phyfick, a ſud.
drawtogether, or ſtraighten any Part.
den Fainting or Swooning away. In Mu.
Synarelis , a Figure ofProſodia, a fick, thedriving of a Note.
clapping together of Two Syllables or
Syncrilis, a Rhetorical Figure, in which
Vowels into one.
contrary Things, and different Perſons are
Synagogile, à Congregation , or Af- compared in one Sentence.
Syncrítica , ( G.P.T.) looſening, or
ſembly ; properly an Affembly of Jews, for
the performing of Divine Service .
opening Medicines.
Synalæpha (in Gram .) the joyning ro
Syndelmas , a joyning together : In
gether of Two Vowels or Diphthongs; of Grammar, a part of Speech callid a Con
a cutting off the ending Vowel of a Word junction : In Anatomy, a Ligament for che
when the next Word begins with a cloſing together of Bones and other Parts.
Vowel.
Syndic or Syudick , an Advocate of
Synanche, a Quinſey that quite ftops Attorney for the Commonalty of a City:
the Breach .
In Germany, Switzerland, & c. a Magiſtrate
Synartholis, (in Anar.) a cloſe joynt that has much the famePower asanAlder
ſenſible
ing of Bones that are void of any
man among us.
Motion .
Syndicate or Syndickflip, the Place
Synathiælmiis, a Rhetorical Figure, or Dignity of a Syndick.
when ſeveral Matters of different Nature
Syndjoine, a Concourſe : In Phyfick ,
a Concurrence, or appearing cogerber of
are heap'd up together.
Synaris, a gathering together, a Con- ſeveral Symptoms in the ſame Diſeaſe,
gregation ; alſo the Sacrament of the
Synecdoche, a Grammar-Figure,when
Lord's Supper.
che Ablative Caſe is changed into the Aco.
Syncampe, (in Anat .) the bent of the cuſative. In Rhetorick, a Figure wherein
'Arn , where the lower part of it is joyn'd the Name of a Part is put for the whole,
to the upper.
or the Name of the Whole for a Part : Allo
Syncategojema, (in Logick ) a Word when the Genus is put for che Species, and
that imports ſomewhat with another ; as, on the contrary .
all, none, certain, & c. which fignify little
Synecphonclis or Symphoneſis, (in
of themſelves, but add to the force of o: Gram .) a clapping together of Vowel,
ther Words .
when Two Syllables are pronounced as
Syncategojematical, belonging to ſuch one.
a Term.
Synedretionta,(G, P. T.) common Symp
ynchondroſis, ( in Anat.) a joyning toms in a Diſeaſe.
together of Bones by a Cartilage or Gri
Syngrapha, a Dced or Writing under
fle.
the Hand and Seal of both parties.
Synchronical,
being, or done to
+
Bynneuroſis , (in Anat.) an Articulati
on or Joynting of the Bones with Nerves
gether at the fame cime.
Synchroniſm , a happening of feveral or Ligaments.
remarkable Accidents, or Paftages, at one
Synocha, a continued intermitting Fea
and the ſame time.
ver , that lafts many Days.
Synchorelis, a Rhetorical Figure, where
Synochus, a continued Feaver for ma
in an Argument is ſcoffingly yielded to, and ny Days, without any intermiſlion , or
then marred with a Retort upon the Ob- abatement of the Heat.
Synod , an Aſſembly, or meeting coge
jector.
Synchtim , a kind of Liquid, or ſpread ther of Clergy -men , to conſult about
ment
ing Oint
.
Church - Affairs, or Poin -s of Religion.
Synodal or Synodical, belonging to,
Synchylis , (G.) Confuſion .' In Gram .
mar, a confuſed and diſorderly placing of , or done in a Synod .
Words in a Sentence : In Rhetorick , a
A Synodal, a Dury paid to the Biſhop,
Figure or Faultin a Speech, when the Or- or Arch-Deacon by the inferiour Clergy at
der of Things is diſturb'd : In Surgery, a Eaſter - Viſitation .
Synodals Provincial, the Canons, ar
preternatural Confuſion of the Bloid or
Humours of the Eyes.
Conſtitutions of a Provincial Synod.
Synodales Ceftes , the Urban and Ru.
syncopation , ( in Muſick.) is when a
Nore ofone Part ends and breaks offupon ral Deans at firſt ſo call'd from their giving
the middle of a Note of another Part.
Information of, and attefting the Diſor
Syncope, (in Gram .) a Figure when a ders of Clergy and People in the Biſhop's
I etter or Syllable is taken away out of Synod
.
ento
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Synodale Juramentum , was the ſo- ; tion, or a particular way of demonftrating
lemn Oath taken by thoſe Teftes or Wito Propofitions from their firſt Principles.
neſſes,
Synthetical, belonging to that Merbod"
Synuloticks , Medicines that bring
Synodical, belonging to a Synod : In
Aſtronomy, belonging to the Course of the Wounds, or Sores to a Scar .
Moon .
Synpinenſis, (in Anat.) the uniting of
Synodical or Synodick soonth, the Bones together by a Membrane, or Skin .
Syringe, a ſort of Squirt us'd by Sur.
ſpaceof Time taken up becween the Moon's
parting from the Sun at a Conjunction, geons to convey Medicinal Liquors into a
Sore ; alſo an Apothecary's Gliſter- pipe :
and her rerurning to him again .
Synodical Revolution , is that Motion Allo an Inſtrument in uſe among Confecti
by which the Moon's whole Body is carry'd oners for the making of March -panes, & c.
Syringomata , Surgeons Knives to open
along with the Earth , round the Sun.
Synodus, an Affembly, eſpecially of Fiſtula's.
Springotomia, the cutting of a Fiſtula.
Clergy -men : Among Astrologers, a Con
Syrinr, a Reed, a Pipe; a Syringe ;
junction of two or more Planers ; or their
alſo an Ulcer call’d a Fiſtuia.
meeting by Beams in other Aſpects.
Syrones, a ſort of Worms that breed
Synæceols, (in Rhetor.) a Figure,where
by contrary Qualities are united and attri- in the skin .
Syruy, a Compoſition of a ſomewhat
buted to the ſame Perſon , or Thing.
Synonyma's, Words of one and the thick Conſiſtence.
ſame Signification.
Syrol, (0.) one of the Aſlize or Jury.
Syllarcolis, (in Anat.) a joyning of
Synonymia , a Rhetorical Figure, when
Bones
by the means of Fleſh.
Signitication
are
divers Words of the ſame
made uſe of to amplify a Matter.
Syſtein , an orderly Collection of many
Synonymous, that is ofthe ſame Name, things together; a compleat Treatiſe, or
or Signification .
Body of any Art or Science .
Syſtem of Phyloſophy, is a regular
Synop Qis, a Summary of things diſpo
ſed ſo as to be ſeen at one view ; an Ab- Collection of rhe Principles and Parts of
that Science into one Rody.
Itract, or Abridgment.
Syſtein of the wato:td , (in Aſtron .) is
Synovia, (in Anat.) the glewy Matter
between the Joynts.
the general Fabrick and Conſtitution of the
Syntagma, a difpoſing, or placing of Univerſe; or any orderly Repreſentation
things in an orderly manner.
of it according to ſome noted Hypotheſis.
Syntals, a preternatural ſtretching out
The Ptolematok Syſtem , is that
of the Parts
wherein the Globe of the Earth and Sea is
Syntar, (in Gram .) that Part which fixed as the Center of the Univerſe, while
teaches how to make a regular Conſtructi- the Sun, Moon, and Stars perform their
on , or joyning together of Words and parts Courſe round it every Day, each in their
of Speech in Sentences, &c.
ſeveral Orbits and different Diſtances from it;
Syntectoe, ( G. P. T. ) a Looſeneſs, in
The Copernican Syltem , the ſame
which a fat Matter, as it were mixt with with the Pythagorean Syſtem , reviv'd by
Oil or Greaſe is voided by Scool.
Nicholas Copernicus, and now generally main
Syntenolis, (in Anat:) the joyning of trin'd by Aſtronomers : In which the Sun
De Bone to another, by a Tendon.
is ſuppos’d to be plac'd in the middle of
Syntereſy, Remorſe, Prick, or Sting of the world ; next to him , Mercury, Venus,
Conſcience .
the Earth and the Moon perform a joynt
Syuteretica or syntereticks , that Courſe ; then ' Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn,
art of Phyfick , which gives Rules for the roll about the ſame Center.
reſervation of Health .
The Syſtem of Tycho Brahe, was
Syuteris , a lingering Sickneſs, a deep propos'd by a famous Daniſh Nobleman, of
onſumption.
that Name who makes the Earth the Center
Synthetis , a joyning together. In Gram- of both the Luminaries, and of the Orb of
ar , a Figure, in which a Noun Collective fixed Stars ; but the Sun the Center of the
ngular is joyn'd to a Verb Plural, or tp a other Four Planets.
rticiple Plural , and of a different Gen
In Mufick, Syltem , is an extent of a cer
r : In Surgery, that Method whereby the rain Number of Chords, having its Bounds
vided Parts are re - united : Alſo the Frame toward the Grave and Acute.
the whole Body , or more ftri& ly that
The Solar Syſtem , (in the New A.
the Bones . In Mathematieks, composi Ifron) is the joynt Union , or orderly Dif
Syftema,
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poſition of all the Planets that move round
the Sun as their Center.
Sytteina, (G.) aSyſtem , the Body of a
Science, the compaſs of a Song : In Sur
gery , the fame as Syntheſis.
Syſtematical,belonging to , or reduced to Syſtems.
Sutołe, a drawing or prelling together:
In Grammar ,a Figure of Proſodia, whereby
a long Syllable is made thort. InAnatomy,
the Atraightening of the Ventricles of the
Heart, by which the Blood is forcibly driven into the great Artery.
Spitylos or byſtyle, (in Archite£t.) a
Building wherein the Pillars ftand thick ,
the Intercolumniation, being only two Diameters of the Column.
Sayrebundne-men , (S.L.T.) the leſſer
Thanes or Free-holders, who were valu'd at
600Shillings.
Sygeurmendn , a Muſical Note call'd
Bfa.be-mi.
Spygla, a joyningtogether : In Grammar, thecoupling of different Feet toge
ther in Greek or Latin Verſe : In Anatomy,
the pairs of Nerves that convey Senſe from
the Brain to the reſt of the Body.
Syzygte, ( in Afron ) is the Conjun & ion ofany two Planets, or Stars ;when
they are both in the ſame Point in the
Heavens. In Aſtrology, the Intercourſe of
the Planets one with another, or the ming.
ling together of their Beams.
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Labby a fort of waved Silk
+ Labefadton , (L.) a conſuming
or waſting away.
Wabard or Caderd , a thort Gown
that reach'd no farther than the mid -Leg i
alſo a kind of Jacket, or Neeveleſs Coat,
theCoat of a Herald that is in Service.
Cabellion ,(0.R.) a Notary Publick,
or Scrivener.
Tabernacle, (L.) a Pavilion , or Tent ;
eſpecially that among the ancient Jewos,
wherein the Ark of the Covenant was
kept : Alſo a kind of Chappel made of
Boards, ſuch as were rais'd in London, after
the dreadful Fire, An . 1666. till the Chur.
chescouldbeconveniently rebuilt:Among
Roman Catholicks, alittle Veffel,in which
Popith Sacrament isput on the Altar.
the
The fealt of cabernacles, a Feaſt
kept by the Iſraelites, during which they
continu'd abroad in Tente.
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Cabernaculum , (L.) aTabernacle, op
Tent : In old Records, a Publick Inn, og
Houſe of Entertainment.
Tabes, (L.P.T.) a Conſumption, a
waſting of the Body : Alſo Corruption;
the Matter that iſſues out of a Wound.
Cabes do falis, 2. Conſumption in the
Marrow of the Back-bone.
Cabio, dry, lean , or waſting away.
Cabiters or Cabardars , a Name
given to the Batchelor- Scholars on the
Foundation of Queen's College in Oxford,
Labttha, (H. a Roe-buck) a proper
Name of Women .
Cablature, a Mufick -Book , direting
one that plays upon the Lute, or Guitar :
In Anatomy, a Diviſion, or parting of the
Scull.bones.
Cable , a well known piece of Houſe
hold -Stuff, & c. Alſo an Index, or Col.
lection of the principal Matters contain'd
in a Book : In Architecture, a ſmooth and
fimpleMember of different Figures.
Tables or a patr of Tables, ſquare
Frames of wood fitted for the playing at
Cheſs, and other Games with Dice.
Tables of houſes, (in Aftrol.) certain
Tables ready drawn up forthe Aſſiſtance of
young Practitioners in fecting a Figure.
Tables of Sines , Tangents and
Secants, (in Trigonom .) are proportional
Numbers caft up from , and depending on
the given Quantity of the Radins, or whole
Sine in a Circle,
Aſtronomical Tables , are Tables of
che Motions of the Heavenly Bodies.
Lorodromick Cables , Tables of Trao
verſes, which ſerve for the more ready re
folving ofProblems in Navigation .
To Cable , to board, to entertain, or
be entertained at one's Table.
Table-Rents , Rents paid co Biſhops or
R -ligious" Perſons, and reſerved for their
Table, or Houſe-keeping.
Táblet, a little Table : Among Ap ?
thecaries, Tablets are ſolidElectuaries, much
the ſame as Lozenges .
Tabling of Fines, (L.P.) the making
a Table for every County,comprifing the
contents of every Fine paſſed in any one
Term .
Tabor or Cabzet, a kind of Drum .
Tabouret, (f.) a low Stool: ThePrio
vilege of the Tabouret , a peculiar Privilege
for lome great Ladies in France to tic ia che
Queen's Preſence.
Tabum , ( L.) corrupt, filthy, black
Gore , allo a chinfortof Matter that
iflues from an ill Ulcer,
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Lacamalacca , a kind of ſweet Gum .
Taces or Táſles,an Armour for the
Thighs.
Tachygraphe, ( G. ) the Art of ſwift
Writing
Cactt, ( L. ) filent, ſaid of any thing
that is implied, or meant, tho' not ex
prelo'd.
Taciturnity, a being filent, or of
few Words .
Tack, a kind oflittle Nail with a Head.
Tacks, great Ropes in a Ship, made
uſe of to carry forward the Sail-clews, and
make them ftand cloſe by a Wind.
Tack about, (S. T.) when a Ship's
Head is to be brought about ſo as to lie a
contrary Way .
Tackle or Tackling, the Furniture
and Ropes of a ship , whereby me is fitted
for Sailing .
Tackles , are allo ſmall Ropes which
run in three Parts, with a Block and a
Hook at one end , for the heaving of
weighty Things into the Ship.
The Boat's Tackles , a ſort of Tackles
that ſerve to hoiſe in the Boat, and for
ſeveral other Uſes.
The Gunners Tackles, the Ropes
with which the Ordnance are haled in
and our.
Tadical, ( G. ) belonging to Martial
Array,
Tadicks, the Art of Marſhalling Sol
diers in an Army:
Cadile, (in Philof.) that is an Obje &t of
or has relation to the Senſe of Feeling.
Tad :on , a feeling, or touching.
Tadde, a ſort ofpleaſant Liquor, iſſu
ing our of a Spungy Tree in America,
Cadrole, a young Frog.
Tænta, (L.) a Ribbon, a Fillet ; alſo
the Swathe-Fish : In Architecture, a Mem
ber of the Dorick Capital, Shap'd like
a Square Filler .
Cafferet, (S. T.) the uppermoft Part,
or Railof a ship behind, over the Poop .
Taffety, a fort of Silk.
Tag, the point of a Lace s in Kent,
a young Sheep .
Tat , the train of a Beaſt, Fowl, Fitb.
& c. In Law , à Tally, or piece of Wood
cur in Norches.
Tall or fee-Tatl, an Inheritance is
parted after ſuch a manner, that it is not
in the Owner's frec Power to diſpoſe of.
Tail General, is that by which Lands,
dc. are limitedtoa Manand to the Heirs
of his Body lawfully begotten.
Cail Special, is when Landsare made
over to a Man and his wife, and to the
Heirs of their cwe Bodies begotten,
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Tatl of the Crenches, ( M. T ) the
firſt work the Beliegers make at the open
ing of the Trenches, as the Head of the
Attack is carry'don towards the Place.
Taillion , ( F. in Archite& t. ) the Aap
ſquare Stone on the Capital of a Pillar.
Tatud, a ſmall red Spider tha: annoys
Cartel in the Summer -time.
Taint, Convicted of a Crime.
A Paint, a Conviction , a Spor, or
Blemish in one's Reputation.
To Catnt, to Corrupt, to Spoil, co
Bribe.
To Cake and Leave, ( S. P.) When a
Ship fails ſo well that the can come up
with another, or out-ſail her ar Pleaſure ;
' cis uſually ſaid, She can take and leave upon
her, whenever ſhe will.
Cakel, (0.) a Feather, or Arrow .
Talbot, a kind of Hunting -Dog .
Talent, (G ) a certain Weight of Gold,
or Silver : The Greek or Attick Talentwas
of two Sorts, the greater and the leſſer ;
the greater, in Engliſh Money, was worth
about 233 1. 6 s. 8 d. and the other 165 !!!
or as ſome ſay, 120 l. The Roman Talent
of 24 Seftertio's was equalto 1871. But it
is now taken for 62 Pounds Troy-weight)
Tales, (L.) ſuch like : In Law , a Sup
ply of Men Impannelled upon a Jury thac
does not appear, or are Challenged as not
indifferent.
Taltſman , (A.) a Magical Image, or
Figure made under certain Conſtellations.
Taltſmantcal, belonging to Taliſmans.
Taliſmaniſt, one thatmakes Taliſmans,
or that gives Credit to them .
Talk , a kind of white and tranſparent
Mineral.
Callage, (F. L. T.) a Tribute, Toll, or
Tax .
Callagium facere, (0. L.) to give up
Accounts in the Exchequer.
Tallatto , the keeping Account, as by
Tallies,of all Deliveries of Meat andDrink,
in aCollege.
Calliart de certo Tallagio, to be Ara
refled at a certain Rate, towards the Tal
lage, or Tax formerly laid by the King on
his Barons and Knights.
Cally, a cleft piece of Wood, to ſcore
up an Accountupon by Norches.
Rally the Sheats , (s. T ) When the
Sheat-Ropes of the Main -lail
are to be haled backwards. , or Fore- Tail

Tally -man, one that ſells Houſehold
Goods,Clothes, & c. tobe paid by fo much
a Week ,
Nann

Talmud ,

✓
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Tangentof a parabolag (or other
Talmud, ( H ) a Book compiled by the
Rabbins, or Jewiſh Do& ors , containing Conick Section ) a Right-Line drawn fo
their Traditions, Dadrines, & c.
as to cut the Axis produced , and touch the
Talmudical, belonging to that Work. Section in one Point without cutting it.
Tangible, ( in Philos.) that may be
Calmudift, one that is skilled in , or
that maintainsthe Principles of the Talmud couched..
Caniſtry, ( S. ) an ancient Cuſtom in
Calong the Claw of a Bird of Prey : In
Architecture, a ſmall Member, made up of Ireland , whereby a Man of ripe Age is to
be preferred before a Child ; the Vacle be
a SquareFillet anda fraight Cymatium .
Calpan ( L.) the Mole, a little Crea- fore the Nephew , &c.
mik , (0.) a little Pool, or Pond ; a
pure : Allo a ſoft and pretty large Swelling,
which riſes in the Head , and preys upon Ciſtern to keep Warer io .
the Scull under the Skin.
Canner, one that dreſſes Hides, bc, fo
alohide or Calwood , (0. S.) Fire as to make Leather of them .
Tanners -will, an Engine w'd by
Wood , cleft and cut into Billets of a cer
tain Şize.
Tanners for the grinding and cruhing of
Talns, ( L. ) the Ancle, or Huckle- their Bark .
Bone , the Paftern of a Beaft , alfo a Dię to
Tanquam , ( L. ) as it were, as it.
In the Univerfities, a Tanquam is aPerſon
play with
Talns or Calut, ( F.) any thing that of Worth and Learning, that is fit Com
goes Hopeing, as the Talms of a Wall in pany for the Fellows ofColleges, & c.
Maſonry, when its thickneſs is lefſen'd by
Tanlep, a well known Garden-herb.
Degrees : In Førtification, the Talus of a
To Cantalize, to put in the cosa
Baltion or Rampari, is the doping, or delv- dition of Tantalus ; to admit one in view
of ſome Happineſs, or with'd for ching,
ing allow'd
toſucha Wark.
Talis Exterior or Dutward Calus, and yet not ſuffer him to enjoy it ; to de
is, the Slope allow'd the Work on the out- ceive with falfe Hopes.
Side from the Place, and towards the field .
Tantalus, a King of Phrygia, who(as
Talus Intertour or Jnboard Calus, the Story goes)havingcaue'd his Son Pe
the Steepneſs of the. Rampart, or other lops to be kill'd, dreſs d and ferv'd up to
Work on the inſide , next the Place.
Table, at a Feaft made for the Gods, was
Tamabua, a kind of Bear in Brafu, Condemned to ſtand up to the Chin in
chat feeds upon Anco.
Wacer ; with delicious Apples hanging over
Tamarinds , an Indian Fruit, ſomewhat his Head, and even bobbing him on the
Lips ; yet not to have power to ſtoop to
like green Damſins.
Tamarisk , a Shrub with a red Bark the oneto quench his Thirſt, or to reach up
and Leaves like Heath ,
to the other, to ſatisfy his craving Sromach.
Cambarint , a Muſical Inſtrument, Tantamorint, chat amounts to, or is
usd in old time.
worth as much
Tanttvy, a full Gallop : Allo aNick:
Lambour, ( F.) a Drum ; alſo a kind of
fine Sieve uo'd by Confectioners:In Aro name given to a Worldly-minded Church
chite &ture, the Ornament in the Chapiter of man, that beſtirs himſelf for Preferment.
Pillars of the Corinthian Order.
To Cap, to broach a Vefſel ; to give
To Camper both , to practiſe upon ; a Tap , or Blow . A Hare, or Coney in
ſaid to Tap or Beat, i, e, to make 'a Noife:
to endeavour to draw in , or bring over.
Tampkin , TamptonorTampin, In Husbandry, Totap a Tree at the Root, is
a Stopple, made fit for the mouth of a to open it round about the Root.
great Gun .
Tapallants (H.T.)lurking,orfquatting
Campoon , ( F. ) a Bung for a Veffel.
Taper or Tapering, that is broader
Campor, a fort of Drink made of atthe bottom , and grows leſsby Degrees,
till it come to the top, like a Cone, of
; . Gillifowers.
Pyramid.
Camy, a kind of Stuff.
Tan , the Bark of a young Oak , bea
A Taper, a Torch , or Flamboys allo
a long and large-fiz'dWax -light.
ten ſmall and us'd by Curriers.
Orda
a piece
when
Caper-boned
Tanacles , Inftruments of Torture, like nance
is wider at,the
Mouth
cowards
thanof
Pincers.
Tangent of a Cirdes (in Geom .) is the Breech.
a Right-Line drawn without the Circle ;
Capertug , (S.T.) when a Rope, of
r to fome Radius, orSemi- any thing elle ismuch bigger as one end
dicula
perpen
diameter
.
than at the others
Capelines
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Cream of Tartar, a Skin chac ſwims
Tapeltry or Tapeftry - hangings,
ſort of Manufacture in Worfted, Silk, Sil- J at top of the Liquor in which Tartar has
ver and Gold-Thread, wrought in Figures been boil d.
Salt of Tartar , is made of Tartar
of Foreſts, Images, & c.
To Cappy, (H. T ) to lie hid as a Deer wal’d, purify'd, and calcin'd in a Chymi.
cal Furnace .
does.
Taratantara, a Word of Encourage Dil of Tartar, is that Sale diffolved ,
ment to Barrel, founded by Trumpets.
by ſetting it in a Cellar in a Glafs-Vefſel.
Tartarean , ( P.W ) belonging to Tora
Tarantula, a kind of venomous Spider.
Erd ? Cararis, (G , P.T.) a diſturbance, or tarus a deep place in Hell , Helliſh, Devi,
lh.
diſorder in the Humours of the Body.
To Cartarize, ( C, T.) to refine, or puo
Cardity or Cardinels, Slowneſs,
rify by the means of Salt of Tartar.
Slackneſs.
Cardy, dull, flow ; alſo guilty, found
Cartarous, belonging to , or full of
a Fault. made to the Buyer, Tartar.
17 gripping,
Care, or
an in
Allowance
Cartre, (F) Tartar, or hard Lees of

u for theweightof the Bag , Cheft; bc. in Wine,
Tarte or a la Tarter, (in Cookery) a
which anyGoods are put, or packedup .
31 Care of Flar , the fineſt dreſs'd part particular way of dreſſingChickena.
Tartuft, án Hypocrite, a counterfeit
W of it.
Cares , a fort of Vetches ; a Plant.
Pretender to Devotion.
Target, a great Shield, orBuckler.
Calck , (B.) Tribute.
Cargum , the Chaldee Paraphraſe of the
allel, the Male of a Hawk : Alſo a
ſmall Kibbon fowed to a Book , to be put
mold Teſtameut.
Tart, an Italian Coin worth s Pence in any Leaf for a Mark .
Taffels of a Coach , Silk -cords faſten'd
Engliſh.
Tariff, (in Arith.) a Table made to on each Şide the Doors ; which ſerve for a
shew at firſt sightany Multiple or Product Stay to thoſe that ride in it.
Calliin , ( 0.L.) a Mow , or heap of
of the Diviſor, when taken twice, thrice,
or any Number of Times under Ten : Allo Corn .
Talte, one of the five outward Senſes ;
a Book of Rates agreed upon between fe
yeral Princes, or States, for Dutiesto be laid Savour, Relifh .
Tach , a Privilege that belong'd co fome
upon their reſpective Merchandizes, & c.
To Carnilo , ( F.) to grow dull, to loſe Lords of Manours, ofhaving their Tenants
Sheep folded at Night upon their own
its Glofs, or Luftre.
Carpawling or Tarpaulin , ( S. T.) a Ground ,
piece of Canvas that is carr'd all over, to
I atos, an American wild Beaft, at
be laid upon a Deck , or Grating, 66. Allo big as a Fox, and cover'd with Scales like
a Perſon bred up at Sea, and well vero'd in Armour.
Tatter-Demnation , a beggerly, fiab
Maritime Affairs.
Tarragon or Dragon -wort, a Saler-I by , or ragged Fellow.
Tatterways, (0.) Tarter-rago.
herh .
To Cattle or Twattle, to chat, or
Carras, a kind of Plaifter, or frong
prate.
Morter .
To Carry , to lag, or loiter ; to conti
Tatstoo or Cap -too, the beat ofDrünti
at Night for all Soldiers to repair to their
nue , or abide,
Tarfns, ( L. in Anat. ) che fpace be. Tents in the Field , or to their Quarters in
-ween the lower end of the two Focil-bones a Garriſon .
Cautky or Cawy, ridiculouſly gay.
of the Leg, and the beginning of the five
Cabern , a Houfe where Wine is fold.
ongBones which bear up the Toes.
Catight, ( S. T.) ſtiff, or faft,
Tartane, a Ship of great Bulk, u'd in
Caunt, when the Malts of a Ship are
The Mediterranean Sea.
Tartar , a Native or Inhabitant of Tar. extraordinary tall for the Proportion of her,
ery, a Country of Afia. Alſo the dry they ſay the Is Taunt-mafted, or that her
zes or Dregs of wine, which ftick like a Mafts are very taunt.
Å Taunty a reproachful, abufive, or
sd Cruft cothe fidesof the Vellel.
Cartas Attrtolate, is made by pour- nipping Jeft.
To Callint, to joke sharply upon ; to
3 Spirit of Vitriol on Oil of Tartar per
very revilé.
liqniums and reducing it to
Nana 2
Lauro
dite Sala
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Tauracolla , (G.) a glewy, Subſtance
m' ade of a Bull's Hide.
Caurus , a Bull, a ſtrong Ox : Alſo the
Second Sign of the Zodiack , which the Sun
enters in April.
Cautological, belonging to, or full of
Taurologies.
Tantological Eccho's , are ſuch as re
peat the fame Sound or Syllable many
times.
Talitology, a ſaying, or repeating of
'cne thing ſeveral times over.
Caw , (in Heraldry) an Ordinary, which
is reckon'd among the Crofſes, and ſo cal
led from its reſembling the Figure of the
Capital Letter T.
To Taw , to tan, or dreſs Leather .
To Tawan , (n. Ć .) to ſwoon.
Tawny, that is of a canned , yellow
iſh, or dusky Colour. Alſo a Colour in
Heraldry, the ſameas Tenne.
Car, a certain Tribute or Duty rated
upon every Town, dc.
To Cat, to lay a Tax upon ; alſo to
accuſe, orcharge one with.
Tarable, that may be taxed, liable to
Taxes .
Taratio Bladojum , (0. L.) an Impo
fition laid upon Corn .
Caratio Norwicenfis , the Valuation of
Ecclefiaftical Benefices heretofore made for
the Pope, by Walter Biſhop of Norwich .
Caration, an impoſition, or laying ot
Taxes.
Carers, two Officers yearly chofen in
Cambridge, to ſee the true Gage of all
Weiglits and Meaſures.
Tea , a known Liquor made of the
Leaves of a Shrub of the fame Name.
Ceal, a delicate Fowl.
Team , a certain Number of Horſes, or
other Beaſts, for the drawing of a Cart,
Waggon , doc. Allo a Flock of Ducks.
Team and Cheamor Tem and
Theme, (S.) a Royalty granted in old
Times, to the Lord of a Manour, for the
reſtraining and judging of Bond-men, and
Villains, in his Court.
To Teaz, to vex, to diſquiet one continually,
Teagel or Cagel, the Fullers-thiftle.
Technical, (G ) artificial, belonging to
the Terms and Rules of Arts and Sciences.
Technology, a Deſcription of Arts, eſ
pecially , the Mechanical,
Techy, froward , or apt to find fault
with every thing.
tcmarlis , (G. P.T.) a Conjecture , or
Gaets : ' In Phyſick , that which relates to the
Cauſe of Diſeaſes,
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To Ted, ( C.) to turn , or ſpread new :
mown Graſs.
Tedder or Tether, a Rope with which
the Leg of a Horſe is tied , that he may
graze within a certain Compaſs.
Le Deum , a Hymn of Thankſgiving
us'd in Churches upon Solemn Occaſions.
Ceding - Penny or Cething-Penny,
a Tax formerly paid to the Sheriff, from
every Tithing, towards the Charge of keep
ing Courts.
Ledious, (L.) aver-long, long-winded ;
weariſome, irkſome.
Teen , (N. C.) angry .
Teenage, (C.) Bruſh -wood for Hedges
or Fences.
Cegiment, ( L. ini Anat.) a Covering
of the Body ; as The Five Teguments.
Tegg , a Doe ſo call'd in the Second
Year of her Age .
Tetl or ceil-tree, the fame as the
Linden -tree.
Ceine, a Diſeaſe in Hawks that makes
them parit, and loſe their Breath.
Ceint, ( F.) Complexion , Colour of one's
Face : In Painting, an artificial, or com
poundColour.
Celamones , (L. in Architeft .) the t.
mages of Men that ſeem'd to bear up the
Out-jettings of Cornices in the Roman
Buildings.
Celephinm , (G.) a great Ulçer hard to
be cur'd: Alſo the Herb Orpine,much us'd
for healing Ulcers, & c.
Teleſcope, a Proſpective-Glaſs, to view
objects at a Diſtance.
Gerial Teleſcope, an Inſtrument made
for the Night;and to be us’d without a
cloſe Tube
Refleding Teleſcope , another fort of
Teleſcope invented by Sir IS. Newton,
Teleſcopical, belonging to Teleſcopes.
Celeſcopical Stars , thoſe that are noe
viſible to the naked Eye, butmay be diſ
cover'd by the help of aTeleſcope.
Eelis, the Herb Fenigreek.
Cellers, four Officers inthe Exchequer,
whoſe Buſineſs is to receive and pay all
Moneys
belonging
to the
Queen.
, a Shell-fith.
Limpin
, (G.) the
ellina
Wementale, (0.L.) a Tax of 25. upon
every Plough -land.
Cemertty, Raſhneſs, Unadviſedneſs.
Temele,(N.C.) a fine ſmall Sieve.
Temper, Conſtitution of Body,natural
Diſpoſition , or Humour .
y
To Temper, to moderate, or qualif ;
to @empera
mingle. vnent , a proper and proportie
onable mixture of the Elements ; the uſual
Contti:
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Conftitution, Complexion, or Habit of a
Humane Body : Allo a Medium , or means,
found out in a Buſineſs, or Controverſy.
Temperance, Moderation , Soberneſs.
Temperantia , (L. P. T.) Medicines
that temper and allay ſharp Humours,
Temperate, that is in good Temper,
neither tow hot nor too cold ; moderate,
fober,
Temperature , the ſame as Tempera.
ment : Allo a Quality in the air which tem .
pers it, and changes according to the diverfity of Seaſons, & c.
y'd
Cempell, (s. T.) a Wind accompany?
with Rain, or Hail, over-blowing ſo vio
lently, that it is not poſible for a Ship to
bear any Sail.
Tempeftuous, formy, boiſterous.
Templars or kniglts- Templar, a
Religious Order, which was far ſpread in
Chriſtendom , and had a Governour in every
Nation, particularly one in England, who
was ſtyled Maſter of the Temple, and ſummoned to Parliament.
Temple, a publick Building, anciently
saiſed for the Service of ſome falſe Deity;
· lfo a Church, or Place ſet a -part for the
Worſhip of the true God.
The Temple or emplars-Unn, in
Fleetoftreet, a famous College of Students in
the Law, heretofore the chief Seat of the
Knights Templar in England .
Cemilies, certain Jewels formerly worn
by great Ladies, on their foreheads and
Temples.
Temporal, that continues for a time;
allo Secular, or Worldly, in contradiftin
&tion to Spiritual : Alſo belonging to the
Temples; as The Temporal Muſcles.
Tempozale Augmentum , (in Gram .)
an Encreaſe, or alteration of the Quantity
of the firſt Vowel, or Diphthong, in ſeveral Tenſes of a Greek Verb .
Tempozalis, ( in Anat.) a Muſcle of
the upper Jaw , which with its Partner,
draws the lower Jaw upwards.
Tempozalities, the Temporal State of
the Church, or Church -men .
Tempozalities of Bilhops, are Reve
nues , Lands, Tenements, and Lay -Fees,
which belong to them, as they are Lords
of Parliament.
Temporary, that laſts bur for a time,
feeting, periſhable .
To Cempozize, to obſerve, or comply
with the Times,
emporum Dia ,( L. in Anat ) the
Temporal Bones, or Bones of the Temples.
To Tempt, co allure, or entice.
einptatio, (0.L.) an Aflay , or Tryal.
1
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Temptation , a tempping, an Allure :
ment, or Inticement : In Divinity, the
means which the Devil makes uſe of to
tempt Mankind to Sin.
Tempus pinguedinis & firmationis,
(0.L ) the Seaſon of the Buck and Doe.
Cenable, holdable, or capable of De
fences alſo that may be maintained or
held , in ſpeaking of an Opinion,
Cenacious, that holds, or keeps with
might and main ; alſo cloſe-fifted, cove
tous ; alſo that fticks faft, or is clammy.
Tenacity, a being Tenacious, Niggard
lineſs.
Tenaille, ( F. in Fortif.) a kind of Out
work like a Horn-work , but ſomewhat
lefler.
Simple or Single Tenaille, a Work ,
whoſe Head or Eront confifts of two Faces,
which make one Re-ent'ring Angle.
Double or Flanked Tenatlle, a Work
that has its Front form'd by four Faces,
which make two Re- ent’ring Angles, and
three Saliant ones.
Tenaille of the place, the ípace com
prehended between the Points oftwo neigh
bouring Baſtions.
Celiancies, ( L. T. ) Dwelling -houſes,
held of another.
Urnant or Tenent, one that holds or
poflefles Lands, & -c. by any kind of Righr.
Tenant by Charter, ishe that holds
Lands by Feoffment, or Donation in Wri
ting. Tenant by Copy or Court- Roll, one ad.
mitted Tenant of any Lands, doc, within a
Mannur, demiſed according to the Cuſtom
of that Manour.
Cenant in Dcielne, is he that holds
the Demeans of a Manour for a Rent with
out Service. Tenant in Dower, a Woman
that pofſeffes Land by Virtue of her Mar
riage-Portion , or Joynture.
Tenantof theDaten , is he that holds
of the Queen's Perſon, or as ſome Honour.
Cenant by the Gerge, (in ancient De- )
meſne) he that is admitted by the Rod, in
the Court of ancient Demeſne.
Particular Tenant, is one that holds
Lands, & c. only fora Term .
Clery Cenant, is one that holds in
mediately of his Lord .
Cenalmus or Lenelimis, (G. P.T.) . a
continual lift to go to Stool, artended with
an inability of voiding any thing,
Cench , a delicious freſh -water Fiſh.
To Tend , ( L. ) to drive, or aim at 5 to
wait on , look to, or take care of: In Law ,
to offer, or thew forth ; to endeavour.
Cendency , Inclination, Aim , Drift.
Cender ,
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Cenſion, (in Philof.) a bending, op
Tender, ſoft, feeble , kind, good
Atretching our.
natured ; nice, or ſcrupulous.
Cenlogs or Extenſors , ( in Anst.) are
lick
looks
that
to
Nurſe
A Lender , a
Perſons : Alſo a ſmall Sea - Veffel that at thoſe common Muſcles which ſerve to Streech
tendo upon others of a larger Size, allo out the Toes.
an Offer, or Proffer of any ching.
Cent, a ſort of Booth for Soldiers ta
To Cender , to make much of, or treat | lie in ; alſo a roll of Lint to be put into a
Wound,alſoa ſort of Wine of a deep
with
fer. great Tenderneſs ; to preſent, or Of red
Colour : Among Lapidaries, that which
Tenderlings (H.T.) the ſoft tops of they put under Table-Diamonds, wben they
Deers Horne, when they begin to foot let them in Work .
forth .
Cent- wort, an Herb .
Cendon , (L. in Anat.) is a ſimilar ner
+ Tentation , ( L. ) an efſaying, or
trying.
vous Part joyn'd to Muſcles and Bones.
Cenozel, a little Grifle a; lſo a young
Center , a Stretcher, or Frame uo'd by
Clothiers and Diers,
tender Shoot, or Sprig of a Tree,
Cene, ( 0. ) Sorrow .
Center -hook, a ſort of Iron- nail
Cenebia or eebies, ( L. i. c. Dark
Ceths, the Yearly Tribuce, which all
neſs) a Service us'd in the Roman Church, Church -Livings yield to the Queen,
Centife ,fo.) careful.
on Wedneſday, Thurſday and Friday before
Tentigo, ( L. ) Stiffneſs, Stretching ;
Easter, in repreſentation of Chriſt's Agony
in the Garden.
alſo a Diſeaſe, the fame as Priapiſmus.
Temuions or Tmiotis , ſubril, fine,
† Tenebzolity, Obſcurity, Darkneſs.
Cenebļotis, full of Darkneſs, gloomy: Nender.
Cenement, an Houſe, or Home- ſtall :
Cemis, (L.) nender, thin : In Gram
In Law , an Houſe, or Land, which a Man mar, a Greek Vowel, or Conſonant that has
holds of another .
no Aſpiration.
Tenementary Land , ſuch Land as the
Tenunty , ( in Philos .) Smalneſs, Thin.
Saxon Thanes, or Noble-men uſually let out nefs.
Cemire, (L. T.) the manner whereby
to Tenants, under arbitrary Rentsand Ser.
vices.
Tenants hold Lands, or Tenements of their
Tenementis legatis, a Writ that lies Lords.
Tepefaction , (in Philos.) a making
to a Corporation , for the hearing of any
Controverſy about Tenements deviſed by warm , or hot.
Will.
Tephrion , ( G , P.T.) a Medicine for
Tenentibus in aliis non onerandts, Diftempers of the Eyes.
& c . a Writ that lies for him to whom a
Cebid, (L.) luke-warm , indifferent.
Diffeizor has made over Land of which he
Tepidity, Luke-warmneſs.
diffeiz'd anocher, that he be not diſturb'd
Ueraphim , (H.) Images, or Idols.
Cercet, a Third in Mufick.
for the Dammages awarded.
enerity, (L. in Philof.) Tenderneſs.
Tercton or Uertian , a Wine-meaſure
Tenet or Ement, a Doctrine; or that contains 84 Gallons.
Terebinthina, (G.) Turpentine, aa Gum
Opinion.
Tenne, Cenney, or Lawney, in (He
Terebya or.I erebrumu , (L.)an Awger,
ralday) a bright Colour made of Red and or Wimble ; alſo a Surgeon's Trepan, or
Yellow mixed, in the Coats of the Gentry. Trepand -iron,
Lenon , that part of a Poft, or Rafter,
Cerebration , (in Surgery ) a boring, or
which is put into a Mortife-bole.
piercing .
Cenois ( L.) the Subſtance, or true
Ceredinn, (L.) the corrupting, or roto
intent and ineaning of a Writing .6o. In ting ofa Bone.
Mufick, the firtt Mean, or middle Part ,
Teres , long and round like a Tree, or
1
next the Bafs.
Pillar ; ſmooth , even .
Tenore indittamentt mittendo, a Writ
Teres Majol, ( in Anat.) a round
whereby the Record of an Indiamentis ſmoothMuſcle of the Arm , which ariſes
callidout of another Court into the Chan- from thelower Corner ofthe shoulder
ceny .
blade.
Ceres pinoy, another Muſcle of the
Centare, ( 0. L.) ro fence, or hedge
in .
Arm , which takes riſe from the lower
Lenes,fin Gramid the diftinctions of part of the inferiour Cofta ofckeShoulder:
Time
in a Verb.
blade.
Cergia
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Tergifalx or Cergifctous Plants ,
thoſe Herbs char bear their Seeds' on the
back -lides of their Leaves.
Cergiverfation, a boggling, huffling,
or Ainching ; a Ferch, or Shift.
Tergum , (L.) the Back nt a Man, or
Bealt ; an Hide, or Skin .
Cerm , a particular Word, or Expreſs
fion ; a Limit, or Bound ; a limited, or
ſet Time : In Law , the bounds and limitation of Time : In Geometry, the ex .
tremity, orbounds of a Magnitude,
Term of a Progreſſion , (in Mathem .)
is every Member of the Progreſſion .
Terms, alſo ſignifie Articles, or Con
ditions ; the State, or Paſs of an Affair ;
alſo Womens Monthly Courſes. In Aftro
logy, certain Degrees of the Signs, in which
Planets are obſerved to have their Virrues
encreaſed : In Lam , thoſe 'Four Seaſons
peculiarly let a -part for the hearing and
determining of all Suits in the Coutts at
Weftminſter , &c.
Terms of an Equation , ( in Algebra)
are the ſeveral Names, or Members of which
it is compoſed.
Terms of Proportion , ( in Mathem .) |
are ſuch Quantities, Numbers, or Letters as
ate compared one with another.
To Term , to call, or name.
Termagant, a ranting, luſty Woman .
To Terminate, to limit, or bound ;
o determine , or decide.
Cermination , ( in Gram ,) the ending
f a Word.
Termini Cauales , ( 0. L.) Rent'erms, the four Quarterly Feſtivals on which
ent is uſually paid .
Cerminthus, (G.) the Turpentine-tree ;
fo a kind of Swelling in the Thighs,
-ith a black Pimple on the top.
Certtıms, ( L. ) a Limit, or Bound ;
Boundary parting one Man's Land from
other ; a Term , or Word . Alſo a Law .
erm , during which, Matters of Juſtice
e_diſpatch .
Cermon - Land, ( 0. R.) Glebe-land , or
nd belonging to the Church.
Termor, ( L. T ). one that holds Lands
Tenements for Term of Life.
Ternary or Cerntent, three in Num-

Terns, (N. C.) large Ponds.
Lerplichore, (G.) one of the Nine Mu
to whom was attributed the Invention
Dancing and Balls.
Terra ,(L.) the Earth , Land, Ground :
Doomſday -Regifter, Arable, or Plough'd
ed .

TE
Cerra Damnata or Cerra fortua,
( C. T.) that Earthy Part, or thick drofly
Matter , which remains after the Diftilla
tion of Minerals, 6c.
Terra erailtabilis , (0. L.) Land that
may be Tilled, or Ploughed.
Tera extendetida ,a Writc, ommanding
the Eſcheator to find out the Yearly Value
of any Land, oc, and to certify the Ex
tent of it into the Chancery.
Cerra firmta , (in Geogr.) the Contia
nent, or main Land.
Terra frulta , (0. L.) freſh Land, or
ſuch as has not been lately ploughed.
Cerra Gillifozata , Land held by the
Tenure of paying a Gilliflower.
Cerra Lemmia, a ſort of red Earth ,
often us'd as a binding Medicine.
Terra tucrabilts, (0. L. ) Land that
may be gain'd from the Sea, or incloſed
out of a Walte.
Terra abagellanica , the Southern
Part of America ; ſo call'd from its firt
Diſcoverer Ferdinand Magellanes.
Terra Normannorum , fuch Land in
this Kingdom , as was heretofore forfeited
by ſome Norman Noble-man, who took
part with the French King, temp. H. 3.
Terra nova , (0. C.) Land newly
granted to ſome Perſon ; or elſe Land
cleared from Woods.
Certa puturata , Land fubje&t to the
Cuſtom , or Duty callid Putura.
Terra Samia , a fore of white and
tough Earth, brought from the Inand of
Samos.
Terra Sigillata, a kind of Earth
much us'd in Phyfick , and tranſported from
the Ife of Lemnos ſealed up .
Terra velttta, (0.C.) Land fown with
Corn.
Terræ Filius, (i. e. Son of the Eartli)
a Scholar appointed to make ſatyrical and
jefting Speeches at an Ad in the Univer
fity of Oxford.
Cerræ ueftamentales, ( S. L.T. )
Lands that were held free from Feodal
Services, and deviſable by Will.
Cerrage,a Freedom from the Service
of Ploughing, Reaping, &c. for the Lord ,
or from all Land- Taxes.
Terrapine,(inVirginia) a Tortoiſe, or
Turtle, eſpecially the Lake-curtle.
Cecraqueous, ( L.) belonging to Earth
and Water mix'd ; as The Terraqueous
Globe.
Terrar ,Terrer, or Cerrter; (L, T.)
a Book , or Roll io which the ſeveral Lands
of a ſingle Manour, & c. are particularly
ſet down.
Werra
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Terrarius, (0.L.) a Land -holder, or Cannon at the Touch-hole, Trunnions, and
Muzzle,
Tenant.
Terrarins Cætlobtalis, an Officer in
Terinteum or Terrincias, (L.) a ſmall
Religious Houſes, whoſe Duty was to keep Roman Coin of Three Ounces.
Cellera, a Watch -word, or Signal in
a Terrar of all their Eftates.
Terras or Terrace, a bank of Earths Wars a Tickets In Anatomy, the fourth
an open raiſed Walk , or Gallery in a Gar- Bone of the Foot.
Telleracoſte, ( G.) the Forty Days be:
'den .
Cerre, ( F.) Earth, Ground, Land.
tween Easter and Holy.Thurſday ; alſo the
Werre Dlain , ( in Fortif.) the plain Time of Lent.
Telto , (G L.) a Brock , or Badger.
Space, or Walk on the Rampart, even with
the level of the Ground .
Teft, a Furnace for the melting down
Terres i enant, ( L.T. ) a Land-Te Iron, bc. Alſo an Inſtrument us'd by
nant, or one that has the adual Poffellion Chymiſts to purify Gold, or Silver: Alfo
an Oath appointed by Ad of Parliament
of the Land.
Cerrella,( L.) a Name given to a Load. for renouncing the Pope's Supremacy, c.
Atone, when it is turned into a Spherical
Teſta, ( L.) a Shell, or Shell-tih ;alſo
a burnt Tile, or Brick ; a ſplint, or piece
Figure.
Cerrene or Terreſtrial, belonging to of a broken Bone.
Ceſta de fevtl, an ancient and authen
the Earth, Eartby .
U errible , dreadful, fearful ; alſo the tick Record, ſaid to be compiled by Jollon
de Nevil, a Juſtice Itinerunt underKing
Name of an Herb .
Terrier, a kind of Hunting -dog ; alſo Henry ' Il.
a ſort of Awger to bore with ; alſo the
Teftaceous, that has a Shell.
Celtaceous ftites , ſuch as have ſtrong
fame with Terrar.
To Terrify, to Atrike a Terrour into, to and thick Shells entire, and all of one
Piece,
put in a Fear, of Fright.
Terrine, ( F.) an Earthen Pan :In Cookery , Teftament, the laſt Will of a Perſon ;
Meſs made of a Breaſt of Mutton , with concerning the Diſpoſal of his Eftate after,
his Death . In the Scripture Phraſe, a Co.
Quails, Pigeons, ás. Atew'd in a Pan.
Cerris bonis et catallis relabeudts venant.
Teſtamentary, belonging to a Teſta
poft purgattonem , a Writ that lies for a
Clerk , to recover his Lands, or Goods for ment.
Teftamentum , (L. ) a Teſtament, or
merly ſeized ; after he has clear'd "himſelf
laft will In old Records, a Writing, or
ofFelony.
Terris & catalits tentis ultra debi- Deed for the conveying of Lands, & c.
Teſtator, he that makes, or has made
tum levatum , a Writ for the reſtoring of
Lands, or Goods to a Debror that is di- á Teftament, or laft will.
Ceftatrik , a Woman that makes ſuch a
Debt.
of
Quantity
the
Atrained above the
Cerris liberandis , a Writ that lies wil.
for a Man convicted by Attaint, to take a
Celtatum , a Writ in Perſonal Actions ;
a Fine for his Impriſonment, and to deliver as when one cannot be arreſted or found
where the Action is laid.
him his Lands. dc, again.
Teſter , the Value of Six -pence in
Cerritory, a compaſs of Land belong.
ing to the Juriſdiction of a State, City, or Money .
Téltes , (L. in Anar.) the Tefticles of
Town .
Terrour, Dread, great Fear, or Fright. a Male , or Female.
Terry, an Indian Liquor drawn from
Tedes Cerebit, the two lower and
lefſer Knobs of the Brain .
the Palm -tree.
Terle, exact, neat ; as A Terfe Style.
Tiſtich, a large Perſian Carpet made of
Cerfion , (in Philos ) a wiping, or clean the finest Lawn , and ofrea ſent as a Preo
to the greateſt Princes.
ſent
firg the out-lide of any thing.
Teſttcles ,the Organs of Seed in Men
Terror,(in Anat.) aMuſcle, the fame
and Women.
as Latifimus Dorfi.
Teſtirular , belonging to the Tefticles.
Certian ague or Fcader , is that which
Telttailus, (L.) a Tefticle.
intermits entirely, and returns again every
third Day.
Telttit, (0.) wild, hair-brained.
Gunnery
Teftification , a teſtifying, or witneſ
) is
To Certiate a plece, ( in
to find the thickneſs of the Meral of a fing,
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Tetrazetalas flower of a plant, is
To Celtify, to witneſs, or certify ; to
that which only conſiſts of foar Single co .
make appear, or make known.
Teſtimonial, belonging to Teſtimony.
loured Leaves call’d Petala.
Tetrapharmacon , a Medicine conſiſte
A Teſtimontal, a Certificate under the
Hand of a Juſtice of Peace , or ſome other ing of four Ingredients.
Cetraptoton, (in Gram .) a Defeative
Perſon in Authority .
Celtimony , Witnelling, Evidence ; Noun that has only four Caſes.
Tetrarch , Prince or Ruler of the fourch
Proof, Token : Allo che Quotation of one
or more Paſſages in an Author : In che Holy part of a Country.
Tetrarchy, the Government, or Juriſ
Scriptures, a Law , or Ordinance.
Teitoon , an old French Silver-Coin , di&tion of a Tetrarch .
Tetras, the Number of four, the Co
which at firſt bore the value of 18 d. and
afterwards was reduced to 6 d. The Teſtoon ter-point in Dice.
Tetraſtiche, a Gallery with four Ranko
of Portugal is worth 1s. 3 d. Of Spain
and Navarre s. 8 d.
of Pillars.
Tetrafick, a Sentence, or Epigram .
Teltudo , ( L.) the Tortoiſe, or Shell
crah ; an Arch, or Vault. Alſo among the compriſed in four Verſes.
Tetraſtylos or Tetraſtyle, (in Archia
Romans, a warlike Engine, under which the
Beſiegers of a Town got up cloſe to the left ) a Building that has fout Pillars, in
Walls : Alſo a large Swelling in the Head, the Facesbefore and behind .
Cetralyllabical, belonging to , or cora
whore Shape reſembles that of an Arch, or
Tortoiſe.
fiſting of four Syllables.
Ceſty, peeviſh, apt to take pet.
Cetroboliun, a Coin of four Obeli, ar
Cetanothium , (G.P.T.) a Medicine to boue four pence half-penny of our Money ,
ſmooth the Skin.
alſo a Weight of four Drams.
Tetter or Ring -wom , a foul Hu :
Ustanus, a kind of Cramp, a ſtiffneſs,
mour accompanied with redneſs and icche
or Atretching of the Sinews.
Cetartzus , a Quartan Ague.
ing : In Horſes, an Evil otherwiſe call'da
Flying- poorm .
Tetches, (o ) Forwardneſs.
Centontck , belonging to the Germans
Cetrachord, (G. in Mufick ) a Concord,
anciently called Teutones.
or Interval of thee. Tones.
Ceutontck Dider, an Order of Relia
Tetrachrmagogon, a Medicine that
gious Knights, founded 1191. in favour of
purges four forts of Humours.
Tetraçolan, a Scanza, or Diviſion in the German Nation .
Lyrick Poetry,conſiſting offour Verſes.
To Tew , to tug, or pull ; alſo to beat
Tetrapiapalon , (in Mufick)a quadru- Mortar .
ple Diapaſon ; a Chord otherwiſe calld a
To Cew -tato Hemp, to beat, ordre's
it in an Engine made for that purpoſe.
Quadruple Eighth,
Tert, (L.) the very Words of an Au .
Cetradjachmon , a Coin of the Value of
thor, without any Expoſition : Allo a Por
fourGroats ; alſo four Ounces in Weight.
Tetrazdion or Tetrahedron , ( in Geom .) tion of Holy Scripture, choſen forthe Sube
a Pyramid bounded by four equal and eject_of a Sermon .
Cert- Letters, the Capital Letters in
quilateral Triangles.
Tetraeterid , (in Aflron .) the ſpace of all ſorts of Hands.
four years.
Tertele, ( 0.) well verſed in the Text.
Letragon, (in Geom .) a Figure confift
Tertuary, a Book that contains only
ing of four Angles, and as many Sides ; a the bare Text, without any comment, or
Square :In Aſtrology, a ſquare Aſpect.
Gloſs upon it.
7
Letragonal, belonging to a Tetragon.
Certure, a Compoſure, the ordering or
a Comet, wlioſe Head is framing of a Diſcourſe, &c .
1 ofCetragonias,
a ſquare Figure.
Cented ; (0.) cainted, dipped.
1
Tetragonilm , (in Geom .) the Quadra
Chack -ttles, (0.S.) Plain Tiles, ſuch a
are laid on the Gde of a Houſe.
ture , or ſquaring of the Circle.
Cetragonus, (in Anar.) a great ſquare
Chalami nervozum opttcogum , (in
Muſcle otherwiſe call'd Quadratus Gene.
Anat.) two Knobs of the lateral Ventricles
Tetragrammatort, the Sacred Name of of the Brain ? out of which the Optick
Nerves take their riſe.
Ged , Jehovah .
Thalia, one of the Nine Muſes ; the
Tetrametriim , a Meaſure in Verſe,
Inventreſs of Geometry and Husbandry.
confifting of four Merres, o: cighe Feet.
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Theme or Cheam , a Subject to write,
Chames , the chief River of Greate
Britain .
or ſpeak upon : Among Aſtrologers, the
Thanage of the King, a certain part Poſition of the Heavenly Bodies, at any
of the King's Land , of which the Go Moment, when they require the Succeſs of
anything then begun, or propoſed.
vernour was dylid Thane.
Themmagium , (o. L.)a Dury here
Thane, Cheyne or Chegne, ( S. )
tofore paid by inferiour Tenants upon
a Noble -man , a Magiftrate, a Free -man.
Chane- Lands, ſuch Lands as were account of Team .
Thenar, ( G. ) the Palm , or holbow
granted by Charters of che Saxon Kings to
their Thanes.'
Aeſhy part of the Hand : Alſo a Muſcle
Thallare, (0.L.) to lay up Hay, or which draws the Thumb from the Fore.
finger.
Corn , into a Taſs, or Mow.
Theobald, (S. bold over the People) a
Chaughts or Chonghts , ( S.T.) the
the Benches, or Seats, on which the Rowers prorer Name of Men .
Theoden , ( S.) an Under - Thane ; an
fit ina Boat.
Chmmaturgicks, (G.) á Mathematical Husbandman, or inferiour Tenant.
Cheodolite, a Mathematical Inſtrument,
Science, which gives a certain Rule for
the making of ſtrange Works, to be per- of good uſe in the Surveying of Land.
ceived by the Senſe, yet to be greatly
Theodom , (S.) Servitude.
wonder'd at : Any Art that does, or ſeems Theodojus or Theodoje, (G. che
Gift of God) a proper Name of Men ,
co doWonders.
Theater, (G.) a Play-Houſe : Alſo the
Theodolia, a Chriſtian Name of Wow
Stage in it ; any Scaffold raiſed for the men.
Performance or Sight of any Publick Cere
Theologer or Theologian, a Divine,
mony:
a Profeflour of Divinity.
Theologtcal, belonging to Divinity,
Cheater of Drford, à noble Pile of
Building in that City , founded by Dr. Gil. Divine.
Theology . a Science that reaches the
bers Sheldon, Arch - Biſhop of Canterbury.
Theatins, an Order of Religions Per. Knowledge of GodandDivine Things:
fons eſtablish'd by J. P. Caraffa , Biſhop of Theomagical, belonging to Divine
Magick, or the Wiſdom of God.
Theate, in the Kingdom of Naples.
Cheatral or Cheatrical, belonging
Wheophilus, (i.e. a Friend, or Lover of
to a Theater, or Stage.
God)a proper Name of Men .
Cheave, ( C:) au Ewe-Lamb of the firſt
Cheozbo, a Muſical Inſtrument.
Year .
Theozem , (in Mathem .) a Declaration
Theevo, (0.L. ) a young Plant, or of certain Properties, Proportions, or E
Set ; alſo anyBranch, or Bough of a Tree. qualities, duly inferred from ſome Sup
theft, an unlawful felonious taking poſitions, or Conceſſions about Quantity ,
A Plain Theorem , is that which has
awayanother Man's Moveable and Perſo
nal Goods.
relation either to a Right-lined Surface, of,
Theftbote, ( S. ) the maintaining a to onebounded by the Circumference of
Thief, by receiving Atollen Goods from a Circle.
him .
A Solio Theozem , is that which
treats about a Space bounded by a Solid
hek , ( 0.) ſuch
Chelonio rationabilt habendo pio Line, ..... by any of the three Conick
Dominis gabentibus Dominica Regte Sections.
Næ ad firmam , a Writ that lies for one
A Reciprocal Cheorem , is one whole
that has of the Queen's Demeſne in Fee Converſe, or Contrary is true.
farm , to recover reaſonable Toll of the
Cheojematick , conſiſting of, or be
longing to Theorems.
Queen's Tenants there.
Cleoretick , Theotcal or Thorlek,
Thelontum or Biebe effendi guieti
be Chelonto, a Writ to free Citizens,or belongingtoTheory ,Speculative.
Theoreticks, thoſe things that belong
Burgeſſes from paying of Toll.
Chelonmannus , ( 0.L. ) theToliman, to the Speculative part of Phyſick.
ift ,onethat forms, or main
Chop
Toll.
the
receiv'd
or Officer, who
Ubelygonos, (G.) an Herb, which be- tains aparticular Theory.
ing feept in. Drink, is ſaid to make a
Theorp, Contemplation ,Meditation ;
Woman conceive a Girl :Alloageneral more-eſpecially theStudyof anyArt,of
Name given byHerbalifts toall Feminine Science , without reſped to the Practice.
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Chiſtle-takt, the Dutyofa Half penny
Cheories of the planets, certain Hy
potheſes, about theMotionsof the Heavens ; heretofore paid to the Lord of the Manous
according to which , Aſtronomers explain of Haiton in Com . Chefter for every Bealt dri
the Reaſons of the Appearances of the ven over the Common thatwas ſuffer'd to
graze , or to take but a Thiftle.
Planets.
Thlipfis, a ſqueezing, or crushing ;
Cherapeuticks, that part of Phyſick
which thews the method of healing, or affliction, or Trouble : In Anatomy, a
preſſing together of the Vellele of aHa
Curing Diſeaſes.
Theraphim or Teraphim , ( H.) certain maneBody.
Thakes , ( 0. ) Fifh with broken Bel
Idols, or images, made in the Shape of
lies.
Men .
Cholus, (G. in Architect.) the Roof of
Chereniabın or Cererintabin , Orien
a Temple or Church ; the Lantern , or Cum
tial Manna .
Chertąca or Theriace, (G) Treacle ; polo of a Publick Hall.
Cholus Dtocletis , a fort of Bandage
any Medicine againſt Poiſon.
Theriacal, that belongs to, or has the us’d by Surgeons.
Chomas, ( H.Deep ) a proper Name
Virtue of Treacle.
Cherioma, a wild raging Ulçer ; the of Men .
Choz, an Idol of great Eſteem among
Grand Pox ; a Shanker.
che ancient Saxons and Temtonicks.
Chermæ, hot Baths.
Thermanticks, Medicines that cauſe
Thoracica, (G. P. T.) Medicines proper
for Diſeaſes of the Breaft.
Heat.
Thermometer or Chermoſcope, an
Thoracica Inferior, ( in Anas:) a
Inſtrument to meaſure, or thew the ſeveral branch of the Subclavian Vein , which
ſpreads it ſelf on the sides of the Breaft.
Degrees of Heat and Cold .
Thermometron, ( G. P.T.) chat natural
Thoracica Superior, is likewife a
Heat, which is meaſured , or perceived by Branch of the Subclavian Vein, which
to the Paps and Muſcles of the Breast.
paſſes
the Pulle .
Chozal Line, ( in Palmeftry) a Mark in
Ebelis, a general Pofition, orArgu
ment laid downs a Subject to Diſpute the Hand otherwiſe call'd the Line of
Venus.
upon .
Thorax or edius Center, ( in Anat .)
Chetiyinga, ( S. ) a Tithing.
the Cheft, all that Cavity which is bounded
Chemo, (0.) a Ducking - ſtool.
before by the Breaft -bone, behind by the
Thewes , (0.) Qualities .
Thicket, a Place, or Hedge, full of Back bone, and on thesides bytheRibs.
Bushes and Rrambles.
Choverts , the drinking of a generous
To Chigy, as Thigh that Woodcock , or Wine, which warms and cheriſhes the
Breaft.
Pigeon, i... cutit up .
hight, (0.) well joynred, or knit to
Cholu , a Shrub of ewo Corts, viz. Black
and White.
gether.
Choin - apple, a Plant that bears white
Chik, ( 0. ) fuch, or this.
Chl , the Beam , or Draught- Tree of a Flowers, ſucceeded by round prickly green
Heads.
Carr,
or Waggon .
Chiller or Chill-hoile,the Horſe that
Chorough Bals , (in Muſick ) is that
is pur under the Thill.
which goes quite thro'the Compoficion.
Chingus, ( 0. L. ) a Thape, or Saxon
Choongh- Toll, a cercain Ducy herecoa
Nobleman , a Knight, or Freeman .
fore paid to the Earls of Richmond.
Chorough- enat , an Herb .
Third-bojow , (0.s.) a Conſtable.
Chopra ( s. ) a Village, or Country :
Third-earing, the tilling, or plough
Town.
ing of Grounda third time .
Choruck , 40.) a Heap.
Thirbendeal, a liquid Meaſure which
Chomis , thoſe Wooden Pins ina Boac,
contains 3 Pinto.
Chtrdings , the third part of the Corn, between which the Rowers put their bars,
or Grain , growing on the Ground at the or Sculls when they row .
Tenant's Death, due coche Lord as an
Chracklat, ( C.T.) che Mecal which is
yet in the Mine.
Herior:
Chiro - penny, the third part of Fines
Chapple , the Wind-pipe of an Horſe.
and Profits , ariſing from Law - Suics.
Chalonical, inſolently boafting , full
To Chirl, (in Lincoln-fhire) to bore.
of Oftentation ; from Tbrafo, a notorious
Braggadochio.
Chittle, a Weed .
Chaves
00002
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Thymiama, (G.) Incenſe, Perfume.
have, ( C. ) 24 Sheaves of Corn ſet
up together.
Chymick Hein, ( in Anat.) a Branch
To Theap orCheap down, ( N. C ) of the Subclavicular Vein.
to affirm poſitively , to perſilt in a Thing
Chymion or Chymtum , (G.) a Wan ,
obftinately.
ragged at Top, like a Thyme-leaf.
Thymus, ( in Anat.) a Conglobate
Chree-legged Staff, a Frame to fup
port and adjuſt Inſtruments for Aftronomy, Glandule, or Kernel in the Throat, chat,
Surveying, & c.
ticksto the upper part of the Mediaftinum ,
To Theke, (0.) to thruft.
Chyroarytænotdes , ( in Anat.) a pair
Chrenodia , (G.)a mournful, or funeral of largeMuſcles, that ariſe fromtheCar
Song : the Greek Title of the Prophet tilage, callid Scutiformis, and Atretch them
ſelves forward to the sides of the Arysto
Jeremiah's Lamentations.
Chreſher, one thar threſbes, or bears noides-Muſcle.
Corn, & c. Alſo a Fiſh with a broad and
Chyroidex Olandulæ , ewo Glandules
thick Tail, that ſerves to beat the Head of of a clammy folid Subſtance s ſeated at the
a Whale .
lower part of the Larynx.
To Thealt, (0.) to oppreſs.
Chyroides, a Cartilage of the Larynx,
Chatoborough or thirdborough , otherwiſe called Scutiformis.
(O.S. ) - Head-borough, or Conſtable.
Thyrſus , ( among Herbalifts) the up
Chrift, Savingneſs, or Sparingneſs; right and tapering Stem , or Scalk of a
alſo a ſort of Herb.
Plant.
To Thrill, to drill, or bore.
Tibia , ( L.) a Pipe, or Flute : In to
natomy, che Leg, or Part betwixt the Knee
Elhilled or Chirled, ( 5. ) killed .
Chimla, an old GermanCoin,valued andthe Ancle ; alſo the inward largerBone
ar the thirt part of a Shilling.
ofthe Leg, otherwiſe calld'Fecile Majus.
Ciblalts anticus, a Muſcle of the
To Ching, (0.) to thruft .
Chithrng orCrtding,( S. ) the third Tarſus, ſituated on the Fore- part of the
part of a County, or Shire. Alſo a Court Tibia.
beld within that Circuit, which was the
Tibialis Pofttais, a Muſcle ſeated on
famewith our Court-Leer.
the back part of the Tibia.
Ctding, (w . C.) a ſetting up of Turves
Thithing - Rebe, the Governour of a
to dry.
Thrithing .
To Thribe , to grow , or encreaſe
Tick , a ſmall blackiſh Inſect ; alſo a
Diſeaſe in Horſes.
mightily, to becomerich , or proſperous,
Tide, the Ebbing or Flowing of che
Throat-Wojt, an Herb.
To Thob, to beat, pant, or ake, as Sea.
It is ſaid To flow Cide and half
the Heartſometimes does.
Chombus, a Lump, Clot, or Cluſter Cide, when the Tide runs three Hours in
of any thing : Alſo aſmall Swelling that the offing,or open Sea, later than it does
.
ariſes after the Operation of Bloud-lecting. by the Shore.
Thone, a raiſed Chair of State, for
To Cide it over or up, is to go over
to a Place, with the Tide of Ebb, orFlood,
Kings and Princes to fit on .
Throness the third ofthe Nine Orders, then to ſtay at Anchor all the time the com
trary Tide lafts, and afterwards to ſet in
or Ranks ofAngels .
Tholter or Chrompfter, one that again upon the return of the ſameTide.
A idc- Bate, is when the Tide rung
throws, or winds Silk, of Thread .
To 'Chrow , to fing, or hurl : In the trong.
Tides 90en ,certain Officers thatbelong
North - Countries, to work as a Turner does.
Thruty ,a Singing-Bird ,alloaDiſeaſe co.theCuſtom -Houſe, and are appointed to
attend upon Ships, till the Cultom of the
in the mouth .
bs
adth
Chum
Fraight be paid.
,
the
-bre
ſame
as
Inch
an
in Meaſure.
Cidp, handy, neat, cleanly.
terce, ( F. ) oneof the CanonicalHours
Churiferous , bearing, or bringing
n Church : Allo a fequenceof
ce
incen
theRoma
in
forth Frank
.
Gameof
Elurtday , the fifth Day, of the Week, Cards of the fame Colour, at the
to nam'd from the Idol Ther ,which was Picker ; alſo a thruſt in Fencing.
then worſhipped by our Saxon Anceſtours,
Tierce or Cerce, a liquid Meaſure,
Ehnrle - louſe or Sow , an Infe &t.
containing 42 Gallons allo a Third in
Chas or cas, ( L.) Frankincenſe, In Muſick . I
senſe,
tercel or Cercel, a Male Hawk.
Tierat,
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Itercet, a Song confifting of triple
Stanza's ; or a Staff of three Verſes.
Ties , (in a Ship ) thoſe Ropes by which
the Yards hang.
Ciffany, a ſort of light Stuff.
Ciger , a fierce wild Beaſt.
Tigh or Ceage, (0. R.) a Cloſe, or
Incloſure.
Tigtllum , (L.) a little Rafter, or Beam :
Alſo a Melting-potus'd by Chymifts.
Ctgreſs,aFemale, or She Tiger.
Tikt, ( C. ) a (mall Bullock , or Heifer ;
alſo a kind of Worm .
To Till the Ground, is to move, or
ftir it with a Spade, or other Inftrument.
Culls, ( C.) Lentils; a fort of Pulſe.
Cillage, che tilling, or ploughing of
Land .
Tiler, a ſtrong piece of Wood faſten'd
to a Ship’s Rudder ; alſo that which ſerves
for a Helm in a Boat.
Ciller or Tillar, a ſmall Tree left to
grow till it be fellable.
Cilt, a Cloth, or Tent that covers a
Boat , to keep off Rain , & c.
Tilt- Boat, a cover'd Boat, ſuch as
thoſe that convey Paſſengers between Lon
don and Graveſend.
Cilts , a kind of Exerciſe, when two
armed Perſons on Horſe-back , fun one
againſt another with Lances, or Spears.
To Cilt, to run at Tilts, to thruſt
with Swords, or Foils ; alſo to ſet a Veffel
ſtooping.
Tilch, the tilling, for improving of
Land.
Timariots , (among the Turks) Soldiers
that have a certain Portion of Conquer'd
Lands allow'd them , to ſerve on Horſe
back when they ſhall be required .
Timber , Wood for building : A Tim
ber of Skins, orFurrs, is 40 in Number.
Cimbers of Ermin , (in Heraldry)
the rows, or ranks of Ermin in Noble
mens Robes .
To Uimber, (in Falconry) co neſtle, or
make a Neft ; as Birds of Prey do.
Timber -mealuri , 43 Foot ſolid make
a Tun of Timber, and so Foot a Load.
& tmbeltozes , (0.) Timbrelplayers.
Timbre or Cimmer, (in Heraldry)
the Creft , which in any Archievement
ſtands ontop of the Helmet.
Timbzel, a Muſical Inſtrument.
time, is a Meaſure depending on the
Motion of the Luminaries , by which the
Diftance and Continuance of Things is
meaſured : In Mufisk , that quantity , or
length , by which every particular Note has
iss due Meaſure appointed.
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Duple Cime, ' is when all the Nores
are èncreaſed by two ; as 2 Longs make a
Large, 2 Breves a Long, &c.
Triple Time, is that in which the
Meaſure is counted by Threes; asoneSemi
breve is equivalent to three Minims, onc
Minim to three Crotchets, & c.
Timtoity , ( L. ) Timorouſneſs, Fearful,
neſs.
Cimorous, fearful, baſhful.
Timotheus or Timothy, (G. an Ho
nourer of God ) a proper Name of Men .
Tin , a Metal.
Cin -Glaſs, a Metallick Matter, ſmooth
and like Tin .
Cinswoim , a ſmall red Worm , which
creeps in the Graſs, and poiſons the Beaft
that eats it.
Cincar , ( 1.) a fort of Nitre, or Salt
pecer.
Cincel or Tinſel, a kind of glittering
Scuff, made of Silk and Copper.
Tincker-men , Fiſher-men that us'd to
deftroy the youngFry in the River Thames,
Tinc or Teint, (L.) a Colouring.
v indturl, a Colour, Stain, or Die ;
a ſmattering, or imperfect Knowledge of
any Art, or Science : In Chymistry, che
moſt ſubtil Parts of a Mixt Body drawn
out in ſome proper Menffrum , or diffolving
Liquor : Amoog Heralds, the Colours in an
Eſcutcheon are callid Tinctures,
Tincture of the spoon , a Diffolution
of ſome of the more rarify'd Parts of Silver,
made in Spirit of Wine.
Lindured , that has a Tincture .
+ To Cind, to light ; as To find a Cano
dle .
Cine, (C.) the grain of a Førk .
To Itne an Egg , is to dreſs it.
Cinca , (L.) the Moth , an Inſect : Allo
a cruſty ſtinking Ulcer in the Head.
Cineman or Tienman, a pecey Fo
reſt -Officer, who took care of Vert and Ve .
niſon in the Night.
Cinettum ,(0. L.) Trouſe, Bruſh -wood
for Fencing and Hedging.
Cinewald, the Parliament, or Yearly,
Meering of the States in the iſle of Man .
Tinged, ( L.) coloured, or died lightly.
Cinkar, (C.T.) Borax, or Gold -lolder.
Tinnitus gurúm , (L.) a buzzing , or
tingling in the Ears.
Uinpenny, a cuſtomary Duty heretofore
paid to the Tithing-man .
Cintamar , YF. )a confuſed Noiſe, ahi
deous Our-cry .
Ting, ( 0.) ſmall, flender.
Cip , the end, or utmoſt point of any
Thing.
Tips
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Cip-ſtaff, one of the Warden of the Writings, or Recordsto prove one's Right!
Fleet's Men , who attends with a painted
Citle of Entry, is when one makesa
Staff. Alſoan Officer that waits on the Feoffment of Land ,upon a certain Condi.
Judges, bearing a Rod eipt with Silver.
tion , and the Condition is broken ; after
Lippet, a kind of Kerchief for Wow which the Feoffor bas Title ço enter upon
mens Necks; alſo a long Scarf whicb Do. the Land again.
dors of Divinity wear ove; their Gowns.
Tits, (C.) Imall Cateel.
To Lipple , to drink hard .
Cister or Tidder, (W.C.) foon,quickly!
Utply , that is a little in Drink , fuddled.
To Titters, to giggle, or laugh wan.
Utre, the Ornament, or Dreſs of wooconly .
mens Heads; alſo the Iron -band of a Cart.
Citubation, ( L.) . Ataggering, or
wheel.
Atumbling.
Cite or Weer of Dad'nantı, a fet of
Citular , that bears a Title only.
great Guns on both sides of a Ship, lying
Tmels, ( G. inGram .)a Figure, in
in a Rank from one end to the other.
which ' a compound Word is divided into
To Lire , to dreſs ; to weary, to be, or two Parts, by ſome other Word that is put
in berween .
growweary.
Ttring, (in Falconry) is a giving the
Toads- Flax or Flip -atteet , an Herb.
Tobacco , a wellknown Plant.
Hawk a Leg. or Pinion of a Pullet to
Tobacconiſt, one that ſells, or deals ia
pluck at.
Cirwhit, a Bird, the ſame as a Lap- Tobacco
Tobiah or Tobtas, (H. the Goodneſs
wing.
Tlacal, troubled with the Tiffick , pur ofthe Lord ) a proper.Name of Men.
Sy, fort-winded .
CockaWaugh, a favoury Root, peculiar
Cilick orPthiack, an Ulceration of to the Countries of Virginia and Maryland.
the Lungs, cauſing a Conſumption of the
Cod of astooll, the quantity of 28
whole Pody.
Pounds, or 2 Srone .
Cillue or Cloth of Cifute, ( F. ) rich
Toft, (L. T.) a Mefluage, or Houſed:
Stuff made of Silk and Silver, or Silk and alſo a Grove of Trees.
Gold -thread .
Toft-man , the Owner of a Toft.
Cotl, wearifome Labour . ' exceſſive
it or Citmottle, a little Bird .
Ttr-lark , a Bird thar fings like the Pains.
Woiles, ( F.) Snares, os Necs, for the
Canary-bird,
Tite, (S.T.) a Ship is ſaid to be tite, or catching of Wild Beaſts.
Totlet, a fine cloth ſpread upon a Ta
tight, when ſhe is ſo ſtanch as to let in but
ble in a Bed -Chamber, where Perſons of
very i'ttle Water,
Cithable , that may bé tithed , or is Quality dreſs themſelves.
Toile, a Fathom , containing Six Foot
lable to yield Tithes.
Ttthe, the tenth Part of any thing ; in length .
chiefly that Revenue which in every Coun
Torlon d'D ., (in Heraldry) a Golden
try -Parith is allowed to the Parſon for his Fleece, born in a Coat of Arms.
Tolerable, (L ) that may be indured,
Maintenance .
or born with ; alſo indifferent ,paffable.
To Tithe,to take the tenth Part.
To Colerate, to ſuffer,to bear with .
Cithing, (s. L.) a Company of so
Uoleratton , ſuffering,or allowing of.
Men, with their families all bound to the
Toll or Tholl, (L.T.) is 1.a Liberty
King for the peaceable Behaviour of each
buy and fell within the Bounds of a
to
oth : 1.
Tithingeman , was the Principal Per. Manour ; 2. a Tribute, or Custom paid for
son of ſuch a Company , but it is now Paffage, c.
To Woll,to ringa Bell aftera particular
taken in ſome Places for a Conftable.
C :thing - pemy, a Cuſtomary Duty paid manner :In Law , to bar, defeat,or take
to the Sheriffs by the ſeveral Tithings.
away .
Titillation , ( L.) a Tickling, a plea
Coll-Tooth , a Cuſtom -bouſe, or Flace
where Toll is paid .
fant ! tch .
Collslazn , Corn taken for Toll, at
litinylk , ( 0. R.) a Tale-bearer.
Witle, the infcription of a Book , or grinding in a Mill.
Ad : Allo a Mark of Honourgiven to Per
Colishop, a ſmall Meaſure , by which
Sons according to their "Rank, or Quality : Toll was taken for.Cornfold in an open
In Law , Right, Claim , a juſt Cauſe for Market.
podleſſing , or enjoying any thing. Alfo
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Coll-through, Money paid for Paſſage
in or thro' ſome.High -ways, Ferries, & c .
Eoll-traverſe, an Acknowledgement giº
ven for paſſing thro’a private Man'sGround.
Coti- tray, Toll taken by the Tray, or
Dith .
Coll.turn , a Toll paid at the return of
Cártel from Fairs, or Markets.
Tollalter or Tollefter, a Tribute here
tofore paid to the Lord of a Manour, for
Liberty to brew and fell Ale.
Tolley, a kind of Exchange or Place ,
where Merchants meet.
Colt, a writ whereby a Cauſe depending
in a Court Baron is removed to the County,
Court.
Colta , ( 0 , L.T. ) Extortion, Rapine,
Wrong
Coman , a Perſian Coin , worth 3 s. 6 d.
Come, (G.) a ſeparate Part, or diſtinct
Volume of a large Book.ir
Comentim , Shear-wooll, Flocks, ſuch
as are us'd in the Atuffing of Bed - Ticks,
Cuſhions, oc. Among Herbalifts, a ſoft
downy Subſtance that grows on the rops of
fome Plants.
oinetica , (G.P.T.) Medicine's which
cut thick and ſlimy Humours.
Tomict Dentes, ( in Anat .) the Fore
teeth ,
Tomin , ( among Jewellers ) a certain
Weight of about three Carrats.
Cominejo,the American Humming -Bird ,
Comkin , a round piece of Wood, put
into the mouth of a great Gun.
Tomotocia , (G. P.T.) the ſame as Hyfte
motocia .
Tondino, ( in Archite£t .) the ſame as
Aſtragal.
Cone, (G.) che ſound of the Voice, high
or low, & c. In Mufick , a certain Degree of
raiſing or finking in the Voice.
Conica , (G. P. T.) Medicines which be
ing outwardly applied to the Limbs,
Arengthen the Nerves and Tendons.
Tonnage or Crinnage, a Duty paid to
the Queen , for Merchandize carry'd out,
or brought home in Ships , according to a
certain Rate upon every Tun .
Connetight, (0. R.) che quantity of a
Tun in a Ship's Fraighr, or Bulk .
Confilla , ( L. in Anar.) ewo Glands or
Kernels, commonly call’d the Almonds of
the Ears : Alſo an Inflammation about the
Jaws; the Mumps.
Tooth -adlozi, an Herb.
Cooth -weſt, an Inſtrument to draw
Teeth,
Woothing, a Corner one left for more
Building:

TO

Top, Height , the uppermoſt end of a
thing : Tops in a ship, are thoſe round
Frames of Board, that lye upon the Croſs
trees, near theHeadsofthe Malte.
To Cop the Satl-gards, is to make
them hang even .
Top - Arn : ours , a kind of Clothes, & c.
fet about the Round- tops of the Mafto,
Top -Gallant -walts, are ſmall Mafts
fixed to the Heads of the Main, and Fore
top -Maſts .
Top-Watts, certain Maſts which are
made faſt and ſettled to all the Mafts a - loft.
Cop -Ropes, thoſe Ropes which are
made uſe of, to Atrike the Top-mafts of the
Main and Fore-mafts.
Toparch (' G. ) the Governour of
any Place, the Lord of a Manour j a Lord
Lieutenant of a County.
Topaz, a precious Stone, of the Colour
of fine Gold : In Heraldry , the Gold
colour in the Coars of the Nobility.
To Cope, to drink luſtily.
Toph, (in Surgery) a kind of Swelling
in the Bones.
Cophet , ( H. a Drum ) the Name of a
Valley, where the Ammonites us'd to Sa
crifice their Children to the Idol Moloch.
Cophus, (G.) a Sand, or Gravel - ftone
Alſo a ftony congealed Subſtance in any
part of an Animal Body.
Toptaria , the Art of making Arbours
with Trees or Twigs cut and plaited.
Toptca , Books that treat of Places of
Invention in Logick. In Phyſick , Medicines
apply'd outwardly to the Patient's Body.
Topical, applied to a particular Place,
or Part : Alſo ferched from a Topick , of
belonging to Topicks.
A Toptek, a common Place, or Head
of Diſcourſe ; a Subject to be handled .
Topicks, that part of Logick , which
treats of the Invention, or finding out
of Places, or Arguments .
Topographtcal or Topographick ,
belonging to Topography.
Topography, the Deſcription of a
particular Place in any Country : Alſo the
Draught of ſome ſmall parcell of Land,
ſet outby a Surveyor.
opping , eminent, chief, noted .
Topping theLifts , (s . T ) is the fame
with haling the Top- Sail Lifts.
07, ( s.) a Tower, Rock , or high
Place.
orce, (I. in Heraldry) a Wreath .
Torch, a Staff of Deal, on which
Wax-Candles are ftuck , to be lighred on
ſeveralOccalions,
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Torch Royal, (H.T.) the next Start in to the Queen , as fuch , by writing the
a Stag's Head, that grows above the Royal. Word Tot to it.
To Totter , to fake, to ſtagger, or
Torchwierd, an Herb.
Cozanlar, (L.) a Preſs of Wine,Oil, & c reel.
Totteray, a cuſtomary Payment of 4 d.
Wojcular, berophili, ( in Anat.) that
place, where the four Cavities of the thick formerly made for every Buſhel and a half
Skin of the Brain , callid Dura Matcr, are of Corn, rold at Maldon in Eſſex.
Totty, (0 ) dizzy .
joyn'd together t
, heBrain - Tunnel.
Cotiün , a Whirl-bone, a kind of Die
Tojalaris Ulma, aVein which goes
up by the in-fide of the Scull to the Brain. that is turned about.
Coreutice, the Art of Turning, Chafing,
Totich , feeling, a ſtroke in Painting :
a Tryal of Gold , or Silver : In Mufick,
Engraving, or Imboſſing.
Torment, violent Pain, which the an Organ is ſaid to have a good Touch,
Body ſuffers; exceflive Grief, or trouble of when the Keys lie down, and are neither
too looſe, nor tno ſtiff.
Mind .
Conch the wind , (S. P.) when the
To Torrent, to put to great Pain , or
Steers-man at the Helm is bid to keep the
to the Rack ; to affid , to diſquiet.'
Comentit, an Herb , otherwiſe called ship as near the Wind asmay be.
Touch-hole , (of a Gun ) ehe hole of
Engliſh Set-foil.
Cormina gibi, (L. P. T.) the Griping anv, Piece to give Fire to it.
Taich -ſtone, a Stone, which ſerves to
of the Guts, or Wind-Colick.
Tomtna vpſterica, the Womb - Colick . try Gold and silver.
Cormina polt partum , the After
Tovet or Cofet, a Meaſure of half a
Pains, or Pains which Child - Bed Women Buthel, or two Pecks.
Toliked , (0.) ducked.
ſuffer after Delivery.
Conado, (Sp.) a ſudden , or violent
Tour, ( F. ) Travel, or Journey about ,
Storm of ill Weather at Sea.
a Country.
Tournelle, a Court for Criminal Caules
+ Corptd,benummed , Now , dull.
Corra, (0. R.) a Tor, Mount, or belonging to the Parliaments of France.
Tourniquet, a Turn-Stile : Alſo the
Hill.
+ Correfaction , a ſcorching, or par- Gripe-ftick us'd by Surgeons in cutting off
an Arm , & c.
ching.
Torrent, a ſtrong Stream , or violent
Courte, (in Cookery ) a kind of Paftry
work , bak'd in a Pan.
Land-Floud.
Tont temps pzift uncoze eft, a Plea,
Tortcelltan Erperiment, theDevice
of the Quick - Silver Weather- glaſs, fo call'd by way of Excuſe for one that is ſued for
any Debt, or Dury belonging to the Plain
from its Inventor, Torricellius, an kalian,
ciff
Oorth, burning -hot.
Torified , roated, dried, parched.
Totu , the hard , or the courſe Part of
Coit, ( F. L. 1.) Injury, or Wrong .
Hemp and Flax .
Cort-fealo ,a Wrong-doer,a Treſpaffer.
To Tow , to hale a Stip , or Barge
Loftcaures or wettels, ( in Heraldry) along the Water : Alſo whatever is drawn
certain round Figures like Balls, which are after a Ship, or Boas, with Ropes, & c. is
ſaid To be tewed after ber, or To be in her
of a red Colour.
Tom .
Tortoiſe, a Living Creature .
Towage, the Ad of towing, or draw :
Toptuous, ( L.) winding , turning ( in
ing after fuch a manner : Alſo that Mones,
out.
appEarturrable,
capable ofbeing tortured. which is giventothe owner of the Ground
Toiture, Rack, exquifite Torment, or next a River, where a Barge, or other
Veffel is cow'd .
Pain.
Corus, ( L.) a Bed, a Rope, or Cord
Tower , a Caſtle, a Citadel, or Eort.
for a Bed, a Wreath : ID Architecture,
HollowTower , (in Fortif ) a Round
Torus, Tore, or Thore , is a round Member, ing made of the remainder of two Briſure ,
encompafling the Baſe of a Pillar between to join the Courtintothe Orillen.
Cowering , a Diſeaſe inCattel, which
the Minish and the Litt.
proceeds from Leanneſs.
Car, anfrijkRobber, or Bog -trotter.
Towns, a large ſpace of Ground, on
Qocal, ( L ) whole, entire, uter ,
which Houſes are built, inhabited by Men ,
Clonality, che Toral, or whole Summ.
arted, (in the Dushequer ) is when andcocompared with Walks..
the reign Oppofer bw pored a good Debs
oturut,
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To Traffick , to buy and ſell, to deal
Tobrus; (N. T.) a Roe-buck , eager
for Copulation , is ſaid To go to his Tomorus. as a Merchant, or Tradefinan.
To Towz, to tug , or pull about ; to
Urafine, a Surgeon's Inſtrument, for
theſame Uſe as the Trepan.
Tumple
.
Tragedian , a Writer, or Actor of
To Towze or Toge utlooll, is to
Tragedies.
Card, or drefs it.
Cragedy, a Dramatick Poem , that re :
Copliardus, (0. L. ) a Weather-Sheep ,
preſents fome ſignal Adions performed by
or Ram.
Perſons ; being cloſed for the
Illuftrious
Topp, ſoft like Wooll.
Lrabeatton , (L. in Architect.) the Pro- moſt part, with ſome mournful and fatal
jeäure on the top of the Walls of Build- End .
Tragical or Tragick, belonging to
ingi which fupports the Timber-work of the
Tragedies ; great, lofty ; alfo diſaſtrous,
Roof.
Trabs, a Beam of a Houſe ; alfo a Me- fad .
Tragick Doet, one well skill'd in the
teor, or Impreſſion in the Air like a Beam .
Tracı, ( H.T.) the Foot-print of wild writing of Tragedies.
Tragy- Comedy, a Play that is half
Beafts.
Trace of a Hare, is her footing in the Tragedy and half Comedy.
Cragicomical, belonging to fach a Play.
Snow .
To Crace, to follow by the Footing,
Cragus or birais, (in Anat.) a knob
to diſcover, or find out by the Foot-ſteps ; on the in -ſide ofthe Ear, next the Temple,
10 make the Draught of a Building, or
Urajeditious, as Trajectitious Money
or Wares, i. c. Cath, or Goods carried over
Fortification upon Paper, &c.
Traces, the Tracks.of ravenousBeaſts; Sea .
Trajectory of a Comet, is the Line
the Harneſs of Draught.horſes.
alſo
Crachea , (G. P. T.) the Weaſand , or which ir deſcribes by its Morion .
To Tratl, to draw , or drag along,
Wind-Pipe,
rachelagra, the Gout in the Neck .
to hang on the Ground .
Crachoma, a Scab, or roughneſs of
rati - Board, (in a Ship ) is a carved
Board on each side of her Beak , reaching
che inner part of the Eye-lid.
Crachomatiaim , a ſort ofMedicine for from the main Stem to the Figure, or to
the Brackets.
the Eyes.
Tratn , ( F.) she Attendance of a great
Crack , a Foot-print, or Foot-ſtep , the
rut of a Coach -wheel, the run of a ship. Perſon , the Trail of a Gown ; a Trap, or
Tráct, (L.) an extent of Ground, a Wheedle : In Falconry, the Tail of a Hawk :
ſpace of Time; a ſmall Treatiſe or Diſ. Among Artificers, the Number of Beats that
courſe. Among Huntſmen , the Footing of a Watch makes in an Hour, ds.
Crain of artillery, the whole ſet of
a wild Boar.
Tradable, that may be eaſily managed , great Guns and warlike Stores, belonging
to an Army.
or ordered.
To Train or Uratn up, to bring up,
Tractate, a Trad , or Treatiſe.
KI rade, a Mechanick Art, Employment, to inſtruct, eſpecially in Military Diſcipline.
Trainel- Met, the ſame as Trammel,
Dealing ; Life, or Way of living.
Trade-mind, a Wind that blows regu .
Cramel or Trammel, a Drag-ner, a
larly at Sea, at certain Seaſons, and ſerves ſort of Fiſhing-Net : Alſo a long Nec to
take Fowls with by Night: Alſo an In
to promote trading Voyages.
Tradition , the ſucceſſive delivery of ſtrument in Chimneys, to hang Pots over
Do & rines, Opinions, &c. by Word of the Fire : Alſo an Inftrument to make an
Horſe amble .
toAge,
Mouth , from Age
Tramontane , ( I.) the North -Wind.
Tradttional or Traditionary, belong
Tranche, (among the French Heralds)
ing to , or grounded upon Tradition .
Traditionalt, one that ſtands for Tra a particular manner of Counter-changing
in an Eſcutcheon .
dition,
Tranquillity, ( L.) Calmneſs, Stillneſs.
To Traduct, to defame, diſparage,
To Tranſact , ( L. ) to diſpatch, or
or Qander .
+ Traduction, a tranſlating, or turning manage Affairs.
Tranſaction , a tranſa &ting, or diſparch
out of one Language into another.
Craffick , (F.) fale, or exchange of ing of Buſineſs ; a Pallage, or a Thing in
Hand,
Goods ; Trade, Trading
P PPP
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Cranfalpine, that lies, or live on the
Cranlitary or Cranfient, chat foon
ocber Side of the Mountains call d ' The paſſes away , fleeting , fading.
Alps.
To Crallate, to turn out of one
To Tranſcend, to ſurpaſs, or go be Language into another ;to
remove from
yond.
one Place toanother.
Tranſcendency, Excellency .
Tranſlation , that which is tranſlated
Cranſcendent, extraordinary,excellent, into another Language : In Lion , the Re.
admirable : In Logick , furpalling the Pre- moval of a Bilop from one Dioceſs to
dicaments.
another.
TranſcendentalCurves, (in Mathem .)
Tranſlucid, that ſhines through.
Tranſmarine,that comes from , or is of
are fuch as when their Property comes to
be expreſs'd by an Equation, one of the the Partsbeyond Sea.
flowing Quantities there denotes, a Curve, or Tran (méation, a palling through.
crooked Line.
To Tranlımigrate , 10 paſe from one
+ To Tranſcolate, to train thorough. Place, or Rodytoanother.
Crauſmigration, a removing one's
To Tranſcribe, towrite ,or Copyout.
Cranlatit, the Copy of an Original Habitation from one place to another ;
Writing.
Philofophy,
theBody
palling
of departed
Tranſcription , the Ad of Tranfcri- In
Souls
out of one
into another.
bing, or Copying
Cranſmillion,
a tranſmitting, or de
Cranlarr fion ,a palling from one Place livering
over.
to another.
to convey , to deliver,
1
To Wransfer , to remove, or convey or ToTranſmit,
make over.
from one place to another.
Cranſmutable, capable of being
Transfiguration , the changing of one changed .
Figure, orShape into another,
Crancomutation, the Ad of Tranſmus
Transfigured, that has its Shape ring, or changing : In Chymiſtry, it is de
changed .
fined to be a changing the Subſtance,
To Transform , to change from one Quality , or Colour of Mixt Bodies; and
Form , or Shape mo another.
of this Tranfmutation there are ſeven ſeve.
Transfomation , the Ad of Trans- ral kinds, or Degree , viz . Calcination,
forming
Sublimation , Solution, Putrifaction, Diſtilla .
Transformation of an Equation , tion , Coagulation and Tincture , which See
( in Algebra) the changing of any Equa- under thoſe Articles. In Geometry, a Sci.
tion into one that is more eaſy.
ence which thews how to reduce one Figure,
Transfretation , the pafing over
or Body into another of the fame Arsa, or
Rive , or croſſing the Sea .
Solidiry , but of a different Form ,
To Transfule, to pour out of one
Cramtinutation of mortals, (among
Veſſel into another .
Alchymifts) is what they call the Grand
Transfuſion , the ad of Transfuſing. Operation, or Secret of the Philoſophers
Wransfufion of the Blood, a late Scone ; which they give out to be so cu:
Anatomical Invention for conveying the rious an Univerſal Seed of all Metals,
Blood of one Living- Creature into the That if any Metalbe melted in a Crucible,
Body of another.
and then a little of this Stone , or Ponder
To Tranfgreſs, to treſpaſs upon a of Proje&tion be putinto the melted Metal,
Law , or Order.
'cwill ( as they pretend) immediately change
Cranfgreffion , the Ad of Tranfgref- it into Gold , orSilver .
fing particularly a finning againſtthe
To Tranſmute, to change one Matter,
Commands of God, or the Church ,
or Subſtance into another.
paſs
liberty
Cranfom , an overthwart Beam , or
:
to
Tranfit, a Paſs, or
In Aſtronomy, the pating of a Planet juft Brow - Poft : ' Alſo the Vane of a Mache
by , or under any fixed Star : In Aſtrology, matical Inſtrument callid a Croſs-ftaff ; or a
Tranſits, arecertain Familiarities gain'd by Wooden Member to be fixed a.cf it,
the Stars Motion thro the Radical Figure with a ſquare Socker, upon which is lider
of a Perſon's Nativity.
ftiff upon the ſquare of the Croſs - ftaff,
Tranlition , (in Rhetor.) a Figure that and may be fer to any Degree marked on
confifts in pafling from one Subject to ano . | it.
ther : In Mufick , ' tis when a greater Nose Tranſom op Cranlotn - Piect, ( in :
is broken into aleffer, to make ſmooth ,or Ship) isthatmain piece of Timber wbicb
fweeten the roughneſs of a Leap .
lies a -croſo the Stera , between the two
Fadion
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Faſhion -Pieces, directly under the Gun- Lower Belly, fo nam'd becauſe its Fibres
room Port, and lays out the Ship's Breadcb run a-croſs theBelly, and its Uſe is to preſs
it exa & ly inward in Expiration, or ſend,
at the Buttock.
Tranſparency, a being Tranſparent; " ing forth the Breach .
chorough Brightneſs ; as The Tranſparency of TranſverſalisColli, a Muſcle which
precious Stones , & c. Im Heraldry," the fame ariſes from all the tranſverſe Proceffer of
the Vertebra of the Neck , except the firft
withAdumbration .
Cranſparent, that may be ſeen through ; and ſecond .
Tranſverſalis prots , a Mufele of
that affords a thorough Paſſage to the
2 Rays of Light ; very clear, or bright.
the Foot, ſo called from its Tranſverks Si.
ranfpereed, pierced, or run thro'.
tuation .
Tranſverfalts Dents, a pairof Muro
Tranſpiration , a breathing through ;
as of Vapours through the Pores of the cles that foring near the Erectores Penis.
Cranſverſalts Sunira, a Seam ofthe
Skin .
To Tranſpire, to be breathed forth, Scull, which runs a croſs the Face, and
or to come out after ſuch a manner.
paſſes tranſverſely from one Temple to a
:
To Tranſplant, to plant in another nother.
.
Place, to remove a Colony, or Company of Tranſverſe, that goes arthwart, or a .
2 People from one Country, or City to croſs.
Cranſverre ndes, (in Andr .) cero
another,
Cranfplantation, the A& of Tranf tain Muſcles that arife from the tranyerle
planting the removing of Plants, Trees, Proceſſes of the Vertebra ofthe Loins.
or People from one place to another : In
Cranters, a ſort of Filhermen .
Trantery , (in ſome Manours) the Mo:
Natural Magick , the removing of a Di
ſeaſe from one Creature to another,or from ney ariling by Fines laid upon Ale-fellero,
and Vi&tuallers.
a Living-Creature to a Plant.
Tranſpost, a violent motion of the
To Crape, to go idly up and down.
Paffions, a ſudden Sally ; an Ecſtaſy, or
Trapes, á meer Slattern, a direy Sluc
a , (G.) a Table.
Grapez
Trance ,
Trapezium , ( in Geom .) a Square Fi
To Tranſport, to convey, or carry
over to another Place ; to putbeſides one's gure , whoſe fourSides and Angles are nos
equal, but two of its Sides are parallel.
Self.
Tranſport-Ship, a Veffel.co convey
Trapezius, (in Anat.) a Muſcle of the
Shoulder-blade, which takes Name from ito
Paſſengers, Proviſions, & c.
Tranſpojtable, that may be tranr. Shape.
Trapezoto, a Geometrical Figure that
ported .
Tranſportation, Tranſporting, Car- has all its four Sides and Angles unegual,
riage from one place to another.
and no Sides parallel.
To Tranſpole, to put out of its proper, Trappings, thoſe Leathers that hang
on the HorſesBruttocks.
Place, tochange the Order.
Tranſpofition , a tranſpoſing, or chang
Cravado, a ſort of whirl-wind, or ſudo
den and moſt impetuous Storm -ar Sea.
ing the Order of Things.
Crankyroſe,
Verfe
To
to turn out of
Trade or Traviſt, a Place encloſed
into Prore.
with Rails, to ſhooe an unruly Horſe in .
Cranſubftantiated, changed into ano
Trapez, ( f.). a Bay of Joifts, the ſpace
between two Beams.
ther Subſtance.
Eramſubſtantiation , (i.6. a change of
Trades , a kind of Shackles for a Horſe
one Substanceintoanother) a Word ab- that iscaught to amble, or pace.
furdly coined by the Papiſts, to fignifie a
Travel, Pains ; alſo the Pangs, or Laa
no leſs monſtrous Tener, viz. A changing bourof a Woman in Child -birth .
of the Elements of Bread and Wine, in the Cravels , Journeys, Voyages.
- Holy Sacrament ofthe Lord '. Supper into
To Trabel, to take Pains, to go, or to
she real Bodyand Blood of Chrift .
beupon a Journey
Cranfubftantiatop, one that holds the
Travellers- joy , an Herb .
Dodrine of Tranfubftantiation.
Traverſe, ( s. T.) the Way of a Ship,
To Cranſvalate, topourout of one when the makes Anglesin and out,and can .
not keep her true Courſe. In Fortification,
Vefſel into another.
Tranſverſalis gonoraints, (in Anat.) a little Trenchwith a Breaft-work oneach
one of the muſcles of the Abdomen, or Side, which the Befiegers make quite ao
croſs
PPPP a
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7 Croſsthe Most of the Place. Alſo any Re- 1 of the King, Queen , or Common-wealth
,
trenchment, or Line fortify'd with Fag- whether it be by Imagination , Word,or
gors, Barrels filled with Earth, doc. In Deed ; as to compaſs the Death of the King,
Heraldry, á fort of Partition made a -croſs Queen , or Prince, to raiſe War againt
an Eſcutcheon
thom , to take part with their Enemies, to
To Traverſe, to go croſs, or through Coin, orurter' falſe Money, 6c
Petty Treaſon , is when a wife kills
a Country, &c. to croſs , or thwart : Le
Low , to overthrow , or quall .
ber Husband, or a Servånt his Mafter alfo
To Traverſe an indlitinent, is to when a Lay-man or Clergy-man kills his
. take Iflue upon the chief Matter, and to Biſhop or Superiour; to whom he ow'd
Faithfulneſs and Obedience ,
contradict, and deny ſomepoint of it.
Creaſonable, belonging to ·Treaſon,
To Traverſe an Dffice, is to prove
chat an Inquifition made of Lands, & c. by , Trayterous.
the Eſcheator is defective,
Treaſure, fore of Gold, Silver, or
To Traverſe or Crabas a Ptece of Jewels, Riches hoarded up ; it is Figurz,
Didinance; to turn it upon its Platform tively taken for a thing of great value and
any Way at Pleaſure,
Excellence.
Treaſurer tove, Money, or Place,
To Craverle one's Spannd, ( in- Fight
which being found in any Place, and nos
ing ) to go this Way and that way.
Craverſed mojle , is a Horſe that has owned, belongs to the Queen,
wo White Feet on either Side.
Treaſurer , an Officer that has the
TraverſeFoard , a little round Board ( keeping, and laying out of the Treaſur:
hanged up in a Ship, by which the Steerſ belonging to a Soveraign Prince, State,or
man keeps an Account how many Half- Corporation.
hours che Ship ſteers uponany Point.
The Lord Wigh Treaſurer of Englan !,
Craberle:Table,a Paper, on which a great Officer whohas the Charge and
are fer down the Ship's Traverſes, or vari- Management of all the Queen's Wealth
ous Courſes with the Point of the Com - contained in the Exchequer; às alſo the
pa , ớc.
Check of all Officers employed in colle&
Traverſes , Turnings, and Windings : ing Impofts, Tributes, or other. Revenues
Alſo Croffes, Croſs Accidents, Troubles.
belonging to the Crown .
Traverſes or Coudécs, ( in Fortif.). Treaſurerofthe Dueen's Boule
hold , an officer who is of the Privy.
the
of
end
the
Lines that return back from
Trenches, and run almoft parallel with the Council,and in the Abſence of the Stew .
Place attacked .
ard of the Queen's Houſe-hold, has Power
3 Craverfing the piece, (S: T.) the real with the Controller and Steward of the
moving and laying a great Gun, in order Marſhalſea, to hear and determine Cauſes
about Treafons,. Miſprifions of Treaſon,
to bring it to lie level with the Mark.
Tradelted; diſguifed : It is more efpe- Murders , & c.committed within the Queen's
ally apply'd to an Author, when his Senſe, Palace.
and Style is alter'd ..
Clerk of the Treaſury, an Officer in
Traumatick, ( G :) belonging to, or the Common Pleas, who has the charge of
good for the curing of Wounds.
keeping the Records of that Court, and
Craumaticks , any Herbs or Drugs makes out all Copiesof Records in the
that areeffectual in the healing of Wounds. Treaſury.
Crawler-men , Fiſher-Men that usd. Treaſury, a place where the Publick
unlawful Arcs to deſtroy the Fish in the Rio Treaſure is laid ups alſo the Treafury"
ver_Thames,
Office.
Treat, Entertainment.
Crayterous, ( F.) belonging to a Tray
tor, Traycor- like.
Creat or create, ( L.T.) taken out,
Traytoj, a Betrayer of his King and or withdrawn,
To Treat, to give a Trear or Enter .
Country, one that is guilty of High Trea
fon .
tainment, to entertain, to uſe or deal wich,
Creacle, a Phyſical Compofition, made to handle ,ordiſcourſeof a Subjec , cobe
ofVipers and other Ingredients.
upon a Treaty or Bargain ; to compound
Creaſon , Diſloyalty , Treachery , perfi. for a Debt.
dious Dealing.
Treattle, a Diſcourſe upon ſome partie
High Wreaſon , or rcalon Para- cular Subject.
mouint, an Offence againt she Security
U tratment, Entertainment, Vlage.
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of for the Cutting of Trenches in Watery ,
Treaty, a Covenant, or Agreement.
reble, threefold : Allo thelaſt or high- or clayey Lands .
eft of the four Parts in Mufick .
Trendil or Trendle, a ſort of Weight,
Trebuchet or Tributch, ( 0. ) a Tumor Poſt in aMill : Allo aflat Tub or Veſtel,
otherwiſe call'd a Keever .
brel, or Ducking-ftool.
Trental, ( among Roman Catholicks )
Trede:ilc, ( in Atron. ) an Aſped,when
two Planets are diftant108 Degrees one from an Office for the Dead, that continues 30
another.
Days, or confifts of 30 Maſſes.
Prepan or TrepandaJron, an Inſtru
Tretnels or Urenels , certain long
wooden Pins, with which the Planks in a ment indented like a Saw , with hich Sur.
geons open a broken Scull.
Ship are faſtend to the Timbers.
Treet, ( 0. ) Whear.
To Trepan, to apply the Trepan in
Trefoil, an Herb commonly call'd Three. Fractures of the Scull" : Állo to infnare, of
leaved Graſs.
Decny .
Tregit , ( 0. ) Deceit.
Trepfdation , ( L. ) trembling.
Trellis, ( F.:) a Lattice, or Grate ;
Treſpaſs , Offence, Sin , Fault, Injury:
alſ Cloth , otherwiſe call’d Buckram .
In Law, that Wrong, or Dammage which
Trelliſed , latriſed, grated with Wood. is done to the Queen in her Foreft, or by
remagium . Treinefum , or Tres and private Perſon to another .
milum , ( 0.L. ) the Seaſon for fow .
Ireſpatiants, ( 0 , ) Paſſengers.
ing Summer -Corn i as Barley, ' Oats,
Treffel -Trees, ( in a ship ) chofe
bc.
Timbers of the Croſs- Trees that ſtand along
Tremella or Trementa, the Hopper at the Heads of the Maſts.
of a Mill into which the Coin is pur, to
Crelles , ( F. ) Lacks of Hair hanging
down looſely .
fall thence to the Grinding Stones.
Trellis, ( L. ) the weight, or value of
Tremendous, that is much to be fear
ed , dreadful,
three Aſſes or Farthings .
Tremiflis or Golden Triens; a Ro
Creſſurt, ( in Heraldry ) an Orle, when
it is flowered .
manGold - Coin worth 5 s, Sterling
Cremo , ( L. ) a trembling , iba.
reftle, a three- foeted Scool ; a wooo
ing , or ſhivering : Alſo an Earthquake.
den Frame to bear up Tables, Scaffolds,
Tren , an Inftrument with which Mari- br.
ners Atrike and kill Fith at Se ..
Crettozzare, ( O. L. ) to divert or
Trench, ( F. ) any Ditch, or Cur made turn another Way .
in theEarth. "
ret, an Allowance made for the Wafte
Trenches, ( in Fortif. ) are Works car. or Refuſe that may be mixt with any Come
sy'd on by the Beſiegers, either cut into the modity.
Ground, or elſe raiſed aboveit when rocky ,
řettles, the Dung of a Rabhet.
with Bavins, Bags filled with Earth, c.
Crevet. or Trivet, an Iron-Inftrument
Alſo ſuch Lines as arë cut to deferd and co- to let a Por or Sauce -par on, over the
Fire.
Ver an Army incamped in the field.
Trebla or Creuva , ( O. L.) a Truca
TO Dpen the Trenches, is to be.
gin to dig, or work upon the Line of Ap. or I reaty of Peace.
Trey or rey - Point, the number
proaches.
To carry on the Crenches, is to Three at Cards orDice.
advance them towards the Place. To
Tria Prima, ( L. :) thethree Hypo
Mount the Trenches, is to go upon Duty in ftaticalPrinciples of the Chymifts, viz . Salt,
them ,
Sulphur, and Mercury.
To Trench about, to fence with
Triangle, ( in Grom . ) a Eigure that
Trenches.
hasthree sides, and as many Angles.
To Crench the ballaft. ( S. P. ) to
Triangular, belonging to, or made in
divide the Ballaſt into ſeveral Parts in the form of a Triangle .
Ship's Hold .
Triangular Compalles, an Inftru
Wrencher, a kind of Wooden Plate.
ment with three Legs or Feet, to take off
Crenchta, ( 0.L. ) a Trench , or Dike, any Triangle at once.
newly cut.
Criangular Duadjant is a Sedor
Trenching-Plough, an Inftrurent used with a looſe Piece to make it an Equilateral
to cut outthe Sides of Trenches and Drains, Triangle.
or the sides of Turf.
Triangalare Alliculum , ( L. in A
Trenching- Syade, « Tool made ulei nat . ) the ſmall Triangular Bone, wbich is
0999
placid
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plac'd between the ' Lambdoidal and Sagit
Triceps, ( L. in Anat. ) a Muſcle o
the Thigh , fo nam'd from its three Heads,
tal Sutures of the Scull.
Triangularis, a Muſcle of the Breaſt or Beginnings.
which lies on each ſide the Grifle call'd
Tricelis , the weight of 30 Pounds, or
a Roman Coin of 30 Afles, value I s. 10 d.
Cartilago Enfiformis.
Triangulis Septentrionalis , or ob. Srerling.
Deitoton, the Triangle, a Northern Con
Trichialis or Trichols, a growing of
much ! rair : Alſo an hairy Urice, ſuch as
Itell cion containing 6 Stars.
Criarit, one of the four Orders of the Hairs ſeem to ſwim in : Alſo a fault in the
Ronian Soldiers ; who had their Poft in the Eye -lids, when there is a double row of
Hairs .
Rear of the Army .
Trichiſmus, ( in Surgery ) a very
Tribe, a Company of People that
dwell together in the ſame Ward , or Li (mall Fracture or breaking of a Bone, like
a . Hair.
a Race,
berry
bes or
The; Tri
Jfrael , 12 diftin & Fa.
of Family;
Trichitis , a fort of Allum with thin
milies among the Jews, defúended from the Hiis or Strings .
richuzon , í in Archite&t .) a Building
Patriarch Jacob's Sons:
Tr{blet, a tool us’d by Gold -ſmiths in with 3 Lodeiigs, or Stories .
To trickle or Trickle down, to fall
the working of Rings.
Crtbaachus or Cribrachys, ( G. ) a or run a.wn in ſmall Drops
Tricolon,
( in Gram . ) a Stanza, or
Foot in Verſe, conſiſting of three ſhort Syl
Staff of 3 Verſes.
Lables,
Tricongius, an ancient Meaſure, con
Tribitlation , ( Scripture-Word ) great
caining about 9 Quars of our English Mea
Trouble or Anguilh, Affidion . '
Tribunal, ( 1 ) Judgment -Seat, Court ſure.
Tricuſpidrs, ( in Anat. ) three Valves
of Juſtice.
Tritune, a Magiftrate among the of a Triangu ar form , plac'd at the
ancient Romans, having a conſiderable Ju- Mouth of the right ventricle of the
Heart .
cifdiction .
Trident , a three- forked Inftrument ;
Tribini Ærarii, Receivers General,
for Officers who kept the Money deſigned any Tool that has three Teeth, Fangs, or
Piongs.
For the Uſe of the War.
Tridentine, belonging to Tridentum ,
Tribuni Celerim, the Captains of the
Guards.
or Trens, a Círy in the Country of Tyrol, in
Tribunt Plebis, certain Magiſtrates Germany ,
choſen from among the People , to fend
Uriding, ( S. ) the third part of a
their Liberties againſt the Power of the County, or Shire.
Nobles.
Tridingmot, the Court held for a
hite Eribunus Cohostium Prætoriana- Triding.
Uriemimeris , ( G. in Gram. ) a Fi
fum , the Tribune of the Pretorian Bands,
whoſe Buſineſs it was to guard and arrend gure, when after the firf Foot of a Verſe,
there remains an odd Syllable , which helps
upon the Emperour.
Tribunus milimm , an Officer who to make the next Foot,
commanded in chief over a Body of Sol
Triennial, that contigues three years,
diers, the Maſter de Camp of a Roman or dat happens every third Year.
Triens, ( L. ) the third part of the
Legion.
ribus, a certain number of the Peo- Roman Pound, or Coin callid As, weigbing
Ounces.
four
feinto
diftributed
were
who
ple of Rome,
Criznal, a ſmall Veſſel that held a
veral Diviſions.
bout our half Pint .
Tributary, that pays Tribute.
Trivate, is what a Prince , or State
To Ecifailow , to till, or plough Land
pays to another, as a token of Dependence ; the third tite.
Trifoil or Trefoil, an Herb called
an Affefſment, or Tax.
Trica Jncubozum, a 'Diſeaſe among three-leaved Graſs : In Heraldry, the Figure
thePolanders, the fame as Plica .
of that Plant drawn on an Eſcutcheon .
Tricennalia, ( 0. L. ) Maſles ſaid for
† Triform , that has 3 Forms, or Shapes,
che Dead,during 30 Days, after their De.
TO Trig , to ſcatch, or ſtop a Wheel;
ceaſe ,
to ſet a Mark to hand at, in playing as
Tricennfal, belonging to the Term of Nine-pins.
2. Years
[ Trigany
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Trinitarians, or rather Anti- Tri
Crigamy, ( 6 ) the having three
nitarians, a Sect of Kereticks that deny
Husbands, or three Wives.
Trigemitus or Trigeminum , ( L. in the Myſtery of the Bleſſed Trinity.
Trinitarians or Mathurins, a parti
Anat. ) a Muſcle of the Head which has a
threefold Beginning, and ſeems to be made cular ſorc of Monks.
Trinity or Hearts -eaſe, an Herb.
up of the three diftinct Muſcles.
Trigen, a Pole, whereby a Coach or
The Trinity, one only God in three
Waggon is ſtopt from going too faſt down Perfons ; the Godhead being one and the
lelf ſamefor Ellence ; and for Perſonality ,
a Hill .
Trigger, an Iron to erig, or Aay a chree : viz . Fa'her, Son, and HolyGhoſi.
Trinity - Sunday, the firft Sunday after
Wheel.
Triglyph, ( G. in Architect. ) a Mem Wint-funday.
ber ofthe Frize of the Dorick Order .
Trink or Trinke, ( 0. ) a fort of
Trigon, a Triangle, or Figure conſiſting Fifhing-ner.
of 3 Argles : Alſo an Inſtrument of a Tri.
Trinket or Trinket- Sail , ( $ .1 )
the Top-gállant, or higheſt Sail of any Matt
cip angular Eorm us'd in Dialling .
Trigon or Tripy city. ( in Aftrol. ) in a ship .
the joyning together of thiee Signs of the
Trinkets, Toys, Gew-gaws .
fame Nature and Quality , beholding one
Trinovantes, a certain People who an .
another with a Trine Aſpect, and counted ciently inhabited the Counties of Middleſex
and Eſſex.
according to the fur Elements.
Trigonocrato :es, a Name given to Trinomial, ( G. in Algebra ) that con
the Planets with reſpect to their being lifts of three Names, or Parts .
Iriobelin , the value of three Half.
the Lords or Governours of thoſe Trigons,
Trigonoinetry, the Art of meaſuring pence, or the Weight of half a Dram .
Triangles.
Triones, ploughing Oxen ; alſo a noted
Trijugum, ( 0. L. ) a Trithing, or Constellation of 7 Siars callid Charles.
Wain.
Juriſdiction of three Hundreds .
Trilateral , that has three Sides.
Trícurs, ( L. T. ) ſuch as are choſen
Trill, ( I. ) a quavering in Muſick, a by a Court of Juſtice, to examine, wherher
graceful ſhaking of the ſame Note in Sing a Challenge made to any of the Pannel of
Jurv-men, be juſt or no.
ing
Trim , neat in Cloaths, ſpruce, fine.
Crip , a ſtumbling, falſe Step : Among
" I rirn of a Ship, is her beſt Potture, Hungers, a Herd, or company of Goats :
proportion of Ballaſt, hanging of her alſo a fhóre Journey , or Voyage : A $hip is
Mafts, & c. which moſt fitly conduces to her faid, To bear out her Tip- ails a.trip, when
the carries them hoiſed up to the higheſt.
good Sailing
TO Trim , to dreſs up , or ſet off; to To trip, to ſtumble with the Feet, or,
ſhave ; alſo to carry it fair between two falter wiih the Tongue.
Parties.
Tripartient, ( L. in Aritb. ) any Num-'
To Trím a Boat, is to ſet a Boar ber thai divides another into 3 equal Parts,
even on both sides, and keep her from without any Remainder.
Swagging ome way more than the other .
Tripartite,divided into 3 Parts ,or made
Trimactus or Trimicer , ( 6. ) al between 3 Parties.
Foot in Verſe conſiſting of 3 long Syllables.
Tripartition , ( in Mathem .) is.Divie
Trimetrum ,an Lambick. Verle of 3 Mea- fion by 3 , or caking the third part of any
Number, or Quantity .
ſures, or 6 Fuer.
rimodta or Trimedium , a Meaſure
Eripe, part of the Entrails of Neaca
of 3 Bulels.
Carrel dret'd after a particular manner.
Trimerion or Crimezion , ( in Aſtrol .)
Cripe- Hadame, a Saller- herb,
Tripery , or ripe-market, a Place
the joyning together of the three signs that
where Tripe is Sold .
are very near one another.
Urine, ( L. ) belonging to the Number Tripetalous, G. ) as Tripetalous
Three ; as A trine Alpect , which is when Plants, ;. e thoſe Plants whoſe Flower
2 Planets are diſtant from each other 120 con its of 3 Leaves callid Petala .
Triphthongue, 3 vowels joya'd toge.
Degrees.
Tringle, ( F. ) a Curtain-Rod : In Ar- ther and makingbut one Sound .
1
Triple, ( L. ) threefold.
chitecture, a litele ſquare Member fixed upon
Triplicate Ratio, ( in Matbem . ) is
every Triglyph, under the Platband of the
the
Architrave .
R9992
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Triſyllable, a Word confifting of :
the Ratio or Reaſon of Cutes one to ano .
cher
Syllables.
Triplicatio, ( in the Civil Law ) the
Critæophyes or Cyttäus, (G. P. T. )
fame as Surrejoynder in the Common Law.
an Ague that comes everythird Day
tre
Crite, ( L. ) thread-bare , common .
+ Triplication, a making triple, a
bling,
Crite, (G.) the third Muſical Chord .
Triplicity , the quality of that which
Trithalts , an Herb that is in Flower
is triple or chreefold : In Aſtrology, the Di- chrice a Year.
viſion of the Signs according to the Num . Tritheites, Hereticks that held the Tri
ber of the Elements, each Diviſion confift- nity to be divided into 3 dingind God.
ing of three Signs.
heads.
Triploides, (G.) a Surgeon's Inftru.
Critiana Braſſica, ( L. ) a kind of
ment with a threefold Baſe, us’d for a great large Cole -wort.
Triticum, the Corn call'd Wheat.
Depreſſion of the Scull.
Critsa , ( G. ) a fabulous Sea -Deity ; :
Tripoly, an Herb callid Turbith : Allo
a Stone usºd by Lapidaries to poliſh their Fiſh ſhaped like a Man ; alſo a Vaue, or
Jewels : Alſo another kind of Stone, which Weather.cock,
Serves to poliſh Braſs and Iron.
Critone, ( in Mufick ) a greater Fourth .
Tripos, the Tripod, or three-footed
Trituration , ( L. ) a thrething of
Stool, or a three-footed Stool us’d by the Corn : Among Apothecaries, a pounding in a
Prieſteſſes of Apollo at Delphes : Allo a Mortar,
Name given in the Univerfity of Cambridge
Trivial, common, ordinary.
to the prevaricator .
Triumph, ( 6. ) a folemn Pomp or
Tiipping, ( in Heraldry ) when any Shew , at the Return of a General from
Beatt, except a Lion, is repreſented in an fome noted Vi& ory .
Eſcutcheon in a Walking Pofture.
To Triumph, to make ſuch a folema
Criptoton or Criptote, ( G. in and pompous Entry ; alſo to glory, or take a
Gram . ) a defective Noun that has but Pride in.
three Cales,
Cumphal, belonging to a Triumph .
Triumphal Crown, ( among the Ro
+ Tripudiation, ( L. ) a tripping on
the Toes in a Dance .
mans ) a Crown which the Cities uſually
Criroda Cerræ, ( 0. L. ) a parcel ſent to the Vi& orious General, to wear on
of Land containing 3 Rods, or Perches.
the Day of his Publick Entry.
Triumphant, Triumphing, Vidorious.
Triſagium , (G.) a kind of Hymn ia
the Greek Church .
Tramvir, one of the 3 Magiftrates
Cris Diapaſon , or Triple- Diapas thatgovern'd the Roman Empire in Chief,
ſon, ( in Mufick ) a Chord , otherwile calid or one of any tbree Officers, who had equal
Authority.
a Triple Eighth .
To riſe. ( S. T. ) to bale up any
Crtumvirate, the Government of the
thing into the "Ship by Hand, with a Triumuiri, in which three great Men (har’d
dead Rope, or one that does not run the Soveraign Power.
in a Full
Triumviri Capitales. Officers ap
Crtſmegilus or hermes Trilne- ' pointed to take care of Priſoners, and ſee
giais, a famous Egypsian Philoſopher, Execution done upon Malefactors.
Prieft and King .
Tiiumviri enfatti, the 3 chief
Triſmus or C igmus , (G , in Surgery) Bankers that had thecharge of the Publică
a Convulſion of the Muſcles of the Tem- Money.
ples, which cauſes the Teerh to gnath
Triumvirt wonetales, three Over
Trifyatt,
( G. ) an Engine that confifts ſeess of the Mint, for the Coining of Braſs,
Pulleys
of 3
.
Gold, and Silver-Money:
Crif, ( 0.) a Maik .
Triuncts, the Weight of 3 Ounces i
Critta, ( o . L. ) a Station, or Poft in alſo a Braſs-Coin of thatWeight.
Hunting
Erinns, ( . e. Threc-one ) as The Trie
Writt . or writtis. a Privilege, by une God .
which a Man is freed from his Attendance
To Croat, to Cry as a Buck does as
on the Lord of a Foreſt, when he goes a Rutting -time.
Hunting .
Crocheus or Crochre, ( G. ) a Foos
Friſyllabical, belonging to a Trifyl- in Verſe, conſiſting of cwo Syllables, the
firft long, and the other thort.
Trochanter,
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Trochanter, ( in Anat . ) the ſame as the ſecond Beat of Drum , when the foot
are co march.
Rotator.
Trochar , a Cane, or Pipe with a ſharp
To Traop, ta get, or flock together,
pointed End, us'd in tapping thoſe that are
To Croop away or to Croop Off,is
to run away :
croubled with the Dropſy .
Trochilice , the Art ef Wheel -work, or
rooper, the common Name of every
a Mathematical Science that demonſtrates Horſe- Soldier.
ibe Properties of all Circular Morions.
Erope , ( G, in Rhetorick ) an Elegant
Trochilus, the fin -footed Runner, a curning of a Word from its proper and na
Bird : In Architecture, that hollow Ring tural Signification to another.
which runs round a Pillar, next to the
Troper, ( in old Records ) a Book of
Torus.
alternate Turns or Relponſes in ſinging
Crochings, ( H. T. ) the ſmall Bran- Maſs.
Trophy , a Monument ſet up in ' a Place
ches on the top of a Deer's Head.
Trochi[ks, ( G. ) a Phyſical Compou where Enemies were over come, with their
fition made in thape of a little Wheel or Warlike Harneſs and other Spoils banged
Ball.
on it : In Architetture, an Ornament re
Crochlea, a Truckle or Pulley, one of preſenting the Trunk of a Tree encom
the Six Mechanical Principles : In Anatomy, paſs'd all round about with Arms or Military
a hollow part in the Bone of the Arm , or Weapons .
Shoulder.
Crophys Foney, a Duty of 4 d. paid
Trochlearis, the upper, or greater ob- yearly by Houſe -keepers on the Trained
Bands ; for the Drums, Colours, c. of
Jique Muſcle of the Eye.
Trachloid, the lame with Cycloid.
their reſpective Companies.
Crochus, a Wheel ; alſo a little round
Crop.cks, ( in Aftrom . I cwo leſſer
Lump of any thing.
Circles of the Sphere , parallel to the E
Troculus , an American Bird that isno quinoctial Line and equally diſtant from it :
bigger than a Swallow and breeds in Chim. One of them palling thro' the Sign Cancer,
Norchwards is calid The Tropick of Cancer,
meys.
Crode, ( 0. ) a Path.
and the other lying under Capricorn, South
To Trolì, toʻFish for Pikes with a Rod , wards, bears the Name of The Tropick of
whole Line runs on a Reel.
Capricorn. Theſe Circles are the utmoſt
To Wroll about, to ramble up and Boundaries of the Sun's Courſe towards the
5
down, in a careleſs Dreſsa
North and South, and termed Tropicks from
TrollsMadame, a Game cominonly the Griek Word Tropos, i . e. turning back ,be.
cell'd Pigeon -holes.
caute the Sun being come to either of
them, goes n10 farther towards either of th :
Trollep, an idle, naſty Slut.
Troma, ( G. ) a Wound proceeding Poles, but returns towards the Equator ;
from an Outward Cauſe.
ſo that his Arrival at the former on June
Tromos , a Trembling , as when the 11 makes our longeſt Day, and at the orbes
voluntary Motion of the Members is im- on December 12 our horteſt Day and longeſt
paired.
Night. ' See Solſtice.
Tronage, a Toll, taken for the weigh
Cropological, belonging to Tropology ;
weighing
ing ot Wool : Alſo the Act of
it Moral.
in a Publick Market.
Tropology , a Figurative Speech '; a
Tronatez, an Officer, whoſe Buſineſs it Moral Diſcourſe tending to the Reforma
3
41.7
is to weigh Wooll brought into the City of tion of Manneis .
London,
Trouble, ( F. ) Pains, Inconveniency,
Trones&dietght, the ſame that we now Misfortune, croſs Accident , Sorrow , Con
call Troy.Weight,
fuſion , Diſturbance, Diſquiet of mini.
Troop,a Collective Word, which im.
Troubles, in phe Plural Number, is
plies ſeveral Perſons gathered together, or alſo cakes for Diſorders in the State , Broils,
Wars.
Civil
going in Company
To Trouble, to cauſe Trouble, to Im
Troop of houſe, a ſmall Body of Horſe
under the Command of a Captain .
broil or Contound ; alſo to make Waters
1
Independent Troop , one that is not thick or muddy.
به م،
Imbodied with, or joyned to any Regi
rover, ( in Coinmon Law ) an Action
ment.
againſt him , who having found another
Troop, as to beat the Troop, which is Man's Goods, refuſes to deliver them upa
Pemand ,
roup
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Crousy, a hollow wooden Vefſel te
Cruffie, ( F. ) a kind of Mulhroom or
kneed Bread in , co a Trunk of a Tree . Puff.
made hollow to feed Swine ia : Allo a
Crugg, ( C. ) a Milk -Tray, a Hod co
l'ipe for the conveyance of Water.
carry Mortar in : Alſo a kind of Meaſure
Trough of the Sea , ( S. T. ) the us d'in old times, and containing about two
Bushels.
ſpace between two Billows or Waves ..
To Trounce, to harraſs, to punilo fe
Cruil, a forry Wench , or pitiful Big
verrly.
gage.
Oront, a delicious Fiſh .
Crumpery, Trath , old paltry Stuff,
Crowel, 2 Tool, to ſpread Mortar
Trumpet, ( F. ) a known warlike Mu
with.
fical Inſtrument.
Croy , a Famous City of the Leſſer
Trumpet-Marine,an Inſtrument with
Phrygia.
one String, which being ftruck with a Hair
Croy-Weight, a Weight of 12 Ounces bow, ſounds like a Trumpet.
Speaking -Trumpet, a ſort of Tmm.
to the Pound, for the weighing of Bread,
Gold, Silver, éc .
pet within which when a Man ſpeaks the
Trua, ( L.) a Tray , a kind of woo Voicemaybediftin & ly heard above a
den Veſſel : In old Records, a Sow or Mile .
Swine.
To Crumpet or Trumpet out, to pub:
Truand, ( F. ) a Vagabond , a lazy lei. lith , to ſet or Ipread abroad.
iering Fellow .
Trumpeter, he that blows or ſounds a
Trub or Trub - tail, a little ſquat Wo- Trumpet,
man
Cruncated Pyramid or Cons, ( in
raus, an Herb .
Geom. ) one wboſe Top is cut off by a Plane
parallel
to its Baſe.
Armsagreed
upon
Ceffation
of
Cruce, a
+ Truncation , ( L. ) a maiming, a cuta
for a time, between two Parties in a Stare
of War.
ting, or chopping off.
Cruch-man or Crutchman , an Inter
Cruncheon , a Battoon , or ſhort Club:
Truncheons are alſo ſhort and thick Worms
preter.
Cruck, Exchange, or Bartering of com- that breed near a Horſe's Maw .
modities : Allo a Square piece of Wood at
Cruncus, ( L. ) the Stem ør Stock of a
the cop of the Malt of a Ship in which the Tree : In Anatomy, that Part of the forte
Flag Itaff is put.
and Vena Cava, which defcends from the
Trucks, ( in Gunnery ) are entire round Heart to the Iliack Vefſels. In Architecture,
pieces of Wood like Wheels fixed on the part of the Pedeſtal of a Pillar.
Trundle, a Carriage with low Wheels
Axle - Trees of the Carriages, to move the
Ordinance at Sea : Alſo a kind of Billiards, to draw heavy Burdenson .
an Italian Game.
To Truudle, to roll along.
To Cluck, to barter, or exchange one
Trundle-ftet, an Iron-Bolt having a
Commodity for another.
round Bowl of Lead caft upon it, about a
Hand's-breadth from each End .
Truckle, a little running Wheel.
To cuckle ; to ſubmit to yield or
Trundle-Tail, a Wench that runs up
buckle to.
and down with a draggled Tail.
Crunk, a Chelt or Box ; the Stem , or
Cruculent, ( L ) that is of a crijel
Body of a Tree: Allo a Man's Body ha
rough , or fierce Louk, or Diſpoſition.
To Crudge, to trot up and down , to ving the Head, arms and Legs cut off:
coil and Moil , about a Buſineſs.
Allo the Snout of an Elephant : Allo a Pipe
Trut, natural, certain , fure, faithful, to thoot Pellets, little Arrows, & c . of a
Wooden Pipe for the Conveyance of Wa
truity, unfeigned.
Clue Conjunition , a Term in Aſtra- ter .
xomy. See Conjunction .
Trunks, a Play, otherwiſe call'd PigeonTrue Declination of a planet. See holes.
Declination .
Trunk- Roots ,ſmall Roots which break
True Love, See Herb Paris.
ar grow out of the Trunks of Plants.
Crunked, ( in Heraldry ) Trees cut of
rue place of a Planet or Star ,
is a Point of the Heavens, hewn by a at each end, are faid To be Trunked.
runnians two Knobs or Ears of Me
Right-Line drawn from the Center of the
tal, ſticking out of the sides of a Pięge of
Earth,
Star
, thro' the Center of the Planet or
Ordinance ,

Utunnier
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Tube, a Conduit-pipe ; Alſo the hollow
Crunnion -Ring, the Ring about a Can
Trunk of a Proſpect- glafs, &c.
non , next before the Trunnions,
Truſe, a kind of Bandage for Perſons
Cuber, ( L. ) a_Truffle, or Puff, a
Knob or Knot in a Tree ; a Swelling or
that are burften .
Truls of bay, a Bundle that weighs Bunch in a Man's Body : Alſo the round
Lunching-out Roots of ſome Herbs.
56 Pounds.
Tubercula, little Swellings or Pulhes :
Cruis of Flowers, many Flowers grow
In Palmeſtry, the more eminent Muſcles, or
ing togetheron thehead of a Stalk .
Trulles, are alſo Ropes made faft to knobby Parts under the Fingers, which are
the Parrelsof the Yards, to bind the Yard otherwiſe termed Montes.
Tuberoſa, a kind of white ſweet- Imel
to the Malt when the Ship rolls.
To Cruſs, to tye or gird up ; to nang ling Flower
Tuberoſe or uberous, full of Bun
one upon a Tree , to ſnatch up.
Trulling, is aHawk's raiſing any Fowl ches or Kncts.
Or prey alofi ; ſoaring up and then deſcend.
Cuberoatg, a bunching out of ſome
Parts of the Body :
ing with it to the Ground.
Tubuli Lactiferi, ( in Anat. ) certain
Crafſel or Treffel, a Prop.
Truſt, Confidence , Aſſurance ; Credit; ſmall Pipes, thro' which the Milk flows to
the Nipplesof Womens Breafts.
Tick ,
Truſtee, 'one that has an Eſtate or Mo
Cuvuli Cermiculires, the ſmall wind.
ney put into his Hands fur another's Uſe ; a ing Cavi:ies on the out.fide of the Shells of
Sea Shell- fith, in which ſome little Worms
Guardian .
Truty , that is true to his Truſt, faith . have their Abode.
Cuck, a Rapier, or long Sword : Allo
ful.
the trufling or gathering up of a Ship’s
Trutina, ( I. ) a pair of Scales.
e
rutin of herines, ( in Aſtrol. ) Quarter under Warer,
an artificial Method of rectifying a Nati. To Tuck, to turn, or gather up.
Tucker, a Fuller of Cloih : Allo a long
vity.
To dry, to eſſay , to prove, to exa- narrow flip of fine Linnen pinn'd along
the
top of a Woman's pair of Stays.
mine .
A Ship is ſaid To Try, when having
Tuckleis, the Teeth callid Grinders.
no more Sails abroad but her Main - Sail, or
Tuel, ( H. T. ) the Fundament of a
Mifen - Sail, ſhe is let alone to lye in the Beast .
Tueſday, the third Day of the Week,
Sea .
Tryal, Eſſay, Endeavour, Temptation : so call’d bicauſe it was fet a-part for the
In Law, the Examination of all Cauſes Worſhip of the Idol Tuiſco.
Taft, a lock of Hair, a thicket of
Civil or Criminal before a proper Judge.
Cerchnos, ( C. ) che Herb call'd Night- , Trees, the Creſt of a Rird,
Tnfta, a Word us'd in ſome old Charm
Ibade,
Crynga , the Water- Thruſh ; a Fird .
ters for a Corrage.
Crypyera or Truphera , (G , in Surgery)
Tug, a Pull ; alſo a Countrey-Word
for a Waggon to carry Timber.
gentle,
eaſy Causticks
.
Uryralis
or Eraralis,
the Cricket,
To Uus, to pull and hale ; to labour
hard .
an Infee .
Tuggæ , ( O. L. ) Harneſs, Traces or
Cuant, ( F. ) as A Tuant Jeft. 1. 6. a
Ropes for drawing.
tart , biting Jeft.
Tulition, ( L. ) care of one's Educacion,
Cub , a Wacden Vefſel.
Cub of Tea, the Quantity of about Guardianihip , Prorection, Defence.
60 Pounds : Of Camphire, from 56 to 86
Cike , a Hörſe's Topping or Fore.top.
Onlip, a beautiful Flower.
Pounds.
Tulipant, a Sath, or Wreath worn by
Cubal, ( H. Born or Worldly ) one of
che Indians inſtead of a Hat.
Japhet ( i, e . Worldly Poffeffion To Tumble, to throw or roll down,
Sons of -Cain,
theTubal
or Birds -Neft of the World ) the firſt laven- to touſe or rumple, to fall down .
Tumbler, one , chat plays tumbling
ter of all curious Smiths Work .
Cabæ fallopianæ, ( L. in Anat. ) Tricks; alſo a ſort of Hunting.Dog ; alloa
two narrow Pellages proceeding from the kind of Drinking- Cup.
Womb, ſo callid from Fallopises an eininent
Tumbjel, an Engine commonly caltd
Phyüsian , who firft tound chem out.
2 Ducking,tool, alſo an old word for a
Dung - Cart.
Comefaction
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Tumefaction, ( L. )
tumifying, orli Tunica, ( L.) an Under-garment,worn
caufing o ſwell.
by the Ancients. Allo kind of Gilliflow
Liimid, puffed, up, or ſwollen , lofty.
er, or the Herb Betony : In Anatomy, &
To Tumify , to cauſe a Tumour, or Tunick or Membrane.
Swelling to riſe or ſwell, to be puffed
Clinick, a ſort of fleeveleſs Coat ; as ud
up .
Tunick, andVelt.
Cumour, ( in Surgery ) a Swelling caus'd
Tunick or Tuntete, ( in Anat .) a litrle
by a ferrling of Humours in ſome parts of Membrane, Coat or Skin , covering any
the Body.
part of the Body.
Natural Tumours , fuch Swellings as
TuniGan Falcon , a Hawk ſo call'd
are made of the four Humours contained in fromTunis in Barbary ,where the makes her
the Maſs of Blood , or elſe of ſeveral at once Eyrie.
mingled together,
Cunnél, a Funnel thro' which any Li
Encytted or Baftard Cumours, quor is pour'd into a Veffel ; the Funnel of a
thote that proceed from a ſettling of cor- Chimney ; alſo a ſort of Net to catch Par.
Tupe Humours, the Matter of which is tridges.
contain'd in certain proper Cyſtes, or skinusy
Tunneller, one that goes a fuwling with
ſuch a Net. Tunnellers are allo Men that
Bags.
Critical Tumours or Impoſtumes , fill the Casks with Water, on board a
are those that appear all at once in acute Ship.
( unnty , a Sea - fish .
Diſeaſes, and put an end to tbem with
TE
good or bad Succeſs.
Cup, a Ram , or Male Sheep.
To Way, as The Ram tups, s. 6. covers
apalignant Tumours, thoſe that are
always accompany'd with extraordinary the Ewe.
Turbant, a Wreath , or Ornament for
and dreadful Symproms ; and whoſe Confe
quences are very dangerous ; as The Carbuncle the Head , us'd in Turkey and other Ea
ſtern Countries, inſtead of a Hator
in the Plague.
Teftilentiat Tumours. See Impoftum . Cap .
Turbaria, ( 0 , L. ) the ground where
Peſtilentia'.
Cenereal Tumours, thoſe that apo i Turves are digged.
Curbary, ( L. T. ) a Right todig Turves
pear at the bottom of the Groin , and
arc the Produd of impure Copulati- in anotherMan's Ground.
on .
Common of Turbary, is a Liberty
Tumping, a ſort of Fencing for Trees which fome Tenants have to dig on the
Lord's Wafte.
Set in the Fields,
Tumult, Uproar, great Buhle, Stir,
Turbith, an Herb of a violent purging
Hurly- burly, Rior.
Quality ,
Turbith Wineral or Yellow Preda
Cumultuary, done in a Tumult, Difos.
pttate , a ChymicalPreparation of Quick-fil
derly , Confuſed.
uous,
full of Tumult, Rio- ver and Oil of Vitriol,
Cumult
tous.
Turbot, a broad Alat Sea.filh.
Tun , a Wine- veffel; a Mealure of Li
Turbnlent, ( L. ) Boiſterous, Blufter.
quids ; containing 252 Gallons : Alfo a ing.
Weight of 2000 Pounds i whereby the
Turciſm , the Religion, , Principles, or
Contents or different Sizes of Sea -Veſſels Opinions of the Turks.
are uſually, exprefs'd.
Ctrcorſe or Turquoiſe, a precious Stone
Tun of Timber, a Meaſure of 40 folid of anazure or blewith Colour,ſo called
Feer.
becauſeuſually brought to us by the
To Tun or Tun up, to put into a Turks.*
Turing -Spade, an Inſtrument n'dro
Tun .
under-cut the Turf after it is mark'd out
Tun - hoof, an Herb.
Tuna, a Tree in America, on the Leaves with a Trenching -plough.
Curgeſcence, a fwelling up, or growing
of which are bred the coftly Worms, callid
Cochoneal.
big.
Tunable, that may be tuned, or 7 Curgid, ſwollen, or puffed up.
fut in Tune ; agreeable to the Rules of
Curio , ( L. ) the Tendrel, or young
Mufick
Branch of a Tree or Plant.
Tunt, an Agreement in Sound , an Air,
Curk , a Native of Turkey.
or Song.
Turk's -Cap, a kind of Flower,
Cungrere, ( S. ) a Bailiff of a Manour,
Curkey
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Turno Ulicecomitum , a Writ that lies
Turkey, a large Country in Afia and
Europe ; alſo the Name of a well known for thoſe that are call to the Sheriff's Turn,
Fowi. In Virginia, theſe Fowls are very or Court.
Turpentine, a clear Gum, er Rofin ,
large, ſome weighing between fifty and fix
ifloving from ſeveral ſorts of Trees.
ty Pounds.
Curpttude , ( L.) Filthineſs, Baleneſs,
Turkey=pout, a Young Turkey.
Shame .
Turkiſy , belonging to the Turks. .
Tur
rmtrick , the Root of an Herb grow .
rel , a kind of Tool us'd by
ing in Arabia and India, good agairf ſeveral Coopers .
Curret , a little Tower .
Horſe Diſeaſes, and a proper Cure for the
Curritulum , ( 0.L. ) a lot to burn
Yollow Jaundice.
Incence in
Curmoil, Buftle, Štir.
Turritis, ( L. ) a ſort of Creffes, ar
To Turmoil, to toil, to rout, or keep a
Herh.
heavy do.
Corn , Walk, Courſe, a good or bad
Turtle, a ſort of Dove ; Alſo the Seas
Cfice ; alſo a Turner's Lath : Allo a Term tortoiſe, a Fiſh.
that belongs to the Movement of a Watch ,
Tutunda, (L.) a Pellet of Bread ,Dough,
and fignifies the entire Revolution, or or Paſte, with which Capons are crammed :
e : going about of any Wheel, or Pinnion.
In Surgery, a Tent put into Wounds, or
In a Law -Senſe, Curn, is the County . Ulçers.
Court, or Queen's Leet, where the Sheriff
Turundula, a ſmall Pellet, or Tent.
is Judge, and which belongs to his office ;
cuſan . See Tutſan.
Tuſcan Dider, ( in Archite&t. ) is
being kept twice every Year, viz . within a
Month after Eafter, and about the ſame time that which was in uſe among the Tuſcans in
after Michaelo mas . From this Court are ex. Italy.
empted only Peers of the Realm , Clergy.
Tuſcan W102k , the moſt fimple and
men , and ſuch as have Hundreds of their rude of the Ŝ ancient Orders of Pila
lars.
own,
Tuftes , four particular Teeth in a
Turn the Tap to ride, ( C. P. ) put
Horſe .
the Ram to the Ewe, to engender .
SeasTurn . See Turnado.
Cumhes or Cusk$, ( of a Wild - Boar )
Turn-Coat, one that goes over to ano- the great Teeth that ſtand out .
To Tusk as Tusk that Barbel, i, en
iber Party , or that changes his Religion .
Turn - pike, ( in Fortif. ) a ſpar of cur it up ; a Term us'd in Carving at
Wood cut in form of a Hexagon, every fide Table .
of it being bord fuli of Holes, thro' which
Tullis, a Cough , a known . Diftemma
Short Pikes are run, pointed with Iron, per.
ſo that the points ſtand out every. Way.
To Luftle, to rumple, ruffle or coužė.
Türn -lote, a Plant lo call d 'becauſe
Tut or MBound, an Imperial Enſign
its Flowers turn towards the Courſe of of a Golden Globe, with a Crofs on it.
Cutsmouthed , that has the Chin and
the Sun.
Turnado or Sea -Turn ,a Wind which Neither Jaw ftanding out farther than the
on ſome Coaſts, blows all night from the Upper.
Shore.
Tutelage, ( L. ) Guardianſhip , Pro
Curnament, ( F. ) Jufting, or Tilting , tection .
a Warlike Exerciſe of armed Knights, or
Tutelas or Tutelary, that performs
Gentlemen fighting one with another on the Office of a Guardian, that prote&s or
Horſe-back , with Lances or Spears ; à Sportdefends.
much us’d in former Times, but now quite
Latelacy Angels , certain Angels
laid afide. '
that are ſaid to have the Protection of
Curnép, a well known Root.
Kingdoms, Cities and particular Perſon s. *
Curnetum or Coquetum , ( 0. L. ) a
Tutoj , a private.Maſter or [ hidrušter, a
Duty paid to the Sheriff, for holding his Governour or Guardian.
Turn , or County Court.
Tutor in an Gniverſity , one that takes
Curney, ( 0. S. ) a Turnament, or care to inftruct the Youth that are ſentthither
from
inferiour Schools.
Tilting.
Curniug, ( among confe & ioners) a par
To Tuto;, to teach Manners, to ſchool
ticular manuer of paring Oranges, or Lem or chide .
Mons.
Tutogels, a FemalTutor.
Curning -evilor Sturdy, a Diſcale in
Carrel.
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Cutſan o Culin , an excellent Wound

Umivil , a Tool to make mortife- holes
with .
Tro-renny Grals , an Herb.
79 Tier , ( . ) to fing.
Tihtlan , ( s. L. T. } an Accuſation , or Charge for any Offence.
Tylwith Y B. ) a Tribe or Family
branching or inaing out of another ; which
in our English Heraldry , is callid the Second
or Third Houſe.
Cymtojella, ( L. L.T. ) a Tumbrel,
er Ducking.itool .
.
Tafte
ill
er
Hogoe,
an
,
xion
Lyman , ( C:) the Drum of the Ear :
To Uwang, to found like the String
All a Frame bolonging to a Printing Preſs,
of a Muſical Inftrument , or Whip , doc.
Twa-nights Otte' ( s ) a Gueſt or cover'd with Parchment, on which
very Sheet is plac'd in order to be printed
Lodger for two Nights.
off .
Cway
-blade,
an
Herb
.
Chcg or weak, Perplexity, Trou
In Architeuré , Cympan is that Pare
of the Bottom of Frontons or Pediments
ble.
Tweezers, Nippers to pull Hair up by which is encloſed between the Cornices,
and apſwers to the Naked of the Frize. It
he Roots .
t Twelfhende , or Twihundne -men, is alſo attribured to the Pannels of Doors in
( S.L.T. ) the Husbandmen of the lower Joyners.Work , and to the Die or Square of
Order who were uſually valued at 200 Shil. Pedeſtals.
Tympan of an arch, a Triangular Tao
Sings.
welfth -Dag or Twelfth-tide,the ble plac'd in its Corners, and hollow'd fome.
Feſtival of rhe Epiphany, fo call'd as being times with the Branches of Laurel, Olive.
the Twelfcb Day exclufively from the Nativi: Tree, or Oak , or with Trophies, ac
cording to the Derick or Tonick Orders :
s-Day.
ry or Chriſtma
, otherwiſe call'd the Jury But, the richeſt are adorn’d , with flying
Twelve spen
or Inqueft , is a company of 12 Perſons by Figures as Fame; or fitting Figures as
whole Oath, as to Matters of Fact , all Try thoſe of theCardinal Vertues; which are
als paſs thro' all the Courts of the Common proper for the Corinthian and compoſite Qr.
ders.
LawTwelde.
Tympane, a Mufical Inſtrument us’d in
bonth , the ſpace of a year,

herb. y
Tut or Cutty, the Sparkles or Soot of
ace.( 0. )
to the Furn
(s, ſtickoringTuzzimu
Br:Cutty
zzy
,
a Noſe
&
{ ay .
Twain , ( 0. ) Two.
Twiite ( O.L.T. ) a Wood grubbed
up and turned into arable Land .
wang, a ſharp Sound, as of a BowString, sc. an ill found in one's Pronuncia

Germany.
allowing 30 or 31 Days to the Monch.
Cempanttes or pmpanias ,the Tym.
laivill, an Iron- Tool us’d by Pa
pany, a hard Swelling of the Belly; a kind
viers.
ow
Ground, to till, or of dry windy Dropſy, which cauſes theSkin
To wlfall
in thóre Parts, to ſtand out and found as is
gh ityt
a ſecon
plou
were 2 Drum .
Twiched, pulled.
( S.d) time.
vig
Tympanum , a Drum , which amongthe
wilight that doubtful half Light,
which happens in the Dawn of the Morning Ancients was a thin piece of Skin or Leather
juſt before Sun-riſing ,and in the Dusk of the Aretch'd upon a wooden or ( ron- Circle; and
beat with the Hand.
ningCwinge
Sun- ſer.e or gripe.
EveTo
a little aft
to torme
, er
Tympanum or Lympani Pembuana
To mjukle , to ſparkle as fome Starsdo , ( in Anat. )the Drumor ihe skin of the
Drum of the Ear : ' Tis a ſmall, thin, round,
,
to wink often
Ewinters, ( in Bedfordshire ) Cartel tranſparent, nervous and dry Membraneof
moſtexquifite Senfe, which lies over the
two
Winte
old .the Twilt of a Rope allo
lt rs
Twi
, as
;
Hollow of the inner part of the Eur ; and
the Hollow on the in.fide of the Thigh ;alfo is the Inſtruments of Hearingum
.
In Mechanick , Tympan , is muchthe
ors ,Tea
ee
led co
the
Liqu
and
coff
ming
n
s
himi
ter
ng
e
troc
pen
en
her
, being a kind
Car
, it is tak cam with the Peri
: Amo
get
for a piece of Timber ocherwife called The ofwheel plac'd on an Axis or Cylindrical
Beam , on the top,of which are fixed Scaves
er Twi
Gird
, tch , to pinch , or pluck .
orLeavers forthe more eaſy turningthe
To
To Twitter, to fnees, orlaugh ſcorn . Axis about, in order to raiſe theweight
required. But she Cylinder of theTympanum
Fully 3 to tremble, or saver with cold.
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is larger and th arter than that of the com- of powder'd Fleſh and cheeſe, an old
mon Cylinder or Axis in Poritrochio.
Cheeſe full of Mites .
Lyrfio. the Porpoiſe, a Sea -Fiſh .
Cynt, ( 0 , 1 ſhut up.
Cype, the figure, Shadow, or Repre
Tygunculus , ( L. ) a very young Sola
fentation of a Thing ; a Model, or Pat- dier, Scholar,or Beginner in any Art or
tern.
Trade.
Lypha, Typh -Wheat, a fort of Corp
much like our Rie .
Typha aquatica, Water-rorch, Cars
tail, or Reed Mace, an Herb.
V A
Cephodes, ( G. P. T. ) a continual burn
ing Feaver, as it were from an Inflammation
of the Bowels.
2Y 1 :)anempty
14ca
time of Lea
or Dignity : Alſo Space,avoid
Place, ,(
Typhomania, Dotage, or Frenzy , ac
.
[ure
gy.
ny'd
Lethar
a
with
compa
Cyphon, a violent Whirl-wind, a Hur.
Qacant, that is at leafure , void, that is
ricane ; allo'a fiery Meteor, or ļmpreſſion not filled up.
Qacaria , ( 0 , L. ) a void Place of
in the Air,
Eyphos, Smoak ; a windy puffing up, waſte Ground .
To uacate , to empty, to annul or make
or Swelling ; allo Arrogance, or Pride.
Typhlops , the Blind worm , an Inſect, void.
Cacation , a being at leiſure, or ceaſing
which is not really blind but has very
Small Eyes.
trom Buſineſs : In Law, the time between
Typical , belonging to a Type or Fil the end of one Term , and beginning of
another : All the time from the Death of
gure.
a Parſon , till the Benefice be fupply'd by
of Cyporja her, a Printer.
Typogziphical, belonging to Typogram another .
phy,
Uacatura , (
Eypagpapbp
,
Printing,
or
the
Art
of
vocaretur
any Spiritual Living that shall
Printing .
hereafier happen .
Cyrus, a Type or Figure, an Example ,
Glacca , ('L ) a Cow.
& Character , or Letter. In Phyſick , the or
Uaccariii $, ( 0.L. ) she cow.herd , or
der that intermitting Feavers obſerve in Herdfinan , who looks after the Connon
Herd of Cows.
their encreaſing and decreaſing.
Waary of Watchary , a Houſe or
Lyannical or Cyðinnois, belonging
Place io k. e? Cows in ;'a Dairy, or Milk :
to Tyranny, inperious.
Cyrannicide, the murder of a Tyrant , houl:.
or'a Tyrant killer.
Hachivia, ( 0. L.
. ) a Vacchary or
To Cyzahníze, to play the Tyrant ; to Dairy :
oppreſs, or Lord it over.
t ' dactilation , a reeling or taggering ,
Trzanny, cruel and violent Empire, or
wavering ; Irreſolurion, Uncertainty.
Dominion unlawfully uſurped , outragious
Watut Dies, ( L. P. T. ) choſe Days
Cruelty, or Oppreffion.
in which an imperfed and ill Criſis of a
Cyzant, one that has uſurped the Sove. Difemper often happens.
raign Power in a State : Allo à Prince, tho'
Tiafuity, Emptinels, void Space.
lawful, that governs with Cruelty and In
Clacuum , (in Philof ) a Space devoid
of all Body.
juſtice.
Uad ri aliquem . ( C. 4. ) to obo
Cyiilis, ( G. P. T. ) the Leproſy , a.
Diſeaſe .
lige one to give Security for his Appearance
TY20, ( L , ) a new freſh Water Soldier , in Court on a certain Day.
a Novice, cr Apprentice.
Ulade mecum , ( i, e. go along with
Tyrocinjum, the firſt Exerciſe, or new me ) & Name given to any ſmall " Book ,
beginning in arıy Art or Faculry, an ap- which a Man may conveniently carry a
bout him
prentiaip.
Cyzos, ( G. ) Cheeſe.
Tadtare Duellum , ( O. L. ) to wage
Tycolis, ( among fome Writers in Phy- la Cumbat.
fick ) is when Milk that is eaten , curdles in
Gadimonium , (CL. ), a Promiſe or
the stomachinto a Subſtance like Cheefe. Bond forAppearance before a Judge at a
Tyotari chus, a kind of Mear made Day appointed.
adimoni in
Rrrr 2
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Gadimonium deferre, to make a De
Galertan, a Phyſical Herb.
fault, not to appear in Court aceording to
Galet, ( F. ) a Servitour, or mean Ser
Qrder.
vant .
in Hadio erponerę, to pawn or leave,
Ualet de Chambe, one that wait
a Pledge for returning Money ' borrowed. I upon a Prince, or Perſon of Quality in his
Bed Chamber.
Caum , Wages, Salary .
ortam Wortgum , a Mortgage.
Galetudinary, ( L. ) ſickly , crazy .
So Badium ponert, to takeSecurity,
A Galetudinary, an Hoſpita!, or Houſe
Pais for
os iome
the of
Appearance
Court
Justice.' of an Offender for the Entertainmentof fick People.
ir
Galetudo , ( L. ) a good , or ill Diſpo
Uafrous , fubtil, crafty , fly.
ſition of the Parts of the Body .
Lagabond, a wand'ring Begger, or
Walgus, that has his Legs bowed out
idle Fellow that has no certain Place of ward , Bow - legged .
Abode.
Taliant, ( 7. ) bold and daring in
Gagina, ( L. ) a Scabbard , or Sheath , Fight, ftour, brave.
Halld , ( L. ) Authentick, binding, done
a Cale. Vagina Vtiri, the Neck of the
Womb.
fin due Form , good in Law .
Wagranty, a vagrant, diſorderly , or ill
Halidity, Strength, Power ; the auther
Courſe of Life.
tickneſs or binding force of an Inſtrument,or
wapdr'ing, or roving up and Deed .
doGagrant,
wn .
Ualley or Ualç,a hollow Place,or ſpace
Ground, ſurrounded by Hills.
lowA . Hagrant, a Vagabond , or idle Fel- of Gialloz,
Aallow or Tate, ( Country
Wail, a piece of Stuff that ſerves to hidc Word) ahollowMould in which a Cheeſe
1
any thing from being ſeen.
is preis'd.
To Utail the Bonitet, to put off one's Walombzeur, an Order of Monks found
Hat. In Sea-Language, to firike Sail.
ed by one Gualbert a Florentine.
Qalls, Profits that ariſe to Servants
Taloze maritagit or Ualue of goats
beſides their Wages.
riage, à Writ that lay for the Lord bare
Lain, ( L. ) empty , fooliſh ; frivolous, ing proffer'd convenient Marriage to the
ufeleſs.
Infant, if he rejected the Lord's Offer, to
Gain - glozious, full of Vain -glory:
recover the value of the Marriage.
Gain -Glory, a boalting in vain to no
Malout, Courage, Stoutneſs.
benefit, or purpoſe .
Ualuable, that is of great Value ; ins
Uairy or Werry , ( in Heraldry ) is portant, weighty.
when the field of a Coat of Arms is
Galue, Worth, Price, Eſteem.
checker'd in two Colours with the Figures
Talves , ( in Anat. ) little thin Mem
of little Bells.
branes, like folding Doors as it were, in
Uairy Coppy or potent Counter - the Veins Arteries, and other Veftels.
Potent, is a Bearing in Heraldry,like the
Galves, are alſo found in the Entrails,
former ; the Checker-Work being inshape in theſmall and great Guts, eſpecially in
Hamrners
Mallers
of
or
.
the Jejunum , and about the beginning of
Gałect or Wallt, ( 0.) a young Genthe ileum , which are call'd Semi-circular
ileman , but the title is now given to the from their 'Figure : The Uſe of them is
rank of Ycomen ; a Servitour of the Privy toftopthe Meat a little, that itmay be the
Chamber
better fermented, and to keep ic from af
1.
Malediction , ( L. ) a Farewell, or tacending or returning again.
king leave of one.
Malvula, ( L. ) a Valve, or Fold in the
Ualedictory , belonging to fuch an vefſels,
A.
Galvula majol, the upper Part of
Ualentine, a Roman Biſhop,whore Feſti- the titlmus, between the Teſtes and the
Worm -like Proceſs of the Cerebelo
val is kept Febr . 141). Whence among foremoft
the Papiſts, thoſe Saints that are choſen lum.
as Patrons. for the Year enſuing are callid Ualvulz Conniventes, thoſe Wrinko
Valentines ;
and in England,the Caftom of les that are found in the Gut lleum and fra
shuling Valentines,or special loving Friends junum .
among Young Men and Maidens , on that
Uambzace, Armour for the Arm ,
Day .
the Upper Leather of a
Camp,
Galenfinintans, a Sect of Hereticks fet Shooe
.
ng ane Valentinianus,
Camps
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Camps or Uumpays , an odd kind of
Aariance, Enmity,‘ Difference, Quarrel :
hort Hole , or Stockings that came up only In Law, a change of Condition, after a thing
to the Ancle .
done ; alſo an alteration of ſomething for
To Wamp or New- Uamp, to mend, or merly laid in a Plea,
furbin up .
Wariation, Alteration, Change.
Glampiate a Gauntlet , or Iron- Glove.
Hariation of the Needle or Coms
Uan or Vanguard, ( M. T. ) the pals, is the declining or turning of
firſt line of an Army drawn up in Bat the Magnetical Needle in the Mariners
talia .
Compaſs, from the true North Point >
or Uant-carriers , which happens more or leſs, in most Pla.
Ulan -Couriers
light-armed Soldiers fent before to beat ces, and is either Oriental, or Occiden.
the Road, upon the approach of an Ene- tal .
my .
Dziental Cariation, is when the point
Tane or Fané , a Weather.cock.
of the Needle does not turn exa&ly towards
Wanes ( among, Sea-men ) thole Sights the true North,butdeviates towards the Eaſt;
which are made to move and ſlide upon and Occidental Variation , is when itdeclines
Croſs.ftaves, Fore -fiaves, Davis Quadrant, towards the Weft.
oc.
Gariation of the Uariation, is to
To Uing, ( in Somerſet - Shire ) to take called , becauſe the Variation of the Needle
or undertake .
is not always the ſame in the fame Place,
Canga, ( 0. L. ) a Spade, or Mar. but varies in proceſs of time from what it
was
tock .
To Wanith or Uaniſh away, ( F. )
U riciformes Paraſtatæ, ( L. in
to diſappear, to go out of Sight, to come Anat. ) two Veflels near the Neck of the
Bladdet.
to nought.
Waricoſum Cozpus, that Contexture,
Ganity, ( L. ) Vainneſs, Emprineſs,
Unprofitableneſs ; Vain -Glory, Preſumption, or Network of Seed. Veſſels, which is let
the Teſticles.
inco
Pride.
Canned , fanned, or winnowed.
Wariegated, ſtreaked, ſpeckled , or ſet
Ulannus, a Van, or Fan to winnow off with, diversColour,.
Aariegation , a diverſifying,or beautify
Corn : In old Records, a Vane, or Weather
cock.
ing with various Colours.
To Uanguinh, ( F. ) to ſubdue, c
Tariety , Diverhty , Change.
vercome, or conquer ; to worſt, to get
Uariola , ( L. ) the Small-Pox, a Dil
ease .
the better of.
Uautage, that which is given over
Ui roti3, ſeveral, divers, different,
and above juſt weight and Meaſure ; Over- changeable.
Warins. ( L. ) the Minow ,a ſmall River
plus.
Gantarius, ( 0.L. ) a Fore-runner, or fin
Foocinan .
Warit, ( L. P. T. ) a crooked Vein
Tipid , palled , or dead.
fwelling with melancholy Blood, eſpecially
& ipojariam , ( L. ) a Srew, or Stove ; in the Legs.
Carlet , a ſorry Wretch , a Rogue or
a Bagnio, or Hot-houle : Allo a Decoction
of Herbs, &c . Pour'd boiling hot into a Raſcal.
Velfel ſo as the Patient fitting over it may
Warniſh, a Compound of Gum and o
receive its Fumes.
ther Ingredients, which ſerves to ſer a
Qapozation, a ſending forth of Vapours, fine Glofs on Cabinets , Pi& ures, Maps
or Funes.
dc. Allo a kind of Ground which 'En.
Hapozous, belonging to, or full ofVa-, gravers lay upon a Copper-Plate that is to be
erched.
pours.
Marvels, fmall Silver-Rings about a
Uapour, a watery Exhalation, or Sream
rais'd by Fire or the Heat of the Sun. In Hawk's Legs, having the Owner's Name en:
a Medicinal Senfe, Vapours is taken for graven on them .
Warus, ( L , P.T. ) that has crooked
Fits of the Mother, or Melancholy ; a Dif
Legs bending inwards ; alſo a kind of Swel
cale.
To Aapour, to huff ; to crack, boaft, or ling.
brag.
To Wary, to diverſify, to alter or
Gariable. fubject to Variation , or change, to be fickle or unſteady
Was , ( L. ) any kind of Velfel.
Change ; fickle, uncertain.
Calen
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Hatican, one of the ſmall Hills of Rome,
Clifa, ( in Anat. ) the Vettels or hol
low Pipes thro' which the Humours of the on which ſtands a famous Palace of the
Body país.
ſame Name, with a Library founded by
Tala Deferentia ,' thaſe Veſſels that Pope Sixtus IV.
Waticination , a foretelling ,prophecying
carry the Semen from the TeRicles to the
Veſicula Seminales.
or fcoth - Saying ; a Prophecy,
Tavaloiy , Lands held by a Vavalor.
Gala Lactea , che milky Veſſels in the
Meſentery, that ſerve for conveying the white
&palaur or Tlalpalour, a Noble-man,
is old Times, who was next in Dignity to
Juice , callid Chyle.
Wala Lymphatica. See Lymphatick a Baron .
Veljels.
+ Gaudevil, ( F. ) a Country-Ballad,
Tala Disparantia. See Praparantia or Song
Vafa.
Caudois, a Name given to certain Peo
Tale Seminalia or Gala Sperma- ple, who ſnook off the Superftitions of
fica, thoſe Arteries and Veins, which paſs to Rome under Peter Valdo , a Citizen of Lyons,
the Teſticles.
An. 1060 ,
Gault, a round Roofbuilt like an Arch ;
Waſculiferous Plants, thoſe Herbs
which beſides the common Flower-Cup, an arched Building : Allo a particular Place'
have a peculiar Vefſel or Caſe to hold their under Ground, to lay Dead Bodies in; allo
Seed
a Neceſſary Houfe.
To Gault, to cover Arch -wiſe : Allo to
Aali, a ſort of Flower -Pot ſet in a Gar.
above
leap or carry one's Body cleverly over any
Ornament
Archite&
ure,
an
den : In
the Cornice .
thing of a conſiderable height ; refting one
Uallal, one that holds Lands of ano- Hand upon the thing it felf .
ther by Homage and Fealty ; alſo a Slave, To Waunt, to byaft, brag, glory , or
Vapeur
or mean Servant.
Tafſalagt, the Condition , or Duty of
Tauntlag, ( H. T. ) a fetting of Hounds
a Vallal.
in a readineſs, where the Chace isto paſs,
Elaftalcus, ( L. T. ) a Vaffal.
and cafting off before the reſt of the Ken
dalleleria, Valſalage, or Tenure of a nel come in .
Vaffal.
Gawmure, ( 0. ). a Bulwark or Out
work for Defenſe againft an Enemy ,
Waft, huge, large, ſpacious, great.
Waward, (0. ) an obſolete word for
Gaffellum , ( 0. L. ) a Waſtel-Bowl.
Watt muſcull, ( in Anat. ) certain Van -Guard .
Muſclesthat help to ſtretch out the Leg.
Tayvodil , a Prince or chief. Ruler of
Gality orWagnels, exceſſive Bigneſs, Tranjlvania , Valachia, and Moldavia.
or Hugeneſs.
Aver, ( L. ) a Breaſt or - Teat ; a Paps
Uitto , a Writ that lies for the Heir, a er Udder.
Wbiquitte, a Divinity -Dodor that be.
gainit the Tenant, for Term of Years or of
Life , for making Waſte or for him in the tongs to no particular College in the Unie,
. verſity of Paris.
Reverſion, or Remainder.
Wafun , ( in old Records ) a Waſte or
Tibiquitecians, a Sect of Hereticks
Common , lying open to the Cattel of all holding Chriít's Body, as well as his God ..
Tenants i hát have a Right of Common- head,to be every where.
ing.
Ubiquity, a being in all Places at one.
Gafura. Fogettæ vel 250 [ct, that part time.
of a Foreftor Wood,where the Trees were
Wea, Uen , Tea, a Cry made by Sea
ip deſtroy'd, that it lay in a manner waſte men , when they work or pull krongly
and barren.
togerher.
Elafits Externus, ( in Anat. ) alarge Cleat-money or Clealsnoble Agoney,
Muſcle of the Leg, which takes riſe from a yearly Rept paid by ſome Tenants of the
che outward part of the great Trochanter,and Manour of Bradford in Wiltshire, to their
Lord , inftead of a certain Quantity of Veal
Linea Afpera of the Thigh -bone.
Trattus Internus , another Muſcle of formerly given in kind.
che Leg, that has likewiſe a large Beginning
Wechones, ( 0. ) Hedge-hogs.
continued from the Lines Afpere on the
Clectis , ( L. ) an Iron-crow , a Leaver
bark part of the Thigh-bone.
one of the Six Mechanick Powers : Allo a
qat or fat, a kind of Veffel to hold Surgeon's Trepan or Trepand-iron.
Beer, Ale, Cider, or any other Liquor in
in Preparation
Gectos,
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Gettog, ( in the new . Aftron. ) is a thoſe that eſloin or abſent themſelvesde malo,
Line ſuppoſed to be drawn from any Pla- Letti, whether they be really fick or not.
Det moving round a Center, or the Focus alſo thoſe that are appointed to view an Of
of an Ellipſis to that Center ; fo called as fence, as a Man murdered, or a Virgin ra,
being chat Line by which the Planet ſeems vished, c.
Uelamın or Welamentam ( L. ) a co
to be carry'd round its Center, and with
which it deſcribes proportionable Area's vering, a Carpet or Coverlet ; alſo the Bag ,
Skin , or Bladder ,, of an Impoſtume or
in proportionable Times.
Wedette, ( F. M. T, ) a Sentinel an Swelling.
the
Weläinentam Bumbycinum ,
Horſe- back .
of the
To Cleer, ( S. T. ) when the Wind Velver-Membrane, or Skin
chops abeut, and changes often , ſometimes | Guts.
to one Point, ſometimes to anorher.
+ Clelitation, a Skirmiſhing ; a Quarrel
To Pleer out a Rope, is to put it ling or Bickering in Words.
out by Hand, or to let it run out of it
Uelites, ( L.) the light-armed Soldiers
amorg the Ancient Romans
ſelf.
g
Teerin , a Ship is ſaid , To go loft Veggio
Geltam , a fort of Parchment made of
ing, when the Sais at large with the Sheat Calves-skin dreſs’d more imooth and fine
cban
ordinary .
veered out.
Cegttable, capable of living after the
Telleity ( L. in Philos. ) a wiſhing, og
manner of Plants, Trees, & c. endued with woulding.
Vigour, Moiſture, and Growth .
To Tellicate, to twirch, pluck, or
egetables , ſuch Natural Bodies as nip
Cellication, a ewitching or giving å
grow and encreaſe from Parts organically.
framed ; but have no proper Life or ſudden Pull : In Surgery , Vilications are cer
tain Convulſions that happen in the Fibres of
Senſe .
Vegetation , 'the way of Growth or the Muſcles.
Celling, ( w. C. ploughing up, Turf
Encreaſe of Bulk , Dimenlions, and Parts,
which is peculiar to all Trees, Plants,and to burn .
Welocity, ( L. ) Swifineſs, Nimble
Minerals.
Aegetative, that quickens, or cauſes neſs
fuch Growth.
Gelours ( F.) a Velvet- Rubber for a
Gegete, that has a growing Life,lively , Har:
Ueltraría ( O. L. ) the Office of a Dogo
quick, found .
Wehemence of Hehemency , Paffion, leader, or Courſer.
Heat ; Boiſterouſneſs, Fierceneſs , Eager
Weltraríus, one that leads Gray.hounds
or Hunting-dogs.
neſs.
Wehrment, violent, paflionáte, fierce,
elvet, a fort of Silk -Manufacture.
GelvetsRunner, a Water-Fowl whore
frong, eager, ſharp .
Wehicle, a general Name for that Feathers, are black and (mootb as Vet:
which ſerves to carry or bear any Thingver.
along
Among Phyſiciaks, thati Liquor
Elelum , ( L.) a Vail, a Curtain.
in which any Powder, or ſuch like Me
Uelum Quadrigemale ( 0. L. )
dicineis mix’d, to render it more fit to be Vail or piece of Hanging formerly drawn be
fore the Altar in Lent.
ſwallow'd.
Gleins, in Anat. ) are long and round
Cena, aVein, in an AnimalBody:
Canals or Pipés which receive the Blood
Mens Cata, the largeſt Vein, lo mac
chat remains after the Nouritbmenc is taker , med from its great Cavity or hollow
and carry it back to the Heart to be re- Space.
Cena Portã ,the Port-Vein which encers
vived.
Wein, is alſo taken for the particular the Liver, thro'.2 Eminences callid Perido
Nature or Quality of any Bed of Earth i. e. Gates,
that is digged in Mines or Pits ; in which
Ache Lactèx, the Lacteal or coti:
Senle 'tis faid , They met with a Vein of ky Ueins, fonam'd from the White
Gold, Silver, Lead , or Coals, &c:
Colour of the Chyle which is carry'd by
Ceiny, belonging to , or full of Veins. them .
Utha Lymphaticx . See Lymphatick
Whejours, ( F. L.T. ) ſuch as are ſent
by the Court to take View of any Place Clefſels .
is Queſtion. Alſo Perſons ſent to View Cena Pozzpotiis certain Veins that ariſe
from
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from the capillary Ends of the Artery of the
Geniſon , the Fleſh of a Buck , or other
Penis callid Pudenda.
wild Beaſt of Chace.
Genom , a certain malignant Quali
Genæ Sectio, the operning ofa Vein , a
letting Blood .
ty in ſome Creatures and Plants, which is
Genal, chat is to be told , that does 'any dangerous and deſtructive to others : Poi
thing for Gain.
fon .
Uenality, the being Venal, or Salea
Xenomous, full of Venom or Poiſon ;
ble,
poiſonous.
Elenatick, belonging to Hunting or Cha
Uent, Air or Wind ; alſo the ſale or
fing,
uttering of Commodities : In Gunnery, the
Wenatio (L. ) the Exerciſe of Hunt. Difference between the Diameter of a Bul.
ing, or Chaling , but it is oftner ns'd let, and the Diameter of the Bore of the
in our old Records, for the Prey taken , or Cannon .
Veniton ,
To Clent, to wind as a Spaniel-Dog
To Cend, to ſell or ſet to Sale, co pit off does ; to take Breach like an Otter ; tº
Commodities .
diſcloſe, or reveal, to let one's Paſſions breath
Wendee , ( L. T. ) the Perſon to whom out.
any thing is föld.
Center, ( L. ) the Belly or Paunch :
Wendible, that is to be fold ; alſo that In Anatomy, ` a confiderable Cavity or hol.
may be put off, faleable.
low Space in the body of a Living Crea.
Tendication, a challenging to one's cure : Allo one of the four Stomachs of
felf , a claiming .
Beaſts that chew the Cad . Tis alſo usid in
Aenditiont Čeponas , a Judicial Writ this Expreſſion, A Brothir by the ſameVenter,
directed to theUnder-Sheriff enjoyninghimi. , by one Mother.
to fell Goods, which by Order, he had for
Henter Equinus, ( C. L. ) Horſe
merly taken into his Hands, for the Dung.
ſatisfying a Judgment given in the Queen's
Center 3Infimus, ( in Anat.) the low .
Court.
er part of the Belly. Hentiduct, a conveyance of Wind by
Uenditor Regis, the King's Seller or
Sales-man .
Pipes or otherwiſe.
Cendoj, ( L. T. ) a Seller.
To Thentilate, to give Vent.
Hencering, a ſort of in-laid Work
Hentilated, fanned or cooled .
among Joyners, Cabinet-makers, dc..
Gentilation, a fannning or cooling.
Tentozium, ( 0. L. ) a Wind- fan for
+ Uenefick, belonging to the Artof ma
king Poiſons.
winnowing Corn .
Cenevable, reverend , worſhipful, wor•
Tlentole ,, a Cupping-Glaſs .
thy of Reſpect.
Uentolity, Windineſs, or Wind pent up
To Generate, to reverence, reſped , or in a Humane Bady.
honour.
Centre inſpiciendo ,a Writ for the ſearch
Ceneration, Reverence, great Ref- of a Woman that ſays ſhe is with Child,and
pect.
upon’that account with-holds Land from the
Centrealor Genereous, belonging to next Heir ar Law. !
Venus the Goddeſs of Luft .
Centricle. ( in Anat. ) the Stomach, a
Genergal Diſeaſe, a virutent Diftem . Bowel.
per, commonly callid the French Pox.
Gentriculi Cerebri, the Ventricles
Glencris Teltrum , the ſame with Clio of the Brairi, or certain Folds in char
teris .
Part.
Tienery, the A& of Carnal Copulation ,
Ecntriculi Cozdis, the Ventricles of
Luftfulneſs ; alſo the Art, or Exerciſe of the Heart, which are cwo large Holes, one
Hunting .
on the Right and the pther on the Left Side
Uenow . See Elenue .
of that Bowel.
Gengeance (F. ) Revenge .
Centriculus, a Ventricle, the Ste
Uenial ( L. ) that may be pardoned mach ; alſo the Core in a Botch or Boil that
or forgiven , pardonable ; as A Venjal Sin , is broken .
or Fault.
Uentriloquus, a Perſon that ſpeaks in
Centre facias ,a Writ that lies where two wardly , or as it were from the Belly : as
Parries plead and come to Iflue, for fummon
one does
chat is poſſeſſed with an Evil
ing 12 Men ofthe ſame County upon the Jury , Spirit
.
to try the Cauſe .
To
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To Uenture, to hazard, to run a Risk ; | is properly to look to the Vert, and ſee it
weil mantain'd .
to expoſeto Danger.
Cerdict, ( L. q. Verediltum , i.e. a Thing
Untureſome, or Urnturous, apt to
y reported ) theAnſwer of a Jury made
trul
venture too much , bold, hardy.
A enturine or aventurine, Ponder upon any Cauſe committed by the Court to
made of fine Gold -wire to be ſtrew'd , their Examination .
Uerditurt, cne of the 4 Green Colours ,
upon the fir & Layer of Varniſh us’d in Jai
chiefly usd by Painters .
panning
Gérdcur or Uerdurt, the greenneſs of
Genute orGenew , ( L.T. ) a Neighbour
ing Place, or a Place near that where any Trees, Herbs, Leaves,Gr.
thing that comes to be tryed, happens to be
derdoy , a Term usd in Heraldry, when
the Bordure of a Coat of Arms is charge
done,
Tenue or Ceny, a Thruſt or Puſh in ed with any kinds or parts of green
Plants, Flowers, Fruits, Leaves, Seeds, ,
Fencing.
Genus, ( L. ) the Heathen Goddeſs of to.
Xerebot, ( 0.R. ) a Packet- Boat, or
Beauty and Love : Alſo one ofthe Severs Pla
nets. Among Chymifts, Copper-Metal; and Tranſport-Veſel.
in Heraldry,the green Colour inthe Coats of
Terectum , ( io Dooms-day Book ) Fallow
Soveraign Princes.
Ground .
Gerecundium, ( 0. L. ) Injury, Treſ
Genus -Comb, tlenus Hair and De
nus Looking Glaſs , the Names of ſeveral paſs, Dammage.
Weredictim aldze, she Verdid of an
ſorts of Herbs.
Genus Pabel:Itloſt, an Herb of great'l Allize.
Efficacy in the healing of Ulcers in the Kid .
Ueredus, a Poft Horſe, a Hunting
Nag:
neys.
Terenda, the privy Parts of a
Eleracity , a ſaying Truth ; the Quality,
Man .
or Vertue of ſpeaking Truth .
Uxb, ( in Gram .) a Part of Speech,
Keretrum, a Man's Yard.
which expreſſes doing, ſuffering, or be.
Etrge, ( F. ) a Rod , or Switch, a Seri
ing, in that Thing, or Perſon to which it is geant's Mace' :alſo a Stick or Rod. whereby
one
is admitted Tenant to the Lord of 2
joyn'd .
Cerbal, conſiſting in Words, or deliver . Manour : Alſo the Compaſs of the Queen's
ed only in Words: In Grammar, that comes Court, Among Herbalifts, the Edge or out
ſide of a Leaf. The ſpindle of the Ballancs
from , or belongs to a Verb.
Uerbals or Werbal nouns, thore of a Watch is alſo termed The Verge.
Nouns that are derived from Verbs.
Gerger, an Officer in a Cathedral or Cois
Gerbatim , Word for Word , in the ſame legiate Church, that holds a Verge or Rod
Words.
tipt with Silver.
derbena, the Herb Vervain, much us'd
Terídical, ( L. ) ſpeaking the Truth .
Uerification , a Verifying, or prov.
by the ancient Heathens in their Sacrifices,
and thought to have ſomething that was Dining .
vine in it.
To Gerify, to prove, to make good : :
Cerberation, ( in Philos. ) a beating, or Alloa Law .Term amongthe French, lignity.
ing to record Edicts or Decrees in their paru
striking .
liaments.
Gerbare, full of Words, talkative.
Tlerboſity, a being verboſe, the uſing of + Tertämility, the probability or like,
lihood of a Thing;
many Words.
#lerd . See Uert .
Gerity. Truth , 28 , The Verity of the
Thing will appear .
Cerdant, ( P. ) green.
Der juice, the Juice of lowr and unripe
Eerde or Eerdea , a ſort of white Floren
Grapes , or Crabs .
ne Wine.
Werdegreaſt , the Ruft of Copper.
Cermicelli, ( 1. ) an Italian Diih, made
Werdegre.iſe or Uerderer,(among Paino of very ſmall thin Nips of Paſte, like ſmall
s ) a ſort of Magiſtery of the common Worins put into Potage or Soop .
Eerspiculares, ( L.in nat. ) certain
erdegreare .
Werdello , ( I. ) a ſort of greeniſh Mar. Muſcles, ſo called from their Figure soſem
bling lucb Worms.
Hermiculated ; inlaid , embroidered,
Herderer or Terperos, a Judicial OF
er of the Queen's Foreft , whoſe Buſnels wroughe with Checker-work.
Germiculation
Sirr
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Termiculation ,Worm eating,the breed.
Teracle, a little Verſe .
ing of Worms in Trees, Herbs, oci allo
Werafication , a Verkfying, a way of
the Griping of the Guts , a Diſeaſe.
making Verſes.
Uirmicitus, ( L. ) a little Worm ; a
terüfier, a maker of Verfes, a Poer ;
Crab.
the Word is generally taken in an ill Senſe
Cérmiformis Procliuis. ( in Arat .) for a paltry Phimer.
a bunching Knob of the Cerebelluin , lo
To Uerfify, to make Verſes.
nam'd from its Shape.
Terfion that which is turned out of one
Uermillion , a lively deep red Co. Language into another,
lour.
Uert, ( F. in Heraldry ) a green Colour
Wermillion - Cincture, a Natural red in the Coat-armour of the Gentry.
Die upon the Face.
Tert, or Oļeen - Hue, ( F. L. T. ) e.
Termin, any kind of hurtful Creatures, very thing that bears a green Leaf within
or Infe & s ; as Rats, Mice, Fleas, Lice, the Foreit, in as to cover a Deer, & c.
Bugs & c.
Special Gert, is all Trees growing in
Herminatio,(L. )a breeding of Worms, the Queen's Woods within the Foreſt, and
or Bots; properly in Cartel ; allo a wring: all Trees that grow in other Men's Woods,
ing of the Guts , as if they were gnawn if they be ſuch as bear Fruit to feed
Deer.
by Worms.
Germis, a Worm , a Grub ; Vermin.
Uertagus, ( L.) a Hound that will
Hermivorous Animals , fuch Living. Hunt by himſelf, and bring home his Game;
a Tumbler,
Creatures as feed upon Worms .
Ternaccia, a kind of Italian Wine.
Hertebrz, ( in Anat. ) the Vertebres,
Uernacular, ( L. ) peculiar to th: or Turning-Joynts, eſpecially thoſe of the
Neck and Back -bone.
Country, where one lives, or was born .
Ternage, ( 0. ) ſweet.Wine.
Wertebżalts or Cervicalis, a pair of
Wernal, belonging to the Spring.
Muſcles that ſerve to ftretch out all the Ver .
Hernal Equinoč, ( in Aftron. ) the rebre of theBody.
time when the Day and Night are of an
Wertex, ( L. ) the top of any thing ; a
equal length .
Whirl- pool . Io Anatomy, the Crown of the
Utrnii, ( L.) the Gum of the Juniper Head . In Aftronomy, that point of the Hea
tree, or Varniſh made of it.
ven which is juſt over our Head . In Geo
Gernous - Leades, ſuch Leaves of Plants, metry, the point of any Angle.
as come up in the Spring.
Uerter of a Cone, Pyzamið, &c. is
Uerrel or Gerrit, a little Braſs or Iron the Point of the upper extremity, or end
ring, at the ſmall end of a Cane, or Handle of the Axis.
of & Tool, orci
Uerter of a' Glaſs , the fame as its
Terry or Carry, ( in Heraldry ) a fort Pole.
of Checker in the field of a Coat of Vertical, belonging to the Vertex. In
Arms.
Aſtronomy, a Scar is ſaid To be vertical,when
Werricular Cunick, ( in Anat . ) a it happens to be in that Point which is juſt
Coat of the Eye , the ſame with Amphi- over any Place.
blejtroides.
Vertical Angles, choſe Angles which
Terruca, ( L. ) a Wart .
being oppoſite one to another touch only
Gerrucaria, the Herb Wart-wort or in the Angular Point,
Turn - lole.
Vertical Point, the ſame with the
+ Gerſatile, that turns eafily, apt to Veriex and Zenith.
be turned any way .
Aerticalure, the Meridian Circle, for
Aerle, an order of Words having a cer. call'd becauſe it paſſes thro' the Zenish, or
çain Cadence, and meaſur'd by a determi- Vertical Point.
hed number of Feet, which in modern Lan
Uertillate Plants, ſuch as have their
guages uſually end in Rhime: Alſo a Claufe Flowers intermix'd with ſmall Leaves,
of a Sentence, a ſmall portion of a Chapter growing as it were, in whirls about the
Joynts of the Stalk .
in the Bible, doc.
Gerſed Sine of an archy. (in Geom . )
Tietticity, the property of the Load
a Segment of the Diameter of a Circle ſtone; or of a touch'd Needle , to point
comprehended between the foot of the North and South , or cowards the Polesc
Right-Sine and the lower Extremity, of the World .
che Arch.
Gertigineus, giddy,

zariga,
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Vertigo , ( L.) a whirling or turning
Wedel, a general Name of many ſorts of
round ; alſo a Giddineſs, or fwimming of Utentils to put any thing in : In . Anatomy,
the Head.
á little conduit, or Pipe, for conveya
Urettillage, apreparing of Ground to ing the Blood. or other Humours of the
receive its Seed , by ſtirring, toſling, or Body.
A Wellel of Election or Reprobatior
turning ſuch Ground .
Cuir ue, an Habit of the Soul, by which / Scripture-Phraſe) an Ele&, or a Reprobate
a Man is inclined to do Good and to Perfi n .
Thun Evil .
Uefſels, ( in Architect. ) certain Orna.
Ceru , ( L. ) a Spit or Broach ; allo merts generally ſet over the Cornices. Ships,
Barks, Hoys, &c , are alſo often call’d Veffels,
a Comet that reſembles a Spit. ,
Efervain , an Herb .
or Sea- V fjels
Wervilago, the black Chameleon - Thi
Uelles, a ſort of Cloth commonly made
ftle .
in Suffolk.
Wek , a kind of Waſte- coat ; a Gara
Wirviſe , a kind of courſe Wollen
ment :
Clo :b .
Uſery Lojd and very Tenant;(L. P. )
To Wreſt, to beſtow upct., to admit to
are thoſe that are immediare Lord and te the pofleflion of. In Law ; to pit in full polo
feftion of Lands or Tenements .
nant one to another.
trerete, ( 0. L. ) Vetcher, or Tares.
Wella, ( L. ) a Goddeſs of Nature, ur.com
Wellica, Bladidcr : ## Anatomy, a mem- der whoſe Name the ancient Heathens wor.
branous or skinny Part in which any Li thip’d the Earth and Fire : In old Records, the
Velture, or Crop of Corn, doc. on the
quor or Humour is contained
Hefica, or relica dilillatojia , ( C Ground .
-Vetkl
Copper
of
us’d
Uelals , or Wekal Firgins , a kind of
T. ) a large Brats
for the moſt part in the diſtillation of ardent Nunsappointed tor 30 Years to the Service
of the Goddels Veſta , and to take care of the
Spirits,
Veftal Fire .
Ureaca Biliaria, che Gall -Bladder.
Ufentiary, a place in a Monaſtery, where
Wheuca Urinaria , the Urine - Blad
the
Monks Cloaihs are laid up ; the Friers
der
Gelicatory, & Veficatory, any Medi- Wardrobe.
cine chat ſerves to raiſe Bladders or Biifters Welfbulam , ( L ) a Porch , or Era
try to a Houſe. In Anaiomy, a Cavity, in
in the skin .
Weſicula, a Veſicle, or little Bladder,
the Bone of the Ear cali'd Os Petroſum .
Welcula felis, the Gall- Bladder.
Weftigation , a tracing, or following
Treficulæ Seminales, the Seed- Blad by theTrack ; a ſeeking, or ſearching dilin,
ders.
gently.
Weftiges, Foot-Heps, Traces .
Treficularis , the lower part of the
Uredigia of Tendons , ( among Naty .
Wind - pipe.
ralifts ) the little hollows in the Shells of Fic
Welpā, the Waſp , an Infect.
:
felper, the Evening Star, the Even thes, formed for the faitening, of the Ten.
dons of their Murcles.
ing:
Sicilian Welpers, a genaral. Maſſacre
U eitment, Raiment, Clothing ; eſpecial.
of the French, by the inhabitants of the ly a Prieſt's upper Grament, worn when he
ſays Mals .
Illand of Sicily An. 1582 .
Weſperies , the laſt Act, or Exerciſe for Weary, a Room a ljoyning
taking theDegree of Doctor, among the Sor. Church , where the Miniſter's Veltments
and Sacred Utensils are kept ; allo a
boniſts in France,
Wetpars, Even- ſong, or Evening-Prayers Meeting of the chief Parithioners in chap
Place.
in the Roman Church .
Ufuftry- Clerk, a Scrivener that keeps the
Weſpertilio, ( L ) the Bat, or Rear:
Mouſe .
Parih- Accounts.
Urtry -keeper , a Sexton , whofe Bufineſs
Weſpertilionum Alæ, ( in Arat. ) two
broad Membranous Ligaments, with which is tolook yafter ihe Veftry :
the bottom of the Womb is tied to the Bones Ueftr -men , a ſelect number of the
principal Inhabitants in every Pariſh who
of the Flank.
Uefpertine, belonging to the Evening : yearly chooſe. Officers for the Pariſh, and
In Aſtronomy, a Planer is ſaid to be ver.fiake care of its Co cerns.
pertine, when it ſets after the Sun. See
fattura ,
Matatine,
Sarfa
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Geltura, ( 0.L. ) a Crop of Corn, or cond half of Libra and the whole sige
Grals: Among the Feudiſts, the a&ual Scorpio . In Palmseſtry, the Line of Saturn,
when parted .
'poffeffion of an Efare, ce.
Gia Lactea ( in Aſtron . ) a white Cir.
Giefture, a Garment : In & Law.renfe , a
Potleflion, or an admittance to Seifin , or cle which encompaſſes the whole Firsi
F'ofeflion .
ment, and may be ſeen in a clear Night :
Gettare of an Acre of Land; ( O. S.) la Chiromancy, a Line running from that
the profir ariling fro:n it ; a Term us'd in which is termed Reftridła, to another that
bears the Name of Feriens,
ſome old Starute - Laws,
Gletcbes or Chtck-peare, à kind of
Ulia Regia , the High- Way , or Com
Pulſe.
mon Road , callid the Queen's Way, becauſe
Heteran , or deteran Soldier,an old it is appointed by her, and under her Pro
Soldier that has ſerved long in the Wars : tedion .
In France, an Officer of 20 years ftand
Ulia Solis ,( in Aſtron . ) the Ecliptick
ing :
Line, becauſe the Sun Rever goes out of it :
Eeterinaria ubedicina, Phylick for In Palmeftry, a ſtraight Line, that runs
Cattel .
downward from the Knob at the Root of
Ueterinarius, a Horſe- leech, or 'Far- the Ring -Finger, into the Hollow of the
rier ; ello one that letsHorſes to Hires 2 Hand .
Horſe -Courſer.
Uial, a ſmall thin Glafs Bottle.
Ceteidus, (L. P. T.) the Lethargy, or
Tiands , ( F. ) Meat, Food , Visuals ;
drowſy Diſeaſe, a continual defire of Sleeg, a Word chiefly usid in Diſcourſes treating of
ing : .Alíc Drowiſineſs,Sluggiſbneſs, Slothful. Divinity:
neſs
Ciaticum , ( L. ) all manner of Pro
Ueti:um iamtum , ( L. T. ) when viſions for a Journey : Alſo the H. Sa.
a Bailiff difrains Cattel or Goods, and cramene given by Popiſh Prieſts to dying
his Lord forbids him to deliver them Perſons:
to the Sheriff that comes to replevy
Wiber , a mark or print of a Stripe or
them.
Blow ; alſo a black and blew Spor occafioned
Wetturino, ( I. ) a hirer of Horſes in Italy, by a Flux of Blood .
who is a Guide to Travellers, and brings
Cibration , a brandiſhing, or Making:
back the Horſes.
In Mechanicks, the Swing or regular Motien
To Get, ( L. ) to teaze, to trouble, to of a Pendulum in a Clock .
oppreſse
Hibrilla ( L.) the Hairs that grow in
Cepation , Trouble, Diſturbance.
the Noftrils.
Teratious, that cauſes Trouble, or
Uicar, a Deputy ; the Parſon of a
Grief; burdenſome.
Parish where the Predial Tithes are impro
U. G. an uſual Chara & er, for Derbi priated.
gratia, !. 3. to inſtance in a Word, name
The Pope's Grand Cicar, a Cardinal
ly.
that has Juriſdi & ion over all Secular and
Ugítmncs,( 0 . ) Terribleneſs.
Regular Prieſts, over the Jews in the City
Utarmis, L.'i.e. by force and Arms) of Rome, etc.
Gicars General, a Title formerly given
a Law - Term us'd in an Indictment, to new
the forcible and violent Commiſſion of any by K. Henry, VIII. to Thomas Cromwell
Crime,
Earl of Efex, with full power to over - ſee
di Laica amovenda, a Writ ſerved the Clergy, and regulate Matters relating to
whca a Biſhop has certified into theCourt of Church- Afairs.
Chancery. That the Parſon of any Church
Qicarage or Aicaridge, the Spi
within his Juriſdiction is kept out of his ritual Cure , or Benefice of a Vicar or
Glehe; or Church by any Lay- force.
Parlon.
QiLaica removenda, á Writ that lies
Acarage Endowed , that which has a
where debate being becween two Parſons, fufficient Revenue ſet out for the mainten
makes
Proviſors
ance of the Vicar , when the Benefice is apo
for a Church , one of them
or
a forceable Entry into it, with a great num- propriated .
ber of Lay-men.
Utcario Deliberando occaſione di
Hia, a Way or halla
ze, a Road or High- jufdam Recognitionis , & c. a Writ
way .
that lies for a Spiritual Perſon impriſoned,
Wia Cotubalta, ( in Afro! ) the ſpace upon Forfeiture of a Recognizance , without
45 Degrees comprehended within the re- the Queen's Writ.
Glications ,
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Ulicarious , belonging to a Vicar, ſubor- | ancientRomans offer'd to their Gods after a
dinare .
Vi& ory.
Ulict , Sin, Lewdneſs, Debauchery : Alſo
Ulicto , a Vanquiſher, or Conqueror.
a ſort of Inſtrument us’d by Lock - fmiths, Re
Gictoziatus, a Roman Coin ſtampt with
pairers,andother Årtificers; or an Inftrument cheimage of Victory, and worthy3 d. 39.
with two Wheels made uſe of to draw the Engliſh Money.
Lead in Glazing -work .
Klictozious, that has got the Vi& ory or
Ulice, a Particle which in ſome compound Conqueft.
Engliſh Words, lagnifies as much as inftead, Tictory, the Defeat or Overthrow of an
and implies a Subordination ,or the ſupplying Enemy,
of another's Place , as.
To Glitual, to furniſh with neceſſary
Ulice - gomiral, one ofthe three principal Viduals or Proviſions.
Officers in a Royal Fleet, who commands Uictualler, one that provides or ſells
the ſecond Squadron .
Vi&tuals, an Alehouſe-keeper ; alſo a ſmall
Ulice - Chamberlain , a great Oficer at Vefſel or Ship, that carries Proviſions for a
Court, next to the Lord Chamberlain
Fleet ,
Glice-Chancellotir of an Antverſity,
dictus, ( L. ) Vi& uals, Food , Proviſi
an eminent Profeſſour , who is choten ons.
yearly to take upon him the chief Ma
Uictus ratio . in the Art of Phim
nagement of Affairs in the Chancellour's ſick, ) a particular manner of Living, by
Abrence.
which Health is preſervd and Diſeaſes pre
Glices Dominus ( 0. L. ) a Viſcount, vented.
or Sheriff,
Cidame. ( F. ) the Judge of a Biſhop's
Ulice -Dominus abbattä ſeu Erdeltæ, Temporal Juriſdi& ion in France.
the Law Advocate, or Protector of an Ab.
Wiouitg, the State or Condition of a
bey or Church
Widow, Widowhood .
nus
Epiſcopi, the Of
Uiew, ( F. ) Sight, or the At of
Wice-Domi
ficial, Commiſſary, or Vicar.general of a Seeing ; Survey
Proſpect : Aming
Biſhop .
Hunters, the Print of a Fallow Deer's
Cice-gerent, one that governs or ads Foot on the Ground . In Law, the Ad of
for, or under another ; a Deputy, a Lieu.Viewers.
tenant .
Uiew of Frink-Pledge, the Office
Ulice -Roy, a Deputy -King , one that go- which the Sheriff in his County Court,
ve ns a State inftead of a King.
performa in looking to the King's Peace,
Giteſſts, a Romans Coin , of 20' Afles and ſeeing that every Man be in ſome
value, I $. 3 d. in English Money.
Pledge.
Cicinage or Uicinity , Neighbourhood ,
To Kiew , to take a View of, to look
Nearneſs,
upon , to examine .
Gicious, given to Vice, finful.
To Kiew
place , ( M. T. ) to ride
Uicioufty,lewdly ; corruptly, or falle about it before the Siege is laid, oblerving
ly :
the ſtrength or weakneſs of its Sicuation and
Uicis & venellis Pundandis , ( L. ) a fortification.
Writ that lies againſt a Mayor or Bailiff of Viewers, / LT. ) thoſe chat are fent
a Town, &c. for the clear keeping of their by a Court of Juſtice to take View of any
Streets .
Place in queſtion : Alſo ſuch as are appointed
Tiiciâtude. Change, or Turn, the in - upon other Occaſions, as to take Cogni
terchanging or ſucceeding of any thing after zance of a Man in cale of Sickneſs, or any
arother.
Offence .
Uicontie! or Ulicountiel, ( L.T: ) be.
Gigil ( L. ) she Eve , or Day next
longing to the Sheriff,
before any Holy-day.
Uigilance ,' or ' Cigtlaney , Watchfub
Ütcontiels or Uicontiel Rents, cer.
tain Farms for which the Sheriff pays a Rent meſs, good Heed.
Uigilant, Watchful,careful , sircum
to the Quieen, and makes what Profit he can
of them ,
fpect, wary.
Wigilia , ( L ) a watching , or be.
Cicount or Wiſcount, heretofore the
Name of an Office, fignifying, as much as ing awake ; allo che Vigil, or Eve before
Sheriff, but now generally taken for a , Title any Feſtival.
of Honour.
Utgintipiri, wenry Magifrares, or
Utctima, a Sacrifice, properly fuch as the
Officers
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Officers in old Reme, who were veſted with in old Law -Records, a ſort of Servils Te;
nants,
equal Authority.
Witanis Regis ſubtractis redus
Wigone, ( F. ) a ſort of Spanish Wooll ;
or a Hat made of that Wooll .
cendis , a Writ that lay for the bringing
Uigojous, full of Vigour, or Courage ; back of the King's Bond -men, that were
foui , brisk.
carry'd away by others out of his Royal
Ufigour, Strength, Stourneſs, Sprightli. Manours.
nels.
Tillany, Baſeneſs, Wickedneſs, Lewd.
Wiguier, a kind of Magiſtrate, cr Judgé nefs.
Willenage, a ſervile or baſe kind of
in fome Provinces ofFrance and Spain.
Urile, ( L. ) that is of no account, mean, Tenure anciently belonging to Lands, óc.
paltry, filthy, baſe.
by which the Tenant was bound to do
To Ufilify ,to fet light by, or är nought : all ſuch Services as the Lord como
mandéd .
to deſpil , to abuſe.
Tenants in Willenage, or of baſe
Will , a Law-word , ſometimes taken for
2 Manour; and fometimes for a Pariſh , or Tenurt, the ſame that we now call Co
part of it.
py -holders.
Willa , a Village , a Manour -houſe ;
Ufilli, ( L. ) courſe Hairs ; allo Wooll;
out of a City or Town , a Farm -houſe, or the Hair, or Nap of Cloth, & c. Among
Home- ſtall.
Herbaliſts, ſmall Hairs like the grain of
urilla Regis, a Tiile formerly given Pluſ , with which ſome Trees do abound.
Winacea, a Grape-ſtone, the husk of
to thoſe Country - Villages, where the
-Kings of England had a Royal Seat, and Grapes.
Ainago, the Rock- Pigeon , or Stock
held the Manour in their own Demelne.
Uillase, a certain number of Country- Dove; a Bird ,
Houſes or Cottages, without any Wall or
Wincent, ( s. e. an Over-comer or Con
Incloſure,
queroar ) a proper Name of Men.
fillager, an Inhabitant of a Village .
Wincible, that may be vanquiſhed, or
Ufillain , a Man of fervile or baſe Degree, overcome.
Windemia, ( L: ) the gathering of
one that was a meer Bond-fave to the Lord
of the Manour: But it is now commonly Grapes to make Wine, Vintage.
taken for an errant Rogue, or pitiful Fel
t . Urendemial or prindemiatory, be
low.
longing to a Vintage .
Too Ufademiate
Pure Willain , was one whom the
, to gather Grapes, or
Lord might put out of his Lands , Tene other ripe Fruits; as Apples, Pears, Cher.
ments, Goods and Chaſtels at pleaſure ; as ries, & c.
alſo beat and chaſtiſe, but not maim ; of
tindemiatrir, ( i. e. 'the female Vid.
whom the Lord took Redemption to cager ) the Name of a fixed Starofthe
Marry his Daughter and to make him free. third Magnitude or Size, inthe Conſtella
But there are now no ſuch Slaves as theſe, tion Virgo, whoſe Longitude is 185 Degr.
tho' the Law concerning them ſtands un 23 Min . Latitude 16 Degr. 15 Min.
repealed .
TO Windtcate, to defend, or maintain;
Ufillain in gecís , one who was imme. to make an Apology for, to clear or
diately bound to the Perſon of his Lord juftify.
and his. Heirs.
U indication, the act of vindicating,
Ufillain regardant to a Panonr , one | Defence, A pology.
Ufindtcataz ,a Perſon that Vindicates;
that was bound to his Lord, as a Member
belonging and joyn’d to a Manour ofwhich a Defender,
the Lord was owner .
inditta, ( L. ) Vengeance , Punil
Willain - Fleece, ( in old Statutes ) a ment.
Fleece of Wooll thorn from
Vindictive , revengeful.
a ſcabbed
Sheep.
ustne, the Shrub that bears Grapes ,
Grillainous, baſe, wicked , ſhameful, pi
Uline -fretter or finesgrub, a Worm
tiful.
thatgnaws the Vine.
Uillainous Judgment, ( LT ) that
Uine-pear or Damſelspear, a round
Judgment or Sentence which caſts the re- and pretty big Pear ripe in o & ober.
proach of Villany, and Shame upon one a
Uvinegar, ( 1. 6. eager Wine ) Wine,
gainft whom it is given .
or other Liquors rade harp for Sauces,
Crillant, ( L. ) Farmers, or Villagers : cn
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Woman.
Ciralon, ( in Hiſpaniola ) a cool Gale
of wind.
Wirelay, ( F. ) a ſort of comical Song ;
a Roundelay.
Mirga , a Rod, a Twig. ' In old Re.
cords, a Rod, or white Staff, ſuch as She
riffs, Bailiffs, &c. carry as a Badge of their
Office.
Uirga · alnariz, a Yard meaſured ac
cording to the legal Ell, or true Stan
dard .
Uirga ferrea , a Yard according to
the Queen's Standard kept in the Exche
quer.
Uirga Paftoris , the Herb Teazel or
Fuliers Thiſtle .
Ufirgæ , Verges a Meteor repreſenting a
bundle of Rods.
P. Uirgilius Daro, the Prince of

Ainew, Mouldineſs, Hoarineſs, Multi
neſs.
Cineyard, a piece of Grcund ſet with
Vines.
Uinnet , ( F. ) a kind of Border or
Flower, us'd by Printers in the beginning
of a Book, Chapier, dc.
Clinoüty, ( L.) a being vinous.
Uinous, belonging to, that has the
Taſte or ſmell of Wine.
Tintage, Vine-harveft, or Grape-gathering ; alio the Seaſon for ſuch Gathering.
Wintiger, a Vine-reaper, or Grape
gathrer.
Uintner , a feller of Wine, or Tavern
keeper.
Uintry, a Place nored for the Sale of
Wine,
Ginum , ( L. ) Wine made of the Juice
of Grapes , dc .
Uinum Trippocraticum , Hipocras, a written in an elegant,judicious, and for
fort of ſpiced Wine.
the moſt part, lofty and Majeſtick Style.
Uirgin , a chalte Maid, or Maiden.
Uinuin Medicatum , Wine, in which
Uirgin Parchment, a fort of fine
Medicines have been infuſed, for the Uſe
of fick People.
Parchmenr .
Airgins= Bowet, a Flang that ſpreads
Cliol, a Muſical Infrument : Allo a Term
uid ar Sea, when a three-ſtroud Rope is into woody Branches, and ſerves to cover
bound faſt with Nippers to the Cable, and Arbours.
Uirgins - Chreid , a kind of Dew
brought to the Jeer- Capftand, for the better
weighing of the Anchor.
which lies in the Air like ſmall untwiſted
To Tliolate, to infringe, break,or tranl. silk .
Uirginal, belonging to a Virgin, Vire
Ciotation, the At Of Violating, Trans- gin-like!
greſſing, doc.
Uirginal milk or U rgin'seBilk, a
Cliolence, Vehemency, Boiſteriouſneſs ; kind of Composition, otherwiſe callid Ben
jamin-Weier. Allo a Chymical Compoſition
Oppreſſion , Outrage.
Wiolent, boiſterous, furious ; haſty , pal- made by diffolving Sugar of Lead in a
Gionate ; toillome, hard
great deal of Water, tiil it turn white as
Colent Signs, ( in Aftrol .) are thoſe Milk
Tirginals, a noble fort of Muſical In
in which the ill-boding Planets , Saturn
ftrument touch'd afrer the ſame manner
and Mars have any notable Dignicies.
Wiolet, a well known Plant, bearing a as che Organ and Harpſichord ; and pro
ſweet-ſcented and medicinal Flower, ' of bably ſo called as having been counted
which there are ſeveral forts beſides the a proper Inſtrument for Virgins c) play
Common one, viz. Calathian Violet, Corn on
Violet, Dame's Violer , dc.
Wirgineus wabus, the . Green -Sick
Wiolet- apple, a kind of Apple whoſe neſs.
Pulp is delicate.
Trirginia, a Province of Northern Ame
Tiolet Marian , a Flower otherwiſe rica, ſo nam'd in honour of our Virgin
callid Canterbury -bells.
Queen Elizabeth ,
Etiolin , a Muſical Inſtrument.
Wirginia , or Uirginta - Tobacco, the
Uiolitt, one that is skilled in ,or Teach- Tobacco -Plant growing in thoſe Parts.
es the Art of Playing on the Viol.
Ulirginia - Frog, a kind of Frog that
Eiperina, Vipers-Bugloſs, an Herb is 8 or Io times as big as any, in
whore Roots and Seeds are Cordial and England, and makes a coiſe like the bele
lowing of a Bull.
good againſt Melancholy,
Uiperine, belonging to a Viper.
Miegenia - nightingale, a Bird of a
Glyfago, ( L. ) a manly , or couragious
Pure
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Ots Centripetz Duantitas abfo
pure ſcarlet Colour, with a cuft on the
Head .
luca , itsMeaſure greater or leſs, accord.
Tirginian Climber, a Plane that has Jing to the efficacy of the Cauſe that pro
duces it.
Clafpero like a Vine.
Kis Centripete Duantitas Acces
Girginian Silk , a Plant which bears
purpliſh Flowers, and long . Cods con- leratriſ,is its meaſure proportionable to the
neſs which it produces in a given
iaining Alat Seeds wrapped with fine ſoft ſwift
Time.
Silk ,
dis Centripeta Duantitas
Uitrginity , the ſtate or condition of a
tric, is its Meaſure proporcionable to
Virgin ; Maiden -head.
Airga, ( L. ),a Virgin, or Maid, a the Motion which it cauſes in a given
Damiel : Alſo one of the 12 " Signs of time.
Uis impreſſa, an Impulſe, Force, or
the Zodiack , which the Sun enters in the
A &tion , communicated to and exerciſed
month of Auguft.
Qirgoleue, ( F. ) a ſort of Pear, a upon any Body, in order to change its
Fruit
preſent State , either of Reft or Morion unię
Ci ridario eligendo, à Writ that lies formly forward in a Right Line.
Ais inúta poateria , or Ais Inertia,
for the Choice ofa Verderop in the Foo
rent ,
chę bare Power of Refittance only, by which
Tiiride ærls, Verdegreaſe.
every Body , as much as it may ,endeavours
to continue in that State in which it is, eicher
Uirile, Manly, Stout,
Girila, ( L. ) the privý Parts of a of Reft, or Motion .
Man .
His Motrix, the Power which pro
Girtlity, Man's Eftare , Manhoad ; a- duces the Motion of a Body from placera
bility to perform the part of a Man in place .
Gilage, ( F. ) Face, or Cource:
ahe Act of Generation.
Urt msnecales , ( amongthe Romans ) nance .
derrain Officers of the Mint,
Gilcera, ( 1. ) the Entrails, or Bow .
Cirtſungianus Ductus. See Dullus els.
Yirijungianus.
Uiſceral, or Uilcerous , belonging w
Girtual, ( in Philoso ) equivalent, effe- 'the Bowels.
Qual.
i Ulcerous fiert, ſuch as that of the
atirtual foruts or Point of Ti- ' Sromach andGuts.
Aiſcofity, Clammineſs ; a ſticking to any
wigence, / in Dioptricks Ja particular Point
in a Concave Glaſs,
thing, like Glue, or Bird - lime.
Gittae, Efficacy, Power ; Force Quality , Aiſcount or Utcount, a Noblemang
or Perſon of Honour, ' next in Degree to a
Property ,
Oirtues, the Name of one of the Count, or Earl .
Cuſcounteſs, a Viſcount's Wife.
Orders of Angels.
Diſcount , the Territory of a Vif
Thirtuoſo, a learned and ingenious Stu- ! coun
t ; a fore of Lordſhip , or Juriſdi& i.
denein Philoſophy.
Girtute D fticit, ( L. T. ) a good and on in France.
juttifiable Act ; ſuch as is done by virtue
Otiſcous, Clammy , Slimy.
Wilcum , or Giſcus, ( 1. ) Bird -lime,
fan Office or in purſuance of it.
Giralenti , poifonous, or venomous Glue ; alſo a Shrub callid Milletoe.
Aiſer, ( F. ) the fight of an Heads
Quality .
Chirulent, venomous, infe & ious.
piece.
Itirus, ( l.. ) Poifon , Venom ; Alſo a
abflity, ( L. ) a being viſible.
kind of watery Matter, which iſſues out Wiable that may be ſeen, or diſcerns
ed.
of Ulcers and finks very much .
Qism , ( D. ) Might, Power : In Law ,
Cifter, a principal Officer and Stateſman
allo fignifies force, as Vi Armis, so in Turkey . The Grand Vifier, or PrimeVifier,
governs the whole Turkish Empire in Chief
px force of Armsa
Cie Centrifuga, ( in Philos ) is the under the Grand Seignior.
Parce by which any Natural Body rolling
Ulfian, Seeing, or Sight : Alſo a Divine
round abait another endeavours to Ay off Revelation in a Dream , or otherwiſe, alſo an
Apparition
, or Ghoft.
from the Axis of the Motion,
is Centripeta, is chat Force by which Clear Wilon , ( in Opticks ) iş cauſ
i donly . tends towards any point as to ed by a greăr quantity of Rays is the
fame
e Cegree
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fame Pencil, inlightening the correſpond-, Rays unite, and all others that are parallel
ent Points of the Image Itrongly and vigo - to it.
Wiſual Rays. See Ray,
: ouſly.
Chilus, ( L.) the Senſe of Seeing : In
Confuſed Utſion , is occaſioned when
& the Pencils of Rays do intermix one with old Records,Inſpection, or View .
another.
Wital, belonging to, or ſupporting
Direct Qilion is when the Rays of Life.
Uital Faculty, an Adion whereby, a
Light , come from the Object direaly to
Man lives ,sc. ſuch are the Motions of the
& the Eye.
Didinct Qilion , i; caus'd when the Heart, the AG of Breathing, ác.
E. Pencils of Rays from each point of an Ob.
Wital Jntication ( P. T. ) ſuch
jest, do exadly determine in correſpondent an one asrequires the reftoring and pre
points of the Image, on the Coat of the Eye ſerving of the natural Strength of the
call's Retina.
Body.
Uital Spirits, are thoſe that give Life
faint Wilon , is when a few Rays make
: upone Pencil.
and Motion to the whole Body.
Reflected Aidon, is when the Rays of
Uttals , or Wital Parts, the noble
Light are curned back again from any Body Parts of the Body, that chiefly conduce to
the preſervation of Life.
to the Eye.
Refracted atdon , is when thoſe Rays
To Utttate, to corrupt or ſpoil, co defile,
pals chro'different Mediums.
or deflwer.
Ulilionary , a fantaſtical Pretender to Viſi
Uitiligo orEritultgo, a kind of Lepro.
oris and Revelations.
ſy ; Morphew .
tiüt, an Act of Civility performed
Uitreal or Writreous, belonging to
by Friendsgoing to each others Houſes.
Glats, Glaſſy ,
To Eliat, to go to ſee, to go about
Witreous tumour, one of the three
in order toſee whether things be as they Humours of the Eyes, ſo nam'd from its re
Thould : In Divinity, to affli& ,ortry by Affli& i. ſembling melted Glaſs.
ons .
Witreous Tunicle, a thin film, or
Giftation, the Ad of Viſiting. Alſo Coat which is ſaid to ſeparate the vitreous
the Office, or Ad performed by the Bifh. Humour from the Cryſtalline.
uttrification , the changing of any
op or Arch -Deacon in each Dioceſs viſit
ing the ſeveral Ohurches and their Mini- Natural Body into Glaſs by the force of
ſters.
Fire.
To Witrify: to turn into Glaſs, to
The Utltation, the great Sickneſs with
which the People of this Kingdom were fore make, or to grow as hard and tranſparent as
ly afflicted during two Years, A. D. 1665 Glaſs.
and 1666 .
Ufitriol, a Mineral .
all of Steel,
Ufttrial of Mars or
The fealt of the urifitation of our
Lady, a Feſtival kept in the Church of a Chymical Preparation, made by diffoly
Rome,in remembrance of the viſit which the ing iron or Steel in ſome proper Acid Men
fruum .
Wagin Mary made to Elizabeth .
WiGtation of Manners, the Regarder's
Uirrlot of trenus or Copper, is a
Office,ſo called in ancient Times. ,
Solution of Copper in Spirit of Nitre, eva .
Tiliton, one that viſits a Monaftery, or porated and cryftallized .
Religious Houſe .
Witriolick , or titriolous, belong
wriſne, ( L.T. ) a neighbouring Place, or ing to, or partaking of the Nature of
Vitriol .
Place near at hand .
Ultropium , ( among Printers ) an Inſtru .
Uitta, a Filler, or Hair-lace : In Arad
ment, to which a Leaf of Copy is fixt; that tomy, chat part of the Coac call'd Amnion ,
the Compoſitor may always have an Eye which ſticks to the Child's Head when it is
wpon it.
juft born.
Utta, ( I. ) a proſpect .
f uitaperation , ea blaming, finding
Ulifu Franci Ulegti. ( E. L.T. ) a fault with , or diſpraifing :
Uivacious , Lively, brisk .
Writ to exempt onefrom coming to the view
Livacity , Livelineſs, Sprightlineſs quick
of Frank Pledge , who is not reſident within
ed
nels, or readineſs of Wit,
the Hundr .
Uiva Decuvia, 10.
) live Care
Olliral, belonging to the Sight.
Utrual Point, in Perfped ) a Point in tel.
ibary,
Free
the Horizontal Line, in which all the Ocular
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Ultramarine, that comes or is brought
Utvary, a place where Living Creatures
are kept : In Law , a Park , Warren, or from beyond Sea ; alſo the fineft fort of
blew Colour us'd in Painting.
Fiſhpond.
El tramontanes , a Name given by the
Uliver', the Sea. Dragon ; a Fiſh .
The wives , a Diſeaſe in Horſes,
Italians, to all People living on the hither
Jivifiçition, the A& of vivify, fide of the Alps.
alpa, ( L. ) Reet, or Weed of the
ing.
To Wivlig, to enliven , or quick. Sea, Sea-grafs; allo Weeds growing in
Pools, or Aanding-Waters.
en.
Ulufagi, inferiour Turkiſh Horſe-men,
Eiviparous, that brings forth young
that ſerve in the Court of the Grand
Ones living and perfe&t.
Seignior
.
froa
Wiren , or ffiren, a Fox's Cub ;
Ulula , ( L. ) the whooping Owl, or
ward Child '; a ranting Woman .
Wiz . for Videlicet, ( L. ) to wit, that is. Gill.hunter.
Utzard a Mask, or falfe Face put on for
+ Alulation, a howling like a Dog,
or Wolf.
& Diſguile.
Uladidlaus, a proper Mame of Men , Umbella, ( L. ) a little Shadow a
skreen -fan , Umbrella or Bóngrace. Among
chiefly us'd in Poland.
Herbalifts, Umbella are taken for the round
Nicer, a running Sore .
Cancerous Ullier, a large Uicer hav- Tufts or Heads of ſome Plants.
ing its Lips ſwoln, kard and knotty, with
Umbelliferous Plants, Herbs that,
thick Vcins round about, full of dark black have ſuch round Tufts, or that have ſmak
Stalk
s ftanding upon greater;
in Bloud .
Umber, a Mungrel bred of a Goat
Cavernous ulcer, is that the en
trance of which is faight and the botton and a Sheep ; allo à fort of Trout-fish:
broad.
Allo a dark yellowiſh Colourus'd in
Corollde urcer, that which by Paintirg.
ambtitcal or mbilick , belonging
the ſharpneſs and ill quality of its Matter
eats thro', corrupts and mortikes the to the Navel.
Fieſh
Cobilical points, the ſame as Fo
Fifulous ulcer, what which has long, cus's.
Umbilical Region , ( in Arat. ) that
{traight and deep Holes, with much hard
neſs in its Sides.
part of the lower Belly, which lies round
Putrid Ulcer, that wherein the aboutthe Navel.
Fleth is ſoft and cruſty ; the Matter be
Umbilical Aeftels, the Veins, Artes
ing Aimy and ſtinking like a dead Cai- ries, & c . that long to the Navel, or ra
cals .
ther are enwrapped in the Navel-ftring.
To Ulcerate, to cauſe , or to grow to an
Umbilicus, ( L. ) the Navel.
In Mathematicks, the Umbilicus of
Ulcer.
Wilceration , a breaking out into Ulcers an Ellipſis, & c. is that middle Point,about
and Soies.
which the Motion of any rolling Body
Ulcerous, belonging to, or full of Ul. is made, and which it reípe & s as itsCea
ter.
gers.
Umbellifecæ , Midwives chat cut the
Ulcus, ( L. ) an Ulcer, a Botch or
Navel.ftrings of Infants.
Boil.
Ule -Games , ( 0. ) ChriftmasGamesor
Embles , humbles , or Pumbles,
( F.) part of the Entrails of a Deer.
Sports.
Umbont or hozn , ( among Herbalifts)
Allage of a Cask, is what ſuch a Vel
any pointed Style or Head in the middle
ſel wants of being full.
Ulna, an Ell, in Meaſure. In Anatomy, ufa Flower .
Umbja, ( L.) a Shadow , or Shade:
the greater Bone of the Elbow .
Wura ferrea, ( 0. L. ) the Stan. Allo the Umber, a ſort of Fiſh.
dard Ell of Iron, kept in the Exche
Umbžage , Shadowing , Shadow or
guer.
Shade ,allo Suſpicion, or jealouſy : Pres
wilomelta, ( G.in Surgery) the ſound - tence or Colour .
neſs of a whole Member.
Umbrella or Umbrello , a kind of
( 0.1 ) Outrage Viel broad Fan or Skreen, commonly us'd by
altagium,
ence
,
Women to fhelter them from Rain : Allo 2
Eltimate, laft, utnoft.
Wooden Frame cover'd with cluch so
revenging
uklon
+
,a
.
keep off the Sun from a Window.
Ampirage
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Empirage, the Office, or Judgment of chat the Clerk and Controllers'of the Pell
an Umpire ; Arbitration.
may ſee their Entries be true .
Umpire, a chird Perſon choſen to put
endersätter , ( L. T. ) an Inmate , or
a final End to a Controverſy , left to the Lodger.
ion
Determinat
of two Arbitrators, in care
Under-Treaſurer of England, 'an
d notr come to an Agreement Officer fubordinate to the Lord Treaſurer ,
ſhoul
they
Matte
about the
.
whore Buſineſs is to Cheſt up the Queen's
Treaſure, and to ſee it carry'd into the Royal
Umple, ( 0. S. ) fine Lawn .
Un, a Negative Particle, which is put Treafury in the Tower.
for the Latin in, and may be joyned to
Under-twood, Coppice, or any Wood
almoft all ſorts of Engliſh Words.
that is not counted Timber.
Unanimity, ( L. ) Agreement ofMind
Underling, one that adsunder another ,
and will, a common or general Con. or only by hisOrders.
fene.
To undertake, to take upon one, to
Unanimills, that is of one Mind manage, to be Bail or Surety, to anſwer
Heart and Wilf.
for.
Ofnare or Efnnart, ( O. L. ) co Inn, Undertakers, Managers of any Buſineſs
to get in or make up Hay, fit for Caso eſpeciallyſuch as carry on fome great Work.
Allo Perfons that take upon them co Imbalm
riage.
To Unbend, to looſen, or flacken ; To dead Bodies, and to provide all things ne
unbend the Cable of an Anchor , is to take ceſſary for Funerals.
ir away
Ondertide , ( S. ) the Evening-time:
Unciinia, ( L. ) a ſort of Swelling .
Waberd, ( 0. ) laid open
Undoing of a Boar, ( H.T. ) thecreff:
Unbzace that maliard, i. e. Cut
it up .
ing of it.
Undzes, ( O. R. :) Minors, or Perſons
Uncia , ( L. ) an Ounce, che twelfth
part of the Roman As, or Pound : Allo under Age.
Undulate, or Andulated , ( L. ) made
with us, the twelfth part of an Apothe
in faſhion of Waves .
cary's Pound , containing 8 Drams.
Unctæ , ( in Algebra ) thoſe Numbers
Undulation, a Motion like that of
which are ſet before the Letters of the the Waves, a waving to and fro of the
Members of any Power produced from a Air.
Binomial, Multinomial, or Refidual Roof.
Elfneth, ( 0. ) ſcarce, with difficul:
TO Uncloy a Piece ,( in Gunnery ) is to ry .
Unfozmed, that is without Form , Fainia
blow out the Nail that is driven into the
Touch -hole of a Gun, by a Train .
on , or Shape.
Uncome, an ( 0. ) a Felon or Whit.
Unformed stars . ( in Aſtron .) thoſe
low .
which are ſcarce to be ſeen by the bare
Uncouth, odd, harſh , unpolithed , fo- Eye, or even by a Teleſcope.
reign.
Enganand, ( 0. ) . Ungainly, Foolt ,
WEngeld,( S.T. ) when a Perlon is to far
Unctton, ( L. ) an Anointing.
out of the Protection of the Law , that if
Unctuolity,abeing Un& uous.
Unctious , Oily, grealý, farty.
he were murcler'd , no Geld or Fine hou'd
Uncus, ( L. ) a Hook , a Tenter ; allo be paid, by any that killd him .
& Surgeon's Inſtrument to draw a dead Child
Ungment, ( L. ) an Ointment, or
or liquid
Salve.
out of the Womb.
Encaſtomed Goods, choſe for which po
Unguentarii, the Artof making Ointa
ments ; alto a Woman that makes or ſells
Cuſtom has been paid .
Ufndee, ( in Heraldry ) waved, made to chem .
reſemble Waves,
Winguentum , any (weer Ointment ;
fnder the Sta. ( S.T.) a Ship is Perfume , a Salve.
faid to be ſo , when the lies ſtill or waits for
Unguentuin Arinarium , Weapon
some other Ships, with her Helm tied up a- Salve.
Lee.
Unguis, a Nail of a Finger or Toe:
Under the SunsWearas. ( in Afrol. ) Allo theClaw of a Beaft or Bird ; al
is when a Planet is not fully diſtant 17 Dero a Diſeaſe in the Eye call'd a Haw .
grees from the Sun's Body.
Ufriguis Ds, a little thin Bone in the
Faber-Chamberlain of the Ecche= great corner oftheOrbit of the Eye.
quer, an' Oficer there chat cleaves the Tal
Ungula, the Hoof of an Horſe or other
lies,written by the Clerk,and reads the ſame, Bealt : Allo a hooked Inftrument made ure
Tttt 2
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of by Surgeons, to draw a dead Child out of an Univerſal. ( in Logick ) chat
the Womb .
1
which is common in ſeveral things ; a Predi.
Ungula Dculi, the round riſing of the cable.
Eye .
Eft:fverſaltty, a being Univerſal, Ge.
. Unhelp, ( 0. ) Sickneſs.
nerality.
Unicojn, z Beaſt ſaid to be as big as an
Ufnfverſe, the whole world , the whole
Hörle, having one white Horn in themiddle Frame or Mats ofmaterial Beings,
of the Fore-head , about Five Handfuls long .
Efniverfitas ,( L .) the whole in general ,
Sea -unicorn or Unicorn -Wiha’e, a Generality. Among the Civilians, a Corpa
Fim with a Head like a Horſe, and a ration or Body Politick,
Horn iſſuing out of the Fore-head , Foot
Univerâte, a Society of Learned Men
long.
eftabliſh'd for the Studying and Teaching of
Unffrum , that that is of one Form, or Languages , Arts and Sciences,
Falhi. n , that has all its Parts alike.
Guivocal, conſiſting of one Voice,
Uniform flowers of Plants, fuch Sound , or Name:- In Logicky Univocal
as are all round of the ſame Figure.
Terms are ſuch whoſe Name and Nature is
Uniform Wotions, the ſame with the ſame.
Equal or Equable ones.
Univocal Signs, ( in Surgery ) are
Entformity, being of one and the ſame certain Accidents or Signs of the Fra
Form , or Fashion ; Conformableneſs, Agree- & ure of the Scull, viz . Dimneſs of
ableneſs.
Sight, loſs of theUnderſtanding, 6c.
Union, the joyning of ſeveral things to
Unked, or Inkward, Solitary, Lone.
gether ; Concord, Agreement, eſpecially ly.
xhat which ariſes from Solemu Leagues, made
To Ankennel, ( H. T. ) as To Vn
between Sovereign Princes and States. In kennel a Fox,i. c . to drive, or force him
Law, the conſolidating or joyning of two from hisHole:
Churches into one. Also a Term usd for
To Unlace, to undo a Lace : A.
the mutual Sympathy, or Agreeableneſs of mong Carvers, to Unlace a Coney, is to Cut
Colours in a piece of Painting .
it open.
Winton - Pearls, the beł forr of Pearls Anlage, ( S. ) a wicked, or unjuft
that grow in Couples.
Law ,
Unjoynt that Bittern , s. 1. Cut it Unlawfut, nor lawful, contrary to
up.
Law.
Unicon, ( in Muſick ) one and the ſame,
Anlawful Artemvly, the Meeting of
Sound, the agreement of two Nores or three or more Perrons by Force to commit
Strings of an Inftrument in one and the fame come unlawful A&.
Tone .
To Unleaſh, ( H.T. ) is to undo the
Unit, Uinite, or Unity, ( in Arith .) Leaſh or Line, in order to let go the Dogs
the firſtfignificant Figure, or Number I.
after the Game.
Unitable, that may be united, capable
Unlimited Problem , ( in Mathema.)
of Union .
ſuch an one as is capable of infinite So
Unitarian, an Hererick thar denies the lutions .
To Unlute , ( C.T. ) to take away the
Union of the Godhead in three Perſons.
To Unite, to make one, to jɔyn toge Lute, Loam , or Clay .
ther.
To Wumpoj, ( E.S.T.) to weigh An
Efnftian , ( in Burgerny ) the uniting of chor, to putout to Sea.
disjoynred Parts.
Unnatural, that is againſt Nature,
Unity, Oneners Singleneſs, Union, A. monſtrous ; alſo void of Natural, Affedi.
greement: 1a Arithmetick, the firft Princi- on .
ple of Number .
To Unparrel & Vard, ( S. T. ) .co
Unity of pofietron , ( L.T, ) a joynt rake off the Framescall'd Parrels, that go
about the Maſts.
round
ſeveralTipofleffion
oftwo Rights by
cles,
To Wuplite, (Q.) to explain .
Univerſal, belonging, or extending to
Unques prílt, ( E.) a Plea in a Law -fuit,
all ; general .
whereby a Man profeffes himfelf always
Univerſal Equinoctial Dial, a Ma- ready to perform what the Demarıdant re
thematical Inftrument to find the
Latitude, quires .
the Hour of the Day, and moft Propoſitions
Unreclaimed, not reclaimed , or not
on the Globe .
reduced to Reaſon. In Falconry , uprazsed,
wild...
TO
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To Unreeve a Rope , ( $ . T. ) to Uleice, Sound that comes out of the
pull a Rope out of a block or Pulley.
Moun, Cry ; alſo a Vote, or the Right of
To Unrig , to take away the Rigging, Voting upon any Occaſión .
The doice of God , a Scripture-Expreſſi
or Cordage .
Unſcrip:ural, not preſcribed , or appoint- f'on for the Divine Command.
Uloid , empty, deprived of, that is of no
ed in the Holy Scriptures,
Unſeeking ( in Falconry ) a taking ForceorEffect.
away the Thread that runs thro' the
A Uloid, a void or empty Space.
Hawk's Eye-lids, and hinders herSight.
To Uoid , to gº out, or depart
from , to throw out by Stool or Voo
E UnCelineſs , ( 0. ) Unhappineſs.
mit.
unlock'd.
Unſper'
d, ( 0.
To Unlock
a ) Õun,
is to take off its
Toid of Courſe, ( in Aſtrol. ) a Plan
net is ſaid to be fo , when it is ſeparated
Stock.
To Unſtrike the hood, ( in Falcon . from one Planet; and during its Scay in
ry ) to draw the Strings , of a Hawk's that Sign, does not apply to any
Hood, cbat it may be in a readineſs to ther.
Tloid.ble, that may be voided .
pull off
Unlummed , a Term usd when a
Coidance, ( L. T. ) a Want of an
Hawk's Feathers are not at their full Incumbent or Clerk in Poffeffion of a Be.
nence .
Length :
#loided , ( in Heraldry ) is when
Unlvote,
(0.)
unſweet,
or
unſavoury:
Untach that Curlewo, i. e. cut' it there are Lines drawn on the In -lide,
and parallel to the Out- lines of any Or
up .
Antenable, not tenable, nor capable of din ry :
Woider, a Table -basket for Dishes, Plates
being held by a Tenant.
Knives, & c. All a wooden painted Vettel,
. Gintheweb , ( 0 ) unmannerly.
To Intruſs, to undo a Truſs or Bundle ; to hold Services of Sweet- mea's . In He
raldry, one of the Ordina ies, whoſe Fi
to ungird, or unrie.
Unwea:her , ( Ş. ) a . Tempeſt, or gure is much like that of the Flanch or
Flask.
Storm .
Uoire dire, ( F. L , T.) as when 'tis
Unwemmed . ( 0. ) unſported.
Unxieldy, that cannot well be mana. pray'd upon a Tryal , That a Witceſsmay
be ſworn upon a Voire dire , i. e . that
ged , over-heavy, unactive.
he be obliged upon Oath, to declare the
Unwili), ( 0. ) unknown,
Truth .
Unwit, ( 0. ) Foliy.
Coili11.29 €, Neighbourhood , Nearneſs.
To Gnyoke , to take off the Yoke
from a Beaſt ; to free out of Bondage, or i Hola , ( L. ) th :Palm of the Hand ; al
ſo the Hollow of the foot,
Slavery,
Harabulary, ( L. ) a little Didin.
Uolacious, ( in Philos.) apt or fit to
nary , or Book containing a Collection of fly .
Tolant, Flying ; as , A Camp Volaut. In
Words.
Uocal, belonging to the Voice .
Heraldry, when a Bird is drawn in a Coat
Hacal Muſick , that which is performed of Arms, Flying or having its Wings ſpread
out.
by Voices.
Wolatica ( L.) a Witch , or Hag that Flies
Ulocal Herpes, the ſame as Recurrent
in the nir : Allo a Terrer or Ring -Worm , a
Ner's.
kind of Swelling
Locality, a being Vocal.
Locatio in sus, ( C. I : ) the ſame Volatile, init flies or can Ay, airy ,
as a Summons in the Common Law.
light : In Chymiſtry , apt to fly ,or fteam out in
Uocation ;' a Calling , an Employ, or vapours.
Eolatile Salt of Uegetables is
Courie of Life , to which one is ap
uſually drawn in a Retort, from the Fruits
pointed
Liocative Care, ( in Gram. ) the and Seeds fermented or putrihed , and Vola
fifth Cale by which a Noun is decli- tile Salto Animals is drawn much afier the
Came manner
ned .
Ulocifera to , ( L. ) a Bawling, or Cry
Tioiltiie Spirit ,-isa Volatile Salt diſa
ing out aloud : In 'old Lax -Records, an rolved in a ſurficie.st. Quantity of Phlegm , or
Quecry raiſed againſt a Malefa & tor ; Hue and Water.
& latile Sur of Sal Armoniack .
Cry .
Clogut, ( 8. ) Excem , Credit ; Repura
sion , away .
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is made of a mixture of Quick -Lime, or are : In Anatomy, a Bone feated in
the middle of the lower part of the
Sale of Tarcar wi h SalArmoniack.
Wolaitles, Living -Creatures that Hy in Noſe.
the Air as Birds do.
Uomica, an Impoftume, or Boil : Allo
Colatility, a being Volatile : Among a fault in the Lungs, which cauſes a ſmalt
Chymiſts, the Property of fuch Mixt Bo- Fever, accompany'd with Reſtleſnels and
dies whoſe Corpuſcles, will riſe up by Leanneſs.
means of that Degree of Heat which is
Tomit, a vomiting, or cafting ; alſoa
proper to ſublime or raiſe them .
Porion ' to cauſe vomiting .
To Colatilize , to make Volatile.
To Womit , to (pue, caſt, or bring
up.
Ajlery•, a great Bird -cage.
Gomitozy, that caufes ta vomit, or
+ Galitation , a flying or Auttering
about.
provokes Vomiciog.
Wo ition , ( in Philos. ) the Ad of
W004 , ( C. ) a Furrow of Land .
Willing
Uopiſcus, ( L. ) of two Twins in the
Colleg, a great Shout : Alfo a general womb, that which comes to perfect
Diſcharge of Musket-ſhot upon fome extra- Birth.
ordinary Occafian .
Gogaetoug, ravegous, feeding greedily.
Gollella or Gulſella, a pair of Tweez
Tozacity, aptneſs to devour,Greedinelia
ers, or Nippers to pluck up Mairs by the Gluttony.
Koors : Alſo a Surgeon's ſinal Pincers.
Togter, a Whirl.pool: la the Cartefian
Colta,( 1. in Horſemanship) a Bounding- Philolophy, a Syſtem of liquid air which
turn
moves round like a Whirl-pool, and carries
Golubility, a being eaſily rolled : Allo che Planets about the Sun.
a quick and eaſy Delivery in Speech or
Clotareſs, a female Vorary.
Pronunciation.
Cotary, one thac has bound himſelf
Coluble, that ſpeaks with great Flu to the performance of a Religious Vow .
Wote, Voice, Advice or Opinion about
entnets , nimble in Specch having a round
Pronuncia : ion .
a Matter in Debate.
Totes , the things, voted for, the
Volume, a part of a large Book ; a
Book of a rcalonable size, which may be Reſolves of an Aſſembly, or Parliamegr.
To Glote , to give in one's Vore.
bound by it ſelf. In Philofophy, The
To Touch , to maintain, or affirm , 10
Volume of a Body, is that fpace which is
Warrant;
to challenge : In Law, to call
enclos'd within its Superficies.
Columinous, that conſifts of ſeveral one in Court to make good his War
Volumes,
ranty:
Uolumus, ( L. we will y the firft
To Elouch foj ont, is to paſs his Word
Word of a Clauſe in the Queen's Writs for him .
of Protection and Letters Patent.
Glouchet, 2 Perſon vouched at Law .
Clolunde, ( 0 , ) the Will .
Coucher, the Tenant who calls ano
Uolunt, ( L. T.) Will, when the Teacher Man into the Court that is bound ta
mint holds Landi, & c. at the will of make good his Warranty:
the Leffor, or Lord of the Mfanour.
To Touchlafe, to condeſcend, to be
Golantary , that is done, or ſufferd pleas'd to do a thing : In Divinity, to grant
without Compulſion, or Force ; free.
graciouſly .
A Toluntary, a Muſician's Play ex- Cow , a Religious Promiſe , a Solemn
cmpore , ſuch as comes next to his Fancy. and Devout Proteſtation.
Wolunteer, one that ferves vo'untarily
To Wow , to make a Vow , to fwear
ia the Wars.
or proteft folemnly.
Towels , certain Letters of the Alpha
Coluptuary,a voluptuous Perſon
Uoluptuous, ſenſual, given to Carnal bet, fo calld, becauſe they expreſs a Sound
Pleafures.
of themſelves, without the help of a Con
Qolata . ( L. in Architee ) that part fonant.
of the Tonick, Corinthian, and Composite
Goyage, ( F. ), a paffing from ope
Orders, which repreſents the Dark of Country or place to another, eſpecially by
Trees Twiled and turn'd into Spiral Lines. Sea ,
+ Golutation , a rolling , tumbling, or Eloyager, « Traveller
wallowing
To Mpbraid, to twit or him in the Tecil,
Ufolvulus, ( L. P. T. ) che ewiſting of co reproach .
phe Guts, a Diſeale .
mer , ( L. ) a Couker, os Plougha
Ho
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To #phold, to ſupport, or maintain
to favour .
Upholſter or Upholtteret, aTradeshan that deals in all ſorts of Chamber
Furniture.
Upland, high Ground.
Uplandér, one that lives in the high
Grounds, an High -lander.
Uplight, ( 0 ) taken up.
Upright, fer, or ſtanding up ſtraight,
in oppoſition to firring or lying ; alfo lin
cere, honeſt , juſt.
An Upright, ( in Archite&t .) a Re.
preſantation , or Draugbt of the front of a
.
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Oreters, ( G. in Anat . ) two Conduits
or Pipes that proceed from the Reins, and
convey the Urine thence to the Bladder.
Urethza , the Urinary Paſſage chro'
which the Urime paſſes from the Bladder
to the end of the Penis.
To arge , ( L. ) to move, or preſs ear
neſtly ; to provoke, or vex ; to intik upon
in Diſcourſe.
Urgency, preſſing Importunity, hafte of
Buſineſs.
Tirgent, Preſſing, Earneſt.
Ariah, ( F. the Fire of the Lord ) a
Chief Commander in K. David's Army.
Ariel, ( F. the Fire of God ) a Naine
of an Angel
Grigo, ( L. ) burning with a Cauſticks
alſo the Itch of Luſt .
or Rior.
Tythot, iſſue , end or Succeſs of a Bu.
Urim and Chummim , ( H. Lighes
fineſs.
and Perfe & ions ) Twe!ve precious Stones
Apfart or Upitart- Fellow , one of in the Breat-plate of the Hgh -iriett,which
mean Birth that is grown Rich, of a ſud. Phone like the Flame of Fire.
den .
Arina, ( L. ) Urine, Piſs, Stale.
Trinai, a Glaſs- Vestel to receive.Un
1 Tipſwale, ( Q. ), fwelled up .
Urachis, (G , in Anat.) a ſmall Pipe rine .
which conveys the Urine from the Blade
Urinaria fiftula. the Urine-pipe ,
der of a child in the Womb, into the the same as Urethra .
Coat called Allantoides.
Urine, a Seroum Excrement which paſſes
Graic. Wrack & Sea -weed uo'd for from the Reins to the Bladder, and is dif
Fuel in the lands of Jerſey and Guerr- charged as Occaſion requires.
Sey
Arnes, ( in Falconry ) Nets to catch
Urania, the Name of one of theNine Hawks with .
Erinouls , belonging to, or partaking,
Mufts; who priGded over Aſtronomy.
Uranoſcopia, a Contemplacing,or view of the Nature of Urine.
Pringus Salts, ( C. T. ) all ſorts of
ingof the Heavens.
Tranoſcepus , one that obſerves the drawn Volatile Salos which are contrary to
Courſe of the Heavenly Bodies, alſo a Acids.
Crith, ( S. C. ) Etherings or windinge
Fith which has but one Eye in the Head ,
ſo plac'd, that ſwimming it ſeems to look of Hedges.
aipwards.
Urna, ( L. ) An Urn , a Water-Pirche
er : Allo a. Poc made of differenc Mata
Arbaxifts, a fort of Nuns .
Urbanity , ( L. ) Civility, civil Beha - ter, to keep the Aſhes and Bones of the
Dead, after they were buint : Allo a
viour, good Manners.
Urchin , an Hedgehog ; allo a Dwarf ; certain liquid Meaſure containing four
Gallors.
a little unlucky Boy, or Girl.
Trocriterium , ( G, P. T , ) a giving
Sea-Urchin or Sea- ledge : thog , a
kihfo call’d , becauſe it is round andfull judgment of Diſeaes, by the light of
of Prickles, like a Land Hedge-bog rolled ibe Urine.
Wrocritica, Signs which are obſerved
up ,
archin -like Rind , the outward Husk from Urine.
romantia, a Divining or guelling ac
of che Cheſnut, ' which is all ſet with
Brickles.
the narure of a Diſcale, by viewingthe
Ure, Ule, as to put one's ſelf in Vre, 4. Patient's Urine,
e . to accuftom one's ſelf.
Eropygtum , or Dirhopygium , the
Ure -Dr, a kind of Bufle cr wild ox. parrowett or loweft part of the Chine,the
Credo , ( L. ) che blaſting of Trees Rump.
or Herbs ; alio an itch, or burning in the
atroſcopia, an Inſpection or looking
inro Urines.
Skin .
ia
ines
Ucent , ( L. K. T,
Medic
of 4
Urry, a ſort of blew Clay, digged out
of Coal-Mines.
busuing Quality
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Girla , ( L ) a She.Bear .
Uſurpation, the A& of Uſpurping ;
Urla Bajor, a Northern Conſtellation an unjuſt Poſſeſſion of another Man's Pro
.
priery
Great,
The
commonly
calld
of 27 Stais ;
Bear
Olurg , Money taken for the Loan
Arſa Finoz or The leſſer Bear , of any thing, or an unreaſonable and
arother Northern Conſtellation that con- unlawful Gain exacted upon that Ac.
ofts of ſeven Stars.
count .
Urſula , ( iie a little She-bear ) a
Utas, ( L.T. ) the eighth Day follow
proper Name of Women .
ing any Term, or Feaſt ; as The Vtas of Saint
Merſulines , an Order of Nurs.
Hilary , & C.
Urvnes, ( O ) Nets to catch Hawks.
Utchunguois, a fort of wild Cat is the
Ulage, ( 1. ) Cuftom , common Pra & ice, Weft- Indies.
Way,
Treatment : In Law , the
Fam on ,
Atenlil, any thing that ſerves for Uſe, a
ſame as Preſcription.
neceſſary Implement, or Töot.
Etenals , in (military Affairs ) are
Uſance, the ſpace of time between any
Day of one Mont , and the fame Day of Neceffaries due to every Soldier, and to
the next, which is generally allow'd for be furniſhed by his Hoft , where he is quar.
the Payment of money expreß'd in a terd.
Oteri afcendo, ( L. ) the rifing of the
Bill of Exchange, after it has been ac
Mother ; a Diſeale
cepred.
Double Wrance, the ſpace of two ſuch Uteri Procidentia, the falling of the
Monins a lowed upon the ſame Account .
Womb .
Ole , the Employing or the Enj yment
Uterine, belonging to the Womb.
thing
Cuſtom,
of a
Pratice ; Intereſt of
;
Uterine Frother, a Brother by the Mo.
Money : In Law, the Profit of Lands or ther's Side.
Tenements .
Uterine fury, a Diſeaſe in the
Hler de Arnon , is the purſuing, or womb.
brin ing an A tion at Law ,
Uteris, ( L.) the Matrice, òr Womb.
Urer, the Under -Maſter in a School;
Titfarygthefe, ( S. ) a Privilege impower
alf the Door-keeper of a Court.
ing the Lord of a Manour, to puniſh a
Uner or Gentleman -Ulter, an Of Thief, committing Theft out of his Liber
ficer that waits upon a Lady,or Perſon of ty, if taken within his Fee.
Quality
Utility, ( L. ) Uſefulneſs, Benefit, Ad
Wiers of the Erchequer, are four vantage .
in Number who attend ihe chief Officers
Aliagatio, ( 1. L. T , ) an Qutla
wry :
and Barrns in the Court at Weſtminfter.
Átlagato Capiendo quando utlagatur
To Esher , in , to introduce, or bring
in .
polica fugit in a
in uno Comitatu
Tinea, ( L. ) a kind of green Morsltum , a Writ for the taking of a man that
which grows upon Humane Sculls and is outlawed in one County and flies into ano
ther .
is ui'd in Phyſick .
Utlagb, ( S. ) an Out - law , Of Outlaw .
Alquebagh , a ftrang Irish Liquor.
ation, (L. ) a burning : In Surgery, aed Perſon:
burning or ſearing with a hor Iron .
Uttary or Dutslawiy, a Puniſhment
Utrigo , a blaſting or bliting of Corn
for ſuch asbeing called into Law , contem
a burning in Sores.
ptuouſly refuſe to appear.
Uluat, that ſerves for Ure, common ,
Utlepe, (O. L.) a Flight or Eſcape, made
byThieves or Robbers.
ordinary,
Uſurpation, ( L. T ..) the Enjoying of Etter , abſolute, entire ; outward.
To Utter , to pronounce, or ſpeak forth ;
a thing for continuance of Time, or re
ceiving'the Profits.
to vend, or ſell Wares.
Olufructuary, one that has the Uſe ,and
Otters Barriſters , Perſops well Skilled
reaps the Profit of any thing, the Pro- in the Cominon-Law who are callid from
priety of which reſts in another.
their contemplation to Practice, and admit
to plead without the Bar.
Gain . oue that lends upon Uſury, or tedatcerance,
forUlarer,
Delivery , manner of ſpeak
Ulurious,belonging to, or that pra & ifes ing ; alſo ſale of Commodities.
Ulury .
Gva . (L. ) a Grape, a Raiſin ; alſo the
TólOlurp
, to take away, or ſeize upon famewith Vorla.
mi
y
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avea Membrana Aive Clinica, ( in Flannel, or Corton ; alſo a Bun lle of Straw ,
Anat. ) a Coat of the Eye, which reſem or Peare .
bles the skin of a Grape .
Wiad or Wladding, (' in Gunnery )
Avigena or Uvigera , the ſame with a ſtopple of old Clouts, or Straw, put
Tuula .
up clole to the Shot, to keep it from rolling
Uulcano, or Tolcano , ( I.) a burning out.
Mountain that caſts forth Flames, Smoak and
Wlad - hook, a Rod, or great' Iron-wire,
Alhes.
with a Handle or Staff to draw out Wads,
Culgar, ( L. ) common, general,ordina or Ockam, that the Piece may be unloa
ded .
ry ; low, bare, mean .
Wulgar fractions, ( in Arithm . ) ordi
To addemole, ( 0. ) courſe Stuff usd
nary forts of Fractions, diſtinguiſhed fi om/ De. for covering the Collars of Cart-horſes.
Fractions
cimal
, &c ,
To Waddle, to go lide-long, as a Duck
Elulgar or Aulgate Tranſlation of 'does.
She Bible, thar Latin Tranſlation of it,
Wiaddles, the Stones of a Cock.
which is generally received in the Church of To quade, to go in , or paſs thro' the
Rome.
Water of a River, Brook, oc.
The Unlgar, the common ſort of People,
Waft, ( S.T. ) a Sign made to Ships,
the Rabble .
or Boars for Men to come aboard ; as a Coar,
or Sea-gown , &c. hanged out in the Main
Tained , ( in Heraldry.) wounded .
Throwds .
( 'ulnerable , that may be wounded .
Xulnerary, belonging to, or good for the
To Waft, to convoy or guard any Ship
or Fleec at Sea.
healing of Wounds.
tulnerary
Medicine
cure
proper
after, a Frigat to convoy after fuch a
TC{
to
, a
A
Wounds.
manner .
Wiafters or Wa frozs ,three Officers wirh
Tulnus, ( L. ) a Wound ,a Hurt, a Sore .
Uulpine, belonging to, or like a Fox ; Naval Power, appointed by K. Edward IV .
Crafty, ſubtil.
to guard Fiſher-men on the Coaſts of Norfolk
Uultur or Gripe, a large Bird of and Suffolk:
Prey .
To Wag , to move or ftir, ro ſhake.
Wtag-tatlor Water-1wallow , a
Kulturine, belonging to, or partaking of
Vultur.
Nature
of a
Bird .
the
Wulba , the Matrice, or womb ; alſo
( Waga or Tag.) , a Weigh, a quantity of
Womb
paſſage
the
, or Neck of the Cheeſe ,Wooll , &c. conſiſting of 256 Pounds
Womb.
Avoir.du -pois.
Wulva Cerebzi, a ſomewhat long Fur
To Wage, ( L.T.) ta give Security for
row between the Eminences, or bunching the performance of a thing.
out parts of the Brain.
To adage Lam , to proſecute or carry
Uvula, che little piece of ſpungy Fler on a Law.luit : When an Action of Debt
chat hangs down from the Palate or Roof of is brought againſt one, the Defendant may
the Mouth .
Wage his Law, i. e. take an Oath that he
Uvula-Spoon , a Surgeon's Inſtrument. does not owe any thing to the Plaintiff. Wager
of Law, the Offer of ſuch an Oath.
Wroj, ( L.) a Wife .
Tlaggery , Wantonneſs, frolickſome or
W roztous, over -fond of, or doring upon
his Wife.
merry Pranks ,
Hrozium . ( among the Romans ) a
maggilh , wanton , toyiſh .
Finefor Forfeit paid for not marrying . .
To Waggle , to joggle , or move up
Uzifur, ( C. r. ) Cinnabar, inade up of and down.
Sulphur andMercury ,
( tiasconer, one that drives a Waggon ;
Uzziel, ( H. the Buck - Goat of God ) alſo a Northern Conſtellation, the famewith
the Son of Kohath,
Charles-wain .
Tuaif or Weif, ( L, T. ) Cattel ſtray
ed , or Goods Rollen and quitted upon
Hue -and -Cry ; which being Found, are
to be proclaimed feveral Market- days,
W A
and if challenged within a Year and a
Day, are to be reſtored to the Owner :
D Wabble, to wriggle about'as an Otherwiſe they belong to the Lord of the
T Arrow ſometimes does in the Air.
Manour,
adtailed ,
Vuua
Guad, a ſort of Flocks of Silk , courſe
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Walkers, a ſort of Foreft -Oficers op:
Stailed, Wine ( 0. ) choice Wine.
pointed to walk about a certain ſpace of
watain , ( S. ) a Cart, or Waggon.
cWainable, ( O. R. ) that may be Ma. Ground committed to their Care .
ziured, or Ploughed.
tallscreeper, a Bird .
Tüali- Flower, a Plant bearing 2
WUainage, the Furniture of a Wain, or
Cart.
i'w cet-fcented yellow Flower.
Wair, ( among Carpenters ) a piece
Baila, ( O. L. ) a wall, or Bank
of Timber cwo Yards long and one foot of Earch, caft up for a Mound or Boup
broad .
daiyo
&caits, a ſort of Wind. Muſick.
taallet, a kind of Bag with two
To wlaide, ( L. T. ) to quit, or for- Pouches to it : Alſo the Name of a Chan
fake.
nel on the Coafts of England.
Wlaided, a Woman is faid To be Waive,
atial owish, Unſavoury, Taſteleſs.
or Waived , as a Man To be Out- Lamed for balt, ( S. T.) a Ship is ſaid to be
contemptuoully refuſing to appear when fued Walt, when ſhe has no Ballaft fufficient
in Law.
to keep her ſtiff enough and enable ber
Wiatved Goods, are ſuch as a Thief to bear Sail.
To Walt, ( N. c. ) to overthrow , to
having itollen, and being cloſe purſued
cotier or lean one way .
leaves behind him in his Flight.
salter , a proper Name of Men , from
Wake, ( S. T. ) that ſmooth Water
which a ship leaves aftern when under the Saxon Word Wealdan to rule, and
Sail.
Here an Army.
Wattſomne, ( 0. ) loathſome.
ElBakes, certain Country -Feaſts which
Walviaria Mulieris, ( L. L. T. )
usd to be celebrated for ſome Days after
that Saint's Day, to whom the Pariſh- the waiving of a Woman.
To simble, to riſe up as ſeething
Church was dedicated, and are ſtill kept
in ſome part of England.
Water does, to wriggle like an Arrow
Take- an , the Tile of the chief in' the Air.
Magiſtate of Rippon in Tork.shire.
Wiane; ( D. ) the decreaſe ofthe
Moon.
Witake- Robin , an Herb .
Walbury , ( S. Gracious ) an ancient
wang, ( S. ) a Field .
proper Name of Women.
Bangs or du?ang -Teeth, the Cheek,
Gald or Talalda, ( O. R. ) a Wood, or Jaw - Teeth . Chancer,
a wild woody Ground .
Wanga, ( O. R. ) an Iron - Inſtrument
Waldwin, ( Ge. Conquerour ) a pro- with Teeth.
per Name of Men .
@anger, ( 0. ) a Mail or Budget.
Wiales or Wails , ( S. T. ) thoſe
Tlë nhope, ( 0. ) Deſpair.
Timbers on the ship's Sides , which lie
er ankle, ( n . c. ) limber, fickle.
outmoſt, and are uſually trod upon , which
Hanlals, ( H. T. ) as Driving the
People climb up the sides, to get into Wanlaſs, į. e . the driving of Deer to a
Stand .
the ship . 1
Chain - Wales, thoſe Wales that are Wannagium , ( 0. L.) Wainage, Fur •
laid out farther than any of the others, niture for å Wain , or Jart , alſo Wain
and ſerve to ſpread out the Ropes. calld houles, .or neceſſary Out-Houſes for Hus,
Shrowds .
bandry .
wiant, ( N. C. ) a Mole.
Gun -wale, the Wale that goes about
Gant- Louſe, an Infect .
the uppermoſt Strake, or Seam of it , up
perinoſt Deck in the Ship’s Waſte.
Cu antey, ( C. ) a Surfingle, or large
bale-knot, a round Knot or Knob, Girth for a Pack -Horſe .
made with three Strands of a Rope, ſo
EB apentake, a certain Diviſion of a
that it cannot flip.
County, otherwiſe calld a Hundred.
Wale- reared , a Ship is faid To be
Wapy ,' ( in a Ship ) a Rope with
"Vale-reared, when built ſtraight up after which the Shrowds are ſet ftiff with Wale
the comes to her Bearing,
Knots.
Walfleet- Ditters, a ſort of Oilters ro
War and war, ( N. C. ) worfe and
cali'd from a Wall on the Coaſts of Elex , worſe.
built to keep off the Sea, along which
To (Garble, "to Chirp, or Sing as :
they lie, and are taken in great abundance. Bird does ; to S'nz in a trilling or quam
dalalilcis, ( 0. L.) a Servant , or any vering Way : to gargle or purl, asa Brook
Miniferial Officer
1 or Stream .
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Wiarblins of the Wiings, ( in Fal account of all Perfons that come into che
conry ) is when a Hawk, after having | Tower.
mantled her lelf, croſſes her Wings over her
aut irdfeoh , or Wardfegh, ( S. ) the
Back .
value of a Ward ar Heir under Age, or the
award , a Ditric or Quarter of the City Money paid to the Lord of the Fee for his
of Lundon . Allo a part, or diviſion of a Redemption.
Foreft ; alſo a Priſon , or a particular A part
Waardmote, a Court kept in every Ward
ment of it: Alſo the Heir of the King's in the City of London , for the chuſing of
Tenant holding by Knight's-Service, during Officers and trantacting other Marrers re
his Nonage .
lating to fuch'a Ward.
Court of wa ards , a Court feſt appoint
diardrobe, a place where the Robes
ed by K. Hencry Vill. for the deter- and Garments of Princes or Noblemen are
mining ofMarrers relating to ſuch Heirs ; but kept
Clerk of the Dueen’s great wward :
now quite aboliſh'd .
To Ward , to keep Guard or Watch , to robe, an Officer that keeps an inven
Pary , or keep off a Blow,
tory of all things belonging to the Queen's
WW xrd -Corn , a Duty heretofore en. Wardrobe.
joyned of keeping Watch and Ward with
dwuare, Merchandize, Commodity ; alſo
a Horn, to blow upon any occaſion of Sura Dam in a River .
prize .
Cd are your oney, ( N. C. ) baton
WlardsPenny or Warth-Penny, it well ,
Olgarectabilis Campus, ( 0. ) a fal.
Money contributed for Watching and Ward
low Field .
ing :
moarectare, to fallow Ground .
Ward -ſtaff, the Conſtable's or Watch
+
wwi rectuin, or Terra Umrecta ,
man's Staff 1 : Allo a kind of Petty Ser
jeanty, holding Lands by this Service, Land that has been long untilled , fallow
viz , to carry a Load of Scraw in a Cart , Ground .
walırfarl , the ſtate of War, a Military
wicie 6 Horſes, 2 Ropes, and 2 Men in Har
neſs, to watch it when brought to the Place Expedition.
volatin, ( Ge. all - victorious ) a proper
appointed .
Wardage , the ſame as ' Wari-Pen- Nameof men .
To Warily , ( 0. ) to ſave or des
ng
Warden , a Guardian or Keeper, one liver.
Gigariſon , ( 0 .; Reward.
that has the keeping or charge of any Per
sul arlike, belonging to the Art, of Af,
ſon or thing by Ofice : Alſo the Head of a
fairs of War ; Valiant, Stour.
College in an Univerſity
To Qui irn , to tell or give notice of a
wu ir den or Lodl ud irden of the
Cinque- Ports, a particulir Governour or thing we bore.hand , to admoniſh ; alſo to
thole noted Havens, who has the Authority ( ummon to appear in a Court of Ju .
of an Admiral, and ſends out Writs in his ti ...
own Name .
awl irnel- Wojms , certain Worms that
Warten of the fleet, the chief Keep . tick within the skin of Carrel on their
Backs.
er of the Fleet -Priſon in London.
uurirden of the lint or Keeper of
um irning- wqiheel, ( in a Clock ) is the
the Exchange and Dint, an Officer thiru or furch wheel, according to 'its die
whoke Buſineſs is to receive the Gold and Sil . ítance from the tirft Wheel.
autirnifturi, ( 0.L. ) Garniture, Furni.
ver brought in by the Merchants , or o
thers, to pay them for it, and to overſee all ture, Proviſion .
the reſt,
amarnoth, a Cuſtom by which a Tenant
waarden in a Religious houſe, the holding of Dover-Caſtle, ' that fail'd in the
Provincial's Deputy that Ads in his Ab . paymentof his Rent at a ſet Day, was oba
fence.
lig'd to forfeit double ; for the ſecond Fai
autardeu -Pear, a large ſort of Pear.
lure, treble, & c.
Wiarp, the Thread at length into which
watarder , a Beadle or Staff -man that
keeps Guard or Watch in the Day: the Woof is Woven .
time,
To Warp, co caſt or bend, as Boards do
wwiarders or Veomens waiarders, ( in when they are not dry.
To wti irp a Ship, ( 8. T. ) to hale
the Tower of London ) certain Officers
whoſe Duty is to attend Priſoners of her up to a Place by means of a Rope
Uuuu 2
State ; to wait at the Gates, and p take an
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odi aſhing of a Ship (S. T.) is when all
the Guns being brought to one side, and
the Men got up on the Yards, they wait
her other Side, and ſcrape it as far as they
can reach.
dwuafhum , ( 0, L. ) a ſhallow or for
dable part of a River or Arm of the
. of the warirrants, an Officer Sea.
Action
Cutiskite, a kind of Hawk in Virgi
Clerk
of the Commor -Pleas Couri, who enters all nia,
amtaltail or at allel, ( S. ) an anci
Warrants of Attorney for Plaintiff and De
ent Cuſtom ſtill usd in ſome Places on
fendant.
To Warrant, to ſecure , to maintain ; Twelfth Day at Night , of going about
with a great Bowl of Ale drinking of
to affure, or Promiſe .
adlarrantable, that may be Warranted, Healths .
walificl - Bowl or aftel- Bowl, a
ed. , a Writ that lies large Cup or Bowl which
ined , or
mainta
ia justifi
Garrant
Chrte
the Saxons usid
for one, who being infeóffed in Lands & c. in drinking Healths at their Publick Enter
with a Clauſe of Warranty ; is impleaded tainmentsllers
Waffe .
, a Company of People that
in an Alize,
or Writ of Entry.
Wuiarranria Cuftodiæ , á Writ that lay make merry and drink together .
for bim who was challenged to be a Ward
dotalte , Spoil , Havock , Deſtroying : 12
to another, for Land held in Knight's Ser: Law, the fpoil or decay of Houſes, Woods,
Lands, &c . made by the Tenant to the
více.
Tularrantia Diei, a Writ lying where Prejudica of the Heir.
Man having a Day ſet for his Per.
ABaite of the Foreft, is when a Man
fonal Appearance in Court, is employ- cuts down his own Woods within the Foreſt,
ed in the mean time, in the Queen's Ser. without a Licenſe .
adiatte or esante Ground , thoſe Lands
vice .
Asarrantize or Wolarranty, ( L. T. ) which are not in anyMan's Poffeffiou, bue
al
Coven
Bargaintnor
Common
f ant
himſel
e , .is alſo the middle of a Man's
and by
Heirs, the
his which
to Warre
or oblige
Secures lie wwiatt
the Bargainee and his Heits in the quiet Por- Body; and the Waſte of a Ship, is that
part of her which lies between the Main.
Seſſion
of any
. hiſe, or Place pri. Maft and the Fore-Inaft.
n , thing
quarre
a Franc
vileged to keep leveral ſorts of Beafts and
wakes Boards , Boards made fit fo as
to be ſet on the sides of Boats, to keep
Fowl .
the Sea from breaking in.
ener ,ora W Varren
wiarr
-keeper.
ur, a warlike
AB arrier
warrio
Walte-Cloaths, all ſuch Cicathes as
Man, one well skilld in Military Af are hung about the Cage-work, of a ship,
co ihadow the Men from the Eveiny in an
fairs.
Warſcot; ( S. ) a Contribution that us'd Engagement .
Wdlalte - Trees, thoſe pieces of Timber
to be made towards Armour.
’s Wafte .
ſwelling : which lie in the Ship
hard
ſmall
413art, a kind oftenc
e that grows near . adlaſtel -bżead, ('0. S. ) the finelt fort
Allo a Ipungy Sibſ
of
'white
Bread
o; Cakes.
the Eye of aHorſe.
watafojs , a kind of Thieves , or Rob
siartswozt , an Herb .
rth, da, cuſt
for ſome
Payn
Wola
h or bers.
ingentWatc
e -Guar
wviatch, Guard ; alfo a Pocker -clock for
for ykeep
or omar
Cattl
the meaſuring of Time: Among Sea-men ,
Ward ,
cuiarwite or war irowite, ' a being the ſpace of 4 Hours ; during which one
quis of giving Money , for keeping Watches half of the Ship’s Company watchin their
turns, and are relieved by the other Half
or Wards,
for 4 Hours more.
awiary, Wife, Provident, Cautious .
wwary - Angic. a ſort of Mag-pie ; a Duarter -udlatch, is when one Quarter
of the Ship’s Company watch together. :
Bird ,
† walt, a wreath of Cloth, 6c.saratch-6lals , a Glaſs whoſe® Sand is
to be laid under a Veffel that is bein on the 4 Hoursrunning out, us’d by Sea-men to
Head .
ſhift or change their Watches.
milash of Difers , is ten Strikes.
whatchs

laid out for that purpoſe, and faſten'd to an

Anchor.
qui arrant, an Order , an authentick Pow
er , Permiſſion or Allowance.
arcent of attorney , a Deed by
to do
which
a Man
appoints
ſomething
in his
Name, another
and warrants his
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Water-way, ( in a Ship ) a ſmall
watatch -amozk, the inner Parts of any
Move
ment
or Watch, which is deſign d ledge of Timber, which lies on the Deck ,
to new the Hour without Striking.
clofe by the Sides, to keep the water from
Matchet, a kind of blew Colour.
running down there.
whater, one of the four Elements ; Rain ,
om äter -wheel, an Engine to raiſe Wa
Urine : Alio a certain Luftre of precious ter out of a deep Well in a great Quan .
Stones ; , or ſuch as is ſet on ſome Silks, city .
Stuffs, &c . In Chymiſtry, the firft of the
wwaterWillow , an Herb.
Paſſive Principles .
wat itery or Wat’ry, belonging to, or
of Water .
full
618ater-archer, an Herb.
ww itery-Sores,a Diftemper in Horſes .
wreck ater - Bailiff an Officer in the City
sau atery Triplicity , ( in Aftrol. ) three
of London, who has the Over -fight and
Search of Eiſ brought thither, and the ga- Signs or ine Zudrack , viz. Cancer, Scorpio
thering of the Toll that ariſes from the and Deſces.
River -Thames,
alatling-ſtreet of waterlam -Areet,
w iter - batliffs, were alſo certain one of the four nored Hign -ways made by
Officers formerly appointed in Port- Towns, the Romans, which leads from Dover to
for the ſearching of Ships.
London , &c.
Water-Bears, a fort of Bears in Spits.
To Watcle , to cover wich Hurdles, or
berg, that live by what they catch in the Gravea.
Sea.
quattles, ſpleeted Grates, or Hurdles ;
esa er-Betony, an Herb.
allo Folds for Sheep made of Split Wood
water- Bojn, ( S.T.) a Ship is ſaid like Gares :Alſo the Gills of a Cock, or
To be water.born, when lying even with the red Fleſh that hangs under a Turkey's
the Ground, the firſt begins to float or Neck .
ſwim .
To save, to fathion, or make like
wwatersCrelles , an Herb .
the Waves of the Sea ; to turn to and fro ;
Higater . Farcin , a Horſe.Diſeaſe.
to decline a Buſineſs : Among Sea- men, to
Water - Bage, a Sea-Wall or Bank make Signs for a Ship or Boat to come near,
to keep off the Current, or over- flowing or keep off.
of the Water : Alſo an Inſtrument to
Bave-Loaves or Clave -Offerings ,
meaſure the Quantity or Depth of any certain Loaves of Bread, which the ancient
Wate “.
Jews us'd to preſent as the firt Fruics of
Water- Gang, a Trench or courſe to every Years Increaſe .
convey a Stream of Water .
Cuaded or uul vey, ( in Heraldry )
Gráter- Davel , a Rent paid in eld when a Bordure, or Charge has its out
Times for fiſhing in , or other Benefit re- lines, ſhap'd like the gentle riſing and file
ceived from ſome River, or Water .
ling of Waves .
dulater - Germander, a ſort of Herb.
To Ebaver, to be floating, or uncertaia
what to do.
FBater - Liliy , a Flower.
Wladefon , ( in the Admiralıy -Larp )
wotater-Line, ( S. T. ) a Line which
ftews ire Depth chat a ship ſhould ſwim ruch Goods as after Shipwrack, appear
in, diſtinguishing that part of her which is A ating on th : Waves of the Sea .
under Warer, from thar above.
To TTL wl or Catterwawl, to cry
wulater-Lock , a fenced Watering Place. or bowl as Cats do in the Nighr,
wuiater - 9E eaſure, a Meaſure that is
To Olaf, to do over, or drel wirà
greater than Wincheffer .Meaſure , by about Wax ; allo an old Word for to grow , or
three Gallons in the Bufael.
become.
water- 90 urrain , a Diſeaſe in black
Warſhot or Taarſcot, a Duty hereta .
Cartel.
fore paid towards the Charge of Wax
water- Pepper, an Herb.
Candles in Churches.
walaterspoile, an Inſtrument to try the
Tuay, Road , Expedient, Means ; Me
fuength of Liquors.
thod , Cuſtom , Uſe .
adiater- Shoot, a young Twig that Way of Elíay, a particular Method
Iprings out of the root or ſtock of a Tree of handling a Subject, in which the Wri
cutitor -fjot, ( S. T. ) a riding at An ter delivers himſelf more freely and mo
chor, when a ship is moored neither croſs deftly , than in the DogmaticalWay.
the Tide, nor right up and down, but
Wway of a Ship, the finooth Water
that the makes a ſtern wien under Sail :
quartered between both .
Allo the Rake or Run of her forward ,or
dosa tet-swallow , a Bird .
afrward
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ward on : But it is chiefly apply'd to y of a ship which is to the Windward.
Weather - Cock, a Device ſet up on the
r Sailing : For when he goes a-pace ,
s laid She has a good Way, or makes a top of a Building, to thew from what
esh Way .
Quarter the Wind blows.
Gülay of the Rounds, (in Fortif.) a ſpace Weather -coiling of a Ship, ( S.P.)
Et tòr the Pallage of the Rounds, between is when being a -huli, her Head is brought
= Wall and the Rampart of the Town. the contrary Way ; only by bearing up
To day a mozle, is to teach him to the Helm .
evel in the Ways .
OiseathersDage, the advantage of the
Bay- b2ed , ( N , C. ) the Herb Plan- Wind .
cin .
wreather- Glars , a Glaſs thàt ſhews the
CUxy-faring, as A Way-faring Man, Change of Weather, with the Degrees of
one accuſtomed to travel in the Hear and Cold .
Dads.
Ti cather- an , an Archer that care
Bay -faring Tree, a Plant otherwiſe tully obſerves the Wind and Weather in
li'd the wild Vine, and Hedge -Plant.
Shooting:
Beather -wiſe, skilled in fore -telling
To Taapslay one , to lay Snares, or
ein wait for him in the Way.
the change of Weather.
IMI 1Y = wiſer , ( for a Chariot ) a Ma
To weather, ( S. T. ) to double, or
gematical Inſtrument forced to the great go to the Windward of a Place.
Pheel to thew how far it goes in a
To Weather a Qawk, is to ſet her
abroad to take the Air,
ay.
web , Cloth that is a Weaving ; allo
ElBay -wiſer, ( for a Pocket ) a Move
hent like a watch, to count one's Step's or a Sheet of Lead;or a Spot in the Eye.
diebſter,
a Weaver.
walks
he
far
how
know
to
aces, in order
a Day.
Bedbedrip, ( s.) the cuſtomary Ser
vice which inferiour Tenants yielded to
catayled, ( 0. ) grown old .
their Lord, in reaping, muwing, ec,
Wayned, ( 0. ) puc back .
Wledge, a tool to cleave Wood, & c. an
Ebayt fee , ( 0. L. T. ) a fee anci.
mily, paid for keeping Watch and Ward. Ingot, or Maſs of Gold , Silver , or Lead .
Wedlock, Matrimony, Marriage.
Wlayward, froward, peevith .
Weakling , as A poor Weakling, i; .c .
Wedneſday, the fourth Day ofthe Week
weak Child that has little or no heretofore ſeta.part to the worship of the
Idol Woden .
Brrength .
? Weil, as The Common -weal, i. @, the
Wecd, any rank or wild Herb chat grows
of it felf.
Publick Benefit , or Advantage.
been or Wlede, ( S. ) a Garment or
Beald or Weld , ( 8. ) the woody part
of a Country ;
Suit of Cloaths ; it is ſtill usd for a Frier's
Włeanel,' ( c .) a Young Beaſt newly Habit, a Widow's Vait, & c.
zaken off from tucking its Dam .
anasek , the Cotton -match in a Candle or
Lamp : Alſo the ſpace of ſeven Days.
fit
to
Creature
a
Young
Wieanling,
De weaned .
meel, a Bow - net to take Fish in. In
weapons, all ſorts of warlike Inftru- Lancashire, a Whirl-pool.
auteelel, a little wild Beaft.
menes, except Fire-arms.
Uleapon- Salve, a kind of Ointment
Wleevil, a ſmall blask Worm that eats
aid to cure a Wound , by being applied Corn in the Lofts.
to
the Sword, or other Weapon that
bekt, a thing woven ; as A Weft of
nade
it .
Hair.
Uute it or wtare, a Srank , or great Wietgh ofCheeſeor Bukooll,theWeight
Dam in a River.
of 256 PoundsAvoir.dw.pois : Of Corn 40
Guller , or Clieland, the Throat -pipe, Buſhels.
orcibealand
Weid , an Herb whole Stalk and Roor is
waleather, the Diſpoſitionof the Air.
of grcar uſe for dying the bright yellow and
Weather or (Weather -sheep, a Male Lemmon-colour.
Sheep gelt.
To Beld , to forge Iron, as Smiths do.
CUeather -beaten , properly laid of a
Tutelked, ( 0. , withered .
awelkin , ( S. ) a Cloud , the Firmament,
Ship that bas endured itreſs of Bad Wea
aber ; worn out with hard Labour, old or Skie,
age, c.
Gusell, a Pit to hold Spring-water : In the
leather board , fS. T, ) that Side Art of War, a Depth che Miner links into
then
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the Ground, to find out and diſappoint the , containing five Chaldron .
Whale, the greateſt of Sea-Fiſhes.
Enemies Mines, or to prepare one .
68harf, a broad plain Place near a Creek
To Wielter, to wallow , or lie grovel
or Hithe, to lay Wares on that are brought
ing
.
Bem, ( 0. ) the Belly, or Gurs. In to or from the Waters
Efex , a ſmall blemish in Cloth .
diharfage, the Fee due for Landing
Caen , a hard Swelling that conſiſts Goods ata Wharf, or for Shipping them off .
Bharfinger, the Owner or Keeper of a
of a thick, tough Matrer , like Plaifter.
as ence or hour Agence, ( in Kent. ) a Wharf.
Wharls of Flowers, ſuch as are ſet
Place where four Roads meet and croſs each
at certain diſtances about the main Stock or
other.
15ench, a Maid, or Girl ; a Whore, or Spike .
Crack .
as heal or Bhelk, a Puſh, or Pimple,
itiencher or Benching-Wan , one
Wheal-wozin , a kind of Infect.
that keeps Wenches Company, or goes a
Bheam or aB heein , ( in Cheshire) lo
clote that no Wind can enter; alſo convenient.
wboring.
Abend, ( S. ) a large Tract of Land con
Wheamov , ( N. C. ) Nimble,
Gib heat- ear, a kind of Bird.
taining many Acres.
wmheden, ('W.C. ) a ſimple Fellow.
To abend , ( N.C, ) to go.
Wending. ( S. T. Ì the turning
bhit, or BB bey, ( in York-lhire ) an
about of a ship , eſpecially when ſhe is at Heifer, or young cow .
Anchor .
To Wheedle , to draw in craftily ,to coaks,
or footh up.
Albeold orGold, ( S. ) a Foreft.
Wieorth, a Country -houſe, or Farm.
Bheel or Gay -wiſer, an Inſtrument to
Bere, ( S. ) a Man .
meaſureLengths upon the Ground.
Were or EFerræ , ſo much as one paid
To wheel, to turn about : In Military
Diſcipline, to make a Motion that brings a
in old Time for killing a Man .
Taiere -wolf,90an -coilor Bolf -man, Battalion or Squadron to front on that Side
a Sorcerer, who by means of an inchanted where the Flank was.
Girdle , &c . takes upon him the Shape and
Ebheel- fire, ( C. T. ) a Fire for the
Nature of a Wolf.
me'ting of Metals, dr. when the Vedi
geregelt:thef, ( L.T. ) a Thief that thar holds the Matter is encompaſs'd aliround
may be redeemed.
lighred Coals.
with
dergilo, or bergeld, the Price , or
Wiheelage , a Dury paid for the Paſſage
Fine ſet upon one's Head for the Murder of of Carrs and Wa
aggons.
a Man .
Ashcen -Cat, ( N.C. ) a fhe Cat.
Berelada, a particular manner of
To Wheez, to rattle in the Throat ;
Purgation or clearing upon the Oath of other ſqueak as one does that has a Cold.
Men.
Etihelk, a Puſh, or Pimple ; allo a kind
of Shell-Fin , or Sea-Snail.
GBeriſh, ( 0. ) unfavoury .
To amihelm or Ethelve, to cover .
aerbance, a Name given to any
41B help , a Puppy , or the young Cub of
great Lord, among the Natives of the Welt.
Indies.
any wild Beaſt : in a Ship , Whelps are cer .
Albervaglum , ( 0.L. ) Wharfage, or rain Brackets or ſmall pieces ofwood faſtend
Money paid at a Wharf for Lading or Vo to the main Body of the Capſtan , or Draw
beam .
lading Goods.
ežerre, ( 0. ) Grief.
WUherkened, ( N , C. ) Choaked .
ativerlicotes , cerrain open Chariots
Wheftbury- apple , an excellent Fruit
brought from Westbury a Townin Hampshire. made uſe of by Perſons of Quality, before
kig eftsGate Buoy , a Road on the coaſt the Invention of Coaches.
of England which is very convenient for
AB berret, a box on the Ear, or lia p on
the Chaps.
Ships .
dueltminter, a City , ſo nam'd from its
wherry , a ſmall Brat.
Weſterly Situation with reſpect to London.
To GBhiffle, to trick one out of a thing,
Belt- Saconlage, the Law of the Wet- to fand trifling.
Saxons.
awihiffler , a Piper that plays on a Fife
Belly , ( 0 ) dizzy, giddy,
in a Company of Foot- Soldiers : Allo B
Bet - glover , one that dreſſes the Skins young Free-man, that goes before and waits
of Sheep,Goats,Lambs,bc, that are ſlender, upon the Company to which hebelongs,on
thin and gentle .
fome Publick Solemnicy ,
artbtffler,
autey, the greateft Meaſure for dry things,
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uvihiffler or muihiffling - Fellow ,4 meer | ling a beautiful White Hart, contrary to
Trifler, a pitiful forry Wretch.
his expreſs Ordei .
wwhite -Line, ( in Anat. ) the_fame as
Wuihig, whay, Butter-milk ,or very ſmall
Feer : alfo a Nick -name, given to thoſe Linea Alba . Allo a Term us'd by Printers,
that were againſt the Court- Intereſt temp. when a void Space is left between two Lines.
Car. I and Jac. 2 .
White Weats, Milk, Butter, Cheeſe,
auihigstím , the Tenets and Practice of Eggs, dr.
the Whigs.
ami hite - Dakam , Tow or Flax to drive
To waihiſk to Yelp or Bark as a little Dog intothe Seams of a Ship.
does.
wwihite- Pot, a Meſs of milk with Eggs,
umhilom, ( 0. ) once, or heretofore.
Gine Bread , Sugar, &c. bak'd in an Earthen
Wuihim orMahimſey, a Maggety Fancy, Por.
or Conceit , a freakinh Humour .
adihite-Rent, a Duty of 8 d. payable
To thimper, to begin to cry , as a yearly by every Tanner in Devonshire to the
young child does.
Duke of Cornwall.
wihimſical, full of Whimſeys, fantaſti
umihite Sauce, a Sauce made of blan
cal, freakilh .
ehed Almonds and the Breaft of a Capon
boihin or Petty awhin, a Shrub.
pounded together, with Cinnamon , Cloves,
Wihins, the Furz, or Furz-buſh,
doc.
+ To wahindle, to whimper,or Whine.
cahite Spars, a ſort of Eſquires here
To Mihint, to ſqueak, or ſpeak with a tofore made by the King. doleful Tone : Among Hunters, an Otter is
uwihite -Straits, a courſe Cloach made
ſaid To Whine, when ſhe makes a loud Noiſe , in Devon-lire.
or Cry.
uwihite- wort , an Herb.
Whiting, Size to whiten Walls with ;
ocininiard , a kind of crooked Sword .
To dwhinny, to Neigh as a Horſe does. alſo a ſort of Fiſh .
Woihip , Scourge, Laſh,Jerk ; alſo a round
wwihitlow , a preternatural Swelling in
fort ot å Stitch in Sowing.
the Fingers-ends.
Whitlow -Gjals , an Herb of great Vir
Whip orwhip- ſtaff, ( S. T. ) a piece
of Wood faften d into the Helm, which the cue againſt Felons and Whitlows.
Steers-man holds in his Hand to move the
gh hittter , onethat whitens Linnen -Clothes.
Helm and Govern the whole Ship.
Whitſun- Farthings, certain Offerings
adihipping, (among Anglers ) is a faſten- heretofore made at Whitſuntide by the
ing the Line to the Hook or. Rod . Allo a Pariſhioners to their Prieft.
caſting in of the Hook and drawing it gently
QBhit-Sunday, a Solemn Feaft kept io
on the Water,
memory of the Deſcent of the Holy Ghoſt
Whipſter,one that takes delight in Whip- upon the Apoſtles.
ping ; alſo a Sharper, or ſhifting Fellow .
umhitſuntide,the Seaſon of that Feftival.
oorhirl or a hern,around piece ofwood
06bittail , a Bird.
put on the spindle of a Spinning -Wheel.
Whitten - Crce, a kind of Shrub.
uwihirisBone, the round Bone of the
Bhittle ,(w . c.) doubled Blanket which
Come Women wear over their Shoulders.
Knee, the knee -pan.
aaihirispool , Gulphwhere the Water is
To Wwhitele,to cut Sticks into ſmall pieces.
always turning round ; alſo a kind of Sea- fiſh .
To shizz, to make a Noiſe as Liquor
whirl-wind, a boiſterous Wind or vio- does when pour'd upon the Fire .
lent Storm.
Whole -chace Boots, large Hunting or
To waihirl or udihiri atout, to turn Winter-riding Boots.
hoodings, ( S.T. ) thoſe Planks that
ſwiftly about.
unihisk, a Bruh made of Ofier- Twigs ; are faſten'd along aShip's Sides into the Stern .'
Whoop or Dewet, a Bird.
allo a kind of Neck Ornament for Women ;
alſo the ſound of a Switch , dc.
shoop or Ashoopoo, the Shepherd's
awhisker , a tuft of Hair on the Upper Cry, to call his peep together.
Wihollbat, a kind ofGauntlet which the
Lip of a Man .
ancient Romans us’d in playing at Fifty -cuffs,
Whisket, ( C. ) a Scuttle, or Basket,
at
their Solemn Games and Exerciſes.
Wibisking, ſwinging , or great.
uulhift or wihisk, a well known Game
815 hoztle, a ſort of Shrub.
ar 'Cards.
Wihur or hug, (in Falconry )the flut
adihite-hart- Silver, a Fine paid into tering of Partridges, or Pheaſants as they riſe.
To Ashur, to ſnarl, as a Dog does.
the Exchequer out of certain Lands in
by R. Wtca, ( 0.L.) a Country-houſe or Farre.
Dorſet-fhire, which was firit impos'dfor
kil
Henry III, on Thomas de la Linde,
Trichacan,
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untilliam , a proper Name of Men , from
Walichacan, a Root in Virginia and Mary
land, very efficacious in healing all manner of the Dutch Guild -helm , i, e. forniſhed with a
gils Helmer.
Wounds.
UTIilliams or Sweet William ,a Flower,
Halichencrel, ( 0. ) Witchcraft.
will- jill, a forry, inconſiderable Herma
acate ck, ( 0.) ſtinking, Counterfeit.
Wick, ( S. ) a Borough , or Village.
phrodite
muicked , Ungodly, Debauched, Vile.
wwily, full of Wiles, fubtil. crafty.
aulimbie , a Piercer to bore Holes with .
whicker, a Twig of the Ofier-Shrub,
uuticket, a little Door within a Gate, or
Winple , the Mufffer or plaired Linnen :
cloth , which Nuns wear about their Neck ;
a Bole in a Door .
umid geon or calidgin , a filly ' fort of alſo a Flag, or Streamer.
Ultimulid , ( S.) Sacied Peace ; a proper
Birr : a Simpleton , or fooliſh Fellow
wwdow ,a woman whore Husband is dead . Name of Men .
To Wain , to get or gain , to make one's
of
the
t
Reli&
the
King,
the
of
:dow
Wat
King's Tenant in Knights-Service, who was ſelf Mafts of.
To trince or watinch , to kick or ſpurn ,to
obliged to recover her Dower, by the Writ
De dote affignanda , and could not marry throw out the hinder Feet, as a Horſe does.
dalinches , an Engine to draw Barges, &c .
again without the King's Conſent.
Widolu -bench, ( in Suſſex ) that ſhare up a River againft the Stream .
awlinchetter,Gooſe, a pocky Swelling in
which a Widow is allow'd of her Hasband
the Grrin .
Efare beſides her Joynture
Tlind , the Current or Stream of the
Ilidow -Wail, a Shrub.
quidower , a Man that ſurvives his de- air ; Air pent up in the Body of a Living
ceared Wife .
Creorire ; Breath , Breathing , Scent.
waridowhood, the State or Condition of
Wind-bound, ſopr, or kept back by
a Widnin, op Widower.
contrary Winds.
To wield , or Weild, to handle , to ma .
mind - Cilick , a painful Diſeaſe.
nag
way.
walind-tgs , an addle Egg that has tas
mife, a married Woman .
ken Wind .
atund.fli , Fruit blown off the Tree
au rht ( 0. ) a Man.
wot: Treve, s. ) the Overſeer ofa Wood, I by the wind ; alſo a lucky Chance, fome
ciche
High
or
-ways.
| Efare or Profit unexp.& tedly come to one.
warı10 , fierce, furious ; deſert, or uninha
Tülind -Hall, a foft Swelling that riſes on
bited ; als that grows of it felf, as fome the lynt ofa Horſe's Leg .
Tree . ?nd Jerbsdo .
itlini.Gun, an Inſtrument to diſcharge
WiD- Fire, a ſort of Fire invented by a Billet, only by the means of Air thruſt in .
the Grecians ; Gun-powder rolled up werand to it.
ſet on Are : Alſo the Running -worm , a
Wiint-rotu, Hiy or Graſs raked in
Direale. Allan 'Evil in Sheep .
Row , in order to be cocked no .
WWhild. Fire Arrotos,luch as are trimmed
Tilinditzught, ( S.T.) ftit in the Wind,
with Wilo -Fire and Shor burning, to tick apply'd to any thing that holds or catches the
in the Sails or Rigging,of Ships in a Fight . Wind alori.
wanito colater: Creffes, an Herb,
Wind - Thruſh , a Bird ſo call'd becauſe
aalilt diiliams, a Flower.
it comes in high Wind's into England, in the
wwi lired, a proper Name of Men , from beinning of Winter .
the Saxon Words Willa the Will , and Fride
To Hind, to turn , to ewift, or roll about ;
or Fride, Peace.
to blow = 4orn , torrent,
Wilding, the Fruit of the Wilding- Tree,
To Wiind or Tenda Ship, to bring
a Crab- Apple.
her Head about. ' The Ship is taid To Wind
Guile, a cunning Shift, or ſubtil Trick . up , when the comes to ride at an Anchor
wall, a particular Faculty of the Soul; and being under Sail,theMariners uſe to ask
Mind , Pleaſure; a good orbad Diſpofition .
How winds or wends the Ship ? in l. upon
Will or Laſt Will, a Solemn Ad by what Point of the Compaſs does the lye
which a Man declares what he would have with her Head ?
done after his Death ,
Tuindin ystackle Blocks, choſe main
amit parole or nuncupative waiti, double Blocks or Pulleys,which beingmade
a Will only by Word of Mouth .
faſt to the end of a linall Cable, ſerve for the
wall with a waiſp or Jack in a Lant . hoiſting of Goode into the Ship, &c.
Quindl ils or durinleſs , a Draw.beam
bozni, a Meteor or clammy Vapour in the
Air, which refle & s Light in the dark, and I fixt on the Stern aluft ; which is now caly
leads thoſe that inmprudently follow is , quite us'd in ſmall Ships.
windlalo
out of the Way,
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Quindlaſs or dorinch, an Engine with Soul, Fancy,Genius,or aptneſs for any thing )
which any Weighey Thing is wound up, or Cunning.
drawn out of a Well doc..
Tuttch, an old Hag, or Woman that
deals with Familiar Spirits.
Tuinoles , Bladesto wind Yarn on.
quiindward Tidt, a Tide that runs'a.
aiitch- Elm , a Tree.
gainſt the Wind .
Britch.craft, the black Art, a dealing
Wine, a Liquor made of the Juice of with the Devil or evil Spirit s.
wuite, ( S. ) Puniſhment, Penalty, Fine.
Grapes or other Fruits.
Spirit of upine, is the oily part of amites, ( in li wile or noble Men ) &
Wine rarified by acid Salts diſtilled from Title given by our Saxon Anceſtours, to
their chief Thanes or Lords.
Brandy.
Wling, that part ofa Bird which is usd in
To walith dzaw , to draw away or
| Aying: In the Art of War , the Wing of an back, toretire or go away :
Army, is the Horſe on the Flanks, or at the
Walichernam , ( L. T. s. ) when a Diftreſs
is taken and driven into a Hold or out of
end of each Line, on the Right and Left.
Quiing of a Battalion or Sqmadjoit, the County, ſo that the Sheriff upon the Ree
the Right and Left-hand Files, that make up plevin, cannot make Delivery of it to the
each Side or Flank .
Parry diftrained .
Wings, ( in Fortif . ) are the large Sides
Withers , (in a Horſe ) are the ſhoulder
of Crown-Works, Horn -works, &c. . . blades, at theſetting on of the Neck .
the Ramparts and Breaft-works, with which
Wittherlake or wytherlake, ( O. R.)
they are bounded , on the Rightand Left.
au Apokate, a perfidious Renegado.
doing that Partridge or that Duail,
To walitd hold, to keep that which is
j.e. cur it up.
another'ss to keep back , ftay, or ſtop.
Wlinged Plants,are thoſe that reſemble
within Board and maiithout Board.
the Shape of a Wing.
( S. P. ) that which is within, or without
To datinnow , to fad , or ſeparate Corn the Ship .
from the Chaff by Wind.
ddtichi wind or Bind -Weed, anHerb.
UT!Inter, one of the four Seaſons of the
To datithſtand, to ſtand or be bent
Year ; alſo a Part of a Printing- preſs.
againft , to refift.
Winter - Trefles , a fort of Herb.
arolithy, a Tree, otherwiſe call’d oſier.
Odiinter-Green, an Herb, fo call'd from
amittal, a contented Cuckold .
Its flouriſhing in Winter.
Wittena Gemotes, ( among the Saxons)
Winter. heyning, a Seafon which is exo the Councils or Aſemblies of the great Men ,
cepted from the Liberty of Commoning in to aſſiſt the King..
the foreſt of Dean.
wotitwal, a Bird .
Wizard, a Sorcerer, or Inchanter.
To aplinter-rig, to fallow , or till Land
in the Winter.
CUoad, an Herb much us'd in the dying
Wiire, Gold, Silver, Copper, or other of Cloath , &c. of a blew Colour.
Metal drawn out into long Threads for many
dwloden, ( i.e. Fire, or furious) a certain
Uſes.
Idol worſhipped by.che old Saxon.
Wires,
( Among Herbalifts ) , are
adiold , ( s . ) a Down , or Champaia
thore long Threads which running from Ground , hilly and void of wood .
Straw . Berries, & c. faften again in the Earth ,
Walold or ameld, an Herb.
and propagate the Plant .
worolf, a fierce wild Beaſt ; allo a kind of
To witresdiaw , to draw out Gold or eating Ulcer : Allo a certain net which is a
Silver- Thread ; to decoy one or gee what great deſtroyer of Fiſh.
one can out of him.
Wolfsbane, a Plant that bears ſmall yel
amitſdom , the Knowledge ofhigh Things, low Flowers
good Conduct, Diſcretion ,
utalf'ssmilk , a kind of Herb.
Wiſe, diſcreer, 'well skilled witry : Alío
adiolves : Teeth , twoTeeth in theupper
way ,manner , or means.
Jaw of a Horſe , which grow tharp.pointed,
waitſe acte, a half -witted fellow , a Fool . To as to prick the Tongue and Gums.
The watſe Pın or Sages of Greece, Wiidily , partaking of the Nature of a
are counted 7 in Number, viz . Bias, Chilo, Wolf.
Cleobulus,Poriander ,PittacusSolon ,and Thales. Walander, a thing to be wonder'd at, or
Wilp, a handful of Straw or Hay ; alſo a admir'd , alſo the Ad of Wondering:
Wreath to carry a Pail or other Veſlel on
The Seveniclonders of theworld,
the Head.
are, r: The Pyramids ofEgypt.-2. The
waittta, ( 0.L.) : Wif, or half a Hide Mauſoleum , or Tomb Buite by Artemifia,
of Land .
3:
Cons of the Faculties of the Racionaf Queen of Caring for her Husband Máxfolus.
Thé
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The Temple of Diana at Epheſus. 4. The
Wl007, Thread weaved croſs the Warp
Walls and hanging Gardens of Babylon. s . in á Weaver'; Loom.
The Coloffus , or vaft Image of the Sun at
uwroolfsinefod, ( S. ) the Condition ofan
Rbodes, 6. The rich Sratue of Jupiter Olym . Oatlawed Perſon , who if he could not be
pius. 7. The Pharus, or Watch -Tower built taken alive, might be killed and his Head
by Prolemy Philadelphus King of Egypt.
brought to the King .
Wonderment, the A & of Wondering.
Tiooll-blade, a ſort of Herb .
WHond'louis, wonderful, ſurprizing.
Wooll- Drivers, they that buy Wooll
Wong, or Wange, ( S. ) ' a Field . in the Country, and carry it on Horſe
To Cloo, to Court, to make Love to. back to the Clothiers, or to Market-Towns,
in order to ſell it agrin .
2Clood , ( 0.) furious, mad .
wujooll-staple, that City , or Town where
Wood, a large ſpace of Ground beſet
with Trees and Shrųbs ; # lſo the Timber, or Wooll us’d to be ſold .
ſubſtance of Trees .
Wooll- winders , they that wind up
Wood and WR000, ( S. T. ).when two Fleeces of Woollinto a Bundle, to be packed
Timbers are let into each other, ſo that the and ſold by Weight .
Wood of one joyns cloſe to the other .
2003d , what one Speaks or Writes, an
W ?00d -bind , a Shrub,
Ofer in any Bargain, a Promiſe.
Wood - Caſe, ( in Gunnery ) a Caſe made adiogu or waiatch -word, ( M. T. ) *
of two pieces of hollow Wood, fitted to put Word that ſerves for a Token, given every
into the Bure of a Piece.
Night in an Army or Garriſon to prevent
Surprize, and hinder an Enemy or any trea
Wood -Cock, a known wild Fowl.
Wood -Corn, a certain quantity ofGrain cherous Perſon from paſſing backwards and
anciently given by Cuſtomary Tenants to forwards,
their Lord , for liberty to pick up dead or
Wiod of Command, the Terms us’d
broken Wood.
by Officers upon Exerciſe, or in Service.
adlozk, Labour, Buſineſs,Pains;alſo the
Wlood -Culver, or wtood. Pigean , a
Bird .
production, or reſult of one's Pains: In Mi
EUioad-fretter. a kind of Worm ; an In - flitary Affairs, Worksſignify all the Fortifica
feet.
tions about the Body of any place.
world , the Univerſe, the Heaven and
Wiood -gelo, ( 0. L, T.) the gathering
or cutting of Wond within the Foreſt, or Earth ; Society,or Body ofMen ; People, the
Publick .
Money paid for the ſame to the Foreſters.
WT000 Lands, Places where there are Wojdling,, a worldly-minded Man, or
many Woods; it is alſo more generally taken Woman .
for incloſed Count ies.
quoqldly, fond of the Vanities, or hunt.
after the Pleaſures or Profits of the
Wood - Lark, an admirable Singing-bird . ing
World .
adioodlouſe , an Infect .
TU ?000 -men, certain Foreft-Officers that
Wiaım , a creeping Infect, a crooked Iron
have Charge efpecially to look to the Queen's to unload a Gun, the Nut of a Screw : Allo
Woods .
that winding-long Pewter-Pipe which Diſtil
całood -monger, a Timber-Merchanr.
lers place in a Tub of Water, to cool and
Wicod-more, the old Name of that Fo- thicken the Vapours in the diſtillation of
reſt -Court which is now callid The Cuurt of Spirits.
Attachments.
W02m -6pais, an Herb thar kills Worms .
Udiood -pecker, a ſortof Wild Fowl ,
Wio , m -ſeed, the Seed of a Plant calld
Tulood -plea Court, a Court held in the Holy Worm -wood.
Wulojm -Wood, an Herb.
Foreſt of llun in Shrop -Shire, for determi.
To miom , to work oire out of a Place,
ning all Matters of Wood ; and feeding Cat
iel there.
doc.
WU1000 -roof and autosd - lage, ſeveral
To Worm a Cable, or hawler ,( S.P. )
forrs of Herbs.
to ſtrengther it, by winding a ſmall Rope all
culood -lere, an Infe & .
along between the Strands.
*Clood -feirel, an Herb .
To Torm a Dog, to take out a kind of
WWIDOD -ward , a Foreft Officer whore Worm
from under his Tongue , which if ler
Buſineſs it is to preſent any Offence againlt alone would make him mad.
Vert, or Veniſon done within his Charge, at
To Worry, to towz, or tug, to pull or
the next Swainmote, or Court of Aitach - tear in pieces, as wild Beaſts do : To teaz ,
{TOONIS,
or vex.
wuiogd -wat, a kind of Herb .
To actozit one, to overcome, or get the
better of him.
X X X X 2
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& c {02t, new Drink , either Ale or Beer. Wreſt, a forț of Bow to tune Muficat
In the end of Compound Words , it fignifies Inſtruments with.
an Herb , as Cole-wort, Liver-wort, & c.
To ücrett, to Wreath, ewift, or turn a
aq !c2th, Price or Value, Deſert or Merit. bout ; to wring , fiatch or pull ;, to force
( divsthies, Men of great wurth , illuftri- the Senfe of a Paffage or Author.
cus Perionayer.
To Wreitle, to ule the Exerciſe ofWreft.
The nine datoztlies ; Of theſe, three ling ; to contend, or ſtruggle earneftly
Joshua
Divid
Judas
were Jews, viz .
,
, and
dretih, an unfortunate torlorn Creature,
Maccabeus ; three Heathens, Hector of Troy,
; lorry,fcurvy.
Alexander the Grear , and Julius Cafar ; and Wrecched,pititul,miſerable
To ftriggle ,to turn here and there asa.
three Curiftians, Arthur of Britain , Charles Snake does ; to icrew one's self into Favour..
thy Gic-1.0 : France,and Godfrey of Bouillon.
To Wiring, to preſs or ſqueeze bard, to
cu cathine of Land, a particular pinch to gripe.
Quanny or Meaſure o' Ground ſo call'd in Wirit , ( L. T. ) a written Order, by
the Manour of King's-land in Hereford -thire.
which any thing is commanded to be done
adothy, that deſerves any thing, ver- relating to a Suit or_Action .
tuous, horourable,or commendable.
Dziginal Wirits , ſuch as are iſſued ouç
woulding,
$. 1. ) the winding of in the Queen's Name, for the fummoning
Ropes ulard round about a Vard or Maſt of a of Parties before the Suic beginę.
Ship, after it has been ſtrengthen’d by ſome
Judicial wolrits, are ſent out by Order
piece of Timber nailed therero.
of the Court of Judicature where the Cauſe
aliound, in Surgery ) a bloudy rupture is depending, upon occafion atter the Suit
or ſolution of(the
natural Union of the ſoft begun .
Parts.
Wirit of antitance, à Writ - for the Au.
Simple walound, is that which only o- thorizing any Perton to take a Conſtable
pens theFlein, and has no other Circumſtan- in order toſeize prohibited or urcuſtomed
Goods.
ces attending it.
Wairit of Privilege, is that which a
Complicated aclound, that which is ac
with grievous Symptomsas Fluxes Privileged Periun brings to Court , for his
company'd
of Bloud , breaking of Bones, oc.
Exemption, upon account of lome Privilege.
Dangerous wound, thatwhich is com
Writ of Rebellion , the ſame as Com
plicated , and the Accidents whereof are million of Rebillion .
dreadful ; as whenan Artery is pricked,when Writer, one that Writes any thing, a
& Nerve or Tendon is cut , c .
Pen - Man.
Mortal uniound, is that which must
Quiriter of the Tallies, a Clerk in the
ynavoidably be follow'd by Death, when it Exchequer, whote Bulinets is to Write uport
is ſituate deep in a principal Part, neceffary the Talliesthe whole Letters of Tellers Bills.
for the preſervation of Lite.
To dirithe, to wring, or twix ,to wreſte
Wound-wort, an Herb , good for the cu
wairong, mury , Injuſtice,
Wairy-Jećk, a little Bird .
ring of Wounds.
Wrack,a
Weed.
T&ráck or SeaWulpher, ( S. Helper ) a King of the
Wlrack or Slip -wrack, is when a Ship Mercians.
periſhes at Sea, and no Man eſcapes alive,
wwiiliverheved, the condition fof ſuch as
agiranglauds, ( O. L. T. ) mifgrown were out-lawed in the Saxons Time for nog
Trees that will never prove Timber ,
fubmitting themſelves to Juſtice.
To Wrangle, to brawl or ſcold .
(Uyddaught, a Water -courſe, a Sink;
wrathi, extream Anger , Indignation:
or Common -ſhore.
To quiveak, to diſcharge, to vent.
waiyke, ( S. ) à Farm , or little Village.
W rząth , a Garland ; a Roll, ſuch as Wo
walykettis, ( 0. L. ) á Wicket,or little
men wear on their Heads to carry a Milk- Door.
Pail, & c.Alſo the Torce or twiſted work in Ar
wwiyta or wiita, a Muld or Fine, ſuch as
chitecture : Among Hunters,a Boar's-Tail. was heretofore paid to make ſatisfaction for
Wreath or T0702, (in Heraldry) repre- ſeveralſorts of Offences.
ſents a Roll of fine Linnen or Silk, like
uclyder, ( in Heraldry ) a kind of flying
that of a Turkish Turbanr .
Serpent ; or a ſort of Ferret.
To waceath, to twiſt,ortwine about.
X A
Curec.rg ,(S.) Wrack - free,freed from the
forfeitute of Shipwrackd Goods and Veſels.
Wren, one of the leaft fort of Birds.
Gwrench, a Sprain .
#angti
,(among
theChineſes
Governour
of Heaven
and, theSupreme
Earth ; they
To Wirinch, io ſprain one's Foot; to having no other Name for God.
Sprce open a Doof, C.
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Xenia, Preſents beſtowed by the Greeks1 Pard, a well known Meaſure of three
to their friendsor Gueſts : In cur old Re Foot in length : Alſo a Court belonging to
cords, ſuch Preſents or Gifts as us’d to be a Houſe ; or a Man's privy Member .
Várd or Sail-Yards, (of a Ship ) are
made to Princes, or to the Governours of
thoſe long pieces of Timber, made ſome.
Provinces,
Xecantica, ( G. P.T. ) Drugs,or cther what tapering at each end and each fitted
to its proper Maſt, to carry the Sails which
things that are of a drying Quality.
Feraphium, a Medicine againſtbreakings are faſtend to theſe Yards at the Head.
Vard-Land, a certain quantity of Land,
out of the Head or Chin.
Leraia, a fault in the Hairs, when they which at Wimbleton in Surry , is only 15
appear like Down, as it were ſprinkled with cres ; but in other counties it contains
from 20 O 40.
Duft.
Feriff, the Title of a Prince, or chief Vard -mattering, a Diſtemper in Horo
fes.
Ruler in Barbary.
Pare , ( 0. ) ready, eager or ſharp upon
Xerocellygium , ( G. P. T :) a dry Plai
a thing : Among Sea-men , nimble, ready,
Ater for fore Eyes.
quick : In the North -Country, covetous ,
Xeromyzum , a drying Ointment.
# crophagia,the eating of dry Meats, a ttingy .
kind of Faſt among the Primitive Chriftians;
To Park, ( N , C. ) to prepare.
Yarn, Spun Wooll.
Allo a Diet us’d by Wreſtlers.
Xerophthalmy , a dry red foreneſs or
Parringles or Yarringle -blades, an
Inſtrument by means of which Hanks of
Stching of the Eyes.
# erotés, a dry Habit, or Diſpoſition of Yarn are wound into Clews or round
Balls.
Body .
Xerta, an ancient Greek Meaſure that held
Varrow , ( 0. ) faint- hearted ; alſo in
20 Ounces of Water.
Herb, otherwiſe callid Milfoil.
Xiphias, the Sword - Fish ; alío a Comet
Pate or Patt, ( C. ) a Gate.
Daw, ( S. T. ) a ship is ſaid to Tamu
ſhaped likě a Sword .
Xiphoides, ( in Anat. ) the pointed or make Taws, when the makes Angles in
Sword -like Cartilage or Griſtle ofthe Breaft- and out, and is not kept ſteady in her
Bone .
Courſe .
Kochitototi, ( Ind. ) the Hang -Neſt of Ybel, ( B. ) a proper Name of Men,
from the Greek Eubulus, i . e. good Coun
America, a Bird like a Sparrow .
rel.
kyio : locs, the Aloes-Tree Wood.
Kylovallainum , the Wood of the Bal.
Yülent, ( 0. ) blinded .
fam-Tree .
Pchaped with Silber , ( O. P. ) hav .
Xylocallia, a ſort of Caſia; a Shrub . ſing a silver.handle.
Xylocinnamon or Xy.ocinnamomon ,
Pilexped, ( 0. ) called , named.
the Wood at the Cinnamon - Tree.
Pclenched, ( 6. ) covered, croſs-bar.
Xylocolla, Glue that ſerves for the joyn- red.
ing of Wood , Be.
Vconoinns, ( 0. 1. ) a Patron of a
Vyſter, a Surgeon's Inſtrument to ſhave Church, an Advocate, Protector, or De
fander.
and ſcrape Bones with.
Í yttos, a large Portico or Gallery ,where
Poorven , ( 0. ) cut.
the Greek Wreſtlers usºd to pra &tiſe in Win
Peraled, i o . ) broken .
ter-time.
To Wean or ' Earl to bring forth
Xyiti s or Xyftum , (among the Romans) Lambs, as a Sheep does,
an open Walking: Place, wbere People en
Pear the time the Sun takes up in
jertain'd one another ; allo a Knot-Garden . paſſing thro ' the 12 Signs of the Zodi
lack .
The Natural or Tropical Solar
Fear, is that time which the Sun takes to
90 from one point of the Ecliptick to the
Y A
ſame again.
The widertal Year, is the time the
Pachtourenta ſmall ſort of a Ship or Sun takes in departing from any fixed State
Vendeu or Jandoi, the greatOftridge contains 365 Days, 6 Hours , and almoft
ofthe Iſland of Maragnana in merica ,
10 Minutes.
Yap, a little Dog.
The Civil Wear, is that which is com
mondy in ulü among all Nations.
To Pape, ( 0.) to jeſt,
The
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The Lunar Year, is leſs than the So : 1 couple Oxen for Drawings or to put over
har by 1 Days, the exa & Duration of ic the Neck of Swine , or other unruly
being 354 Days, 8 Hours, and 48 Mic Beaſts, to keep them from running through
pures .
Hedges,
Year and a Day, ( L. T. ) is a ſpace
Yoke - Elm , a Tree .
ofTime that derermines a Righe in many
Poke- Fellow , one that bears the fame
Cafes: As in caſe of an Eftray , if the Ow . Yoak or Burden with another, eſpecially a
Proc
per ( after
lamation made ) , does Husband, or Wife.
not challenge it within that time, 'ris for:
Poze, ( 0.) heretofore, anciently.
feited .
Posely, ( 0. ) ancient
Vear, Day and triafte, is a part of Yorkdhire - Sanicle, an Herb.
Pouk, as, The Hawk Youks, is
she Queen's Prerogative, by which thechal
Hengs the Profits of the Lands, doc. of Sleeps.
shoſe that are attainted of Petty Treaſon , Younger Regiment or Officer, (M.T.)
or Felony, fora Year and a Day ; and may that Regiment is counted youngeſt, which
at laft wafte the Tenements, root up the was firft rais'd, and that Officer young;
Woods, & c. except the Lord of the Ma- eſt, whoſe Commiffion is of the latett
pour agree with her for the Redemption of Date.
ſuch Waſte.
Paungling, a young Creature .
Yearling, a Beaſt a Year old .
Youngmen , ('in Stat: 33. H. 8. ) Yeoa
To Yearn , to Bark as Hunting -Dogs do men.
Poungſter, an airy, brisk young Man ,
at their Prey : Ako to be moved with Com
Baſſion .
a raw or unexperienced Youth
Younker, a lufty Lad . Among Sailers,
To Pell, to make a dreadful howling
Noiſe .
Tounkers are theyoung men whoſe Buſineſs
To Pelp , to cry like a Dog, or Fox.
is to take in the Top -Sails, or Top and
Peli, (C. ) a young Sow .
Yard , for furling the Sails, linging the
( 0. L : ) to : Hieme, i. e, in the Yards, &c .
WinPeme,
ter .
Pouth, tender Age, the Condition of
Peomen , the firft Degree of the Com- young people, or their perſons.
mons Freeholders, who have Lands of their
A Youth , a young man, a Lad .
awn, and live upon good' Husbandry. Allo
Youth -wojt, an Hcrb.
Douthful, belonging to Youth, young
the inferiour Members of any particular
Company, or Corporation .
vigorous, fullof play , frolickſome,
Vleken
Promen of the Guard , a ſort of Foot
( O.) taken .
Guards, whore Office is to wait upon the
Wen ( 0. ) Diſpleaſure.
Queen in her Standing Houſes, and abroad
Pücius ( ó . L. ) a ſort of pickled Sal.
Warer or I and .
mon.
Veoman - Treader, an Uſher in a Prin
Pitarven , ( 0. ) dead.
ce's Court.
Yehel, a proper Name of Men, from
Yeomansadi arders , the Warders of the the Greek Word' Euthalius, i, e. very
London
Tiwer of
.
flouriſhing .
Puba, an Indian Herb of which the Naa
Peomanry, the Body of Yeomen .
Yeoven or Peaven , ( 0. R. ) Dated , tives maketheir Bread .
Given ; as Tooven the Day and Year firſt above Yucca or Jucca , an American Plant
Written .
which bears a Flower of Admirable Beaue
i To Perk, to jerk or Whip ; to Wince ty:
or throw out the Legs as a Horſe does.
Portnagium ,( O'L . ) the Winter Soted .
Yew , a kind of Tree .
ime, or Sealon for Sowing Corn .
Pew or Ewe, a Female Sheep.
Pule. ( N.C, ) the Fetival of the Nati
To Per. ( 0. ) to Hickup .
viry of our Lord , commonly call'd Chrijte
To Pielo, to produce, or bring forth ; to mas,
Yule -block, a Chriſtmas-block, or great
give or grant ; to give over or up, to give
Way or Place .
Log of Wood for fuel, ſuch as are commonly.
Pielding, thar yields, brings forth &c . burnt in that Seaſon.
alſo fubmiffive ,complaiſant, pliant.
Pules Games,Sports usd on that Feſtival;
Paca, li . 6. King or Lord ) a Name Chriſtmas-Gamboles.
Pule of dugult, the firſt Day of August,
given to the ancient Rings of Peru in Ameri.
otherwiſe callid Lammas- Day,
, and to the Princes of their Family.
Poky or Yoak, & Frame of yood to
PWzfen , ( ... ) Covered.
Fabulos

ZE

ZO

| fmall Slips, Jas thin as it can poſſibly be
done .
ZA
Zeta , the fixth Lerter of the Greek
Alphabet : Alſo a Room kept warm like a
Stove: In our old Resurdsg a Dining Room ,
Abulon or Zebulon , ( H. ) a Dwelling- or Parlour.
Zetetick Method, ( in Mathem . ) is the
place .
Zabulus, ( O. L. ) the Devil.
Analytick or Algebraical Way of reſolving
Zachariah, ( H. mindful of the Lord ) a Problems. by which the Nature and Realon
proper Name of Men .
of the thing is chiefly ſought for and dilo
3acovin, ( 0. R. ) Sartin, or Fine covered .
Zeugma, ( in Gran. ) a Figure, when
Silk .
Zagaye, a fort of Javelin in Uſe among a Verb agreeing with divers Nouns, of
the Moors.
an Adje &ive with divers Subitantives is
Zahab , an Hebrew Coin in value i I. 1os. referred to one exprefly, and co the other
by Supplement.
Sterling
Zamogin, the Title of the Soveraign Zivethum , Civet, a Perfume like Masks
Prince among the Malabars in the Eaſt
Zimri, ( ' H. a Song or Singing ) an
Ulurper of the Kingdom of Iſrael.
Indies..
zingiber or Zingiberis, Ginger, a Spice,
Zaniy, ( 1. ) one that profeſſes to fir up
Jirbus, ( 4. ) the Caul that covers the
! Laughter by ridiculous Actions and Un
ſeemiy ſpeeches ; a Buffoon or Jack-pud- Bowels.
ding.
zizyphuım , a Fruit call'd Jujubes by the
3
Zaphaca or Saffera, a ſortof Mineral Apothecaries.
Zocco, ( in Archite:1. ) the ſame as
us'd by Porters, to make a Sky -Colour.
Plinth .
Zarſaparilia or Zallaparilla, a Drug.
zeal, an earneſt Paſſion for any thing,
zink , ſort of Mineral.
more eſpecially for one's Religion.
zocie, ( in Architelt .) aſquare Meinberg
Zealot, a zealous Perſon , a great Stickler which ferves to fupport a Pillar, orang
or party-man : Alfo a Separatiſt, or Schif other part of a Building inſtead of a Bale
or Pedeſtal
matick .
Zealous, full of Zeal.
Continued 3ocle, a kind of continued
Zechillor Zachfn ; a Venetian Gold- redeſtal onwhich aStru& ure is raiſed ,but
Coin worth about 7 s. 6. d . Sterling : has no Bale or Cornice.
3odíack, ( in Aftron .) one of the greater
There is alſo a Turkish Zechin valued
at 9 s.
imaginary Circles in the Heavens, which
Zedekiah or Zidkiah, (H. the Juſtice pasſes obliquely, between the two Poles o
of the Lord ) the Son of Joſiah King of the World , and takes Name from the
Iſreal.
Figure of the Living - Creatures repreſento
Zedoary, ( G. ) a Roor, very like Ginding the Twelve Conſtellutions or ' Diviſte
cons, call'd Celeftial Signs which are contained
ger.
Zenith, ( A in Aftron . ) that point in in it.
the Heavens, which in any place is directly
godtack of the Comets , a certain
over one's Head .
Trac in che Heavens, within the Bounds
Zemiths Diſtance, is the Complement of of which moſt Comets, thu ' not all , have
the Sun or Stars Meridian Altitude, or been obſerved to move.
Jona, a Belt, a Girdle : Allo a kind of
what the Meridian Altitude wants of go De
grees.
Herpes, or Singles calid Hüly Fire.
zones, ( in Afrol. and Geogr. ) are cer
gerech, an Hebrew Meaſure containing
9 Inches .
tain Spaces or Diviſions of the Heavens ot
Jerni. ( L. ) a Terter or Ring-Worm .
Ear:h,bounded by the two Polar Circles, an !
the iwo Tropicks .
Sero, a Cipher or Nought ( 0 )
Zeros or Zetos, a kind of Cryſtal.
The Corridor. Surning -hot zone:
Zerubbabel or3010babel, ( H. repug: bounded by the Tropicks of Cancer and
nant to Confuſion ) a Perſon eminent for his Capricorn, lies in the middle of the two
Zeal in rebuilding the Temple of Jerufs- Temperate cnes, and is divided by this
lem .
Equator into two equal Parts, one Northering
Zett, ( F.) a Chip of Orange or Lem- and the other Southern ; its breadth be
mon -Peel: Allo a ſhort Afternoon's Sleep oring 47 Degrees, or about 2820 Miles.
Nap.
The Temperate zones, owe them
To Zelt an Dhange or Lemmon , to Name and Advantages to their Situation
ut the Peel from top to bottom into between the Torrid and the list Frigint
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ones: One of them in which we live, ly
Zupaltum , ( L. ) a Julep, a fort of
ing between the Tropick of Cancer and Phyſical Potion.
the Artick Polar Circle, is call'd the
Zug,an Hebrew Coin of 7 d. Engluh.
Northern ; and the other be:ween the Ano
žygiati , ( in Aſtrol. ) luch Perfons as
tarttick. Polar Circle and the Tropick of
are born under the · Sign Libra, called
Capricorn , is termed the Southern ; each of
them taking up 43 Degrees, or about 2580 Zygos in Greck,
Zygomi, ( in Anat. ) one of the Bones
Miles in Breadth.
Th. Frigid or Frozen Jones, have of the upper Jaw , otherwiſe nam'd Fugalo
the two Polar Circles for their Boundaries Os; its outward Part having a long Knob,
Zigomaticus.
so that one takes in the North, and the calPd Proclus
žyga naticum , a pair of Muſcles which
other the South Pole ; each of them con
raining 23 Dezrees and a half, or 1412 draw both Lips obliquely to either Side .
Zygomaticus, a Murcle of the Face , ſo
Miles,
termed becauſe it ariſes from the Zygoms
300gonia, (G.) a breeding or bringing or Os Fugale.
torth of perfe& Animals,or Living-Creatures.
Zygattata, an Officer that has the
300szaphy, a deſcription of the Na
tureand Properties of any kind of Ani- Over-ſight of Weights ; a Clerk of the
Marker.
mals.
gymites, leavened Bread .
Zoophytes or plant- Animals, certain
Subitances which partake of the Nature of 3pmona, Leaven , or Leavening : In
Phyfick, any kind of Ferment ; as that
Plants and Living-Creatures .
Zootomy, an artificial Dilledion of the of the nitrous Air, the wat’ry Juice the
Bodies of brute Beaſts, or any other Crea- Mouth, c.
Zymolimeter , an Inſtrument by which
tures except Men .
Zophodus or Zoophories, (in Archite& .) the degree of Fermentation ariſing from
& Part berween the ArchitraveandCornice the mixture of divers Liquors is meaſus
red ,
among whole Ornaments were the figures
zymods, Fermentation .
of Animals .
Zythogala, Poffet-Drink.
Zopila , the beſt fort of Pitch .
Zytham , a Drink us'd by the old Gaxlsx
Sotter, she Shingles; a Diſeaſe .
a Drink made of Corn , or Malt ; Ale of
Jotica, the VitalFaculty.
Beer.
Juche,' ( O. R. ) a 'withered, or dry
fock of Wood .
10 OC 61
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